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For this reason (the Karaites) say to their brethren, the
children of Jacob, "Study, and search, and seek, and
Investigate, and do that which occurs to you by way of
solid proof and that which seems reasonable to you."

Sahl ben Magliab the Karaite,
Epistle to Jacob ben Samuel



FOREWORD

T H E R I S E and early development of the Karaite sect have been
in the focus of scholarly attention for more than a century.
Curiously, it was neither Karaite scholarship nor that of the

non-Jewish world which shed most light on this fascinating religious
movement, but rather its putative "enemies" among the Rabbanite
students of medieval Judaism. Through such outstanding figures of
nineteenth-century Karaism as Abraham Firkowicz and Mordecai
Sultanski, Karaite learning significantly contributed both to the new
documentation and the opaque interpretation of the early history of that
heterodoxy. But driven by excessive apologetic zeal, these Karaite
savants intermingled pious forgeries with extant genuine records
and developed utterly fantastic theories about the alleged origins
of the Rabbanite "schism" in the days of Jeroboam. It was left,
therefore, to the distinguished Rabbanite experts from Furst and
Pinsker to Poznanski, Mann, and their successors to uncover more
reliable sources, to unravel the historically authentic strains from the
legendary accretions, and to reconstruct the successive stages of the
history of that sect, a remnant of which, like the main body of Jewry,
has to the present day successfully resisted the combined forces of
outward assimilation and inner disintegration.

One important link in that evolution, however, has hitherto been sadly
neglected. Most of the studies, understandably enough, were devoted to
the rise and flowering of the movement in its Islamic environment during
the eighth to the eleventh centuries. To a lesser extent the attention
of linguists, anthropologists and historians, as well as students of
religion, was attracted to the Karaite settlements in eastern Europe in
modem times. But its all-important Byzantine phase has been subjected
to few searching investigations.

The intriguing question, especially, why Karaism never succeeded
in establishing itself under western Christendom, but founded a
number of prosperous and intellectually creative centers under Greek
Orthodox regimes, has never yet been given a satisfactory answer.
Such an answer might open new vistas on Jewish history in Byzantium,
perhaps even on the nature of Byzantine civilization as a whole. But it
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cannot be seriously attempted before one marshals the basic facts con-
cerning the beginnings of the Karaite settlement in the Eastern Empire
and its subsequent communal, religious and intellectual growth.

Doctor Ankori has supplied that information through solid and
painstaking research into all extant early sources. As a result, we can
now trace this transition from Muslim to Byzantine rule back to
about 970, that is more than half a century before the date hitherto
accepted. Through his penetrating analysis, Doctor Ankori has also
revealed the great historic forces (not always reflected in either the
original sources or the modem literature with their primarily literary
orientation) which brought about the establishment in Constantinople
and other cities of vigorous Karaite communities side by side with the
older Rabbanite settlements. Through a process of constant exchange,
through mutual challenge and response, both segments of Byzantine
Jewry reached new heights of intellectual achievement.

Jerusalem, August 11, 1957
Sao W. BARON



PREFACE
A PRESENTATION O F early Byzantine Karaism needs no

justification; it was long overdue. Here is a story of a society
in transition. Geographically, the members of that society shifted

from the Near Eastern regions to the harbors of Asia Minor and the
banks of the Bosporus. Politically and culturally, they exchanged the
Islamic climate for that of a Christian state. Linguistically, they threw
off the garb of Arabic, adopting Greek as the vehicle of daily communica-
tion and Hebrew as the language of their religious and legal literature.
Psychologically, they forsook their erstwhile missionary ideal of a Syna-
gogue Militant and, realizing they were doomed to the perpetual status
of a minority within a minority, invested their energies in creative
adjustment to the new environment they now called home.

Thus conceived, the vicissitudes of the Empire's Karaites may perhaps
prove of much more universal appeal than is intimated by the title of
this book. For, beside their intrinsic import for understanding the forces
which propelled the only schismatic group still surviving in Jewry, they
offer a fascinating case-history in socio-religious adjustment in general
and a revealing example of political and cultural reorientation.

Nor must the geographic and chronological boundaries defined in the
title be taken too rigidly. After all, the roots of the Byzantine processes
were firmly sunk in the soil of eighth-to-ninth-century Babylonia and
of tenth-to-eleventh-century Palestine, whereas their repercussions
(enabling us, conversely, to retrace the decisive eleventh-century phases
of these processes) reach out far Into Turkish times and also embrace the
later, East European extensions of the Karaite movement. Hence,
several central problems of Karaite history in general had also to be taken
up here at considerable length, inasmuch as they vitally affected our
conception of the life story of Karaism in Byzantium. Such broader
discussions seemed especially essential wherever new material or a novel
interpretation of older data called for departure from prevailing views.

The book in its present form is an enlarged version of my Columbia
University dissertation submitted in 1956. The accretions comprise my
further studies on the subject in the years 1957 and early 1958. Literature
which has come to my attention after the summer of 1958 could not,
unfortunately, be included.
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career, and to its library staff, especially its former librarian, Doctor
Gerson D. Cohen, for putting at my disposal the Library's rich collec-
tions of printed books and manuscripts, and for procuring for me
microfilm copies of Karaite manuscripts from European libraries. I am
also grateful to Doctor L. Marwick, of the Congress Library, Washington,
D. C., for lending me his photostats of the Leiden MS of Sefer ha-'Osher.
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INTRODUCTION

KARAISM WAS a product of Jewish experience under medieval Islam.
The true scope and depth of Islamic impact on all the facets
of Jewish civilization in the latter third of the first millennium C.E.

is still to be told in full. Suffice it to observe here in a general way that the
charged atmosphere of an expanding Islam was most propitious also for
the rise of Jewish heterodoxy. The fresh breath of a flowering youthful
Arab culture and the realistic attitude of Muslim rulers meant for
normative Judaism the enrichment of Jewish communal and intellectual
life; to Jewish sectarianism these factors meant life itself.'

THE FORCES OF PROTEST

For, on the one hand, there was the living example of parallel external
developments in the heterogeneous Muslim society and the growth of
heterodoxies in Islam. On the other hand, internally, the forceful pro-
motion of talmudic legislation by the central Jewish institutions under
Muslim domination-the Gaonate and the Exilarchate-could not but call

t A general survey of Jewry's experience in its contacts with the Arabs through
the ages was given recently by S. D. Goitein, Jews and Arabs (cf. on Karaism, esp.
172 ff.). The affinities of Jewish pre-Karaite sectarianism with Muslim heterodoxy
have admirably been expounded by I. Friedlander in his "Jewish-Arabic Studies,"
JQR (N.S.), 1-III (1910-12). Cf. also S. Poznadski, "The Founders or sects in
Jewry during the Geonic Period" (Hebrew), Reshumoth, 1 (1918), 207 if., which is
similarly devoted to the early period.

A modern comprehensive history of medieval Jewish sectarianism, and of Karaism
in particular, is an urgent desideratum. It would replace the antiquated and largely
unreliable Geschichte des Karaerthums of J. Fiirst. At the present, the masterly
sketch by Poznanski in Hastings' Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, VII, 662
if., is the best general survey available. Cf. also A. Harkavy's summary in Jewish
Encyclopaedia, VII, 438 if., and I. Markon's German account in Encyclopaedia
Judaica, IX, 923 if. A brief introduction to Karaism is also given in L. Nemoy's
recent Karaite Anthology, xiii if. R. Mahler's Yiddish study, Karaimer (or, in Hebrew
tr., Hak-I.ara'im), constitutes. a fresh and stimulating reinterpretation of the known
data; its main thesis, however, cannot be accepted. Finally, against the background
of general Jewish history in the High Middle Ages, Professor S. W. Baron has most
recently devoted a great part of Vol. V of his revised Social and Religious History
of the Jews (177-285, 373-416) to an incisive analysis of "Sectarian Trends" and
of the "Karaite Schism."

The documentation of the present general remarks would inevitably transgress
the limits of this Introduction. It therefore must be deferred to a separate, expanded

3



4 INTRODUCTION

forth defiance in the distant peripheries of the Jewish Diaspora. Claim-
ing to be the last link in an uninterrupted chain of oral transmission,
the central Jewish administration, residing in Babylonia, considered
itself the only legitimate heir and sole competent interpreter of that

study on the subject. Neither can the numerous monographic treatments of specific
periods or aspects of Karaite history, as well as collections of pertinent texts, be
enumerated here. They' are abundantly cited all through the present work and listed
in the Bibliography at the end of this volume. It may be of interest, however, to recall
in this connection some references to the well-known theory of Sadducean-Karaite
kinship as well as to mention some of the discussions on the relationship of Karaism
to the Dead Sea Scrolls, since these are briefly alluded to in this Introduction and will
not be taken up again in the succeeding chapters.

As for the first, cf. A. Geiger, Das Judenthum and seine Geschichte, 11, esp. 53 if.
(also in English translation, by Ch. Newburgh, Judaism and Its History, 260 ff.);
Sadduceer and Pharisder (first published in Geiger's Judische Zeitschrift fur Wissen-
schaft and Leben, II), 33 f.; Urschrift and Obersetzungen der Bibel (2nd ed., 1928),
106, 133, 139, 149, 152n., 167 if., 178, 182, 420, 467 ff.; 1Cebu;ath Ma'amarim (ed.
Poznanski), esp. 60 ff.; S. Holdheim, Ma'amar ha-Ishuth, esp. 43 if. and 117 ff.;
B. Revel, The Karaite Halakah and its Relation to Sadducean, Samaritan and Philonian
Halakah; as well as the monographic studies of Harkavy, Poznafiski and others,
copiously referred to all through the volume.

For a discussion of Karaite relationship to the so-called Zadokite Fragments and
kindred literature of the Dead Sea Scrolls, see S. Schechter, Fragments of a Zadokite
Work (Documents of Jewish Sectaries, I), esp. Introd., xvii if., and notes to the Eng.
tr., xxxvi f., x)viii, li; A. Buchler, "Schechter's Jewish Sectaries," JQR (N.S.), III
(1912-13), 429 if., and Schechter's "Reply" thereto, JQR (N.S.), IV (1913-14), 449 ff.;
M. J. Lagrange, "La secte juive de la Nouvelle Alliance au pays de Damas," Revue
Biblique (N.S.), IX (1912), esp. 332 ff.; L. Ginzberg, Eine unbekannte Judische Sekte,
24 f., 76 f., and esp. 148 ff.; S. Zeitlin, The Zadokite Fragments, and numerous essays
in JQR of the past ten years; Ch. Rabin, The Zadokite Documents, and Qunrran
Studies, 86 ff.; P. Kahle, "The Age of the Scrolls," VT, I (1951), esp. 44 if., and Die
hebraischen Handschriften ar,s der Hohle, 60; G. R. Driver, The Hebrew Scrolls from
the Neighbourhood of Jericho and the Dead Sea, 25 ff.; H. H. Rowley, The Zadokite
Fragments and the Dead Sea Scrolls, 21 if., 81 1.; R. de Vaux, "A propos des manuscrits
de ]a Mer Morte," Revue Biblique, LVII (1950), 417 ff.; S. Lieberman, "Light on the
Cave Scrolls from Rabbinic Sources," PAAJR, XX (1951), esp. 402 f.; A. Dupont-
Sommer, Nouveaux aperFus sur les manuscrips de la Mer Morte, 104 ff.; G. Vermbs,
Les manuscrits du Desert de Juda, esp. 105 ff.; J. L. Teicher, "The Dead Sea Scrolls:
Documents of the Jewish-Christian Sect of Ebionites," JJS, 11 (1951), esp. 87 ff.;
G. Molin, Die Sohne des Lichres, 70 ff.; H. Grbgoire, "Les gens de la Caverne,
les Qaraites et les Khazars," Le Flambeau, XXXV (1952), 477 ff.; M. Burrows, The
Dead Sea Scrolls, 41, 48 f.; H. L. Ginsberg, "The Dea Sea Manuscript Finds," in
M. Davis (ed.), Israel: Its Role in Civilization, 39 if., esp. 47; S. Szyszman, "A propos
du Karaisme et des textes de la Mer Morte," VT, II (1952), 343 if. (and Kahle's
strictures against it, in VT, III [1953), 82 ff.); idem, "La communautb de la Nouvelle
Alliance et le Karaisme," presented to the 16th Congress of the International Institute
of Sociology, 1954; N. Wieder, "The Doctrine of the Two Messiahs among the
Karaites," JJS, VI (1955), 14 ff.; idem, "The Qumran Sectaries and the Karaites,"
JQR (N.S.), XLVII (1956-57), 97 if., 269 ff.; and N. Golb's series of comparative
monographs, of which two appeared to date (JQR [N.S.], XLVII [1956-57], 354 if.,
and JJS, VIII, Nos. 1-2 [1957), 51 ff.).
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unique national experience: the lawgiving communication at Sinai.
Consequently, it was resolved to force, if necessary, the rank and file
of a far-flung Mid-Eastern Jewry into legal obedience and religious
conformity with Babylonian tradition.

Of course, in the broader perspective of history, the overall effect of
geonic and exilarchic activity on the subsequent evolution of Jewry and
Judaism proved beneficial in the highest degree. Yet the contemporary
day-to-day meaning of the administrative, fiscal and judicial implementa-
tion by lower officialdom of policies laid down by the central authorities
must have had a different ring altogether. Especially the peripheries of
the Diaspora (social and cultural peripheries, to be sure, no less than
territorial) could partake very little of the boom that enveloped the
expanding urban centers of the semi-capitalistic Caliphate in which the
geonic academies and the exilarchic court resided. Cold facts of geography,
not to mention abuses perpetrated by a mercenary bureaucracy and an un-
sympathetic, highbrow religious leadership, removed these regions from
sharing in the economic prosperity and in the flurry of cultural activity
with their brethren in the central provinces.

In an age in which religion was pervading all areas of private and
public life, the ideological aspects of an opposition could manifest
themselves only in religious nonconformity. Socially, the protest had to
be shaped within a framework of religious sects or factions. Thus, the
protest against the central Jewish authorities did perforce assume the
form of opposition to the Oral Law which was embodied in the Talmud
and effectively enforced by the exilarchic office and the continuous
activity of geonic lawmakers. Indeed, regional customs, rites and ob-
servances persisted in the fringe areas of Jewish Dispersion in spite of
their having been ordered out of existence by the levelling action of
Babylonian talmudic legislation. In reaffirming adherence to these
practices, the forces of protest would register their dissatisfaction with
the exilarchic and geonic administration and repudiation of its legal and
social policies which were identified with the talmudic legislation.

SURVIVAL OF KARAISM

Were it not for an independent line of development or, perhaps, for
certain unique properties conditioned by a different sociological structure,
the emergence of `Aran ben David in the middle of the eighth century
c.E. might have served merely as another rallying point for spokesmen
of discontent in the Jewish community. Sects had been mushrooming



6 INTRODUCTION

sporadically in the fertile soil of Jewish life under young Islam, from
the latter part of the first Muslim century on. For the legal and spiritual
mainstay of that life-the Talmud-though already strong enough to
make its authority assert itself in ever-widening circles of the Diaspora
to a point evoking resentment in some, was still too young. to stifle all
opposition. On a par with a host of other factions, then, Karaism
might possibly have arisen and withered after a while without so much
as leaving an authentic physical trace or a genuine literary testimony
regarding its objectives and its very existence.

Indeed, of all the various shades of dissident opinion and action
that are known to have loomed, at one time or another, on the Jewish
horizon in Muslim lands, up to the present no first-hand record or
testimony which would stem directly from the movements themselves
has been recovered. The only evidence available is that which is locked
in the hardly sympathetic literature of their Jewish opponents or in the
hardly understanding accounts of Arab historians. These general de-
scriptive references or even actual (fragmentary) quotations, cited only
for the purpose of refutation, are captive witnesses of stormy gusts
that were there and were dissipated in history.

In contrast to the utter disappearance of all sectarian groupings
from the historical scene and of the striking absence of non-normative
writings in the overall crop of medieval Jewish literature (at least, so far
as that literature is known to us today), Karaism stands out as a unique
phenomenon. It is the only dissenting group within Judaism that has
survived, albeit in very small numbers, to our own times (not counting,
for obvious reasons, the vestiges of Samaritans). It can also boast of
an imposing record of literary creativity, the fruits of which have largely
been preserved.

True, a great many Karaite literary productions, some of them of
primary importance to the student of the sect's history, have fared
badly in the course of centuries. Also (with very few exceptions) not
until the nineteenth century did the Karaites make an appreciable use
of the printing press. Hence, many a manuscript is still gathering dust
in the recesses of forgotten genizoth and of major library collections,
notwithstanding the intensive editing efforts of modern Karaitic scholar-
ship. However, this situation does not detract from the basic historical
import of the survival of Karaism. Long after the conditions which
had precipitated the initial outbreak of sectarianism in the medieval
Jewish community had ceased to exist, and removed from the Islamic
climate that was so conducive to the growth of dissident movements
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in Judaism, Karaism lived on and expanded into new geographic and
cultural horizons. True, it never succeeded in re-creating the erstwhile
glory of its Palestinian Golden Age; but it cultivated and consolidated
its literary achievements and institutions as best it could.

The phenomenon of Karaism's perseverance throughout the ages
cannot but cause the student to ponder over the nature of things that
have set the movement apart from other medieval Jewish sects and
contributed to its survival. What were the new ingredients which Karaism
introduced into the realm of anti-Rabbinic resistance and which have
gained for it a permanent foothold on the stage of history? What novel
twist did it lend to existing ideas of dissent that enabled it to score a
decisive victory over all other brands of Jewish sectarianism? And,
vice versa, why did Karaism fail to turn into a powerful factor in
Jewish life in spite of its apparent vitality and its survival for twelve
hundred years?

THE `MONOLITHIC' LITERARY CONCEPTION

OF JEWISH SECTARIANISM

Students of Karaism were largely guided by an interest in the literary
expressions of the sect's ways and beliefs. Confronted with the absence
of literary productions by non-Karaite dissenters, they saw in the upsurge
of Karaite literary creativity, following the emergence of `Anan, and
especially in the rich output of the tenth- and eleventh-century Karaite
center in Jerusalem, the true manifestation and fulfillment of Jewish
sectarianism. Conceiving all medieval Jewish dissenters as one unit,
they consequently made the three hundred years of Karaite literature
preceding the Crusades serve as the pivot of sectarian Jewish history in
general. The literary contribution of Karaite spokesmen, from `Anan
to the eleventh century, became thus the absolute criterion for defining
values and comparative standards of non-normative creativity. In fact,
all sectarian thought and action prior to `Anan was accorded the role
of "precursors" to Karaism. Conversely, such Karaite writings as were
composed after the Palestinian Golden Age were granted a meaning
and a cultural-historic value only insofar as they helped to elucidate
and preserve (in Hebrew translation or through extensive quotations)
the treasures of Karaite creativity at its Golden Age zenith.

With this literary orientation as compass, the life story of non-normative
Judaism in the Middle Ages is usually divided into three chapters:

a) the four or five generations of so-called Precursors to Karaism,
covering the pre-'Ananite movements of sectarian messianism. These
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were the movements led by the rebel of Pallugta, by Abu'Tsa of Isfahan
his disciple Yudghan of Ramadan, Severus (Sarini?) and Mushkan;

b) the rise of 'Anan ben David in the 760's C.E. and the subsequent
three centuries or so of consolidation of Karaism. (Some would extend
this period to include also the early Byzantine writers, ending with
Yehudah Hadassi in the middle of the twelfth century.) To this chapter
belongs the story of the brilliant expansion of Karaite scholarship, from
'Anan, through Benjamin an-Nahawendi, in the early ninth century, to
the al-Kumisi school which ushered in the Palestinian period at the
end of the same century. It was, however, in the tenth and eleventh
centuries that the giants of Karaite literature, so divergent in their
interest and temper, raised the standard of sectarian learning to heights
never before attained and never to be reached again in later times: the
worldly Y and the rabid Salman ben Yeruham; the ardent
nationalist Sahl ben Masliah and the universal philosopher Joseph al-
Basir; the objective master-exegete Yefeth ben 'Ali and the glorious
Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah. Yeshu'ah was the last great spokesman of the
Golden Age of Palestinian Karaism. As such he was credited with the
distinction of having transplanted the sect's teaching from the worn-out
soil of a declining Islam to fresh furrows of Christian Europe. This he
allegedly succeeded in performing through the instrumentality of en-
thusiastic students and converts from orthodoxy to Karaism, among
them some also coming from Byzantium. Into this period belongs, too,
the bitter struggle of the Karaite sect with Saadyah Gaon. This struggle,
as it is usually evaluated, had a fertilizing effect on Karaite literature
for many generations to come. At the same time it contributed substantial-
ly to the awakening of Rabbinism and ultimately tipped the scale of
Jewish destiny in favor of the Rabbinic way. And, finally,

c) the period of literary Epigoni. These were still in part creating in
the Arabic-speaking lands of the East. In the main, however, the
Hebrew-oriented centers of Byzantium (later Turkey) as well as of the
Crimea and Eastern Europe became the guardians of the sectarian
heritage. Subsisting on the vestiges of the classic taraite creativity,
these communities were inching their way down a weary eight-hundred-
year path of decline, from the destruction of the Jerusalem center by
the Crusaders, to our own day.

IN SEARCH FOR A CHALLENGE-AND-RESPONSE PATTERN

The social historian cannot, of course, conceive the emergence and
spread of sects in Jewry in terms of dissident books or nonconformist
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observances. Expositions of theological doctrines and literary records of
scholarly pursuits are of the utmost importance. Yet, when utilized
solely in their two-dimensional capacity, i.e., as pointers to the sectarian
way of life and philosophy of We, they offer only the formal end-product
of the dissenting process. The student of social history is interested in
observing the process in its very making. He will search then for a
third dimension, however imperceptible at first in the inherently conserv-
ative and (on the surface) purely technical and legalistic literature-
a dimension that will reveal also the dynamics of sectarian We within
(or against) its normative environment.

In brief: the need is now for an attempt to chart from the literary
data at hand and from corroborating external evidence the overall
challenge-and-response pattern and the mechanism of reactions and
adjustments which propelled the sects, as living societies of their time,
in relation to the material background and spiritual climate in which
they originated. Similarly, it is imperative to follow them along the
path of later changes of background and climate in which they strove
to continue to live in accord with their convictions and their heritage.

Each generation is confronted with new challenges, and even in the
same generation the challenge posed by certain factors has different
meanings to different groups. These meanings will differ according to
the social position of the members of these groups, their economic
interests, their spiritual background, their intellectual awareness and
psychological responsiveness. The above elements will consequently make
the answers to the challenge vary with the different strata of the same
society. The multiplication of dissident movements in medieval Jewry, at
times appearing in succession, at times simultaneously, should be viewed
in terms of specific answers given by specific groups of people to problems
and challenges confronting them. These challenges arose from specific
experiences of these groups under the regime of the central Jewish in-
stitutions, at different junctures of the political and cultural history of
medieval Islam.

THE OMAYYAD ERA:

THE CHALLENGE OF TURMOIL

The early (pre-'Ananite) movements of messianic dissent were the an-
swer of certain underprivileged segments in the Jewish population to the
challenge of the Umayyad era-the challenge of turmoil. After having
defeated the great powers, Byzantium and Persia, which were also
the implacable foes of Judaism, the young Caliphate itself seemed to
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have been foundering under the pressure of dynastic dissensions and
religious feuds. Growing social and economic disparity and national
unrest that encompassed such a great region as Persia threatened to
undermine the foundations of the new Arabian Empire. Was not this
turmoil the natural prologue to the last great drama of world history,
long predicted by the Prophets and glowingly described by popular
homilists? Was not the hour of Israel's Redemption at hand?

At the same time, a new internal situation within Jewry increasingly
challenged the freedom and independent way of life of the faithful but
unschooled folk in the back-regions of the Jewish Diaspora. For the
conquests of Islam brought about the unprecedented unification of some
eighty percent of the Jewish people under one political and cultural
system. The two great traditional centers of leadership and scholarly
endeavor-Palestine and Babylonia-were now united under one
political control and were part of the same spiritual climate. This
development prompted a swift rejuvenation and reshaping of the
government-recognized central Jewish institutions, the Gaonate and
Exilarchate, and the ever-widening assertion of the authority of the
Talmud as the legal mandate of these institutions.

However, the rugged frontiersmen of the Persian borderlands shared
very little in the economic upsurge and intellectual sophistication of
their coreligionists in the growing cities. To them, forced centralization
and legal-talmudic uniformity spelt fiscal, judicial and plain bureaucratic
nuisance with few of the assets that such an organization was able
to offer in the central regions. Parallel centrifugal forces which operated
among their Muslim neighbors in the outlying provinces of the vast
Caliphate could not but encourage the self-determination and defiance of
Jewish dissenters on the outskirts of the Jewish Dispersion. No wonder
then that all the leaders of the early sectarian Jewish movements came
from these far-off regions.

MESSIANIC SECTARIANISM

The expected Redemption under the guidance of a militant messiah
seemed to provide both an answer to the challenge and the oppor-
tunity inherent in the general political situation, and relief from the
grip of the central Jewish authorities. Indeed, messianism and sect-
arianism during the early Muslim era march inseparably hand in hand
in an endeavor to remold the fate of the Jewish people and the heart
of that people as well.

The emergence, in the comparatively brief span of four generations
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or so, not of one but several movements with a messianic sectarian
ideology, is not difficult to understand. Possible differences in social
composition (of which we have a faint inkling only); fluctuations in
the political and military situation of the country, with tidelike rushes
of confusion rising and receding; regional variations of environment,
tradition and custom; and the element of personal appeal which is of
paramount importance in a messianic movement-all lay at the root
of this plurality of sectarian messianic answers to what seems in retro-
spect to have been basically one and the same challenge.

The story of how the sectaries actually fared in their struggle within
Jewry and in their military adventures cannot be retold here. It is the
aftermath of that struggle and the inevitable shift in challenge (resulting
from change of conditions) that call for attention. The `Abbasid victory
and the ensuing period of peace and tranquillity which the Caliphate
was to enjoy for several generations dealt a deadly blow to the movements
of sectarian messianism. For these movements were inseparably woven
into the pattern of events of the turbulent Umayyad era. They were
geared with all the vitality of their belief and zeal to a particular his-
torical situation and to that situation alone. They felt their way through
a world of great changes without the guiding compass of a coherent
system of national and religious thinking. Finally, they were imbued
with a cult of the leader which compensated only little for their intellec-
tual.immaturity stemming from low social standing and poverty in legal
and religious discipline. As such, the movements were incapable of
recasting their objectives and regrouping their forces in keeping with
the radical change around them. Theirs was one answer to one challenge,
and any modification, let alone a drastic shift, in the nature of the
challenge left them incapacitated beyond remedy. Their energy spent,
their hopes uprooted, they were doomed to gradual decay if not im-
mediate disappearance. For a time they carried on an insignificant
existence on the margin of Rabbanite communities, nurtured by half-
mystic and Muslim-tinged expectations of the eventual return of their
respective leaders-a withering anachronism, of no consequence to the
subsequent history of non-normative Judaism and of Jewry at large.

THE `ABBASID CALIPHATE:

THE CHALLENGE OF PEACE AND PROSPERITY

Karaism differs from its predecessor movements in three important
aspects: a) in the nature of the challenge that spurred it into existence;
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b) in the character and direction of the answer it subsequently offered
to the challenge; c) in the sociological structure of its membership
which conditioned the form and content of that answer. Most important,
the social composition of Karaism, different from that of earlier sects,
endowed it with the ability of not spending itself, like its forerunners,
in answering one particular challenge. Rather, similar to normative
Judaism, the Karaite sect knew how to meet each challenge as it came
along and to reemerge with modified answers to the problems of changing
times.

Unlike the Umayyad era, the external challenge of the early 'Abbasid
years (from the 750's on) was to the sectaries not one of national
opportunity but one of disillusionment and frustration. The pacification
of the country and the beginning of an era of unprecedented economic
growth and cultural maturation saw the Jewish inhabitants plunge with
relish into the high tide of 'Abbasid prosperity. To the sectaries, however,
the new turn in the country's political fortune and the resulting victory
of materialism and sober adjustment over puritanic self-denial and natio-
nal separatism spelled the end of high hopes for immediate redemption
through the somewhat crude messianism of yesteryears. At the same
time, it bared the dismal spiritual poverty of the accumulated nationalist-
sectarian enthusiasm which had no coherent, positive program to serve
it as compass nor a leadership of rank to steer it through the crisis.

Internally, the rapidly progressing centralization and uniformity of
Jewish life under the guidance of Babylonian institutions had carried
the nation a long way from the situation which had originally stirred
the simple folk of the peripheries into sectarian protest. Years of
organization and solidification and the unrelenting efforts in the scholarly
field and in public education did not fail to bear fruit. Moreover,. with
the economic and administrative consolidation of the Caliphate, the
exilarchic and geonic authority, too, reached ever deeper into the out-
lying domains of the Jewish Diaspora. The speedy transfer by the
'Abbasid government of the nerve center of political, economic and
cultural activity from Syria to the newly established capital city of
Baghdad, in the heart of the traditional Jewish Babylonian settlement,
invested almost automatically the Babylonian institutions with the right
and duty to speak for all Muslim-dominated Jewry.

Conversely, the accumulation of power in the hand of exilarchs
and geonim by force of external circumstances, in addition to the
conscious efforts in this direction by Rabbinic leadership, heightened
even more the traditional drive for expansion of Babylonian talmudic
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hegemony over all the communities of the House of Israel. The spread
of the authority of the Babylonian Talmud was a consistent corollary
of the spread of `Abbasid authority and of its accompanying cultural
enterprise all over the Muslim world. Beginning with the `Abbasid
ascendency in the middle of the eighth century, Yehudai Gaon (said
to have been the teacher of `Anan ben David) and his disciples embarked
on a high-pressure campaign to expurgate the Jewish way of life of
non-normative coloring. Even Palestine with her long-standing inde-
pendent tradition, and the provinces under her influence, were brought
to task in no equivocal terms for not conforming to Babylonian talmudic
law and custom.

PALESTINE VERSUS BABYLONIA

The struggle against the Babylonian-sponsored uniformity was by no
means a sectarian monopoly nor even predominantly sectarian. Pre-
servation of regional (mainly Palestinian) customs and way of life had
lost now the edge of the simple man's rebellion and of purely sectarian
separatism, although protagonists of Babylono-centricism would find it
expedient to label it as such. In fact, such preservation of ancient tradi-
tions became the true symbol of regional, and especially Palestinian,
self-determination, defended by the region's Rabbinic authorities as well.
It did, however, have a sectarian extension also, whenever it epitomized
not merely a defiance of the Babylonian Halakhah and the stress of
traditionally Palestinian prerogatives but also a repudiation of the
social and communal forces which represented that Halakhah and
built on it their claim to power.

To be sure, the link between the campaign for Baby] ono-centric
uniformity and the spread of Karaite activity had long been noticed.
It has been, however, invariably suggested that precisely the rising
menace of Karaism drove the geonim and their lieutenants (such as
Pirkoi ben Baboi at the beginning of the ninth century) to decry so harshly
the deviations from Babylonian legal policy. In reality, the contrary is
clearly apparent: far from provoking the Rabbanite drive for uniformity,
early Karaism was (partly) a sectarian answer to the challenge of that
drive, alongside the Rabbanite anti-Babylonian front. Indeed, the
sectarian segment of opposition to the normative Babylonian pressure
forms only a small radicalist collateral of the basic historical c
for supremacy in Judaism between the two major lines of «or..,
development. At the time covered by our discussio e,
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soon to enter the stage of an open feud between Palestine and Babylonia,
to be climaxed in the tenth century by the famous Saadyah-Ben Meir
controversy and perpetuated many centuries later in the still-existing
rites of Sephardic and Ashkenazic Jewry.

At any rate, the time had come when mere adherence to scattered
non-normative practices or the adoption of certain new pietistic ways,
partly influenced also by heterodox Muslim neighbors, could not any
longer answer satisfactorily in the mid-eighth century the twin challenge
inherent in the changed situation. The failure of messianism called for
constructive outlets into which the accumulated religio-national fervor
could effectively be channeled. On the other hand, there was the increas-
ing pressure of geonic and exilarchic institutionalism and of all that
it stood for politically, socially and religiously. This pressure could be
countered only by a brand of sectarianism which, like the doctrine of
its Rabbanite opponents, was based on firm scholarly foundations and
was guided by a leadership claiming a standing in the Jewish society
comparable to that of the Rabbanites.

In brief: the challenge of Rabbinism had to be met with Rabbinism's
own weapon, on terms which the Rabbanites had succeeded in inculcating
into the Jewish way of thinking and the Jewish way of life, and at the
locale of the Rabbanites' own seat of authority.

The early Karaite answer of 'Anan ben David was, indeed, in this vein.

`ANAN BEN DAVID

A forceful answer it was.
'Anan ben David led the forces of anti-Rabbanite rebellion out of

the remote frontiers of the Muslim-dominated Jewish Dispersion into the
heart of exilarchic and geonic dominion. Until that time open defiance
was in evidence only in the outlying provinces of the Caliphate in which
Muslim heterodoxy was thriving also. The appearance of 'Anan marks,
so far as we know, the first case of such defiance in the very center of
Rabbanite institutionalism and at the seat of central Muslim authority.

This geographic shift, in itself highly significant, brings into sharper
relief some additional factors. These also make their appearance for the
first time on the stage of Jewish sectarian history. For 'Ananite Karaism
provided the non-normative cause with two elements which have estab-
lished themselves as prerequisites of successful leadership; they were
missing, however, all along in the earlier dissident movements. These
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two elements were: a) aristocracy of Davidic descent, and b) aristocracy
of learning.

As for the first: it was, indeed, with no negligible amount of pride
that the Jew, politically subordinate, relished the perpetuation of the
princely House of David as a Muslim-recognized semi-governmental
agency. The office of the Davidic exilarch represented the interests of
the Jewish people at the caliph's court and enhanced the prestige of
the Jewish population. Even deposed exilarchs in exile were accorded
their due share of veneration as the scions of the House of David.
Davidic aristocracy was, of course, gradually to be overshadowed in
the increasingly commercialized Islamic environment by aristocracy of
wealth. The latter, indeed, controlled the community but never superseded
Davidism. As late as the twelfth century, numerous branches of Rabbanite
and Karaite Davidic pretenders, invested more with titles than with
authority, would be adding welcome glamor to the communities of
Baghdad and Fustat, Damascus and Mosul, and-prior to the Crusades
-also Jerusalem. True, the burdensome and often corrupt machine of
the exilarchic fisc and bureaucracy would not cease to be resented and
denounced by some, whenever actual power of office endowed the title
with concrete meaning an& sometimes led to abuses. Yet the exilarchic
institution as such, and Davidism in general, formed the unquestioned
basis for leadership in Jewry in the early Muslim centuries.

The historicity of 'Anan's Davidic genealogy and of his eligibility
for the exilarchic office seems to have been unduly impugned by recent
scholars. Of course, the familiar Rabbanite story, which would explain
Karaite rebellion merely in terms of a private vengeance by 'Anan for
alleged geonic interference with his right to exilarchic succession, should
rightly be rejected. No less correct are the reservations voiced by
scholars concerning the later Karaite attribution of actual exilarchic
authority to 'Anan. But, otherwise, there is no reason to doubt 'Anan's
noble lineage and scholarly qualifications. The claim of his descendants
to the patriarchial seat on the basis of their Davidic descent was never
questioned even by their Rabbanite opponents. Nor were the merits of
'Anan's scholarly accomplishments ever doubted. Only his allegedly
personal motives were denounced as the direct cause of estrangement
between him and the acknowledged leaders of the people when the
latter discovered his deviationist leanings. It would have hardly suited,
so it seems, the interest of Rabbinism to attribute to 'Anan a non-
existent record of Davidic extraction and a flattering level of Rabbinic
scholarship only in order to point out how his supposedly base objectives
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had perverted these positive features. Should it not have been simpler
and more consistent with the tenor of medieval polemics to decry
'Anan's ignorance and low social origin, if such had been the case,
on a par with Abu Isa, the allegedly illiterate tailor, or Yudghan,
the cameldriver?

DIASPORIC ASCETICISM

'Anan's answer to the challenge of disillusionment with militant
Palestino-centric messianism was national asceticism anchored in the
Diasporic community of the pious. The high-tension nationalistic
enthusiasm of the earlier movements was now sublimated into a long-
range program of penance and strict adherence to the "original" ways
and practices. The synagogue, a Temple in miniature (mikdash me'at),
yet (unlike its ancient model) extraterritorial and universal, was to replace
the messianic aim of territorial restoration. A detailed set of rules was
established with the objective of imbuing the synagogue service with
the closest resemblance to the ancient Temple rite. Psalms were the only
liturgy to be permitted. Prostrations, ablutions and rigid norms of
purity were to recall the idea of the Lord's ancient sanctuary. Priests,
the only truly hereditary aristocracy of ancient Israel, were to be re-
installed in their erstwhile glory. All this, of course, was to be accompanied
by the most stringent and meticulous observance of the ancient customs
-as preserved in the peripheries or in Palestine-and by other
manifestations of "mourning" already encountered among earlier
ascetics: refraining from consumption of meat of animals which once
used to serve for sacrifices on the altar, prohibition of wine, etc. Indeed,
there is some reason to believe that, whether as a matter of organizational
necessity or as a part of the "sublimating" program of exilic mourning,
'Anan advocated some sort of territorial self-segregation in the Diaspora
by the communities of the faithful, to prevent their being contaminated
by contact with the impure.

This national program of 'Anan contained, as expected, many details
which were common to all ascetic doctrines in Judaism. Yet the program
was clearly different from the well-known ideology of the "Mourners
of Zion" (Abele ,Siyyon) which was adopted a century later by Palestino-
centric Karaite nationalists of the al-Kumisi school. A recent attempt
to reconstruct Karaism from the days of 'Anan down to the eleventh-
century Jerusalem masters and "Mourners" as one ideological "Zionist"
unit fails thus to perceive the basically Galutho-centric nature of 'Anan's
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nationalism, conditioned by the challenge of the early 'Abbasid era-
the challenge of peace and prosperity.

KARAITE HALAKHAH

The internal challenge which faced the sectarian camp-the challenge
of Rabbanite scholarship-was answered by the first medieval sectarian
Book of Precepts. This was a coherent, full-scale expose by 'Anan of
the deviationist practices and rites, documented by using the Rabbanite
method of exegesis and by borrowing from the Rabbanites their rules of
hermeneutics. Even the language of the book-Aramaic-was designed
to give it the appearance of a counterpart of the Talmud. Indeed,
the geonim were right in interpreting `Anan's opus as not a mere
extension of the earlier sporadic cases of factionalism, which they
usually preferred to ignore. With keen insight they perceived in it a
conscious endeavor by `Anan to beat the Rabbanites with their own
weapon and to counter the legal mandate of Rabbanite power-the
Talmud-with "a Talmud of his own."

In Chapter V of the present study, the early Karaite dialectics and
hermeneutics will be discussed at greater length as background story
for the changes which were introduced into Karaite legal concepts by
Byzantine spokesmen of the sect. Suffice it to add here that `Anan's,
widely heralded fundamentalism and exclusive reliance on the letter of
the Written Law are largely a misnomer. Rather, his was an ex post
facto attempt to read into the Bible (the full twenty-four volumes of it
and not the Pentateuch alone) the customs and observances already
practiced by the sectarians. Some of these practices could, of course,
be traced to an ancient, discarded Halakhah. Some, however, could be
squeezed into the letter of the Scriptures only by the most strained
and bizarre hermeneutical devices. Especially the Muslim-influenced
helckesh (kiyds, i.e., analogical deduction), originally indebted to the
Talmud, was perforce carried to the utmost extreme. An example of
such an exaggerated use of analogy in the field of the Karaite law of
incest will be discussed later in this volume. Its consistent application
would have brought the Karaite community to the brink of self-
strangulation, were it not for the reforms legislated by eleventh-century
Karaite scholars.

A detailed listing of the points in which Karaite doctrine, as advocated
by `Anan and his followers, diverged from normative Jewish practice
cannot, of course, be undertaken in the framework of this Introduction.
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Many of the divergences will be discussed and documented in Chapters
VI and VII of this volume, in connection with Karaite-Rabbanite
polemics in Byzantium. In these chapters also certain legal modifications
-a contribution of the Byzantine branch of Karaism to sectarian
jurisprudence-will be cited against the background of earlier practice
from the `Ananite days. Our task here is to chart only the broader
outline of 'Anan's answer to the challenge of his time, and especially
to stress the new intellectualist turn of this answer which set Karaism
apart from its older sister movements.

LEADERSHIP OF INTELLIGENTSIA

The appearance, of `Anan on the scene along with other maskilim, i.e.,
intellectuals, marks the crucial change in the composition of the forces
of dissent in medieval Jewry. This change could not but leave a lasting
imprint on the future character of Jewish sectarianism. The erstwhile
rugged but naive frontiersmen were joined now by conservative elements
among the urban Jewish population of the central regions who viewed
with alarm the spreading national complacency and the growth of an
institutional machine in Jewry. Among them were also frustrated
members of the lower aristocracy and disgruntled intelligentsia who
gradually became the spokesmen of protest and laid down the schol-
arly foundations of the Karaite movement.

In this change lay Karaism's strength over and above its sectarian
predecessors. In it lay also its weakness.

By offering the people a sectarian ideology in the accepted formulae
of scholarly legislation and by countering the claims of the normative
administration, bolstered by its Davidic leadership, with a sectarian
platform enjoying the auspices of Davidism also, Karaism carved for it-
self a permanent place in the Jewish community under medieval Islam.
Indeed, it forced normative Judaism to rethink and reformulate its ob-
jectives, to reassert the premises on which the normative doctrine was
based, and to bring its case to the people. Thus a rich literature was
created and many new fields of study and research were thrown
open for public discussion. More important, even the institutional separat-
ism of the sect and the many points of ritual and practice in which it
diverged from the Rabbanite majority were based on scholastic postu-
lates common to all Jewry. Karaism thus remained always a party within
the framework of the Jewish nation-a partner in its fate, a companion
in its spiritual endeavor. This last point will be elaborated more fully in
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Chapter I of the present study, when we lay down the 6 `historical premises"
on which the reconstruction of Byzantine Karaite history must rest.

THE SEEDS OF FAILURE

On the other hand, however, precisely in this overintellectualization
of the sectarian appeal lay also Karaism's weakness and the seed
of its ultimate defeat. The process of epitomizing the sectarian dis-
sent, a primarily social phenomenon, in Rabbanite-patterned terms
of scholarly formulation, tended to drain the dissident enthusiasm
of its original popular vitality and forced the voices of protest into
a framework of dialectical formalism. Karaism became a miniature
sectarian replica of Rabbinism, geared inseparably to the Rabbinic
development: fighting it, yet invariably following in its footsteps;
rejecting it, yet imperceptibly surrendering its own identity to the
opposite camp. In this contest with Rabbinism on Rabbinism's
own ground, with no new values to offer to the Jewish people, 'Anan-
ite Karaism was a priori doomed to remain a permanent minority
within Judaism. Whatever rationale was to be offered later for this
inevitable status of minority, the fact could not escape the keener minds
among the sectarians themselves: Karaism, the way 'Anan had built it,
was, at best, a whip to stir normative Judaism out of its complacency,
but it never was to become the actual propelling power advancing the
nation's cause as it marched through history.

It is this awareness of failure, inherent in `Aran's method and national
doctrine, that lay at the root of the unusually sharp disavowal of 'Anan-
ite policies by a new generation of Karaite zealots who enthusiastically
responded to the new challenge and opportunity of the ninth century.
This awareness, too, was responsible for the change of direction apparent
in the new appeal of the sectarian leaders of the ninth and tenth centuries
to Diaspora Jewry. In that appeal the renascent Karaite leadership
abandoned the national philosophy of 'Anan and addressed itself to the na-
tion in the name of new (or renewed) values that would enrich Jewish life.

The "de-`Ananization" of the movement by the al-Kumisi school
and its successors till about the eleventh century could not pass unnot-
iced by scholars. It was minimized, however, as merely interesting for
the light it shed on al-IKumisi's character. Its broader historical impli-
cations were left largely unexplained.

SHADOWS FROM THE PAST

Karaite revival in the ninth century became also an issue in the now-
popular discussion on the subject of the Dead Sea Scrolls and of Kara-
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ism's relationship to them. A detailed investigation of the problem
cannot, of course, be expected in this connection. Only a few general
impressions are in order here.

Ever since the famous century-old theory of Geiger linked the early
Karaites with the internal conflicts of the Second Jewish Commonwealth,
scholars did not cease to detect ancient antecedents in Karaite ideology.
Geiger and his successors hailed the Karaites as spiritual heirs, nay,
actual survivors, of the seemingly extinct Sadducee party. On closer
analysis, however, Sadduceeism in its classical definition seems to have
played in the Middle Ages the role of a haunting historical recollection
rather than an actual source of influence, an amorphous symbol of dissent
rather than a definitive sectarian identity.

On the other hand, Karaite links with other marginal groups of the
time of the Second Temple are becoming increasingly apparent. The
confrontation of Karaite literature with ancient literary fragments, first
yielded by the Cairo Genizah some half a century ago and now brought
into an ever sharper focus by the fascinating discoveries in the Judean
Desert, demonstrates several important points of contact. Indeed, the
resemblance appears so striking in some aspects that certain scholars,
both forty years ago and now, have found sufficient comparative material
to build up a case for Karaite authorship of the said documents. The fact
that such a theory, whatever one thinks of its merits, was at all possible
points to an unusual affinity which cannot be shrugged off by the ob-
jective researcher. Evidently, precisely these cave-sectarian compositions
(so-called "Zadokite" and not "Sadducean," although the Hebrew
knows no distinction between the terms) were to some extent available
to medieval readers almost a millennium after their first appearance.

Whether the ancient work or works were circulating all along among
interested nonconformists or reached them only as late as the ninth cent-
ury, is still debatable. The latter thesis, recalling a spectacular discovery
of a cave which was reported for the beginning of the ninth century un-
der circumstances resembling very much the recent revelations at Qumran,
is now quite popular with many serious students in the field. Yet, it still
leaves many questions unanswered and can by no means be taken as
the last word on the matter.

What seems plausible is that spokesmen for the Karaite movement,
which was well in progress in the ninth century, were eager to avail
themselves of extant bits of ancient sectarian Halakhah, whether known
all along or discovered just recently. This Halakhah was proving helpful
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in the scholarly documentation of their already-defined position and
added a respectable stamp of antiquity to ideas of their own day.

NEW BEARINGS

Whatever the impact of ancient literature on Karaite revival in the ninth
century, the great upsurge of sectarian activity could not have been the
result of literary influence alone. Rather, it came in response to a reali-
zation of the fact that a vital change of direction was needed if sect-
arianism was to survive the counterpressure of militant Rabbinism.

Normative leadership in Babylonia, awakened to the danger of sect-
arian subversion in its own home while campaigning for the extension
of Babylonian jurisdiction over all provinces of the Jewish Dispersion,
must have struck back with all its force. Pirkoi ben Baboi, Natronai
Gaon and others moved swiftly to mend the damage. Geonic and
exilarchic Babylonia became an impregnable citadel of Rabbinism.
All that the famous decree of the caliph al-Ma'mun (825 c.E.) could
offer to the cause of Jewish separatism, when allowing any ten men to
form a sect of their own, was a legal framework for future activity. An
important technical gain it was, no doubt; one that could materially
weaken the communal controls of the central Jewish institutions. Never-
theless, it by no means carried a guarantee for automatic success.
It was an opportunity, not a victory.

For the real contest, the contest of values, would have to be fought
out from within. In that contest, `Ananite Karaism, anchored to a
Babylono-centric orientation and slavishly imitating Rabbanite scholar-
ship, had simply no chance. Even the new garb and the partial reformu-
lation of `Anan's doctrine by Benjamin an-Nahawendi-using Hebrew
instead of Aramaic and elevating the study of biblical exegesis to the
rank of a major discipline-were unable to launch the movement in a
new direction, so long as it was oriented on Babylonia and its eastern
provinces.

But there was Palestine, the champion of regional determination, the
symbol of erstwhile glory. And there was the Bible, the Hebrew Bible,
which was claimed to be the basis for Karaism's independent legislation.
Here, then, lay the new sectarian solution, the new road to the future, the
renewed set of values to be presented by the sectaries to the people: a
national appeal for the restoration of the Palestinian center and its hege-
mony over against Babylonian institutionalism, and, coupled with it,
biblical scholarship which would be directed toward a better understand-
ing of the Written Word and toward mastering of the Hebrew language,
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the Divine vehicle of Revelation. Whatever the earlier, sporadic contri-
butions of Benjamin an-Nahawendi to biblical exegesis, the Palestino-
centric school of al-Iumisi was the first to produce full-scale Hebrew
commentaries on entire books of the Bible. Thus, Rabbanite Babylonia,
the seat of the "two wicked women" (i.e., the two geonic academies) would
be countered by the God-chosen Mount of Zion; the Babylonian Exil-
archate would be challenged by the Karaite Patriarchate in Jerusalem;
and Babylonian talmudic scholarship of the geonic schools would be
topped by biblical exegesis and masoretic studies emanating from Karaite
Palestine.

PALESTINO-CENTRIC ORIENTATION

This new, consciously Palestino-centric orientation of Karaism was the
ninth century's sectarian answer to the Babylonian Rabbanite challenge.
It was diametrically different from the Galutho-centricism of an 'Anan.
It indeed fought the 'Ananites (i. e., the conservative adherents of
'Anan's policy) no less bitterly than it fought the Rabbanites. (Similarly,
Saadyah Gaon would later fight the Rabbanite Palestino-centricists of the
Ben Meir school with no less persistence than he fought the Karaites.)

The rejuvenated nationalist Karaite movement became a lever for
tremendous activity. Appeals by word of mouth and through "Zionist"
epistles called for speedy immigration to Palestine. "Scoundrels in Israel"
and the "rich of the Diaspora" were bitterly denounced for arguing
that "it is not our duty to go to Jerusalem until He shall gather us to-
gether, just as it was He who had cast us abroad."

It is incumbent upon you who fear the Lord to come to Jerusalem and dwell in it
[pleads al-ICumisi with the Diasporic die-hards] in order to hold vigil before the Lord
until the day when Jerusalem shall be restored .... Hearken to the Lord, arise and
come to Jerusalem, so that we may return to the Lord. Or, if you will not come because
you are running about in tumult and haste after your merchandise, then send at
least five men from each city in the Dispersion, together with their sustenance, so
that we may form a consolidated community to supplicate our God at all times upon
the hills of Jerusalem.

Indeed, as will be noted in Chapters I and VII of the present
study, later Karaite recollections of sectarian settlement in Jerusalem
always spoke in terms of an "exodus," of compact groups leaving
behind their riches and their families and settling in Jerusalem as a
prerequisite for future redemption.

THE JERUSALEM CENTER

The new Karaite Palestino-centricism should not, of course, be construed
merely as a shrewd device to ensnare into the sectarian net the natural
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pro-Palestinian sentiments of the people. There was genuine love of
Zion in the Karaite appeal for the strengthening of the Palestinian settle-
ment. Many of the Karaite settlers adopted the pietistic mode of life of
the ascetic Order of "Mourners of Zion" (Abele$iyyon). As we know
now, al-IKumisi was in fact the first among Karaite scholars to use this
originally Rabbanite term. So great was the Karaites' appeal and so true
their self-identification with the Palestinian cause that "mourning,"
an ancient Rabbinic practice, gradually became synonymous with Karaite
allegiance.

The late 870's provided the sectaries with an even greater opportunity
to seal the process of equating Karaism with Palestino-centric nation-
alism. The energetic governor of Egypt, Abmad ibn Tulun, threw off
in 878 C.E. his nominal bonds with the `Abbasid Caliphate and extended
his independent rule over Syria and Palestine. This situation lasted till
905, and the Karaites made the best of it. Aided by their powerful
brethren in Egypt, they succeeded in establishing a government-recognized
administration in Palestine-a counterpart of the Rabbanite Exilarch-
ate which had enjoyed the recognition of the `Abbasid rulers. It is
probable, in fact, that they made themselves masters of Jewish Jeru-
salem and caused the Rabbanite academy to be transferred to Ramlah.

It is at this juncture that Saadyah, later a gaon of Babylonia but
at that time still in Tulunid Egypt, appeared on the scene of history as
the arch-foe of Karaism.

SAADYAH GAON

Saadyah's role in the Rabbanite struggle against Karaism has been
variously interpreted by different scholars. While some would credit
him with warding off the danger of "Karaization" of all Jewry, others
would consider precisely his attack the decisive factor in uniting and
consolidating the otherwise weak and scattered sectarian forces. However,
none of these interpretations fully explains the unrelenting animosity
and contempt with which Palestinian Karaites treated Saadyah's very
name and his arguments. The anti-Saadyan campaign of the Jerusalem
masters endured even long after the death of the gaon. It was inherited
afterwards by the Byzantine disciples of the Palestinian center and
inculcated by them into subsequent Karaite literature till as late as the
nineteenth century. This persistence of hatred is remarkable indeed,
especially since, as we know now, Saadyah was neither the first nor the
last to attack Karaism, nor indeed did he combat the sectarians to such
an extreme as was originally supposed by nineteenth-century students.
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It seems that the "Saadyah-complex" of the tenth- and eleventh-
century spokesmen of Palestino-centric Karaism can be understood
partly in the context of the basic conflict between the cause of Palestine,
as championed in its sectarian garb by the Karaites, and the cause of
Babylonia, as advocated by Saadyah. Living in the political and spiritual
climate of Tulunid Egypt, the future protagonist of Babylonian hegemony
was aware of the danger of Karaite ascendency. This danger did not
express itself (as usually supposed) in Karaite literary creativity. The
Karaite literature of Saadyan times could not effectively compete with
Rabbanite creations. It was precisely after Saadyah that the greatest
Karaite works were composed in the realm of biblical exegesis, Hebrew
linguistics and philosophy. The danger of Karaism lay in the equation
of Karaite counter-institutionalism with the cause of Palestine in her
contest with Babylonia. Saadyah, who did not hesitate to strike hard at
Palestinian Rabbinism too, when, as in the feud with Ben Meir, the
interests of Babylonia were at stake, considered it even more imperative
to discredit the sectarians in all areas of their creativity so as to under-
mine the popular appeal which their Palestino-centricism carried with
the rank and file of medieval Jewry.

DAWN OF BYZANTINE KARAISM

We have thus reached the Golden Age of Karaite scholarly creativity
and the peak of Karaite communal endeavor. It is here also that
Byzantine Karaism appears on the scene. The literary accomplishments
of the Golden Age of Palestinian Karaism form the most-known and
most-studied chapter in the history of the sect. Not so the story of the
social relations within the Palestinian Karaite community of that time.
A comprehensive analysis of the currents and undercurrents in the
Karaite society of the tenth and eleventh centuries, and a reevaluation of
the literary developments in the light of the internal struggles within
that society, will have to be presented in a different connection. However,
many of these aspects are taken up all through this volume, for they
are inseparably intertwined with the story of Karaite settlement in
Byzantium.

Precisely when Palestinian Karaism was at the height of its spiritual
development and when its broad intellectual activity carried it away
from its original, somewhat narrow nationalism, great changes on the
international scene in the second half of the tenth century brought
upon many Karaite communities abroad a challenge of a completely
new nature. For the first time in the history of medieval Jewish sect-
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arianism, Karaism, the product of an Islamic climate and now fully
Arabicized so far as the language of its daily communication and literary
expression was concerned, has been transplanted into the soil of a Christian
nation. Serious problems of adjustment and acclimatization made the
revision of many aspects in the Karaite outlook on life a matter of
urgent necessity. This was a time that cried out for wise and understand-
ing leadership, and for faith and devotion to the ancient heritage. A
new chapter in the life story of the sect was about to be written.

BYZANTINE KARAIfE HISTORY-A STORY OF ADJUSTMENT

The Byzantine Karaite story has never yet been told. Although literary
creations of Byzantine writers were copiously utilized in order to shed
light on the history of their Palestinian masters, their own vicissitudes
and struggles were not made the subject of autonomous investigation.
The present study marks the first effort to reconstruct the formative
years of Byzantine Karaism.

Here is not an exposition of Byzantine Karaite literature, although
all available compositions, many of them still in manuscript form, were
consulted. It is the story of a group of people thrown into a new environ-
ment and struggling to adjust themselves to it without losing their
identity. These were not hosts of militant missionaries, bent on ideo-
logical conquest of the Rabbanite community, but immigrants to new
shores coming to grips with problems unknown to their ancestors.

Yet, the story of their adjustment, of their failures and triumphs, is
not only the story of the local Byzantine community. In their struggles
and achievements the foundations were laid for the story of Karaism in
general in the last millennium, for the story of the still-living sectarian
communities of Turkey, Russia and Poland. For Byzantine Karaism
was not only the great guardian of the sect's heritage after the collapse
of the Palestinian center under the assault of the Crusaders. It was
also the sect's reformer in the changed conditions of changing times.

The seeds of crucial reforms that were to be introduced some centuries
later into the body of Karaite law and practice; the foundations for
the sect's stubborn survival and the sorry symptoms of its weakness
and eventual decline-all are manifest already in these early formative
years of Karaite existence on Byzantine soil.



CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL PREMISES

T HE ORIGINS of Karaite settlement in Byzantium and the incipient
stages of its growth and communal formation, until the time when
it reached articulate maturity, are shrouded in mystery. So, too, the

beginnings of many a Rabbanite community remain obscure in the ever-
growing expanses of the Jewish Diaspora in the Middle Ages. Unlike the
latter case, however, the silence of official papers and of Greek historians,
polemicists and hagiographers, continues unabated even later on. This
is true also where Karaite congregations appear to have already sent
firm roots into Byzantine soil and even in documents that refer
specifically to Judaism and the Jews.I

THE SILENCE OF GREEK RECORDS

Admittedly, a text of the abjuration formula stipulated by the Greek
Orthodox Church for Hebrew converts to Christianity may possibly be
an exception. Dated in the year 1027, it is essentially identical in language
and content with older texts of this kind. Where it diverges, however,
we can detect a conspicuous, though inconsistent, slant toward non-
normative Jewish observances and terminology.2

I The regesta pertaining to the story of the general Jewish settlement in Byzantium
in the period covered by the present volume have been conveniently assembled by
J. Starr in his The Jews in the Byzantine Empire. Included there, of course, are also
the references to Byzantine Jews, culled from Greek and Eastern histories and
hagiography, as well as imperial legislation pertinent to different aspects of Jewish
life. My own study of these primary historical sources did not yield any additional
material of consequence and diverges only in matters of emphasis or interpretation.
These matters will be listed further on, whenever relevant to our exposition, and, more
broadly, in a separate presentation of the general history of Byzantine Jewry. Cf. also
S. Krauss, Studien zur byzantinisch-ladischen Geschichte.

2 Cf. V. N. Beneshevitch, "On the History of the Jews in Byzantium, VI-X Cent."
(in Russian), Evreiskaia Mysl, II (1926), 197-224; Greek text, 305-18. Cf. Starr,
Jews in the Byz. Empire, 173 if., No. 121, and, earlier, Krauss, "Fine byzantinische
AbschwOrungsformel," Festskrift i Aniedning of Professor David Simonsens, 134 if.
A closer analysis of the document from the standpoint of its Karaite affinities is given
in Chapter VI of this study.

26
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Whatever the implications of this fact, there is still not one explicit
reference in the Byzantine Greek sources to the Jewish sectarians proper
nor to their institutions and position within the Empire's heterogeneous
population. We have no hint even of their very existence on the banks
of the Bosporus or in the imperial Themes of Asia Minor in the span
of time covered by the present study. Records from subsequent centuries
are equally mute.

KARAITE LITERARY SOURCES

Nor do the Karaites themselves provide the student with material that
could properly qualify as historical. The only two letters of an early
Byzantine Karaite leader preserved and published to date were composed
outside the boundaries of the Late Roman State.3 Lacking direct docu-
mentary evidence from the early dissident communities in the Empire,
the reconstruction of the sectaries' own testimonies about their initial
steps in Byzantine territory must necessarily be limited to two sources:
casual historical references that may be culled from the early literary
productions of Byzantine Karaite scholars, and traditions preserved in
the writings of later Karaite authorities.

Literary monuments, however, did not make their appearance on
the Byzantine scene before the middle of the eleventh century. Yet, as
we shall see presently, Byzantine Karaism at that time was already
firmly established. Consequently, the literary material of the period
reflects a late stage in Karaite settlement and not its beginning.

Moreover, our picture of the early literary efforts of the young sect-
arian branch on the Bosporus is still very incomplete. The full range
of their contribution as source material for Byzantine Karaite history
can hardly be gauged from the printed matter in the hands of the student

3 One letter, sent by Tobias ben Moses, a Karaite of Constantinople, from Jerusalem
to Fuslat, Egypt, was published for the first time by J. Mann in his Texts and Studies,
I, 383-85. The other, composed most probably by the same writer, when in Egypt,
and directed to a notable of another Egyptian community, appeared as Nos. XXXI
and XXXII of Gottheil-Worrell's Fragments from the Cairo Genizah in the Freer
Collection, 142-49. Mann later added some corrections, op. cit., 373 f., note 3.
Both letters were reedited and reinterpreted in my "The Correspondence of Tobias
ben Moses the Karaite of Constantinople," in J. L. Blau and others (ed.), Essays
on Jewish Life and Thought: Presented in Honor of Salo Wittmayer Baron, 1-38.

For a resume of the literary activity of Tobias ben Moses see S. Poznatiski, Osar
Yisrael, V, 12a-14a. To the bibliography listed there one must add the references
scattered through the two volumes of Mann's Texts and Studies; cf. Index, at the end
of Vol. II, 1591. s.v. "Tob. b. Moses. Kar. scholar."
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as of this day. This applies even to the greatest work of the period.
In spite of its unwieldy method and form, Yehudah Hadassi's encyclo-
pedia of Karaite lore and polemics, Eshkol hak-Kofer, is perhaps the
most widely quoted manual of Karaite ways and beliefs. It was long
acclaimed as an inexhaustible treasury of early texts and discussions
and as the definitive record of spiritual achievement by four centuries
of Karaite endeavor.4 Nevertheless, it is available only in a defective
and, by any standard, highly inadequate edition.5 In the interests of
modern Karaitic scholarship, the work must be critically reedited by an
expert in sectarian as well as Rabbinic Halakhah and exegesis, on the
basis of all the extant manuscript material.6

ON BYZANTINE KARAITE MANUSCRIPTS

A pseudo-historical presentation of the origins of the religious schism in
Jewry is the onlyother work of this era published in full. The brevity of the
tract no doubt facilitated its inclusion in toto by Pinsker in his epoch-

4 Cf., for instance, J. M. Jost, Geschichte des Judenthums and seiner Sekten, 11,
352; J. Fiirst, Geschichte des Karderthums, II, 211 ff.; P. F. Franki, "Karaische
Studien," MGWJ, XXXI (1882), 1; M. Steinschneider, Polemische and apologerische
Literatur, 352; A. Harkavy, Jewish Enc., VII, 442a.

S The Gozlow edition of Hadassi's Eshkol hak-Kofer, published in Czarist Russia
in the year 1836 under the supervision of Abraham Firkowicz, admits that self-censor-
ship was exercised in regard to the sections dealing with Christianity. Bacher published
two of the missing chapters, from letter kaf of Alphabet 98 to the same letter in
Alphabet 100. Cf. JQR (O.S.), VIII (1895-96), 431-44. Alphabets 312 and 313,
also omitted from the printed book, were published recently by A. Scheiber in the
Jubilee Volume in Honour of Bernhard Heller, Hebrew section, 101-29.

To be sure, whole passages were already unavailable to the scribe of the manuscript
underlying the Gozlow edition (on the deficiency of the Eshkol MSS as early as the
fifteenth century see note 13, below). Moreover, several clauses with an anti-Christian
slant were tampered with or removed altogether, with no appropriate note indicating
the change. Thus, against the 54 "signs of the Messiah" listed in the closing chapters
of the printed book, both the Vienna MS and that of the Jewish Theological Seminary,
as well as the MSS of Afendopolo's Hebrew epitome and of a later Arabic Fihrist,
contain a description of 77 "signs." Twenty-three have been tacitly withdrawn from
the printed copy of the text and the accompanying mnemonic formula camouflaged
accordingly. A critical edition of that important section, contemplated more than
seen decades ago by P. F. Frankl and unfortunately prevented by his untimely
death, will form part of this writer's separate study on Hadassi and his time.

Cf. also G. Margoliouth, Catalogue of Hebrew and Samaritan MSS in the British
Museum, 183, §593; A. Z. Schwarz, Die hebraischen Handschriften in der National-
bibliothek in Wien, 138 f., § 130; and the data given by A. Marx in JQR (N.S.), XXIV
(1923-24), 78 f.

In the preparation of the present volume the study of the printed version of the
Eshkol was supplemented by consulting all the above-mentioned MSS at the Library
of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, as well as a microfilm copy of the
Vienna MS.

6 1 understand that Professor A. Scheiber of Budapest is contemplating such an
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making collection of Karaite texts, printed almost a hundred years ago.7
The earlier and larger creations of eleventh-century pioneers of Byzantine
Karaite literature have not been as fortunate. The compilation in the last
century of the great descriptive catalogues of European manuscript collec-
tions drew the attention of the scholarly world to these writings. Still,while
a handful of researchers have occasionally presented excerpts from them,
the body of this material remains largely unpublished to this day.8

In addition, some of the known manuscript copies are incomplete or
anonymous, and the rich collections of Leningrad and Moscow are in-
accessible at present. Thus, many a prospective editing project is denied
material prerequisite for a comparative apparatus.

edition. In addition to the essay mentioned in the previous note, see also his "Elements
fabuleux dans i'Eshkol Hakofer," REJ, CVIII (N.S., VIII, 1948), 41 if.

A comprehensive study on Hadassi and his work is yet to be written. P. F. Frankl
intended to lay ground for such a study in a series of "KarAische Studien," MGWJ,
XXXI (1882), 1-13, 72-85, 268-75, XXXII (1883), 399-419, XXXIII (1884),
448-57, 513-21, but the task was left unfinished. Cf. also his earlier "Ahare ReSheF
le-Bafler be-Sifruth ha$-Kara'im" (Hebrew), Hashshabar, VII (1875-76), 646-50,
701-13, VIII (1876-77), 29-31, 78-80, 119-27, 177-84.

See further on Hadassi, Pinsker, Likkute Kadmoniyyoth, 223-25, App. XI, 92-94,
139; A. B. Gottlober, Bikkoreth le-Tholedoth hak-JCara'im, 172 f.; A. Neubauer, Aus
der Petersburger Bibliothek, 56; M. Schreiner, Der Kalam in der jiidischen Literatur,
33-35; W. Bacher, in the article quoted above, note 5, and in "Jehuda Hadassis
Hermeneutik and Grammatik," MGWJ, XL (1896), 14-32, 68-84, 109-26; Porges,
"Buchstabe Waw bei Menachem ben Saruk," MGWJ, XXXIV (1885), 95 f., 100 f.;
Perles, "Judisch-byzantinische Beziehungen," Byzantinische Zeitschrift, II (1893), 575;
D. Rosin, "The Meaning of the Mnemonic Formulae for the Radical and Servile
Letters in Hebrew," JQR (O.S.), VI (1893-94), 494 f.; Harkavy, Altjiidische Denkmdler
aus der Krim, 162,212 f., and passim; Hirschfeld, Literary History of Hebrew Grammar-
ians and Lexicographers, 75 f.; Poznauski, The Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah
Gaon, 68-72; S. Lieberman, Hellenism in Palestine, 55 f.; and the references cited in
notes 4 and 5, above.

7 Jfilluk hak-JCara'im we ha-Rabbanim, edited by S. Pinsker in his Likku[e JCad-
moniyyoth. App. X--11. 99-106. An excerpt from the work had earlier been published
in J. Trigland's Diatribe de Secta Karaeorum, 101 f.

On Elijah ben Abraham, the author of the Jiilluk, seePoznafiski, Karaite Literary
Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, 72 if., §32, and the authorities cited there.

8 The following are major Byzantine Karaite compositions which have been excerpted
on various occasions but still await full publication:

(1) Oar Nebmad on Leviticus by Tobias ben Moses, of which only the commentary
on the first ten chapters is extant in Oxford. Excerpts from the work were published
by A. Neubauer in the Bodleian Catalogue, I, 57 f., §290; S. Poznahski, JQR (O.S.),
VIII (1895-96), 697-98; idem, REJ, XXXIV (1897), 181-91, and XLIV (1902), 186;
J. Mann, JQR (N.S.), XV (1924-25), 374-77, §4.

(2) An anonymous compilation on Exodus and Leviticus (to be referred to as the
Exodus-Leviticus Anonymous). A collection of excerpts from this eleventh-century work
was prepared for Pinsker by A. Firkowicz from a St. Petersburg MS and published
in Lik(cu(e JCadmoniyyoth, App. VI1,71-76.
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On the other hand, the eclectic nature of Byzantine Karaite literature,
coupled with the sorry state of modern research in the field of Karaism,
makes the intelligent utilization of the writings that are available doubly
precarious. The Byzantine recensions consist mainly of Hebrew com-
pilations, if not actual translations, of the classics produced in Arabic
during the Golden Age of Karaite learning (X-XI centuries). They
must therefore be checked carefully against the early sources. Only in
this way can the demarcation line be determined between older material
of Palestinian mentors and the original contribution of Byzantine
disciples.

This arduous task is far from completed and will tax the patience and
ingenuity of specialists in the field for many years to come. So long as
the Arabic originals are not fully edited, the student cannot help tread-
ing on slippery ground.9 However, some of these originals were super-
seded at an early stage by their Hebrew counterparts. With the decline
of Arabic-speaking centers of Jewish culture, they seem to have become
irretrievably lost. Caution is therefore essential. Nevertheless, the
possibility of error in interpretation must not prompt us to deprecate

(3) Jacob ben Reuben's Sefer ha-'Osher on the whole Bible. The section containing
a commentary on the latter part of the Scripture, from Jeremiah to the end (with
the exception of Psalms), was edited by Firkowicz from a St. Petersburg MS and
appended to his edition of Mibhar Yesharim, a biblical commentary by Aaron ben
Joseph available only up to the closing chapters of Isaiah. Pinsker excerpted the
Pentateuch part of Sefer ha-'Osher in Likkule, App. VIII, 83-86. Cf. also M.
Steinschneider, Catalogue Leiden, App. II, 384. L. Dukes excerpted the section on
Psalms in Literaturblatt des Orients, X (1849), 12. The full text of the book is now
being prepared for publication by L. Marwick from a MS in the Leiden University
Library.

(4) Yehi Me'oroth. A St. Petersburg fragment of this Vorarbeit by Yehudah Hadassi
to his great encyclopedia was communicated by Pinsker in Likkule, App. XI, 94-97.
Pinsker, however, mistakenly attributed it to Tobias ben Moses.

In his Texts and Studies, II, 100-162 (App. VI), and 110-16 (App. X), J. Mann
included also two extracts from commentaries on Psalms which possibly are of
Byzantine provenance. There is indeed a definite link between Mann's first fragment
and Sefer ha-'Osher or the source used by the latter. The texts are otherwise too
fragmentary to serve as a basis for any rigid conclusions in regard to Byzantine
Karaite history.

A comprehensive study of the full text of the three voluminous commentaries of
Byzantine origin-O$ar Nehmad, the Exodus-Leviticus Anonymous, and Sefer ha-'Osher
-underlies many of the conclusions reached in the present work. This study was
made on the basis of photostats and microfilm copies of the original MSS, now in
Oxford and Leiden.

9 One example of an historical inference, drawn from a Byzantine Hebrew compilation
and shown to be erroneous after subsequent confrontation with the Arabic original,
will suffice. On the basis of a comment in Sefer ha-'Osher on the Book of Daniel in
which Christian conquests in Asia Minor are hailed, S. Munk and J. Jost concluded
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the body of Byzantine Karaite material and to relegate its compilers
to the rank of mere epigoni to the masters of classic-Karaite Arabic
literature.

BASHYACHI AND THE RECONSTRUCTION

OF BYZANTINE KARAITE HISTORY

The second source-traditions preserved by later Karaite authorities-
is, in effect, Elijah Bashyachi, the "last codifier" of Karaite law.10
Writing at the end of the fifteenth century, he credits the eleventh-century
Tobias ben Moses with introducing the late Palestinian brand of,Karaism
into the Byzantine Empire." Subsequent Karaite writers and modem
scholars have all accepted this assertion at face value.

However, a closer scrutiny has shown it to be devoid of genuine
tradition.12 Bashyachi's view was merely based on an inference from
the defective texts available to him. Owing to the ups and downs of
Byzantine Karaite literature in the course of four centuries, these texts
were inadequate, as was in the late fifteenth century Karaite learning
in general.13 Our inquisitive sectarian scholar, of necessity a disciple

that the commentary was composed in the time of the First Crusade. Pinsker has
proved, however, that the allusion was taken over verbatim from the Arabic comment-
ary on Daniel of Yefeth ben 'Ali. The tenth-century Palestinian Karaite exegete was
obviously referring to contemporary successes of Byzantine arms in Asia Minor and
Syria under the command of Nicephor Phocas. Cf. Likkule 4Cadmoniyyoth, App..
VIII, 80-81. The full Arabic text of the commentary was edited later, along with
an English translation, by D. S. Margoliouth, Anecdota Oxoniensa (Semitic Series),
I, Part.3. See the references to it in the succeeding chapters of this study.

la Concerning Bashyachi see in general I. Markon, Enc. Jud., 111, 1130-32, and
L. Nemoy, in his.introduction to an English selection of Bashyachi's writings, Karaite
Anthology, 236 if. Cf. also my Hebrew sketch on the Bashyachi family and on the
movement of Karaite-Rabbanite rapprochement in fifteenth-century Turkey, in
En$iklopedyah 'Ivrith (Enc. Hebraica), IX, s.v., 956 if.

11 Cf. Bashyachi's Iggereth Gid han-Nasheh, preceding the Gozlow edition (1835)
of his great code Addereth Eliyyahu. (That section of the book is unpaginated. Our
passage is in the fourth column of the first leaf.) The Iggereth appears neither in
the first edition of the Addereth (Constantinople, 1530-31) nor in its latest printing
(Odessa, 1870).

12 For quotations and full discussion of the crucial pronouncement by Bashyachi
and for a critical evaluation of the authenticity of traditions reported by that sage,
consult my Hebrew essay, "Elijah Bashyachi: An Inquiry into His Traditions Con-
cerning the Beginnings of Karaism in Byzantium," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56),
44-65, 183-201.

13 The deterioration of Byzantine Karaite MSS in the late Middle Ages can be
gauged, for instance, from the poor condition of the one and only MS of Hadassi's
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of Rabbanite masters, had to supplement his knowledge of the history
of his own sect by ingeniously extracting information from biased Rabban-
ite sources.14

Bashyachi's belated adventures in reconstructing Karaite history may
thus be interesting for the light they inadvertently shed on the desperate
position of Karaism in the Turkish-conquered provinces of Byzantium
at the close of the Middle Ages. They are, however, of little value to
the student in search of clues to Byzantine Karaite beginnings.

EARLY RABBANITE AUTHORITIES

To be sure, scholarly writings of the Rabbanites, in the period in
which Karaite settlement in Byzantium can logically be expected to
have started, also fail to supply us with actual information about their
adversaries. We shall look in vain to Rabbinic literature for direct
indications of the geographic distribution, population numbers and
communal strength of the Karaites in the area under consideration, or
in any other part of the Jewish Dispersion. Defenders of Rabbinism
have spilt much ink on anti-Karaite polemics ever since the original
geonic policy of ignoring the schismatics altogether was abandoned.
But the Rabbanites were not concerned with describing their Karaite
contemporaries or their history. Characteristically, the legalistic and

Eshkol hak-Kofer in Constantinople. This was already reported to be incomplete by
Shabbetai of Pravado, who copied the book in 1482, and by Kaleb Afendopolo,
who compiled an epitome thereof in 1497. See Shabbetai's account in Frankl's
"Karaische Studien," MGWJ, XXXI (1882), 271 (cf. Steinschneider, Catalogue
Leiden, 48-49), and Afendopolo's Introduction, Nalial ha-Eshkol, Ic-d, preceding
the Gozlow edition of Hadassi's work. Cf. also Frankl's review-article of Likkale
(in Hebrew), Hashshahar, VIII (1876-77), 182, where the inferiority of manuscript
material is similarly held responsible for another chronological error committed by
Bashyachi.

The decline of Karaite learning is deplored by Shabbetai, MGWJ, XXXI (1882).
270-71, and, a century later, by Yehudah Tishbi in his introduction to Aaron ben
Joseph's Kelil Yofi,l st edition (Constantinople,1581), l b, 2nd edition (Goz1ow,1847),2a.

14 On the indebtedness of Turkish Karaite intelligentsia to Rabbanite mentors, see
H. J. Gurland, Ginze Yisrael, III; S. Rosaries, Dibre Yeme Yisrael be-Thogarnmh,
I, 47 ff.; A. Danon, "The Karaites in European Turkey," JQR (N.S.), XV (1924-25),
311 ff.; S. Assaf, "On the History of the Karaites in Eastern Lands" (in Hebrew),
Zion, I (1936), 218 if. For illustrations and explanation of motive behind the ingenious
Karaite method of interlinear reading in biased Rabbanite literature, see my Hebrew
essay on Bashyachi, cited above.

On the social implications of the close relations between members of Karaite in-
telligentsia and bourgeoisie and their Rabbanite neighbors (especially Sephardi
immigrants) in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Turkey, see Mahler, Hat-Kara'im, 278
if., and my aforementioned "Bashyachi" (Hebrew), Engiklopedyah 'Ivrith, IX, 956 f.
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exegetic differences of opinion as well as invectives and rejoinders of
a general partisan nature won the day. Historical considerations, if any,
were limited to accusations concerning the origin itself of the sect and
the allegedly shadowy motives of its founders, with no specification
whatsoever in respect to the present.15

Indeed, as late as the end of the eleventh and the beginning of the
twelfth century, a Rabbanite homilist, Tobias ben Eliezer, was still given
to attacking the views of Karaite commentators with the usual trite
references to the standard issues of Rabbanite-Karaite controversy; these
references did not even hint, however, at his personal contacts with the
sectaries on a local level.16 No wonder that the earlier nineteenth-century
scholars mistakenly placed Tobias in Germany, where Karaism was
physically unknown. No wonder, too, that they had no difficulty in
explaining away his anti-Karaite allusions as mere theoretical considera-
tions. They suggested that these clichbs came to him through familiarity

is It would take us too far afield to list here, even partially, the anti-Karaite literature
composed by medieval protagonists of Rabbinism. The study of that literature and
of the Karaite rejoinders to it filled the lifetime of scholars like Pinsker, Harkavy,
Poznanski, Markon, Mann, and others. Suffice it to mention here L. Ginzberg's
Ginze Schechter, II, 504 if., and B. M. L.ewin's essay in Tarbiz, 11 (1930-31), 383-405,
on Pir(oi ben Baboi; S. Poznatiski's "The Anti-Karaite Writings of Saadiah Gaon,"
JQR (O.S.), X (1897-98), 238-76, and The Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah
Gaon; A. Marmorstein's "Spuren karaischen Einflusses in der gaonaischen Halacha,"
Festschrift A. Schwarz, 455-70; and, in general, S. Assaf, Tekufath hag-Ge'onim
we-Slfruthah, 117-249. Cf. also, for later authorities, P. Weis, "Abraham ibn Ezra
and the Karaites in the Halakhah" (in Hebrew), Melilah, I (1944), 35-53, 11 (1946),
121-34, 111-IV (1950), 188-203; E. Neumann, "Maimonides and the Karaites"
(in Hungarian), M. Bloch Jubilee Volume, 164-70.

For the medieval Rabbanite statements dealing with the origins of the Karaite
movement and with its early leaders, see Natronai Gaon in Siddur Rab 'Amram
Ga'on, ed. Warsaw (1865), 38, ed. Jerusalem (1912), II, 206 f.; the account attributed
to Saadyah Gaon and quoted in the Karaite tract UIillu(c hale-ICara'im we-ha-
Rabbanim, in Pinsker's Lik(cule, App. XII, 103; the general historiographic excursus
in Yehndah Hallevi's Kuzari, Ch. III (H. Hirschfeld's Eng. tr., 2nd ed., 187 ff.), in
which Karaism is traced back to the times of the Second Commonwealth; and,
finally, the story given by Abraham ibn Dand in Seder hak-ZCabbalah, edited by
A. Neubauer in his Medieval Jewish Chronicles, 1, 63 f.

Cf. also J. Trigland, Diatribe, 101 ff. ; A. Harkavy, "Zur Entstehung des Karaismus,"
appended to H. Graetz's Geschichte der Juden, 3rd ed., V; idem, Istoricheskie Ocherki
Karaimstwa, I and II, and "Anan der Stifter der karaischen Sekte," Jahrbuch fur
Gesch. and Lit., 11 (1899), 107-22; S. Poznanski, "Anan et ses 6crits," REJ, XLIV
(1902), 161-87, XLV (1902), 50-69, 176-203; and, of recent studies, R. Mahler,
H4-i(ara'im, 124 ff.; L. Nemoy, "Anan ben David, a Re-appraisal of Historical
Data," Semitic Studies in Memory of I. Low, 239-48, and his introduction to a
selection from the writings of 'Anan, in Karaite Anthology, 3 if.

16 Tobias ben Eliezer's arguments against Karaism have been partially assembled
by S. Buber in his Introduction to Tobias' Lekah Tab on Genesis-Exodus, 34 f. [17b-
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with the writings of Saadyah Gaon, the arch-foe of the dissident
movement, or through possibile encounter with living Karaites and their
literature on a visit to the Holy Land.17 Little did the scholars realize
that Tobias' polemic reflected an actual threat which the Karaites posed
to his own community in Byzantium.

THE TWELFTH-CENTURY TESTIMONIES

It was not before the second half of the twelfth century that specific
data on localities containing a Karaite community alongside the
Rabbanite population were deemed by the Rabbanite traveler, Benjamin
of Tudela, worthy of inclusion in his invaluable Itinerary. He was the
first to give us figures of the Karaite inhabitants in these communities,
two of which were within the boundaries of the Empire.18

At the same time, a Rabbanite polemicist presented what purported
to be a historical account of the rise and fall of Karaism in his native
Spain.19 The rather mechanical assumption that Karaism, when establish-
ing itself in Byzantium, had taken a course analogous to that reported
by Ibn Daud in regard to the Iberian peninsula, has strongly colored
subsequent conceptions of Byzantine Karaite beginnings down to this
day.20 The acceptance by the scholars of Ibn Daud's account was un-
fortunate. The undeniable bias of the partisan chronicler of Toledo2l

I8a]. Cf. our bibliographical note below, Chapter VI, n. 30. Cf. also Staff, Jews in the
Byz. Empire, 216 f., 252. Details and quotations of Tobias' literary struggle
are given below, Chapters VI-VIII. Similarly, see my "Some Aspects of Karaite-
Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium on the Eve of the First Crusade," PAAJR, XXIV
(1955), 19-25, XXV (1956). 166-173.

17 The opinion of S. L. Rappaport, followed byL. Zunz, H. Graetz, M. Steinschneider
and J. FUrst, is cited and refuted in Buber's Introduction to Lekah Tab on Genesis-
Exodus, 18 ff. [9b ff.]. A. Jellinek, too (Commentar zu Kohelet and dem Hohen Liede
von R. Samuel ben Melr, Introd., xii), refers to Tobias as "the Exegete of Mainz."

is See the report of Benjamin of Tudela (in the 1160's) on the Karaites of Constan-
tinople and Cyprus, in his Seer Massa'oth, ed. Asher, Hebrew Section, 23. 25; Eng.
tr., 55,, 57. Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 231 f. (No. 182) and 35; Krauss, Studien
zur byi. jitd. Geschichte, 98. See more on the subject further on in this study, Chapters
III, IV and VII.

19 Abraham ibn Daud in Seder h4-lcabbalah, in Medieval Jewish Chronicles, I,
79 f. Cf. the reference in Yohasin, ed. Filipowski, 215b, as emended by J. Loeb, REJ,
XVI (1888), 226, as well as the latter's "Notes sur l'histoire des Juifs (2)-Les
Caraites en Espagne," REJ, XIX (1889), 206-9. Cf. also the reproduction of Ibn
Daud's account in ,(Ci;yar Zekher $addik by Joseph ibn $addik, Medieval Jewish
Chronicles, 1, 93.

20 Cf., for instance, J. Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 3. See the latter section of my
"Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 189 if., where this conception is
discussed and refuted.

21 Cf. Seder hak-,[Cabbalah, in Medieval Jewish Chronicles, I, 78: n5 n apoD ttbv
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and his obvious oversimplification of the Karaite story in his own
country make him an unreliable witness even for the history of Karaism
in Spain;22 how much more so in regard to the movement in Byzantium.

Were we to rely solely on the almost monolithic presentation of twelfth-
century world-Jewry in his Seder hak-Kabbalah, we would never guess
the thriving existence of a Karaite community in the Empire. According
to contemporary statistics by Ibn Daud's own compatriot, the Karaites
in the capital alone accounted for one-fifth of the total Jewish popu-
lation.23 Yet Ibn Daud ignores Byzantine Karaism completely. Indeed,
he goes even further and states smugly that the Jews of the Byzantine
territories are all of Rabbanite persuasion and "submit to the authority
of the mishnaic and talmudic sages." Furthermore, he dismisses even
the flourishing Karaite communities of Egypt and Palestine in the
tenth and eleventh centuries as insignificant in number and influence.24

The Genizah documents uncovered in the past fifty years have
proved to what extent such statements of Ibn Daud are an expression
of wishful thinking rather than a reflection of the actual facts.

FRATERNITY OF FATE

Many factors were, of course, responsible for this conspicuous lack
of data that would normally fall under the heading of the "political
history" of the Karaites, and it would take us too far afield to analyze
them all here. Considering the limits of our present inquiry, it is sufficient

131vm1 om '133 51Km1 vmin pn 11nm ,70 fib nnn 11N 0131730 151x1 .15m nm11pn n5m5m1
1n11m n1upn 13473 16K ,o51113 13n13 01m K52 115v 1p5m 11n 5-pixT 1x111131 Sr 11n'mSn ,3pn1
onlmVsn 1pnm1 o3n133 on)m3 433573 01113 onm K51t ...131501073 01501p7313K In 17315 115151 031x1 0n1.

And further: o131n113 o1513: trim 1191. And on p. 81: 1111: n'n1 1m15v 17310 11n1 (i.e.,
in addition to the fact that the Karaites have no tradition to rely upon and
are numerically unimportant) 1s v'v 10o x51 ,%1v15 10113 DIV 1mv K5 135m5 013173nm
6 01735K 0+352 0513 12 ,nnt 173113 1K 1111t 13110 1K nnx -1+m 1510x1 nann 171 1K n1L1 p11n
0173071 o'05K 105K 15 13111 ,13,5nm nw npn nSm5v 1t3173 1111K o13an0 151x1 ...111335 1521,
111131 n111m3 5K1m1 171 o'p'm731 olminpl o151n3 o1730n o510 ...01m11p. And the closing
phrase: 0p11 o'vm1 bV 173K3 713m1 591 .10105 plus 151 173K3 151t 5v.

22 Indeed, Pinsker had already reached the same conclusion, although for different
reasons than those enumerated in my article. Cf. Likkule, App. (Note X), 171.

23 Benjamin of Tudela reported 2,000 Rabbanites and 500 Karaites in Constantinople.
The ratio 1:4 remains the same whether the given figures denote individuals or
households. The German translation in the Grunhut-Adler edition of the Itinerary
reads "800 Karaites." Cf. the references in note 18, above. It is, however, very likely
that Benjamin was referring only to the concentration of the members of a Jewish
guild in one of the boroughs of Constantinople. We have no data as to the percentage
of Karaites among the Jews living in other pars of the city. See on it Chapter III, below.

24 Medieval Jewish Chronicles, 1, 79: p1K 1v 13331 11p33 TIE 173 111 013m 01'x1 575 151
p1K1 1K151p1o 1K1 K1o313731 K1511) TIE 501 173731 730WK1 1737311 p1K 501 151131 173111 131nloolp
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to reduce our observations and analysis of the Karaite story within the
framework of general Jewish history to four phenomena. They, in turn,
will serve us, in the absence of documentary evidence from the Empire
proper, as guiding premises for a reasonable hypothesis on the historical
course of Karaite settlement in Byzantium.

Of these phenomena, not the least in importance was the consciousness
of both Karaites and Rabbanites that each branch does not really lead
a separate political life of its own.25 Indeed, though divided on matters
of ritual and exposition of the Law to an irritating degree, Karaism
and Rabbinism never ceased to be one in their historical outlook on
basic issues of national ideology. This applies to their attitude toward
other religions, their eschatological expectations, their reaction to treat-
ment by governments, and their relations with the native population of
the lands wherein they dwelt.26 In fact, the crux of Karaite-Rabbanite
controversy lay precisely in this feeling of national solidarity.27 The

5v Dnm Dn'nrbs p]p'1 Dmly rm' 01m, 0511 11aDn nspn n1DD plat -12 12111 1n3 nv K'1137315
']sn plat] in, win nrnl D'1sD] enm 10n111nn] ]1DD] 111K nrnne In 1D5nn1 nsmTn'Dnn nnn.
For discussion of place-names see Krauss, Studien zur byz. jud. Geschichte, 77 f.

25 This basic principle, governing the political history of the Karaites within the
framework of general Jewish history, was laid down by P. F. Frank], "Karaiten oder
Karaer," Ersch and Gruber Enz., Section Two, XXXIII (1883), 1 lb: "Nach Abstam-
mung and hauptsachlichem Bekentniss sind die Karder Juden, haben stets als solche
sich gefuhlt and sind auch von ihren andersglaubigen Umgebungen jederzeit daflir an-
gesehen worden, so das illre Geschichte nur einen Theil der allgemeinen 'Geschichte
der Juden' bildet. Die politische Geschichte des karaischen Sektenstammes ist nun
durftig an Momenten, welche geeignet waren dieselbe aus dem Rahmen der allgemeinen
politischen Geschichte der Juden heraustreten zu lassen." Cf. also ibid., 22b, and J.
Mann, Texts and Studies, II, vii (Preface).

26 Cf. the twelfth-century Byzantine presentation of Karaite philosophy of history,
Hilluk hak-gara'im we-ha-Rabbanim, in Pinsker's Likkule, App. XII, 106: n5K 1111
(i.e., the Karaite sages of all generations listed earlier on the same page) D'vK 13 11DK
11-121' '] 5v ,Dnum 5v 13VD3 Davn1 D n 13' n n 13 s 1 13' n x D']1m n1s7n ]11] D'3]1nm
n1]]1 KS'm'D`1TK'D 71R"11 ...nDK bii OfP nflS nlpn m1 12 '3DD ... 5 K 1 m' 5 5 ] TV2 1DK

111K my 5K 15n K5 511m' 11n7.
The same text was invoked by the sixteenth-century Karaite Joseph Beghi in Turkey

in support of his plea for fairness in the attitude of Karaite masters to their Rabbanite
employees. Cf. his Iggereth tUryah Ne'emanah, Leiden MS Warner No. 30 (a microfilm
copy of which is in my possession), 200a, lines 7-6 from bottom. Mann who excerpted
Beghi's important epistle failed to notice the indebtedness of the author to the twelfth-
century 5illuk or, perhaps, to an earlier source from which both the author of the
Ifilluk and Joseph Beghi have quoted "the sages." Cf. Texts and Studies, II, 308,
top, where the passage is reproduced in a faulty manner. By reading D'31m for D'31m
and nmaw for the original Dnum, Mann inadvertently introduced into the text an
idea which was far from the minds of the early Karaite sages and of their later disciples
as well.

27 Cf., for instance, the explanation of the motives of Karaite intra-Jewish missionary
activity, as given by the tenth-century Sahl ben M41iah, Lik(cule, App. III, 31 f.:
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Karaites held the normative majority and its leaders responsible for
impeding the long-awaited Divine reconciliation with all Israel. They
deplored the sinful neglect of the sacred duties by the major part of the
nation, for they believed that this neglect affected personally and
collectively all members of the Jewish fraternity of fate.28

ATTITUDE OF NON-JEWS

This unity was also taken as a matter of course in the political sphere
by the governments of the countries concerned. Notwithstanding a
number of cases in which official intervention was enlisted by one party
against the other,29 measures of legislative and fiscal policy were applied

...021'1511 11111' 511 01'2111721131 013' 1917151 'n 211121 %t 01'7151 SK-I7' 173a 115 nK 1110 'nn

San 1D211 Oln 0'111711 '0 a '321 'nK 5a'p12'n11521511'11p2'x7 17311111WPK K5 1)'m
nnpwm 7+1nx OK +5 215'121 n5'Sm...1m 115 1111 115n, n. Cf. the abridged Eng. tr. by L. Ne-
moy, Karaite Anthology, 114 f., §§ 8-9. And further on, Likkule, App. III, 33 (Karaite
Anthology, 117, § 14) : ja, 5, ' 11 n a 1 ' n it Sr 1573211 an '1 15K 52 +211111 6 11 11111 2121111

K171 1711 11p111173 ,21131 Inn 11122 110'1 93P t37 01+01 1+151121 1110' K11p1 Kip+1 nm11n 1111+ 1711

1113V» p'17nn1 11117211321 '17111 117'31 '15 mwa5 00701 21171 1111'1313 3' '1 n11nn915n1. And
again, Likkule, 34 (Karaite Anthology, 118 f., § 18): '1 01'31 Sr 101211 211'211703 Sr 151321

p1111 11521 5111 n1 ,:Si 0"n'.1 0'7321 13 1711 21111321 111n 015 1-Ira '13111 7nmm 1'1121 111121 n3n

nit ''5115 111711 ivy 1151 0'1'1321 On '1 K1p13 '33 111311+ KS '1 ...0'13 151 9"Pl n+3
17111 11735 3 p a' + 12 01' n K 5 0+10111 01 11 Sr 0'71111 0'117121 On 5111 '030211 or.
And further, Likkale, 43 (Karaite Anthology, 121 f., § §23-28) : 0'1111211 0 ' 11 n K n 111111t
0',731110'111 +111 2111 ivavn n135 11' n K ... 21 511101 21 7 21 00 (11'5a :5-31 v+5110+11131 o'p1mnn 0'0'a31

1317'710 5115 13115021 0'73 K5 1371311'11 ...1371111 JIM 11WP13135 15'521'21171 015 017710 1111722 1327

0111'l 5113n'1 01n'111n, 9z om 10'7p11315K17' 21'1117 Sat 12117 5a'n 210121 0'17311 13M1 np131 011'1

0+1511211...11 51 131211 11111 1110 '1 13'111 01'3'171 nvp' Sr 13115 K 1 ' 7 2K 13' n 11 ...1311050 5V

51117' 2193 1017 551 5171 ...01+5Pl 13+5P 0+'p'1 ...01'73'11 13'011 1113 0213'
n 1 131 '71P111n 1712 111 '1 X11]' ...211121+ 1'1113 21121 11121 2111 1171' 1117 (11 11-5 '01') 11n17 rpm

(K 1-517 'SM) 21211211 13+517 ,51'11 117151 '1 017111 21115 12113193 101 110 n n 1`1311
11311 1n' 03 0'2111 112W.

On Sahl ben Masliab (Abu'-s-Surri) see Poznahski, Karaite Literary Opponents
of Saadiah Gaon, 30 ff., §13, where the older literature is also cited. Cf. also Mann,
Texts and Studies, II, 22 if., and Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 109 ff.

2e Likkule Fadmoniyyoth, App. III, 32 f. (Karaite Anthology, 117): 511117 211 +5121+ +211
'1r11 111173 7'11 1117'1 1x13®"5111 '1 001 1+211151 1'112151 1101 P1a25'K 5nP1 5nP 5:2 031215
0'110121 o'1'n'n 12'p'131 np131 117117'1 11113 x5 '1 (i.e., the Karaites who are a minority
in Israel) 51117' n'1-in 11v 117 (i.e., the Rabbanites who constitute the majority) 5121
Ol'n51t 1131 nima5 On'31P71 on+51531 on'ni nn. And again, Likkule, 36: 11+517 '1 11711
1111)0n11 131171 011'1 n-a 111 n'1 2111573 nit-11 16 ')3 021'112151 5 K 1 7' 11 a 1 3v n K 5 1'n T15 11n
11015w 21117211 OK '1 211717' 211113 K51 nipn 135 21'2121 6 11 o211n51t it 511 5111177' Jilt. Cf. also
the exhortation of Hadassi against the (Rabbanite) leaders of the Diaspora, Eshkol
hak-Kofer, 46a-b, Alphabet 124: na1 135 '1 16 '1 .1 ] n' n a 13 + n K .133121111 113 101

.13n11T OK 11 .1311173 KS 21110 .1111531 j'ari 11173 OK '1 :'01n13n 11101211 . +1+03 51x1 17117 .1'1017
1311153 .1'1711 117+701 1711 n1K0n1 .11173 7111 21111 Sr .11111 113 1171. .: I'3n1 1'73 131153 111111
115135 2115131313 .17133 1321131 .n11K. Cf. further al-ICumisi, below, Chapter VII, note 41.

29 Cf. R. Gottheil, "A Decree in Favour of the Karaites, dated 1024," Festschrift
zum 70. Gehurtstage A. Harkavy's, 121 ff.; J. Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine under
the Falimids, I, 134 ff.; idem, Texts and Studies, 11, 61 ff.; and, most recently, S. D.
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uniformly to both groups. Whether they lived in the political climate
of Muslim Egypt or under the domination of Christian princes in Poland
and Lithuania, the Karaites were included, for the purpose of law, under
the general appellation of "Jews."30 Similarly, no distinction was made
between the two brands of Jewry by the rank and file of the Gentile
population-for better or worse. This explains why none of the non-Jewish
historians or chroniclers of the Middle Ages made any specific reference
to facts and events in the life story of the Karaite community that might
have aided us in our quest for data pertaining to Karaite expansion into
Byzantium. Indeed, several medieval Arab historians and polemicists,
in the course of their comparative research into the history of religious
doctrines and creeds, were eager to note some of the salient points of
Karaite argumentation against normative Judaism.31 But they were

Goitein, "Petitions to Fatimid Caliphs from the Cairo Gcnizah," JQR (N.S.), XLV
(1956), 30 if., and "A Caliph's Decree in Favour of the Rabbanite Jews in Palestine,"

V (1954), 118 if. For the governmental intervention in a calendar feud between
the Karaites and Rabbanites of Constantinople, see my "Some Aspects of Karaite-
Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium on the Eve of the First Crusade," PAAJR, XXIV
(1955), 33-37, as well as in Chapter VII of the present study.

30 Thus, within the official jurisdiction of the Egyptian Rats a!- Yahud, i.e., the Nagid,
were all the sections of local Jewry, including not only the Karaites but the Samaritans
as well. Cf. Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, I, 255; S. W. Baron, The Jewish
Community, I, 191; E. Strauss [Ashtor], Toledoth hay-Yehudim be-Migrayim we-
Suryah, I-Il, passim.

In Lithuania, the general appellation judei Trocenses, invoked with regard to the
Karaites of Troki in the charter granted to them by Casimir Jagiellon in 1441
without specifying at all their sectarian persuasion, is especially illuminating. In this
document the local sectaries were given the exclusive privilege of forming an indepen-
dent municipality under the Magdeburg Statute, headed by their own Shofel. Ironically,
while the charter safeguarded the rights of the Troki Karaites against the encroach-
ments of the Rabbanites from the neighboring city of Vilna, the latter used to borrow
the Karaite charters whenever an intervention with the government seemed advisable.
Surely, there would be no point in claiming privileges for the Rabbanite judei on the
basis of charters granted originally to judei of the Karaite sect, were there any legal
distinction between the two groups. Cf. the abundant material assembled and
commented upon by Mann, in Section III of his indispensable thesaurus of Karaitica,
Texts and Studies, II (esp. 609, note 55).

Even more revealing is the pronouncement of the Polish judge of the citadel
of Lwbw in 1501 that "ex interrogatione seniorum Iudaeorum rescivimus quod in uno
jure sunt cum ipsis Karaimowie." Cf. M. Balaban, "On the History of Karaites in
Poland" (Hebrew), Hattekufah, XVI (1923), 302 f. In the same vein, the privilege
issued in 1.578 to the Karaites of Halicz defined the recipients' rights and duties as
being "more aliorum Iudaeorum" (ibid., 305). Needless to recall, the Karaites paid
their taxes through the general Jewish Va'ad. Cf. S. Dubnow, Pinkas ham-Medinah,
162, 203, etc. See also I. Halpern's Pinkas Va'ad Arba' ha-Arasoth, 440, for the
basic attitude of the Polish Crown stressing the equality of Karaites and Rabbanites
with regard to the rate of capitation tax.

31 Arab historians who reported on 'Anan and Karaism were, e.g., al-Biruni (ed.
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intrigued mostly by the theological aspects of this intra-Jewish contro-
versy.32 They showed little interest in reporting the daily life of their

Sachau), 58 f., Eng. tr., 68 f.; ash-Shahrastani (ed. Cureton), 1, 167, German tr. by
Haarbrucker, I, 253 f.; al-Makrizi, In De Sacy's Chrestomathie Arabe (2nd ed.),
I, 91, 100 f., 108 (cf. the French tr. ad loc.). Cf. also the quotations and discussions
in Pinsker's Likkute, 4 ff.; A. Harkavy, Ocherki, I (offprint from Voskhod, 1897),
24 ff.; S. Poznailski, "Anan et ses 6crits," REJ, XLIV (1902), 165 f. These accounts
are, however, more or less inaccurate adaptations from Karaite sources and do not
offer material of primary value. Cf. Poznanski, in Hastings' Enc. of Religion and Ethics,
VII, 622a, note 3; L. Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 6, note 19.

With the growing list of new editions of medieval Muslim works, esp. those dealing
with anti-Jewish polemics, the time has come, so it seems, for afresh survey of data
on Karaites that are included in them. Cf., for instance, R. Brunschvig, "L'Argumen-
tation d'un th6ologien musulman du X si6cle contre le Judalsme" (on al-Bakillani),
in Homenaje a Millds-Vallicrosa, I (1950), 225 ff.; M. Perlmann, "Ibn Qayyim and
the Devil," in Studi Orientalistici in onore di Giorgio Levi Delta Vida, IJ (1956), 336.
On Ibn Ilazm see the references in notes 32 and 33, below.

Cf. also, most recently, E. Mainz, "Comments on the Messiah in Karaite literature,"
PAAJR, XXV (1956), 116 f., where the distinction is correctly made between three
parts of the passage in ash-Shahrastani. Mainz's arguments in support of the belief
in Messiah among the Karaites (op. cit., 117 f.) are otherwise entirely superfluous.
.1 have discussed the Shahrastani passage in my paper on "Some Aspects of
Karaite Attitude to Christians and Christianity," delivered at the Second World
Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem, 1957).

32 It had been accepted almost as a truism that Karaite argumentation was taken
over by Muslim theologians for the purpose of anti-talmudic polemic. See, in regard
to Ibn Ilazm, I. Goldziher, "Proben mubammedanischer Polemik gegen den Talmud,"
Jeschurun (ed. Kobak), VIII (1872-73), 76 ff.; idem, " Uber mubammedanische.
Polemik gegen Ahl al-Kitab," ZDMG, XXXII (1878), 341 ff. (esp. 363 ff.); M. Schrei-
ner, "Miscellen (2): Aus Ibn Ijazm's Kitab al-Milal wa-l-Nihal," MGWJ, XXXIV
(1885), 139 ff.; idem, "Zur Geschichte der Polemik zwischen Juden and Mubamme-
danern," ZDMG, XLII (1888), 591 ff. (esp. 612 ff.). Cf. also M. Steinschneider,
Polemische and apologetische Literatur, 99, 22, 138,. 411; and H. Hirschfeld,
"Mohammedan Criticism of the Bible," JQR (O.S.), XIII (1900-1901), 222 ff. Poznan-
ski, in "Ibn Ijazm Uber judische Secten," JQR (O.S.), XVI (1903-4), 765 ff., sums
up the results of these studies as follows: "It is sure that Ibn IIazm used Karaitic
sources and it is from there, no doubt, that he has taken the Aggadoth which he
attacked." This statement is made in spite of Poznanski's frank admission of the
fact that in the pertinent passage dealt with in his essay "no special slant towards
Karaism or altogether toward any of the enumerated five Jewish sects can be
discerned" (op. cit., 771, end).

Recently, M. Perlmann's fresh approach to the background of Muslim anti-Jewish
polemics made us look for quarters other than Karaite-possibly Christian-which
might have supplied the Muslim polemicists with the necessary sdurce material.
Cf. his remarks in Journal of Jewish Bibliography, III (1942), 71 ff.; his analysis of
"Eleventh-century' Andalusian Authors on the Jews of Granada," PAAJR, XVIII
(1948-49), 296 ff.; and his further studies on Ibn Ilazm, in JQR (N.S.), XL (1950),
279 ff.

The doubts expressed by Perlmann in regard to the alleged Karaite inspiration
of Muslim anti-Jewish arguments parallel my own misgivings, developed independently
and along an entirely different line of evidence, concerning Y. F. Baer's well-known
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Karaite contemporaries or historical events that might have affected
their Karaite neighbors in a special way.33

This mutual recognition, by Jew and Gentile, of a general Jewish politi-
cal identity, embracing Karaites and Rabbanites alike and transcending
ritual divergences and sectarian allegiance, prevailed throughout the
ages. It was only in the relatively recent past that political expediency
on the part of both government and Karaite leadership scored a victory
over the traditional fraternity of fate which the sectarian minority shared
with the Rabbanite majority of the Jewish people for over one thousand
years. Inevitably, the different treatment accorded to Karaites by the
Czarist regime of Russia, as contrasted with the hapless status of Rab-
banite Jewry in the so-called Pale of Settlement, and the conscious
effort on the part of nineteenth-century Karaite leadership to demonstrate
ethnical and historical independence of the Karaites from the main
body of the Jewish people, have cast a grim shadow on the relations
between Rabbanites and Karaites in Eastern Europe.34 The cultivation
of the sect's juridical and cultural separateness by the government of
Poland and by Polish Karaite spokesmen in the post-World War I era
made the gulf between the two camps in Jewry ever deeper. Thus, Time
belatedly substantiated the angry rebuttal hurled at the Karaites by a

and also generally accepted thesis on the alleged direct borrowing of Karaite arguments
against the Talmud and the Midrashim by medieval Christian polemicists. Cf. Baer's
"Abner aus Burgos," Korespondenzblatt der Akad. fur die Wissenschaft des Judentums,
X (1929), 20 ff.; idem, Toledoth hay- Yehadim bi-Sefarad han-Norerith, I, 228 f.; and,
recently, J. Rosenthal's "The Talmud on Trial," JQR. (N. S.), XLVII (1956), 64 ff., 69.
A reappraisal of the mutual Karaite-Christian influences will, however, have to be
deferred to a later occasion.

From an entirely different angle, R. Mahler draws an analogy between Karaism
and the medieval Christian heresies. Cf. the last chapter of his Hak-ICara'im. Mahler
calls attention there to parallel processes, springing out of parallel historical circum-
stances and drives, but quite correctly refrains from suggesting any direct Christian
borrowing or textual leaning on Karaite. literature.

33 It has to be noted, however, that Ibn IJazm's inadvertent reference to his Karaite
contemporaries in Toledo and Talavera is our earliest explicit mention of the existence
of the sectaries in Spain. Cf. his account in the Cairo edition (a. H. 1317) of Kitab
al-Fact fi Milal wa-l-Ahwd' wa-n-N&1, 1, 99. This paragraph was published earlier,
in Hebrew characters, by Schreiner, in his already-cited article in MGWJ, XXXIV
(1885), 139 f. The corrupt transcription of both editions was partially corrected by
Poznafiski, in JQR (O.S.), XVI (1903-4), 767, and, ultimately, by Perlmann's happy
restoration of the diacritical marks, in PAAJR, XVIII (1948-49), 280, note 44.

34 Cf. the brief summary of facts by A. Harkavy, Jewish Enc., VII, 444 if., and
by J. Mann, in his Texts and Studies, 11, vii if., 695 if., and 1405 if. Cf. also below,
Chapter II, esp. 59.
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Babylonian gaon a full millennium earlier: "And they have become a
nation unto themselves."35

Not before 1950 was the conscious act performed by both Karaites and
Rabbanites of returning to the original fraternity of fate of all Jewry.
With the inclusion of the dissenters, by an Executive Directive, among
those eligible for Ingathering-of-Exiles under the Law of Repatriation
of the State of Israel, and with the establishment of new settlements by
Karaite immigrants near the city of Ramlah and in the Northern Negeb,
foundations were laid for a new chapter in Karaite-Rabbanite relations.36
Nevertheless, legalistic and ritual carry-overs from olden days, especially
in the field of marriage law, continue to perpetuate even in Israel the
twelve-centuries-old rift.

COMMUNAL INTERACTION

We have seen that the political history of the Karaites in its broader
sense-i.e., their interaction with the Gentile world-was synonymous
with the political history of the main body of the Jewish people. This
naturally brings into sharper focus a "political" history of a different
kind, namely, the unique pattern of mutual relationships between the
sect and the Mother Synagogue. For, besides the never-ending academic
debates and bickerings over minutiae of legal interpretation and exegesis,
one encounters, on the surface at least, two constant expressions of an
irrevocable social rift. On the Karaite side, there was the self-determined
secession from the religious and institutional bonds of geonic and exil-
archic authority (or of the regional successors thereof) in the Islamic
world.37 The Rabbanites, on the other hand, annually reiterated an ex-
communication act on the Mount of Olives in Palestine, and solemnly
proclaimed Karaism to be a heresy menacing the whole fold.38

35 Natronai Gaon, in Siddur R. `Amram Ga'on (ed. Warsaw), 38: wsv5 fn1K 1ma31.
36 Cf. the data on the present-day Karaite community of Israel briefly summarized

by I. Ben-Zvi, Eyes Yisrael we-Yishshubah bi-Yme hash-Shillon ha-'Otom6ni, 433.
37 Significantly, the tenth-century Karaite polemicist and exegete, Salman ben

Yeruham, uses the verb kharaja (.)-) when stressing Karaite rebellion against
Rabbanite institutionalism: ri's +33 hrnrn IV 1315 2'v+ rpm +33 2Kn35K 5fK Jim 75151.
This term plainly denotes secession from a religious or political body. Cf. the full
statement of Salman in Likjcule, App. II, 51 L. note 2, and in Mann's Texts and Studies,
II, 84.

38 Cf. the report by Ibn Daud in Seder hak-ZCabbalah, in Medieval Jewish Chronicles,
1, 79: rat 15K o+sn1K .n13nn n13nn 103 0+310 l+n n+nn un3 n1310n in rat twin 5K-V' 1+nm31
13+33101+1111,33'TP'E'ran+3un 0113 n+310 (n+Knpf=0+p11Yn1 :K'1) n+]+nn1.15K not 151t I'D-mb1 1S1t
01335 1531+ KS n+nSK 0+353 103 n+pn1V nf1 nm3D3 Immn nim 1+n+1nn1 full 1;0 13+K+3110. That
this was an ancient custom is obvious from the excitement that arose in the eleventh
century when the Palestinian gaon, Solomon ben Yehudah, failed to pronounce the
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This is, however, only the formal part of the story. The neat picture
painted by nineteenth-century scholarship, in which two opposing camps
were shown facing each other along a straight Sectarian Divide in an
all-out bid for supremacy in Judaism, could not be maintained in the
light of new discoveries. The Cairo Genizah revealed to us scores of
testimonies to the contrary from the tenth and the eleventh centuries,
the period of Karaism's greatest creativity. These testimonies confront us
with a complex of tensions and releases, conflicts and adjustments, pressures
and counterpressures, which cannot be forced into a black-and-white
diagram. The documents from Palestine, Egypt and Babylonia, edited
and interpreted in the last five decades, clearly show how communal
struggles and agreements tended to cut across party lines, creating
strange combinations of foe and friend.

True, the full import of the interests and ambitions, calculations and
emotions, involved in many of these alignments is often lost to us for
lack of sufficient background information. Still, it is a matter of record
that no less an opponent of the sect than Saadyah Gaon did not hesitate
to fight the claims of the Palestinian geonim of the Ben Meir family
and of the Babylonian exilarch David ben Zakkai, notwithstanding the
fact that the Karaites were also embattled against them.39 On the other
hand, a century and a half later, Daniel ben `Azaryah became gaon
and patriarch of Palestine with considerable help from the sect-
arians.40 Indeed, his son David even married the daughter of a Karaite
potentate of Fustat.41

To what extent the Karaites were a force to be reckoned with in intra-
Rabbanite feuds we learn from a heated conflict with regard to the
Palestinian Gaonate which burst into the open in the late 30's of
the eleventh century.42 The usurper, Nathan ben Abraham, and the

ban (note the expressions manor ram 5m and o+3,nn-in von nsmn See in the Genizah
document published by Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 315, lines 5 and 11, respectively).
The gaon's action followed an official interdiction of this practice by the Fatimid
government in 1024, which was issued no doubt under the pressure of the powerful
Karaite notables in Fuslat. For the whole story see Mann's ultimate reconstruction,
Texts and Studies, II, 62 if.

39 J. Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 46, 132, 134. Cf. also S. W. Baron, "Saadiah's
Communal Activities," Saadiah Anniversary Volume of the American Academy for
Jewish Research (1943), 9.

40 Cf. Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine under the Falimids, I, 178, 274.
41 The marriage contract was published by S. Schechter in JQR (0.S.), XIII (1900-

1901), 220-21, and reproduced in Gulak's Osar hash-Shelaroth, 33 f., § 29. Cf. Mann,
Jews in Egypt and Palestine, I, 138, 177, 188. See below, Chapter VII, note 17.

42 See Mann's "The Affair of Nathan ben Abraham as Rival Gaon in Palestine to
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legitimate gaon, Solomon ben Yehudah, both did their utmost to win
the support (or, at least, the neutrality) of the Karaite community.
When finally the matter was brought to a close in 1041, the Karaite
Nasi Iiizkiyah (ben Solomon ben David) was among the signatories
to the agreement concluded between the rival Rabbanite parties.43
In turn, the Palestinian Karaites, who were plunged into the thick of
this basically non-Karaite battle, were themselves divided as to which
of the Rabbanite sides deserved their support.44

In brief: Contrary to once-prevailing notions, communal feuds and
alliances of the tenth and the eleventh centuries failed more often than not
to group themselves automatically along sectarian lines. Since it is in
that time that the rise of Byzantine Karaism may plausibly be placed,
this fact is an indispensable premise on which to build our future con-
jectures over the course of early Karaism in Byzantium.

THE CORRESPONDENCE OF TOBIAS BEN MOSES

Indeed, the scanty Genizah materials which pertain to early Karaites
of Byzantine origin (alas, a total of only three documents!) substantiate
the present general observations. One is a letter written from Jerusalem
by a Byzantine Karaite "Mourner of Zion," who was to attain later
the leadership of his native community.45 The letter demonstrates that
already in its formative years Byzantine Karaism displayed the same
traits of "political" history (in the limited sense defined above) which
characterized the daily communal relations between Karaites and
Rabba.iites in Palestine and Egypt.

The writer, Tobias ben Moses, was a Byzantine student, a keen appren-
tice of Palestinian Karaite masters in the field of anti-Rabbanite polemics

Solomon ben Yehndah," in Texts and Studies, I, 323 if., where his earlier comments
on the subject are also cited.

43 Cf. R. Gottheil and W. Worrell, Fragments from the Cairo Genizah in the Freer
Collection, 200, and the corrections by S. Assaf, Zion (O.S.), 11 (1927-28), 116,
and by Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 332 (cf. also Assaf, Tarbiz, III [1931], 345 Q.
The corrected Arabic text was reproduced, along with a Hebrew translation, in
Sefer hay-Yishshub (ed. S. Assaf and L. A. Mayor), It, 27a-28b, §56.

44 This has been proposed in my reinterpretation of "The Correspondence of Tobias
ben Moses the Karaite of Constantinople" against the background of the Nathan
ben Abraham affair. Cf. J. L. Blau and others (ed.), Essays on Jewish Life and
Thought: Presented in Honor of Salo Wittmayer Baron, 18 if.

45 The letter of Tobias ben Moses was first published by Mann, Texts and Studies,
I, 383-85, and interpreted there, 372 f., then reedited on the basis of a photostatic
copy of the Cambridge MS in my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses,"
31-34. See above, 27, note 3.
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and an accomplished fighter against Rabbinism in the academic domain.46
Yet, addressing himself to a Rabbanite scholar and politician in Fustal
at the peak of the Nathan ben Abraham affair,47 he did not find it odd
to complain about the highhanded whip-tactics of his own (Karaite)
Patriarchate. He further declared continued loyalty to his Rabbanite
correspondent, who was a staunch supporter of Nathan ben Abraham.
This was in direct opposition to the official policy of the Karaite Patriar-
chate. Finally, disgusted with the authoritarian handling of funds by
the administration of the Karaite Nasi, he resolved to leave Palestine
for good. From that time on he devoted his talents and energies to his
native community on the Bosporus.

We cannot pause to analyze the events that formed the background
of this particular letter, since they occurred outside the realm of the
Byzantine Empire and involved primarily non-Byzantine interests.48
But the general pattern of Karaite-Rabbanite relations which was
manifested through them left a deep impression on this first great
leader of the Karaites in Byzantium and had a lasting effect on the
subsequent history of Byzantine Karaism.

ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP AND SIMILARITY OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE

The political identification of the Karaites with the majority of the
Jewish people, of which both Karaites and Rabbanites as well as their
non-Jewish neighbors were conscious, was underscored not only by
alignments and alliances which crossed party lines whenever vested
interests were involved. Such identification was ultimately supported
also by the sameness of economic pursuits and the similarity of social
structure during the period under consideration.

In a recent presentation of Karaite history the schism was interpreted
as an expression of a class protest, necessarily religious in form but
reflecting the interests of the lower social and economic strata of the
population.49 Yet, even this controversial thesis conceded that the alleged

46 Some of the anti-Saadyan polemics of Tobias ben Moses in his hitherto unpublished
O$ar Nehmad were summarized by S. Poznanski, The Karaite Literary Opponents of
Saadiah Gaon, 61 if. Cf. above, 29, note 8, for the list of printed excerpts. Short new
passages will be reproduced later in this volume from a microfilm copy of the Bodleian
MS at my disposal. Cf., e.g., below, Chapter VI, notes 28 and 105.

47 The letter was addressed to Perali (=Perahyah) ben Mumal (or Muammil).
48 For the full story and documentation see my "The Correspondence of Tobias

ben Moses."
49 R. Mahler, Karaimer-a Yiddishe Geuleh-bavegung in Mitlalter. In the present
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differentiation disappears entirely, if indeed it ever existed, in the Egyptian
and Byzantine extensions of Karaism.50 In fact, several allusions in
the available texts indicate that the Karaite community at the turn
of the millennium was subject to the same social and economic conflicts
which raged in the Rabbanite society, though surely on a proportionately
smaller scale. It is true, of course, that at an earlier age Jews living in the
remote, underprivileged peripheries of the Caliphate could hardly share
in the intellectual and economic flowering of the main urban centers
in which the great Rabbanite institutions were located. The formation
of sects marked their active protest against Rabbanite aristocracy,
whether of blood, wealth or learning.51 Such motivations; however,
cannot be ascribed to Karaism in the tenth and eleventh centuries.
In this period the Karaites themselves had already produced a native
aristocracy and a bourgeoisie of their own, both of which inevitably
developed a taste for wealth and political station.52 The "ideal of poverty"
of the tenth-century Karaite "Mourners of Zion," next to love of the
Holy Land, was undeniably the most beautiful note struck by the
sectarian literature in Palestine and had a predominant sway over the
thinking and feelings of Byzantine Karaite pietists. However, that ideal
seems to have been hardly representative of the general outlook and
social composition of the Karaite community, even if wealthy members
of the congregation may have looked up to it as worthy of respect and
financial support.53

study reference is made all along to the Hebrew version of the book, Hak-,tcara'im-
Tenu'ath Ge'ulah Yehudith bi-Yme hab-Beynayyim.

50 Hak-Kara'im, Chapter X, 303 if.
51 See Introd., above, 5, 10, 12.
52 The high position and conspicuous wealth of some of the Karaite notables in

Fuslal had been noted ever since the publication of Genizah documents dealing
with Egyptian and Palestinian affairs in the tenth and the eleventh centuries. Cf. the
statement of the eleventh-century Palestinian gaon, Solomon ben Yehudah, in
Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, 1, 141, note 1: nn+n'vri 0n'no1o21 nn+1n tnma on
tnahin %t o'sinpni.

53 Cf. the idealistic presentation of the "Mourners of Zion" by the twelfth-century
Byzantine Karaite author of IiiUuk h4-Kara'im we-ha-Rabbanim, in Likkule, App.
XII, 104: in 5v o'plan o'pvm ...o'Sv1n'5 5aah i5nt nanny on'nnai ortr111v on'na in'lni
WPM 1'et pmvi nnsv 5n 13-19 in ovien 5v - rn m. Cf. also for the same century Hadassi,
Fshkol hak-Kofer, 10b, second introductory Alphabet: mnv nilyvi nnv .min ma i uw
mnutin5 na 't rnKa bD1o oipe nnp51 onan5.

The actual leaders of the "Mourners of Zion" in tenth-century Jerusalem use a
similar wording. Cf., for instance, Salman ben Yeruham, as quoted below, 54, note 72.
See also Sahl ben Ma$Gah, in Likkule, App. III, 31 (Karaite Anthology, 114, §6):
o'pv tva51 o'a2 o'nim =0 ...omp navi o']1An11 1vm] ...mnnnom rata.

Incidentally, all the above texts clearly imply ownership of real estate and consi-
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As with the above-stressed unity of political history, so also the
Karaite position and function in the economic life of the period will
have to be viewed in a context common to Jewry as a whole. That is,
we must regard the Karaites as subject to the same economic limitations
and opportunities that the same environment offered to the entire
Jewish camp. The assumption of common economic experience and
similar economic endeavor thus forms the third guiding premise on
which our search for Byzantine Karaite beginnings will have to be
based. This premise, along with the two discussed earlier-fraternity
of political destiny and close communal interaction-is already manifest
in the earliest explicit reference to Byzantine Karaites yielded by any
of the sources at our disposal.

To the document containing this reference we shall now turn our
attention.

LIGHT FROM THE CAIRO GENIZAH

We mentioned earlier that there are three Genizah documents which,
though not of Byzantine origin, shed some light on the early Karaite
inhabitants of the Empire. One of these is a Rabbanite letter, dated
December, 1028 C.E.,54 which forms part of a series of exchanges between
the Jewish community of Alexandria and Ephraim ben Shemaryah, the
well-known leader of the congregation of Jerusalemites in Fustat.55

In an upsurge of piracy by Muslims against Byzantine shipping in
the East Mediterranean basin in the late 20's of the eleventh century,
the burden of fulfilling the traditional obligation of ransoming Jewish
prisoners weighed too heavily on the shoulders of the Alexandrian
community; hence, an appeal for financial support of the wealthy Fustat
congregations seemed imperative. The plea of December, 1028, mentions
a fresh batch of captives just brought by the Arab pirates into the
harbor. The group consisted of three Karaites and four Rabbanites,

derable wealth on the part of the Karaite settlers before their having joined the
"Mourners" and renounced their former way of life. On the theological implications
of the "ideal of poverty" see Wieder, "The QumrAn Sectaries and the Karaites,"
JQR (N.S.), XLVII (1956-57), 283 if.

54 A. Cowley, "Bodleian Genizah Fragments-IV," JQR (O.S.), XIX (1906-7),
250-54; J. Starr, Jews in theByzantine Empire, 190 f., No. 132. For discussion of
content and background see Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, 1, 87 ff. (esp. 89);
idem, Texts and Studies, II, 287; Starr, op. cit., 32, 242 (App. A); and the references
given in the next note.

55 See, in addition to the sources mentioned in the first part of the preceding note,
the texts published by Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, 11, 87 ff., and Starr,
Jews in the Byz. Empire, 186 f. and 190 f. (Nos. 128, 129, 133).
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merchants from the Byzantine city of Attaleia on the southern coast
of Asia Minor.56

This important Genizah find contains certain characteristics which,
within the context of the entire correspondence on the subject, allow
several definitive conclusions to be drawn. In the first place, while
sympathetic to the plight of their Byzantine coreligionists in the face
of the spasmodic eruptions of piracy in the neighboring waters, the
spokesmen of the Egyptian Jewish community seem to accept the
direct sea-traffic between Attaleia and Egypt, carrying Jewish merchants
on commercial enterprises, as a matter of course. Moreover, the frequency
of the raids on the very same route in a short span of time, as illustrated
by the documentary material at hand, proves that a lively Jewish com-
merce was already moving there for a considerable time. This international
trade was evidently taken for granted and needed no comment; indeed,
were it not for the extraordinary needs which prompted the initiation
of a correspondence on the subject, we might have been deprived alto-
gether of the knowledge that such a trade ever existed.

Likewise, the participation of Karaites from Attaleia in such com-
mercial ventures, shoulder to shoulder with Rabbanite fellow merchants,
seems to have caused no astonishment among the Jewish residents of
Alexandria. In fact, the Alexandrian correspondents are obviously
familiar with the identity of the Byzantine Karaite captives and with their
social standing in the community as elders and taxpaying heads of
families, similar to their Rabbanite compatriots.57 The specific mention
of their sectarian affiliation stems not from the novelty of the appearance
of Karaites from Byzantium on the Egyptian coast; rather, it was a
well-advised move by the impoverished Alexandrian community to

56 Cowley. JQR (O.S.), XIX (1906-7), 252, esp. lines 30-37: 1N3 '3 n37mm 13'S1tnus
0',1.1' 111373m 013371 '11 '3N 13 'p3' mmm O'N'3137 in ,nit '1337 1111 1fl 137 .1131311.1 6 O'1fK 0"13m

1nr5K --112 vn 1.13.1 513113 31 113 131',K1 133pt Mb 511'p3' 011111 K'3-11 n'5110311 TIN '2373 0'1.110

155 113 '111 13113111 131003 .1133371 all nmp5 1312.11 13.1.1311 .1311 13n31n nwty Tit 011111 13mK13 Vol.'3137.1
135 17311 .01p135 01p1373 .12103m 13'nNt ri 113131 y1Kn msp 3731113 131702m 135 13'm3137 11313 11113

l.12.1 51W3 lptn 1'511 11311 ...1'K1p nv5vtl 1'331 .1373111 o.1wm n373=1 15'11 '13, 0313 mp31 '311
0'13,3 15 n1337'm 113111 5p 0111317133 ,m0 15'0K n'r73 0"amt 15'113 unlKmn 0 ,375 'n'.

The identity of Antaliyah-meaning Attaleia-was already established by Cowley
(op. cit., 250), but then ignored by Mann (Jews in Egypt and Palestine, 1, 89), who read
''Anatolia," and reclaimed by Starr, "The Place-Name Italyah-Antaliyah," Rivista
degli Studi Orientali, XVII (1937-38), 475 if., and Jews in the Byz. Empire, 186, No.
128n. Additional notices on the existence of a Jewish community in Attaleia are
listed in Starr's article in the Rivista, 476. Cf. also A. Galant6, Histoire des Juifs
d'Anatolie,11, 296 ff.; Appendice to that work, 31 ff.; and Les Juifs sous la domination
desTures seldjoukides,9. Galant6 seems to be unaware of the Genizah material cited here.

57 Cowley, op. cit., 253, lines 55-56: n'3p7O1 .1'SNn3K '3312 O"13mn o'm3K11 11373m.1 15'1103

.1310 0'113 '5373131.
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enlist the sympathy of all segments of Egyptian Jewry for this major
fund-raising campaign. Surely, a separate reference to Karaite captives
would assure the favorable participation of the wealthy Karaite notables
of Fustat and of their coreligionists in other communities, such as
Tinnis, Damietta and Sahragt.58

Thus, the importance of this Rabbanite document extends beyond
the incidental information about the existence of a sectarian community
in the Asian coastal province of the Byzantine Empire. It also brings
into focus with admirable simplicity all the three basic phenomena of
Karaite history that were listed in our previous discussion: the identical
economic pursuits of the Karaites and Rabbanites, their common
exposure to the same external adversities, and the consciousness of
collective obligation on the part of both branches of Jewry to care for
the welfare of Karaites and Rabbanites alike in time of distress. Obvious-
ly, the pirates did not discriminate between the two nor did they favor
any. The standard per capita ransom (33 1/3 dinars) was collected for
each prisoner, whether orthodox Jew or sectarian.59

58 Ibid., 253, lines 41-48:...'ry5 'n+ 51t3m 31 173 13731 1pn 131'1K bb 1atpna 1a 1nK5
.13'K 171t.b13 Th515n 1313Kw 11121Y11 n1Kt3n1 311Th 1-ap11 12511 115w n1Ta1 112 1wb3 173 13173K1

SnaTh 03 [1"m5w11'111"5n31=1 n1'b'3a1'nw3w b'33-in m51p 5K1 O'1211'3w 5K b'3w b'Snamm5W
1111D'1 35 B'ol'l 131n 1T3 1lmsrw b'3prn 5a 5K b'3a Th briny n5'5ab'3K 123 b'K1pn 51p 5m 11K
1131 11e'01' ox 15'K m161 31]nn5 6'33111 b'K1p1Th n311Y1 t3K'ThR1 b'3n 5K b'3n3Th pn5v' mi -1'
01 ml DY1K 5K Ona'51 1-Spe r'b' '51K .. An'3131 bn1D1 13n1-11K3 bnStS b'1fK 1213111 61'531
b15w51 b"n5.

59 Ibid., 252, lines 34-35, and 253, lines43 f.: nanw1 15'K 'm1 ban wp3K '3K'31n1 135 110i
13'K 17K ...31sT w'Sw1 6'3111 13'VSw1 =5w1 b'11KTh b1'blw 1'K1p nw5w1 1'331 na31K blmw
3111 n'w5w1 1w5w 61w bnm 111K '1213 'I1ma5 '531 [lnnn 5K3113 10. Mann, Jews in Egypt and
Palestine, 1, 87, called attention to the fact that this price corresponds to the sum
quoted by Mukaddasi (as communicated by G. Le Strange, Palestine under the
Muslims, 23 Q.

Indeed, in the interesting account by Mukaddasi of the ransom of Muslim prisoners
from the hands of the Greeks we read: "All along the sea-coast of the Province of
Syria are the watch-stations, where the levies assemble. The warships and the galleys
of the Greeks also come into these ports, bringing aboard of them the captives taken
from the Muslims; these they offer for ransom-three for the hundred dinars." Cf.
Mukaddasi's Description of Syria including Palestine, Eng. tr. by Le Strange, in
Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, III, 61 f. Cf. also G. Schlumberger, L'Epopee byzantine,
I, 567 f., note 4. Thus, the sum of 331/3 dinars was probably an internationally accepted
price for slaves and prisoners, whether captured by Muslims or by the Byzantines.

Significantly, there was no change in price for more than forty years (Mukaddasi
wrote his account about 985 c.E.). Nevertheless, it seems that in special cases the price
was higher. From the report by Yabya of Antioch we gather that, some twenty years
before Mukaddasi, Sayf ad-Daula paid 240,000 dinars in ransom for 3,000 Muslim
captives. That would amount to 80 dinars per capita. Cf. J. Kratchkovsky and A.
Vasiliev, Histoire de Ya6ya-ibn-Sa7d d'Antioche (Arabic text and French tr.), in
Patrologia Orientalis, XVIII, No. 5, 803 f. [105 f.]. At an unspecified later period
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Moreover, this first documentary reference to Karaites of Byzantine
origin precedes any date that could have confidently been assigned to
Karaite settlement in Byzantium on the basis of estimates from the
available literary material alone. Indeed, it assumes the existence of
Karaism in Attaleia in so casual a manner that the sectarian community
there appears to have been in 1028 a well-established reality. Hence,
the beginnings of Karaite settlement on the coast of Asia Minor and,
possibly, in the Empire at large, must be placed in a considerably earlier
period.

ON THE BOSPORUS

The advantages of the Byzantine coastline and of the island of Cyprus
quite naturally drew a number of Jewish settlers of both denominations.
This will be developed at greater length in a later chapter. Still, none
of these places could possibly match the attraction of Constantinople.
Very early, then, a Karaite community must have arisen also on the
shores of the Bosporus, alongside the ancient Rabbanite settlement.

Some indirect indications to this effect can be gleaned from the
Genizah correspondence of Tobias ben Moses which was cited above.
It follows from the revised chronology, suggested in my new edition
of that correspondence, that the hitherto accepted dating of Tobias'
activity is rather late 60 This late dating was due to the mistaken no-
tion that Tobias was a pupil of the great Palestinian master Yeshu'ah
ben Yehudah. Since the latter's commentaries were created about 1050
C.E. and later, the student years of Tobias under the supposed tute-
lage of Yeshfi'ah were also assigned to the middle or the second half
of the eleventh century.61

An investigation of Tobias' Hebrew translations from the Arabic and
a scrutiny of the late traditions connected with Tobias convinced me

(the Crusades?) 200 Jewish captives in Byzantium were ransomed for 5000 dinars
(= 25 dinars per capita). Cf. Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 348 f., and 354 if., esp.
lines 39-40. See further Andrdades, in Byzantium (ed. Baynes-Moss), 52, note 1.

Cf. also the paragraph on the "Ransom of Captives," in S. W. Baron's The
Jewish Community, II, 333 if., and the abundant literature cited there, III, 213 f.

60 See my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," passim.
61 Yeshu'ah's so-called Large Commentary on the Pentateuch was written about

1050 C.E., as follows from a MS described by D. S. Margoliouth, "The Arabic Writings
of Abu'l-Faraj Furlcan ibn Asad," JQR (O.S.), XI (1898-99), 210; cf. Poznahski,
The Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, 50. An abridged version of the
commentary was started in 1054. Cf. Margoliouth, "Ibn al-Hiti's Arabic Chronicle
of Karaite Doctors," JQR (O.S.), IX (1896-97), 434 (Eng. tr., 440; also in Nemoy's
Karaite Anthology, 233).
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that Tobias ben Moses was not a pupil of Yeshu'ah but of Yeshu'ah's own
teacher, Joseph al-Basir, the illustrious Karaite philosopher of the first
half of the eleventh century. It is possible, too, that he studied for some
time under Abu'l-Faraj Harun, the famous "Jerusalem grammarian"
and friend of al-Basir, who also was a teacher of Yeshu'ah. Thus,
Tobias and Yeshn'ah were more or less of the same age and perhaps
classmates in the Karaite Academy of Jerusalem.62

In brief: Tobias' departure from Constantinople on a study trip
to Jerusalem and the events in which the Attaleia Karaites were involved
must have taken place roughly at the same time. Now, Tobias'
studies and scholarly accomplishments, embracing Karaite law, biblical
exegesis, linguistic research and philosophy, were undoubtedly extensive
and time-consuming. In the Holy City he acquired a thorough education.
He also took an active part in local Palestinian affairs, came in contact
with important personalities of the region,63 and was even initiated into
the Order of the "Mourners of Zion. "64 All this warrants the assumption
that his stay in the sectarian center in Jerusalem was of more than
average duration and that he possibly spent about a decade or so among
the saintly "Mourners" and scholars. It is equally safe to suppose
that Tobias was at least in his late teens on his arrival in Jerusalem.
In 1041 C.E. we find him already resolved to pack up and return home.
At that time he had obviously reached the age of thirty or more.65

62 Cf. my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," 28ff., and "Elijah Bashyachi:
An Inquiry into HisTraditions Concerning the Beginnings of Karaism in Byzantium"
(in Hebrew), Tarbiz, XXV (1955), 44 ff.

For literature on these great luminaries of the eleventh century see below, Chapter
II, notes 65 (al-Bagir) and 66 (Yeshu'ah), and Chapter IV, note 64 (Abu'l-Faraj Harun).

63 Tobias' correspondence with Perah ben Mumal of Fustat was already referred
to earlier. In his letter to Perab Tobias mentions another respectable person (Z4en)
in Fustat, a mutual friend of both Tobias and Perab. Also mentioned is Abu 'All
Yefeth ben Abraham in Jerusalem. Tobias wrote dirges on the occasion of the death
of Abu 'All's father. Abu 'Ali seems to have been a well-known benefactor of the
"Mourners of Zion" in Jerusalem.

64 In his letter to Perab Tobias styles himself Abel (i.e., "Mourner"). So also in
the fragment of Tobias' Osar Nebmad, communicated by A. Neubauer, Bodleian
Catalogue, I, 57 f. (and Volume of Facsimiles, plate XXXV): "I, Tobias the Scribe, the
'Mourner,' one of the 'Mourn of Zion,' have written this book." See below,
Chapter VI, note 23.

65 The date 1041 is derived from the fact that Tobias' letter, in which his preparations
for a speedy departure are announced, must have been written following the winter
of 1040-41, yet before the agreement between Nathan ben Abraham and Solomon
ben Yehudah was reached. This agreement was signed in the fall (Hosha'nah Rabbah)
of 1041. Incidentally, this date falls in well with the thesis mentioned above, accord-
ing to which Tobias was the pupil of Joseph al-Ba$ir. The year of death,
as concluded by Poznafiski on the basis of the Chronicle of lbn al-Hit, was 1040.
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Consequently, the date of Tobias' birth in the Karaite community
of Constantinople cannot be placed later than the end of the first
decade of the eleventh century. This necessarily implies the existence of
a sectarian settlement in Constantinople between the years 1000-1010,
if not earlier.66

EARLIEST COMMUNAL ORGANIZATION

A second letter shows us another important milestone in Tobias' career.
Moreover, it allows us to draw an additional and far-reaching conclusion
with respect to the chronology of Karaite institutions and communal

Cf. his "Nouveaux renseignements sur Abou-1 Faradj Haroun," REJ, LVI (1908),
43 f.; idem, "The Beginning of Karaite Settlement in Jerusalem" (in Hebrew), Jerusa-
lem (ed. Luncz), X (1913), 104, 106; and in Hastings' Enc. of Religion and Ethics,
VII, 666a. Tobias' decision to leave Jerusalem, prompted by unpleasant developments
in 1040-41 within the Karaite community of the city, was undoubtedly strengthened
by the recent death of his master. The grief of the bereaved pupil is still sensed
lingering between the lines of the letter.

The correctness of Poznanski's conclusion as to the date of al-Bash's death had
been impugned some thirty years ago, following the discovery of a MS allegedly
dictated by al-Ba$ir in 1048. Cf. A. Marx, "The Books and MSS of the Seminary
Library in the Exhibition of the N.Y. Public Library," United Synagogue Recorder,
VI (June, 1926), 20b (also in German translation, Soncino-Blotter, II [192;], 116).
This finding was subsequently incorporated by S. Skoss into his edition of The Arabic
Commentary of 'All ben Suleiman the Karaite on the Book of Genesis, 92 f., note to line 8,
and 191, addendum to p. 19, as well as in Skoss' reply in Tarbiz, II (1930-31), 513,
to D. Z. Baneth's discussion there of "The Date of 'All ben Suleiman," 115 ff. This
allegation, however, has proved, on my closer examination of the MS, entirely un-
founded. See my "Ibn al-Hiti and the Chronology of Joseph al-Bashr," JJS, VIII,
Nos. 1-2 (1957), 71-81.

66 According to J. Fiirst, Geschichte des Karaerthums, II, 198, Tobias was born a
Rabbanite and suffered a great deal because of his conversion to the Karaite creed.
The story was repeated by M. Seligsohn in the Jewish Enc., XII, 166b. From the re-
ferences given by Furst it follows that this biographical detail was inferred from the
fragment of a work entitled Yehi Me'oroth which was briefly excerpted by Pinsker
in Likkule, App. IX, 94 ff., and Note VI, 150. In the latter locus the author of Yehi
Me'oroth states the following: inn lmtm 1mn 1'5m'1 'nn 1nb11125 51t 1'm' in 11Inn '1vin
IIKb 11110 13K 611 1111 t61 111m 16 'S 1Km' 161 1111 Wit 115WK I'K 11*' bin,1'Sv iY1p
1'bn 1nbb b1K'1WK1 b'nmin bltt'1a 1n1 Initial.

It is, however, obvious that the passage contains no biographical account what-
soever. It carries the usual Karaite exhortation concerning the personal responsibility
of each individual to follow the Law rather than the unlawful practice of his parents.
A somewhat similar line of argument we find in the epistle of Sahl ben Masliab,
Likkule, App. III, 33 f. (Eng. tr. in Nemoy's Karaite Anthology, 118, §17): u'nK lv1
15 5'v1' 6 '1151'niaK .;11s hn1K1 pnltnn in 1v11 ...1mb15 '15n 1313b 111H 53 IZ 51t-171 III
511 n11K1 '171K 155 111Sv 11'n 1'K in rnvn5 ...13 n11K1 1'.m 5K 1bK 'n' III,-15R K5n, o61Nb
bt11K 1'Sm1 n11nn 915n1 61'111 1'n' bK1 ...bn'111n Ininnb u'Sv 11n bK vz ova!) 5z. The
same sentiments also are expressed by Yefeth ben 'All, Sahl's older contemporary,
in his Arabic Commentary on the Book of Zechariah. Cf. the quotation in Harkavy,
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organization in Byzantium.67 It seems that a few years after he had
left Palestine for his native land, but prior to the year 1048, Tobias
traveled again beyond the boundaries of Byzantine territory.68

From a letter written by Tobias while he was on some mission in

Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII, 176, and Poznanski, "Anan et ses ecrits," REJ,
XLIV (1902), 184. See also below, Chapter V, notes 17-20.

Moreover, Furst's invocation of the text in connection with Tobias is in itself errone-
ous. Pinsker, against the better judgment of Abraham Firkowicz, insisted on attributing
the authorship of Yehi Me'oroth to Tobias ben Moses (see the views of Pinsker and
Firkowicz in Likkule, App. IX, 93; P. F. Frankl, "Karaische Studien," MGWJ,
XXXI [1882], 77 f.; A. B. Gottlober, Bikkoreth le-Tholedoth hak-ICara'im, 168 f.; S.
Buber, in his introduction to Lekab Tab on Genesis-Exodus, 47 [24a], § 6, and note 32).
Pinsker was followed, as in almost all other matters, by FUrst. It seems that also M.
Steinschneider concurred with Pinsker. Cf. Polemische and apologetische Literatur,
330, note 45.

Subsequent studies, however, have proved this assumption to be unfounded. In a
rare agreement with Firkowicz, P. F. Frankl has shown that the text in question was
preparatory to Hadassi's encyclopedic Eshkolhak-Kofer and that Hadassi's authorship
of the tract is actually stated in the published fragment itself. Cf. Frankl in the already-
cited article in MG WJ and in his Hebrew review-article on Likkule .Cadmoniyyoth,
Hashshabar, VII (1876), 710-11. In his findings Frankl was followed by Poznanski
(Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, 71; O$ar Yisrael, V, 13; "Une liste
d'ouvrages caraites," REJ, LXXII [1921], 190, note 28) and by other scholars.

In view of the general agreement on the matter among present-day students, Mann's
note to a letter, sent in 1483 by the Karaites of Troki to their coreligionists in Constan-
tinople (first communicated by A. Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 140, § 37,
then edited in full by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 1139 ff.), seems odd indeed. Com-
menting on the reference in the letter to a "Book of Precepts" by Tobias, Mann,
without much ado, identified the book as "also known by the title Yehi Me'oroth"
(Texts and Studies, II, 1143, note 28). See on it also my "Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz,
XXV (1955), 47 f. The letter (without the above note) was reprinted from Mann's
edition by I. Halpern, in Beith Yisrael be-Polin, II, 234 f.

67 This letter was published in Gottheil-Worrell's Fragments from the Cairo Genizah
in the Freer Collection, 142-49, along with facsimiles, scanty notes and an English
translation, and reedited in my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," 34-38.
The new readings and restorations included in the revised edition were based on a
reexamination of the original MSS (Fragments XXXI and XXXII) in the Freer
Collection in Washington. Also incorporated were some of the corrections suggested
by Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 373 f., note 3.

68 The terminus ad quem is derived from the fact that Abu Sa'ad ben Abu'l-Fadhl
Sahl (Abraham ben Abi-IIesed Yashar) at-Tustari, the recipient of Tobias' letter,
was assassinated in 1048. See on him (and his brother), W. Fischel, Jews in the Eco-
nomic and Political Life of Medieval Islam, 68 ff.

The religious and communal allegiance of the Tustari family was the subject of
many studies and remains still undecided. Against Mann's insistence on the Tustaris'
Rabbinism, new evidence was advanced recently in favor of the earlier thesis by
Poznanski suggesting that the Banu Tustar were of Karaite persuasion. Cf. S. D.
Goitein, "Petitions to Fatimid Caliphs from the Cairo Genizah," JQR (N.S.), XLV
(1954), 36 f.
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Egypt,69 we infer that between the years 1041 and 1048 this outstanding
disciple of Palestinian Karaite masters had attained leadership of the
Karaite sect in Byzantium. It clearly follows from the epistle that this
leadership. did not merely claim that vague attitude of respect which
any group of people would offer to a compatriot of considerable academic
stature. Tobias appears to wield a central and definitive authority. He
promises to enact decrees in liturgical matters,70 and his religious
jurisdiction seems to embrace a far-flung network of Karaite communal
units, centered around their own houses of worship.71 The concept that
what may very well have been a nation-wide organization of Karaite
communities in Byzantium was in existence before the middle of the
eleventh century is a novelty indeed. It accords well with the revised
chronology of early Karaite history, suggested all along in the present
study.

INSTITUTIONAL SEPARATISM

No sufficient data are available for a successful reconstruction of the
Karaite communal mechanism in the Empire. Still, it seems pertinent to
pause and emphasize the existence of distinct religio-communal structures
at a comparatively early stage of Karaite settlement in Byzantium. This
does not contradict our "basic premises" of Karaite-Rabbanite fraternity
of political destiny and intercommunal relations. Rather, it complements
and balances these premises. Having seen what the two groups had in
common, we must also recognize their fundamental differences.

These differences expressed themselves in religious issues and had
to be embodied in autonomous institutions. Thus the Karaites maintained

69 The object of that mission is unclear. Tobias implores Tustari "that he perform
my request on account of which I have come down to this place." He reiterates that
he "did not come to the Land of Egypt to beg anything of the elders... but I have come
for one thing ...," and takes it for granted that his correspondent is well acquainted
with the purpose of his visit. Nor is it evident that Tobias was accompanied by two mem-
bers of his family, seeking a personal favor; he may have traveled to Egypt in the
public service in the company of two other petitioners. If my reading of the last
words in Fragment XXXII, line 1 (D nntt nsn ntnva instead of [4nntt] Ink in nnvs)
is correct, a mission in behalf of the community seems more plausible. See on it
in detail my comments ad loc.

70 Cf. "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," App., Letter B/II, lines 24-25:
meo]7 'naa ... n"a m +m+mn1 niv ipnttn. The first editors entirely misunderstood
the passage and considered m+mni +3v as denoting persons bearing the well-known
Rabbinic academic title nninns nw, etc. The true meaning was recognized by Mann,
Texts and Studies, I, 374.

71 "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," App., Letter B/II, line 24: 5n3
mpmnni m5inpn ointt pntt nt5'np. Cf. also the expression rn o» 'nns (in the plural!),
as quoted in the passage cited in our previous note.
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independent places of worship, special rites and rules for the individual
and his family, and a different calendar of fasts and feasts. Separate
codes of marriage and purity and a sectarian interpretation of Divine
Law helped to weld the group together. Nevertheless, these institutions
of sectarian separatism remain fully compatible with the basic conscious-
ness of a larger unity which embraced the other group as well. A common
historical outlook and experience were shared by both factions even
after the Karaites had consolidated into a nation-wide self-containing
organization. These ties persisted also when, as will be suggested later,
the Byzantine government officially recognized the autonomous religious
status of the Karaites within the Jewish community in the Empire.

The fact that institutional separatism is so clearly evident in an early
document, prior to the year 1048, allows us to infer that which we
should have assumed in any event. Even from a general observation of
social behavior and of the age-long experience of Jewish history we
should have realized that the Karaites would tend at the very outset to
settle in Byzantium in groups, so that the requirements of their ritual
could be met with less difficulty. Indeed, it is by no means a coincidence
that the recollections of the Karaites concerning their settlement in
Jerusalem, for instance, always represent the establishment of the
Karaite colony in the city as the result of group work.72 Whatever the
actual historical value of such recollections, they are a faithful guide to
the idea of the method of settlement as conceived by the spokesmen of
the sect in the tenth and the eleventh centuries, i.e., in the period of
Karaite settlement in Byzantium. A minority within the Jewish people,
the Karaites, on the one hand, quite naturally seized upon the slogan
of "the righteous few, struggling in a community of sinners" and made it
a convenient rationale for the hapless position of the sect in the Jewish
world.73 On the other hand, however, no amount of psychological

72 Cf. the comment by Salman ben Yeruham on Ps. 69:1, as communicated in Hebrew
translation by Pinsker, Li/ckute, 22, and now finally available in its original phrasing
through L. Marwick's edition of The Arabic Commentary of Salmon ben Yeruham the
Karaite on the Book of Psalms, 98: TKnn]K5K1 1+T5Ku'onn 1TKID 11a%1 plro5K 1b b1p 11D oh
m11 1+b+pb 1K5K bn1 O5KD5K +D 1Tff b1]Kb1K1 Dnb93 1n 1SIS1 05VI1, 'D =61t 1T2p1 tlbK1
oTpbhK. See also the statements of Sahl ben Magliah and of twelfth-century Byzantine
Karaite writers quoted above, 45, note 53, and our remarks in the Introduction, 22.

73 The Karaite "minority complex" pervades all the works of later Karaites
from the tenth century on. Inadvertently, it offers an admission of the failure
of Karaite propaganda and proof of the realization that the sect was doomed
to remain but a small segment of the Jewish population. Cf., for instance, Sahl ben
Masliah, in Lilckale, App. III, 34 f.: vin-, b1Dn b''n1 Vol o+bava nTmy l1 13+411'' 13MIRV
bT 1581 ,1!101 11n1Yb 1v41 'n nK 11t1' 13n? a4b'T951,13519 n'11 11Dm pn 1D5m n1-1n 11141 IVk321
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compensation was capable of alleviating the actual hardships which
were the Karaites' daily share in a hostile Rabbanite environment. Bitter
experience could not have failed to teach the sectaries that their peculiar
ways and customs would be safeguarded only if backed by a strong,
consolidated community.74 For the day-to-day struggle often necessitated
not only the moral but the sheer numerical and legal weight of an
organized group in order to protect the freedom of the individual
sectarian to worship according to rules of his choice or his ancestral
heritage.75 The persistently reiterated accusation by Karaite writers
that the Rabbanites persecuted the sectaries physically, fiscally, through

7-717' 1211 .win Dnm D"'Y1 'nnstan 3111 n5tnn n's1 D'-7D1an'ran .1-mun 1c'Snn Dn'7Dn1 Dn'Dtim1
n1VY5 D'7m nit-III 5npn +1+117 nnDa 1tD7'was'n5s mshn 1D'Snn1 11-77 112 m1n1] 110 1+12+1]1
OnmaKn nms7 5v in n'1nn1 (T 'U'Tn+) ]1701 #'111 D5m11' 7131-713 1DD1m (K 'n '71') Din: 1121 rn 7137

0+317 11T] nn55 1m5' In tl hnpn 17 D+DY71'n D'n51'1n'1 n7N'wilt '] Y'T1n5'13'p,K1n1 D'n3Kan
nww15 D's1 'fns n'nn 15 (1 1-M '7m) elms n11nn1 'r,11 55 511.

Of the Byzantine Karaite statements on the subject cf. Iiilluk hak-Kara'im we
ha-Rabbanim, in Likkule, App. XII, 101, where a highly interesting gloss is given
from one of the MSS of the tract: D'Y7 on D'S'Dm7n 'D : 1°a) nm 121'7 TY D'Da7 tin In 5111
1251115). And again, ibid., 104: 's D'11pn '71271 51-71 rant: 1'n Dn'aDn'n vii-in nstn' 1m)1
70'13nn nY]1K7 D'nSK nWT1 11'K 1'2n I'm 'n17N ?D']1nb D+DYfan nags 1137 J'11 '1 11 '3 1K
'Sm1'7 D'p1Kan1 D'naKanl ?12'31177 nirr7 11m,n'1 1571 ?than "11 5127 [11'31 Dn1]K1=] it-in
131'nTn nnnK n'vK17 T1223 ]'Y '12']1 Din S1t1 AID] 12'1t371n 1'n 12'12117 naim112m ?D'Smn'
711115 D'31 'nni n+nn 15 17K1 In-11m.

Cf. also the piyyul by Tobias ben Moses, quoted in the latter part of note 75, below.
74 Cf. the stress on establishing "a consolidated group" in Jerusalem in the very

earliest appeal of Daniel al-Kumisi, as published by Mann, "A Tract of an Early
Karaite Settler in Jerusalem," JQR (N.S.), XII (1921-22), 285, and quoted above,
Introd., 22: rhn 11'6K 51 TantnS nnK nT1a15 rna TY75 D7Y Dn++nm D'mas nm7n 1'115Da 1n5m
'm11" 1n 511. L. Nemoy's rendering of the phrase le-ma'an nihyeh la-'agudah abath
as "so that we may form one sizable community" is inexact. It misses the obvious
emphasis on the unity and communal strength of an organized group and leaves only
the element of mere numerical force. Cf. Karaite Anthology, 38, §9.

On Daniel al-Kumisi cf. I. Markon, "Daniel al-Kumisi, ein karaischer Schrifter-
klarer des IX. Jahrhunderts," in Korespondenzblatt der Akademie fair die WissenschaJt
des Judentums, VIII (1927), 18 ff.; Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 8 if., where all the
earlier literature and the editions of Daniel's writings are listed and evaluated; and, re-
cently, Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 30 if. An edition of Daniel's Commentary on the
Minor Prophets, contemplated by the late I. Markon (cf. his Hebrew "The Karaite
Daniel ben Moses al-Kumisi and his Commentary on the Minor Prophets," Melilah,
11 [1946], 188 ff.), now finally published. Cf. below, Chapter VII.

75 Cf., for instance, Daniel al-Kumisi in the already cited "Tract," ed. Mann, JQR
(N.S.), XII (1921-22), 285: n11n 'm11T 157' 151 ...D'DD1m1 D'1m 1'a51 1'n n15a n5nna in
n11na 1170 1nK1p5 T'7n 12'1-7111 tan in 5K;am' n1S57 K1] TD Tnt7 "i n1371 Dn'D ninth
Dn11 11:5 1a'5an nm7 (Eng. version in Karaite Anthology, 38, §9). See further Sahl
ben Ma$liah, Likkule, App. III, 31 f.: D'5Tanm 77757 1'SY wnp' DnnD 5v 1n+ 16 1m11
n'n nnp5 Dn11 Dn1+11171 Dn"lY Onma1111 12711217 ' '5mY1 1217121 +1T]] Dn+SY 0+1]an71 On1an71
Dl-r75' 351 1111' KS 11371 ...127'311 on'T+ n1 lprn' 1va Dro'S0 D'an1n any; D'np151 Dn5 nn51
1711 1775'1 inns 11am' In 712 11K'1 n51ma I'D IlK 0n7 TnR nnD' 12x1,5'11175 7137.
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recourse to non-Jewish authorities and through unrelenting social
pressure, cannot be wholly invented. While, no doubt, many of these
charges became after some time literary cliches, indiscriminately copied
by successive generations of Karaite polemicists, they should not be
easily discarded as originally untrue. The often-reported disputes and
quarrels over calendar discrepancies, which were particularly acute on
account of the close proximity in which the two groups dwelt, are a
recurrent example of such circumstances.76

THE QUADRILATERAL STRUCTURE OF KARAITE HISTORY

We are now in a position to summarize our investigation into the
historical premises of Karaite origins in Byzantium.

The religio-institutional separatism of the Karaite sect in the Middle
Ages must be viewed in conjunction with the three basic phenomena of
political, social and economic unity governing the history of Rabbanites
and Karaites alike. Karaite separatism is the fourth phenomenon without
which the structure of Karaite history would not be complete. However,

Cf. also the (Byzantine?) text, an extract from a commentary on Psalms, pub-
lished by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 112-13 (App. X): bnnv ,n51a1 [51tn]v1 IS
'v+13 13111 15 175 1110 nT '?]N5 VIN 5511 15 15N11v1 +vv1 stn3 0173 +p+9N2 N11 "IM 1"1 0110
1l+pv+ 1v 0351 nt11N b+1721V N5N b1mn+ N5v nnol n nbfn nT 'm5 150, 151 ,-1111 5v 1inv+
11-151 1515 15]1+ TNl D' V? 101 N111.

Ibid., 89 f. (App. II, No. 5), an extract was published from an Arabic commentary
on Canticles in which Cant. 5:7 is also interpreted as an allusion to Rabbanite
persecutions of the Karaites. Mann failed, however, to recognize that the text at
hand was the original source from which a Hebrew abridgment was made in By-
zantium and incorporated by Jacob ben Reuben into his Sefer ha-'Osher. See on it
below, Chapter VII. Cf. there also the Eng. version of a piyyut by Tobias ben Moses,
included in the Vilna edition of the Karaite Prayerbook, IV, 208:,3inbv,+anol lnbnv
,1]05h 131Y+1v73 : t313-11371 111 121t In :01ST] b+TV (::,ns=] I1nn v1 :0+n+1h +5 nv 551 bn :+nlt:1
' t '; b+xllvn. Innumerable charges to the same effect are hurled against the
Rabbanites from scores of pages of Eshkol hak-Kofer by Yehudah Hadassi, and it is
simply impossible to list them here.

The persecution of Karaites reached the peak of violence in Spain where three
generations of Rabbanite courtiers waged against their sectarian compatriots a
ruthless war of extermination. Cf. Y. F. Baer, Toledoth hay-Yehudim bi-Sefarad
han-No,Ferith, I, 48, 55, and the sources listed there, 313, note 45.

In view of the above, L. Nemoy's statement (Karaite Anthology, ix) that "the
conflict, sharp as it was, remained throughout a war of words and never degenerated
into physical violence or armed warfare," can hardly be accepted. See my brief
comment in JSS, XV (1953), 312.

76 See our discussion of the calendar feuds between Rabbanites and Karaites in
Chapter VII, below. Cf. also my "Some Aspects of Karaite-Rabbanite Relations
in Byzantium on the Eve of the First Crusade," PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 25-38, XXV
(1956), 157-69.
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the tendency to focus on this phenomenon alone, as if it were the
guiding spirit of the social and spiritual endeavor of the Karaites,
is misleading. It ignores the actual unity of deed and purpose and, what
is more important, the consciousness of unity pervading the two
camps all through the Middle Ages. It unwittingly obscures a ba-
sic trait in the historical picture of Karaism, namely, that it never
ceased to be a sect within the Jewish people and that precisely be-
cause of this sense of "belonging" it continued to play a role in
medieval Jewish life. The realization of the quadrilateral structure of
Karaite history is therefore of utmost importance when an attempt is
made to theorize about the origins of Karaite settlement on Byzantine
soil.



CHAPTER II

BYZANTINE BEGINNINGS:
VARIOUS THEORIES

THE CHALLENGING problem of Byzantine Karaite origins has ne-
ver been thoroughly examined. Of the few theories thus far ad-
vanced, two can summarily be dismissed, since the very premises

on which they are based are themselves in need of proof; they assume
the early existence of Karaites in the Crimea, whence they supposedly
gravitated to the Bosporus,' or a special kinship between Karaism
and judaized Khazaria.2

THE "CRIMEAN" THEORY

While declining to pass judgment, in 1866, on the authenticity of the
documentary and epigraphical material from Jewish settlements in the
Crimea,3 Neubauer considered the Crimean Peninsula the cradle of
Hebrew Karaite literature. Here, prompted by needs which were absent
in Arabic-speaking countries, a Hebrew style and a Hebrew terminology
were supposedly perfected to suit the demands of scholarly research.4
These Crimean contributions were assumed to have been handed down
later to the new center of the sect in Byzantium; there they conditioned
Byzantine Karaite creativity in the field of Hebrew literature.

Neubauer postulated further that Karaite scholars must have migrated
from the Crimea to Byzantium in quest of general learning, especially
astronomy.5 As proof of this assertion Neubauer pointed to the Tataric,
hence Crimean, surnames of some of the Karaite scholars in Byzantium,
e.g., Beghi, Poki, Tchelebi, etc.6

I Cf. A. Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 35, 69.
2 See below, 64 f., notes 20-22.
3 Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 29, 33, 137. The thorough investigation of the

Crimean finds was still to come; cf. note 7, below. Of course, Neubauer himself was
aware of the difficulties arising from some of these finds.

4 Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 56.
5 Ibid., 55. This stands somewhat in contradiction to Firkowicz's opinion that the

migration was rather in the opposite direction and that the Crimea served as a refuge for
Byzantine Karaite scholars (regarding this theory see Harkavy's Altjudische Denkmdler
aus der Krim, 183, and 162, note 6). Even Hadassi was transplanted to the Crimea.

6 Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 55, note 1.
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Now, even if one were to accept Neubauer's purely literary approach
to the history of Jewish sectarianism, one could not fail to perceive the
questionable quality of the proofs adduced in its support. To begin with
the last-mentioned argument, Neubauer's deduction from the Tataric
surnames of Byzantine Karaite scholars projects into the early history
of Byzantine Karaism usages that resulted from a late and entirely
different general situation. The occurrence of Turkicized names is not
attested to among the Karaites of Byzantium before the fifteenth century,
i.e., when the imperial provinces had come under Turkish domination.

Moreover, the entire "Crimean" theory was built upon material as-
sembled and partly garbled by Abraham Firkowicz, the notorious leader of
Russian Karaites.7 He and other nineteenth-century Karaite spokesmen,
who claimed antiquity for Karaite settlement in the Crimean peninsula,
were prompted more by political expediency than by scholarly con-
siderations. They attempted to give credence to an alleged chronological
precedence of Karaism over Rabbinism on Russian soil, as well as to Ka-
raism's alleged independence from the general course of Jewish history.8

Now, l'affaire Firkowicz, and even more so the sorry spectacle of
posthumous condemnation of the man down to our own time, cannot

7 See the brief account on Firkowicz, Jewish Enc., V, 393 f., and on Crimean Jewry
in general, ibid., IV, 359 if. The material produced by Firkowicz-partly described
in Pinner's Prospectus as early as 1845, then offered in fragments in Pinsker's Likkule
Kadmoniyyoth (1860), and finally in Firkowicz's own Abne Zikkaron (1872)-gave
rise to a veritable host of publications, several of which were not entirely above
partisan bias. While D. Chwolson (Achtzehn hebraische Grabinschriften aus der
Krim and Corpus Inscriptionum Hebraicarum) defended the authenticity of the data
furnished by Firkowicz, scholars like Rappaport, Geiger, Schorr and Neubauer pointed
already in the 1860's to the chronological and factual difficulties stemming from
some of the material at hand. Still, Pinsker, Fiirst and Graetz unhesitatingly accepted
the finds and based upon them their expositions of general Jewish and Karaite
history.

Accusation of outright forgery became general by 1875, following the joint work
of H. Strack and A. Harkavy on the Catalog der Nebr. Bibelhandschriften, and later
through the separate works of Strack on A. Firkowitsch and seine Entdeckungen and
of Harkavy on the Altjudische Denkmdler aus der Krim. P. F. Frankl followed up
these studies by a Hebrew critique in Hashshabar, VII-VIII (1876-77), and by German
articles in the MGWJ. On a lower level of debate we find such biased a presentation
as E. Deinard's Masses' .(trim.

On Firkowicz's procedure of editing and "correcting" Karaite books printed in
Gozlow, see above, 28, note 5, and below, 71.

8 See the account given by Harkavy, Altjudische Denkmdler aus der Krim, 206 if.,
and, briefly, in Jewish Enc., VII, 444 if. Cf. also R. Fahn, "The Jewish Maskilim
and Karaite Scholars" (Hebrew), Hattekufah, XII (1921), 189 if., XIII (1921), 244 if.,
and esp. XIV-XV (1922), 398 if. Fahn shows that Firkowicz's policy was opposed
by prominent Karaite leaders.
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detain us here. Both those who shook an accusing finger at Firko-
wicz and those who indiscriminately endeavored to vindicate all
his finds unwittingly ascribed to him standards of scholarly discipline and
ethics which were unknown to him. His was a tradition of generations
of oriental manuscript collectors, copyists and glossers who, like him,
felt no qualms about pious "emendations" of texts or bona fide inter-
polations. However, none of his predecessors equaled Firkowicz
in zeal and instinct for the important, and none has put modern
scholarship, as he did, in such tremendous debt for the unparalleled
literary treasures which he single-handedly assembled. Indeed, an
indiscriminate rejection of all documents that passed through the
hands of Firkowicz would be no less unwarranted than was the original
blind acceptance of all his discoveries.9 Nevertheless, so far as Crimean
Karaite antiquities are concerned, the matter seems to have been tho-
roughly scrutinized by Harkavy. Although Harkavy's own theories
regarding the history of Crimean Jewry also leave much to be desired,10
his major criticism of Firkowicz's data remains unquestionably valid.ll

In reality, the first authentic record of Karaism in the Crimea-an
eye-witness account of a calendar feud between the Karaites and Rab-
banites in Sulkhat (Eski Krim)-does not antedate the last quarter of
the thirteenth century.12 Allowing some three or four generations for
a preliterary period of settlement and growth, the beginnings of organized
Karaite life in the Peninsula can be placed, at the very earliest, some time
in the latter half of the twelfth century.

9 Thus, more than 200 manuscripts from the two great Firkowicz Collections
were utilized in Volume H alone of J. Mann's Texts and Studies which is wholly
devoted to Karaitic research. Cf. the list there, 1482-85. Harkavy himself, H. J.
Gurland, Neubauer, I. Markon, S. Assaf, and others edited many more fragments.
Skoss, Nemoy, Birnbaum, and, recently, Marwick followed suit with the publication
of whole Karaite compositions on the basis of the Firkowicz MSS; countless works
or leaves remain to this day unpublished. Cf. also P. Kahle, The Cairo Genizah, 2 if.

To See the critique of these theories by A. N. Poliak in Kazzariyyah, passim.
11 I hope to return to the problem some time in the future, in connection with

a projected "History of the Karaites in Turkey, Russia and Poland."
12 Cf. Aaron ben Joseph in his Commentary on Exodus, Mibhar, 14b : nn1K 'S nT

1V79,71 1711l 12112K1 110n 1510 013315 7'11 [1278=1 1D101 04 112W V111'0fl IT 0.113 712W iwu

1710510 K117ai1 01pa U11tt 13V7 WHIM-.1 0'1115 111K 1a'Kln1 vnwi nn'-i3 ninp. See also on the
problem of Crimean Karaite chronology P. F. Frankl, in his "Karaische Studien,"
MGWJ, XXXI (1882), 4, and in Ersch and Gruber Enz., Section Two, XXXIII (1883),
22 f. and notes. On Sulkhat cf. Harkavy, Altjudische DenkmBler aus der Krim, 34 if.

For a critical analysis and refutation of the Karaite claim concerning an alleged
migration of Crimean Karaites to Halicz, Poland, in the first half of the thirteenth
century, see M. Balaban, "On the History of the Karaites in Poland" (Hebrew),
Hatte(iafah, XVI (1922), 294 if.
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Indeed, it is perhaps in this context that we should read the famous
account by the Rabbanite traveler, Petabyah of Regensburg, of his
encounter with "heretics" in the "Land of ICedar" in the year 1175, i.e.,
one century prior to the Sulkhat incident.13

IN THE LAND OF KEDAR

Petahyah's description of the customs in the "Land of ICedar" has drawn
the attention of many scholars and has been variously interpreted. The
region as such is not identical with the Crimea. It probably denotes the
general area of present-day Southern Russia, which would include parts
of the Crimea and of medieval Khazaria.14

Why no Rabbanites lived in that region is a matter for speculation.15
At any rate, the way of life these "heretical" settlers were leading was
unmistakably Karaite. Indeed, their extreme strictness in the observance
of the Sabbath is usually identified with the early ninth-century Karaite
legislation of the an-Nahawendi: school.16 And yet, this strictness does
not necessarily imply a ninth-century origin of the settlement in the

13 Cf. Sibbub (ed. Grunhut), 4: n'nnD -1n on'i -inn, o'rn DID on O'11n' 1'1( 1np yitu
115m1(1 onWn 1'mmn nsw 317371 .11'nritt DttnS 151D 5'3V 11731( .0'n]n'111] D']'n1(n D71'K 73735
i v nhDnn 73'MD '1 015 1DCV31 .n'1173MA K5K O'S5Dnn w'K1 o1'n 5D Ina 01pn3 1'IVt1'1 Imn3
1173573 K1n 1n n511fn 13Y72V 1(5 11731(1 .Df']'DI 2173 73'73 llTnn 7373131.

14 Petabyah clearly distinguishes between the "Land of Kedar" and the "Land of
Khazaria," by which the Crimea proper is meant. Cf. Sibbub, 3: rix3 mnx o1' 15nni
K'1T7 r1K 1'31 r1K 113 p'oD731 0' 1w5 15,n rrp. The appellation "Khazaria" (or in
its Italian form "Gazaria") for the Crimea goes back to the last stages of Khazar
history and persisted into the sixteenth century. See, for instance, the text quoted
below, 63, note 18, from Kaleb Afendopolo's Nahal ha-Eshkol (written in 1497).
Similarly, see the text by the same author, as excerpted by A. Danon from
Pathshegen Kethab had-Dath, in JQR (N.S.), XVII (1927), 169. In that fragment
two Crimean cities are clearly listed as "communities of Khazaria." Cf. also in the
same essay, 171, the paragraph in which one of these cities is again mentioned but
Khazaria and the "Lands (!) of Kedar" are equated.

Is Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 289, surmised that "perhaps owing to peculiar
political circumstances, the Rabbanites refrained from living in a territory isolated
from the rest of Jewry. Or it may be that the Karaites obtained exclusive charters
which protected them against economic competition on the part of the Rabbanites."

16 The teachings of Benjamin an-Nahawendi, who was regarded by Karaite tradition
as second only to 'Anan, are partly available in Benjamin's Mas'ath Binyamin (pub-
lished by Firkowicz as an appendix to Aaron ben Joseph's Mibhar Yesharim) and
in the fragments appended by Harkavy to his reconstruction of 'Anan's "Book of
Precepts," Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII, 178-84. The major features of the
Benjaminite doctrine were summed up by Kir(cisani in his Kitab al-Anwar (ed. Nemoy),
I, 55-56; Eng. tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII (1930), 386-87. On his Sabbath laws
see Kirkisani, Kitab al-Anwar, III, 508 f., 521 f., 555 f. For a general sketch of
an-Nahawendi's activity see Poznafiski, Osar Yisrael, III, 126b-129b, and, recently,
Nernoy, Karaite Anthology, 21 if. Cf., also below, Chapter V.
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region. The same modes of Sabbath observance were, after all, forcefully
preached both in Eastern Karaism and among the sectaries of Byzantium
at least as late as the middle or the second half of the twelfth century.17
Thus, the dissenters in Southern Russia may well have been the sons of
twelfth-century(!) immigrants, stemming from Islamic countries or from
the Empire where these traditions were still prevailing in some pietistic
circles. Indeed, for all we know, they themselves may have possibly been
the earliest Karaite settlers in the region.

The general ignorance of the Karaites in the "Land of IIedar" is, of
course, undeniable. They had little, if any, knowledge of the literature
developed by the sect back in the "old country." How else can we explain
the fact that they were unaware of the Talmud, the mainstay of normative
Judaism and the chief target of Karaite literary assault? However, the
alleged uniqueness of this ignorance, which has led the scholars to the
conclusion that the South Russian sectaries were living in utter isolation
for many long generations, seems to have been grossly overemphasized.

The assumption that the situation was basically different elsewhere
is not necessarily warranted. The truth of the matter is that we have no
explicit information whatsoever on the state of education of the average
Karaite in other communities in the Middle Ages. If an impression can
be formed at all from the available Karaite literature, it is one pertaining
merely to the handful of scholars who resided in the main centers of sect-
arian activity. The rank and file of the populations anywhere remained
evidently at a rather low level of erudition. It is only to be expected
that the situation in remote communities, especially where the
non-Jewish environment also was one of illiteracy and ignorance, must
have been considerably worse.

17 An intelligent presentation of the halakhic differences between the old Karaite
school (of Benjamin an-Nahawend) and later innovators was given in Ohel Mosheh
by the sixteenth-century Turkish Karaite Moses Beghi. There also the perpetuation
of some old concepts and ways in Constantinople, as late as the middle of the twelfth
century (Hadassi!), is stressed. Cf. the fragment published by Mann, in his Texts
and Studies, II, 1453-56: x121115 mmn w:3-in Da o'Knpn p15n 1,m n-v o'n,7p D1,znm 311
517111 Vmmn n1Knn5 1113 n1,nn 11111 1021 111,15 113 11OK5 113 D131mn 1272 1213113Dn 53 11113
...5111 pin'n o 11 pmnn5 n53pn 5n o13,10n 131331n 1121 31m-1 5n D1),10n 01K1pn mn 113m
01031 ...1nn31Kn D111nnK 01PK311 01725Tin1 .n1,M [72 59= ] 2-b D110K3 trip 1,311 1130 D1211nv n,3

(03 fro '72v) 11111111 win 12w p100 mn10 n-3 [17ntnnn=] 'milt, 11,1]3 1n13nv my min 11]03
5v nlmn Dn11nK ,111311 1n1723n1 Din211 11121 53K u-3 12KOp1pn 91,11 13131 nT3 13130n1 M381-1 SD

1]13111'mmn 0113 111111 (n 1-0',m) p1O0, 1,1tm 5110 13131 11130 1,31 .13n13'P3 nIm1 1151 1113011 11

Dp/nnn5 KSTD1 I11fl5 K5m11mm 121172,133172 nnm7nl /Klan 153 11nmv nnx 4111131 1VK 1111=] it-it

.D11TIIt ,1137 10* 1511 1,31 ...053115 121331, 11111, 1mm D71, Dn5n 1133 m1351 mm3 1n5mn12
12 DS ]man 1112 17-3 531111 [1,711 n111n Grim.
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Viewed in this perspective, the picture presented by Petahyah does not
require one to assume a long period of isolation from the roots of the
movement and a correspondingly early date for Karaite settlement in the
region. On the contrary: had these people been removed for a very long
time from the sources of sectarian teaching and lived in such sorry
isolation from any Jewish (Rabbanite or Karaite) influence as they did
when Petahyah met them, they could hardly have persisted in so meticu-
lously observing the customs of their fathers. Granted, cases of inert,
centuries-long perpetuation of certain practices in spite of adverse
circumstances are well attested to in Jewry's chequered history. However,
the conscious perseverance in the ancestral tradition, as manifested by the
South Russian Karaites, cannot be attributed, so it seems, to mere
inertia. Their knowledge of Hebrew Psalms which, in the Karaite fashion,
served them as daily prayers, is clearly evidenced by Petahyah. Indeed,
they must have had more than a rudimentary acquaintance with the
language, for they surely conversed in Hebrew with the traveler
from Regensburg and understood the rather extensive Hebrew text of the
prayer (probably the 'Amidah, i.e., the "Eighteen Benedictions") and the
Birkath ham-Mazon (=Grace after Meals) which he recited before them.

On the other hand, it is obvious that at the time of Petahyah's visit in
the region the Crimean Karaites were still in a preliterary stage of
their history. The awakening of literary activity among them was yet to
come, prompted partly by the impact of closer ties with their Karaite
brethren in Byzantium who in the twelfth century already had a well-
established tradition of scholarship.18 In addition, an actual immigration
to the the Crimean regions of Karaite scholars from the Empire may have
taken place in the wake of the Fourth Crusade (1204) and may have
influenced Karaite development in the Crimea. At any rate, when
Crimean Karaism appeared on the scene, the Byzantine branch of the

18 Cf. S. Dubnow, Dibre Yeme 'Am 'Olam, IV, 266. An interesting example of
cultural contacts between Byzantine and Crimean Karaites is afforded by the history
of Eshkol hak-Kofer manuscripts in the Middle Ages. The story is told by the late
fifteenth-century epitomizer of this great Byzantine Karaite encyclopedia. While not
a single complete copy of the book was to be found in the latter part of the fifteenth
century in Constantinople, where Yehudah Hadassi had created the work three
centuries earlier, the full version of the Eshkol was circulating in the Crimean Karaite
communities. Cf. Kaleb Afendopolo, Nahal ha-Eshkol (preceding the printed edition
of Eshkol hak-Kofer), lc-d: boon n5nnn ton m1 m5*5a1 n5K0 1mR Kxh21 pnv11 550 1hK
b+nSK bK 1711 ...:I-=5 11013]1 1+!1511 -rn n +51) lmovnl' rnvv mm xn-,a Kb-5K13 1'1+ 111K 1v
Kxh]m 1'x' -,51 1111+ mK1 +0K 11 "P13511 v1K 15 190!! 173 'O 1n5nnh b51v'to vni v',-6'']m'
11K-IV [1496=] 47m1 tl5K1 CJ195 1-17 nav K''1 n2m bV n'nV Eo'ip=] K"1T5 115+5a
11n+] TK 1K5K ,b5t.
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sect had already passed the peak of its formative process and had
reached a high level of literary creativity.19

THE "KHAZAR" THEORY

The second theory also is based upon a premise which had long been
pronounced untenable by most students of Jewish history. It assumes that
the Turkic Khazars, who at a certain juncture of their history accepted
Judaism, were actually initiated into the Jewish fold by Karaite
teachers and consequently followed Karaite doctrine.20 Having lost their
independence, so goes the theory, the Khazars must have found refuge
during the late tenth and the eleventh centuries in the Byzantine Empire
and thus gave rise to a Karaite community on Byzantine soil.21

19 Chances are, of course, that the "heretics" encountered by Petahyah were not
Karaites at all, as suggested above, but judaized Khazars. Cf., most recently, S. W.
Baron, in the monumental new edition of his Social and Religious History of the
Jews, III, 201 if. "The similarity between some Khazar customs, such as sitting in the
dark on the Sabbath, and Karaite observances" should, according to the opinion
of Professor Baron, not be construed as proof of Karaite allegiance of Petahyah's
interlocutors. "Ignorance of talmudic laws, rather than outright Karaite influences
as erroneously assumed by Petahyah, induced them [i.e., the Khazars] to fall back
upon the biblical legislation."

20 This view was expounded by Firkowicz and countered by the scholars listed
above, 59, note 7. See also Poznanski, in Hastings' Enc. of Religion and Ethics, VII,
671 b. Some of the "Khazar Karaite" texts were included in Neubauer's Aus der
Petersburger Bibliothek, 132 if.

The voluminous literature concerning Khazaria and her conversion to Judaism
cannot, of course, be even partly enumerated here. The most recent English treatment
of the subject is D. M. Dunlop's History of the Jewish Khazars, where especially the
Arabic texts are well utilized and integrated in the narrative. My reservations in regard
to Dunlop's appraisal of the Hebrew texts and to his discussion of the Khazars'
Jewishness were expressed in a review published in Judaism, V (Spring, 1956), 185-88.
The Hebrew texts concerning Khazaria were critically edited by P. Kokovtzov,
Evreisko-Khazarskaya Perepiska v X Veke.

The best modem Hebrew presentation of Khazar history and of the problems
involved is the already-quoted Kazzariyyah by A. N. Poliak, of which three editions
have been published to date. Corresponding in time to Poliak's book and essays
on the Khazar theme, but different in conclusions, is the valuable Hebrew survey
of "The Present State of the Khazar Problem," by M. Landau, Zion, VIII (1942-43),
94-106, as well as his earlier Beitrdge zunt Chazarenproblem. I, for one, concur
with Poliak's general approach and evaluation of the Hebrew texts. His broader
conclusions, however, regarding the ethnic origin of Russo-Polish Jewry, must for
the time being be treated with diffidence. Cf. also the brief summary by P. Kahle,
The Cairo Genizah, 14 if., and Baron, op. cit., III, 196 if.

21 Cf., for instance, J. Furst, Geschichte des Karaerthums, II, 190. Fiirst placed the
rise of Karaite settlement in Byzantium in the eleventh century, adding also Armenia
to the regions from which an influx of Karaite immigrants to the Empire was allegedly
in progress at that time. While the origin of his "Khazar" theory is obvious, the
sources for his "Armenian" theory are not given. I presume that he based his surmise
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Again, in its original form the "Khazar" theory was but another
function of the same nineteenth-century political tendency which
produced the "Crimean" theory mentioned above. It was expounded
mainly by the same writers, invoking the same body of questionable
material that was mustered in support of Karaite antiquity in the
Crimea. Modern exponents of Khazar-Karaite kinship have quite
correctly abandoned that line of argumentation. They speak of the
Karaites as heirs, rather than ancestors, of Khazar culture. Assuming
a Turkic character of Khazar society, they hope to reconstruct its traits
through the study of linguistic testimonies admittedly preserved by
certain Turkic-speaking groups surviving to this day. Especially the
Cumano-Karaimic (Kiptchak) dialect, spoken by Karaites living in
Poland and Russia, and several ideas and concepts prevalent among
these sectaries to our own time, are hailed as faithful echoes of the
extinct culture of medieval Khazars.22

Of course, a review of that material, so important for the understanding
of the cultural history of Khazaria and of later Karaite communities
of Eastern Europe, is entirely beyond the scope of the present study.23
Instead, we shall perhaps be contributing more to the elucidation
of the Khazar-Karaite problem by presenting here whatever testimony
may be gleaned on the subject from early Karaite literature. In that
way the original Karaite concept of Khazaria might speak for itself.23a

JEWISH KHAZARIA: INHERENT PROPAGANDA VALUE

When viewing Jewish Khazaria from the vantage-point of Karaite
literature, one detects no sign whatsoever of a religious bond between
the Karaites and the Khazars, let alone a recollection of common
ancestral ties. The rich Karaite literature of the Golden Age, both

on the fact that a sectarian leader, Musa az-Za`farani, known also as Abu `Imran
at-Tiflisi, was active in Armenia in the ninth century. Ftirst considered, of course,
all sectarian movements as coming under the common denominator of Karaism.

22 Cf. A. Zaj4czkowski, Ze studiow nad zagadnieniem chazarskim (Etudes sur le
problbme des Khazars), esp. 62 ff.; French resume, 98 f. Cf. also his more popular
Polish presentation of his central thesis concerning "Khazar Culture and its Heirs,"
in Mytt Karaimska (N.S.), I (1946), 5 if.

23 These lexical carry-overs from a Turkic environment, treated so far from the
stanpoint of Turkic linguistics and folklore, will be interpreted in broader terms
of Karaite history in my projected study of Karaism in Turkey, Russia and Poland.

23a A maximalistic stand ad maiorem Karaeorum gloriam, viewing the Karaites
as both ancestors and heirs to the great Khazaro-Cumanic cultural expanse, has been
taken recently by S. Szyszman in his "Les Khazars-problemes et controverses," RHR,
CLII (1957), 174 ff.; "Le roi Bulan et le probleme de la conversion des Khazars,"
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that contemporary with the last stages of Jewish Khazar history24
and that which followed closely after the downfall of Jewish leader-
ship in the crippled Khazar state,25 fails to observe the presence of Ka-
raite ways among the Khazars.26 The lack of such assertions on the
part of Karaites is highly significant. It stands in direct contrast to the
usual triumphant note of Karaite missionary accounts.27

The winning over of the Khazars to Karaism could surely have been
presented as a great achievement of Karaite teaching. Indeed, true to ac-
cepted medieval criteria of religious justification, such an achievement
might have been construed, in turn, as demonstration of the cor-
rectness of the sectarian doctrine. The obvious propaganda value of such
an ideological conquest was well appreciated by medieval writers.

This fact becomes even more apparent when it is confronted by the atti-
tude toward the same matter in quarters opposed to Karaism. Thus,
later Rabbanites were not beyond using arguments of this kind in
their own interests. Claiming that the Khazars actually followed
Rabbanite tradition, they cited this belief as proof of the universality of
their own creed in contrast to the negligible influence of the dissident
teachings. Rabbinism, the victorious trend in world-Jewry, has reached
the farthest corners of the earth, they argued. It even penetrated
Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses, XXXIII (1957), 70 ff.; and "Die Karaer in
Ost-Mitteleuropa," Zeitschrift fur Ostforschung, VI (1957), 24 if. While offering some
valuable references and interesting insights, these studies have, unfortunately, no
bearing on our present discussion. To Szyszman the Khazars' conversion to Karaism
is a priori so self-evident that no documentation seems necessary, whereas this is
precisely the problem which I propose to analyze in the following pages on the basis
of primary Karaite material.

24 E.g., the literary creations of 1.{irlcisani, Salman ben Yeruham, Sahl ben Magliah,
Yefeth ben 'All, David al-Fasi, who lived in the tenth century.

25 A. N. Poliak has proven conclusively that the tenth- and early eleventh-century
blows, at first erroneously credited by scholars with inflicting a final defeat on Khazaria,
only crippled the Khazar state. A weaker and smaller Khazaria continued to exist
until the Mongol invasions in the middle of the thirteenth century. Poliak's additional
thesis, however, which suggests that the state remained Jewish to the end-indeed,
even more ardently devoted to Judaism than before-is not convincing. Nevertheless,
judaized groups, whether of Khazar or other origin, continued late into the twelfth
or thirteenth centuries. Cf. Halevy's essay in the Polish Biuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu
Historycznego, XXI (Jan.-March, 1957), 93 if., and T. Lewicki's comments there, 100ff.

26 Hints as to Khazar allegiance to Karaism could be expected from Karaite
spokesmen of the eleventh century, such as Joseph al-Basir, Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah,
'Ali ben Suleiman, Tobias ben Moses and, later, from Jacob ben Reuben.

27 Cf., e.g., the tenth-century Sahl ben Ma5liah, as quoted below, Chapter VI,
note 2, in his enthusiastic report of the spread of Karaite ways in Palestine. Cf.
there also, note 25, the account of Karaite successes in Byzantium, quoted from the
eleventh-century Byzantine Karaite commentary on Leviticus, O$ar Nehmad. See
further my "Some Aspects of Karaite-Rabbanite Relations, "PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 17.
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as far as the river Itil, where the Khazar nations dwelt. These converted to Judaism,
and their king, Joseph, sent an epistle to the Prince Rabbi 13isday ben Rabbi Isaac
ben Shaprut relating to him that he as well as his people follow the Rabbanite way.
Indeed, we have seen in Toledo some of their descendants, [talmudic] scholars, who
informed us that their remnant was of Rabbanite persuasion.28

This passage from Ibn Daud's anti-Karaite pamphlet is not cited here as
conclusive proof of the Khazars' Rabbinism. It is intended only to bring
into sharp relief the later Rabbanite claims with regard to the religious
convictions of the Khazars as part of the Rabbanite propaganda drive
against sectarianism. The absence of such claims on behalf of contem-
porary spokesmen of Karaism cannot be coincidental. For, had there
been any truth to the purported indebtedness of the Khazars to the
Karaites in matters of religion, Karaite literature would not have allowed
this fact to pass unnoticed.

KHAZARIA IN KARAITE LITERATURE : THE STORY OF INDIFFERENCE

But this evidence from silence does not stand alone.
Karaite literature itself speaks to us on a few occasions about the

Khazars and leaves no doubt as to the secondary and rather vague
position Khazaria occupied in Karaite thinking. The earliest testimony
mentioning the Khazars and their Jewishness comes from Jacob al-
I. .irkisani, the Karaite historian and jurist of the first half of the tenth
century.29 Elaborating on Genesis 9:27 (yaft elohim le-yefeth), I{irkisani
has this to say:30

The majority of commentators interpret this pun to mean loveliness and beauty.
In their opinion, the sense of the verse is that God has beautified Japheth to
the extent that a number of his descendants will enter into the Jewish faith.....

Now, some other [commentators] are of the opinion that this verse alludes to the
Khazars who accepted Judaism. However, others hold that the Persians are here in-
tended. These converted to Judaism in the time of Mordecai, Esther and Ahasuerus,

28 Cf. Ibn Daud's Seder hak-i;Cabbalah, in Jewish Medieval Chronicles (ed. Neubauer),
I, 78 f.: nzpz,- 5o m'13m nioviD 1'nw 5N1m' n15np tisln flnRV o01v33 D'507 [0'N1p1=] Oflm 11v1
1v3V r1N1 71v rim 'a41 r1N1 D'1Y31 Np'1DN rat 571 1rDti 1Yp1 311731 mK13 nIflRn 1v 31v731
Dm 1'1m 5nR 1fl2 1v 0511 5N1 1Nno17D1 1N]1] am21 'm1131 rut, 111 r1t1 DID ran D5'v r1N1
5v N1nv 1v'11n1 011077 17 pnrl "13 N'V3fl 'Ifon'15 1DO n5v 0753 801'1 11113n3v 0"1117 D'73v
n1331 nv1 5v o1I'1Nmm V1v'1111 O'37n 11435n 01'27 13373 151015101 11'N11 1337 571 n1]71 nv1.

29 Of the most recent literature on ICirkisani see G. Vajda's "Etudes sur Qirgisani,"
REJ, CVI (1941-45) 87-123, CVII (1946-47), 52-98, CVIII (1948), 63-91, and
the brief introduction to an English selection from Kitab al-Anwar wa-l-Mardkib
(Book of Lights and Watchtowers) and Kitab ar-Riydd wa-l-FIada'ik (Book of Gardens
and Parks), in Nemoy's Karaite Anthology, 42 if.

30 The following passage given by Landau in Zion, VIII (1942-43), 96, is an excerpt
from the Book of Gardens and Parks. Unlike the Book of Lights which found in
L. Nemoy a faithful editor, the Book of Gardens-ICirkisani's principal work,
containing an extensive commentary on the non-legal portions of the Pentateuch-
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even as it is written (Esther 8:17), "And many among the people of the land became
Jews."31

It must be remembered that Kirkisani was writing at a time when
Khazaria had become the haven for Jewish refugees coming from both
Muslim countries and Byzantium. The Judeo-centric orientation of tenth-
century Khazar policy undoubtedly made a great impression on the
Muslim East where Kirkisani was residing. Indeed, it was even recorded
by a Muslim historian who reported the emigration to Khazaria of
Byzantine Jews persecuted by Romanus I Lecapenus.32 This migration
was contemporaneous with the very commentary of Kirkisani in which
the above-quoted reference to the Khazars was made.33 Moreover, having
traveled extensively in the Near Eastern territories adjoining Khazaria,

remains to this day in manuscript form and was utilized very little by modern Karaitic
research. The introductory chapter of the work was edited by H. Hirschfeld, Qirgisani
Studies, 39 if., who, however, followed the copyist in erroneously identifying it as
Tafsir Bereshith (Commentary on Genesis). The mistake was rectified by Nemoy,
Karaite Anthology, 336, 337, 396. Earlier, A. Neubauer edited the concluding portion
of the book, in Medieval Jewish Chronicles, II, 249 if.

31 Zion, VIII (1942-43), 96: Kn31pnm'1 h»5o5n non l1-ion' OK35K nroR lit hr5 o'n5K hr''
SKnv' 1'n '9 Dip bn2b 5Sr'nn 5en'lit' 5a Iowa 6'K lit b713n1543vm .lvn5K1',Kn15K 1b

l'451t onv%t '5K 11Kn 754 lit lint 11.%bai .vnm, n1125K '5x p1Kn 754 1K 1trnr 111tK1
b'9n'nb pnt ' 'hnn b'.1-11 51p' 4K D,nivnK1 nnoK1 '11nb DK'K 'D 111nh.

32 Cf. al-Mas'ddi, Kitab Muruj adh-Dhahab (Les Prairies d'Or), ed. Meynard and
Courbeille, 11, 8 f. See also J. Starr, Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 151 L, § 91; B. Z.
Dinaburg [Dinur], Yisrael bag-Golah, I, Pt. 1, 33; S. Runciman, The Emperor Romanus
Lecapenus and his Reign, 231; idem, Byzantine Civilization, 131; Vasiliev, Byzance
et les Arabes, II, 31 f.; and, most recently, Dunlop, History of the Jewish Khazars, 89.

An echo of the forced baptism (hashmadah) decreed by Romanus, nicknamed ha-
Rasha' (=the Wicked), reaches us also through S. Schechter's "Unknown Khazar
Document," JQR (N.S.), III (1913), 206. Cf. A. Kahana, Sifruth ha-Historyah hay-
Yisr'elith, I, 47, and P. Kokovtzov, Evreisko-Khazarskaya Perepiska, 117. An allusion
to the same event has been discovered in a Hebrew apocalypse by L. Ginzberg, Ginze
Schechter, 313 if. This tenth-century fazon Dani'el was reedited by J. Ibn Shemuel
[Kaufmann] in his anthology Midreshe Ge'ulah, 232 if., esp. 250 f. Ibn Shemuel,
following L. Ginzberg's major line of interpretation, refutes the late dating of the
work by S. Krauss (in "Un nouveau texte pour l'histoire judeo-byzantine," REJ,
LXXXVII [1929], 1 ff.). See, however, Starr, in Romania, 25 f., who, similar to Krauss,
coniders the author of the apocalypse a survivor of the fall of Constantinople in
1204, and the harmonizing position taken by Baron, Social and Rel. History of the
Jews (2nd ed.), 111, 315, note 6, and 317, note 12.

33 The fanatical excesses of Lecapenus against Jews, Armenians and Muslim captives
(for the last two, see Runciman, The Emperor Romanus Lecapenus,115, and S. Marquart,
Osteuropdische and ostasiatische Streifzuge, 62, respectively), had been initiated about
the year 930. Al-Mas'udi began writing his book in 332 A.H. (943 c.E.), i.e., close
to the end of Lecapenus' reign. He completed it four years later. Cf. Brockelmann,
Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, I, 145; Vasiliev, Byzance et les Arabes, I, 327;
Dunlop, History of the Jewish Khazars, 204. I'Zir$isani's commentary was completed
in 938. Cf. L. Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 44.
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Kirkisani must have acquired a first-hand knowledge of the conditions
prevailing in the Jewish-dominated state.34

With this background in mind, ICirlcisani's dispassionate reference to
"some commentators" who "are of the opinion that this verse (i.e., Gen.
9:27) alludes to the Khazars who accepted Judaism" can hardly be
considered enthusiastic. Comparing it with his much more elaborate ex-
position of a different opinion held by the "majority of commentators,"
and yet of another one advanced by "other commentators," clearly
manifests the indifference with which ICirlcisani viewed the conversion
of the Khazars to Judaism.

Coupled with that early tenth-century attitude of indifference was the
evident ignorance of some of Karaism's keenest minds in that period
concerning basic data about Khazaria. A sample of such lack of element-
ary information can be found in the bizarre concept expounded by the
greatest Karaite lexicographer of the tenth century, David ben Abraham
al-Fasi, according to which all European nations were grouped under
the heading of "Khazars."35

It is only fair to add that this Karaite indifference (or ignorance) with
regard to the Khazars was partly similar to that prevailing among early
Rabbanite scholars, as evidenced by the paucity of references to Khazaria
in contemporaneous Jewish literature. Such an attitude was probably
prompted by a realistic appraisal of the true motives of Khazar conversion.
Both Rabbanite and Karaite observers, contemporary with Jewish
Khazaria, could not have been unaware of the motives of political
and economic expedience which lay behind the superficial affiliation of
Khazar rulers with Judaism.

34 Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 42; Landau, Zion, VIII (1942-43), 96.
35 Cf. his Kitab Jami' al-Alfaz (ed. S. Skoss), I,159, lines 100-101; IT, 216, variant to

line 51; and 490, lines 29-30 (on yaft elohim le-yefeth). Pinsker reported that al-FAsi's
interpretations were excerpted by the eleventh-century Karaite commentator, 'Ali ben
Suleiman. Cf. Likkufe, 200 f. (on yaft), and, especially, 208 (equating Ashkenaz with
al-Khazar). Cf. also the quotations from both authors as given by Harkavy in Ham-
maggid, XXI, No. 39 (1877), 357, § § 3-4. While Pinsker and Harkavy cite the lexical
entry deduced by 'All from Jer. 51:27 (Minni we-Ashkenaz), no parallel equation
of Ashkenaz with Khazaria is to be found where it should be expected most-in Skoss'
edition of The Arabic Commentary of 'Ali ben Suleiman on the Book of Genesis. There
is a lacuna in the MS underlying the printed edition. It extends from Gen. 9:6 to 10:19,
thus making inacessible Gen. 9:27 (yaft) and 10:3 (Ashkenaz). Cf. further S. Krauss,
"The Names Ashkenaz and Sefarad" (Hebrew), Tarbiz, III (1931-32), esp. 426-28,
and "Die hebraischen Benennungen der modernen Volker," Jewish Studies in Me-
mory of G. A. Kohut, 387 if.
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Nevertheless, in the context of Karaite missionary activity, which
reached its peak precisely in the early tenth century, the attitude of ICirlci-
sani, who was in a position to know and who surely would have
welcomed the spread of Karaite doctrine, is more than eloquent. It
indicates an implicit acknowledgement of the non-Karaite status of
tenth-century Khazaria.

KHAZARIA IN KARAITE LITERATURE:

THE STORY OF CONTEMPT

A hundred years had passed. Jewish Khazaria, now a matter of history,
had become woven into the fabric of legend. Only then did the tenth-
century attitude of scholarly indifference yield to popular idealization.
This change of heart led to two extreme and mutually opposed positions.

Rabbanite literature seized upon the story of Khazar conversion as
a prize of great worth. It was then that the literary fiction, containing
an alleged exchange of letters between Ijisday ibn Shaprnt and King
Joseph of Khazaria, first began to circulate among Jewish readers.36
With the increase of interest in Khazar history, Rabbanite partisans
gradually became aware of the propaganda value inherent in Khazaria's
Jewishness. Hence, the twelfth-century Spanish Rabbanite exposition of
philosophy of history, Yehudah Hallevi's Kitdb al-Khazari, readily
employed the literary form of a religious debate in the Khazar court;
hence also the obvious propaganda slant in the above-cited account
by Hallevi's younger compatriot, Abraham ibn Daud.

On the other hand, confronted by Rabbanite propaganda, some
Karaites went to the other extreme, relinquishing all positive interest
in Khazaria. True, they themselves did not completely escape the
popular appeal of this unusual episode in Jewish history and could

36 The earliest mention of the "Khazar Correspondence" is to be found in Yehudah
al-Barseloni's Sefer ha-'Ittim, composed about 1100 c.E. Cf. S. Assaf, in Jeschurun,
XI (1924), 113 ff. [=Mekoroth u-Mehkarim, I, 91 ff.]. Cf. also Zion, VII (1941-42),
48 if. [=Mekoroth, I, 96 ff.], for Assaf's answer to the unfounded criticism of H.
Grbgoire in "Le 'Glozel' Khazare," Byzantion, XII (1937), 225 ff. Significantly,
already al-Barseloni was dubious over the authenticity of the "Correspondence."

In my labelling the Hisday-Joseph exchange a "literary fiction," I followed Poliak's
incisive scrutiny in Kazzariyya and in his earlier study on the "Adoption of Judaism
by the Khazars," Zion, VI (1941-41), 106-12,160-80. It seems tome that in the same
category belong also the first two documents of the "diplomatic correspondence" of
Ijisdai ibn Shaprnt, published by Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 21 if. They are purported
to contain fragments of Hebrew (!) letters addressed by Ijisday to the Byzantine
emperor, Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, and to his wife, Helena.

Cf. also Halpern's sober evaluation of "References to the Khazars and Tribes Con-
tained in Ibn Shaprut's Letter to the King of the Khazars," Zion, XVIII (1953), 80 ff.
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not help pondering over the proud state of freedom enjoyed by the
Khazar nation, as contrasted to Jewry's plight in Dispersion.

However, they all are from one country [exclaims the Byzantine Jacob ben Reu-
ben in the late eleventh or early twelfth century, no doubt quoting some older
source], and, in addition to all that, they did not carry the yoke of exile. For, indeed,
they are mighty; theirs is kingship and rule; and they pay no tribute to Gentile
nations.37

This genuine admiration notwithstanding, the commentators preferred
to point with contempt to the Khazars as aliens or even as sons of
doubtful lineage. Commenting on the Book of Ezekiel, the same
Byzantine Karaite compiler had this to say:

"And it shall come to pass that in what tribe the stranger sojourneth [there shall
ye give him his inheritance]" (Ez. 47:23). Now, [the prophet] Zechariah has already
said (Zech. 9: 6), "And a bastard shall dwell in Ashdod," alluding to the Khazars who
shall enter the Jewish fold in the Diaspora.

True, the printed Hebrew text, as we have it, does not mention Khazars
in this connection. The last line in the above-quoted paragraph reads
instead, "Alluding to the strangers who shall enter the Jewish fold, etc."38
Harkavy has shown, however, on the basis of the manuscript underlying
the printed edition of Jacob ben Reuben's work, that the text was
"emended" by Firkowicz when the latter was in charge of publications
at the Karaite printing press in Gozlow. Since there are no vowels in
Hebrew, the emendation of kazarim, i.e., Khazars, to zarim, meaning
"strangers," involves only the dropping of one single consonant. Such a
"correction," performed with no difficulty at all, was, of course, in line
with the deliberate policy of nineteenth-century Karaite leadership in
Russia to stress Khazar-Karaite kinship and the ethnic independence of
the sect from talmudic Judaism. Surely, equating Khazars with bastards
could hardly be considered a welcome contribution to the advancement
of such policy.39

ACCUSATION OF BASTARDY

Now, it is clear beyond any doubt that Jacob ben Reuben, the Byzantine
compiler of Sefer ha-'Osher, cannot be credited with the original idea of

37 Cf. Jacob ben Reuben's Sefer ha-'Osher on the Book of Ezekiel, 12a: 6nn
i3m tt5i mnnmt mz5n 'Seat o'nia3 nn '3 m53n fin 11tm3 e6 -It 5a on nna ynttn o51n on
vn=5 on. Harkavy's tentative emendation mrat ynitn for the printed nntt ynttn
(cf. Hammaggid, XXI, No. 39 [1877], 357) has some merit but is not vitally necessary.
His interpretation of the passage (MGWJ, XXXI [1882], 172) as a derogatory
rather than commendatory stress of the difference between the "non-Jewish" position
of the Khazars and the hapless status of the "true" Jews in the world, is far-fetched.

38 Cf. Sefer ha-'Osher on Ezekiel, 12a: D'ntn 5a t'an' nTnvn mmM YV'i TIN nntt n»i
m533 '-,I n': lair nms.

39 Cf. Harkavy, Altjadische Denkmi ler aus der Krim, 286; idem, "Karaische Deutung
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ascribing bastardy to the Khazars. His commentary is a chaotic jumble
of unskillfully abridged excerpts from various works, uncritically
compiled and often arranged in a manner which caused one line to
contradict another. The case now under consideration is itself a typical
example of such procedure.

Thus, the author refers to the Khazars on the basis of a verse in the
Book of Zechariah when commenting on a verse from the Book of
Ezekiel. This alone would be quite in keeping with the usual method of
exegetical literature. It seems, however, that when working on the Book
of Zechariah proper, Jacob was utilizing a different commentary.
Consequently, on reaching in Zechariah the verse which he interpreted
earlier (in his Commentary on Ezekiel) as referring to the Khazars, he
offered a different interpretation altogether. Furthermore, a consultation
of the hitherto unpublished Pentateuch section of Jacob's Sefer ha-'Osher
will reveal immediately that the compiler again used quite a different
set of commentaries for interpreting Deuteronomy, where the word
mamzer, i.e., bastard, also occurs (Det. 23: 2-3). In the latter case no
reference is made to the Khazars at all, although the opinion of some
commentators is mentioned that mamzer was the name of a certain nation.
The suggestion of other exegetes that mamzer denotes all (!) Gentiles
who converted to Judaism is categorically rejected.40

In brief: Equating the Khazars with bastards was no individual whim
of a Jacob ben Reuben. Rather, it was a widespread, though not neces-
sarily dominant, sentiment among several Karaite scholars both in the
Arabic-speaking countries and in Byzantium. Accordingly, it merits
also the attention of the student of history as a guide to the concept of
Khazaria and the Khazars which apparently was popular among
Byzantine and non-Byzantine Karaites of the eleventh century. Indeed,
also an Arabic fragment of an eleventh-century (?) Karaite commentary

des Wortes 1m%" MGWJ, XXXI (1882), 170 ff.; idem, Hammaggid, XXI, No. 39
(1877), 357. See also P. F. Frankl, "Karaische Studien (Nacbtrag)," MGWJ, XXV
(1876), 512 f.

40 The following is the Deuteronomy passage from Jacob's Sefer ha-'Osher, according
to a photostatic copy of the Leiden MS Warner No. 8 (Cod. Or. 4746), 93a-b:
.,1 n' n I1 D' 110 12 o', i on, n5'D, tin 1237 lnhml M51 n5Dn1 D,pna 15 -trill' 6 ...M71' M5
1511m in 523, ...,'sRD a,1' M51 ,DMD U,1'n M,n 1rn? M,]' to ...5MlW' rmwj ,np' tow -n 5npp M-1
n5n3D ,Vniniv '!oA 1TDPa M1p1 5M1W' 53it 1rnn M1p' inn w n,1,oR mfr in

V M D 1 r» n a W', 3 m o n "12 M (this, incidentally, is the traditional Rabbanite
interpretation of Zech. 9:6); M^r nnv 1nWM'] 1ma inn (T'M :5""91 lilt nlan TD 1513m M'7
17AD f fl '3v 5anv-, nn,M D'r1,' ,'n, .11mb lR,1p D',ann nnDWD M'n
(here another interpretation of Zech. 9:6 is cited, which concurs with the views
quoted below, 74, note 44); m'MW an it--T .Min 12 01 o'1n'nDn D',2n 55 of M-1
0113M n1m.
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on Deuteronomy boldly distinguishes (in connection with the above-
cited Deut. 23:2-3) between two categories of converts to Judaism.
Only those foreign groups which joined the fold before Nebuchadnezzar's
conquest of Jerusalem were entitled to full-fledged membership in the
Jewish nation. The status of those who embraced Judaism while the
Jews were already dispersed was doubtful; hence, till the end of days
they are to be treated on a par with bastards, such as Moabites and
Amonites. Invoking Zechariah's reference to the "bastard who shall dwell
in Ashdod" and not be admitted into the community of Israel, the
Arabic-writing Karaite, too, states specifically:

And it stands to reason that these are the Khazars who entered Jewish faith in
Exile.41

To be sure, relegating foes and rival nations to the rank of bastards
or proclaiming them sons of incestuous unions was a universal pastime
of "patriotic" chroniclers all through antiquity and the Middle Ages.
The genealogical tables of the Book of Genesis were easily adaptable
to the needs and sentiments of later times, and no difficulty was encoun-
tered in identifying biblical villains with medieval tribes across the
border. Indeed, contemporary with the Byzantine Karaite Jacob ben
Reuben, the anonymous Slav author of the so-called Chronicle of
Nestor busied himself in a somewhat similar way with the description
of Russia's southern neighbors. Wasting no love on the Khazars (or
the Khwalisses, as he calls them), the Volga Bolghars, the Polovtzi,
and the like, he haughtily declares :

41 Cf. Harkavy, "Karaische Deutung des Wortes -mm," MGWJ, XXXI (1882), 171;
idem, "Rav Saadyah Gaon on the Khazars" (Hebrew), Semitic Studies in Memory
of A. Kohut, 246 f.: bn,5s 10 blKSK K5lK1 121171 2 K5 1K 517 bnK51t t)-IV K%1 lit 1"311
O'1151t 520' in 1, 71t '5K5110D1'S1t101 1n1n5K bDn 51m 51nSO5 K 0n"lin,lit 75'b rv3n lultyl b571SKb
SK1m' pt 5V 154 S1D 111VK5 1mn 2m'1 519, .n1K7 K8 5110 '5K On5Kn rS111b 0'111 nlnDmn 1']nD
.111515K 'b SK1m' 1'1 'D *b-1 1''i55K 1D5K 011K 1117'1 .b1'D 711=' K15Kn17K1 1 rTVK 015 pert'
n5177 5tT1m' 7'2 1117°' In 015 531 nl 1551t 59A 1P!) 111515K 5Sp SK1m' 1'1 'Sv 1710 ''7551t K13R1
ln5n1 13nn ow 111K 111 11 1VK a vs 1'11 (n T013 'rn').

Harkavy speculated that the author of the Arabic commentary was either Yefeth
ben 'All (end of the tenth century) or Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah (mid-eleventh century).
His suggestion, however, that here we have the original text excerpted later by the
Byzantine Jacob ben Reuben, seems extremely doubtful. Cf. our quotation from
Jacob's Commentary on Deuteronomy (note 40). All that connects the two authors
is their common attitude to Khazaria. No linguistic affinities, such as are manifest
whenever Jacob ben Reuben's Hebrew excerpts are compared with the Arabic original,
can be detected in the present case. Similarity of view alone (a partial similarity at that)
cannot be taken as automatic proof of textual indebtedness. It does, however, show
the extent of popularity which the anti-Khazar school of thought enjoyed in the
Karaite camp. For a sample of literal indebtedness by Jacob cf. below, 77, note 48.
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For the sons of Moab are Khwalisses [=Khazars], and the sons of Amon are Bol-
ghars.... Now, the Khwalisses and the Bolghars were born of the daughters of Lot
who lay with their father [cf. Gen. 19:31-38]. Their race, too, is similarly unclean 42

While Nestor's motives are not difficult to discern, it is by no means
clear what was in the mind of Karaite commentators when they gave
this peculiarly anti-Khazar twist to the biblical term mamzer. If, as
Harkavy suggests, they really intended to cast a shadow on the legitimacy
of the Khazar stock, theirs was a shrewdly designed move. It struck at a
point on which medieval Jewry, in an effort to secure family purity and
ethnic self-preservation, developed special sensitivity.

Harkavy tentatively explained that this anti-Khazarism was due to
the Karaites' irritation with Khazar allegiance to Rabbinism. Expand-
ing this thesis further, one could add that the suspicion of mam-
zeruth (i.e., bastardy) may have had practical repercussions, too, in-
asmuch as descendants of Khazars did actually dwell now in the midst
of old Jewish communities and surely intermarried with the local Rab-
banite population.43

Whatever the case, anyone suggesting linking the origins of Byzantine
Karaism with judaized Khazaria will have to explain first what made the
Karaite descendants of the Khazars pour on the heads of their supposed
ancestors the amount of contempt and scorn which contemporary
chroniclers used, as a rule, to reserve for their nation's enemies.

KHAZARIA IN KARAITE LITERATURE:

THE STORY OF INCOMPATIBILITY

Nevertheless, it is very likely that the Karaites did not attach the deroga-
tory social meaning to the word mamzer but understood it in a broader
sense, i.e., denoting a different ethnic allegiance-an "alien." Such an
interpretation was also known to some Rabbanite commentators in
Spain, where Karaism was quite influential at that time.44

42 Cf. the quotation in Halevy's "On the Problem of the Khazars and the Khwalisses
in the Twelfth Century" (Polish), Biuletyn 2ydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego
XXI (Jan: March, 1957), 98. Regarding the identity of the Khwalisses, see Dunlop's
note, in The History of the Jewish Khazars, 94.

43 Cf., for instance, the above-cited account of Ibn Daud in which the personal
acquaintance of the twelfth-century chronicler with Khazar descendants in Toledo,
Spain, is reported (67, and note 28).

44 Cf. Abraham ibn Ezra on Deut. 23:3: nim nnrnn ...rn'lrn In ton 5-rn iit,N .7mn
'12 nm rtn n; idem, on Zech. 9:6: mmn N1nrv 'nvi +451 '.th aiv w n +a n0a la nn' n 7731t
m+7vnn. Similarly David Kimbl, on the same verse: n+VIvn rv'i nwit no 0+V7n3 V' .1mtb
m+nm imn. Significantly, Rash!, who lived in a country in which Karaism was physically
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Even if this was, indeed, the case, the Karaites' unparalleled outspoken-
ness with regard to the "alienage" of Khazaria demands an explanation.
The truth of the matter is that none of the Rabbanite commentaries
which contained the aforementioned interpretation identified the "alien
nation" specifically with the people of Khazaria. To the extent that
they advanced such an interpretation at all-possibly echoing'Karaite
exegesis-they mentioned it as merely one of the possible modes of
exposition of the scriptural verse and used it only as a general appella-
tion for any foreign people. If they had a definitive case in mind, they
failed to name it explicitly.

The Karaites alone were deliberately specific on this point. Bent on
stressing Khazar strangeness and incompatibility with what the term
"Israel" stood for, they read into the biblical statement a clear-cut de-
cree of segregation from the "alien Khazars" who "entered the Jewish
fold in the Diaspora." This sense of incompatibility may have been
stirred up or, at least, strengthened by the influx of Khazar Rabbanite
refugees to Byzantium and Spain. The face-to-face meeting with the
daily practices of living Khazars must have had a sobering effect on
whatever remained of the Karaite attachment to the Khazar legend. It
bared for all to see the inevitable differences between the customs
imported by the newcomers and those prevailing among the native
Karaite population.45

We are now in a position to sum up the negative part of the Khazar
record in Karaite literature. Whether this record be interpreted as a
story of indifference and ignorance, or as demonstration of outright
contempt, or, finally, as a mere realization of incompatibility, it cannot

unknown, was unfamiliar with that interpretation. (Concerning the influence of
Karaite exegesis on Abraham ibn Ezra, see my "Elijah Bashyachi" [Hebrew],
Tarbiz, XXV [1955-56], 60 ff., 194 If., and the literature cited there.)

45 It should be of interest, as an example of the process characteristic to Karaism
in general, to follow up here the story of the mutual influence of Karaite and Spanish
Rabbanite commentators with reference to the interpretation of the biblical term
manner.

While Spanish Rabbanites may have followed the early Karaite commentators in
some of their interpretations of manner, the reverse is true with regard to later Ka-
raite exegetes. As it so often happened in the period of Karaite decline, in this case,
also, the influence of Ibn Ezra, the Rabbanite, on later Karaite commentators in
Byzantium was far more decisive than that of the early Byzantine Karaite eclectics.
It is from Ibn Ezra (note 44), and not from Sefer ha-'Osher (note 40), that the
information on the existence of an interpretation referring mamzer to an alien
nation passed into the commentaries of the "two [Karaite) Aarons," i.e., Aaron ben
Joseph, of the late thirteenth century, and Aaron ben Elijah, of the fourteenth century.
Cf. the former's Mibhar and the latter's Kether Torah, ad loc.
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be shrugged off by the impartial observer when speculating on the
possible links of early Byzantine Karaism with Jewish Khazaria.

But there is a positive aspect to the record also. It should by no means
be assumed that the position taken by Jacob ben Reuben and his source
(or sources) was necessarily representative of all Byzantine Karaite
scholarship. At the very time that Sefer ha-'Osher was being compiled,
other Karaite commentaries were circulating in the Empire. These
interpreted mamzer differently, though, again, contrary to the accepted
Rabbanite exegesis.46

Indeed, other Karaite commentaries may have been more favorably
inclined toward Khazaria, depending on the date of their com-
position. Especially the tenth-century disintegration of the Muslim East
generated messianic expectations which could not fail to reverberate in
Jewish (including Karaite) literature. With the rising tide of anti-Muslim
feelings wishful allusions were read into the Bible, predicting an attack
on "Babylonia," i.e., on the 'Abbasid Caliphate. The attack was to come
"from beyond Bab al-Abwab," meaning Derbend, the Caspian "Gate of
Gates," a Muslim stronghold which held the Khazars in check. Hence,
for a time, the apocalyptic northern invader was identified with the
Khazars.

KHAZARIA IN KARAITE LITERATURE: THE MESSIANIC STORY

There seem to have been three distinctive stages in the story of Karaite
messianic excitement connected with the Khazars in the tenth century.

In this connection it may not be superfluous to correct a misstatement which occurred
in J. Starr's Jews in the Byz. Empire, 217. Having misunderstood Harkavy's reference
to the two last-mentioned Karaite commentators in Byzantium, Stan counted three (!)
Byzantine Karaite scholars who allegedly interpreted the word mamzer as pertaining
to the Khazars. This is incorrect. Of the Byzantine Karaites, Jacob ben Reuben alone
is known to have made a specific reference to the Khazars in connection with the
aforementioned term. The other source (introduced by Harkavy) is Arabic, hence
was not composed in the Empire. If, as is very likely, there were other Byzantine
works containing a similar reference, they have yet to be brought to light.

At any rate, the "two Aarons," whom Starr counted along with Jacob ben Reuben,
were already unaware of the eleventh-century view. Active after three ge-
nerations or more of Karaite decline, they were probably unfamiliar with the full
text of Sefer ha-'Osher. Having learnt from Ibn Ezra of the possibility of equating
mamzer with a name of a nation, they followed their mentor in listing and rejecting
this view. Howewer, similar to Ibn Ezra, they neither referred it specifically to the
Khazars nor accepted it in the first place as a plausible interpretation.

46 Thus, Tobias ben Eliezer, the Rabbanite homilist of Castoria, vehemently opposed
the "commentator of the Karaites" (hap-pother she! kara'in) who referred the term
mamzer to a man suffering from a sexual defect. Cf. Lelcah Tab on Deuteronomy
(ed. Padwa), 77 [39a]. Cf. also S. Buber's introduction to his edition of Lekalr Tab
on Genesis-Exodus, 45 [23a].
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These stages can well be traced in the allusions to contemporary events,
scattered through the Arabic commentaries of the late tenth-century
Palestinian Karaite, Yefeth ben 'All.

The early comments reflect the rising hopes of messianic dreamers,
spurred on probably by the nationalist-Jewish policy of the Khazar king-
dom. Reading into the anti-Chaldean prophecy of Isaiah (Is. 48:14) events
and sentiments of the tenth century, an Arabic-writing exegete referred
the phrase, "He whom the Lord loveth," to the Khazars.47 Harkavy,
who published the fragment, thought it was composed by Saadyah Gaon
or by the ninth-century Karaite Benjamin an-Nahawendi. Leaving the
judgment on the first alternative to Saadyanic students, it should be
noted here that Benjamin's authorship of the passage seems in any case
extremely unlikely. This conclusion is reached both from the chrono-
logical and factual context as well as in view of Benjamin's practice of
composing his works, as a rule, in Hebrew. It seems quite plausible,
however, to attribute the text to the school of the aforementioned
Yefeth ben 'Ali the Karaite.

Indeed, the hitherto unpublished Isaiah section of Sefer ha-'Osher, the
oft-quoted Byzantine Karaite compilation by Jacob ben Reuben which is
well known for its indebtedness to Hebrew epitomes of Yefeth's Arabic
works, has preserved an abridgment of the said pro-Khazar passage.48
True, the eleventh- or twelfth-century Byzantine Karaite exegete was
obviously dissatisfied with Yefeth's message which was incomprehensible
to a generation chronologically and geographically removed from the
scene of the events. He, therefore, borrowed from another commentator
the additional explanation that "he whom the Lord loveth" is none
else but the Messiah himself.49

Another messianic reference to the general area of Khazaria is to be
found in Yefeth's Commentary on the Book of Jeremiah (on Jer. 50:21,
25).50 This reference also was incorporated into the (printed) version of

41 Cf. Hammagid, XXI, No. 39 (1877), 357: lx+ +'T5K 1TZ5K +5r 51y+ .unK n .151P
a, 'n5 11nK n un .5= u15+,.

48 Cf. Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 158a: onv 5315 11+1n+ 1mK o+1ta ran +a -T]K' .,a'K ++
++ +antt. Note the direct, literal indebtedness of Jacob to the Yefeth text, as contrasted

with the mere similarity of views in the passages adduced above, 72 f., notes 40-41.
Jacob's standard procedure was to copy verbatim a line or two from a Hebrew
translation of Yefeth's book (available in Byzantium) and simply leave out the rest
of the passage. It is this unmistakable trait in Jacob's technique that makes the sugges-
tion of Harkavy, discussed in note 41, unacceptable. See more on the subject in
Chapter IV, below, esp. note 105.

49 Ibid.: 5aa5 a+1n+ win +a nivn5 untt III it-1.
50 Reproduced by Harkavy, Voskhod, I (1882), 239 ff. Cf. A.N. Poliak, Kazzariyya, 295.
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Sefer ha-`Osher.51 As a matter of fact, in this passage mention is made of
the "king of Israel" and not the king of the Khazars; but the simultaneous
reference to Bab al-Abwab makes it plain that the judaized Khazar
ruler is meant.52 However, the atmosphere in the text at hand is markedly
different from that permeating the Isaiah passage cited earlier. It evidently
reflects later changes in the political make-up of the area: the great
expectations have given way to a realistic awareness that Arab-held Bab
al-Abwab was too well fortified, "so that the King of Israel [i.e., of the
Khazars] could not pass."

The third stage in Yefeth's anti-Islamic predictions is that reflected
in the commentary composed last by this great Karaite exegete. It is
his Commentary on the Book of Daniel from which we shall be copiously
quoting in the next chapter and which faithfully mirrors the revolutionary
changes in the Middle East in the latter part of the tenth century: the
ascendency of Byzantium and the Carmathian terror. A two-pronged
attack on Islam is envisaged. The "king of the North," hailing from
"beyond Bab al-Abwab," will join forces with the apocalyptic "king of
the South," i.e., with the renascent military might of the Byzantine Empire.
But this time the Khazars are no longer even hinted at. It is the Carma-
thians who are expected to come "whirling" from the "North." Jewish
Khazaria had ceased by now to constitute a serious factor in the political
picture of the period; indeed, it possibly was no longer Jewish.53

This passage, too, has found its way into Jacob ben Reuben's compila-
tion, and here again, similar to the Isaiah text quoted first, Yefeth's
comments were hardly compatible with the situation and the problems
facing the generation of Jacob. The confused and garbled form in
which the allusions of Yefeth to the Carmathians were presented in
the Byzantine Hebrew version proves that Byzantine Karaism of the
late eleventh century found all these allusions simply unintelligible.54

LESSON OF KARAITE LITERATURE

To sum up: The messianic references to Khazaria, present in the tenth-
century creations of Palestinian Karaites and faintly reechoed in later
Byzantine recensions, do not alter the picture reconstructed earlier in

51 Cf. Sefer ha-'Osher on Jeremiah, 5a.
52 The text actually reads Bab al-Bab, which is an obvious corruption of Bob al-

Abwab.
53 Cf. A Commentary on the Book of Daniel by Jephet ibn `Ali the Karaite (ed.

D. S. Margoliouth), 133, lines 8 ff.; Eng. tr., 71.
54 Cf. Sefer ha-`Osher on Daniel, 19c-d.
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this chapter. So far as clues to the brand of Khazaria's Jewishness are
concerned, the positive pro-Khazar record of tenth-century Palestinian mes-
sianic enthusiasm does not differ essentially from the negative record of indif-
ference or contempt on the part of the sectaries in Byzantium and elsewhere.
In neither of these records can an allusion to an allegedly Karaite persuasion
of the Khazar people be detected. Not even at the peak of messianic
excitement was an attempt made to equate the expected Khazar saviors
with the forces of Karaism. Such a situation would not only be inconceiv-
able if there were any truth to the allegation of the Khazars' affiliation with
the Karaite synagogue, but it actually stands in glaring contrast to the
historic (and psychologically well understandable) alliance of sectarianism
and messianism in the early centuries of Jewish experience under Islam.55

Hence, the relevant lesson which evolves from a survey of the early
Karaite literature with reference to Khazaria is this : tenth- and
eleventh-century Karaism in the East, and even more so in Byzantium,
was completely unaware of any special Karaite affinity with Khazaria.
Even when fired by messianic enthusiasm, a Karaite's interest in the
Khazars was no greater than that of any other messianic dreamer
in Jewry of that time.

Against this background, the derogatory remarks of some Karaite
authors regarding the Khazars-remarks whose defamatory nature
has no peer in Rabbanite literature-gain even more in significance.
The silence of the many and the negative attitude of the few suffice to
shelve automatically the (second) theory listed above, which traced the
very origins of Byzantine Karaism to an eleventh-century influx of
immigrants to Byzantium from an allegedly Karaite Khazaria.

THE It MISSIONARY" THEORY

A third theory which has achieved widespread currency warrants our
special attention. This theory looms large in both old and current
conceptions of Karaite history and is, more often than not, implicit in
the standard presentations even when not spelt out in so many words.56
It links the spread of Karaism in Egypt and Byzantium (and, for a while,
in Spain) with an intensive missionary activity which is said to have
radiated from the Palestinian stronghold of the sect during the tenth
and eleventh centuries.57

55 Cf. briefly in our Introduction, above, 10 f.
56 E.g., J. Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 3, 287.
57 Cf. P. F. Frank!, in Ersch and Gruber Enz., Section Two, XXXIII, 20a: "Durch den

Eifer and Riihrigkeit der karaischen Propagandisten des 10. and It. Jahrh., war der
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Now, it is undeniable that as a militant minority Karaism did pursue
forceful propaganda schemes when and wherever possible. Although we
are in possession of no actual data about Palestinian missionaries preach-
ing Karaite doctrine in Byzantium, such a phenomenon was perfectly
possible and might have been effective in certain cases.58 Occasionally,
too, Karaite merchants from Syria might have visited Byzantine
cities and fairs along with Rabbanite and Syrian fellow merchants.59
At the same time, pilgrims coming from the Empire might have been
stirred by the piety and zeal of the Karaite "Mourners of Zion"
whom they would meet in the Holy City. One can readily imagine them
remaining for a longer period of indoctrination, then returning home
with a spark of that fire kindled in Jerusalem, their minds no longer
receptive to accepted tenets of Rabbanite tradition.60

FAILURE OF KARAITE MISSION

It seems, however, that no large groups could any longer be won over
to the Karaite side from Rabbanite ranks in the later tenth and the
eleventh centuries. The dynamic attack of Saadyah Gaon and the

Karaismus von Palastina and seinen Nachbarlandern aus nach Nordafrika and
Spanien wie nach Griechenland vorgedrungen." And again, ibid., 22b: "Im 10. and 11.
Jahrh. wird vom Heiligen Lande aus eifrig nach allen Richtungen hin Propaganda
getrieben, Aegypten and Byzanz werden fur Jahrhunderte Stammsitze der Karaer,
Spanien nur vorubergehend. " See also Pinsker on the subject of Karaite propaganda,
Liklcute Kadinoniyyoth, passim.

58 Thus, the eleventh-century Karaite philosopher, Joseph al-Baflr of Jerusalem
(see on him below, 81, note 65), tells us of his travels "to cities and to far lands." If,
as Pinsker suggests, the Greek words scattered in his works stem from al-Basir him-
self, there is room for assuming that he visited also Byzantium in quest of knowledge
and as part of the Karaite propaganda effort. Cf. Lilckute Kadmoniyyoth, App.,
Note XIV, 195. However, no clear evidence to this effect is available. The consensus
of scholarly opinion after Pinsker credits the Byzantine Tobias ben Moses with
the Greek glosses and the Hebrew translation of al-Ba$lr's works.

59 On Syrian merchants in Constantinople, cf. the Byzantine Book of the Prefect,
Section V, §§ 2, 5; Eng. tr. by A. E. R. Boak in "Notes and Documents," Journal
of Economic and Business History, I (1928-29), 606 f. Cf. further Ch. M. Macri,
L'Organisation de l'economie urbaine dans Byzance sous la dynastie de Macedoine,
49; R. S. Lopez, "Silk Industry in the Byzantine Empire," Speculum, XX (1945), 30 f.

60 Cf., for instance, the Arabic Genizah letter published by S. Assaf and reprinted
in his Mekoroth u-Mehkarim, I, 109 f. See also Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 3. For a
partial criticism of the well-known account by Ibn Daud (Seder halt-Kabbalah, in
Neubauer's Medieval Jewish Chronicles, I, 79) of the rise of Spanish Karaism follow-
ing the visit in Jerusalem of the Castillian Ibn at-Taras, see my "Elijah Bashyachi,"
Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 189 if. See also above, 8, and 34.
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effective performance of his successors alerted Rabbanite communities
and individuals to the danger of Karaite penetration.61

Of course, Saadyah was not the first to defend Rabbinism against the
encroachments of the dissenters.62 Nor did Saadyah so uncompromisingly
fight Karaism and ultimately save Judaism, as the commonly accepted
myth would have it.63 Nevertheless, it goes without saying that this
gaon laid down the foundations for a consistent and systematic refutation
of non-normative doctrine, which explains partly the vehement antagonism
vis-a-vis his very name by the Karaite sect. This antagonism continued
unabated for many centuries after Saadyah's death.64

An indication of the ever-growing difficulties encountered by dissident
propaganda can be detected in the stand of tenth- and eleventh-century
Karaite leaders against the stringency of the sectarian marriage law.
Such men as and his pupils, Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah of Jeru-

61 Cf. S. Poznanski, "The Anti-Karaite Writings of Saadiah Gaon," JQR (O.S.),
X (1897-98), 238 ff.; idem, The Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon; H.
Malter, Life and Works of Saadia Gaon.

62 Cf. L. Ginzberg's Ginze Schechter, II, 504 if., and B. M. Lewin's "Genizah
Remnants" (Hebrew), Tarbiz, II (1930-31), 383 if., on the early ninth-century
Rabbanite protagonist Pirkoi ben Baboi. See also, in general, concerning the
pre-Saadyan and post-Saadyan fight of the geonim against Karaism, in A.
Marmorstein's "Spuren karaischen Einflusses in der gaonaischen Halacha," Fest-
schrift A. Schwarz, 455 if.

63 Of the recent presentations of Saadyah as the great fighter of the Rabbanite
cause who was motivated in all his undertakings by a realization of Karaite danger to
Judaism, cf., for instance, A. S. Yahuda, "R. Saadyah Gaon and the Karaite Danger
in the Light of the Arab Environment" (Hebrew), reprinted from Bis,Faron, 1943, in
his 'Eber wa-'Arab, 150-64; P. R. Weis, "The Anti-Karaite Tendency of R. Saadya
Gaon's Arabic Version of the Pentateuch", in E. I. J. Rosenthal (ed.), Saadya Studies,
227-44; or M. Zucker's discussion of "Saadyah's Role in the Controversy over mim-
Mohorath hash-Shabbath," PAAJR, XX (1951), Hebrew Section, 1-26, and other essays.
Cf., however, Professor Baron's sober evaluation of "Saadia's Communal Activities,"
in Saadia Anniversary Volume of the American Academy for Jewish Research, 17 if.,
especially note 19; and, most recently, his Social and Religious History of the Jews,
V, 278 f. and 414 f.

64 My own interpretation of one of the motives behind the Saadyan assault has been
briefly expounded in the Introduction to the present study, 23 f.

65 See regarding him Poznanski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 46 ff. ; idem,
"The Beginnings of Karaite Settlement in Jerusalem" (Hebrew), Jerusalem (ed.
Luncz), X (1913), 102 if. Also see Likkule ZCadmoniyyoth, esp. App., Note XIV, 192
ff.,, and, of course, P. F. Frankl's masterly studies, such as "Die Stellung Joseph
al-Ba$Irs in der jildischen Religionsphilosophie," MGWJ, XX (1871), 114 if., 150
ff.; "Zur karaischen Bibliographie," MG W1, XXI (1872), 207 if., 274 ff.; Ein mu'tazili-
tischer Kalam aus dem 10. Jahrhundert; and Beitrage zur Literaturgeschichte der
Karder. Likewise, cf. M. Schreiner, Der Kalam in der judischen Literatur; I. Husik,
A History of Medieval Philosophy, 48 ff.; the general Hebrew summary in Ojar
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salem and Tobias ben Moses of Constantinople,66 strove successfully to
liberalize rikkub, i.e., the prevailing system of defining t he degrees of kin-
ship to which the biblical prohibition of incest was applicable. The rikkub
system, as dictated by early Karaite codes, extended the principle of
consanguinity to so many grades of relationship however remote,
labeling them as incestuous,. that the possibility of marriage within the
sect became increasingly difficult. Thus, the winning over of new members
to the Karaite creed was a matter of social necessity no less than of
religious zeal.67

The energetic action of Karaite legislators of the eleventh century to
open broader opportunities for endogamy to the by then static Karaite
population should therefore not be viewed merely as a halakhic question.
It is an important piece of sociological evidence. Indeed, it bears indi-
rect proof of the fact that at the turn of the millennium the growth of
Karaism could no longer-not even through marriage-count on
an appreciable addition of membership from circles outside the sect.68
The fact that some (unsuccessful) attempts in this direction were made a
hundred years earlier shows that responsible and far-sighted leaders

Yisrael, V, 134 f.; and, most recently, my own discussion of "Ibn al-Hiti and the
Chronology of Joseph al-Bagir," JJS, VIII, Nos. 1-2 (1957), 71-81.

66 For data on Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah (=Abu'l-Faraj Furkan) see G. Margoliouth,
"The Writings of Abu'l-Faraj Furkan ibn Asad," JQR (O.S.), XI (1898-99), 187 ff.;
M. Steinschneider, Die arabische Literatur der Juden, 91 ff.; M. Schreiner, Studien
fiber Jeschua ben Jehuda; S. Poznafiski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon,
48 ff.; J. Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 34 ff.; I. Husik, History of Medieval Philosophy,
55 ff.; and, briefly, I. Markon, Enc. Judaica, IX, 42 f., and L. Nemoy, Karaite
Anthology, 123 if.

Regarding Tobias ben Moses see the literature cited above, 27, note 3 to Chapter I.
67 On the rikkub system and its evolution in Karaite legislation, see the excursus

by Elijah Bashyachi in his Addereth Eliyyaha (ed. Odessa), Section 'Arayoth, Ch. V,
148c-149d. See also L. Epstein, Marriage Laws in the Bible and the Talmud, 263 ff.;
Oar Yisrael, VIII, 143 ff.; and the most recent summary in English by Nemoy, Karaite
Anthology, 124 if. There also a brief English selection is given from Yeshu'ah's major
work on the Karaite law of incest. The inner Karaite struggle on the issue is described
and documented in my "Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 54 if., especially
with regard to the differences between the two schools opposing the rikkub system,
that of Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah and that of his teacher, Joseph al-Baglr.

68 This was already realized by P. F. Frankl, Ersch and Gruber Enz., Section Two,
XXXIII, 19b, when speaking of the dangers inherent in the rikkub system: "Solange
der Karaismus in seiner Propaganda fortschritt, mag dies [i.e., the danger of the rikkub]
kaum empfunden worden sein. Als aber der Karaismus durch das Aufwachen des
rabbanitischen Geistes sich daran gewohnen musste, nur den ererbten Stamm der
Sekte als seinen festen, sichern Bestand anzusehen, zu dem nur sehr wenige von
aussen herzukommen werden, mussten die Eheverbote beschrankt werden, and dies
geschah mit grossem Erfolge durch die Meister des 11. Jahrh., durch Joseph Haroeh

and Jeschua."
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recognized already in the tenth century the declining trend in the
effectiveness of Karaite missionary activity.69

It is not difficult to understand why the call for liberalization of the
Karaite law of incest remained unanswered in the tenth-century climate
of asceticism and religious revival. Even in the changed atmosphere of
the eleventh century the forces of conservatism were still strongly
opposed to the innovations of realistic leaders. Yeshu'ah's anti-rikkub
legislation which finally won the day was but a compromise be-
tween the more liberal stand of his teacher, Joseph and the
old school.70

However negligible, then, the practical results of the recognition of
the social menace in the rikkub system by tenth-century Karaite law-
makers, the very existence of such recognition ought to be borne in
mind when theorizing on the share of missionary propaganda in estab-
lishing Karaism on Byzantine soil.

THE HISTORIAN'S DILEMMA

On the other hand, it is also questionable whether Karaite propagan-
da was in a position to achieve at any earlier period such outstanding
successes that it could boast of appreciable inroads into the non-Arabic-
speaking Jewish community of Byzantium. The Palestinian and, to some
extent, Syrian and Egyptian Karaite units were the only potential
reservoirs for Karaite missionary expansion westwards.71 At the end
of the ninth century, however, they were unprepared for a task
of this kind, despite their consolidation and strength on the local level.

True, the ascendency of Palestinian Karaism, concurrent with the
independent rule of the Tulunids over Palestine in the years 878-905,

69 Already the tenth-century Karaite scholar and Nasi, David ben Bo'az, called for
modification of the rikkub law. This fact, later forgotten, was recorded by one of
David's descendants, Solomon Nasi, who himself wrote in 1204 a treatise on the
Karaite law of incest. Cf. Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 140 if., esp. note 20, and,
earlier, Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 64. See also the statement
of Moses Bashyachi, the sixteenth-century great-grandson of Elijah Bashyachi,
in his Malleh Elohim, as excerpted by Steinschneider, Catalogue Leiden, 11 f.

70 Cf. the correct evaluation of Yeshu'ah's solution of the rikkub strife by the early
sixteenth-century Karaite author, Moses Beghi of Constantinople, in Mann, Texts
and Studies, II, 1454 f.

n For the direction of Karaite expansionism radiating from the Palestinian center
of the movement, cf. the quotation from P. F. Frankl above, 79 f., note 57, (bearing,
of course, in mind my reservations in regard to Frankl's crediting sectarian propaganda
with primary responsibility for Karaism's expansion beyond the borders of Palestine).
Cf. also the frequent references of the tenth-century Karaite missionary, Sahl ben
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caused much trouble to the Palestinian geonim of the Ben Meir family.72
Nevertheless, Karaite strength in Palestine seems to have been limited
at that time to a few key-communities, such as Jerusalem and Ramlah,
and could hardly reach beyond Egypt and Syria, which were also governed
by the Tulunids. Only from the middle of the tenth century on, did
the Palestinian center and its Egyptian and Syrian branches possess the
numerical and communal resources to reach outward.

Of course, individual Karaites may have come to Byzantium
before that period. Yet, it seems obvious that the appearance of
Karaites in the Empire in great numbers could not have preceded
the mid-tenth-century flowering of Karaism in Palestine and in adjoining
Muslim countries. By then, however, Rabbanite communities everywhere
were, as already noted, on the alert against Karaite missionary penetra-
tion.73

To be sure, our conclusions with regard to the limited success of
Karaite propaganda, from the mid-tenth century on, are by no means
incompatible with the fact that such propaganda was pursued also in
later centuries. Karaite missionary literature would not cease to be
produced and circulated, regardless of the number of people outside
the fold who would care to read it. Keeping up missionary enthusiasm
and spreading the consciousness of a missionary calling were, first and
above all, matters of inner necessity to the struggling religious minority.
They provided the group with a raison d'etre and created a state of
constructive tension between its membership and the outside world. We
shall commit, however, a grave mistake in converting slogans intended
for internal consumption into materials to be relied upon as alleged
pointers to a movement's actual impact on its environment. There is
no direct and measurable relationship between the pitch of the Karaites'
missionary and polemical pronouncements and the statistical picture of
their numerical gains.

Masliab, to the fact that he has come from Beith ham-Mikdash (i.e., Je-
rusalem). See his oft-quoted epistle, in Pinsker's Likkule, App. III, 24 ff.; abridged
Eng. version by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 111 if. The particular place of Sahl's
mission referred to in the above text is uncertain.

72 See on it Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine under the Falimids, I, 57 if., and
Texts and Studies, 11, 6 if. Some of the motives for intensive Karaite settlement
and consolidation in Palestine at that time have been explained in the Introduc-
tion to the present study, 21 if.

73 Cf., for instance, the complaint of Sahl ben Masliab against Rabbanite interference
with his mission, in the aforementioned epistle, Likkule, App. III, 24 f. (Karaite Anther
logy, 111 f.): 210151 5np 'aDm 'rp'i 111']a ov nav5i ,n551 n55 'tto» 15 win nn5 nnnn
n'»o isi ori'va nvp'v ,v n'vm a5n imun tt5 on lmmn Ov o:5 r tt5, ?... n ov " Yns.
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We are thus confronted with two elementary facts. On the one hand,
Karaite origins in Byzantium must be dated not earlier than the latter
half of the tenth century. On the other hand, Karaite expansion could
not at that time have resulted from ideological conquest alone-a
process intrinsically slow and one which was becoming particularly
difficult. Yet, by the middle of the eleventh century the Byzantine
movement already embraced a nation-wide chain of organized com-
munities ! Less than a hundred years later it boasted of a literature of
high caliber and vied for the leadership of the Karaite world!

ORIGINS OF KARAISM IN BYZANTIUM

In view of this rapid increase and maturation, the unparalleled
growth of Karaism in Byzantium must be ascribed mainly to external
forces rather than to gradual internal diffusion. Such external forces may
have assumed the form either of Karaite immigration into the Empire
or of Byzantine annexation of territories which already contained an
indigenous Karaite population. We shall, of course, not look for in-
dications of a process of this sort as if it were exclusively a Karaite
affair. In accord with the "basic premises" expounded at the outset of
this study, we shall seek a general Jewish event or movement in which
the Karaites were involved automatically, as a segment of Eastern Jewry,
and which eventually brought about their integration within the
Byzantine Empire.

Now that we have postulated a link between external developments
and the appearance of Karaism en force in Byzantium, we may proceed
to narrow down the suggested alternatives to one probable course.

It would be rather strange to expect a voluntary Jewish im-
migration to Byzantium from Syria and Palestine while the anti-
Jewish policies of Basil I or of Romanus I Lecapenus were either in
force or still fresh in the minds of the living generations concerned.74

74 A Jewish echo of the persecutions during the reign of Basil 1 (867-86) comes
to us from the Byzantine possessions in Southern Italy. Cf. Megillath Ahima'as,
ed. Klar, 20 ff. ; F. Dolger, Regesten der Kaiserurkunden des ostromischen Reiches,
I, Pt. 1, 58, § 479; Dinaburg [Dinur], Yisrael bag-Golah, I, Pt. 1, 31 f. For further referen-
ces and full discussion consult Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, Chapter I ("Persecution
and Intolerance"), and the texts and notes appended thereto. On the forced baptism
decreed by Romanus I Lecapenus (919-44) see the references above, 68, note 32 to
the present chapter. For a Jerusalem echo of the baptizing effort of Lecapenus cf.
the latter part of Chapter III. The whole problem of "Byzantine Eruptions" against
the Jewish inhabitants of the Empire was recently subjected anew to a searching
analysis in Professor Baron's Social and Religious History of the Jews (2nd ed.), III,
174 if., esp. 179 if. (on Basil) and 182 f. (on Romanus).
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On the contrary: we are informed that an emigration from Byzantium
was on its way as a result of Lecapenus' persecutions in the first half of
the tenth century. This exodus must have assumed considerable pro-
portions indeed, since it has been recorded by a non-Jewish observer.75

We are left, then, with only one logical conclusion. The appearance
of Karaite communities in the Empire must be linked to external events
of the other nature suggested above, i.e., to Byzantine annexation of
new areas in which a native Karaite population was already established.
Following such annexation, a further Karaite immigration inland,
into the western regions of the Empire, could also be postulated.
It is this theory that we intend to develop in the succeeding pages.

75 Cf. above, 68, note 32.



CHAPTER III

THE SETTLEMENT

T HE SECOND half of the tenth century witnessed a continuous triumph
of Byzantine arms which had no analogy since the days of
Justinian the Great. It marked a novel approach, novel aims and

novel tactics on the part of the rejuvenated military leadership of the
Empire. For centuries there had been a push-and-pull pattern of razzias
and retreats on the fluctuating borderline between the Caliphate and
the Christian State, with no decisive results. With the tenth-century
Byzantine successes a new realization impressed itself on the mind of
the turbulent East: the Byzantines have this time come here to stay.I

ON THE BYZANTINE-MUSLIM BORDER

It would take us too long to follow through the ceaseless, year-by-year
building-up of Byzantine might. The Byzantine expansion had already

1 For a documentary history of the fluctuating Byzantine-Muslim border in
the time covered by our discussion, see A. Vasiliev, Byzance et in Arabes, II, and
especially III (it being E. Honigmann's Die Ostgrenze des byzantinischen Reiches),
Chapter III, "The Byzantine-Arab Frontier from 960 to 1071 A.D.," 93 if.

Since the purpose of this chapter is to catch the echoes of the Byzantine successes as
they reverberated among the stricken populations of the East (including the Karaite
communities there), the eastern reports will obviously be of more relevance to our story.
Thus, bf the primary sources we shall refer mostly to the Arabic chronicle of Ya(iya of
Antioch. Though written in the eleventh century, this record possesses the flavor of
the locale in which the historical drama took place. Cf. J. Kratchkovsky and A.
Vasiliev (ed.), Histoire de Yahya-ibn-Sa'id d'Antioche Continuateur de Sa'id-ibn-Bitric
(Arabic text and French translation), Patrologia Orientalis, XVIII, No. 5, 705-833,
and XVIII, No. 3, 349-520. (In future references the separate pagination of the off-
print will be cited [7-312].)

Similarly, the Syriac Chronography of Gregory Abu'l-Faraj Bar-Hebraeus, edited
by E. Wallis Budge (Volume I containing Budge's translation of the work into English,
whence come our references), retains the eastern outlook on the tenth- and eleventh-
century events. Though it is quite late in date of composition, it still mirrors the
atmosphere reconstructed in the present chapter. Of the truly contemporary records,
Mulcaddasr s Description of Syria Including Palestine (Eng. translation by Guy Le
Strange) faithfully reflects the anguish of the civilian population.

A detailed year-by-year story of the great Byzantine offensive is given by G. Schlum-
berger in his monumental Un empereur byzantin au dixieme siecle-Nicephore Phocas
and L'Epopfe byzantine, I (the latter covering the period of John Tzimiskes and the
early years of Basil II). On the new spirit of the era see C. Neumann, Die Weltstellung
des byzantinischen Reiches vor den Kreuzziigen, 26; G. Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des
byzantinischen Staates (2nd ed.), 232 ff.; Vasiliev, "The Struggle with the Saracens,"
Cambridge Medieval History, IV, 144; idem, History of the Byzantine Empire (ed.
1952), 308; H. Gelzer, Byzantinische Kulturgeschichte, 23 f.; S. Runciman, The
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begun with the exploits of Curcuas under Romanus Lecapenus2 and
culminated in the tremendous victories of Nicephor Phocas, John
Tzimiskes and Basil I1.3 The triumphal march of the three great soldier-
emperors cleared the islands of Crete and Cyprus and their surrounding
waters of nests of Muslim corsairs.4 The Byzantine banner was carried
aloft through Cilicia and Syria, far beyond the Tigris and the Euphrates.5

This resurgence of Byzantine power loomed even more largely on the
Near Eastern horizon if compared with the utter degeneration of the
`Abbasid Caliphate. There, a pitiful shadow of the Prophet's representative
on earth was held in the grips of Buwayhid sultans,6 and Carmathian
bands terrorized cities and roads, interfering with caravans of pilgrims
and merchants.? Not even the brave Hamdanid Sayf ad-Daula could

Emperor Romanus Lecapenus and his Reign, 146 ff., 242; Ch. Diehl, Lesgrands problemes
de l'histoire byzantine, 36 f.; Jenkins, The Byz. Empire on the Eve of the Crusades, 3 if.

2 Yabya, 32 ff.; Bar-Hebraeus, 161 ff.; Vasiliev, Cambridge Med. History, IV,
143; idem, History of the Byz. Empire, 307; Runciman, Romanus Lecapenus, 142 if.,
241 f.; L. Brehier, Vie et mort de Byzance [=Le monde byzantin, I], 169 if.

3 Yabya, 69 ff.; Bar-Hebraeus, 164 ff.; Diehl, in Byzantium (ed. N. Baynes and
H. Moss), 22; idem, History of the Byzantine Empire, 77 ff. ; idem, Les grands problemes
de t'histoire byzantine, 13 f., 36. Ostrogorsky (Geschichte des byz. Staates, 228 ff.)
terms the whole period "the Era of Conquests." Cf. also the chapter "L'Expansion"
in Brbhier's Vie et mort de Byzance, 179 if., esp. the section devoted to "La grande
offensive," 192 if.

4 Yahya, 84, 96 f.; Schlumberger, Nicephore Phocas, 32 if. (devoted to Crete),
473 f. (on Cyprus); Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des Byz. Staates, 229, 232 f.; Brehier,
Vie et mort de Byzance, 187 if.

s For the campaigns of Nicephor Phocas in Asia Minor see Yabya, 86 ff.; Schlum-
berger, Nicephore Phocas, 115 ff.; in Cilicia and Syria, ibid., 154 if. On campaigns by
Tzimiskes as Domestikos, along with Nicephor as emperor, see Yabya, 95 ff.;
Schlumberger, Nicephore Phocas, 398 if. For the campaigns of Tzimiskes as empe-
ror cf. Yabya, 145 ff.; Schlumberger, L'Epopee byzantine, I.

6 On the Buwayhid dynasty see Ph. Hitti, History of the Arabs, 470 ff.; C. Brockel-
mann, History of the Islamic Peoples, 154 f. An interesting remark in regard to the true
political situation in Baghdad can be found in the Arabic Commentary on the Book of
Daniel (ed. D. S. Margoliouth) by the tenth-century Karaite exegete Yefeth ben `All.
Deviating from the prevalent identification of the "King of the North" (mentioned in the
Book of Daniel) with the `Abbasid Caliphate, Yefeth states the following, 134, lines
20 f.: lies JI

("Know ye, that the Prince of Islam established in Baghdad, other than the `Abbasid,
is from the North"). See on it Margoliouth's comment in the Preface, vi. For literature
on Yefeth ben 'Ali cf. below, 94, note 21. See also other passages from his com-
mentaries as quoted in our next note and further in this chapter.

7 Since the Carmathian terror did not leave a lasting imprint on the geo-political map
of the Middle East and, in the broader perspective of history, was an episode only, its
impact on the thoughts and sentiments of the population contemporary with the events
is not sufficiently appreciated. Again, Yefeth ben `All the Karaite, quoted in the
previous note, gives us in his Commentary on the Book of Daniel an inkling of the
general feeling of the time,
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prevent a victorious emperor and his lieutenants from returning
Antioch, the treasured pearl of the South East, to the imperial fold.

Commenting on Dan. 11:31 ("And arms shall stand up on his part and they shall
profane the sanctuary, even the stronghold"), Yefeth alludes to the notorious pillaging
of the Ka'bah by the Carmathians under Abu ']'ahir in 317 A.H. (= 929 c.E.) and to
their interference with the pilgrimage to Mecca. While the holy Black Stone was
restored twenty years later, the prohibition of the pilgrimage continued well beyond
Yefeth's generation and lasted as late as 403.A.x. (=1012 c.E.). This development
within Islam must have left a strong impression on the different segments of po-
pulation in the Middle East, each seething with messianic expectations of its own.
Thus, continuing his exposition of the said verse ("and shall take away the continual
burnt-offering"), Yefeth explains there, 127, line 12: ti j r¢ l ("i.e., that they

shall put a stop to the pilgrimage [to Mecca]"). See the full text, 127, lines 5 ff.;
Eng. tr., 67. Cf. also the editor's remarks in the Preface, vi.

It is also from Dan. 11:31 that Yefeth borrowed his usual appellation zero'im
(i.e., "arms") for the Carmathians. Yefeth uses the same appellation in his Comment-
ary on Isaiah, excerpted from a Petersburg MS by A. Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger
Bibliothek, l 11 f. (Note XI). Interpreting Is. 21:2 in terms of contemporary happenings,
he deliberately passes from the Arabic into Hebrew in order to deliver what Neubauer
(op. cit., 17) considered to be the strongest indictment of Muhammad ever indulged
in by a Karaite. To this he adds a description of what was inflicted, in turn, on Mubam-
mad's heritage of "treacherousness and robbery" (alluding to the expressions boged
and shaded used by Isaiah) by the hand of zero'im, i.e., the Carmathians: nxnn nn
tom tnw iKnp'i [v3n3 5v=1 intisxs ivnzi b+vinn nSw ...iw-rpi i55m V9Mn+w b+nintn tin itnnKn
Knpxw 1MD 0'-1-FIwl b't1 iKnpx p5 on+m 5K imM b+an ndn,i iw1pM 61pMM bn+xo 120+1 nprv
-m n1 txin [-rMni=1 Kin. Neubauer, writing in 1866, cautiously suggested that Yefeth
may have had in mind the Shiite Fa(imids who established themselves as
independent caliphs in the tenth century. However, against the background of the
Daniel Commentary, published in 1889, Yefeth's allusion to the Carmathians becomes
perfectly intelligible.

Indeed, the Carmathians seemed so much on the march that Yefeth did not hesitate
to identify the apocalyptic "King of the North" with the chief of the Carmathians
and to predict his eventual entry into Baghdad (Commentary on the Book of Daniel,
134, lines 21 f.; Eng. tr., 72). A similar idea is implied in Yefeth's comment on Dan.
11:40 (133, lines 8 ff. ; Eng. tr., 71), where a concerted attack on the Caliphate by the
"King of the South" (i.e., Byzantium) and the "King of the North" (=the Car-
mathians) is envisaged. See on it above, 78.

Another term used by Yefeth to denote the Carmathians is kosherim (i.e., "conspi-
rators"). For the derivation of that name see Margoliouth's Glossary to Yefeth's Com-
mentary on the Book of Daniel, 94, and Preface, vi, note 2. On the Carmathian in-
vasions of the Palestinian city of Ramlah in 968, 971 and 976-77, i.e., during Yefeth's
lifetime, see Yabya, 119, 142 ff., 181. See also, in general, M. J. De Goeje, Memoire
sur les Carmathes du Bahrain et les Filimides; L. Massignon, in Enc. of Islam, II,
767 ff.; Ph. Hitti, History of the Arabs, 443 ff.; C. Brockelmann, History of the Islamic
Peoples, 143 ff.; B. Lewis, The Origins of Isma'ilism, 76 ff.; idern, in History of the
Crusades (ed. Baldwin and Setton), I, 99 ff.

An allusion to the Carmathians has been discovered by B. Lewis in a passage which
seems to have been incorporated into the text of a Rabbanite Jewish apocalypse.
Cf. his "An Apocalyptic Vision of Islamic History, " Bulletin of the School of Oriental
Studies (University of London), XIII (1949-51), 332. Lewis seems to have been un
aware of the material discussed here. See also below, 93, note 19,
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His own capital, Aleppo, center of North Syrian commerce, was reduced
to the unprecedented state of Muslim vassalage to a Christian sover-
eign.8

THE BYZANTINE CRUSADE

No doubt, there were plain economic drives behind this territorial
expansion, spearheaded by the powerful military clans of landed aristo-
cracy in Asia Minor.9 But it was the enthusiasm of a Holy War that made
the Christian victories in the field possible and aroused excitement among
the rank and file of the rival religions which participated in the contest.
The Byzantine Crusade preceded by more than a century the crusading
movement of Western Christianity.10

s On the $amdanids see Yabya, 69 ff.,105 f. ; Bar-Hebraeus,164 ff.; Hitti, History of
the Arabs, 457 ff.; Brockelmann, History of the Islamic Peoples, 152 ff.; Schlumberger,
Nicephore Phocas, 118 if. On the siege and conquest of Aleppo see Yabya, 86 if., 125 f.,
and, for later battles, 209 ff., 247 ff.,; Bar-Hebraeus, 168 f.; Schlumberger, op. cit.,
226 if., 241 f. On the victory at Antioch see Ya)}ya, 124 f.; Bar-Hebraeus, 172 f.;
Schlumberger, op. cit., 718 if. See also Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des byz. Staates, 233;
Vasiliev, Cambridge Med. History, IV, 146; idem, History of the Byz. Empire, 308 f.
For a general survey of the situation in Syria cf. further C. Cahen, La Syrie du Nord
d l'epoque des croisades, 177 f.

9 Neumann, Weltstelfung des byz. Reiches, 24; Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des byz.
Staates, 232. Cf. also the latter's general remarks on the agrarian conditions in the
time of Nicephor, in Cambridge Economic History, I, 208 f.

10 Ever since A. Rambaud (L'Empire grec au Xieme siecle: Constantin Porphyro-
genete), it has become a matter of unanimous consent among scholars to view the
tenth-century Byzantine-Muslim wars as precursory crusades sponsored by Eastern
Christianity. Cf. Schlumberger, L'Epopee byzantine, I, 304 ff. ; Diehl, in Byzantium, ed.
Baynes and Moss, 23; Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des byz. Staates, 238; Vasiliev, History
of the Byz. Empire, 307. Modern historians of the Crusades incorporated the story
of the Byzantine military feats of the tenth century into the broader outline
of their historical narrative and treated it as the natural prologue to the West
European crusading movement. Cf. R. Grousset, Histoire des croisades et du Royaume-
franc de Jerusalem, Introd., vi if., in which the Byzantine-Muslim campaigns are
simply labeled "la croisade byzantine du dixibme si8cle." See also S. Runciman,
History of the Crusades, I, 29 if.

This seems, however, not to be the procedure of the most recent History of the Cru-
sades, I, edited by Baldwin and Setton. Indeed, the correctness of equating the tenth-
century Byzantine expeditions against Islam with the Crusades was recently subjected
to sober reevaluation. Cf., e.g., P. Lemerle, "Byzance et la Croisade," presented to
the Tenth International Congress of Historical Sciences (1955), Relazioni, III (Storia
del Medioevo), 595 if., esp. 614, note 1. Lemerle is surely right in arguing that the
precise legal concept of "crusade" as an institution, such as that which grew out of
the specific circumstances and concatenation of factors in Western Europe (see his
definition, 615), was foreign to Byzantium. He carries, however, his point to an extreme
when considering the very crusading spirit contrary to the Byzantine Weltanschauung.
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Thus, enumeration of recovered relics rather than a broader evaluation
of the battles and the motives behind them becomes now the major theme
of Greek historians. The actual surrender of a famous relic by the city
of Edessa resulted in sparing the city and ensuring peace for several
years.I I On the other hand, Muslim jihdd volunteers poured into Cilicia
from as far as Khorasan.12 A wave of Muslim retaliations against
Christians in Islamic lands followed in the wake of the Byzantine
victories.13 At the same time, Fatimid and especially Carmathian pro-
paganda was addressing itself to the interconfessionalist social ideals
and longings present among all segments of the population.14

Whether or not Tzimiskes did in fact approach the walls of Baghdad
and whether or not his armies were in sight of the Holy City of Jerusalem,
is irrelevant to our inquiry.15 Even if little historical truth can be expected

It seems that the critics project into the tenth century a later attitude which
resulted from Byzantium's sorry experience with what the West hailed as "Cru-
sades" and what appeared to the Byzantines as a shocking distortion of the
crusading idea. This idea, while never actually identical with the European con-
cept at its best and never defined institutionally, permeated the expeditions of
Nicephor and Tzimiskes.

Indeed, even as late as 1096 the Byzantines had but sympathy and understanding
for the popular expedition headed by Peter the Hermit, notwithstanding its exception-
ally unruly character. Cf. S. Runciman's paper presented to the same Congress,
Relazioni, III, 621. See also there, 630, the opinion of C. Cahen, given from the vantage-
point of an orientalist, that the Muslims at first considered the European Crusades
merely a variant of the tenth-century Byzantine expeditions.

11 Cf. Ya(iya, 32 ff.; Bar-Hebraeus, 161 f. The peace lasted from 942-43 to
949-50, when Sayf ad-Daula resolved to break it. Cf. also Tzimiskes' letter to Leo,
the Armenian philosopher, inviting him to come "to our capital which is guarded by
Divine Providence. There we shall rejoice and celebrate the Feast of the Sandals
of Jesus Christ and the Hair of St. John the Baptist" (Chronicle of Matthew of
Edessa; cf. note 15, below).

12 Ya(iya, 96, 109 if., 115 f.; Bar-Hebraeus, 171 f.
13 Ya$ya, 21, 81 f., 84 f., 103 f., 109 if.
14 See on it B. Lewis, The Origins of Isma'ilism, 93 ff.; idem, in Baldwin-Setton,

History of the Crusades, I, 103 f.
1s Cf. Tzimiskes' claims as quoted in the Armenian Chronicle of Matthew of Edessa,

partial French translation by F. Martin, Details historiques de la premiere expedition
des Chrdtiens dons la Palestine soul I'Empereur Zimisces (ed. 1811), and by E. Dulau-
rier, Recueil des historiens des croisades, Documents Armeniens, I. The text of the
emperor's letter to King Ashot III of Armenia is likewise reproduced in French
version in Schlumberger's L'Epopee byzantine, 1, 283 if. See there also the detailed
discussion of the campaigns, 242 if., and esp. 257 if. and 282 if.

For a more restrained evaluation of the letter to Ashot consult Ostrogorsky, Ce-
schichte des byz. Staates, 238, and Vasiliev, History of the Byz. Empire, 310. In the face
of the widespread acceptance of the imperial letters quoted by Matthew as authentic,
my own misgivings as to their genuineness have to be silenced.
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from such claims of emperors and chroniclers, the claims themselves are
highly significant.16 They show that it was the crusading spirit attaching
to these orthodox expeditions that helped the Empire to move her troops
into battle.17 No wonder, then, that Nicephor Phocas called upon the
Orthodox Church to recognize the soldiers fallen in the fighting against
the Saracens as martyrs of the Holy War. 18

THE WARS OF GOG AND MAGOG

The Jews throughout the ages were by no means neutral spectators in

16 In his letter to Ashot Tzimiskes relates that his desire was "to liberate the Holy
Sepulchre from the filthy hands of the Turks." He is disappointed with the tactical
retreat of the Muslim forces to the coastal fortresses. Otherwise, the Byzantine
troops would have marched on and "entered Jerusalem, the Holy City, and prayed to
God on the Holy Sites." In fact, not only Tzimiskes but even his predecessor, Nicephor
Phocas, was credited with having set the conquest of Jerusalem as his main objective.
Cf. Bar-Hebraeus, 172. This is taken for granted by J. M. Hussey, Church and Learn-
ing in the Byzantine Empire, 9.

17 This spirit expresses itself not only in Tzimiskes' epistle to Ashot but also in the
closing sections of Nicephor's treatise on warfare (De velitatione bellica; cf. Hussey,
Church and Learning, 9). It soars to the point of ecstasy in the description of the
Triumph at the Forum Augusteion on the return of the Basileus from a victory over
the Agarenes, the "detractors of the Theotokos." Cf. the presentation of the triumphal
scenes from De cerimoniis, in Schlumberger's Nicephore Phocas, 99 if., and in his
Rdcits de Byzance et des croisades (2nd Series), 11 if. Cf. also L. Br6hier, Les insti-
tutions de !'Empire byzantin [=Le monde byzantin, 11], 377 f.

is Cf. Schlumberger, Nicephore Phocas, 393 f. In the aforementioned paper of P.
Lemerle, Relazioni, III, 618, note 1, the point is argued that, contrary to accepted no-
tion, the demand of Nicephor shows rather the absence of the "idea of crusade"
in the Empire. Lemerle's reasoning is not convincing. Whether Nicephor borrowed
his idea from Islam or from a precedent in Western Christianity is, of course, a pro-
blem worth looking into; but, whatever its solution, it does not detract from the
climate of opinion and feeling in which this suggestion was brought up in Byzantium.

Nicephor's request was surely motivated also by other than purely religious incentives
(although not even his adversaries have questioned his deep religiosity). Yet, the
proclamation he has solicited from the Church authorities would have served no
purpose if it did not embody the yearnings of the many who were called upon to give
their lives for the Empire. He, the soldier-emperor, who for many years shared with
his troops the hardships of the field, understood the thoughts and feelings of his
fellow warriors better than did the clergy in the ivory towers of Constantinople.
He, therefore, planned to put the contagion of the enthusiasm generated by the
Holy War to the service of the Empire,. and at the same time imbue the individual's
efforts with a meaning that was part of the spiritual make-up of the generation.

The fact that the emperor's plea was rejected by the clergy, because of conflicting
interests (which have no bearing on our discussion), can hardly be a reflection on the
true Byzantine attitude to the "idea of crusade." Rather, it shows that theologians and
jurists do not always keep in step with the sentiments and emotions of the average
believers. It is these sentiments and emotions of tenth-century men in East Medi-
terranean lands that are relevant to our story.
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the centuries-long struggle between Islam and Christianity. 19 Now, with
the turning of the tide, they were quick to grasp the full import of
the events and the pregnant consequences of this change in the aims
and fortunes of the contending powers: surely, the "Wars of Gog and
Magog" were in the making.

"Mourners of Zion" called for repentance.

Behold [calls a late tenth-century Karaite missionary], the days of reckoning for
the [Gentile] nations have drawn near and the time of salvation for Israel is approaching.
God will bring this time nearer to us and will redeem us from the hand of the "two
women" [i.e., the two Rabbanite Academies], and He will appoint as king over us
the Messiah, the descendant of King David, as it is written, "Behold, the king cometh
unto thee" (Zech. 9:9). Wherefore, our brethren, do not harden your hearts against
us [i.e., against the Karaite preachers] and lend your ears to us. Do come and search
for our ways and investigate our path-perchance God will send a cure to our affliction
and will have mercy on our remnant.20

Even more intensively than before, anxious minds, Rabbanite and
Karaite alike, checked and rechecked the perennial messianic calculations

19 Cf. J. Ibn Shemuel. [Kaufmann], MidreshJ Ge'ulah. See also the brief resume of
Jewish messianic speculation in the Muslim period by A. H. Silver, A History of
Messianic Speculation in Israel, 36 if. Recently, B. Lewis quite plausibly argued that
part of the Rabbanite Prayer of Rabbi Shime'on bar Yofwy should be read in the
context of the Tzimiskes campaign in Palestine. Cf. his "An Apocalyptic Vision
of Islamic History," Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, XIII (1949-
51), 308 if., esp. 333 if. Similarly, Hai Gaon's famous responsum "On Redemption"
has now convincingly been reinterpreted by Professor Baron as echoing tenth-century
Byzantine successes. Cf. the chapter on "Messianism and Sectarian Trends," in
the new edition of Baron's Social and Religious History of the Jews, V (on Hai, 161 f.,
364, n. 22). In that chapter the medieval apocalyptic, philosophic, paitanic and exege-
tical creations of messianic dreamers have admirably been woven into the general
historic pattern of the era. The appended apparatus offers an extensive, by far the
most comprehensive reference guide on the subject. For obvious reasons the stress
in the present discussion was put on Karaite literature alone. It should, however,
be always borne in mind that messianic expectations, while varying in degree and
form of expression from one segment of the population to another, were shared
by Rabbanites and Karaites alike all through the ages. Cf. also the popular survey
by J. Greenstone of The Messiah Idea in Jewish History, esp. 114 if., which, however,
needs many rectifications. For the early literary sources of Jewish messianism cf.
J. Klausner's Ha-Ra'ayon ham-Meshihi be- Yisrael.

20 Cf. Sahl ben Magliah, in Pinsker's Likkule, App. III, 43 (Karaite Anthology.
120 f.): irwi i2'5v in flip' D'n5Kn1 511m' SY nrit7'n It? a1pi nVh1Kn 5Y rrnpb'h' 1a1p n2n1
5tt wnK nnvl .35 Ka' 335h nnn (t 'b '1Dr) 21nDa nwvn nn 11 mmh 1215v 15h'1 h'mn D'nwn n'h
5173ml 12noh5 nKlDi 'n 1m '51K 12na'n2 n1pn5112'Snn mvn51em112'Stt DD'nix 1nn112hv DDafS imps
nn'a -pho'1 12n'1Km by. And earlier in the same epistle, Likku/e, App. III, 33: 'h' 'D
K11 'D 1'v D'Svh 5D5 '1:K1'1K11113mh r'pm nnlvnhn'nvin m'2n 'n5 nmrY5 nhmhl ml ito 914hn
Sib' Kin nfDn 5m irs2 n'nv'. And again, ibid., 34: 5v loin DD'n1VD2 5v 15hn 5K1m"nD Dntn
in5n 5K1 na 1D5i a nn D'hn na 1VK nalnn 1-nn DD5 11na ,nn11i mhmnl 1'Kh 1iKn ran 'D oD'na
D'h '52 9'91 nn r11ta.
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in a frantic effort to unlock the fateful enigmas sealed since centuries
past in the pages of the Daniel apocalypse.21

For, inasmuch as they temporarily accepted the international status quo

that the kingdom of the Romans shall remain simultaneously with the kingdom of the
Arabs, and that the Arabs shall be partners with them therein (Yefeth b. 'Ali on
Daniel 2: 41),22

they knew also with certainty that
"The time of the end" (Dan. 11:40), includes two things: (1) the end of the suc-

cess of this [i.e., Muslim] kingdom; and (2) the end of the indignation against Israel
(Yefeth on Dan. 11: 40).23

True, the ultimate outcome of the universal upheaval was beyond
a shadow of doubt, for,
even if there be other kingdoms in the world besides Byzantium and Arabia..., all of
them shall obey the kingdom of God, Exalted be He, i.e., the kingdom of His nation
and of His Messiah (Yefeth on Dan. 7: 27).24

21 See the summary of messianic calculations, as given by Yefeth ben 'All the
Karaite in his already-quoted Commentary on the Book of Daniel (ed. D. S. Margo-
liouth), Arabic text, from 151, line 21, to the end of the book, 153: Eng. tr., 86. A Hebrew
abridgment of Yefeth's excursus was incorporated by the Byzantine Jacob ben Reuben
into his Sefer ha-'Osher, Daniel Section, 20a-b. Introduced, along with other excerpts of
Yefeth's Commentary, without due credit to the original, it gave rise at first to erroneous
interpretations. See above, 30, note 9. Pinsker's comparative study (Likkuli, App.
VIII, 80 ff.) has finally demonstrated Jacob ben Reuben's dependence on Yefeth.

For the use of eager readers in the Arabic-speaking environment, the messianic
references in Yefeth's commentaries have been collected into a pamphlet entitled
Shar(i al-'Athidoth ("Explanation of Future Things"). Neubauer reported a copy
of it in the Firkowicz Collection; cf. Journal Asiatique, 6th Series, V (1865), 548 f.,
and his Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 7, n. 1. Cf. also N. Wieder's pertinent remarks
regarding what he terms the "prognostic-eschatological interpretation" of the Scripture
by Karaite "Mourners of Zion," JQR (N.S.), XLVII (1956-57), esp. 99, 103, 106 f..
271 if. Wieder is interested in this phenomenon primarily as a literary genre
peculiar to sectarians of all times.

Regarding Yefeth ben 'All see Steinschneider, Die arabische Literatur der Juden,
81 ff.; Poznadski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 20 ff.; Mann, Texts and
Studies, II, 30 if. (cf. also 26 ff.); D. S. Margoliouth's Preface to Yefeth's Commentary
on the Book of Daniel; Ph. Birnbaum's Introduction to The Arabic Commentary of
Yefeth ben'Alithe Karaite on the Book of Hosea; N. Schornstein's Introduction to Der
Commentar des Karaers Jephet ben 'Ali zum Buche Ruth; Nemoy, Karaite Anthology,
83 if. The publication of all available MSS of Yefeth's exegetical works is indispens-
able if a comprehensive presentation of Karaite contribution to biblical exegesis is
ever to be undertaken. It will also prove immensely beneficial to historical research, in
view of Yefeth's inclination to read the Bible in the context of historical events and
processes witnessed in his own time.

22 D. S. Margoliouth (ed)., A Commentary on the Book of Daniel by Jephet ibn'Ali
the Karaite (Anecdota Oxoniensa, Semitic Series, I, Bk. 3), 29, lines 11 ff. ; Eng. tr., 13.

23 Ibid., 133, lines 8 ff.; Eng. tr., 71.
24 Ibid., 80, lines 4 f.; Eng. tr., 38.
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Yet, every act of this world-wide drama must be performed to the last
detail, and
till the end of wars-i.e., the Wars of Gag-Jerusalem and the cities of Judah shall
lie waste, as has been witnessed up to our day (Yefeth on Dan. 9: 26).25

A watchful eye should therefore be kept on the changing international
scene. It is, unfortunately, true that none of the parties involved deserved
unqualified Jewish sympathy. Experience teaches us to expect
both kings, of Arabia and Byzantium alike..., to do some harm to Israel, each of
them in some fashion, as is well manifest from the behavior of Islam and Christianity
(Yefeth on Dan. 11: 27).26

Still, the turning of the tide in favor of Byzantium is a welcome sign.
It fits in marvelously with the prophetic prediction of the Divine scheme:

The first battles were all advantageous to Ishmael and against the King of the
South [=Byzantium]. The last shall be all advantageous to the King of the South and
against Ishmael (Yefeth on Dan. 11: 29).27

Indeed,
some portion of the operations of the King of the South has been realized in our
time. I refer to certain battles wherein he has taken from the Muslims Antioch,
Tarsus, 'Ain Zarbah and the region. But more events are still to come (Yefeth on
Dan. 11; 40).28

It
SCORCHED EARTH" POLICY

But there were realities of life which called for less dreamy and more
reasoned evaluation of the unmistakable changes in the international
scene and of the economic repercussions thereof. The ravaged country-
side of Northern Syria wore unhealed scars of perennial seasonal raids.

The people live ever in terror of the Byzantines [reports a contemporary Muslim
geographer], almost as though they were in a land of exile. For their frontiers are
continuously ravaged and their fortresses are again and again destroyed.29

Famine and plague were frequent visitors.30 The "scorched earth"
policy of Nicephor was so successful that "nobody had any doubt as to
Nicephor's eventual conquest of the whole of Syria."31

25 Ibid., 102, lines 14 ff. ; Eng. tr., 51.
26 Ibid., 124, lines 20 f.; Eng. tr., 65.
27 Ibid., 126, lines 14 f.; Eng. tr., 66. For the identification of the apocalyptic

"King of the South" with Byzantium, cf. ibid., 115, line 22; Eng. tr., 59. Similarly,
Hai Gaon predicted in his "Responsum on Redemption" that 5tnv' 1np+ 6 +: ltn
13ntnm+ 75+nnly 0'3+ntm lilt '"Im o11N -W5Vv 13'K11 1mm5 Jre5 ...011tt 1+t] te5tt Cf.
in Midreshe Ge'ulah, 135 if., and in Abraham ben 'Azriel's `Arugath hab-Bosem
(ed. E. E. Urbach), 256 if. See also above, 93, note 19.

28 Ibid., 133, lines 8 ff. ; Eng. tr., 71.
29 Mulladdasi, Description of Syria Including Palestine, Eng. tr. by Guy Le Strange,

in Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, III, 4.
30 Cf. Yabya, 96, 98, 127 f.; Bar-Hebraeus, 161, 170, 172, 176.
31 See Yabya's terrifying description of Nicephor's "scorched earth" policy, 127 f.
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Indeed, the situation that arose in the wake of the systematic plunder
and devastation was so serious that in the summer of 963 the two opposing
camps had to withdraw completely from Cilicia because of famine.32
Again, in the winter of 964-65, the danger of starvation compelled
the two contending forces to return to their bases. Even the special
formations of jihad volunteers from Khorasan had to disband.33 Bar-
Hebraeus' report on the immediate action taken by Nicephor Phocas in
liberated Tarsus and in the rest of Cilicia in order to alleviate the acute
shortage of food is highly significant. It demonstrates to what extent the
imperial policy-makers were aware of the impact of hunger and weariness
of war on the indigenous population and made these factors play into
the hands of the conquerors.34

This situation could not but lead to complete demoralization in the
rural areas of Syria which were always first to bear the brunt of both an
offensive aimed at broader regions and a siege directed against the
cities.

Some have become apostates [complains the contemporary Muslim reporter], while
others pay tribute to the infidels.... The Syrian people show neither zeal for the
Holy War nor honor for those who fight against the infidel.35

The great caravan cities and commercial centers of Syria shared the
lot of the countryside. Those lying in the direct path of the invaders
were laid waste at sword's point. Those removed from the immediate
frontline were deserted by the terrified population and presented a picture
of tragedy and desolation. The Christians were heading westwards
to the cities along the Mediterranean coast, expecting them to fall soon
into the hands of their Byzantine coreligionists. The Muslims sought
refuge in Damascus, Banias, Ramlah-indeed, even in far-off Baghdad, 36

ECONOMIC BREAKDOWN

The decline of Syrian cities was not a passing phenomenon, one that
would naturally manifest itself whenever there was immediate danger
of battle and siege. Rather, it was a process which set in with the
beginning of hostilities and, once in motion, could no longer be re-
versed even when the actual fighting had ceased.

32 Schlumberger, NicephorePhocas, 404.

33 Ibid., 476 if.
34 Bar-Hebraeus, 171; Schlumberger, Nicephore Phocas, 500 if.
35 Mulfaddasi, Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, III, 4.
36 Bar-Hebracus, 167, 169 f. See also below, 100, note 55.
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Thus, writing some fifteen years after Nicephor's operations in
Syria,37 Mukaddasi was unable to report any improvement in the
situation. Kinnasrin, for instance, was "a town of which the popu-
lation has decreased."38 As for Emessa (Rims), the largest town in
Syria, it "has suffered great misfortunes and is indeed threatened with
ruin."39 "The other towns of these parts are also falling into decay,
though prices are moderate, and such of them as are on the coast are
well provided with ramparts."40 On the other hand, the inland city
of Banias still remained, after all these years, a haven for refugees.
"To this place have migrated the greater part of the Muslim inhabi-
tants of the frontier districts since Tarsus was taken, and the popu-
lation is still on the increase, for daily men come hither."41

These facts were but symptoms of a profound economic transforma-
tion which accompanied the political and territorial changes in the
Middle East. Neither the efforts at rapid physical reconstruction42 nor
the specific commercial clauses in armistice agreements could turn back
the clock of history.43 The Euphrates was sealed to upstream traffic
and the Indian commerce proceeded merely in trickles from the Persian
Gulf northward to Antioch and thence to the Ejnpire and Western
Europe.44 Instead, a more southerly route enhanced the commercial
importance of Egypt which was, since the year 969, firmly in Fatimid
hands and constituted the only real power in the Muslim East.45
Egypt could, by virtue of her geographic position, be directly linked with
the Byzantine coast. The time did not seem imminent yet when wares

37 About 985 C.E.
38 Mukaddasi, Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, HI, 13 f.
39 Ibid., 15.
40 Ibid.

41 Ibid., 24 f.
42 On Nicephor's efforts to rehabilitate Tarsus see Yabya, 99; Bar-Hebraeus, 171.

On the other hand, swift rebuilding action was also taken by the Muslim prince of
Aleppo. Cf. Schlumberger, Nicephore Phocas, 398.

43 The Aleppo treaty, preserved by Kemal ad-Din (cf. Schlumberger, Nicephore
Phocas, 729 if., esp. 732), contains important commercial provisions. See also W.
Heyd, Histoire du commerce du Levant au Moyen Age (ed. 1923), I, 43 f.; R. S. Lopez,
"Silk Industry in the Byz. Empire, "Speculum, XX (1945), 30 f. Byzantine coins of the
period, with an added imprint in Arabic, may also be pointing to a possible monetary
agreement between the conquering Empire and the vassal Muslim principality.
Cf. on that Schlumberger, L'Epopee byzantine, I, 321 f.

44 L. Brentano, Die byzantinische Volkswirtschaft, 49. About the upstream caravan
route and the traffic on the road linking the Euphrates with Antioch and Aleppo,
traffic in which Jewish merchants also had a share, see Heyd, Histoire du com-
merce du Levant, I, 42 if.

45 Brentano, Byz. Volkswirtschaft, 49.
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would be taken from Egypt on Venetian ships directly to Italy and
the West, bypassing the Golden Horn altogether.

THE PLIGHT OF JEWISH COMMUNITIES

Historians have preserved some valuable information concerning the
fate of the general indigenous population in the vanquished territories.
The usual policy of the Byzantine conquerors with regard to Muslim
survivors of annexed cities was either a wholesale transfer to a far-away
imperial province, or an almost empty-handed exile to the land of their
coreligionists across the border (except for the customary toll of cap-
tives).46 We know, too, that Christian settlers were invited to repopu-
late the desolated areas.47 However, nothing is reported about the fate
of the local Jewish populations.

The Jews lived in the commercial cities of the areas under
contention. As a matter of fact, they were never really numerous.
Actively involved in the North Syrian commerce, they were ordi-
narily seen moving along the main caravan routes of the
country.48 Surely, in the general upheaval and amid the constant
stream of refugees and captives on a wavering front, the Jews were
inconspicuous enough not to have drawn the attention of contemporary
observers. The Byzantine writers were essentially interested in the
enumeration of recovered holy relics; the Muslim historians were
much too absorbed in their nation's catastrophe. The plight of the
Jews, who must have suffered a great deal, passed unnoticed.

It may be presumed that the Jews suffered mostly during the fighting
proper and in the course of siege and assault. For instance, the area
adjoining the Jewish Gate (Bab al-Yahud) in Aleppo49 figures promi-

46 On the transfer of the Muslims of Ma'arrah Ma$rin to Greece see Yal}ya,117. Bar-
Hebraeus, 173, reports the same procedure in regard to the Antiochians. Cf. Schlum-
berger, Nicephore Phocas, 723 f. See there also, 486 if., details on the populations of
'Ain Zarba and Ma$$i$ah. The exile of the Muslim inhabitants of Tarsus into Muslim
territory is attested to by Yalaya, 98 f., and Bar-Hebraeus, 170. Cf. also Schlumberger,
Nicephore Phocas, 497 f.; Runciman, Romanus Lecapenus, 31 f.; idem, Byzantine
Civilization, 102.

47 Schlumberger, Nicephore Phocas, 486 f., 723 f. Christian coloni would be induced to
settle on the abandoned soil by a promise of land distribution.

48 On Jewish participation in the Syrian commerce see Heyd, Histoire du com-
merce du Levant, I, 43, note 2. For population numbers cf. later in this chapter.

49 Cf. Yal}ya, 87 f., 199, 204 f., 230. Cf. also Mul4addasi's remark in connection
with the "Gate of the Jews" in Aleppo, Description of Syria, 13, and note 4 there.
Mukaddasi: reports that the Bob al-Arba'in (=the "Gate of the Forty"), which
lies beyond the Bab al-Yahud, "is now [i.e., in 985] closed."
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neatly as the constantly recurring scene of battle between the hostile
camps.50 The Jewish population of the neighborhood, which included
a Karaite community, must have borne heavily the brunt of the incessant
wars.5 t

We may assume that the Jews in Damascus were subject to similar
troubles as a result of chaotic conditions prevalent in that city. Damascus,
in which the most famous Rabbanite and Karaite communities of the
area were located,52 became the object of internecine contentions between

See also on Aleppo and its gates the Diary of a Journey through Syria and Palestine
of Nagir-i-Khusrau, Eng. tr. from the Persian by Guy le Strange, in Palestine Pilgrims'
Text Society, IV, 2. In the time of the Crusades the name of the "Gate of the Jews"
was changed to Bab an-Nar, i.e., the "Gate of the Christians." See also Schlum-
berger, NicephorePhocas, 231, 238, 519; idem, L'Epopde byzantine, I, 522, 546 f., 550;
and, for a later period, the testimonies assembled by E. Strauss [Ashtorl, Toledoth
hay-Yehudim be-Micrayim we-Surya, I, 273.

50 On the Aleppo campaigns see the references from Yal?ya, above, 90, note 8. on
the peace treaty following the city's defeat see Yahya, 25 f.; Bar-Hebraeus, 173.
See also 97, above, note 43. For the subsequent renewal of the treaty see Yabya, 209 f.

51 Of the existence of a Karaite community in Aleppo in the tenth century we learn
from the account of Salman ben Yerubam's funeral in that town. Cf. "Ibn al-Hiti's
Chronicle of KaraiteDoctors," edited and translated by G. Margoliouth, JQR (O.S.), IX
(1897), Arabic text, 432 if., English version, 436 if., Introduction, 429 if. A more
recent translation is that included by L. Nemoy in his Karaite Anthology, 230 if. (cf.
also his comments, 69). The crucial passage is in JQR, 434, and in the Karaite An-
thology, 233 f. See further Poznadski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 14
(also his review of Margoliouth's work in ZfHB, II [1897], 78 ff.), and Mann, Texts
and Studies, II, 21.

True, al-Hiti's story of Saadyah's attendance at the funeral of Salman ben Yerubam
in Aleppo is undoubtedly apocryphal. Yet there can be no doubt of the existence
of a Karaite community in that city; it was there that Salman, one of the most
ardent Karaite polemicists of all times (see on him further in this chapter), spent
the latter part of his life and found scope for his activity. As late as the fifteenth
century his grave was venerated by the inhabitants of Aleppo, Jews and Gentiles
alike. See more on the general problem of al-Hiti's reliability in my "The Chronicle
of Ibn al-Hiti and the Chronology of Joseph al-Baf1r," JJS, VIII, Nos. 1-2 (1957),
71 f. On the adherence of the Aleppo community to the Palestino-centric Karaite
calendar, see below, note 115 to Chapter VII.

52 On the Karaite community in Damascus see Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 201 if.
Sometime in the eleventh or twelfth century a seat of a Karaite Nesiuth (i.e., Patriar-
chate) was established in the city by a branch of the Davidic House of 'Anan (ibid.,
144 ff.). In the already-cited case of Nathan ben Abraham against the Palestinian gaon
Solomon ben Yehndah, the Damascus Karaites sided with the usurper. This is, at any
rate, what Nathan himself reports in a communication to one of his disciples. Cf.
his letter in Mann. Jews in Egypt and Palestine under the Fdlimids, II, 172, lines
15 if. In the early second half of the twelfth century, Benjamin of Tudela found the
Karaite community in Damascus conspicuous enough to register the number of
its members. See his Itinerary (ed. Asher), Hebrew text, 48, Eng. tr., 86. The Da-
mascus Karaites, too, followed the Palestino-centric system of calendation. See be-
low, Chapter VII, note 115.
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local princes, Fatimid caliphs and Byzantine emperors. For a while it
was even forced to accept Byzantine suzerainty.53

The effect on the Jews residing in the many less prominent commun-
ities, which may also have contained a Karaite population, must
have been equally pronounced. Indeed, with the occupation of great
stretches of Muslim territory by Byzantine forces, many of these
localities were outrightly incorporated into the newly organized imperial
Themes of the East.54

LOOKING AHEAD

Chances are that some of the Jews of the affected areas succeeded in
fleeing in time to Palestine and perhaps even Egypt.55 However, very
soon the Fatimid Caliphate, using now Egypt as its base of operations
(from 969 on), spread northward, to Palestine and Southern Syria. There,
along the borderline territory, it engaged in a contest for supremacy
with Byzantium.56 With the Carmathian eruptions adding to the turmoil,
the southbound exit route from Syria probably lost much of its advantage
and appeal for the refugees.57

Indeed, Jewish (including Karaite) communities and individuals-both
those living in the provinces of Northern Syria and Mesopotamia which

53 Yabya, 160 f.; Bar-Hebraeus, 174 f.; Schlumberger, L'Epopee byzantine, 1, 294 if.
(also 563 f.). On Damascus as center of medieval commerce and hub of caravan
and pilgrimage routes, see Heyd, Histoire du commerce du Levant, I, 26 f., 42.

54 On these Themes (i.e., military-administrative regional structures) see Ostrogor-
sky, Geschichte des byz. Staates, 251. Consult there also the map of the eastern
territories, pertinent to the period. A good picture of the extent of Byzantine expansion
in the time under review can be gathered from a comparison of Map II, "Fines Orien-
tales Imperil Byzantini (Annum 960)," with Map III, "Syria Byzantina (Annum
1050)," in E. Honigmann's Die Ostgrenze des byzantinischen Reiches (constituting
Volume III of Vasiliev's Byzance et les Arabes).

55 On the flight of the population to cities like Banias, Ramlah, etc., see our quotations
above, 96f. (and notes). Both Ramlah and Banias had conspicuous Karaite communities.
Cf. for Ramlah the documents published by Mann, in Jews in Egypt and Palestine, II,
and by Assaf and Mayer, in their Sefer hay- Yishshab, II. Banias was the scene
of activity of the only known Karaite pseudo-messiah, Solomon, who was met there
in 1121 by the Norman proselyte 'Obadyah. Cf. Mann, "The Messianic Movements
in the Time of the Early Crusades" (Hebrew), Hattekufah, XXIV (1928), 336 ff.;
S. D. Goitein, "Obadyah, a Norman Proselyte," JJS, IV (1953), 74 if. It is impossible,
however, to decide from the present state of sources whether the Karaite com-
munity of Banias was already in existence in the second half of the tenth century.

56 Schlumberger, L'Epopee byzantine, 1, 206 if., 280 if., 567, and the note
thereto. Cf. also Vasiliev, Cambridge Med. History, IV, 149; idem, History of the
Byz. Empire, 311.

37 An illuminating comment regarding the precarious conditions on the southbound
route can be found in the contemporaneous reply of Agapios, a newly appointed
patriarch of Antioch, to Elija, the patriarch of Alexandria. The latter was disturbed
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were formally incorporated into the imperial administrative system and
those inhabiting the bordering regions which remained in Muslim hands
but were now in a state of political vassalage and economic dependence-
must have thoroughly reappraised the entire situation. Adjustment to
the new regime, however painful and contrary to accustomed patterns
and traditional loyalties, would have to be undertaken. In fact, the
resulting international state of affairs might even carry with it, after the
cessation of hostilities, the promise of a prosperous future. Emerging
now as the stronghold of peace and political stability, the Empire alone
would be in the position to extend to a non-belligerent minority, engaged
in international trade, the prospects for an expanding economic enter-
prise.58 Moreover, commercial acumen and initiative might find a profit-
able outlet in the westward vistas that were being revealed now by the By-
zantine conquests and by the subsequent shift of international frontiers.59

In the first place, the trans-Syrian international commerce, although
much reduced in volume, was not entirely dead. Specific commercial
clauses in the agreements governing the relationship of vassal territories
to their imperial suzerain safeguarded the freedom of trade.60 True,
these clauses could not, as already noted, reverse the overall trend that

by the irregularity of procedure when Agapios was appointed to the patriarchal
see. In his apology Agapios blamed the general turmoil for the lack of proper
communication between him and his senior colleague in Alexandria: Why, even birds
are reluctant these days to cover the distance separating Antioch from Alexandria!
The Egyptian church dignitary, well aware of the road situation, considered the excuse
sufficiently convincing. Cf. the lengthy story in Yabya, 170 if., esp. 173.

(Incidentally, such a characterization of traffic difficulties must have been popular
at all times. Writing some eight hundred years later to Jerusalem, the Karaite Sim-
liah ben Solomon described in similar terms the eighteenth-century situation: -is nba
o+1oln 15'GN imi5 i55' a5i minu0 O'S111 r n-= ... pnsm. Cf. his epistle in Mann, Texts
and Studies, II, 391 f.)

59 On Byzantium as stronghold of peace and stability in the ensuing period, see
Neumann, Weltstellung des byz. Reiches, 95 f.; Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des byz.
Staates, 225. On the Jewish international trade see Heyd, Histoire du commerce du
Levant, I, 125 ff.; H. Pirenne, Economic and Social History of Medieval Europe,
11 f.; S. W. Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews (2nd ed.), IV, 171 if.,
and the bibliography listed in the notes thereto; S.D. Goitein, Jews and Arabs, 105 if.

59 In his Toledoth hak-Kalkalah hay-Yehudith, I, 154 if., I. Schipper, relying almost
exclusively on the twelfth-century Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela, underestimates
the mercantile enterprise of the Jews in Byzantium. This is, however, a one-sided
picture, reflecting the twelfth-century situation in the European part of the Empire
only. It ignores the commercial aspects of the tenth-century oriental element
which joined native Byzantine Jewry in the wake of the international developments
depicted here. See, however, G. I. Bratianu, Etudes byzantines d'histoire economique
et sociale, 137 f. Cf. also Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 30 if.

60 See above, 97, note 43.
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had transformed the economic map of the region; but they were not
devoid altogether of practical importance.

Secondly, the annexation into the Empire of whole new provinces and
their integration into the economy of Asia Minor opened new avenues
for further immigration inland. At that time Asia Minor was truly the
most vital component in the imperial organization.61 The advantages of
that natural land bridge connecting the Black Sea with the Mediterra-
nean and Europe with Asia must have seemed immensely attractive to
the Rabbanite and Karaite merchants, much as they had seemed to
their non-Jewish neighbors in the ravaged eastern cities. A movement
inland, along the well-kept Anatolian roads and into Anatolia's busy
harbors and commercial centers, could not but lead eventually to
permanent settlement of eastern trader groups within the boundaries of
the Byzantine Empire.

THE MOVEMENT INLAND

An actual example of such voluntary transfer into Byzantine territory of
a group which, like the Jews, traditionally preferred the dominion of Islam
to Byzantine rule, is indeed cited for the year 990. It was one of those
cases when, according to Bar-Hebraeus, wealthy Christians from the
Muslim East immigrated into regions which were now dominated by
Basil 11.62 The tremendous economic opportunities, offered by the "West"
(i.e., Byzantium) through its spectacular territorial expansion eastwards
in the tenth century, made the eastern Christians forget, so it seems,
their sad experience under imperial Orthodoxy and helped them integrate
into the Empire's no less expanding heterogeneous society.63

61 Cf. Neumann, Weltstellung des byz. Reiches, 10, 62. On Asia Minor in general,
see A. Philippson, Das byzantinische Reich als geographische Erscheinung, 134-64;
E. Banse, Die Turkei: Eine moderne Geographie (2nd ed.); and, most recently, P.
Birot and J. Dresch, La Mediterranee et le Moyen Orient, II, 127-92.

62 Cf. E. W. Budge, The Syriac Chronography of Gregory Abu'l-Faraj Bar-Hebraeus,
I (English version), 178.

63 There is, of course, no need to turn to Bar-Hebracus also for an explanation
of that specific migration he reported, or of the undoubtedly numerous similar
migrations which he failed to report. The thirteenth-century chronicler was far from
grasping the broader economic forces propelling the phenomenon he described.
His interest in the case was limited mainly to the churches and monasteries which,
in the given instance, the rich immigrants had built "wherever they came." The popula-
tion shift as such belonged, by his own candid classification, to those "small matters"
which assumed importance only inasmuch as they showed "how extraordinarily
prosperous these people of ours were in olden times, and to what state of misery they
have come" in the chronicler's generation.
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The modem observer cannot fail to be impressed by the fact that the
richest among the immigrants mentioned by Bar-Hebraeus had settled
in Melitene, the eastern terminus of the ancient trans-Anatolian highway
leading to the Aegean.64 Modified under the Byzantines,65 that main
artery of communication channeled into the Empire-ever since the
tenth-century Byzantine victories till the establishment of the Seljulfs
in the heart of Anatolia some four generations later-not only eastern
commodities but recurrent waves of eastern populations as well. Cons-
tantinople alone-this we shall learn presently from Bar-Hebraeus-
absorbed in the early eleventh century an influx of a hundred thousand
easterners in the brief span of three decades only. These immigrant
Armenians, Arabs and Jews poured into the capital, following the
tenth-century extension of the Byzantine domains in the East, in spite of
the restrictions on movements of "aliens" within the city walls.61 In Asia
Minor and adjacent Byzantine Themes, which long since were a conglo-
merate of eastern ethnical groups and where no such restrictions were in
force, the self-same chronicler mentions for the year 993 a wave of
Armenian migration inland; the Armenian group, so we are apprised,
spread all over Cappadocia, Cilicia and the Byzantine-held portions of
Syria.67 A careful perusal of the available sources would manifoldly
multiply instances of the kind just culled out of Bar-Hebraeus'
Chronography.

In brief: there is no doubt that migration waves into the imperial
provinces repeated themselves with ever-increasing frequency all through

The particular movement inland just cited was attributed by Bar-Hebraeus merely
to oppression "by the taxes imposed by unjust [Muslim] landlords." However, this
argument pales considerably in the light of his further report on the immigrants' vicis-
situdes in the Empire. They have suffered, so we learn, in the early years of their sojourn
in Byzantium from extortion by the hand of the Byzantine ruler no less than they did
under Islam-and lo, "their wealth was not diminished." Accepting the basic data
supplied by Bar-Hebraeus (though not his interpretation of these data), one cannot,
then, escape the notion that, while taxes may indeed have been a nuisance in the
decaying Muslim East, they hardly lay at the root of the westward migrations.

64 See on that highway below, 105 (and note 73), 107. Recently, R. S. Lopez quite
correctly stressed the importance of "the trans-Anatolian military and commercial
roads which the New Rome inherited from the Old and kept up as best as she could."
Cf. his masterly paper on the "East and West in the Early Middle Ages: Economic
Relations," presented to the Tenth International Congress of Historical Sciences
(1955), Relazioni, HI (Storia del Medioevo), 148.

65 Cf. below, 105 f., and note 74.
66 Cf. the quotation below, 139. On the restrictions on "aliens" we our discussion

further in this chapter, 138.
67 Bar-Hebraeus, 179.
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the late tenth and the first half of the eleventh century. They involved
Christians and Jews, even Muslims, from Northern Mesopotamia,
Armenia, and Syria.68 In the early eleventh century refugees came from
Egypt also.69 It seems, however, that most of the cases failed altogether
to get registered by contemporary historians. The more frequent and
natural these demographic shifts became in the structure of the Anatolian
and general Byzantine society, the less chance there was for testimonies
of such shifts to go on record and be preserved for posterity. After all,
the few instances reported to this effect by Bar-Hebraeus were saved
from oblivion not because of their intrinsic importance for the study
of population movements in Byzantium but because of some utterly
coincidental details or circumstances which happened to draw the
attention of the Syriac chronicler, himself a native of Melitene.70

It is, then, as part of that widespread "movement inland" of eastern
trader groups in the period under discussion that one can best understand
also the seemingly sudden appearance of Karaite communities at different
junctions of the Anatolian road system. Drifting along westwards, together
with Rabbanite and non-Jewish merchants, some of the Karaite traders
have gradually struck root. in their new environment and have laid down
permanent foundations for Karaite life on Byzantine soil. In the coming
pages our task will be to map this advance of Karaite immigrant groups
inland and attempt to understand the objectives underlying the direction
(or directions) of that advance. First, therefore, a closer look at the
Anatolian roads, as they unfolded before the newcomer from the East,
is in order.

ALONG THE ROADS OF ANATOLIA

The story of Asia Minor is instructively reflected in the history of the

66 Syrians enjoyed greater rights than other foreigners. These are briefly dis-
cussed by R. S. Lopez, "Silk Industry in the Byz. Empire," Speculum, XX (1945),
30 f. Cf. also above, 80, note 59.

69 On the migration from Egypt, following the persecutions of Christians and
Jews by al-I3akim, see the closing section of the present chapter.

[For a twelfth-century migration from Egypt, see the new material cited in notes
107a, 109a.)

70 The reason for Bar-Hebraeus' concern with the migration of 990 c.E. has already
been mentioned (note 63). The migration of 993 interested the chronicler because
it involved a group believed to be descendant of Sennacherib. Bar-Hebraeus expatiated
on the problem to some length and explained in this way the Armenian cognomen
"Sanhiribites." The migration to Constantinople was never really told by the chronicler
in so many words. It is simply implied in his story of the Constantinople riots in 1044.
Cf. the text as cited below, 139.

On Bar-Hebraeus as native of Melitene, see Budge's biographical Introduction to
his translation of the Chronography, I, xv.
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Anatolian network of commercial and military roads. While guided, as a
rule, by convenience, by the needs and prospects of commercial exchange
and by the natural lines of the region's geography, the Anatolian road
system was successively bent to suit the dictates of historical factors as
they came into play.71

The central aim of the ancient road system in Asia Minor was to
connect the province with Rome.72 This basic political objective of the
Roman administration coincided here with the main direction of trans-
Anatolian commerce which was geared to the East-West traffic leading
from the eastern provinces to the Aegean and continuing thence, across
sea, to Greece, Italy, etc. Characteristic of the above tendency is the
aforecited great Roman highway, cutting horizontally across Anatolia,
from Melitene in the Euphrates region to Ephesus on the western coast,
with its maritime extensions reaching out to Rome.73 However, this
road system, devised originally with a view to easy communication,
commercial, military and administrative, with the capital of the Roman
Empire, had undergone a profound, though only partial, change with
the transfer of the capital to the East, first to Nicomedia (by Diocletian),
then to Constantinople. Since the fourth century, it is New Rome on the
Bosporus that rises gradually as the ultimate goal of Anatolian roads.

The ensuing "Byzantine" road system, while essentially adhering to

71 For a methodical description of the Anatolian roads in their historical
development, cf. Sir Wm. Ramsay's Historical Geography of Asia Minor. Cf. also
A. Philippson's Das byzantinische Reich als geographische Erscheinung,140 if., where, a
general survey of the Anatolian roads is given. A brief guide to the older English
literature on the subject was appended by Baynes to Andr6ades' article in Byzantium
(ed. Baynes and Moss), 60, n. 2. Of the German monographs, especially those by
Fr. Taeschner and W. Tomaschek must be mentioned; they have been utilized by
Philippson.

72 On the "Roman Roads in Asia Minor," see Ramsay, Historical Geography of
Asia Minor, 51 if., 164 ff.; M. Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the
Hellenistic World, II, 1038 f., and, regarding some details, 1, 26, 135, 174, 462, 525, II,
804 f., 867 ff.; idem, The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire (2nd ed.),
I, 162.

In a way, so far as the ancient period is concerned, most of the older material
has now been superseded by David Magie's monumental presentation of the Roman
Rule in Asia Minor to the End of the Third Century after Christ. Cf. there, on the
network of Roman roads in Anatolia in general, I, 39-42, and the exhaustive apparatus
given in Vol. II, 786-802, notes 17-21. On the maintenance and repair of these roads
see, e.g., I, 547, 570 f., 595, 620, 677, 694, 704, 719 f., and the notes thereto in Vol. II.
For full survey consult Index, II, 1653, s.v. "Roads."

73 Cf. Ramsay, Historical Geography, 43 if., esp. 49, where all the stations between
Ephesus and Melitene are enumerated.
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the "Roman" road map, successively diverted the western sections of
the Roman highways toward the northwestern corner of Asia Minor
to make them converge on Constantinople, thus diminishing (though
not cancelling) the importance of the westernmost, Roman-oriented
extremities of the road system.74 Additional highways intersecting
Anatolia both horizontally (e.g., the northern route, paralleling the
Black Sea shore) and diagonally (through Amorium and Ancyra)-a state
necessity in the incessant struggle with Persians and Arabs75-made the
combined Romano-Byzantine network of well-maintained roads an
invaluable agent in furthering Asia Minor's role in the political and
economic life of the Byzantine Empire. Indeed, this network and its
underlying policy outlived the Empire. Since the Ottoman sultans
introduced no change in the political or administrative status of Constan-
tinople, the city till modern times continued to be the hub of Anatolian
roads. The Turkish road system of Asia Minor remained practically
the same as that which the Muslim conquerors inherited from
Byzantium.76

LINKING THE COASTAL REGIONS

So much for the main goals of the Anatolian road system. But beside
these and interdependent with them, there were, ever since antiquity, roads
leading to and from seaports on the Black Sea and the Mediterranean.
These ports were [as Sir William Ramsay observes] "employed in a
lesser degree for the purpose of direct trade with the West. Tarsus was
the port of Cilicia, Seleuceia for Cilicia Tracheia (which in later Roman
and Byzantine time was called Isauria), Side and Attaleia for Pamphylia....
To each of these points [on the Mediterranean shore] roads converged,
and they were points of departure for a coastal traffic." The same goes

74 On the "Byzantine Roads," see Ramsay, Historical Geography, 74 if. The transi-
tion from the Roman to the Byzantine road system was completed by the time of
Justinian. Cr. ibid., 75. However, modifications had to be introduced in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries, following the establishment of the Selju(c Sultanate in Iconium
(Konya); ibid., 77 if. See also below, 107 f.

75 On the "Byzantine Military Road," cf. Ramsay's Historical Geography, 97 ff.;
Philippson, Das byz. Reich als geographische Erscheinung, 141.

76 Historical Geography of Asia Minor, 26. In fact, this continuity assists us in
reconstructing the Byzantine road system through actual field study. "No document
[says Ramsay, Ibid., 74] has been preserved that attempts to give us a complete account
of the Byzantine roads. We are reduced to piecing together scattered hints in the
historians and interpreting them in accordance with the natural features of the country.
We are aided by the fact that on the whole the Byzantine system continued in use
throughout the Turkish domination."
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for Cyzicus, Sinope, Amisus, and other harbors on the Anatolian
shore of the Black Sea.77

Now, these ports and the roads leading to them served, first and above
all, as maritime outlets for the produce of the adjacent sections of the Ana-
tolian mainland;78 notwithstanding this qualification, their importance
was by no means local, not even in Roman times. Already then a great
part of that coastal traffic ultimately found its way to Rome.79 This
was performed not merely through direct maritime connections with
the West but also through tributary land roads spanning the ports with
the main trans-Anatolian highway. All along that highway, from Ephesus
eastwards, lay important knots-such as Laodiceia, Apameia, Laodi-
ceia Katakekaumene, Archelais Colonia, Caesareia-which gathered
in and welded together roads coming in from all directions by tying
them on to the central artery of East-to-West communication. Here,
roads from the southern towns of Attaleia, Side, Iconium and Seleuceia,
Tyana and Tarsus, were joined by roads passing through or originating
in towns North of the great highway, such as Sardis, Dorylaeum and
Amorium, Gangra (Germanicopolis) and Ancyra, etc.80

This is, however, only the early chapter of the story. In time, when
Rome was replaced by Constantinople as the attraction of Anatolian
traffic, those South-to-North and South-to-Northwest roads, intersecting
vertically and diagonally the horizontal East-to-West highway, had
naturally become the main thoroughfares of the Empire. Via those roads,
goods and manpower flowed into the capital from the Anatolian reservoir;
via the same roads, conversely, the imperial center on the Bosporus fed
strength and governmental control into its eastern possessions. A glance
at Ramsay's Index Map, clarifying the historical layers of the Anatolian
road system, shows to what extent this originally less significant class of

77 Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor, 58.
78 Ibid. So far as Roman times are concerned, "it is not probable [in the opinion

of Ramsay] that Attaleia was used as a shipping port for any produce except that of
the coastland of Pamphylia, or Seleuceia except for the Kalykadnos and other valleys
that lead down to the Isaurian Sea.. . , and even Tarsus was probably not used as a
port for any country except for the Cilician plain .... The mountain wall of Taurus
prevented all heavy traffic from crossing the short lines between the plateau and the
southern sea, and turned it along the road that led to the Aegean .... The same
remark applies to Sinope ... ; similarly it may be doubted whether Amisus was a
harbor for more than the trade of the Pontic plains and the trade route from Armenia."

Ramsay justly called for more detailed studies of that coastal trade. Such studies
must be made on the level of "local histories" of individual Anatolian districts.

79 Ibid.
80 Ibid., 49.
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roads in Asia Minor was expanded under the Byzantines and raised to
national importance.81

This national import of the Mediterranean (or Black Sea) harbors of
Anatolia and of the coastal or coastbound routes connected with them
was complemented in the Byzantine period by their growing international
significance. Also the latter resulted from the geographical position of the
said roads and shores; it was enhanced further by the revolutionary
changes in the international make-up of the East Mediterranean basin
ever since the Arab conquests.

Thus, in addition to their serving the East-to-West traffic in their
aforecited capacity of transit depots and land-and-sea channels for the
flow of men and goods from Asia Minor to the capital (irrespective of
whether the capital be on the Tiber or the Bosporus), the southern and
northern ports and approaches of Anatolia played an increasingly
pronounced role by the very virtue of their facing South and North,
as the case may be. The role of the Black Sea harbors, reaching out for
Khazaria and the Crimea and the regions beyond them, need not be
expatiated upon in this connection. It is closely interwoven with the
broader problem of commercial, cultural, political and religious relations
between the Empire and her northern neighbors and as such it forms
an integral part of the chapters devoted to that problem in any of the
expositions of Byzantine history.82 On the other hand, the southern
ports on the Pamphylian and Cilician coasts were for some time limited
to service as naval bases against the opposite-lying Muslim shores of
Egypt and North Africa. When, however, coesixtence had finally been
worked out, these ports turned into busy termini for Byzantine commer-
cial intercourse with the Saracens.

ATTALEIA

A good illustration of the rise of the Mediterranean coast of Asia Minor
to national and international importance in the period under review is
offered by the case of the Pamphylian port of Attaleia, in the Theme of
the Cibyrrhaeots, and the roads leading to and from that port. This
case reflects well the twin role of the southern coast's geographic position,
both as link in the East-to-West traffic and as party to close relations
with the opposite (Saracen) shore of the Mediterranean. The illustration

91 See the map facing p. 23 and preceding Ch. I of Ramsay's Historical Geography
of Asia Minor.

82 On some of these northern approaches see below, 120 if.
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is the more useful, since-as we have seen already and as will become
even more apparent presently-Attaleia occupies a privileged position
in the documentary history of Byzantine Jewry and of Byzantine Karaism
in particular: it is the site of the earliest-mentioned Karaite community
on Byzantine soil.83

To begin with the East-West role, not only was the aforequoted
Roman tributary road, Attaleia-Laodiceia-Sardis, maintained by the
Byzantine authorities, but it was extended farther North, to reach the
Propontis and, thence, Constantinople. Moreover, a completely new
shortcut was opened, connecting, in an almost straight South-to-North
line through Sozoplis and Cotyaeum, the Mediterranean coast of Attaleia
with Nicaea and Nicomedia. There, in that northwestern corner of the
Anatolian Peninsula, all the routes converging on Constantinople merged
into one great thoroughfare.84 This short, and direct Attaleia-Nicaea
route, and the longer, circuitous road from Attaleia through Sardis,
truly became the lifeline of the Empire in the face of the irreparable
developments which befell the inner sections of Asia Minor in the late ele-
venth and during the twelfth century: The Seljuk Turks, establishing their
capital at Iconium, on the tributary road which comes from the South
and joins the East-West highway at Laodiceia Katakekaumene, blocked
the central links of the trans-Anatolian road system. Were it not for the
only available detour through Attaleia, the Turks, who controlled the
remaining main roads from the capital to Cilicia, would have succeeded
in practically cutting off Cilicia and the southern shore of the Anatolian
Peninsula from the Empire's nerve-center on the Bosporus.85 How vital

83 Cf. above, 46 if., our discussion of the Genizah epistle of 1028 c.E., which is, as
we noted, the first record of the existence of Karaites in Attaleia and in Byzan-
tium in general. For the economic importance of Attaleia, see Heyd, Histoire du
commerce du Levant, Index, s.v. "Satalia." On the advantages of the city's geographic
position cf. Philippson, Das byz. Reich a!s geographische Erscheinung, 155, and E.
Banse, Die Tfirkei: Eine moderne Geographie (2nd ed.), esp. 160. For the early period
cf. Esther V. Hansen, The Attalids of Pergamon, 164 f.; A.H.M. Jones, Cities of the
Eastern Roman Provinces, 130 f., 133 f., 145 (and the addendum on p. 557); and,
finally, D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, 260 f. (and note 4, on p. 1133), 280, 285,
288, 291, 620, 691. On the southern road see ibid., 40 f., 265-7.7, and the notes thereto,
on pp. 1137 if. On the splendor of Byzantine Attaleia see Brehier, La civilisation
byzantine [ = Le monde byzantin, III], 131.

84 On the Attaleia-Nicaea line see Philippson, Das byz. Reich als geographische
Erscheinung, 141 f. Cf. also the map mentioned in note 81, above.

85 Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor, 77 if. Cf. alse Galant6, Les Juifs
sons la domination des Turcs seldjoukides, 4, and, for later times, 6. On the great changes
in the thirteenth century see Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce genois daps la Mer
Noire au XIIIe si@cle, 162 f.
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this Attaleian bridge between North and South was to Byzantium can
easily be gauged from the incessant efforts by the twelfth-century Com-
neni to keep-and, if needed, force-the way open to Cilicia through
Sozopolis and Attaleia.86 Finally, he ultimate seal of importance was
attached to Attaleia in the institutional-administrative field, too : when
all Pamphylia was in partibus infidelium, the city was made an archbi-
shopric and remained the chief (later, the sole) seat of Christianity in
the district.87

But beside its role in the East-to-West traffic, Attaleia, at first a southern
Byzantine sentinel against the inroads of Muslim naval forces, had
become since the late tenth century a busy terminus and point of depar-
ture for peaceful commerce with the Egyptian shore. After the East
Mediterranean waters had been cleared of Saracen forces, as result of
the Byzantine reconquest of Crete and Cyprus,88 and, especially, when
a constructive mode of coexistence with the Falimid Caliphate was
reached in the time of Basil 11,89 the Attaleia-Alexandria maritime route
became a busy thoroughfare of international commerce. The sporadic
eruptions of piracy on that line, such as those of 1028 (which incidentally
revealed to us the existence of Karaites in Attaleia),90 no longer had the
earmarks of the political struggle between Islam and Christianity. They
belong to the regular class of high-sea robbery for the sake of profit
which plagued maritime traffic everywhere all through the centuries.
Their frequent recurrence on the Attaleia-Alexandria line is in itself a
faithful testimony to the fact that the traffic there was busy and that
business on that line seemed a promising proposition.91

TIES WITH "THE OLD COUNTRY"

These close commercial relations between Byzantine Asia Minor and
the Saracen Near East explain also another phenomenon, one that is
not purely a matter of economic consideration; it concerns the conti-

86 For the action of Alexios I Comnenus see F. Chalandon, in Cambridge Medieval
History, IV, 344; Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor, 114 f. For the events
under the reigns of John and Manuel see Chalandon, Cambridge Med. History, IV,
353 f., 361, 367, 383; Ramsay, Historical Geography, 381, 389, 401.

87 Cf. Ramsay, op. cit., 420 (also 430, addendum to p. 104).
88 See above, 88, note 4.
89 Cf. Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine Empire, 311.
90 See above, 46, and notes 54-55.
91 Cf. our comments above, 47, and in Chapter IV, below.
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nuance of practical and sentimental ties between the newcomers and the
country they emigrated from. It is only natural that, with the above-
described gravitation of eastern trader elements into Asia Minor in the
wake of the tenth-century Byzantine renaissance, many of the merchants
stemming from Islamic countries preferred to strike root on the Anatolian
shore of the Mediterranean rather than in the central sections of the
Peninsula.

Established on the southern coast of Asia Minor, they would reap all the
advantages accruing from their integration in the Empire and her econo-
my; at the same time, they could easily maintain from that coast the
closest personal relations with the Islamic regions of near-by Syria or
of the opposite (Egyptian) shore. For there, in the Arabic-speaking
environment, was their home once, or the home of their fathers, prior
to the latter's emigration to Byzantium; there, in the Muslim soil, were
the roots of their culture; there, some of their kin were still living,
sometimes acting even as business partners and assisting (or being
assisted by) their Byzantine relatives in time of distress. This persistence
of personal, social, cultural, economic and family ties with the "old
country" must not be lost sight of when an attempt is made to evaluate
the human geography of the eastern movement inland, into the new
great promise of economic success, political stability and peace that was
Byzantium. The implications of that phenomenon, so far as the cultural,
communal, and even religious life of Byzantine Karaites is concerned,
will, indeed, be discussed in several later sections of the present
volume.

Guided by the above general findings on the origins, nature, direction,
objectives and possibilities of the late tenth-century as well as the sub-
sequent eastern migration movements into Byzantine Asia Minor, we are
now better equipped for the tackling of the central theme of the present
chapter: the settlement of Karaites in the region as part of that broader
population flux. For, unfortunately, we possess neither a direct testimony
as to the successive Karaite migration waves nor even the basic material
that would make the listing of Karaite settlements in Byzantium approach
any semblance of completeness. All we can do, indeed, is fall back on
observation of the general trends and processes in which the Karaites
participated; on actual references or hints to Karaite groupings, contained
in the few texts we have, however accidental and indirect these references
are; and on corresponding information about the already-existing local
Rabbanite communities, alongside which the sectarian newcomers
quite naturally tended to settle. These three sources, notwithstanding
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their limitations, will perhaps offer, when welded together, a more or
less plausible outline of the sect's settlement in the Byzantine Empire.

NATURE OF EXTANT SOURCES

Now, the accidental and indirect nature of the available texts-such as
illustrated by the fact (discussed in Chapter 1 of the present study)
that a non-Karaite communal correspondence in Egypt revealed to us,
for reasons of internal (Egyptian Jewish) consumption, the existence
ofKaraitesin the aforecited Byzantine port of Attaleia92-is not limited
to the Karaites alone. In the specific case just mentioned, for instance, the
same and similar Egyptian Jewish documents serve as our major source
on Attaleian Rabbanites as well.93 Moreover, they constitute so far our
only (and still dubious) information on a Rabbanite group in Pylae, on
the Bithynian coast,94 and form an important addition to our knowledge
about the Rabbanite community in Mastaura on the Meander River,
a significant station in the trans-Anatolian system, east of Ephesus.95

92 Cf. above, 46 if. The separate reference to Karaite captives from Attaleia, who
were brought along with their Rabbanite compatriots for ransom in Alexandria,
was designed to assure the participation of the wealthy Karaites of Fustat, Tinnis,
Damietta and $ahragt in the Egyptian Jewish fund-raising campaign. See ibid., esp.
48, note 58.

93 Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 32, 73, and the texts on 186 (No. 128), 190 f.
(No. 132), and 191 (No. 133).

94 See the text in Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, Il, 344 f. The letter mentions
five captives t'rioox rlKh (345, line 12), of which Mann says that it is "evidently a
Byzantine locality which however I am unable to identify" (344, Introd.). Starr, who
checked the photostatic copy of the said Genizah MS and reproduced it again in his
Jews in the Byz. Empire, 245 (App. B), noted that Mann's reading was faulty: the
passage should read t=bwt rntzn. Cf. there, line 13 (the difference of one in the line-
numbering resulted from the fact that Mann failed to count the illegible first line of
the text). On the suggestion of Vasiliev, Staff interpreted the word as an Arabic
corruption of the Greek etc' x g' ilv' .a5. Cf. op. cit., 32 and 186 (No. 128).

On Pylae, see Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor, 187, § 55. On the military
road there, see ibid., 210 f. §25.

95 Cf. Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, II, 92 f., reproducing a very damaged
Genizah copy of an epistle sent by the community of Alexandria to 5np vnpn 5npn
ln' r-lKO ... [K]-1 [min (see also ibid., I, 92 Q. An English version of the epistle is
given by Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 194 f. (No. 139). Cf. there also 32, 42 f. It is
rather strange that Starr considers the letter as coming "presumably" from Alexandria
(op. cit., 195); line 11 of the text makes it quite clear that the epistle was written on
behalf of [minsn 5v imi-max5K nrrn a'n imK Itt 5np, whereas the name of Mastaura
rather is in doubt (as evident from the passage cited at the beginning of the present note).
Staff is right, however, in placing the correspondence sometime in the 40's of the
eleventh century, when, after successive campaigns for the ransoming of captives,
the local resources of the Egyptian community had been exhausted, and an appeal
to the captives' home-community in the Empire seemed imperative.
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For, alas, the twelfth-century Spanish Jewish traveler, whose tour of the
Mediterranean and Near Eastern Jewish. dispersion is our chief source
for population data on Jewry living on the Greek mainland and the
Aegean Islands (and an invaluable guide to the Karaite community in
Constantinople as well), fails us completely with reference to Asia
Minor. Not only did Benjamin of Tudela bypass the Anatolian Peninsula
altogether, plying his way to Palestine through the islands of Lesbos,
Chios, Samos, Rhodes and Cyprus (for which he gave us some extremely
important data), but he did not even gather any hearsay information on
the region, the way he did regarding several other places which he
could not visit personally.

In brief: the roundabout manner by which the student of Karaism
must endeavor to reconstruct the map of Karaite settlements on Byzantine
soil will by no means seem unusual to one initiated into the perplexities
of Byzantine Jewish history in general. In fact, the list of Asia Minor's
Rabbanite communities, too, could be compiled only by a similarly
precarious method. A survey of the source material pertaining to these
communities between the seventh and twelfth centuries shows how
utterly accidental, how exasperatingly vague, indeed, how absurdly
incomplete this material is.96

RABBANITE COMMUNITIES IN ASIA MINOR

To begin with, we have so far no word at all concerning Jews living in
the Middle Byzantine period in cities like Tarsus, Trebizond, Smyrna,
Amaseia, Laodiceia, Apameia, Magnesia, Caesareia-to mention but
a few of the more known place-names from among the scores of localities
which figure in the map of Jewish settlements both in ancient Roman and
in later Turkish times.97 There is, after all, little basis to assume a total

96 This absurd situation is well illustrated by Isidore Levy's article on "Asia Minor"
in the Jewish Encyclopaedia, II, 211b-213b. After devoting three full columns to
ancient times, Levy, admitting that "information concerning events later than this
[ancient] period is very scarce," disposes of the period from Heraclius to the advent
of the Ottoman Turks in exactly three sentences. In contrast to the early section and to
the later (likewise too brief) description of Turkish times, not a single place-name is
given for the Middle and Late Byzantine periods.

97 For the Roman period, see the data collected by Juster, in Les Juifs dans 1'Empire
romain. It is to be hoped that the projected English edition of the book will bring also
the list of Anatolian Jewish communities up to date. For the communities under
Turkish domination, cf. Galant6's Histoire des Juifs d'Anatolie, of which Vol. I is
wholly devoted to Smyrna, while Vol. H deals with all other communities. There
also, II, 349 if., a list of the localities is given, along with a double map, showing both
ancient and Turkish place-names. Cf. further Galant6's Appendice a I'Histoire des
Juifs d'Anatolie,, and his brief Les Juifs sous la domination des Turcs seldjoukides.
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break of continuity in all these communities under the Byzantines;
nor is there any reason to suppose a sudden disappearance of the
geographical and economic factors which had justified the settlement of
Jews there in the first place. On the other hand, the few data which did
somehow enter the historical register, and which in most cases are our
only available information about certain Rabbanite communities in
Asia Minor in the Byzantine period, are often almost ridiculously
unrelated to the basic problems which the historian, conscious of the
economic and topographical features of the locality involved, would
like to find an answer to.

The list is too short to bother with selecting illustrations, as all the
cases could easily be discussed in a page or two. Thus, it is from a chance
remark of a Christian hagiographer that we glean our one and only
reference to Jews in eleventh-century Ephesus. The author, to be sure,
gives no hint as to the economic function or the numerical strength of
the Jews in that great Aegean terminus of the trans-Anatolian highway.
The existence of a Jewish population there is disclosed merely through
the hagiographer's boast that even Jews used to climb to the mountain-
monastery of Ephesus in order to see the celebrated stylite Lazarus.98

Another anonymous hagiographer revealed to us the existence of a
Jewish community at Synnada, a commercial center in Phrygia, by
admitting that the saint who was the object of his Vita was a Synnada-
born Jewish convert to Christianity.99 The same writer serves as our
only evidence of a Jewish community in Nicaea. Here again, the existence
of Jews in that important political, ecclesiastical and commercial center
of Bithynia, which formed the natural coastal terminus of several roads

98 Cf. Starr's excerpt in English from the Life of Lazarus by Gregorios, in Jews
in the Byz. Empire, 196 f. (No. 141). See also his general comments there, 48. An
earlier information on the Jews of Ephesus belongs to pre-Heraclian times.

99 Cf. Star's English version of the passage from an anonymous tenth-century
biography of the monk Constantine, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 119 if. (No. 54), and his
comments there, 45. Since the hagiographer relied on oral monastic tradition-he
did not know the monk personally his narrative is, as Starr correctly stresses, of
dubious value.

On Synnada see the numerous entries in Ramsay's Historical Geography of Asia
Minor; cf. Index, s.v. Lying on the tributary road from Amorium which joins the
Eastern Trade Route at Apameia, Synnada was even in Roman times "sufficiently
near the trade route to retain its importance after that route became the great artery
of communication across the country" (Ramsay, 43). It grew, of course, in significance
with the rise of the Amorium road to national importance. On the "Synnadic" marble
see Ramsay, 54, 135, 433 f.; Magic, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, 50, 132, 568. This
was actually Docimian marble; it took on the name of Synnada because of being
exported via the Synnada road which, as we said, joined the main highway.
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traversing the Peninsula from all directions, is quite incidentally revealed
by the author's matter-of-act statement that Nicaean Jewry planned to
assail the saint he was writing about. It is, indeed, to the credit of that
tenth-century hagiographer that, while obviously interested in the
religious story alone, he had the sense to remark in passing that these
"Hebrews dwelt there [i.e., in Nicaea] for the sake of its trade and its
other advantages."100

The references in the historical literature are equally casual and no less
a pure matter of chance. A completely "non-Jewish" story-a chronicler's
report of the blinding of Romanus IV Diogenes in Cotyaeum-is our sole
testimony of Jewish settlement in that first-class station on the main
Byzantine cross-country route from Attaleia to Nicaea: the chronicler
disclosed that the agents of Michael VII drafted a local Jew for the
purpose of maiming the deposed emperor. 101 Likewise, the insinuations
of biased chroniclers against Michael II, since the latter "hailed from
an upper Phrygian town called Amorium in which a large number of
Jews and Athinganoi had always lived together," turn, for lack of better
evidence, into our chief proof of a considerable Jewish population in
Amorium in the ninth century.102 In the same class belongs also our
information on Jews in another Phrygian town, the important military
fortress of Khonai; it reaches us through a report on the anti-Jewish
animus of the local bishop.103 Finally, the imperial assignment to Hagia

100 Cf. the above excerpt (No. 54) in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 121. For an
earlier assertion (about 800), whatever its worth, that Nicaea was inhabited by pagans
and Jews, see Starr's reference there, 122.

101 Cf. the passage from Michael Atta!eiates' Historia, in Starr's translation, Jews
in the Byz. Empire, 202 (No. 149), and earlier, 22 f., where the problem of Jewish
executioners is briefly discussed. (For later times, see Starr's Romania, Index, s.v.
"Executioner, Jewish.")

For Cotyaeum, "the largest and richest city" of Phrygia Salutaris, and for its tremen-
dous military importance as a communication link in the period under review, see
Ramsay, Historical Geography ofAsia Minor, Index, s.v. There also, 94,436, Cotyaeum's
unique position is stressed as a well-known Phrygian center of heresy (next to Amo-
rium; on the latter, see next note).

102 Cf. the passage from Theophanes Continuatus and later Byzantine chroniclers,
as translated by Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 98 f. (No. 20). On the Athinganoi,
see stares "An Eastern Christian Sect: the Athinganoi," Harvard Theological Review,
XXIX (1936), 93 ff.; idem, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 47 f. The degree of truth in the
assertions concerning Jewish, real or alleged, influence on Christian heresies in Phrygia
is, of course, entirely irrelevant to our inquiry.

103 Cf. Michael Khoniates' "Eulogy over Nik6tas of Khonai," as excerpted and
translated by Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 224 f. (No. 176), and Starr's comments
there, 19, 29. If we are to believe the chronicler, the Khonai Jews "were ejected from
their residences" and driven into the degrading occupation of tanning by the twelfth-
century archbishop of Khonai, Niketas, who "abhorred the Jews" and "would never
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Sophia of taxes due from Strobiliote Jews is our only indication of the
sojourn of Jews in Strobilos. The text, however, speaking of Strobiliote
Jews "wherever found" (navraxov evploxdpevot), leaves some doubt
whether the Jewish population in the city formed a permanent
settlement. Nor are we even sure which of the many Byzantine localities
bearing the name "Strobilos" is meant; it stands to reason though,
that the harbor on the Lycian coast was probably intended by the imperial
lawmaker. 104

LESSON OF RABBANITE SETTLEMENT

This, then-beside the above-cited Egyptian Jewish correspondence
mentioning Pylae, Attaleia, and Mastaura, and beside three legal docu-
ments originating in the two cities enumerated last105-is the sum total
of the available material pertaining to Rabbanite Jews in Asia Minor!
It covers some six hundred years or so, from the critical days of Arab
wars in the seventh century until the Latin conquest of Constantinople in
1204. 106 Here also is, for all to see, the method by which the specific infor-
mation concerning individual Rabbanite settlements was arrived at.

Nevertheless, meager and sometimes questionable though they are,
these data add up to a picture of considerable significance. In fact, their
sporadic and incomplete quality notwithstanding, they permit a far-
reaching conclusion to be drawn with regard to the trend characteriz-
ing Jewish settlement in Asia Minor in Byzantine times. This trend shows,

permit them to dwell in his diocese." Until then, one may conclude, they participated
in the city's commerce. On the other hand, however, their history there could hardly
begin before the tenth century. Khonai turns into "one of the chief military centers"
of the Empire only in the late period, and "it becomes known to us first in the
tenth century..., when the military importance of the rock of Khonai makes it
a center for the wars of the period." Cf. Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia
Minor, 429, and the numerous references listed there in the Index, s.v.

104 Cf. the passage in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 228 (No. 181), and his comments
there, 15, and in his Romania, 112 (in connection with the problem of taxation).

105 Cf. the two legal texts concerning a twelfth-century civil case in Attalcia, in which
a Jewish convert to Christianity sued Attaleian Jews for seizure of his father's home;
Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 219 (No. 167) and 221 f. (No. 171), and the references
there. Cf. also Starr's comments on pp. 20, 27, 42.

The document from Mastaura is a Hebrew marriage-contract of 1022 C.E., published
by Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, II, 94 if. (cf. 1, 93 f.), and reproduced in English
by Stan, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 187 if. (No. 130). Cf. there also, 27, 45 f.

106 We hear also in 1096 of Jews gathered in the coastal city of Abydos in expectation
of messianic miracles. Cf. the text in Mann's "Messianic Movements in the Time of
the Early Crusades" (Hebrew), Hattekufah, XXIII (1924), 253 ff.; Stan, Jews in the
Byz. Empire, 203 if. (No. 153), and his comments on pp. 41, 74. It seems, however,
that these Jews came from other communities on their way to Palestine.
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with no exceptions, a persistent gravitation of the Jewish settler to the
coastal cities-Ephesus, Attaleia, Nicaea, Pylae, Strobilos-and to
inland towns which served as hubs or objectives of military and commercial
traffic, such as Synnada, Khonai, Amorium, Cotyaeum, Mastaura.107
It is, therefore, legitimate to presuppose, even though no additional
documents are as yet available, the existence of Jewish groupings in
many more ports and commercial cities of Asia Minor at different
periods of Byzantine history and, especially, following the Empire's
territorial expansion in the late tenth century.1O71

107 On this general trend see our conclusions below, 181 f. There is, however,
some merit to Starr's cautious remark that "even if a large proportion of the Jewish
population actually resided in the less important places, the sources would still probably
refer more frequently to those in the larger towns." To be sure, Starr, too, is impressed
by "the fact that the Jews are mentioned chiefly in the larger towns and in the cities of
some commercial importance." Cf. his The Jews in the Byz. Empire, 30.

107a While the preceding pages were in print, the latest (July, 1958) issue of Tarbiz,
XXVII, has reached me. There, "A Letter of Historical Importance from Seleuceia
(Selefke), Cilicia, Dated 21 July 1137" is published by S.D. Goitein, in continuation
of his recent revelations from the Cairo Arabic Genizah pertaining to the period of
the Crusades. Cf. there the Judeo-Arabic text (with facsimile) and the Hebrew trans-
lation and apparatus, 528-35, as well as Professor Goitein's Introduction (in Hebrew),
521-27. A brief resume in English is also given.

The document-our first and only information on the Jewish community of
Seleuceia, on the Mediterranean (Isaurian) shore of Asia Minor-admirably confirms
each and all points of the thesis suggested in this and other chapters of the present book.
As it becomes evident from the correspondence, the Seleuceia Jewry is an immigrant
community. Even as late as 1137, with Seljlulcs and Crusaders harassing normal
communications, the immigrants feel that their newly adopted country is safe, prospe-
rous and economically promising, and they call their kin to follow in their footsteps
and immigrate. Also the direction of that migration fully accords with the twin tendency
of other immigrant groups, as described in the present survey. To some, Seleuceia
serves as a transit station and stepping-stone for further movement inland, to
Constantinople. The others prefer to stay on the coast, in close touch with their former
compatriots on the Muslim shore. The immigrants appear to have soon integrated in
the Byzantine environment and in the Byzantine economy. Yet, they still are culturally,
linguistically, emotionally, and through family ties connected with their native Egypt.

"Our letter [says Goitein] constitutes thus an interesting testimony of an important
demographic fact in the history of the Jewish people: the immigration from Islamic
countries into Byzantium." Referring to my own preliminary publications concerning
such migration movement, Professor Goitein states: "We have been able to assume
such a movement on the basis of literary sources. Now we are faced with documentary
evidence to this effect. From it, incidentally, we also gather that the immigrants
brought along with them a higher culture, both general and Jewish." Cf. ibid., 524.
Goitein's text is the more interesting, since it stems from the actual newcomers. Our
literary sources, on the other hand, belong already to the Byzantine-born sons and
grandsons of the eastern immigrants.

It is to be hoped that many more documents of this sort will come to light through
Goitein's fruitful studies of the treasures still hidden among the Hebrew and Arabic
leaves of the Cairo. Genizah.
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In the light of the above, the importance of the data, to be assembled
presently, on the settlement of Karaites in Asia Minor goes beyond
the limited framework of Karaite history proper. These data may,
indeed, prove a welcome (though modest) contribution to the broader
story of that economic and demographic transformation of the region
which resulted from the shift of imperial frontiers eastwards. More than
this, they actually complement our knowledge of the general Jewish
settlement in the Anatolian Peninsula in the time under review. Not
only was the very appearance of the Karaites within the boundaries of
the Empire a corollary of the wider "movement inland," but also the
direction of their advance, as we shall see presently, corresponded to
the overall Jewish trend defined above. In fact, that trend, so far as
manifested by the Karaites and their Rabbanite fellow immigrants,
may have even surpassed in intensity the commercial and urbanistic
tendency of the Rabbanite old-timers. The latter were more independent
of the ups and downs of international commerce owing to their long-
established, diversified socio-economic structure. Hence, they would some-
times persist in their old-once prosperous, yet now declining-abode.
Newcomers to the country, on the other hand, the Karaite groups
consisted almost exclusively of merchants.108 They were unhampered by
previous tradition, inertia or sentiment, and tended quite naturally to
move into those ports and commercial centers in which, at the very
time of their immigration, traffic with their "old country" was busiest.109

To sum up : Two general rules may, I believe, be ventured with
a fair degree of confidence regarding the relationship between the
respective data on Rabbanite and Karaite settlements in Byzantium.

a) Since immigration would flow, as a matter of course, into places
containing already an indigenous Jewish (hence Rabbanite) population,
reference to a Karaite community alone serves ipso facto as testimony of
the simultaneous existence of a Rabbanite community also in the given
locality, notwithstanding the absence of any other evidence referring specifi-
cally to Rabbanites. Thus, our data on Karaite groups complement
the available list of Byzantine Jewish communities at large.

b) The appearance of Karaite groups in certain localities or regions
of the Byzantine territory in the late tenth, the eleventh, and later centuries,
is a fairly sensitive meter for gauging the intensity of the all-Jewish com-

tos Cf. below, 169 f.
109 For other, esp. cultural and linguistic, implications of that more extreme Karaite

gravitation to the larger cities, see our comments below, 182 (and note 54), 194 f.
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mercial endeavor in the Empire. It indicates that precisely those localities
served at that time as foci of Jewish commercial activity and extended
the most promising prospects for the immigrants' initiative both in the
economic and communal field. (This rule applies to the Rabbanite im-
migrant groups as well; the latter, however, failed to go on record,
for they soon merged with the existing local Rabbanite community.) 109a

ON THE SOUTHERN SHORES

The greatest prospects presented themselves, of course, along the southern
coast of Asia Minor. Here for the Jewish merchant was an obvious spring-
board for commercial intercourse with Egypt and her wealthy Rabbanite
and Karaite communities. Thus it is not surprising that precisely
Attaleia, the already-discussed Byzantine naval base facing the Land of
the Nile, yielded information about the existence of a Karaite community
there alongside a Rabbanite settlement.llo

Moreover, Attaleia formed one political-economic unit with the
recovered island of Cyprus, which lay in the direct path of commerce be-
tween Asia Minor and Egypt. 111 It cannot, then, be accidental that precisely
also on Cyprus we find a Karaite community. This community was
numerically strong enough to be recorded in the twelfth century
by Benjamin of Tudela on his travels through the Mediterranean areas.112
Culturally it was sufficiently active to have caused the eleventh-century
leader of Byzantine Karaism, Tobias ben Moses, to indulge in vehement
polemics with its neighbors, the adherents of the Mishawite Jewish
sect.113 Of course, the Cypriot Karaites may have settled on the island

109a See, however, the new text published by Goitein (and mentioned in note
107a, above), showing a stage in which that merger has not yet been effected.

116 For the Jewish community of Attaleia see the references above, 47, note 56.
111 A seal of Leon, the "commerciarius of Cyprus and Attaleia," was found in Nicosia,

Cyprus. Cf. the description of the seal by Schlumberger, NicephorePhocas, 474 f. For
another manifestation of this close political-economic relation between Attaleia and
Cyprus, cf.. Bar-Hebraeus, 362, and Starr, Romania, 101 f. On Attaleia's close ties
with Egypt and Cyprus, and with the East as a whole, notwithstanding the later
general decline of Asia Minor, see P. Birot and J. Dresch, La Mediterranee et le Moyen
Orient, 11, 168.

112 See Benjamin's Itinerary, ed. L. Griinhut and M.N. Adler, Hebrew Section, 23,
German tr., 20. The reading in the Asher edition of the work (Hebrew Section,
25, Eng. tr., 57)-l+o1ip+ox ofll P°" 1+3n wmn+ by %" -11v p15pt o+»1 onn+ bVl-
makes no sense. Grunhut-Adler read correctly o'anpi for the obviously corrupt
rizpi. For the other "heretics" mentioned in the text see next note.

113 For Karaite-Mishawite relations see the story below, Chapter VIII. On the
Mishawite sect in general, cf. my Mishawiyyah: The Vicissitudes of a Medieval
Jewish Sect under Islam and Christianity.
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prior to the Byzantine reconquest, and may possibly have originated
from Egypt.114

At any rate, the sea trade on the Attaleia-Cyprus-Alexandria axis
was by now an established fact. It compensated, in a way, the Rabbanite
and Karaite intermediaries of international commerce for the overland
route which they had used previously. Surely, the military-economic
expansion of the Italian maritime republics could not have been foreseen
at that time. This expansion, together with the added nuisance of Muslim
piratical outrages, was ultimately to chase the Jewish merchant out of
the high seas.115 Indeed, it was to play havoc with the entire Byzantine
economy and contribute substantially to the Empire's final collapse. 116

THE PONTIC TIER

The lively commerce along the routes traversing and intersecting the
northern region of Asia Minor attracted, since time immemorial, nume-
rous merchants from the East, including Jews. Here were roads leading
to and beyond the traffic termini on the Black Sea shore proper. Here
ran the northern belt-route from Nicomedia to Amaseia, branching
off successively to reach out for the coastal towns of Sinope and Amisus
in the North, for Gangra (=Germanicopolis), Ancyra, etc., South of
the thoroughfare, and for the Trebizond harbor and the Armenian

114 Cyprus was one of the first provinces of the Empire to fall into the hands of
the Muslims (in 647). For a brief resum6 of the island's history until its ultimate
reconquest by the Byzantines in the period under discussion, see Schlumberger,
Nicephore Phocas, 473 f., and, most recently, the chapter on "Byzantium and Islam"
in Sir George Hill's History of Cyprus, 1, 257 if., esp. 295. Cf. also A. Philippson,
Dos byz. Reich als geographische Erscheinung, 164 if. On the island's Jewish community
cf. Stan, Jews in the Byz. Empire, Index, s.v., and the special chapter in his Romania,
101 if.

115 Cf. S. W. Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews (2nd ed.), IV, 186;
Lopez, in the aforementioned paper in Relazioni (X Congresso Internazionale di
Science Storiche), III, 155.

116 See Ch. Diehl, Lesgrandsproblemes de l'hlstoire byzantine,116 ff. ; idem, Byzance-
grandeur et decadence, 214 if.

The storyof the relationship between Byzantium and the Italian republics, particularly
Venice, forms an integral part of the history of the decline and fall of the Empire.
Runciman has summed up the problem with admirable simplicity: "Her [i.e., Byzan-
tium's] history is fundamentally the history of her financial policy and of the commerce
of the Middle Ages" (Byzantine Civilization, 163). And further, 178: "The tragedy of
the long death of Byzantium is above all a financial tragedy." No history of any
segment of Byzantine population would be complete without taking in consideration the
tremendous economic changes which the Empire and the region as a whole have
undergone precisely in the period dealt with in the present volume.
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road network in the East. 117 In addition, drawing a sweeping half-
pincer movement in the southeastern direction, the highway closed
in from Amaseia, through Sebasteia, on Melitene, thus blending into
the already-discussed central trans-Anatolian system and its southern
ramifications. A huge loop it was, enclosing in a broad circle the whole
Peninsula.l 1 8

Important commercially and militarily in periods of affluence and
of the Empire's eastward expansion, the northern belt-route became
even more vital since the end of the eleventh century. Here was a way
of skirting the Konya Sultanate which, as already noted, spread out
through the heartland of Anatolia and brought to a virtual standstill
the cross-country communication with the imperial capital via the
central and southern links of the Anatolian road system.119 By crossing
the Halys River in the North, one still could span East and West through
Gangra, on the boundary between the Empire of the Comneni and the
Seljuk territory.120 Moreover, a four-to-five-day voyage by sail, at a
favorable wind, would link Trebizond by sea with Pera on the Golden
Horn, where the greater part of Constantinopolitan Jewry (Karaites
included) was concentrated. 121 These land and sea facilities made
business with both the southeastern corner of the Black Sea and the
opposite-lying coast of the Crimea an uninterruptedly going proposition,
whatever the political fortunes of the test of the Peninsula.

That Jews participated in the economic activity of the region, both in
transit and as permanent settlers, may be taken for granted.122 Unfortu-

117 See Ramsay's analysis of the coastal road (from the Bosporus along the Asiatic
shore of the Black Sea) and of the other highway from Nicomedia to Gangra and
Amaseia, as mapped on the Peutinger Table; Historical Geography of Asia Minor, 64 ff.
The Nicomedia-Amaseia road, "the most important route in the North of Asia Minor"
(Ramsay, 64), was a direct axis, but it formed also a small loop to the South, through
Gangra, thus gathering in the Ancyra traffic. Cf. Ramsay, 54, note', and his Index Map,
facing p. 23.

118 A clear picture of the great loop can be gained from Ramsay's Index Map,
Historical Geography of Asia Minor, facing p. 23.

119 See above, 109.
120 Cf. the map of "The Empire of the Comneni" in Cambridge Med. History,

VIII (Atlas), Map No. 42.
121 Cf. Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce ginois dans la Mer Noire au XIIIe

siecle, 157. On the Karaite center in P6ra, cf. below, 145 if.
122 On the Jews in the Black Sea commerce in ancient times, see briefly Bratianu,

op. cit., 28. De Goeje presupposed Jewish participation in the Trebizond trade about
the tenth century, although the sources proper mention only Greek, Armenian, and
Muslim merchants there. Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 112 (No. 45n., end).
See also below, note 124.
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nately, even more perhaps than with other sections of Anatolia, the by
now familiar state of affairs in the field of Byzantine Jewish documenta-
tion repeats itself here with exaspei ating uniformity. It resembles an
awkward three-story structure, the middle floor of which, existing by
the sheer dictate of architectural logic, remains almost utterly faceless
and void of specific content. The historical reminiscences of Jewish
settlement in the area in ancient times are followed by reports on Jews
and Jewish life under the Turkish regime, while a heavy layer of silence
characterizes the many centuries in-between, during the so-called.
Middle and Late Byzantine periods.

In vain will the student of Byzantine Jewish history search for place-
names like Amaseia or Gangra among the regesta laboriously assembled
by Staff in his pI esentation of the period ending with the Fourth Cru-
sade,123 or in his brief survey of Romania: The Jewries of the Levant
After the Fourth Crusade. If Trebizond, say, was given the distinction
of being included in the Index to the former book, this distinction is
simply based on negation. It was brought about by Starr's inevitable
statement that the name of Trebizond is "conspicuous by its absence"
in the sources dealing with Byzantine Jewry.124 The other sites have
not been honored even by a negative mention.

TREBIZOND

Karaite references to some of the above-mentioned localities, however
vague and sometimes of dubious authenticity, are our only written clues
to Jewish settlements in general in the Pontic area under Byzantine rule.
From the standpoint of Karaite history, of course, the existence of
sectarian groupings there is especially important as link and stepping-
stone to the settlement of Karaites in the Crimea and Eastern Europe.
This problem will be discussed at greater length in a future volume
which is to deal with the period subsequent to that covered by the
present inquiry and with a geographical area broader than Byzantium.125

123 Jews in Byz. Empire, 641-1204. True, Krauss (Studien zur byz.jud. Geschichte, 82,
note 3), mentions Amaseia; yet he has some doubts, since "statt Amaseia kann aber
auch Amisus (gleichfalls im Pontos) vermutet werden." Thus, both Amaseia and
Amisus apear in the Index. The text, however, does not belong into the period covered
by the present volume. On Jews in Amisus in Roman times, see Juster, Les Juifs
dons !'Empire romain, 1, 194, note 7.

124 Jews in the Byz. Empire, 30. To be sure, this page-number does not appear in the
Index of the book. Only the comment on p. 112 (quoted above, note 122), regarding
the absence of any mention of Jews in the documents describing the tenth-century
Trebizond trade, is registered in the Index.

125 C. above, 60, note 11, and 65, note 23.
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However, over and above their intrinsic significance for the tracing of the
expansion of the sect proper, the texts, revealing the appearance of
Karaite colonies at keypoii;ts of Northern Asia Minor and adjoining
areas, constitute a general testimony of the first rank. In consonance
with the two basic rules set out above,126 they serve as confirmation of
both the simultaneous existence of Rabbanite communities in the said
localities and the intensive economic activity pursued by these communi-
ties at the time under review.

To be sure, we derive little assistance from Karaite literature with
regard. to the Jewry of Amaseia in the Byzantine period; the city had
already fallen in 1075, i.e., during the early formative years of Byzantine
Karaism, under Turkish dominion.127 Our earliest literary mention
of Karaites in Amaseia belongs to the Ottoman period (the sixteenth
century),128 when also testimonies regarding the Rabbanite community
in the city are available.129 But it is possible that we have at our disposal
a document attesting to the existence of a Karaite community in Trebi-
zond not later than the second half of the twelfth century. The document
in question is a colophon inscribed in 1188 by a Constantinople-born
donor on a Bible scroll ("the Twenty-four Books") which he purchased
from the community of Trebizond. The donor, Daniel bar Nathan "the
Constantinopolitan," donated the scroll to. a Crimean (?) community.130

Now, the colophon just cited-if at all authentic,131 and if the form
Tirapzin included in it refers indeed to Trebizond (Trabzon)-affords
us a glimpse into several aspects of the state of Pontic Karaism, and
Pontic Jewry at large, in the Middle Byzantine period. First of all, of
course, it lends proof of the existence itself of Karaites (and, ipso facto,

126 See above, 118 f.
127 On that city in general, see the brief sketch in Ensi(clopedyah Yvrith (Enc.

Hebraica), IV, 120 f.
128 cf. the text excerpted by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 1428, note 97a. The

text refers to the sufferings of Karaites and Rabbanites alike in Amaseia, about
1545 c.E., following a blood libel. See on that event, without reference to the Karaites,
Rosanes, 4coroth hay-Yehudim be-Turkiyyah we-Ar;oth hat-jedem, II, 56, 283 if.
(Note III).

129 On the Jews in Amaseia in the Ottoman period, see the sketch by Rosanes
(in German), Enc. Judaica, II, 562; Galantb, Histoire desJuifs d'Anatolie, II, 285 if.

130 Cf. the text published by Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 136, No. 88:
[13+n+1p :5-s] onnlp v-1 +r uoolp Im -13 5K+1T +5m Ion mpa it, Irl2na onno .1-Z *It'nV 51t owl

um5 p-nK m= 5+nnu -ring 5np5 o+nm-rpni i'mrn 5np 1rnK 5npa. It is, of course,
apparent that Daniel himself was already an inhabitant of 5"-u .1n+. Possibly, though
not necessarily, the agnomen 4Cosiandini refers solely to his deceased father. This does
not change in any way the conclusions drawn further in this discussion. See again on
it, below, 124, note 135.

131 See below, 125, and note 137.
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also of Rabbanites) in Trebizond.132 It further presents the local Karaites
as an organized kahal, i.e., an institutionally defined community.133
The impression is gained that the group was well-provided culturally
and materially, so that a Karaite was sure to be able to procure in Tre-
bizond a Bible scroll and a luxuriously ornamented mantle (takhrikh
hadar) for it, too. Whether the manuscript was purchased (milcnath
kesef) from a private family, or a dealer, or through arrangement with
a scribe, its very availability for sale shows, in all events, a considerable
amount of cultural resources, of literacy and perhaps even learning.

That Trebizond itself attracted Jews from Constantinople should not be
surprising in view of its famous fairs and busy harbor.134 It is, neverthe-
less, of importance to note that the place served also as a transit station
for further journeys (or voyages) to the young Karaite communities in the
northern expanses of the Black Sea basin. To Daniel bar Nathan, for
instance, who apparently settled among an unidentified Karaite group
further to the North, the "community of our brethren the kahal of
Tirapzin" was the self-evident source for supplying the religious needs of
his young community, notwithstanding his father's (and perhaps even
his own) provenance from Constantinople.135

All in all, the Trebizond community is referred to in the colophon in
a matter-of-fact manner, as a well-established Karaite center, bridging
the Byzantine shore of the Black Sea with the vis-a-vis regions. Hence,
it is perfectly safe to suppose that the actual establishment of that
community well preceded the year 1188, when an accidental transaction

132It is obvious that the donor himself is not an inhabitant of Trebizond. He
speaks of the members of the community in that city as "our brethren."

133 Note the expression: rmi t 5np n+rne 5np.
134 On the fairs of Trebizond, see Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce genois

Bans la Mer Noire, 38; Vasiliev, "Byzantium and Islam," in Byzantium (ed. Baynes-
Moss), 314. See further, Lopez, "Silk Industry in the Byz. Empire," Speculum, XX
(1945), 29 f. and note 3; Br6hier, La civilisation byzantine [Le monde byzantin, III],
131 ff. ; Philippson, Das byz. Reich als geographische Erscheinung, 153 (on the Trebizond
route) ; and, in general, Banse, Die Turkei: eine moderne Geographie (2nd ed.), esp. 92 f.
On the P6ra-Trebizond traffic, see Bratianu, op. cit., 113; on the later history and
decline of the city, ibid., 168 if.

Galant6, too (Histoire des Juifs d'Anatolie, II, 272), assumes that "vu son importance
commerciale... , cette ville aurait du avoir, a diverses 6poques, des colonies juives."

135 Cf. above, note 130. Chances are that Daniel bar Nathan did not settle perma-
nently in 5iinn 71n+, and was actually a "Constantinopolitan." If this should prove
correct, it would mean that the Karaite community of Trebizond was well known
even in the capital for its cultural resources. A Constantinopolitan Karaite, willing
to make a gift of Holy Books to a community in the North, would evidently
consider it unnecessary to transport such objects all the way from the West. He
knew he would find them in Trebizond.
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brought about the accidental mention of the Karaites of Trebizond in
an accidentally preserved inscription.

It is only fair to add that our colophon forms part of a group of
inscriptions belonging to the Firkowicz Collection. This author, for one,
does not think that, as such, the material is a priori under suspicion.136
Neither the date of the colophon nor its content are apt to raise any
special difficulty or reservation (except, perhaps, for the name of the
recipient community). Of course, like all other texts which have passed
through the hands of Firkowicz, the present document, too, would
have benefited greatly from the corroborating evidence of an independent
source. Needless to say, however, such evidence is unavailable in the
general poverty of sources with which the student is confronted in this
field. Considering, then, this paucity of documentation, a rejection of the
Trebizond colophon would seem, indeed, an exaggerated example of
scholarly caution which simply cannot be afforded.137

GAGRY-GANGRA

Another dated inscription, one that leaves no room for suspicion
whatsoever, allows us to perceive the existence of a Karaite community
in a still other area of the Pontic region. It is a colophon composed by a
Karaite scribe in 1207 on completing a copy of the treatise `Adath
Deborim, dealing with Hebrew grammar and Massorah.138 The religious
allegiance of the author of the book, the twelfth-century Joseph "the
Constantinopolitan," is still debatable.139 There is, however, no doubt
as to the Karaite denomination of the scribe, Yehudah ben Jacob.140

136 See my comments above, 60.
137 Offering the collection of inscriptions for publication, Neubauer refrained

from taking a stand in the matter of their authenticity. "Ich babe alle these Inschriften
dem Leser vorgelegt [says Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 33], ohne mich
mit Bestimmtheit uber die Echtheit derselben aussprechen zu kSnnen." Some of these
inscriptions are, indeed, quite suspect: The present text seems to me, nevertheless,
fairly reliable.

138 On the massoretic compilation `Adath Deborim see Harkavy, 5adashim gam
Yeshanim, No. 1, p. 3, and the extracts in No. 2, 11-13. Cf. further the details and
bibliography in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 240 f. (No. 193); Mann, Texts and
Studies, 11, 291 (and notes).

139 Poznafiski ("Nachtrag zu den karAischen Kopisten and Besitzern von Hand-
schriften," ZfHB, XX [1917], 80, §3) considers Joseph Kostandini a Rabbanite.
Mann, on the other hand (Texts and Studies, II, 291), calls Joseph "a learned Karaite
scholar in grammar and Massorah of Constantinople." Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire,
241, seems to have overlooked this position of Mann.

140 Poznafiski (loc. cit.) has made the interesting observation that the date of the
completion of the copy, as noted by the scribe, was "Tuesday, the 20th of the month
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Hence, the obvious conclusion may be drawn that there existed a Karaite
community in the scribe's hometown at the very beginning of the
thirteenth century.141 In fact, the availability of a copyist there and the
need of (and interest in) books of the kind of 'Adath Deborim show a
rather advanced stage of cultural and religious activity, and may allow
us to move back the date of the establishment of the Karaite settlement
in the city to the twelfth century, if not earlier.

The only problem posed by the document at our disposal is that of
identifying the locality in which the scribe was active. The Hebrew
spelling of the place-name consists of four consonants : Gimal-Gimal-
Resh-Aleph, which should read Gagra.142 That this was the standard
spelling is evident from the colophon inscribed on a manuscript copy
of Psalms and Job by another native of that city.143 While the date of
the other inscription (929) seems rather questionable-again, the docu-
ment belongs to the Firkowicz Collection144-there is surely no quarrel
with the spelling there.

Scholars have identified the city with Gagri (or, better, Gagry), "on
the eastern shore of the Black Sea."145 By that, I take it, the coastal
town in Georgia (Abkhazia) is meant. If this identification be correct,
we shall have discovered another link between the Pontic Karaite
communities on the Byzantine shore and the rising Karaite groups on
the northern coast of the Black Sea. The Karaite expansion, this goes
without saying, spread not only directly, across the waters, from Pera

of Siwan;" according to the precalculated Rabbanite calendar, the 20th day of
Siwan cannot fall on a Tuesday. Undoubtedly, the scribe used a Karaite calendar.

In addition to the above, also the nomenclature used by the scribe in his colophon
is characteristically Karaite. Note, for instance, the expressions D+-rnWnn, or 5+nvnn,
or w5vmmn, in the text below, note 142.

141 This is also the conclusion drawn by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 291.
142 The colophon reads in parts as follows: +snaoopn qor 'i -m on D+-n-7 my IDO obv

nn lvan 5+mmmn Dorm D+nn-1 Ksm ...lnn:n n2n Ktn qK q+otn -1t7K1 Dnnhnn nlvi rapt q0K 1VK
apv+ 13 m n' +a1 n' 5v D51n ...orpt Dtpn 5K1rt+1 n1351 1va+1 1p01t 1VK D'11nn 0'5+7mnn 5D Da
K 1 a a Harm] nan n+ 5v D5M1 ... D51v nK'175 r-opnn-y name in = fro wins lnnv 's ni Di+].

143 The colophon was written by a donor, Hbsha`na ben Michael, who dedicated
the MS to the Karaite community of Sulkhat on the occasion of settling in that city
after having left Gagra ([vin n a a iani5inn [n=: 5-sl +una nama). Cf. the text in Neubauer,
Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 135, No. 72.

144 Our first authentic testimony on Karaites in Sulkhat stems from the year 1278 c.E.
Cf. above, 60 and note 12.

145 Cf. Harkavy, fladashim gain Yeshanim, No. 2, 11, note 4; Poznanski, ZJHB,
XX (1917), 80, §3; Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 129; Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 241.
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on the Bosporus to the Crimea, but also moved along the coast, through
Trebizond and Gagry, encircling the Pontic basin from the East.146

However, the reading suggested by the scholars is not without its
difficulty. There is no plausible justification for the Hebrew transliteration
of the name Gagri or Gagry with an aleph-ending (Gagra), the way we
find it in both documents; a yod ending would obiously be the only
natural and correct solution. It is not impossible, therefore, that the
true reading of the word is Gangra. The Greek spelling rayyea (ba-
sed on contiguity of two gammas) must have undoubtedly influenced
the absence of the nun in the Hebrew transliteration as well.

If acceptable, we would have been thus provided with documentary evi-
dence for the existence of a Karaite (and Rabbanite) community in a city
in which a Jewish merchant colony should have been postulated anyway.
Gangra (=Germanicopolis), the ancient capital of Paphlagonia,147 an
essential link in the traffic system connecting Nicomedia, Amaseia and
Ancyra,148 and a place known since ancient times for its salt mines, 149
contained a Jewish population in the Roman past150 as well as in
Seljuk times (Tchangri).151 At the period under discussion, it was a
point on which all East-West traffic, circumventing the northern border of
the Konya Sultanate, hinged.152 Not only is there no justifisation for
assuming a break in the continuity of the Jewish community in, the city,
but, on the contrary, its importance must have risen high in the wake of
the political and economic developments in the area at the time covered
by the present volume. It is to be hoped that a further study of the
problem (including the linguistic aspect of it) will contribute to the
elucidation of the Jewish (Karaite and Rabbanite) role in the Pontic

146 On the migration from Byzantium to the Crimea, see the brief comment above, 63.
147 Cf. A.H.M. Jones, Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinces, 168 f.; idem, The

Greek City from Alexander to Justinian, 70. See also Ramsay, Historical Geography
of Asia Minor, 192, 195, 197. 447, 453; D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, I, 188,
191, 372, 434, 465, and note 28 in Vol. II, 1081.

148 On the roads passing Gangra, see Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor,
197, 320 f. There also, 257 if. (and esp. 258 f.), Ramsay's restoration is given of the
road section linking Gangra with Ancyra; that section is missing in the Peutinger
Table, but Ramsay considers it "necessary" in order to accord with literary accounts.
Cf. further, Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, II, 1082, note 32, and 1083, note 33.
See also Philippson, Das byz. Reich als eine geographische Erscheinung, 154.

149 Cf. Banse, Die Tiirkei: Eine moderne Geographie, 86.
lso Cf. Juster, Les Juifs dons l'Empire romain, I, 194 and note 4.
151 Cf. Galant6, Les Juifs sous la domination des Turcs seldjoukides, 11 (cf. there

also, 6 f., for the general story).
152 Cf. above, 121. On the vicissitudes of Gangra in the eleventh and twelfth centuries,

cf. Chalandon, in Cambrigde Med. History, IV, 244, 357, 377.
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area prior to the final and uncontested ascendency of the Genoese
merchants.153

IN ARMENIA

It is also possible that Karaite settlement spread to the adjoining ter-
ritories of Armenia, if indeed it did not precede the establishment of the
sect in Byzantium.154 Sectarian activity was not altogether new to
Armenian Jewry. As early as the ninth century, a non-Karaite sectary
from Baghdad, Musa az-Za`farani, found scope for his teaching in the
city of Tiflis.155 In the twelfth century the activity of the "Tiflisite"
sect is still attested to by a Byzantine Karaite source.156

With the increased intertwining of Armenian history with that of the
Empire in the period under review, conditions were ripe also for
the strengthening of ties between the Jewries of Byzantium and Armenia.
Indeed, if our reading is correct, the reference in Hadassi's encyclopedia
to a visit of Oriental Karaites in Constantinople in the middle of the
twelfth century may very well be pointing to sectaries originating from
the Armenian city of Gargar.157 In that case, one may perhaps be jus-
tified in interpreting the visit as a temporary removal of these Karaites to

153 On that final development in the thirteenth century, cf. Bratianu, Recherches
sur le commerce genois dons la Mer Noire au XIIIe sidcle; Lopez, Storia delle Colonie
Genovesi nel Mediterraneo.

154 Cf. above, 64, note 21. On the region in general see Philippson, Das byz. Reich
als geographische Erscheinug, 175-67, esp. 173 f. Incidentally, when describing the
flight of the population in the wake of the tenth-century Byzantine conquests in the
East (see above, 96, note 36), Bar-Hebraeus, 169, reports also the migration of (Chris-
tian) Armenians into the Byzantine-held provinces of Asia Minor. There is a likelihood,
of course, that Armenian Jews (including Karaites, if there were any) also drifted
along with the migratory current. Cf. our discussion of the migration movement earlier
in this chapter, 102 if.

On Armeno-Jewish relations in Asia Minor in later ages, see Galant6, Histoire
des Juifs d'Anatolie, II, 324; his Nouveau rdcueil des nouveaux documents concernant
l'histoire des Juifs de Turquie, 30 if. On the cf. the first-quoted book
of Galant6, II, 313 if. Of interest are also the earlier comparative studies of V. Apto-
witzer, such as "The Influence of Jewish Law on the Development of Jurisprudence
in the Christian Orient," JQR (N.S.), 1 (1910-11), 217 if., and other essays.

155 Cf. I{irkisani, Kitdb al-Anwdr wa-l-Mardkib, ed. Nemoy, I, 13 f., 57; Eng. tr.
by Nemoy, HUCA, VII (1930), 329 f., 389, and Karaite Anthology, 52 f.; similarly,
Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 41d, Alphabet 98. See also above, 64 f., note 21.

156 See on it below, Chapter VIII.
157 Cf. Eshkol hak-Kofer, 30a-b, Alphabet 61::11x2+3 1m it nmvp, '+mSKm mK+13

+73+731111+1p1 nip+nn3'n++nv *"I ::n3'mi7151110+p+13K1'+11131 o+n n11p731111131 m3++f173 o+83K qK

11213 put :1181 'n"fV3 71313 n101-1n5 0ma =15= -15m arly31'n+h+73 +1311 12p73v 51171 :In-,+117
O+313 '+11nbn :+7331n1731:Ivmv nn+11 n11m r11m m51m 1K13 1vH 713-: K 1N31 1+1183 ::+5K 5K
:+83 mp+nn3 mm7331 173x:7 nR+13p3 131173 v-bDKm K+m fK21+1 nn313 ::111+113 in 5115 a'nV3n +1351

135 1131:73 r1Nm nip x111733 1t1mn :1p73 n :` *51n +KS 535 nm131 11133 n+1731 vn87K73 :+51131 '+n313n
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Constantinople, owing to the upheavals in Gargar reported by Bar-
Hebraeus for the first half of the twelfth century.I58

At the southeastern end of the vast Empire, the conquest in 1032
of the important city of Edessa by George Maniakes and the annexa-
tion of the whole surrounding region to the Byzantine State159 might have
possibly increased the Karaite population of Byzantium. If the etymology
suggested for the name of the great twelfth-century Karaite scholar in
Constantinople, Yehudah Hadassi [read perhaps: Hedessi], as pointing
to his provenance from Edessa, is correct,160 we shall again be allowed
to learn indirectly that a Karaite community was in existence in that city.

:0v 1K1v3 10072 1'1372 ON 1311*3 1572 1+v x2rluv173 n1Nn21 :Ov5 15nv 1' -111 1 ] 3Pv' In
113 1"30 701V 172V :nn 721]'172 5v 157211 :-'721v 11v53 11KV3 ''p53 K111 01pn, ov '3 112K1

01R, '23 'Sin ,37272 1nv'm nn"nv3v 17291172 it ... n'vK13 '72' nVTh "15K1 1K131 :l"nn, R11
...111,0 n2'v7272 K'n OK nnn'vn3 givi n11'1p 53 n172nn vita nnn K'n1 172x3 nnvb ...'Sin 535 nSvvn
bv0 n1toP313 nptn K'1 SRl 117272' 3'3 p'pn 17213 7K :K'n 13 11"11733 It-13V 131'73 O'SVn 553 1n'
15Rn,v1nv nn'n ,5'K '3 :lnR191n 9172 5vn 1m' 725x172 K'n, :R'n nnn -rim v»vn nnn'nn 72721],72
bvn K'n 3°v1 "1nK 0'222v ov .11K "Won 7211 qR pr-13 725x172 nn'n 'S1n 53 5v nil-lit,
1vvn1 n'Sv tan Ov R1V1 1513 '3 113x35 :l']'v3 R1nn 1317nn K1, 1721'3 '3 '"1'72]3 0x72 13'11 nSv1n
"nSKn nv3p1 n13' 1VK nnlsvn, 131, 72725xvi 1v' "v3v1. Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire.
219 f., No. 168.

Hadassi's story deals with the supposedly curative properties of an oriental spring
somewhere in Armenia (vb" OR = naphta ? -cf. P. F. Frankl, "Karaische Studien,"
MGWJ, XXIII [1884], 516). The region is reported to have been in the hands of the
Sultan Sinjar at the time of Hadassrs writing, i.e., about 1149. The sultan, as it is
reported further, imposed heavy charge on the use of the spring. This falls in well
with the chronology of Sinjar, the Selji lc ruler (1086-1159). Cf. on him Bar-Hebraeus,
256 if., 285, etc.

Now, the fame of that miraculous spring reached the twelfth-century Karaite
community of Constantinople through a certain Jacob 1'1'x13, who visited the
place and later was the guest of the sectarian center in the capital. He was
accompanied by a group of his countrymen and appears to have been a person of
importance. It is very likely that the name of Hadassi's interlocutor was GARGIRIAN
(or GARGARIAN), which may be pointing to his provenance from the Armenian
city of Gargar. Since there are no vowels in Hebrew, the reading suggested here in-
volves no changes in the spelling of the word. The Armenian ending of the name and
Jacob's rather detailed knowledge of the conditions in the region fit in perfectly with
our assumption.

On Armenian-like endings of Jewish surnames (ian) under. the influence of the
predominantly Armenian environment, cf. Galante, Appendice 4 1'histoire des Juifs
d'Anatolie, 47. On Gargar see Bar-Hebraeus, 247, 249, 250, 251, 261, 265, 276, 405.

lss Cf. Bar-Hebraeus, 276.
159 Cf. Bar-Hebraeus, 192 f.; Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des byz. Staates, 257, and

the map of the period; Vasiliev, History of the Byz. Empire, 312; Honigmann, Die
Ostgrenze des byzantinischen Reiches (=Vasiliev, Byzance et les Arabes, 111), 134 if.

On the Jewish community in Edessa (Urfa) in later times, see Galant6, Histoire
des Juifs d'Anatolie, II, 309 if.

160 A. Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 56.
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Of course, this still does not fix Hadassi's actual birthplace, which
remains entirely a matter of conjecture. He may have himself emigrated
from Edessa to Constantinople in the early twelfth century. On the other
hand, he may have been born in the capital, whither his parents (or
ancestors) possibly moved from Edessa, following its capture by the
Byzantine armies.'61

GATEWAY TO THE BOSPORUS

The routes described in the foregoing pages-both those running from
the South, the Southeast and the Southwest of the Peninsula, and those
traversing it from East to West along the northern shore-centered
ultimately at a point focal to all Anatolian traffic in the Byzantine
period: Nicomedia, the natural gateway to the. Bosporus. Ever since
ancient times, centuries before the basic transformation had taken
place in the orientation of Asia Minor's road network, this "First City"
and "Metropolis" of Bithynia162 knew how to reap the fruits of its
unique geographical position, l63 Situated at the tip of the long fjord
extending eastwards from the Propontis, Nicomedia "was built on a
narrow strip of land lying between the water's edge and the curving
hills which rise behind it like the tiers of a huge theatre. The situation
[notes David Magie] was both picturesque and commercially advanta-
geous. Not only did the gulf afford a deep-water harbor of unusual
excellence, but the city lay at the end of the great trade route which
traversed the whole length of northern Asia Minor from the Propontis
to Pontus and Armenia. As a result, the carrying-trade of Nicomedia
developed rapidly, and its commerce, combined with its importance
as the royal capital... , gave the city a pre-eminence which lasted for
centuries."164

This importance had grown manifoldly in the subsequent generations,
when, in addition to serving as terminus of the great northern route,

161 I have discussed the problem at some length in a paper, "Yehudah Hadassi and
the Crusades," presented to the American Academy for Jewish Research in Decem-
ber, 1952.

162 Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, 1, 588.
163 On Nicomedia's geographic position see Magie, op. cit., I, 305, and notes,

II, 1184 if. (notes 10-12). Of earlier studies, cf. e.g., Ramsay, Historical Geography
of Asia Minor, 45, 64 if., where especially the northern roads, centered in Nicomedia,
are fully discussed. For the cities of Bithynia and Pontus in general and their rise
and importance in ancient times, see the chapter "Bithynia and Pontus," in Jones'
Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinces, 148 if.

164 Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, 1, 305.
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Nicomedia was made the hub of practically all Anatolian roads con-
verging on the northeastern corner of the Peninsula. For it was, we
recall, the transfer of the imperial capital to Nicomedia in 292 that had
actually revolutionized the major direction of Anatolia's road system.165
The resulting new geo-political orientation had never been really altered
again. The situation arising from the later establishment of the capital
in Constantinople entailed, it is true, a shift in emphasis and in the
ultimate goal of the road system, but it hardly constituted a basic change
of direction. It meant merely that the load system, already centered
in Nicomedia, was to extend beyond the initial (Nicomedian) terminus
and reach out, via Chalcedon, for the Bosporus and Constantinople.
Nicomedia ceased, thus, to be the final objective of trans-Anatolian
traffic; yet, so far as land communication is concerned, it could by no
means be bypassed.

In view of this significance of Nicomedia for trans-Anatolian commerce,
the complete lack of testimonies regarding a Jewish settlement in the city
all through the Middle and Late Byzantine ages is the more perplexing.166
Indeed, it is difficult to see how the flow of Jewish merchants could have
skipped the Nicomedian harbor or the city's road junction when gravi-
tating westwards in the period covered by the present volume. Nor, for
that matter, is the absence of an indigenous Jewish community in
Nicomedia, even prior to the tenth- and eleventh-century migration
waves, at all conceivable. The confidence that a Jewish population
must have existed in the city in Middle and Late Byzantine times is
stengthened by the documentary references to local Jewish groups
both under Roman and Early Byzantine (i.e., pre-Heraclian) emperors167
and under Turkish rule.168 Unless some unusually grave events had
caused the Jews to withdraw (or be expelled) from the region-and we
are aware of no such events-there is hardly any reason to justify their
sudden disappearance under the Byzantines and their equally sudden
reappearance under Ottoman dominion. The contrary, rather, has more

165 Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor, 74. Cf. also, above, 105.
166 Cf., e.g., the indices to Krauss' Studien zur byz. jiidischen Geschichte, or to

Starr's books, Jews in the Byz. Empire and Romania. None of them lists Nicomedia.
167 For Roman and Early Byzantine times, see Juster, Les Juifs daps !'Empire

romain, I, 193 f., and note 1 on p. 194. Juster does not elaborate on the history of
the Jewish community of Nicomedia nor, for that matter, of any other locality. He
simply enumerates the Jewish settlements in the Roman Diaspora (on Asia Minor
see I, 188-94), and devotes a note to each locality for bibliographical guidance.

168 The community's history in Turkish times has briefly been reviewed by A.
Galant6, Histoire des Juifs d'Anatolie, II, 262-64.
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to commend itself: it stands to reason that not only was the continuity
of Jewish settlement in Nicomedia never seriously interrupted, but that
the above-discussed upsurge of immigration of Jewish (and non-Jewish)
traders into Byzantium, from the late tenth century on, augmented this
settlement both with regard to sheer numbers and with regard to intensity
of the economic function which local Jewry was performing.

Here again an example is afforded of how the Byzantine Karaite
story comes to the succour of general Jewish history in the Empire.
It is the story about one of Karaism's keenest mind, Aaron ben Elijah,
so-called ha-aharon, "the Last" or, rather, "the Younger," in. distinction
to the century-earlier Aaron ben Joseph, ha-rishon, "the First," i.e.,
"the Elder."I69 All Karaite manuscripts are unanimous in calling Aaron
the Younger a "Nicomcdian;"I70 hence, obviously, a large and decisive
part of the scholar's life was connected with the city of Nicomedia and
as such it engraved itself on the memory of subsequent Karaite genera-
tions.171 A late example it is, to be sure, one that stands chronologically
outside of the period covered by the present volume. Nevertheless,
it may prove useful for the reconstruction of earlier times, too. It is,
at any rate, our one and only evidence of the existence of Karaites
in Nicomedia at any time in history.172

AARON BEN ELIJAH, "THE NICOMEDIAN"

Unlike the case with many other Karaite worthies, we are fortunate
to possess valuable biographical data on this first-rank jurist, exegete,
and last Karaite philosopher. True, here, too, some details can be
only inferentially established. Thus, while the time and circumstances
of Aaron's death have reliably been transmitted (he died in an epidemic

169 The best summary on Aaron ben Elijah is that given in German by Simchoni,
in Enc. Judaica, I, 37-42. A useful Hebrew sketch is to be found in Enfi(dopedyah
Ivrith (Enc. Hebraica), I, 592-94. Likewise, a brief introduction in English precedes
the selection of translations from Aaron's writings, included by Nemoy in his Karaite
Antology, 170 if. These resumes supersede the earlier English summary by Kaufmann
Kohler (Jewish Enc., 1, 9a-l0b), drawn mainly along the lines of Fiirst's Geschichte
des Karaerthums, H, 261-80.

170 So in the Jena and Leiden MSS of Kether Torah (utilized by Jost; see note 173,
below) and in the Firkowicz MS underlying the printed (Gozlow) edition of the work.
See the respective frontpages of Savuskan's editions of both Gan `Eden and Kether
Torah.

171 Cf. Lucki, Orate $addikim, 21b, 23a (under Letter )), and 24a (under D).
172 Galant6 (Histoire des Juifs d'Anatolie, H, 262) was the first to call attention

expressly to Aaron's Nicomedian provenance as proof of the existence of Jews in
Nicomedia in Byzantine times.
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in the month of Tishri, 1369 c.E.),173 the year of his birth is a matter for
speculation. The date to be found in most of the secondary literature
("about 1300") is but a repetition of a suggestion advanced almost a
century ago.174 It apparently is too early;175 the second decade of the
fourteenth century seems to me a better guess-but a guess just the
same. 176

173 Jost, "Lehre der Karaiten and ihr Kampf gegen die rabbinische Tradition,"
Israelitische Annalen (ed. Jost), I (1839), No. 11, 83a; Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger
Bibliothek, 59, 121 (Note XXVII); Lucki, in Mann's Texts and Studies, II, 1417.
Aaron died some four months after the death of his teacher Joseph.

174 The date of Aaron's birth is not given in any of the primary sources. First
was apparently the first to advance the suggestion that Aaron was "um 1300 geboren."
Cf. his Geschichte des Karderthums, II, 261. Accordingly, Aaron was 46 on completion
of his philosophical opus'ES Jfayyim (the latter was completed in 1346; see the author's
colophon in Fr. Delitzsch [ed.], o"n rv, Ahron ben Elia's des Karoers System der
Religionsphilosophie, 209 [bottom]: o5miti' 59 nnr Iipi ln'o nn6 ip5 mmn thrai). He
presumably was nearing the age of seventy at the time of his death.

None of the modem scholars who preceded Fiirst or wrote more or less simul-
taneously with him (i.e., before or about 1865) ventured a date for Aaron's birth.
Cf., e.g.,Jost, in the above-cited article of 1839; orDelitzsch's Prolegomena §2("Leben
and Schriften Ahron b. Elia's") to op. cit., iv-vi (published in 1841); or Pinker,
Likkule Xadmoniyyoth, 234 (published in 1860); or Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger
Bibliothek, 58 (published in 1866 but written in 1865; Neubauer had seen already
Fdrst's book, but was unequivocally critical of it [cf. his Preface, viii]).

The first who followed Furst with regard to establishing the date of Aaron's birth
(without, however, acknowledging his indebtedness) was Yehudah ben Isaac Savuskan,
the Karaite editor of Aaron ben Elijah's Gan 'Eden and Kether Torah (both published
in the Firkowicz press at Gozlow, 1866). Cf. the -1%6 x'si»ni n'atn nnnpn in Sa-
vuskan's edition of Gan 'Eden (the Preface is unpaginated; our passage is on the
second page) : nlms ... nhi , ... nrz* n'mmi o'6x nv, n mma -i5n n-v miipn trmn
013m e'aam 123 ni's'S n~zpn; similarly, in the Preface to Kether Torah (unpaginated;
see note 1 on the first page). Cf. further Harkavy, Jewish Enc., VII, 443a; Kohler,
Jewish Enc., I, 9a; Poznauski, Hastings' Enc. of Religion and Ethics, 669a; Simchoni,
Enc. Judaica, 1, 37; Assaf and Lichtenstein, Enyi(clopedyah 'Ivrith, 592.

175 Indeed, Mann has come up with a broader version of Lucki's account of Karaite
literature which includes an important passage on Aaron ben Elijah. The passage
contains an interesting Karaite tradition regarding Aaron's age on completion of his
'E$ 5ayyim in 1346: wino nx tanmv o'2m '°n n'n ntn 3-rim o'mi'pn n'nuni u'msan 1355pi
o"n pr (Texts and Studies, II, 1417). Mann censures Furst's date as "a guess" only,
since, according to the above tradition expounded by Lucki, Aaron was born in 1328.
Cf. there, note 46.

176 It would seem rather impossible for a youth of 18 to compose a philosophical
work of the stature and the wealth of knowledge displayed by Aaron in 'E$ Jiayyim.
Hence, Nemoy (Karaite Anthology, 170, note 2), is right in discarding the year 1328
as "somewhat too late" for Aaron's birthdate. For, indeed, Karaite traditions of the
kind offered by Lucki should always be taken with a grain of salt. Cf., for instance, the
story cited by Mordecai ben Nisan in Dod Mordecai, 9b, regarding Moses Bashyachi.
the great-grandson of the oft-quoted Elijah Bashyachi, who allegedly wrote many
books at the age of 16, and died at 18. Another tradition sets his age then at 28.
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Less difficulty presents the problem of the place of Aaron's literary
(and undoubtedly also communal) activity. As already noted, the
agnomen "Nicomedio" attached to his name and repeated invariably
in the extant manuscripts does not leave any doubt as to the close
connection between Aaron ben Elijah and Nicomedia.177 The fact that
in his mid-30's (and, at any rate, in 1354 c.E.) we find Aaron in Constan-
tinople,178 engaged in the writing of his great legal opus,179 does not
militate against this special relationship of the scholar to Nicomedia.180

Cf. Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 63, 121 f. (Note XXIX). Cf. also
Poznanski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, 84, and note 3, and my
comments in En,Fiklopedyah 'lvrith, IX, 963.

Nevertheless, however unreliable as to details, these romantic presentations of
certain personalities in Karaite history contain undoubtedly a kernel of truth. They
point to the perseverance of historical reminiscences regarding the untimely death
of these personalities and the tragic circumstances under which their deaths occurred.
We may thus take it for granted that Aaron's age at his demise in 1369 was much
below the seventy assumed by First and Savuskan. Indeed, the extant text clearly
states that Aaron fell victim of an epidemic more or less at the same time as his teacher;
hence, he did not die of old age.

In brief: While the veracity of the tradition, alleging that the scholar completed his
philosophical treatise at 18, is to be doubted, we shall be on safe ground in assuming
that he passed away at the relatively young age of fifty or so. No wonder, then that,
in view of the impressive literary output of his rather short lifetime, his first work
was thought to have been the product of his youthful days. In reality, he was 27 or more
when completing '.E 5ayyim in 1346. He was born, accordingly, sometime in the
latter half of the second decade of the fourteenth century.

177 See above, 132, note 170.
178 To be sure, this fact was nowhere explicitly stated, but the general impression

is that an authoritative code of Karaite law must have been created in the main center
of Karaite communal and scholastic initiative in Byzantium, namely, in Constantinople.
This was also the express tradition preserved by the Constantinopolitan community.
Cf. Elijah Bashyachi, Addereth Eliyyahu, Section .(Ciddush ha-Ijodesh, Ch. XVI, 10a:
73]+10111 1100 1]73 07731 nt nanl

179 The assertion in many of the studies quoted above that Aaron actually completed
his code Gan 'Eden in 1354 is inexact. This date appears somewhere in the middle
of the work (in connection with the discussion of Jubilee reckoning in the Jewish
calendar); the whole book may have been finished much later.

Cf. Gan 'Eden, Section Sag Shabu'oth, 58a-b: 173N 57 0+7717 nvlmn o+5mnu +7 O'1731N
ar-wo73 5N1m+ 151mv 1730 m5arm S1t1m+ n51Na Nn 73 I'm5m., 5+nnn5 +n]m 2710 11rn+ -rim 1+m501'
+n=1717 731531+ 102731 057 11rn 7373111 nam o'v22m n1N73 VI11t 0+6N +3m 0+]71773 57 731531+ 17m 73x-1

earn nlma va1it 1 nit 73 a,!) Sit nm?n 73am nr 12anr 1v nam nrvvvv o+nK73112m
11711 nnv mmil .nnv 0a IlUS 1+m5s1+ n5nnn 0+1Y0n 5N1m+ 1NY+m 1737 n+n 1+173 lm .[1354=] 0 10 5
7315]0 unlin 1+mam. See further, Section Shemiltah we-Yobel, 68d: 12 n 3 N V 1 r 913 V
73]m K+n 731+3+5 111m31 7131N1 nttn 0+105N 73m7373 nam N+nm na 0+10111
731571+1 nitmv ma05 5tnv' 1S+nnnm73 In 511+ N1nm yarn In n'v' v n0+=5 n+m+nn. Cf. also
Mann, Texts and Studies, 11, 1417, note 47.

180 The only scholars who call Aaron ben Elijah a "Constantinopolitan" (al-
47slanlini) are the fifteenth-century Arabic-writing Samuel al-Maghribi and al-Hid.
Cf. for the former, Pinsker, Likkule Xadmoniyyoth, App., Note V, esp. 144, and the
quotation on p. 148. For al-Hiti cf. Margoliouth, "Ibn al-Hiti s Chronicle of Karaite
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Nor does it in any way impair the assumption that, prior to his removal
to the capital, Aaron had found wide scope for his learning and scholarly
activity in his hometown in Asia Minor. After all, it is only to be expected
that the famous scholar and author would eventually be invited to
assume spiritual leadership of the Constantinople community, numeri-
cally Bt least the most important Karaite grouping in the country.
Nevertheless, no clear-cut evidence is available for the statement made
in all Karaitic studies that Aaron settled permanently in the capital and
that he died there, 181 although such a development is most likely. 182

Whatever the case, the hitherto discussed data pertaining to Aaron ben
Elijah bear sufficient testimony to the existence of Karaites in Nicomedia
in the first half of the fourteenth century. Indeed, all modern researchers
take it for granted (and quite rightly so) that Aaron ben Elijah not
only lived in Nicomedia but was also born there.183 Undoubtedly

Doctors," JQR (O.S.), IX (1897), 435 (Arabic), 443 (Eng. tr.); see also Nemoy's
translation in Karaite Anthology, 235. These authors, however, did not possess first-
hand information on Karaite communities and personages outside the Arabic-speaking
world and reached certain conclusions in the biographical field on the basis of textual
inferences alone. Needless to say that, owing to the poor state of sources, such inferences
were often erroneous. Thus, for instance, al-Hit! (loc. cit.) lists the twelfth-century
Yehudah Hadassi in Constantinople after the fourteenth-century Aaron ben Elijah.
See partly on the problem my "Ibn al-Hiti and the Chronology of Joseph al-Bagir,"
JJS, VIII, Nos. 1-2 (1957), 71 f. Of course, it is also possible that, by calling Aaron
al-Kislan/ini, the Arabic-speaking authors intended merely to indicate the general
Byzantine origin of that scholar as contrasted with the Karaite leaders in the Islamic
environment.

181 Cf., e.g., Savuskan, both in his Preface to Gan 'Eden (second page) and in the
Preface to Kether Torah (first page, note 1), respectively: rnoo nit pan cm tt1'-rolpn 'n1
or nw. Likewise, see Pinsker, Likkuie, 234: 'mmn r5tt5 Sn ntmn n5nm tt2'DSti0olp5 in mm;
Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 170: "He died ... presumably in Constantinople where
he is said to have settled;" etc.

187 Aaron's last great work, the biblical commentary Kether Torah, was completed
in 1362. Cf. the author's introductory poem in the printed edition (by Savuskan), la:
n'rtinon 11i05 rop"n maw [mnron mtc-] 115' n'Stt p 771-11t1. However, the place of the writing
is not indicated. According to the prevailing opinion it also was Constantinople.

183 The initial difference of opinion in the matter was due to the unwarranted
statement in Dod Mordecai, 14b, according to which Aaron's birthplace was orman
iwinn, i.e., Cairo. This was accepted, without much ado, by Pinsker, Likkule, 234;
Furst, Geschichte des Karaerthums, II, 261 (and Volume of Notes, 101, note 246);
Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 58.

Other scholars (Delitzsch, Graetz, Harkavy, Poznanski, Mann, Nemoy, as well
as the Karaite Savuskan) quite correctly rejected this allegation and stressed Aaron's
Nicomedian origin. True, some of them attempted to synthesize the two facts and
postulated that Aaron lived also for some time in Cairo; so Delitzsch, op. cit., iv,
and Graetz, Geschichte der Juden, VII (4th ed.), 325. Mann, however, forcefully
emphasized the fact that "we have no evidence for Aaron's stay or even visit to Cairo"
(Texts and Studies, II, 255).
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also, he received his general and Jewish education in the local Karaite
community.184 This fact is of greatest import both from the standpoint
of the chronology of Karaite settlement in Nicomedia and from the
cultui al-historical point of view. It makes us perforce move back the
date of Karaism in the Bithynian city to, at least, one generation prior
to the second decade of the fourteenth century-i.e., to the latter part
of the thirteenth century, if not earlier. Moreover, the broad erudition
in philosophy, linguistics, Rabbinic literature and biblical exegesis, with
which Nicomedian Karaite teachers succeeded in equipping the young
student, serves also as a valuable clue to the standard of learning and
education prevalent in the Karaite community of Nicomedia. Such
a standard could, indeed, be attained only in a long-established, well-
organized and well-rooted community.

Indeed, the whole outlook in Aaron's code is "Byzantine" par excellence, with
no traces of influence or even of mere recollections of Egyptian Karaite customs
divergent from those prevailing in the Byzantine communities. Thus, for instance,
when discussing the problem of calendar (see on it below, Chapter VII), Aaron
unreservedly reaffirms the Byzantine Karaite way and does not mention the fact,
attested to also in later centuries, that, unlike their coreligionists in Byzantium, Egyptian
Karaites continued to search for freshly ripened Palestinian abib. The exclusively
Byzantine identity of Aaron and his doctrine is also confirmed, in a way; through
the fact that the above-cited Arabic-writing Samuel al-Maghribi and Ibn al-Hiti
considered Aaron a "Constantinopolitan" and were aware of no ties connecting
the Byzantine scholar with the Karaite camp under Islam. Cf. above, note 180.

184 On several occasions Aaron proudly refers to his two teachers and relatives:
Yehudah, his maternal uncle, and Moses, his father-in-law. Cf., for instance, on
Yehudah, in 'E$ irfayyim (ed. Delitzsch), 66: [w w ,rna-] ra wnn' '1 'CIm»1 '31 ''S In,
quoting his uncle's interpretation of Hos. 11:3; or in Gan 'Eden, Section Shemillah
we-Yobel, 66d: - - tryi [p1' n-] sn '311'1n n11n"1 o311n1. It stands definitely to
reason that Yehudah also lived in Nicomedia and was young Aaron's first tutor.
He was no longer alive in 1346 (note the formula mot 1m1 appearing already in
'Ej Ifayyim which, we recall, was completed in that year).

Moses, the father-in-law of Aaron, seems to have been a scholar of considerable
stature. Cf., e.g., Aaron's pun on his name, as opposed to that of his great Rabbanite
namesake, Moses [Maimonides]; 'E, iUayyim, 76: n5v -vat [pm"n p=] nmo'1 o3nn otn
,MW 'n jm'n nn5 n11n 'lnD, In N'3n rs 11nm1 '31 mm: '1 'n,, Om5 nom'o n]'m ',nnn In 13NSO.
And further, on p. 80: '1m' row p1003 mnr vn'o "V rs mm?3 "31 'anitn 'r1 o3nn1. In
Gan 'Eden, Section She{ailah, 84a, Aaron refers to a book (or was it merely a pole-
mical pamphlet against the Rabbanites?) in matters of dietary laws, composed by
the said Moses some time after 1339: [1339-] -1's'5 b-s a'95N nm»n mm3 n1pnv 11311 ahml
1n p mmm 'amn Om1 NDC N-11' 1nNn Om D'm3N 'Wmm -12nm 71311] n'] '3mn mmn '1 3171 1D0m 'C3
1n153N1 1n11'nn1 I'm n31p3 nsh]1 5511 1'3 ]n3 '1 nn1N o11m1 nnn nn3 12p o']31n1]3o. Moses,
too, incidentally, died before 1346, as evident from the formula moa lrm in the quota-
tions adduced above from 'Es i<fayyim.

The possibility should, of course, not be excluded that Moses was an inhabitant
of Constantinople. Did Aaron, then, leave Nicomedia following his marriage to a
Constantinopolitan girl? No hint to this effect is available in his writings. See our
comment below, note 187.
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The above testimony of Karaite settlement in Nicomedia is not only of
value to Karaite history proper but to Byzantine Jewish history in
general. Unaccompanied by any other testimony of Jewish activity in the
city, it is also our only pointer, for a whole millennium, to the existence
in Nicomedia of Jews in general, subsequent to the sixth and prior to
the sixteenth century.185 Whether or not the Karaites appeared in
Nicomedia already before the thirteenth century, as result of the demo-
graphic movements discussed above, is a matter of judgment. This writer
tends to answer the question in the affirmative, although no documentary
or literary confirmation is as yet available. But, whatever the date of
their entry and settlement in the city, the Karaites' very existence there
is, in accord with Rule A (formulated earlier in this chapter) an automatic
proof of the simultaneous existence in Nicomedia of a Rabbanite
community as well.186 In fact, since Karaites tended to settle alongside
already-existing Rabbanite communities, it can be taken for granted
that the Rabbanite group in Nicomedia preceded the establishment
of the Karaite settlement there.187

CONSTANTINOPLE

Whatever the importance of Asia Minor and the commercial horizons
it revealed in all directions, the goal of all roads and of every
enterprising individual was Constantinople. This was "the Sovereign
of all Cities" (Villhardouin). Here was the center of world trade, the
magnificent cosmopolis. Its fabulous treasures were a theme for song
and story on the banks of the Rhine and the Euphrates alike; on the
Bosporus they were a tangible, undisputed reality.188

185 See above, 131, notes 167-68. The latest reference from pre-Heraclian times is that
of the year 577, when Nicomedian Jews manifested in favor of Eutychius. The earliest
mention, on the other hand, of a Jewish settlement in Nicomedia under Ottoman
rule stems apparently from the end of sixteenth century. Cf. Galant6, Histoire des
Juifs d'Anatolie, II, 262.

186 See above, 118.
167 Chances are that in the episode cited above (note 184) from Aaron's Gan 'Eden,

with reference to his father-in-law's anti-Rabbanite polemic, a genuine and direct
testimony has been preserved concerning the Rabbanite community of Nicomedia in
the first half of the fourteenth century. The story has all the earmarks of a local case,
involving two local Rabbanites and the local Rabbanite sho(iel, with the local Ka-
raites indignantly denouncing what seemed to them an obvious breach of Mosaic law.
Names of the persons in question are given (the first being a fine sample of a Greek
Jewish name), while the names of both the shdhel and his father are provided with the
honorific title "Rabbi." Also the exact date of the event (1339) is supplied.

Unfortunately, there is no certainty that Aaron's father-in-law lived, indeed, in
Nicomedia. He may have been a Constantinopolitan (cf. end of note 184).

188 On medieval Constantinople and its natural advantages, see A. van Millingen,
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In general, Byzantine authorities discouraged movement within the
the Empire.189 Settlement in Constantinople was particularly difficult
and an elaborate system of permits governed the sojourn of aliens in
"the City" () n62tc).190 The term "alien" was apparently applied
also to Byzantine provincials and not only to visitors from abroad.191
In spite of these restrictions there was a steady growth of foreign merchant
colonies in Constantinople, occupying separate blocks in the urban area.192
This movement of merchants into the capital undoubtedly included
also Rabbanites and Karaites from the East who settled alongside the
native Rabbanite community.

Byzantine Constantinople; J. B. Bury, "Causes of the Survival of the Roman Empire in
the East," Selected Essays, 232 ff.; Runciman, Romanus Lecapenus, 21 ff.; idem,
Byzantine Civilization, 163, 184 ff.; Diehl, Les grands probldmes de l'histoire byzan-
tine, 10, 14 ff., 108 ff.; idem, Byzance-grandeur et decadence, 104 ff.; and in Cambridge
Med. History, IV, 745 if. See also the special chapter on "La vie a Constantinople,"
in Br6hier's La civilisation byzantine [= Le monde byzantin, Ill], 77 ff.; Andrdades,
in Baynes-Moss' Byzantium, 76 f.; R. Lopez, Storia delle Colonie Genovesi nel Medi-
terraneo, 285 f. Cf. further the general comments of Philippson, Das byz. Reich als
eine geographische Erscheinung, 24-30.

199 Runciman, Byzantine Civilization, 101, 210.
190 See the discussion of this system on the basis of the Book of the Prefect by Ch. M.

Macri, L'Organisation de l'economie urbaine dans Byzance sous la dynastie de Mace-
doine,47 ff.; Runciman, Byzantine Civilization, 172 f. On the special features of Byzan-
tine economy see also G. 1. Bratianu, Etudes byzantines d'histoire dconomique et
sociale; L. Brentano, Byzantinische Volkswirtschaft; the economic chapters in N.
Baynes' The Byzantine Empire, in Baynes-Moss' Byzantium, and in Br6hier's La civi-
lisation byzantine, esp. 199 ff. ; and the paragraphs dealing with the economic conditions
of the Empire in the already-quoted books of Ostrogorsky, Vasiliev and Diehl. Cf.
also the chapters on Byzantium in Heyd's Histoire du commerce du Levant, in Pirenne's
Economic and Social History of Medieval Europe, and in Cambridge Economic History,
11, 86-118 (by Runciman).

191 On the legal connotation of the term "alien" see Macri, L'Organisation de
l'dconomie urbaine dans Byzance, 43, 61 f. See further R. S. Lopez, "Silk Industry
in the Byz. Empire," Speculum, XX (1945), 14, note 1, and 22 if. Lopez, 22 f., note
4, does not accept the notion that Greek provincials were treated on a par
with foreigners, and makes a distinction between (=outsiders) and
e$voxol or fdofaeot (=foreigners). See also our further discussion of foreigners'
quarters below, 140 f.

192 Macri, L'Organisation de l'dconomie urbaine dans Byzance, 128; cf. also earlier,
49. For a most recent restatement of Byzantine economic policy with regard to
"aliens" in Constantinople see the already-quoted paper of Lopez, in Relazioni
(X Congresso Internazionale di Scienze Storiche), 111, 151 f. See also Lopez's
aforementioned article in Speculum, XX (1945), esp. 25 if., and the brief comment
in Lopez and Raymond, Medieval Trade in the Mediterranean World, 20, note 9.
Andr6ad6s, too (Baynes-Moss' Byzantium, 67), argues that only "barbarians from the
North" were classed as undesirables. Other foreigners "appear to have obtained,
without much difficulty, permission to sojourn and even to settle in Constantinople."
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An indirect proof of a large-scale influx of alien merchants (including
Jews) into Constantinople during that period can be gleaned from
a passage in the Syriac chronicle of Bar-Hebraeus.193 Reporting on
riots which took place in the city in 1044 C.E., Bar-Hebraeus states the
following :

And at that time when there were many aliens, Armenians and Arabs and Jews,
in the royal city, a great tumult broke out against Constantine the king....

And the king, having inquired into the cause of the tumult, was told that the aliens
had made the tumult, so that they may loot the city. Then the king commanded that
there should not remain in it anyone who had entered it during the last thirty years,
and that the man who stayed should have his eyes gouged out. Then there went out
about one hundred thousand souls.

We are not concerned here whether Bar-Hebraeus correctly appraised
the cause and the details (omitted in our quotation) of the commotion
itself. It is most probable that there were causes involved other than that
suggested by Bar-Hebraeus.194 What does strike us as relevant is the
mention of aliens from the East (including Jews) as a conspicuous and
significant factor in the population, and their arrival in the city en masse
during the first decades of the eleventh century. Smaller contingents
drifted into the capital earlier, after some preliminary sojourn in
Asia Minor following the Byzantine conquests.195 The number of Jews
among these newcomers is, of course, unknown. Yet the very fact that
the chronicler found it natural to mention them by name as a separate
group merits our attention.196

In any case, there must have been, in the early years of the eleventh
century, a Karaite settlement on the Bosporus where Tobias ben Moses

193 Cf. E. W. Budge, The Syriac Chronography of Gregory Abu'j--Faraj Bar-Hebraeus,
I (English version), 203. We recall, of course, our earlier discussion of Bar-Hebraeus'
testimonies concerning the migrations into Byzantium (cf. above, 102 ff.). These testi-
monies, however, referred merely to the Byzantine cities of Asia Minor and not to
the capital itself.

194 See the comment by Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 195 f.
195 See above, note 193.
196 The specific mention of Jews in this connection is even more interesting when

compared with the statement made by the same chronicler in a later part of his
book. Commenting on the events of the year 1204, Bar-Hebraeus observes (Chro-
nography, 1, 358) that "the Frankish merchants who were dwelling in Constan-
tinople: now there were about 30,000 (!) of them, but on account of the great
size of the city they were not conspicuous." In view of this, the fact that Ibn al-
Athir's account of the events of 1044 merely records the participation in the riots
of "Muslims, Christians and other kinds" is fully understandable. Cf. the reference
in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 195.
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was born and whence he went to Palestine some two decades later for
an extended period of studies in the Karaite academy of Jerusalem.197

IN THE CAPITAL

The character and status of the Jewish quarter (or quarters) in Constan-
tinople at various periods of Byzantine history merit a reexamination.
Such a reexamination, pertaining to the capital's Jewish society as a
whole, cannot, of course, be undertaken in a volume devoted specifically
to one group alone within that society.198 Suffice it to stress at this
junction that, with our growing understanding of the Byzantine guild
system as well as of the ever-expanding function of foreigners in the
economy and demography of the Empire, the discriminatory connotation
hitherto attached to the Jews' quarter in Constantinople must be modified
considerably. 194

The picture we gain is one of interdependence, nay, interchangeability
of occupational and religio-ethnic criteria in the formation of foreigners'
quarters across the Golden Horn.200 The colorfully cosmopolitan
character of the whole district in which these quarters (including that

197 See above, 49 if., esp. 51.
198.I shall return to discuss the problem in the framework of my forthcoming

"Jews in Byzantium" (from the post-Heraclian period till the. Crusades).
199 Such a modification is already evident in the last work of J. Starr. In his Jews in

the Byz. Empire (1939) he listed, as customary, the Jewish quarter of Constantinople
among those "most common characteristics of Jewish life in the Diaspora for the
past two thousand years, . . . for which the Venetians coined the term ghetto" (p. 43).
With his usual caution and restraint Starr added, however, that "it is, indeed, difficult
to discriminate in Roman and early medieval times" between cases of "obligatory
and voluntary segregation."

The same line of presentation is continued in Starr's Romania. There again more
than once the Jewish quarter in Constantinople is designated as a "ghetto" (p. 25).
Apparently, however, the text of the book was prepared by Starr many years before
its publication in 1949; for, indeed, in the footnotes, which were undoubtedly rewritten
after 1945 (as follows from the bibliographical entries), Starr seems to have adopted
the new view which "has subsequently been suggested on excellent grounds" (p. 33,
note 1).

This new view was first expounded by Professor Salo W. Baron, in his The Jewish
Community (1942); see below, note 213. In 1945, Lopez presented the problem in
the same vein when discussing "Silk Industry in the Byz. Empire;" cf. notes 213-14,
below.

200 On these quarters see Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce genois daps la Mer
Noire au Mile siecle, 129 f.; Lopez, "Silk Industry in the Byz. Empire," Speculum,
XX (1945), 25 ff.; Runciman, "Byzantine Trade and Industry," in The Cambridge
Economic History, II, 110 f.; and in the different discussions of Byzantine economic
life on the basis of the Enaexaxov Bifi.iov, several of which are frequently referred to
in the present volume.
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of the Jews) were located201 and the increasingly intensive shift thither
of the city's economic enterprise202 argue against a ghetto-like conception
of the Jewish quarter.203 There was, indeed, hardly any odium attached
to that neighborhood. The much overemphasized report of Benjamin of
Tudela on the Christian ill-feeling toward the Jews of the quarter,
on account of the malodorous liquids the Jewish tanners used to spill
onto the streets,204 has no bearing on the status of the quarter as such.205
A century later, the self-same section of the city, by then adopted by
the Genoese, exhaled the same unbearable odor of tanned leather,
causing undoubtedly no lesser complaints from the afflicted neighbors.206
In general, however, the quarter impressed both Benjamin and Villhar-

201 Speaking of the thirteenth-century situation in the district, Bratianu does not
see much difference between its picturesquely cosmopolitan character then and the
variety of costumes and ethnic types for which the Galata bridge (connecting that
district with Istanbul) was famous in modem times. Cf. his Recherches sur le commerce
gdnois, 105.

202Bratianu, op. cit., 109, 154, and passim.
203 See above, note 199.
204 See Benjamin's Sefer Massa'oth, ed. Asher, Hebrew Section, 23 f., Eng. tr., 55 f.

Cf. further the English translation and comments in Stan, Jews in the Byz. Empire,
43, 47, 231 (No. 182). For the sake of easy reference, the Hebrew text of Benjamin's
report from Constantinople is reporduced verbatim below, 144 f., note 221.

205 One cannot escape the feeling, on careful perusal of Benjamin's paragraph on the
Jews in the capital, that the traveler received his information from the umanim she!
meshi, i.e., the skilled craftsmen manufacturing silk garments. Such information fell on
favorable ground, for Benjamin shared apparently with many ancient and medieval
Jews of the upper classes (and with the Jewish Halakhah) an intense bias against the
tanning profession. He was, on the other hand, genuinely impressed by the skill,
social standing and high intellectual achievement of the silk garment manufacturers.
He also sang the praises of their confreres in Thebes: rim n5rr3 n vv ms+n5 n',' +3m amnl
n3mb3 0 5113 o'1 fl on51 .n+31+n p1K3 1631K1 +m13 111 111mn5 b'']1nn 13+3A1Kn on1 .o+11n+ n+bSK I=

+51o13+n3nmip n+1hh pin 11t rat 57] onin] 1+Kt ...- n1n +5113 on1 -nn5n31 (ed. Asher, 16 f., 47).
In fact, Benjamin sometimes refers to the said artisans simply as the Jews (both

with regard to those in Thebes and those of Constantinople). Thus, when enumerating
the different groups in the Constantinopolitan community, Benjamin lists, next to the
scholars and communal leaders, the "craftsmen in silk, many merchants and numerous
rich men." The tanners are not included. They are referred to in passing only, when
deploring the difficult situation into which the [above] Jews have allegedly been
plunged by the annoying practice of the tanners. Benjamin is glad to realize that,
in spite of the fact that the tanners have provoked the Greeks to "hate the Jews,
good and bad alike" (the "bad" ones being the tanners, of course), "they, the Jews
(hem hay-yehudim), are rich and good men." See on it my "In the Footsteps of
Benjamin of Tudela" (Hebrew), in honor of Professor Y. (F.) Baer.

On the high social standing of skilled silk craftsmen, as against the low rating of
the tanner in Jewish society, see the pertinent remarks of Baron, Social and Religious
History of the Jews, IV, 166 f., 318 f. (notes).

206 Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce genois, 106. Bratianu adds that the air of
Florence in the "Trecento" was similarly polluted by the odor of tanned leather.
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douin by its wealth and beauty,207 and in the thirteenth century the
Genoese did not consider it beneath their dignity to look up to the place
as if it were "another Genoa."208 Even at the very time of Benjamin's
twelfth-century visit to the local Jews, the quarter was suggested as a
suitable choice for a Genoese colony; it possibly contained already
then a considerable Genoese population.209

On the other hand, evidence is available of scattered Jewish groups all
over the capital.210 Later generations of Constantinopolitan Jews insis-
tently argued the existence since Byzantine times of Jewish synagogues,
cemeteries, and dwellings in various sections of the "God-guarded
City."211 There is, indeed, no reason to relegate the wide-range topogra-
phy of Jewish quarters in Constantinople, as reconstructed by Galante,
to a development following the Latin conquest and rule on the Bosporus
in the thirteenth century.212 The conclusion cogently commends itself,
then, that the area which quite naturally impressed Benjamin as the
Jewish quarter, because of its considerable Jewish population, was
merely a migrash (the common ground) of a guild or two-the silk
garment manufacturers' guild, say, and the guild of the tanners.213 The
Jewish denomination of these craftsmen turned the quarter ipso facto,

207 Staff, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 43, 231 (Benjamin); 43, 242 (Villhardouin). See
also the last quotation from Benjamin in note 205, above. Cf. further Bratianu, op. cit.,
89; Starr, Romania, 25, 33; and below, 148.

208 Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce gdnois, 89 f.; Lopez, Storia delle Colonie
Genovesi net Mediterraneo, 287.

209 Bratianu, op. cit.
210 See A. Galantd's chapters on "Faubourgs et Quartiers" in both Les Juifs de

Constantinople sons Byzance, 23 if., and Histoire de Juifs d'Istanbul, I, 49 if. On the
synagogues in the imperial capital, see the first-cited book, 28 if., and Histoire des
Juifs d'Istanbul, 1, 162 if., as well as the brief extract on Les Synagogues d'Istanbul.
Cf. further, Rosanes, Dibre Yeme Yisrael be-Thogarmah, I, 119 if., 204 if.

211 Cf., for instance, the petition submitted to the Sublime Porte in 1694, requesting
the permission to rebuild the synagogues which were consumed by flames during the
conquest of Constantinople by the Turks; Galantt, Documents officiels turcs concernant
Its Juifs de Turquie, 51 f., and Les Juifs de Constantinople sous Byzance, 31. Incidentally,
among the destroyed synagogues there was one which originally belonged to the
textile guild. Cf. Galantb's comment, Documents, 51, note 3.

212 This seems to be the procedure adopted by Starr, Romania, 25 f.: "At the time of
the Latins' entry [1204] the Jewish population was not permitted to reside in the
capital, but only in a designated quarter.... Following the Latin interlude (for which
there are no data on the subject), we find Jews residing on both sides of the Golden
Horn, in various parts of the city proper." A full-scale discussion of the problem
cannot, of course, be included in this connection. See above, note 198.

213 Cf. Baron, The Jewish Community, I, 365 (the reference in Staff, Romania,
33, note 1, should be corrected accordingly!). "The continued developnemt of the
guild system in the Byzantine Empire [says Professor Baron] ... , inevitably stimulated
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through the already-mentioned characteristic interplay of religio-ethnic
and professional factors, into a Jewish neighborhood par excellence.

THE PROBLEM OF JEWISH RESIDENCE

Much as with other groups, these guilds, too, were denied, for reasons
of occupational-administrative control, the right of organized residence
in other sections of the capital.214 Vague reminiscences of anti-Jewish
restrictions in the far-off past215 and the daily nuisance of trips across
the waters into the city's markets216 may have imparted to the twelfth-
century stranger from Spain a sense of actual segregation. All this does
not indicate in any way the absence of other Jewish guilds and individuals
elsewhere in the capital, with whom Benjamin failed to come in
contact. Nor does it point to a forced or voluntary concentration of all
Constantinopolitan Jewry in one quarter alone or even prove the solely
Jewish character of the specific quarter which Benjamin did visit.

the Jews to organize along occupational lines.... Such [Jewish corporations] are,
indeed, clearly implied in Benjamin of Tudela's description of the Jewish craftsmen
in Constantinople and elsewhere in the Balkans." Cf. further his Social and Religious
History of the Jews, IV, 171 (and note 24).

See also Lopez, "Silk Industry in the Byz. Empire," Speculum, XX (1945), 24 if.
Lopez, who dates the Book of the Prefect early in the tenth century, finds no mention
there of Jewish guilds. He assumes that the Comneni dynasty "bestowed official
tolerance, if not full recognition, to a Jewish guild" (p. 24). See, however, my
excursus below, 176 f., note 28.

For a later period see Starr, Romania, 28 if., esp. 30.
214 This is how I understand Benjamin's statement (see below, note 221, and our

English quotation on p.146) that "the Jews do not live among them [i.e., among the
Greeks] inside the city, for they have been transferred to the other side of the Strait."
Such restrictions were part of an established pattern governing the privileges of
foreign merchant colonies. Benjamin's misleading usage of the term "the Jews" (this
is the correct translation of the text, and not just "Jews," as in Starr!) is in keeping
with the tenor of the whole passage the way it was explained above, note 205; he had
mainly the members of the silk garment manufacturers' guild in mind.

215 The expulsion of the Jews from Constantinople has often been postulated in
connection with the confiscation of a Jewish synagogue in the Copper Market (gadxo-
neareia) in the time of Theodosius H (434-35). Cf., for instance, Krauss, Studien zur
byz. jud. Geschichte, 80; Rosaries, Dibre Yemi Yisrael be-Thogarmah, I, 204; Starr,
"Byzantine Jewry on the Eve of the Arab Conquest (565-638)," Journal of the Palestine
Oriental Society, XV (1935), 281 and note 4. Relying on H. Leclercq (in Dictionaire
d'Archdologie et de Liturgie, ed. F. Cabrol, II, 1393 f.), Starr emphasizes the extreme
congestion from which the capital was suffering at that time. Cf. also Starr's Jews in
the Byz. Empire, 43.
This view was subjected most recently to sober reevaluation by Baron, Social and

Religious History of the Jews, III (2nd ed.), 232 f., note 10, and refuted on both factual
and methodological grounds.

216 Cf. Benjamin's Itinerary, as quoted in Hebrew in note 221, below, and in English.
p. 146. See further below, 172.
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As elsewhere, the external history of the Karaites of Constantinople
is identical with that of the general Jewish community, no matter in
what section of the city they lived.217 It is fair to assume that, just as
they are mentioned alongside the Rabbanites in what was presented
as the "Jewish quarter" beyond the waters,218 so they were to be found
occupying houses and plying their trade and craft alongside other
Rabbanite groups, whatever their topographical location in or around
the imperial capital. In fact, if there is any merit to the interesting folk-
etymology which derives the later place-name Qarakoy (=Black Village),
on the Galata waterfront, from Qaraykoy (i.e., Karaite Village), we
shall have been given an example of a popular recollection of Karaite
settlement beyond the alleged confines of the original Jewish quarter.219

These findings are, of course, decisive for the evaluation of the
juridical, social and economic status of the Jew, whether Rabbanite
or Karaite, in Middle Byzantine Constantinople. They also will have
to be taken in consideration when an attempt is made to estimate the
numerical strength of the capital's Jewish population, including the
Karaites therein.220 They are however, of little assistance in the
reconstruction of daily life in the Jewish quarters. So far as the actual
picture of Constantinopolitan Jewish life is concerned, the well-known
description of the Jewish quarter across the Golden Horn, as offered by
Benjamin in his Itinerary, has no peer.221 A partial description it is-so it

217 On the Karaites of Constantinople see Galant6, Les Juijs de Constantinople
sous Byzance, 59 f.; idem, Histoire des Juifs d'Istanbul, II, 176 if. Galant6's main
contribution is in his familiarity with the scene and in the topographic (and, later,
also communal) details he supplies.

218 See below, 146, and note 232.
219 See on it Galant6, Les Juifs de Constantinople sous Byzance, 59; idem, Histoire

des Juifs d'Istanbul, II, 176 f. (Cf., however, in the same work, I, 50, note 1, where
the suggestion is made that Qarakoy could be derived perhaps from the family-name
of the sixteenth-century Jewess Esther Kyra.) See further Starr, Romania, 26.

Needless to say, the above etymology is not cited here as proof of Karaite settlement
in that particular section of Galata. Rather, it is important as an echo of popular remi-
niscences regarding the spread of Karaites beyond the limited area described by Benja-
min (and situated in a different part of Galata).

220 See our discussion of population estimates further in this chapter, 154 if.
221 The following is Benjamin's description of the Jewish migrash outside of

Constantinople proper (collated from ed. Asher, 23 f., and ed. M. N. Adler, 16 f.;
reprinted in Dinaburg [Dinur], Yisrael bag-Golah, II, Bk. 1, 217; Dubnow, Dibre
Yeme `Am 'Olam, IV, 261 f.; and in several other books of Jewish history): I'm
0' mnn 0'1 v111 1nK un1K 11+]91 '0 [0'211+rt 1+1=] 01'2'1 [nenp1 5"1] n2'172-ii jinn ornrn
o'05K 1721 DV1 .12+101 +591 Ov 11n05 ON 111 K5K nK35 0'51]' 02'K1 1nK 1372 01'5v 9'772 K'91v
'1 13VK111 0T1n '1'725n x'2111 1'11 .13'10 01'2'11 11K 131 WHIP P"n 1727 0101 .0'3 1 0'711'
1292721K 071'3'21 .0]101 O'p'SK '11 1152 1'10 go)' '11 11W 1122 1111t '11 1'7112' '11 11n 11+5111K
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follows from the present discussion-characteristic only of a part of
Constantinople's Jewry. It depicts, as we have assumed, the rich guild
of silk garment manufacturers and the guild of tanners; the latter, as
apparently customary also in the Italian cities, lived close to the textile
experts, blanketing the neighborhood with the sickening smell of their
tanning solution.222 Yet, however incomplete and one-sided, Benjamin's
is the only description available. It supplies, in addition, precious
(though problematic) population figures, and quotes names and titles
of local personalities. It, further, allows us a fleeting glimpse into the
Karaite section of the migrash, briefly alluding to Karaite-Rabbabite
relations. Finally, it provides us with the only statistical item on the Em-
pire's Karaites that is known to date.

To these last-mentioned data we shall now turn our attention.

ACROSS THE GOLDEN HORN

The Karaite section of the migrash formed an integral part of the Jewish
guilds' quarter. This was located since the tenth or the eleventh centuries
(i.e., coinciding with the appearance of the first Karaites in the city)
in a suburb named Pera or Stenon, across the Golden Horn.223 The
adjacent Jewish cemetery probably served both communities.224

With the aid of a detail included in the Russian Itinerary of Anthony of
Novgorod, Starr thought to have fixed the precise area of the Jewish
quarter as adjoining modern Cassim Pasha.225 One wonders, however,
to what extent this finding is reliable or even helpful. Cassim Pasha,

N1nm 11Yhn nn5V -1n yin 010 5r 31315 '1176 ow o'n'3h I'm .015173 O'1'rt11717317 0'17107 'Vh 5D
''17 13n1312V 11N30 3111 ,013v1' on 733 71533'3 .on*= 51'73131'1 12171n'n O'N2122 1'T 5Pi 1575 N011
,13171n'n V13Th 11353571 own nn!) 110 n131"3 O..1510 O'031t1)1 0'77 1'3'SV1 n111vn'731v 1'p01131
1'7'117131 n1Y1n3 131111t 113'1 12n1517 0521 117'13121 Y1 1'31 317 191 O'71n'n 11N 0'311'7 O'N310 13 5111

13V1 .130' 1'YS 11153 5117 0'53101 111Y21 Ton 15173 0'317 131V2m O'1'VP 0'717'7 On 53N .1103 Omit
N1'0 - O'71n'n 13 011710 o1?7n.

222 Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerces genois, 106 f.
223 Cf. A. van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, Index, s.v. "Jews;" A. Galant6,

Histoire des Juifs d'Istanbul, I, 57 f., II, 176; A. Danon, "The Karaites in European
Turkey," JQR (N.S), XV (1925),290,300; Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 43 (and the
regesta thereto); idem, Romania, 25 if. Cf. further Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce
genois, esp. 89; Br6hier, La civilisation byzantine, esp. 304; M. Franco, Essai sur
l'histoire des Israelites de !'Empire ottoman, 22.

224 The "Jews' cemetery," across P6ra, is mentioned by Nik6tas Khoniates in
reference to the beheading of Andronikos Dukas in 1185; See Starr, Jews in the
Byz. Empire 239, No. 190. Cf. Danon, op. cit.,; Galant6, Les Juifs de Constantin-
ople sons Byzance, 26 if., 60; idem, Histoire des Juifs d'Istanbul, 1, 176, 181; idem,
Documents officials tures, 60 if.

225 Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 43, 240 (No. 191).
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Pera and Galata form, strictly speaking, three contiguous boroughs,
Pera being situated on a hill which, on one side, dominates Cassim Pasha
(on the Golden Horn) and, on the other side, overlooks Galata (on the
Marmara).226 All scholars, however, are unanimous in stressing the
fluidity of the above names, especially when transmitted by foreign
travelers.227

Pera (17dpa)-meaning in Greek "beyond," "across," "further"-served
actually as a general designation of that part of present-day Istanbul
which faced medieval Constantinople from across the Golden Horn.
It thus was frequently invoked both with regard to Pera proper (Beyoglu)
and with regard to Galata. Strangers in particular were apt to confuse
the two names or use them in their diaries and itineraries interchangeably
or in a perplexingly vague manner.228 In fact, it is rather problematic
whether a distinction between Galata and Pera was at all existent in
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Some scholars doubt it even with
regard to the thirteenth century. They would shift the problem from
topography to linguistics and present "Pera" as the name preferred by
the Latins, while "Galata" was preferable to the Greeks-both appa-
rently referring to the same borough.229

The earliest specific mention of the topographic location of the Karaite
dwellings there stems from the second half of the twelfth century. It was
then that the Spanish Jewish traveler, Benjamin of Tudela, visited the
imperial capital. Marvelling at the magnificence of the great metropolis,
he noted, we recall, that "the Jews," by which mainly the members of the
silk garment manufacturers' guild were intended,230
do not live among them [i.e., among the Greeks] inside the city, for they have been
transferred to the other side of the Strait... , and they cannot go out to do business
with the townspeople except by crossing the sea.... The place in which the Jews
live is called "Pera +231

In this quarter, Benjamin noticed,
there are about two thousand Rabbanite Jews and about five hundred Karaites on
one side [or: in one section], and between them there is a partition.232

226 Galant6, Les Juifs de Constantinople soul Byzance, 24.
227 Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce gdnois, esp. 95 f.; Galante, Histoire des

Juijs d'lstanbul, I, 57.
229 Galant6, op. cit.

229 Schlumberger, Numismatique de !'Orient latin, 448; Lopez, Storia delle Colonie
Genovesi net Mediterraneo, 216, note 1.

230 Cf. above, note 214.
231 See the references and the Hebrew text, above, note 221.
232 Cf. the previous note. For the meaning of the Hebrew Yad (=side) in our context

see note 236, below. Cf. also above, 35, note 23, and the discussion of population
data further in this chapter, 161.
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The fence or wall separating the Karaite part of the quarter from that
of the Rabbanites may have been a later addition, the result of unhappy
experience in partisan quarrels and calendar feuds. Indeed, in a later
stage of this study an attempt will be made to place that development
in a context of specific events.233 However, except for the later erection
of the partition, there is no reason to suppose that the situation
during the century-and-a-half or two centuries of Karaite history on the
banks of the Bosporus, prior to Benjamin's visit, was substantially diffe-
rent from that which he encountered.

Indeed, had Benjamin failed to leave a record of this Karaite-Rabbanite
proximity of dwellings, we should have been forced to presuppose it,
consistent with the "basic premises" laid down earlier in this volume.
Moreover, we shall have to assume such proximity also for all other
localities which contained a Karaite population and of which no similar
topographic data are available.234 This, in fact, is one of the reasons why
the non-Jewish, observers failed to discern any distinction between the
different occupants of the Jewish quarter. Accordingly, they refer to it
always in a general way, such as "the Jewish homes,"235 "the Jews'
quarter,"236 or the "Juerie."237

As neighbors, the Karaites shared the lot of their Rabbanite brethren,
for better or worse. Thus, their wooden houses, too, were presumably
consumed by flames in 1077, when the rebel John Bryennius

hurled fire on the houses stretching from St. Panteleemon to the highest parts of the
Stenon. The flame caught on and consumed all but a few of the houses... . Especially

233 Cf. below, Chapter VII. See also my "Some Aspects of Karaite-Rabbanite Rela.
tions in Byzantium on the Eve of the First Crusade," PAAJR, XX1V (1955), 34 if.

234 For Attaleia, see Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 44. The Jewish quarter in that
city is mentioned by Ibn Batuta about the year 1330. It was very likely the same area
which harbored a Jewish population as early as the eleventh century, when the events
communicated in the Genizah epistle of 1028 occurred (see above, 46 ff.). Cf. the
reference in Stan:, 186, note to No. 128. There is, again, no reason to ascribe a ghetto-
like quality to the Attaleian Jewish quarter. On the problem of Jewish dwellings in
Thessalonica, see below, 149 f.

235 So Attaleiates (see note 238, below).
236 See the excerpt from Anthony of Novgorod in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 240,

No. 191. It is interesting to note that Anthony uses the same expression that was used
(in Hebrew) by Benjamin to denote the Jewish quarter. It literally means "side"
(po stranye; -is 5v), but actually denotes a "section" of the city. Cf. also above,
note 232. See further Krauss, Studien zur byz.jiid. Geschichte, 98, note 2.

237 See the excerpt from Villehardouin in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 242, No.
196. The general area, i.e., the Stenon, is called here Estanor. Cf. Galantd, Histoire
des Juifs d'Istanbul, I, 57.
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of the Jewish ones, since they were built of wood, none escaped the rush of the
flames.238

Twenty-six years later, their dwellings, too, like those of the Rabbanites,
were turned to shambles when, in the winter of 1203-4, the city was
subjected to the fury of the soldiers of the Fourth Crusade.239 However,
before setting the "Juerie" aflame, the invaders had enough time to
realize that it was a "mult bone vile et mult riche."240

ON EUROPEAN SOIL

No definitive data are available on the existence of a Karaite community
in the second-largest city of the Empire and the greatest Byzantine
commercial center on European soil, Thessalonica.241 Nevertheless, we
shall be justified in interpreting the scanty general references at our
disposal as indirectly pointing to the fact that Karaites did take advantage
of the new commercial possibilities in that area.242

Scholars generally agree that Tobias ben Eliezer, the Rabbanite
homilist and anti-Karaite polemicist from Castoria,243 was present in
Thessalonica in the last decade of the eleventh century.244 It was there
that he might have come in personal contact with the Karaites. This

238 Cf. the account of Attaleiates as excerpted in English translation by Starr, Jews
in the Byz. Empire, 202, No. 150.

239 Cf. Starr, Romania, 25.
240 So Villehardouin (cf. note 237, above).

241 On that city see Ch. Diehl, Les Brands problemes de l'histoire byzantine, 10 f., 108;
Runciman, Romanus Lecapenus, 24; idem, Byzantine Civilization, 205 f.; idem, in
Cambridge Economic History, II, 97 f.; Br6hier, La civilisation byzantine, 136 f. Cf.
also the basic works of 0. Tafrali, Topographie de Thessalonique, and Thdssalonique
au quatorzidme siecle.

242 The most important economic enterprise of Thessalonica was the annual St.
Demetrius fair, when Russian merchants also would visit the city. Indeed, in a text
published by Mann and thought by him to be referring to Thessalonica (Texts and
Studies, 1,45 ff.; cf. also II, 287), Jewish merchants from Russia are explicitly mentioned.
Cf. also Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 182 if., No. 125. Starr (184, 243) suggested,
however, that the capital rather than Thessalonica was the scene of that Karaite-Rab-
banite feud. See more on the problem later on in this study (Chapter VII) and in my
essay in PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 33 if.

243 On Tobias ben Eliezer, see especially Chapters VI-VIII of the present study.
244 Cf. Mann, "Messianic Movements in the Time of the Early Crusades" (Hebrew),

Hattekufah, XXIII (1925), 256, note 6; idem, Texts and Studies, I, 46, II, 287; Starr,
Jews in the Byz. Empire, 208, under (e). There is no proof, however,. that Tobias ben
Eliezer settled permanently in Thessalonica, nor even that he resided there at regular
intervals. The text at hand is associated with the well-known messianic movement of
1096. We have no inkling of the Karaites' share in that movement.
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encounter might have prompted him to take issue with them on
standard matters of Law in his midrashic commentary on the Bible.245

The fact that Benjamin of Tudela failed to note the existence of
Karaites in Thessalonica on his visit to the city in the 1160's does not
necessarily contradict the above assumption.246 If my understanding of
Benjamin's special interest in the silk garment industry, such as he
manifested in Pera and Thebes, is correct,247 we shall have found the
key to a solution of the problem. It seems that here, too, as in Constan-
tinople, Benjamin did not report on all Thessalonican Jewry but on
Thessalonica's Jewish silk garment manufacturers' guild, apparently
the third-largest Jewish establishment of its kind in the Empire. Again,
as in Constantinople, the question is closely related to that of Jewish
dwellings in the city.

It has been stressed frequently that the Jews were not restricted to
residence in a specific section of Thessalonica. This we learn from the
query addressed to the patriarch of Constantinople by Eustathius, some
time after the latter was called upon to occupy the patriarchal see of
Thessalonica in 1175. Eustathius complains that "the Hebrews were
permitted to spread out" all over the city.248 Now, although the new
patriarch appears to be surprised by such practice, the practice itself
was a matter of fact to his interlocutors. It does not even seem to
have been of recent date ; Eustathius attributes its development to "the
incumbency of the saintly patriarchs who preceded" him (and not to

245 See Chapters VI-VIII, below, and, briefly, above, 33 f.
246 The following text is collated from ed. Asher, 18 f., and ed. Adler, 13 (compare

also, e.g., in Dinaburg [Dinur], Yisrael Bag-Golah, II, Bk. 1, 216, or, in English
version, in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 230): n5ns ,+v im-n ...[+p+n5o] ,+v5 ...omnt
,' nnn O+t1n+rl 5v n]1»n bV mm tom" +t+»5n 1+]31 5tobV , 1,7 :vi A+t1n+ p"n 11]] n71 tNn
+mnn noe6n5 o+povnV o 11 o+tln+n 5v 1n52 om1.5Krn ,1 n'5i ,11]nn +nsv ,115nn. Cf. further,
Tafrali, Thessalonique au quatorziPme siecle, 17 f., 39 f.; J. Nehama, Histoire des
Israelites de Salonique, I, 74-88, esp. 86 f.; I. S. Emmanuel, Histoire des Israelites de
Salonique, 1, 26; idem, Gedole Saloniki be-Ddrotham, 2 f. (Introd.).

For later periods in Thessalonican Jewish history, cf. Starr, Romania, 77 ff. ; Rosanes,
Dibre Yeme Yisrael be-Thdgarmah, I, 126 ff.; Tafrali, Thessalonique au quatorziPme
siecle, 86; idem, Topographie de Thessalonique, 130; the books of Emmanuel and
Nehama listed above; P. Charanis, "A Note on the Population and Cities of the
Byzantine Empire in the Thirteenth Century," The Joshua Starr Memorial Volume,
esp. 140 f.; F. Dolger, "Zur Frage des jddischen Anteils an der Bevdlkerung Thessalo-
nikas im XIV. Jahrhundert," The Joshua Starr Memorial Volume, 129 ff.; M. S. Good-
blatt, Jewish Life in Turkey in the XVIth Century, 8 if.

247 See above, 141, note 205.
248 Cf. the English excerpt in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 237 (No. 184), and

Starr's comments there, 43 f. See further Tafrali, Thdssalonique au quatorziPme siecle,
40, note 1.
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his immediate predecessor). In fact, even Eustathius himself was aroused
to action not so much by the sight of the Jews' omnipresence in the city
as, rather, by the fact that they had occupied Christian houses which
were "decorated with religious pictures."249

In the light of the above and of our previous discussion regarding
Constantinopolitan Jewry, the five hundred Jews listed by Benjamin for
Thessalonica hardly constitute the sum total of the city's Jewish popula-
tion. Rather, they form a group which had all the earmarks of a guild
or of a government-controlled organization "engaged in the manufacture
of silken garments."250 Headed by a royal appointee251 and subjected
to the status of galuth, i.e., of an alien colony,252 they most probably
were concentrated, much as were their counterparts in Pera, in a common
migrash, with the customary privileges and restrictions. It is in that
migrash also that Benjamin apparently visited the artisans and their
leaders and received from them the information he inscribed in his
Itinerary.

Thus, if there were any Karaites in Thessalonica-and, though
we have no clear-cut evidence for it, the assumption is most plausible-
they apparently, for one reason or other, were not members in the silk
garment manufacturers' guild. Accordingly, they also did not live in the
special borough allotted to the guild (and visited by Benjamin), but
spread out, with other Jews of different trades and professions, over
various parts of the city.253

ADRIANOPOLITAN ORIGINS

Another hub of European Byzantine commerce was Adrianople, the
city which was to became the most important and most creative center

249 Staff, op. cit., 237.
250 See the Hebrew text above, note 246. Cf. also Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 17, 29.
251 See the text, note 246, and the comments of Starr, op. cit., 40.
252 The term galuth in our context as well as in Benjamin's report from P6ra (note

221) does not, so it seems, mean "Exile" but "the status of aliens." This is also the
interpretation of Starr who translates "restrictions" (in Thessalonica) and "alien
status" (in P6ra). Cf. Jews in the Byz. Empire, 230 and 231. See, however, Baron,
Social and Religious History of the Jews (2nd ed.), III, 195.

253 The fact, noticed by Baron (Social and Religious History of the Jews, V, 273),
that "remarkably there was not a single Karaite in Salonica... during the early sixteenth
century" needs, of course, anexplanation. Such an explanation will be attempted in my
future "History of the Karaites in Turkey, Russia and Poland," against the background
of the unique growth of Jewish Salonica at the expense of (and in rivalry with) Jewish
Constantinople in which the Karaites were concentrated. At any rate, I hardly think
that Professor Baron called upon this sixteenth-century development as proof of the
nonexistence of Karaites in Thessalonica 400 years earlier.
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of Karaism during the period of Ottoman consolidation, prior to the
Turkish conquest of Constantinople.254 Well known for its market
of textiles, the city of Adrianople was a much frequented goal and
transit point of the medieval merchant, especially since the thirteenth-
century ascendency of the Genoese traders from Pera.255

Unfortunately, the city did not lie in the path of any of the twelfth- or
thirteenth-century Jewish traveler-authors (such as Benjamin, or Petahyah
of Regensburg, or al-Harizi) who would have otherwise enriched, each in
his own way and degree of reliability, our knowledge of contemporaneous
Jewish life there. The fact is that organized Jewish life in Adrianople is
attested to already in the Early Byzantine times; incomparably better
known is the later development of local Jewry, when Adrianople served
(from 1361 to 1453) as capital of the young Ottoman Sultanate.256
However, not a single mention of Adrianople Jews has so far been
yielded by any of the sources dealing with the Middle and Late Byzantine
periods.257

Now, there is hardly any justification, the changing political fortunes
of the place notwithstanding, for postulating a break in the continuity of
Adrianopolitan Jewry from Justinian to Murad. The perseverance in the
city, well into modern Turkish times, of a Greek-speaking Rabbanite
community center following the Byzantine (Romaniote) synagogue rite
of the "Gregos," and the prevalence, to this day, of local Jewish family-
names which are plainly of Greek origin give ample proof of such
continuity.258 The same is true of the local Karaite group, even after it

254 On the "Adrianopolitan school" in Karaite legal thought, with particular
emphasis on the fifteenth-century Bashyachi family, see my "Bashyachi," in Enfilclo-
pedyah 'Ivrith (Enc. Hebraica), IX, esp. 960 f.

255 Cf. Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce genois, 119.
256 See on the community of Adrianople and its history, A. Danon, in the Jewish

Enc., I, 213b-215b; Assaf-Benayahu, in En iklopedyah 'Ivrith, I, 565-68. The legendary
blood libel connected with the name of the city must be dated some time in the Late
Byzantine period. Starr (Jews in the Byz. Empire, 235) was inclined to attribute it
to Latin influence after 1204.

On the early Ottoman period see Rosanes, Dibre Yeme Yisrael be-Thogarmah,
1, 5, 12, 14, and passim.

257 Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 235, suggested that "the absence of any reference
to Adrianople befor 1361 may be merely accidental."

259 Danon, in Jewish Enc., I, esp. 213b f. Danon offers examples of family-names
and of common names in use among Adrianopolitan Jewry; they are obviously a
residue of the Byzantine period. See on it, in general Rosanes, Dibre Yeme Yisrael
be-Thogarmah, I, 209 if. and 216 if., where a glossary is given. On the Romaniote rite
(Mahazar Romania), see Rosaries, op. cit., 206 ff.; Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 65 ff.
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was transferred by the sultan's order of 1455 from Adrianople to
Constantinople:259 the Graeco-Karaite jargon remained unimpaired
despite the unusually close social and spiritual rapprochement between
the Adrianopolitan Karaites and the early fifteenth-century Sephardic
immigrants to Turkey. This persistence of the Graeco-Karaite is
especially striking when compared with the fast and complete victory of
Ladino over the dialects spoken earlier by Byzantino-Turkish Rabba-
nites.260 It shows Karaism's deep roots in the Byzantine Greek
environment and a pre-Turkish date of the movement in Adrianople.261

In short: The spread of Karaism into Adrianople, some time before
the Turkish advance in Europe, may be taken for granted. It is quite
plausible to postulate that the close commercial relations on the Pe'ra-
Adrianople line in general,262 involving also Jewish (Rabbanite and
Karaite) merchants, played a growing role in the process. This brings to
mind the even busier traffic between Pe'ra and Caffa (in the Crimea),
which similarly may have had a share in the growth of Karaism in the
Crimean Peninsula.263

GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION

We have pointed so far to the existence of Karaite communities in nine
or ten cities within the boundaries of the Byzantine Empire and to

259 See on it Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 292, note 15, and the sources offered
there. Thus, owing to Mehmet II's policy of repopulating the desolated capital on
the Bosporus, the center of Karaite life shifted back to Constantinople.

260 See on it below, 196.
261 This is not the opinion of Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 292. Mann assumes that

the Adrianople Karaite community came into being after the conquest of the city by
the Turks: "In common with the Rabbanites, the Karaites must have left persecuting
Byzantium for the part of the Balkans under the rule of the more tolerant Turks."
Without entering into a discussion of the factual basis and the merits of the "persecu-
tion argument" versus, say, the economic incentive in settling in the capital of the
young Sultanate, the objection must be made that we have no proof of such large-scale
exodus as supposed by Mann. Nor is, for instance, Mordecai Comtino, who had to
leave Constantinople and settle in Adrianople, so happy about it. Cf. the complaint
in his commentary on Ibn Ezra's Yesod Mora: -vr n'i 3 TIK] n' n. At
any rate, all signs point to the prior existence of organized Karaite life in Adrianople
in a Byzantine environment. It goes without saying that, following the rise of the city
to political and economic importance under the Ottomans, the Karaite center, much
like that of the Rabbanites, must have correspondingly grown in importance and
numbers.

262 See above, note 255.
263 On the P6ra-Caffa line see, e.g., Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce ge nois,

113 if. The hereby suggested thesis on the interdependence of the growth of Crimean
Karaism and the P6ra commerce will be discussed in my projected "History of the
Karaites in Turkey, Russia and Poland." There also the role of Adrianopolitan
Karaism will be analyzed at greater length.
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their settlement in adjoining Armenia. Whether any Karaites settled
in other localities on imperial soil is, of course, a matter for conjec-
ture. Indeed, since the latest of the three Genizah documents mentioned

above264-the letter written by Tobias ben Moses of Constantinople
some time prior to 1048-proudly refers to "all the communities in the
Land of Edom [=Byzantium], whether near or far, ,265 the impression
is gained that before 1048 there were many more Karaite groups orga-
nized in the Empire besides those of Attaleia, Cyprus, Constantinople,
Nicomedia, Amaseia(?), Adrianople(?), Thessalonica, Gangra (Gagry?),
Trebizond and Edessa. There is, however, no way of identifying them
on the basis of sources ,presently available.266

Considering the general paucity of information pertinent to Byzantine
Karaite history, the absence of source material on the subject is, of
course, not decisive. Neither, for that matter, does the silence of the
Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela, our chief record of population data
for Byzantium, prove anything with regard to existence or nonexistence
of Karaites in smaller localities. As already noted, this record lists only
the sectarian communities of Constantinople and Cyprus. Its failure to
include the lesser Karaite settlements, too, comes almost as no surprise.
After all, it fails also to mention Karaites when reporting on Thessa-
lonica, where their presence was very probable; nor does it cite Attaleia
at all, although the existence of Karaite and Rabbanite groups there is
a proven fact.267

264 Cf. Chapter I of this study, 51 if., and the notes thereto.
265 See above, 53, note 71.
266 In his recent report of a visit to the present-day Karaite community of Istanbul

(Constantinople), S. Szyszman takes it for granted that "Asia Minor and the Balkans
harbored in the past a great number of flourishing Karaite communities, established
in approximately eighty (!) localities." He has it on the authority of 1. Yefeth-
Hacar who read about it in the Sefer Zikkaron (=Memorial Book) of the Istanbul
community. This MS, however, once preserved in the local Karaite synagogue, was
taken to Cairo by the chief of the community, Abraham Koben, on his appointment
to spiritual leadership of the Karaites in the Egyptian capital. The fate of the MS
since Kohen's death (in 1933) remains unknown. Szyszman's efforts during his visit to
Cairo in 1953 to find clues to Kohen's library were of no avail. Cf. his "Communaute
Karaite d'Istamboul," VT, VI (1956), 310.

It is obvious that so long as no documents are available to support the figures given
orally (though, no doubt, with the best of intention and sincerity) by the local leaders,
our appraisal of the population strength of Byzantine Karaism must remain cautious.
Moreover, there is no indication whatsoever that the said Memorial Book dealt with
the early (i.e., Byzantine) phase of the movement. Rather, it stands to reason that the
Turkish period alone was covered, and possibly only the relatively modern part thereof.

267 Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 234 f., Excursus E, for a list of communities
not visited by Benjamin of Tudela. Benjamin did, not visit Asia Minor at all.
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The inadequacy of Benjamin's Itinerary as guide to the geographical
expansion of Karaism on Byzantine soil is matched by its inadequacy as
a record of the numerical strength of Byzantine Karaite population at
the end of the sect's formative process in Byzantium. In the first place,
Benjamin neglected to include whole provinces in his Byzantine itine-
rary; he has failed thus to visit seven out of the ten localities which we
have listed above as containing Karaite populations. Of the remaining
three localities, to be sure, he mentioned specifically merely two as
seats of Karaite colonies. Further, Benjamin appended actual population
figures to as many as twenty-five out of the twenty-eight communities
he visited. However, he cared to register a figure for only one of the
two Karaite groups which he has mentioned. Last but not least : even that
single figure (of 500), offered for the Karaite group in Constantinople,
hardly reflected the sum total of the Karaite inhabitants in the imperial
capital. Rather, as we assumed earlier in this chapter, it denoted merely
the Karaite guild-membership concentrated in one migrash in the Pera
suburb; the number of other Karaites in the city as a whole was not
disclosed.268

Now, the above comments do not intend to detract from the impor-
tance of this one and only statistical entry which the Spaniard's travelogue
has contributed to our knowledge of Byzantine Karaism. Its very avail-
ability, its uniqueness and its dealing with the Empire's capital, in which
the largest Jewish (Rabbanite and Karaite) community was located,
become even more precious when compared with the absence of such
information from, say, Fustat-Cairo, the capital of Egypt and the seat
of that country's largest and richest Karaite community.269 Moreover,
Benjamin's statistical item from Pera may serve as key to comparative
inquiries. Through it the opportunity is afforded to gauge the relative
standing of Karaism in the Constantinopolitan Jewish society and
to measure the position of the Karaite community on the Bosporus
against the numerical strength of her sectarian sister-communities in
the Islamic world of that time. Such comparisons will eventually help

268 Cf. the discussion above, 144.
269 While reporting the total of Rabbanite Jewish taxpayers in Fustat-Cairo (see

below, note 291), Benjamin failed to register the number of Karaites there or, for that
matter, their very existence in the Egyptian capital. Characteristically, with all the
wealth of documents concerning Egyptian Jewry and the Karaites in its midst, the
earliest actual figure of Karaites as compared with the number of their Rabbanite
compatriots in Egypt belongs to the late fifteenth century. It is then (1488) that `Obadyah
of Bertinoro found in the Egyptian capital 150 Karaite families out of a total of 700
Jewish families. See the references below, 162, notes 291-93.
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shape a general impression, whatever its worth, regarding the approxi-
mate number of all Karaite inhabitants in the Byzantine Empire.

BENJAMIN'S STATISTICS-A CRITIQUE

The proper utilization of the Itinerary-even of one single figure therein-
demands, of course, of the student to take a stand on the oft-discussed
problems arising from the peculiarities of the text. These problems pertain
to four aspects of the value of Benjamin's figures:

a) their textual value-considering the many statistical disparities
caused by variants in the extant manuscripts of the travelogue;

b) their numerical value-i.e., regarding whether these figures denote
total numbers of souls, taxpayers alone, a total of families, or, finally,
any and all of the three categories used intermittently, depending on the
country and circumstances;

c) their statistical value-i.e., whether they are Benjamin's own
computations, the estimates of communal leaders or of informants
in a position to know, figures taken from taxpayers' rolls and com-
munity lists, or, sometimes, wild guesses of enthusiastic (yet incom-
petent) interlocutors; and

d) the evidential value of hearsay data-i.e., regarding the extent to
which the information collected by Benjamin on localities which he did
not visit personally may be at all reliable.270

Now, the first and the fourth points have little bearing on the Byzantine
scene. So far as the paragraphs on the Jewry of Byzantium are concerned,
we encounter (except for one case) no serious flaws in the textual trans-
mission of the Itinerary, such as are known, for instance, with regard to
figures in the passages on Cairo, Aleppo, Jerusalem or Baghdad.27I Nor
do we have to exert our energy on sifting unduly exaggerated hearsay
evidence. On the contrary! Would that Benjamin had had the curiosity,
when deciding (or being compelled) to skirt Asia Minor on his travels,

270 The merits and demerits of Benjamin's statistics have been discussed back
and forth by practically all students of the Middle ages. Most recently, the problems
have been reviewed anew by Baron, when discussing population data of the various
Jewish medieval communities. See, for instance, in his Social and Religious History
of the Jews, III, 322 f., note 29. Cf. also earlier, Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 35,
and the works of Andrbadus cited below, 158, note 277.

271 The Adler edition of the Itinerary has the figuer 7000 for Cairo; the Asher
edition reads 2000. A similar disparity can be noticed with regard to Aleppo: 5000
(Adler) and 1500 (Asher). Well known is the disparity regarding Jerusalem, where
the Hebrew letter daleth (possessing the numerical connotation of 4) was easily corrup-
ted to resh (standing for 200). See on it the comments of Baron, Social and Religious
History of the Jews, III, 284, note 48, IV, 297, note 32. The Baghdad story is one of
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to ask his hosts in Pera and on the Aegean Islands about their fellow
Jews on the Asiatic shore! Would that he had included some hearsay
information on Anatolian communities ! Scholars would then be able,
with due caution, to dispel the darkness enveloping Jewish life in that
great Peninsula which, according to our reconstruction, was in the
generations preceding Benjamin the scene of decisive population move-
ments and which undoubtedly still harbored in his own time a consider-
able Karaite population. Lamentably, no such hearsay evidence is offered
by the Spanish traveler for the Anatolian or any other Byzantine com-
munities.

On the other hand, the problem which is equally crucial for the
population estimates of Byzantine Jewry (including the Karaites in its
midst) as well as, say, of the eastern communities is that pertaining to
the numerical and statistical value of Benjamin's figures. The solution of
that twin problem, one way or the other, must perforce change radically
the supposed number, import, and outlook of the Jewries in question.
Since the present inquiry is limited to merely one segment of Byzantine
Jewish population, no full-length discussion of the matter is warranted
in this connection. Suffice it to suggest here some general notions on
the subject, deferring the full documentation to my projected study
of Byzantine Jewry as a whole.272

BENJAMIN'S STATISTICS RULES OF COMPUTATION

He who cares to follow the diligent traveler from Tudela on his unusual
journey and to observe him, time and time again, in his even more
unusual and praiseworthy effort to secure data on his fellow Jews across
the then-known world, cannot escape the impression that the main
basis for Benjamin's population estimates in countries he visited perso-
nally was information which he received from fairly well informed
local leaders. Of course, he may have (and often did) form his own
opinion on the size and character of a community, and may have deve-
loped some ancillary methods of his own to evaluate a communal
situation. This was especially possible during a prolonged stay in one
locality or when in a small community he could meet practically the
whole adult male population in the synagogue. On the other hand, too

the omission of a single consonant (mem, denoting 40), which made all the the difference
between 1000 and 40,000; see Baron, op. cit., III, 276 f., note 32, 284, note 48.

Benjamin's Byzantine figures are, in my opinion, suspect only with regard to Chios.
Cf. below, 158,. note 277.

272 See above, 140, note 198.
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short a stopover in a city may have caused him to accept overcredulously
some utterly unreliable guesses from the mouth of accidental Levantine
interlocutors.

By and large, however, the figures which Benjamin registered in his
Itinerary were not of his own computation but those supplied to him by
official and, on the whole, reliable communal sources. Obviously,
the primary criteria by which Benjamin's official informants arrived
at these figures were those underlying community censuses in their
countries; they would vary, accordingly, from regime to regime, from
East to West. No common yardstick is applicable to all the Jewish
communities which Benjamin visited, those living in the Islamic envi-
ronment and those living under Christian rule.

Taxation-or, more precisely, capitation tax (jizya) imposed on
able-bodied males-was the basic criterion for the census of "infidel"
population in Muslim lands. Hence, the figures which Benjamin procured
from local leaders or institutions in the Islamic world denote, without
doubt, the adult males who were registered in the capitation tax rolls.
Such constituted, as a rule, about one-third of the community; it is,
therefore, customary to multiply the given figures by three in order to
obtain the total estimate of souls for the whole community.273 Not so
in Byzantium. The still-unsolved problem of Jewish taxation will be
briefly reviewed in the next chapter.274 Whatever the solution, even the
tax called in Byzantium kephaldtion, meaning capitation tax, was, unlike
the jizya, a family tax. Hence, wherever taxation was the criterion for the
figures supplied to Benjamin by local Byzantine Jewish leaders, the given
number must be multiplied by five, the customary average for a family,
in order to reflect the total of souls in the community.275 The same
procedure is correct with regard to those largest localities (such as
Thebes, Thessalonica and Constantinople) in which we have assumed
Benjamin's contact with the leadership of a guild rather than of the total
Jewish population in the place.276 There, too, the figure denoting guild-
members must be multiplied by five, to include their families in the
count. In such cases, however, we shall have to supplement the total

273 Cf. Strauss [Ashtor], Tdledoth hay-Yehudim be-Mi$rayim we-Suryah, I, 33.
Of course, in small communities, the simplest method was that of estimating the
number of males assembled in the synagogue. Benjamin may have, indeed, used
sometimes this method. In that case, too, the multiplication by three is a fairly correct
way of reaching the total of souls in the community.

274 See below, 182 if.
275 Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews, III, 323, note 29.
276 See above, 140 if., 150.
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by an additional estimate of those Jews in the given city who were not
members of the said guilds.277

According to the above-set rules of computation, the total of 8700
(in round figures), which is obtained by adding up the individual numbers
registered by Benjamin for twenty-five localities in European and
Insular Byzantium, will yield, when multiplied by five, a total of some

277 It is to be noted, however, that AndrBades, who pioneered in Byzantine popula-
tion studies in general and contributed significantly also to the elucidation of Jewish
population data in the Empire, considered Benjamin's figures as denoting the total
number of souls. Cf. his important studies, such as "Sur Benjamin de Tudele," Byzan-
tinische Zeitschrift, XXX (1930), 458 ff. ; "The Jews in the Byzantine Empire," Economic
History, III (1934), esp. 4 f. Cf. further his "Les Juifs et le fist dans l'Empire byzantin,"
Melanges Charles Diehl, I, esp. 24 f.; and "La population de I'Empire byzantin,"
in Bulletin de l'Institut Archgologique Bulgare, IX (1935), 117 if. (presented to the
Byzantine Congress in Sofia, 1934). Cf. Baron's critique of AndrBadbs' opinion, in
Social and Religious History of the Jews, III, 322 f., note 29. Baron stresses the fact
that such "a low estimate of the [Byzantine] Jewish population runs counter to all
other known facts."

Andrbades was followed by Starr, Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 35 f., who even
surpassed the former in his caution regarding the total estimate of Byzantine Jewry
(see note 279, below). Starr was especially impressed by Andreadbs' argument from the
situation in Chios. The eleventh-century imperial charters, assigning the revenues from
the kephaletidn (capitation tax) of the Chios Jews to the Nea Mon6 monastery, specifi-
cally registered a total of fifteen families on the island (Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire,
197 f., No. 143, 200 f., No. 174, 202 f., No. 151, and notes). However, one century
later, Benjamin reported there a figure of 400. "Taking this as a general total [so
runs the argument], it represents a fourfold increase, in itself rather unusual, and the
rise becomes absolutely incredible if the number be taken to denote families. Hence,
barring a textual or other irregularity, we must view Benjamin's figures as estimates
of the entire number of Jewish souls."

Now, the above objections are, indeed, well taken. A twenty-seven-fold increase
in a matter of one century is undoubtedly out of question. But so is, after all, also
the increase by five-and-a-half which will have to be assumed if one is to agree with
AndrbadIs and Starr (dividing 400 by 75, i.e., by the total of Jewish souls on eleventh-
century Chios [15 x 5]). As quoted before, Starr himself felt that even his minimum
calculation is "in itself rather unusual" and that the possibility of "a textual or other
irregularity" must not be excluded. There is no doubt in my mind that, rather than
draw far-reaching conclusions regarding the whole Jewish population in the twelfth
century from the obviously dubious and, in all events, unusual case of Chios, we
ought to suspect the very passage on Chios in Benjamin's Itinerary.

A careful check on the numbers of community leaders reported by Benjamin for 23
Byzantine localities may prove extremely instructive and will strengthen the conviction
that the text regarding Chios is corrupt. Leaving aside the three largest Jewish groups
in the Empire (Constantinople, Thebes, Thessalonica) which had four or five
leaders, thirteen out of the remaining twenty communities, ranging from 50 to 400,
had a leadership composed of three notables. For one small community, totalling
30, only one leader is reported. Two communities of 50 had two leaders. So had
two communities of 100, and one of 140. All the other communities consisting of
50 or 100 had three leaders. It goes without saying that all the communities counting
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43,500. This may be considered the approximate number of souls in
those Byzantine Jewish communities and guilds which were visited by
Benjamin.

ASCENDENCY OF BYZANTINE JEWRY

We recall, however, that Benjamin's figures do not include Asia Minor
with its tens and scores of communities in which the great influx of im-
migrants from the East was felt even more strongly than in the European
part of the Empire (except perhaps for the capital). Nor, indeed, do they
cover all Byzantine Jewish communities on European soil, or even the
total Jewish population of the cities specifically mentioned by Benjamin
himself. Even Andreades and Staff-who maintained that Benjamin's
figures, as they are, constitute already the final totals of Jewish populations
visited by the traveler, for (so these scholars believed) they denote souls
rather than families278-admitted that these figures must be increased
by one-third or almost doubled in order to take account of the places
omitted in the travelogue.279 Doubling, accordingly, Benjamin's sum
total of 8700-and, considering our stress on Asia Minor and our
interpretation of the meaning of the numbers reported for Constantinople
etc., this is a rather conservative conception of increase-and multiplying
then the resulting 17,000 or so by five, we shall have received the grand
total of some 85,000 (in round numbers). This figure denotes thus the
final estimation of all Jewish inhabitants of the twelfth-century Empire

200 and 300 had an administration of three officials. So had the three great commu-
nities of Harmylo, Rhodosto, and Rhodes, which, like Chios, were reported to consist
of 400 members. Chios is the only community in the population bracket exceeding
140 in which Benjamin found two, instead of three, active community leaders. There
can be no doubt, then, that Chios was a small community, somewhere perhaps in the
bracket of 50 or less, led, like her equals, by two officials only. The figure 400, as
extant in. our manuscripts, is a scribal error.

See further on the problem my "In the Footsteps of Benjamin of Tudela"
(Hebrew), presented in honor of Y. (F.) Baer.

278 See the previous note.

279 Andr6ad6s suggested a total of 15,000, which means almost doubling the 8603
which he counted in the Itinerary. Stan, who counted 8691 (this count will prove
correct only on substituting the figure 20 for the misprint 50 with regard to Christopoli),
set the total at 12,000. He added, however, that Andr6ad6s' estimate may be usefully
borne in mind "as a maximum." Both increments are no less arbitrary than the figures
suggested further in this chapter.

No sources have as yet been found that would permit some estimates in amplification
of Benjamin's reports on the "few inhabitants, both Greeks and Jews" in Gardiki;
on the Island of Lesbos which "has Jewish communitites in ten places;" on other
of "those islands [which] have many Jewish communities;" or on Cyprus, "where
there are Rabbanite and Karaite Jews."
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of the Comneni.280 This was more than the great contemporaneous
Jewries of Egypt and Syria combined!281

True, within the huge Byzantine melting pot of 15 million people,282
the 85,000 Jews were but a negligible minority of little more than half
percent, while the 40,000 Jews of Egypt constituted a full one percent of
that country's 4 million inhabitants,283 and the same number of Jews
in Syria formed one-and-a-half percent of the total Syrian population
which did not exceed 3 million.284 It should be remembered, however,
that the general populations of Syria and Egypt combined (7 million)
were also barely half the general number of the imperial subjects.

The figures obtained from the above computation are brought into
even sharper relief when seen and appraised in historical perspective.
Close to the middle of the tenth century, following the persecutions of
Basil I and the forced conversion instituted under Romanus I Lecapenus,
and subsequent to the ensuing flight of many Jews from the country,285
the Jewish population in the Empire was brought down to its lowest
point.286 Against that background, the above-described tremendous
growth of Byzantine Jewry marks a marvelous recovery within the
comparatively brief span of two centuries. Indeed, I should venture to
suggest that it was rather a one-century process only! The acme of that
growth should with much better reason be placed in the eleventh century
than in the late twelfth-century period described by Benjamin. The
former was the time of the Empire's territorial and economic expansion
which, as we explained, was the incentive for great immigration and for
the renaissance of Byzantine Jewry and the rise of Karaism in Byzantium.

280 Baron (Social and Religious History of the Jews, III, 323, end of note 29) is
prepared to assume a total of as many as 100,000 Jews" in the Empire of the Comneni
"and very likely also in earlier periods."

281 The implication of that finding has not yet penetrated into our evaluation of
the import of Byzantine Jewry facing Syro-Egyptian Jewry in the time of the Crusades.
Much as in general historical presentations, the Byzantine branch of Jewry still occupies
a secondary position in the picture of the time. It is to be hoped that detailed mono-
graphs on different aspects of Byzantine Jewish life will gradually bring about a revi-
sion of that obviously erroneous attitude.

282 This was Andreadbs' initial estimate of Byzantine population as a whole. However,
in his latest presentation, in Baynes-Moss' Byzantium, he came to the conclusion
that it is "impossible to estimate even approximately the number of the inhabitants
of the Byzantine Empire." See there, 54 f., and the editors' note 1 on p. 55.

283 For the computation on Egypt see Strauss [Ashtor], Toledoth hay- Yeh"m
be-Mi;rayim we-Suryah, I, 33 f.

284 Ibid., 34.
285 See above, 68, note 32, 85, note 74, and further in this chapter, 164 f.
286 Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 34.
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In the latter period, however, a large portion of Asia Minor had
already been ceded to the Seljuks and the general trend of Byzantine
population was embarking on a downgrade course.

KARAITE POPULATION DATA

The figures for the capital and for the Karaites therein are even more
instructive. We recall that Benjamin found in Pera 2500 Jewish guild-
members, one-fifth of them Karaites.287 Multiplied by five to include
their families, Benjamin's figures yield a total of 10,000 Rabbanites
and 2500 Karaites across the Golden Horn alone. Even granted that
Benjamin's hosts constituted the largest and best-organized group in
the city, we shall remain within the limits of caution in estimating the
combined strength of other Rabbanite and Karaite groups in Constan-
tinople as equal to one-third of the Pera group. Hence, there probably
were altogether some 15,000 Rabbanites and some 3750 Karaites in the
city; the Jewish sector as a whole amounted to more than three-and-a-half
percent of the city's half-a-million population.288

This stands out most drastically against the 10,000 Rabbanites and
merely 300 (or, at best, 600) Karaites reported by Benjamin for contem-
poraneous Damascus,289 the venerable seat of a respected Karaite
community and of a Davidic Karaite Patriarchate.290 On the other hand,
the Jews of Fustat-Cairo-the capital of Fatimid Egypt and the greatest
Islamic city of the period-outnumbered their brethren in Constantinople
by a sizeable margin. Yet, while counting some six thousand more
souls than the Bosporus community, the 21,000 Fustat Rabbanites

287 See the Hebrew text above, 144, note 221, and the quotation in English, 146.
288 For the estimated total of Constantinople's population see e.g., Andreadbs, in

Baynes-Moss' Byzantium, 53; Br6hier, La civlisation byzantine, 83; P. Charanis,
"A Note on the Population and Cities of the Byzantine Empire in the Thirteenth
Century," The Joshua Starr Memorial Volume, 137.

It may be recalled here, for the sake of comparison, that more or less at the same
time (1180), Eustathius, the already-quoted patriarch of Thessalonica, estimated the
total of Latins in the capital as 60,000. Cf. Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce
gdnois, 70.

289 Strauss [Ashtor], Toledoth hay- Yehudim be-Ml rayim we-Suryah, 1, 33. Benjamin
reported actually a figure of 3000 from Damascus. However, according to the above-
set rules of computation, this figure, denoting taxpayers, must be multiplied by three.
The total agrees with the round figure of 10,000 souls reported by Petahyah of Regens-
burg in his Sibbub.

The number given by Benjamin for the Damascene Karaites reads 100 (in Adler's
edition) or 200 (in the edition of Asher). Multiplied again by three it yields 300 or 600,
respectively.

290 See above, 99, note 52.
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constituted probably only one percent of the city's total population.291
On the other hand, the strength of the Karaites in the Falimid capital lay,
first and above all, in their economic and political prominence rather
than in sheer numbers.292 While no contemporaneous figures are avail-
able, there is, in fact all justification to assume that the sectarian com-
munity on the Nile was numerically much smaller than its sister-commu-
nity on the Bosporus.293 In a matter of two centuries (or less), then,
the Karaite community of Constantinople, and Byzantine Karaism in
general, came to occupy a place of leadership in the Karaite world.

The general impression reached from the above findings should make
it easier now, at the close of our statistical analysis, to suggest the
possible size of the whole Byzantine Karaite population at the end of
Karaism's formative period in the Empire.294 The figure we computed
for the capital must perforce serve us as a point of departure and a com-
parative unit of measure. Thus it is plausible to suppose that, since
Asia Minor performed, by virtue of its geographic position, the task

291 The figure given for the Jewry of Fustat-Cairo by Benjamin reads in the more
plausible Adler version 7000 (to be multiplied by three). The Asher edition has 2000,
which, multiplied by three, would total 6000 Jews only, i.e., one-third of Constan-
tinople's Jewry.

Professor Baron (Social and Religious History of the Jews, III, 105) calls attention
to the fact that in the eleventh century "Fuslat-Cairo outranked even Baghdad as
the largest city in the world of Islam." The latter city was said to be embracing in
the tenth century a population totalling 2 million. Cf. Baron, op. cit., 100, and
276 f., note 32.

292 Cf., for instance, the quotation above, 45, note 52. Even in the late fifteenth
century `Obadyah of Bertinoro noted that -3v o"11,'1 nn' 531 t'-limy nni+ t1 1'311»m1
5K310m' fnK3 0+11111 P311 l3K .t'n'mn p 010'3]11 1'3 m'1 O'33nft t'rm9 nm' 01 t'Knp11...0'n20
013311 130 13'KnP1 n3 10' 1101 ...553 *,non 15h13 K51 171s '5f twin .. .3"331 twzv 11Kn75
nt51t non t'5nu tnm. Cf. 'Obadyah's letter as reprinted in Yaari's Iggeroth Eres Yisrael,
131; or in Kahana's Sifruth ha-Historyah ha-Yisr'elith, II, 41. See further Baron,
Social and Religious History of the Jews, V, 258, 272, 408 (note 58) and 412 (note 73).

293 As already stressed above, 154, note 269, only the late fifteenth-century travelers
give us exact totals of the Karaites in Cairo. Cf., for instance, `Obadyah's letter, in
Yaari, Iggeroth, 129; Kahana, Sifruth ha-Historyah ha-Yisr'elith, II, 39. See also
Strauss [Ashtor], Toledoth hay-Yehadim be-Mivrayim we-Surya, II, 428; and Baron,
Social and Religious History of the Jews, V, 272.

294 Except for repeating Benjamin's data for P6ra, no effort has been made as yet
to arrive at some estimate, however inconclusive, of Karaite population strength in
Byzantium. It shall be pehaps argued by some that the herewith-attempted analysis
and computation are of little avail. It will possibly be pointed out that, with all the
toil invested, the results still remain within the realm of guesswork. It seems to me,
however, that these studies in the geographic and demographic expansion of Karaism are
worth while, whatever their immediate results; indeed, they are imperative, if Karaitic
research is ever to cease being a catalogue of petty feuds and legalistic bickerings and
is to approach, instead, its subject-matter as a dynamic, human and social phenomenon.
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of both "clearing depot" and "absorption center" (if modern terms be
permitted) for the major portion of Karaite immigration from the
East, all the Anatolian Karaite groups taken together could not have
been less than the number of Karaites living in the imperial capital
alone. The figure 3750, reached before with regard to Constantinopolitan
Karaism, must then be at least doubled to include also the Anatolian
communities. Hence, the minimum number of Karaites in Asia Minor
and on the Bosporus in the time under discussion was about 7500.
To this number the European Byzantine groups must be added. Admit-
tedly, the sect was poorly represented in the Balkans during its formative
years. Nevertheless, a total of 200 families, i.e., 1000 souls, for all the
European cities of the Empire (including Thessalonica and Adrianople)
must be considered the barest minimum. In brief: The total of Karaite
residents in the Byzantine Empire at the close of the period forming
the theme of the present volume was no less than 8500, or ten percent of
all Byzantine Jewry.

It may convincingly be argued that, in the light of the decisive role
allotted in the foregoing pages to the Anatolian scene, the suggested
numerical estimate of the sectarian strength in Asia Minor is unduly
conservative. One may further object, in the same vein, that the expansion
of Anatolia's Karaism must have enormously outweighed in the eleventh
century the limited success of the sect on European soil. Considering
the low ratio of Karaism in the European communities agaist the very
high percentage of sectarian groups assumed for Asia Minor, the opinion
may be voiced that the Karaite ratio in the capital occupied a middle
position between these extremes. Accordingly, so it may be maintained,
instead of suggesting an average of ten percent, as we did above, the
twenty-percent ratio, authoritatively reported for Pera, should rather
be adopted as indicative of the average picture of Byzantine Karaite
strength versus that of Byzantine Rabbinism.

Nevertheless, it seems that so long as no corroborating evidence is
forthcoming from Asia Minor-that province is still a terra incognita
for medieval Jewish historiography-the conservative total estimate
has provisionally more to commend itself. The probable average ratio
of Karaites versus Rabbanites in the general Jewish society in Byzantium
must, therefore, be lowered correspondingly.

REORIENTATION OF LOYALTIES

The great victories in the East during the 60's and 70's of the tenth century
and the later conquests of Basil II in the Balkan Peninsula made Byzan-
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tium the uncontested power in the East Mediterranean basin. Peace
and economic prosperity descended on the area,295 and, with it, relative
peace and prosperity for the Jews. However biased and exaggerated may
be the appraisal of Jewry's position in eleventh-century Byzantium by
Elisha bar Shinaya of Nisibis, it surely contains a great amount of
truth. The Greeks, he reports,
afford them [i.e., the Jews) protection, allow them openly to adhere to their religion,
and to build their synagogues... .The Jew in their lands may say, "I am a Jew." He
may adhere to his religion and recite his prayers. No one throws it up to him, restrains
him, or puts any difficulties in his way.296

In this situation, the spasmodic persecutions of Judaism in Byzan-
tium back in the days of Leo III the Isaurian, Basil I the Macedonian
and Romanus I Lecapenus must have appeared to the later generations
as minor episodes better to be forgotten.297 A bold reorientation of
loyalties was inevitable.

This change in attitude can clearly be gauged from a confrontation of
three great spokesmen of Karaism, Daniel al-Kumisi, Salman ben
Yerubam and Yefeth ben 'A1i.298 The three observe the international
scene from a common vantage-point: Muslim-ruled Palestine; but,
active at half-century intervals from each other, they react differently.

Daniel al-Kumisi belongs to the late ninth-century generation of
admiring Karaites who are happy to be "living in the midst of the

295 Cf. Neumann, Weltstellung des byz. Reiches, 39, 95 f.; Ostrogorsky, Geschichte
des byz. Staates, 255..

296 Cf. the Arabic text in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 246; Eng. version and notes,
190, No. 131. Starr, true to his low estimate of the numerical strength of Byzantine
Jewry (see notes 277 and 279, above), minimizes the actual implications of Elisha's
statement. See also Krauss, Studien zur byz. jiid. Geschichte, 67.

297 On the two-and-a-half centuries' stretch of undisturbed toleration after the
discontinuance of the Lecapenus policy against the Jews, see Starr, Jews in the Byz.
Empire, 8, 9 f.

298 On Daniel a1-Ktimisi see the literature listed above, 55, note 74. On Salman
ben Yerubam see Poznadski, "The Beginnings of Karaite Settlement in Jerusalem"
(Hebrew), Jerusalem (ed. Luncz), X (1913), 94 ff.; idem, Karaite Literary Opponents
of Saadiah, 12 ff.; Steinschneider, Die arabische Literatur der Juden, 76 ff.; Mann,
Texts and Studies, H, 18 if., 1469 f.; S. Skoss, KitdbJami'al-Alfaz of David ben Abraham
al-Fasi, I, Introd., xxxix ff.; 1. Davidson's Introduction to his edition of Salman's
Book of the Wars of the Lord; Nemoy's brief Introduction to an English selection
from Salman's works, Karaite Anthology, 69 if.

I am discussing at great length the problem of Salman's attitude to Christianity,
in my paper on "Some Aspects of Karaite Attitude to Christians and Christianity," to
be published shortly in Hebrew (parts of that paper were read to the Second World
Congress of Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, 1957).

On Yefeth ben 'All see the references above, 94, note 21.
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kingdom of Ishmael which loves those who fix the new moon by direct
observation."299 Eagerly he reads into the Book of Daniel the notion of
his own time that "the king of Ishmael is greater than all kings."30°
Why, the Muslim ruler has magnified himself
over the kingdom of the Persians, the kingdom of the Romans, and the kingdom
of the Turks, since the Ishmaelites conquered also many Turkish provinces.... Who
can enumerate all the provinces under their rule? (al-Kumisi on Dan. 11: 36).301

Under the banner of the kings of Islam march peoples of the remotest
regions, men of all nationalities and all creeds :
men from Khorasan, Brahmins and others; men from the tribes of Ya'$ub, 'Umar,
Khukaran, and the latter's subtribes, who live in the mountains of Khorasan and
Tabaristan; also men of Daylam, likewise idolaters-all these are parts of the army
of the kings of Ishmael (al-Kumisi on Dan. 11: 39).302

Not so Salman. Living already at a time of progressive disintegration
of the 'Abbasid Caliphate, he no longer had illusions as to the real nature
of Islamic rule, notwithstanding Karaism's traditional loyalty to that rule.
The kingdom of Ishmael-that "son of a slave-girl," that "man of
deceit"303-is the last of the "four kingdoms" predicted by the Daniel
apocalypse, and "the most difficult of them all."304 And yet, God
forbid that Christendom should defeat Islam in Palestine and be again
in the position to decide the fate of Jewry as it was in Late Roman
times. The upsurge of anti-Jewish feelings among the Christian neighbors
in Jerusalem, in the wake of the persecution of the Jews in the Empire by
the Lecapenus administration, was still fresh in the minds of a Salman
and.of his contemporaries. It is this unforgettable experience that lin-

299 Cf. al-Kumisi's "Tract," published by Mann, JQR (N.S), XII (1921-22),
286; Karaite Anthology, 38.

300 Mann, "Early Karaite Bible Commentaries," JQR (N. S.), XII (1921-22),
519; Karaite Anthology, 39.

301 Mann, op. cit., 519 f.; Karaite Anthology, 39.
302 Mann, op. cit., 521; Karaite Anthology, 41.
303 Cf. The Arabic Commentary of Salman ben Yerid am on the Book of Psalms

(Chapters 42-72), published recently by L. Marwick, 5 f., 81.
304 Ibid., 81, 94 if., 98. Cf. my comment in a review of .Marwick's edition, Hammiz-

rai Hehadash, VIII (1957), 248. See also the bitter lament, possibly emanating from
Salman, in the "Prayer by Salman ben Yeruham (?) the Karaite" (Hebrew), published
by S. Assaf in Zion (O.S.), III (1929), 88 if. Likewise, see Salman's comment on Eccle-
siastes 9:9, as communicated by Pinsker, Lik(cule, 158.

Cf. further J. Prawer, "The Vicissitudes of the Jewish and Karaitic Quarters in
Jerusalem during the Arabic Period" (Hebrew), Zion, XII (1947), esp. 138 if. Prawer
boldly reinterpreted in an anti-Muslim vein a statement by Salman which was hitherto
understood as directed against the Christians. Prawer's interpretation necessitates,
however, a further elucidation of some linguistic aspects and of the factual back-
ground of the text (see end of note 298, above).
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gers in the background of the sharply anti-Christian utterances scat-
tered all over Salman's biblical commentaries. 305

As against Daniel al-Kumisi, whose political loyalty was undividedly
dedicated to the regime of Islam, and as against Salman ben Yeruham,
who was already disillusioned with the Caliphate, yet remained equally
suspicious of Christian Byzantium, Yefeth ben 'Ali takes a decisive
step towards a western orientation. Yefeth, whose works later achieved
great popularity in the Empire, is expressing the opinions of a later
generation. That generation was already past the initial successes of
Curcuas, the field-commander of the Lecapenus forces. It witnessed
such stupendous successes as the liberation of Cilicia and the conquest of
parts of Syria and Northern Mesopotamia by the great soldier-emperors.
Yefeth finds it difficult to conceal his admiration for the Byzantine
rulers of his time, the heirs of the ancient Roman military tradition.
He is genuinely impressed with the resurgent Byzantine might which
contrasts so drastically with the lawlessness and enfeeblement of the
decaying Caliphate.

Times had changed. The future of the East Mediterranean world seemed
now irretrievably intertwined with the progress of Byzantine revival.
Employing methods common to all medieval commentators, Yefeth, we
remember, rendered the ancient Daniel prophecy in terms which directly
reflected contemporary events and circumstances. The most outstanding
features of the new era, as Yefeth ben 'Ali saw it, were the renascence
of Rome-Byzantium and the decline of Islam.

["Part of potter's clay and part of iron"]-the iron represents the Romans and
the clay the Arabs; and this is because the Romans reigned a hundred years (?) be-
fore the Arabs. Then the Arabs began to reign. But the kingdom of the Romans
remained, as is witnessed in our own day. Now, Scripture compares the kingdom
of the Arabs to clay, because they have neither power nor force like the Romans
(Yefeth on Dan. 2:40).306

A HELPING HAND

This admiration for Byzantium's military and political position in the
world, and the sense of confidence in the "Pax Byzantina" which filled

305 The Lecapenus persecution had dangerous repercussions in Jerusalem, where
Salman ben Yeruham and his colleagues of the Abele $iyyon Order resided. Cf. the
text in J. Aronius, Regesten zur Geschichte der Juden im frankischen and deutschen
Reiche, 53 f., § § 123-24; F. Dolger, Regesten der Kaiserurkunden des ostromischen
Reiches, I, Pt. 1, 76, § 624; B. Z. Dinaburg [Dinur], Yisrael bag-Golah, I, Bk. 1, 33;
Staff, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 151, No. 90.

306 See A Commentary on the Book of Daniel by Jefeth ibn 'Ali the Karaite, ed. D. S.
Margoliouth, 29, lines 8 ff.; Eng. tr., 13.; and the quotations above, 94 f.
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the Jew at the turn of the millennium, manifested itself in a practical way
as well. In the early years of the eleventh century the Byzantine com-
munities, Rabbanite and Karaite alike, received an influx of refugees
from Fatimid Egypt. The latter were fleeing from the sudden persecutions
of the reputedly mad caliph, al-Iiakim.307

Whether the newcomers integrated with the local communities or
whether they ultimately returned to Egypt after the religious restrictions
were removed, is still open to question. The principle, however, remains:
there was a general confidence in Byzantine stability, and that confidence
extended far beyond the Empire proper.307a

The position of early Byzantine Karaism within the context of general
Jewish history should now be fairly clear. The momentous upheavals
of the tenth century caused the economic and political map of the Near
East to assume new dimensions. In the general movement of popula-
tions and the ensuing shift of political allegiances, the Jews were swept
along by the tide. The Karaites, as an integral part of the Jewish
people, shared the same destiny.

307 On the anti:Christian and anti-Jewish discrimination by the Fatimid caliph
al-IJakim see Yahya, 260 f., 279 if., 303 f.; Bar-Hebraeus, 184 f. Cf. also, in general, S.
Lane-Poole, History of Egypt in the Middle Ages, 126 f.; S. de Sacy, Expose de la
religion des Druzes, I, ccclxviii; J. Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, 1, 32 if. Yahya
states, 311, that in 1013 al-Ilakim permitted many Christians and Jews to leave the
country for Byzantine territories and to take along with them their families and
property.

It seems that Starr, Jews in the Bvz. Empire, 185, puts unnecessary stress on Yahya's
subsequent report in which only the emigration of Christians is mentioned.
Incidentally, Bar-Hebraeus also, 184 f., mentions the Jews neither in connection
with the reported emigration nor with reference to the return of the 6migr6s after
the discriminatory legislation was rescinded. The only source which clearly includes the
Jews among the emigrants to Byzantium is that utilized by H. F. Wustenfeld, Geschichte
der Fatimiden-Chalifen nach arabischen Quellen, in Abhandlungen der koniglichen
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gdttingcn, XXVII (1881), 114 f.; Starr, op. cit.,
184, No. 126 (the reference given there is to be corrected!)

The fate of the Karaites under al-klakim's reign was not different from that of their
Rabbanite neighbors. Thus, a Karaite synagogue in Fustat is known to have been
demolished by the decree of the caliph. See R. Gottheil, "An Eleventh-century Docu-
ment Concerning a Cairo Synagogue," JQR (O.S.), XIX (1906-7), 467 if., esp. 511 f.

307a That confidence apparently did not diminish even more than a century later,
notwithstanding the revolutionary changes which occurred meantime on the interna-
tional scene. The emigration movement of Egyptian Jews to Byzantium still found
enthusiastic followers in the twelfth century. Cf. the text published most recently
by Goitein and cited above, 117, note 107a.

It may also be of interest to note that the emperor's Jewish physician in the
1160's was known as R. Solomon "the Egyptian." Cf. the testimony of Benja-
min of Tudela, as quoted above, 145, note 221.
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Yet, while the Karaites' part in the process was undoubtedly small
when measured in absolute figures, the lasting effect of that process on
the future of Karaism exceeded by far the numerical share of the
Karaites in it. For to the Rabbanites such migrations brought merely
an increase in population and a rehabilitation of the existing communities
which had been depleted earlier by the anti-Jewish policy of Romanus
Lecapenus. To the Karaites these migrations meant the founding of
new communities in a new homeland and the unfolding of a fresh
and significant chapter in their history.



CHAPTER IV

THE EARLY STEPS

HAVING FOLLOWED early Byzantine Karaite beginnings as part
of the general trend of Jewish experience, we may now turn
our attention to the more unique aspects of sectarian Jewish

development on Byzantine soil. Unlike their Rabbanite compatriots,
the Karaites were at the very outset confronted with serious problems
of adjustment.

The Rabbanites had a long history of unbroken settlement in the
Empire. Their roots were firm, their modes of life well-defined. They
could easily absorb the new Rabbanite settlers, who were now arriving
in Byzantine territory from the newly conquered eastern provinces,
and integrate them within the framework of existing institutions. On
the other hand, the Karaite immigrants found no hosts of their own
creed to welcome them and had no precedents which they could follow;
there was no organized Karaism in Byzantium prior to their arrival.

Thus, the three or four generations, from the 70's of the tenth century
until some time before the middle of the eleventh century, mark the
early formative years of Byzantine Karaism. This was a period of ter-
ritorial penetration and settlement, of growth and persistent strengthen-
ing of roots in the new land, of integration in the country's economy.

SETTLEMENT OF MERCHANTS

The circumstances under which Karaite settlements began appearing
on Byzantine soil decided perforce the initial economic outlook of
Karaism in the Empire. In spite of our earlier stress on Rabbanite-
Karaite similarity of economic endeavor,1 it is fair to assume that the
first handfuls of immigrants who drifted inland from the once-Islamic
provinces of the East were predominantly, if not exclusively, composed
of merchants. We recall that the earliest document in which one of the
settlements (Attaleia) is mentioned, was quite explicit on this point.2

I See above, 44 if.
2 Cf. 46 if., above.
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Not only was the very writing of the document prompted by a piratical
attack on a merchant-vessel carrying Karaites and Rabbanites across
the Mediterranean; but the Jewish passengers who fell into captivity
are clearly designated as soharim, i.e., traders.3

International trade must have been a lucrative business indeed, if,
as we gather from several corroborating Genizah epistles,4 Jewish mer-
chants braved the hazards of sea voyage and defied the dangers of
Muslim piracy to cover the distance between the Byzantine shore and
Egyptian ports. It is to be presupposed, too, that participation in such
trade required the possession of considerable capital, both for invest-
ment in merchandise and for coverage of risks incurred by the voyage.
This frequently necessitated the pooling of resources by several merchants.
The profit would, of course, be divided correspondingly.5 In addi-
tion, governmental monopoly6 and "trust"-like practices of big land-
owners and businessmen often piled up insurmountable difficulties in
the path of the lesser merchants.7

In brief: The assumption is inevitable that the early Karaites who
settled in Byzantium were merchants of considerable means. This im-
portant point should not be lost sight of when speculating on the sub-
sequent ramification of Karaite economy in the Empire.

ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION

The wealth and the broad commercial enterprise of the first Karaite
merchant groups which settled alongside the old Rabbanite communities

3 Above, 47, note 56: n'5u21 pn1 '2372 o'nnlo o'T1m nvav.
4 Cf. the texts assembled and translated by Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 1861.

and 190 if., Nos. 128, 129, 132, 133.
5 Cf. the comment on Job 40:30 in the printed section of the Byzantine Karaite

Sefer ha-'Osher on Job, I Ib: nan nTa» nnlno on5 11anm3 o'nrnon 2n2n 'o'nin v v tna'
on'2'3 nip5n'1 o'n3n 1nann' m'n. On such purchasing pools in Byzantium, especially by
"aliens," i.e., those living outside the capital or originating from the East, see Macri,
L'Organisation de l'economie urbaine dans Byzance, 61 if.

6 While the characterization of Byzantium by Nicole, the editor of the Book of
Prefect, as "paradis du monopole et du privilege," may be exaggerated, governmental
monopoly and controls were no doubt an outstanding feature of the Empire's economic
policy. Cf. Macri, op. cit., 18 if., 36, 49 f., 55 if., etc.; Bratianu, Etudes byzantines
d'histoire economique et sociale, 136 ff.; S. Katz, "Some Aspects of Economic Life in
the Byzantine Empire," Pacific Historical Review, VII (1938), 33 f.; Ostrogorsky,
Ceschichte des byz. Staates, 17 if., 203 f.

't Cf. Sefer ha-'Osher on Ezekiel, 9c. Commenting on Ez. 34:17, 21, the Byzantine
compiler selects the following: mTmn ".'n 11 o'nnloni n12ro5mn '5373 on 'amnvn o'S'1n
"MY lr o'n'mvn r1D1Tnn 911331 Tsa ... mm!' nn p5 on5i6 1n'3' 151 mnlno5 Inn' on1 nnstmt
on'n171noa on"26 nan' 151 o"23m ov, nt inn ivy' pnKn.
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must have been conducive to the speedy inauguration in the new locale
of such variegated socio-economic services and activities as naturally
develop in an organized and well-to-do settlement. Thus the clusters of
traders were soon followed by other immigrants-relatives, close and
distant, or just "Landsleute"-froni different walks of life. There arrived
artisans, laborers, peddlers, religious officials and teachers. In the course
of a generation or two, the economic picture of the Karaite groups in
Byzantium automatically assumed close resemblance to that of their
native Rabbanite neighbors, whose number also swelled considerably
through a corresponding influx of Rabbanite immigrants.

Unfortunately, we possess only the record of military events of that
period. So little is known of the internal conditions in the Empire dur-
ing those years that historians regard the reigns of Basil II and his bro-
ther Constantine VIII as the most obscure chapter in the inner history
of the Byzantine Empire.8 As it happens, precisely the span of time
which these two reigns embraced (976-1028) is crucial for early Karaite
history in Byzantium. In corresponds exactly to the period which ex-
tended from the probable establishment of the first Karaite settlement
in the Empire, following the great conquests of Nicephor and Tzimiskes,
until the appearance of the first documentary record of Karaites in
Attaleia.

In view of the general obscurity of the period, the lack of data on a
group largely inarticulate and numerically insignificant comes as no
surprise. Moreover, the Karaites were outwardly indistinguishable
from the Rabbanites (themselves never numerous in Byzantium9 nor
particularly creative there in the cultural field).' o

And yet, a few references to the economic pursuits of Byzantine
Karaites could perhaps be culled from the Karaite literature at our dis-
posal. These references will be offered here reluctantly and with the
strongest of qualifications. Contained in biblical commentaries or in a
legalistic dissertation, such material must be used with utmost caution,

8 See J. B. Bury, "Roman Emperors from Basil II to Isaac Komnenos," Selected
Essays, 127 (reprinted from English Historical Review, IV [18891); Schlumberger,
L'Epopee byzantine, I, Introd., iii and notes (quoting Finlay), and esp. 328 f.
(quoting Gibbon).

9 See above, 160.
'° Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 78 f., where the problem of the apparent

mediocrity of Jewish cultural achievements in Byzantium is posed and left unanswered.
My own evaluation of Jewish creativity in the Empire will be expounded elsewhere,
in connection with my general presentation of Byzantine Jewish history (from the
Arab conquests to the Crusades) which is due to appear in the near future.
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lest its frequently theoretical character is mistaken for an indication of
concrete cases from life itself. Moreover, in view of the eclectic nature
of Byzantine Karaite compositions in general, an economic detail, copied
in Byzantium from an earlier (unpublished) book which was created
in a different (Islamic) environment, may erroneously be interpreted
as reflecting the new (Byzantine) scene. Still, considering the general
paucity of sources, we cannot afford to reject unconditionally even such
admittedly dubious evidence. ll

ON SEA AND SEASHORE

International trade and its inevitable corollary, travel, are indirectly
attested to in Byzantine Karaite literature through the religious pro-
blems that they posed to the Karaite merchant. The frequent sea voyages
on the Byzantium-Egypt route, and, to some extent, also the almost daily
necessity to cross the Strait in order to reach the center of Constantinople
and the city's markets from, say, the seat of the Jewish guild at Pera,12
made the constant reminder of the prohibition of travel on the Lord's
day more imperative than ever.

Thus, Karaite legislators deemed it necessary to reiterate and explain
to their flock that travel on a Sabbath comes under the general "interdic-
tion of work on that day, since it forms part of the regular duties of
a merchant.

Sea voyage and land travel on horseback resemble each other in respect to the
action involved. The first is part of the activity of merchants and seamen; the other,
too, is the work of merchants and travelers on the road. As for the first, this is precisely
what the Scriptures meant by saying, "They that go down to the sea in ships, that
do business in great waters" (Psalms 107:23). On the other hand, riding on horseback

11 For an example of an erroneous inference from a passage in Sefer ha-'Osher, which
later proved to be a mere translation from the Arabic text of Yefeth ben 'All, see
above, 30 f., note 9. Yet, the eclectic nature of these sources is to a certain extent
advantageous in our case. Though compiled at the end of the eleventh or as late as
the middle of the twelfth century, the material at hand very frequently reflects much
earlier situations.

Of the Karaite sources about to be cited, one is Jacob ben Reuben's Sefer ha-'Osher,
of which the Jeremiah-Chronicles section (with the exception of Psalms) was published
by the Karaite press at Gozlow in 1836. The hitherto unpublished part, covering the
whole Pentateuch and the Joshua-Isaiah section, is contained in the Leiden MS
Warner No. 8, and will be cited from a photostatic copy of the manuscript. Since the
book is now being prepared for print (by L. Marwick, who was good enough to lend
me his photostats), only a few of the references will be quoted here in extenso. The
other source is Yehudah Hadassi's Eshkol hak-Kofer, published in Gozlow also in
1836. (Cf. on these publications above, 28, note 5, and 30, note 8 [under §3].)

12 See our quotation from Benjamin's Itinerary, above, 144, note 221, and 146.
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is the job of warriors and merchants, wherefore it comes under the scriptural inter-
diction, "Thou shalt not do any manner of work" on your Holy Day (Ex. 20:10).13

When, however, by force of circumstances, the merchant had to stay
on a sea- or river-going vessel during the Sabbath, he was under obli-
gation to refrain from moving objects on the ship from one place to
another. Nor was he allowed to draw water from the sea or river for
personal use.14 A prolonged sea voyage could, further, make the Jewish
merchant forget the exact date of the Sabbath or of a holiday. Opinions
were divided on what was the best procedure to follow in such a case.15

Ritual slaughter (shehitah) on a ship was another problem, since there
was no dirt available to cover up the blood of the animal, as required
by Law. Necessity forced the Karaites to follow here the practice of
the more experienced Rabbanites and, in general, to yield to the reali-
ties of life under the novel conditions.16

This intimate relationship with the sea, which developed both through
commercial voyages and as result of settlement on the seashore, left an
imprint on the Karaite settler. He became quite an expert on fish, learned
to remember their habits and knew their names in Greek.17 When
reading in the Bible on the ship-building enterprise of Noah, he under-

13 Cf. Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 56b, Alphabet 149: -Inn: IN 13+3 ni+DO 5a D1N 331+ DN
mca ... maw'i nn=1p' pin117os1 nn+5n D1pn DN1 :15 1nnn nnv D1+ 1''5D N11' NSw m15 D:IN31
5aR lnnv nnvx n51on 'n1 :i]nw1 Non o11N nsln n13w5 551+ N5 'n 1nan1 D+3 .mnn1 03K' nit DNna
Ottn nS71o D+n n5'71 +3 .15 11oK 1na1n nn: 1w1p nvon p+ninty +n+ In n1IDa inn-r5 'vvn DN
17Nw 1131 :x'311'551nl +1]1n1'-Imo nrn5n 11113"'.1 +111+1 twirlD n3N5n 17 :155vn 15 rim-1 nwr
N5 1nrn nnn Non1 . ,nmoni nnn5nn IV= n3N5nn O+olon n3+311 .[0+31 D'n3=] 1"3 n3N5n +v1D
-w1P D1+3 Gn31573 5n=] n°3 nwvn. (The 2nd Pers. Sing. Masc. endings at the conclusion
of each of the above-quoted phrases, as well as in all other alphabetical acrostics
forming the chapters of Eshkol hak-Kofer, have no bearing whatsoever on the content
of the text. They are a regular mannerism of Hadassi who, in exaggeration of the
then prevalent conception of correct prose-writing, arbitrarily made all the phrases
of his lengthy encyclopedia rhyme in I -, i.e., 2nd Pers. Sing. Masc. It may well be
remembered that the great and truly poetic "Zionide" of Yehudah Hallevi employs
the 2nd Pers. Plur. Fern. ending as the uniform rhyme of all its stanzas.)

14 Eshkol hak-Kofer, 56a, Alphabet 147: 132121 +53 w1p +72+3 11p1nw n11,131 o+n+ +131n

w,vt mnlpnn Min l1n In Min nnp5 1+ m5v5 in Dip?* D1pDn Dn+53 5D501 1' m5v5 Dn5 11ON
7m+non Onir)V in ID121 1''ia fin15 1N.

15 Cf. the hitherto unpublished section of Sefer ha-'Osher on Deuteronomy 4:2,
Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 81a: N51 'lawn D1+5 nnr1 m'DD3 w+Nn n'n tat [113K 13N=] N'N
135 N1nw 'N in, 11nw, D11pn1 npancn 1n11W D1''n 5D35 31n [1nK3=] 'N] 1nn DN1 D1+n bit v i'
rnIn5 D"p 'D 11Dw''l D+n' '3 in '3 1173w+ [o'1DiN= I 'n w'1 .D1''n 1n1N 51t not.

16 See the unpublished Leviticus section of Sefer ha-'Osher on Lev. 17:13, Leiden
MS Warner No. 8, 47b f.: Dnv' -icy Dw piti n3+DOD Unv''w +n '3 '+731n +n:n nspn 1nnn1
1n5'3N 1otn 1nOD R51 Dnw :tn ... nnN 1DV +3 ']w 1ntn 1DD3 1noD+1 1D33.

17 Cf., for instance, the discussion on Lev. 11:9 in Sefer ha-'Osher, Leiden
MS Warner No. 8, 39b.
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stood the technical details given by the Scriptures in terms of his own
observation of actual work in ship-building or ship-repair.18 Also, pos-
sibly on the basis of local experience, he found it quite natural to ascribe
the wealth of the biblical tribe of Zebulun to treasures from shipwrecks
off the Zebulun coast.19 Finally, he also developed a taste for a good
sailor story and eagerly listened to accounts of fabulous lands and won-
ders beyond the seas, said to have been told by adventurous seamen
returning to Constantinople.20

TEXTILE INDUSTRY

The diversification of the socio-economic structure of Byzantine Karaism
came as the natural result of influx of immigrants of different profes-
sions who followed the first Karaite merchant groups into Byzantine
coastal cities. Some native Jews from various walks of life also joined
the sect, enlarging thereby the social and economic range of Byzantine
Karaism and opening new possibilities of work and trade to the new-
comers. Gradually, many of the new immigrants entered industries in
which the local (Rabbanite) Jews were long established, such as textile2l
and leather.22

The Karaites' share in the textile industry is attested to by Karaite
literature when discussing legal-religious problems involved therein.
Explicitly mentioned are weaving23 and dyeing of linen, of wool and
silk.24 Of course, the halakhic questions proper with which Byzantine

is Ibid., 4a, on Gen. 6:14. Cf. also ibid., 152b, on Isaiah 33:21. In the latter instance
the distinction is made between a "mighty fleet" and n'm 'ox, which is being explained
here as a smaller cruising force and translated (in Hebrew transliteration) as flx'St,
yakdwa. Indeed, this term-"swordfish" in Byzantine Greek-appears for the first
time in the Tactics of Leo VI in the meaning of an auxiliary warcraft. It then passed
to Western Europe in the form of the "galley." Cf. Lopez, in Relazioni (of the Tenth
International Congress of Historical Sciences, 1955), III, 162.

19 Sefer ha-'Osher on Deut. 33:19, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 103a.
20 Cf. the lengthy story on the fabulous land of dwarfs, in Eshkol hak-Kofer, 29d f.,

Alphabet 60, whereupon Hadassi adds: ,un np 'Ian -nnii imp bv1 m0:i mitt v'in
Is-ix yon'omr 305 noon fl'm mm n5n3 m+x, n ... osig 5, n imvo m5». For the sources of
some of Hadassi's fables as well as of the story just quoted, see A. Scheiber, "Elements
fabuleux dans I'Eshkol Hakofer," REJ, CVIII (=N.S., VIII, 1948), 41 if.

21 Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 28 1, and the regesta thereto.
22 Ibid., 29. Cf. also Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews, IV, 166 if.

(and notes).
23 Sefer on Lev. 11:32, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 40b, in connection

with ritual impurity attaching to woven material.
24 Ibid., 30a, on Ex. 25:4. In this connection it is perhaps worth while to cite a brief

reference to embroidery, and to designing patterns on woven stuff. The latter job
seems to have been the exclusive domain of Christian craftsmen, possibly because
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Karaite authorities were preoccupied in this connection are of import-
ance in our context only insofar as their treatment shows consideration
for realities of the Byzantine scene.

Thus, discussing the practical implications of the biblical prohibition
of sha'a(nez (i.e., two kinds of stuff in one garment), Byzantine Karaite
legislators declared : "We may make and sell sha'alnez but we are not
allowed to wear it ourselves."25 To be sure, even this last clause was
eventually eased by some lawmakers.26 The rule applied not only to
wool and linen, which are explicitly mentioned in the Scriptures, but
to silk as well.27

of the frequently churchly theme of the design. Commenting on Ex. 38:23,
Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 33b f., Jacob explains : 131P11,11 n w v' n 3' 1 N n 7)2 ibplll
u n n 3 b' 13 in , n 11''s' 1 v it. Cf. also ibid., 30b if., on Ex. 28, where Greek terms
in embroidery and in wearing apparel are given.

25 ibid., 92b, on Dept. 21: 11. The same principle is explicitly stated even by
the conservative Yehudah Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 92a, Alphabet 241: nv'35 53
nn'p53 151 InV'353 nln 110N :...hn113 n' 1 -in 5 'n1'= brr3pl 'n3+1N1 bn"Vn71 :1101 b"1t53 133
'1' n1'V31. The extent to which this legal support of Jewish textile industry by Byzantine

Karaite lawmakers (and probably also by their Palestinian mentors) differs from the
original Karaite legislation concerning sha'alnez can be gauged from a comparison
of our texts with the Book of Precepts by 'Anan ben David in eighth-century Babylonia.
Cf. Harkavy's edition, Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII, 5 f.: 15'011 .1,5v n5p' N5 3n31
1111h11 .131115 N7n'T3 V3'N n'5 '111 151 1Vbm 'N 111+33 '1N11 'N7 43tfl 011mh5 1'01 '733 1n'33

733 '3'1)1K '13p1 'Nb1 -11-12 V'725 15 1'ON h3 14-1 -1p10 er5v ntv' 1511V52
n'33 nlnh5 15 1'0N.
26 Sefer ha-'Osher on Lev. 19:19, Leiden MS Warner No. 8,50b: b1=] N"1 ... T30vv

1111 ...1m3' '83 331m v 11n7C 131 5v 33m'w 1v3'n it-it .-m3' [17313=] 'N3 .V11mv5 1VJ3'n [1hK
1n1K V355 1V3' b'nWbnl l1hm In 11n0 133n '3 915n. This, however, is not the opinion of
Hadassi. Cf. his Eshkol hak-Kofer, 92a, Alphabet 241.

Of course, one could argue that Hadassi's stand on the matter is consistent with his
general tendency toward a more stringent observance of the letter of law. This tendency
stemmed from both his personal piety and the revivalist trend.of the twelfth century.
Yet, it seems, that Hadassi lacks, in the present case the usual exhortative vigor
characteristic of other parts of his book. The impression is gained that his pronounce-
ment was neither designed to nor does it actually reflect the sha'alnez situation in
the Karaite camp in Byzantium. Rather, the stereotype restatement of the old Karaite
view on the matter was called upon to support Hadassi's polemic against the Rabbanites
in a different problem altogether. As is well known, the Karaites denounced also the
Rabbanite use of sisith (=ritual fringes) as sha'atnez pure and simple. Indeed, the
whole of Alphabet 241 of Eshkol hak-Kofer, as well as the adjacent chapter, are
devoted to a refutation of the Rabbanite legislation governing sisith. Thus, Hadassrs
strict reiteration of the general principle of sha'alnez, as expounded by the old school
and neglected in his own time and country, was intended merely to serve as background
for his anti-Rabbanite polemics on the subject of sisith. It hardly bears witness to the
twelfth-century Karaite position on the observance of sha'alnez proper in
Byzantium.

27 Cf. Sefer ha-'Osher on Lev. 19:19, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 50b. The Karaites
utilized here the peculiar "etymology" of the term sha'alnez as offered by 'Anan in
his Book of Precepts, ed. Harkavy, Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII, 5. According
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Of course, chances are that this liberalizing trend was initiated even
earlier, in Palestine, under the great authorities whom the Byzantine
Karaite leaders regarded as their masters. This will be clarified only
after the earlier (Palestinian Arabic) texts are published. At any rate,
the needs arising from the Byzantine conditions were served well by
adopting this liberal legislation.

TANNERS

There is also no doubt about Karaite participation in the tanning of
hides, an occupation reported by Benjamin of Tudela as pursued by
what seems to have been a regular Jewish guild in Constantinople;
it caused ill feeling toward the Jews among the Gentile inhabitants
of the place on account of the filth and bad odor it brought to the
neighborhood.28 Also in this case the Karaite share in the profession

to 'Anan, the word consists of two roots (talmudic exposition discerns in it three
roots). The first part denotes the animal element, the other denotes a plant living on
water. Thus the mingling of wool with flax is sha'al(ah) plus noz(lim), hence
sha'alnez. Through this etymology silk could be included under the "animal
element." What seems to be a description of the silkworm culture is given by Hadassi,
Eshkol hak-Kofer, 24b, Alphabets 42-43.

28 Cf. above, 141 (and notes), 142, 144 f. (note 221), 145; Starr, Jews in the Byz.
Empire, 29, and 231, No. 182.

In this connection attention should be drawn to an overlooked passage in the
Book of Prefect (XIV, 2) which deals with the leatherworkers' guilds in the capital.
As a rule, every guild had an exarch for a director. The number of exarchoi (or pros-
tatai) did not exactly correspond to the number of organized professions. The nature
of certain trades or crafts made it imperative to subdivide them into "precinct" guilds,
with separate directors for each section of the city.

On the other hand, however, one case is mentioned in which a single exarch was
to represent more than one professional grouping. This precise example is given in
connection with the tanners. While the law explicitly acknowledged the professional
distinction between leathercutters, softeners and tanners, it subjected the latter to
the exarch and the assessors of the softeners' guild. The following is the language
of the law in Boak's translation (Journal of Economic and Business History, I [1928-29];
614): "The leathercutters shall not form a single guild with those who soften the
hides, but shall have their own chief appointed by the Prefect's council. So, too,
the softeners. These latter shall work with the leathercutters, but shall work the goods
supplied by the tanners, who shall prepare the hides used for shoes and not for wagon
harness. The tanners shall have a separate organization, seeing that they work with
green hides, although they are under the same chief and are subject to the same assessor,
for there is a distinction between them. The former are called softeners, but the latter
tanners." Cf. also Macri, L'Organisation de l'dconomie urbaine daps Byzance, 73 f.
This is, incidentally, the only instance expressly cited by the Btflltov of
a separate division within a broader guild with no separate representation.

It seems to me a fair guess that the law has translated here into legal terms a specific
situation, viz. the exclusively Jewish membership of the tanning profession. Without
mentioning the reason, the law has deprived the tanners of Constantinople of inde-
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is indirectly revealed by our sources in connection with its religious-legal
implications.

One of the problems was, again, that of the Sabbath rest: would the
leaving of hides in the processing solution during the Sabbath mean
that work on these hides is continuing on the Lord's day?29 The main
question, however, was that of tanning the skins of ritually unclean
animals and of the possible change in their status as result of tanning
or dyeing. It seems that in this case the Karaites were more stringent
than some of the Rabbanites.30 Again, the problem as such had been
taken up by earlier authorities also.31 Still, its strong recurrence in the
context of Byzantine economy is very instructive.

Apart from the references to the "traditionally Jewish" occupations
in Byzantium, there are indications of a variety of other jobs which
Byzantine Karaites may have been performing. At any rate, the sect-
aries appear to have been extraordinarily well informed about some of
them. This we learn from the rich list of Greek names for work tools
as well as from the abundant technical terms in Greek that can be culled
from Jacob ben Reuben's Sefer ha-'Osher. Even though the texts themselves
have been taken over from older (non-Byzantine) sources, the appended
Greek equivalents of the original Hebrew or Arabic terms are ample
proof of a living interest and of professional familiarity on the part of
Byzantine Karaites with the objects involved. There is, further, the

pendent representation because of their Jewishness. While admitting their separateness,
it made them dependent for all practical purposes on the bureaucratic machine of
the softeners' guild. This conclusion modifies perforce the picture postulated by
Lopez (cf. above, 143, end of note 213). Assuming that no Jewish guilds are men-
tioned in Byzantium in the tenth century and in the Book of Prefect, Lopez dated
the earliest governmental toleration of a Jewish guild in the reign of the Com-
neni. For the Jewish guild of tanners in Constantinople under the Palaeologoi, see
Starr, Romania, 28 if.

29 Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 55a, Alphabet 145, lists dyeing and tanning among
the kinds of work specifically prohibited on the Sabbath. The problem under considera-
tion was, of course, not that of an actual performance of the work on the Sabbath
but of the permissibility of leaving the hides on Friday evening in the midst of the
tanning process for the next 24 hours: Th'n31 n5133 ni vi n1-11Y1.

30 Cf. Sefer ha-'Osher on Lev. 11: 8, MS Leiden Warner No. 8,39a: 121t.1Ym K5 on53331
C7'131 5Y ,1101» 1135 11bn 7'7' ON .7r 5Y >n7hn1 asm 1V31 11Y 7Y3y nwit K'7 7533 in O'nIn
n11197 nW'33 5K 1112 773 [10'Ynv7 fN] Cn1K 125KV1 ...7"N1 Minn'3KCplpn 13311 ...?7533 1a'K
7K5tD7h Kiln n19'327 '3 0'3317 '12K1... nil 1'7111 '1D 1valln In K5w 19 [n,N1=1 '!t,
[71n=] 'Yh 1]17 nt5 7'7' K5t'1K11 .Cn1K n17t7n C'15:61 n3K5h m5» 5v n111Y7 ['n'=] 'Y'
C']01K? 1C1K 5Y nnnun 71'75 pn' 6 nirvzs7 in 211 .07'1]1 5Y.

31 Ibid., where the opinion of the tenth-century ICirlcisiniis followed. There also
(in a line which we did nor reproduce in the previous note) the somewhat ambiguous
statement of `Aran and his school is interpreted to conform with the later Karaite
view.
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fairly technical explanation (in Jacob's Commentary on the Pentateuch)
of the building of the Tabernacle, or the minute description of the
Temple of Solomon (in Jacob's Commentary on Kings). These comments,
apart from displaying a wealth of technical knowledge, are again provided
with ample Greek glosses. Now, in view of the high standard of technolo-
gy in the Byzantine Empire, which evoked the praise and admiration of
all visitors to the capital, familiarity with technical details on the part
of Byzantine Karaite readers should not at all be surprising. Still,
chances are that the material at hand not only points to a theoretical
acquaintance with the techniques in question, but indicates actual
participation in various building jobs and in technical professions.32
On one occassion, for instance, a realistic description is given of a
goldsmith's technique.33

In addition to the industrial occupations listed above, occasional
reference is made in the Karaite sources to various service jobs. Mentioned
are doormen, vineyard watchmen, maintenance-men of baths, interpre-
ters, etc. Preachers, teachers and synagogue sextons close the list.34

OWNERSHIP OF REAL ESTATE

The deficiencies of the Roman credit system and the low rate of interest
on loans made moneylending in Byzantium an unrewarding business.
Moreover, unlike Western Europe, the general population of the
Empire did not need to depend on the banking services of non-Christians.
Not only was interest-bearing credit officially sanctioned and the rate
of interest legally fixed and supervised, but the government itself actively

32 The compilation of a complete glossary of Greek terms used by Jacob ben Reuben
and the linguistic investigation connected therewith will have to be left, of course,
to the specialist in the field. It is to be hoped that L. Marwick, who is preparing a
critical edition of Sefer ha-'Osher, will append such a comprehensive glossary to the
text proper. See additional remarks on Jacob's Greek glosses further on in this
chapter, 196 if.

33 Sefer ha-'Osher on Exodus, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 33b: 12+m1V 1+n +2 laD1+
11110]] 1-11oa] 1n1K 112+0+ 11pn+v 11181 b'a 173 n+11 [t5+5] :'-3) 5+5vn mona 7.115 o+eDnn
lp122 1121' 11V so+Dlpl lilt o+VP112V'TD 110P m+bo] 1111K 13+5121.

34 Cf., for instance, Sefer ha-'Osher on Exodus, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 25b f.; on
Leviticus, 55a; on Deuteronomy, 94a. Cf. also Hadassi's Eshkol hak-Kofer, 55c if.,
Alphabets 147-49. With regard to the latter source, it is important to note that (in
his discussion of the Sabbath laws) Hadassi enumerates the above jobs in addition to
the standard list of 39 kinds of work that are prohibited on the Lord's day. The fact
that the Byzantine Karaite leader considered it vital to mention specifically some
additional professions seems to point to the actual diffusion of these professions
among his coreligionists in the Empire.
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participated in the banking business. In fact, the edicts of Nicephor
I (802-11) and of Basil I (867-86), prohibiting moneylending on interest,
turned banking into a state monopoly and raised the rate of interest
from a maximum of 4 to 8 percent under Justinian to 16.66 percent
under Nicephor.35 On the other hand, the rigid system of controls
and state monopolies which governed Byzantine economy made diversion
of surplus private capital into industry an uninviting venture, also.
The most secure and profitable of all investments was the acquisition
of land and other immovable property.36

It is to be assumed that, with the increase of Karaite population and
its subsequent socio-economic diversification, the acquisition of real
estate in the urban areas by the well-to-do members of the sect became
a sound proposition. The acquired property would be rented out to
new settlers or to old-timers whose financial standing premitted them
to leave their overcrowded quarters or warranted a change in business
locale: Rural property was also sought after. Fields, and especially
vineyards adjoining the city, would be purchased and leased to sharecrop-
pers. With the rising interest in landed estate, even beasts of work and
of burden seemed to have been a good investment, for they could be
hired out for regular and seasonal work.37

Again, we do not possess a single Byzantine Karaite deed of sale or a
lease-contract mentioning Karaite owners or tenants.38 Nor do we have
concrete literary evidence mentioning specific persons of Karaite creed
and their property, in a manner similar to, say, the Rabbanite family-
chronicle of Ahima`as.39 But the discussions in Byzantine Karaite
literature of religious-legal problems arising from such ownership may
reveal to us indirectly the general situation.

Thus, Karaites are enjoined to refrain from charging rent for the use
on Sabbaths and holidays of apartments, dwelling houses, shops, baths

35 Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 34; S. Katz, "Some Aspects of Economic
Life in the Byz. Empire," Pacific Historical Review, VII (1938), 33 f.; Ostrogorsky,
Geschichte des byz. Staates, 153 f. For details on the interest rate and its relation to
the monetary changes in the Empire, cf. Ostrogorsky's note I to p. 154. These data
were most recently utilized by Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews, IV, 198,
when describing the general share of Jews in moneylending in the High Middle Ages.

36 Katz, op. cit.
37 See the passages quoted below, notes 40-43.
38 Cf., for instance, the documentary material relating to the Rabbanites, in Starr,

Jews in the Byz. Empire, 194, Nos. 137-38.
39 Cf. Megillath Ahima'as (ed. Klar), 36, where Amittay is reported to have retired

"on* day to his vineyard, his estate outside the town." See Starr, op. cit., 141 f., No. 81.
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and mills belonging to them.40 This limitation is explicitly waived with
respect to Gentile sharecroppers on Jewish land.41 Significantly, there
recurs the persistent admonition not to use partnerships with Gentiles
as a legal subterfuge for sharing in profits that have been earned on the
Sabbath. 42 This admonition applied equally to joint legal titles regarding
real estate as well as to Jewish-Gentile associations in financial and
commercial enterprises.43

AGRICULTURE

The question arises quite naturally as to the actual degree of Karaite
agricultural activity accompanying such investments in rural estate. Of
course, Karaite handymen, when needed, also worked in vineyards or
attended the domestic beasts.44 Some even hired themselves out to
Gentile masters.45 But, on the whole, Karaite agriculture seems to have
been even more limited than that of the Rabbanites.46

40 Cf. Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 55c, Alphabet 146: [Hams=] nlll2m 11oit I2 1D2 pit
121n111]111 131n1NSn1D1 121112 121ril1+1 1111MV ,n11l:m61h.

41 Ibid., Alphabet 147:'n+n111D p5n51 mpn5 olD+5nn1 b'o'lo "s I113V 1a+»1121 13>n1-1v In
13/111111 +1521 1a''nnnn n11D21 ln1+a11 D11ti11n n11nD 1a'n121 wiliiw 5v 5D13 nub on 1'It ID 110N 1311t.
The expression mahaliflm (i.e., deviationists; cf. also in our next quotation) cannot
refer here to Rabbanites but to Christians. This is clearly stated in the later passage,
quoted in note 43, below.

42 Eshkol, 55c, Alphabet 146 (continuing the text from note 40): m'n5 [11ox] 1N
11olt D1m11pDn 111»' 5m 111+1 nnp5 12nDn:531 1a111m1 1a'o1D1 almi1 n31rmn :1D15n7m by :11:n
.15m3 135 o515m amllnon m+1 IN 12V on 52p3 16V o'm1yDn n1D1 o.-15 111D21 m1D3 bit 17 135
jnn2nn D1l1DN Dn+n1121.

43 Ibid., 56c, Alphabet 149: 1D1] 112D11 up,v [o++lan 11111=] D11a -1.1-1521 11021 ant na+m :tit
5511 in o112 11mnm nD S2 N1n 1a+111X1 122121n 12 125 1101t :511m15 m1111 In mnD 1N 'Inn laml m1P

npal o"lal 111a 1aSm "nunl 121n11Un1 131n1N2n1D1 wri: nl3mn2 111 nm11 :ln1n2 111o1N nrsn
131DmfD111M1t 131731 lmnn 13m1p 1731 pln 131n131:mn2 Dn5111m1 m1D3 nit :125 n5N SD ,-Hem n1112mn.
Also Jacob ben Reuben, or his source, refers to a Jewish-Gentile association (in
connection with a maritime venture). Unfortunately, the text at hand, Leiden MS
Warner No. 8, 55a, on Lev. 23:3, is not very clear: 2212 01 WIWI by 131-1211 145V

(7)11snn tit Dn 131VVD 13n51t 135 mmyl N51 name n11Dm 125 DDn1113 00,mONa 13N I'NV tins oln.
The above texts allow perhaps to modify the assumption of Starr, Jews in the Byz.
Empire, 34, that "business partnerships with Gentiles were practically non-existent."

44 Cf., for instance, Sefer ha-'Osher on Exodus, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 26a f.,
where a melammed (=tutor) seems to be a family factotum: nlln 1D55 1n5D5 11N1 I'N1
lnl:D [n1:ti 511: 5m=] intsi lnnn: N+sin5 1N 12mn 51:m: 01D125 11225 1N [nDvn=1 1nm:.

45 Ibid.: its, 111 ...:,52 115; I'N 1513 mmn o11: 11tm11 :lm;D nm;11 1125 112m n1n1 112 in ;11

11311 11 nnn 5N 111 11M72.

46 On the general Jewish situation see I. Schipper, Toledoth hak-Kalkalah hay-
Yehudith, I, 158 ff.; Stan, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 27 f. In fact, so little is known of
the situation that G. Caro, Sozial- and Wirtschaftsgeschichte der Juden im Mittelalter
(2nd ed.), I, offers no information whatsoever on the period; he begins only with
the twelfth-century story of Benjamin of Tudela.
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The impression one derives is that, at the most, a few vineyards on
the outskirts of towns were taken care of by Karaite laborers. As is
still the custom to this day in many Mediterranean countries, some
families may have been tending a vine, or a fig or another fruit tree in
their backyard within the city perimeter.47 Yet, in general, Karaite
settlement in Byzantium was overwhelmingly urban in the character of its
dwellings and in the manner in which its members earned their livelihood.
The example of the Jewish farmer community at Krisa, reported by
Benjamin of Tudela,48 had, as far as we know, no Karaite counterpart.
Indeed, some Palestino-centric zealots among the sectarians may have
even viewed the possession of land in the Diaspora as an infringement
on the special position which the Land of Israel should enjoy insofar
as the territorial aspirations of the Jew are concerned. "In the event
the Israelites will possess fields in the lands of the Gentiles, a curse will
descend on these possessions," they are reported to have been arguing.
But this extreme view must have been shared by very few and was of
no real consequence.49

INCREASING URBANIZATION

The almost exclusively urban character of Byzantine Karaism should
not, of course, be viewed as a phenomenon inherent in Karaism as a
movement. Karaite legislation put no special obstacles in the path of the
Jewish farmer in the Diaspora. Rather, while still enjoining, along with
the Rabbanites, the observance of the Sabbatical year (shemillah) as
a praiseworthy custom, though not as a legal obligation, 50 it waived
such biblical laws as kil'ayim (i.e., mingling two kinds of seeds),5I
bikkurim (=first fruit offering) and the tithe (ma'aser).52

47 Cf. Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 56a, Alphabet 148: Wins vlmin 75'K 5n lmnnum
vnp inn 15 tern 5mn 'n' p3m iix ' 15 'n1m wilt. This should be read in the context
of the thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Genoese documents which leave no doubt
about the semi-rural character of the P6ra quarter. In fact, if credence be given to
the Muslim geographer Abu'l-Fida', a similar impression could be gained in the
early fourteenth century from other sections of Constantinople as well. Cf. G. I.
Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce genois dans la Mer Noire au XIIfe sihcle, 92 f.

48 Cf. Itinerary (ed. Asher), Hebrew Section, 16, English Section, 46 L; Starr,
Jews in the Byz. Empire, 229, No. 182 (cf. there also, 28).

49 See the minority opinion (dabar aher) as reported by Jacob ben Reuben, Sefer
ha-'Osher on Deut. 28:38, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 97a: nvni nnvn K'sin nn sntl
nnKa :na n'nn m"ian 11131K] nrrm 131,15 rn' ox K-1 ... [9oKn.

50 Cf. Sefer ha-'Osher on Lev. 25:2 if., Leiden MS Warner 8, 56a: nmamn imn
n.Tnnn'aornK'n1VK.

51 Ibid., 50b, on Lev. 19:19: n t'v (o'K5 5m=] nn'tin nr'ml IDKn 0 nna'i5n nm' iiam
lbK' mn K5 it 'p8] 5 n ntm'[i] e'V1111 e'IWWI o'mn Im5s m1K np515 ''DK1 'K n1m3 0-11t.

52 Ibid., 95b, on Deuteronomy 26: nmvi mp5 On 1WPh1 tt'VK1 K51 n'rin 0 6=
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The urban character of Byzantine Karaite economy reflected merely
the above-described special circumstances under which Karaism has
appeared on the Byzantine horizon. Yet, in the last analysis, it was truly
mirroring both the basic transformation of Byzantine Jewish economy
in general in the tenth and the eleventh centuries and the high degree of
urbanization which the Empire as a whole attained at that time. "The
number of cities [in the Byzantine Empire] was very large," says Andre-
ades. "Benjamin of Tudela found them on his route in almost every
day's journey."53 In all these cities and towns Benjamin encountered
a Jewish population. The social and economic structure of the Byzantine
Rabbanites, too, was now irretrievably geared to a trend of full urbani-
zation. Krisa had no duplicate among the Rabbanites either. Whatever
Rabbanite agricultural groups were still existing, they constituted only
vestiges of an older period.

Thus, Karaism, the younger branch of Judaism on Byzantine soil, was
in its urbanized character merely manifesting the dominant economic
line of Byzantine Jewry in general. It manifested this line more clearly,
precisely because it was younger and because it plunged, unhampered
by earlier ties or economic inertia, into the very thick of the current.54
When the early formative period of Byzantine Karaism came to an end,
the respective social and economic structures of both branches of Jewry
in the Empire were, in their major outlines, identical.

TAXATION

The problem of Jewish taxation in Byzantium in the period covered
by the present study has not found as yet a solution that would be
acceptable to all scholars. After debating the matter at great length,55

t5a. The leket and shikhah were probably maintained because of their purely
charitable character. The abolition of the tithe in the Diaspora should perhaps
be viewed in the context of the ninth- and tenth-century "de-'Ananization" of the
movement in Palestine. In an effort to raise the status of the diasporic synagogue
(see Introd., above, 16) and to ensure the funds needed for its proper institutional func-
tioning, 'Anan assigned to it the tithes (including tithe on metals), the bikkurim, the
half-shekel, and the priestly and levitical gifts. Cf. his Book of Precepts, ed. Schechter
(Documents of Jewish Sectaries, II), 3 if.

53 On urbanization as a basic trend in general Byzantine economy of the period under
discussion, cf. Andreadcs, in Baynes-Moss' Byzantium, 53.

54 Conceivably, this youthful urban character of Karaism in Byzantium was in
part responsible for the Karaites' excelling the Rabbanites in the extent of their Greek
literacy. See below, 195.

55 Cf. A. Andr6ad6s, "Les Juifs et le fist dans l'Empire byzantin," Melanges Charles
Diehl, I, 7 if.
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Andreades finally concurred with Dolger's theory56 that Byzantine Jews
were subject to a special tax, on a par with their brethren in Islamic
countries and in Western Europe. The burden of that tax lay not in
its actual financial value, but rather in its symbolic quality as a degrad-
ing recognition tax, sealing the Jew's inferior status in the Chris-
tian State.57 Nevertheless, Starr insisted that the Jew's tax burden in
the Empire was no greater than that of his Christian neighbor.58 Later,
Starr conceded the "symbolism" of the tax "in those situations in which
we know definitely that a special tax was levied." In such cases, however,
so he continued to argue, "the tax involved more than a nominal sum,"
and "served not as a supplement but in lieu of all other taxes."59

Most recently, Professor Baron concluded on the basis of the extant
material that, "while special taxes were neither consistent nor universal,
they were collected at various times in various parts of the Empire."60
Whatever the case, there is no doubt that the Karaites bore the same
tax obligations as their Rabbanite compatriots.

Byzantine Karaite literature yielded at least two explicit references to
the tax burden, employing in both cases the general Hebrew appel-
lation for levies (mass) and the specific term gulgoleth, i.e., capitation
[tax], the kephaletion. Thus, when commenting on the Book of Nahum,
a Karaite exegete states the following:

"And I will cut off thy prey" (Nahum 2:4)-by this the levies are meant and
capitation tax. "And the voice of thy messengers shall no more be heard" (ibid.), for
God will destroy the messengers sent to each city [for the purpose of collecting
taxes].

In the same vein, Isaiah's prophecy against "them that oppress thee"
(Is. 49:26) is referred by the commentator to "those who take count of
the capita and levy taxes."61

56 F. Dolger, "Die Frage der Judensteuer in Byzanz," Vierteljahrschrift fr r Sozial-
und Wirtschaftsgeschichte, XXVI (1933), 1 ff.; idem, Beitrage zur byzantinischen
Finanzverwaltung, 50.

57 Andreadbs, "The Jews in the Byzantine Empire," Economic History, III (1934),18;
see also his note to this effect in Baynes-Moss' Byzantium, 82, note 3.

Runciman, too (Cambridge Economic History, II, 117), thinks that there was a
capitation tax in Byzantium, but it "probably was only applied to non-Christians and
foreigners."

58 Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 17. See there, 11 if., Starr's restatement of the
whole problem of Jewish taxation in Byzantium.

59 Cf. the special chapter on "Taxation," in his Romania, Ill if.
60 Social and Religious History of the Jews (2nd ed.), III, 190 if.
61 Cf. the printed edition of Sefer ha-'Osher on Nahum, 18d:nix5i5w own ID1b

rrl rn 5: 5K c'm5m5 n"t'V .n57K5D.
Similary see in the unpublished Isaiah section of Sefer ha-'Osher, Leiden MS Warner
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To what extent the above references reflect Byzantine conditions is
difficult to say. For all we know, they may have been translated from
earlier sources which alluded to the jizya imposed on non-Muslims in
the Caliphate. This point, too, cannot be clarified as long as the Arabic
Karaite texts underlying the Hebrew Karaite compilations in Byzantium
remain undiscovered or unpublished. Accordingly, these passages are
offered here with the same stress on the need for caution as in the above
texts dealing with the economic conditions.

Whatever the case, the bitterness of the complaints against the tax burden
cannot be taken too seriously as a barometer of alleged fiscal opression
in Byzantium. Dislike for taxes is a universal phenomenon. In the ancient
and medieval political context such dislike was felt even more strongly,
since exaction of tribute and levying taxes were identified with arbitrary
authority and tyranny. Moreover, in the present instance the expression
of that natural aversion to taxes was conditioned also by the character
of the biblical text which the commentator had at hand. While interpreting
the ancient words as an allusion to contemporary conditions, after the
fashion of all medieval commentators, the author could not help adopting
the intenisty of expression that was inherent in the text he was explaining.

And yet, all these qualifications notwithstanding, the very inclusion of
the above references in a compilation designed for Byzantine Karaite
readers and the precision of terminology employed therein are not
without significance; they possibly may add to our understanding of
the Byzantine Karaite scene and to the clarification of the general
problem of Jewish taxation in the Byzantine Empire.

COMMUNICATION WITH PALESTINE

In retracting the early steps of the Karaites in Byzantium, our continuing
stress on the features which were common to both the Karaite and the
Rabbanite societies should not obscure the consciousness of separate-
ness that must have pervaded the Karaite communities.62 This is true
of the Karaites who remained after the conquest in their old locale,
now incorporated in the Byzantine Empire, and also of those who moved
westwards and established outposts of Karaism in localities in which
the sect was previously unknown.

No. 8, 158b: onn o+np51 mat5s5is5 b neron i5n .1+nm. Incidentally, the same term gulgoleth,
employed at the end of the eleventh century in Byzantine Karaite literature, appears
also in the well-known epistle describing the messianic upheaval in Thessalonica in
1096. Cf. Mann, "The Messianic Movements in the Time of the Early Crusades," Hat-
tekufah, XXIII (1925), 253 ff.; Starr, Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 205.

62 Cf. our "Fourth Premise," above, 53 if.
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The sectarian separatism found its natural expression in two major
spheres: a) religious observances, and b) the forging of strong ties with
Karaism abroad. As for religious observances-we intend to examine
them only insofar as they are unique to Byzantine Karaism, i.e., whenever
they reflect new trends and moods, reveal conflicts in aims and ideas
within the Byzantine Karaite society, or shed light on external forces
as they come into play. Indeed, the literary material, appearing from
the middle of the eleventh century on, will enable us in a later chapter
of this study to inquire into the Karaite-Rabbanite controversies in
Byzantium over details of religious law and rite. It will also assist us in
understanding the eventual estrangement of Byzantine Karaism from
ways and rules adhered to by other branches of the movement. However,
no such material is available prior to the mid-eleventh century. Hence,
we must assume that in the formative, preliterary period under review
the Karaites in Byzantium continued to cultivate their ritual as well
as they could, according to the tradition of the lands of their origins.

On the other hand, those communal activities which fall outside
the realm of specifically religious observances are definitely within the
scope of our present investigation. Of these, the most important was
keeping in closest touch with Palestine; there, especially in Jerusalem,
a genuine spiritual center of Karaism was developing in the tenth
and the eleventh centuries.63 Radiating an example of piety and national
awareness, which was personified in the Order of the "Mourners of
Zion," Karaite Jerusalem was also the seat of highly productive scholar-
ship in all fields of Jewish interest, as well as in general philosophy and
theology. It even earned the respect and praise of Rabbanite con-
temporaries.64

63 On the Karaite center in Jerusalem see s Hebrew essay in Luncz's
Jerusalem, X (1913), 83 if., and. ultimately, Mann, "The Karaite Settlement in Palestine
till the First Crusade," in his Texts and Studies, II, 3 if.

64 On the contemporaneous Rabbanite expression of respect for the quality of
learning to be found among the Karaite "Teachers of Jerusalem" (iolKpn5t +n5rn)
and "Exegetes of Jerusalem" (iotKpaSK +noon), see the statement of 'Ali ben Israel
Alluf, as published by Mann, Texts and Studies, IT, 95 f. Among the great names of
that Golden Age, those of Joseph ben Noab, Yefeth ben 'All, Sahl Abu-s-Surri ben
Masliab, Joseph al-Bagir, Abu'l-Faraj Harun and Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah stand out as
lasting guideposts of sectarian spiritual endeavor.

On Joseph ben Noab see S. Skoss, The Arabic Commentary of 'Ali ben Suleinian
on the Book of Genesis, 4 if. On Yefeth ben 'Ali see above, 94, note 21. For Sahl
ben Magliab cf. above, 37, end of note 27. For Joseph al-Ba$lr see the literature
cited on p. 81, note 65.

On the "Jerusalem grammarian," Abu'l-Faraj Harun, whom Abraham Ibn Ezra,
unaware of his sectarian identity, placed second only to Saadyah Gaon, cf. W. Bacher,
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Constant communication with Palestine would have been imperative
under any circumstances. Doctrinally opposed to precalculated calenda-
tion, the Karaites were dependent on direct observation of the ripening
of new crops in the Holy Land in order to determine the New Year and
the festivals. References to such contacts with Palestine will be cited in a
later chapter, where they chronologically belong.65 Still, it must be
observed that in these documents, all of which stem from periods later
than the mid-eleventh century, the recourse to Palestinian authorities
in calendar problems appears as an already established practice. Such
practice must have evidently existed much earlier, i.e., also in the
preliterary, formative stage of the movement in Byzantium. Indeed, it
most probably was the direct continuation of a pie-Byzantine tradition,
brought along by the settlers from their countries of origin-from
Northern Syria and the adjoining provinces.

THE JERUSALEM ACADEMY

The relationship with Palestine was stimulated through personal contacts.
Pilgrims would visit the Holy Land in the best spirit od ancient Jewish
tradition, and students would travel to the Bakhtawi Academy in the
Karaite quarter of Jerusalem in quest of learning.66 As a rule, travel
and population movements were discouraged by the Byzantine authorities
for administrative and fiscal reasons.67 However, pilgrimage to the Land
of the Bible and journeys for the purpose of study were regarded by
government and public opinion alike as meritorious deeds of devotion.68

"Le grammairien anonyme de Jerusalem et son livre," REJ, XXX (1895), 232 ff.;
Poznabski, "Aboul-Faradj Haroun ben al-Faradj le grammairien de Jerusalem et son
Mouschtamil, "REJ, XXXIII (1896), 24 if., 197 ff. ; idem, "Nouveaux renseignements
sur Aboul-Faradj et ses ouvrages," REJ, LVI (1908), 42 ff.; H. Hirschfeld, Literary
History of Hebrew Grammarians and Lexicographers, 50 ff. ; Skoss, The Arabic Comment-
ary of 'Ali ben Suleiman on the Book of Genesis, 11 if. Cf. also Assaf-Mayer, Sefer
hay-Yishshub, II, Introd., 50 ff., and the texts there (see Index, s.v.).

On Yeshu'ah ben Yehiidah see above, 82, note 66.
The history of the Golden Age of Karaism in Palestine was composed till now

of a series of bio-bibliographies only. The time has come, so it seems, for that
history to be rewritten and reappraised.

65 For the Palestino-centric orientation of the Karaites in their abib system of
calendation, see the special chapter on "Calendar Feuds," below. Cf. also my "Some
Aspects of Karaite-Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium on the Eve of the First Cru-
sade," PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 25 if.

66 On Joseph ben Bakhtawi and his baser (courtyard) in Jerusalem, see briefly
Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 29 f.

67 Cf. Runciman, Byzantine Civilization, 205. See also above, 138.
68 Ibid., 210, 223. See also in general the chapter on "The Pilgrims of Christ,"

in Runciman's History of the Crtsades, 1, 38 if.
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This general climate of opinion was an added stimulus to the revered
practice of pilgrimage and study in Palestine which was shared by Jewish
students from all over the Diaspora.

From all the countries of the Greeks, too, and from other lands [reports a Persian
traveler in 1047], the Christians and the Jews come up to Jerusalem in great numbers
in order to visit the Church and the Synagogue that are there.69

Moreover, though no direct evidence is available, it stands to reason
that study trips to Jerusalem by brilliant young Karaites were more than
an expression of a personal thirst for knowledge on the part of the indivi-
duals concerned. They were, to a great extent, a manifestation of com-
munal policy. The study trips satisfied three important needs : a) the need,
expressed in recurrent appeals from Jerusalem, for sending to Palestine
Karaite representatives from every community in .the Diaspora in order
to strengthen the spiritual capital of Karaism;70 b) the need for training
Byzantine youth in Jerusalem for future positions of leadership in their

69 Cf. Nd$ir-i-Khusrau, in his Diary of a Journey through Syria and Palestine, Eng.
tr. by G. Le Strange, in Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, IV, 23.

70 Cf. the appeal of the ninth-century Daniel al-ICUmisi, published by Mann, "A
Tract of an Early Karaite Settler in Jerusalem," JQR (N.S.), XII (1921-22), 257
if., abridged English version by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 34 if. On I.umisi's
authorship of the tract see the result of later studies by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 5.
In an argument with "the scoundrels who are among Israel," Daniel emphasizes. his
conviction that "the Lord himself has commanded the men of the Exile to come to
Jerusalem and to stand within it" (Nemoy's translation, Karaite Anthology, 35 f.).
"Therefore it is incumbent upon you who fear the Lord to come to Jerusalem and
dwell in it." Daniel draws up, consequently, a realistic plan according to which
the communities of the Exile should "send at least five men from each city in the
Dispersion, together with their sustenance, so that we may form a consolidated
group" (cf. my remarks above, 55, note 74, as well as the quotations given in the
Introd., 22,. and in Chapter VII, below).

Similarly, the tenth-century Karaite missionary, Sahl ben believed that
in coming to Jerusalem the immigrants were fulfilling a Divine command (mi$wah).
Invoking Jeremiah 3:14, he calls for "one from a city and two from a family, old and
young," to join the ranks of the "Mourners of Zion." Cf. the Hebrew Introduction to his
Arabic Book of Precepts, edited by Harkavy in his "Me'assef Nidal}im-XIII,"
Hammeli$ (1879), 639.. Cf. also Sahl's Epistle to Jacob ben Samuel (Pinsker, Li(ckule,
App. III, 25 ff.; abridged English version by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 111 ff.),
which has often been quoted in the preceding pages. Sahl makes definite reference to
the fact that the Karaites, "by means of their good admonition and their writings
to their brethren abroad, have assembled at Jerusalem righteous and pious men"
(Lilckule, 30; Nemoy, 112).

See also the poetical exhortation by Yefeth ben `All, published by Mann, Texts and
Studies, II, 31 f., Eng. tr. by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 107 f.: "Ye Mourners of Zion,
remember your Mother from afar; sit not in gladness, in the company of the playful.
Your Holy House is in the hands of strangers, yet you are far away. The enemies of
God are within it, yet you are unmindful. Strive ye to appear before him."
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native communities;71 and c) the need to answer effectively the challenge
posed by the Rabbanite practice od sending students from Byzantium
to the geonic academies in Babylonia.72

The journey of Tobias ben Moses for the purpose of study in Jerusalem
some time in the 30's of the eleventh century has already been
mentioned.73 The practice of sending students from Byzantium to
Palestine continued unabated for some thirty more years. Thus, we
possess the name of another Byzantine Karaite who studied there a
generation after Tobias. He is Jacob ben Simon, known primarily through
his Hebrew translation of an important treatise on the Karaite law of
incest composed in Arabic by his Palestinian mentor, Yeshu'ah ben
Yehudah.74 Like Tobias, his older contemporary, Jacob also devoted

71 This point is valid for the eleventh century only; there is no doubting of the fact
that the conscious endeavor of the Jerusalem center in the ninth and tenth centuries
was to induce Karaite enthusiasts from abroad to settle permanently in Palestine.
Indeed, even with regard to the later period there is no definite proof to the effect that
training of promising youths from the Diaspora in Jerusalem, in order to have them
return to their native lands, actually was the official policy of the Palestinian mentors.
All we know for sure is the fact that in reality several of these students did return
home and subsequently occupied positions of leadership in their communities. There
is also room for reasoning that this procedure agreed with the policies and needs of the
Diaspora communities, whether the Palestinian leaders approved of it or not. At any
rate, the idealistic presentation of the Jerusalem center under Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah
(11th cent.) as a kind of headquarters, masterminding the erection of new sectarian
branches in the Diaspora and providing them with leaders trained in the Palestinian
Karaite academy, is a myth, pure and simple. Cf. my critical comments on the subject
in Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 190 if., and in Chapters V and VIII, below.

It was not before 400 years have passed that another great spiritual center of the
sect-that in Constantinople, under the leadership of Elijah Bashyachi-consciously
shouldered the financial and academic responsibility for training in its midst students
from distant communities, with the express purpose of having them return to their
countries of origin and lead the Karaite flock there. Cf. the correspondence on the
subject between Elijah Bashyachi and the communities of Troki (Lithuania) and
Luck (Volhynia), dating 1483-87, as published by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 1139-77.
See also, in brief, in my article on Bashyachi, Enfklopedyah 'bvrith (Encyclopaedia
Hebraica), IX, 962 f.

72 See the responsum by the eleventh-century Hai Gaon, first published by Harkavy
in his Studien and Mittheilungen, IV, 105 f., No. 225. Cf. Krauss, Studien zur byz.-
jad. Geschichte, 112; Mann, "The Responsa of the Babylonian Geonim as Source of
Jewish History," JQR (N.S.), VII (1917), 488; Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 180,
No. 122. Cf. also the lamentation poem of Shemu'el han-Nagid upon the death of
Hai, Kol Shire R. Shemu'el han-Nagid (ed. Habermann), 111, 132: 5» [nu-15=1 i5 orr5+
n+iin5 nobi fIln 5v 5-Tl 1VR 1+ n 1 Y R I m:-iv p-iK.

73 See above, 43 f., 49 if., and my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses,"
Essays on Jewish Life and Thought: Presented in Honor of Salo Wittmayer Baron, I if.

74 On Jacob ben Simon, whom Pinsker rightly considers the pupil of Yeshu'ah
ben Yehudah (Likkule, App., Note X, 172; cf. also 93), and on his translation of his
master's Kitdb al-'Arayoth (Sefer hay- Yashar), cf. I. Markon's Introduction to his
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his energies to the diffusion in his native country of the knowledge he
acquired at the feet of the saintly masters in Jerusalem.

The flow of Karaite students from the Empire to Palestine would most
probably have been maintained for many more years but for the Seljuk
conquest of the Holy City in 1071 c.E. This event spelled the end of
organized Jewish life in Jerusalem.75

ARABIC AND HEBREW

Karaite literary activity in Byzantium began, some time in the 40's or 50's
of the eleventh century. It originated in those circles of young Byzantine
Karaites who received their training in Jerusalem. In fact, its earliest
creations have even been composed in Palestine proper. This story will
be unfolded in the last chapter of the present study. Here we shall
cite only its linguistic aspects, in the context of the Karaites' social
and cultural integration in their Byzantine environment.

In its earliest stages, Byzantine Karaite literature consisted mainly
of Hebrew compilations and translations of those Arabic Karaite classics
which the Karaite students, hailing from Byzantium, had studied in
Palestine.76 The confusion with regard to ascertaining the authorship of
many a Karaite (Arabic) original and of its (Hebrew) translation is well
known to every student of Karaite literature.77 On the basis of a compre-

edition of that work. Cf. also M. Schreiner, Studien aber Jeschuah ben Jehudah; Mann,
Texts and Studien, II, 43, 287; and my remarks in Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), note 26.
See, however, M. Steinschneider's doubts as to the nature of Jacob's relationship to
Yeshu'ah, Die hebraischen Ubersetzungen des Mittelalters, 11, 943.

75 Cf. Poznanski, Hastings' Enc. of Religion and Ethics, VII, 667a; Mann, Jews in
Egypt and Palestine under the Falimids, I, 198 f.; Assaf-Mayer, Sefer hay- Yishshiib,
II, Introd., 18, 31, 39; S. D. Goitein, "Contemporary Letters on the Capture of Je-
rusalem by the Crusaders," JJS, III (1952), 162 if., and Zion, XVII (1952), 129 if.

76 Cf. the appropriate paragraphs in Steinschneider's Die hebraischen Ubersetzun-
gen des Mittelalters and Die arabische Literatur der Juden; P. F. Frankl, "Karaiten
oder Karder," Ersch and Gruber Enz., Section Two, XXXIII, 17b; idem, Beitrage
zur Literaturgeschichte der Karaer; and the Byzantine story in any of the later
encyclopedia articles about Karaism (see the references above, 3, note 1).

77 Cf. Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 20 f. On concluding his investi-
gation of Karaite translations and of their originals, a dismayed Steinschneider had
this to say (Hebr. Ubersetzungen, II, 948) : "Mit der wohlthuenden Empfindung,
mit welcher man einen finsteren Wald verliisst, trennen wir uns von den Karaiten
and den Bearbeitern ihrer Literatur, wo alter Betrug durch Kritiklosigkeit, Plagiar-
ismus, wissen- and gewissenlose Industrie renovirt and aufgeputzt erscheint." My
personal appraisal of Karaite literature fails to concur with the harsh verdict of the
grand old builder of Jewish bibliography. Still, in view of the perplexing confusion
confronting the student of Karaism in elementary matters of authorship and classi-
fication, the irritation of the great "master of detail" (as Professor Baron calls him,
A. Marx Jubilee Volume, 143) is more than understandable.
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hensive study of Karaite compositions available to date in print or in
manuscript form, it seems to me that the following rule may serve as a
fair guide to the "language problem" of the literature created by Karaites
in Palestine and Byzantium during the period of our immediate concern:

All Hebrew Karaite works, stemming from the late ninth and the early
tenth century (i.e., from the al-4umisi school), may be a priori considered
Palestinian Hebrew originals. However, all available Hebrew versions of
those legalistic, exegetic, and philosophical works which were composed
later in the tenth and all through the eleventh century may be a priori
assumed to be Byzantine translations of Palestinian Arabic originals.78

This rule does not apply to polemical and paitanic writings, the nature
and language of which were determined in each case by peculiar needs
and situations.79

It is often tacitly assumed that the Byzantine students knew very little
Arabic prior to their arrival in Jerusalem, so that, at best, they could
have mastered only its rudiments during their sojourn in the Holy City.
This could be one of the reasons for the mediocre quality of the early
Byzantine Karaite writings.80 A corollary of this reasoning is, of course,
the assumption that the translation of the Arabic works into Hebrew
was a matter of linguistic necessity, since the Byzantine Karaite reader
was allegedly unfamiliar with the language in which the Karaite classics
were written.81

However, one can hardly accept this reasoning, owing to two major
factors: a) the Karaites who settled in Byzantium came from Arabic-
speaking lands in the East, and their mother-tongue must have survived

78 This, of course, opposes Pinsker, Likkuti Xadmoniyyoth, App., Note XIV, 195 if.,
who attributed, for instance, to Joseph al-Ba$ir the available Hebrew versions of his
philosophical writings, including the Arabic and Greek expressions therein. Pinsker's
view was rejected long ago by. Frank], Poznanski, and others. Cf. above, 80, note 58.

79 To mention only works already quoted in the present study, this last category in-
cludes, for instance, the Hebrew Epistle of Sahl ben Ma$liah and his poetic Intro-
duction to the Book of Precepts; Salman ben Yeruham's Book of the Wars of the
Lord; and Yefeth ben 'Ali's piyyul (above, 187, end of note 70), inserted into the MS
of his Arabic translation and commentary on Leviticus.

eo The other "extenuating" circumstance for the meager quality of Byzantine-Ka-
raite writings was "haste." The preparation of such writings [it is argued] was perforce
expedited in great haste, so that wandering missionaries could take them along without
delay on their tours of duty. Cf. Frankl, Beitrdge zur Literaturgeschichte der Karaer,
13. See my reservations in regard to this "propaganda myth," Tarbiz, XXV (1955),
191 if., and in Chapter VIII, below.

81 Frankl, Ersch and Gruber Enz., Section Two, XXXIII, 17b: "Zunichst erweckte
das BedUrfnis die arabisch-karaische Literatur auch der nicht-arabisch, sondern
griechisch sprechenden karaischen Bevblkerung zuganglich zu machen, die Thatigkeit
eines t7bersetzers oder einer Schule von Obersetzern."
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among them for some time; b) the early Byzantine Karaites continuously
maintained close commercial and spiritual relations with the Karaite
communities of Palestine and Egypt. While letters of religious or
communal content may have been written in Hebrew, commercial
correspondence as well as oral contacts and negotiations could not have
been possible except through the medium of the Arabic tongue.82

LINGUISTIC INADEQUACY

The fact is that the Byzantine Karaites' knowledge of both Hebrew and
Arabic was poor, as was already noted by their thirteenth-century
compatriot, Aaron ben Joseph.83 Moreover, we may even state with
confidence that, of the two, their Hebrew was initially poorer than their
Arabic, since it remained only an instrument of prayer and biblical
study.

It may be useful to recall in this connection Yehiidah ibn Tibbon's
criticism of his predecessors in the field of Hebrew translations.84 The
Rabbanite master-translator, who lived almost a century after the
great flurry of translation activity among the Byzantine Karaites, found
three major faults with the Hebrew translators of the pre-Tibbonid
era: 1) insufficient knowledge of Hebrew; 2) insufficient knowledge of

82 Thus, for instance, most of the communal correspondence, as preserved in the
Cairo Genizab, was written in Hebrew even though it passed between Palestine and
Egypt, both Arabic-speaking countries. Cf. Vol. II of Mann's Jews in Egypt and
Palestine under the Falimids. On the other hand, commercial correspondence as well
as personal letters yielded by the Genizah were mainly written in Arabic. This is espe-
cially evident from the recent research of Professor Goitein and his students on the
Arabic Genizah. Cf., for instance, the latest comments by N. Golb, "Legal Do-
cuments from the Cairo Genizah," JSS, XX (1958), esp. 19.

[For such Arabic communication from Byzantium to Egypt, published recently
by Goitein, see the addendum above, 117, note 107a.]

63 Cf. Aaron's statement in the Introduction to his commentary on Joshua-
Isaiah, Mibhar Yesharim (edited by the Karaite press of Gozlow in 1836 jointly with
the Jeremiah-Chronicles section of Sefer ha-'Osher), 2a: rv5m ipnrs o7'l00 in rn' in
n i 3 i v 5 n ' n ' n ' p z n ' in N 5 p ' n r n n l 'tisv pv55 'sir. Thus also the fifteenth-
century Elijah Bashyachi, in Addereth Eliyyahu (ed. 1870; our quotation is on the first
[unnumbered] page of the Introduction): pv5s onprnvn1 .rw, pvm i ornoo nanv nrn5t
11m5n nm5nn 11virin p'nrnn nr'n' tistp 'ion ann K5 ripn. (See my remarks on this text,
in Tarbiz, XXV [1955], 44 f., note 6.)

Even Tobias ben Moses, the greatest of Byzantine Karaite translators, felt uneasy
about the grammatical inaccuracies that could be detected in the translation under-
lying his compilation Ow Nehmad on Leviticus. Cf. the fragment quoted and dis-
cussed at length in Chapter VIII, below.

84 In the Introduction to his Hebrew translation of Bahya ibn Pa$uda's Ifoboth
hal-Lebaboth.
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Arabic; 3) insufficient knowledge of subject-matter. Since one can
hardly accuse a Tobias ben Moses, say, of unfamiliarity with the
subject of his studies, we must put the blame for the poor translations
of his school on general linguistic inadequacy.85

Even objectively speaking, the eleventh-century Hebrew was a rather
unwieldy companion for scholarly adventure. It lacked pliability and
basic philosophical terminology, and many an indispensable expression or
term had to be coined as the translation was progressing. Arabic, on
the other hand, was the language of philosophy and science. It undoubted-
ly was employed in daily usage by the Byzantine traveler, whether
negotiating a deal in the Alexandrian market or participating in a
discussion at the Jerusalem academy. This by no means suggests thorough
mastery of the Arabic language and literature on the part of the average
Byzantine Karaite. Rather, if a modern illustration may be permitted,86
it was a working familiarity with the language, derived in the same way
as the familiarity of a second-generation American Jew with the Yiddish
of his immigrant father. Of course, due to other circumstances, the
Byzantine son knew infinitely more of his parental tongue than does his
modern American counterpart, and this was especially true of the
scholar to whom Arabic was an indispensable tool of research.87

Hence, the customary view that the early Byzantine Karaite translations
from the Arabic into Hebrew were prompted by the need to make these
works comprehensible to the Karaite reading public in Byzantium88 is
hardly adequate, at least for the middle and early second half of the
eleventh century. The quality of the Hebrew in these works was often
so poor that the meaning would remain unintelligible unless the transla-
tions were checked against the Arabic originals. Occasionally, whole
Arabic clauses were incorporated into the Hebrew version without

as Cf. P. F. Frankl, Beitrdge zur Literaturgeschichte der Karder, 11.
86 In spite of my reluctance to "modernize," I feel it is permissible to use the pre-

sent illustration, esp. since an analogy between the demographic composition of the
Empire and the American "melting pot" had already been drawn by Runciman in his
review of Byzantine conditions. Cf. his Romanus Lecapenus, 32 f. See also below, 194.

87 Here is the occasion to add that in visualizing early Byzantine Karaites not as
militant missionaries but as an immigrant society, confronted with grave problems
of economic and cultural adjustment-even of loyalty-and ultimately integrating
in its environment, I often found illuminating parallels with the American Jewish
scene. These observations may perhaps serve in some future connection the basis for a
comparative sociological study.

88 See above, 190, note 81.
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being translated at all. Furthermore, Greek glosses were introduced
extensively into the biblical commentaries and philosophical treatises.89

From these facts we must conclude that reasons other than the diffusion
of Hebrew among the rank and file of the Byzantine Karaite population
or the latter's unfamiliarity with Arabic motivated the Hebrew Karaite
translation activity in mid-eleventh-century Byzantium. Here again our
aformentioned analogy with modern American Jewish life could be
continued. Just as the interest in Hebrew among Jewish immigrants to
American shores, and even more so among their descendants today,
was prompted by ideological motives rather than by an alleged con-
venience of the Hebrew language as a mass medium of communication,
so also the hebraization of Karaism in Byzantium had little to do with
linguistic utility. We shall discuss, however, this problem in Chapter
VIII of the present volume, when the first literary attempts of Byzantine
Karaites will be viewed against the background of the new environment.

GREEK AND THE CLASSICIST REVIVAL

While Arabic remained, to a great extent, an auxiliary language to the
first generations of Byzantine Karaites, Greek very soon achieved
priority. Obviously, the greater the number of native (hence Greek-
speaking) Jews who joined the sect, whether through natural increase
or conversion to the Karaite creed, the faster was the grecization of
Karaism in its Byzantine environment.90

Again, no record of this linguistic development is available from the
early formative years of Karaism in Byzantium. But from the extent
and variety of the Greek glosses in the very first literary works of Byzantine
Karaites, it is evident that by the middle of the eleventh century Greek
was the mother-tongue of the second and third generations of Karaites
in the Empire.

To Byzantium and the Byzantines the Greek language was infinitely
more than a mere vehicle for oral and literary communication. The
Byzantine Empire was a vast sea of heterogeneous citizenry, constantly
swelled by tributaries of different races, ethnic groups and linguistic

89 Frankl, Beitrdge, 4, described this trilingualism as "jenes monstrose Gemeng-
sel dreier Sprachen." See also ibid., 12 f., and above, 190, note 80, for Frankl's
attempt to explain the untranslated Arabic clauses through a theory of "haste."
My own explanation of that linguistic phenomenon is given below, in Chapter VIII
of this study. On the Greek glosses see further on in the present chapter.

90, For (eleventh-century?) conversions to Karaism, see the discussion of a pas-
sage from O$ar Nehmad, below, Chapter VI (and note 25 to that chapter).
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units.91 In this sense it recalls the demographic composition of the
United States of America.92 There were two great forces that united
this mixture of peoples of all origins and effectively substituted for the
consciousness of belonging to one nationality. These two forces were
the Orthodox Church and "the language of the Romans" (which in
Byzantium meant Greek).93 The Jews, Rabbanites and Karaites alike,
quite naturally excluded themselves from the levelling effect of the
Church. Their integration in the national language of the country must
therefore have seemed to them even more imperative.94

It was noted long ago that whereas the Rabbanite literary productions
in Byzantium show the effects of contact with colloquial Greek only,
the Karaites reveal an unmistakable familiarity with Greek philosophical
terminology.95 While this fact is of particular interest to the student of
Karaite literature, it serves also as valuable information for historical
investigation, for it supplements from a new angle our general picture
of the early formative years of Byzantine Karaism.

91 On the characteristics of the racial, ethnic and religious conglomeration that
was Byzantium under the Macedonian dynasty, see Neumann, Weltstellung des byz.
Belches, 42; Runciman, Romanus Lecapenus, 31 f.; idem, Byzantine Civilization, 179 ff. ;
E. Stein, "Introduction A 1'histoire et aux institutions byzantines," Traditio (Fordham
University), VII (1949-51), esp. 154 if.

92 See above, 192, note 86.

93 Cf. Runciman, Byzantine Civilization, 231; Diehl, History of the Byz. Empire,
92 f.; idem, Les grands probl4mes de l'histoire byzantine, 45; and in Cambridge Med.
History, IV, 736.

94 Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 50, 244. For reconstruction of Greek glosses
in Karaite literature, see, for instance, P. F. Frankl, "Karl ische Studien", MGWJ,
XXXI (1882) and XXXIII (1884); idem, Ersch and Gruber Enz., Section Two, XXXIII,
18; idem, Ein mu'tazilitischer Kalam aus dem 10. Jahrhundert; Steinschneider's articles
on Byzantine Hebrew manuscripts and books in Die hebraischen Obersetzungen and
in Catalogue Leiden; Schreiner's Studien fiber Jeschuah ben Jehudah; Markon in his
introduction to the Hebrew version of a Commentary on the Book of Ruth, Livre
d'hommage a la memoire du Samuel Poznanski, Hebrew Section (see below, note 105);
Pinsker and Furst, on occassions, in their books on Karaism; Poznatiski in various
articles in which he published fragments of Byzantine texts; F. Perles, "Judisch-
byzantinische Beziehungen," Byzantinische Zeitschrift, II (1893), 569 ff.; Neubauer
in his fragment of Sefer ha-'Osher on Isaiah, The Fifty-Third Chapter of Isaiah Ac-
cording to the Jewish Interpreters, I, 59 ff.; S. Lieberman, Hellenism in Palestine, 55 f.
Cf. also Neubauer's general evaluation, in his review of Furst's Graeco-Hebrew
Glossarium, JQR (O.S.), IV (1891-92), 18.

95 Cf. Starr, "A Fragment of a Greek Mishnaic Glossary," PAAJR, VI (1935),
355. Note also Frankl's emphasis on the direct indebtedness of the Karaites to Greek
literature as against Steinschneider's theory of intermediary Arabic channels, Hash-
shahar, VIII (1877), 177 f. It is difficult in the present state of research to demonstrate
whether the Karaites knew the original classics of Greek philosophy or used some of
the scholia produced in their own time.
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The Karaites of the eleventh century made a conscious effort to adopt
the language of the great and proud empire to which their fathers had
immigrated in the not far-off past, and to make it their own. That
century witnessed, as is well known, a revival of classical studies and the
use of classical Greek in Byzantium. It seems quite natural, then,
that the second- and third-generation Karaites of Constantinople should
reveal precisely the spirit of classical revival with which the period of a
Psellos, Leichudes and Xiphilinos was imbued.96 Their exclusively urban
character, also, rendered them, as already noted, more susceptible and
more exposed to the hellenizing effect of the neo-classicist trend 97

POPULAR LINGUISTIC INTEGRATION

Nevertheless, revealing as they are, the atticisms of the philosophical
glosses in the works of a Tobias ben Moses or Yehudah Hadassi tell only
one side of the story of Karaite linguistic integration in Byzantium. The
other side-that of daily usage and of the gradual emergence of a Graeco-
Karaite jargon-has barely been touched upon by researchers. And yet,
the preliminary spadework that has been done in regard to a much
later period (17th century) has shown that the inherently conservative
forces, governing the linguistic phenomena of diasporic Jewries, have
been at work also in the Karaite community.98 Here, indeed, is a rich field
for research, one that would not only shed light on Byzantine Karaism
alone but undoubtedly prove helpful to Byzantine studies in general.99

96 On the classical revival in the period under review, see the summary by Runci-
man, Byzantine Civilization, 233 f.; J. M. Hussey, Church and Learning in the By-
zantine Empire, esp. 37 ff.; lorga, Histoire de la vie byzantine, II, 92 if. On the vogue
of classical Greek among the intelligentsia of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, see
Runciman, op. cit., 240 f. On Psellos cf. Neumann, Weltstellung des byz. Reiches,
81 ff. ; A. N. Rambaud, Etudes sur l'histoire byzantine, 111 ff. ; Diehl, Figures byzantines,
1, 291 ff.; Bury, "Roman Emperors," in Selected Essays, 186 ff.; Hussey, op. cit., esp.
73 ff.; R. M. Dawkins, "The Greek Language in the Byzantine Period," in Baynes-Moss'
Byzantium, 256 f.; Br6hier, La civilisation byzantine, 328 f. On the literature of the
period see K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur, and F. Ddlger's
general observations in Die byzantinische Dichtung in der Reinsprache, 7 if. Cf. also
Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des byz. Staates, 261 f.

97 Cf. above, 182, note 54.
98 Cf. A. Danon, Metrath 'Enalm du Caraite Elie Afeda Beghi [=Journal Asiatique,

11th Series, IV, 5 ff.]; and earlier, "Notice sur la littrature grbco-caralte," REJ,
LXIV (1912), 147 if.

99 On the continuous process of development of conversational xotvnj, paralleling
the scholarly efforts of the classicist-minded savants, cf. Dawkins' aforementioned
essay in Byzantium, esp. 258 if. Dawkins stresses the fact (p. 262) that the two lines of
development, the classical and the popular, have existed side by side. See also Br6hier,
La civilisation byzantine, 325 if.
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Characteristically, the universal adoption of the Judeo-Espanol by
Turkish Rabbanites, in the wake of the influx of Spanish refugees after
1492, did not affect the Karaites of Turkey, notwithstanding the special
respect which they reserved for the Sephardi Jews and their culture.100
The contrary rather seems true : Precisely the halakhic rapprochement
between Karaites and Rabbanites of the period endowed the preservation
of the Karaite linguistic heritage with special significance. The Karaites
of the former Byzantine provinces were always on the receiving end
of the interdenominational alliance, studying as they did at the feet of
Rabbanite masters. No wonder they fell back on the half-a-millennium
old Graeco-Karaite jargon as an anchor of their sectarian identity.
When as late as the 1830's the Russian Karaite leader, Abraham Fir-
kowicz, attempted to introduce the Karaimic-Turkic dialect, spoken
by the sectaries of Russia, in place of the Greek jargon which was still
prevalent in the Bible classes of the Karaite community in Istanbul, the
furor of the local Karaites knew no bounds.101 A hundred years later
the use of Greek could still be reported from the little Karaite quarter
of Haskeuy, Istanbul.102

This extraordinary persistence had its roots in the period covered by
the present chapter. Jacob ben Reuben's Sefer ha-'Osher-a compilation
of excerpts from Hebrew Karaite commentaries that were circulating
in Byzantium-brings us, through the abundant Greek glosses it contains,
right into the very process of Karaite grecization that was then in
progress.

JACOB BEN REUBEN

The date of Sefer ha-'Osher is still debatable.103 At any rate, whether
its author lived in the eleventh century or some fifty years later, both

100 Cf. Elijah Bashyachi's Addereth Eliyyahu, passim. Elijah shows not only prefe-
rence for the classical Spanish Hebrew literature, the Sephardic cantillation, and the
principles of biblical exegesis as practiced by the Jewish commentators of Spain, but
also for the Sephardic Jews of his own time. He is, however, quite outspoken in his
dislike of Ashkenazic Jewry on account of its garlic diet, noisy display of piety and
"frightening" attire. Cf. my comments and quotation in Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 185,
and in my article on Bashyachi, En;iklopedyah 'lvrith, IX, 961. On Kaleb Afendo-
polo's close contacts with Spanish refugees from whom he acquired a Torah
scroll, see the excerpts from Pathshegen Kethab had-Dath, published by Danon in
JQR (N. S.), XVII (1926-27), 172-73. See also above, 152.

101 See D. Blondheim, "Echos du jud6o-hellenism," REJ, LXXVIII (1924), 6.
102 Cf. Danon, "Notice sur la littrature gr6co-caralte, "REJ, LXIV (1912), 147.

Cf. further the testimony of Rcsanes, Dibre Yeme Yisrael be-Thogarmah, I, 206, 216.
103 In his article in Jewish Enc., VII, 41, Poznariski at first placed Jacob ben Reuben

in the eleventh century; later (Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, 67), he
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the Hebrew translations underlying the compilation and the Greek
glosses appended thereto belong undoubtedly to the eleventh century.

Jacob's original contribution to the content of his book was rather
limited. The differences of style and the contradictions in content that
are easily visible to one familiar with the whole manuscript, show that
Jacob did not translate the old Arabic commentaries himself.104 Nor, for
that matter, was he responsible for the Greek glosses in his text (except
perhaps for corrupting their spelling). The fact that some sections of his
commentary, such as those on Genesis, Exodus or Leviticus, abound
in Greek glosses, while other sections, which are no less difficult, e.g.,
Numbers and Deuteronomy, contain none, proves it beyond doubt.
Jacob merely abridged (not always very thoughtfully) and arranged
(not always very intelligently) those comments which he found already
rendered into Hebrew and provided with Greek glosses by earlier trans-
lators.105

Thus, as an actual commentary, Le., as a manual of annotations to the
language and content of the scriptural text, Sefer ha-'Osher is, by all
medieval and modern standards, practically worthless. Yet, as a guide
to the library of the early Byzantine Karaite and to his linguistic equip-
ment, both Hebrew and Greek, it is perhaps the most revealing of all

assigned him to the first half of the twelfth century. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire,
243, seems to have been unaware of this change in Poznatiski's opinion.

104 This was already noticed by L. Marwick, JBL, LXII (1943), 39. For an il-
lustration see above, 71 f. Cf. also below, Chapter VIII.

105 Cf. above, 71 if., and 77, note 48. An interesting insight into the technique of
Jacob ben Reuben can be gained through textual comparison of three sources-
luckily, all three of them printed. One is the full Hebrew translation of Yefeth ben
`All's Commentary on the Book of Ruth. This Hebrew text was published by I. Markon
in the Hebrew Part of Livre d'hommage a la memoire du Samuel Poznaiski, 78 if.
Markon wrongly attributed the work to Salman ben Yeriibam; Yefeth's authorship is
beyond doubt. Cf. Marwick's review-article in JBL, LXII (1943), 38 f., and his "Stu-
dies" in JQR (N.S.), XXXIV (1943-A4),317, n. 15. The same conclusion was reached
independently by L. Nemoy when answering the question, "Did Salman ben Yeruham
Compose a Commentary on Ruth?" in JQR (N.S.), XXXIX (1948), 215 f. The other
source is the Arabic original of Yefeth's commentary. The first two chapters thereof
were edited by N. Schornstein, Der Commentar des Karf ers Jephet ben `All zum Buche
Ruth, and translated by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 84 if. The third source is Jacob
ben Reuben's Commentary on Ruth in his Sefer ha-'Osher. This text is nothing else
but an abridgment of the aforementioned full Hebrew text, which, in turn, was a trans-
lation of Yefeth's Arabic Commentary on the Book of Ruth.

Thus, a unique opportunity is given in this case to sample Jacob's criteria of
selection from a larger source available to him. Our case is limited, however, by the
fact that only one translated source was available to Jacob in preparation of his brief
Commentary on the Book of Ruth. For the time being there is no way of checking
the criteria of synthesis and arrangement which governed his editing technique in cases
in which more than one Hebrew translation or compilation were at his disposal.
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contemporaneous Byzantine Karaite creations. It constitutes the sum
total of eleventh-century exegetical knowledge in Karaism, so far
as transmitted to Byzantium from the East, in addition to being in its
own right a milestone in the cultural endeavor of the sect in its Byzantine
environment. As such, it constitutes a veritable mine of information
which the student of Byzantine Karaite history cannot afford to neglect;
indeed, with regard to certain aspects of that history it has no peer.

According to my computation, based on the study of the entire
manuscript of Sefer ha-'Osher (now in Leiden) and of the brief section
thereof that had been uncritically published a hundred and thirty years
ago in Gozlow, some five hundred (!) Greek words or Graeco-Karaite
colloquialisms and phrases can be yielded by this commentary. Of this
number, Genesis alone contains one-fifth; next comes Exodus with
some seventy words, Leviticus with sixty, Isaiah with more than thirty,
the Books of Samuel and Job with twenty-five each, and so on. The
words range from "bread" to various species of fish; from simple work-
tools to specialized terms in building techniques, textile industry, etc.;
from parts of the human body to medical names for diseases and physical
defects; from different articles of wear and even armor to official
designations, such as titles of Byzantine officials, measures and coinage;
from courtesy phrases to theological expressions.106

GREEK NAMES

In time, along with the increasing linguistic integration of the Karaites
in their Greek-speaking environment, surely Greek names, too, became
popular among the Karaite inhabitants of the Empire. Unfortunately,
we do not possess any direct evidence to this effect for the formative
years of the sect in Byzantium. No private correspondence by Byzantine
Karaites-comparable, say, to the plea of the Egyptian-born immigrant
Rabbanite lady, Malihah, whose daughter from a marriage in Byzantium
bore already the Greek name ZoJ-has up to this day been recovered.107

106 Of course, many of these terms have been corrupted beyond recognition in the
process of transliteration into Hebrew and subsequent copying. Still, a critical edition
of Sefer ha-'Osher, which I understand is imminent, will prove a major contribution
to Byzantine studies at large, if, as 1 hope, it will be provided with a comprehensive
glossary and the necessary critical apparatus. The creation of such an apparatus
calls in turn for a careful study and eventual publication of the Arabic originals
of Yefeth ben `All and others.

For the general story of the diffusion of Greek among Byzantine Jewry see Starr's
Jews in the Byz. Empire, Index, s.v. "Greek Language." The present material was
unknown to Starr.

107 See the letter published by Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine under the Falimids,
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Nor do we have any Byzantine Karaite legal documents of a kind paral-
leling, for example, the marriage contract of the Rabbanite girl at
Mastaura; her Greek name, Eudokia, as well as the Greek name of the
father of one of the signatories, had to be transliterated into Hebrew
for insertion in the traditional kethubbah.108

The only onomastic material available so far from Byzantine Karaites
of the period consists of names of the Hebrew Karaite scholars whose
works have been cited all along in the present volume. These do not
show as yet any signs of grecization.109 The absence of such signs,
however, is not striking at all; in fact, it is more or less in keeping with
the situation among contemporary Byzantine Rabbanite scholars, too.110

Not before the fifteenth century can a Greek-sounding family name-
Afendopolo or Efendipulo-be found among the names of Karaite
scholars in Constantinople. It stands out as a noteworthy exception from

II, 306 f. (cf. also 1, 241 f.), and partly reproduced in English by Starr, Jews in the
Byz. Empire, 214, No. 162. The lady asked her brothers in Egypt to return her to her
native land along with her daughter. She seems to have married a Byzantine Jew who
either died in the meantime or divorced her. The letter is not dated, but both Mann
and Starr place it in the twelfth century. Although the text breaks somewhere in the
middle of its business part-when Malihah suggests to her brothers to cover their
travel expenses by bringing some merchandise along with them-there is no doubt
as to the Rabbanite persuasion of the correspondents; in fact, they seem to belong
to a learned family. This can be inferred not only from the flowery Hebrew style of
the letter but also from a direct mention of a relative who ranked high in the
Rabbanite academic hierarchy ([nrinnD] +v+amn 12IM10.

10 Cf. the text, dated 1022 c.E., in Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, II, 94 if.,
and Mann's comments there, 1, 93 f. For an English version and comments see Stan,
Jews in the Byz. Empire, 187 if., No. 30. The name of one of the four witnesses is
Moses ben Leon. Incidentally, several of the bride's and bridegroom's gifts are listed
in Greek (in Hebrew transliteration). Th. Reinach added to the elucidation of these
objects in "Un contrat de marriage du temps de Basile le Bulgaroctone," Melanges
Schlumberger, I, 118 if. The general form and the Aramaic language of the document
which are in line with the standard kethubboth of the period, confirm the Rabbanite
allegiance of the parties involved.

109 E.g., Tobias ben Moses, Jacob ben Simon, Jacob ben Reuben, Yehndah
Hadassi, Elijah ben Abraham.

110 Cf. the names of the Rabbanite scholars in Starr's presentation of Byzantine
Jewish intellectual activity prior to 1204, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 59 if. Cf. further
the names of community leaders in the different Byzantine localities visited by Benjamin
of Tudela. A brief check will reveal that no more than 5 percent of the personages
listed by the traveler bore Greek names; there is, however, some doubt as to their
scholarly standing. On the other hand, there is no certainty that the Hebrew gram-
marian, Kaleb, surnamed Korsinos and quoted by the fourteenth-century Mosconi,
was actually a contemporary of Abishai of Zagora, a Bulgarian Rabbanite scholar
who is reported by the same Mosconi (in an earlier passage) to have composed a
supercommentary on Ibn Ezra in 1170; chances are that Korsinos belongs to the
birteenth century. See on him Stan, op. cit., 64, and 236, No. 183.
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the.growing number of Turkicized names assumed by Karaites living in
the former Byzantine territories of the Ottoman Empire.111 This later
phenomenon, however, cannot be gone into at this juncture.112

Whatever the case, it is obvious that responsible leaders were aware of
the danger of excessive linguistic integration in the formative period of
Karaite settlement in Byzantium. Consequently, the cultivation of
Hebrew, in spite of its initial clumsiness and undevoloped scientific
vocabulary, was surely looked upon by them as a praiseworthy coun-
tercheck to the assimilating forces at play. Indeed, it is possible that this
attitude may have prompted the twelfth-century Byzantine Karaite
Yehudah Hadassi to include the personal obligation of the study of
Hebrew among the Ten Articles of Faith which he was the first to for-
mulate.113

CHANGING HORIZONS

We have now reached the middle of the eleventh century, when an al-
ready well-established and economically prosperous third-generation
Karaite society in Byzantium was about to attain maturity. This matura-
tion was manifest, as we have seen, in the development of an in-

111 Carmoly's rendering "Efendipulo" (Israelitische Annalen, ed. Jost, I [1839], 397),
accepted by Furst (Geschichte des Karderthums, II, 311, and note 201) and by Neubauer
(Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 61), is rejected by Steinschneider (Gesammelte
Schriften, I, 182, note 2). The reading "Afendopolo," although unexplained, is preva-
lent in the later treatments. Galant6 (Cinquieme recueil de documents concernant
les Juifs de Turquie, 50) mentions, along with "Afendopolo," also the Greek Karaite
name Kalonyanos. He gives, however, no details as to the activity of the family bearing
that name. No Kalonyanos is known to me among the Karaite scholars of Byzantium or
Turkey. On the occurrence of Turkicized family names among Karaites see briefly
above, 58 f.

112 I propose to deal with it in my projected "History of the Karaites in Turkey,
Russia and Poland."

113 Cf. the Sixth Article in Hadassi's Creed, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 21c-d, Alphabet 53:
:tt+1 +te 1515!1131 13111391 1]++331 :tt+1 nn [131113135r=1 131105 5+347135 :K+n IT DV 1147!2 1++3Y

5ro1 5p beri1 +1151 13vi [Jar.] 1 rrsni 1+13151 1395 n11P3 nv+5131 :wrim 111731 -131331 1331+1131

11475 I+3+ to :x113 Inn a+1 113 In+n111 5P 31 5Ywni +11DD1 l1no1 n13m1 113137 5vn :,rn 113 5n 133
M175 11113 rim '+nv 5v ,amt m +3 : (n t-+ 4nn) +m nn+31313 n37 IU '1 n11D :u'n 1rti3 13+1151t
1+1511 (D "'3 '3135) 'n 1343 1753.

The now binding briefer definition of this Article and the commentary thereon by
the fifteenth-century "last codifier" of Karaism, Elijah Bashyachi (Addereth Eliyyahu,
80d ff.), are given in partial English translation by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 250 if.
The Karaites took great pride in the fact that Hadassi's Articles of Faith preceded
the formulation of the Rabbanite Creed by Maimonides. Incidentally, among the
Thirteen Articles of the Rabbanites no similar demand is made to master the Hebrew
language and grammar as a matter of religious obligation.
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telligent and far-sighted national leadership under the guidance of
Tobias ben Moses. In the eventful period which was now initiated,
institutional forms were molded and an unprecedented activity was
set in motion, aimed at transferring the Karaite literary treasures of
Palestine to Byzantium. Policies were now laid down which proved to
be of far-reaching consequence for the future of the sect.114

Thus, the middle of the eleventh century marked for Byzantine
Karaism both an end and a beginning. It was the end, or rather the
consummation, of a twin process which had already begun more than
half a century earlier. Of one of its aspects we have spoken in detail : it was
the geo-demographic shift of Jewish communal and economic endeavor,
brought about by the political and territorial transformations that shook
the Near East in the latter half of the tenth century. This development
continued and became more pronounced in the eleventh century with
the further decline of the major Jewish centers in the `Abbasid Caliphate.
It was to that general upheaval in the East, which had so radically
affected the Jewish people at large, that Karaite settlements owed their
very existence on Byzantine soil. Thus we can readily understand the
intimate dependence and attachment of the Byzantine Karaites to their co-
religionists on the Islamic side of the international fence. We must
recognize these ties as a factor of paramount importance in the formative
stages of Karaism in Byzantium.115

We shall now consider the second aspect of the process which
dominated the early years of the sect in the Empire. The ascendency of
the Italian maritime republics which began in the latter half of the
tenth century, and the resurgence of Muslim piracy in the East-
Mediterranean waters some decades later, steadily narrowed such
avenues of international trade which had hitherto been open to the
Jews. The consequent involuntary contraction of Jewish commercial
enterprise into the boundaries of a local or, at best, regional market,

114 An illuminating contrast between the Byzantine Karaites and Rabbanites with
regard to their respective sources of creative inspiration was thought by Starr to be
apparent in the biblical commentaries produced in the Empire. The indebtedness of
the Karaite commentators in Byzantium to their Palestinian mentors, often bordering
on what to the modern reader would smack of plagiarism, has already been sufficiently
emphasized; see also Chapter VIII. Contrariwise, the Rabbanite authors in the Empire
seem to have been affected very little, if at all, by the teaching emanating from
Palestine or Mesopotamia. Starr maintained (Jews in the Byz. Empire, 50 ff.), that
"we find them using instead, for the most part, the works of several famous western
scholars." Cf. there, 64. This last assertion still awaits documentation.

tts Cf. above, 110 if.
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proved in Byzantium perhaps more than in any Near-Eastern Islamic
country-a mighty propelling force for the rise of an indigenous,
regional-minded Karaite leadership.

This steadily shrinking horizon of Byzantine Jewish economy has to
be viewed also in the context of the interdependent communal situation in
Jewry at large: The once-powerful central agencies of Jewish self-
government in the old Islamic world were disintegrating; Rabbanite
local or regional authorities were emerging everywhere. The era of
progressive decentralization of Jewry-a corollary of the disintegration
of the Eastern Caliphate-and the rise of provincial Jewish leadership,
in the wake of regional needs and self-determination, had set in.116 These
communal and economic developments further stimulated the sense of
self-awareness and the profound inner transformation that had taken
hold of the third generation of Karaites in the Empire.

The grandsons of the Arabic-speaking newcomers to Christian
Byzantium now became increasingly sensitive to their regional needs and
interests. This country was now theirs by birthright. They felt they were
well integrated in it both linguistically and culturally. Adherents of a sect
that was a characteristic product of an Islamic environment,117 they
could not avoid coming to grips with a situation which was as alarming
as it was natural: their native Greek was steadily pushing the traditional
Arabicized models of Karaite literature and thought out of their daily
life. True, these native Karaite Byzantines remained genuinely and
unswervingly loyal to their religio-spiritual ideal embodied in the living
example of the Arabic-speaking "Mourners of Zion" in Jerusalem: they
humbly accepted the latter's tutelage in matters of law and sent their
sons to Palestine to sit at the feet of the saintly masters. They further
maintained close commercial ties with their Egyptian brethren. Still,
they felt disturbed and embarrassed by those external elements of their
heritage which now seemed politically and culturally alien to the
environment they regarded as their own.

It was not an insoluble dilemma, to be sure. The alien elements-this
the Byzantine Karaites knew clearly-were not inherent in the basic
tenets of their creed; they only lingered on through inertia, incompatible
with the social and intellectual climate of the Christian State which

116 Cf. the paragraph on "Progressive Decentralization" in S. W. Baron's Social
and Religious History of the Jews (2nd ed.), V, 38 if., as well as the paragraphs "Provincial
Leadership" and "Progressive Self-determination" in his The Jewish Community, I,
187 if. and 206 f., respectively.

117 See above, Introd., 3, 9. 25.
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was now their home. The dictate of the hour, then, was to emancipate
the Byzantine branch of the movement from these alien externals,
without infringing, however, on the fundamentals of Karaism's religious
and social doctrine.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF MATURITY AND SELF-ASSERTION

It is in this sense that the mid-forties of the eleventh century mark also
a beginning : a protracted struggle for self-assertion and a conscious
effort by the local leadership to adapt the Karaites' mode of life to speci-
fically Byzantine conditions while retaining the essentials of Karaite
faith and practice.

It comes as no surprise that precisely from the ranks of students, who
had lived and studied in Jerusalem and returned from there imbued
with the zeal of the "Mourners of Zion," arose such leaders as Tobias
ben Moses. Equipped with a thorough mastery of Karaite doctrine and
exegesis, in addition to the general erudition and spirit flowing from
his native Greek environment, Tobias has led his compatriots from
inarticulate growth under the wings of Palestinian masters and from
complacent catering to Egyptian notables into communal self-assertion
and literary creativity.

In launching their flock on a path of adjustment and reorientation,
the leaders of young Karaism in Byzantium surely saved the movement
from inner contradictions and decay. They could not have known that
in the process of adaptation and reformulation of many a principle, in
order to suit the new developments, some essentials would have to be
sacrificed, too. All they were doing was forging the means for survival and
for preservation of identity in the new environment they called now home.
They could not have foreseen that in the not far-off future tremendous
external happenings would eventually sweep the movement away from
Palestine, the focal point of independent Karaite creativity, and away
from the socio-political and communal climate of the Islamic East
which had caused originally the sect's appearance on the scene of
Jewish history. Nor could they have dreamed then of the great
mission which their center was consequently destined to shoulder,
for centuries to come, in spreading and supporting the Karaite creed
in the far provinces of Eastern Europe.



CHAPTER V

COMING TO TERMS WITH THE LAW

T HE ULTIMATE nature of the Byzantine Karaite adjustments
becomes increasingly manifest to the critical eye as one glances
through the centuries. Unfortunately, most of Karaite literary

creations possess the monotonous uniformity, so characteristic of that
genre of literature in general, which makes it rather difficult to trace
the initial changes that occurred in the sect in the early Byzantine period.

Nevertheless, on the strength of the unmistakable modifications in
Karaite law a few generations later, we shall not go wrong in venturing
an assumption. We may anticipate that, while clinging to essential
divergences in ritual, the Karaite minority gradually absorbed certain
customs and usages which were developed by its Rabbanite neighbors
through centuries-long experience on Byzantine soil.1 In the course of
time, genuinely new Karaite practices and a characteristically new
slant in the Karaite mode of thinking might have taken shape. These
were a result of conditions prevailing in the country and of the ever-
growing impact of linguistic and cultural integration of Karaite intel-
ligentsia into the Empire's heterogeneous society.

LAW AND REALITY

The scantiness of actual information about the changes involved imposes
on the student the obligation of appraising the character and intensity
of such changes in a roundabout way. Thus, a careful application of
semantic analysis to Karaite legal terminology might prove extremely
useful; it might compensate for the absence of explicit acknowledg-
ment in Karaite literature of the above-surmised absorption of new
practices and customs. For, whatever their nature and degree, modifi-

t On the early history of the Jewish communities in the Byzantine Empire see,
in general, S. Krauss, Studien zur byzantinischyudischen Geschichte. Starr's Jews
in the Byzantine Empire begins only with the changed position of the Empire in the
seventh century, i.e., after the loss of the eastern provinces to the Muslim conquerors.
See also above, 113, note 97.

204
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cations of religious usages and rules of behavior required either altera-
tions in Karaite law proper or new approaches in legal interpretation.
Old terms had to be imbued with new meanings; new terms had to be
adopted where the old ones, even in their new formulation, failed to
meet the realities of life. Hence, the quest for a new or modified legal
terminology-reflecting, in turn, a quest for legal recognition of realities
of life-may indirectly afford us an insight into the workings of the
process of acclimatization assumed above.

Regrettably, Karaite legislation was never investigated in terms of
historical development. The "monolithic" approach to Karaism of most
modern researchers and the inherently conservative character of Karaite
literature all through the ages tended to present Karaite law as a basically
homogeneous and fairly stable creation.2 Consequently, the eleventh-
and fifteenth-century reforms (such as those modifying the laws of
incest or the regulations governing the kindling of fire for use on a
Sabbath) were looked upon by scholars as sporadic excesses of radical
liberals, out of tune with the "true" tenor of Karaite legislative philoso-
phy. The truth of the matter is, however, that, in addition to the evident
changes in specific laws, which indeed were formally promulgated in
the eleventh and fifteenth centuries respectively, a serious process of
legislative revision and reformulation was already in progress from the
mid-tenth century on. This process not only touched upon a number of
practical issues, but encompassed a whole range of basic legal concepts
and the accepted criteria for legal deduction. A full-scale exploration of
this evolution in Karaite jurisprudence is, of course, impractical in
this connection, however beckoning the task. In the present chapter
only the briefest and most general sketch can be given of those legal
concepts which alone are directly relevant to the Byzantine story.3

PALESTINIAN PRELUDE

To be sure, then, the trend toward adjustment and reformulation of the
Karaite code of law did not begin in Byzantium. Early attempts in that di-

2 On the "monolithic" approach of modern Karaitic scholarship see our Introduc-
tion, above, 7 f.

3 The full documentation of the present thesis, so far as the pre-Byzantine Karaite
material goes, will have to be deferred to a separate study which I hope to publish
some time in the future. On the other hand, Byzantine literature will be referred to as
fully as space and consideration of form permit. The reader will easily discover
for himself the points in which I am indebted to, and those on which I differ, in method
and conclusion, from the earlier interpretations.

Cf., for instance, Graetz, Geschichte der Juden (4th ed.), V, Note 17, § iv, esp. 501 ff. ;
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rection can already be discerned in the Muslim environment of Palestine,
when Karaite scholarship attained the threshold of ripeness and maturity.

True, Palestinian Karaite literature of the late tenth and the eleventh
centuries is usually lumped together with that of the earlier school (late
ninth and early tenth centuries) under the general heading of "The Golden
Age of Karaism in Palestine." There is, however, a definite difference
between these two chronological units both in quality and character.
The early Karaite creativity (till the middle of the tenth century), bravely
shouldering the burden of repelling the Saadyan and post-Saadyan as-
sault, concentrated mainly on polemics and apologetics. Even the works it
produced in the field of biblical exegesis, Hebrew linguistics, etc., are
heavily overlaid with political excursuses which, while interesting to
the historian, can hardly be counted among the durable gains of Judaic
scholarship. Composed by a somewhat narrow-minded, if vocal, circle
of fighters (of whom the oft-quoted Salman ben Yerfiham is best repre-
sented in the extant sources), these works were soon superseded by the
more mature compositions forming what I would call the "Later Golden
Age" in the literary story of Karaism. The later compositions, indeed,
while not devoid of polemics and of the familiar zest for reading into
the Bible allusions to political happenings of the period, constitute a
lasting and positive contribution to Jewish learning of all times.

The Later Golden Age is mirrored in the scholarly endeavor of
Joseph ben Noah who in the late tenth century admittedly founded a
Karaite college of seventy scholars in Jerusalem. His disciples, active in
eleventh-century Palestine, have carved for the Jerusalem Karaite
academy a permanent place in the cultural history of Jewry as a
whole.4 Even Rabbanite authorities of the time were quite conscious

Weiss, Dor Ddr we-Dorshaw, IV, esp. 77 f.; Harkavy, Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII,
Introduction, as well as in several other of his studies cited elsewhere in the present
volume; Poznabski, esp. "Anan et ses 6crits," REJ, XLIV (1902), 179 ff.; or the
modem treatments, notably Mahler's Hafc-t(ara'im, esp. 133 ff.; Ben-Sasson's critique
of the latter in Zion, XV (1950), 42 ff.; Nemoy's Karaite Anthology, Introduction,
and his earlier essays; and, most recently, Baron's chapter on the "Karaite Schism,"
in his revised Social and Religious History of the Jews, V, 209 if. (and notes).

4 Cf. "Ibn al-Hiti's Chronicle of Karaite Doctors" (ed. Margoliouth), JQR (O.S.),
IX (1897), 433 and 439; Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 232. See also, most recently, my
remarks in JJS, VIH (1957), 73, and the bibliographical data above, 185, note 64.

Somewhere on the borderline between the two periods we find David ben Abraham
al-Fasi, the lexicographer. His Dictionary, while undoubtedly studied in the Jerusalem
Karaite academy and twice abridged in the eleventh century, enjoyed merely a short-
lived popularity. Similar to the works of the Early Golden Age, it exerted a limited
influence only and was soon superseded by compositions of the later period. Cf.
Skoss, Kitab J6mi' al-Alrz of David b. Abraham al-Fasi, I, Introd., xxxiii if.
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of the undeniable ripeness and high caliber of Karaite scholarship
from the latter half of the tenth century on.5 Represented by such
masters as Yefeth ben 'Ali, exegete, his son Levi, legist, Sahl ben Masliab,
polemicist and jurist, Abu'l-Faraj Harun, grammarian, Joseph al-Basir,
philosopher and lawmaker, and the versatile disciple of the two teachers
mentioned last, Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah, Karaite learning made its
impact be felt not only in Byzantium but as far as Spain.6 Hence, when
discussing the Byzantine phase of Karaite history, the different quality
of the second period within the Golden Age framework must not be
lost sight of, since Byzantine Karaite scholarship was a direct offshoot of
the Later Golden Age of the sect in Palestine.

Now, it is beyond the scope of the present study to enumerate all
the symptoms of maturity manifested by the Golden Age Karaite
literature in the second stage of its development.? Be it stressed only
that this maturity was by no means limited to purely academic matter.
In that later stage, the Palestinian Karaite lawmakers began also coping
realistically with the new conditions and challenges of their time and
pulled down many a wall that had been erected by earlier ideologists
of the movements Still, the fact that no other than a Byzantine disciple

5 Cf. the source quoted above, 185, beginning of note 64. Cf. also my brief sketch
on "Ben Zula," a member of the same circle of scholars, in En$i(clopedyah 'Ivrith
(Enc. Hebraica), IX, 101 f.

6 On Palestinian Karaite echoes in the exegesis of the twelfth-century Rabbanite
Spaniard Abraham ibn Ezra, cf. my "Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56),
60 if., 194 if. On Abraham ibn Daud's literary struggle in Spain against the influence
of Yeshu ah's books, see his own statement in Seder hak-4Cabbalah, Medieval Jewish
Chronicles, 1, 81. See further my remarks in Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 186 if., and above,
34 f. (and notes).

7 As one illustration of these symptoms of maturity we may cite the positive stand
of the spokesmen of that period on the question of introducing the teaching of philo-
sophy into the Karaite curriculum. This development comes into sharper relief when
appraised against the background of the heated opposition to the study of philosophy
voiced earlier by an al-Knmisi or a Salman. The acceptance of philosophy as a legiti-
mate subject-matter in the Karaite program of instruction was coupled with the
actual rise of philosophical writings in the sectarian academy of Jerusalem, reaching
full blossom in the eleventh century under Joseph al-Basir and Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah.

This stands in no contradiction to the fact that we already have in the early tenth
century a great Karaite thinker and erudite, Jacob al-Kirkisani, who was well versed
in the philosophic discipline of his time. Kir(cisani, a non-Palestinian, a characteristic
product of the symbiotic cultural climate of Upper Mesopotamia in the late ninth
and early tenth centuries, constitutes in this respect a separate phenomenon and
should by no means be counted with the Palestinian Early Golden Age. Invaluable
as he is to the historian today, he wielded little influence on the philosophic outlook
of his successors.

6 The realistic approach of the Jerusalem Karaite school at the time under dis-
cussion can be gauged, for instance, from the position of that school on the rikkub
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of the Jerusalem masters did affix the final seal to that trend, by giving
it its definitive legal formulation, is not without significance. In so
doing, the eleventh-century Karaite lawmaker in the Empire had founded,
in a sense, a new school of legal thought in Karaism, foreshadowing
the great innovations of Elijah Bashyachi in the fifteenth century.

This new direction in the philosophy of sectarian Jewish law merits
therefore a fuller elaboration.

"CONSENSUS OF COMMUNITY"

Unwritten laws of local practice and custom, deriving their sanction
from the sheer weight of common observance by certain groups or regions,
attained from the very outset legitimate standing in sectarian Jewish
jurisprudence. A counterpart of al-ijmd', i.e., "consensus of the commun-
ity" in Muslim law, this phenomenon became known later in the Karaite
legal jargon as lcibbus or `edah.9 Chances are that `edah may perhaps
be echoing the Arabic legal term `ada, i.e., the "unwritten body of local
customs" (usus; Gewohnheitsrecht); affinity of sound may have enhanced
here the substantial kinship of connotation between the two terms.10

Whatever the case, communal agreement must have been, to a degree
greater than we suspect, instrumental in lending shape to Jewish sect-
arianism. After all, even such commonplace instances as the minutiae
of law governing ritual slaughter of animals, details of the order of

problem, as cited above, 81 if. Also the reply sent from Jerusalem to a Byzantine
query on the subject of calendar doubts (to be discussed in Chapter VII of the present
study) shows a degree of realism unthinkable a hundred years earlier, when ascetic
zealots of the type of Salman ben Yeruham reigned supreme.

9 On the Muslim principle of ijmd` see I. Goldziher, Vorlesungen fiber den Islam,
53 ff.; Th. W. Juynboll, Handbuch des islamischen Gesetzes, 46 if., and his masterly
sketch in Hastings' Enc. of Religion and Ethics, VII, 858b if., esp. 862b; J. Schacht,
The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, esp. 2,42 f., 82 ff. ; G. E. von Grunebaum,
Medieval Islam (2nd ed.), 149 ff.; M. Khadduri, War and Peace in the Law of Islam, 31 if.

10 This was suggested to me by Professor A. Jeffery of Columbia University who,
upon reading the manuscript of the present study, graciously permitted the inclusion
of this point in the text. 'Ada or 'urf (i. e., "what is commonly known as being the
custom") "have generally been the produce of long-standing convention, either
deliberately adopted or the result of unconscious adaptation to circumstances, and
they have therefore been followed where practical considerations have been uppermost,"
writes R. Levy in The Social Structure of Islam, 248. Quoting Goldziher's Die ?dhiriten,
Levy emphasizes the fact that while "the customary laws have generally gone unrecorded
by the legists, they have not gone unrecognized," and "where local influences have
been strong, local custom has frequently been held to be decisive."

On the persistence of local practices in the fringe areas of Jewish Dispersion, which
were more than other regions addicted to sectarianism, see our Introduction, above,
5,16L
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prayer, and the characteristically Karaite insistence on lunar observation
as the determinant of Rosh-Hodesh (the first day of the month) could
only be inferred from the Scripture by an unusual stretch of imagination
and by most precarious dialectics. These and similar precepts, as candidly
admitted by a fifteenth-century Karaite codifier, were actually such as
we have grown used to following, since the time of our fathers and their ancestors,
and which we have made our regular custom to observe, although they were not
prescribed by the Scriptures. Indeed, they have become second] nature to us. I t

In other words, these deviationist usages and observances were the
practical expression of a general consensus of opinion in areas in which
their adherents lived in compact groups and which had been only slightly
affected by the normative geonic legislation. To them the practices based
on `edah or kibbus were no less valid than precepts clearly formulated
by the biblical Lawmaker.

The intellectualist trend of ijtihad or hippus, which gained the upper hand
in the sectarian camp with the rise of Karaism, could not but desiccate
the `edah principle of its inherent, self-revitalizing capacity. Hard on
the heels of talmudic hermeneutics, Karaism refused to lag behind the
central Rabbanite authorities in the halakhic formulation of Judaism.
Consequently, it engaged in the fortification of its own mode of life
on legalistic, scholarly foundations. Karaite savants seized upon a
forced biblical exegesis as a rationale for those regional divergences
which had been originally discarded by Babylonian talmudic legislation;
these divergences, as already noted, vigorously persisted on the margins
of the far-flung Diaspora-the breeding-places of Jewish dissent-on
the strength of communal consensus.

"SEARCH YE WELL IN THE SCRIPTURE"

Beginning with `Anan ben David, Karaite exegetes and legists read
the particular rites and modes of behavior of their sect into the text
of the Scriptures by strained dialectical devices, largely borrowed from
talmudic and Muslim literature. They even went so far as to stretch
the authorized scriptural foundation for hermeneutical deductions;
while Rabbanite hermeneutics was limited to the Five Books of Moses,
the Karaites ranged over the twenty-four volumes of the entire Bible.

Thus, "pure biblicism" or "fundamentalism" cannot be applied in
their true sense to the Karaite movement. Terms of this kind would
lead us to believe that the Karaites were content to discard such practices

tt See below, 231, note 51, our quotation from Bashyachi's Addereth Eliyyaha.
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as are not explicitly mentioned in the Torah. The Karaite Books of
Precepts (Sift! Miywoth), however, moved in an opposite direction.
Taking the established sectarian custom as a point of departure, they
endeavored to muster for it the maximum of biblical support by extend-
ing the traditional hermeneutical devices to the limit of their pliability.
This, in fact, is the gist of the well-known Karaite maxim, hapisu be-
oraythd shappir ("Search ye well in the Scripture"), which very probably
stems from 'Anan himself.

The 'Ananite doctrine did not reach, however, the eleventh-century
builders and ideologists of the movement in Byzantium in its pristine
garb. Channeled through a ninth- and tenth-century Palestinian-inspired
interpretation, the dicta that claimed the Founding Fathers of the
sect for their authors gathered on their way several elements of legal
and social thought which were far removed from the original ideas
of the early leaders. Even the text of 'Aran's defiant rallying-cry to Scrip-
ture Searchers-the just-quoted hapisu be-oraythd shappir-was probably
available to the Byzantine Karaite students, as it is available to us today,
only as a quotation in a late tenth-century Palestinian composition.12

Indeed, the accuracy and even the very authenticity of the extant
version of 'Anan's slogan had long been subject to doubt. Particularly
the second clause of the statement, we-'al tisha'anu 'a! da'ti ("And do
not rely on my opinion"), caused serious difficulty on account of its
Hebrew wording. Such wording contrasted with both the Aramaic formu-
lation of the first clause and the use of Aramaic in general in 'Aran's
Book of Precepts.13

The reservations of the sceptics, whether because of linguistic or
other difficulties, are well-founded. Still, a mere dismissal of the Hebrew
part of the statement as apocryphal fails to do justice to the later Karaite

12 For the context of the 'Ananite maxim cf. Yefeth ben 'All's Commentary on
the Book of Zechariah (with reference to Zech. 5:8), as quoted by Poznanski, "Anan
et ses @crits," RE!, XLIV (1902), 184. Even Yefeth himself may not have seen
a complete copy of 'Ann's code. Cf. Harkavy, Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII,
193. See there also, 132, 139.

13 Of the most recent studies on the subject, Mabler (Hak-4Cara'im, 134, note 32)
does not credit the phrase with literal accuracy. It follows, however, from his general
evaluation of 'Aran's doctrine that he has no doubt as to the authenticity of its content.
On the other hand, Nemoy considers the phraseology of the whole dictum "certainly
such as 'Anan would have used." Cf. his "Anan ben David-A Reappraisal of
the Historical Data," in Semitic Studies in Memory of Immanuel Low, 241, note 17.
Cf. further Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews (2nd ed.), V, 212 f. and
389 f. (note 4), comparing 'Ann's injunction with that of Rabbanite authorities
and with the attitude of the Muslim jurist ash-Shafi'i.
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author, whoever he was, who coined the additional Hebrew clause and
attributed it to 'Aran; surely he must have done so with good purpose.

"DO NOT RELY ON MY OPINION"

It seems reasonable to assume that the Hebrew-formulated injunction
originated some time in the ninth (or early tenth) century, when Karaism
used Hebrew as the vehicle of its literary creativity. On the other hand,
however, it is hardly conceivable that the purpose of the late originator
of the Hebrew phrase was in all earnestness to present 'Aran as the
broad-minded protagonist of rationalism and individualism, the way
the literal meaning of that phrase would suggest. Nothing we know
of 'Anan points to his being either broad-minded or a rationalist or
a scholar encouraging individual interpretation of the Law. Since
Palestinian Karaism in the late ninth and early tenth centuries was
openly critical of 'Anan and his close followers, the 'Ananites, a serious
attribution to 'Anan, at that juncture, of a liberal call for rationalistic
individualism in Bible studies would seem strange indeed.

It is therefore more likely that the Hebrew clause, "And do not rely
on my opinion," was devised to caution against the idea of infallibility
that might possibly attach to 'Anan's interpretation of the Law. In
fact, the wording may have been at first a parodical anti-'Ananite
missile, a gibe, pure and simple, appended by 'Anan's opponents to
his genuine dictum: a sort of "warning" of 'Anan against himself.
This quip may have possibly originated in the late ninth-century Hebrew
Karaite school of Daniel al-Kumisi who made no secret of his aversion to
'Aran and his method. Indeed, in a Commentary on the Book of Daniel,
al-Kumisi (or one of his circle) went so far as to question 'Anan's very
belonging to the class of intellectuals, and outrightly enjoined his core-
ligionists "not to take lesson from his sayings."14 This brings to mind
another of al-Kumisi's famous puns against 'Anan, reported by Kirlti-
sani, in which by a clever "emendation" of letters he presented 'Anan,
the erstwhile "Prince of Intellectuals" (Rosh ham-Maskilim), as "Prince
of the Fools" (Rosh hak-Kesilim).15

14 Cf. Mann's "Early Karaite Bible Commentaries," in JQR (N.S.), XII (1921-22),
esp. 519; Eng. tr. by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 39. Commenting on Dan. 11:36
b5mr o+5+Dmnn In1), the author declares: ,z 5xwi5 16nn rfl 5a +'+ -jnn srns nn -isisi
in (sic!) L-1 16n 0+5+x1nn In nn, 12V in Minxt1 nx nnm roil= 15m]] (sic!) n'2vnn n151 .6121M
(sic!) n+37nxn1 1+72-1 n T1n55 it n'n 5+Zmn to lnxn 12x1.I1m+1 tin ,n n+5m71ti
nnx utlb+.

is Kitab al--Anwar wa-l-Marakib (ed. Nemoy), I, 5; Eng. tr. by Nemoy, in "Al-
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It was not until the trend toward consolidation had set in about the mid-
tenth century that the abusive twist of the spurious motto attributed to
'Anan lost its parodical edge. The pronouncement in question, the content
of which was by now well in line with the individualistic tendency prevalent
among the Karaites all over, began to be taken at face value and regarded
as a genuinely positive statement by the Father of the sect. It advocated
what tenth-century Karaism considered a foundation-stone of the movement:
extreme individualism in the exposition of the Law. It was, indeed,
in this vein that the slogan was invoked by Yefeth ben 'Ali, the most
individualistically minded and most original exegete of the Later Golden
Age, in his Commentary on Zechariah (where the motto appears for
the first time), and it was from Yefeth that the pseudo-'Ananite doctrine
entered also the Weltanschauung of Tobias ben Moses and of other
Byzantine Karaite authorities. 16

BENJAMIN AN-NAHAWENDI

To be sure, 'Anan was not the only Karaite lawmaker of the older school
to whom later Karaite rationalists of the Yefeth circle attributed encour-
agement of individualistic exegesis so that they might lend a stamp
of relative antiquity and respectability to the tenth-century situation.
The other Founding Father of the sect, the early ninth-century Benjamin
an-Nahawendi, was also called in to serve the same purpose. The conten-
tious presentation of Benjamin by the Later Golden Age spokesmen
as champion of individualism was accepted by modem scholarship

Qirgisani's Account of the Jewish Sects and Christianity," HUCA, VII (1930), 321,
and in Karaite Anthology, 330, note III/1.

The fact that Kirlfisani in 937 C.E. had no part in quoting the slogan now under
discussion-neither its Aramaic clause alone nor the Hebrew appendage to it-is no
proof that he was unaware of its existence. Rather, in line with our reconstruction,
realizing the anti-'Ananite bias of al-Kumisi and kindred critics (whom he listed
as a separate school of dissenters!), he deliberately refrained from reporting it. Suffice
it (so he thought) to reproduce just one single sample of the catchy gibes which the
al-Kumisi school used to launch against 'Anan; he branded that gibe shameful, to
be sure. It will have served no good purpose (he reasoned further), indeed it would
be unbecoming a scholar, to also repeat another of the opposition's contemptuous
wisecracks. For this one, in particular, bore all the earmarks of a scurrilous apo-
cryphon which brazenly put into the mouth of the founder of the movement a dispar-
aging comment about himself.

16 Cf. above, 210, note 12. Cf. also the passage from Yefeth's Commentary on Deu-
teronomy, quoted by Poznafiski in the same connection. For Tobias' indebtedness to
Yefeth ben 'Ali see our quotation from his Osar Nebmad, below, 258, note 23. In
his colophon (Chapter VIII, note 171) Tobias, too, enjoins his readers "not to rely
on his sayings."
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as faithfully mirroring the legalistic creed of the veteran judge of Naha-
wend. In reality, however, there is nothing in the writings of Benjamin
that could be construed as recognition of the individual's right to inde-
pendent interpretation of the Scripture.

Again, the crucial phrase, usually quoted in behalf of that scholar,
does not appear in the extant version of his Book of Laws.17 That phrase
is only known from the aforementioned Commentary of Yefeth ben
'Ali-the self-same exegete who was the first to invoke the allegedly
`Ananite dictum, too. Indeed, Benjamin's supposed opinion was offered
there in conjunction with the slogan attributed to 'Anan.18

Now, it has been established already by modern researchers that
the passage in question, as quoted by Yefeth, was not a literal quotation
from Benjamin's writings but a statement by Yefeth himself, interpreting
Benjamin's general philosophy of law.19 It is my contention, however,
that Yefeth's comments do not reflect the views of Benjamin at all.
Surely, the sentiments expressed in them in praise of scholarly indepen-
dence -stressing the exemption of the son from the duty of following the
legal interpretations of his father, or the freedom of a pupil to disagree
with his teacher-are valid for all periods of Karaite activity insofar as
they refer in general to Karaite rebellion against talmudism. They have
no bearing, however, on Benjamin's opinion with regard to the right of
individual formulation of laws within the Karaite camp, once such laws
have been promulgated by competent Karaite authorities through proper
documentation with scriptural evidence. In this respect Benjamin was
no less authoritarian than the Rabbanites. His well-known views on the
right-nay, duty-of corporal chastisement to be meted out by parents to
their disobedient children, by husbands to wives, by teachers to pupils,
by skilled craftsmen to apprentices, by masters and mistresses to slaves,
and so on, hardly suggest that he encouraged the independence of sons
from their Karaite fathers and of pupils from their Karaite teachers.2°

17 Mas'ath Binyamin, appended by Firkowicz to his edition of Aaron ben Joseph's
Mibhar Yesharim, Gozlow, 1835. Several excerpts in English translation have been
included in Nemoy's Karaite Anthology, 23 if.

is Poznanski, REJ, XLIV (1902), 184; Harkavy, Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII,
176.

19 Poznaiiski, REJ, XLIV (1902), 184; Harkavy, Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII,
176. Mahler (Hak-.jCara'im, 214, note 32) rightly recalls the fact that Pinsker, Graetz
and Dubnow have mistaken the Yefeth passage for a declaration coming from the pen
of Benjamin. He considers, however, the interpretation given by Yefeth a fair state-
ment of Benjamin's views.

20 Mas'ath Binyamin, 2a. For the social implications that go into the above rule cf.
Ben-Sasson's pertinent remarks in "The First of the Karaites" (Hebrew), Zion, XV
(1950), 52 f., in refutation of the views expounded by Mahler.
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Thus, not only the phrasing, as we have it in Yefeth's commentary,
but also the very ideas of liberalism stated there do not antedate the
generation of Yefeth and his Palestinian colleagues.21 The invocation
of Benjamin's authority in connection with these ideas was obviously
designed to serve the interests of a trend dominant in the tenth century
and thereafter; as such it has no historical value so far as the reconstruc-
tion of the philosophy of the early ninth-century Benjamin is concerned.
It, however, is still of importance to us in the context of Palestino-
Byzantine relations within the Karaite camp, for precisely in its unhis-
torical presentation it helped molding the outlook of the Karaite leaders
in Byzantium who accepted Yefeth and kindred late tenth- and eleventh-
century masters as authoritative interpreters of Karaite thought.

"NEITHER A PROPHET NOR THE SON OF A PROPHET"

With no more justification can the only authentic quotation from
Benjamin in Yefeth's statement be cited as proof of Benjamin's allegedly
individualistic philosophy. The line in question-taken by Yefeth from
"the closing section of [Benjamin's] book," though absent from our
printed version-represents Benjamin as insisting on his being "neither
a prophet nor the son of a prophet" (cf. Amos 7:14) but just "one of
thousands and tens of thousands" of the children of Israel.

Now, there is no reason to doubt the genuineness of that declaration,
since Yefeth is quite precise concerning its location in Benjamin's Code.
Yet, its bearing on the problem discussed here seems rather remote.
Viewed against the conditions prevalent in an-Nahawendi's home pro-
vince, that line simply comes as the Persian intellectual's answer to a belief
which was still rampant in his day among his sectarian compatriots-name-
ly, that their (pre-Karaite) leaders, an Abu `Isa of Isfahan or a Yudghan
of Hamadan, were endowed with the Divine gift of prophecy. Karaite
and Muslim testimonies have shown that the 'Isunian movement was
still unextinguished as late as the tenth century and as far as Syria.
How much more so did it constitute a factor to be reckoned with a
full century earlier in the Jewish community of Persia in the time of
Nahawendi.22

21 Cf., for instance, the quotation from Sahl ben Masliab, Yefeth's younger contem-
porary, given above, 51, note 66. Incidentally, all the textual documentation that Mah-
ler could muster in support of his thesis about the Karaite individualistic philosophy
of law belongs to the tenth century or to subsequent periods. Cf. his H4-.{fara'im,
214 if.

22 Cf. ltCirkisani's discussion of the prophetic calling claimed by Abu `Isa, Kitab
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Nevertheless, having accepted the tenor of Yefeth's late tenth-century
presentation as the true embodiment of the ideology of Benjamin
an-Nahawendi, modern scholarship insisted on reading also into the
epilogue of the printed edition of Benjamin's Code the same alleged
tendency toward individualistic formulation of biblical exegesis.

I have written for you a book of laws [says Benjamin in the concluding
paragraph of Mas'ath Binyamin], so that you should pass judgment according to
them upon Karaites, your brethren and friends. Now, for each particular law I have
indicated the proper scriptural verse. As for other laws which are utilized in judg-
ment and recorded by Rabbanites and for which I could find no support in the
Scripture, I have written them down also, so that you might pass judgment accord-
ing to them if you so desire.23

Now, Benjamin draws here a distinct line between two kinds of laws
compiled in his Code. On the one hand, he leaves, for obvious reasons,
the utilization of Rabbanite-sponsored laws to the discretion of the
local Karaite judge. Since these laws have no scriptural backing, the
judge may as well ignore them, unless necessity compels him to take
cognizance of their availability. Benjamin leaves, however, no such
leeway with reference to those dinim (laws) for which biblical evidence
has been supplied in his Code. Such laws are put on record so that the
judge "should pass judgment according to them." No mention is made
of the right of individual judges, let alone laymen, to deviate from these
laws "if they so desire" and to formulate different laws in accord with
an independent exegesis of their own.

In brief: Contrary to prevalent conceptions, the individualistic ap-

al-Anwdr wa-l-Mar6kib, 1, 52, II, 283, 304, 307; Eng. tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII (1930),
372, 376, 383. It is obvious that I{irkisani's persistent refutation of Abu 'Isa's claim
to prophecy was not prompted by mere academic considerations. He himself reported
in the first half of the tenth century the existence of a community of 20 Isunian fami-
lies in Damascus. Cf. Kitab al-Anw6r, I, 12, 59; Eng. tr., HUCA, VII (1930), 328, 391.
The situation as communicated half a century later by the Muslim al-Bakillani gives
the impression that the'Isunian movement was much greater than the partisan I,Cirlcisani
was ready to admit. Cf. R. Brunschvig, in Homenaje a Millds-Vallicrosa, 1, 226 if.
Recently, in my paper on the "Karaite Attitude to Christianity and the Christians,"
presented to the Second World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem, 1957), I believe
to have shown to what extent local concern over the still-unextinguished Isunian
activity conditioned also ICirlcisani s critique of Jesus' claim to prophecy. Cf. further
below, Chapter VIII.

23 Mas'ath Binyamin, 6b (Karaite Anthology, 29, § IX): 0'] 'T 1eo 0D5 'nsm 1]7
1]TW 0'311 1KID1 .K1P73 1'5n 'n 1 1'T1 1'T 5] 5V 1]]1 .D 'Sr11 W-MIt K1I7t ''f 01 131'IJV
132 1311n I D nn t1 K ID ,'J1 ! Un1K bS Knp?2 OS n015 K51 b'SS1 1]nn1 C . My own
translation of the passage differs in some respects from that of Nemoy, being of
course influenced by my interpretation of Benjamin's philosophy of law. Still, it is a
difference of emphasis only. Nemoy's version does not materially affect any of the
conclusions reached in the present discussion.
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proach to biblical exegesis and to practical legislation was conspicuously
absent at the birthplace of Karaism. Alien to the spirit of the Founding
Fathers and to the rule of community consensus, which they (erroneously)
believed they were fortifying through analogical deductions and scrip-
tural documentation, this individualistic approach marked a new
direction, a deviation from the original philosophy of `Ananite juris-
prudence, and a new answer to the sect's novel experience in the late
tenth century.

To be sure, the idealistic projection of a tenth-century development
back into the days of `Anan ben David and Benjamin an-Nahawendi
is not surprising at all. It should be viewed on a par with countless
similar cases known from the religious and literary history of Judaism
and from the story of mankind at large. The product of a pious exped-
iency at first, it was easily accepted later as the historical truth, both
from reasons of sheer ignorance and from the natural tendency toward
idealization of the past. It was, thus, largely responsible for blurring
the boundaries between the different stages in Karaism's history.

The student of the Byzantine branch of the sect must give serious
thought to these crucial tenth-century developments, including the above
adventures in pseudo-historical reconstruction. For there, at the feet
of the tenth- and eleventh-century masters, Byzantine Karaism acquired
the fundamentals of its religious and scholastic training which guided
it in its future creativity and helped it on its way through history.

TENTH-CENTURY REVISIONISM

The novel, individualistic approach of the great tenth-century Karaite
scholars to exegesis and legislation, which soon attained the rank of a
time-honored principle allegedly emanating from the Founding Fathers
themselves, tended, for one thing, to justify the splits and dissensions
that were tearing the Karaite camp asunder. On the other hand, it was
designed to promote the doctrine of individual responsibility which
was to become now a household word with Karaite polemicists. Naturally,
with the growing caution and tradition-mindedness of the post-Saadyan
generations, the right to individual interpretation of the Scripture was
not so much a battle-cry of dissident missionary propaganda as the
only realistic !ine by which to defend the sectarian raison d'etre.24

24 Cf., for instance, the plea of Sahl ben Masliah in his oft-quoted Epistle, Lik(cu/e,
App. III, 34 (Karaite Anthology, 118 f., § 18): 61 a'i'm do ,z Rnpn 'fl ffnct, 16 '
021 n-r o+n+s311 '1E03 031 n-a non I111n] o+m71i1 o+npm On 52R,13302 13W1 arc 1+5,n5 lvpn I VV
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No less intense than the above considerations was the overall tendency
in tenth-century Karaism toward an honest and courageous revision
of all domains of the sect's social and scholarly endeavor. This revisionist
trend was the inevitable function of the bankruptcy of `Ananism and
the result of the new Palestino-centric direction in which the al-Kumisi
school had launched the reawakened Karaite movement half a century
earlier.25 In the scholastic field proper, the process of independent
interpretation of the Scriptures, once set in motion through the rise of
an original exegetical literature in the school of al-ICiimisi (and possibly
earlier), not only continued by force of its own momentum but engulfed
in ever-widening circles the whole range of biblical exegesis, sharply
affecting legal thought as well. Since differences in the exposition of
the legal portions of the Pentateuch involved new approaches to practical
legislation, the repercussions of the growing and increasingly disparate
exegetical production of the tenth century were perforce deeply felt
in all sectors of Karaite law.

Rationalism and individualism would, of course, not stop with that.
The questioning of the practical results of earlier legislation was bound
to lead to a reappraisal of the very principles which guided the scholars
in their interpretation of sectarian law. Such dialectical methods as
the overinflated heklcesh, i.e., analogical deduction (paralleling, in a
sense, thekiyas of Muslim jurisprudence, itself an adaptation from
an originally talmudic principle of hermeneutics), were persistently
and in some cases successfully challenged by realistic jurists of the
late tenth and the eleventh centuries.26

tnpm room irrn nn5 : Spv,'n on'nK5 o+tima on In Sv [navmn 't:n=] b'3wKnn +nr7s o+rnn
o:nr -nnv+t nm+p n+Kna =5 onp'v nn 1V V1. (See below, 221, end of note 31.)

Indeed, in the passage from Yefeth's Commentary on Deuteronomy cited by Poz-
nanski the example of the early Rabbanite sages is also invoked, alongside that of
'Anan and Benjamin an-Nahawendi. The mishnaic scholars, too (argues Yefeth),
"composed Books of Precepts, and each of them said what he thought [right] and
documented it by [scriptural] evidence..., and his opinion may or may not be in
agreement with the actual truth." Cf. REJ, XLIV (1902), 184.

25 See above, Introd., 19 if., and in Chapter VII, below.
26 Cf. Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 64d, Alphabets 168-69: Vol '5'Stun Knpn 'n

-Ira nr v'pna in nrlw 5D 5'57n vpn3 12222Ki ...nninn min n5K5 -fun 10= []-IV bml-l
+oa [51t tnnnr=] K°n+ na In 9or nn vpnn nnr K5l ytspa1 m z: Whim in vii ... nnim n7 nba+
+a>>nn +2TKS n?am5 13-INInv.

Indeed, earlier in the same context, 64c-d, Hadassi expatiated more fully on the
opposition to the use of the hekkesh. This opposition was voiced by the late tenth-
century Joseph ben Noah and paralleled Saadyah's repudiation of this method, too:
VIP-) K5' nnK1 Vol n2 ]a nor ox Tnnn ms inn ...nn1m up-.1 ]'K ,3 1nnma nnK nn= +nm+on
nnm vpn lilt 1: rn55 (1)nnK .0D5 -n nis, nn nv1VK> 17av (n 'D .T»a) nnKV lbm n+Knm :nnina
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In addition, the rift between the dictates of common sense and certain
rationally inexplicable practices demanded by Scripture must have
acutely disturbed the tenth- and eleventh-century Karaite theologians
and philosophers. This problem, posed all along by the religious minds
of all ages and quite keenly felt by the Saadyan generation, was even
more poignant to the Karaites than to their Rabbanite neighbors, in
view of the overall tendency in Karaism toward added strictness in
the performance of ritual obligations.27

"CONSENSUS" UNDER SCRUTINY

At the same time, realism and conscience began questioning the validity
of what remained now of the principle of "general consent" ('edah). For,
in all truth, the `edah, the original concept of it, that is, now lay emptied
of its fundamental content. Ever since the sectarian biblicists began
stretching and squeezing the Written Law itself to fit patterns of life
and behavior once inspired by "universal agreement," the import of that
agreement seemed to be losing ground progressively. Indeed, what
tended in the last analysis to undermine the authority ofthe Karaite. `edah
principle was not only the procedural weakness inherent also in the
Muslim (especially Shafi `ite) doctrine of ijma`; it was the very "biblicism"

103' Tn .nlnnta oa5 12-11n nlmttl ID+7N1 p1pltt117my 1m11t n°v ilmh Tit 151 .71171 =:n mm
mamn5 nt.

For the critique of the hekkesh by Saadyah cf. Poznadski, Karaite Literary Opponents
of Saadiah Gaon, 69. Cf. also ICirlcisani, Kitob al-Anwdr wa-l-Marakib, I, 79 ff.; G.
Vajda, "Etudes sur Qirgisani-II, " REJ, CVII (N.S., VII, 1946-47), 66 if. For the prac-
tical application of the tendency to curtail the use of hekkesh in the field of the Karaite
law of incest cf. above, 81 if. (and note 69). Cf. also our remarks on the realism
of the eleventh-century Karaite legislators in Jerusalem, above, 207 f., note 8. See,
finally, M. Zucker, in Sura, II (1955-56), 321 if.

On the (ciyds in Muslim jurisprudence see Juynboll, Handbuch des Islamischen
Gesetzes, 50 ff.; Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 98 if.

27 Cf. Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 64d, Alphabet 168: '105K tit TSsm In 5,d Inn
'15n no' la 7'yol ...nlaanm nIhn n1y11 mpnal ymmmal nv7n nmana m+157 '7 5v n5'San 1t-1'
1+11377 -noiv ANTI lmtt''n .rnntrn5 ny7n'mans 1151 n1Dal mpnal ymmma ''la7 'aa '5152n K'1'
11aa o11tK -Innana nmann moittm nn mnm nir m Sam l'n'm n1 n101H n11ri11 ''1177] 1'm1
in+mm ny1 nnn nv1 n5m1 mvml n5'm. (See Levi's view, below, 228, end of note 46).

For the Saadyan influence on Karaite thinking in this field, cf. the acknowledgment
of a none-too-friendly Hadassi later in the same context: pri nta 'm1Tmn T7vo n5x
P-3 '5'= rpm '5v::5 i-nv' 1'lmtml :rmn. The passage has been reproduced in full
by Poznatiski and compared with the discussion of the four sources of cognition in
Saadyah's Introduction to the Book of Beliefs and Opinions. See The Karaite Literary
Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, 69 f., and note 2. Needless to say, no comprehensive
discussion of the problem nor of Saadyah's role in its elucidation can be undertaken
here.
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which was now called upon to give scriptural support to practices
originally sanctioned by the "consensus of community."

For, with the ever-increasing preoccupation with biblical exegesis
as guide to pious behavior, the 'edah lost its creative capacity and
respectability. On the one hand, Bible exegetes would jealously guard their
own right to individual interpretation of the letter of the Law, in spite
of the fact that the consistent exercise of that right increased academic
dissension and deepened the rift between later commentators and the
older Karaite school. Yet, they had no patience with the pluralism inherent
in the principle of consensus. Paradoxically, they, the spokesmen of
a sect whose original raison d'etre consisted of the conservation of
customs sponsored by regional consensus against the uniformitarian
pressure of the guardians of "transmitted truth," would, in turn, appeal
now for uniformity in the name of a "biblical truth" of their own,
as if they themselves were not divided on its meaning. In an effort
to stem the rapidly progressing process of disintegration of the move-
ment, they would now gladly deprive regional groups of their age-
long custom of following the consensus of their own community.28

To be sure, the apprehensions of the commentators were not wholly
unfounded. The dissident population, thinned out by now because of
its spreading into the new urban centers of the Caliphate and because of
the inroads of Rabbinism into areas in which the sectaries once had
lived in well-knit communities, lacked a nerve-center for responsible
socio-religious creativity. Consequently, the 'edah was deprived of its

28 Deploring the differences between the various Karaite groups (in the text quoted
in our next note), al-KUmisi accused the opposing factions of "not turning to the
study of the Torah so that they may know which is the true way."

To what extent regional divergences were responsible for the formation of separate
beliefs and modes of life among the Karaites can be gauged from 1:Cirkisani's list
of inner Karaite differences. Cf. his Kitab al-Anwar wa-l-Mardlcib, I, 60 ff.; Eng.
tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII (1930), 392 if. In that list I irkisani enumerates the

); "some [people] of Tustar"practices of "some [people] of Baghdad" t'11,0

l L. ); "people from among the Basrans and from Fars" (ry
"some Karaites of Syria" (,.Ui .,,); "some Ka

raites of Khorasan" (;y LS I "some of the Karaites of Khorasan
and Jibal" (Jt .. 31.1 ;. Cil J, J.) That the expression "some people" refers
to Karaites is clear from the phrase following the description of the customs of "some
people of Basra and Fars." Alluding to these Basrans, I,Cirlcisani states the following:
"The above-mentioned Karaites from Basra" J,,;IJ;0) It is
obvious that the same applies to all other cases. The title of the whole chapter
leaves no doubt about it 4,; ...4 ;,, L. J -s j).
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broader and unifying scope; instead, it turned into the proving-ground
of an infinite variety of small-scale consensuses and, sponsored by
scores of splinter groups, brought the movement to the brink of anarchy.
In vain did al-Kumisi deplore the sectional practices followed (no doubt
on the strength of some local consensus) by groups "who call themselves
Karaites."29 A dismayed Kirlcisani exclaimed in despair that there are
no two Karaites in the early tenth century who agree on one matter and
that the situation "is growing worse day by day."30

Of course, though more or less contemporaries, the two scholars
were motivated by different philosophies and considerations when
complaining about the irritatingly heterogeneous make-up of Karaite
practices. The Palestino-centric al-Kumisi regarded the regional and
group differences -stemming from variations of environment and of
economic pursuit in the Diaspora (or, as he put it, from "running in
tumult after merchandise similar to the custom of the Gentiles")-as
real stumbling-blocks on the road to unity and uniformity to which
the Jerusalem center felt destined to lead the movement. On the other
hand, K.irkisani, the Diaspora Jew with no marked nationalist leanings,
could not ignore the possibility that the Rabbanites would exploit
Karaite dissensions as a counter-argument, "whenever we [i.e., the
Karaites] blame them for the differences between the people of Syria
[=Palestine] and the people of Babylonia."31

29 Cf. his "Tract of an Early Karaite Settler in Jerusalem," published by Mann,
JQR (N.S.), XII (1921-22), 257 f. [this part is not included in.Nemoy's abridged
English version of the text in Karaite Anthology]: 1-ion [b,3xvi 1nK 5"1] on11nK oat
W, ...1711YP31 no MUM) 1155v K51 =101 n12b1 M n:vn K5 117K11 K1pb ',5V3 0Th25 13'K-11p1
+5971 On ...b'nbn n1vnm Wit an ...9127 5n K51 1125 n111 5! +'11 bmn b1-161K K1pb 15YE 01
T5D 01101K1 1171 0111 lKY1 1pb 11D3 51DK5 0+111V3 tnpb '5n]n 021 r3K 0110119 03+KV K1po
15K71 mv: n11Itt1 mKV0 o'n51v on .1pv 111nb K111 [1b1VD7 K5V 11K+a 5"1 5+1Kn

111n1 11p6 01310 1321K 17 577 ...0++1]1 21307 n111n0] 01011 01 '3 +'11 13'! 1K13 fV7p1 .7]11
NMt 11-1 -TIRn.

30 Cf. Kitab al-Anwar, I, 14 (Eng. tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII [1930], 330), and
earlier, 1, 5 (HUCA, 321), as well as the list of the divergent Karaite groups cited
above, 219, note 28.

31 Kitab al-Anwar, I, 63 f..(Eng. tr., HUCA, VII [19301, 396). Kirllisini assures
his coreligionists that they should not be afraid of such Rabbanite counter-arguments.
Karaite internal controversy is the inevitable outcome of legal knowledge arrived
at by reason. Such extenuating circumstances, however, cannot be claimed by the
Rabbanites, who point to their laws as being based on a prophetic (hence incontestable)
tradition. The existence of controversy within Rabbinic Jewry (argues l i4isani)
bares the falsehood of such Rabbanite assertion. Indeed, Kirlcisani himself included
a list of "differences" in law and ritual between the Rabbanites of Palestine and those
of Babylonia. Cf. his Kitab al-Anwar, I, 48 ff.; Eng. tr., HUCA, VII (1930), 377 if.
The Rabbanite material on the subject has been reedited by M. Margalioth, Ii'illi kim
shebbin Anshi Mizrah u-Benff Bre; Yisrael.
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Whatever the case, they both realized that a truly universal "agreement
of the community," the way `edah was expected to be when taken as
a source of law, was, under the changed conditions of a diversified
Karaite society, no longer attainable.

" `EDAH"

AND "IJMA"'

Indeed, such an agreement was hardly welcome by now, even on prin-
ciple. Developments within the late tenth-century Jewish society as
a whole made the continuous application of the rule of consensus by
the sectaries a rather precarious procedure. For the rule was undoubtedly
convenient and effective as long as the non-normative practices were
adhered to by homogeneous groups living on the peripheries of Jewish
settlement. However, with the expansion of talmudic authority into
the far-off comers of the Jewish Diaspora, and with the growing
standardization of life in general in the highly commercialized Middle
Eastern society, there emerged among the majority in the community
a growing awareness of the sectarian connotation attached to many of
the discarded regional ways and customs. Practices once dominant in
whole regions remained now the heritage of the few.

The principle of community consensus must therefore have become an
outdated slogan to a group doomed to a fate of being a perpetual minority
in the Jewish world. Under the changed circumstances, close to the
turn of the first millennium C.E., it was a principle fraught with danger
and capable of boomeranging against the sectaries themselves. For
the power of the consensus now lay irretrievably with the talmudic
majority.32 Not in vain were some ideologists of the movement inclined
to make Karaite legislation hinge on two determinants only: the Scripture
and analogical deduction. The suggested rejection of `edah as one of
the sources of sectarian law came as a cautious yet unequivocal recog-
nition of contemporaneous reality : after all, "there may be inadvertent

Cf. also Sahl ben Ma$liab, in Li(ckufe 4Cadmoniyyoth, App. III, 34 (Karaite Anthology,
119), calling to those of the Rabbanites who apparently were influenced by the piety
of the sectarian "Mourners" in Jerusalem, yet were also honestly perplexed by the
dissensions within the Karaite camp: "Do not say, `How shall we act, since the Ka-
raites also differ among themselves. Whom among them shall we follow?.... Study and
search and seek and investigate and do that which occurs to you by way of solid proof
and that which seems reasonable to you." Cf. above, 216 f., note 24.

32 It is in this connection that the problem of majority rule (ahare rabbim le-haffoth)
is heatedly discussed in Karaite literature from the tenth century on. Invoking Ex. 23:2,
the Karaites did not cease to reiterate their right-indeed, their religious obligation-
to secede from the consensus of the (Rabbanite) majority, for "thou shalt not follow
a multitude to do evil." Cf. the texts quoted above, 54 if., notes 73-75.
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error on the part of the whole community."33 This telling explanation
of why `edah should be deprived of its legislative powers-so different
from the Sunnite assertion attributed to the Prophet that "never will
my community be united in error"34-permits us an insight into the
workings of the mechanism of Karaite reaction to the changing and
increasingly hostile content of community consensus, and brings to
mind the example of ShFism.

Comparisons between Shl'ism and medieval Jewish sectarianism
under Islam have been attempted with different degrees of caution
and success, ever since the establishment of modem Karaitic research
a century ago. However, the problem was always analyzed with reference
to the rise of Karaism, its background and its immediate causes; as
such it has no relationship to our discussion. The following comments
will be limited to the specific question now under consideration, namely,
the waning of `edah and ijmd` in Karaism and Shi`ism respectively. These
comments do not necessarily suggest indebtedness; rather they point
to the inescapable reaction of a minority seeking to provide a rationale
for its own position and a justification for its insistent repudiation of
the majority rule.

In a way, the Karaite attitude parallels in our case the line of reasoning
and action followed by Shiite Islam versus ijmd`, i.e., versus the general
consent of the Muslim community. While the foundation-stone of the
orthodox concept of ijmd` was the confidence that the consenting com-
munity must be infallible (ma`,gum), the Shiites could obviously not
acquiesce to the idea of infallibility of a community in which their Sunnite
opponents constituted the majority. Did not the recognition of the
Caliphate and the acceptance of the political status quo in Islam by the
Sunnite-sponsored "consensus of the community" prove the error of
such consensus and the unreliability of the very principle of ijmd`?35

Moreover, there is even, to some extent, a basic similarity in the
Shiite and Karaite approach to the solution of the dilemma. Having
deposed ijmd` from its high-ranking status in Muslim jurisprudence,

33 Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 64, Alphabet 168: an 0+5ativ n vii (Poznadski
corrected the corrupted on to read ' v3) +5m +a ...1 IDa rrn' K51 mp;si vnmla +1a1
,nn, b55a aamv 6w- Cf. also line 2 of the text quoted below, 248, note 97.

34 Cf. Juynboll, Handbuch des islamischen Gesetzes, 47; I. Goldziher, Vorlesungen
11ber den Islam, 54. A Rabbanite counterpart of that Sunnite dictum was the slogan
fpm 5v [5m1m+ 52 ppPn+m 15i [SKltim+ 52o new,, KY+m 1nv+ 16 +a. Saadyah's assertion to
this effect was quoted and combatted by Levi ben Yefeth in his hitherto unpub-
lished Book of Precepts, Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 13a f.

35 Goldziher, Die Richtungen der islamischen Koranauslegung, 283 f.
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Shl'ism was ready to accord it some authority, provided it won the
concurrence of the imams or of their authorized representatives.36
Similarly, Karaism would agree to recognize `edah whenever the latter
was properly supported by authority -authority of the Scriptures, that is,
or of its rightful (i.e., Karaite) exponents.37

This is, however, where the parallel comes to an end. There is no
resemblance between the fate of the `edah and that of Shiite ijmd'
in subsequent generations. For, unlike Shi`ism, Karaism failed to
attain anywhere (except, for some time, in Palestine) a degree of authority
or numerical strength that would enable it to insist on the above formu-
lation of consensus. Alas, there could be no evading of reality in a
Rabbanite-ruled community nor escape from compromise. Whether
the Karaites chose to admit it or not, the suggested solution, linking
the recognition of `edah to scriptural support, could not be bolstered
by facts. Pious intentions had to bow to sober reality. The story of
`edah is thus, in a nutshell, the story of Karaism in general, the story
of the sect's inevitable adjustment to the ruling (Rabbanite) majority.

THE FORCE OF TRADITION

Having lost its original source of strength, the `edah increasingly absorbed
the features of another principle with which it was integrally connected,
although the sect was for a long time reluctant to admit it and had
no specific name for it. That other principle was "tradition." To use
the corresponding nomenclature of Muslim ucul al Ilkh, or roots of
jurisprudence, the ymd' (universal consent) was now confused with the
sunna (i.e., the proper conduct and custom transmitted by tradition).38

To be sure, this was not an entirely novel or unusual development,
since the so-called consensus of the dissident community, though not
identical with tradition, was primarily based on time-honored precedents
of behavior which were faithfully followed by that community.39 In

36 Goldziher, Vorlesungen fiber den Islam, 225 f.
37 See the texts quoted and discussed further on, 232 if.
38 The presentation of the phenomenon in corresponding terms from Muslim

jurisprudence is Poznanski's, REJ, XLIV (1902), 182, n. 3. On the sunna as "living
tradition" see Schacht, Origins ofMu(mmmadan Jurisprudence, 58 if.

Characteristically, however, the Karaites refrained from using the term sunna and
preferred the term an-n4l, meaning "transmission." See the text below, 229, note
48, and Vajda's pertinent observation in REJ, CVII (1946-47), 93, notes 47-48.

39 Cf. Schacht, op. cit., 58, where the point is stressed that the'sunna and the
consensus "are all interrelated and, in fact, interchangeable to such an extent that
they cannot be isolated from one another."
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other words, it stemmed from accumulated regional traditions which the
given community saw fit to preserve, in spite of the repudiation of
these traditions by the central talmudic authorities. Nevertheless, under
the circumstances, the above developments had a new ring altogether.
The equation of"consensus" and "tradition" opened the way for legalizing
customs, old and new, for which no hermeneutical support could be
mustered. Now that the sanction of consensus was lacking, the mighty
force of tradition provided a solid foundation for the persistence of
biblically unsupported mores. Intrinsically, however, the unification
of the two principles was an unequivocal admission of the fact that even
the Karaites, who so vocally rejected Rabbinical reliance on oral trans-
mission, could not avoid the cumulative impact of tradition. It was
thus an ominous sign of the course into which Karaism was bound to
drift during the next thousand years.

The late tenth- and eleventh-century Palestinian Karaite masters were,
of course, not unaware of these developments. It was, however, their
Byzantine disciple, Tobias ben Moses, who first fully realized their
implications and endeavored to translate them into legal usage. Fearing
that his native community might fall prey to corroding doubts when
confronted with the inescapable necessity of compromise with circum-
stances, Tobias decided to lend outright sanction to the identification
of consensus with tradition. It is in connection with the definition of
this practice that I view the introduction of the concept of ha`atakah
into Karaite legal literature.

"HA`ATAKAH"

As far as can be judged from the extant texts, it was Tobias who first
established the specific legal application of ha`atakah.40 The term as
such has been traced to geonic literature of the early days of Hai Gaon
(i.e., the last decade of the tenth century), whence it was supposed to
have been borrowed by the Karaites.41

40 The thesis that Tobias was the first among the Karaite scholars to use the term
was suggested by Poznaiiski, "Anan et ses bcrits," REJ, XL1V (1902), 182, note 3.
It will be shown presently that this thesis is erroneous. My comments in "Some Aspects
of Karaite-Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium," PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 9, note 21,
where I have followed Poznabski, have been corrected accordingly. Cf. PAAJR,
XXV (1956), 178 if., note 2.

41 Cf. Rabbi Elbanan's query addressed to Hai Gaon in 993 C.E. and published
by Harkavy in his Studien and Mittheilungen, IV, 24, Responsum No. 47 (cf. the
editor's notes there, 351 and 394). Similarly, see Hai's Responsum No. 119, in Temim
De'im (forming part of Tummath Yesharim, Venice, 1622), 22d. On the use of ha'atakah
by the twelfth-century Abraham ibn Ezra in an anti-Karaite context, see my "Elijah
Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 195.
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Now, it can, of course, be taken for granted that any Hebrew term
for "tradition" was of Rabbanite origin. The Rabbanites alone made
the adherence to tradition a paramount matter of principle. Hence,
they also developed the proper terminology when defining and discus-
sing that principle. To the extent that early Karaites, too, utilized the
Rabbinic expressions, they did so only in order to denote and repu-
diate the Rabbanite concept of tradition.

However, the sources offered till now in support of the Rabbanite
authorship of ha'atakah are all very late. Unless we revise our concept
altogether and consider the term as an original Karaite creation-and
there seems to be no corroborating evidence to warrant such a revision-
we must assume that the Rabbanites used it in Palestine before the 990's,
since the Karaite polemicist, Sahl ben Masliah, discussed its meaning
in an anti-Rabbanite vein more or less in the same period, if not a
decade or two earlier.42

A study of the full manuscript version of Tobias' hitherto unpublished
Oar Nehmad convinced me that the term ha'atakah must have been
part of a Hebrew Saadyan terminology known in Palestine in the early
post-Saadyan era. It is my impression that Hebrew translations of
Saadyah's exegetical works (or, at least, the polemical sections thereof)
were circulating in Palestine among Rabbanites and Karaites alike,
underlying oral and literary debates between protagonists of the two
camps. These (mid-tenth-century?) Hebrew Saadyan texts must have
contained the term ha'atakah-tbe Hebrew equivalent of Saadyah's
Arabic an-nakl-and it is from there that the term found its way into
the subsequent works of Saadyah's Rabbanite successors and into the
writings of his Karaite opponents as well.43

Of course, it is difficult to decide as yet whether the term was actually
coined by Saadyah or for the sake of translating Saadyah, or merely was

42 See the full text of Sahl's discussion further in this chapter, 227 f., and note 46.
See also, 232, end of note 54. The exact time of Sahl's activity has yet to be determined.
At any rate, it is sure that he was a (younger?) contemporary of Yefeth ben 'All in
the second half of the tenth century. See the bibliographical references above, 37,
note 27 (end).

The verb p'nrri , as used a generation earlier by Salman ben Yerabam, Book of
the Wars of the Lord (ed. Davidson), 38, 43, 89, 130, has no legal connotation.

43 My initially very cautious suggestion that Hebrew translations of Saadyah's
Commentary were available to scholars in tenth-century Palestine and elsewhere has
now been borne out by a Saadyanic student. I have it on the authority of my learned
friend Doctor M. Zucker that in the course of his recent Genizah studies in Cambridge
he found some 40 leaves of such a Hebrew version. We shall have to await now the
publication of the fragment in order to see whether it contains the term ha'atakah
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used from that time on with greater frequency. Whatever the case,
the connection between its appearance in Karaite literature and the
Saadyan polemic against sectarianism can be taken for granted. It is,
indeed, no coincidence that Tobias the Karaite employs ha'atakah
and its kindred grammatical forms mainly when quoting Saadyah (for the
sake of refutation, of course) and when discussing the Saadyan concept
of an-nakl.44

SEMANTIC EXPANSION

However, the linguistic aspects of the process reconstructed here,
whereby the Rabbanite term ha`atakah was introduced into the Hebrew
Karaite vocabulary in late tenth-century Palestine, gives but one side
of the story. The real importance of this process is revealed to us only
when an attempt is made to trace the subsequent semantic expansion
of the ha'atakah concept as it entered the body of legal principles in Byzan-
tine Karaism. In this respect it is symbolic of the evolution that Pales-
tinian Karaite legislation as a whole had undergone in Byzantium.

and whether it yields any data which would help determine the time of the translation.
At any rate, the extant leaves (so I am informed) belong to Saadyah's Commentary
on Leviticus to which Tobias' O$ar Nebmad is also devoted.

(It goes without saying that Saadyah's Arabic tafsir on the Pentateuch is of no rele-
vance to the present discussion; nor shall we cite here the literature pertaining to it.)

as Cf. Tobias' O,far Nebmad, in the Bodleian MS No. 290, 6a: +073+0 n+,vo -van
In npnvnn 11,73 bn Sax 431731573 173 1201n nr 5v n+R1 nn5 l+x [np+573731+39.1-1 1]171 nr 1-1131% -vat 13

+73173+bn'73K ['R7 :5-3] 'mtt ,11,11 +a n1Rt71 u,WDIL1 In nn+l+va 1R-1v 737313+,+1731 [d+11bicn :5-s] [1+1CDn

npnrna 115 x11 10x1 Jilt p5731 173x 'mR1 p '731t +73173+bn n+,vo +2 Ti, n+x 1 ]+x 'non 173 +].

And again 35a: [111, :5-s] w n, nr +mn+vn 'nit ...7telxn n5v5m n,1Dn x+11 np+57373 +a
:117+573.1 fWDn -'it 1x11 A++P m,p73nm 173731+n 'Wit nn ['3]'v+111 nmD+ 73+73 I'R m1p73n 1x1'mx n+31mx1n

0+p+11073 1711 Sax 'nnn It 73+x, v+N1n 73561173 1m 'rxt 'vita n+m1Rn 1+73 x51 nnn+bn [,73]R1 .rpn
nmvnn 173 1x,0 nn 1,+1+1 11bb+. And further, 87a: Inn fpm+m nn 'nut 'Mn [n',11o-] 111x1
npnvnn 731073 'mx 05mn11171' I-n 51t ]nut 1+51x1 nr 1+om1 103+517; also on 87b: l+x +a v,1
npnrnn 731073 x730 +73 '73xv 17117175 pmn n+x1 v+lv 511 5v on5. Cf. also on 89b: 15 Nt]k+
1tSn 51173x1 nWK2 'xv 1+111 n73+73n n+5x u5n [173]xv 1+3 ,+,brn Insv 5v 135 un [n+,vo5"1
R51 [n l l ill n 173 K 51 n n, n It 0 x273+ x51 ,1Dnn mpla+ .1+.1 '73x+ min a,+5x73 nit V7373 12+1+
n p n v n n I n. Here, incidentally, is the oldest formulation of the three sources of Ka-
raite jurisprudence in which ha'atakah is mentioned in full-fledged association with
Reason (da'ath, or simply hekkesh, i.e., analogical deduction) and Torah (or the
kathub, i.e., the Written Word). This formulation was to remain the guiding principle of
Byzantine Karaite legislation for centuries to come. Cf. below, 237 f., notes 69 and 71.

For other passages containing the term ha'atakah, cf. the Bodleian text of OSar
Ne(1mad, e.g., 94b if., and throughout the MS. In at least one connection Tobias uses
also the phrase anshe ha-ha'atakah, "the people of transmission." Similarly, Tobias'
younger Byzantine contemporary, the author of Exodus-Leviticus Anonymous (see
on him below, 245 f., note 93), uses the form ma'atikim when quoting Saadyah. Cf. the
hitherto unpublished Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 219a-b. It is worth noting that the
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Ha'atakah, meaning literally "transmission," seemed acceptable to
Palestinian Karaites if it included the written transmission alone. The
"transmission" thus understood referred to the prophetic and priestly
tradition in Israel and was said to encompass only the post-Mosaic
portions of the Jewish Bible. This clearly contrasted with the Rabbanite
interpretation of ha'atakah as oral tradition, transmitted by ma'atikim,
or "reporting sages," who "lived in the time of the Temple" and "used
to relate what they actually saw performed."45

"[Go thy way forth by the footsteps of the flock] and feed thy kids beside the
shepherds' tents" (Cant. 1:8). As for "the shepherds" [explains a tenth-century
Palestinian Karaite, reading into the Song of Songs problems of his own time],
these are the shepherds of justice who tended their flock in truth and compassion.
Such are the Prophets who speak from the mouth of God, and the Priests and
Judges who act according to the Torah. And "the shepherds' tents" are their
books and prophecies which are transmitted along with the Torah by the hand of [the
people of] Israel, and this, indeed, is the transmission (ha'at4ah) which all recognize
[as true]. Now, if someone should argue that "the footsteps of the flock" alludes
to the ways of the many [i.e., of the Rabbanite majority], and that "the shepherds'
tents" refers to the pronouncements of the [talmudic] sages under all circumstances-
his argument is not valid.46

Hebrew of his Saadyan quotations differs slightly from that of Tobias (e.g., in the
two passages quoted first in the present note).

Incidentally, in the Hebrew version of an even earlier work, the as yet unpublished
Sefer Mi4woth of Levi ben Yefeth, composed in Palestine in 1006-7, we also encounter
the frequent use of ha'atakah. Cf., for instance, the excerpts in Pinsker, Likkuli,
App. X, 89, and the passages quoted further in this study from Leiden MS Warner
No. 22. Indeed, on fol. 75b of the MS, we find the two terms-the Arabic an-nakl
and its Hebrew counterpart ha'atakah-alongside each other: SphSit npmmni.

It should be noted, however, that whereas Levi's original Book of Precepts was
indeed written almost half a century prior to Tobias' Osar Nehmad, the work in its
Hebrew garb, as we have it today, does not antedate Tobias. Consistent with the
general rule formulated in the previous chapter (p. 190) with regard to Hebrew Karaite
texts from eleventh-century Palestine, it stands to reason that the Hebrew Sefer
Mi,Fwoth of Levi ben Yefeth is a translation-a product of the translation activity
undertaken in the middle and the second half of the eleventh century in the Byzantine
school of Tobias ben Moses. Indeed, in his O$ar Nehmad, Bodl. MS No. 290, 58b,
Tobias refers to Levi's Code in a matter-of-fact manner which evidently suggests a
more than average interest in the work: In [5tt onn,' ] 5tv1' o+inhnn 211 'nit 'VR3
O'1tn1h om6) anin teshm [sit 1nhn1'] 5it-1' '15n no' is 115 [i]005 Just 1t V !)Ml ,l-rr.
Hence, the fact that ha'atakah appears also in that eleventh-century work does not
contribute in any way to the solution of the basic problem discussed here: the problem
of the earliest introduction of the term ha'atakah into Karaite literature.

45 Cf. the Saadyan text quoted in the preceding note from Tobias' O$ar Nebmad,
Bodl. MS No. 290. 35a. Cf. also the Rabbanite texts (from Lekah Tub) quoted in
the last chapter of this study, notes 14-16.

46 Cf. Sahl ben Masliab, in Pinsker's Likkule, App. III, 34: 'r11 [pan 'nnn,5 vs]
wit']]-.1 On1 Or'Sv n5hn]1 nnns o1r1'tuit p'rs 'r11 On O'r11n1 A'r11n 111t7mh 5r ,'n1'13 nit
O n' n 1.it 1 ] ] 1 O n 119 O On O'111n n13 h1 .n11n: O't71rn O'CDwrn n'Lmn1 'n 'on o'1]1hn

,Din 077 0 '11n .53n.lwit npnrn a'n1 51t-1 V.) 'n3 n11nn or n1pnr3n
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An interesting development, however, can be witnessed some time
later in the Byzantine school of Karaite legislation. Characteristically,
Byzantine Karaite texts began claiming ha`atakah as closely related-
indeed, synonymous-with the terms denoting consensus, and made
it a principle in Karaite jurisprudence. By that time Karaite ha`atakah
had already absorbed most of the qualities of its Rabbanite matrix-to
wit: oral tradition and custom. Even the more familiar term kabbalah,
meaning "acceptance [of tradition]"-thus, in a sense, an inverted
counterpart of ha'atakah which stressed "transmission [of tradition]"-
crept into Byzantine Karaite literature of the period under discussion.
From the available manuscript evidence it appears that the Byzantine
Tobias ben Moses was the first to employ this term.47 It failed, however,

5r1 n1TK 53 5D 0') fl +131 0n o'm1n 11133m31 ,n'31n +517 on ptrn '3pr in D'iK 10K'
1m3+ K5 ,0'30 53.

Cf. also the statement of Levi ben Yefeth, Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 10b, in which
the rational qualities of Karaite textual analysis (ha-ra'yah we-had-derishah) are con-
trasted with the pitfalls of ha atakah in its broader Rabbanite meaning: nm n5 5+nti,
ntRT 1'3 3nr K5m 1n trp'n1On t0nn3 otn ,[5K1]v, 1+3 415nn n5'b3 'BI ,13'131 [7'3] 131n
11'1t1n'3 [pcon=] TXiD; 11om olnn nn1nK31K0+ nv+llnt n+K1n1 ... Tpnnnn 5133+ 1301pvn 1131
npnrnn n'nv' nv'1rn. Levi, active after Sahl, still insisted (48b) that Karaite legisla-
tion can be derived only nhRn pimp 10t nvpnn 1m 3mmn 10, explaining the last principle
(80a): n'K1 ton 131 5n 5K1m' pip '3 '0K' 'vx mm vaia%t nnxn T %V. Cf. also Hadassrs
testimony to this effect, above, 218, note 27.

47 Poznadski, REJ, XLIV (1902), 182, note 3, suggested on the basis of the text to be
quoted below, 230, note 50, that it was the twelfth-century Byzantine Hadassi who
possibly first used the term kabbalah in the sense just defined. I have followed Poz-
nafiski's thesis in my essay in PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 10, note 22, in a qualified way,
saying: "There is, of course, no way of checking, in the present state of Karaitic
research, whether or not any of the sources that Hadassi had before his eyes, and
which got lost since, did contain the term in question."

My subsequent study of the Bodleian MS of Tobias' Ovar Nehmad (which undoubt-
edly "Hadassi had before his eyes") caused me to move back the date of the earliest
known Karaite use of kabbalah by a hundred years. Cf. Bodl. MS No. 290, 17b:
n 5 3 p n 111b 531pn ton '3 '300 1nm Kin '3. And further, 35b: n'miKn '3 'an'on 10K1
'3 K'mp 12n5 inn on'SD lmon 11VO 53ri '1mn 10 rya n'K1 O'K10 03'K 131n nt lp'nrn 'van
1n05i n 5 3 p nt '0K. And again, 90b: 35nn nt n53on3 n 5 3 P n t mmI-1'n ni3 '3 0nn38 1-105;
and the same phrase on 93b f. Cf. also below, 230, first quotation in note 49.

Similarly, in Levi ben Yefeth's Book of Precepts, Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 16b,
we find the following wording: n 5 3 p 3 i npnnn3 1nnma iS '1 'an'on n'n 151. It will be
recalled, however (227, note 44), that Levi's work was translated into Hebrew in the
Tobias school; hence the term (cabbalah therein did not originate in early eleventh-
century Palestine, where Levi composed his code, but in mid-eleventh-century Byzan-
tium. See also my "Addenda and Corrigenda," in PAAJR, XXV (1956), 181, note 3.

Be it noted again that also the term kabbalah (o'3wwtnn n53p) appears already in the
Book of the Wars of the Lord of the tenth-century Salman ben YerUl am. Cf. Davidson's
edition of Salman's work, 65 (the passage on p. 46, also containing the term, is a late
gloss). However, the term, as presented by Salman, not only denotes purely Rabbinic
tradition but is also unequivocally opposed there by the Karaite O'30K3n O'3v,vn 111.
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to gain popularity in subsequent writings, apparently because it was
too reminiscent of the label ba'ale hak-kabbalah (the "Traditionists"),
pinned on the Rabbanites by later generations of Karaite polemicists,

The trend of equating consensus with ha'atatah, though having its
roots in an older stratum of legalistic development, did not find a clear-cut
formulation in its expanded, Rabbanite-modeled pattern prior to the legal
doctrine of Tobias ben Moses.48 In fact, even Tobias suggested only

48 In his critical inquiry "Against Whom Did Se'adya Ga'on Write the Polemical
Poem Essa Meshali7" (Hebrew), Tarbiz, XXVII (1957), 62 f., M. Zucker has rightly
called attention to the interesting Chapter XVIII of the Second Discourse of I:Cir$isam's
Kitab al-Anwar wa-l-Marakib, in which consensus (ijma') was treated jointly and
interchangeably with transmission (nakl). Cf. the text in Nemoy's edition of the work,
I, 141-49; see also there, 111, the title of Ch. XII of the same Discourse.

However, Zucker's" invocation of the Kir(Cisani text as proof that "consensus"
and "transmission" in Karaite literature were always synonymous constitutes an
unwarranted simplification of the matter. Not only was the invoked text composed
as late as the 30's of the tenth century, i.e., when the above-described overintellectuali-
zation of Jewish sectarianism had already brought the creative function of consensus
to a standstill, but even the passage itself, cited by Zucker in support of his assertion,
shows exactly the opposite of what it was called upon to prove. It is obvious that
girksani represents merely an initial stage in the very process of intertwining of
concepts and interchanging of terms, as reconstructed all along in the present chapter.

Now, this is, in effect, what Kirkisani has to say of the two terms (Kitab al-Anwar,
I, 141; cf. also the French translation from the Arabic by Vajda, "Etudes sur Qirqisani
-II," RE/, CVII [N.S. WI, 1946-47], 93; the present English translation is mine):
"A group from among the 'Ananites and the Karaites declares the plea of consensus
valid for certain areas of Divine precepts. They consider it [i.e., the consensus] one
of the ways by which the knowledge of commandments can be arrived at. The methods
of deriving that [knowledge] are three: the [scriptural] text, the analogical deduction,
and the consensus. Now, there are some among them [i.e., among that group of 'Ananites
and Karaites] who call it [=the consensus] "transmission" (;;LWt fit. icl,- vl

do ul %3.r_JJ `,:;I,:ll ,. CoiY a )J''.". L,dlJtJ
i!kt do 14:. a;.y JiLj&JJ

x;,; 3. . ., J IrYIJ J I.ill J). I fail to see how this statement can be
interpreted as proof of the general and self-evident synonymy of "consensus" and
"tradition" (or "transmission") all through Karaite history. Rather, it confirms the
picture of legalistic evolution drawn in the foregoing pages, by showing the early
tenth-century stage in the growing confusion of terms, ever since such concepts as
'edah and kibbus lost their original meaning in the dissident society.

Even more obvious is the semantic difference between what Kirtisani terms the
"genuine" or the "perfect" [a;-sakih] transmission and both its Rabbanite counterpart
and the later (expanded and Rabbanite-pattemed) Karaite ha'atakah as developed
in the Byzantine environment. This follows not only from KirkisanFs discussion and
critique of the different interpretations of the term that were to be found in the Karaite
camp of his time, but also from the connotation he himself considered most acceptable.
Allowing, to be sure, for some peripheral cases, too, Kirluisini's definition of "genuine
transmission" covered, primarily, "all that is to be found in the Book," the way it
was preserved and memorized since the days of Israel United with Royalty and Pro-
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close kinship between these concepts, not outright synonymy.49 It was
not until a hundred years have passed that the terms were finally
pronounced identical and interchangeable:

Now, 'edah and sebel, kabbalah and ha'ata(cah [says the mid-twelfth-century Hadassi],
all these four terms have one and the same content.50

This, then, was the climax of a semantic evolution, reflecting an
evolution in attitude and outlook that occurred in the sphere of Karaite
legal thought in Byzantium. Endowed with the new, expanded meaning,
ha'atakah served, in turn, as the foundation-stone for the specific Byzan-
tine slant in the legal and social history of Karaism which can be wit-
nessed all along from the eleventh to the sixteenth century.

COPING WITH NEW REALITIES

Ha'atakah was a double-edged sword designed to cut any knot in the
legalistic confusion that the Karaite community was bound to encounter
in a new environment. It legalized, qua tradition, observances that
were originally called forth by the consensus of dissident communities in
the fringe regions of the Jewish Diaspora-observances that were now

phets. Cf. Kitab al-Anwar, I, 148, beginning of § 14 (see in French, Vajda, REJ, CVII
[N.S. VII, 1946-47], 96): 1k5 i t^ I< la. v,, jtr L.
.U. V1 dul yl 4 L Ib Jas ,elf A S1 l;la t. J° rt.JI j o ey

In this sense, Kirlcisani's an-na&l a.-;ahih was not much different from the concept
of ha'atakah as understood half a century later by the Palestinian Sahl ben Masliab
(above, 227, note 46). It surely had little to do with the subsequent Byzantine con-
notation of the term. See also note 50, below.

.Incidentally, in the light of our findings in the present chapter, the tenth-century
term ha'atakah, and not massoreth, is more in the spirit of the time and should be
preferred whenever translating into Hebrew the Arabic an-nakl in the works of Saadyah
of,Kirldsani. Indeed, even Zucker himself, who translated massoreth, found it necessary
(and quite correctly so!) to express another form stemming from the same root,
nakilun, through the Hebrew ma'atikim. Cf. his "Fragments from Rav Saadya Gaon's
Commentary to the Pentateuch from MSS" (Hebrew), Sura, II (1955-56), 342.

49 Cf. Bodl. MS No. 290, 95b: nun npnvnn im [nrnm=l +mmon m+rzn nt lrom tin +a
n5apn1 mmirn. And again, 97a: [']jr'5nnrn niat5 dr5+va 5p+ inn+oi mn'n m j5 na ib nn
on5 '?wrm nwesn pnpi npnvnm ,m5ni o'te+a2n 17rr. Especially the two terms ha atakah and
yerushshah (cf. next note) appear frequently together. Cf., for instance, Bodl. MS No.
290, 99a f. See there also, 110b, the use of kibbuj alongside ha'atakah (but not sy-
nonymous with it): npn nn Sri nnrsn pvp 5v 12Irarn5,.

50 Cf. Eshkol hak-Kofer, 64d, Alphabet 169: vant(i) npnmrn n5apn 51o.-It nT
o ,-l 5 r n is l a i n r1mu5n. As for the term sebel appearing in this context, a. compre-
hensive study of the manuscript material of the eleventh century convinced me-
contrary to earlier views-that its "karaization" and elevation to the rank of a legal
concept in Karaism occurred after the ha'atakah metamorphosis described here.
Hence, the story of the semantic expansion of sebel will have to be deferred to a future
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regarded as integral components of Karaite lore.51 Denoting 'edah,
on the other band, it kept the door open for new adjustments in a different
environment, by preserving the basic maxim of conforming to consensus-
this time, however, inevitably meaning the consensus of the normative

volume. Since, however, both sebel and yerushshah (as well as sebel hay-yerushshah)
are invoked in the texts adduced in the present chapter, a brief explanation is in order.

Like ha'atakah, sebel and yerushshah belong to the Saadyan literary stratum. They
were invoked, e.g., by Salman ben Yerubam when combatting Saadyah. Cf. his Book
of the Wars of the Lord (ed. Davidson), 48, 49, 50, 66, 73, 76, 77. Yerushshah, meaning
"heritage," denoted, of course, a body of lore transmitted and inherited by generations
of believers. Sebel meant the same. It was explained by Geiger as another counterpart
of the Arabic an-nakl, i.e., transmission. Cf. his note in Blumenfeld's periodical
Oar Nehmad (not to be confused with Tobias' eleventh-century work going by the
same name!), IV (1863), 15. Cf. also Pinsker's still earlier remark in Likkale, App.
III, 20 f., note 5.

The first sign of Karaite adoption of the terms in a more positive vein is already
apparent in the late tenth century, in the writings of the self same Sahl ben Magliah
who, we remember, was ready also to give a Karaite twist to the term ha'atakah.
While Salman made the Saadyan sebel and yerushshah boomerang against Saadyali
himself, Sahl seems inclined to introduce them into Karaite terminology. But, as with
ha'atakah, he imposes on them a limitation which alone could make them at that time
palatable to the Karaite taste: Transmission, insofar as sanctioned by Karaism, was
the. written transmission only. Cf. Likkule, App. III, 20 f., letters 22, letter n.

Unlike ha'atakah, however, sebel (or sebel hay-yerushshah; sebel hay-yoreshim) did
not seem acceptable to the Byzantine Hebrew school of the eleventh century. In none
of the Hebrew originals or translations composed by Byzantine Karaites in that
century could I find a single mention of sebel. Yerushshah alone enjoyed widespread
use. Thus, Tobias invoked it interchangeably in three different connotations: a)
to denote the Saadyan, i.e., the purely Rabbinic concept of tradition (cf. first quotation
in note 49); b) to mean the written transmission as acceptable to Sahl (see second
quotation in the same note); and, finally, c) in the new Byzantine understanding of the
term as the body of unwritten observances.(cf. the second quotation in note 51, below).

Only in the twelfth century was sebel (obviously in the last-mentioned connotation)
pronounced synonymous with ha'atakah in its expanded meaning (see Hadassi,
beginning of the present note). But it was probably not until the fourteenth or fifteenth
century that the term entered into legal use as the third principle of Karaite jurispru-
dence. At that time, its Rabbinic origin was completely forgotten by Rabbanites. and
Karaites alike. Also forgotten in the non-Arabic environment was the original meaning
of sebel=an-nakl. Sebel hay-yerushshah, believed by then to be a Karaite expression
par excellence, came to denote the "burden of heritage," paralleling such well-
known Rabbinic expressions as "yoke of precepts" (Berakhoth. II, 2), "yoke of the law"
(A both, III, 5), etc. This development is clearly illustrated by the Bashyachi text quoted
below, 232, note 53, and other passages.

In brief: Sebel passed through the same, though somewhat delayed, process of
"karaization" in a Rabbanite-modeled garb, as did its counterpart -ha'atakah.

51 See Bashyachi's Addereth Eliyyahu, Introduction (partly translated above, 209):
um1111n7 n1s1nn 1'K1 Dn] 13 ron-1111+m]R n1SR1 11+n17R lntn 1,12 135til2V n11nR n14h V' C]nit
13-mr I +D] r9nmi nn-n1 550 vnp' n51" 0.1ma 1 '1hKD non mRS1' P 'D 511 tim) bn105 m+.-*
V 54 -rmv minn V1-1P 101 J1tMn 11rm b'3t'Dn nnnzn1 n57R1 n+1nv mnr numv 111
1n5, nnn. Cf. also Tobias ben Moses, O$ar Nehmad,.Bodl... MS No. 290, 37b:: +o oil
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majority, given the obvious qualification that it not offend the Karaite
conscience or creed.52

An unqualified endorsement of the ha`atakah principle was surely
out of the question. It would leave the Karaites' opposition to talmudic
tradition-the nominal raison d'etre of the sect-an empty shell and
expose them to the justifiable accusation of having betrayed the principle
of biblicism by having merely substituted at will their own tradition for
that of the Rabbanites. In fact, more often than not they could be
charged with arbitrarily joining the Rabbanites in one practice while
no less arbitrarily rejecting another. This was, indeed, a favorite line of
attack on Karaism, launched by spokesmen of the normative majority.53
Some acceptable solution, albeit a legal fiction only or a mere face-
saving device, had to be found to circumvent the difficulty. This solution,
again a contribution of Byzantine Karaite leadership to the jurisprudence
of the sect, made the admissibility of ha'atakah under the law dependent
on two conditions: a) the unanimous adherence thereto of all Israel,
and not of the majority (i.e., the Rabbanites) alone;54 b) a positive
support in its favor from the Revealed Word.55

nnx5nn 552 'n2 nni' inn 7n+mm mKSn ; Aaron ben Joseph, Mibhar on Exodus, 13b :
o+r 1+n Sao by m11nn mlyo JrAV ,ne+m1M, 1132 ,ono 12'3n13 nlaxn 1'nr 12+-1211 WID x5 atnal +2;
Bashyachi again, in his opening statement to Ch. I of Section Shehilah, Addereth
Eliyyahu, 108d f.; and the later text in Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 528.

The claim of hermeneutical support, put in parentheses in the first quotation,
represents quite obviously a rationalization by Bashyachi of the process described here.

52 Cf. the texts quoted below, 241 f., notes 79-82.
$3 See Mib(wr, Introd., 9a: b> vpnn 5m alma 5a o''3DV3 111131t o1V 1I1na 11sef5 1+x1

npnarn. Cf. also Addereth Eliyyahu, Section . Ciddush ha-flodesh, Ch. VIII, 5d: nwty tm1
boon 11+on on1 nyn+n Sao o1K1p In m+Y11ID nna n153p [o'K1pn] 1rv1m r11: [1=217 +1110-1

- son nalwnn .anat.
54 Mibhar, Introd., 9a: 5x1®+ 57n 1 n it n s ton -pt .npnD3 np15n7 nrx ...npnvnn it, as

against the purely Rabbinical tradition followed by the majority alone, and not by
the whole nation : n53pn 5a+ 12no1 n n 1 x n 111 1rw. So also Bashyachi, Addereth
Eliyyahu, Section Kiddush ha-fl lodesh, Ch. VIII, 5d: 5 K 1 V' 51 v K+n nwrim Sao (r)
n b a p n% 5 n a 1 x 1 p a' 5 a a n a o +11 it. And again, in the same connection: -61p 521
limn In >n'D n5 Dn1 -13 o %11 n 5 x 1 V 5 2 m nhw5nwnn npnrn 11371 a1n)n 1132 Mniv ni'ity
n+5n n5ap3. And earlier, in the Introduction: alma 1133 Yam K5v nbap 52 n+nan nx1
13.Sn n52pa 21n2n to 3mo nS D+1 n a G + 11 n 5 K 1 v' 5 71 alma 11IKV nn SP l'01n x51.
Likewise, Afendopolo, in the excerpt quoted below, 239, 242, notes 76 and 82: 5a pt
rMapl npbrm ow wn'Z5 m+a 1'an nook omn o5aa n11nn rn=5 mnrv [n5apn+5raa] o+a2n rap
xlnn 1+3321nx no 5K1v' 531.

The precursors of this reasoning were, no doubt, Kir$isani and Sahl ben Maslia$.
Cf. above, 227 f., note 46, and 229 f., note 48. In the tenth century, however, Karaite
ha'ata(cah was conceived as the written body of post-Mosaic biblical tradition alone.
The adherence of all Israel to such ha'atakah was, of course, a self-evident reality.

55 See the pertinent phrases (demanding almn In nro) in the quotations intro-
duced in the preceding note as well as below, 233 f., 239, notes 56, 57, 75.
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Now, the first condition-all-Jewish unanimity-was being disposed
of in a natural way, through the ever-growing rapprochement between
the two branches of Judaism and the inevitable adjustment of the Karaite
minority to patterns of Rabbanite life. However, the second condition-
the need of scriptural authority for the novel practices introduced by
ha'atakah-was, as we recall, the Karaite counterpart of the Shiite
condition for endorsement of jima' (with the Karaites substituting the
authority of the Scripture for that of the Shiite imam). Taken at face
value, such a condition surely threatened to undo all that the introduction
of ha'atakah as a principle of law was called upon to perform in the
first place.

It is in confrontation with that condition that one ought to view the
Tobias Doctrine.

THE TOBIAS DOCTRINE

The formal demand of scriptural confirmation of a tradition or custom
as a conditio sine qua non for their validity was, of course, frequently
discussed in Byzantine Karaite literature. In these discussions one
crucial dictum appears to be repeatedly invoked by the Byzantine
Karaite authorities and invariably attributed by them to Tobias ben
Moses.

Thus, it was stated by Elijah Bashyachi, the so-called "last codifier"
of Karaite lore in fifteenth-century Constantinople:

And the sages pronounced the following, "Any tradition (ha'atakah) that has no
support in the Written Law is null and void." Now, the sage our master Tobias
said of those who maintain that some traditions are in vogue which do not have
support in the Written Law, that it is rather their mind which falls short of discovering
a foundation for those traditions in the law of the Torah 56

In this way the reassuring hand of an understanding leader tried to
soothe the qualms of those pious adherents of the sect who must have
been in vain ransacking the older Karaite literature, a product of a

56 Addereth Eliyyahu, Section ICiddush ha-brodesh, Ch. XV, 9d: 5nv o+=rn nrnn
Pilo n5 Intu npnan V'V onniwiv e+3io 7 oDrn van .n5os min ninnn In Pilo n5 I+esv npmn
.1-nn xx15 o5om r n1spv tt5u nr Int oin:a In; and again, Section Shobbath, Ch.
XIV, 48c, and in the Introduction (see full quotation below, 237, note 69). The Tobias
Doctrine was reiterated also in Bashyachi's exposition of the Principles of Faith
(Addereth Eliyyahu, Section 'Asarah 'Ikkarim, Ch. VI, Pt. 2, 82b)-this time as an
anonymous dictum (o+1Dn virne). The same statement was reported verbatim in the name
of Tobias almost a century and a half earlier by Aaron ben Elijah, in Gan 'Eden,.
Section ICiddush ha-UIodesh, Ch. VII, 8b-c (see the full text as quoted in the next
note). See also, 239, note 75, below.
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different (Islamic) environment, in quest of a justification of "some
traditions that are in vogue which do not have support in the Written
Law;" these traditions were plainly absorbed from the Rabbanites or
developed by the Karaites themselves on Byzantine soil. Perhaps deli-
berately couched in terms lending themselves to somewhat unprecise
interpretation, Tobias' message to his community conveyed, in effect,
the following : Never mind the scriptural basis for the present modi-
fications; it will take care of itself. Continue adapting yourself to the
new conditions of life in the Byzantine climate, since the scriptural
support for it is there, albeit that our limited intelligence finds it hard
to discern it.

The very likely ambiguity of Tobias' formulation is well reflected in the
opposing interpretations of the Doctrine by the two most popular Byzantine
Karaite legislators, Aaron ben Elijah (14th cent.) and Elijah Bashyachi
(15th cent.). Thus, Aaron utilized it in an effort to resuscitate Karaite
conservatism and to prove that ha'atakah, if standing alone, cannot
qualify as an adequate source of Karaite legislation. Hence, he continued
to insist on active biblical support thereto as a condition of its validity. 57

On the other hand, Bashyachi, a protagonist of the Karaite-Rabbanite
rapprochement movement which flourished in the Byzantino-Turkish en-
vironment of the fifteenth century, and himself a typical product of
such a rapprochement, was also on this point consistent in his unrelenting
efforts to liberalize the mode of life of his native community.

Bashyachi's interpretation of the Tobias Doctrine must be viewed
against his overall method of documentation and exposition of sources,
a method which he developed under the adverse circumstances with
which Karaite scholarship had to cope in the fifteenth century.58 This
method reflected also the social and intellectual creed of the sectarian
elite of which Elijah Bashyachi was the foremost spokesman and ideo-
logist.59

PROBLEMS OF INTERPRETATION

The gist of Bashyachi's system of interpretation was expressed in the
conviction that a Karaite lawmaker, regardless of greatness or courage,

57 Can 'Eden, Section ICiddush ha-Ilodesh, Ch. VII, 8b-c: +n7n 55 +on plba nt 1511
112 c 5 m'v o' 1 n 1 at n o 51 R 1 n5bl R+n 3Th fl Ib 171+0 n5 I+RV npnm 53 ,Z b'xlpn

lbxb] "11211t r3 R''51b '1 b:nn tin 11n]n Ib 91I0 n5 m+m '52 n 1] 5 npnnnb
,11n Inn n3 R1snn b5w r nlspm +ion x5x tit I'm pica.

58 Cf. above, 31 f., note 13.
59 Cf. ibid., 32, note 14.
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had to pay lip-service to cliches of Karaite legal thought in order to
avoid the risk of being "trampled by the illiterate mob." Thus, all his
predecessors simply had to resort regularly to the subterfuge of disguising
their true (and progressive) intentions by outwardly bowing in one
context to the accepted norms, while subtly hinting at the advisable
(yet unconventional) procedure in a different connection 60 Indeed,
the realization of the fact that even the most prominent scholars were
under compulsion to accept on the surface the conventional ideas and
practices of the past and could only hint at the way they believed true,
is repeated in Bashyachi's Code with such insistent frequency that it
almost borders on obsession.

Defending, for instance, the introduction of Sabbath candles into
Karaite homes in fifteenth-century Turkey, Bashyachi reads into the
writings of the greatest legal minds in Karaism, from the eleventh century
on, a secret tendency toward the same reform. This tendency, however,
could only be smuggled into their pronouncements, "for fear of the mob,"
under the false pretence of preserving the old prohibition of fire on the
Sabbath; at the same time, a new approach was introduced in the legal
interpretation of that prohibition, paving the way, in effect, for the
fifteenth-century innovation61

This hit-and-run procedure of frightened intellectuals, claims Bashya-
chi, was already apparent to "the chosen few" from the discussions of
the early eleventh-century Levi ben Yefeth.62 It was frankly admitted,
according to Bashyachi, half a century later by Yeshu`ah ben Yehudah.63

60 See Bashyachi's Addereth Eliyyahu, Section Shabbath, Ch. XIX, 52c: b3iut

nllrba 11rb' P1tm MY nv10 0-1-IM 1'13' 0m 1mnn omtl 015r6 13-11m b'rom o'mm r113
.

nt
1nHa'ma pm 52 ,5'2mmn 1'1135 om1 R1123 nn 1 K o1pm.2 1!I= itanlm lit her m1Hlan 1nv
1nH olpma onr1. And earlier in the same Section, 52b: [o'mDm] 1'2 m'v mnona pwrwn
'12 b'rbm O'm2ru1 sons nn b'111nun +1115 11301 'r) vv 1'a' ... b'annan 1'11 ...b'nmHnn
r 1m. 'mv o'52on nu1m5 mm wwn I'm u5m.

61 Addereth Eliyyahu, Section Shabbath, Ch. XIX, 52b: onn o5r1 H5 o'12nn.o'132m0
,MI5uo 'rm5 tn13lpm nspa bnr115xm 1373 'D ,11'rn'1nlc bmn1H13m norm nn '02 1113 np51n inn
nlmlpm nspa ntu lrmm o's'105 1313013 1'731 131OIan 1232 1mr5 H5m 5-1 am 11711m olno '10131
lit JIM lit onn1o on'113um In % 1351. (Cf. also the text below, 266 f., and note 42 there.)

62 Cf. Ch. XVM of Section Shabbath, Addereth Edlyyahu, 50c if. (1H'anm nrnt1n
om5r 130' u'21 D rn p '15 11'.21 Own. nnlmtn [mm wit 5v=] 1lrati 1+ms onrl natO 'u m2n).
And further, 51a: 1113 np51n 11ota 11'73213 1H'a.1m n1Hna 52V '15 11'31 oann iuu 1a1:cpa

- n'unn n51t ,n15bn In 5213. And Ch. XIX, 52b: 1'.2' ',5 van mm 'nala r"rmn 111 X110
915n nun' u12tm nm '05 nlnl .11m5n 11ra r1m n,m,m 12 5r off '2 11IN nama 1113 1101tm
wait nnivnn o11'r1 onmbn lam WON IN nn ,[0'1fK1 no' p '15=] b'121111 0'73273 'naHma
13113 np51n Inn anm o5r1 0 b'nhnn o'm:mv natav 1rau (for the continuation of the
quotation cf. our previous note.)

63 Ibid., 52b: a'xi1 nannl 111735 nn 11113 '111K nm10a nrlm'''an DDrm 11273.1373 nann x513
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The thirteenth-century Aaron ben Joseph is also quoted in the same vein,
in connection with his cautious arrangement of the Karaite prayerbook.64
The inevitability of double-talk is likewise summoned by Bashyachi
as an excuse for contradictory statements in the writings of the four-
teenth-century Aaron ben Elijah.65 Indeed, Bashyachi himself admits
to having followed the same course and having refrained in some cases
from offering an independent view.66 The peak was reached when,
assuming the same phenomenon for Rabbanite literature also, Bashyachi
attributed to an Abraham ibn Ezra or a Maimonides the actual acknow-
ledgment of the truth of Karaism under the guise of conventional polemics
against the sect. He even developed a device of his own of reading
between the lines of biased Rabbanite writings truths acceptable to
his own creed.67

It is beyond the scope of this brief summary to inquire whether
Bashyachi's reconstruction mirrored faithfully the actual ideas and
methods of his predecessors, or whether it assembled only disjecta membra
of earlier literature into a pattern fitting the ideology and the policies
of Turkish Karaite intelligentsia. Bashyachi's invocation of the eleventh-
and early twelfth-century Abu Ha-mid al-Ghazzali in connection with
the ambivalence of statements he imputed to Ibn Ezra and Maimonides
-pointing to al-Ghazzali's method as typical of intellectuals of all
creeds in earlier ages-merely sheds light on the sources which inspired
this fifteenth-century way of thinking of Karaite liberals in Turkey; it
hardly bears proof of the fact that the eleventh- and twelfth-century
Karaite and Rabbanite sages actually pursued that method.68

123K1 ,91»1111 7-1711915 12191p30 0111 133 n3-1-13 011011 011133 011+59 111091 011131 ono r7 5a 111-131

+917 K13111 11313 13 111191 0+11311 10 111K 9'pW' 11591 173 mitt 1n13p1 ow.

64 Ibid.: 1V3K +5151 1131191 1115Dnn 11105 1111111103 [1n31n 5133 111K -1_] 1-3 11'1 031111 10K1

O13 1'11 +3 ,f-1K11 +139 0+5301111091 KS 1111117 533 13 111501111 13+3973113-111 9+5110 191+11 030K Inn

0D30 '3D11 071300'3D13 Mt 521'.11-11 -1533 5331 11533,1 0319153 0151391011 1311V3K11 1svpPr11 ,13121p 153

0n1-11 R 0+39103510-173 110p3n np+ 091111 130-173 59Dn0 ,011111.

65 Ibid., Section Shabbath, Ch. XI, 45d f.: 13 1111K '1 -I 1313-1 0311-191 nN1311 +135 0373K

13,13 11100 -11-11 11591 0+5301111131w5 +3110 11110 +3013 0301t .11533 f1311n 11530 1111 ,111-1 5111 ton [115K

013/911 53 1212, K51 0+5139105 11131 1331191 113 mom n11n0 n391n0n 11571113 111313 51D0 11+11.

66 Ibid., Section Ydm Kippur, Ch. II, 75a: 91110 151$115 5+391113 K1n O91n nmun 1351
131 ala1391KI 11739 101191 11910 11511 -13991 nn 53311331113 n'n 115 K133 531351 ...115V 1135 pm11
1+305 111 .111 113713 711110'n1111 03011 f110 100 111319155 0110 1111111 11591 15151 ,0111111 01110 710 3-3.

67 Cf. the quotations and discussion in my "Elijah Bashyachi" (Hebrew), Tarbiz,
XXV (1955-56), 61 if., 184 f., 189 f., 196 if., and in my general Hebrew sketch in
Ensiklopedyah 'Ivrith (Enc. Hebraica), IX, 962. Cf. also above, 31 f. For a somewhat
resembling modern view of Maimonidean writing, see L. Strauss, Persecution and
the Art of Writing, 38 if.

68 Cf. Addereth Eliyyahu, Section jCiddush ha-,Uodesh, Ch. VI, 3c: 1119111 030K1

L1D1015Dn 1113133 7091311 11919911133 ,-13133 1300 11111 ... 0n1571 3191111 13150 [11119 1311 -] 0109-1 191 at
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Whatever the case, Bashyachi's stand on the ha'atakah problem and
his exposition of the Tobias Doctrine were perforce conditioned by his
general approach to sources, as presented above, and by his attributing
to these sources multiplicity of meaning and intention.

FIFTEENTH-CENTURY ECHOES

Thus, on the one hand, he repeatedly referred to the statement of Tobias
and reiterated the by then trite demand of a biblical backing for the
ha'atakah. At the same time, however, he did not shrink from revealing
his true views when proclaiming, precisely on the basis of the Tobias
Doctrine, the autonomous quality of ha'atakah among the sources of
Karaite legislation. These sources were reduced, subsequent to the blending
of consensus with tradition, to the following three: the kathub (Divine
Writ) or, simply, Torah; the hekkesh (Analogical Deduction) or, in a
broader term, da'ath, i.e., Reason; and the ha'atakah (Transmission of
Tradition) or the "Burden of Heritage" (rebel hay-yerushshah).69

Now, the procedure of listing three roots for Karaite jurisprudence
belongs, of course, to the incipient stages of Karaite legal thought.76

Dnrm 1DK In .1+13r 5K 1110 6m 1sp Inn -imm -1mr 3-Nit ,150-13 0-1'131 `Ino1 ,nn'n1r1 11D01
- - Im++D 1'3 -1me +31. Bashyachi refers here to al-Ghazzali's Maka;id al-Falasifah
(The Intentions of Philosophers), and its sequel, Tahafut al-Falasifah (Destruction
of Philosophers). From the wording of our passage one can easily infer that
Bashyachi's library contained the fourteenth-century Hebrew version of the first
book, Yehudah Nathan's Kawwanoth hap-Pilosoftm (and not Isaac Albalag's
thirteenth-century translation). Indeed, Bashyachi valued this iwork of Ghazzali so
much that he included it even in his proposed shortened curriculum of instruction
(Addereth Eliyyahii, Section 'Asarah 'Ikkarim, Ch. VI, Pt. 2, 82a: Inn p+no' 6 Dm
1mmK5 m31n-1 1DO 11th' I1+m-1 '1D0 1Tnt n5tt 1m53). No doubt under the impact of
Bashyachi's program of education, the Kawwanoth was regularly studied by Karaite
students in Turkey; a generation after Bashyachi (in 1510), the Karaite Abra-
ham Bali provided it with a commentary.

The other book of Ghazzali was known to Bashyachi through the fifteenth-century
Hebrew translation, Happalath hap-Pilosofim, of Zerabyah Hallevi. The "small
treatise" alluded to at the end of our passage may have been perhaps the Ma'amar
bi-Teshrrboth She'eloth Nish'al Mehem, a fourteenth-century Hebrew adaptation by
Isaac ben Nathan of Ghazzilli's answers to philosophical questions. This treatise,
possibly, is identical with the Kawwanoth hak-Kawwanoth mentioned by Moses
Narboni.

69 Cf. Addereth Eliyyahu, Introd.: 1'Km nprnrn m+m 1mnv 'D 5nv K'31n 1 nnm 1mm
n12m -112D 5DV D' D n n .-I 11 n at 12 51 .14'-1-1 n1sn5 15nm 1' I11spn 16t.-IT lilt 31-1-1-1 ID r1+0 -15
1D1r 31m1 0+131 nm15m 5r 111K1 r1pnwin In n+nnm am mpn3 nfll' n+nnv am -131-13 n+nnm DK
-1m11'n 53o 5m mpan 5m 31mn Sr. And again, Section Shehitah, Ch. I, 109b: npnrnnm
D'3nn Ip a) -1121 -1111-11 0+131'17+]] 5r p+nrn5 1]5 -112+ n5rn+ Dmnm 13KSD n]n 'n n1r +110+0 K+n
an'3K 51p3 r1Dm5. For sebel hay-yerushshah see above, 230 f., note 50.

70 See the recent discussions of some of the elements of Karaite jurisprudence,
in connection with M. Zucker's Hebrew query, "Against Whom Did Se'adyah Ga'on
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The novelty introduced into it by the early Byzantine school of Tobias
ben Moses lay, as we recall, in the semantic expansion of the third root
to absorb a Rabbanite-patterned connotation and in elevating this new
connotation to the rank of a full-fledged source of sectarian legislation.71
Bashyachi, however, when interpreting the Tobias Doctrine, went much
further than that: he raised ha'atakah to the highest rank among the
three roots of Karaite jurisprudence, making it autonomous and inde-
pendent of any prescribed conditions-nay, making the other roots
rather depend on the proper functioning of oral transmission.

And in general [says Bashyachi], if transmission [ha'atakah] will not be maintained,
then the Torah itself could not be maintained. For if the verification of the signs and
miracles which Moses performed in Egypt, and of the Revelation at Mount Sinai,
etc., were not transmitted from a father who saw them with his own eyes to the son,
and from him to his son, and so unto this very day-then the Torah itself could not
be verified. For the verification of the integrity of the Torah cannot be based on what
is written but only on the testimony transmitted by word of mouth from one generation
to another, beginning with Moses.... Wherefore [our sages] have stated that we
cannot deduce ha'atakah from the Torah, but rather we must understand the Torah
through ha'atakah. Thus, we shall know all matters which are explicit in the Torah
from both the Torah itself and from ha'atakah; but those matters which are not
explicit in the Torah we shall know from ha'atakah alone.72

Chances are that the above words echo not only the teachings which
Karaite intelligentsia of the late fifteenth century received from their
learned Rabbanite mentors in Constantinople, but also the general
scepticism of a Renaissance man in regard to time-honored documents.73

Write the Polemical Poem Essa Meshali?", Tarbiz, XXVII (1957), 61 if., and A.
Dothan's independent analysis of the same problem, "Was Ben-Asher a Karaite?"
(Hebrew), Sinai, XLI (1957), esp. 286 if. Cf. also Zucker's earlier introduction to
"Fragments from Rav Saadya Gaon's Commentary to the Pentateuch from MSS"
(Hebrew), Sura, II (1955-56), esp. 316 if., and above, 229, note 48.

71 Cf. our quotation from Tobias' Osar Nehmad (226, note 44), stressing n9'rn.1n
npnarnn 10 ...1 rntnn 1n ...1, as against Levi ben Yefeth (228, end of note 46) who in-
sisted on nwm rlapnl nvpnn 1n1 alnnn In..

.72 Cf. Addereth, Section Shehilah, Ch. I, 109b: 6 npnsrn o"pnn K5 nit 55=
'390 0101 Inan1 0'1Va3 mM nwvv a'n01nn1 nn18n await paw' K5 nit 'a nllnn o"prnn
IN % n x ' a nlvsi nnKnn 0 nnv 99 in Sat 17»O7 1an 5K in,v: 0n1K fK10 aim nn5m
0wn 19 V'K '073 m'K n1T93 a5K nna'naa 0''pn' 15 n.nln'nnl .111n,1
n a n 1 .n11nn -nnS2 npfPnn In Ott npn9nn nT1f .1 In 11n9a K5V 11nK p51 ...01501 r59 1 ] a 1
0a'K 1IDK1 npnPnnnl nllnnn On1K 912 n11na O'+1K1ann 0+Ta1n 53
1a5 npnannn an1K 912 n11na O'11t1an.

73 Thus, four centuries earlier Tobias would not have dreamed of concurring
with Bashyachi's assertion that "the verification of the Torah cannot be based on
what is written." Precisely the contrary: he insisted that "observance of the Divine
Word according to the Torah can be safeguarded only by way of its written trans-
mission" (nna'naa n'n' .o5]ir5 [n11nn n-9 -] n'o 59 Twin m'nv). Cf. his O;ar Neh-
mad, Bodl. MS No. 290, 96a.
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Yet, it goes without saying that the legal exposition at hand means more
than an academic analysis of a legal point. It actually constitutes the
last and final stage in a chain of realistic efforts, undertaken by the
Bashyachi school, to make ha'atakah an autonomous and self-sufficient
basis for Karaite legislation.

Be that as it may, the divergent interpretations of the ha'atakah principle
by the two great Byzantine Karaite lawmakers of later centuries, Aaron
ben Elijah and Bashyachi, do not represent mere personal opinions of these
scholars but generations-old trends of legal thought.74 These, in turn,
reflect opposing approaches to the crucial problem of social and legis-
lative adjustment to changed conditions. The fact that both sides invoked
Tobias entitles us to'believe that these ferments date back to the eleventh-
century dilemma with which the young Karaite community in Byzantium
was confronted. The new formulation of ha'atakah and of its legal
application is characteristic of the initial efforts of Tobias ben Moses
to answer the sect's immediate needs with what he considered to be
of the least detriment to basic Karaite values.

To be sure, even Tobias' legal fiction that biblical support can safely
be presupposed for the prevalent observances could not persist much
longer. Though academically reiterated as late as the seventeenth cent-
ury;75 it had to give way to a more realistic approach. Rather than insist on
positive biblical support, all that the Byzantine Karaite scholars could
demand was that the customs and traditions, sanctioned by ha'atakah,
at least not conflict with the Written Word.76

THE TALMUD-A RE-EVALUATION

The above developments within the realm of Karaite jurisprudence
could not limit themselves to sporadic borrowings from Rabbinic lore

74 a. the expressions: a+1t1Rn t51K1 (234, note 57); m'i nn lint In51 (237, note 69).
75 Cf. Mordecai ben Nisan, Dod Mordecai, 7b: npnvn 5nm n-917n19n R'31t +n1 1TK1

16t nr lilt amn In 91+0 nh.I+K n'n15o npnPnm 1731K 1nK' min inn In m1 ;5 m+ ns t+171t uNm
slnnn In m1 n5 rRm 1917 u+n5np Inn mnn m,s i5 m it I11spn (quoting from Afendopo-
lo's 'Asarah Ma'amaroth).

76 Fshkol hak-Kofer, 64d, Alphabet 169: rrnn5 rn 'ma ... n51pn 52on1 n179n1
plan mst +1m r111311n 161 ill V11 151 nlo'olt R51.:'rrlpD. Similarly, Mibhar, 9a: npnrnn it
111R 31113 131min n011n n1+R, which could not be said of the Rabbanites who 59 into
"Sin ,-152p, olnni nnz nmm mnnn o+tvh iv'nnnl n5spn ; Hashyachi, Addereth, Section
Shehilah, Ch. I, 109b: ntnot npn9nn +n n61pn '5rn t 1nw n5apn n51r npnpnnm t'nSRn
1+5a np51n o+tro5 K'n +n .n5apn p I+Kv nt minx rnrnwt5 ; and the eKcerpt from Afen-
dopolo's Pathshegen (partly quoted above, 232, note 54, and below, 242, note 82): 9117%1
5n 131 St1]nm 7111r1n It nt n1'n0 15 I+Km nm11''n 5701 1K 1111313 Onm nlst 131 591 2,01 1.0 53m
17r13K a r11 0573 ... t'1rn n]pn.
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or to a Rabbanite-inspired reformulation of Karaism's native concepts.
Eventually, they were bound to transform the attitude of the sect also
toward that vast reservoir of Rabbanite literary and scholastic achieve-
ment which was symbolized by the Talmud and was regarded for
centuries as synonymous with all that Karaism was opposed to.

Karaite interest in Rabbinic writings was, of course, as old as Karaism
itself. Had not 'Aran ben David been a Rabbinic scholar of the first
rank? Was not Karaism's very existence inseparably intertwined with
the Talmud? For, after all, the sect was born in the heat of battle against
talmudic institutions and their legislation. It breathed the air of the
Talmud from the very inception of its independent history, and, though
claiming to be choked by it, it was incapable of living without it. Never-
theless, the story of the study of Rabbanite literature by Karaites, like
so many other chapters in the history of the Byzantine branch of the
sect, shows in Byzantium a peculiar twist of its own; it forms an interest-
ing corollary of the Karaite-Rabbanite rappochement stressed all along
in the present chapter.

Conceived at first as an ancillary objective only, a medium for the
collection of controversial Rabbinic material for the purpose of more
effective refutation, knowledge of the Talmud and kindred creations
began to be viewed by the Byzantine sectaries as a virtue in itself. In time,
the evaluation of that literature, also, initially hostile as a matter of
course, had undergone a gradual and profound change.

Surely, the anthropomorphic homilies of the Talmud and the Mid-
rashim did not cease to be a favorite target of Karaite sneers, in Byzan-
tium no less than in the Islamic environment. In fact, the tremendous
amount of aggadic yarn, assembled and parodied ad nauseam by the
twelfth-century Byzantine Yehudah Hadassi, superseded in volume and
sarcasm all earlier Karaite collections.77 It is also to these "abominable
things written in the Talmud" that our eleventh-century Tobias ben

77 Cf. Hadassi's Fshkol hak-Kofer, passim, esp. 43d if., Alphabets 105-124. Scores
of anthropomorphic and otherwise objectionable Aggadoth are repeated there in
the form of 20 alphabetical piyyutim.

This anti-talmudic literary activity goes back apparently to the late ninth century.
Daniel al-KUmisi was probably the first to point to the Rabbanite anthropomorphic
literature. Cf. his Pithron Shenem'Asar, 5 (Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 75 f.). In the
early tenth century, Kirkisani still deplored Karaite neglect of talmudic studies;
only of late [he says] have some Karaites begun to uncover the "absurdities and
contradictions" of the Rabbinic writings. Cf. his KitJb al-Anwar, I, 29 (Nemoy, HUCA,
VII [1930], 348). He himself devoted a chapter to this theme. At the same time,
Salman ben Yerubam devoted to it the last four chapters of his Book of the Wars
of the Lord.
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Moses alluded in the text to be quoted in the next chapter.78 Yet, other
fields of talmudic learning seemed to be yielding so much positive,
indispensable, and otherwise impeccable material, that by the thirteenth
century "most of the Mishnah and the Talmud" was hailed by the
Byzantine sectaries as "the pronouncements of our [Karaite] fathers."79

Of course, true to accepted fashion, Byzantine Karaite spokesmen
would not admit to having introduced a new pattern of thought and
attitude with regard to Rabbinic creations. Invoking precedents of the
past, they were at pains to stress that their positive approach to the
Mishnah and the Talmud was but part and parcel of the customary
references that could be easily found in the writings of earlier Karaite
masters. Did not the glorious Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah mention Rabbinic
dicta in his eleventh-century commentaries? Did not Nissi ben Noah
articulate the obligation of every Karaite "to study the Mishnah and
the Talmud ? "8 0

These assertions were as they should be and as they ought to have
been expected in the first place. Religious movements of the Middle
Ages never confess to being revolutionary; they claim to be just reverting
to the olden customs. Accordingly, they keep a list of early authorities
always ready so that they might prove the orthodoxy and the antiquity

78 See below, 259, and note 25 there. Tobias adopted, of course, the expression
111151111 n13mn from earlier Karaite polemicists. Cf., for instance, Salman's Book of
the Wars of the Lord, 108, 111, 113, 124.

79 Cf. the statement of Aaron ben Joseph, in the Introduction to his Mib(1ar, 9a:
Jim ...1137 1v9 1211152'5'3m13 3111 ...n3m13n'131,3 11K'3n 71113 1'3111 LOW 711Y3n'3113 1171311 16 '7K

nn 11'n13K '+11111 o'1nKnn in in 53pn 15Da5 n-own 111. The same trend of thought is
expressed in the writings of the fifteenth-century Elijah Bashyachi, Addereth Eliyyahu,
Introduction: on mnn3K'137 'rm5nnl nlmnn anv o'nnnn 11n* Inn ; and further, Section
iCiddush ha-{Todesh, Ch. VIII, 5c-d: 13n5 l'K 137 q1o [nronl3 '371p '1 -) 1nx 71?
On 12'1113K'131 71135111 n2mnn 311 in n3mmii1 .n5npn 5111211m' 115 tat 11111111 In 71m' [o'K1p5 a].
Cf. also the quotation from Kaleb Afendopolo's Pathshegen Kethab had-Dath, below,
242, note 82.

80 Cf. Mibbar, Introd., 9a: n*'n1Kna l'71n -115'n111llnnn ramnn 113717 11113n I1n3 1'3111
7111511111 n3mnn 111755 131111 '335 3'11 117 In '07 31nm 711 ... r'7 nvly' 1731 pn3113n 31n. Nissi
ben Noab still constitutes one of the unsolved riddles of Karaite chronology. It
seems, however, that one may, with a fair degree of probability, date his activity
some time between Hadassi (mid-twelfth century) and Aaron ben Joseph (late
thirteenth century).

For the problem of Nissrs chronology see P. F. Frankl, Hashshahar, VIII
(1876-77), esp. 181 if. The text of Nissi's injunction is given at the end of the
lengthy excerpt published by Pinsker, Likkule, App. I, 13.

For the eleventh century, cf. Levi ben Yefeth, Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 15a:
71111511 ln1 n]mnn In 0'11412 on 'vat naln b'137 10011 o'1n19n1 0'11511 in n7. Similarly in
Byzantium, Ex.-Lev. Anonymous, Leiden MS Warner No. 3, llb: 1311111 '3 m71n5
n'73-In '137 111175 0'3'15.
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of their views. Yet, notwithstanding these averments, it is not difficult
to discern that the attitude to the Talmud as formulated by Byzantine
Karaite ideologists from the thirteenth century on was hardly a contin-
uation of the orthodox Karaite approach. Neither, be it admitted,
was it contradictory to that approach. It was simply different. It attacked
the problem on a different plane altogether. Far from relinquishing the
right and obligation to fight talmudic legislation whenever incompatible
with Karaite rules of jurisprudence, 81 it constituted a re-evaluation of
the role of the Talmud in the life of the nation. Moreover, it was an
outright attempt to rewrite history by claiming a share in that role and by
extolling Karaite partnership in the all-Jewish cultural endeavor of which
the Talmud was the most prominent and characteristic expression.

Now, as for the fact that we have mentioned things which are found in the books
of our brethren the Rabbanites [says Bashyachi's pupil in the course of quoting
Rabbinic material], this should not be taken as adding to their glory. For we do not
live, God forbid, from the words of their mouth. [The truth of the matter is that]
these are all pronouncements of our own ancestors.... For we are partners (haberim)
with them (i.e., with the Rabbanites) regarding the sayings of the Talmud; all these
sayings stem from One Shepherd, [our Master Moses, peace be upon him].82

The Karaites' "new look" at the Talmud and cognate Rabbinical
literature was a typically "Byzantine" development, conceivable only in
the social and spiritual atmosphere of Byzantine Jewry. The extent to
which the Empire's Karaites were indebted to their Rabbanite compa-
triots in daily practices and in customs unknown to their sectarian
brethren under Islam must have necessitated the formulation of a
rationale that would somehow assist a sectarian conservative to be at
peace with his conscience. The dissenters' pride could hardly acquiesce

81 Mib/.Tar, 9a: ainwi 1'NW nn pl 055D vn3n 161 an 13'nvK' ma [11n5n,1 SID =] 0',tK0n zn'z
alnWn 1330 -Ialmn mp npibnni 5110.

82 Cf. Kaleb Afendopolo, in the excerpt from the hitherto unpublished Pathshegen
Kethab had-Dath, as communicated by A. Danon, "Documents Relating to the History
of the Karaites in European Turkey," JQR (N.S.), XVII (1926-27), 172 f., No. 12:
n5'Sn 0'm vK 01'00 K5 'D 1T 13n5 11K0n IM ,0'3311 14'1tr '1901 O'KY03 brim 0'131 12101n 0K1
WI3 01,31 [lm5nn by -] 1'1113 [0'331n 0p =] unna 0ffn 13K'3 ... On 131n11K '139 053 '3
lnK n-vna. The last clause invoked, of course, Eccl. 12:11. This verse belonged to
the standard Karaite thesaurus of biblical quotations (cf. below, note 216 to Chapter
VIII). The mark (-) on nnl0 shows that some Karaites read into the word the initials
of o15mn 1'S 13'1'1 nvt; I have translated the passage accordingly. Hadassi, however
(in the text quoted in Chapter VIII), explained: '[',15K n K1n1 TnK (sic!) npnn.

On this fifteenth-century climax of the trend just described, see my "Elijah Basbyachi"
(Hebrew), Tarbiz, XXV (1955), 186 if., and my Introduction to a critical edition of
Afendopolo's Pathshegen Kethab had:Dath (prepared on the basis of MSS in the
possession of Columbia University, the Jewish Theological Seminary of America,
the British Museum and the Hebrew University, Jerusalem), to be published elsewhere.
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to the idea that they might simply confess the inescapable necessity of
"borrowing" from the Rabbanites under the prevailing conditions.

Yet, to the impartial observer, the Karaites' endorsement of "most
of the talmudic sayings" must have, first and above all, borne proof
of the sect's inability to cope with new circumstances by means of its
native resources alone. An inevitable consequence of the social and
cultural rapprochement between the Karaite sectaries and their Rabbanite
neighbors on Byzantine soil, such endorsement was, at the same time,
an admission of Karaism's inherent weakness. It bared for all to see the
indisputable fact that the purely Karaite lore, as developed by the 'Ananite
and post-'Ananite generations in the Muslim East, failed to equip its
adherents for independent survival in the western environment.

ELEVENTH-CENTURY TURNING-POINT

Now, true, the explicit dicta which sealed the process described and
interpreted here do not antedate the thirteenth century.83 Developments
which have taken place in a period later than that covered by the present
volume undoubtedly made the definition of the Karaite stand versus
the Talmud a matter of urgency. Especially the forced detachment of
the Byzantine branch of the movement from its Palestinian roots,
following the destruction of the Jerusalem center by the Crusaders,
created a void in the spiritual make-up of the group which accelerated
the flow of new sources of influence; such sources were readily available
among the sect's Rabbanite neighbors.84 Nevertheless, it stands to
reason that the beginning of the process may be dated in the eleventh
century, i.e., already in the formative years of Karaite settlement on
Byzantine soil. The fact that later generations invoke in this connection
the authority of the eleventh-century Yeshu'ah ben Yehadah and
fail to cite any earlier source is not without significance.

The idealistic presentation of Yesha`ah ben Yehadah by late Byzantine
Karaite writers as the Father of Karaite communities overseas is, of
course, unhistoric, insofar as details of Yeshu`ah's own activity are

83 The earliest known text reflecting the above-described attitude is that of Aaron
ben Joseph who was active in the second half of the thirteenth century.. His MIb(wr was
concluded about 1293.

84 For an illustration of the accelerated absorption of Rabbanite customs, following
the fall of the Karaite center in Jerusalem, cf. the story of Karaite calendation in
Byzantium, Chapter VII, below. The other instances, also cited there. will be treated
at greater length in a separate volume which is to deal with Karaite history in Byzan-
tium from the First Crusade on.
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concerned.85 Yet, their general conception of Yeshu'ah's period and of
the importance of processes set in motion in his time is, on the whole,
correct. It is psychologically well understandable why the later Karaites
of Byzantium chose to simplify the rather complicated pattern of events in
Karaism's life story and its geographic ramification, and why they attribu-
ted to Yeshu'ah personally the solution of all problems and the initiation
of all trends that were to appear in the sect from the eleventh century on.
This tendedcy does not detract from the basic accuracy of their general eva-
luation of that stage in Karaite history. 86 The eleventh century may with
no hesitation be considered a turning-point in the evolution of Karaism
and in the history of Karaite Diaspora.

Hence, rather than ascribe the Byzantine Karaite "new look" of the
Talmud to Yeshu'ah himself, as does the thirteenth-century Karaite
commentator, we may safely place that development in the general
period of Yeshu'ah's activity. In this connection, the later Byzantine
view regarding the Yeshu'ah-Tobias relationship should be recalled
again. This view, we remember, which considered Tobias ben Moses a
disciple of Yeshu'ah ben Yehhdah and a disseminator of the latter's
doctrine in the Empire, has proven a myth. In reconstructing their
early steps on Byzantine soil, later generations unhistorically transferred
unto Yeshu'ah, the last Palestinian leader of the sect, actions and doc-
trines which Tobias, their first native leader, independently introduced
into Byzantine Karaite life.87 We shall not go wrong, then, in linking in
the present case, too, the evolution of the Byzantine Karaite attitude to the
Talmud nct merely with the general period of Yeshu'ah, but with the
specific policies and concepts of Yeshu'ah's contemporary in Con-
stantinople, Tobias ben Moses. While symptoms of the same trend may
have been visible already in eleventh-century Palestine, where both
Yeshu'ah and Tobias acquired their education, the actual formulation
of the new attitude was, as it seems, Tobias' own contribution to the
development of the sectarian community on the Bosporus.

Indeed, here again Tobias was showing the way to future Byzantine-
born generations of Karaites. It was Tobias who, with no hesitation or
apology, adopted from Rabbanite authorities certain details of biblical

85 Cf. my critique of that presentation in "Elijah Bashyachi" (Hebrew), Tarbiz,
XXV (1955-56), 44 if., 183 if.

86 See my explanation of the "Yeshu'ah myth" with regard to Byzantium, in the
aforementioned "Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 63 if.

87 Ibid., 64.
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exegesis and preferred them to the prevalent views.88 It was he, further,
who quoted bona fide Rabbinic homilies89 and showed a more than
average familiarity with the standard works of talmudic Judaism.90
Tobias also corresponded with one or two Rabbanite scholars of note9l
and, being much younger than his correspondents, could not fail to be
influenced by the latters' scholastic expositions.92 Hardly could he have
foreseen that this natural gravitation of the inexperienced Karaite
communities and of their young leadership in Byzantium toward the
pattern of cultural activity prevalent among their Rabbanite neighbors
would eventually lead to a partial surrender of basic Karaite values.

THE WARNING

As it happened, however, this process of adjustment had its dangers.
The demarcation line between the two branches of Judaism struggling
under the same conditions tended to wear quite thin at times. In the eyes
of none-too-scrupulous, or ignorant, members of the young Karaite
community, this line might eventually be obliterated altogether.

Hence, the exhortation uttered by an anonymous Byzantine Karaite
conservative sounded a timely warning.93 In his exegetic compilation,

89 Cf., e.g., the fragment published by Poznafiski, JQR (O.S.), VIII (1895-96),
697 f. True, in the end Tobias is inclined to the usual Karaite interpretation.

89 See about it in my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," esp. note 24.
90 This fact was already stressed by Poznafiski in his brief biographical sketch

of "Tobias ben Moses" (Hebrew), O,car Yisrael, V, 13b. It is worth noting in this
connection that Tobias consciously selected a talmudic expression b'5 nn nep for
the title of his great encyclopedic project. See on it below, note 219 to Chapter VIII.

91 For Tobias' exchange of letters with the Rabbanite Rosh hap-Perek Perth ben
Mumal (or Muammil), see my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," and
the brief summary above, 43 f., 49 if. In his letter to Perah (which, incidentally, came
in reply to the latter's earlier communication), Tobias mentions another Rabbanite
worthy to whom he sends regards. It is reasonable to suppose that Tobias was in
correspondence with the other scholar, also.

92 Perab appears already in 1018 C.E. among the signatories of a court-writ preserved
in the Genizah (cf. Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, II, 174, note 1). At that time
Tobias probably had not reached yet the age of ten. The difference of age between
Tobias and his correspondents is also evident from the general style of the epistle.

93 The conservative in question was the author of the Exodus-Leviticus Anonymous,
listed above, 29, note 8, and quoted earlier in this chapter. See the excerpts and discus-
sion in Pinsker's Likku{e, App. VII, 71 if.

The identity of the author is still open to question. Pinsker, Likkale, App. VII, 78 ff.,
as well as Steinschneider, Catalogue Leiden, 6 ff., and Harkavy, Studien and Mit-
theilungen, VIII, 136, note 7, were mistaken in identifying this scholar with the Pales-
tinian Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah. The Commentary, as we have it, is definitely a Byzantine
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composed in 1088 C.E.94 (i.e., some time after Tobias' death), the Byzan-
tine commentator cautions his coreligionists :
Know, then, that the Rabbanites allow two brothers to marry two sisters ... , and
they practice many things that are neither identical with, nor similar to, Karaite
observances but rather alien to them; which goes to prove that their custom has
led them astray onto an unpaved road. May God enlighten our own eyes in the path
of truth, Amen.95

That some Karaites did in fact overstep the boundaries of constructive
adjustment and imitated the Rabbanites to the point of self-effacement,
seems to follow from a bitter indictment voiced by the same writer
against his fellow Karaites. Expounding a verse of the Psalms [129:3]
in the familiar medieval vein of translating biblical phrases into allusions
to contemporary events, the anonymous Byzantine author emphasizes
the long period of Roman (by then: East Roman=Byzantine) domination
over the Jews. The longest domination it was [he says] in the history
of the Jewish people-a people which has weathered many a storm in
the course of ages and outlived many a despotic rule. Indeed, it has
been not only the longest but also the hardest dominion, "and we are
under its hand like those ploughing beasts, and it [our nation?] is
enwrapped in grief because of torture."96

compilation. See on it Poznafiski, The Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 65 f.,
§28. Cf., nevertheless, Assaf-Mayer, Sefer hay-Yishshub, It, 83a-b, § 50, and 127a, § 4,
where Assaf concurs with Pinsker's view.

A. Geiger was probably the first to recognize the Byzantine origin of the Comment-
ary, but incorrectly identified its author with Jacob ben Reuben, the scholar otherwise
known from his Sefer ha-'Osher. Cf. Geiger's aforequoted review-article in O$ar Ne(tmad,
IV (1863), 25 f., note. A closer study of the work makes it clear beyond doubt that
the author was active after both the Palestinian Yeshu'ah and the Byzantine Tobias
ben Moses, although he never mentions them by name. This was already noted by
Poznanski, The Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 66, note 1.

As for the available excerpts of the work, Pinsker, unfortunately, printed merely
a selection prepared for him by Abraham Firkowicz from the St. Petersburg MS.
This selection does not necessarily cover all the points of interest that a modern
student of history would be searching for. In the present quotations the printed
text was checked against and supplemented from the Leiden MS of the work (Warner
No. 3, Cod. Or. 4741), a microfilm copy of which is in my possession.

94 The date of the book can indirectly be inferred from the text. More than once
the author recalls the lapse of 1020 years since the Roman subjugation of Israel
and of 480 years since the rise of Islam. Cf., e.g., the quotation in note 96, below.

95 Cf. the Ex.-Lev. Anonymous, Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 352b f. (also in Pinsker,
Likkuie, App. VII, 75): m'atm -vi-in o+,s.1 a..15 m' ... o'r +SmS m'mt 'rim l','nn 'D n-11

,'at' o'n5sn, .n5i5o N5 1,-15 nat'rn n91373 'D VI-11.6 ,n'pm, [nx'D -] kr5 n'nY, a51 n'lWW 15
lnat nnkn I,-= v'ra. Cf. also Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 352b (not published by
Pinsker): lsm5...1i5=5 nu'o,tm'n5 nn si' at5, m5pirn [n=,n 5w -] on'i,n'o rn lnn5
nm52tms n'11531 amp an'mn,ut Ins' p5 '" ',Y,n n5 n',YVn n5aa 57m mn.

96 Cf. Pinsker, Li(tlcf(e, App. VII, 75, and Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 441a-b.
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And yet [the Byzantine commentator warns his compatriots], the
true danger to the Karaite cause is lurking from within. It lies in the
sect's complacency and indiscriminate absorption of Rabbanite concepts
and practices. Actualizing the biblical admonition in Leviticus, he
exclaims :

"And they that are left of you shall pine away in their iniquity in the lands of your
enemies" (Lev. 26:39)-by that the Karaites are meant, for the majority among
them pay just lip-service to the fact that theirs is the true creed but fail to practice it,
and so they transgress the commandments and shall pine away in their iniquity.
Now, the Scriptures say, too, "And also in the iniquities of their fathers" (ibid.)-i.e.,
the religion of the Traditionists [= Rabbanites] who fix intercalation and the leap-
year cycle by calculation and say, `This is a tradition we received from our fathers.'

And by stating, "With them shall they pine away" (ibid.), the Scriptures refer to
the ones [that is, the Karaites] who are now with them, i.e., with those who maintain
they received traditions from their fathers, and now they are with them in these prac-
tices; they will pine away in the protracted exile.?

IN PRAISE OF LEARNING

For ignorance and complacency were the greatest enemies of a commun-
ity which was pressured by external circumstances into adjustment

The Leiden version differs to some extent from the Firkowicz MS underlying the
excerpt printed by Pinsker. These variants were already noted and discussed by
Steinschneider, Catalogue Leiden, 6 f., and by Geiger, in Blumenfeld's Ofar Ne(tmad,
IV (1863), 25 f., note. They will be marked off in the present quotation by brackets:
17r1Rn 10R1 .D111t1 5RThV'l .111p1121 l1"1 .0101 +101 w mm 523 ,nr7573 '1 K1n D+mlm inn -Inn
[15a 1371717] +71 n05v 13Y1715313 tm505 m55nh nann 0'w Dnhinfl 5tt1ID+ 17+1m -n .DmmDS
1P39 1VK D''311+ on+lntil] D'nit D'oils lop Dn'into W12 0+21+ on'lnttl .[n'n] ID-I' tma101 n3V D'n747
Olt) D'3V 01 95R nnv -TV D'251131 .[noD1 11Km11 '121 np1D1 n57K 10R Dn+5a1 .[Onh O+D11R

n3t7 D-n nna -1D (n750 5Rnn3w' n5501] %t mv' m050 n17nnn lm1 .3n'n7n]5 mrn i urn p5 [talm
19u,ov1 nDDVnD R'n1 W1n+ 1VK mwinn 1737] 171 onn'' nnn un»n .[o-v].

For all we know, the last clause reproduced in brackets from the Leiden MS may
very well be extant in the Firkowicz MS also; the latter seems on the whole to be
superior to that in the Leiden University Library. However, when preparing the
selection for Pinsker, Firkowicz probably decided to omit the sentence and conven-
iently dismissed it with an "etc." Surely, there was no point, as far as he was con-
cerned, in comparing the position of the Karaites in the Orthodox Christian Empire
to that of "ploughing beasts." After all, nineteenth-century Russian Karaism was
in the midst of a political romance with the Czarist government which claimed to
be the legitimate heir of imperial Byzantine authority.

The continuation of the paragraph in the Leiden MS is all in a messianic vein,
which brings into even sharper relief the complaint voiced in the sentence quoted
last. The Firkowicz-Pinsker selection does not mention the messianic character of
that text either.

.the part which contains the dates of the Roman and Muslim dominations, respec-
tively, was later incorporated by Yefeth ben $a`ir into his Commentary on the Penta-
teuch. See the excerpt in Pinsker's "Mittheilungen," Der Orient, XII (1851), 740, note 4.

A critical edition (even a partial one) of the hitherto unpublished Exodus-Leviticus
Anonymous would greatly enhance our knowledge of Karaite biblical exegesis and
of Byzantine Karaism in general.

97 Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 452a, differs here from the selection based on the
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and compromise. With the increasing urgency of the economic struggle
under the new and fluid conditions, and with the weakening of traditional
ties and institutions, the need for realism could easily turn into oppor-
tunism, and adjustment could before long end in utter assimilation.

The danger of imitating the Rabbanites indiscriminately, both in
their commendable traits and ways of behavior and in those practices
which Karaite tradition considered undesirable, loomed large before
the eyes of responsible leaders. Sheer ignorance on the part of the
settlers who were now uprooted from the sources of their original,
spiritual and religious, experience made this danger increasingly real.
An intensive educational drive was then in order, one that could make
the people face the problems of the hour by acquiring the knowledge
prerequisite for honest searching of ways and for wise decisions.

Firkowicz MS and printed in Pinsker's Likku/e. The fact that the printed version
concludes each excerpt with an "etc." only, without indicating the extent of editorial
omissions, makes the comparison difficult indeed. Thus, there is no way of checking
whether the text available in the Leiden MS and missing in Pinsker's edition was
deliberately left out by the editor or did not exist in the Russian MS in the first place.

There is, however, a very important line, printed in Likkure, which is simply missing
in the Leiden version. The clause thereafter is also corrupt in the latter. For this reason
the Pinsker edition was preferred here, so far as the English translation is concerned;
though abridged, it is based on a text superior throughout.

The Hebrew version, reproduced in the present note, forms, for the sake of com-
pleteness, a combination of both the Firkowicz and the Leiden MSS. The sections
omitted by Pinsker (or Firkowicz) from the Russian MS are supplied here on the basis
of the Leiden copy and put in brackets, while those passages that are missing in the
Leiden MS, yet are given by Pinsker, will be stressed here through scattered lettering:
70' 01110 'K3 10K 11' .12'p5n '22 opSn1 011312 o'p711 1'11' 0513] '111 1 p n' 0 3 3 13'1Kt71n1 10K1
o'K1pn On, .[mpnnl n11nn nr'nv nn KOK nmal 16 K1n1 -153pn m0 1K!' 1VK 'K-.I p5n-1 on1 .011173
NK110K1 .011170 o'p731 1'-1'1 111705 11231+ 1175 .117K MIN 13111 '3 131V131 01111 011+03 110K' 0211 IrK

0+1171 1101'1] 121 1113K In 135 n53p nt 110x+1 111n01 11217 1m17'w nSnpn m K1n .01113K 1111113
13+K1p3 10K1 .1121 1111111 0'1215 v, '3 .11111117 10K1 .01112K 10K 135 n11nn 10 1p'1 on5 1'K 1mK
13n1K1 03'K1 11011 11'11151 1113K 0+12111 5171 .11171m'n on5 3317011 it 1131 1VP' '3 1m' 11053 01117
131'r 131 ono -1t 110+ 151.115301 1151'p on-11 1311121 1113131 '3 aK3 '03 on'03 111' .11520 011'1111117
10 On10 Onm 101t 12n+5311 .51w '31 121-1+53111511.0+x151113' 031 1513m01 'K11D 011'nT'1 1315+am0n

5v 0513 1111D 't19n 1p0' arm 1'1nK 10K K5 +5151 .1131111 -121111 13121 10010' 10K 115121 ;'111 111n
011K 01115K 11111173 qM1 1011 1131 am1 .1p0' n5nna 173K 1mK21 01113K 111721 o1131a 1p0''3 .-[nit p5n

an 'n1xit 0 015ap 1vit 1nn0.1p0'onK10m.[1111ou5173m.1nap5n5vrn'3+11311'.1p0'
n151n I1K5 1p0' ana 0031 on 1111311.

The gist of the section omitted by Firkowicz and given here from the Leiden
MS is that the sin of the Karaites is less grave than that of the Rabbanites.
Yet, their following the Rabbanite customs delays the salvation to which they would
otherwise be entitled. Nevertheless, the author concludes his exhortation on a hopeful
note and predicts redemption of both branches of Jewry. The condition for that future
bliss is their sincere and wholehearted repentance. Cf. Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 452a,
(the text is not given in Pinsker's Likku/e): 'z5 pip p10on .11n ,On13K 1117 nit 111-11 10K1

n'n 151.131-1311125 1150 11+112 111011 0110111 O'1-i10 0513ID .01113K 11771 1011.01131 10K'3 .n15'npn

'" +105 O" 1171 1311-1 35 533 +111111 nt.
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Exaltation of knowledge and the stress of the personal responsibility
of each individual to acquire it were standard slogans in Karaism even
before the aforecited victory of rationalism and individualism in the
latter part of the tenth century. The scholastic ideal which the late tenth-
and the eleventh-century Palestinian masters succeeded in inculcating
into the minds of their Byzantine disciples was based both on the old
Jewish type of talmid hakham, largely-modeled after the talmudic scholar
in the Rabbanite academies,98 and on the rationalistic Islamic mujtahid,
the "seeker [of truth]" and "investigator" (ba'al ha-hippzss).99 Still, the
impression is gained that in Byzantium these properties were hailed
not merely as praiseworthy signs of purely academic zeal. They appear
there to be imbued with such a degree of practical urgency that their true
meaning can be explained only in the context of the special conditions
with which the young sectarian camp was confronted on the unfamiliar
ground of the Byzantine Empire.

God, Exalted be He, imposed on us the obligation of study [Tobias ben Moses
importunes his coreligionists], that we may learn his Torah and store it in our heart
xai tva xaraxQOastawpev, for the Torah is true. And thus we shall know to per-
form the commands therein, and we shall be careful to avoid doing what should
not be done. Woe to him who wastes and perverts knowledge or puts himself in a
position in which he is deprived of Torah-woe to him in this world and in the
world to come, for his sin is greater than that of a man who studied and erred.'°°

Education [Tobias reminds his flock] is a personal responsibility,
and lack of schooling during the person's childhood does not
exempt the adult from the duty of study.10' No less dangerous than
ignorance itself is the foolish notion of the complacent ignorant that

98 No wonder the Karaite academy of Joseph ben Noab in late tenth-century
Jerusalem was organized according to the Rabbanite pattern. Cf. on it "Ibn al-Hiti's
Chronicle of Karaite Doctors," edited by G. Margoliouth, JQR (O.S.), IX (1897), esp.
433 (Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 232, § 11). On 'Anan's Talmud-minded ideal of
study, see Ben-Sasson's remarks in Zion, XV (1950), 43 f.

99 For a definition of the mujtahid see Schacht, Origins of Muhanunadan Juris-
prudence, 99. On ijtihad in Karaism see recently Zucker, in his already-cited Hebrew
essay in Sura, II (1955-56), 325. Cf. also the same expression in the excerpt from
Salman ben Yeruham, as quoted above, 54, note 72, and my general comments earlier
in this chapter, 209 f.

100 Cf. Oscar Nehmad, Bodl. MS No. 290, 43a-b. The text (including that in the
next three notes) was published earlier by Poznaiiski, "Anan et ses 6crits," REJ,
XLIV, 186 f., and differs from my reading to a negligible extent only: "n min' "'.1
n'hn VK o'11s1 1mna1 mat K'n 'a 1'nlmroPcp3'P 13.152 1n1K 11YVa1 12min -117253V -1n5n 1a'Sr
'1K1 nr1 chin 15 '1K niln K51 lcsn n'2'1 ,1»51 n'nm'1 T'oc'V 'n .n1mv5 1.1m K5 1W813 11171
V1.1ma nav IN nn.T '5a.1 (z) Juan "awl 'TO 'VKO 7m' 51-TA 131V 9D Kan '1n3 15.

101 Ibid.: sir 5n.1 5: 5n ain min 'vi mn'1 " rain -111355n 1132P 217n'm '112 in 13'nK 1n11
'511 1'n 'a IN .5nix 'n"n x5 '.1 K'v Jut 11nnc K51 ns11 '2ch p1Kn'v n]K1n 15 11K1 1nn-T 1-7313V
11.1Y8 12-1K 5.1 05V5 113P73 1731p, 1311.11515'm' 16 -,15K 5a 'r125 Kh '.1K 1K 1.13 51n.
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Israel is indestructible, whatever its behavior.102 Indeed, the ignorant
are easy prey for Rabbanite sinners who entice the nation into trans-
gressions and lull it into a false sense of security and a faulty mode
of life.'03

COMING TO TERMS WITH LIFE

And yet, despite the fiery outcries of alarmed leaders, intelligent adjust-
ments had to be made. Indeed, as we have seen, the self-same Tobias
ben Moses, who so eloquently pleaded against assimilation and hurled
threats of hell-fire against those who blindly followed the Rabbanites,
was the first to lead his flock on a path of compromise and of adjustment
to new conditions.

Naturally, the decisive modifications in ideological outlook and in
the sect's own appraisal of its historic position in a changing world were
still to come after the death of Tobias ben Moses and his colleagues.
It was then that, to the surprise and ultimate detriment of Byzantium,
powerful external forces staged what Western Christianity termed "the
Crusades." The Karaite organization, geared to unswerving allegiance
to the sectarian spiritual capital in Jerusalem and now thrown off
balance with the destruction of that capital in 1099, had to introduce
basic reforms of practice and orientation in a search for a modus vivendi
in a changed world. Even greater reforms were eventually to force their
way to the surface in the fifteenth century, again under the impact of
tremendous changes on the international scene. But the trend as such,
an original contribution of the Byzantine branch of the sect to the
evolution of Karaism, was foreshadowed already in the first cautious
steps of the eleventh-century leaders. Notwithstanding the occasional

102 Ibid.:.n5+tm, nn+50 or 1-ix1 b+mnb ba+x bn+mmm n+1u5 it b,11-172V 5a bno,pn b+nm15'1x
W1+1 vmna 5n bn1A xln barn 113+5m+ bit 15 5'rln' n731 x1.-1 ]13m bin-1 '" '3 'nit" b1x Tnm+ Sin
.orl',a ma' N5 apn+ n01n +a 'bx+ 'mx 13'1n1an b+5+0an '121a ]nm' Sxt .1+x1V To '2K 13 +5n
b+nlnbn bmla173 D'21 15+mam O'1alan lxun +a ,nt 'tx 'mte I'm [bm :5'3] bit bn mall n5nn.

103 Cf. the immediate continuation of the previous text, ibid.: ovmnbn an'-m
... nnwxn mmrm mxtor m5atmn bnS 1rnn1 naaln 5a mmn51 rnnv51 S1ax5 bv5 71n inn
m++1 an'paim +ba to bans bnnpma [5x1]0' flit lrntnl 1x+x1.71 '++'0aa nnnt +a 13n5 +1x

bnsnba 15m3n 5m nnn 'nit .bnbin 1atr+ rain 1013' +b Sn ,n51tl n5R 0n5 'lit ... fll'fl "1aia
nbnx1 run's ban-15i 3'n 5n ntsn 0aaa53 b+n5x no m+m1. And again, on the hitherto unpub-
lished fol. 27b: bm3'n malt rm +a Am +1nx p1S;m pram '" Sx baaa5 m+m [5x1]0+'22 mitt
]'pin aSaa 5a b'5ahx all [ab it-, '1p''1] b3'n1m0a nx hymn Sx 'tx1...bnn5 5+amnb. Similarly
earlier, in the same MS, fol. 5a: 13n5 nn 151 .n12 b'ltlxn b+1ain n11= rim 5a On
[5x1]0+51pntn "+ 111 In') 16 +a 63 b+-11a 1V1Y Sax .15x '732 O'11173 w, 16 in-1-ml '" m=2 n3n
13m1 11m ,bnumrm 111x1 br+lnx b'DSlnr'm1 ,[011 ]a a] is bmr'1nx 135n 'mxa brylnx 13S+1
+t '1x1 .[nn. 0513'1 IM-1 051n :5-4a-nm nn, b51n nrn+m M +1x1 -Tim lmpa bmnn+na ,bn150b2
r imS 1013' +b 5rn b+lrlan 01111 -am raxl .r11mr1 r51an p25 na11 axaa on axe mmmr.
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relapses into conservatism and even asceticism, there is a steady path
leading from Tobias ben Moses to Elijah Bashyachi. The almost imper-
ceptible adjustments of the eleventh century led ultimately to the sweep-
ing innovations introduced four centuries later, when, against the
opposition of the whole Karaite East which was unaware of the problems
with which Byzantine Karaism was confronted, candles were lit for the
first time on Friday evenings in Karaite homes on the Bosporus. The
Byzantine sectaries were welcoming the Holy Sabbath in the Rabbanite
fashion 1104

Thus toppled the wall of darkness which, literally speaking, used to
surround the Karaite dwellings on the eve of the Lord's day and to
isolate the sectaries from their Rabbanite brethren. It did not fall of
itself nor by accident. It was pulled down deliberately by consistent
action of Byzantine Karaite leadership-the climax of four centuries
of mutual borrowing and legal reformulation, the fulfillment of a chain
of pathetic efforts to come to terms with the law. This age-long process
of coming to terms with a law that had evolved under conditions different
from those in which its Byzantine followers lived ended in bending the
law to come to terms with life.

104 The so to speak revolutionary innovation, introduced into Byzantino-Turkish
Karaism in the fifteenth century, of lighting Sabbath candles on Friday evenings,
is discussed by, Elijah Bashyachi in his Addereth Eliyvahu, Section Shabbath, Ch.
XX, 52d if., and passim. See also above, 235, concerning Bashyachi's efforts to read
into the writings of earlier Karaite legislators the tendency toward the same reform.

The innovation was accepted by the Karaite communities in the Crimea, in Poland
and Lithuania. It was, however, persistently opposed for many centuries by the
eastern branch of the sect. Cf. Mann, Texts and Studies, 11,447, 464, 505,1160 ff.,1420;
the additional texts in Dod Mordecai, 15a; Gurland's GinzE Yisrael, III, 29 ff.; and
Neubauer's Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 65 f., 122 f. Cf. also my Hebrew "Elijah
Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 58 f., note 47.

Other innovations of that period included the beginning of the annual cycle of
Pentateuch reading in the synagogue in the month of Tishri, in accord with the Rab-
banites, replacing the former Karaite custom to open the cycle in the month of Nisan;
arrangement of astronomical tables of moladoth to assist in fixing the first day of the
month; introduction of Sephardi Rabbanite cantillation; regulation of the system
of prayers and the inclusion of Rabbanite liturgical poetry in it; acceptance of Rab-
banite-patterned. ritual fringes (smith); the use of Rabbanite models for a whole
series of benedictions for different occasions; etc. Not all reforms were equally suc-
cessful; some did not survive the generation of a Bashyachi or of his pupil Afendo-
polo. Of them all, however, the Sabbath reform was, at least outwardly, the most im-
pressive. Cf. my brief summary in Ensi(clopedyah 'Ivrith, IX, 960 if., s.v. "Bashyachi."



CHAPTER VI

WIDENING THE CIRCLE

THE INTERPENETRATION of ideas and Customs, stemming from
the inevitable contact between groups of people who live alongside
each other, is, of course, a two-way street; thus, we may also

assume that the processes of fraternization and of conscious or inadvertent
borrowing within Byzantine Jewry worked in both directions. The
above-described Rabbanite influence on Karaite legislation and practice
in Byzantium could not have failed to be accompanied conversely by a
lesser or greater impact of Karaite ways on the mode of life of Byzantine
Rabbanites. It is only natural to suppose that Karaite coloring must
have gradually tinged some observances and customs of the Rabbanite
population in the Empire, much the same way as it did elsewhere.I

KARAITE INROADS

Indeed, already in the late tenth century the Karaite Sahl ben Masliah
boasted of the fact that several Rabbanites in Palestine have adopted
major Karaite practices.2

Now, should someone say [argues Sahl with his Rabbanite correspondent], "Behold,
our brethren, the disciples of the Rabbanites on the Holy Mount [= Jerusalem] and

1 See on the problem, in general, A. Marmorstein's interesting, though somewhat
undisciplined, survey of the "Spuren karaischen Einflusses in der gaonaischen Halacha,"
Festschrift A. Schwarz, 455 ff.; S. W. Baron, Social and Religious History of the
Jews (2nd ed.), V, 281 if.

2 Cf. his Epistle to Jacob ben Samuel, in Pinsker's Liklcute Kadmoniyyoth, App.
III, 33 (the English version by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 117 f., §15, is extremely
abridged): I73 o'plnl [n5731a1=] n5731= v-rpi -via o+lnln 'r735n 1rfK nit 131K 173K' tan
m'1 .11th 13n7311mv Klp73'an'vV1a1 n11nn n'735n'alla On 'a n73Ka nn-5 nnK a"n nftn O'mv73n
15]x' KS 1VK 13n73 oa1 ,110K 5DK73 5173 13.'b nm 11n0113'5m11'2 1p21 IKS lva 153x' K5m 13111 13n73

,13n'n153K73 Sam opn737373 153x' 61 .13'01nn 173 Man n'n) OR 'a 13373m73 I73m 1na' K51 on'nn0 1'73
,nn'nllntxl 13n1n31n1 'n 'K1' 1173573 SKn 'ions 13th nT 511 nixnOn 531 1K7]0' 6113'n73n 5x 1v]' x51
1WK n1110Kn n1'-vi 5373 1ln'1 3Kn nVK n1 K51 ninK an x51 nit an 1np' 6 OR 'a 1152 nT x51
131'1 n1'n n'Kln rnx in, ,n'73' ']m 13'rv173n nR'rm n11v3 13'm1v on1 ...1"s' tnp73 ']a 'tan 0110K
I1mmri 1n'7n1 un'a'v own 1'Knm 13173 m'1 A'mlttl o'lpln on nt 53 on ,0'3D5 C'miv 1'13 IWR3 lfR
11nvn.
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in Ramlah, are far removed from such [abominable] deeds,3 then you must really
know that they walk the path of the [Karaite] students of Torah and do as the Karaites
do; indeed, they have learned it from the latter. Thus, there are many of them who
[following the Karaites] eat no meat of sheep and cattle in Jerusalem,4 and keep their
mouths clean of every unclean food .... 5 And they do not touch the dead and do
not become defiled by any of the impurities.6

Now, they arrived at all that by the grace of God and through learning from the
God-fearing [Karaites], from their chastisements and admonitions. And not that
alone, but they also refrain from marrying a daughter of one's mother [from another
marriage] and a daughter of one's sister and a daughter of the wife of one's father,
and they refrain from all the prohibited incestuous unions which the Karaite scholars
(may their Rock guard them) have proclaimed as forbidden .... Further, with God's
help, they celebrate the festivals for two days-one day according to lunar observation
[in the Karaite fashion], and one day in consonance with their former [Rabbanite]
custom. And they still continue to search and investigate,7 and, indeed, there are
some among them whose eyes God has ultimately enlightened so that they have
forsaken the calculation of leap-years.8

Now, true, this statement, coming from a zealous missionary of
Karaism, does not impress the reader as entirely free of partisan enthus-
iasm. Not only may some of the enumerated successes have been
somewhat exaggerated, but, even if basically true, they were not neces-
sarily the result of Karaite propaganda, notwithstanding Sahl's claims
to this effect. The pietistic ways may have been either mirroring
some ancient Palestinian Halakhah or minhag [i.e., custom], unrecorded
in the extant Rabbinic literature,9 or reflecting revivalist trends within

3 I.e., those deplored in the earlier paragraphs of the Epistle as typically Rabbanite.
4 This prohibition was taken over by the Karaites from earlier sectarians and

from the early Rabbanite "Mourners of Zion."
5 Here follows a description of food considered legally "unclean," whether because

of actual uncleanliness or vermin, or because of its having been prepared by Gentiles.
6 Karaite reticence about getting defiled by contact with a corpse constituted a major

problem, whenever the need arose for reconciling it with the duty of burying the dead.
Applying in the Diaspora the biblical laws of lume'ath meth [ = impurity incurred
by contact with a dead body] as rigidly as in pre-exilic Palestinian Jewry, the Karaites
would shirk even the obligation of helping in the burial of their own coreligionists.
For the resulting late developments in Lithuania, see Mann, Texts and Studies, II,
593n., 759 f. For the Karaite laws of impurity relating to dead bodies, cf. Bashyachi's
Addereth Eliyyahu, Section Tume'ah we-Taharah, Chps. XVIII-XXII, 132d if. On
the unsuccessful attempt by the fourteenth-century Israel al-Maghribi to abolish the
law, see Mann, op. cit., 71 f.

7 Cf. Sahl's exhortation with regard to the believer's duty of "searching and inves-
tigating," as quoted above, 37, note 27, 216 f., note 24, 221, note 31, and chosen
as motto for our present volume.

8 See on this problem, below, 271 if., and, more fully, in Chapter VII.
9 Cf. Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews, V, 281. On "The Persis-

tence of Rejected Customs in Palestine," see L. Finkelstein's stimulating inquiry
under that title, JQR (N. S.), XXIX (1938-39), 179 if., esp. 184f.; and S. Lieberman(n),
Shkiin, esp. 21 f.
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Rabbanite Jewry, contemporaneous with (but not necessarily dependent
on) the Palestinian Karaite movement.10

Nevertheless, Sahl's statement assumes a different dimension when
added to the fact that even great Rabbanite leaders could not on different
occasions deny that their own communities had been affected. A com-
plaint to this effect was voiced, for example, by no less a figure than
Maimonides with regard to twelfth-century Egypt. It seems that Rabbanite
women there preferred to perform their ritualistic ablutions in a way
resembling that of their Karaite sisters rather than in conformity with
talmudic law. The Maimonidean admonition can certainly not be
dismissed as conventional moralizing only, since it was actually accom-
panied by a legal enactment designed to remedy the situation.11

Paradoxically, Karaite influence may perhaps claim some share in the
pietistic proposals which the son of Maimonides advocated in the early
thirteenth century.12 Indeed, those contemporaries of Abraham Maimuni
who objected to such practices as prostrations, which he endeavored to
introduce into synagogue ceremonial, were quick to decry the marked

to J. L. Teicher suggested a reappraisal of Sahl's statement in the light of the recent
finds in the Judaean Desert. Cf. his "The Dead Sea Scrolls-Documents of the Jewish-
Christian Sect of Ebionites," JJS, II (1951), esp. 87 if. Not that Teicher doubts the
pietist revival among the Palestinian Rabbanites of the tenth century, as reported by
Said. This revival, paralleling that in the Karaite camp, was real. It was, however,
a movement stimulated by ancient scrolls found in the caves near the Dead Sea in the
late eighth century. In these manuscripts, the discovery of which was reported by
the Katholikos Timothy to his colleague, the Metropolitan of Elam, a pious mode of
life was advocated. Teicher would even link the famous Saadyah-Ben Meir controversy
to the find of Zadokite literature in the caves.

Indeed, as already noted in the Introduction to the present study (p. 20), the view that
these cave discoveries, reported in 801 c.E., left an indelible imprint on Karaite thinking
of the ninth and tenth centuries has gained many supporters among the students
of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Cf. O. Eissfeldt, "Der Anlass zur Entdeckung der Hohle
and ihr ahnliche Vorgange aus alterer Zeit," Theologische Literaturzeitung, LXXIX
(1949), 597 f.; P. Kahle's comments on "The Age of the Scrolls," VT, I, (1951),
44 ff.; idem, Die hebrNschen Handschriften aus der Hohle, 60; S. Lieberman, "Light
on the Cave Scrolls from Rabbinic Sources," PAAJR, XX (1951), esp. 402 f. However,
Teicher's extension of that theory, to include the Rabbanites, too, has not met so
far with widespread approval. For a similar theory with regard to the Mishawites,
cf. S. Talmon, Scripta Hierosolymitana, IV (1958), 194, note 82; see below, Chapter
VIII, note 62.

11 See the expression nn'n ann mm, or io'rnn m,ntt 't)5] o'2n5tt'tt'nmt snona, in I.
Friedli nder's "Der arabische Original der anti-karaischen Verordnung des Mai-
monides," MGWJ, LIU (1909), 476 (Arabic), and 481 (Hebrew). Cf. Teshuboth
ha-RaMBaM (ed. A. Freimann), 91 if., No. 97 (Hebrew version only).

12 See on it N. Wieder's important essay analyzing the Islamic Influences on the
Jewish Worship, esp. 54 if., 60 f.
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Islamic and Karaite slant of these reforms.13 While Maimuni and his
pietist colleagues would (quite obviously and, no doubt, quite sincerely)
refuse to admit that they succumbed to non-Jewish or sectarian influence,
they, nevertheless, could hardly deny the close resemblance between the
changes they favored and some standard observances in the Karaite
house of worship. They argued, however, that, unlike the aforementioned
late Karaite "innovations" in the field of ritual purity, whose penetration
into Egyptian Rabbinism was deplored by Abraham's father, the pro-
jected demonstrations of piety merely reverted to more ancient practices
which antedated the appearance of Karaism.14 To be sure, the assertions of
pietists and critics alike were basically correct. For, as already pointed
out on several occasions in this volume, early Karaism drew many of
its elements from discarded layers of ancient, to a large extent pietistic
Palestinian Halakhah or custom.15 On the other hand, it is questionable
whether the thirteenth ;century Rabbanite pietistic revival in Egypt
went back directly to the same old stratum of Palestinian-inspired-
partly superseded, partly unrecorded-lore. Rather, it was quickened
by stimuli of the Islamic environment and by the practical example
of contemporary Karaite neighbors.16

Somewhat similar symptoms of Karaite impact on Rabbinic obser-
vances are signaled from twelfth- and thirteenth-century Byzantium.
"All the communities of Romania," i.e., of the Byzantine provinces, were,
according to the early thirteenth-century Isaiah of Trani, emulating
Karaite custom and neglecting the traditional provisions of ritual
purity.17 Modem observers detected also traces of a definite influence of

13 Wieder, op. cit., 54, and the Arabic text there, 89, § 4. Characteristically, among
Maimuni's opponents was also "one of the most famous scholars of Byzantium"
(min mashahir talmide bakhamim ar-Rum). Abraham does not give the name of that
Byzantine Rabbanite leader.

14 Wieder, op. cit., 55 f.
15 See above, 253, and note 9 there.
16 It is, of course, beyond the scope of these remarks to dwell on the broader,

ideological and philosophical, aspects of Abraham's pietism nor to draw any analogy
between his movement and the contemporaneous pietistic revival in other regions.
Only the practical Karaite aspect therein, whatever its relative role in the general
make-up of Abraham's doctrine, is of relevance in this connection.

On another pietistic Karaite practice that has penetrated Rabbinic worship-
standing up all night on Yom Kippur-see Baron, Social and Religious History
of the Jews, V, 283.

17 Cf. S. Schechter's text of Isaiah of Trani, in "Notes on the Hebrew MSS in the
University Library at Cambridge (I)," JQR (O.S.), IV (1891-92), esp. 99 f. More of
Isaiah's anti-Karaite admonitions will be covered in a future volume which is to
deal with the Byzantine Karaite story from the end of the eleventh century on. Cf.,
provisionally, Starr, Romania, 16 if., esp. 19, and the sources cited in the notes thereto.
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the Karaite law of inheritance on the legal practice of the Byzantine
Rabbanite population in that period. Contrary to the Rabbinic principle
and in obvious imitation of Karaite procedure, the Byzantine Rabbanites,
too, allowed a married woman to retain full title to her dowry and
deprived the husband from inheriting it.18

Now, all the above instances from Egypt and from the Byzantine
territories belong to the twelfth and the thirteenth centuries, i.e., to a
period later than that covered by the present study. However, as we
shall see presently, a similar state of affairs can indirectly be inferred
as having obtained also in eleventh-century Byzantium.

EMOTIONAL APPEAL

It is a matter of general concurrence that the Rabbanite exposition of
Scripture in Byzantium shows a homiletical rather than rationalistic
slant. This fact was already noted by contemporary Rabbanite author-
ities outside the Empire. An Ibn Ezra or a Maimonides did not spare
disparaging remarks with regard to this characteristic predilection of
their Byzantine coreligionists.19

For the purpose of our inquiry, however, the trend toward homiletical
exegesis, prevalent among the Rabbanites in Byzantium, is more than
of purely scholarly interest. While undoubtedly revealing the literary
preferences of the average Jew in the Empire, it also reflects a readier
reponsiveness on his part to practical appeals of an emotional nature.
Thus, it stands to reason that certain impressive demonstrations of
piety by the new Karaite arrivals in Byzantium and by their descendants
were apt to attract the attention of the average Rabbanite Jew more
than the dialectical intricacies of Karaite rational proofs. On the one hand,

is See S. Assaf, "On the Family Life of the Jews of Byzantium" (Hebrew), Sefer
hay-Yobel li-Profesor S. Krauss, 174 f., and Starr's Romania, 19.

19 See the derogatory statement by Abraham ibn Ezra, in the Introduction to his
Commentary on the Pentateuch appended to many editions of the Jewish Bible (editio
princeps Naples, 1488], 2b): ;;rnm : v. 1.) matt n'1rIH 19911 :n11p]n 5H n211p n'9':1n 111n1
p1 .b']1Nb 5pmn'H 1n'S' H5m .b'h19H1 0']1' n1Yit:.b'bmn I11 mm .O tttn '1nH :rather
"]11nRn n51t bwz7 191' n01 .b'21731pn ntoz 1KD'm 1"H1 .b']'4 11x1 lit) np51 m1-1 5V 1Sh0+.
Cf. also the English version in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 215, No. 164.

Similarly, cf. the deprecating comment by Maimonides, in the Arabic responsum
edited (along with a Hebrew translation) in S. L. Heilberg's Nit'e Na`amanim, Hebrew
Section, 17, No. 3 (see also German Section, 49 f.). When asked about the origin of
the anthropomorphic Midrashim-the inquirer suggested that, of all people, the
Karaites were perhaps to be blamed for them!-Maimonides replied that such com-
positions "must undoubtedly be the work of some Byzantine preacher" (1nmrr lntt
0115tt). See also S. Buber's Introduction to Leka(t rob on Genesis-Exodus, 45 [23a].
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then, the Karaites were in a position to exert influence on Rabbanite
intellectuals in Byzantium through rationalistic attacks on talmudic and
midrashic homilies which were popular there; on the other hand, they
could take advantage precisely of this prevailing inclination to non-
rationalistic religiosity, by addressing themselves to the emotionalism
of the simple Rabbanite folk through sheer example of pietistic practice.

Indeed, some none-too-scholarly and none-too-discriminating pietists
among the Byzantine Rabbanites would often prefer to play it safe and
acknowledge particular expressions of godliness, notwithstanding their
Karaite origin. At the same time they would avoid or, at least, hesitate in
regard to specific practices frowned on by the sectarians although fully
sanctioned by Rabbanite leadership and talmudic tradition. We shall
not go wrong in assuming, too, that especially those pietistic practices
which were imported from Jerusalem by Byzantine Karaite students
(who joined the "Mourners of Zion" when on a study trip to the spiritual
capital of the sect) enjoyed considerable vogue in the Rabbanite ranks.

But, apart from that twilight position of many a Rabbanite, which,
as we recall, was quite widespread in Palestine and Egypt and which,
incidentally, was not restricted to the lower strata of the population,20
there must have been a considerable number of actual conversions.21
True, transition from one denomination to the other was rather simple
in those times.22 Still, in view of the proximity of dwellings of Karaites
and Rabbanites in the same locality, such conversions, especially where
a larger group was involved, undoubtedly created a stir in the Jewish
quarter. It should, therefore, not seem unreasonable to expect some kind
of testimony to this effect in the Byzantine Karaite literature, in keeping
with its usual triumphant glorification of Karaite missionary successes.

THE CONVERSION STORY

Chances are, indeed, that such testimony has actually been left for
posterity by the eleventh-century leadership of Byzantine Karaism. It all

20 Indeed, to this day the allegiance of several important personalities of that time
remains a riddle and serves as a worthy theme of scholarly investigation. Especially
well known are the discussions concetning the Tustari brothers, the Ben Asher family,
and Yehudah ibn Kuraish. While Rabbanite persuasion has, so it seems, been estab-
lished beyond doubt with regard to the Ben Ashers. and with a great degree of pro-
bability with regard to Ibn Kuraish also, the very fact that these personalities were
suspect at all of Karaite leanings is highly instructive.

21 There is, of course, no way of statistical evaluation of the success or failure of
Karaite propaganda. For general impressions see my Hebrew essay in Tarbiz, XXV
(1955-56), 191 if., and above, 80 if.

22 This point was rightly stressed by Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews,
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depends on how we evaluate a report, preserved by Tobias ben Moses
of Constantinople, which clearly speaks of the conversion of a group
from among the normative majority to the Karaite creed. This report
has the obvious disadvantage of being included in Tobias' hitherto
unpublished Oar Nebmad on Leviticus, a Hebrew compilation based
to a very large extent on the Arabic commentaries of the two great
tenth-century Palestinians, David ben Bo'az, the Nasi, and Yefeth ben
'Ali, the master-exegete.

Now, much like other Byzantine compilations, Tobias' work, too,
is phrased in such a way that the demarcation line between outright
translation from older Arabic writings and the compiler's original
contribution is not clearly visible and, in the present state of Karaitic
research, not easy to ascertain.23 Hence, there is always the risk of
erroneously ascribing to the Byzantine community a situation that was
actually reported by an earlier writer from the Islamic environment.
On the other hand, it is my impression that Tobias' candid admission
of his indebtedness to David ben Bo'az and Yefeth ben 'Ali caused
some scholars to underestimate his own contribution. They mistook his
O;ar Nehmad for a mere collection of excerpts, fashioned after the manner
of such Byzantine Karaite compositions as the later Sefer ha-'Osher.

A comprehensive study of the Bodleian manuscript of the work
convinced me that this notion is inaccurate. While the book is, indeed,
built on a constant confrontation of the exegetical and legalistic com-
ments of the aforementioned great Palestinian scholars of the tenth
century, it by no means follows uncritically the teachings of these two
masters. Very often the author decides against the opinion of one of
them or both, stating emphatically, "However, I, Tobias, say- -,"
and adding sometimes harsh words of criticism, too.24 He further

V, 273 f. "For a long time [writes Baron), transfer from a Karaite to a Rabbanite
congregation or vice versa, even where both existed side by side, appears to have
been no more difficult than is change of membership from a Reform to a Con-
servative or an Orthodox congregation today."

23 This is what Tobias himself tells us of the balance in his book between original
composition and translation (A. Neubauer, Bodleian Catalogue, 1, 58, No. 290; also
Volume of Facsimilies, second half of Plate XXXV): lp's '5+a11o 5311, ,blO, 1121t) "lit
o5nm 5-1 x'Vn in 1231711'13, 131 .b'3n3 1YD am .v=, -is-at +nDDb -it K%1m -Mn it '8313
f83m31 021' 7n' o'n5tu7 ns-mwi ti a,m nr n 'Snn 'i3-To 'nnnvv tin 'nDDm .5'r '158 not
'nS3n 'n3 n3 m5Kv in'nvvm no '73 3npn'mepm pirnn'nprnrn nsmn' limn.

For the full text of Tobias' statement and a broader discussion of Tobias' literary
production, cf. below, Chapter VIII, esp. note 171. See also my analysis in Tarbiz,
XXV (1955-56), 47 if.

24 Cf. O;ar Nehmad, Bodleian MS No. 290, 104a: (8D''] 7nhm -nit %z wit ra-m 13M
'ott 15 lit ,a'tn 11.ib' mr 0 nr 5n e'1118 no 1S rnt iS'3.1133 v'11 11223 nt'n3a 53115 pm'3 S-?
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embarks on independent excursuses or polemics which definitely reflect
problems confronting his community in the eleventh century. In our
particular context, too, so it seems, the wording of the phrase permits
crediting the report of Tobias with basic historicity and considering it
a reflection of Tobias' own observations from the Byzantine scene
rather than a mere translation of an earlier source.25

A group from among the Rabbanites [relates Tobias], who used to exert themselves
very ardently in justifying these [Rabbinic] presentations26 and to proclaim very
strongly their Rabbinism, seceded from the Rabbanite Synagogue, abandoned their
religion and became Karaites. Indeed, they left behind the creed of the Rabbanites
and do not any longer defend this heritage. [On the contrary], they get ever stronger
in the religion of the Karaites, [so much so that now] they reversed [their role] and
are repudiating their [former] presentations and revealing the secrets of the Talmud
and the abominable things written therein which are unknown to the [non-Jewish]
inhabitants of the land.

Still, even if one is to consider the above passage as an original
statement of the Byzantine Tobias ben Moses and accept its contents
at face value, there is no indication as to the number of the Byzantine
converts won over to the Karaite cause. Nor is any clue given here as to
whether the converts from orthodoxy to Karaism in any way outnum-

'min ... pib 1113 E22' 01 m'1 5n3 rotty ...p21 ...nna n1VND 1'3 [S131n-] P1afl n131...,S
inn ...1'Stt'3K nntt; and many similar passages througout the book.

25 Cf. O$ar Nehmad, Bodl. MS No. 290, 96a; reproduced by P. F. Frank], " Ciber
Ben-Koreisch," MGWJ, XXX (1881), 471: pmt b'DD1n 1+n -va D']3i1 In 51p 1]N3n 5311
nit 1n'3n1 1'RIp 1'11 an-1 m']in 0'3315 1D'5nn '3 ,0'3311 m3 D'prnno 1'11 nni-as n5N pnxn5
11n5n1 n1110 1x'41'1 0111'11-15 1313'1 13117' 031 111r1p1 013 1'pmnbl nr11'n 1151'p'140 03'N1 D1331n
r1Nn or unia b'p11' D3'tt1 '1n3 13 1DN n11TIn1.

The text continues in the MS as following: 'tea 3Vn 1b roan op rn' n'n 15 '3
or x D'Sp,b 1'1 1'N'33 5111 n 5p 'nxv nnnlnn an -nn5m noun. This sentence was taken
over almost verbatim from Salman ben Yeruham, Book of the Wars of the Lord, 113:
13n1K inn 12'S9 1pfD'1 1315po' On 133 '33 i9nm' bN 1310 IDtt n5tc1 m n'in 5113. In accord
with Salman's 1:3-'33; I translated Tobias' expression rim on as "non-Jewish in-
habitants of the land." My earlier translation in PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 17, has to be
corrected in this vein. Cf. also above, 241, note 78.

26 The expression haggadoth, which appears twice in this excerpt, misled me at
first into inferring that the Karaites concentrated their attacks especially on the
anthropomorphic Aggadoth in Rabbinical literature. These were so popular with
Byzantine homilists and their audiences that conversion to Karaism through persua-
sion on this point seemed quite rightfully a signal achievement. Cf. my "Some Aspects
of Karaite-Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium," PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 17 f.

The study of the full MS of O.yar Ne,(rmad made me realize that, in the broader
context, haggadah means simply "presentation" or "account" (4i Ka = relatio). While
the conclusion reached in the above article is corroborated by other evidence, and
consequently remains unchanged (see, for instance, below, 264 f.), the supporting
evidence from the text just quoted will have to be dropped. My remarks have been
corrected accordingly in PAAJR, XXV (1956), 181, note 4.
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bered those Karaites who, as may be surmised, drifted into the Rabbanite
camp by force of parallel circumstances.

ATTACK AND COUNTERATTACK

Whether or not the "secrets of the Talmud" were as unknown in non-
Jewish circles as asserted by the Karaites, they were, at all events,
an open book to the Karaite scholar. A Tobias or other prominent
members of his school, and even more so their successors, did not need
the agency of converts from Rabbinism in order to gain a glimpse of
Rabbinic teachings. They were talmudic scholars in their own right.27

Thus, we should not commit the error of thinking that the Byzantine
Karaites contented themselves merely with peaceful penetration, pious
example and emotional appeals to the simple folk. Where these failed
or proved insufficient, or where the intellectual make-up of the audience
demanded a different approach, they were ready to enter the lists with
powerful polemics. Indeed, at the very time when Tobias was engaged in
adjusting his brethren to conditions created or mastered by the Rabbanites
in Byzantium and was quite consciously borrowing from their literature,
he was also attacking Rabbinic doctrine with a disciplined and merciless
logic which does impress us even today. Some of the most overpowering
arguments against Saadyah Gaon and his successors ever to appear in
Karaite literature can be found in Tobias' Ocar Nehtnad.28

The polemical compositions of Byzantine Karaites are, of course,
an important and fairly faithful guide to the determined effort by local
Karaism of making its platform known to ever wider circles of Rabbanite
listeners and readers.29 Nevertheless, they can hardly be relied upon as

27 Cf. our comments and quotations on the subject, above, 241-45.
28 These arguments have briefly been summarized by Poznanski in the separate

section of Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon which he devoted to Tobias
(61 if., 327). The following is a typical example of Tobias' logical prosecution of a
subject. Discussing the amount of oil to be used with meat-offering (Lev. 2:1), and
controverting Saadyah's position on the matter, he concludes (Bodleian MS No.
290, 9a): 1a ']v a" Tm . nnnn [']]'Y' D'D'5n? Jim) K52 53213 -11r V 5Y n'K1 mrn3 DV n'n' tan
0 131t1 .v i'p 3"n' K5 3T3 n'n] DK1.1319 121 n'n] n'K1 DW 1'K DK1 am= ']DD K5 n'K1n 11393
1a thtw 121 12,12 I'm Dn'13.1 15b3 1b1'T7

Tobias' discussion of melikah (i.e., the operation performed by the priest on a
sacrificial bird) and of alyah (= the fat-tail) and the consumption thereof are un-
doubtedly the most extensive polemical treatments of the subjects ever produced by
a Karaite writer. See the references further in this chapter (esp. note 105).

29 Unfortunately, these works, such as Tobias' Ofar Nehmad or the Exodus-Leviticus
Anonymous quoted in the preceding chapter, remain to this day unpublished. A cri-
tical edition of these writings is a primary need of Karaitic research. The publication,
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indicators of the actual extent of Karaite success. For the latter purpose
Rabbanite apologias and polemics must be consulted. Indeed, the local
Rabbanite answer to Karaite polemics is, in some respects, even more
relevant to our story than the Karaite creations. This is so not only
because of its general significance, inasmuch as by its very existence
it shows that, with the passing of years, Karaism has become a factor
to be reckoned with in Byzantine Jewry. It is especially relevant because
of its specificness: the points brought up by Rabbanite apologists and
the intensity of such Rabbanite rebuttals offer distinctive clues to the
areas in which sectarian encroachments spelled real danger to the
normative cause and necessitated swift mending of Rabbanite fences.
Thus, Byzantine Rabbanite apologetics and polemics against Karaism
serve as a fairly sensitive meter by which to gauge the depth of Karaite
invasion into different domains of Rabbinic life on Byzantine soil.

Indeed, toward the end of the eleventh century, the Rabbanite leader
of Byzantine Jewry, Tobias ben Eliezer of Castoria and Thessalonica
(not to be confused with his older Karaite contemporary, Tobias ben
Moses of Constantinople!), could no longer ignore the influence of his
sectarian neighbors.30 The polemical passages and allusions, directed
by Tobias ben Eliezer against the Karaites, constitute therefore an
important historical testimony concerning the growth of Karaite strength
and activity in eleventh-century Byzantium.

TOBIAS BEN ELIEZER

The Rabbanite leader addressed himself to his flock through a medium
which he knew was best suited for the reading public he had in mind

say, of O$ar Nehmad would not only enhance the task of the historian of Karaism,
but would also contribute to our knowledge of certain opposing schools of exegesis
within the Karaite camp, a problem which has not even been touched upon by scholars.
Thus, as already noted, the extant book of Tobias is built on a parallel exposition of
the views of David ben Bo'az and of Yefeth ben `All on the first ten chapters of Leviticus.
While parts of Yefeth's Arabic commentaries have been recovered, no original texts
of David's works have as yet come to light.

30 Cf. on him S. Buber's Introduction to an edition of Tobias' Lekah Tob on Genesis-
Exodus (Vilna, 1880); L. Zunz, Had-Derashoth be- Yisrael, edited by Albeck (2nd ed.),
145 f., 441 if. The various editions of Lekah Tab (except for the earliest printings)
as well as additional bibliography and points of interest are listed in Starr's Jews
in the Byz. Empire, 216 f., 252. A great deal of, but by no means all, the pertinent
anti-Karaite material from the Pentateuch part of the Commentary has been assembled
by Buber in his Introduction, 34 f. [17b f.].

In the suc.eeding notes reference will be made to Buber's aforementioned edition
of Genesis-Exodus; A. M. Padwa's edition of Leviticus-Numbers-Deuteronomy
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and for the listening audience he used to preach to in the synagogue.
His Lekah Tab on the Pentateuch and the Five Scrolls is a midrashic
commentary of the typically Byzantine brand. So far as it is known,
Tobias composed no special tract against the Karaites nor any specific
work that could be properly classified as polemical. But, whenever
warranted by the content of the weekly biblical portion he was expound-
ing, the homilist would seize the opportunity of deprecating the Karaite
practice associated with the scriptural passage, or deriding the Karaite
way of explaining the text.

Characteristically, the objective and method of the Rabbanite leader's
exhortations did not essentially differ from those of his counterpart in
the opposite camp. Incessantly he warned his coreligionists against the
tendency of overlooking the differences between the two factions in Jewry,
and he never tired of stressing the major practical points of Rabbanite-
Karaite divergence. Similar action was taken, we recall, by Tobias'
Karaite contemporary, the anonymous exegete, quoted at length in the
preceding chapter.31 The latter, too, seemed disturbed lest the difference
between Karaism and the mode of life of the Rabbanite majority be
lost sight of in the course of the ever closer interdenominational rap-
prochement, and cautioned his flock against the pitfalls of such a trend.
The fact that the leadership on either side, though serving opposing
interests, was in much the same way alarmed by the situation and took
almost parallel steps in calling the attention of the rank and file of their
respective communities to the seriousness of Karaite-Rabbanite differ-
ences, is not devoid of significance. It points to the extent of mutual
Karaite-Rabbanite borrowing on the practical, day-to-day level, stressed
all along in our presentation.

To be sure, Tobias ben Eliezer does not specifically name a single
Karaite scholar, nor does he clearly quote by title a single Karaite
composition in the numerous references to Karaite views which he
introduced into his works. Only in two instances does he directly address
his opponents as "Karaites,"32 and only once does he unwittingly admit

(Vilna, 1880; Staff's lists have to be corrected accordingly!); and, for the passages
from Lekaji Tab on the Canticles, to both A. W. Greenup's edition of the full text
(London, 1909) and A. Jellinek's compilation of excerpts, appended to his Commentar
zu Kohelet and dem Hohen Liede von R. Samuel ben Meir (Leipzig, 1855), App. II, 67 f.
It goes without saying that a critical evaluation of Tobias' statements or the tracing
of his sources are entirely beyond the scope of the present study.

31 Cf. above, 245 if.
32 Cf. Lekah T'ob on Deuteronomy, 70 [35b]:--iinxv o'RIpa tru mnn =n=, and the

quotation in the next note.
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familiarity with a Karaite commentary.33 Otherwise, he nonchalantly
sneers at "the fools" and at "those who are in error," or, even more
frequently, simply fights opinions or ideas without introducing a tangible
opponent.

Nevertheless, though using well-known clichbs of Rabbanite-Karaite
discussion, Tobias ben Eliezer's Lelcah Tab is more important for the
tracing of social relations between the two factions of Jewry in Byzantium
than a more original or profound treatise could ever be. Being a midrash,
i.e., a homiletical commentary, it is more than any other genre of Rab-
binical writing indicative of ideas and arguments that were fed into
the rank and file of Byzantine Jewry by popular preachers on Sabbaths
and festivals. True, if strict terms of chronology are to be applied, the
Commentary belongs to the very last years of the period covered by our
discussion. It was composed, according to Tobias' own testimony,
during the First Crusade or a few years thereafter.34 The replies and
refutations it elicited from Karaite polemicists were inevitably of a
much later date; they belong to the twelfth-century story of Karaite-
Rabbanite relations. 3 5

Notwithstanding that, Tobias ben Eliezer surely expressed and
summarized in his Commentary the anti-Karaite arguments and feelings
which were voiced by Rabbinic authorities in Byzantium many years
before the Crusade and which the local Karaite leadership had to cope
with and refute from the very beginning. Hence, the information it
yields is relevant to our reconstruction of the Karaite story in Byzantium

33 Ibid., 77 [39a]: 1nD 21t3 0 v11'2 ...1'K1p 5W 1n1Dn1. Cf. also Starr, Jews in the
Byz. Empire, 216 f., and above, 76, note 46.

34 Cf. Lekab Tab on Exodus, 26 f. [lob f.]: nvi D'tvnln mKn n3171v1 D'DSK nv21K nnnl
11mD51tav D'3W n1v K17m ,'2V n'2 177n5 vmnl D'1Vv1 95K 113rv K1nw [1096-97 - 011'Dn nr-115
1flr+5K 13'21 Sr 132 1-pmt: '3K 1-31 (for variant readings cf. Buber ad loc.)'1DO2'n13'a
KSK '15n 121n I'm D'Y'pn S2 1571 21rv1 -15a DDK1 1' aSTK'2 11'mSa 111K Sr'a5 n3nK1 1Pn5K
n21rvn2. Cf. further, on Leviticus, 123 [62a] : 11'5v 'v11p 1tvvv nVvn 1113r n1'.-15 2n12 13 in
571 1nK W'K2 1Cnm31 n1n12V in o11D3 1nK D1'2 Dn'n1321 Dn'321 arrm nttl D72V 110nr' KY33o Sup
n13= art n15v5 rim, '2v1' 1' 13n3f D5ir n"1* nan1 nrv2 5K1m' 'n5K Dw ta11'p
11'Sa. Likewise, on Canticles, ed. Greenup, 15; Jellinek, Commentar zu Kohelet and
dem Hohen Liede, 67 f.: ra2wR n15np2 u'n'2 nvstaty 7112 ... (a K tv-nv) prt n1135v 12 5v
Sr 1onw31 ntnp2 Dnn' [1nwD1 :K-3] 1nSrv1 '2Yn r1K 5v n150 1'vv 13a 1' vn30n i-mn n3tD2
otrn nvnp. See also, in general, Buber's Introd., 23 if. [12a ff.], esp. No. 4.

35 E.g., Yehi Me'droth, a fragment of which was published by Pinsker, Lik(cuti,
App. XI, 94 if. Cf. the very beginning of the excerpt: np5 1w;2 '371n "314 trift-sm -film

[D'221=1 1'sn'1 Sr am. The work, thought by Pinsker to be a composition by
the eleventh-century Karaite, Tobias ben Moses, was proven to be a Vorarbeit of
Yehudah Hadassi, preliminary to his magnum opus, Eshkol hak-Kofer (commenced
in 1148). Cf. above, 30, note 8, and 51 f., note 66.
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all through the eleventh century. It is indeed, indispensable for the
understanding of the relations between the two branches of Byzantine
Jewry ever since Karaism became a permanent feature in the communal
landscape of Judaism on the banks of the Bosporus.

IN DEFENSE OF THE AGGADAH

The task Tobias ben Eliezer had taken upon himself was not easy.
The very midrashic character itself of his commentary lay his exposition
of the Scriptures open to immediate Karaite attack. The anthropomor-
phic Aggadoth of the Talmud and the Midrashim, abundantly quoted
by the author, were from the very outset made the object of ridicule and
contempt by Karaite scholars and polemicists.36 Having realized the
homiletical trend of the local Rabbanite literature, the Karaite leaders,
in Byzantium more than anywhere else, must have concentrated their
attacks on the homilies in vogue among their Rabbanite neighbors.

As is easily visible from his line of defense, the Rabbanite apologist
was keenly aware of his exposed position. Hence, whether for the mere
sake of expediency or as result of sincere, possibly subconscious, absorp-
tion of the spirit of Karaite philosophy on the subject, he actually bor-
rowed the Karaite method (itself indebted to the Talmud) of allegorizing
the anthropomorphic portraits of the Deity that are to be found in the
Five Books of Moses and in the Prophetic Writings, and applied it to
the Aggadah.

Unlike his opponents, however, Tobias did not repudiate the midrashic
presentations because of their anthropomorphic imagery. Rather, in
an implied challenge to the Karaite view, he compared them to the
anthropomorphic images in the Bible itself and found them no more
objectionable than several scriptural metaphors against which no Karaite
would dare raise his voice.37

36 See above, 240 f., and note 77 there. Cf. also Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 49
f., 57, and passim.

37 Cf. Lekah Tab on Deuteronomy, 14 f. [7b f.]: '11 at'nn 5a C1x n7n+ 5xi
n1n13 +3 1'30 o'n13] 053 13 n:3112 nmv13 3 1m+n 1003 11:+1 1mx xrpn 1 +131 5711 585122m+
.135172 131 olm n2v1173 161 :1117 .131 01m [nR' a :5"31 fxvsl x51 +13n ,nnn 53n m113x1
1-ht 1VK b'M'3]n 5n 1315 513' +731.910 1+1C 1v 0,111nx nx .r1.'5:n 1'x 151 11tlp .1pn 1'x 1p 11mx1
'n m"nm) 10 :n3 1mx1 ,(1 n"] 0m) 31117 1nrn3 111x117 1xsm3 'n nit 1m11 ,(x '1 "rv') n nx fKlR1
,(r 3"+'+01+) +mh3 n11' ' m mm r(3+ R"' '31) 'n +3+11 ,(1 1"+' 131) X vin 01+3 1+5711 11»111 At,
410 1+x5 n5R3 t131+:1.

For merkabah and the Hekhaloth Books, cf. G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish
Mysticism, 40 if. On Sefer hay-Yashar see Ta'am Zekenim, 65b, and Oscar hag-Ge'onim
(ed.. Lewin), IV, on fIagigah, 20 (in a responsum by Hai Gaon); Gaster, Studies and
Texts, 111, 69; Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 90. On the Byzantine Rabbanite students of
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For
the Torah employed the language of men, and similarly did the Prophets, following
the Torah, and the Hagiographa, following the Prophets, and the Sages, following
them. The same method was common to them all.38

Thus, the role of tradition, according to Tobias ben Eliezer, was not
limited to the preservation of scriptural ideas and values in the abstract;
tradition also perpetuated biblical forms and figures of speech. Viewed
in this perspective, the Midrashim are not a mere by-product of the
traditional lore. Neither are they inferior to the great halakhic creations
of the talmudic sages, as certain Rabbanite lawmakers would prefer to
present them when at pains to explain them to non-Rabbanites or to
make them accord with their own rationalistic philosophy. The Midra-
shim are full-fledged links in the Chain of Tradition, and "they all are
true and correct to him who has the understanding."39

SABBATH CANDLES

In view of the special significance attached in Byzantium to the midrashic
exposition of Scripture, the defense of the anthropomorphic Aggadoth
and of their legitimate standing in Jewish lore-a basically academic
problem-occupied an important place in Tobias ben Eliezer's apologia
of Rabbinism. Otherwise, as already stressed above, Tobias seemed to
devote little attention to the numerous instances of purely scholastic
dissent which filled the pages of any contemporaneous Karaite book
of biblical exegesis known to him. Instead, he scored especially the
cases of socially manifest divergences of practice.

One of the most crucial and visible points of Rabbanite-Karaite
divergence was the Rabbanite practice of lighting Sabbath candles-a
practice which the Karaites did not observe until the fifteenth century
and whose validity they vehemently challenged in the period under
discussion and in earlier ages. Tobias ben Eliezer defended the Rabbanite
position both from a juridical and a practical point of view.

In the first place, the lighting of Sabbath candles was definitely con-

this book and of the secret discipline of the merkabah (n22-Ian 11021 b+5': n 1v+1 -loon
D+52no17), see Megillath Abima'a;, ed. Mar, 13; cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire,
70 and 114 f., No. 49. Of the Karaite polemicists, al-l;Cumisi was probably the first
to criticize specifically the Rabbanite use of Sefer hay-Yashar. See the references
above, 240, note 77.

38 Lekab Tab on Deuteronomy, 15a [8a] (continuing the passage quoted in the
previous note):.ovivian'-lnK D+21n2n1 .111!1;1 +-1111t 0-11 .17n 171. brx +7.1 11m52 171n n1.17 tt51t
127.1 17+x1 Dn5 -trite 1-11 52n .01+11!! D'n2n1.

39 Ibid. (continued): 125 51t n12mn1 b1+n nrin 1n11t !!11 pi .52w D1v l+151 1272 17+21
(U5 '1 '.11) o'15t0 ttln 'n +2.
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sistent with scriptural law. Repeating well-known Rabbinic arguments,
Tobias reminded his audience that

all that the Torah has forbidden on a Sabbath is the intentional performance of work.
Thence we may confidently deduce that he who lights a fire on Friday and leaves it
burning during the Sabbath is not [in the understanding of the Law] making a fire
bum on the Sabbath, since it has been lit the day before. In fact, this man acts in a
way resembling the case of he who waters the field, leaving the irrigation canal open
on Friday; the plants absorb the water on the Sabbath .... All this comes to prove
that the prohibition of fire on the Sabbath refers only to the actual lighting of it on
that very day. However, if the act of lighting was performed the day before, [its con-
tinued existence on the Sabbath] is not forbidden.40

To be sure, the Karaite concept of the prohibition of fire on the
Sabbath41 has also gradually drawn closer to that of the Rabbanites,
although not until some four centuries later did it bring about tangible
changes of practice. Thus, already the eleventh-century Palestinian
masters, notably Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah, gave a new formulation to
the nature of the transgression inherent in leaving a fire burning on the
Lord's day.

The Karaite sages [summarizes Elijah Bashyachi in the fifteenth century] are divided
into two great schools. The early lawmakers, such as 'Anan and those who followed
him as late as the generation of Yeshu'ah, used to say that the prohibition of having
a fire burn [on the Sabbath] is derived from the scriptural injunction (Ex. 35:3),
"Ye shall kindle no fire [throughout your habitations upon the Sabbath day]." Where-
fore they concluded that as long as the fire is left burning on the Sabbath we, as it
were, are [incessantly in the state of] breaking an explicit prohibition; hence, it is
incumbent on us to extinguish the fire on the Sabbath, the moment we find it burning.

The other school [continues Bashyachi] is that of our master Yeshu'ah and his
followers. They derived the prohibition of making a fire [on the Sabbath day] from the
biblical verse (Ex. 20:10), "Thou shalt not do any manner of work [on the Sabbath]...: .
Wherefore the aforementioned scholar declared that if the fire is found burning on
the Sabbath, we are not permitted to extinguish it [on that day]. This obtains, because

40 Cf. Lekah Tob on Exodus, 211 [106a]: aKV is-1125 n2Vnta nrn5m 161t nun n,ox t:51
npvnv +ta5 nm1 in 5mnxn 1n,nanv ,nave ,"V373 nil I's nava p511 K1.,1 nav a,rta rim u'nata
15 ntt,' &r ,tan 16 +viv nm K1a1 .navn or 5211mV b' V,V nav atira ,fin flit Wool rnvn flit
KStt wit am ,nav olpn Sas ,nave 121+2 ,OR] +,nv 11n .MY12 ninav 1112,vK 15 HIM" 161 Mt
o+pn v1n5 1nna livs,n vYnn ora (a n mw) m1K1 navn ora navn D1'3 (n 1-a up+i) ora in
n,1bi nsm SmflKta n-INZ1 bit 52K ora 1a5 K5s n,tran n,0x] R5v 1Zh55 ;Inn R3ra Ia1 pvta nit.

This last point, however, required some qualification in a different context. Cf.
Le(cao Tob on Genesis, 17 [9a]: ora +n ,+r'avn tail o,D .(a 'a ',a) lVeav"I C1112 am 51t 52,M
era in V+1 V5Xtr3 in mm (it D-+ 'MV) 12+0 ,win 11M nn, o1'a 1132 1asv3 in 3MV01 o,D V*VD
2m or o11p mn1 (1D a-' 'mV) an'nnn ,11tv 1n'nvn Ilvrnn bill at mn o,D K1nv. Tobias
hastens to assure the reader that this does not affect the problem of Sabbath candles
whatsoever: ora onmiavm San wit 1-min 0 inn ora n'ir n ttlnn ora nwav olpta 5a 531t
-M2» 13r2 in mm (1 n-5 'taw) nnVn.

41 For a comprehensive discussion of the Karaite legislation concerning the Sabbath
consult Hadassl, Fshkol hak-Kofer, 54a if., Alphabets 144 ff.
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as long as we leave the fire burning we "do work" in the figurative way merely,
whereas the extinguishing of fire entails "doing work" in its literal legal meaning.

Truly [adds the fifteenth-century codifier in Constantinople], one ought to be
aware of the difference, nay, the contrast, between these two schools.42

It was, indeed, this first breach in the wall of Karaite conservatism by
the Palestinian mentors of early Byzantine Karaism that paved the
road for the great innovations which were forced through by Karaite
legislators in Byzantium and Turkey in the fifteenth century.43 For all
practical purposes, however, the difference between the cheerful illumi-
nation of Rabbanite homes and the gloomy darkness into which the
neighboring Karaite dwellings were plunged every Friday night remained
in the eleventh century as pronounced as before and continued to serve
as a theme for ever-recurring polemics.

JOY OR MOURNING

In addition to the standard juridical point, Tobias ben Eliezer stressed
also the practical advantages of a candle-lit home on Sabbath's eve-what
with the eventual necessity of kindling a fire when the Sabbath proper is
on, in case sudden illness strikes an unlit home, or what with flies and
vermin infesting food consumed in darkness.44 The solution of serving
the Sabbath meal earlier in the day (i.e., on Friday afternoon) is at all
events unacceptable, since no holiness can be attached to the afternoon
of the sixth day in the week. Would not the main motive be missing if
the festive dinner honoring the Sabbath be held on what to all intents
and purposes is a regular weekday? Friday would then resemble the eve
of a fast-day, when the repast is taken before dark also, rather than the
eve of a day of rest and joy.45

42 Cf. Addereth Eliyyahu, 50 b-c (it being the final classification of the different
schools, expounded in Section Shabbath, Ch. XVII) :.mina nnln +nm51p5n n+K1pn'ann
'I& I'm 1-mir 1'10111 7+n n41m' wan 1n 74 1'1-11 O+7m03n1 p4 1P31 a3nm t+aim111n tn1 nmtn
-milt n333m 71n M 541 11153 t+131D vmt 15147 -2IDS t)p511 m1C1m n4 53V 110111 114311 115 1?3mm Am

1iaimn np5'tn- 11t1K 1K+r1n 1+1-11 t'7mTIn1 n41m+ 13'31 11-1m maul n11nn1 np5n n3KSt3m7 117073
atm +r nm-a35 135 111)11 n7Q73 np511n m*n 1s03 bit 1713- 07r171 10111 ...131150 57 nmPJ 115
-475 1+1Y1 nnn n7K50 nm14 RIp3 nn1K 1773 13111 1341m 7'4 -71150 nm14 K1p2 np511n ,run
m11n +mm-.I n5m 1'3 vu 7um1 vnwm.

43 Cf. above, 251, note 104. See also earlier, 235, and notes 60-62 there.
44 Cf. Lekah Tab on Exodus, 106 [53b]: %D ,m7+'mn3 13 1157 man +5+571+571Km +01

1,11111 Ism 1WK 171 mmm 111571103 71]1 5n+ 1tt3m 'nn ,amt: 4]1m51''571111+tt. Another variation
on a similar theme is given later in the same Commentary, 211 [106a]: 11120 t+n1K 05=111
71m ,n+"51 61n5 13 15 n71srmv 1u7 ,1+m 515+n +1+5 0711 113+ K5m1 1-+33 t715m '300 p+51-5
mm u+K n14p3 ply 15+4111 1mn7 5711+ K5m olmtm. Cf. Buber's note 16 ad loc.

45 Lekah Tab on Exodus, 211 [106x]: +1nm n7mn 1177 nt 1+11 nr -min 5711+ 1nita amt
trn m7pnm115. And earlier, 106 [53b]: n3m3 auwm'm ,msm nm3 -3 np51n 5-n 1111111 "r6
or 71430 1+5711111 -1-as nnvro 13m1n arm +111 ,m'n npam trip 01' 71430 5711+ tm nnm031 571113
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Tobias' stress on the "joy of the Sabbath," while based (as all other of
his arguments) on talmudic sources, was not merely a conventional
repetition of the familiar, centuries-old Rabbinic pronouncements;
it was directed specifically against his Karaite contemporaries on Byzan-
tine soil. The sectarian pietists of Byzantium, following the mode of life
of the Palestinian "Mourners of Zion," rejected the Rabbanite concept of
'oneg shabbath (= Sabbath's delight) as incongruous with the state of
national mourning which the Exile imposes on the Jew. They allowed,
of course, that more than average comfort was permissible on the Sabbath
by law,46 and that no "private" mourning, such as that occasioned by
a bad dream or sudden disaster or by the death of one's relative, was to
be observed on that day.47 But they argued that true piety demanded
self-imposed denial of the legally permitted Sabbath pleasures. Only
by converting, of one's own volition and zeal, the Sabbaths and the
festivals into days of fasts and sadness, one truly invested exilic (i.e.,
national) mourning with its deepest and most intense meaning.48 It
remained only to invoke history in support of such procedure49 and to
taunt the Rabbanites for having proscribed the reading ofkfnoth, or
Lamentations, on Sabbaths and holidays.50

But there was also a point of principle involved in the Karaite-Rabba-
nite controversy over Sabbath candles, and Tobias ben Eliezer had to
be on guard in order to answer Karaite objections on that score. As is

'n inn to nn on 511 rim K5K n2v a11vn Fit 1+K1. See Buber's note 50 ad loc. for a variant
reading in the Treatise Shabbath of the Babylonian Talmud, fol. 25b, whence the
passage quoted here was taken.

46 Cf. Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 56c-d, Alphabet 149: [nary=] 115 1nm qvn n1+1
lnv D-v1 nun nK+1p1 n5Dn nm1 na+v+1 nrDV19111 111x1 D-in D1x+ tar nn11m n+nv1 n5+1K 112.3
115 0+11122 MU5)31 D+5521.

47 Ibid., 56d, Alphabet 150: '+v1 'Wan ',5an1 nm15n n111K IV-1P +73+1 nrvn+1 in o1s, K5v
7+15+1 +51111 '55im '+DU mn+)3115 'uripin nnsi.

48 Ibid.: rtin' 5,5n, 1)3v 11511 n+v1 1vip)3 nlnnvl vnn 515n 'v Snnnn51 '13vnn51 01s5 San
11vn Son, =Nn ]Dn min 'nrnn1 Dtn)3Vn1 in1v1 1n5np nD+DK1.

49 Ibid.: mmna11VV nvaitw lnsv [m$)3 5v 5Dn nn v=] )3°v n-v 5wi "i+Dnn inDK1 +1i1i D
111111 In ,01+ D+mav nv5v Dx1 52Rn3v 5K+1i1 Inn +)3+a [lnnKf vi6 =1 an 'n5 in nvvi -ivy
alva 5V25 1,5v.

Also the Byzantine Jacob ben Reuben reported that "many of us observe [in Byzan-
tium] the Fast of Daniel from the thirteenth to the twenty-fourth of Nisan," which
obviously included the intervening Sabbaths and Passover. Cf. the hitherto unpublished
Leviticus section of his Sefer ha-'Osher, MS Leiden Warner No. 8, 56a (on Lev. 23:27):
1'+1 51+rt 131x 1111x+ 1111)3 13+311 m1pDn n1A)3V +)3+ 5n '-[n 11)31x1 1315m ... [azin]rD1 nK Dn+1m
in 1-D Tv 1D+1 vrn5. Cf. also Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews, V, 244 f.

50 Cf. the anti-Rabbanite complaint of Tobias ben Moses in the as yet unpublished
O$ar Nehmad, Bodl. MS No. 290, 27b: ... v-n+ '++ 111DK+ to 'vK tan 11DKa *vn m11
1D9 -15.., "+ n+a in-in 5v Warn nlrp n)3K+ K5V [D+1a1n=111DKV =0).
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well known, the mishnaic sages have preserved a rather detailed discussion
regarding the lighting of candles on Sabbath eve. This discussion,
incorporated later into the Rabbanite Order of Prayer, reveals a wide
divergence of opinion among the Rabbinic authorities with reference
to certain practical matters associated with the problem. Sectarian
propaganda was quick to exploit these intra-Rabbanite differences not
only in support of the Karaites' own repudiation of the Rabbinic custom
of lighting candles on Friday night but also as alleged proof of the
general unreliability of talmudic tradition. For, argued the Karaites, if the
Rabbanite assertion that the practice of Sabbath candles dated back
to the time of Moses were true, how could this Mosaic tradition have
been questioned by some Rabbanite scholars, as evidenced by the
mishnaic discussion?

Tobias ben Eliezer categorically rejects the Karaite accusation. Much
like the later Ibn Daud in Spain, he hails the unanimity displayed by
Rabbinic scholars all through the ages with regard to the principle of
lighting candles on the eve of the Sabbath and minimizes the differences
among them as pertaining only to details of observance.51

Truly, all that the sages of all generations differed about was "What do we light
with" and "What don't we light with." However, there was no difference among
them whatsoever regarding the lighting itself: [they all agreed] that it is correct to
light [Sabbath candles]; which goes to prove that there was a tradition in Israel
from the days of Moses to light candles [in honor of the Sabbath].52

UPHOLDING THE CALENDAR

The calendary system provided another focal point of Rabbanite-
Karaite dissension. Calendar conflicts in Byzantium will be discussed
fully in the next chapter of this study. Nevertheless, it is relevant
to pause briefly at this point, when discussing Tobias' anti-Karaite pole-
mics, and consider his personal role in defending the Rabbanite precal-
culated calendar in the Empire. The Karaites consistently pressed for
the actual observation of the New Moon and for up-to-date reports of

51 Cf. Ibn Daud's Seder hak-I.Cabbalah, in Medieval Jewish Chronicles, 1, 47: 16v(1)
nn Sr K5 1K n3mz nK ipSn5 NS Tans Nx1+2 .-1+n1n51n2 K5N n12n np+na 5-tti 1p5n
1+p+5-113 I'M "7321 7+p+5-173 -1732 tip5n5. See my comments below, beginning of Chapter VIII.

52 Cf. Lekah Tub on Exodus, 211 [106a]: anal t+p+Sn13 rim K5K 1p5n5 K5 mnnn +732-1 Si5mm
+73+n SKnv+S -1n+-1 nS2pm n1355 ;552 lp5nl to p+5nn5 +1Knv nnsr n1r5n3 5rn t+p+5-113 t+lt

n2n p+5nn5 Iran. And earlier in the same Commentary, 106 [53b]: 11v-1 SKnv+ +132-1 551
1+p'5-113 t+K -11321 t+p+5-113-1132 151t lp5113 KS ,t1= 12 p+5nn5 -1r -12-12.

Cf. further B.M. Lewin, "On the History of Sabbath Candles," Essays and Studies
in Memory of Linda R. Miller, Hebrew Section, 55 if., 59, 62.
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the state of new crops (abib) in Palestine as the only admissible evidence
for determining Rosh-1jodesh and the leap-year, respectively. Accord-
ingly, they often celebrated the festivals on dates other than their
Rabbanite neighbors.

Tobias ben Eliezer based his refutation of the Karaite position on
very ancient tradition, on a differentiation between the physical situation
of the Jewish people in ancient Palestine and in the Diaspora, and on
the dictates of Jewish unity.

Commenting on the Karaite demand of lunar observation, Tobias
declared :

So long as the Jews were settled on their land, they used to sanctify the month on
the basis of [actual] observation by witnesses. But since the time they are in Exile,
there is no permanent [authoritative] court to investigate and examine [the matter].
And in order that Jews should not observe the same holiday on different days, the
father today, the son tomorrow, and his brother the day after, they based themselves
on the rules of the intercalation formula the way it was calculated from Adam to Noah,
Noah transmitting it to Shem, and Shem to our father Jacob, and Jacob to Kehath,
and Kehath to Amram [the father of Moses]. And unto this very day it has been trans-
mitted to the Sages of Israel, so that they may sanctify the month accordingly....

Likewise, since Scripture has stated, "For whatsoever soul it be that shall not be
afflicted on that same day" (Lev. 23:29), this commandment was given to all Israel
that they should fast and deny themselves on the same day, equally, and not one
today and one tomorrow. And by now, Jewry is scattered in lands where. the moon is
not seen in the way it was seen in the Land of Israel. Yet, the Torah had stated, "Ye
shall have one law" (Num. 15:29), and not a variety of observances.53

On one point both Rabbanites and Karaites agreed: some means
must be found to relate the Jewish (lunar) calendar to the solar year,
"lest you find the Passover Festival rotating through all the months of
the year, as with the lshmaelites" (i.e., as the Muslim Rarnadhan moves
through various seasons).54 The vital issue which divided Rabbanite

33 Cf. Lekah rob on Exodus, 54 f. [27b f.]: I+m1pn i'n Dnn1K 5v 1++11m SK-m+ 1+nm In121
D+n.'a I+m1v 5K-1m+ I'm K5m'ti VI115111pn5 912p 1+1 n°2 1+K 15amn1 13-mm wilt-1 1-109 V"Irm. nit
1+2vnn 1+.m 1n+vn 11b nnpn 5v SKIV+ nlnv mnn5 n+1rt1 Inn Pn1 DT'n nKn Arm n1 +1rmn 13+n1b
-11D12 Kin tin D»rr 1v1,0Inat nnpi ,nnp5121nK 3;psr1,12151t npv+5 13m1 nvb 110n n31 n3 191 win
Dsvs n31vn 15 1WK mDn 5n +2 (bn a-n 1p+1) ninnn 1ntw 11+n1 .. D+mn ia r1p5 SK1v+ +13nn5
D1'n tit K51 ,n1m2 1nK n1+3 D']9nn1 (D''ns :5'2] D+nns n1+n5 nKn nlsnn 113 5K1m+ 5n5 nn D1+.1
n11nn1 Stir' p1K2 nix-12 mmIr 111n nix-is ranSn 1''Km 111211tn D'S= %nvv I2n1 .1nn5 nn
mm pi5+n 6 Dn5 n+nn nnK n11n (bn 1-b '21nn) n1nK.

Although the editor remarked that the whole passage belongs to the pen of Tobias
(n+mmn1n 1r21 +1n1 Dn; cf. note 66 ad loc.), Tobias has undoubtedly paraphrased some
older texts, adding here and there points of particular importance to his own time.
For his sources in attributing biblical origin to the precalculated calendar, going
even beyond the famous claims of Saadyah Gaon that stirred an uproar among the
Karaites and caused embarrassment to Rabbanite leaders, see M. Kasher, Torah
Shelemah, XIII, 5a if.

54 Cf. Lekab rob on Leviticus, 124 [62b]: wmn, 5v nsmn nit I+I2vn Inn''D 'i 5v 1321131[
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and Karaite leaders was the means by which such intercalation should
be obtained. Whereas in the opinion of the Rabbanites the precalculated
nineteen-year cycle (mahazor) was the only means of assuring regularity
of the calendar in the Diaspora, the Karaites of the generations prior
to the Crusades continued to insist on observing the old method. In
their opinion, the annual search for the early ripened barley in Palestine
(abib), and not calculation, was the proper safeguard against the pitfalls
which the Muslim calendar failed to avoid.

THE PASSOVER INCIDENT

It is in this connection, indeed, that we hear, for the first time in Byzan-
tium, of Rabbanites taking that twilight position reported above for
other regions (as well as for later Byzantine periods) in following the
Karaites on matters of calendation. For, while the leadership on each
side remained adamant in its conception, there were some Rabbanites
among the ordinary folk who must have felt uneasy about the practical
implications of that controversy, lest they pursue the wrong course.
Consequently, they would try to play it safe by observing both the Rab-
banite and the Karaite dates of the festivals.

Now, we remember, our evidence to this effect with regard to Palestine
came from the tenth-century Sahl ben who, being a Karaite, is
perhaps suspect of exaggeration. S5 Not so in Byzantium: here we are in
a position to summon a most reliable witness, a Rabbanite, and base
our assertion on his clear-cut admission. This witness is none other but
the aforequoted protagonist and leader of Byzantine Rabbinism, Tobias

1'1a1D Sam ...15'&C1 nrim 51 161 a'nK, 51 6 1'1a1n 1'K 1m11... ,D1ptn Stn 75'mn tn1'D 511
522 1'11x1 'IV ,lam 15K ,n'+ r' "Fr' Kol n'11 nDmna ,say, mW 51 ,nn, r13 V 0'3mn 11pn 51
D,51'Km D'S1nm',11-Ta ,3m, 'min 5a aa1Dn Ka HODS msln ,nit p 'S15'mm Dram u-' Sm -11mD
n"m1 mrm ,rnm 15 nml ram, vim nit timm (it rD a7) n ag n11nn1 anion mSm Dnta map noD
nia1n llpn 511nn ,vnta SOON lnr. The same general idea of having the precalculated `ibbur
method safeguard the proper recurrence of Passover in spring is reiterated in Lekah
Tab on Deuteronomy, 51 126a]: 'ma 11n'1 5m min nit liar (K t-D 'si) n'am, min nm mar
117311 in, 1110 ailing -

A similar warning, with a different conclusion of course, is voiced also by the
Karaite Yehudah Hadassi, Tobias' younger contemporary. Cf. his Eshkol hak-Kofer,
76d, Alphabet 189-190: 1','1 'SKtmm'n n1]m 1a1on 1WKn 12'n13m ,3a1Dn pip-o m5 = -,,-I Jam
is-at Sr ram, nnn1 'Sa rip, p1na DDD1 91n1 ifna D1D 1r111n. Hadassi merely repeated
here the point which had been raised a century and a half earlier by the Palestin-
ian Karaite Levi ben Yefeth. Cf. his as yet unpublished Book of Precepts (in a
Byzantine Hebrew translation), Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 34a.

55 See above, 252 f., and the text in note 2 there (last part of the quoted passage):
13'm11 1'11 lmmn inm 01'1 WPM n'K1n 7nK all 0'12' '.w O'ivmn nit '1m n1twn D'm11 [D']aln-J Dn1
mnn pawn 1n'zm Dmr'1 own 1'K,m D,n r1.D'mlrn b'1p,n on nt 5a on D'm5.
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ben Eliezer. Scolding those of his flock who preferred to observe the
Passover twice, in accord with both the Rabbanite and Karaite calendars,
Tobias declares :
And if a man should decide to duplicate, celebrating two feasts of Passover-4f so,
then he is also bound to fulfill the pronouncements of both [i.e., Rabbanites and
Karaites] in regard to 'ASereth and Sukkoth throughout the years, in the same manner
as he has begun. And since he fails to do so, he demonstrates for all to see that his
deeds are as naught. And anyone who performs a deed haphazardly cannot be consid-
ered intelligent and his religious practice is tantamount to no practice at all. Therefore,
you must not duplicate in matters on which the Sages of blessed memory have already
decided.56

There is no doubt whatsoever that Tobias was not dealing here with
a mere theoretical consideration but alluded to a definitive event or
perhaps even to several incidents of a similar nature. This follows both
from the intensity of Tobias' exhortation and from his accusation that
the persons involved chose to be especially careful about the correct
observance of Passover while ignoring the same calendar difficulties
with regard to other holidays. Such particular caution with regard to
Passover was well in keeping with the special significance attached in
Byzantium to the Easter season and to possible calendar discrepancies
arising in this connection. 57 Indeed, chances are that with the aid of an
early Karaite record, preserved in the fourteenth-century code of the
Byzantine Aaron ben Elijah, a clue can be found to the actual occurrence
which Tobias ben Eliezer may have been referring to.
It has been related [so goes the Karaite report] through reliable witnesses that the
moon was sighted [on a certain date], wherefore the Karaites sanctified then the
month [of Nisan]. However, the day [of the first of Nisan], as fixed by the Rabbanites
[through calculation], was due to fall on the next day.... Now, the author who
wrote down this story narrated further that some people from among the Rabbanites
felt apprehensive [as to the correctness of their own date] and observed the custom of
removing all leavened bread in accordance with [the date determined by] the Karaites
[i.e., one day earlier than the majority of:the Rabbanites].58

It goes without saying that those Rabbanites who followed the Karaite
calendar with reference to the night preceding Passover eve, on which

56 Cf. Lekah Tab on Leviticus, 124 [62b]: 12 OR nlshn in '2m n1WY51 n15m5 o1R Rr OK1
K1n nR172 12 OR p fWY K5 OKI ,5'nnhm 111a ,0'2mn 52 7201 n13Y 01 13,-113V 1-12-1 0"p5 Kin 2''n
15 19R 3 'D5 ,m 171 1'K1 min R1p2 12'K n5'Y 152 nWYh nmlf 'h 521 ,0152 i'WYha 1'Rm 051Y5
5nt o'n2n'12-T 59 n1=5.

57 See on it below, Chapter VII, notes 103-6, and my "Some Aspects of Karaite-
Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium," PAAJR, XXV (1956), 159, note 57.

58 Cf. Aaron ben Elijah's Gan 'Eden, Section ,4Gddush ha-5odesh, Ch. VIII, 8d:
113Yn nr 2nnan1...1nth n'n o'221n nP'ap 131'1 13'K1pn 1mip1 n335n nni15m 13'77213 D'lP o-Y 101o
13'R1pn 1112pY2 phn 11Y2 1mp1 lmmn 0'f21n 112 o'm]RV 10o. See also Mann, Texts and Studies,
II, 43; Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 208 f., No. 154; and below, Chapter VII, note
129. 1 have emended the text to read nizpaa instead of O'inpn nv1Y2.
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the leavened bread is traditionally removed from Jewish homes, also
celebrated the first day of Passover proper in accord with the sectaries,
i.e., one day prior to the rest of their coreligionists. In addition, they
undoubtedly did not fail to also observe the feast of Passover on the
day after, according to the general Rabbanite reckoning. Thus, they
actually kept the holiday twice.

Now, it is true that no clear indication is available as to the exact date
of the above event. Nevertheless, the contiguity of this report to the
account of another instance of Karaite- Rabbanite calendar discrepancy
in Byzantium, cited by the same Karaite code, may perhaps not be
devoid of relevance. Since the other incident, preceding our Passover
report, was dated 1097 C.E., there is some reason to suppose that the
Passover story, following immediately after the account of 1097, hap-
pened not much later, i.e., during the period of Tobias ben Eliezer's
activity, and elicited from that leader the very exhortation quoted above.

DENOUNCEMENT BY ASSOCIATION

In all events, whether or not Tobias alluded to the particular incident
reported by the Karaites, the, sectaries' influence on some Rabbanites
in Byzantium in matters of calendation cannot be doubted. Since the
adherence to a calendar was the commonly accepted criterion of one's
denominational identity, the manifestation of such influence was an
ominous sign indeed. No wonder, then, that Tobias ben Eliezer reacted
with vigor against any breach in this matter within his own ranks. No
wonder also that he used every opportunity to discredit non-normative
calendation.

In this connection Tobias' heated criticism of those who also observed
a solar month of thirty days should be noted.59 This criticism poses a
problem. It does not seem to be a mere restatement of discarded ideas,
introduced for the sake of refutation.60 The language of Tobias' refutation
is too strong and urgent to be shelved as simply academic. Likewise,
it is difficult to know, in the present state of research, whether there

59 Cf. Lekah Toh on Leviticus, 124 [62b]: 01+ o+VSron o+minn 70115 nv'T1 11-1 1t jilt
0+3111 N+731 [n+n1+ :5'2] ri'siv+ '1131t 01+5D1 0317 11]7 5v 0+0n l+K VV-12 1111K 1+V1S1V +n1 ,0517

n1Sn1ln7 175+1 ,(1 '3 01v) 13173 5N 1n» 0+7n1V 0+11 014n1 01+3111 ,(+ 3'+ '+n1+) +n17 lnniv 0+71
(T7 't olv) 075 n11+1ro7. For an English version of the passage cf. below, Chapter VIII
(cf. there also, note 103).

60 This is, for instance, how Mann explains the presence of the same point in what
he believes to be a Rabbanite text, published by L. Ginzberg, Ginze Schechter, II,
491 if., esp. 496. Cf. Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 60, note 111.
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were in Byzantium any followers of Yehudah Happarsi with whom the
idea of a solar month is generally associated in the literature of the age.61
But there is no question as to the presence of Happarsi's commentaries
in the Empire. These were ardently studied and excerpted by Byzantine
Karaites-although, later, for the sake of criticism only.

On the other hand, Tobias ben Eliezer may have been vaguely aware of
Y),irlcisani's attribution of the thirty-day month to the Sadducees and of
some accounts ascribing-the same view to the followers of the seventh-
century sectary Abu 'Isa a1-I$fahani.62 He surely was familiar with
Saadyah's refutation of the theory expounded by 'Aran ben David
that a thirty-day month was to be proclaimed whenever the moon was
invisible, regardless of the number of days in the preceding month.63
He might have also read that Benjamin an-Nahawendi, too, subscribed
to a mechanical division of the year into equal, thirty-day months,
leaving lunar observation to Rash-IIodesh Ntsan (spring) and Rosh-,Vodesh
Tishri (fall) alone. A lengthy quotation to this effect has, indeed, been
preserved in the eleventh-century Commentary on the Pentateuch of
Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah.64

Of course, chances are that Tobias ben Eliezer had in mind the Misha-
wite sectaries who apparently were active in Byzantium at that time and

61 Cf., for instance, Abraham ibn Ezra, Introduction to his Commentary on the
Pentateuch; his comment ad Ex. 12:2; and other passages.

62 These accounts were later reduced to writing and utilized in Byzantium, e.g., by
the mid-twelfth-century Hadassi. Cf. his Eshkol hak-Kofer, 41c, Alphabet 97: nn qK
.arm raven onnrv 'rirmn n'm v [n'iu'vn=]. Hadassi's statement is rather confused. As
reported by Ilirkisiini (Kitab al-Anwar, 1, 52; Eng. tr., Nemoy,HUCA, VII [1930], 382),
the Rabbanites associated with the 'Isnnians and intermarried with them in view of
the latter's adherence to the Rabbanite-appointed dates of festivals. This could not
have been possible, so it seems, if the 'Isunians should indeed have kept a solar calendar.
Or, shall we say that, like the Mishawites (see Chapter VIII), they, too, adhered
theoretically to a solar calendar, but resigned themselves to the Rabbinic
system as far as actual practice was concerned? Cf. below, Chapter VIII, note 64.

For the Sadducean view see Kirllisani, Kitab al-Anwar, IV, 794 (bottom) f.
63 On 'Anan's views in the matter and Saadyah's refutation thereof, see, most

recently, Zucker's excellent Hebrew essay, "Against Whom Did Se'adyah Ga'on
Write the Polemical Poem Essa Meshali," Tarbiz, XXVII (1957), 71, note 57, and 80 f.,
and the sources cited above, 273, note 60.

64 See the passage reproduced by Harkavy, Studien and Mlttheilungen, VIII, 176-78.
There, 177, Nahawendi is reported to have declared that n'w5v miwn 11"n nal mina
m' n'ptm or. sari's statement in Kitab al-Anwar, I, 55- Benjamin]

k» J %J1 I&S wI ,:aJ i ' YI .11 -)Jt J1 LrJ» ;1sI
j;ll (Eng. tr.. by Nemo , HUCA, VII [1930], 387)-is but an abridgment of the
beginning part of the passage adduced by Yeshu'ah. Cf. also L. Ginzberg, Ginzi
Schechter. II, 496.
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who were fought by contemporary Byzantine Karaites even more
vigorously than by the Rabbanite majority.65 The Mishawites, indeed,
observed the Lord's day from the morning of the Sabbath until
Sunday morning, which implies that they adhered to a solar calen-
dar.66 If our assumption that Tobias was referring to the Mishawites
should prove correct, then we shall have been allowed an interesting
glimpse into the technique of anti-Karaite polemics in Byzantium.
Tobias' vigorous denunciation of the solar calendar surely found willing
listeners among the overwhelming majority of Byzantine Jews, whether
Rabbanite or Karaite, especially since such calendar ran counter to the
sacrosanct observance of Sabbath eve.67 However, the fact that Tobias
refrained from pointing specifically to the living object of his criticism,
but, rather indiscriminately, associated this criticism with his harsh
exhortation against those who follow Karaite calendation, is perhaps
not entirely accidental. Possibly, there was a system in this procedure.
Whether through ignorance or deliberately, all kinds of non-normative
practices and views, even when mutually contradictory and obviously
contrary to the official Karaite position, would be lumped together and
pinned by Rabbanite polemicists on the Karaite newcomers in the
Empire. It is this unscrupulous procedure of wholesale accusation and
of denouncement by association that must have proven the most effective
line of attack on the Karaites during the early stages of their settlement
in Byzantium and demanded of their leadership constant alertness
and struggle.68

"THE MORROW AFTER THE SABBATH"

A third point of contention between the two factions of Byzantine Jewry
was the interpretation of Leviticus 23:15. From the very outset of
their schism the Karaites insisted on explaining the verse, "And ye shall
count unto you from the morrow after the Sabbath... seven weeks shall
there be complete," as an indication of the fixed yearly recurrence of the

65 See on it at greater length Chapter VIII, below, and briefly above, 119.
66 See the recent explanation by S. Talmon, against the background of "The Calen-

dar Reckoning of the Sect from the Judaean Desert," Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls
[= Scripta Hierosolymitana, IV (1958)], esp. 193 f.

67 See above, 119, and note 112 there, as well as Chapter VIII, below. Benjamin of
Tudela speaks of the adherents of this calendar as "being excommunicated by Israel
everywhere." All the material pertaining to the Mishawites has now been subjected
to a renewed analysis in my Mishawiyyah : Vicissitudes of a Medieval Jewish Sect
under Islam and Christianity.

68 This problem and the Karaite action against such indiscriminate accusations
are discussed more fully in Chapter VIII.
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Festival of Weeks on a Sunday only. The Rabbanites, in turn, read the
crucial phrase to mean "from the morrow after the holiday," and began
the count of Seven Weeks from any weekday following the first day of
Passover as fixed by their precalculated calendar.69

Again, the intensity of Tobias' reply to the sectarian challenge may
serve as an unwitting testimony to the extent of non-normative en-
croachment on the mode of observance of the Shabu'oth Festival by
local Jewry, following the arrival of Karaites in Byzantium. It seems
that the sectaries' stress on having the holiday fall exclusively on a Sunday
was bearing fruit. At all events, Tobias ben Eliezer considered it impera-
tive to dwell at great length on this particular difference between the
normative practice and the practice advocated by his dissident neighbors.

First of all, of course, he reiterated the traditional Rabbinic reservations
in the matter, which were but a continuation of the ancient mishnaic
refutation of the Sadducees.70 The latter, as is well known, preceded
medieval sectarianism by many centuries in interpreting "the morrow
after the Sabbath" literally; Sadducean-Karaite kinship was not yet so
vigorously repudiated by Karaite scholarship of that period, as it was
about to be a few generations later.71 The old reasoning, however, so

69 For a compilation of Karaite arguments in the matter see Kirlcisani's Kitdb
al-Anwdr, IV, 852 if., and Hadassi's Eshkol hak-Kofer, esp. 85b if., Alphabets 22-24.
Cf. also the unpublished portion of Jacob ben Reuben's Sefer ha-'Osher on Deutero-
nomy, where a lengthy discussion is devoted to Lev. 23:15 (Leiden MS Warner No. 8,
55b): mm or pin ins n7m K17on 577 1'K in mt .1m13n 111111313 K1n '7 [13'lmlk m' .mmn mrmn
'K 575 '7'a'rlm1 11VK1 111'1 m7ol 11171 fP1111 131'7'117'7 pin nfm D1' 1151? 1-mV K51 113m 1'K 1311
,Snrrmn '117 113011 DK1P K5 nit? 57 13311 ,13717 naml ID 11mm 13K1P 17 Ink, w1n5 nh7a1 11147 1K'7
[rip tflp7 =l pmpn nlnn inn n2mn nnnn»'7 =5 57,a I'K1; and so on, in the same vein.
See also Poznatiski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, passim; his "Mis-
cellen fiber Saadja-II," MGWJ, XLI (1896-97), 205 ff.; and, most recently, M.
Zucker's Hebrew study of "Saadyah's Role in the Controversy over rnim-Mohorath
hash-Shabbath," PAAJR, XX (1951), Hebrew Section, 1-26. Cf. also L. Ginzberg's
Ginzi Schechter, 11, 478, 493 if.

70 Cf. Lekah Tob on Leviticus, 127 f. [64a f.l, beginning with tnnun n7mn mrmn
n'wtnz m74 nmitt nnK DKm it 01'. As for the exposition of nmrvm mnnn as n'rrn7 mm,

its earliest occurrence in Karaite literature was traced by L. Ginzberg to the writings
of the ninth-century Daniel al-Kumisi. Cf. Ginze Schechter, 11, 478, 483 f. See, how-
ever, Zucker's objections in PAAJR, XX (1951), Hebrew Section, 1, notes 2-3, recall-
ing a passage in Kirlfisani's Kitdb al-Anwdr, IV, 852. There, the assertion is made
that all the sectaries in the century preceding al-Kumisi-such as 'Anan, Benjamin,
Isma'il al-'Ukbari, at-Tiflisi and ar-Ramli-have taken the same position.

71 Thus Kirkisani (Kitdb al-Anwdr, I, 11; Eng. tr., Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 50)
stresses the fact that Boethus "was of the opinion that Pentecost can fall only on a
Sunday, which is also the view of the 'Ananites and of all the Karaites." Cf. also the
somewhat similar statement in a later passage, Kitdb al-Anwdr, 1, 42. This emphasis
on Karaite-Sadducean similarity is in line with Kirllisani's view of Zadok as "the
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Tobias felt, could hardly dispose of the singularly vehement campaign
which the Karaites were waging on the subject. He, therefore, added to
it a lengthy excursus of his own, advancing new linguistic and logical
proofs.

Among the points specifically adduced by Tobias was also one con-
cerning the 'omer, or the early sheaves, stipulated by Scripture to be
cut on the first day of Passover. Because of the general prohibition of
work on the Sabbath, the need would frequently arise for postponing the
cutting of the 'omer, thus necessitating adjustments in the calendar.
Tobias drives the calculation ad absurdum and exposes the unwieldiness
of the Karaite method, by showing how such postponement might require
a chain of additional adjustments which would play havoc with the
sectarian count of Seven Weeks from "the morrow after the Sabbath."

Wherefore I say [he concludes triumphantly his argument], there is no other solution
left to you but that of our Sages (blessed be their memory): " 'The morrow after
the Sabbath' means simply 'the morrow after the [first day of the Passover] Festival ."72

Characteristically, whether because of the perseverance in Byzantium
of ancient memories from the Holy Land or because of actual observation
of agricultural habits in Palestine by Byzantine Jewish pilgrims and
"Mourners of Zion," discussions concerning the 'omer seem to have

first to expose the errors of the Rabbanites" and as one who "discovered part of the
truth." This attitude underwent a complete change in later generations because of
historical reasons which cannot be gone into here. Cf. the texts and the interpretation
given in my Hebrew "Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 184 if., 199 if.,
and, most recently, Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews, V, 254 f.

72 Cf. Lekah Tab on Leviticus, 128 f. [64b f.]. The excursus opens with a reverent
note by the copyist: 113K .1an35 lanai 31n 1ty'SK '31 Sr 1]3 1n'aro. It then contin-
ues with the following expos6: name 'K3 O37 min 'KS, Sr plain nWnpam n3m5 13KS73
n1n3m yam 15 rrum (n n-a 'tpnl) n731K n,53,' 1'srS p1 main 533 O'mtnn73n nlnemnn Om
(ID 0-3 '13) 173K]m 313m O'K1pa1 .nam O'Knp3 0'73' .1yam 5: 151 nam K1p] 0'3m nyam 5a 0'3m
K1,-1 151151 mn3m yam (117 1-3 'np'1) 18a alnan nets ...n6 Sr nnmen 'a' nnam onl .nKr main 611
tn3713m 11m5 1'amm 17311 KSK .main in nam in 7nn55 15 lam nwm:m nyam (n r0 'a-r) 111K
mnn Wham p'KW X17355 .yam .13D] 11m5a .1K's173 nam 110 1+a13m 173131 .nyam tar 11m53 1K's173
mmn 111137573 ny .137nm pain 1731K o51n1n p1 roam 1.11 nam In 73+73' 't 537 111m3m K5K 13'm7pa.1
nna5 5'nnnm ors nlnam yam alma 11K 1p16 .Kny'am lmyl3m tnsa rv (to Ya '1p'1) n'y'amn
'n'00m73 nt nK tit 1'm'm731%wrixi ]w 1.1' K51 n1K1p0n'3W vOKS't nlmam yam .n1n3m yam 11
larw 1051 .' 'avn mamn n735wn K'.1.n'y,avn namn n,n073 137 1731K1 .(' 0-' 'firm) lam 1p-Ts nnK
'K '3 .10137.1 1'm5 '37'3m maw 9103 KSK 131113'Rm 1n13 11371.1 53K n3p3 110 nlnaw pain 11537115
K'3n5 1WCK'K namn nrn5 ic'a Sr n-' 01' Sn 0Km -10 n'rKna nam inn namn rnn,m 17315 1moK
OK rim, 'n73'K 17313711 n1'sp1 .n1s73.1 an onlp K5K msnn 5113 mmn 1'Km me Sr 11WK1 01'3173137.1
am ..1515 ntnnn 555 1n1K nn-r73 ']'nn msnn an i n73 1nin1nw nnK1 10+]3 3-'3 Kn +111 mm o11p
92K 111s1.1 fin 173 1.1111111 0K1 .n1s2n in K2' 133 3-a 01' 311p K1nv Kin 11wK1 01'5 1m37.1 K'3' 173K11

o'1mp 01'3 19173 Sr 151na OK an73'$ n11pn nn'sp 7137 .n512 11]wn 53 Sr nawn 111110 535 nm1K
.(n r-o '3-r) 11DOS 5nn n1pa m1111 Snnn .1my2 nn p OK 0']m1 O'1mp 01' Knm n3m31nK3 31p1 10'a3
310 01'111117373 nsm.1 111111373 5-r v'ms1 111Km.173 K5K 151'K'11173K 73'05.
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carried considerable weight in both sections of Byzantine Jewry. Thus,
Tobias ben Moses, the older Karaite contemporary of Tobias ben
Eliezer the Rabbanite, also dealt with the 'omer problem extensively.
Indeed, influenced perhaps by his Rabbanite neighbors, he was the only
Karaite jurist who would permit the cutting of the `omer during the
holiday.73

THE CHRISTIAN EXAMPLE

The impression is gained, however, that the seriousness with which
Tobias ben Eliezer viewed the Karaite campaign with regard to Shabu'oth
in Byzantium was due not only to the intensity of that campaign but
also to a specific aspect thereof. There is some likelihood that, in defending
the traditional interpretation of the "morrow after the Sabbath" against
Karaite propaganda, Byzantine Rabbinism was toying with a new
argument; that argument was conspicuously absent from the polemics
waged on the subject by the two factions of Jewry in the Islamic
environment. At any rate, the text to be now quoted from Tobias' Lekah
Tab has an unprecedented ring.

"And thou shalt observe the Feast of Weeks" (Ex. 34:22)-[thou shalt observe it,
says Tobias ben Eliezer] by applying the reckoning used among Israel and not that
which is prevalent in the [Christian] world and which counts seven days from
Sabbath to Sabbath. But, on whatever day the Passover would fall, [from that day
on] thou shalt begin the count of fifty days, and the fiftieth day thou shalt sanctify [as
the Festival of Shabu'oth].74

73 Cf. Aaron ben Elijah, Gan 'Eden, Section Shabu'oth, Ch. IV, 54c: K's'u'r oann
cone from 13'n5nn tin p Kh Tm0n wn nspa noun nrn o'Smn v°a Ttwn. Similarly Cf. Elijah
Bashyachi, Addereth Eliyyahu, Section Shabu'oth, Ch. III, 68a, where O.ar Nehmad
is cited. However, as result of Bashyachi's unwarranted attribution of Tobias' Ofar
Nehmad to Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah, the latter, too, is credited, along with Tobias,
with having allegedly permitted the cutting of the 'omer during the holiday. See on
the problem my "Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955), 48 f., note 17. See also
Zucker's note, PAAJR, XX (1951), Hebrew Section, 6, note 17.

In addition to the above arguments, the Rabbanite Tobias ben Eliezer also offers
an alleged precedent, reported in the Book of Joshua: 15:et't (K' 'n vvin') nnKim nn Tim
10'33 T"u] ana oil 11nn0 K1nm 3Tn55 K5K .nomn nTnnu n73K K5 K+n noun nnttlao pn c ntsvn.

This proof from the Joshua text, based on the very same verse which led the
Karaites to exactly opposite conclusions, is repeated in Tobias' Commentary on
Exodus, 115 [58a], with clearly polemical overtones: nvv0 noon n11no72 nt n'n'na'Kt
Kwnv noun nnnoo nmvn m'00 o'nn1KS n0tmn 1Kaa .'*pi nnsi noon nnn»o (ov) S'nai lo'aa Tvv
n0vn moon K5i noon mno0 n1a1K sinati'nnm n'vi nm mv. See also Zucker, op. cit., 7 f.,
and the notes thereto.

Cf. further the Byzantine Karaite Yehi Me'oroth which came in answer to Tobias'
Lekah Tub (see above, 263, note 35): 'S (o'Knpn -] o'0'5n»n nspo 'nflh ,'221n'9n nhK1
- - vein' 1"a' noon nnK Ktn n7vn nt n'n' '2 n'Kl 1K's' (Pinsker, Likkule, App. XI,
95, bottom).

74 Lekah Tob on Exodus, 208 [104b]: Kinm 1tam6 .(a r5 ov) 15 omen tnvum am
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The fact that Tobias deemed it necessary to repudiate the Christian
reckoning of the Seven Weeks also, in addition to his rejection of a
similar practice by his Karaite neighbors, is significant indeed. It may
perhaps point to the fact that the sectaries in Byzantium were invoking
the Greek Orthodox Pentecost, falling invariably on the seventh Sunday
after Easter, as a kind of practical confirmation of the Karaite position
in the matter. But chances are that the argument was tossed by the Rab-
banites rather, the latter having found it expedient to let the implication
of Christian-Karaite kinship (and not mere resemblance of practices)
grow in the minds of their members. This system of innuendo, as we
have seen it and as will become even more apparent in the last chapter
of this study, proved a powerful weapon in interdenominational
polemics.

As a matter of fact, the consciousness, in both factions of Jewry, of the
similarity between Christianity and Karaism in the fixing of Pentecost
on a Sunday is evidenced by several sources. It is well attested to in
the former Byzantine provinces of the Ottoman Empire as late as the
sixteenth century. Indeed, even the Karaites themselves quoted Rabbanite
texts to this effect.75 True, in these later presentations no actual borrow-
ing was ever implied, so far as our Karaite-cited texts go; only the
resemblance of interpretation with regard to the pertinent scriptural
passage was stressed.76 Nevertheless, the emphatic repudiation of the
Christian example by the late eleventh-century Rabbanite leader in
Byzantium cannot be considered accidental. It brings to mind the
sarcastic comment of the anonymous author of "A Polemical Work
Against Karaites and Other Sectaries," accusing the Karaites of religious
syncretism dictated by sheer opportunism. Just as they found it expedient,
alleges the said controversialist, to accept from the Muslims the principle
of lunar observation, so they deemed it worthwhile to "enter into
agreement with Edom [i.e., with Christianity]" on the problem of the
"morrow after the Sabbath."77

mina 15 1mvn p n0!)1 15 Nor' 1VND Ox,D'D' n= n5m5 nnm?] D51n ]71]1 111mn1 0i %nm''
D+mhn 131, m1pn1 D1' D'VDn.

75 Cf., e.g., Kaleb Afendopolo, as reported from his 'Asarah Ma'amaroth in Dod
Mordecai, 2a, and Joseph Begbi, as quoted from his Iggereth tCiryah Ne'emanah by
Mann, Texts and Studies, IT, 306 f. Both cite a passage to this effect from Liwyath Ijen
of the thirteenth-century Rabbanite, Levi ben Abraham of Villefranche (see next
note).

76 Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 307: 1rntDnn s p1D] ...1n n'15 5n5 D11rnt la '15 '1 onnn
1]']n D1m llmttl oil 010 ann Dvip ovoi 1DN1 D51n5 11mtt1 Dl's D'1s1]n in n]p 1DOm5 'm'Sm1
D'ttlpnl D'p1-121 12'a1 X51 nom name tnnnn.

77 Cf. the text published by Mann, JQR (N.S.), XII (1921-22), 123-50, esp. 140
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This impression becomes even more real when coupled with our
information on the general concern of different segments of the popu-
lations in Byzantium and the Near East in matters of calendar. Indeed,
the interest of Christians and Jews (including Karaites) in each others'
cal.endation went far beyond the limits of neighborly curiosity. On the
one hand, we have the report of Yahya of Antioch, concerning Christian
reliance on the Jewish calendar for determining the date of Easter, and
the story of the great rift in the eastern Christian world (in 1007) over
the date of that festival.78 Linked with that incident is the reference of
the Armenian chronicler, Matthew of Edessa, to the Jew, Moses of
Cyprus, who was summoned by the Emperor as consultant in this
intra-Christian controversy.79 On the other hand, as we shall show
later in this volume, the twelfth-century Byzantine Karaite, Yehudah
Hadassi, searching for a solution to Karaite calendar difficulties in the
wake of the First and Second Crusades, actually suggested that the
Karaites inquire into the date of the Christian Easter and thus gain an
additional clue for the correct dating of their own festival.80

THE BYZANTINE ABJURATION FORMULA

In this connection it may be of interest to note the Byzantine formula
of abjuration which was imposed on Hebrews entering the Christian
faith.81 A version of the formula, dated 1027 c.E., deals also with Jewish
holidays which the convert is ordered to renounce. The holidays are
listed there both in the course of a series of anathemas and in a separate
explanatory appendix.82 True, much of the text is taken over verbatim

(Eng. tr., 147): D19N 0a1 :b'1nit 0+1rT mm n"N13 SNVnm 2 5T]1D rim n+13
mmn mnon o55 onnoo15v nnn mma.

78 J. Kratchkovsky and A. Vasiliev (ed.), Histoire de Yahya-ibn-Sa'fd d'Antioche
(Arabic text and French translation), in Patrologia Orientalis, XXIII, No. 5, 481 if.
(separate pagination, 273 ff.). Yahya states: "It is well known that the calculation
of the Christian Easter is based on the Jewish Passover; on whatever weekday the
latter will fall, the Christians will celebrate their festival on the Sunday thereafter."
He then describes the controversy in the year 1007 as it affected the Christians of
Egypt, Syria and Palestine.

79 Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 61, 185, No. 127. This expert on calen-
dation was undoubtedly a Rabbanite.

80 See in the next chapter, note 102, our quotations from Eshkol hak-Kofer, 76b-c,
Alphabet 188, and 76d f., Alphabets 189-190, where the unique term pesajl ummoth is
used to denote the Christian Easter.

91 See above, 26 f.
82 Cf. V. N. Beneshevich, "On the History of the Jews in Byzantium, VI-X Cent."

(Russian, with Greek text), Evreiskaia Mysi, II (1926), 197 if., 305 ff.; cf. Starr, Jews
in the Byz. Empire, 173 if., No. 121; and, earlier, Krauss, "Fine byzantinische Ab-
schwSrungsformel," Festskrift i Anledning of Professor David Simonsens, 134 if. See
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from similar Byzantine formulae of earlier dates.83 Likewise, many
items-mere carry-overs from antiquated Christian conceptions of Juda-
ism-are colored by biblical archaisms and show little awareness of later
developments in the Jewish religion. Yet, woven through the eleventh-
century text, we find a definite tendency towards what could perhaps be
identified as "Karaite" or, in all events, non-normative terminology.
Two instances of this nature have already been noted by scholars :
a) a reference in the Greek text to the imposition of the Yom Kippur fast
even on children-a practice demanded by Karaite law:84 and b) the
use in the abjuration formula of the term Aetxavdflaiov for unleavened
bread which, perhaps by sheer coincidence, occurs also in the Byzantine
Karaite commentary Sefer ha-'Osher of Jacob ben Reuben.85 However,
upon closer scrutiny, many more points of contact with Karaite usage
can be detected.

In the first place, when elaborating on the Jewish calendar, the docu-
ment follows the Karaite order of months (which, in turn, adheres to
the Bible), beginning the count of Jewish festivals with the Nisan holidays,
instead of the Rabbanite sequence commencing with Tishri. This order
is preserved in all Karaite Books of Precepts. Secondly, it distinguishes,
like all Karaite codes down to the late Middle Ages, between the Feast
of Unleavened Bread (Hag ham-Massoth) and Passover (Pesah). Incon-
sistently, however, the formula counts separately also the Sacrifice of the
Lamb, whereas this is precisely what Pesah stands for. Possibly, a con-
fusion occurred here with the Samaritan custom of actually sacrificing
the Paschal lamb; the latter was mistakenly included in the document as
an independent entry. Another familiar feature of Karaite terminology
is the introduction into the abjuration formula of the appellation "Feast
of Trumpets" (Yom Teru`ah) for the Rabbanite Rosh hash-Shanah, i.e.,
the Jewish New Year.86 In the same vein, we note the omission of

also J. Parkes, The Conflict of the Church and the Synagogue, App. III, 394 if., for
various formulae of "Professions of Faith Extracted from Jews on Baptism." A short
Byzantine formula is given there on pp. 397 f.

83 Beneshevich dates the original text back in the times of Justinian, but admits
that important accretions belong to the eleventh century. Cf. also Starr, "An Eastern
Christian Sect, the Athinganoi," Harvard Theological Review, XXIX (1936), 100.

94 Cf. Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 180 (see also earlier, 66 f.). Cf. further the
special paragraph wDow orr5+a nrtim in Levi ben Yefeth's treatment of Yom Kippur,
Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 90a.

85 Cf. the printed edition of Sefer ha-'Osher, Section Proverbs, 2b, where the
comment on Prov. 12:27 contains the same Greek expression Aw avd f asov in Heb-
rew transliteration. See on it Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 179.

86 Cf., for instance, the text cited below, 283 f., note 92, and the English excerpt
in Nemoy's Karaite Anthology, 172 if.
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Hanukkah, a festival ignored by the Karaites because of its post-biblical
promulgation.87 Finally, included in the list is the archaic institution of
Jubilee (Yobel). This obviously does not figure as a practical item in
the Karaite calendar; yet, it invariably follows the chapter on holidays
even in the late medieval Karaite codes.88

Apart from the list of holidays, which is strongly reminiscent of the
Karaite calendar and terminology, one should also note the specific
anathemas which the abjuration ceremony invokes against "every
Hebrew custom and ceremony not handed down by Moses," and against
those who teach "anything other than Mosaic law... terming it tradi-
tional." Chances are, of course, that such anathema should be read in the
context of Justinian's mid-sixth-century novella which carried an inter-
diction of the deuterosis. Still, the wording of the paragraph strikes one
as closely related to later pronouncements of Karaite opponents of the
Oral Law.89 Significant, too, is the specific inclusion of phylacteries in

87 Cf., e.g., the hitherto unpublished section of Sefer ha-'Osher on Numbers,
Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 73a (commenting on Num. 22:23): 5m nznn5 l+»us x5 p5
X713 x123 13mv 'n Sr t11K 'r) nml x51 Hall] n5u] 71, ' b'2 1Z '311.

88 Thus, the late fifteenth-century Kaleb Afendopolo, who furnished an extensive
supplement to the unfinished code of his master Elijah Bashyachi, composed a detailed
section on the Sabbatical Year and the Jubilee (Addereth Eliyyahu, Section Shemilfah
we-Yobel, 175c-193d). In his introduction, Afendopolo states emphatically that the
laws of Jubilee should come as a natural continuation of the laws dealing with the
holidays, and supports his view through a reference to a similar arrangement in an
older Karaite work. Cf. Addereth Eliyyahu, 175b: o+"15n bnrn 551+1 nnnm lit 1NZ n5nnl
1901 0+11100 onm 122 0010 K11V 111IN' 'hm 1nK w-Frhn Vmv 717 111K n1+n5'uri n+n 0h1p01 T7M
1MNn (or, shall we read ,-1-1-m,-1 1003, thus pointing to the proximity of the laws of festivals
in Lev. 23 and the laws of Jubilee in Lev. 25?). Similarly, compare in Aaron ben
Elijah's fourteenth-century code, Can 'Eden, 66c-d.

.The system of discussing the laws of Jubilee in contiguity with the laws of the
calendar and the festivals was apparently of Palestinian origin. Unlike the non-
Palestinian I:{irliisiini, who considered the subject-matter in the context of Jewish
dietary and agrarian laws (cf. )Utab al-Anwar, V, 1250 ff.), the Palestinian Levi ben
Yefeth placed the Jubilee theme immediately following the chapter on Shemini
'Ayereth. Cf. Leiden MS Warner No. 22, beginning with 96a, bottom (nn)= 1111n
511+11). Levi introduces, however, the problem with the following remark: vz v1
n157n 111400 bVit ' +]90 121x0 117 [5]1's1 n00= =1 ona 1]75 'n'an7 (which contradicts
somewhat another authority excerpted in Byzantium; cf. above, 181, note 50).

On Yobel see also the Ex.-Lev. Anonymous, Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 433a if. (and
the messianic allusions there, 433b, 435a), in connection with Lev. 25:8 if.

89 It should, of course, be remembered that Justinian's novella came in response
to a plea of some Jews in sixth-century Byzantium. For an English translation of
Novella No. 146, cf. J. Parkes, The Conflict of the Church and the Synagogue, App.
11, 392 f., and P. Kahle, The Cairo Genizah, App. I to Ch. 1, 33 if. Cf. also M. Avi-Yonah,
Bi-Yme Roma u-Bizantyon, 181 f., and S. W. Baron, The Jewish Community, I, 191,
230. Indeed, most recently, Baron suggested that "perhaps harking back to some
residua of those Jewish opponents of Oral Law who had elicited Justinian's harsh
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the anathema against witchcraft, amulets, etc., which may be a reper-
cussion of Karaite argumentation against the wearing of phylacteries and
amulets, and against other traditional folkways prevalent among the
Rabbanites.90 (Even calendar calculations were often brought by Karaite
polemicists under the common denominator of witchcraft.91)

Of course, it is very likely that each or most of the points in the formula,
if standing alone, could be explained away by reasons other than Byzan-
tine Christian familiarity with Karaite praxis. Nevertheless, the cumu-
lative evidence of the text is certainly impressive. In the absence of any
direct Greek references to Karaism, the aggregate of non-normative
practice and terminology, resounding from the formula just discussed;
recovers at least an echo of the inevitable contacts between the Christian
Byzantine population or institutions and local Jewry of both brands.
The fact that this echo is faint and incomplete and that the impression
which Karaism left on non-Jewish observers in the Empire was confused,
though quite unmistakable, may perhaps serve as a measure of Karaism's
true position amid its neighbors in Byzantium.

FURTHER DIVERGENCES

The differences between the Byzantine Karaites and Rabbanites found
a persistent expression also in many other details of worship. Again,
Tobias ben Eliezer the Rabbanite considered it his duty to swiftly
ward off any Karaite invasion and to come forward vigorously in defense
of the traditional practice. A few instances of such practical controversy
within Byzantine Jewry will suffice in this connection.

Thus, most of the Karaites opposed in Byzantium, much as they did
in the Islamic countries, the blowing of the shofar on the Jewish New
Year. They insisted that the biblical teru`ah, meaning shouts as well as
blasts of trumpets, could in the case of the Jewish New Year point only
to shouts, i.e., to vocal prayer, since the use of musical instruments
would necessarily entail the desecration of the holiday (through work).92
Tobias ben Eliezer could not help admitting that the Karaite inter-

prohibition of the Jewish deuterosis, this sect [i.e., the Karaites] must have enjoyed a
modicum of good will on the part of the Byzantine rulers." Cf. his Social and Reli-
gious History of the Jews, V, 272.

90 Cf. Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 55 if.
91 E.g., Daniel al-tUmisi, in Harkavy's Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII, 189:

+ti21nm o+nonpn 112mrt5 r-rvfm n' +mrn nti-r5 ir5 7nm imm. Similarly, Hadassi, in
Eshkol hak-Kofer, 43c, Alphabet 104: =0 nrl 1v1n5 intern -rv vntu nv imn "ni' a
"nirtm moipn Iiivro +]ev5.

92 Cf. the hitherto unpublished section of Jacob ben Reuben's Sefer ha-'Osher
on Numbers 29: 1, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 75b: rnsixn nvnn lit t l-rim 55n .nrm or
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pretation was in keeping with one of the legitimate meanings of the
term in question. Still, he contended, in the context of other teru'oth
prescribed for the same month (of Tishri), such as that which heralded
the proclamation of the Jubilee Year with blasts of trumpets, the different
meaning ascribed by the Karaites to the teru'ah of the New Year could
not have been intended by the Lawmaker. Hence, it is wise and correct
to rely on the ancient mishnaic tradition which offered detailed instruc-
tions, along with mnemonic formulae, regulating the triple blowing of the
ram's horn on Rosh hash-Shanah.93

As if in answer to Tobias' arguments, the twelfth-century Karaite of
Constantinople, Yehfidah Hadassi, assaults these very regulations,
drawn up by the talmudic sages, as a drastic example of Rabbinic
deviation from the Written Word:

Likewise [exclaims Hadassi], your shepherds have fixed mnemonic formulae and
heaped on them things which they never heard of and never saw in their own days
and which also the Divine Prophets never conceived in their vision when prophesying
in their [respective] times, but which are a "commandment of men learned by rote"
(Is. 29:13) stemming from their early [mishnaic] mentors.... And how dare you come
and maintain that the Mishnah and the Talmud are from the Lord, and how dare
you proclaim, '['This and that are] rules laid down by Moses at Sinai'?! This is an
outright deceit on the part of your shepherds!94

Of no less practical consequence was the difference between the two
factions with regard to the "four species" chosen by the Divine Lawgiver
from the Palestinian flora in commemoration of the Festival of Booths.
While the Rabbanites insisted on symbolic waving of the lulab and the
ethrog, the Karaites viewed the "four species" as actual materials for the
building of the sukkah itself.95 To support their opinion, the Karaites
mustered the literal meaning of the biblical verses on the subject and

nn -1D1m5 113' 01 0711 b'tnpn lpsnb+ 155 .n11D1m 151 nnslsn mien nil 15 in ,51p3 nrnn 1x
1v113n 155m x5m b1+n.

93 Cf. Lekah Tob on Leviticus, 131 [66a]: a n-in n-tn n-ivn vipn5 5x1m+ UJ13 121135
75bn +n+ 1113x+1 brn 5D 121+1+1 1137 rim nrnn m+m Drpm .namn mx1 coons 1nrx '1 b+13vD

lax ni-mmri bi'i +v+smn rim 511+1 1+3v] (b n-s 'p+1) nvnn 1D1m 111]vn, n+n71 (15 + x'm)
m11Dnn bino 1135+1 1D1ma 1n+m +v+rmn m-r1n 5v mm-in 513 13+1135.

94 Cf. Eshkol hak-Kofer, 86b, Alphabet 225: imw x5m n13 on 151n1 b+3b+o '1+rn 11v 1r3p
n1131513 b+1172x n13013 [Ox +Z_] W ,0n+a0T.1 0nx1221 'n 'x+a2 hilt-1 1a+mn x51 tvlvvi 1x1 01
nm135 bn10x1 n0 11135nn1 nsm0n + 13+1131x 0111t I+x1 ... [nambn'i n=- jyl] Dn'xiwtnD

nvyn nT mmn I'm lrmn x51 ont,22n 130 1v13m x5 nvnnn nmis .I+vn13 nn-in IT +2+013
nm5m1.3+1Do13s n-1n n°mn n'1mn 1320+0 un5 nvnn 13+1sm nm5m nv+pn Mnn 13+10117

For the Karaite application of Isa. 29:13 ("commandment of men learned by rote")
to Rabbinic doctrines and writings, cf. Said ben Magliab, in Pinker, Li(ckule, App.
III, 21.: rm 1m5n1 n2mb +1]7 bn n1315n b+m2tt n'sn. Cf. also the texts adduced below,
Chapter VII, e.g., notes 41, 45.

95 Cf. Eshkol hak-Kofer, 86d, Alphabet 225: n1D:l(1) -nn rv +113 m11+Da -?iv I+vn 1b+5
5n211'31D1190.n1 1+2515 1+21-Inx 1211+0 ,b'3+13 nr]1x (13 aro 'p+1) 5n2 +131m nlav rv 4pr1 '+1nn
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invoked the historical precedents already recorded by the Bible.96 The
Rabbanites were thus forced to fall back on the familiar argument
calling for reliance on talmudic tradition: Such customs as waving.of
the lulab, blowing the shofar, etc., including their minutest details as
observed by generations of Jews although not stated explicitly in the
Bible, are not "commandments of men learned by rote." Indeed, they
are no less binding than the clearly formulated written laws, since they
all were transmitted to posterity through God's oral communication
to Moses at Sinai-97 Thus, recurrent matters of practical divergence
were bound to provoke again and again the endless interdenominational
discussion concerning the unbroken authority of the Oral Law'

Now [says Tobias ben Eliezer], it is with regard to such [practices], not written in
the Torah, that you should "ask thy father and he will declare.unto thee, chine elders
and they will tell thee" (Deut. 32:7). For these [practices] have been reliably transmitted
one generation to another, [showing] how Jews used to observe the blowing of the
shofar, the shaking of the lulab, [ritual] slaughter as well as inspection [of the slaugh-
tered animals] and the cleansing of the meat. [The same holds true for] the formulae
of legal documents, the hali,cah, levirate marriage, divorce, $i,Fith and mezuzah, phy-
lacteries and prayer, and the fowl which we eat but whose names are not listed in the
Torah. All those matters form a [reliable] tradition in Jewry, for the Sages of Israel
were never divided concerning them. And he who has no regard for the glory of his
Maker and likes to turn everything upside down, such a person does violence to his
own soul. Of him it is stated (Prov. 11:29), "He that troubleth his own house shall
inherit the wind." And it is stated futher (Prov. 28:24), "Whoso robbeth his father or
his mother... is the companion of a destroyer"-in other words, he is a companion
of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, who corrupted Israel.98

DIETARY INJUNCTIONS

Among the themes which were inextricably woven into the debate over
the validity of oral tradition and whose practical repercussions resounded

"vfl173 1351vn rills vfl1K2 m5flm1 5K73rc731 Tw,13 n1KIW3 net1 nbsm5 "InDn ,'fl m51ra :'11nan73
n5Kfl mK11n 13vhmfl wrlinzY 5fl Im1 :Dn51173K D'a K1p73'2 1112161VK
"K1fla OT1'TT1 0 1751 :12'K' 2 1i] 11737 15 11rK 1+01-11 112515 11a11nK 'nv1'Dv 1111 TV '173 :1a'am2

jntna1 :5's] mnDnal "'flan 1111 ]1111]-1 :1]1-111115 ntfl 'n117p x'11 :13'nn an'= Vipn m1 151
2121/1111 nm1 15 1WK 'zv11'Dfl o'ils1n 1131. The Karaite interpretation of the pertinent
verse (Lev. 23:40) is: pv=] v-P gave [t1173n :5'21 73'117311 sit 1111 TV 110 o'3'73n 1151 5=W
nno n1mv5 .. o+n11 o'oin 11x5 flit 11'1 1151 n11nm nni:v n5K 5fl» [nnv (ibid., Alphabet
226).

96 Ibid., invoking the story of the celebration of the Festival of Booths in the days
of Ezra as a binding precedent and as an illustration of the correct interpretation of
scriptural intention: 'fl [D''1n nafl1K nn+p5 :5'11 nn'p5n 111'3 573 v'1fl73 n'v IT1TD'112 nvlfln
121r nT 59 D'1fl73 n'Y K1T9 173K73 nvlfln'fl .''1flTan 0']'733 11120 ll"VP 511 15K lam.

97 Cf. Lekah Tab on Leviticus, 131 [66a]: n5flp K5K nim573 0'W]K nine nnsmn 15K 1'x1
o13111K 0112Dn5 011073 03218-1 0'13-1 11-1v 5K73W1 T"' Inn 1105 111trv nl1Dan 1D73 12'fl1 7IW7373.
Tobias' use of the biblical phrase n r?2*?j o'rai ms73, in the sense developed in the
sectarian jargon, is highly significant.

98 Ibid.: 111 1111 111 5KIW'fl n5flp oriv 1' 11731'1 1'2pT 11]11 I1fl15KV n11nfl 15v -No 5m
mItW T1p'J1 lm2n '1p'321 np'T221 n0'TIWfl1 2515"1 v13V321 1D1rvn mv'pm 1'an,a 511v' 1'11 IK'n
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in the everyday relations within the Jewish quarter was the problem of
ritually clean food. Indeed, shehilah, or ritual slaughter, and bedikah, i.e.,
the proper examination of slaughtered animals, formed two sore points
of controversy between the Karaites and the Rabbanites, in Byzantium no
less than anywhere else.

The sectaries argued that certain animals, such as those pregnant, were
prohibited; they, accordingly, hesitated to patronize Rabbanite butchers,
lest prohibited meat be sold to them by the latter along with that which
was ritually unobjectionable. At the same time, they dispensed with the
bedikah altogether, thus leaving all meat handled by Karaite butchers open
to Rabbanite suspicion. Hence, apart from the purely religious principle
involved, there was a distinctive economic edge to the problem which
could not fail to embitter the daily contacts between the two factions of
Jewry on the local level. It undoubtedly also marred social relations
between neighbors, since scrupulous Karaites would refrain from
attending Rabbanite meals, and vice versa.99

In addition, there is the communal aspect to be considered.100 Super-
vision of ritual slaughter was a basic religio-communal service which
any and all Jewish communities endeavored to offer to their membership
even under the most trying circumstances. However, as with many
other communal services, such supervision had become in time a consid-
erable source of power to the governing institutions of the community
(and, through them, to the particular circles exerting influence over these
institutions) as well as an important lever for communal control. This was
so not only because complexities of the meat inspection system and the
intricate laws of slaughter tended to institutionalize shehitah u-bedikah
and leave the performance in the hands of specializing functionaries,
guided by distinctive vested interests; but also because of the wide range
of autonomous functions assumed by the Jewish community within the
medieval corporate system. Such prerogatives as allocation of shops in
the market, where food, prices and weights were supervised by communal
officials, establishment of public abattoirs in larger communities and
supervision of individual shohelim in smaller localities, etc., turned the
preparation of ritually acceptable meat into a communal monopoly.

1+55w 13"3K1 n11n2 tom 1+s"m x5v n191v 5v1 n59m 1+5om mntnl mssl 11on 1+»1r1 ns,5n1
1s15 nsrn 111p -I= 5v cn unty +h1 o v5v 5K1V+ +nnn 1p5n3 RSro ,5K1m+i n5sp n5x 5, 1nix

I+16 Inn 12n '71 -MM 1+]K 5n1 101R1 m1 5m+ 1nI2 1710 17x3 1+53n 109] 0mn K1n +1n n1519nn
5R1r nit n+mmv 1)12 p Ov]1''5 win in ,n+nvn.

99 Cf. on it, most recently, Baron's comments, in his Social and Religious History
of the Jews, V, 249, and 405, note 49.

100 Cf. on the subject in general, Baron, The Jewish Community, 1I, 107.ff.
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The imposition of communal taxes on various stages of the preparatory
process made communal control even more pronounced.

In view of the above, the conflict between Karaites and Rabbanites
in the field of ritual slaughter and dietary laws, overtly prompted by
divergences of legal opinion, yet actually reflecting the clash of communal
and economic interests, comes as no surprise. The fact that accounts of
sharp feuds in the matter reach us only from tenth- and eleventh-
century Palestine by no means indicates the absence of similar clashes else-
where.101 It shows merely that in such places as Ramlah the Karaites
were strong enough numerically and politically to vie successfully with
the Rabbanites for control of communal institutions and of their public
services, or, at least, to gain freedom from Rabbanite interference. In
localities in which the sectaries constituted a small minority, the struggle
seldom attained a degree warranting governmental intervention or
prompting the initiation of intercommunal correspondence on the
subject. Characteristically, in such cases the Karaites would resort mostly
to persuasion and to polemics on purely religious grounds. It is, then, no
coincidence that, in the course of his anti-Karaite debate, the Byzantine
Rabbanite spokesman, Tobias ben Eliezer, was careful to reiterate
specifically ritual slaughter and meat inspection as traditional observances
which could be traced directly to the Mosaic legislation at Sinai.'02

CONSUMPTION OF FAT-TAIL

In the same category also belongs the controversy with regard to the
consumption of the fat-tail (alyah), a subject to which Tobias ben Moses
(the Karaite!) devoted many pages of learned and vehement argumen-
tationin his hitherto unpublished Oscar Nehmad on Leviticus.1o3 Converse-
ly, the lengthy anti-Karaite polemic in the Rabbinic Lekah Tab was
undoubtedly prompted by Karaite criticism.104 Indeed, the Rabbanite
protagonist, Tobias Eliezer, may have actually had in mind the scores of
pages of incisive analysis and biting ridicule to which the Rabbanite
position on the problem of alyah was subjected by Tobias ben Moses,

101 For such conflicts in Palestine cf. Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 62 if. There,
Mann's earlier research in the matter is also listed.

102 Cf. Lekah Tab on Deuteronomy, 5 [3a]: nlsf]n'prtpt 1514 .(n 'it 'It) DSJK alsett
n5ap onv msnn 1KV1 1m]n +1p+11 Mb'= 11717 ,n52p. =V.

See also the list of traditional observances invoked by Tobias in the passage cited
above, 285, and note 98.

103 Cf. Bodl. MS No. 290, 25b f., and especially 83b-100b. See below, 288, note 105.
104 Lekah Tab on Leviticus, 16 f. [8b Q. The editor correctly remarked ad loc.

that Tobias' paraphrastic restatement of the Rabbinic position has come as an answer
to Karaite expos6s on the subject.
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the Karaite, in his Oyar Nehmad.105 The importance attached to these
details was such as to warrant a specific stipulation in marriage contracts
drawn up in the cases of mixed marriages between Karaites and Rabban-
ites. This stipulation was so formulated that the dietary scruples of
either party would be duly respected.106

105 The main target of Tobias ben Moses' criticism is Saadyah Gaon. But he also
combats the views of the sectarian group of Mishawites who lived in Byzantium
at that time (see on them in the last chapter of the present volume).

Saadyah's invectives against the Karaites in connection with their prohibition
of the alyah meet here with Tobias' harsh rejoinder. Cf. Bodl. MS No. 290, 87b:
nlnlpn3 131113 'DKS n11oK n'SKl '3 1]711 nt 1»173 115 0'1m,pn in [n'711o =] 'nit 'Wit in 117
n'151 n'K1 ,m-n""'1' 117111 in on1111'111 1K1n'TK on'-1s7 511 [K1]'P15 'SvnS 111'11111 n13nn in 11]11
1'nlitn D'mlvn m-n' "' 1T1111 '1nK D'S51nn On 53K.111K'VKS 1335n 1711151 D'lmip 133'K K1pi'S113'D
5511 ores 1151 D'1m,p 03'K on1121 0517 nn o'11oon n5Kn Ktnm '111 .115'31 on1' on'S o'7'nnnn
11m5 10'1 "' n11n 9tns'1Km'13 Dn o'11nnn1 o'715n1 o'1mnpn. And again: 13'1]7 ASnns 131113 -
'mtt 0'35nn 110113 nin'1 1153' 'ma 11'31111 11tat 511 5-1 K1pn ['Si'ns 1K1nm n111K1n(m) m'K1n in
in'pn31 m1K1s73 111'1511 mprn nrR1 1'm3K1 1'1111 Kin nDnnnl nrmn [n'7vo=] 'nnn'Dn um-1 nt 5.K'
15-ma 13111']1 11'1101111 0']51111 inn 5r 1'111 13 15mm nn 'sp13 131s1 on .1135m1n1 11313111%7 Dn'1S7

inin'm [?131K'sJ1 .7"31111 fill 1'1]73 '1Ynn 111311 Minim Ttn fit 11 n5n2m no 1'STs inn .,rNn'm1
1151 nlp'DDn1 n31Dn 511 0'si ion 0'wi ri 1'1111 Kin in 113'31 Ssm 5113 m'K 531 it nV 1111'm 1=5 in17'n
11153 'S'smn on 'wi Jim o's1 o's'mnn 'po '5113 13'11]11.

Or further, on fol. 90a: '5113 13'tsn '1s7 5v'nin'Dn Vitro nt 3'mn K5 in 015 1113' nn
1'11'11 111311 nt DA1K 53K' 1rK ... D1oK min' '" '3 D'1fS1n A1t11'n1 A1'Ssn1 n'5Kn in 'pn
Dn11 Dn'137n Tt1nm 1373 on'Sv s'mn5 inns n5%" n'n K5111117Din'n1 1n1½3 315 in o'S'iitn.
And on fol. 92b: 11111K 53 511 1n'3n5 '1111 13'K1 in11' KS 'mR K1n 111731111 m'Kf nt in 11711131
15 D7p3 1rK 511 3511 nSn 511 1n11'm no 511 1"n' S3K n5n [i11lhc1 1nlDDDl 1513531 1115133 511

1341311pn1 D'7nn1n on S5nn "'3173 'Pt '5113'1171 Initn 515nnn Kin 3511 'no3 inn 111311 .13'137
5173.1 inm5 111171111 5115 nsm. And again, 98a-b: s5nn 1373 -[mmool -[1131311 121K'31 13'531

111'3211 110'113'1111111'137 511 n5'v1 anon 11111151 11vo5 13 nmpsi ncnm no 553 13=1 1301n1
13131 511 o15mni 3511 n'SK1 n1'5Dn'5 135 n71nm 31'm1'1 ('5111"nn3'von o's5nn in on 'z n'SKn1
.[1531111 115=1 11°5 tn1 sms1 11m 3511 5S 'nKv "I 11175 Jim-11 -1p 5v bn5nn 172 Minim on 13
57311' n121 111511 111K 1173131 1135n 'm1i3 15 Sib n'n 11111111 117K 15111 n"111 m-m ,in 111' n"n 151

.ons'rv 1'311 ,v,', nmp 'mi n'SKni 111'/11 n5'3K in 11511 1Km3 Horn In7 01113 '1 ir0 -r3 SK3n

n5sp 'ma 1117xil D'31-In nbKl3 1'511 i3m31 nolS nntt 'wi5 131st 15 n'n' 1151 pnn 17'3 i'K'n 1311131
nnNn i'n 5'7SfST 11nm5 o'3TK1 111175 35 ", 13113 K5i 'OK' 'VK5 n1'pm nm'17 1611 71'11 1153 o-15
'mR lnnn '171K ns5n 5311 .punt o"ipnn 1111351 K1mn1 50311 01111151 111ni 21on i'3 7'1111151 1pmn1
in5lts 1151 n5K n53onn [diAoyovl iu15sK1 pnn 1s Int. Tobias concludes then, 99a: [1]krn31
'3113'1]7 511 117111 11 11111151 I1110 '1311'Dn nt mp5l pDnm nn 53 510'31 n1n'm in 1311111 'vtz 15
nr71nn1 n3mn 151 .n stvnl nrlmnn "Si .n'Sttn, m'Ssn 110x3 'fin.

106 Cf. the kethubboth cited in the next chapter, notes 15-17, in connection with
special stipulations regarding the calendar. Thus, the standard formula of a kethubbah,
used in eleventh-century FustAt for cases of a Rabbanite marrying a Karaite lady,
would demand of the bridegroom "that he should not bring the fat-tail into his house
as long as she [i.e., the Karaite woman] is his wife." See the text there, note
15. Also, when the Rabbanite Nasi, David, the son of the Palestinian gaon Daniel
ben `Azaryah, married in 1082 the daughter of a Karaite potentate of Fustat, he
bound himself in the marriage contract "not to compel this wife of his to ... eat the
alyah, etc." Cf. the passage below, Chapter VII, note 17, reproduced from JQR
(O.S.), XIII (1899-1900), 221. No comparable texts from Byzantium have, so far
as I know, been found to date and published. See more on these kethubboth in the
notes to the next chapter.
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Characteristically, we do not find work of Tobias ben Eliezer
any allusion to the Karaite legislation permitting the consumption of
the meat of fowl with milk (besar of be-balab). This point was, as can
be gathered from several Genizah letters, the cause of great animosity
between the two factions in eleventh-century Palestine.107 It is difficult
to decide, however, whether the fact that Tobias ben Eliezer limited
himself to a mere repetition of the talmudic discussion of the pertinent
verses (Ex. 23:19, 34:26; Dent. 14:21), without so much as hinting at
actual Karaite practice, is accidental, or indicates Karaite adjustment
in Byzantium to the Rabbanite interdiction of preparing the meat of
fowl in milk.

MARITAL LAWS

Opinions diverged also in the interpretation of marital laws as reflected
or commanded by Scripture. Especially the laws governing levirate
marriage (yibbum) lent themselves to incessant controversy. The Karaites
dissented over the literal meaning insisted upon by Rabbinic exegesis
with regard to that biblical decree. They shifted the duty of the levirate
from the brother to a mere relative, since they could not envisage the
possibility that the Lawmaker had actually imposed on the surviving
blood-brother what they considered an incestuous union with his brother's
childless widow. The Karaite critique drew vigorous replies in Byzantium
from the oft-quoted Tobias ben Eliezer in defense of the Rabbinic law.108

Curiously, the problem of bigamy also loomed large in the interde-
nominational debates, with the Rabbanites pointing to the frequent in-
stances of bigamy among leading biblical personalities as proof of the
perfect legitimacy of bigamous marriage.109 The intensity of Rabbanite
defense in the matter is the more astonishing in view of the inevitably
academic character of the issue: Roman (hence Byzantine) legislation
outlawed bigamy, making all citizens of the Empire, their religious
affiliation notwithstanding, irrevocably bound by that proscription. 110

107 See on it most recently S. D. Goitein, "A Caliph's Decree in Favour of the
Rabbanite Jews in Palestine," JJS, V (1954), 118 if., and the literature listed there.

108 L%ah Tab on Genesis, 192 [96b]: 13'1n16 rain 1rn .(n n"5 '171) 1+n1S 1711 13p11
T-5 Dm) 1'=K num p1Kn npv' nv', 1nK7m ,%riv'5 1571711mn K51"1v'11m 15nn'i5n DU'n 1'K
5K (1 "I"n n) nn' D'71K 1nm' 'n D'1DlK5 1nirn1 ,(m YD Dm) 111 uim' '11'711 1111 1711x1 ,(ii
,mn73 1'fRn 1515 9K ,m?D 71'71Kn 1Kn 171 ,1111471 13i3" 1317151 1'1 nKn D'71K 131K1 -IV 1-I'm '13131-y-n

D'nnn VIM.= 171nm 1112.
109 Cf. Leka(1 Tab on Leviticus, 102 [51b]: 1'Km vi-I'.1 .n111DK Kn51'3 D'm2'1W ilbKmi

Inn D'D'1 '1711711 .71n5mi 1111 713p5K 1i]n min 'nm iKml D'p'1S Inn '11W pin 61 11 0 Dn5
.111'71K 15K 131V 1171' D'nK 1nm' 'nn n1'71K 'nvl In p D'm1 'nma I nv on 'IT71 KSK D'ml 'nm
'i'D 1171 1 11131iu 1'11n 5v rnn-i will ilpn ia'nin11. See below, 290, note 111.

110 Marmorstein (Festschrift Adolf Schwarz, 469) thinks that Tobias' stress on the
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Here, incidentally, we have oae of the only two occasions on which
Tobias ben Eliezer directly mentions the sectaries by name. Refuting the
Karaite contention that bigamy was forbidden by Scripture, he exclaims:

How great is the error of the Karaites in stating that "And thou shalt not take a
woman to her sister" (Lev. 18:18) refers to two [unrelated] women! It is clear [from
the accounts] in the Prophets and the Hagiographa that the Israelites used to marry
two [unrelated] women, as it is stated in the case of Peninnah (I Sam. 1:6).111

PRACTICAL REPERCUSSIONS

Throughout his argumentation Tobias ben Eliezer frankly admits
that his is a deliberate "reply to those who say-," or a proof that the
truth is "not as maintained by those who have wandered astray."112
In fact, as already mentioned, Tobias admits that he was familiar with a
Karaite commentary.113 Since he probably did not know Arabic,114
one may assume that one or several of the local Hebrew Karaite compil-
ations, produced in Byzantium in the second half of the eleventh century,

permissibility of bigamy in Judaism was provoked by adherents of a sect observing
the marital laws laid down in the "Zadokite.Fragment." This is, of course, in accord
with Marmorstein's late dating of the document otherwise considered to stem from
the period of the Second Commonwealth. On cases of bigamy among Jews under
Christian rule, see 1. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages, 135.

111 Le(ca(t Tab on Deuteronomy, 70 [35b]: nnnnK 5K fVK1 11r-Km o'R1pn 5rb n11ro nn2
X117 n3'1'm11 n'V311110 C' un 1'n10 G'11n]31 C'R1231 :1T 1211 131V1 11110 15K (m n-1'117'1) npn 16
orz of nnis nnoanl. Cf. also Tobias' strictures on another aspect of marital relations
in Leka(t Tob on Leviticus, 69 f. [35a-b].

112 O'1TV1n 1IY3KV 1122 K51 ;o71721K5 nawn.

113 See the quotation above, 215, note 33. Cf. also our remarks above, 76, note 46.
114 To be sure, Tobias does use Arabic in one connection. Cf. Lejca(1 Tob on Exodus,

188 f. [94b f.], where Arabic terms for the twelve precious stones on the high priest's
breastplate are introduced. Nevertheless, rather than suppose an actual knowledge
of Arabic on the part of Tobias, it seems more plausible to assume that we have here
technical terms, used at the time of discussion by dealers and customers all over the
East Mediterranean. Were it not so, there would hardly be a point in deviating from
Tobias' usual procedure of introducing Greek equivalents for difficult Hebrew words
(see on this procedure of Tobias, Buber, Introd. to Lekah Tab on Genesis-
Exodus, 35 f. [18a-b], and J. Perles, "Jiidisch-byzantinische Beziehungen," Bvzantin-
ische Zeitschrift, II [1893], 574 f.), and offering, without much ado, Arabic terminology
instead. The latter must have obviously been professionally known to Jewish merchants
in Byzantium.

Incidentally, the Karaite Jacob ben Reuben, too, gives in the hitherto unpublished
section of Sefer ha'-Osher, ad be., two slightly different lists of Arabic terms for the
precious stones. Possibly by sheer coincidence, there is in the Leiden Library a MS
entitled Sefer ha-'Osher (i.e., the Book of Riches) by a Jacob ben Reuben which deals
with precious stones. Cf. Steinschneider, Catalogue Leiden, 106 f. and 391 f. (App. Vl).
This book is not identical with the commentary which we have been quoting all along
in this study. Nor is there any ground for belief that the two authors going by the name
Jacob ben Reuben are identical.
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reached him and his colleagues. Moreover, as noted earlier in this volume,
the overwhelming majority of his strictures against unorthodox practices
and views are expressed with no explicit reference to a particular group,
i.e., without officially blaming the sectaries for adhering to them.
This may perhaps indicate that Tobias ben Eliezer, while denouncing
Karaite-inspired practices, did not address himself to the Karaites
proper but to his own Rabbanite coreligionists, many of whom showed
visible symptoms of having been affected by the living example of their
Karaite neighbors. 115

This conscious effort on the part of a local Rabbanite leader to ward
off especially the practical repercussions of the spread of Karaite doc-
trines among his flock is more eloquent than the Karaites' own boasting
on the subject. It constitutes an indisputable, though indirect, recognition
of the growth of Karaite finpact on the social, religious, and family
life of Byzantine Jewry and of the popularity of Karaite observances
in Byzantium some hundred years after the sectaries' settlement on
Byzantine soil. In the light of these findings, the suggestions made by
scholars with reference to Karaite influence on imperial Jewry in the
twelfth and the thirteenth centuries-e.g., in the law of inheritance or the
observance of ritual purity-are by no means exaggerated. The ever-
widening circle of Karaite encroachments on traditional Judaism and on
its adherents in the Byzantine Empire was already in the eleventh
century an undeniable reality. 116

tas More of Tobias' general polemics agaist the Karaites in Byzantium will be
cited in Chapters VII and VIII, below.

116 It may be appropriate now, when winding up Tobias' arguments in his anti-
Karaite debate of practial issues, to give a few random references to passages in his
Leka(s T'ob in which he deals with purely academic divergences of biblical interpreta.
tion. Although these texts have no practical implications, they are very valuable
inasmuch as they indicate a close acquaintance of Tobias with Karaite literature.

Thus, cf. Lekah T'ob on Exodus, 134 [67b], against the concept of an Angel Inter-
mediary between God and mankind, expounded by the Karaite Benjamin an-Nahawen-
di: pain o'11n.1 'z ... n"npn tat 'n ...11bK 16nnm 1mhK'K 1137.1 n1 .(s'7 'mv) ,'.15K 'n '»x
,'n]K 5K1m'5 1'm-15 131.1 Jim 5'1V 11]3 n'.11 '3]K 1]75 n'13 .1'113.1 K13 nU1 'h5 12'1D1K 0n117
im"1 nit pn'mmn o35o K'Y1.151'p'emmv Snn '3 ,,nnv 1p'n1n (m 'm 1v1n) tinnn 1na on'Sm
twin n 51 nz*. For the Karaite discussion of the matter, see I .ir(Cisani, Kitab al-
Anwdr, II, 319 ff.; Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 25b if., Alphabets 47 ff.; and the
comprehensive treatment by Poznatski, "Philon dans l'ancienne littrrature jud6o-
arabe," REI, L (1905), 10 if.

For another example, see Lekah T'ob on Exodus, 151 [76a], where, in the course
of discussion, Tobias exclaims: to Own 5'05 nrn min ,o'5'm35 z'mn513K 1'7'12 n'ElaK1
...o'1o1Km ,(n 1-n'5mm) 'rn o:n n'n'. Likewise, Lekajs Tub on Deuteronomy, 51 [26a]: jymi
11mK nn 117' K51 0153 11 3R K511vm1 ...'3 o'1n1Kn, in connection with the laws governing
the first-born.



CHAPTER VII

CALENDAR FEUDS

T HE AREA most exposed to friction in the field of Karaite-Rabbanite
relations was that of the not infrequent discrepancies between
the differing calendars to which the two factions respectively

adhered. The Rabbanite calendar in the Middle Ages was precalculated.
Except for its long-range computation and for some involved problems
which occasionally necessitated the decision of the authorized bodies of
Jewish leadership, the calendar did not require any action on the part
of the individual Rabbanite or of the average community. Not so the
Karaite calendar.'

The sectaries insisted on unwavering alertness in the field of calendation
and imposed on their membership two constantly recurring mensal and
annual acts: a) monthly witnessing of the New Moon for the sake of
determining Rosh-Hodesh, i.e., the first day of each individual month;
and b) regular yearly following of reports from the Holy Land on the
state of crops there. Such reports would regulate the commencement of
ordinary calendar-years and the intercalation of leap-years according
to the ripening of abib. Abib, a terminus technicus in the Karaite calendar

1 For comprehensive discussions of the Karaite calendar and a Karaite critique
of the Rabbanite mode of calendation, see the 21 chapters of the Seventh Discourse
(f i ru'us ash-shuhur wa-lalab al-abib) of ICirlcisani's Kitab al-Anwar (edited by L. Nemoy),
IV, 789 if. See further, Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 74c if., Alphabets 183 ff.; F. Kauff-
mann's dissertation, Traktat fiber die Neulichtbeobachtung and den Jahresbeginn bel
den Kardern von Samuel b. Moses, containing the Arabic original of the Third Discourse
of the early fifteenth-century Kitab al-Murshid by Samuel al-Maghribi, along with a
German translation and a fragment of a Hebrew version of the work; the Sections
{Gddush ha-Ilodesh and Hebadel Shanah mish-Shanah in the fourteenth-century code
Gan `Eden (3 ff.) of Aaron ben Elijah; and the Section XCiddush ha-Ijodesh in Elijah
Bashyachi's late fifteenth-century Addereth Eliyyahu, 1 if.

New insights are provided by the hitherto unpublished Book of Precepts of the
eleventh-century Palestinian, Levi ben Yefeth (Leiden MS Warner No. 22). The
first 196 pages of the MS deal with the calendar and the festivals. Several excerpts
(from a microfilm copy of the work in my possession) will be offered in the course of
this chapter. The publication of the whole work would, of course, enhance greatly
our knowledge of Karaism in the "Later Golden Age" and of the Palestine-oriented
subsequent generations of Karaites in the Byzantine Empire.
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science, denoted freshly ripened ears of barley; the maturation of that
crop in Palestine symbolized the advent of spring and, with it, of a new
calendar-year. Thus, when found in any of the regions of the Holy Land,
the abib would usher in the first month of Nisan and a new year would
be proclaimed. Conversely, a delay in the appearance of abib would
inevitably cause intercalation of the year and would lead to postponement
of festivals, in flagrant contradiction to the mathematically computed
Rabbinic calendar.

THE CALENDAR: A SOCIAL AND POLITICAL RIFT

The history of any religious sect, whatever the latter's time and brand, is
to a great extent a history of its calendar deviations. For such deviations
have always been the most outstanding symptoms of the sect's break with
its normative environment or with the general body to which its members
adhered originally.2 Of course, differences of calendar are hardly the
reason for secession; rather, they seal the separatist trend and constitute
the group's final declaration of self-determination and independence.
Nevertheless, once embarked upon, calendar divergences cease to be
mere reflections of the break-up of relations between the rebellious
minority and the Mother Synagogue. They themselves become active
ingredients in the ever more pronounced process of estrangement of the
two factions, and widen almost irreparably the social rift between the
opposing camps.

Proximity of dwellings made the two separate time frameworks
governing the basically similar socio-religious activities of Karaites and
Rabbanites a daily problem indeed. Imbued with a sense of an all-
embracing Jewish unity, in spite of their differences, and conscious of
the fateful interdependence between the status of all Jewry and the
religious behavior of each segment in the Jewish society, the two neigh-
boring parties could not help being sensitive to each other's "error" in
calendation.3 Such error, they argued, caused one party to desecrate
those days which to the other party were holy and which, therefore,
were subject to different legislation and required different rules of

2 Cf., for instance, most recently, S. Talmon's "attempt to present the calendar
controversy as a decisive factor in the formation of the Yahad as an organized
social body cut off from the Jewish community," in his "The Calendar Reckoning
of the Sect from the Judaean Desert," in Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls [= Scripta
Hierosolymitana, IV], esp. 163 f. Similarly, cf. his "Divergences in Calendar Reckoning
in Ephraim and Judab," VT, VIII (1958), 48 if. See also Ch. Rabin's recent Qumrdn
Studies, 77 if., esp. 80 f.

3 See the "Historical Premises," above, esp. 36 f.
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behavior. Disagreement on fixing the date of what otherwise was to both
Karaites and Rabbanites one and the same festival would not only
bring the usual conviviality between the two groups to a standstill on
that occasion, but would sometimes even burst into an open feud.

Indeed, opponents of Karaism could not fail to observe that, more
than any other dissident doctrine, it was Karaism's insistence on lunar
observation and on the quest of abib that gave the air of finality to Karaite
institutional separatism. Hence, they did not hesitate to attack most
vehemently this aspect of Karaite divergence from Rabbinism and to
present it as being allegedly dictated by political expedience and sheer
opportunism.

And Jewry maintained that rule [i.e., the rule of precalculated calendation] always
[claims Saadyah Gaon in a passage which was quite popular in Byzantium and demand-
ed constant refutation on the part of local Karaites].4 This was the situation until
the rise of the kingdom of Ishmaelites who innovated the principle of seeking the
New Moon. It was in their days that 'Anan, the Exilarch, stood up and strove for
power, and he followed them [i.e., the Ishmaelites] so that they might help him.
Then came Benjamin an-Nahawendi and modified some of 'Anan's pronouncements.
Finally, people who claimed to be wise stood up and abolished calendar computation
altogether.5

Another Rabbanite account of 'Aran's schism, evidently also quite
extensively invoked in Byzantine anti-Karaite polemics-it was quoted
and refuted by a twelfth-century Karaite historian in the Empire and

4 The Saadyan text was quoted and refuted, for instance, by Yehudah Hadassi,
the twelfth-century Byzantine Karaite scholar, in the latter's Yehi Me'oroth. A frag-
ment of the work was published by Pinsker, Likkuli jadrnoniyyoth, App. XI, 94 ff.
See on it above, 30, note 8 (under §4), 51 f., note 66, 263, note 35.

Most recently, M. Zucker claimed to have discovered in the unpublished Comment-
ary on Genesis of Saadyah Gaon the Arabic original underlying the said account.
Cf. Tarbiz, XXVII (1957), 78 f., and note 102 there. The adduced excerpt, however,
is too short to serve as sufficient basis for comparison, and we shall have to await
Zucker's projected publication of the whole fragment.

5 Likkule, App. XI, 95: nrn vp35 m iw-tm 5 nv' mz5n nmpv 7v Y'nn p 5w,v' rni
1171Rfl 1'2'23 Nz1 .1titv5 tiinvz om1mt l7nnst :5"x] nv2i mrnwn vp35 orrs'z n5ua win pv nDm
jizwrn tn5i nn'vvz o'nzn p -nraw vrnvi riz- nspn q5m [rT3w,-m=]. On the Karaites'
own admission of the special treatment accorded by the Muslim authorities to
"those who fix the month by direct observation," see above, 164 f., as well as in the
last chapter, note 22. Cf. also the accusation reproduced above, 279 f., note 77.

The consciousness of Karaite-Muslim similarity in calendary matters communicated
itself to Muslim writers, too. Thus, both al-Biruni (in Sachau's edition, Chronologie
orientalischer Viilker, 59) and al-Malcrizi (in De Sacy's Chrestomathie arabe, 2nd
ed., 1, 92, top; French tr., 287) observed that 'Anan fixed the months through eye-
witnessing the New Moon ry(,, yl 3 t . It has to be remembered that Muslim
historians drew their information from Karaite sources. Cf. above, 38 ff. (and notes),
and further in this chapter, 305.
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thus preserved for posterity6-similarly saw in the calendar division
the final proclamation of sectarian counter-institutionalism.7 Not until
he had the divergent modes of calendation explained to him, did the
caliph acknowledge `Aran's standing as an independent heresiarch.
The religion of my brother [these are the words which the Rabbanite polemicist
puts in the mouth of the founder of the Karaite sect when pleading for his skin in
the caliph's court] employs a calendar based upon calculation [of the time of the
New Moon] and upon intercalation of , leap-years by] cycles. Mine, however, follows
the [actual] observation of the New Moon and intercalation that is regulated by the
ripening of] abib.8

CALENDARY STIPULATIONS

Within the Karaite ranks proper, the adherence to the sectarian system
of calendation assumed such importance that, in time, .a clearly stated
obligation to follow it was incorporated into the text of the Karaite
marriage contract. Thus, the eleventh-century formula of kethubboth,
current among the sectarian communities of Palestine, contained the
following agreement between the bridegroom and the bride:

And further they discussed and both of them agreed to observe the festivals of God
by way of lunar observation and through the finding of abib in the Land of Israel?

6 Cf. 5illuk hak-ICara'im we ha-Rabbanim, in Pinsker's Likkule ,jCadmoniyyoth,
App. XII, 99 if. (see above, 29, note 7).

7 The Rabbanite story was attributed by Pinsker and others to Saadyah Gaon.
Cf. Likkule, App. XII, 98; Poznanski, "Anan et ses bcrits," REJ, XL1V (1902),
166 ff.; idem, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 73 f. See, however, Nemoy's
scepticism in the matter, "Anan ben David-A Reappraisal of the Historical Data,"
Semitic Studies in Memory of Immanuel Low, 243 if. Nemoy assumes an eleventh-
or even a twelfth-century date for the quoted account. Cf. further his Karaite
Anthology, 4.

As far as the extant texts go, there is, indeed, no reason to assume common (Saad-
yanic) authorship of both the account quoted in Yehi Me'oroth and the story cited
in the Ijilluk. Truly, there are some basic differences, if not actual contradictions,
between the two reports. Since the Saadyanic origin of the first is not subject to doubt,
a conclusion in the spirit of Nemoy's objections seems inescapable.

9 Likkule, App. XII, 103: s':Nn1 nrn inn 5v 't111 mmpn 1nv111amn 5V 'nit n-r. In re-
ferring to his "brother," 'Anan had in mind Ijananyah, whom, according to the
Rabbanite report, the heads of the Academies appointed to the office of exilarch as
substitute for `Anan.

The reliability of the whole story concerning the struggle for exilarchic succession
was questioned recently by Nemoy. See the references to his studies in the last note.
Nemoy's reservations, however, seem hardly justified. Cf. my comments above,
Introd., 15 f., and, most recently, Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews,
V, 210 f., 388 f.

9 The formula was published by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 168 if. Cf. esp. 170:
[51t1]b' 1'1R] n']R RYhn]1 n1'n n"R12 (5n) ' +1m nit 1IPW'V n]n 5v Of'W 11]M'1 111 11v1.
See also Mann's general remarks there, 157 and 159.
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Actual contracts, drawn up originally in the Karaite community of
Jerusalem in 1028-29 and in eleventh-century Ramlah, and preserved
to this day, all conform more or less literally to the above formula.10 True,
no copy of a Karaite kethubbah from Byzantium has so far been recovered.
Our only lead for the time under discussion is the report by Hadassi in
his Eshkol hak-Kofer. 11 Still, though hampered by Hadassi's self-imposed
literary mannerisms, such as acrostic and rhyme, the language of the
passage is clear enough and undoubtedly reflects actual Byzantine usage:

We have taken upon ourselves [reads the Byzantine kethubbah in Hadassi's wording],
as is proper, the observance of God's festivals in conformity with all His command-
ments, and the [seeking of the] abib which is to be found in the Land of Israel. A
Divine oath be upon us by the Covenant of Mt. Sinai and by the Laws of Mt. Iloreb
(which are in the Covenant of the people).12

While not mentioning explicitly lunar observation-such stipulation is
surely implied in "the observance of God's festivals in conformity with
all His commandments"-Hadassi singled out here specifically the
quest for abib as a religious obligation. Moreover, it seems that, however
unprecise, the Hadassi text preserved the basic formula which was to be
repeated by later Byzantine-inspired Karaite prayerbooks.13 This formula,
except for one late modifying twist to be discussed later in this chapter,
may, then, go back to Hadassi's time or, possibly, to the still earlier
decrees of the eleventh-century Karaite leadership in Byzantium.

10 The Jerusalem kethubbah was published in Luncz's Jerusalem, VI (1903), 237 if.
Cf. esp. 238: v-,mn M'nK 14snnM1 n1'n n"141M '" 1-rv173 1nvly n]n 'r(,) ...1'5r 5np -I1n1
O'5zl1'2 11421 lpn i n 5,1145 '5M1 [5141v f114M=] (reproduced in toto in A. Gulak's O,Far
hash-Shelaroth, 56 f., No. 53, and partly by Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, I,
162, note 1, and by Assaf-Mayer, Sefer hay-Yishshub, II, 107a, No. 19).

For the Karaite kethubbah of Ramlah, see Assaf, Tarbiz, IX (1937-38), 28 if.
(cf. also, 14), esp. 29: nit 11nviv nln 5r1 11.1 nnnl 11, 10 oanm n'n'w m'Mon1-rm on'3V 11:011'1
5141W' p11tf minim nK'S731 n1'n n"141 5D O'nipnn o'ZD172n.

For the modification of the abib clause in the modem Karaite kethubbah, see our
quotation below, 343, note 117, from the modem Karaite prayerbook (Eng. version,
Nemoy, Karaite Anthology. 283 f., esp. 284, under F.).

11 Eshkol hak-Kofer, 13b, Alphabets 9-10.
12 Ibid., Alphabet 10: .51411' f1142 14sn]n M'M14n11'=313''P 135Mp 1'msn 5n5'n'1Dm 11nv

T'nr n'1MM 211n'pnM1'3'O In n'11M 1215V 'n nV12V.
The last clause (-'nn n'-MM) is, of course, a regular mannerism of Hadassi. See

my comment above, 173, note 13.
13 The modem formula is as follows : 'pnM1 '3'0 in n'-in: oM5 1,1,1,1,1 on'2V 1],1,11 1s1 11111

%mcm plat] M'Mnn n14'snf1 min m14-ii o'rpnn v1' 'line nit 11)2175 31n in. Cf. the text of
that paragraph and the pertinent references, below, 343, note 117. The impression
is gained, on comparing the Hadassi passage and the Byzantine-formulated kethubboth
in the prayerbooks with the eastern, Palestinian and Egyptian, formulae, that the
expression :-nn 'pnn1 ']'0 -in n'1MM is of Byzantine origin. Thus, Hadassi possibly
preserved here the genuine wording going back to the formative years of Karaism
in the Empire.
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The importance attached to the proper observance of the Karaite
mode of calendation was well manifested also in the cases of mixed
marriages between Rabbanite and Karaite. An unequivocal assurance
safeguarding the right of the Karaite party to persevere in his or her ca-
lendar was specifically stipulated in the marriage contracts formulated
for such occasions. Thus, the standard text of an interdenominational
kethubbah, preserved in an eleventh-century Egyptian Karaite formulary
and required of a Rabbanite marrying a Karaite lady, lists the following
obligations of the bridegroom:

He shall not bring into his house, as long as she is his wife, the fat-tail, or the two
kidneys, or the large lobe of liver, or the flesh of a pregnant animal, or the bread of
Gentiles or their wines and their abominations-14 Further, he shall not light a candle
on Sabbath eves and there shall be no fire in his house during the Sabbaths. He shall
not sleep with her on Sabbaths and festivals the way he does on weekdays, and he
shall not make her desecrate the [true] festivals of the Lord of Hosts as they fall in
accord with lunar observation and the finding of abib in Palestine. For she belongs
to the People of the Scripture [Anshe Mikra' =Karaites] and adheres to their religious
principles.15

Indeed, an extant twelfth-century contract of an actual intermarriage
in Fustat, Egypt, not only pledges mutual respect for the religious
convictions of either party, but, for reasons peculiar to that specific
case, puts a particular stress on the preservation of the Karaite calendar :

And he [i.e., the Rabbanite bridegroom] took upon himself... not to desecrate in
front of this [Karaite] wife of his the festivals of God, celebrated according to lunar
observation ... ; and this lady took upon herself versus this husband of hers not to
desecrate in his presence the festivals of our brethren the Rabbanites, as long as she
will remain with him ... ; and they both bound themselves sincerely, willingly and
forthrightly to follow the custom of the Karaites [Bene Mikra'] who observe the sanctified
festivals according to lunar observation and to the finding of abib in the Land of Israel.16

14 Under "abominations" (elnb) meals prepared by Gentiles are meant, no doubt. So,
for instance, in Sahl ben Masliab's Epistle, Likkule, App. III, 32: fly nspnl bipVK Inn
npnnn31 c2nwn3 trvv]1 n'pnnn '3'b 5n 13110 0+]171 D'LL1 piw 51t 15':In1 K117'-IN 0'x21'... V1171
913D 5n3 5K13n 5n1 ,wit :1+5331 o7'm,102.

1s C. the text (1K3,5x 5a,5K'5x 5'K,p%t S,n55 nin), as preserved in the for-
mulary (x,pn '335 -an lnnn `Int: non) published by Mann, Texts and Studies, II,
171 if., esp. 173; also partly in Mann's Jews in Egypt and Palestine, If, 211 f.: 15 '31
161 1T-in 13 50] 1]7] ,IDS x51 13:1 mm' K51 n1'55n'nv K51 n'bj lnvx nn1'nn 1mt 5a K'3'
n3IVn n15'53 ,] ,'173' 01 .b013b x51 [arm" :5-2] oa'r x51 Own rant t16 x51 1,n 1nn3
n+13+ x51 51m, 'n' n3'nw n'1Y1nn 'n'31 nin3w1 'n'3 1nP 3nw' x51 mnTwn 'n'3 wit 1:'33 n'n' x51
K,pn 'Vfxn K'1 'n ,5x,v' }',K3 3'3K x2:131 nr1 m'K, 5v ,wK mans '" 11,17 in 5v anut
amn1 5171. (For some of the other points stipulated here, such as those pertaining to
Karaite dietary laws and to the problem of Sabbath candles, see the discussions above,
265 if., 285 if., and esp. 288, note 106.)

16 Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 177 if., esp. 179 f. (partly also in his Jews in Egypt
and Palestine, II, 212): n,'e m'x, 5v '"'1171: nx nxy lnmx 5P 55n' K5w ...,wm 5v n3n11
x5v ny 1m'0 1m015Y nxy ho", nrimm :...lptvn3l n53K733 nso')K' 161 t13w ,t 1'517 p'S1' Owl
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Consideration for the Karaite mode of calendation was demanded
even of the Rabbanite Nasi, David, the son of the Palestinian gaon
Daniel ben `Azaryah, who in 1082 married the daughter of a Karaite
notable in Fustat. In deference to the bridegroom's position, however,
the document as a whole was drawn up in Aramaic, unlike the regular
Karaite kethubboth (or the aforequoted Rabbanite kethubboth issued
to Karaite ladies) which were always phrased in Hebrew. Even here,
however, the special paragraph safeguarding the Karaite lady's freedom
of sectarian observance was formulated in Hebrew.17 Naturally, similar
stipulations were contained in kethubboth made out by Karaite bride-
grooms to Rabbanite ladies, although certain conditions (such as that
pertaining to the Karaite prohibition of marital relations on Sabbath eve)
could be dispensed with. 1 s

Unfortunately, no comparable texts from Byzantium have been found
so far and published. In fact, we even have no actual indication as to the
relative prevalence, or the very occurrence, of Karaite-Rabbanite
intermarriage in the Empire. Whatever the case, Byzantine Karaites
surely followed the example of their Palestinian masters in the field of

59 131'2m 13tH.:...11pvn71 15Slthn 117 V2 1'nnml 12v 111'1 'n' 57 D'a771 1NnK17v11a 1'5v 55nn
nK n+1731ml K 1 P )o ' a 1 a n a 1a 5 v 1 2n a' 1 11m' 11.11 15Dn rt31 o5V 757 1'n+m OvDa
%1v' r1K7 rnK1 nR'sn1 n1'1 n"K1 5v o'm11pa1 D'7v1»1. Incidentally, the stipulated
arrangement of eventual inheritance, in the case of the lady's death prior to her
husband, was also in accord with the Karaite usage (ibid., 179, lines 31-32; on that
point in the Karaite law of inheritance see briefly above, 255 f.).

The reason for such special consideration of the bride's religion and finances is, of
course, to be sought in her great wealth and high standing in society. The widowed
daughter of an apparently important Karaite personality (nan5m how, nlp1'1an nllmmo
in 17731 fpm 11 n'7vo 1'1 man :wnn fpm (Kala7' tin? 71]5 na), she was now represented
by a wealthy and highly respected member of the Karaite community (nnv' 17mn fpm
it, 1171 mvlm' 17 1nnn npts 1'onn1 1'1Kn 1mn [N71s11 [K31'10 [nm0p [61]'ta [71]57 13 1n7m
17v 1nu 777am) In regular cases, the rights of both parties were ensured in equal measure.

17 Cf. the text in S. Schechter's "Genizah Specimens," JQR (O.S.), XIII (1899-1900),
218 if., esp. 221 (Gulak, Ofar hash-Shelaroth, 33 f., No. 29): K5m n'mm Sr 597p 11v
1DV 111avnv 1373 5v 1'1v11a 55nn K5m. 1'151t 57Kn 61 n7m 1as 1nv 7vnv K71'nnaK 1'VKa TP1715
D'1v1»m. See also above, 42, note 41, and, 288, note 106. For the Karaites' insistence
on the exclusive use of Hebrew in all Jewish documents and for their criticism of the
Rabbanite use of leshdn la'az, cf. Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 13a, Alphabet 8.

18 Cf. the kethubbah appended by Assaf to his edition of Hai Gaon's Sefer hash-
Shelaroth, in Tarbiz, 1/3 (1930), Supplement, 57 if. (App. II): 'Soy -ma 1"apY Krapun
5v 1nv anannl Dn'n rrt 5571 DTn1Y1 nn'1vnh 577 1'311 m nam' K5m tt2n1 no, 17 jnnh 1h nvnn
111 'n' ms 5K57 Kh, 1'Sv 55nn K'1 15m m1. Similarly, cf. the fragment published by
Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 170 f., esp. 171, where, to please the Rabbanite bride,
the Karaite bridegroom drew up a kethubbath ha-rabbanim: tow msv Sv 0Spv '0
ona o'p'mr3 n'1r11 1WK '' I-m?) -'Sv 551x.

On the problem in general, see the remarks of Assaf, op. cit., 55 f., and Mann,
Texts and Studies, II, 156 ff..
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marital laws as carefully as they did in the other fields from which
Byzantine documentation is available. Hence, the importance attached
to the preservation of the Karaite calendar in the whole Karaite world
is well illustrated by the above examples, albeit these examples stem
from Palestine and Egypt alone.

"ABIB" AND THE SAADYAN CAMPAIGN

Since the two equally important factors determining the Karaite calendar
-the search for abib in Palestine and lunar observation-are usually
lumped together in the early texts, scholars have paid little attention
to the fact that their history is not at all identical. It is, of course, beyond
the scope of the present study to attempt a general account of how
these two calendar determinants fared in the course of ages. However,
some of the phases of their history are closely interwoven with the life
story of Karaism in Byzantium; hence, they must occupy an integral
place in our presentation of the formative years of the sect in the Empire.

The first of these determinants, the Karaite abib system, with which we
shall be concerned more fully in the succeeding pages, made the constant
existence of a Karaite "observation point" in Palestine and the uninter-
rupted flow of communication between it and the Diaspora a matter of
practical necessity; indeed, it was a quasi-religious imperative. No wonder
Karaite "Mourners of Zion," appealing for the resettlement of Palestine
as prerequisite for full Redemption, would partly base their argument
on calendar requirements. Thus, the late ninth-century Daniel al-K.umisl
reminded his coreligionists that the immediate return to Zion would
enable the pious to perform the necessary on-the-spot observations in
Palestinian fields with regard to the ripening of barley. The timely sighting
of the abib would thus contribute to the correct dating of the first month
(lishmor eth hodesh ha-abib be-'itto) and reduce an important source of
sin that stands in the way of Divine reconciliation with Israel.19

19 See Mann's already-quoted "Tract by an Early Settler in Jerusalem," JQR
(N.S.), XII (1921-22), 257 if., esp. 285, top:," nit [-1120] ... A152 Top a 1 a -owl, nnm
oa'Sv Ia 5v 1Kaalna p 51rr a'n1Yn 1IWh 1nva a'ait v'Tn nit 11ev51
--v'+ 'Kr neat,nur n Sae [5n1]iv' n'mt. See also above, 22, 55 (note 74), 187 (note
70), and below, 310.

Cf. also the hitherto unpublished section of the Byzantine Sefer ba-'Osher on
Deuteronomy (probably excerpted from Yefeth ben'All or another Palestinian exegete),
Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 82a: nvripn r1K 5K anspe K'rm ... (5.1 +an) [I'n5K'I 7a] raml
o ' Y v 1 e n 1 a ' a K n 1 1 P 3 m5an'e'a. There also, 85b:1nnawa [n1em1 j'n5K n nK mnm]
a' a it 1 nav ma .(K K'' 'at). And again: 'a1) n3P7n n'vale [ .nmK 0111 ''n5K '" in rim]
a' a K 3. ame n5nn an-11 v1;rrn na .(r K-'.

For a very detailed exposition of the practical aspects evolving from the search
of abib in Palestine, cf. Levi ben Yefeth's :':K: 11a-in, in his Book of Precepts, Leiden
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No wonder, also, that it was on this point that the Karaites were
locked in an all-out struggle with Saadyah Gaon, the implacable foe of
any Palestino-centric ideology.20 In explaining away the biblical mentions
of abib as referring to the ripening of barley in Egypt, the gaon did, as
it were, challenge the very raison d'etre of Karaism's newly organized
Palestinian counter-institutionalism, and met, quite naturally, with no
less sharp and unequivocal rebuttal on the part of Karaite spokesmen.21
But his was not merely an anti-sectarian fight. Through the exegetical
stand he had taken in the matter, Saadyah hoped to take the wind
out of the sails of Palestino-centricism in general, whether it served the
interests of Karaism or responded to purely Rabbinic conceptions.22

MS Warner No. 22, beginning with fol. 22b, bottom. The reader has surely noticed
that our quotations do not antedate the latter part of the ninth century, i.e., the time
when the Palestino-centric drive in Karaism was in full swing. We do not possess
the appropriate portions of `Aran's Sefer M4cwoth which dealt with abib legislation
(although Harkavy, Studien and Mittheilungen, VIII, 147, ascribed to 'Anan the
peculiar etymology of the word abib which is cited in Hadassi's Eshkol hak-Kofer).
But we are apprised of 'Anan's position by lCirkisani, al-Biruni, and Mala-izi. See on
it further in this discussion, 305 f. (and notes 33-34).

20 See above, Introd., 24.
21 For the Palestino-centric orientation of the Karaites in their abib system of calend-

ation and for their refutation of Saadyah's arguments on this point, see the hitherto
unpublished Book of Precepts of Levi ben Yefeth, Leiden MS Warner. No. 22, 23b:
'w' TIK3 3'3K rDn 151 0'1373 ]'111 3'311 5p lvv'v an?v 5v On'5p 3"nn''3 [73'1 D='l 173K 1WK b21
'VK 173171 K111112311173 11331 K'3]11]3111 11373w 1313 n°3pn'3'2bb in npb nt 021 nn1K 131'w 3"n
Tp23 p1K 37311 by min '113731 nmunn '3 rim O'7pnn n13nn x73] 1111'. Levi then proceeds to de-
limit the borders of Palestine within which the found ears of barley may constitute
legal evidence for the beginning of a new year. Cf. in the above MS, 26a if.

Also the eleventh-century Byzantine author of the already-quoted Exodus-Leviticus
Anonymous emphasizes the Palestino-centricism of the Karaite calendar, in obvious
refutation of Saadyah's "Egyptian" argument. Cf. Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 46 a:
'°K 5w 3'3K Kin K5K 0'1372 5w 3'311 min m5 3'31173 11733 O'RSl' OIK 731'73 nnmv FIT in rn. And
further, on 46b: 'vi'e '13T 131' nn ...17311 win 'iv' riK 3'3115 131131' 0+1373 5w rrn'n r11.
An echo of the same debate can still be heard in Sefer ha-'Osher on Deuteronomy,
Leiden MS Warner No. 8,89a: lv33 T1K73 K'-1l (115'3.73v) r311 nllpwn'3 ']w 0'11311173 31111731.

Of the printed material, the passage in Aaron ben Joseph's oft-quoted Comment-
ary Mibhar on Exodus, 19b, is usually invoked: 1vR31 ...r3K win min ruin nT'n u'1711
lu23 rat '2K1 0'1373 3'SKin '113n 0'1373 33113 Kin 1151 .'31173 173T3 W 3 TrK3 In nnv K3733 r3Kn
win nK 117313 O'K1p5 Tp0 '3 3wn [n'iv0-]'m1n'bm OT1p 0'1373 r3K'3 OT']'3 0'73' WTn3 3117
1313 173emfl 'IT 1'11 in min lVoll in 31-11 1151 nnwln 1113 0'137, 3'311 '3 1173113 (K 1-b '3-1) rann
'(31]3 31111 r3K 5v p1. Cf. also PoznaTski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon,
77. See further the account of the anti-Saadyan debate in Bashyachi, Addereth
Eliyyahu, Section Kiddush ha-Ifodesh, Ch. XXXVI, 33c-d.

(It is of interest to recall in this connection Benjamin of Tudela's account from
Egypt fed. Asher, 1, 101; Eng. tr., 152] : c'bnn 10'331 o'lipvn [0113733] 0'131p 1TK31.)

22 Thus, also the Rabbanite Mubashshir Hallevi assailed Saadyah on the abib
problem, refuting Saadyah's attribution of biblical abib references to Egyptian crop.
Cf. the interesting Kitdb Istidrak, edited by Zucker, 48 (Arabic text), 105 f. (Hebrew
translation and apparatus).
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For, indeed, when viewed in historical, all-Jewish perspective, the
Palestino-centric orientation of the Karaites in their system of calendation
appears to have been, in a sense, a sui generis revenge of the Land of
Israel for the hegemony that had been wrested from it by the Rabbanite
leadership seated in Babylonia. This struggle was partly sectarian, inasmuch
as the Karaites, having made Palestino-centricism since the late ninth
century the central theme of their propaganda, succeeded in turning
Palestine into their base of operation and became increasingly identified
in the mind of Diaspora Jewry with the cause of Zionism. Even the
originally Rabbanite term Abele FiyyJn, i.e., "Mourners of Zion," be-
came gradually tinged with sectarian connotations and was finally equated
with Karaism.23 But, in the last analysis, the Karaite championship
of Palestine and of a Palestinian-oriented calendar formed but a sect-
arian extension of the age-long, basic struggle between the two great
centers of Jewish spiritual and communal endeavor and the two divergent
concepts of Jewry's road and goal in history.24 This struggle cut across
both branches of Jewry (although it is true that it divided the Karaites
to a lesser degree only), and confronted the respective territorial (i.e.,
Babylonian and Palestinian or Palestinan-led) segments of both Karaism
and Rabbinism with an agonizing dilemma.

REGIONAL CONTEST

The fact that the calendar problems of the time were merely reflecting the

Zucker's basic conception of Mubashshir's anti-Saadyan critique, at least as far
as the points common to him and the Karaites are concerned, is, so it seems to me;
unacceptable. The assertion that "only his zeal of criticism and of digging up contra-
dictions made R. Mubashshir, the orthodox Rabbanite, attack Saadyah even on
matters which constitute the fundamentals of Rabbanite-Karaite controversy" (Introd.,
2), ignores the great conflicts within the Rabbanite society of the time. These conflicts
cut across party lines and created unusual combinations of foes and friends. See
the "Historical Premises" above, esp. 41 if.

23 The earliest literary usage of the term among Karaites has been traced to Daniel
al-I,{umisi, in the second half of the ninth century. Cf. Mann, Texts. and Studies, II,
79, and note 44a; and above, 23.

For the passages in question see now al-KOmisi's Pithron Shenem 'Asar, 25 (ad Hos.
14:8), 59 (ad Zeph. 3:12; see below, 310, note 43), 69 (ad Zech. 7:1-9). See also the
expression p+s nt i'rttnnt (57, ad Zeph. 2:3), p ,v o+55ttnn t6r (61, ad Hag. 2:17;
see below, 313, note 48), and t v,r 5rn (34, ad Am. 3:15; see below, 312, note 46).

Similarly, it is worth while to note here the conversions to Karaism of such Rabban-
ite visitors in Palestine as Ibn at-Taras of Spain (Seder hak-Kabbalah, Medieval Jewish
Chronicles, 1, 79), or the two Rabbanite brothers from Toledo who adopted Karaism
in the city of Ramlah after having been ransomed from Byzantine captivity; cf. Assaf,
"Sources for Jewish History in Spain" (Hebrew), Zion, VI (1940-41), 33 if. [= Meko-
roth u-Mehkarim, 1, 106 ff.]. Also see Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine, 1, 47 if., 60 f.

24 See above, 13 f.
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broader issues of the "Palestine-versus-Babylonia" contest had become
a truism in twentieth-century expositions of medieval Jewish history. The
famous calendar dispute in the tenth century between Saadyah Gaon,
the Egyptian-born spokesman for Babylonia and for the diasporic
view, and the Palestinian gaon Ben Meir, defending Palestinian prerog-
atives, formed the last great intra-Rabbanite battle of this kind in the
geonic era.25

Nevertheless, while regional differentiation and the ensuing contest
between respective regional interests did not come as a surprise to
students of Rabbanite Jewish society, no similar phenomenon is admitted
up till now in the case of Karaites. With astonishing defiance of extant
texts and of the general lesson of history, scholars hold on to a uniform
conception of Karaism, the distances in time and place notwithstanding.
At best, the time element would be taken into account: the life story
of the sect would be divided horizontally, i.e., according to chronological
periods in the sect's development all over the Jewish world. No vertical
division, according to geographical regions and their peculiar charac-
teristics and interests,. has ever been attempted.26 Similarly-this goes
without saying-never were the evident regional Karaite differences
explained in terms of struggle of the given regions for hegemony in the
Karaite world. Nor was the possible parallelism between intra-Karaite
and intra-Rabbanite feuds in the same period and region ever pointed

25 On this conflict cf. especially Bornstein's comprehensive Hebrew essay, "The
Controversy between Saadyah Gaon and Ben Meir," in the Sokolow Jubilee Volume
(1904), 19 ff., and the texts assembled there. See also Mann, Jews in Egypt and Palestine,
I, 50 if., where additional references are listed; H. Malter, Life and Works of Saadia
Gaon, esp. Chapter IV, 69 ff.; and Cassuto, "What Did Saadyah Gaon and Ben
Meir Differ About?" (Hebrew), in the Hebrew Anniversary Volume Rob Saadyah
Gaon, edited by J. L. Fishman [Maimon], 333 if. See also, most recently, Baron, Social
and Religious History of the Jews, V, 30 f.

26 Thus, for instance, even when coining geo-chronological terms for the sake of
periodization of Karaite history-such as 'The Byzantine Period,' Lithuanian Epoch'
(Harkavy, Jewish Enc., VII, 443b and 444a), or 'The Byzantine-Turkish Period,'
'The Taurido-Lithuanian Period' Hastings' Enc. of Religion and Ethics,
VII, 667a and 669b)--scholars intended, through admixture of geographical charac-
teristics, to point merely to the successive geographic shifts of centers of Karaite com-
munal and literary activity in the course of history. They were unmindful of the
simultaneous regional differences within the framework of one and the same period.

An important step in the right direction was implied in Mann's division of his great
thesaurus of Karaite materials, Texts and Studies, II, into three geographically oriented
sections: 'Karaism in the Near East,' 'Karaism in Byzantium, Turkey and the
Crimea,' and 'Karaism in Lithuania and Poland.' Owing, however, to the special
character of Mann's work, with its paramount emphasis on edition of texts rather
than on a well-knit account of Karaite history on the basis of these texts, the above
division, too, remained, in the last analysis, a technical framework only.
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out. That such parallelism could reflect an actual Karaite-Rabbanite com-
munity of cause in Babylonia, say, in opposition to the common stand
of both Karaites and Rabbanites in Palestine (or in satellite regions),
would, indeed, seem merely the wildest guess.27

And yet, the available indications to this effect are too striking to be
ignored. In a future volume (to be devoted to the continuation of this
story of "Karaites in Byzantium" from the First Crusade on), I intend
to discuss what seems to have been a fateful struggle between the Byzan-
tine and Egyptian branches of the sectarian movement for leadership
of the Karaite world.28 In the present connection, only the undeniable
involvement of the Karaites of Palestine and Babylonia in taking oppos-
ing positions on matters of calendation will be placed in the broader
historical context of the "Palestine-versus-Babylonia" controversy. For
it is noteworthy and hardly accidental that in the Karaite camp, too,
the first breach in the Palestino-centric mode of intercalation was
indeed made by the Babylonian branch of the sect.

Jewry is divided on that point [i.e., on the method of declaring the advent of the
crucial month of Nisan] into three differing groups [sums up Levi ben Yefeth, the
early eleventh-century Palestinian Karaite jurist].29 The first group, comprising the
majority community, are the Rabbanites, the followers of the molad [=the precal-
culated birth of the New Moon], who are acting [in this matter] on the basis of com-
putation. This is close to al-i'tidel [=the equinox], i.e., the time when the sun enters
the Constellation of the Ram [=Aries]. And they do not search for the abib [i.e., for
ripened barley] in conjunction with the beginning of their calendar-year. Thus it
may happen that at one time the barley will mature prior to their [vernal] New
Year, while another time it will tarry and appear later.

The second group consists of people in the Land of Shine'ar [=Babylonial30 from

27 This idea was expressed briefly, for the first time, in my "Some Aspects of
Karaite-Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium on the Eve of the First Crusade," PAAJR,
XXIV (1955), 28-30.

28 I hoped, at first, that the chapter dealing with the mutual relations between the
Byzantine and Egyptian Karaites could be included in the present volume. See my
"Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 64. However, structural and technical
considerations made it advisable to shift this discussion into the framework of the
next volume. That volume is to deal with the impact of the Crusades and of the destruc-
tion of the sectarian center in Jerusalem on the consolidation and self-assertion of
Byzantine Karaite leadership. Cf. also my brief comments in the Epilogue, below.

29 Levi's book was written about 1006-7. See the date in Likkufe, App. X, 90, and
above, 227, note 44. Nevertheless, it described trends that set in much earlier. Our
text here, as well as other sections of the book, show that Levi dealt with phe-
nomena which were already a well-established reality in his own time.

30 Paraphrasing Levi's presentation (see below, 304, note 32), the fifteenth-century
Elijah Bashyachi interpreted the name Shine'ar as Russia or the Crimea (Khazaria).
This interpretation, however, dictated by the concepts of Bashyachi's generation
half a millennium after the actual events had taken place, is irrelevant in the present
context. See below, 316, note 50.
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among our brethren the Karaites. They follow the [computation of the vernal] equinox
alone; yet, they stipulate certain conditions which are different from those stipulated
by the Rabbanites. This is why we have listed this group as separated from the
Rabbanites .... Now, this second group does not inquire, nor search, for the abib
at all; [its members simply] wait and do [the proclamation of Nisan] when the sun
reaches the Constellation of the Ram ....

The adherents of the third group [i.e., the Palestinian-oriented Karaites] observe
[the New Year] on the strength of abib alone and they do not investigate [the position
of] the sun at all 31

Further in the same context, Levi ben Yefeth dismisses the erstwhile
fine distinction between the Rabbanites of Babylonia, "who proclaim
intercalation through computation," and the Babylonian Karaites,
who actually do the same but "stipulate certain [special] conditions,"
and states plainly:
And the Karaites living in the Land of Shine'ar and in other far-away provinces followed
the Rabbanites in [computing] intercalation, for they have found that in most cases
the Rabbanite-computed intercalation of leap-years was correct. (However, the people
of Palestine dissented on that point.)32

Now, we possess no exact dates for either the incipient stages or the
culmination point of the above development reported by Levi ben

31 Cf. the excerpt from Levi's Book of Precepts, in Pinsker's Liklcu/e, App. X.
87 if., esp. 89. The passage was printed by Pinsker in an abridged form. In the quotation
to be given presently, the full text will be reproduced on the basis of Leiden MS Warner
No. 22, 19a-b (the additional words or sentences will be marked off by parentheses;
negligible grammatical variants will not be collated): .M'p5n 3 5v nr3 5K1m' n1Du
5v iwv' 1rK 15,nn 'Sv1 M'331n Mn1 (M'31n 6113n n7v Mini pnnnn) 'etn
1VIr K51 n5n 5m3 mnrn win lmtt nvn K'n1 5K1nvK5K In 311p K1n1 113rnn
1 '11 (1171n'1 1nKn' 1rn nv, 13n3m vtn M11p 3'1Kn n'n' [r1nK] 1nK run) .0n5v n3rn rK1 My 3'31tn
SKlinvet5bt 5v 1rv' 1'trIpn 13'nK in 1v2r r1K1 M'r3K On1 ('amn p5nn1)
S v 1 r v '3 n p 5 n n 1 .Mnn 1n1rt 1rrnDn p Sri 11331n 'ban n51r M'K3n on5 m' 1351K1 .13 5 3
lunar 'VKI pVK-n p5nn '131n v11',11) .1pv 51 1111et 13'5r.-I1 51t mvKn 1r1.1 K51 13 5 3 3 13 K n
5111 3'3K11 571 1mv 1351K1 .13'vlrn1 11111D1 1231 n3rn '373'o In 1131 Mn '1 13111173 1D10nn1 Mn'13173

K1n1..Mnn'a 113mn) 113mnn 11.1 5v ivy o'311,-? 123 o'311nwn n11r1n1 .(o'31mK1n 11DD nn nDlpnn
'VK3 M'1fR 1DVD'1 D'3r 113m 11,11 M'nvn nspn3 M'31WK1n1 .0'3rn 1111 3'3Kn1 SK1n1K 5K 311p

13v3 1r11 K51 15Kv KS [1vav'Kip=] '3vn p5nn1 ...M'131 on5 nip'm71v31K'
5 v 1 m v in p 5 r T.1 1 ... n5u 5r131 rnrn na'3 nv 1mv'1 nn' Mn 53K 1 p v 5 3 3 13 K n
(1p» 51 VMrn 1r11 K51 3'3Kn.

32 Cf. Likkule, App. X, 90 (the last clause, put in parentheses, is supplemented
here from Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 22a): rnmpnn 1Km31 1v2m r1K3 1VK 1'K1pn1
Mn1K 113'Snn1) o'nvn n's1n3 n1n'nn on5m 2311311723,1 It= in 113m 11331.1 '1nK 1D11 nupun1n
(Swim' rut 'm3K. This is also the way Elijah Bashyachi understood Levi's passage
when reporting its contents in Addereth Eliyyahu, Section ZCiddush ha-I5odesh, Ch.
X)MV, 31c: 235rma 6nn M'3ninn rn lvnm r111 M'K1pn m5npr nD' 1'33 115 '1 Own 1mw1
o'131n o'rlvm 11317n 1mmn3 on ou mmw In '1nw1 nDlpnn 'D 5r numn.

It is interesting to note that Bashyachi did not conceive Levi's report as a mere
statement of fact but as pointing to an actual feud between the Palestino-centric
abib-seekers and the Diaspora-minded party. Cf. loc. cit.: nlnvo [1var'K1p5=] on5 r'1
115'31 MSnn b'I'31flr nn'D3 on'SV n131D n'n:23513 Mu r'1 onv1 nnKS. Bashyachi proceeds then
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Yefeth. Nevertheless, the available circumstantial evidence permits a
fairly plausible reconstruction of the said Babylonian Karaite estrange-
ment from the Palestinian orientation in calendar science.

Of course, such a reconstruction forms, strictly speaking, a chapter in
the history of Babylonian and Palestinian, rather than Byzantine,
Karaism. Since, however, the task has never yet been undertaken, it
cannot be shirked in the present connection. For it is against the back-
ground of the Babylono-Palestinian relations within the Karaite camp,
as mirrored in the abib problem, that the different pattern of attitude
to Palestine, manifested by Byzantine Karaism, can be fully understood
and appraised.

THE BABYLONIAN "ABIB" DEVIATION

In the first place, the chronological sequence of the process should be
considered. The striving for exemption from the duty of checking on the
state of crops in Palestine before determining the New Year in the
Diaspora could not have arisen among Babylonian Karaites at a very
early date. The beginning of the trend must be placed only after the
early decades of the ninth century have passed. For it was not before
the latter half of the eighth, and the first decades of the ninth century
that the abib principle was actually formulated (or revived) by `Anan
and his successors in Babylonia and Persia, as a rallying cry of anti-
Rabbanite dissent there.

Now, true to `Anan's general Babylono-centricism, also his calendary
doctrine was evidently formulated from the standpoint of a Diaspora
Jew seeking the basis for full Jewish living outside Palestine. Indeed,
Arab historians, who, in general, paraphrase Karaite literary and oral
traditions, did preserve an information which was let to fall into oblivion
by later Karaite literature itself. As I understand al-Biruni and Makrizi,
`Anan admitted also the finding of ripened barley in Babylonia as sufficient
evidence for fixing the New Year.33 Nevertheless, the Diaspora-minded

to summarize the debate on the basis of Levi's Book of Precepts (cf. an excerpt of that
debate below, 321, note 52). Cf. also Can `Eden, 14d, and the discussion of Babylonian
"doubts" (mpoo) there by Aaron ben Elijah, 17b f.

33 Thus, both al-Biruni (ed. Sachau, 59) and Makrizi (in De Sacy, 1, 92) state
clearly that `Anan rU1, v1j.ll I jq .. JI t) JI k:- tY jli; 3 JI
(by ash-Sham, of course, Palestine is meant). Mahler's recent objections, on the
ground that "the Karaite writers-true, those of later generations-speak of Palestine
alone," and that a1-Biruni "erroneously added Irak [= Babylonia] of his own
imagination," are, surely, well in line with Mahler's conception of `Anan as a
Palestino-centric nationalist, but have no documentary support. In fact, Mahler
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heresiarch would not utterly forsake the geographic-Palestinian charac-
teristic of abib as a calendar determinant; he made the collecting of
preliminary climatic and agricultural data from Palestine a legal prere-
quisite for the ultimate fixing of intercalation in Babylonia on the
basis of native Babylonian crops.34 This equivocal attitude surely paved
the way for those radical ninth- and tenth-century Karaite Babylono-
centricists who, while preserving abib as such, would take "a certain place
in Baghdad" as an acceptable basis for their preliminary observations
as well; for "they assert [says Icirkisani] that it was tested and was
found to be the same as Palestine."35 But, whatever the later reper-
cussions, such complete independence from Palestine was hardly envi-
saged by the eighth- and early ninth-century Founding Fathers of
Karaism in Babylonia.

Moreover, the corresponding situation within Babylonia's Rabbanite
camp also could not fail to affect the calendary concepts and practice
of the early Babylonian sectaries. The initial diasporic Karaite concession
of a Palestinian preference in matters of calendation, notwithstanding
'Aran's inherent Galutho-centricism, must surely have gained strength
from the parallel stand taken by contemporaneous Babylonian Rabbinism
on the question of Rabbinism's own (precalculated) calendar in the
Diaspora. As late as the mid-ninth century the Rabbanites of Babylonia
did not insist on sovereignty in the field of calendation. Even while the
forceful Babylono-centric campaign of Pirkoi ben Baboi and his disciples
for suppression of Palestinian-sponsored practices was in full swing,36
no infringement was attempted on the traditional prerogatives of Palestine
in shaping Jewish calendar policy. Indeed, no more than eighty-five
years prior to the famous Saadyah-Ben Meir controversy, a Babylonian

himself is aware that only Karaites "of later generations" subscribed to Palestinian
exclusivism. Cf. Mahler's Hak-J,Cara'im, 153, note 99.

34 Such information had to be gathered well beforehand, so that the necessary
decision be made in Babylonia on time. This is, probably, why'Anan (according to the
Arab historians as well as to the Babylonian Karaite ICirlcisanl) placed the preliminary
Palestinian inquiry in the closing week of Shebal (i.e., the eleventh Karaite month)
rather than in the customary twelfth month of Adar. In that manner, when, say, a
negative response would arrive in Babylonia from Palestine some weeks later, the
subsequent month would be proclaimed a Second Shebal. The month thereafter (Adar)
could, then, be confidently looked upon in all regions of Jewish Dispersion as the
last month of the year, ushering at its close a new Karaite calendar-year commencing
with Nisan. Cf., in addition to al-Birfini and Makrizi, Kitab al-Anwar of Kirliisani,
1, 53 (Eng. tr., HUCA, VII [1930], 384); IV, 843. See also Harkavy, Studien and
Mittheilungen, VIII, 124; Filrst, Geschichte des Karaerthums, I, 47.

35 Cf. Kitab al-Anwar, I, 61 (HUCA, VII [1930], 393); IV, 838.
36 See my brief comments above, 12 f., 21, 33 (note 15).
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exilarch-a contemporary of the Karaite Benjamin an-Nahawendi-did
not hesitate to admit that in all calendar problems
we-[i.e., the Rabbanite authorities in Babylonia]-always rely on them [on the Pales-
tinian jaberim or bene habfirah, i.e., accredited scholars], so that Jewry should not
split into several sections. Hence, I, and the heads of the [Babylonian] Academies,
and the [Babylonian] scholars and all Jewry rely on [instructions concerning] inter-
calation that are sent out on behalf of the [Palestinian] j,aberim.37

In brief: Whether calendation be precalculated by Rabbinic author-
ities of the Holy Land, or based, as in the case of the Karaites, on
annual observation in Palestine of agricultural phenomena, the respective
efforts of both Rabbanites-and Karaites of Babylonia to free themselves
from the bonds of such Palestinian-determined calendar systems did
not antedate the fourth or the fifth decade of the ninth century. They
may, in fact, have started a decade or so later.

So much for the approximate terminus a quo of the situation described
by Levi ben Yefeth. Conversely, the culmination of the above trend
within the Karaite camp must have taken place long before Levi's
writing his Book of Precepts in 1006-7 c.E. For, however prejudiced,
the passages adduced above from the code of Levi ben Yefeth leave no
doubt as to the fact that the Babylonian Karaite deviations in the field
of calendation were already of extended existence. Even those sections
of the code which still cling to the literary form of a debate between
Babylonian and Palestinian Karaism cannot obviate the impression that
here is merely a post factum dissection of the problem, devoid of any
practical application;38 as far as actual practice goes, it appeared the
break had been final long since.

Obviously, then, local Karaite self-assertion in Babylonia versus the
Palestinian-dominated abib method of intercalation reached its peak
a considerable time prior to 1006-7. When Levi and his colleagues
grudgingly conceded the rift, they simply lent Palestinian Karaism's
belated recognition to a fact which for the Karaites of Babylonia had
been an ever more widely known and accepted reality for some two or
three generations. The conclusion, insofar as chronology is concerned,
thus seems inevitable: Babylonian Karaism began deviating from the
Palestinian abib system and espousing Rabbinical computation of the

37 Cf. the letter written in 835 c.E., as published by Mann, Jews in Egypt and
Palestine, II, 41 f., esp. 42, lines 14-17: mvnaic rnn:x %t-loo''vn5 n5't P']hD pa'Sv D5nr5i
i'7'[a]n 'np5 -r rnv'mn N7wv 5v p'SnDR [5K-1]ty' 5» yarn nna5'ne 'win mum. Cf. also
Mann's comments there, I, 52 f., and, most recently, Baron, Social and Religious His-
tory of the Jews, V, 31. See also below, 350, note 137.

38 A sample of such debate is contained in the quotation given below, 321, note 52.
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New Year some time in the middle and the second half of the ninth century
and made it a well-established practice during the early decades of the
following century.

AGAINST PALESTINIAN SUPREMACY

Now, the time bracket in which we have witnessed the tendency of
Babylonian Karaism to free itself from a practice embodying (in a
Karaite way, of course) the traditional supremacy of Palestine over
Babylonia in matters of calendation, cannot be accidental. The fact
that this tendency falls exactly within the period beginning with the
mid-ninth and climaxing in the early tenth century demands an expla-
nation. It cannot be justified by merely pointing to the steady and
undisputed decline of Karaism in the eastern regions. The Karaites
of the East, however weak, successfully resisted over many ages to come
the encroachments of Rabbinism in matters they deemed essential.
They even persistently repudiated, we recall, such Rabbanite-tinged
innovations and reforms-e.g., lighting Sabbath candles=as were found
acceptable to their stronger coreligionists in fifteenth-century Byzantium
and Turkey.

Nor, for that matter, can the undeniable difficulties resulting from
geographical distances alone take the blame for the calendar deviation
of Babylonia's Karaites. The same difficulties, after all, existed also
generations earlier, when the Palestino-centric principle was proclaimed
or restored in the first place, i.e., in the time of `Arran and his immediate
successors in Babylonia and Persia. The cry of distance would, of course,
be raised by Babylonian Karaite spokesmen and reiterated time and
again whenever reasons were advanced against the continuation of the
abib system in the Diaspora. Indeed, an echo of that argument rever-
berates as late as the beginning of the eleventh century in the Book of
Precepts of Levi ben Yefeth. But the argument was vigorously combatted
by exponents of Palestino-centricism; the latter were quick to show
that it was a secondary issue only, which had to be viewed against the
broader background of the Palestine-Diaspora relationship.39

It seems, then, that the key to the understanding of the particular
development in the relations between Babylonian Karaism and Palestine,
as it was reported by Levi ben Yefeth, does not lie in this or that argument

39 Cf. the excerpt from the Leiden MS of Levi's Book of Precepts, as quoted below,
321, note 52. For `Aran's solution of the difficulty accruing from the distance of Baby-
lonia from Palestine, see my interpretation above, 306, note 34.
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advanced by the parties. Rather, it may perhaps be sought in the
very chronology of that development. For, significantly enough, the
span of time in which we have placed the growth and maturation of the
Babylonian Karaite estrangement from Palestinian-oriented calendation
brings to mind two other important processes whose growth and climax
also belong in the self-same chronological framework.

One is the intensification of the intra-Rabbanite struggle between
Palestine and Babylonia over hegemony in the Jewish world. This
struggle, too, as we have seen, invaded the field of calendation not
before the mid-ninth century. Similarly, it also culminated in the early
20's of the tenth century. It was then, we remember, that the well-known
calendar controversy came into the open, involving Saadyah Gaon, in
defense of the Babylonian view, and Aaron ben Meir, championing the
Palestinian cause.

The other is an intra-Karaite process. It concerns the practical implica-
tions of the Palestinian Karaite centralistic ideology as manifested in
the movement for emigration and settlement in the Holy Land. This
movement, too, belongs exactly to the period in which the depicted turn
in Palestino-Babylonian relations within the Karaite camp was effected.

Now, the Saadyah-Ben Meir dispute was already alluded to several
times in the course of this study. Its details and broader communal
significance have been abundantly discussed by scholars and need not
be gone into again. On the other hand, the parallel growth of the sectarian
center in Palestine merits more than a-passing comment in this connection.
Indeed, it was, we remember, during those seventy years covered by the
present inquiry (from the middle of the ninth century on) that a strong,
nationalistically minded Karaite community had arisen in Jerusalem
under the spiritual guidance of Daniel al-IIumisi and his disciples.
And it was Daniel al-Kumisi who, a century before Levi ben Yefeth,
first accused "some [Babylonian] Karaites" of having forsaken the
abib altogether.40

CONDEMNATION OF THE "EXILIC WAY OF LIFE"

Itself composed of immigrants from Babylonia and the eastern provin-
ces, the leadership of the new Jerusalem center opened a powerful
campaign against those who chose to stay behind, deliberately identifying
true Judaism (i.e., Karaism) with Palestine and condemning any and all
form of diasporic life and worship. There were, of course, in the Diaspora

40 See the text above, 220, note 29: fret o+-MV o»KV K1ph' Pi on.
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some numerically negligible exceptions, pietists who showed unusual
immunity to the destructive effects of exilic living. In general, however
[so ran the argument], diasporic worship was inherently doomed to
degenerate into a "commandment of men which is learned by rote"
(Isa. 29:13). This in the Karaite legal jargon was, we remember, another
way of saying that worship in the Diaspora was bound to "turn Rabbinic."

All the generations of Dispersion [doroth galuth] to this very day are called "children
of harlotry" [such is Daniel's unqualified verdict on the basis of Hosea 2:6]. For they
all are trained in evil, [being] disciples of the Teachers [ham-melammedim] who mislead
Israel through the commandment of men which is learned by rote.

Indeed [says Daniel],
the people of Dispersion [anshe galuth] did add foolishness [to the misconduct of
their Judaean ancestors] in that they learned from the [Rabbanite] sinners to sin and to
despise just pronouncements and to insult the righteous. [Only here and there], just
one out of the many may possibly learn from the pious the way of piety. [Alas],
this is why our Exile has lasted so long141

As against the hopelessness of the diasporic position, settlement in
Palestine was capable of offering an all-out solution to the practical
problems of correct religious observance, Daniel argued.42 In addition,
it vouchsafed survival until the time when the Hour of Redemption
would strike : Unlike the proud and mighty [of the Diaspora] who would
not shrink even from identifying "Zion" with "Babylonia," the humble
handful of pre-messianic pioneers of the Abele $iyyon group in Jerusalem
will surely live to see the Divine Promise come true.43 Indeed, they will

41 Of the many passages which could be cited to this effect from the extant works
of Daniel al-Kumisi, a few examples only can be given in this connection. They will
be cited here from his newly edited Pithron Shenem 'Asar.

Cf., for instance, 2 f. (ad Hos. 2:6) : 1751 1anp1 nn orn ,v o 3 n 15 A. n 1 n 1 T 13
nn5n m1w2K ms133 5x-m-, nit 131an7a 131n13513n 1R10n vnm 1-ri135 0 5 13 o1111t. (Character-
istically, al-Kumisi uses here the term "Teachers" which was the preferred title of
Karaite scholars. Cf. above, 185, note 64, and my "The Correspondence of Tobias
ben Moses," 21. See also below, 313, and note 48.)

Cf. further, Pithron, 7 (ad Hos. 4:15): lm o1K131rn 1a -1355 n5w 101131, n 15 s 1 m 1 x 1
131m52 751K 1P 5vi 13lr0rm Yon inn 117351 b'513 nnK 15181 131pns gn6i p'rs' isn slrnnbl. And
on p. 16 (ad Hos. 10:2): [mn 3]'Sn [o11'v1K nis135 13ni52n 1311 aim m11n5 'n nllavh m5 p5n.
And, more specifically, on pp. 21 f. (ad Hos. 12:12) : ,1SKm o'- snn 1s o f 1 n 15 a 1,1381 081
...118131 m 53? 13,5 slwn 13 5v, 131515851811 np3 1n5r11 131nrrx 131n5K b".11nn o111VK15 137
3115 ,1523 nian5 lsnn :in 5v 5,85 15 rn n5 ... ,71aasp%t 8111 ni5Z mnsm p.

On the derogatory expression mnn513 o'm1K nism, see above, 284, note 94. See also
Wieder, JJS, IV (1955), 24 f.

42 See, for instance, above, 299, note 19, regarding the question of abib.
43 Cf. al-I{umisi ad Zech. 2:11 (Pithron, 63): o13wi1 aim 11"s 11s 5v 1138 .'than p13 11n

52s sw11m 11-Ys a1n 12 Inn 13 aSi .114's 53x5 trip 1s 1n13K nl2imni .n5m2 m51s. See further the
Zephaniah Section, Pithron, 59 (ad Zeph. 3:12): on en ova tom 5'11 1m my sips -irria l
5Knv' nlnam 113 11,11 K5 13 mm, 13113 o1K2 535 1181 .1112 1538 C113P.
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enjoy the right of precedence in the order of Redemption. For those who
settled in the Holy City prior to the general exodus "into the wilderness
of the peoples" (Ez. 20:34-35) shall be saved first.44

It will come as no surprise that in the standard list of transgressions,
characterized thus by the Palestino-centricists as intrinsically connected
with the pattern of exilic living, the deviation from the Palestinian-
determined calendar repeatedly occupied a position of prominence.
Significantly, however, Daniel al-Knmisi, active more than a century
before Levi ben Yefeth, fails to specifically accuse the Babylonian
Karaites, qua Karaites, of following the Rabbanite calendar, the way
Levi does. Rather, in the calendar question also he remains faithful to
his black-and-white diagram of Jewish living. He outlines two major
ways of life : the "exilic," which, even though it may include Karaites,
is inevitably Rabbanite-inspired, and the "true" way, which is that of
the Karaites of Palestine. Employing the deliberately vague term anshe
galuth, People of Dispersion, al-ICumisi consciously lumps together all
brands of diasporic Jewry, making the Karaites, half-Karaites, etc.,
line up along with the rank and file of the Rabbanite population. They
all are taken to task for deciding that "it is better for us to follow the
rabbanim [by which the official Rabbanite leadership is meant] and
[to celebrate] the festivals as determined by calculation."
"Call his name Lo-ammi [=Not My People]" (Hos. 1:9)-this prophecy [decides
al-K umisi] refers to the period after the Israelite and Judaean exile unto this very day,
all through the years of Galuth, for the People of Dispersion [anshe galuth] have
forsaken God's Torah and have gone astray after the commandment of men which is
learned by rote and after false festivals.

Paraphrasing finally the famous words of Malachi, the Palestino-centric
leader raises the calendar difference to the rank of a symbol of the
nation's tragic split:
"Have we not all one father?" (Mal. 2: 10)-and he is Jacob. "Hath not one God
created us?" (ibld.)-and He is our Lord Jehovah. "Why do we deal treacherously
every man against his brother?" (ibid.)-changing [the dates of] God's festivals and
His commandments, so that there is a divergence between a man and his brother?45

In other words: Rather than view Jewish society the world over as

44 Cf. Daniel's comment on Habbakuk 3:3, Pithrdn, 54: In mi IVK'3'nr'h 1"111 "it
nsp [''K3=] nsn rn'i '05 3 m') mYftIKn In oSnx 'n2tp1 [stn]5n ,13'1:61 In o't un 13Tnn
n21wK73 n-T1n' '5,1K nee n rwlnl [ni]hzt %m v, -in' In n5r= [,l rwr wn 131n3 0 nva %nzm
(t r' "ID?). Further in the same chapter (ad Hab. 3:15), Pithrdn, 56, Daniel repeats the
idea again: on'St err mi C'Svn'a n]lVtn3 o'nr]n wnn''SnK '5i1t 'n3, ri nin]7.
This was, in fact, implied already earlier, when commenting on Joel 3:4, Pithrdn, 30:
SKnw' nn'TK 5n 5x-lm nsp nnv'-)nit All of 5r [3,]h, n5et 55.

45 Cf. Pithrdn Shenem'Asar, esp. on the Book of Hosea. See, e.g., 1 (ad Hos. 1: 9) :
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split on the question of calendation (and of other observances) according
to an all-embracing religious allegiance, sectarian or orthodox as the
case may be, al-Kumisi sees it breaking up into two camps along a
central Historico-Geographical Divide-Palestine versus the Diaspora.

This uniquely sharp and radicalist presentation by the al-Kumisi
school of religious and ritual divergences as a basically regional issue
was blended with an equally extremist and indiscriminate generalization
along social lines.

Woe to you, o Rich Men of Dispersion and the Wealthy of Israel in Babylonia,
you who plant gardens and orchards [in the Diaspora] and establish summer-houses
for yourselves..., and forget God's Torah and the Mourning of Jerusalem. Your
money shall be an abomination at the End of Days and the retribution for [your]
sins will descend upon you.46

For just as living in the Diaspora tends immanently toward Rabbanite-
inspired ways and practices, so it is also immanently centered on business
and commercial pursuit and makes the amassing of riches man's para-
mount preoccupation. No wonder, then, that the "Rich of the Diaspora"
assist the Evil {Rabbanite] Shepherds in "deprecating the glory of the
[Divine] Commandments and in permitting that which is forbidden."47

' m sit nip 'n 1po5 nibn 'm' b1 tin orn -TV n1inn bK,m' m5s 'into ntna inn MV K5 172V brip
, p m ' l a 17: 1 nlm5m o'm3K msm ',InK ivn'i 'n n-nn nx n 15 1 (for the last word see
Urbach's correction there, note 13). And further, 3 (ad Hos. 2: 7): o',mix n 151 ' m 3 K 1
ni]11mn1 D'1v1n1 D'31t11 '1nK n755 1]5 110.

See further, 8 (ad Hos. 5:8): p 1 m ' 111 p bat 1K71p', ran 101n It 1,012 K5 n15n 01'n1
n,V1n 'DDWD1 'n It 1 p 1 m ' 1119 Sr Dntop 61 17012 x51 0' 1 x 31. Cf. again, ibid., 9 f.
(ad Hos. 6:8) : 'n n 11 n I n on 11 12'731 'n n76m balm' D'mm '7 121215711 12112 01'12 '7 nK1
1'n1sm1 1' 1 p 1 n I. And on p. 11 (ad Hos. 7:11-13): ...0'111 bn by O']pm7 n 15 n ' m I K 1

'nlsm 11Dn ni5n 0']1212X,1 ...1'nisml 1' l p i m i o'' n o' n 5 K ' 111 ':ion on',m1
, p v ' 7 v 1 m.11 gibnn an ',115. And again, 19 (ad Hos. 11:7): o v Sp pmin 1211.12 12x1
o',p1D, n1xm 91512 n,V1nIt x5101173121,10117]5on'rn ':...n15a.And p.20(ad
Hos. 12:2): ,Sip 7311 on'nlpm o n' r v I?: ,mK [nln]'SD [o'm]']K min D'Vip 0121512 on. Simil-
arly, Pithron, in the section devoted to Haggai, 61 (ad Hag. 2:14): xb n urn '2 hxi
n D K ' 1 p I m K 51 1211 nnm And, finally, Pithron, 78, when commenting on Mal.
2:10: e[' 5 n n 5 .rnan rat 112] no .12'n5x 'n .ix,1 'nK 5x K5n app' .u515 ,nK nK K5n
I'nK 1'21 m'K 1'1 915n 5106 1'nnsm1 'n ' 1 p 122.

46 See Pithron on the Book of Amos, 34 (ad Am. 3:15): 015 'Ix '1 9K1 ...1mn 121

In7mn1 ...p'pn'121 o'2'tI D'O11D1121271'P012 5a22 SK ,m'','mp1 n1S1 '1'mV K'
on'bv n12iv nmp2i nnna1 n'n' nl]S 01001 .0bvr7,' Saxi ['n min :5-s] nn-nn. The same idea
is expressed earlier, in the Hosea Section, 14 (ad Hos. 8:14): nl5n inlm'i .brim' nnm'i
imp 12x1 511 [o']'olnoi nrni nib7'nl n11sn 121'I 1217]731111 x51 0,73'1 05151'1 01s' 1VK 'n nit
(x 'o pmin) b'x bK 51,v" "rim 5x rlnK [21]h, p 573 mbn omm] nrmm5.

47 Cf. Pithron Shenim `Asar, 21 (ad Hos. 12:9): 01mp1 o'[n]oinn n 15 s ' 1 n o
13'0112i 12'1' p'1'212'mspm n13 511 1p1 p]m] 1nD5 1mwp nlmpb n'3'n 125 110 On 1,mx on'n1,1n011
51xn '7 -'DS p'1' [1112151 1211120 nimtt 17'Sp '.1 n 15 a ' m 3 it 117K' 011 ...n1s mnm i3K37' xb -TV
(or) 15 1101 I',DK 11K 115v1 'n nlsm Iii VP Kin 1'731 p'3' 111110'1 1pl' 1b1 .(1 n~7p '51212).

Further, ibid., 72 (ad Zech. 10:3): m-1 Ornmrn . n 15 2 9 v 1 1 on .'DR n,n win-In 5p
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Thus, Jewish worship in Dispersion, through the very nature of exilic
living, turns into "worship of wood and stone, of silver and of gold."
Ruefully Daniel takes stock of the situation in the Jewry of his time,
a situation resulting from the diasporic orientation of all segments of
that Jewry.

Alas, as for our present position in our Galuth-God has hidden His face from us;
His name is desecrated among nations; we have neither a prophet nor a priest nor a
true Teacher; the Temple of God is desolated and profaned by all kind of uncleanliness.

[At that very time], all Jews are trailing after their merchandise, bent on piling up
silver and gold by way of lies and robbery, of wickedness and deceit; [they partake of]
wine and intoxicating drinks and of all [sorts of] abomination. Indeed, neither do
sighs fill their hearts at the [protracted] Exile nor do they mourn for Zion or worry at
God's wrath against us and against the whole earth, even as it is written (Isa. 53:6),
"All we like sheep did go astray." Thus we all resemble he who is unclean... , truly,
we all are defiled.48

There is a solution, however [thinks al-Kumisi], one solution alone :
Exodus from the Diaspora to the Holy Land, adoption of the pietistic
practices anchored in Palestinian conditions, and complete disavowal
of the diasporic way of life.

DIASPORIC DICHOTOMY

The revolutionary enthusiasm of al-Kumisi's Palestino-centricism
communicated itself, so it seems, to modern students of Karaism as well.
The Palestinian orientation and the actual settlement of a1-Kumisi and
his colleagues in Jerusalem were accorded a warm reception by Karaitic
researchers. This favorable attitude, let it be added, was no mere reflection
of present-day predilections; it was definitely justified on objective
grounds, too.

Al-Kumisi personally, his ideology, and the general activity of his
school truly are a most original and creative phenomenon in Karaite
history; they are a fascinating subject-matter to study. Moreover, the

11DKn nK n'n'n a.-115V nlsnn inaz 15p v 1v D+v17n '1nv n 151 11 1 v v. Urbach emended
-in: to read -rD1D, i.e., "burden of Commandments" (cf. note 21a ad loc.) Cf. also
earlier, 16 (ad Hos. 10:1): D1n:D mnsm 1D 1m5 nnp 12in MIn1 Din 0115 02115x3 0x1
nhR 1-15K R55 n11nx -rrnrl.

48 Pithron, 63 (ad Zech. 2:1-4): Dnn r1DD lain rv m12vD n15xs 5K1m1 n-11tv oil. And
earlier, in the Hosea Section, 13 (ad Hos. 8:12): pin rvD m5n Sinv' n1v n11sv;
or p. 23 (ad Hos. 13:2): D11nK D1,-15K n113vn n,5x nvnD 1] pv'n1,15.

For Daniel's gloomy summary of the Jewish position, cf. Pithron, 61 (ad Hag.
2:17): K51 1210 151 K'33 K5 175 I'M 01135 5512122 '*m1 van 1120 'n 11nDn 41 131n15xa nrn Drn 17 i1N1

1pmn win f0D 11535 DTrrllnnoa D1v1n 5 K 1 m 1 S D n iamb 553 KDnx1 D731W 'n V1pD1 nnR -tD5n
qsp 13 DMIN11 K51 1113 59 D15MM5 Non 03353 m52 nnnt 151 n1mvin 5ni 1]m1 1f11 nnlm lptn Srxn
D/KDD 13521 ...1x5: inn: 1n31.(i xnx '1vm1)1x'vn ilun 135: [:in]5z r1Kn 5: Sr 1315v 'n.
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Palestino-centric doctrine, especially in the modified, mature formulation
of the late tenth and the eleventh centuries (of which more later), had
successfully stood the test of history and proved to be the turning-point
in the life story of Karaism. As the subsequent developments have shown,
the future of Karaism did lie in Palestine or, at least, in countries within
the radius of Palestinian leadership and inspiration. It was Palestine,
not Babylonia, which answered the call for a re-evaluation of the 'Anan-
ite way and for renewed sectarian creativity. Similarly, Palestine alone
succeeded in effecting the consolidation of the movement and saved it
from the suicidal process of disintegration. into innumerable splinter
groups, a process which, we remember, set in during the ninth century.

In that general climate of praise and appreciation, little room was left
for an analysis of the other side of the picture. For, while in histo-
rical retrospect Palestino-centricism seems a most positive contribution
to Karaism, it undoubtedly proved a painful experience to large segments
of Karaite population contemporary with the incipient, uncompromising
stages of that trend. Truly, it was a trend charged with strife and presaging
struggle; a consuming fire it was rather than a radiating light. Practically
all Karaites, it should be remembered, lived outside of Palestine then.
Even more important, the socio-religious and communal boundaries
between Rabbanites and Karaites in one and the same locality were
still fluid and largely undefined. When the overall balance of the contem-
poraneous Karaite public opinion in Babylonia is taken, the inescapably
adverse impact of Palestino-centricism (in its extremist al-IIumisi version,
that is) on wide circles of Karaite believers who would not, or could not,
subscribe to its radicalist requirements, must by no means be lost sight of.

The truth of the matter is that, as preached by al-Kumisi, the total and
unreconciled repudiation of diasporic Judaism, including also Judaism of
the Karaite brand, could not have passed wholly unresented, least of
all in Babylonia. While appealing to some, especially to the pietistic
elite, because of the new meaning it lent to the spiritual and communal
objectives of Karaism in the Jewish world, it surely appeared to the
majority a slogan fraught with danger. In fact, it was tantamount to a
verdict of virtual abandonment of the Karaite Diaspora to its own fate.

This dichotomy of attitude was not merely academic; it manifested
itself in the practical field as well. Al-Ku-misi's pessimistic prognosis of
Karaite future in the Diaspora and his uncompromising, Palestinian-
exclusivist assertion that model Karaite living was conceivable only in
Jerusalem were a two-edged sword. On the one hand, they hastened the
exodus from Babylonia and Persia of convinced idealists; reminiscing of
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such exodus became, indeed, a popular trait of the Palestinian-inspired
romantic presentations of Karaite history from the mid-tenth century
on.49 Conversely, however, they could not fail to accelerate even more
the existing gravitation of the contemporary majority of Babylonian
Karaites-and of the still greater masses of the undecided-toward a
Rabbanite-patterned, if not actually Rabbinical, optimistic way of life.
Insofar as the broad segments of urban Jewish population in ninth-
and early tenth-century Babylonia were concerned, Palestinian asceticism
was a poor match for the high standard of living and the intellectual
satiety which Karaites and Rabbanites alike enjoyed in the great central
bases of the semi-capitalistic 'Abbasid civilization. Even those Baby-
lonians who were ready to concede on principle the hegemony of the
Palestinian center, and looked up to the "Mourners of Zion" as the ideal
of piety and righteous living, would not necessarily feel obligated to draw
personal conclusions requiring their own emigration and the severance
of all ties with the Diaspora. Modem analogies are all too obvious to be
summoned here in evidence.

Now, it goes without saying that al-Kiimisi's uncompromising views
were hardly the primary cause for the gravitation of Babylonian Karaism
toward a modicum of all-Babylonian uniformity. Rather, the harshness
accompanying his exposition of Palestino-centricism was partly deter-
mined by that process of gravitation as it unfolded with ever-growing
intensity before al-Kumisi's own eyes prior to his emigration to Palestine.
But once defined in such unequivocal terms, this radicalist doctrine
helped foster a Babylonian Karaite sense of self-assertion by evoking
unmistakable signs of a regional-minded philosophy in response to the
Palestino-centric challenge.

ALL-BABYLONIAN COMMUNITY OF CAUSE

We are now in a position to sum up our inquiry into the background of
the calendar rift between the Karaite faction of Babylonia and that of
Palestine, as reported by Levi ben Yefeth. In the light of the foregoing
discussion, one cannot help suspecting that the Babylonian Karaite
discontinuance of the Palestino-centric system of abib had a much deeper
meaning than that apparent from the legal text. Its characteristic. simul-
taneity with Babylonian Rabbinism's intensified involvement in a grave

49 Cf., e.g., the tenth-century Palestinian, and twelfth-century Palestinian-inspired
Byzantine texts adduced above, 45 f., note 53. Cf. further, 54, and note 72, as well
as earlier in the Introduction, 22.
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attack on the calendar of Palestine, as well as with the outburst of Palestin-
ian Karaite exclusivism which questioned the justification of the sect's
very existence in Dispersion, is highly suggestive. It points to the pos-
sibility that the reported break with Palestinian-oriented calendation was the
Babylonian Karaites' expression of the same sectional ambitions, interests
and Babylono-centric tendencies which were at work among their Rab-
banite counterparts in Babylonia. The inconsiderate, undiplomatic,
ultimatum-like challenge of Palestine, both Karaite and Rabbanite,
to diasporic self-determination made that expression even more poignant
and turned the latent ties of local interests and attachment into strong
bonds of regional solidarity. Without the Babylonian Karaites and
Rabbanites admitting it in so many words, these bonds proved stronger
than the allegiance to sectarian or normative Halakhah.

This basic quality of a "Palestine-vs.-Diaspora" contest which we have
attributed to the Babylono-Palestinian Karaite calendar divergency
remains valid even though the Babylonian Karaite opposition to Pales-
tinian exclusivism was not wholly unanimous at first. A somewhat
similar phenomenon has been noted by tenth-century observers with
regard to the contemporaneous intra-Rabbanite calendar feud as well.
There, too,
some people from among the residents of Palestine followed the Babylonians; like-
wise, some of the residents of the Land of Shine'ar [=Babylonia] followed the Pales-
tinians.50

Nevertheless, neither the above situation within the Rabbanite camp,
nor the breaking up of the Babylonian Karaite opinion into two uneven

50 Cf. Sail ben Ma$liah, in Pinsker, Li c cute, App. III, 36: w711n'D71 'a'a film '1t5
b1'1fR b'f51hh1 D''Sash, 01' SK1m' rltt 'm1K 1DIP1 b T'1 7173 1p5n11 D'm1K Inc 1VK [nnvo=1
125n 1171m r1Ka D'1a1mh b11 b"Saah'1nK 1f51m Sxnv, r1K'1aimf1 D'm1K .m'1 ,...1nK 01' 111KVV
5K-m' r1K mat '1nK. Characteristically, Sahl speaks here in general of "Palestinians"
and "Babylonians." He also uses the expression "Land of Shine'ar" for Rabbanite
Babylonia much the same as Levi ben Yefeth does with regard to Karaite Babylonia.
In the list of Palestinian Karaite literary mannerisms; Shine'ar assumed an a priori
pejorative connotation as the seat of the "two wicked women" [=the two geonic
academies] mentioned by Zechariah (5:9-11). This prophecy was a favorite tune of
Palestinian Karaite polemicists. Cf., e.g., Salman ben Yerubam, as quoted by Pinsker,
Likkute, App. H, 14; Sahl ben Masliab, in the above-quoted Epistle, Likkute, App.
III, 31, 43; Moses Dar'i, in the excerpt published by Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger
Bibliothek, 116.

Incidentally, it is quite clear from the above report of Sahl whither goes his sympathy
in the intra-Rabbanite feud. While no love was lost between him and the Palestinian
Rabbanites either, Sahl unreservedly accused Babylonia, and especially that bete noire
Saadyah, for "enticing people so that they diverged on the [dates of] festivals" (perpet-
rating thus a pun on pithami [=Karaite nickname for Saadyah] and pittah [meaning
'enticed'].
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factions detracts from the general character of these feuds as mani-
festations of the struggle between Babylonia and Palestine.

Moreover, before long, Babylonian Karaite unanimity in calendation
was actually achieved. With the eventual removal of the Babylonian
pietists to Palestine, the road was open for an all-Babylonian calendar
procedure. What in al-IKumisi's time was but the custom of the few,
became a century later the practice of all. Reporting on this develop-
ment in the early eleventh century, Levi ben Yefeth could not help
admitting the truth that the break was final and general. After a futile
attempt, we remember, to discover hair-splitting distinctions in the
calendar practices of his Babylonian coreligionists, he finally made the
sweeping observation that all Karaites of Babylonia and of the adjacent
eastern provinces unanimously rejected the Palestino-centric abib.
Thus, the process which began some time in the middle of the ninth,
and clearly gathered momentum in the early tenth century, became there-
after an undisputable element in Karaite geography. Karaite Babylonia
as a whole belonged now to the orbit of the precalculated Rabbinical
calendar.sl

BYZANTIUM AND BABYLONIA

The Palestino-centric principle of Karaite calendation fared differently in
Byzantium than it did in Babylonia. Unlike the Babylonian Karaites, the
sectaries of the Empire unswervingly bowed to the guidance of the

51 It goes without saying that such divergence in the method of calendation resulted
sometimes in an actual discrepancy of dates, since the precalculated Rabbanite calendar,
followed by the Karaites of Babylonia, did not necessarily correspond to the abib
situation in Palestine which served in the tenth and eleventh centuries as the calendary
criterion for the majority of the Karaites the world over (Palestine, Egypt, Syria,
Byzantium, etc.). An example of such discrepancy has, indeed, been preserved in the
Arabic preamble to an Egyptian Karaite kethubbah of the year 1032 C.E. The text was
published by Assaf in his "Remnants from the Genizah" (Hebrew), Sefer Klausner, 229.

The document, possibly our oldest testimony of an actual intra-Karaite divergence of
dates, has been drawn up in the month "which to the majority of the Karaites was
Ab, while some Karaites considered it to be Elal." Obviously, there was a delay in
the ripening of barley in Palestine; hence, the Palestino-centric majority intercalated
the year. "Some Karaites," however, evidently following the precalculated calendar,
did not consider that year a leap-year. Consequently, their calendar was advanced by
a whole month in relation to the calendar of the Karaite majority.

There can be no doubt that by "some Karaites" the Babylon-Persian sectaries
are meant. Hence, Assaf's comments there (227, note 7) are hardly helpful. All his
examples are taken from later centuries, when the Byzantine Karaites, too, could
no longer adhere to the abib system. However, this was not the situation in 1032.
Similarly, one must beware of simplifications, such as the statement that "from
the day on which the Karaites seceded from the Rabbanite Synagogue and began to
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Jerusalem center in all calendar matters. They adhered, on principle,
to the abib method of intercalation; they sought, further, Palestinian
advice and legal decision whenever uncontrollable external difficulties
made such adherence impractical.

Truly, Palestino-centric ideology was as valid on the banks of the Bos-
porus as it was in the Hills of Judaea. Not only did the Byzantine Karaites
keep in close touch with Palestine in all practical matters connected
with the calendar, but they eagerly espoused the cause of Palestino-
centricism in its theoretical formulation as well. Thus, on the one hand,
Byzantine students, educated in Palestine, never doubted that the
saintly behavior of their Palestinian masters was the uncontested model
of proper Karaite living. On the other hand, it was not only the legally
correct observance of precepts but the students' very sojourn in Palestine,
their personal connection with the Palestinian soil and their "mourning"
the desolation of Zion that gave now a new dimension to the Karaite ideal.
Considering, then, this personal attachment, it seems only natural that,
when the time would come for these students to assume leadership of
the Byzantine Karaite community, the customs and legal procedures
(including those in the calendar field) which they had observed in
Palestine would be called upon to serve as exclusive criteria for diasporic
living as well.

It goes without saying that the Byzantine students of the Jerusalem
Karaite academy were hardly the sole factor responsible for this outstand-
ing devotion of the Empire's Karaism to the Palestino-centric concept.
The students obviously proved an effective instrument in the propagation
of that concept and in the diffusion of Palestinian literature. The greater
the number of such students through many generations, the stronger
must have become the grip of Palestino-centricism on the mind and
practice of the Karaites in Byzantium. Nevertheless, rather than being
the power propelling a Palestinian-oriented trend, the growing number
of these students and the practice itself of sending them to Jerusalem
were the result and manifestation of that trend. (We do not hear, for
instance, of any Karaite students being sent from Babylonia to Jeru-
salem and returning home to lead their communities in a pro-Palestinian
spirit. It hardly can be argued that communication between Palestine and

intercalate the years according to abib ... there was no end to strife among them
while it was only once that a feud in these matters broke out among the Rabbanites;
it was the famous Saadyah-Ben Meir controversy" (227). Rather, one must take an
integrated view of the matter as a simultaneous process in both the Rabbanite and
the Karaite camps, along the lines suggested in the present chapter.
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Byzantium was easier than communication between Palestine and Babylon-
ia; in many respects and in certain periods the contrary rather was true.)

It is obvious, then, that the difference between the attitude of Byzantine
Karaism and the attitude of the Karaites of Babylonia to Palestine and to
the Palestino-centric calendar cannot be attributed solely to successful
indoctrination of Byzantine students in Jerusalem. It must have been the
function of much broader and much more far-reaching factors. Two
of these factors are of particular interest in this connection.

The first is the respective dissimilarity of Babylonian and Byzantine
Karaism in matters of background, origin, chronology, and position in
history. Babylonia's long-standing tradition as a leading world-center
of Jewry at large could not fail to encourage also the self-assertive
tendencies of the local sectaries there. These tendencies were enhanced
further by the history of sectarianism proper. Persia and Babylonia
were the cradles of Karaism much as they were the cradles of Rabbinism.
There the ideological and historical foundations of Karaism were laid;
there the sect assumed its independent shape and offered the first formu-
lation of its religious and scholastic creed. When, some time in the
ninth century, the young dissident center of Palestine and the Palestino-
centric ideology, whatever their subsequent success and importance,
came into being, the Babylono-Persian Karaite community boasted
already of a generations-long history of independent experience.

The situation in Byzantium was entirely different. Byzantine Karaism
appeared on the scene at a relatively late date; the Palestinian center
had in the meantime consolidated into the most important (if not wholly
uncontested) spiritual power in the Karaite world. Moreover, the
builders of the Byzantine branch of the sect were, according to our
reconstruction, immigrants from the Near East, from the provinces of
Syria and (later) Egypt, i.e., from those very territories which were all
through the ages within the orbit of Palestinian influence. These im-
migrants had observed the Palestino-centric mode of calendation even
before their removal to Byzantium; as will be noted later in this chapter,
also those of their compatriots who preferred not to leave the old Islamic
environment persevered (down to early modem times) in their adherence
to the Palestinian calendar. The Palestino-centricism of Byzantine
Karaites was, then, in a way, a natural continuation of the original
attitude of their ancestors in the "old country."

Nor, be it noted immediately, did this attitude run counter to the
sentiments of general Byzantine Jewry. Unlike Babylonia, the Jewry
of the Empire never cherished a tradition of leadership or aspired to a
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first-rank position in the Jewish world. If there were any proud recol-
lections of a more illustrious past left in the Byzantine communities,
they surely harked back to the time when precisely Palestine was the
leading member among the Jewries of the Roman Empire. Such recol-
lections could not, then, assume a competitive anti-Palestinian character.
Indeed, even if some Byzantino-centric sentiments were to communicate
themselves to the local Rabbanite population, they hardly could be
shared by the Karaite newcomers from the Muslim East; the latter
obviously needed time in which to develop a sense of attachment
to the new locale and to Byzantine continuity and tradition. When
that sense was actually developed in the third and fourth generations of
Byzantine-born Karaites to the extent that it, indeed, motivated signi-
ficant changes in the sect's life and thought on Byzantine soil, the Pa-
lestinian center reached, due to powerful external causes, the end of
its historical path. The Seljulc Turks and the Crusaders caused the
Jerusalem Karaite community to descend from the stage of history.
A Palestino-Byzantine intra-Karaite feud could simply never ma-
terialize.

THE NEW PALESTINIAN SPIRIT

The other reason for the Byzantino-Babylonian divergence of attitude
toward Palestine-beside the aforecited intrinsic dissimilarities-was
the crucial change which occurred about a century after al-Kumisi in the
"Palestine-versus-Diaspora" philosophy of the Palestinian Karaite
ideologists themselves. Unlike Babylonian Karaism which collided in
the late ninth century with the exuberant, immature, fanatical and
intolerant Palestinian exclusivism of the al-Kumisi brand, the Karaites
of Byzantium encountered an entirely different school of Palestino-
centricism.

Now, the general ripeness, maturity, realism, and high scholastic
achievement of what we have labeled "The Later Golden Age of Pales-
tinian Karaism" had already been noted at the beginning of Chapter V
of the present study. Suffice it to stress here the new, realistic brand of
Palestino-centricism which also developed during that Later Golden Age
and which [so we learn from Levi ben Yefeth] was far removed from the
original, uncompromising policies of Daniel al-Kumisi. Aware of the
impracticability of a general Jewish exodus from the Diaspora, later
Palestinian leadership repudiated in equal measure the position of the.
Palestinian zealots and that of the Babylono-centric extremists. There was
really no justification [so ran the argument] for presenting the problem
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as a choice between physical transfer to the Holy Land or a total sur-
render in the Diaspora of Palestinian-inspired injunctions (such as
the abib). A middle course must be found, based on the preservation of
Palestinian prerogatives and the simultaneous recognition of a coexistent
diasporic Karaism.

Adjustments to exilic conditions are inevitable, the Palestinians now
admitted. While-to take the example of abib- the Karaites of Palestine,
capable of following the growth of the new crop on the spot, are in the
position to fix the New Year accurately (`al ha-'emeth), their coreligionists
in the Diaspora must resign themselves to logical deduction (halcrabah
or hagbarah). Such considerations, however, pertain solely to matters of
form and to the degree of rigor expected outside Palestine. They must
not affect the religio-legal premises on which the adopted practices are
based. These premises-the later school remained adamant on that
point no less than its radicalist predecessors led by al-ICumisi-must not
fail to be consistent with the Palestino-centric orientation; historical
precedents, such as those found in the late biblical books reflecting
diasporic conditions (the Assyrian and Babylonian Exiles), show that
a Palestinian orientation is answering both the needs of men and the
will of God.52

52 Of the comprehensive, hitherto unpublished discussion in Levi's Book of Precepts.
19b if., I have communicated a passage in PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 29, note 65a, on the
basis of a microfilm copy of Leiden MS Warner No. 22 at my disposal. This passage,
from fols. 20b-21a, is reproduced here in an expanded form: pnx 'Kips] 1nnK1
15vr 'S1 n51n bn'SK v'a' K51 mrlta 7731tTn 11101 51555 In 'wan [552 1p5-1 on5 [SKID'
1'a1 :']wn n's.1 13-In 1NK Dlnh 115vnn nt +51 1151= o13,51n1 -11vK 'S5o o15an 153 SKID' 'S
I'm n11K 151 Sv 1vv'v 9nn Mph nsn 151 :13»n 155 nip' 'Vxn on5 nip' m.1 mso 'S [poo=] n519
'+]1DK1n 13'2111"T 111 11.1 123mD '951 :1n1K o'p'nvn SKID' 1'.1 1K 1n1K 1151+ 1'11 155 o'K's2.1
'0 Sr 0'11273 12n]K 's 1217K 'vun 12]911 135 05V .41V n'S In-in 1na 5'SKn 5m mm 5v 1VV' bn 'S
1I7V2V S"n [S'SKS 5"1] 15 12pno2 OKt :[?x]:11=1b5K=] 7-108 K1n1 12nm5 3'Ip3 'wx IN 12nvn

'S'nnx'win :111511 12YSp' K51 11SIRn 555 12119 'DK 112D l1n5 K1.1 'S '2912 :n-l's 12+511 s"rtn' Via
In : n12K[N 521 'IT pn' K5 'S pint ns1 Mn [5K1]W' p1K Su 915 55s 1K15'V on'Sr 1+911112 SKID'
KIM' '11721712 KS 'S K1n1 :n54vn 1151115x11 11213 12'Sv o'S"n 02'K1 121272 m5912 1111612 's 112K"o 131

1-105K Sr 111111111 1r-1p' bnSp71 niwn Sv 5'Stal nm 13nspn5 15n"5 pint nT oa1 :t4+ piKS s'SKn
111535 111]1 n12b 12+511 v'1 : nn'n 1K1' K5 MK uZrn 91'11 1V2W''via 'm u, Dnnn nn'aw -IR1' o11Sp121
ot111s it -cit. Cf. further the as yet unpublished fol. 20a: 'MR 11pn'S 1112K [551 'KIp12=1 13m731
n'sIKS IVK '152 'wan :'121 91'.1 11212 'SIN IVK 555 151p5 nwwD1 I'ri5K '"1' -TV n5D1 n15an 'VZKS
1'SK 1D'a' 1451 s'sw Sr ivy KS nipinin. This exposition of Deut. 4:30 should be compared
with the earlier Palestino-centric interpretation, reproduced above, 299, note 19.

(As for the expression ln0tt in the text quoted first in the present note, Bashyachi
[Addereth, Section 1Kiddush ha-Hodesh, Chapter XXXVII, 35a] explains it: 1112K: n2111
nISa1 I1bSK. The latter term appears very frequently in the late Byzantine Hebrew
literature. Cf. Bashyachi's Introduction to his Addereth: n15an 11115 .1311 n15an 11111
nlsnn pin 1712 5:rn n111K nls12 vpnn it%,v 1K 111111] n51n3 n1s91'5v I2KS12 K5v5 nn vrr12m155Vn
11OK5 bit 111.15 K'nm. See my "Elijah Bashyachi," Tarbiz, XXV [1955-56], 56, note 42.)
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This new concept of Palestino-centricism came too late to change the
attitude of the Karaites of Babylonia. The damage could not be undone.
As evident from Levi ben Yefeth's disputations with the Babylonians
along the new lines of Palestino-centric reasoning, there was no remedy for
the two- or three-generation old complete rift between Karaite Palestine
and Babylonia. But the new ideology proved an important contribution
to the molding of healthy relations between the Jerusalem Karaite insti-
tutions and other diasporic Karaite communities. Especially the rising
;enter on the Bosporus was constructively assisted in its development
by this new spirit permeating the later Palestinian Karaite leadership.
A guiding spirit it was, strengthening, on the one hand, the ties between
the Empire's Karaites and the Land of Israel, and, on the other hand,
recognizing compromise and adjustment where compromise and adjust-
ment were imperative.

SIGHTING THE "ABIB"

A calendar system which was to serve and be put to work by an almost
exclusively urban population, yet was based on regular yearly observa-
tions of agricultural phenomena, had its inherent difficulties. Watching
the barley grow and compiling progress reports on the ripening stages
of the new crop tended to become increasingly complicated even in
Palestine proper. Indeed, both the Karaites, who shouldered the burden
as best they could, and their Rabbanite neighbors, who were curious
onlookers in the annually recurring spectacle of Karaite perplexity,
were acutely aware of the situation.

Now [complainingly states Levi ben Yefeth], those who preceded us [followed
the abib] on the basis of their own actual acquaintance with, and knowledge of the
seeds, since they themselves cultivated and inherited the soil. Thus, they used to inform
each other [of the state of crops], and [their procedure] would be unquestionably
correct. [Nowadays, unfortunately], all these things have become difficult for us,
since all the land is not ours and most of us are incapable of recognizing the seed ....
Hence, whenever the inquirer wants to obtain the necessary information, he turns to
those who till the soil and asks them, "What is your procedure [this year] with regard
to harvesting your crop?".... And he proceeds to act according to the answer [and
determines the New Year].53

The humorous situations, inevitably arising from the above difficulties,

53 See Levi ben Yefeth in the above-quoted Leiden MS of his Book of Precepts,
Warner No. 22, 30a-b: o'v313 ov 1111 :nn orirrn orn310 [1m101? :5'2] nolp 'Wit 13hm
rin 53 '93 o+131n 53 1x5v fvpm 53t :on'5a lm" n'nl ntlsp?3 o'vnn3 Inn unwix 131V-1111
02113a I'm nn-TIM +1310 'ov nr 51 w1.115 mr n nxr '31 .. -vnrn 11'7' 0 l3'nntimi 1x5 rant
n11= n113n 5v nvvn ...03fr nspnv. The excerpt was first published in my "Some
Aspects of Karaite-Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium on the Eve of the first Cru-
sade," PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 30, note 66a.
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would, of course, not get lost on the Rabbanites who made the most of
the Karaite confusion. Practical jokers would teasingly inquire among
their sectarian neighbors about the progress of the ripening of peas and
beans. The Karaites, on their part, could not but pray and hope for the
best and rely on the information supplied to them by farmers. It is
simply pathetic to observe the humorless Levi ben Yefeth taking Rabban-
ite teasing quite seriously and exclaiming in all earnestness that, by
God, never were peas considered by the Karaites the right determinant
of a leap-year!

Now, we are not going to be deterred by those who allege that there are among
us some who determine the abib by beans and peas. Why, such method is unknown
to the Karaites! All that the men who spread such tales are after is to slander the
Karaites, so that the rift may grow deeper. Therefore, they invent all sorts of would-be
doctrines and ways, list certain similarities and point to the resulting difficulties, then
they pin it on the Karaites and associate it with them so that the fools may hear it and
run away from the [Karaite] religious practice.54

On the other hand, however, some extremely pious (and ignorant)
Rabbanites felt safer having it both ways. Accordingly, they would
follow the Karaite abib method, while retaining at the same time the
basic Rabbanite calendar computation. This is, at least [so we recall],
what a Karaite missionary tells us with regard to Jews of Jerusalem
and Ramlah in the tenth century.55

Now, if the Palestinian Karaite center had its share of difficulties
regarding the carrying out of on-the-spot observations of abib, how
much more so the young Karaite community in far-off Byzantium.
Sporadic ruptures in communication with Palestine, even prior to the
Crusades, often caused delays in the flow of the necessary abib informa-
tion from the Holy Land to the Byzantine settlements. Such occurrences
perforce made the task of Rabbanite polemicists increasingly easier,

54 Levi's words are usually quoted in paraphrase as reported by Aaron ben Elijah
in Gin 'Eden, 18b: mn'S a'sin5 f7 o'Inpn 'm7n5 0'116 a'321n 'm7nw nr5 '15 '1 101t
111 Ynt71 16 n1n n!'7 'win 35 mn'11 nn ,0'W13in 5V 1'1N`il nmu'w 'm 0n5 v' '7 O'1121it ,n21
tw1 r1' SIt1V' 1131 O'It1pn. Cf. further Bashyachi, Addereth Eliyyahu, Section (Ciddush
ha-(fodesh, Ch. XXXV, 33c: w r o'anpnv n'1mltn pnn 13'5n nn711n fpm 'nom 12m%n
Ti! 1n1tt1 n! ®11 it5 '7 '15n [nm' 12-1115,1061 1r ' 1t'm7n '1001 imw] N5 nn ''misn 510 Db flit
5'07 ann n11 h'e'al 1118 '1n1 .12.1 W3%15 On

The original statement from Levi ben Yefeth's Book of Precepts (Leiden
MS Warner No. 22, 23a) was first published in my "Some Aspects of Karaite-
Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium," PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 31, note 67. It reads as
follows: U113 16 111 n! '7 O'D19n 5m 51mn fin fVD'V 't 0n1'7 12112111 -mat 'n 1115 m'Z R51
0n5 R'1'1 07111 n1n1 1'nn'1 915nn n71'1 mn'SP rill N'41.,15 NSIt 1011o Ti! v11 01 O'itlpn 1'1
inn 1m 101]'1 o"non 1nv'v 'iv panpn 5v anti l'mb'1 011n'1 n3101 p'n1.

55 Cf. the latter part of the exhortation by Sahl ben Masliah, as quoted above, 253,
note 2, and 271, note 55.
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while the local Karaites themselves were filled with misgivings as to the
correctness of their calendar. With all the goodwill and determination
of local Karaite leadership to follow the lead of Palestine, the situation
was perplexing indeed. Something had to be done about it-and fast.
No wonder that an official query was addressed by the Byzantine
Karaites to the sectarian authorities in the Holy City, asking them
how to act in the case of doubt.

THE CALENDAR QUERY

The writers of the letter were Tobias ben Moses and his colleagues who,
as we know, acted as the communal and religious leaders of Byzantine
Karaism from the fifth decade of the eleventh century on.56 However,
there is no certainty as to the identity of the Palestinian leader who
answered the query. Pinsker's suggestion that it was YeshU'ah ben
Yehudah, the last great representative of sectarian learning in the Holy
City, has much to commend it but still needs corroboration.57

The story itself of the eleventh-century Byzantine-Palestinian exchange
of letters on the subject is known to us only from the century-later
communication of Yehudah Hadassi. Neither the precise text of the
Byzantine query nor the original version of the Palestinian reply have
been preserved.58 True, as Pinsker informs us, the nineteenth-century
Abraham Firkowicz claimed that among the Karaite manuscripts of
the Gozlow library which perished in the course of the Crimean War
was a "priceless epistle" appended to the exegetical composition of
Tobias ben Moses. This epistle [Firkowicz argued] was "a reply to
him [i.e., to Tobias] from Jerusalem, no doubt from his master R.
YeshU'ah."59 However, the acceptance at face value of such testimony,
claiming the one-time existence of the document in Gozlow, depends
entirely on the extent of credence one is ready to lend to the word of

56 Cf. above, 53.
57 See Li.4U/e, App. XI, 93 f. It is to be added, however, that the other conclusions

drawn by Pinsker in this connection-namely, that Yeshu'ah was the teacher of
Tobias during the latter's sojourn in Jerusalem, and that he answered the query of
his pupil in the form of a book entitled O;ar Nejpnad--have all proved untenable.
Cf. my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," and my Hebrew essay in Tarbiz,
XXV (1955), 44 if. See also above, 49 if. (and notes).

58 Eshkol hak-Kofer, 76a, Alphabet 187: a+5nra v-i +5' m ''nK +u5 SKmi 511tm 1221
:-rnSK nviv+ n1K15 G+1Knpa1 n n-in 52 +A+» 1]+h+s :n5o CSiv n nn, ' u+nbK o+n5ern n pn i+v
--in'nn [umrn 'n rn-] 'rrv-l 5+7m1l l K' ID K5n3om1p '3Y2 v-5 +5+Dn 0a+51051 11i5Kv ,n+.
Hadassi undoubtedly drew his information from one of the late volumes of Tobias'
Oscar Ne(tmad (probably that which dealt with Lev. 23). See on it in the next chapter,
notes 48 and 210.

59 Pinker, Liflcule, App. XI, 94, note 1.
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a Firkowicz. The fact is that another letter concerning Tobias ben
Moses (and actually published by Firkowicz) has been pronounced
spurious by modem authorities.60

In all events, the correspondence itself between Tobias ben Moses
and the Jerusalem Karaite savants cannot be doubted. There is no
vital necessity to connect such exchange with any special external or
internal developments; the difficulty was always there. Nevertheless,
chances are that the sending of the query was prompted by the particul-
arly confused situation in the early 70's of the eleventh century, when
conquering Seljnlc troops were harassing regular communication between
Palestine and the Empire. Following the Selj ulc conquests of Manzikert
and Jerusalem in 1071, pilgrim and other traffic between Byzantium and
the Holy Land reached the low point.

"It is remarkable (says Runciman, summarizing the effects of the
Seljulc victories on East-West communication] that there were still
travelers, not only Muslims but also Christian pilgrims from the West.
The pilgrim traffic had never entirely ceased, but the journey was now
very difficult. Anatolia could now be traversed only if the voyager
took an armed escort; and even so the way was full of danger, and wars
and hostile authorities often held him up. Syria was little better. Every-
where there were brigands on the roads; and at each small town the local
lord tried to levy a tax on passers-by. The pilgrims that succeeded in
overcoming all the difficulties returned to the West weary and impover-
ished, with a dreadful tale to tell."61

True, there is some reason to believe that Jewish travelers preferred
the maritime route from Byzantium to Egypt and proceeded thence to
Palestine. But the last leg of that route was now no less precarious than
the Anatolian highway. Here, too, traffic of merchants and pilgrims
has reached its nadir.

The reply of the Jerusalem sages was realistic. Mindful of the objective
difficulties, the Palestinian leaders actually confirmed the path of inevit-
able adjustment, the way it was already foreshadowed in the legislation
of earlier Palestinian Karaite jurists (such as Levi ben Yefeth)62 and

60 Cf. Firkowiez's Bene Reshef, 15 if., and P. F. Frankl's reproduction and incisive
critique of the text in "Karaische Studien," MGWJ, XXV (1876), 56 if. This letter
purported to demonstrate the alleged existence in Constantinople of an early eleventh-
century Tobias ben Moses, called hab-Bald, as distinguished from a late eleventh-
century Tobias ben Moses, called ham-Ma'ti(c. See also next chapter, notes 172, 212.

61 S. Runciman, History of the Crusades, I, 78 f.
62 See the explicit mention of Levi (thn i'vo is l'w), below, 326, note 64. This

accords with the excerpt from Levi's Book of Precepts reproduced above, 321, note 52.
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the way it was followed in all other matters by the sect's local leadership
in Byzantium.63 The advice, then, was to follow in the meantime the
Rabbanite way of calendation, pending a report from Palestine, and
to afterwards also celebrate the date proclaimed by the Karaite author-
ities in the Holy Land (to the extent of its practicability, of course):64
Every person who is in doubt in the Diaspora as to the witnessing of the New Moon
and the abib as well as concerning all other commandments should follow both [ways].
This pertains to prayer and to observing [the correct rules of the festivals] so that
[the feasts] would not be desecrated.65

"ABIB" MESSAGES FROM JERUSALEM

However, in the event of timely arrival of letters from Jerusalem with
the necessary information on the state of abib in Palestine, the matter
would be entirely different. Byzantine Karaite leadership would then
unequivocally follow the instructions issued by the Palestinian mentors.

Thus, in the case of an unusually early ripening of barley in Palestine,
the twelfth month of the Karaite calendar-year, Addr, would yield to
Nisan, the first month of a new year. Indeed, an actual occurrence is
cited when the Purim Festival, due to fall, as a rule, in the middle
of Addr, was shelved altogether to make way for Passover, which falls
in the middle of the succeeding month of Nisan.66

63 Cf. the analysis of that policy in Chapter V, above.
64 Cf. Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 76a, Alphabet 187: 1t2:n5vo tan+5K n210nn 1=21

n5onn n+2 Vtn+ o+3m nsnn 55221 2+2Km1 tn+n n1r5 rift pnonn 52 :n550n1 3)13)2 n+152
656 +52 m1+nvii. Hadassi adds: on+loo2 9K :3)5+5p r3) +11n 52 +ae5 n mwin plan I11 in
11002 min, In +15n no p 'i'V 9K :3)5+aon5 :53)11 K1p+1 :1mmm 'tsiku 12+SK1mn n5K 1snnt.131+11.1 In
Kx+ 0+fSK K1+ +2 71+ rim 5K 3)m an nin 11fKn 10K 21D 111 mitt In :'ivn C+2111 nn, 131; M11
1+n51t +11x2 1pvn SK 2117+1 1212 11W1 3)12x121 11f02n p112 mInt d 1+2+ 10K 131 :3)5+5;n51353 3)K.

65 Starr's interpretation of the text to the effect that "the responsum advised in a
conciliatory tone that in the event of doubt arising, they [i.e., the Karaites] were to
follow the Rabbanite practice" (Jews in the Byz. Empire, 243), is inaccurate. The
responsum suggests rather rigor by way of celebrating both dates-that of the Rabban-
ites, arrived at by calculation, and that of the Karaites based on a report from Palestine
-in order to avoid the slightest chance of desecrating a holiday. This, incidentally,
was in full accord with the general slant toward rigor which characterizes Karaite
legislation. Note the explicit inclusion in this rule of "all commandments," not only
those pertaining to calendation: n 1 x m n 5 5 2 a i 2+2Kn1 nn", n1-TO n5a2 pnonn 52. So
also Hadassi, in his comment on the text: 'n n i x n 2 plan 111 in. This was, similarly,
the basic concept of Levi ben Yefeth whom Hadassi mentions in this connection.
Cf. Levi's Book of Precepts, Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 59b: 5v nsn 52 knvnS-m5» 2in
11123) 111.

66 That case is reported by Levi ben Yefeth in Leiden MS Warner No. 22, 21b f.:
o+11bn 15v21 no0 o+11on lni 1nm1. The story is retold from Levi's Book of Precepts by
Aaron ben Elijah, Gan `Eden, 21d. Aaron placed the event in the year 1006-7, which,
we recall, is the only date explicitly mentioned in the code (see above, 303, note 29).
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Reverse cases were even more frequent. Situations would arise in
which the new grain in Palestine was reported not yet to have shown
signs of ripeness in the month following Addr. A proclamation of a
leap-year would follow. This meant the postponement of Passover to
a date later by a whole month than the one marked on the Rabbanite ca-
lendar. The Karaites would then have their (first) month of Nisan parallel
the Rabbanite (second) month of Iyydr, the Karaite Iyydr correspond to
the Rabbanite Siwan, and so on. A case of this kind is, in fact, reported
for the year 1061-62. The discrepancy must have caused quite a stir, so
much so that both differing dates were entered into a marriage contract
issued in Fustat, Egypt.67 The possibility should not be excluded, as we
shall see later, that the year in which the difference between the Karaite
and Rabbanite calendars was marked in the Egyptian kethubbah was
identical with the year in which a feud over a similar discrepancy (to be
discussed presently) burst into the open in Byzantium.68

It is not difficult to guess that the Rabbanites, sharing with the sectaries
the same neighborhood in the Byzantine capital and elsewhere in the
Empire,69 would not conceal their annoyance with Karaite defiance
of their holidays. Such defiance not only involved, as in the last-men-
tioned case, the use of leavened bread (hameq) by the Karaites during
the week of the Rabbanite Passover; it also was accompanied, in all
instances of a calendar discrepancy, by a regular pursuit of economic
activities in the same quarter by members of one party, while the other
party celebrated a holiday and refrained from work. A contest of
strength would be inevitable.

In the first place, surely, not all the instances of friction between the
two factions in Byzantine Jewry, caused by late (or early) sighting of
the abib, were put on record. Also, not all the documents that may
have contained references to such facts had hitherto been recovered or
edited. Yet, the fact that none of the Karaite texts from Byzantium,
published so far, lists any specific case to this effect is perhaps significant.

67 Cf. the document published by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 173 f. (App. IV).
The kethubbah was signed on 1062, on the ninth day of what to the Karaites was the
eleventh month of Shebag. The Rabbanites, so we read, considered it to be the month of
Adar: tmxin my 1+] 4t5in nnm5 tnt win aim n5m w mn lvvn in, amm rums +m+nnn nrs
ti-min Inin o+»+ -so0 nom o+rnmt n5mi maw 0m p5a a+m o'rpni. Obviously, in the
previous spring the Karaites sighted the abib one month after the beginning of
the precalculated Rabbanite month of Nsan.

68 See below, 334.

69 Cf. the discussion of the problem of Karaite-Rabbanite proximity of dwellings,
above, 144 if., 147.
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To be sure, we do have occasional mentions of feuds stemming from
differences in calendar. As we shall see, however, these differences
resulted not from abib reports, which were decisive in determining the
beginning of years, but from Karaite insistence on lunar observation
in determining the beginning of months.70 It has to be noted also that
all these texts belong to periods later than that which is covered by
the present volume.

Hence, rather than infer, for lack of Karaite data to this effect, the
absence in Byzantium of calendar quarrels even when Palestinian abib
reports conflicted with Rabbinic computation, one should better suspect
that post-Crusade Karaism did not deem it important or advisable to
preserve the records of such quarrels. This attitude, seemingly strange
at first glance, was .not at all accidental, as will be explained at a later
stage of this study.71 Suffice it to stress here that collisions caused by
abib reports did occur in Byzantium during the eleventh century.

One grave incident of this kind is, indeed, related in a private letter
of a Byzantine Rabbanite to his learned brother in Fustat.72 Moreover,
the wording of the letter clearly indicates that the incident to be described
was not the first "affair of the nonconformist Karaites, may they be
accursed!"73

THE THESSALONICAN FEUD

The exact location of the writer is unknown. Thessalonica was suggested
by Mann, because of a reference to the presence of Jewish merchants
from Russia. Russian traders, so it is attested by several documents,
were wont to participate in the famous Thessalonican fair of St. Deme-

70 See further in this chapter, 346 if.
71 Cf. below, 345.
72 Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 48 if. A short excerpt of the letter was reproduced in

Assaf-Mayer's Sefer hay- Yishshab, 11, 107b, No. 22. For an abridged English version
see Stan', Jews in the Byz. Empire, 182 if., No. 125.

Incidentally, here is an additional illustration of the maintenance of ties with the
"old country" by eleventh-century Jews who moved from the Islamic regions into
Byzantium. Cf. above, 110 f., 117, note 107a, 198 f., note 107.

73 Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 49 : oa o+7Ilx ,b9!)V lM n b'W1 fl POP Sr. In an effort to place
the text in the fifteenth century, S. Krauss ("Zu Dr. Manns historischen Texten,"
HUCA, X [1935], 291) suggested that the expression ham-mabalifim "scheint die
Bedeutung von'Geldwechsler' zu haben; solche waren unter den Karaern in Konstan-
tinopel (es handelt sich urn die tdrkische Zeit!) genug vorhanden, and gleich darauf
wird in der Tat von gewissen Denaren gesprochen, nur scheint es mir die betreffenden
Worte an eine unrichtige Stelle geraten sind."

Mann's "Rejoinder" (HUCA, X, 305 f.) has amply disposed of Krauss' criticism.
As for the expression mahalifrm, there is no reason, in the literary context of the time,
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trius.74 On the other hand, Starr's suggestion of Constantinople75 was
based on the fairly plausible reasoning that only a large and well-organized
community, such as that of the Karaites in the capital, would risk a
showdown involving governmental intervention. Important details seem,
however, to point to Thessalonica rather as the probable scene of the
event discussed here.

As you know, my dear brother [writes the Rabbanite correspondent in Byzantium],
the Karaites assaulted us again last year and desecrated the festivals of the Lord. They
celebrated the New Year in the eighth month, for they had received letters from Palestine
to the effect that no ripe barley [abib] was sighted in Nsan. Consequently, their Passover
was celebrated in Iyyar. And at that time they thus committed evil things and God
brought upon them confusion. Now, a violent enmity has developed between us and
great quarrels have taken place.76

The letter goes on to report that the Karaites have filed charges with
the government against their Rabbanite neighbors. As a result of that,
a heavy tax of close to a thousand dinars (hyperpera) was imposed
by the Byzantine authorities on the Rabbanite faction in the city.77

to interpret it other than "dissenters." It was a household word among polemicists
on both sides of the fence. Indeed, in the very epistle under discussion we read: Ism
ms,n 5z io+5m. Moreover, the term was used not necessarily in a derogatory sense.
Thus, Tobias ben Moses, the Karaite, uses the word mahalifim with regard to his own
coreligionists when stressing their dissent from a Rabbanite opinion. Cf. his O,car
Nehmad, Bodl. MS No. 290, 102b: my '13bn In urn bn5 b+9+5nDn nsp13i o>>a7n '> tn1
-'nits 5-1 b'K1pn. So also in Tobias' statement quoted above, 259, note 25:19+5rn '
1+K1p rn31 Din l"'I'm 1'3 15.

On mahalifim in the meaning of "Christians," see the texts adduced above, 180,
notes 41-42.

74 Mann, Texts and Studies, I,45, 50, and note 8a. Krauss' fanciful suggestion that
nK+bn b1p1313 is a hebraized form of the place-name "Rustchuk" cannot be taken se-
riously. For the St. Demetrius fair in Thessalonica, see above, 148, note 242.

75 Jews in the Byz. Empire,.184 and 243.
76 Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 49 f.: u'5v r@ n -fly 12 +rsn snit 15 M-1.) fly 5aK

15 z p ' z nimmi. wins n2mn WK1 ivm b'nlpnn X71 "vin nx *5m1 n15vm rams (sicl)
51tn b13131115p5pm 113Th +951 1""10 nbVI 71mp31 1b'23 5'2K 111K1] to +b [5 K 1] m' p 1 K 13 b' b n 3 n
m51la mp5nn 1'13311r»b n5na nrll nKSv 135931. The misspelled b+vlpn may very well be a
scribal error or a pun on b'K1pn. Cf. Mann's note ad loc. The expression 'a'1mn tins
brings to mind I Kings 12:32-3, where Jeroboam's deviation from the regular ca-
lendar is deplored.

A Genizah sample of an Arabic letter, concerning the state of new crop in different
regions of Palestine, was published by Assaf in Sefer hay-Yishshub, II, 45a, No. 9
(along with a Hebrew translation). The letter, sent to the Karaite leadership in Fustat
by an official of the Karaite Patriarchate in Jerusalem, was now edited and translated
in full by J. Eliash, "New Information on Eleventh-century Palestine" (Hebrew),
Sefunot (Ben-Zvi Institute), II (1958), 18 if. (§4).

No comparable text of such Palestinian message to the Byzantine Karaite community
has so far been found and published.

77 Mann, Texts and Studies, 1, 50: [a']55n rig snp 5np: raw n+1331 b+]]-In nit 13+m5,-Ii
1++flb+K. The emendations attempted on the closing word of this phrase did not
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This information is highly revealing. For it is a fact that a tax of one
thousand hyperpera was actually collected annually from Thessalonican
Jewry. The tax was insisted upon even by the fifteenth-century Venetian
rulers as an impost of long standing; despite the numerical and economic
decline of the local Jewish population, the Venetians refused to reduce
its accustomed (solitum) high rate.78 Considering the non-uniform
imperial policy governing Jewish taxation, one should perhaps view the
yearly levy of one thousand hyperpera, imposed on the community of
Thessalonica, as going back to the eleventh-century incident described
in our Genizah epistle.79

Chances are, indeed, that an echo of these events reaches us through
the Rabbanite homilist, Tobias ben Eliezer, who, we remember, resided
in Thessalonica in the closing years of the eleventh century.s° Tobias,
as we shall see, could hardly have witnessed the incident with his own
eyes; yet, he must have heard Thessalonican Jews complain about the
troublesome taxes incurred by the incident. Commenting on the Canticles,
he has found the occasion fit for the following remark:

prove fully satisfactory, as Stan: correctly observed in his note, Jews in the Byz. Empire,
184.

Thus, Mann's suggestion, Texts and Studies, 1, 50, note 6-+,o-,opt, i.e., tfreenvel-
won the concurrence of Krauss, HUCA, X (1935), 291, although Mann would surely
not agree with Krauss' reasoning. The latter, consistent with his late dating of the
document, was impressed by the Greek term for coinage which "versetzt uns in die erste
turkische Zeit (urn 1450), da noch die alten griechischem Miinznamen im Schwange
waren." However, precisely Krauss' argument makes us mindful of the fact that it
was not before the thirtegnth century that the hyperperon replaced the nomisma.
Cf. Andr6ad6s, "De la monnaie ... dans l'Empire byzantin," Byzantion, I (1924),
75 if., esp. 75 and 78. How could, then, such coin be mentioned in the eleventh century?

On the other hand, the graphically more plausible solution offered by F. Perles in
his review of Mann's book, Orientalistische Literaturzeilung, XXXVI (1933), 537 f.,
esp. the end-remark on 538-"statt des ratselhaften P»»bR '-in zu lesen ist l'r nR,
d.i. vnaeYve[os], 'silberhaltig"'-is incompatible with the general connotation of
dinars as gold coins. (Incidentally, the hyperpera were, much like their forerunners,
the nomismata, a gold currency; cf. Andr6ad6s, op. cit.)

78 Cf. Stan:, Romania, 78, 113, 114.
79 The term 'onesh, as used in medieval Hebrew texts, means both "penalty" and

"regular tax." It appears in another late eleventh-century Genizah epistle from Thes-
salonica, in connection with the messianic commotion in the city in 1096 (cf. Mann,
Hattekufah, X)M [1925], 257; see above, 148, note 244). The term was found also by
the Byzantine Karaite, Jacob ben Reuben, in an eleventh-century Byzantine Hebrew
translation of a Karaite commentary on Isaiah, and was reproduced by him in the as
yet unpublished Isaiah Section of his Sefer ha-'Osher, Leiden MS Warner No. 8,
140a: o+man wvi at (a 'e v+) 1550 5m. See also Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 4, end of
note 1.

On Jewish taxation in Byzantium see the special paragraph in Chapter 1V, above, 182 ff.
80 Cf. above, 148, note 244.
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"My mother's children were angry with me" (Cant. 1:6)-these are the sinners in
Israel who bring evil upon Israel through heresy and cause Israel to give money to the
Gentiles. For, as long as the Israelites refrain from heresy, the Gentile nations would
not take away their money.sl

This anti-sectarian allusion, to be sure, underlying the Byzantine
Rabbanite interpretation of Cant. 1:6, did not remain unanswered.
Contemporary Karaite scholars in the Empire promptly reciprocated
by turning the edge of the same verse against the "Shepherds of the
Exile," i.e., the leaders of the normative majority.82

CHRONOLOGY OF THE INCIDENT

If my suggestion concerning the allusion embodied in Tobias ben
Eliezer's comment on Cant. 1:6 is correct, we shall perhaps be in a

sr In quoting the present passage I followed Jellinek, in his Appendix to Commentar
zu Kohelet and dem Hohen Liede, 68; Greenup's edition of Leka6 Tob on the Canticles
seems to me, at least in this instance, faulty. The correct version reads:.,* nm ma viS
1m m 5aim'm SDm T '515 Im-n n tmtn In Saim' flit 1'r' onm 5a,m''vvva i51t
nit mam (r5 n- an) a rot n75r a5 ,ma Jinn sv onon 1'Snv o5f»n hunt 1'tt n»'mn In
013 ,AV) A's'ia. Compare Greenup, 23: nit o'n'nm onm 5atim"raib (,) «5tt .'2 Tilt '73K '33
125m1 mmia nu'mn (01+t 1mIm 5nnm'm In? S:m o'n5 lit,, in'S 15 1'tnm 0) 11112ma 115 Srv'
1'3'111 nit nnotn " nit Ji12a a5 tima Jinn '3D mrmm 1' $ a 13.

Apart from evident orthographical errors in the text quoted last, there is also a
difference of content between the two versions. While, in the first, miniith means intra-
Jewish heresy, in the other it denotes outright apostasy. Following this distinction,
the first text implies that, as long as the Jews keep their unity and refrain from sectarian
dissensions, the Gentile governments will not take away their money (in taxes, etc.).
Minuth may also denote here Gentile courts to which the "sinners in Israel" have
brought their suit against the Rabbanite Jewish community.

The other version, however, intends to convey that as long as the Jews refrain from
apostasy (to Christianity) the Gentile nations will continue to take away their money.
The author deals, then, with the general position of the Jew among Gentiles and has
no specific incident in mind. It is difficult to see, therefore, in what way precisely
the "sinners in Israel" (5anm" vv), against whom, after all, the verse was invoked,
have been responsible for this general status of Jewry.

Of course, it would prove almost impossible to demonstrate the originality of a
passage in a work so eclectic as Le(cah Tab of Tobias ben Eliezer. I am satisfied, however,
that the comment in question appears in none of the Midrashim on Canticles that
served as Tobias' standard sources. In fact, Jellinek pointed out in his Introduction
(Commentar zu Kohelet and dem Hohen Liede, xi) that he had chosen, out of the whole
commentary, only "die einfachsten, von dem Anstrich der Hagada freien, Erlituterun-
gen." Hence, he, too, when including our text in his selection of excerpts, must have
been convinced of the originality of Tobias' interpretation.

In brief: Even allowing for certain elements of earlier homilies, the special twist in
our passage belongs to the pen of Tobias ben Eliezer. By deviating from the elaborate
and generally reiterated pattern of homily for the verse in question, the author obviously
intended to convey an allusion to contemporary events that stood out vividly in the
minds of his listening and reading audience.

82 Cf. Jacob ben Reuben's Sefer ha-'Osher on Canticles, I lo-d: .6-1 a v-.iv) 'ia nnutm
,]anm ,V33 1Y oPri'-] o'imroi o'35mn on .(t ,ow) 'met 'n .nprn 5v .5 a'im' a i n ' 2 ifh+Sti
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position to date the calendar feud described in the Genizah epistle
cited above. Or, at least, we shall be able to narrow down considerably
the chronological bracket in which the reported event could safely be
placed. While paleography would assign the said document to the
eleventh century,83 the exact date of its writing remains unknown

11152n 'v 171 'R'231 [ns1 v-nv "v-in'pivi 5sr1. Also ibid., on Cant. 1:7: nn5v]
G' 3.1 -In on '11v [5v] .n15a3 inn 1Vtt b'v11n1 1V'sn2 -1vww V'Sn] x5v .n'b1a3 [n'n1
onn'725n 1-1 , n , a' v' in ' v it 1 ; and on Cant. 1: 8: 11KSn 'spv ] 72 .]KSn 'spvs [15'1x]
b' 3 31 n 1n; and again, 12d, on Cant. 5:7: .2 "112 11 31 b' 3'' 1 of on .11'1rVn [']11272]
o155p'1 0113'V .'1'11 nit 1KV] .1113'. v' 'v it 11 n 151 'v x 1 an nvainn '1131v.

Of course, these anti-Rabbanite missiles did not originate in Byzantium. They were
standard slogans of Karaite polemical literature, and Jacob ben Reuben excerpted
them from Hebrew translations of Arabic Karaite classics which were circulating in
Byzantium. In fact, Mann reproduced an excerpt from an Arabic translation and
commentary on Canticles which had undoubtedly served as the source of the Hebrew
Byzantine compilations abridged, in turn, by Jacob ben Reuben. Cf. Texts and Studies,
II, 89 f. (Mann failed to recognize the indebtedness of Sefer ha-'Osher to the Arabic
passage he edited; cf. above, 56, note 75).

And yet, while not original as far as ideas and form are concerned, Jacob's selection
is highly relevant to the present story. The fact that Jacob chose to select for his
Byzantine readers, Karaite and Rabbanite alike, precisely those passages that struck
back at Rabbanite leaders, is not accidental. Though using material of an earlier date
and a different environment, the scene he had in mind was the Byzantine scene
and the challenge he answered in his compilation was that of the Rabbanites of
his own time and country.

These polemical exchanges from the pages of biblical commentaries did not interrupt
the process of mutual borrowing (in the academic field, too) that was going on all the
time. Again, an interesting example of this process is afforded to us by a comparison
of Lekah Tdb on Canticles with Sefer ha-'Osher on the same biblical book. Thus,
Jellinek, Commentar zu Kohelet and dem Hohen Liede, 67, paid special attention to the
interpretation of. Cant. 1:3 which Tobias reported in the name of his father (the
same is included also in Le(cah Tdb on Exodus, 186 [93b]): 5-1 '172 KSK I3V p11n 1nv
'3 1721] 735 13T ]1V5 ovn o31 131 110 ]72VV ,p11' ]nv 1721] tar '95 111725 3172 172v oV K1n ''D
]72mn oV inn p11n. Jellinek remarks (op. cit., Introd., xii), that he found the same com-
ment in a Karaite composition. He must have had in mind Sefer ha-'Osher, ad loc.,
Ilc: p11n Inv 113 1363 o'31Vn 533 1'K in .p11' 11K K5 in p30 av ,172V p11n.

It is impossible, in the present state of Karaiticresearch, to decide who of the two.
exegetes was on the borrowing end. Since Tobias attributes the comment to his father,
it must have been known in Byzantium sometime about the seventies of the eleventh
century. That was also, incidentally, the time when the Karaite translation and compi-
lation activity was in full swing. On the other hand, though the chronology of the
Byzantine Karaite Jacob ben Reuben is still open to question, the latter was at any
rate more than likely to have drawn his material from Karaite masters who preceded
even Tobias' father (see above, 196 ff.).

Whatever the solution of the detail at hand, a careful comparative study of Lekab Tob
and of the contemporary Byzantine Karaite compilations by an expert in the field of
biblical exegesis might yield some interesting insights. These would considerably
enhance the task of the student of Byzantine Karaite history in the reconstruction
of Rabbanite-Karaite relations in the Empire during and after the eleventh century.

83 See on it Mann, Texts and Studies, I, 45, and HUCA, X (1935), 305.
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because the leaf came down to us mutilated at the top.84 Consequently,
Starr dated it cautiously "ca. 1000-1100."85

Now, it goes without saying that the epistle under review was written
long after 1000 c.E., for the Karaite community appears to have been
already quite strong numerically and well aware of its legal privileges.
Similarly, it must be dated prior to the Crusaders' capture of Jerusalem
(1099) and, very likely, even before the Seljuk successes of 1071. The
channels of communication with Palestine were apparently still wide
open so as to let instructions from an active Karaite community in the
Holy Land reach the sectarian center in Byzantium, and arrive on time,
too.

Moreover, since there is not as much as a hint of any extraordinary
events of a broader nature, it can safely be assumed that the Crusaders
were not even anticipated yet in the imperial territories.86 In addition,
the letter states explicitly that it describes a calendar feud which happened
"last year."87 Consequently, the terminus ad quem must not transgress
the limit of 1095. Indeed, considering the fact that prompt communication
with Palestine after 1071 was rather unusual, the events of "last year"
could not have occurred later than 1070 C.E.

On the other hand, the terminus a quo also may not be pushed too far
back. Tobias' Lekah Tob on Canticles, this we know definitely, was com-
posed in the time of the First Crusade.88 While it carried allusions to
events and conditions preceding that period, such allusions would be
meaningless at the end of the eleventh century if they were not based
on facts which still lingered in the memory of the community. True,
the general terms in which the cited homily is couched show that Tobias
was hinting at matters which belonged to the not very recent past

84 Mann, Texts and Studies, 1, 48.
85 Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 182.
86 Thus, for instance, the Karaite report of the calendar dispute in Constantinople in

1097 over Rosh-tlodesh (to be discussed later in this chapter) makes clear reference to the
Crusaders reaching the Empire on their way to the East. Cf. below, 347, note 127.

87 This statement should, however, be qualified to the effect that not a whole year
has necessarily elapsed since the beginning of the feud. Naturally, a Rabbanite cor-
respondent, adhering to a calendar-year that commences with Tishri and writing his
epistle some time after the Feast of Sukkoth (which falls on Tishri), would refer to the
Passover that fell on the past Nisan as "last year." The actual difference in time was
half a year or so.

as Cf. the passage from Lekah Tab on Canticles, cited above, 263, note; 3 =;
the martyrdom of Jewish communities in the Rhineland at the hand of
is extolled as the fulfillment of what was meant by Cant. 1:3. "": i.
maidens love thee." Tobias cites these events as ones "that hat: of n-
Cf. also the other references to the Crusades quoted in the ak .
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and which he knew from hearsay only. Yet, if our assumption be true
that Tobias' homily had its roots in actual facts, these facts must have
been known to all his listeners, even if only the older folk were capable
of remembering them from personal experience. Thus, it seems to me,
the beginning of the 60's of the eleventh century may be taken with a
fair degree of probability as the terminus a quo for the Karaite-Rabbanite
feud described in the undated Genizah document at hand. Considering
the year 1070 as the other limit, one should place the incident some
time in the seventh decade of the eleventh century.

Possibly, this general time bracket can be narrowed down even more,
to the very year in which the aforecited event had taken place in Thes-
salonica. Earlier we have quoted a Karaite marriage contract drawn up
in Fusxat at the beginning of 1062 c.E.89 A one-month discrepancy, as we
gather from the kethubbah, was noted then between the Rabbanite and
the Karaite calendars : What to the Karaites was (at the beginning of
1062) Shebdt, the eleventh month of their calendar-year, was to the
Rabbanites the twelfth month, Addr. Obviously, at the beginning of that
calendar-year, i.e., in spring 1061, the Fuslat Karaites celebrated the
Passover a month later than the Rabbanites-much like in the case
reported for Thessalonica-making their Nisan correspond to the
Rabbanite lyydr.

Now, there is no compelling reason to presuppose that both incidents,
that of Fuslal and that of Thessalonica, happened in the same year.
Theoretically, a conflict between an abib report from Palestine and the
Rabbanite-computed calendar could occur in any and all of the ten years
(1060-1070) in which we have placed the Thessalonican quarrel.
In practice, however, for reasons inherent in the Jewish calendar, such
one-month discrepancy did not-in fact, could not-repeat itself
very often. Hence, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the dates of
the Thessalonica and Fustat calendar divergency are identical. The
year in question was 1061. It was also some time close to the end of that
year (and, at any rate, after the Festival of Booths) that the extant
Genizah epistle was sent from Thessalonica to Fuslal.

GOVERNMENTAL INTERVENTION

Apart from the intrinsic interest that the above story of the calendar
quarrel evokes as an example of Karaite-Rabbanite relations at their
worst, there is an additional implication therein which sheds new light

89 Cf. above, 327, note 67.
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on the status of.Karaism in the Empire.90 Significantly, the Rabbanite
writer of the epistle had no comment on the nature of the charge which
the Karaites had filed with the Byzantine authorities. He used, of course,
the term hilshinu, imputing "denunciation," but he did not imply that the
accusations were of a slanderous character. Also, when a special meeting
of the Rabbanite congregation was subsequently convoked for the
purpose of reading some anti-Karaite messages (sent by the writer's
brother from Egypt),91 only the religious deviations of the Karaites were
again cited.92 Except for these cliches of anti-Karaite polemics, not a
word was uttered against the Karaites' costly invocation of governmental
aid.

Now, in view of the financial and legal burden incurred on that occasion,
the Rabbanites' silence on the nature of the Karaite charge is puzzling
indeed. Had there been any real slander involved, the writer would have
undoubtedly seized the opportunity to expatiate in a private(!) letter on
the evil doings of the "accursed Karaites." It is apparent, then, that the
Rabbanites felt all along that their sectarian neighbors were within
their legal rights in opposing the Rabbanite pressure and in complaining
to the government about it. Of course, the realization of this fact would
not prevent the Rabbanites from pursuing an action dictated by their
religious conscience, the secular law of Gentile rulers notwithstanding.

Thus, the above occurrence, unfortunately so meager in details,
entitles us to infer that the Karaites in the Empire enjoyed a status of
religious autonomy within the framework of the Jewish community. This
autonomy was officially recognized by government and safeguarded by law.
It granted the Karaites the rights and privileges of a self-containing
religious unit with full jurisdiction over its own mode of life and ritual
observances.93 It insured freedom of worship without fear of being
exposed, against the Karaites' own will, to possible interference by the
normative Rabbanite majority.

Indeed, here perhaps the explanation can be found for the "partition"

90 This point was first developed in my "Some Aspects of Karaite-Rabbanite
Relations in Byzantium on the Eve of the First Crusade," PAAJR, XXIV (1955), 35 f.

91 Mann, Texts and Studies. I, 50: ...Ivni-ailt 1r>>n n» +z ,K3mn1 mp5ntiti ti1NK -pru
m wnp, nSvTrt nD33 lnK vn o Snpn 5:1 ,smm, pu+p in nt»o 5w ,rm Sv 15531.

92 Ibid.: it i mn 53 ion rmstin 5z rat !D'Kipn=] 19+Srnn pu m-iaKn nwr nit tirn rmm i
11311 am 53 1]r i tim1 In1K.

93 For an example of such authority, wielded by Tobias ben Moses the Karaite
already before 1048, we the discussion above, 53, and the quotations in notes 70-71
appended thereto.
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(mebinnah) which Benjamin of Tudela reported from the twelfth-century
quarter of a Jewish guild in Pera.94 Scholars speculate on the meaning
of Benjamin's description. Some of them are inclined to attribute to the
Spanish Rabbanite traveler the use of a mere figure of speech to allude
to the religious division between Karaism and Rabbinism.95 Others
surmise that Benjamin saw an actual fence or wall dividing the dwellings
of the five hundred Karaite families from the neighboring community of
Rabbanites which was four or five times larger.96 In the context of the
present interpretation of the Genizah epistle, the latter solution seems
more plausible.97 Since, in spite of the recurrence of Rabbanite-Karaite
feuds all over the East, nowhere else was such an arrangement introduced,
it is very unlikely that the tangible division in Constantinople was
effected on the initiative of either of the interested parties. Rather,
following governmental intervention, the wall was erected on advice
(or, possibly, instructions) of the civil authorities of the capital in order
that the tension between the two warring camps be eased, especially on
festivals falling on different dates. It cannot be said, however, whether
such advice or instructions were issued in order to prevent the outbreak
in Constantinople of hostilities similar to those of Thessalonica, or
whether they came as result of some hostile (yet unrecorded) acts in the
capital proper. The numerical strength of both factions in Pera and
their residence in the same migrash make, of course, the second possibility
very probable.

TWELFrH-CENTURY PERPLEXITIES

The destruction of the Karaite center in Jerusalem by the Crusaders
in 1099 and the subsequent vicissitudes of the remnants of Karaism
in the Holy Land proved to be a blow to the young Byzantine Karaite
community in more than one way. At the same time, they also served as
an incentive for courageous shouldering of responsibility by the Karaite
Diaspora in a changing world. The general impact of the Crusades on

94 See above, 146 f., and the Hebrew text on 144 f., note 221.
95 Compare, however, the expression trnt or:ti, which Benjamin uses in regard

to the situation in Pera, with the expression b*V bran in Benjamin's description of
the interdenominational relations in Damascus. Cf. Itinerary (ed. Asher), 1, 48; Eng.
IT., 86. The religious division, after all, was the same in Damascus as it was in Pera.

96 For the numbers see above, 35, note 23, 144, note 221, 146, and the discussion
on 154 if., esp. 161 f.

97 Also Starr, Jews In the Byz. Empire, 41 and 244, is inclined to accept the mehoyah
as a tangible fence dividing the two communities.
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Byzantine Karaism cannot possibly be discussed here.98 Nevertheless,
it seems fit, when winding up our treatment of the abib issue in the
Empire, to include right here the little information we have from sub-
sequent centuries.99

The practice of determining intercalation by following reports on the
ripening of new crop in Palestine was not abandoned, conditions
permitting, even in the twelfth century. Or, shall we say rather, the
efforts of conscientious leaders in this direction continued unabated
in spite of the adverse circumstances. After all, communication with
Palestine did not come to a complete halt, and the desire to see there a
second renaissance of the sect was never really extinguished. Thus,
we find the twelfth-century Yehadah Hadassi still enjoining his coreli-
gionists to exert themselves in "inquiring and investigating and searching"
among travelers and pilgrims returning from the Holy Land for every
bit of information about the ripening of barley there.100

To be sure, Hadassi knew only too well that this was no method to
rely upon in the prevailing unpredictable conditions. He insisted, however,
that no effort should be spared anyway, admitting that some ancillary
devices might be necessary to make the old system work. Valuable
clues can, for instance, be gathered from observing the position of the
sun now and comparing it with the position of the sun on the corres-

98 See, briefly, in the Epilogue, below. I have dealt partly with the problem in
my paper, "Yehadah Hadassi and the Crusades," delivered before the American
Academy for Jewish Research in December, 1952.

For the general Jewish story in the wake of the Crusaders' conquests, see Dina-
burg [Dinur], "On the History of the Jews in Palestine in the Time of the First
Crusade" (Hebrew), Zion (O.S.), II (1927), 38 ff.; the brief discussion by Strauss
[Ashtor], Toledoth hay-Yehudim be-Misrayim we Suryah, I, 35 ff.; J. Prawer, Mam-
lekheth Yerushalayim has-,Salbanith, 8, 50 fl.; and esp. his "The Jews in the Latin
Kingdom of Jerusalem" (Hebrew), Zion, XI (1945-46), 38 ff.; Goitein's new sources
cited above, 189, note 75, and his later communications; and, most recently, Baron,
Social and Religious History of the Jews, IV, 106 if. (and notes).

99 This information was previously summed up in Part II of my "Some Aspects of
Karaite-Rabbanite Relations in Byzantium on the Eve of the First Crusade," PAAJR,
XXV (1956), 157-62.

loo Eshkol hak-Kofer, 76a-b, Alphabet 187: 1a 11nya 3'aKn m1y m'K1' p as p]
n'man 3'Snn min nm 11nm (K Tot) 'ai) 3111» nmym m1Yp 13 n1Dy31 1mma1 :us-m: 12'n15a3
WK-1.11 ...:unwlip 555 1lnp5 name 131" AN 111W (3' 'n 31) 135 1113Kn 7'y3 131 p'-15K '115 nom
ur111'an b153 unn 1933 'SIR 151V33 5Kma1 11pn31 in-in1 I"y3 Io'a win. And again, 76b,
Alphabet 188: na-= rlR5 as1n31 r1K3 13111111 1111t3 135, 11153771 nValn ar n'K11 mfr Sin
a11an3 ...:131112133 15M.1 3'2K11 11112 111131 119IK11 13'111 111'13w 0"pa1,VP3'nt :13m% 11tm315n1
51tm51 11pn5 mail :1nvnp r1Kh 151m2 mYy n"K113 o'plnln 53K ...:1321K3 m'151p11 12'13K11
rain 3'' n3W It IN m'y11' 13naK 1'K 3'311 ...:1111192 n'K1 11'331V 113 111311'1 1PtV''51m mm m'=5
1131K 13'5y 13'1113K m31931 13'KO13 1IDK it 13111533 nV11pn rim y301 11'n 115K .13135 2'9 it M.
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ponding date in the preceding year. Reports on drought or abundance
of rainfall may also prove useful. Similarly, a comparison of the weather
now with what it was last year could yield an important lead.101 But,
ultimately, Hadassi, too, could not help realizing that such efforts were
expressions of piety rather than realistic guides toward a permanent
solution of the calendar problem. He, therefore, suggested observing a
pattern of successive units of two regular years to be followed by one
leap-year. The proclamation of a leap-year was especially indispensable
in the event of marked discrepancy between Greek Orthodox Easter
and Rabbinical Passover.102

In the light of what was said earlier in connection with the mutual
interest of Christians and Jews in each others' system of calendation,103
Hadassi's advice does not seem at all amazing. In Byzantium especially
there was a keen consciousness of the Easter season and of the relation
of Christian Easter to Jewish Passover. In the first place, Easter was the
most important feast of the year throughout the Empire, so much so
that the general term to9rr4, i.e., holiday, was frequently used as
a synonym thereof.104 Secondly, the dates of Passover and of Easter
were closely intertwined.105 Furthermore, the Jews were made painfully
aware of the importance of that season to their Christian neighbors
through Justinian's prohibition of the public celebration of Passover

tot Eshkol hak-Kofer, 76b, Alphabets 187-88: nit>a-1 N blpma bit mbmn nolpna 1"P3 qtt
bleb ml3m vulan blpba mbmn nblpm 1123 %nt :1)s-1na Sean 3+a1M, Ca m71 1bimm mm3 Inn
11mn1 y'Inn -min rips 'tit :,Sins ]o'a m7na in 7-'a 13311 nm25 5w2n.) 13 It= tin :151= raw
in tilt nn+n 11111] mua1:15'taan nary blpa minn3 1m13n mm =pro vbmn naa to Din :**10a
to :1nnin nlntn3 11mg1 win am lm :152,1 1n,sna i+ann Swam 1151 15''0m1 1a112 16v 21 nun
min an nmv31 name -av2. And further on, Alphabet 188: 151ma m1v m+1nm b'pinln San
rnvv +11m21 715n21 alaoa n3n tlam vm1n, nblpm l" 51 110 qn ...11pn5 own :1nwr rp rlno
na b+mvb inn +3 T0' mmmn :1nrn ohm 112+aa1 Pill 015a 12+a+ +5111 n'nwi nR+sb n1-TV nuv3
-sins 1pip71 annmoa it in in 0.2'S'uvm ''ma 13s1n 117 Tam ...:n3ntta b'nvbt nlspa.

102 Ibid., 76b-c, Alphabet 188: uv1v nblpro nuw nlaln nun nlmlmm b+nm numa qn 1521
.1av5152115 main horn nlmb nnat51:n21wbl n311v nlmlpnm nl01vn1 mm3 brim b+1vnm mmv5
:Vn5113112 Dim o'2m-m0mi:-= namn'tn l'210'1 notlb nlminn npnnn n2ma +a
bn5 07r 10 :brpit11 11a7n -ipvm alpnnarxi 717 if ...rimni 125 unm nlana nm92 nr n'lnttal
vbmn p n-Sa b+DOm1 'Sa mlaam pmon m'nv 1m2 93 1110 107+ 115 +3 .b'ppp11b b+1p
:b'pslm m- in nm2lna blp+tmmn nnm n11va 1a11t» nt1 :b'pprnS Y+ DOm1 a-+ 1mm bVm ,polon
1+nn2ma n51on o+nSw1 inn in. And again, 76d-77a, Alphabet 190: p1p75 u5 vin-1 p5
5v 153m 131n+a nt 111t'a :,'mama n5ion 'n pmo01 :12111523 015a Tp 31 I'm '511t u31113 a'alto Sr
.m3Ifln wn l' 21 a' 1 b n 1 m 1 it nom n p n -1.1 n s m a l :n-a10m nnnl nlblvmn b+amn b+nm

m1112 1mn 10 .013m b''am m1p2 n+nn mm 5m b''m11p1L1 nib-, 553 131 :1+5+amm p17p7a 721K 111 Tam

7s1na 1m0 11spa b'2tn nv+mma b+2mlt2 anva usln 111 l'nn. (Ribonin, meaning "the feuding
[party]," was a widespread pun on rabbanim. Cf., e.g., above, 263, note 35.)

103 Cf. above, 272, 280.
104 See Krauss, Studien zur byz.jlid. Geschichte, 57.
105 Cf. above, 280, note 78, the quotation from Ya(iya of Anioch.
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whenever it preceded Easter.106 At any rate, Hadassi's remark, unique
in its terminology, indicates that the date of Easter (pesah ummoth)
carried significant weight in the calendary considerations of the Byzantine
Karaites. It affected their proclamations of leap-years and the eventual
postponement of the Karaite Passover till the next month.107

In addition to the suggested, more or less mechanical, pattern of regular
and intercalated calendar-years, a Rabbanite-modeled expansion of the
festivals proper was also proposed to include the time which might possibly
(though not necessarily) belong to the legal duration of the holiday.
Thus, Hadassi impressed upon his flock that as long as clear-cut instruc-
tions from Palestine fail to be forthcoming, two festive days (instead of
the prescribed one) should be observed for the holidays falling on "doubt-
ful" years.108 All these deviations from the original system notwith-
standing, Hadassi was still clinging to the old fiction of Palestinian
supremacy in Karaite calendation:
Such is the path we shall tread in years like these the solemnly declares], for this
is what we learned from those arriving from the Holy Land.109

FAILURE OF THE "ABIB" SYSTEM

It was not before the second half of the thirteenth century that the
discontinuance of the abib mode of calendation in Byzantium was
openly admitted. For, in spite of repeated attempts to revive the Pales-
tinian center, the Karaite settlement in Jerusalem after Salah-ad-Din's
reconquest of the city in 1187 remained pitifully insignificant. 110 Bolstered
by two centuries of Karaite adjustment to Rabbinic ways on Byzantine
soil, and assisted by the Byzantine Karaites' "new look" at the Talmud
(also expressed fully for the first time in the thirteenth century), Byzantine

106 This is, anyway, what Procopius of Caesarea relates for the period of Justinian
the Great, in his Anecdota or Secret History, Ch. XXVIII, 16-18. See the Greek text
and the English translation of H. B. Dewing, in Vol. VI of the Loeb Classics edition
of Procopius, 332 if. Cf. J. Juster, Les Juifs dans !'Empire romain, 1, 282 f. and 356 f.;
Krauss, op. cit., 56 f.; Baron, The Jewish Community, I, 230, and Social and Religious
History of the Jews (2nd ed.), III, 11; M. Avi-Yonah, Bi-Yme Romd u-Byzantion,
181. Whether Justinian's decree was still (or ever) actually enforced on the Jews of
the Empire is not for us to answer here.

107 On the no less pronounced consciousness of Christian-Karaite similarity with
regard to the date of Shabu'oth (Pentecost), see above, 278 f., and the notes thereto.

109 See above, 338, note 102: o+ivt w3v W1p3 a+nn nav 5v trwnpvri mw 55z c33.
109 Echkol hak-Kofer, 76-c, Alphabet 188: 115 S M12 In ' ti51t5 o>>ms 751 it 77-72

111mt'p fln b1tt].1b.
.

110 See Mann's "Summary of the Data Concerning the Karaite Settlement in Jeru-
salem Subsequent to the Crusades," Texts and Studies, II, 120 if.
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Karaism officially sanctioned the Rabbanite (precalculated) nineteen-year
cycle of intercalation. Even then, this act was presented as an involuntary
compromise with realities of exilic life and a sorry sign of a sinful
generation. It could therefore be valid only in the Diaspora.

Now, those of our brethren [states the thirteenth-century Aaron ben Joseph the
Elder] who live these days in Ere4 Yisrael follow the custom of our holy fathers who
used to determine [intercalation] according to the [ripening of] abib there. Alas,
our many sins have caused us, who live outside the [Holy] Land, to follow the reform
of the nineteen-year lunar cycle introduced by the Rabbanites. According to that
reform, the third, the sixth, the eighth, the eleventh, the fourteenth, the seventeenth
and the nineteenth years of the cycle are subject to intercalation. When our sages,
blessed be their memory, realized that most of these Rabbanite-computed intercalations
are correct, they authorized us to adopt the pattern.111

By the middle of the fourteenth century the abib question has under-
gone, so to speak, a full hundred-and-eighty degree turn: the familiar
pattern of Karaite-Rabbanite conflicts over intercalation gave way now
to a conspicuous discrepancy in the matter within the Karaite world
itself. Thus, Aaron ben Elijah reported for the year 1336 C.E. a full
one-month difference between the calendar of the Karaites in Constanti-
nople (who, without exception, followed now the Rabbanite cycle) and
the calendar of their brethren in Palestine, "the seekers of abib."112 A

111 Cf. Mibbar on Exodus, 15b: 1]'nnrn 11]n., D+1111 SKID'r ict D1m 13'tt117n 1]'rK in D1'1
1)1K 0+5511 r1K5 1511nm D'1i1 'nn]K b'm11 n171=1 .5Klm' p1Km.m'3K1 'E 551 01m1D 1'nm D'm1117n
5-1 17'n2n 15'am1 1vici ,r' r' V' r" In '1 '1 1]P111 .D'3V b1' 11325 11mn 12 flW D']lIn 11an
1t SD 17n1K ,n'11 sum En'11av m11 'a. The same admission of involuntary compromise is
still voiced in the fifteenth century by Elijah Bashyachi, Addereth Eliyyahu, Section
iciddpsh ha-fjodesh, Ch. XL, 36a: 1]+1' 1±K1 nv1ipn r1Kn 12 ri-in, D'31n 1]'n111Dm 1]n]K1
1117 '2Dn 153pn'Sn 11'fK D'm1Dm 1n 'En 11tP1 11Dvfl '1mm Imnl5 1]n-Ian m':Kn nK'Snm name
n21pnn 11'1 '1nK na55 111s 11171 nDi 1'Kmn 'a all?m 5K-m' r1K1.1121" nK'Yb InK Imn1 llamnn.
Cf. there also his earlier statements to this effect, Ch. XXXIV, 33a, Ch. XXXVI,
34a.

112 Cf. the story in Aaron's Gan 'Eden, 22b: niva'D 15Dnv t;-E1 11mna 1]]nrm 1]11
'1mn min s'DKl'mPmn 5m-1V r1K'm]K5 n'1 5,5K min 155 1'11m nm -mmixnn n'D's11. The event
was retold from Aaron's Code by Elijah Bashyachi, Addereth, 36b, as evidence that, in
spite of possible errors, such as the one just cited and one that happened in Bashyachi's
own time (see next note), the Rabbanite cycle was reliable.

Incidentally, though both Aaron ben Elijah and Bashyachi follow in their codes the
traditional Karaite'pattern of counting the holidays from Nisan, their stress on the
discrepancy involving Tishri (i.e., the first month of the Rabbanite calendar-year),
rather than Nisan, is not without significance. It stands out distinctly against the
pre-Crusade accounts. Thus, to cite the eleventh-century Genizah epistle discussed
above, 329, it was Nisan that had to be postponed due to the late ripening of abib
in Palestine. The reverse and more drastic case, reported by Levi ben Yefeth and quot-
ed above, 326, note 66, again directly involved the month of Nisan. The unexpectedly
early ripening of the abib, we recall, caused then the Karaite leaders to cancel the
Purim Festival and to proclaim that the day which was thought to be the fourteenth of
Adar was actually the fourteenth of Nisan.
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similar occurrence was recorded for the late fifteenth century by Elijah
Bashyachi.113 A Karaite pilgrim to Palestine reported another incident
of the same kind in 1641.114 Many more such discrepancies must have
naturally occurred in the course of the past six hundred years, but failed
to be recorded.

Thus has a great intra-Karaite rift on the abib issue taken final shape,
splitting Karaism asunder according to geographical lines. The Karaites
of Palestine as well as those of Egypt and Syria, bordering on the Holy
Land, continued to adhere to the original method of observing the state
of the spring crop as the only determinant of New Year and intercalation.
Special emissaries would be sent out annually to Palestine from the
communities of Egypt and Syria for the purpose of collecting the neces-
sary agricultural data.

The Karaite Jews [reports the fourteenth-century Karaite legist Israel Hamma'arabi],
the adherents of Scripture, who live close to Palestine-such as the community of
Misrayim [=Misr, i.e., Fustat] and Alexandria, which is [the biblical] No AmOn, as
well as the communities of Damascus and Aleppo, that is of [the biblical] Eres $oba

Now, it goes without saying that the post-Crusade calendar variances (this time
within the Karaite camp itself) were also due to fluctuations in the date of Nisan, fluc-
tuations caused by delayed or advanced ripening of abib in Palestine. And yet, signi-
ficantly, it was now not in Nisan but in Tishri that a discrepancy, if any, between the
Byzantine Karaite community and the sectaries in the East made itself felt and was
put on record. This indirectly serves as an additional indicator of the extent to which
the Karaite calendar in Byzantium has fallen in line with that of the Rabbanites,
as far as intercalation of leap-years was concerned.

113 Addereth Eliyyahfi, Section jiddush ha-t1odesh, Ch. XL, 36b: 133nia nlpn In
13mv r171 11m»e 7"' n3n 1-92M m'pn 1'312 13n5npr3 omit 12511 [1479-80] 11mh5 VU n"111 nmy
nelmo 1134! [ "N 'N1p5=] b.6 n'n ,11nv 135 n'nl in. Again, reiterates Bashyachi, inadequa-
cies of this kind should not decide against the use of the Rabbanite cycle system,
for the latter is, in the given circumstances at any rate, the next-best method: '1N1 1*1
nalpnn nm flit =51n 13N1 Man nv7 rim C'n51n ['"N 'tnp=] tri in ,13n31ntt W'5n3m rim 135
t73t v1 1121)2 a1 2113 v13705 '1N1 J'Kl n51a'n 'D 5v 13113 mVnn1 n15f3 Na' 1731p13 by v'N v'Nl.

114 Cf. the Itinerary of Samuel ben David the Karaite of Crimea. Samuel stayed
in Constantinople, on his way to Egypt, during the second week of Tishri, when his
coreligionists in the city were about to celebrate the Feast of Sukkoth. However, on
his arrival in Egypt, Samuel observed the same holiday a full month later, "according
to the finding of abib in the Holy Land." See Samuel's account in H. J. Gurland,
Ginze Yisrael, I, 1 f. and 5; A. Yaari, Masse'oth Ere$ Yisrael, 226 and 231.

While in the two instances reported by Aaron ben Elijah and Elijah Bashyachi
the Karaites of Palestine and the Near Eastern regions counted a regular year, contrary
to those of Byzantium who followed the Rabbanites and considered it a leap-year, the
situation was reversed in the case related by the Crimean pilgrim. Obviously, the
barley ripened quite late in Palestine in 1641, although the Rabbanite calendar showed
a regular year. Hence, the Egyptian Karaites, adhering to the abib system, intercalated
the year, while the Karaites of Constantinople followed their Rabbanite neighbors.
This caused the Turkish Karaites to be one month in advance of their brethren in
the Near East insofar as the date of festivals was concerned.
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and Aram Naharayim-now, these communities use to send out each year trustworthy
envoys to Palestine. The latter search and inquire and investigate and seek out the
abib in all those localities which have won traditional renown as containing the earliest
ripening crops, in advance of all other places. And the moment ripe barley is found,
they take along two bunches of the sheaves of [ripened] barley and bring back this
[concrete] proof of abib to their respective communities and show them the matured
crop, whereupon the Karaite population celebrates the Passover. Now, these envoys
return to the above communities not later than the tenth of Nisan.115

The Karaite testimony is corroborated as late as 1488 C.E. (i.e., the time
corresponding to the last years of Elijah Bashyachi) by the objective and
trustworthy account of a Rabbanite leader.116

115 Cf. Israel Hamma'arabi's Seder 'Inyan ha-'Ibbur (composed in the first quarter
of the fourteenth century), as quoted by P. F. Frank-1, "Karaische Studien (Nachtrag),"
MGWJ, XXV (1876), 328 if., esp. 329 f.; also in Assaf-Mayer, Sefer hay-Yishshub,
II, 107a, No. 21: 5wi D'1sD Sw 5npn ,5mnw' p10 ailp D'avi'n m1pTn 'Sra D'mnpn 51nw' Sax
nay 522 m5npn 151t ,D'nnl Dnmi "is Dna Dnw 6DSn 5wi pwn7 5w Snpni ,1mx xa min ,,1m'1112ox
[2'2x,1 nx-] imx D'VDmi D'npim bvveir i D'wpnDi ,5anw' yIKS D'mxs o'wam D'nSiw nawi
'aw ita Imp* 5wan3 '2 -na xnD' min ,r,ipnn San Dtip msl' no VD -&V2 mm-nn nimp):n 5=
win -nn MD D'wiWi 3'a1L1 Dn5 mix-ml a'a1W nrrv Dn5 D'x'am D'livwn 'saw In D'1D1v
m5npn 15x 525 D'rn5wn i5x D'v'an 1D'3a.

The same was reported a hundred and fifty years later by Elijah Bashyachi, Addereth
Eliyyahu, Section ,jfiddush ha-f fodesh, Ch. XXXIV, 32c:...5xmw' p111a 2'2x,1 nx'sn'D Sv
mix D1xi b9,1111 Dnxi D'1sn ram 5mw' rim D'xsnan D'xlpn v'nx D 'n D'wivw int.

A testimony to the same effect reaches us from Egypt itself through the early fifteenth-
century Samuel al-Maghribi, the author of the Murshid (see on him briefly, Poznabski,
Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 81 Q. Obviously speaking on the basis of
personal experience (he lived in Cairo and there he composed his code in 1434),
Samuel states that only the people of Damascus and Cairo are under the obligation to
follow the abib. The distant communities, however, should fix their New Year according
to the nineteen-year cycle. Cf. the Arabic text in Traktat fiber Neulichtbeobachtung
and den Jahresbeginn bei den Kardern von Samuel ben Moses (ed. F. Kauffmann),
16; German It, 26.

116 Cf. the well-known letter of 'Obadyah of Bertinoro, published first by Neubauer,
"Zwei Briefe Obadjah's aus Bartenoro," Jahrbuch fur die Geschichte der Juden, III
(1863), 195 if., esp. 207; reproduced in Luncz's Hamme'ammer, IH (1919), 117,
and in A. Yaari's Iggeroth Ere; Yisrael, 119: naw 5aa D'Swira D'nSiw [D'nsn 'xnp=] Dn
D'xlpn pawn 1111" bin .ni,1av' nag -now n2'1s pawn n'nnw Dw nit-14 -va 'Dai ,2'2x,1 mx15
Dwm nia pm n112D' xS 'Sirn'nanoaipaw o'mnpni SvD inn 5v ,D'1z*lv.

See also our earlier references to 'Obadyah's letter, above, 154, note 269, 162,
note 292.

In view of this impartial Rabbanite testimony from the late fifteenth century,
Assaf's qualified acceptance of the statement by the early fourteenth-century Karaite,
Israel Hamma'arabi (see last note), does not seem warranted, esp. since Assaf him-
self recalls in a footnote (Sefer hay-Yishshub, II, 45, note 21) the epistle of 'Obadyah.
Assaf's remark there (107a, No. 21) that the situation described by Hamma'arabi "fits
also-and, perhaps, particularly-into the period under review [in Vol. II of Sefer
hay-Yishshub]," i.e., preceding the Crusades, fails to take into account Hamma'arabrs
earlier report that the maskflim (meaning the Karaites) of most communities have
already forsaken the abib system in favor of the precalculated Rabbanite cycle
pattern : limn Sr -nay pawn 11n by n:55 am 'a 5mw' ail 'S'awn nin :j-y. This situation,
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This stubborn effort of perpetuating the unwieldy, obsolete method of
Palestino-centric calendation was, then, limited to the Near Eastern Ka-
raite groups alone. The Karaites of Byzantium, however, and (later)
those of the Turkish-conquered former Byzantine lands as well as of the
East European communities, deviated ever more from their ancient
system and followed the calendary practice of their Rabbanite neighbors.

True, in one area-that of the kethubboth-the forces of inherent con-
servatism were still at work and insisted on viewing the new situation as a
passing phenomenon only. The modern formula of the Karaite marriage
contract, printed in the East European Karaite prayerbooks, shows
only a qualified acceptance of the Rabbanite system of calendation.
Thus, never was the original obligation of the newlywed couple to
adhere to the abib principle cancelled formally. It was only modified to
read that bridegroom and bride will sanctify the holidays following
a calendar which was based on the "observation of the New Moon and
the finding of abib in the Holy Land, if they can find it."117

Yet, even this fiction could not reverse the inevitable trend of events.
In the long run the abib principle could not fare better than the other
premises of Karaite legislation which, as we recall, had to be thrown
overboard by force of changed circumstances. Much like the original
anti-Talmudism, the nominal raison d'etre of sectarian ideology, which
gave way already in the thirteenth century to the paradoxical claim
that, after all, "most of the sayings of the Mishnah and the Talmud
stem from our [Karaite] Fathers"' 18-the initial Karaite hostility to the

with the exception of Babylonia (see above, 303 ff.), was definitely the result of
disintegration of ties with Palestine in the wake of the Crusades. Thus, it fits into
the period of Hamma'arabi rather than into the eleventh century.

117 Cf. Seder Tefilloth hak-Ztara'im, ed. Gozlow, IV, 39b--40a (reprinted by Caster,
"Die Ketubbah bei den Samaritanern," MGWJ, LIV [19101, 578 f.), and ed. Vienna,
IV, 67 (the reference given by Gulak on reprinting the formula in his Oscar hash-
Shelaroth, 58, No. 54, and copied from there in Sefer hay-Yishshub, IT, 107a, No.
20, should be corrected accordingly!): +pns1 13+0 1n mass nay TV= on+av 1ann1 121 11n1
n a V ?3 01' 0 it 5N1m+ p1N] ]+]1M ntrsnal n1+n mini O''rpnn "1+ I.TM72 nlt 110V5 inn in
in u , s n 5. An English version of the kethubbah is included in Nemoy's beautiful
translation of the Karaite marriage ritual, Karaite Anthology, 284, under (F). See
also above, 296, note 13.

The clause 1nn+soa nam or nit goes back, I believe, to the conservative formulation
of Aaron ben Elijah, Gan 'Eden, 21d, who insisted on the fiction of preserving the
obligation of the quest for abib "as long as physically feasible": o+11270 n15= lama o51:s1
m5at1 van 5°1 1 nit , s n a n i v n 1 1 1 v ) n 2"v ,13ftt n1s01 nar 15D3 K51 satin nmp2a
rmn wpimn 5"1 1 n N' s o a n a m o 01' 11 It O N IM It 5v 0130Tn v1p5 5++1n0
nripn [111 5v=] 1"v o+551n 5atnv'. See also the same wording in the (later) text of
Bashyachi, quoted above, 340, note 111.

118 See the quotations above, 241 f., notes 79, 82.
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Rabbanite intercalation system was also replaced by a similar claim.
In flagrant contradiction to the tenth- and eleventh-century Palestino-
centric arguments, the precalculated calendar was ultimately hailed
as the noble legacy of the prophetically inspired repatriants ("The
Good Figs") of the First Babylonian Exile.119

As if this paradox of claiming the nineteen-year cycle as a praiseworthy
ancient reform were not enough, a rationale was also supplied for the
ensuing regional break-up of Karaism on the abib issue. The curious
process of adjustment did finally "legalize," as it were, the very rift
within the Karaite sect and gave it the official sanction of a unanimous
decree of all Karaite scholars :
Summa summarum [thus winds up Bashyachi his discussion of the subject], all have
decreed that those dwelling in Palestine should proceed in accord with the abib which
is found in the Land of Israel, whereas those who are far from the Holy Land should
follow the computed cycle of regular and intercalated calendar-years.720

Thus ends the story of a principle and its defeat.

EYE-WITNESSING THE NEW MOON

Lunar observation was the other basic determinant of Karaite calen-
dation. As the Karaite sine qua non for fixing the first day of each month,
it became an irritating bone of contention between the two factions of
Jewry wherever a sectarian community was established.

Now, although usually pronounced in one breath with abtb,121 the
principle of lunar observation as prerequisite for proclaiming a new
month resembled neither in nature nor in scope the agricultural pheno-
menon determining New Year. Geographically independent and universal,

119 Cf. Aaron ben Elijah's quotation from Seder 'Inyan ha-'Ibbur of Israel Ham-
ma'arabi, in Gan 'Eden, 22b: 11pn Kin 111nnn lips ,5 a-2 %invnn 5K1m' ti+» =n 13K
v]m] 11mnn 13pn1 1Tnv 1VK 011 .117 111K 111 o-1+-IN 11Km2 1vn 5]] '61= 1+nv m]1bn o+]Knn
1+1nK Jmnl 1x51 011117 +0 511 2+= lnt nW1pn5 n101m0 'IVY 0+2m1 n,- ivn. This statement was
copied verbatim from Gan 'Eden by Elijah Bashyachi, in his Addereth Eliyyahu,
Section jCiddush ha-IIodesh, Ch. XL, 36b. The clause on the "Good Figs" was
paraphrased also by the Arabic-writing Samuel al-Maghribi. Cf. his Traktat, Arabic
Section, 16. The editor, however, could not make sense of the nv105K WntntK, and tried
to emend the text. Correspondingly, his German translation (p. 26) is also inaccurate.

For the diametrically opposed, Palestino-centric interpretation of the calendary
legacy of Jewry's ancient (Assyrian and Babylonian) exilic experience, cf. above,
321 and note 52.

120 Cf. Elijah Bashyachi, in Addereth Eliyyahu, 36b: o+tmrn t 55n Ip00 157 q10
112mn +1nK m55 111122 o+pin1 0n .1v in 5K1m' ram tt n]n anim +0 511 n1mv5 5K1m' r1Ka
nnnm071 mts111m 11mnn. See also the earlier formulation of Samuel al-Maghribi,
summarized above, 342, end of note 115.

121 Cf., for instance, the wording of the kethubboth cited above, 295 if., notes 9.
10, 13, 15, 16, and in many other texts introduced in the foregoing discussion.
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the act of sighting the New Moon fared therefore in Byzantium quite
differently than the territorially exclusive, Palestino-centric mode of
intercalating years. In the first place, it did not lose its validity with the
Crusades. The contrary rather is true. With the gradual diminution
and ultimate discontinuance of the abib method in the Byzantine Karaite
calendar, the importance of lunar observation-the only remaining
time determinant on which Karaites and Rabbanites were still divided-
increased considerably.

This reverse process can well be illustrated by the literary pheno-
menon emphasized already at the outset of our calendar discussion.
Byzantine Karaite literature from the twelfth century on did not preserve
a single explicit recollection of a Karaite-Rabbanite feud over intercala-
tion, although, we have seen, feuds of this kind did take place before the
Crusades.122 The late texts do, however, refer to several cases of inter-
denominational conflicts resulting from Karaite insistence on lunar
observation. This can be explained only by assuming that Karaite
scholars quite naturally chose to remember only those incidents, past
and present, which were based on a principle still at work in the Karaite
society of their time. They preferred to ignore rather past conflicts
which were rotoed in a principle that had long since lost its validity.
For, surely, the recalling of such instances would merely bring into
sharper relief the abandonment by later Karaism of the sect's original
system of intercalation.
r A comparable situation can be observed also at the other end of the

Mediterranean. This situation was indirectly reported by Yehudah
Hallevi for twelfth-century Spain. Decrying the hypocrisy of Karaite
tactics in calendar disputes which he may have observed personally in
the Iberian Peninsula, Hallevi challenges the sectaries to explain their
behavior:
For, [on the one hand,] I see them [i.e., the Karaites] follow the Rabbanites in inter-
calating [leap-years] through the addition of a Second Adar to [the regular month of]
Adar, and, at the same time, they taunt the Rabbanites about lunar observation of the
month of Tishri. "How could you observe the Fast of Atonement [Kippur] on the
ninth of Tishri?", they ask. Why, they should be ashamed of themselves! [How dare
they reproach us for an illusory difference of a day, while] they themselves are in the
dark as to whether that very month is Elul or Tishri, in case of intercalation, or whether
it is Tishri or Marheshwan, if they do not intercalate the year!123

Now, there is no certainty that, similar to their Byzantine brethren,
the Spanish Karaites did forego the abib practice only at the end of the

122 See above, 327 if.
123 Cf. Hallevi's Kuzari in Ibn Tibbon's version, Part I, end of § 38: -winnw'i In, +ni

mm wrrnn n5awa mnalwn [wtnpm=]-referring to his earlier query in § 35 with regard to
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eleventh or in the early twelfth century under the pressure of international
developments. They may have followed even earlier the example of the
Babylonian sectaries and adopted Rabbanite computation,124 although
the persistent memory in Spain, all through the twelfth century, of close
contacts with Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah and his school in eleventh-century
Palestine militates against such an assumption.125 Be that as it may,
the vivid picture drawn by Hallevi of the Karaites' insistence on lunar
observation, at the very time when, cut off from Palestine, they had to
resign themselves to borrowing the Rabbanite method of intercalation,
is highly illuminating. It is characteristic of the especially perplexed
position of Western Karaism during and after the Crusades, a position
shared by the sectaries in Byzantium and in Spain alike.

VICISSITUDES OF LUNAR OBSERVATION

A difference between the precalculated Rosh-]Yodesh (first day of the
month) and the actual witnessing of the New Moon could result in a
discrepancy of a full day. Thus, the Rabbanites could be celebrating,
say, the first of Tishri (New Year) on one day, while the Karaites consid-
ered that day a weekday, notwithstanding the prayer and singing
issuing from Rabbanite synagogues. An occurrence of this sort is indeed

Ex. 12:2-0+mph O.n1 Flits 111t 11aVa O+aa,n +1nit O+:511 On1K nK11 +i1t1
m1111 ON O'rn' Oa+K On1 1m13+ K5n .'1V11 lNmna 1107 o1s Ones lilt +10n n 1 + n ++ K -12 a n
13naK 0+1h1K l+n K5n1 .1+1190 13+Km2 11mn172 1K +1mn K1n OK 1K 113D+ma +1mn 1K 51511 mnn
13Km +05 nvpa I+K1 5158 lit 11mn11a lit +1mn Vim, OK V13 K5 t rim ,n5+5anh 1nm rim O+Da1Un
m1!n5 11mna 1K +D+mna thlsnl Onh 1173571 O1+n17pV3 0+ 511.

The passage was for the first time correctly related to the changing process of the
Karaite calendary system by H. J. Bornstein, in a note ad loc. The note was printed
anonymously in the Warsaw edition of the Kuzari by A. Zifrinowitsch (1911), 173 f.
(republished: A. Zifroni, Tel-Aviv [19481, 180 if., note), and, later, in Bornstein's
"Recent History of Intercalation" (Hebrew), Hattekufah, XIV-XV (1922), 368 f., note 2.

124 See above, 303 if.
125 This memory must have communicated itself even to the local Rabbanites,

so much so that an Abraham ibn Daud would erroneously attribute the very establish-
ment of Karaism in Spain to a disciple of Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah. See on it my "Elijah
Bashyachi" (Hebrew), Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), esp. 190 if., where this pseudo-historical
reconstruction is refuted. Cf. also above, 34 f. (and notes). Yeshu'ah's own books were
apparently so popular in Spain, even among the Rabbanites, that the self-same Ibn
Dared could not help entering a debate with the concepts set out therein. In fact, he
wrote a special book of refutation of Yeshu'ah's Commentary on Genesis. Cf. Seder
hak-$rabbalah, in Medieval Jewish Chronicles, I, 81. See also my comments in Tarbiz,
XXV (1955-56), 190, note 84.

The tremendous popularity in twelfth- and, undoubtedly, also in eleventh-century
Spain of the biblical commentaries of Yefeth ben 'All, the tenth-century Palestinian
Karaite exegete who enjoyed great esteem in Byzantium, must similarly be considered
in this connection. It strengthens the assumption that all through the tenth and ele-
venth centuries Spanish Karaism followed the lead of the Palestinian center.
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reported by a fourteenth-century Karaite writer (on the basis of older
texts)126 for the year 1097-a memorable year in the reign of Emperor
Alexios I, when the Crusaders (called in our text Ashkenazim, i.e.,
"Germans") reached Constantinople.127

A reverse occurrence, so goes another report by the same scholar
(also based on an earlier work),128 happened on the first day of Nisan,
when the Karaites sighted the New Moon a day earlier than predicted by
the Rabbanite calendar. This involved the problem of removal of
leavened bread from Karaite homes on what appeared to the Rabbanites
the eve of the thirteenth, instead of the prescribed fourteenth, day of
Nisan. Nevertheless, the source assures us, several pious Rabbanites
joined the sectarians in the ceremonial of bi'ur hamef (i.e., removal of
leaven). Again, a memorable year it was, for one Shemaryah Alexandros
arrived at that time in Constantinople, possibly as the emissary of the
Egyptian Karaite community.129

Additional conflicts are cited for the thirteenth and later centuries.
Since, however, unlike the abib problem, the story does not close with
Byzantium, we cannot transgress the chronological limits of this study
by including also the later incidents. Suffice it to say here that, in the
long run, the principle of lunar observation was to admit defeat no
less than the Palestino-centric method of intercalation. Indeed, its
abandonment, too, was to be curiously explained away later as a singular
success of Karaite jurisprudence. 130

126 Aaron ben Elijah, in Gan 'Eden, 8d: amt= 11mo o'N1pn '3'301 10 lit. Unfor-
tunately, the original source is unavailable.

127 Ibid.: rn' 5v mrht o+55mnn rn an:z-r11V'n 5-1 nimn np33 tn'n nln3, 1731 nlpnm
mnolp3 13'n3mN 10m 103 15mn vvp5et 1»n mnvlp3 n', nn nr11n. See also Mann, Texts
and Studies, II, 43, and note 83.

To the references given there by Mann for the term Ashkenazim, in the meaning of
"Crusaders," add now line 24 of the Arabic Genizah document published by S. D.
Goitein, "New Sources on the Fate of the Jews During the Crusaders' Conquest of
Jerusalem" (Hebrew), Zion, XVII (1952), 137, Hebrew translation, 141. Cf. also the
English version of the document, in Goitein's "Contemporary Letters on the Capture
of Jerusalem by the Crusaders," JJS, III (1952), 172.

128 Gan 'Eden, Sd: 1ma i'Irn rn 3nnn1. This source is likewise lost.
129 Ibid.: rn 0'3311 nr'3p 0111 o'11pn 1mlp1 1-1nn5n N1N1Im 0']730 12'1n'-b 1m1o 1nm 17313 lit

lwvn b'I31n 173 m'maNv YDm 1'Irn nt 311311 mnolp3 011-1Im351t N'-173V '1 Nam 173ts n'n nn 11735
o'N1pn n13pv3 pnn nips 1mr1. See above, 272 and note 58, for a possible Rabbanite
echo of the incident. For a tentative identification of Shemaryah of Alexandria see
Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 43. Starr (Jews in the Byz. Empire, 209) draws attention,
however, to the fact that the contiguity of the two reports in Aaron ben Elijah's Code
does not necessarily imply that the two events were contemporaneous.

130 See on it Poznafiski, Die karaische Literatur der letzten dreissig Jahre, 7 f.,
n connection with $ema(s David, composed by David Kukizow in 1848 (printed in
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Some memorable events of general import have been mentioned, we
recall, in the above-cited texts in conjunction with the dates on which the
Karaite-Rabbanite feuds over Rosh-Ijodesh had taken place in Constantin-
ople. This inclusion of references to extraneous happenings which were
otherwise unrelated to the subject-matter at hand is quite instructive.
It possibly entitles us to infer the reason for the lucky preservation of
the described calendar incidents. These early incidents persisted in the
memory of the community not because they had no peer or because of
their intrinsic importance over and above other (unrecorded) instances
of the same kind. Rather, their preservation was due to their mere coinciding
with events of a broader scope which left a deep imprint on the memories
of those generations. Hence, it may be said with the greatest degree of
probability that many more conflicts over lunar observation had taken
place in the early stages of Byzantine Karaite history which are covered
by this volume; they simply failed to get recorded.

RABBANITE ARGUMENTS

These calendar discrepancies of one day were, by the simple law of
averages, undoubtedly more frequent, yet no less irritating, than the
differences in intercalation. No wonder, then, that Tobias ben Eliezer,
the Byzantine Rabbanite leader of the time of the First Crusade, turned
against them with particular vehemence. True, he, too, could not deny
that lunar observation was in itself commendable. 131 Even so, he hastened
to summon historical and juridical reasons in support of the Rabbinic
way.

The lunar observation method [argues Tobias] is not only often
impractical :132 it actually was never binding.

And if you should ask, "How could the Late Sages [Aharonim] impose a reform
based on [precalculated] postponements [dehiyyoth] of Rosh-IIodesh over and above
the procedure of the Early Sages [Rishanim] who sanctified the beginning of the
month according to lunar observation ?"-here is the solution: The Torah said, "These
are the appointed seasons of the Lord which ye shall proclaim to be holy convocations"
(Lev. 23:2). This means that proclamation of holidays depends on the Jewish people.
Indeed, even in the days of the Prophets, Jews did not follow any other method but the
sanctification of Rosh-iodesh by court decision. For it is written, "This month shall
be unto you the beginning of months" (Ex. 12:2), which is to say, `Look at [the pattern
of] it and sanctify it accordingly'. This means [in other words] that the matter does

1897). See also A. S. Halkin, "History of the `Blessing of the New Moon' in the Ka-
raite Congregation" (Hebrew), Horeb, II (1935), 87 if.

131 Lekah Tab on Genesis, 78 [39b]: mx-vi -n m'Tp5 SK-im"S trn rain.

132 Ibid.: 7r1r7 5n rout l+m-rpn lm13 K5 on -ont-I7 o°1 mrp5 ;nVnm nrvtt.
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not depend on sighting the moon but on sanctification by court decision [kiddush
beth d[n].133

The truth of the matter is [declares Tobias, following the midrash in
Pirlce de-RabbiEli'ezer] that precalculated calendation is a tradition going
back to the remotest past of Jewry and mankind-indeed, it reaches back
into the times of Adam himself.134 But, granted even, for the sake of
argument, that the fixed calendar was an innovation of later Rabbanite
reformers; these reformers worked on firm ground. They were fully
empowered to proceed with their modifications both by historical
precedent and owing to the lofty ideal they were serving. For, in the
first place,

such is the way of the world: Each generation raises its own leader [to meet. its needs
and challenges as they come along]. As long as these [leaders] serve God, they all
are equally entitled to be called God's subjects.

Truly, no single generation is capable of legislating for the good of all generations.
But in each generation the leaders of Israel inform the People of God which is God's
Way, and they introduce reforms and innovations and add to the doctrines of the
Early Sages, according to the [correct] way of worshipping our God.135

Secondly, a precalculated (hence, uniform) calendar is most vital for
keeping the nation together. After all, the unity of Israel is at stake.
More than once Tobias fulminates in his midrashic commentary against
splitting the Congregation of Jacob into "feuding groups, where one
group approves and the other repudiates the same thing, one celebrates
the holy feast today and the other proclaims its date tomorrow."136

These [precalculated] postponements [in the Rabbinic calendar] are a regulation
[talckanah] of Jewry introduced into all branches of Jewish Dispersion with the intention

133 Ibid.: '-0y o'vTpa 1'nv O'alvtll 11p'n 511 zmmn 11p'n O'111nt upn 1K'1 hire 0w] n°Kt
nE'lp ,(1 1-a '1p'1) rip 'K1p0 0n1K 1K1pn 1VK '1 'TDm 1511 110K n11nn 'a ,nalvn it ....1"K11
,1'T n'a v1T'p 1nit KSK 0'7511 5K-Iv' rn K5 O'K'San 'INa 15'9KV ,0'15n SKIV'a 0'12101 W11'y
OK '7 13351 n"K1a '15n inn 1'1tv VTpl rK1 113 ,(a a-' '0v) O'rrn vin 015 nin vlnn 10Kav
1'T m1 v1T'pa. The source of Tobias' homily is Bab. Tal. Rash hash-Shanah, 20a.

134 See above, 270 and note 53, for Tobias' thesis.
135 Lekah Tab on Genesis, 78 [39b]: nit O'rnvtn 15111 ,11111 rim 111Ta 1t ,051111 111 11

1'y"10 brim' '1v 1111 111 571 K5K nnnn 51 7pn5 Si:' -Int 111 ]'m slay O'K1p3 nlaKa 11'1151t
11'15K n113V 117 5y n'21WK1n Sr 1'o'o1121 1'iD111h11'aanm'1111'10n.

(The English translation of the first sentence, as given here, is not literal; but, I
believe, it reflects faithfully the intention of Tobias ben Eliezer.)

136 Lekah Tab on Deuteronomy, 125 [63a]: n-ma l'ivr 1'nnv ,(%1 1.5 'wr) apr' n5np
lout fit ,mTUK n1TUt 1vrn 16 (K T-''a7) 11112nn Kb 101K Kin 1pi ,n1TUK m117K inn 161 nnK
1nn5 nn vip K1pn o1'n 1n1v tit ,19nn 1n. And further in the same context: 'toav nn'
111113K m111H 1"1vy run Kb1 lint 1T111t 1'm12 1'nnv An 1.5 '2T) 5K1v'.

See also earlier in the same section of the Commentary, 43 [22a]: 'a-t) 11TUnn x5
1'5010 15K 11'm nn-OK m113K lvmn 0 ,1111 11rS12 115K (K0 "1 5K'TT) K35'K 111 1912] 16 (t T-'
0102) 10K2V 19121 nnK 1Tult m57 rn K5K ,1n05 15M min VIP Klph 1'101v 15K ,1'1'v= i5K1
1109 1'1K Sr 111111111 0 'u.
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that all-the whole People of God-shall [with its aid] observe the proclamation
of festivals on one and the same day. This will prevent them from disintegrating into
factions, where one faction [observes the holiday] today, while the other [postpones
it until] tomorrow.137

Even in the heat of controversy the Karaites could not remain unmindful
of this genuine desire for unity and of the impact that such arguments
had on the rank and file of diasporic Jewry.138 Thus, the Karaites'
persistent defense of their unwieldy calendar system was now doubly
difficult.

INHERENT WEAKNESS

The precise nature of Rabbanite action against Karaite defiance in the
field of calendation, apart from literary polemics, is not clear. Pu-

137 Cf. Lekalt Tab on Genesis, 78 [39b]: 5inr m'52 5a2 on 5x1m' nape m'trm i5t
in05 nn ol'n nt ,mTnax mTUK anrn5 u51 en on 5a MR ora 0513 O'imn nx'Ip tt'T231m m'n5.
The same goes for the precalculated intercalation. Cf. Lekah Tob on Exodus, 54 f.
[27b]: 0r m'0m 55m m m'.6 nryun nmax 5atim' mfrs x5i 7u'r.T Tao 5v 111305 "xti 1551
nt Sr '0'r 0ra 513x51 nt Sr wnp.

It is interesting to note that Tobias ben Eliezer's appeal for unity in the field of
calendation resembles very much the phraseology employed in the ninth century by
the already-quoted Babylonian exilarch. Cf. the text edited by Mann, Jews in Egypt
and Palestine, IT, 41 f. (also Bornstein, "Recent History of Intercalation" [Hebrew],
Hattekufah, )aV-XV [1922], 346 f.; and Sefer hay-Yishshub, II, 101a, No. 5): 'in'ST
o'Tm0 5» am-r= nnx nn i 5xim' 5m 15t; and: tni,ax miiax %rivv nm5 xST. See above,
307, note 37.

138 Cf. the Byzantine source Yehi Me'oroth, excerpted by Pinsker, Lllckate, App.
XI, 150 (on Hadassrs authorship thereof see above, 30, note 8, and 52, note 66),
which quotes a work on the calendar by the ninth-century Rabbanite Hai ben David:
imen vnrn p'mn51 rpm 'Sn Sr s'T'm -min 1pn -1mx -100.1 10x na'm'e win "x11 3-1 nam
Tnx In1 5v 1101x11 riap5 it 5at i1Tta in mr ttSI ftaan nmr xrma is pny' T '2.
Although the author speaks of 'ibbar in general, the fixed method of intermittently in-
tercalating the months (creating a pattern of 29 and 30 days) is intended here. The method
was hailed here as safeguarding the unity of the nation in Dispersion, over and against
Karaite insistence on lunar observation. This'ibbur of months is denounced by Hadassi
as an innovation (avtip p3m min ntarn 0Tpmn inn min '7 on i-n )), but the Karaite
scholar does not refrain from repeating with Hai ben David that the reason for the
innovation was an honest desire for unity of Israel.

Indeed, in his Eshkol hak-Kofer, for which Yehi Me'oroth served as a sort of collec-
tanea, Hadassi reports Hai's account in his usual rhymed prose (75a, Alphabet 184):
ma x5i m01-1: 0 m'tnn fpm ...:na'm' min 'x11 in 10xma ifs: 1z pns' xa iiv 1minx2m
m'nfirStlal :na'Tpn5 init 01'a 5xtim' nit 5'npnS 19 ':nailns-Ia05531m2r
nasi0 bin nns0.

The full (Hebrew) text from Hai's treatise on the calendar, paraphrased by Hadassi,
was given earlier by Yefeth ben 'All in his (Arabic) Commentary on Leviticus.
This greatest of Karaite exegetes, whose writings were eagerly translated and
excerpted in Byzantium, also acknowledged the fact that the desire. for national
unity was the propelling power behind the Rabbanite abolition of the lunar method.
Cf. the passage excerpted in Likkule, App. XI, 149 f.: 1"n -on o'aimx7n O'mrn '0'am
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nitive measures surely depended on local conditions in each community,
on the ratio of Karaite population versus the number of Rabbanites in
the same locality, on the attitude of governmental authorities, etc. The
partition erected at Pera in order to alleviate recurrent tensions
between the warring parties,139 and the admission of the Thessalonican
Rabbanite Genizah epistle that "a violent enmity developed and great
quarrels took place,"140 point to sporadic eruptions of physical viol-
ence.141 On the whole, however, there is no doubt that the feuds were
limited to oral and literary argument. It stands to reason that, with the
progressive concentration of the Karaites on the principle of lunar ob-

n11"v 'am1'1 -irm 1np51 tail In vnan t'-nn 'mirlam m1"n 'amrl mill m'N1a []'wri :5's]
amimnt rn naln 5tnm' nltn Coati [era :5's] nra wnnt5 lmn 1np51 onbv ninth 1,11s1 nlnv
.W193 Pns' '1 nK1m 102 ,1 n t 5 1 n at I t 1' in 13.113 1 n it himim 1 tn'5a vitivn3ma inn nt 517
n113tata...1nN Cl' 5n 5K1m' n11 52 11t37'v -21 ynh Vltana[nttliM1:5'Slrnrnn
npSnt '5a note n11310 note nt'CKa n'n'ma [n'apn'2D5=] 1'a95 '1211 ... n n tat fill a n a 1 n n it.

Yefeth's contemporary, Sahl ben Masliab, recognized the same in his oft-quoted
Epistle, Likkule, App. III, 33: (oat flan :5'1] 11an 1=5 ]van 11ami ]lamp (cf. note 1, ad
loc.). So did Yefeth's son, Levi, in his Book of Precepts, Likkule, App. X, 89; and, a
century earlier, ICirlfisani, Kitab al-Anwbr, IV, 805:

Unlike these tenth-to-twelfth-century Karaite scholars, the late ninth-century
Daniel al-], fimisi did not seem to be impressed by this Rabbanite invocation of Jewish
unity. On the contrary:. Precisely in the name of Jewish unity he called on the Rabban-
ites to revert to the old calendary system. Cf. the passage from his Pithron Shenem
'Asar (ad Mal..2:10), as quoted and translated above, 311 f., and end of note 45.

Incidentally, the tradition of Hai ben David, attributing the calendar reform to an
Isaac (ben?) Nappaba, is in itself a problem. Mann promised a special treatment of the
subject (Texts and Studies, II, 468, note 1); I am, however, aware of no later discussion
by Mann of the question at hand. Cf. his earlier essay on "A Responsum by Sherira
Gaon and His Son Hai on the Calendar," forming a part of his "Gaonic Studies," in
HUC Jubilee Volume (1925), 237 if. See also Harkavy's Hebrew kradashim gam
Yeshanim, 2nd Ser., No. 6, § 2, in Haggoren, IV (1903), 75 if., esp. 80; and Bornstein,
in his already-quoted Hebrew study in the Sokolow Jubilee Volume, 159 f.

As far as I know, the earliest mention of Isaac Nappa(ia in Karaite literature is
that by lrirkisani (937 c.E.). Cf. Kitdb al-Anwar, 1, 23 (Eng. tr., Nemoy, HUCA,
VII [1930], 342); I, 143 (French tr., Vajda, REJ, CVII [1946-47], 95); IV, 805.

The tomb of a "Rabbi Isaac Nappabfi," in a Babylonian community which itself
bore the name "Nappaba," was venerated as late as the twelfth century. This was
reported by Benjamin of Tudela, ed. Asher, 66; Eng. tr., 107. The reading of the
place-name was accepted, on good grounds, by Grunhut, 61 (and 123, notes 372-73);
however, Adler, 43, preferred the variant "Kaphri." Now, the accepted interpretation
associates, of course, the "R. Isaac Nappabfi" of the Itinerary with the ancient Pales-
tinian sage going by that name. Should not this interpretation be modified now in the
light of the above Karaite texts? It seems quite plausible to connect the veneration of
the tomb of Rabbi Isaac of Nappaba (read In for In in Hadassi) with the far-reaching
calendary reform which this late Babylonian sage had introduced into Babylonian
Jewish life.

139 See on it above, 335 f.
140 Cf. above, 329 and note 76.
141 See above, 55 f., note 75.
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servation and with the gradual relaxation (and, later, abandonment) of the
abfb method, witnessing of the New Moon also grew correspondingly
to be the main target of Rabbanite attacks and mockery.

There was, in the first place, the standard teaser, "What about
observing the moon when the sky is cloudy?" This argument, complain-
ingly reported by all extant Karaite sources,142 was also repeated by
Tobias ben Eliezer.143 Indeed, an aggravating argument it was, since
eye-witnessing of the moon really depended so much on the caprices of
the weather. Secondly, cases of discrepancy within the Karaite fold pro-
per must also have been quite frequent, since the moon was actually
sighted by equally pious and reliable observers in different localities at
different hours. This, in fact, was helplessly admitted by the Karaite
scholars themselves.144 Consequently, differences with regard to dates of
certain festivals would occur not alone between Karaites and Rabbanites,
where, after all, two different methods of calendation were involved,
but also among diverse groups of Karaites, even in the same country.
This would perforce expose the sectarians, victims of their own principle,
to corroding doubts about the efficacy of their antiquated method and
turn them into the laughing-stock of the whole Jewish community.145

Indeed, the Rabbanites must have lost no time in making the most of
the weakness inherent in the Karaite practice. The Karaites, on the other
hand, could only pray not to be caught off guard and, since there was no
disguise to their peculiarities, train themselves to defend these self-imposed
paradoxes under any circumstances. The plaintive tone in the piyyuF"'
composed by Tobias ben Moses, the Karaite leader in eleventh-century
Constantinople,147 is perhaps exaggerated. It even may be to a certain

142 Cf., for instance, Mibhar on Exodus, 15b: nvV1 nn olty 11111 DK, :1112'7+ n*nnn DK1.
143 Lekah Tab on Exodus, 54 [27b]: n1vV n1]5n MK-11 161 111vn 172r n'n o6 J5 r 1

?%1min V1p3 K5m 7hKn ,o+n+. And further, 55 [28a]; niv nlm term nitz 11] 5n pi n1 nm
inn n1s5n ni7n 5-Mm ...11n15C 1515 1n'mv5 1K1r bit ,131m711 vin win n1]5n no:nr ,nv w
nsrm 171 nr 11K in 71»55 ?min vK1 15 "n1 nr51 v'pin m15m1.

144 Cf. Aaron ben Elijah, Gan `Eden, 10a: [1311CIpn 11773 Dnnm nr 5a mrpn5 11Ki
i5 nK71m 1D5 nmly n'n1 inK 571 1151rn 1t5 1 b3 nlhnnm ,7110 131m1V tntl o11n D1r1V 11»1.

145 Cf., Mibhar on Exodus, 15a: tnspl D1m1pn DnZp Dram K7p13 15f5 1511»1 71K1
n33vn nm1Vn IN [01]370 :5.7] K+on7D3 55nnn wine Kin 111 ?v-?n5 ovnp 1D: D11mnn vwn t+5511»
?DIf 5D 117x71 11Ki An, r°1 '17) 111rY nvr in m1Kn1.

146 See the Hebrew text above, 56, in note 75.
147 Two piyyu im by Tobias ben Moses are printed in the modem Karaite prayer-

book, ed. Vilna. Cf. Vols. II, 232 f. (beginning: 11n3.-IK nnK Stn 111n5K), and IV, 208 f.
(beginning: 55n5 rim 15 31e and forming the acrostic pm ,n'nro), from which we shall
be quoting presently. An additional piyyu/ is reported by Pinsker (Lik(cuie, App.,
Note III, 139) from a MS of an ancient Karaite hazzaniyyah, i.e., a collection of liturg-
ical compositions. (See also below, Chapter VIII, note 172.)
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degree stereotype. Yet, it no doubt echoes the feelings of many a Karaite
in an overwhelmingly Rabbanite community :

They have reduced me, they have chastised me;
At all time they quarrel with me!
Oh, there are among them some mighty ones like bears.
And, after all, I am one and they are so many.
Rescue me, 0 Lord, from tyrants!
Do save me from the tyrants!



CHAPTER VIII

THE CHALLENGE

I N THE PRECEDING chapters our attention was focused mainly
on the practical divergences between Byzantine Karaites and Byzan-
tine Rabbanites in matters of ritual and of religious observance.

These divergences, we have seen, did inspire, on the one hand, mutual
curiosity and borrowing. On the other hand, they bred anger and
animosity and were the subject of actual quarrels and feuds.

The literary arguments which accompanied these practical differences
between the two branches of Judaism in the Empire did not merely
provide us with an exhaustive index of the subject-matter under conten-
tion. They also permitted us to recapture much of the creative tension
underlying the acclimatization of the Karaite movement in Byzantium.

RABBINIC STRATEGY

The available material, as utilized in the foregoing discussion, manifested
itself so far in a threefold way:

a) it showed each of the contending sides in the very process of
closing the ranks under the impact of sectarian or orthodox assault
(as the case may be) and of reasserting itself in its respective position with
reference to the legal minutiae of divergent practices;

b) it introduced us to the accusations, complaints and slogans which
the feuding parties were wont to toss at each other in this or that instance,
and to the sporadic action which may have sometimes accompanied
such angry exchanges; and

c) it unfolded before us the variegated pattern of social contacts and
relationships embracing both factions of Byzantine Jewry: mutual
influences, sometimes bordering on outright indebtedness, and desperate
resistance to the recognition of change; inevitable adjustments and
stubborn reactions; pathetic efforts, by some, to stem the tide of ever-
growing interdenominational rapprochement, and the legalistic acro-
batics, by others, to find an acceptable formula sanctioning the fruits
of such rapprochement and the adoption of new ways.

354
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We shall now concentrate on the fourth lesson to be drawn from the
extant literature, namely, that which, independent of the practical issues
at hand, reveals to us the overall strategy of the parties involved and the
major lines of their attack and counterattack. The present chapter will
thus trace the general direction of Rabbinic challenge to the newly settled
sectarian community in Byzantium and the broader aspects of the Karaite
response to that challenge. Similarly, an attempt will be made to recon-
struct the story of Karaite relations with other non-normative Jewish
groups which existed in the Empire in the late tenth and during the
eleventh century.

A few glimpses into Rabbinism's strategy in its struggle against the en-
croachments of young Karaism on the traditional mode of life of Byzan-
tine Jewry are again afforded by Tobias ben Eliezer's Lelcah Tob. The
importance of this late eleventh- and early twelfth-century commentary
has been amply demonstrated in earlier chapters. The work proved
indispensable for the understanding of the practical problems which
shaped Karaite-Rabbanite relations in Byzantium in the period under
discussion. Now it is also from that work of Tobias that we can deduce
the basic line of Rabbanite defense.

That defense was built on cleverly equating the communal legitimacy
of the leadership with the historical legitimacy of the religious doctrine
expounded by that leadership. Thus, on the one hand, Tobias ben
Eliezer hailed the Mosaic origin and the historical continuity of Rabbinic
tradition as such, implying that the venerable genealogy of that tradition
lent, as it were, automatic recognition to the successive generations of its
Rabbanite exponents as well. On the other hand, conveniently transposing
the terms of equation when speaking of the Karaites, he opened an
all-out attack on Karaite leaders and their flock, deriding them as in-
tellectual failures and novices on the scene of Jewish history. By dis-
crediting the Karaites he expected to discredit automatically Karaism
as such in the eyes of the average Byzantine Jew.

In pursuing this double-edged line, the great communal leader
and spokesman of Rabbinism in Byzantium anticipated by some two
generations similar efforts of another local leader confronted with
Karaite insurgency.1 Of course, there is an essential difference in form and
content between the Byzantine work in question and the twelfth-century

1 The resemblance between the arguments of the two leaders, Tobias ben Eliezer
of Byzantium and Abraham ibn Daud of Spain, with regard to Sabbath candles
was already pointed out above, 269.
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chronicle of the militant Spaniard Abraham ibn Daud. While Ibn
Daud's Seder hat-ICabbalah was intended, at the very outset, to serve
as a propaganda pamphlet, pure and simple, against Karaism and the
Karaites in Spain,2 Tobias' Lekah i'ob was first and above all a biblical
commentary. Conceived as a full-scale midrashic exposition of the Five
Books of Moses and the Five Scrolls, it was limited by the thematic and
textual boundaries of the scriptural source. Hence, it could indulge in
anti-Karaite polemics as far only as the biblical presentation seemed
to call for, or permit, a digression of this kind. Notwithstanding this
difference in the nature of Tobias' and Ibn Daud's works, respectively,
we encounter in both essentially the same two-pronged procedure: an
enthusiastic apologia in favor of normative tradition in general, plus an
unbridled attack on the sectaries personally. The latter were decried as
incompatible with the native Jewish society and, hence, unworthy of the
listeners' attention in doctrinal matters as well.

WAS RABBANITE TRANSMISSION RELIABLE?

Tobias' point of departure was, then, to restore the confidence of the ave-
rage Byzantine Jew in the wisdom and correctness of his own (Rabbinic)
practices. This confidence had apparently been shaken in the course of
the eleventh century by Karaite subversion. Tobias assures his followers
that their practices "are a tradition in Israel, generation after generation."3
They were transmitted by the Prophets, eye-witnesses of the Temple
ritual, into the hands of "our masters [who] have investigated and
expounded the Torah to the highest degree of clarity, [exactly] the way
it was handed down from Mount Sinai."4

However, from this very point onward it was heavy going for the
Rabbanite protagonist. For [so ran the Karaite argument], if the "tradi-
tional" Rabbinic practices were really of Mosaic origin, then they

2 Cf. the very beginning of the tract, Medieval Jewish Chronicles (ed. Neubauer), I, 47:
On 1m5nm1 n1w,m 'nsn 5-r n+nn1 '151 55 ': 0nn'n5n5 b' 11 n 5 In 115 n 5 m55pm l-ro nr
no15 +w1K IV 1nr'01 I5'7' DK1'Dn 111a'01 nrw' DK1 ,p+1s1511105n'9Th p'121 5111 oon ,o'S51pri
I0p 151 15'EK n2=1 'ThSn pw 551 110zrn 'Th5n 05101 .m5155 :Si: 151 b'K'snn 155pw 6)-nn
w' w 01 K I w n 5 0 K I .-,1V15 5"o n1mr5 '15 0515 nwons npnw mpnnn rm 055Th 11DK 16,
n n P 'l '111 K ')K ,0.1'1515 polon '1K '5105 n1Th1pb nnDa lp5n2w '10Th 17215 n 11' n ?I) '1 1 2

1' 1' V n K. Cf. also the quotations above, 34 f., note 21, 269, note 51.
3 Lekah Tab on Leviticus, 126 [63b]: 7fK 111 on'251m on'mtKn 155p(w) 5K1w' 'ThSn

155pw o'nvKnn 13'N'311 In 155pw ':K5n1 n'n:r '1n O'K's2n Ir 121n 1511 157Th vnww 05Th 111
'1'0 1m 2 55pv n'51 mmm '0Th 55pw In P rwln'n 155pw O'2prn In. Cf. also ibid., on Exodus,
174 [87a]: in n5apa Smnv' 'nsn o15aw rn m o'i mo o'00w72 nnn nimno n1Yn Ins 'm V
'rob nv, 5 n55n ,131n 1511 ,n1 '0Th UThww ,51 '0Th 51 ,111 1nK.

4 Lekah Tab on Leviticus, 102 [51b]: 'ro -Inn nnrm5 nmiv 5n ntimm 1w-111 lnpn 12'111211.
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should have automatically won the concurrence of the whole nation,
including the Karaites, who most fervently espoused the Mosaic heritage.
The Karaite schism would, then, be simply inconceivable. After all,
we [the Karaites], are Children of Israel [as much as the Rabbanites are]-exclaims
Tobias ben Moses, the Karaite leader from Constantinople, answering Rabbanite
polemicists a generation or so prior to the Rabbanite Tobias ben Eliezer.-The Rabban-
ites were our ancestors; in their fold we grew up; in their communities and synagogues
we were raised.... Had these [late Rabbinic practices] been known for sure [all along],
we could not have hardened our heart and not let any doubt enter it. Now, we are
conscious of the sincerity [of the motive] which made us harden our heart in opposition
to what they [=the Rabbanites] say. [Moreover,] we area large community, and
[since] we [all] maintain the same [opinion], it is inconceivable that we should be
lying to ourselves.5

Moreover, if the chain of transmission was legitimate and if the tradi-
tions were indeed handed down by the Prophets, how come that, unlike
the universally accepted prophetic writings proper, Rabbinic observances
were subject to doubt and controversy among the Rabbanites themselves?
Cleverly focusing their attacks on certain honest differences of opinion
in the Talmud or on divergent Rabbanite interpretations of biblical
verses, the Karaites pointed to the intra-Rabbanite discussions as proof
of the unreliability of Rabbinic tradition.

And as for the Rabbanites [ridicules an anonymous Byzantine Karaite contem-
porary of Tobias ben Eliezer], who claim, "Verily we have learnt from the Prophets the
true exposition of the Torah"-why, then, did they not offer one explanation for this

5 Cf. Tobias ben Moses' Oar Nehmad, Bodl. MS No. 290, answering Saadyah's
defense of Rabbinic tradition (our English translation is but an abridgment of the fuller
Hebrew text published here for the first time):.npnrnn 715113135m n'snnn 711 nlhlpea 131aa 13111
,[4FvAoyov; see above, 288, note 105] 11x153et1 ref nrn5 pm' KS o'3a1n'ra 'Vtt nm17'n '31
nrntn m'nnm Inn' 115 'n 13x-rn -nm 175 r711'V 3111 11'11 '1*1 l2ru 'van N3ffin nom,, 15 an '31
1]n]N1 .n55n5 n'n' n'n 11111 '1t11n n'ns 151 .15 'hi'll n'Stt1 n1nn3 5a 'tt712 11111213
nn 55x1 nT nlnn onh 13rhm1 12121311313 13.1,11111 =1 115t112 np+1131 n'33171 1i'n,3m [5N1]V'135
Inn' n'n NS 'trna x11' nT 11'11 151 .a1'm llottl Vin Cna 01173 o'pmnn nn 'Viii nttTS n'h17 nnm
1311381 [114]'am 1173 91511 1325 112r n1n'1o 12r'P1..mpmo 135 in am' x51 [112253 :5'x} 1a5n 11Ynr
13'82r n'-1pm12 13 n'niV Inn) 161 fit 59 x321 5173 rlap.

This forceful statement of Tobias ben Moses is unique both in its bluntness and in
its line of argumentation. Especially noteworthy is Tobias' stress on Rabbinism's
historical precedence over the Karaite sect. This very point, indeed, was, to my mind,
the reason for the fact that the above passage was let fall into oblivion. Character-
istically, while the other argument, to be discussed presently, was and remained
always a standard item in Karaism's anti-Rabbanite polemics, the argument advanced
here by Tobias was never again repeated in any of the later Byzantine Karaite creations.
Tobias' frank admission that "the Rabbanites were our ancestors; in their fold we
grew up; in their communities and synagogues we were raised" stood in glaring
contradiction to the later (twelfth-century) pseudo-historical slant of the Byzantine
Karaite campaign against Rabbinism. This new school presented Karaism as having
preceded the Rabbanite system. See an illustration of that claim, below, 361 f., and
note 17.
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particular verse but argued that there were several meanings and numerous interpreta-
tions to it?.... Now, if it were true that the Prophet Elijah was staying among them,
or that they were advised by a Divine Voice [in case of doubt], or that they were making
their pronouncements on the basis of a tradition which was handed down to them
by Prophets-how come they failed to grasp the essence of that verse? Indeed, by

-means of this verse God has revealed their deceit, so that it be known that all they have
stated was the invention of their own mind and not the Word from the mouth of the
Lord.... For most of what they say is lies.6

In the face of such vituperations, the Rabbanite side could not retain
for long its academic calm. Impatiently Tobias ben Eliezer reiterates
that all Rabbanite observances
stand as a tradition in Israel over which there was no argument among the Jewish
sages; and he who does not care for the honor of his Creator and insists on stating
perverse things does violence to himself.?

THE EVOLUTIONARY PRINCIPLE

The regular Rabbanite rejoinder to Karaite jeers concerning the
existing legalistic discord within the normative camp was already illus-
trated above, in connection with the dispute over Sabbath candles.
Both Tobias ben Eliezer and Abraham ibn Daud, we recall, admitted
sporadic controversies among the various schools of orthodoxy over
matters of details: They argued, however, that whenever basic issues were
at stake agreement among Rabbinic scholars was unanimous.8

Now, such assertions were strong enough to dispose of Karaite criticism

6 Cf. the hitherto unpublished anonymous Commentary on Exodus-Leviticus (see
on it above, 245 f., notes 93-94), Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 369a: 13 11M I in 0+221711
+3 nIN NSN [-nti :5°s] 1mk 11111] plon71 nr nn!] 6 lilt 71t1nn 11-in!) 12t735 witin1 +Dn 1]1!1-1
1+1 o+trZ n5ap 172 IN 1+mhnmh Ini 51? inn1 071»111 KK2n3 71'1 11'511 bin ...n,a11no nh31 alit) nh3
11n 111]8'0 7173 53 +a n'iin5 moon nn an,515nn n52 " 1 tploon nt 1pn 1n-1+ NS lilt ,onhm
...o+8'331 VEIN o'r,' 1+71 851 5810+5 pioD171t 11111110Th grin NSm 1V ' NS +a "'Dh NS onwin
o'atn o1'1at 311 +3 p+t115.

This argument was, of course, of long standing in the history of Karaite polemic
against Rabbinism. Cf., for instance, I,Cir$isani, who, in order to show the falsehood of
the Rabbanites' "assertion that they are holders of tradition and that their customs
come down directly from prophecy," copied the list of "Differences between the
Rabbanites of Palestine (ash-Sham) and Babylonia." See above, 220, note 31. Cf.,
further, Salman ben Yerubam, Book of the Wars of the Lord, esp. 44: '13-1h -11hhnn oN
1+81131 53 0-1113 o+Nnn n3n mnm Kin +3 n-1112 nnn 7o+NYh] 13 n235 o+DSni o+113-1 ,i3nmi. See also
Sahl ben Maglialj, in the introductory poems to his oft-quoted Epistle, Likku/e,
App. III, 24: onna-1 3113 o''aSDa onm ,1-1111 7103 1p'nnn in o+lhnNnh n5nn SNm; and again
there: Inti ... by 1+K o+N+13 +Dh pnn' [n+N1-i pap ... wnpi lnpn on513t3 0351 p 1nNl
om11+D3 1+n+ nn 11ci+ nr owrinn oni 13 n'n and in the text quoted below, 360, end of
note 14:...o+111»1 wimi 'Dh o+smmn p 851 onmt 13113 1a5D]1 1D5na on+7101 1]0»71 '1 N +3

o+ml-1p 'oh nitn,p'rw'v 715'51.
7 Lekah Tob on Leviticus, 131 [66a]: +731 ,1n+5n Stnv' lpStn N5m 5810+1 In 715a? 1158 53

1VDa 012117 N1n +1n n1D1D1n '11-75,-131-11 Ulp -1133 5n On 13+1tm.

3 Cf. above, 268 f. (and notes 51-52).
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in Spain, where Rabbanite learning and intellectual activity were high
and well developed, while local Karaism failed (or was not given the
chance) to attain any appreciable degree of native creativity.9 Indeed,
when fighting his sectarian compatriots in the twelfth century, Abraham
ibn Daud did not deem it necessary to qualify the trite argument extolling
the exclusively Mosaic origin of any and all observances which were
sponsored by normative legislation. Save for the unanimously accepted
taklcanoth (=ordinances), promulgated in order "to build a fence around
the Torah," Ibn Daud conceded no evolutionary development or creative
reinterpretation of Jewish law. The emphasis remained on tradition as
such (kabbalah)-its antiquity vouchsafing wisdom, its unbroken
Chain of Transmission guaranteeing legitimacy and reliability.10

Evidently, this line of argumentation, while reiterated time and again
by Tobias some two generations prior to Ibn Daud, was not considered
sufficient in the Byzantine climate. Here, the stress on the trustworthiness
of Rabbinic tradition notwithstanding, Tobias could not help posing
and answering in the affirmative the question of the evolution of Halakhah
as a matter of historico-philosophic principle. Rabbinic legislation
[he argued] was the manifestation of the right of each generation to
introduce such reforms as may be required at each juncture of history
for the sake of effectively coping with novel problems which confront
society from time to time. II

9 Ibn Daud's biased summary that "never have the sectaries done anything good for
Israel-they have composed neither [legislative] books which contain matter strength-
ening the Torah nor [philosophical] works of wisdom, nor one single poem, or a
single piyyG( or a nehamah [=liturgy of national consolation]-for they all are mute
dogs that cannot bark" (Medieval Jewish Chronicles, I, 81; cf. above, 35, end of note 21)
could not have been intended to include Karaite literary activity in the East. After all,
lbn Daud himself reported the fact that at-Taras introduced a book of Yeshii'ah into
Castille. Moreover, he himself wrote a refutation of one of Yeshn'ah's works. He also
could not have ignored the popularity in his country of the exegetical writings of
Yefeth ben `All. (See above, 207, note 6, 346, note 125 and below, 365 f., note 23.)

It is obvious, then, that Ibn Daud's evaluation, bigoted as it was, pointed only to the
absence of native Karaite creativity in Spain. While even in such limited capacity the
verdict of the Rabbanite polemicist of Toledo should be taken with a grain of salt,
it could not have been effective if it had been utterly wrong. Whether the paucity of
Karaite literary production in Spain was due to the ruthless anti-Karaite policies of
Spanish Rabbanite dignitaries (see above, 56, latter part of note 75) cannot be decided
here.

10 Cf., e.g., the quotation above, 356, note 2.
't Cf. the Tobias text cited above, 349, and note 135, from Lekaiz Tab on Genesis,

78 [39b]. The difference between the legislative philosophy expressed by Tobias in
that and in other texts and the concept set forth by Ibn Daud in the passage cited in
note 2 (and in other portions of his Seder hak-4tabbalah) is so amazing that it merits
a separate treatment. At this point, the present brief comments will have to suffice.
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Such presentation, to be sure, did not seem to Tobias ben Eliezer
incompatible with the traditional claim of the Rabbanites-against
Karaite insistence to the contrary!-that the post-Mosaic legislative
process in Jewry neither added nor subtracted from the basic legal premi-
ses laid down by the Torah.12 For this process was interpretative rather
than one of actual legislation. The Written Word was a priori composed
in a way that would necessitate constant study and untiring reinterpreta-
tion on the part of the people who received this Divine Message in trust.
Much like the Chain of Transmission, then, the Chain of Reinterpretation
also draws its strength and legitimacy from the historic Lawmaking
Act on Mount Sinai.13

HALAKHIC EVOLUTION VERSUS ARBITRARY INNOVATIONS

But the best line of defense was-attack. Who were these critics of Rabbin-
ism anyway? What was the basis for their utterances? Where was their
literature, their scholarship? On what ground could they approach the
observant Jew and suggest that he "ignore the testimony of witnesses,
who saw the correct procedure with their own eyes, and, instead, rely
on those who relate things which they made up and state, `Verily, it
was So'! ?"14 The doctrines of the Karaites were an invention, pure and
simple, and had no scholarly or traditional basis whatsoever.

Verily I wonder [exclaims Tobias ben Eliezer] at those people who never saw the
proceedings of Temple sacrifices..., and neither performed them themselves nor
studied the books that relate the correct procedure thereof. All they had in mind was
to overthrow the Teachings of the Living Lord, the King of the Universe, and to
establish their own pronouncements on naught, and claim, "This is what the Torah

12 Lekah Pb on Exodus, 143 [72a]: nn,nn In inn's K51 ,onpn K51 1o'oin KS o'K'231 501
12'21 mmn n' 5p 1aS 1a'n%t n lna nmK. Cf. ibid., on Leviticus, 32 [16b]: Sz,, o'K'oan Si
Ian's K511o'otn KS o'nirn.

13 Ibid., on Numbers, 273 [137a]: n,sranu rn5n .(K '5 znna) mm nit ,-T,-,x nmK 52z
.n53pz nun 'on 15apmm msnn VI-I'm no 51 ,naaKam m2Sn ,51t ,SK1m1S nit-11,11 1m'S n,5'-1s

Inam OK n1p K51.(o' z-' '5np) pp l'K nzln o'nDO mmp ?m1-I'm 13m2 KS naS 1TKn bK1
(n it rrin') S'2mn rio I'2ni nit n'5sn tK'2 ,n5'51 ar nz Say Knnv nn,n. Cf. also ibid., 162
I81a], and on Leviticus, 154 [77b].

14 Ibid., 38 [19b]: p 1?36 onpnn on'2nn Sp ppno51 on'a'n 1K1m any n'an5 pn' i'K '2
t120131 1'21p noon, nlmn nion1 n5'973 nDow mnm moral rnn moral m1n nzon 1273p KSn, n'n
twin nit m1m o+5rra o'nnzn mlbpnnl n1m2,1m nlolanm mrnon 11p'm o'nar. Possibly to offset
this line of argument, Yehudah Hadassl heatedly retorted (Eshkol hak-Kofer, 86d,
Alphabet 225): ,'K1 :12'nro an'm mnpn mn K51 o'K'2a omit KS 1z» 13'R'z2 in 1m KS
tunn1n nmn K5 Wit aim»'0o o'a1s'n'nz7 m1on21 o'K'z2n'121: zlrp3n t12'n,nnS nn onvap.

This echoes Sahl ben Masliab's query, in Likkufe, App. III, 26 (see above, 358, end
of note 6): o'2CSn nnn 5z 1001 t mw 01pn nm11 K'22 ?G'n1721 0'X'12 '9n o'p'npnn 117' m2n
,on 1p'npnm C'12ran o'nznn on in :on2mn un2 o'am not '1nK1 nnpn1 lmn Own 521 ,onm
-- 0nl3+n2z1 11n'211z 1252 X521 ona,nn 1'2" 1pis'1 ornrp 12n+ ?on111n5 Kim.
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commands." Well, if truly they are wise men, and if indeed the Torah of our God was
the way they say it is, why then did they not expound the Torah in the proper fashion,
similar to the [Rabbinic] sages of Israel who received [its true meaning] in tradition
from their fathers and teachers?!15

The truth of the matter is, then [Tobias enlightens his flock], that this
is a new wave of evildoers, detached from the main course of Jewish
history, opposed to the evolutionary process of the Jewish philosophy
of life and bent on arbitrary innovations which have no roots in the
Jewish past.

Woe to those who do violence to themselves and utter arrogant words against Him
who is the Foundation of the World, and pride themselves so much that they dare
change laws and break the Eternal Covenant! Why, our ancestors were present when
the Temple was founded in the time of the last Prophets-Haggai, Zechariah and
Malachi-and saw the exact procedure of burnt offerings and meal offerings and
trespass offerings and peace offerings and all [other] sacrifices, and the way that
procedure was transmitted to them from the hands of the Prophets, so they wrote it
down in their teaching as testimony in Israel.

It was only afterwards that a brood of sinful men arose, men who did not
know between right and left. They were clever enough to commit evil, but to do good
they had no knowledge (Jer. 4:22) .... They did not rely on the pronouncements of
our fathers with regard to what is permitted and what is prohibited, but they wrote
down whatever came to their mind and transmitted it [to others] so as to cause many
people to err and stumble-may just retribution fall on their heads, while we remain
clear of guilt!16

This accusation of being novices in the field of Jewish legislation and
scholarship could not pass unanswered. "We preceded them!"-desper-

15 Lekah Tob on Leviticus, 126 [63b]: ninlpn lips 111 15 1m1 D'm1N 5V-01-11 nrni
151511 n1-,1n worn net nn]n1 1'n m1 ai 1n1 nmm 13'101 nnml 1D19111 11112M n1m11n1 n11-1p.-Inn
,in Dns7 n'n 151 1n'2ipn 11301 61 1n1 1pevrn R51 mD15nn1 nismpn1 ni5'51ni nip'rn 1'n Itt'm
.Inn D'a1n inn rninn 10 '1 173151 inn 511 Dn'117 7'1]9n5 13519 15731 o"n D'6N '117 11D-,5 tat
151pv 5N1m' '73D71 1171 m3im73 59 n11nn 11017 15 n735 ,D'173iRv 1731 mm.-I 121n51t min 1311
711"T 1110"117 Dn1371731 0011ni1N73.

(Significantly, all the texts introduced in the present discussion from Tobias' Lekah
!'ob belong to the Leviticus Section of his commentary. This is no mere coincidence.
The only two Karaite compositions which were created in Byzantium prior to Tobias
ben Eliezer's activity-namely, O$ar Nehmad of Tobias ben Moses and the Exodus-
Leviticus Anonymous-are also devoted to Leviticus. While the anonymous commenta-
tor included an exposition of Exodus, too, Tobias ben Moses concentrated on Levi-
ticus. See more on this, below, 432 f.).

16 I b i d. , 38 f . [19b f.]: 9'5nn! Dn= 1m'1 pn9 0519 710' 5)7'117m 0 D2'Dmn5 0n5'1N
11'17t '1n D'711nNn 13'1'11 '73'1 101n 1rtt inp73n m1 173n 1'n 1]'n11tn .0519 m11 1Dn!i D'pin
In D'N'1]n 'Tm 151p 1mtt11 .ni]11pn 511 D'735mn1 DVNni nna1n n51v 111-pn nn'n 71'n 1111 '115131
151 D5113m5 D2'h' 111 197' 15m 131RD11 D'm31 n111n 113 1 1 ' 1 n 11 .511m91 795 D712m731 11711
nn971 n5rv n73 151 1'n-,51 111315 12171111 1117 59 11130 151 ...is , 0 2' 'n51 91n5 nnn mwn
113"p] 11n111 01DK11 111n 051731 . o 9 1 11 n 5' m 0 n 51 n 1 9 n n 5 110m 11n1. The last angry
fine provides us indirectly with an admission of the wide range of Karaite success
in Byzantium.

Incidentally, the argument that the adversaries were "clever enough to commit
evil but to do good they had no knowledge" and that their literature had no value was
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ately exclaims the twelfth-century Karaite, Elijah ben Abraham, and
settles down to reduce to writing his own concept of the historic process
in the course of which Karaism arose in Jewry. However, Elijah's reply
and his exposition of Karaite history do not belong anymore to the
chronological framework of the present study.17

NOVICES OR STRANGERS

To be sure, the slogan denouncing the Karaites as novices in doctrinal
matters did not originate in Byzantium. One may confidently surmise
that it figured prominently in Rabbanite polemics against Karaism from
the very inception of the schism, although, true, our earliest literary
testimony to that effect does not antedate the Saadyan period.18 Never-
theless, much as the other elements from earlier times discussed in the
foregoing chapters, this slogan, too, drifted in Byzantium in a direction
undreamed of by its ninth-century initiators.

Since, unlike the Babylonian branch of the sect, Byzantine Karaism
did not rise from within the ranks of the native Jewish population but
was, literally speaking, "imported" by successive waves of Karaite
.immigrants from the East, the cry of "novices!" was given in Byzantium a
peculiar twist of its own. The "novices" were "strangers," pure and simple.
Indeed, from denouncing the Karaites as intruders in the Jewish commun-
ity of learning to decrying them as complete strangers in the Byzantine
society at large was but one step. The resentment of aliens-an instinctive,

a two-way street. Earlier, Tobias ben Moses, the Karaite, invoked the same scriptural
verse against his Rabbanite opponents and their literature. Cf. the hitherto unpublished
O$ar Nehmad, Bodleian MS No. 290, 27a: bill' 132'u sro75111n5 o'= [13'25173 :5°1l bnsr
M P11 mtn r1 51732 bn5 '73'1 ... fSr17 072 l'R1 b'-M) 11C91 b'1n n131D5n In 197p'].

17 Cf.ililluk hak-.jfara'im we ha-Rabbanim, in Pinsker's Li(ckule, App. XII, 101:
1'135m-M.) 1'm12 1'73 1373131 , b n 73 13 n 2 it b' 2 I 'V it 11 ,1217'3 1WN b'N1pn 731 npnvri Kin it
1'm12 J731n'm'm1p .1"oVn'S1 1+'pris11'nnvi. And further, on p.103: b'nrx3n '25 1m21t
:brnw3 12 r ii N b' 2173.1 p 1 ,b'p2turn. See also Poznanski's Karaite Literary Opponents
of Saadiah, 72 if., and especially his Introduction to Sultabski's Zekher $addikim,
19 if. Most recently, the Karaites' "appeals to history" have been summarized by
Baron, Social and Religious History of the Jews, V, 254 if., 406 if. (notes).

The whole problem of Elijah's concept of Karaite history and its place in Karaite
historiography at large will be discussed in my projected continuation volume, which
is to deal with Byzantine Karaism in the period of the Crusades.

is Cf. Salman ben Yerubam's sarcastic answer to Saadyah's claim, Book of the
Wars of the Lord, 113 (also earlier, in Pinsker, Likkule, end of App. II, 19) : '5n3 1173to

n5N516w? m5rlnn'Sra nit ,b'VT! on [b'251n=] b'2m'n 12'm]11 b'm'n R1p73 (alluding, of
course, to n0nn m5rmn, of which see above, 241, note 78, 259, note 25) ino'o ,b'm.T1pb
b'mib217r 125 1n5in In, n. Saadyah's original statement has not yet been recovered.
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universally known phenomenon--met in the Byzantine Empire with
special sensitivity.19 This xenophobia communicated itself to local Jews
no less than to their Gentile neighbors.19a

Truly, Tobias' wording on that point assumes the quality of a hard-
hitting immediacy and seems pregnant with meaning. The impression is
gained that the accusation of alienage, thrown in the face of Byzantine
Karaites, was not merely a manifestation of the fairly natural and passing
displeasure which old-timers would entertain towards new, and apparently
not unsuccessful, arrivals. Rather, it appears to have been planted delib-
erately, as a part of a conscious policy through which Rabbanite leader-
ship hoped to discredit the Karaites and their standing in the Byzantine
community. In vain should we look for an expression of a similar
sentiment in the subsequent arguments of the Arab-educated chronicler
of Toledo. Pinning on the Karaites the label of a foreign eastern element
carried a special significance in Christian Byzantium only.

Who were these Karaites anyway? "Those fools who have come and
introduced new doctrines-why, they have come just recently!" [exclaims
Tobias, paraphrasing Deuteronomy 32: 171.20 They were different. Theirs
was a different culture, a different way of life. They stemmed from a

19 Cf. the vicissitudes of the Egyptian Jewish visitor to Constantinople, as depicted
in the Genizah epistle edited by Starr, "On Nahrai ben Nissim of Fustac' (Hebrew),
Zion, I (1936), 443; also in Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 199 f., No. 147.

The well-known experiences of Liudprand, the bishop of Cremona and ambassador
of Otto I to the court of Nicephor Phocas (Relatio de legation Constantinopolitana,
in F. A. Wright's English translation of The Works of Liudprand of Cremona), are also
a part of this general pattern of Byzantine mistrust of the foreigner. True, while this
general attitude was at the root of the unenviable treatment accorded to the Western
envoy in Byzantium, special political reasons played a significant role in the case.
For the definition of "alien" in Constantinople, see above, 138, and notes 191-92.

19a Again, the mistrust of alien agitators occupied a considerable place in Karaite-
Rabbanite polemical exchanges of earlier periods as well. Thus, Sahl ben Masliab,
who was apparently denied access to the Rabbanite public in some communities
outside Palestine (cf. above, 84, note 73), waved his Palestinian identity (mnpon n+an'nt
+ntta) to justify his intrusion. See on this above, 83 f., note 71. On the other hand,
Sahl himself taunted his Rabbanite opponents for letting the guidance of Babylonian
Jewish affairs fall in the hands of Saadyah, a stranger from Egypt. Cf. Likkule, App.
111, 22 f.: +r - 51a5=] n+ntatt KV-r rim bet [a tie '+on+ +r - o+nsnn=] n+o+r+n tta n+nrro pn
[D23 ]a oran+=] nmr nttt:.[5t nm+ nma=] n'rn +nnno 52n5i o+xww mrnn5,[tt+' +nn+.

However, as will be shown presently, the Byzantine accusation of foreignness has a
new ring, unheard of in the Islamic environment in which both Saadyah and Sahl
ben were active in the tenth century.

20 Leka(iTobonLeviticus,69[35a] :iota 5tnpn n1nn IWnni iota nmtt o+olmnl
.-t u'matt onrm it. Of course, chances are that the last "have come" pertains to
"doctrines" and not to "those fools." Even with this lessened emphasis the idea
expressed in the first clause (1 it a nmK woimim) remains the same.
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Muslim environment and it was this foreign background that corroded
their Jewishness.

These men deeply corrupted [the true Jewish mode of life] being disciples of Ishmael-
ites and acting under the weight of a mad spirit which assailed their brains!"21

This blunt pointing to a group's allegiance to Muslim culture must
have had a peculiar ring in a Christian Empire at the time of the initial
excitement caused by the First Crusade. But even earlier, a generation
prior to Tobias, the stamp of foreignness was a label that could not
easily be ignored, notwithstanding the intrinsic heterogeneity of the
Byzantine society. How much more so when, as in the present case,
the claim was no mere insinuation but did contain a great deal of truth.
Indeed : The center of Karaite spiritual creativity was in Muslim Palestine.
The treasury of Karaite wealth and the reservoir of Karaite political
power was in Muslim Egypt. All Karaite literature to speak of was in
Arabic and as yet unavailable in any other language. Karaite philosophy
was a faithful reflection of the Islamic Kaldm; Karaite legal dialectics
depended very much on the Islamic principles of Iciyas and ijmd`; Karaite
insistence on lunar observation smacked of the Islamic lunar year;
and the circulating Rabbanite stories stressed (not without calculated
intention) the alleged role of the Muslim jurist Abu IUanifa in advising
`Aran how to break away from the Jewish fold.

FACING THE ACCUSATION OF FOREIGNNESS

To be sure, some Karaite conservatives in Byzantium proper, such as the
late eleventh-century author of the Exodus-Leviticus Anonymous quoted
earlier.in this study, did relish the proud memories of an Islamic past.
Unmindful of the changed conditions in Byzantine Karaite life and of
the changing climate in a changing world, they continued to follow the
ninth-century al-ICumisi in hailing the traditionally pro-Karaite Caliphate
as the power which gave the sect its first real lease on life. It was not
[states the Byzantine Karaite commentator in 1088] until
there arose the Kingdom of the Small Horn [i.e., Islam] that God gave a chance to
the Karaites to speak up openly. And God strengthened the sectaries over and above
the Rabbanites, so much so that the latter did not dare utter a word, not even against
the smallest boy among the Karaites. Indeed, that was tantamount to half a Redemp-
tion.22

21 Lekah Tab on Leviticus, 38 f. [19b f.]: Nam anwn o+m1N n15-in 1 n p 7 n '' n n it 1

a+5 N v n V +n 11 n' 5 n 1nnV 1p+nvn IVN 1711' N5 3'T 751 Pith nnn tvnnn OR 05t=5 12]+n+ 1+11v1+
mnnr nn-[ 5v 1:na to, o11p1p2nhQv mrrn nn 5pmnn. See the rest of the passage above,
361, and note 16.

22 Cf. the excerpt in Likkule, App. VII, 73 (the additional sentence, offered here in
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These nostalgic utterances notwithstanding, responsible leaders of
Byzantine Karaismsensed the danger inherent in the Rabbanite challenge.
They understood that there would, indeed, be no hope of tearing down
the curtain offoreignness as long as no positive, constructive and conscious
effort was made by the Karaites in the Empire to send deeper roots into
the soil of the new country that was their home now and to become part
and parcel of Byzantine Jewry. This was not only of utmost importance
as a defense against Rabbanite needling about alien allegiance. It was
also increasingly indispensable for the sake of the growing third, fourth
and fifth generations of native Byzantines of Karaite creed for whom
the Greek language and culture became synonymous with their own.
These native Western Karaites, who breathed the air of a totally different
cultural climate, might in time lose contact with the roots of the movement
in the East if not given the necessary stamina for further creativity.

It therefore was imperative to transplant the best and the latest of the
authoritative expression of Karaite thought and belief into the soil of the
Byzantine Empire and have it spelled out in terms similar to those of
the general Jewish literature in Byzantium-that is, in Hebrew, with
occasional Greek glosses. Thus a triple purpose would have been served
at once: a) proving to the Rabbanite neighbors that there did exist a
coherent, scholarly system of Karaite exposition of Mosaic Law and
not just a made-up jumble of willful anti-talmudic excesses;23 b) familiar-

parentheses, is given from the Leiden MS of the work, Warner No. 3, 226a-b): -J7aR51
+3t5 1115 1551+ 151 cons-In 5»-] o-.1+53/ '++ Rnpn +5a.%5 'ID 71nho '++ 7m R1+rT 7.1p nnp
nit W.T21n [n+ N"+'+nSTI 1TRm '++ C++p+T7 '++n 5RTU31) .,-I P 1 W + + 2 n n Ti d1+Rnp 5m 11t1p 1>r3
([5ienv+ 1+21 nn1n+ l+3 niniC1 nit] 1on5 1o+5.11m tilt] nwi +5pn. Cf. Sefer hay- yishshijb, 11,
83a-b, No. 50, where, however, Assaf wrongly attributed the text to Yeshu`ah ben
Yehudah; see above, 246, note 93. Cf. also Eshkol hak-Kofer, Introd., 10b: ,pit
,fl' +13 nR50 0111 11vn1 :n1+nT 71p nn5ns [o+Rnpn =1 in'. That this claim had historical
foundations goes without saying. Cf., for instance, the statements of Daniel al-Kumisi,
quoted above, 55, note 75, and 164 f.

The expression keren ze'irah (Small Horn, i.e., Islam), is based on the apocalyptic
picture in the Book of Daniel, 7:8 and 8:9.

23 Cf. Lekah Tab on Leviticus, 126 [63b], as quoted above, 361, and note 15: rnn
?%riv, +om 1115 nn311nn 537 nn1T1n IV-1-1 to n0 ,0+1n1RV 13: nnni 13+n5R n-nn t1R1 nnn o+n]n.
Compare this challenge with the already-quoted statement of Ibn Daud in Seder
hak-Kabbalah, Medieval Jewish Chronicles I, 81 (cf. above, 35, end of note 21).

Ibn Daud's biased summary of the Karaite contribution to Jewish culture was
already commented upon above, 359, note 9, and explained as mainly referring to
Spain proper. Nevertheless, it serves as an indicator of the general line of Rabbanite
attack on the sectarians. It goes without saying that Tobias ben Eliezer, active in a
non-Arabic-speaking country, could with much greater truthfulness point to the still
negligible amount of Hebrew literary productions among the Karaites of Byzantium
in the generations preceding his own. At the end of the eleventh century, however, the
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izing local Rabbinism with the content of this Karaite system in the
field of law, biblical exegesis and philosophy, by making it available in
a language which a Byzantine Rabbanite could understand; and, last
but not least, c) presenting the younger generation of native Byzantine
Karaites with a heritage which they could be proud of and which they
could consider a contribution to the general Jewish creative effort of
their own country.

Thus came into being the great Literary Project of Byzantine Karaism.
A reconstruction of its scope, its organization, and of the successive
stages of its development will be attempted in the last part of the present
chapter. Before embarking, however, on such task, we must consider
still another aspect of the Karaites' struggle within the Byzantine society:
their struggle with other non-normative Jewish groups which settled at
that time in the Byzantine Empire.

THE CHALLENGE OF NON-KARAITE SECTARIES

The Rabbanite challenge was not the sole source of anxiety to Karaite
leadership in Byzantium. True, Rabbanites undoubtedly formed the
preponderant majority in the local Jewish communities; yet, they were
by no means the Karaites' only Jewish neighbors on Byzantine soil.
With the above-described general flux of populations which brought
in eastern immigrant elements into the imperial territories,24 other
Jewish groups, too, may have drifted along with the current. These
groups would settle as a matter of course in the Jewish neighborhood,
alongside the Karaite and Rabbanite communities of the given locality.

That at least two such non-Karaite splinter sects were still a reality
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries is clearly indicated by contempo-
raneous sources. One of our informants is Elijah ben Abraham, the oft-
quoted Karaite author of the Hillulc, or "History of the Rift between
the Karaites and the Rabbanites."25 Blaming the many divisions in Jewry
for God's indifference toward His people, this Byzantine Karaite histor-
ian gladly noted a change "nowadays," i.e., in the twelfth century. Out of
as many as fourteen sects which, by his count, arose in the Jewish society
since the period of the Second Commonwealth,
no more than four [separate Jewish] creeds [survive] till our own time; [they are:] the

great Literary Project of Byzantine Karaism (on which cf. later in this chapter) had
already reached considerable proportions. Indeed, Tobias himself could not help
admitting familiarity with some local Karaite creations. See on this above, 290 f.

24 See above, Chapter 111, esp. 102 if.
25 Cf. above, 29, note 7.
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creed of the Rabbanites, the creed of the Karaites, the Tiflisite creed and that of
Mishawayh.26

Now, further in his story, Elijah chose to neglect that part of the
Karaite struggle within the Jewish society which was directed against
the Tiffisites and the Mishawites. He limited his account to the tracing
of Karaite relations with the Rabbanites alone.27 In this, undoubtedly,
the twelfth-century Karaite author was guided by a twelfth-century
Karaite appraisal of whence the greatest danger to the sect in Byzantium
might be expected. However, this correct understanding of the situation
as it presented itself in Elijah's own time hardly reflected the balance of
power in the Jewish camp in previous generations. In those earlier times,
Karaism's fighting animus was not directed against the Rabbanites alone.
The war which the Karaites had to wage against other sectarians was
as prolonged in duration as their campaign against Rabbinism and by
no means easily won. The truth of the matter is that the Karaite doctrine
of `Anan ben David was far from becoming the least common denomi-
nator for all brands of anti-talmudic protest, as the reigning "monolithic"
school would have it.28 On the contrary: Not only did some pre-'Ananite
sects (like the `Isunians and the Yudghanites) continue their independent
existence for at least two centuries after `Anan,29 but there also arose
several new sectarian trends subsequent to the `Ananite schism. These
were oriented as much against the policies of `Anan as against the
Rabbinic way of life.30 In fact, they constituted a far greater threat to the

26 Cf. Lfilfuk, in Pinsker, Lilc(cufe . adnwniyyoth, App. XII, 100: nrlnsv aril 95
Mnv lv1 row ,n1115n [Inn]n1 11=1 I11Kn1 [vl1pn mn-] 'n11 ,n10sr1 1n 5KIV' I+2b ln2v n1+51
119+VS M+5+5 13p nm b1+01 'IM ram ... b,svn n5tt 55 b+n:v2 131t IT n54v 5v1 ,... mvln lr 5m
.,1vb rill 0++015bn till b,K1p n-11 0,551 n1' ,nlnl '7 rntt ,5=] K'S 123tr5 1,K b1+n1 ninl 1'+
mm;55 Ib inn 1bb "m. Pinsker gives also a variant reading from a Firkowicz MS:-in, tvs
11v+v5 bill mvrrt nln7 lvtm n1K2Y '1 015 0+5nr1A 5K1v+5. wp my lsn rite [=1n 15+n1511v1=1
lvim 555nb 1K2+V b+]51 115 bn1 ,11=72 bn bl''nl '7 X-3 11KVI K51 b511 1r]n 1bb omin 51151 .l^+
b++0,5vn n51 b'tt 2 1 +b+b 1+nV nbb 10+5tin 157 01bv 5v ftbv bill b'tnp n51 n5lp b1K1P1 b'3"3D
,1V6 n51. (Leiden MS Warner No. 258 conforms, on the whole, with the first version.)

27 Ibid.: b155 b+K1pn nl5 i 5 mnln '1 5+b 1105 nnv n51v K51. In reality, however,
Elijah dealt not so much with the Karaites per se as with Karaites and Rabbanites
in their mutual relation through history. Cf. the immediate continuation of the just
quoted text: nv'rnn n11n5 rat, 6 in +Sbb .In b1K1p b,1rK b'K1p bV +135 in K1p13 +55 1-1231C
Ill 1fR "11"113132"1 b,K1Psn bill 0n5 - In51 b,lW T' msnP ... b-v5v rim nK11Pn.

28 For a partial criticism of that school cf. above, 7 f., 205.
29 For the `Isunians cf., for instance, above, 214 f. (and note 22), 274, note 62, and

below, 380 f., note 64. On the survival of Yiidghanism in the tenth century, see
Kirlcisani, Kitab al-Anwar, I, 59; Eng. tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII (1930), 391.

30 Daniel al-Kumisi's pronounced anti-'Ananism has already been discussed on vari-
ous occasions in this volume. Cf. above, e.g., 19, 21 f., 211 f. (and notes 14 and 15).
Earlier in the ninth century, another heresiarch, Isma`il al-`Ukbari, "made little of
'Anan and often called him stupid." "In his writings he treated `Anan in the most
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Karaite movement than to the Rabbanite majority and necessitated much
more alertness and vigilance on the part of Karaite leadership than on the
part of the general Jewish authorities.

Both Jewish sects which the Byzantine Elijah ben Abraham reported
as still coexisting with the Rabbanites and the Karaites in the twelfth
century were, indeed, of post-'Ananite vintage. They were remnants of that
series of anti-Rabbinic-yet, at the same time, anti-'Ananite-deviationist
movements which cropped up during the ninth century within the non-
normative Jewish camp under Islam. Of these movements only one-that
of the already discussed Daniel al-Kumisi-remained within the Karaite
fold in spite of having departed from the `Ananite doctrine.31 Transferring,
we recall, the scene of intra-party struggle to Palestine, the al-IKumisi
school had formulated a new Karaite platform and had brought about
a marvelous regeneration of anti-Rabbanite dissent under the banner
of Palestino-centricism.32

Not so the other ninth-century nonconformist varieties. These can
be grouped in two classes. One contained movements which, like the
Tiflisites, never ceased to share with official Karaism the basic premises
of non-normative Weltanschauung. Spearheaded by secessionist elements
which apparently issued from the ranks of `Ananism itself, they differed
from the Karaite sect merely on details of observance, on matters of
policy, and, possibly, in their respective social composition. Nevertheless,
these differences were sufficiently decisive at the time to set the move-
ments apart from-though not really against-each other.33 In the other
class were grouped those dissident segments of Jewry which, like the

insulting manner, attributing to him the stupidity of an ass." Cf Kirlcisani, Kitab
al-Anwar, I, 13, 56 f.; Eng. tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII (1930), 329, 388, and, briefly,
Karaite Anthology, 52.

31 Kirkisani listed al-IKumisi as an independent religious thinker and founder of a
religious system (madhhab). He allotted to him separate paragraphs in both the general
list (Kitab al-Anwar, I, 14) and the individual expositions (ibid., I, 58 f.). At the same
time, he stressed Daniel's continued membership in the broader framework of Karaism.
He added, however, that "although he [i.e., Daniel] is an excellent scholar in the
Scripture and in philology, there is one thing which greatly injures his prestige among
some of our coreligionists, namely his dislike of the sect of `Anan, whom he assails
very strongly." Cf. ibid., I, 5. See Nemoy's Eng. tr. in HUCA, VII (1930), 321, 330,
390 f., and, partly, in Karaite Anthology, 53. See also above, 212, note 15.

32 See above, 19, 22, 309 if.
33 Yefeth ben 'All (quoted by Pinker, Likkuje, 26) seems to be the only Karaite

scholar who accused at-Tiflisi of having forsaken also the belief in resurrection from
the dead; this point was not reported by &Cirkisani or any other Karaite scholar who
followed Kirliisani's "Survey of Jewish Sects." Yefeth concluded his description by
saying that "God shall cancel these creeds and bring shame on [their adherents]."
This is by far the strongest expression ever used by a Karaite against Tiflisism. Consid-
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Mishawites, were from the outset independent of, indeed incongruous
with, the `Ananite school.34 Rallied around the Mishawite ideology, they
became Karaism's most pronounced enemies, and the task of combatting:
them constituted for several generations a major preoccupation of Karaite
scholars and leaders.

THE TIFLISITES

Unfortunately, none of the non-Karaite sectarian writings has survived
to tell the story. In reconstructing the Ti$isite and Mishawite dissent we
must fall back mainly on references and descriptions included (for the
sake of refutation) in the literature of the sects' Karaite opponents.
Many of these references are not clear in the first place. Some of them
plainly bear the earmarks of misrepresentation, innuendo and slander.
Even where the general trustworthiness of the text is beyond reproach,
the reader is set wondering how thick is the layer of partisan bias and
of sheer polemical enthusiasm that envelops the kernel of authentic
truth undoubtedly embedded in it.

Nevertheless, for the purpose of the present study, the bias and
acrimony permeating the Karaite accounts are not devoid of interest
and intrinsic value. Our objective here is not to study the teachings of
the Tiffisite and Mishawite schools per se, but to observe the molding
of the attitude of Byzantine Karaites toward those of their neighbors who
followed these schools. Hence, the intensity of Karaite pronouncements.
against Tiflisism and Mishawism is in itself a revealing piece of evidence.
Its slackening or increase through the ages testifies unwittingly to
Karaism's feeling of security or insecurity in the face of possible Tiflisite
or Mishawite inroads in its midst, and enables us, indirectly, to speculate
on the existence and extent of such inroads.

To begin with the Tiflisites, it may be presumed that these followers of
Abu `Imran (Muss) az-Za`farani, who in the ninth century moved from

ering Yefeth's intense messianism (see above, 77 f., 94 f.), his animosity toward a sect
which did not believe (or so he thought) in resurrection is quite understandable.

In reality, Daniel al-ICumisi, who lived a generation or so after at-Tiffisi, reported
that some [Babylonian] Karaites denied resurrection from the dead. That group,
maintained also, according to al-l fhmisi's account, that man's spirit, and not his body,
is the object of God's reward or punishment. Cf. above, 220, note 29: }v W" ten b1nWit
c'nnn mina yr dsi ...run 5r 0i n-55 rn-in. However, the relationship between that
Karaite splinter group and the independent Tiflisite sect is unknown.

34 A similar difference between these two groups regarding their respective kinship,
or incongruity with Samaritan views has been noted by Wreschner, Samaritanische
Traditionen, xi f., note 10. Some details there, however, need to be corrected.
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Babylonia to the Armenian city of Tiflis (whence his by-name at-Tiffisi),
were mainly concentrated in Armenia.35 Nothing is known of their
further history or whether they succeeded (or even attempted) to sink
roots outside Armenia. The available Byzantine Karaite sources are not
too helpful regarding Karaite contacts with them in the eleventh or
the twelfth centuries within the boundaries of the Empire. Neither the
above-quoted Elijah ben Abraham nor his contemporary, the Constan-
tinopolitan Hadassi, reveal explicitly that these sectaries were ever really
encountered, say, in the streets of Pera or in some Anatolian Jewish
community. All that Elijah has attested to was the existence of the
Tiflisite sect in his time. He may well have alluded to contemporary
Tiflisites in Armenia proper. Information on these sectaries could have
been brought in by Armenian Rabbanites or Karaites arriving in the
Empire;36 a group of Armenian Karaites was, we remember, reported
to have visited (or temporarily settled) in Constantinople in the twelfth
century.37

Hadassi, on the other hand, spoke explicitly of the ninth-century
heresiarch himself rather than of his later followers. His partly garbled
account of the Tiflisi'e doctrine was produced mainly on the basis of
early literary material and was affected only little by actual observation
of the Byzantine scene. Nevertheless, several phrases in Hadassi's
report on at-Tiflisi have a somewhat urgent ring and show some amount
of special interest which is perhaps not purely academic. Chances are that
this interest may be pointing to direct contacts of Hadassi's Byzantine
coreligionists with the Tiflisite dissenters.

The impression becomes even stronger when the twelfth-century
Hebrew text of Hadassi is compared with the tenth-century presentation
by IKirlcisani, the Arabic-writing Karaite historian in Babylonia. The
latter utilized the same literature perused by Hadassi two hundred
years later. However, he made no personal acquaintance with the
dissidents, since they were at that time but a small group limited to the
far-off city of Tiflis. His report of at-Tiflisi's life and doctrine is factual,
detached, almost indifferent. The very same report sounds differently
in the phrasing of a Hadassi. Unlike ICirlcisani, Hadassi does not merely
relate facts : he censures them, he praises them, he evaluates them as to
their relation to the Karaite doctrine. Thus, on the one hand, he censures
the calendar deviation advocated by at-Tiflisi. Similarly he censures the

35 Cf. above, 64 f. (note 21), 128, and note 155 there.
36 See above, 128.
37 Cf. our suggestion above, 128 f., and the latter part of note 157 there.
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latter's permission to consume meat in the Diaspora.38 On the other
hand, he praises at-Tiflisi for having endorsed such laws of incest as are
"in line with the pronouncements of the Karaites, the `Mourners of
Zion'." He hails, further, at-Tiflisi's adherence to Karaite dietary laws
and his enjoining the celebration of the Feast of Weeks on a Sunday,
"after the fashion of those who tremble at [the word of] the Most High,
the Mourners of the Temple of God and of the City of Jerusalem."39

38 Herewith the pertinent texts by kCiijisani and Hadassi are given for comparison
(reversing the sentence order in ICir(cisani to make it parallel Hadassi):
Icirkisani, Kitab al-Anwar, 1, 57 (Eng. tr.,
HUCA, VII [1930], 389): ,; I: s,..W-1 46

r r.}I JJI .i:. "to '[, ...vlf
C°i (after having agreed on

principle with Isina'il al-`Ukbari that it is
this separation of the moon from the sun
[3,U11] that decides the beginning of the
new month; cf. further, Kit oh al-Anwar, IV,
790 f.); ... rI v)k1A j kk i' I,:, I d j.

Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 41d, Alphabet
98: I-an : +1nK " lDt nine In 9fnnt1 11Dt 911+0
:Dnann "pIoDa -not n1+n +1oaa minn nn-1 np5m
191m mina lbpn 'u1 Min till n1Dr 1Km 1DKm
m1+D1 'u1 Kin 5K1m+5 pn +a :1t+an D1+5 noaa
Dv 1van 1+nn'K :o+9p n112 :13112K --ml-110
jm5a in gun wn 1VKa 1+a5n. For the, im-
plication of the beginning phrase of this
passage, see next note.

To be sure, l;Cirkisani, too, gives an account (and a refutation) of the peculiar
exegesis of Ps. 81:4 (n1+n +1o= < man) which aroused the wrath of Hadassi. However,
he does not associate it explicitly with at-Titisi. Cf. Kitab al-Anwar, IV, 803 f.

39 Icirkisani, Kitab al-Anwar, 1, 5 7 (Eng. Hadassi, loc. cit.: na, na1 na nom m1+o
tr., HUCA, VII [1930], 389): UL &I j 4I1'S '5* Knpnn +5r2 +121a nt5 nn11a1 rITM

(speaking of both at-Tiflisi and ar-Ramp-) nlalamn sn1 :121fn1 11inn1 n+5an 1D1t IN

+I.:l ,3 iol 'n mlpn %5 ax :I1+5a '-nna I1mK1 D1+a 3"n
1+n 'Sm11+1.

The difference between the calm and rather sympathetic treatment of the Tiflisite
doctrine by I:Cirkisani and the more militant approach of Hadassl is well manifested
also in their respective interpretations of the beginning of the passage. In the source
from which both fllsisani and Hadassi drew their material they found the following
opening phrase: "He [=at-Tiflisi] (or: "They," i.e., at-Tiflisi and ar-Ramli)
differed from the general body [al jamd'a]." Kirkisani understood it to mean "the
general body of the nation," i.e., the Rabbanites. Hence, he listed after that sentence
those practices of at-Tiflisi which seemed to him commendable because of their anti-
Rabbanite slant: the fixing of the Pentecost on a Sunday, the prohibition of the fat-tail,
and stringency in the laws of incest. In the second part, however, he added those
practices on which at-Tiflisi diverged from the Karaites: the calendar procedure and
the consumption of meat.

Not so Hadassi (or the scholar before him who translated the original source into
Hebrew). He interpreted the opening phrase to mean that "at-Tiflisi diverged from the
general body of the sectarians" (translating it in Hebrew as `edah, which, we remember,
had a legal sectarian connotation). Consequently, he followed up the sentence with
a list of deviations which he condemned: the calendary system of the Tiflisites and
their laxity with regard to the consumption of meat in the Diaspora. Only in the second
part of the passage were the praiseworthy practices also enumerated: stringent laws of
incest, prohibition of fat-tail, etc., and the fixing of Pentecost on Sunday.
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Whether this stronger wording by Hadassi is purely accidental or in
keeping with Hadassi's regular style is a question of judgment. The
assumption must not be excluded that it reflects a more personal in-
volvement. Hadassi may have had in mind living Tiflisites whom he knew
from the local Constantinopolitan scene. Possibly, the late tenth- and
eleventh-century influx of Armenians, Gentile and Jewish, into the
Byzantine domains caused also some Tiflisites to appear in the Byzantine
Jewish communities. Nothing definite, however, can be said in the
matter on the basis of the extant sources.

THE MISHAWITES

Infinitely more involved was the pattern of relationship between the
Karaites in Byzantium and the Mishawite sect there. The intensity
permeating Karaite reports on this other survivor of the ninth-century
anti-Rabbanite (and, at once, anti-'Ananite) revolt is most striking.
While Tiflisism, separate but never really antagonistic, left almost no
trace in Karaite literature and polemics (except for a general inclusion
thereof in the surveys of Jewish sectarianism), the Mishawite heresy
became a recurrent theme for Karaite controversialists; so [one may sur-
mise] was the Karaite doctrine to the spokesmen of Mishawism.

Of course, the frequency of anti-Mishawite references in Karaite po-
lemical compositions may prove misleading. Thus, judging merely by the
fact that, since the mid-eleventh century till as late as 1490, refutations
of Mishawite views do not leave the pages of Byzantine Karaite literature,
one might be inclined to infer that Mishawism was all along-for half a
millennium almost-a burning issue to the Empire's Karaites. This is a
mistaken impression. A careful perusal of that literature prompts us to
discard all Karaite references belonging to periods later than, say,
1200-1250 as mere academic considerations.40

This disposes of the difference in interpretation which is also apparent in modem
studies. Thus, Nemoy (HUCA, VII [1930], 389) tended to understand $irlcisani as
pointing to at-Tiflisi's divergence from the "general body of the sectarians." Mahler,
on the other band (Ha(c-ICara'im, 196, note 8), censured Nemoy's interpretation by
invoking the Hadassi text. Paradoxically, in the light of the above analysis of both
texts, none of these scholars was right: l irkisani had the body of the whole nation
in mind, while Hadassi pointed to the sectarians alone.

40 Cf., for instance, Mibhar on Leviticus, 6a. The late thirteenth-century Aaron ben
Joseph quite clearly bases there his polemic against Mishawayh (or rather against Ibn
Ezra who uses an argument expounded earlier by Mishawayh) on literary sources alone;
Aaron invokes the eleventh-century Byzantine Ofar Nelhmad of Tobias ben Moses.
Similarly, the fourteenth-century Aaron ben Elijah declares himself indebted in his
anti-Mishawite polemics to earlier literary compositions; he goes back even to the
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Even such earlier testimonies as those offered by Byzantine Karaite
authorities of the twelfth century are primarily of chronological value; they
speak of the Mishawites as still existing in their time. They hardly add,
however, to the elucidation of Karaite-Mishawite relations in the twelfth
century or earlier. Elijah ben Abraham's brief statement has already
been cited : he merely counted Mishawism among the four Jewish sects
active in his generation.41 Similarly, Yehudah Hadassi left no room
for doubt that the Mishawites "continue to observe to this day" (i.e.,
about the middle of the twelfth century) the heretical practices he
ascribed to their founder.42 There is, however, no sign of sarcasm or
contempt in the statement of this scholar comparable to that which
we encounter in the earlier source underlying his account.43 Nor did
Hadassi care to go beyond the old presentation of Mishawism and to
enumerate also the later, characteristically Byzantine features of the
sect; these features, we realize now, were unknown to earlier reporters
but were prevalent in the Mishawite community of Byzantium in Hadas-
si's own day. Indeed, the very preoccupation of Hadassi with Mishawite
teachings was, in the main, but part and parcel of his general survey of
all sects. It was hardly prompted by a sense of need to repel contem-
poraneous Mishawite encroachments on the Karaite way of life in
Byzantium. Evidently, the dwindling numbers of Mishawite followers,
while still conspicuous enough to be noted by contemporary observers,
ceased in the twelfth century to spell danger to the Byzantine Karaite
community.

The two foundation-stones on which the reconstruction of the Misha-
wite-Karaite story must rest, then, are the Karaite texts of the early
tenth and the mid-eleventh centuries. The first source-Kirkisani's
"Survey of Jewish Sects"-originated in the Islamic environment in
which the formation of the Mishawite sect had taken place. This source
was compiled just a few decades after the event (about 937 c.E.). It was
from an abridged version of that "Survey" that Hadassi drew up, some
two centuries later, his aforecited account of Mishawite teachings.44

tenthcentury Kirkisani. Cf., e.g., his Gan `Eden, Section Shehilah, Ch. XX, 95a, and
earlier, Section Pesab, Ch. VII, 42b, or in his Kether Torah on Numbers, 10a. See
further the fifteenth-century Addereth Eliyyahu (interrupted in 1490), in which Elijah
Bashyachi bases the whole Ch. XVIII of Section Shehitah (without openly acknow-
ledging it) on Osar Nebmad of Tobias ben Moses. See below, 389, note 91.

41 Cf. above, 366 f., and note 26 there.
42 Eshkol hak-Kofer, 42a, Alphabet 98: nn mm 1n o+mm p1.
43 See the reference in the next note.
44 The "Survey" was incorporated into the First Discourse of Kitab al-Anwar
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not only fails to enumerate important characteristics which were at-
tributed to Mishawism in Byzantium, but also it can hardly match the
amount of contempt and abuse which Tobias poured on the heads of his
Mishawite compatriots. It seems that, as far as our sources go, only
Tobias, the eleventh-century leader of the Karaites in the Empire,
viewed Mishawism as a most serious menace to his flock. The fury with
which Tobias descended upon the avowed founder of the Mishawite
sect, on his "priests"50 and on their teachings (including matters which
seemingly did not call for practical application) is, indeed, without
parallel in Karaite literature. Even Karaism's anti-Saadyan campaign at
its worst never accused Saadyah Gaon, for instance, of leaving the fold,
the way Tobias did with regard to Mishawayh and his followers. And
all that-a hundred and fifty years after ICirlcisani and in a climate far
removed from that which I irltisani knew well and which produced
the Mishawite movement in the first place!

Thus, allowing even for exaggerations perpetrated in the heat of
controversy, the twin impression is inevitable: a) that it was chiefly
the brand of Mishawite practice which was known in Byzantium (and
not so much that which was described by ICirltisani in Babylonia a
century and a half earlier) that was felt to be a real threat to Karaism;
and b) that it was, consequently, the eleventh-century Byzantine Kara-
ite community (and not so much the Karaite leadership in Babylonia)
that considered the warding-off of the Mishawite danger an assign-
ment of the first order. As such, Karaism's anti-Mishawite struggle
belongs, more than anywhere else, in our eleventh-century story of
the formative years of Karaite life in Byzantium.

THE TEACHINGS OF MISHAWAYH

Who were the Mishawites?

A careful analysis of all the available sources as well as of the cognate
material which was revealed and interpreted by the recent studies of the
Dead Sea Scrolls permits us to draw a completely new picture of the
Mishawite heresy and its history.51 Apart from a marked deviation in

50 The expression is t'tin5. It matches Tobias' (and, earlier, Salman ben Yerutiam's)
contemptuous remark regarding Saadyah and his Rabbanite colleagues. Cf. Salman's
Book of the Wars of the Lord, 59 (top) : nrrno'ntnvi; and the Tobias text below, 391,
and note 98.

st The summary presented here is extracted from my Mishawiyyah: The Vicissi-
tudes of a Medieval Jewish Sect under Islam and Christianity, to be published separate-
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dietary matters (of which later), the most conspicuous nonconformism
in which the sect had indulged was in the field of calendation. This field,
we remember, was crucial in the sect-forming process of all times :
calendar independence heralded a sect's self-determination and final
separation from the Mother Institution.52

The ninth-century calendar doctrine of Mishawayh al-`Ukbari (a
native of `Ukbara in the Baghdad region) subscribed to the solar principle
as the one and only determinant of calendar reckoning. This principle,
assuming a solar year of 364 days, ensured the yearly return of fasts and
feasts on fixed days in the week, rather than on fixed days of months (the
way lunar calendation, common to all other segments of medieval
Jewry, would have it).53 Thus, Mishawayh demanded the permanent
fixing of the Day of Atonement on a Sabbath;54 the interdependent
annual recurrence of Passover on a Thursday;55 the celebration of
Pentecost on the Sunday which falls seven weeks subsequent to the
first Sunday after Passover;56 and regularity in the proclamation of
the first day of each month (Rosh-ljodesh), apparently by accepting a
solar thirty-day mensal unit.57

ly. There, the full documentation, bibliography and discussion of earlier theses are
given.

52 Cf. above, 293.
53 This has correctly been stressed by A. Jaubert, "Le calendrier des JubilBs et les

jours liturgiques de la semaine," VT, VII (1957), 44, and La date de la cane, 46 f.
54 The permanent appointment of the fast on a Sabbath was designed to emphasize

the double holiness of the Day of Atonement, presumably enjoined by the biblical
lawmaker in the double term shabbath shabbathon (Lev. 23:32). Cf. Kirlcisani, Kitab
al-Anwar, I, 58 (Eng. tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII [1930], 390); Hadassi, Eshkol hak-
Kofer, 42a, Alphabet 98.

55 See the references in the previous note. The interdependence results, of course.
from the legally prescribed lapse of time between the holidays.

56 Kirlcisani (Kitab al-Anwar, I, 57 f.; HUCA, VII [1930], 390) and Hadassi (Eshkol
hak-Kofer, 42a, Alphabet 98) ridiculed Mishawayh for having asserted, on the one
hand, with all sectarians, that Pentecost must fall on a Sunday, without knowing, how-
ever, which Sunday it was to be. A closer look at the problem will reveal that, contrary
to the insinuations of his Karaite opponents, Mishawayh had a definite idea which
"morrow after the Sabbath" was to inaugurate the seven-week count from Passover to
Pentecost. By rejecting unequivocally the Karaite and Samaritan custom of beginning
the count on the Sunday which falls within the Passover week, Mishawayh made his.
position clear beyond any doubt. He obviously espoused the sectarian alternative:
the Sunday after Passover week. This was the procedure advocated by the Book of
Jubilees and the Qumran sect.

57 This is how I understand Kirlcisani's statement that Mishawayh "was in doubt as
to how to fix the beginning of months, since he could not decide what system to adopt"

Cf. Kitab
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Moreover, he applied the solar principle to the day measure as well, re-
jecting the conventional count of calendar-days from evening to evening;
the days, including the Sabbaths, were to be counted from morning to
morning.58 This last point was particularly objectionable later to Jews
living in regions with a large Christian population (e.g., Jerusalem and
Palestine in general, Western Syria, Byzantium and Spain). Cancelling,
as it did, the sacrosanct institution of Sabbath eve and extending the ho-
liness of the Lord's day to the night preceding Sunday, it was hastily
decried as "Christian-oriented."59 Anti-Mishawite propagandists failed
(or refused) to perceive the Jewish origin of that practice and the broader
calendary concept of which it was part and parcel.60 The truth of the
matter is that Mishawayh's doctrine intended merely to restore an
archaic Jewish calendar based on the solar system. Such a calendar was
expounded in the apocryphal Book of Jubilees and the Ethiopic Enoch.61

al-Anwdr, I, 58 (HUCA, VII [1930], 390). Cf. further Hadassi, Fshkol hak-Kofer,
42a, Alphabet 98: air r5 7mv' nr 'Ka -nrss in' K5i b'virn 'yin nv*r' Sv pw)l n. M. b)).
Here again, such terms as "doubt" or "indecision," sarcastically used by Kirtisani,
are plainly misnomers. Once having accepted a solar calendar of 364 days,
Mishawayh could not have entertained any doubts as to the inner division of
the year. He must have espoused the pattern advocated by the Book of Jubilees:
four equal seasons of 91 days, each comprising three 30-day mensal units plus
one day.

58 See the texts adduced below, 395 if. (and notes).
59 Stressing the "Jewishness" of the evening-to-evening count of days, Ibn Ezra,

in an obvious polemic against Mishawism (ivanvn n i r 'tion o' -; or, t11)vlnn'im),
states: 'anv' rit rim 0]'K O'S7v m99K v7on (on Ex. 16:25). Cf. further, M. Fried-
lander, "Ibn Ezra in England," JQR (O.5.), VIII (1896), 149, note 2, and 152,
note 2, as well as in the Transactions of the Jewish Historical Society of England, 57,
note 3.

For the accusations of "Christian orientation," tossed against the Mishawites by
Tobias ben Moses in Byzantium, see below, 402. Some of these accusations may
already have been voiced by Yefeth ben `All in Palestine (cf. above, 375, note 49).
Indeed, chances are that Ibn Ezra learned of the Mishawite views from Ocar Ne(rmad
of Tobias or, even more likely, from the commentaries of Yefeth. The latter, as we
know, exerted tremendous influence on Ibn Ezra's biblical exegesis. At any rate, there
is no indication that the Spanish Rabbanite exegete ever met the heretics in person.

60 Indeed, scholars have suggested viewing certain passages in the Dead Sea Scrolls
as corrections of eleventh-century Karaite (or Rabbanite) scribes. The scribes must
have been anxious to make the texts correspond to the lunar calendation almost
unanimously accepted by medieval Jewry. Cf. Talmon's pertinent remarks in Scripts
Hierosolymitana, IV (1958), 193 f., and Wernberg-Moller, Revue de Qumran, I (1958),
141 (quoting P. R. Weis).

61 Cf. the Book of Jubilees, vi, in Charles, The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of
the Old Testament, If, 22 f. (or M. Goldmann's Hebrew version, in A. Kahana, Has-
Sefarim ha-JIisonim, I, Bk. 1, 235 f.); Book of Enoch, lxxii, in Charles, II, 237-39 (or
in the Hebrew rendering of A. Kahana and J. Feitelovitch, Has-Sefarim ha-,jironim,
I, Bk. 1, 67-69).
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Apparently, the sectaries of the Judaean Desert in the time of the Second
Commonwealth also adhered to it.62

THEORY AND PRACTICE

All these calendary teachings of Mishawayh remained, however, at
first, in the realm of theory only; neither Mishawayh himself nor his
followers in Babylonia dared apply them in practice. Indeed, they dared
not even mention in Babylonia their (theoretical) adherence to the
morning-to-morning count of calendar-days. This solar measure of day
units, though not inherent in the general solar calendation concept, could
not have been a later innovation; yet, it is known only from Byzantine
Karaite literature, i.e., from works created some two centuries after
Mishawayh and away from the climate of opinion of Jewish Babylonia.
In Babylonia proper, the Mishawites, opposed to the time reckoning
system of both the normative majority and the sectarian minorities,
resigned themselves to following the precalculated Rabbanite calendar
as the lesser of the two evils.
All coins are clipped anyway [Mishawayh is reported to have advised his followers],
you might as well hold on to the counterfeit that is at hand.63

For mid-ninth-century Babylonia was no longer propitious for the growth
of social and religious dissent as it was in earlier generations. Times had

62 For this latter point cf. Talmon's stimulating inquiry into "The CalendarReckon-
ing of the Sect from the Judaean Desert," in Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Scripta
Hierosolymitana, IV [1958]), 162-99. Why Mishawayh deviated from that archaic
calendary pattern in preferring Thursday (to the Jubilees' Wednesday) for the annual
occurrence of Passover, so that the Day of Atonement be regularly observed on a
Saturday (instead of the Jubilees' Friday), is a problem worth looking into, but of no
real consequence to the present story. Whatever the divergence in detail, there can be
no question as to the basic structure of the calendar Mishawayh considered right. The
literary antecedents of Mishawayh's doctrine are undoubtedly to be sought in the
sectarian works of the Second Commonwealth era.

How these sources came to inspire a ninth-century Mishawayh into reviving the
archaic calendary policies of the Dead Sea sect is a matter for speculation. I leave it

.to my good friend and colleague, Doctor Talmon, to pursue further the marginal
suggestion he has made recently (op. cit., 194, note 82) concerning the possible literary-
historical link between the ancient doctrine and this medieval heresiarch. Talmon is
inclined to view the Mishawite doctrine in the context of the late eighth-century disco-
very of Cave Writings near the Dead Sea (see above, 20, and 254, note 10), which he
believes] had given impetus to a renewal of the ancient calendar controversy in Jewry,

63 Cf. Itir(isani, Kit oh al-Anwdr,1, 58; Eng. tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII (1930), 390.
Hadassi (or the Hebrew translator who preceded him) misunderstood the passage
to mean (Eshkol hak-Kofer, 42a, Alphabet 98):12313 trmnn p'r ,3 1-126 -15it" -71V min
:5n ps-n n5ens -inn, mnp. The error has correctly been observed by PoznaAski, RET,
XXXIV (1897), 165, note 1. (See also above, 374, end of note 44.)
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changed. After a hundred and fifty years of schismatic experience,
Rabbinic Babylonia mended her fences and closed the ranks. Dissident
activity could by now exert only negligible influence on the Babylonian
Rabbanite camp proper; it would mainly spend itself on intra-sectarian
bickerings. Conversely, the sectaries of Babylonia had now come under
the impact of an infinitely more powerful Rabbinic uniformity. Willingly
or not, they had to learn how to conform, especially on such decisive
issues as calendation. Some, in fact, would gradually lose their identity.

The fate of the Mishawites in Babylonia and their submission to the
Rabbanite calendary computation were not at all surprising, then. They
simply manifested a situation in which the heresiarch unambiguously
rejected both systems of lunar calendation, the precalculated tables of the
normative majority and the lunar eye-witnessing method of the whole
sectarian camp combined. At the same time, he was unable under the
prevailing conditions to apply in practice his own solar calendar. A
minority within a minority, Mishawayh continued to voice his doctrinal
dissent as persistently as he dared to. Yet, for all practical purposes, he
preferred to join the intrinsically more comfortable lunar calendar of the
Rabbanite majority rather than to involve his followers in the unwieldy
intricacies of the other sectaries' moon-sighting. In so doing, Mishawayh
may have been not only resigning himself to what he believed was the
lesser evil, but also hoping to win for his flock the goodwill of the ruling
Rabbinic circles.64

THE `BABYLONIAN EXODUS'

Mishawayh's behavior, we said, was not surprising; indeed, it was not

Mishawayh's oscillation between theoretical preferences and a practical performance
that was polarly different from the theory made a mocking Izirb isani present him as a man
"lost in perplexity." To a modem observer, on the other hand, Mishawayh appeared,
for the same reason, "to have been something of a cynic" (Nemoy, Karaite Anthology,
xix, 335, note I/19). But neither label explains the matter. True, Mishawayh may have
tamed cynical in a society which cared little about one's unorthodox beliefs as long as
one mechanically conformed on externals of daily (especially calendary) practice. Yet,
he was neither wavering nor perplexed. He had very definite ideas on what the Jewish
calendar should be like. Moreover, unlike the Shiites who, shielded by the convenient
theory of takiyyah (i.e., caution; cf. Goldziher, Vorlesungen fiber den Islam, 214 f.),
kept their rebellious doctrines to themselves for fear of persecution, Mishawayh did
not hesitate to speak up and make his ideas (save for the morning-to-morning count of
days) known to all. These ideas, however, were so diametrically opposed to all that
had become a matter of general consent to Jewry as a whole, normative and sectarian
alike, that a practical application of them in ninth- and tenth-century Babylonia was
simply unthinkable.

64 Indeed, the Karaites taunted their Rabbanite neighbors for compromising with
other sectaries on major issues of belief in return for the sectaries' adherence to the
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even unusual. Also the far stronger and better established Karaites,
we remember, had surrendered in Babylonia a vital part of their original
calendar doctrine, the abib. To the extent that they chose to stay in the
country, they would follow their Rabbanite neighbors in determining the
beginning of calendar-years and intercalation by means of computation.65
Only those segments of the dissident camp which, appraising correctly
the changed (ninth-century) situation, were ready to draw the extreme
conclusion were saved for further sectarian creativity. That conclusion
was: Exodus from Babylonia into the Syro-Palestinian expanse and
into the adjoining regions in the South (Egypt) and in the North (as
far as Armenia).66

Out of the reach of the uniformitarian machine of Babylonia's central
Jewish institutions, the emigrant movements opened a new (non-
Babylonian) Golden Age of Jewish sectarianism. This Golden Age of
anti-talmudic dissent in the Palestinian-led countries of the East Mediter-
ranean littoral was partly assisted by the demographic heterogeneity
and the multiplicity of religious denominations in that area in general.

Rabbanite calendar. A good illustration of the case is the story of Rabbanite-'Is fnian
relations. When Kirkisani asked Jacob ben Ephraim, a Rabbanite visitor from Syria
(ash-Shim-1), why the Rabbanites favored the 'Isunians and intermarried with them
(in Damascus), although "Abu 'Isa acknowledged the prophecy of Jesus son of Mary
and of [Mubammad] the master of the Muslims," Jacob replied: "Because they do
not differ from us in the observance of holidays." "This answer of his indicates [Kir-
lfisani concluded bitterly] that, according to the Rabbanites, ['Isunian] manifestation
of unbelief is more pardonable than the [Karaite] display of differences in the observ-
ance of holidays which they [i.e., the Rabbanites] themselves invented." Cf. Kitdb
al-Anwar, I, 52; Eng. tr. by Nemoy, HUCA, VII [1930], 382.

Incidentally, if we are to believe Hadassi (Eshkol hak-Kofer, 41c, Alphabet 97;
see the quotation above, 274, note 62), the 'Isunians, too, advocated a solar year.
Unlike the Mishawite story, a practical application of the solar system was possible
in the time of the seventh-century Abu 'Isa, when Babylonian Rabbinism had not
yet attained the standing it enjoyed in Mishawayh's days. In the ninth century, how-
ever, the 'Isunians may have undergone the same development which is suggested
here for the Mishawites : Under the impact of Rabbinic uniformity they may have
surrendered their solar calendar (if they ever had put it into practice). Like the Misha-
wites, too, the 'Isunians continued to adhere to the Rabbanite calendar even after
they had emigrated to Syria. The problem merits further study. At any rate, in the
light of ICirkisani's report, one cannot accept Hadassi's statement that the 'Isunians
"observe [to'viv] the holidays according to a solar calendar of years." If there
were any 'Isunians left in the twelfth century, when Hadassi wrote his Eshkol, they
surely followed the Rabbinic calendar, as did their tenth-century predecessors in
the time of Kirkisani.

65 See above, 303 if., 314 if.
66 A broader statement and documentation of the "Exodus-thesis" expounded here

will be found in my forthcoming Hebrew paper, "The 'Babylonian Exodus' of Jewish
Sects in the Period of the Geonim."
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It was further encouraged by the progressive disintegration of the central
power of the ('Abbasid) Caliphate, the mainstay of Babylonian Jewish
centralism.67 Yet, last but not least, it was spurred by the greatest
institutional struggle eastern Jewry had known in the High Middle
Ages: the already referred-to Palestine-versus-Babylonia contest.

The Syro-Palestinian Jewish society itself-the Rabbanite majority
of it, that is-was at that time no less embattled against the centralistic
claims of Rabbinic Babylonia than were the sectarian groupings. Itself
unwilling to bow to the dictate of the rival (Rabbanite) institutions of
Babylonia, yet possessing neither the political standing nor the executive
power to erase by its own means the heresies from its midst, Palestinian-
oriented Rabbinism could not help but come to terms with reality.69
Thus it happened that, precisely at the time when they were effectively
halted in Babylonia, the tenth-century sectaries attained for a while in
certain parts of Palestine, Egypt, Syria, and in the adjacent provinces
later incorporated in the Byzantine Empire a standing which was al-
most equal to that of Rabbinic Jewry.

Similar to Tiflisites, to 'Isunians and to the Karaites of the al-Icumisi
school, Mishawite activists, too, must have left, then, Babylonia a genera-
tion or so after the death of their Founding Father.69 It is from this point

67 Thus, the independence of Egypt and of Syria (including Palestine) from the
'Abbasid rule in the time of Ahmad ibn Tulun provided Karaism with a unique
opportunity of consolidating its newly established Palestinian center. Cf. above, 23.
Even more propitious was the situation in the later tenth and in the eleventh centuries.

68 Thus, the Palestinian gaon, Aaron ben Meir, is known to have traveled to Baby-
lonia in an attempt to enlist political and other aid for his struggle against the Karaites
in Palestine. Soon, however, he himself was embroiled in a decisive contest with
Babylonian Rabbinism. Thereafter, all through the tenth and, especially, the eleventh
centuries, Karaite participation in the internal affairs of Palestinian Babbinism was
viewed as a matter of course. Cf. above, 42 ff.

69 The exact time of that migration cannot be fixed with certainty. If it should prove
true that Tobias ben Moses found a great part of his anti-Mishawite argumentation
in the commentaries of the Palestinian Yefeth ben 'All, we shall have been given an
approximate terminus ad quem for the completion of the process: the middle of the
tenth century. When Yefeth began his career, some time in the second half of that
century (he reported, we remember, on the conquests of Nicephor which had taken
place in the late 960's), the Mishawites' calendar practice in their new abode was
already a well-established fact.

On the other hand, there is no need to consider the year 937 (when Kirkisani's
Kitab al-An war was composed) as the terminus a quo for the Mishawite migration.
Kirlcisani had no information on sectarian developments in Syria. Thus he did not
report, for instance, on the eighth-century Syrian movement of Severus-Sarini. Nor
did he care to mention even the migration of al-Kumisi and his followers to Pales-
tine, although he devoted considerable space to this leader. His report on the 'Isunians
of Damascus was plainly the result of his conversation with Jacob ben Ephraim
of Syria. Hence, some Mishawites may already have moved to Syria at the end of the
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on that Mishawism underwent a development largely parallel to the
vicissitudes of Karaism in the area.70 While some Mishawites, like
some of their Karaite neighbors, preferred to stay in Babylonia-their
existence in 'Ukbara about 937 C.E. was reliably reported to Kirlc sanl
by a local elder71-others, again like the Karaites, apparently moved
to Syria. Their concentration in the Ba'albek region was undoubtedly
responsible for the by-name Ba'albeki which came to be appended to the
sect's traditional appellation. So much so, indeed, that, after a time, the
by-name was projected back into the life story of Mishawayh himself :
he would be referred to in Byzantine Karaite texts as Mishawayh al-
Ba'albeki rather than (or simultaneously with his earlier by-name)
al-` Ukbari.72

THE SYRO-BYZANTINE DEVELOPMENT

Unlike Babylonia, where a practical application of the solar calendar
was in the ninth and tenth centuries flatly unthinkable, Syria proved a

ninth century. It may be surmised, however, that the calendary heresy became more
widely known and evoked literary refutations only after the generation of Saadyah
and Kirkisani.

70 See on this my Mishawiyyah: The Vicissitudes of a Medieval Jewish Sect under
Islam and Christianity.

71 Kitab al-Anwar, I, 14 (cf. 57: i Eng. tr. by
Nemoy, HUCA, VII (1930), 330 and 389, and Karaite Anthology, 53.

72 Such is my explanation of the synonymy of these two by-names as apparent in
Byzantine Karaite texts. Earlier, Poznafiski suggested that Mishawayh was born in
Ba'albek (hence his by-name al-Ba`albeki) and emigrated to `Ukbara in Babylonia,
where he came to be known as al-'Ukbari. Cr. REJ, XXXIV (1897), 162 f. This view,
espoused by Mahler, Hak-LCara'im, 198, reflects, of course, Poznafiski's concept of
the respective roles of Babylonia and Syria in the sect-forming process in medieval
Jewry. See on this below, 384, note 73. Whatever the case, the Byzantine Karaites
considered the two by-names synonymous and used them interchangeably.

Thus, when incorporating into O$ar Nehmad Kirkisanrs and Saadyah's discussion of
Mishawite dietary laws, Tobias ben Moses applied to Mishawayh the agnomen 'Ukbari
(cf. below, 389 if., notes 91, 96-98). He undoubtedly copied it from these Babylonian
sources at his disposal. When, however, in the same commentary, Tobias felt called
upon to refute the Mishawite calendary practice prevalent in Byzantium (but unknown
in Babylonia), he referred to Mishawayh as al-Ba'albeki (see, e.g., below, 401). In so
doing, Tobias no doubt followed contemporaneous Byzantine usage. Yet, confident
that both by-names alike pointed to the same person, Tobias combined his reports on
'Ukbari and Ba'albeki by means of cross-references from one section to the other
(cf., e.g., above, 375, note 48).

This referential merger is even more complete in Hadassi's Eshkol hak-Kofer.
The passage in Hadassi, we remember, is an abridged Hebrew version of the Arabic
report by Kirkisani on Mishawayh-Mishawayh al-'Ukbari, that is. By his own
admission, however, Hadassi had in mind the Mishawites of his own time and country.
These were linked in Byzantium to Mishawayh al-Ba'albeki. Hence, as a matter of
course, all that Kirkisani had originally to say of Mishawayh al-' Ukbari was in Hadassi's
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more inviting ground for Mishawite radicalism.73 Though ostracized
generally, as should have been expected,74 the Mishawites not only
persisted on the margin of the Palestino-Syrian Jewish community but
reached out even farther West. Yet, when the purely theoretical calendary
teachings of Mishawayh were transplanted from Babylonia to Syria
and put to practice there, a curious amalgam arose. This phenomenon
is one of the paradoxes which are not unusual in the history of religion.

On the one hand, the practical adherence of Mishawism to the Rab-
banite calendar of festivals, once a matter of sheer expediency, was not
abandoned even under the changed conditions. This development may
have been caused by the fact that such adherence had in the meantime
become sanctified by tradition. It may further have been brought about
by the realization that the espousal of a completely different calendary
structure of solar years would play havoc with the social and economic
life of the Mishawite community. Be that as it may, observance of a pre-
calculated calendar jointly with the Rabbanites-computations, intercala-
tions, and occasional postponements of festivals not excluded-was by
now a permanent feature of the Mishawite code of behavior. It was
binding in eleventh-century Byzantium no less than in ninth-century
Babylonia.'75 This situation must be remembered when the intensity of

Byzantine transcription laid at the door of Mishawayh al-Ba'albeki. Cf. his Eshkol,
42a (top), Alphabet 98 (and see above, 374, end of note 44).

A converse, yet no less instructive, case is that of Aaron ben Elijah. Two hundred
years after Hadassi, Aaron excerpted Tobias' refutation of the Mishawite view on
thanksofferings. In Tobias' original excursus Mishawayh was naturally referred to
as Ba'albeki (cf. below, 401, note 132), according to the early Byzantine tradition. Yet,
when reporting in the fourteenth century on the eleventh-century text of Tobias,
Aaron associated the heretical views, described originally as those of Ba'albeki, with
Mishawayh al-' Ukbari. Cf. his Gan'Eden, Section Pesab, 42b; Kether Torah on Numbers,
10a.

(As for the spelling of Ba'albeki with a p, contrary to the Arabic usage, see, e.g., the
Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela, ed. Asher, I, Hebrew Section, 48; ed. GrUnhut, 44.
The British Museum MS alone, underlying the Adler edition [Hebrew Section, 31],
reads 7a 5vn. All the other copies spell the place-name with a p, similar to our
Bodleian MS of O,ar Nebmad and similar to Hadassi. In the present discussion I have
followed, of course, the spelling preferred by the Jews of those centuries, Rabbanites and
Karaites alike.)

73 This view opposes Poznafiski, who believed that "en tout cas, ce n'est que dans
l'IralF [=Babylonia] qu'il [i.e., Mishawayh] pouvait exercer son activitb religieuse,
car la Syrie n'offrait pas de terrain propice pour la creation de sectes." Cf. REJ,
XXXIV (1897), 163. See above, 383, the opening paragraph of note 72.

74 We have actual evidence of ostracism from Byzantium alone (cf. below, 387, note
87), but there can be no doubt that Syrian Jewry, too, pronounced the ban on the
Mishawites who lived in its midst.

75 See the text below, 395 (and note 108).
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the Karaite struggle against Mishawism in Byzantium is compared
with the somewhat equivocal attitude of their Rabbanite neighbors.

On the other hand, the Syro-Byzantine Mishawites did not hesitate any-
more in the new environment to make a weekly issue of their other solar
principle (i.e., reckoning the days from morning to morning)-a principle
which they dared not even mention explicitly in Babylonia, though it
was undoubtedly part of their calendary outlook in Babylonia as well.76
The application of that principle became from the mid-tenth century on a
conspicuous recognition-mark of Mishawism, both because it was the
sect's only practical deviation from the all-Jewish lunar calendar and
because it affected the most sacrosanct institution of the Jewish order
of days, the Sabbath. Hence the concentration of all later reporters on
this particular feature of Mishawite dissent.

The remarkable parallelism of the Mishawite and-Karaite histories-a
parallelism which began, we remember, with the exodus of the Mishawite
and the Karaite avant-guards from Babylonia-did not stop, however,
in the middle of the tenth century. Having transferred their respective
social and religious endeavor to Syro-Palestinian centers for similar
reasons and roughly at the same time, the two sects could not help
being equally and simultaneously subject to broader factors which go-
verned the destinies of the region and of its populations.

KARAISM AND MISHAWISM: A HISTORICAL PARALLEL

There is no indication in the extant material what routes the Mishawites
had taken when entering the Byzantine realm. Chances are, nevertheless,
that they appeared within the boundaries of the Empire in a way that
was not much different from that of the Karaites-indeed, simultane-
ously with them. Propelled by the same forces and exposed to the same
circumstances that had shaped the establishment of Karaism on Byzantine
soil, the Mishawites may have drifted into Asia Minor, along with the
Karaites, some time in the second half of the tenth century and in later
decades.77 They hailed, just as did the Karaites, from Syrian regions-
both those regions which were but temporarily occupied by Nicephor
or Tzimiskes and those which were outrightly incorporated into the
Empire's Eastern Themes.78 Thus, Ba'albek itself was conquered by

76 Cf. above, 379.
77 Cf. above, Chapter M. esp. 102 if.
78 See above, 100 (and note 54).
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Tzimiskes in 975,79 in the course of that emperor's great Damascus
campaign.80

Gravitating further inland, like the Karaites, the Mishawites may have
used the same southern route along the coast of Anatolia which was
taken by the Karaite immigrants, passing such places as Attaleia,
familiar from the earliest history of Karaite settlement in Byzantium.81
In consequence of the close ties between the Attaleian harbor and the
opposite-lying Island of Cyprus82 (which, we recall, also contained a
Karaite community),83 the Mishawites may have finally found it conven-
ient to settle on that island. Excommunicated by Rabbanites and
Karaites alike and never really numerous, they must have preferred to
concentrate enforce in one isolated locality rather than scatter in small
groups all over the country. This was advisable for social and economic
reasons no less than for the sake of religious freedom. Only a well-
consolidated community could counteract the detrimental effects of a
ban in the economic and social fields.84 At the same time, consolidation
and isolation ensured the possibility of observing such a glaring calendar
peculiarity as the celebration of the Sabbath from Saturday morning till
Sunday morning in spite of interference by the non-Mishawite Jewish
residents of the place.85

At any rate, it was on Cyprus that the Spanish Jewish traveler found
the Mishawites in the second half of the twelfth century.86

79 Cf. Honigmann, Die Ostgrenze des byzantinischen Reiches [=Vasiliev, Byzance
et les Arabes, III], 99,102,107; Vasiliev, in Cambridge Med. History, IV, 148.

80 On that campaign see above, 99 f. (and notes).
81 See above, 47, 108 if., 119 f., 171.
82 See the references above, 119, note 111.

83 See above, 119 f., and the quotation below, 387, note 87.
84 This consideration has already been stressed earlier, 54 if. (and notes), when

discussing the premises on which our understanding of Karaite history must be based.
Our observations there apply (with, perhaps, greater vigor) to the history of the Mi-
shawites as well or, for that matter, to the history of any other medieval Jewish sect.

85 For that interference see the passage from Benjamin of Tudela, to be quoted
presently.

86 To be sure, Benjamin was by no means explicit about details of the sectaries'
doctrine (except for their conspicuous calendar deviation) or even about their name.
As for the latter, Rappaport believed (in a comment to Asher's edition, II, 56 f., No.
119) that Benjamin punned here on the epithet Knfrosin (=Cypriots) by calling the
heretics Epikirosin, which was the usual Jewish term for "atheists."

Whatever the case, there can be no doubt that the Mishawites are meant. Both Ben-
jamin, the twefth-century Rabbanite, and Tobias ben Moses, the Karaite, a century prior
to Benjamin's visit, are unanimous in decrying the most outstanding feature of the
heresy: the celebration of the Sabbath from Saturday morning to the morning of the
next day. This practice, based on the solar principle of calendar reckoning, not only
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And there [relates Benjamin of Tudela], there are Rabbanites as well as Karaites.
In addition, there are [to be found] there [some] Jews-Cypriot heretics-who are
atheists. Now, Jewish society [as a whole] pronounces the ban on them everywhere,
for these [heretics] desecrate the Sabbath eve and celebrate the eve of Sunday [on
Saturday night].87

The simultaneity of the appearance of both non-normative groups,
the Karaites and the Mishawites, on the Byzantine scene, and the similar-
ity of circumstances under which that appearance had occurred, were
important elements in the molding of Karaite-Mishawite relations in
the Empire. The joint direction which the two sects, originating from the
same regions and the same cultural environment, had taken when
moving westwards, and their settlement alongside each other under the
watchful eye of the native Rabbanite community-all these factors help
explain the eagerness and the intensity of the Karaites' onslaught against
their Mishawite neighbors in the eleventh century.

CONFUSION OF IDENTITY FEARED

Now, intersectarian debates, refutations and counter-refutations were no
novelty in medieval Jewish society. Yet, what we are confronted with in
Tobias ben Moses' anti-Mishawite assault is more than a debate. True,
earlier literary material was invoked; new scholastic arguments were
added. But the impression is irresistible, on reading the extant text, that
the appeals to reason and scholarship were hardly prompted by scholarly
considerations alone.

The attack was too direct, too passionate, too irritable to be put in
one class with the standard polemics, with the usual academic bickerings
or the tedious recapitulations of bygone critiques. Indeed, there is

contradicted normative Jewish tradition. It constituted to no lesser extent a flagrant
breach of the calendary practice agreed upon by all Jewish sects of the time, and
automatically set the Mishawites apart from any and all other known dissenters.
Hence, the identification of the Cypriot heresy with Mishawism cannot be subject to
doubt.

This was already suggested by Poznafiski, REJ, XXXIV (1897), 176 if. Earlier, S.L.
Rappaport (op. cit.) has shown that Ibn Ezra must have had these heretics in mind
in his Epistle on the Sabbath (see above, 378, note 59, and below, 397, note 117).

87 The text given here is collated from the Asher edition (1, 25) and the Griinhut
edition (p. 23) of the Itinerary (rejecting Asher's reading of the opening clause; cf.
above, 119, note 112): l'ornp+cK opt I+oncp t!']'a n'lm' or V-1 '11V1 b'K1p1 13'217 01-IT-11 oyr
PPVKI 51S Iriamm nsm 5'5 o'55rm o.-1n oipa 5131 L:nww I'= 5tnvn. As for the middle clause,
the Adler edition has a variant, "o,ip' t o'Ktip3 o'ra, omitting ponop, which also is
quite plausible. Nevertheless, Rappaport's stress on the, pun l'onop > I'ornp'oK has
much to commend itself. Moreover, it seems that the word o'Knp3 was derived through
corruption of the earlier word o'inpi.
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no escape from the notion that Tobias' clash with Mishawism was only
partly directed against Mishawism itself and only mildly interested in
Mishawism's reaction. Rather, paradoxically perhaps, its primary tar-
get were the Rabbanites. While fighting the Mishawites, Tobias addressed
himself actually to his Rabbanite neighbors-with a bid for their trust,
with a desperate plea for correct identification, with a reproachful
rejection of their willful misrepresentations, and with an invitation to
partnership in combatting the others.

For a task of paramount importance to the young Karaite community
in Byzantium was to make its precise identity known throughout the
sect-ridden Empire and to establish its prestige accordingly. Not exactly
newcomers in the time of Tobias ben Moses, the Karaites could boast
only of a relatively short history (of two or three generations) on the
ancient Byzantine Jewish scene. Taunted, as we remember, for their
"foreignness" as late as the eleventh and the beginning of the twelfth
century, 88 they ran the risk of being confused-deliberately or unwitting-
ly, as the case may be-with the other Jewish sectaries who had settled
simultaneously with them on Byzantine soil. It, therefore, seemed to
the Karaite leadership in Byzantium a matter of absolute necessity to
make the Karaite position known as clearly and as widely as possible.
Clarity on basic issues would fend off in the new locale any accid-
ental or calculated identification of Karaism with the other sectarian
shade.89

This clarification was achieved, first of all, by stressing the positive
program of the Karaite movement; here, again, the role of the rising
Byzantine Karaite literature in the Hebrew language becomes apparent.
But, in addition to that, the Karaites made a special effort to show how
relentlessly they opposed the other sect's deviations from laws and
customs which constituted the common lore of the Jewish people. This
sentiment was accentuated, as it universally happens, through a display
of extreme impatience with the other sect's unorthodox practices-
indeed, impatience more fanatical than the normative majority itself
ever cared to stage. It was followed, further, by vocal ostentations of
Karaism's own piety as against the alleged Mishawite laxity in matters
ritual and religious. It was then, finally, sealed by deprecation of the
ninth-century heresiarch himself, derision of his supposed ignorance and,
last but not least, none-too-savory name-calling.

88 See the discussion of Rabbanite accusations, cited earlier in this chapter, 363 f.
(and notes 20-21).

89 See below, 389 f., 391 ff., 394 f.
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To be sure, the Karaite fears of confusion of identity were by no means
unfounded. A Rabbanite tendency to lump together the Mishawites and
the Karaites, and to accuse the latter of sharing certain objectionable
practices with the Mishawites, was already manifest in the East as early
as the beginning of the tenth century.90 At that time, we remember,
the practical deviation of Mishawism from orthodoxy in Babylonia was
limited to the field of dietary laws-the Mishawites permitting the
consumption of certain fats on the ground that only the fat of Temple
sacrifices was prohibited.91 No practical calendary nonconformism was
as yet in the offing.92

THE SAADYAN PRECEDENT

An illustration of such Rabbanite attempts to blur deliberately the
respective identities of Mishawism and Karaism is offered by the Saadyan
critique of Karaite dietary laws (concerning Karaism's prohibition of
the fat-tail, etc.).93 Without mentioning the Mishawites by name,
Saadyah Gaon has cleverly intertwined with his anti-Karaite arguments
a "hearsay information," according to which
there were some in the [Jewish] nation who permitted [partaking of] fats in our time....

90 This has already been noted by Poznanski, "Meswi al-Okbari," REJ, XXXIV
(1897), 164.

91 Cf. Kirlcisani, Kitab al-Anwar, 1, 57 (=HUCA, VII [1930], 389), and esp. V, 1204
if. Cf. further the hitherto unpublished Oyar Nehmad of Tobias ben Moses in Byzantium,
Bod]. MS No. 290, 84a: ''' in o'K1pn n'nK "It -1 Kn .n1ni 'a 54 0':5nn -5Ka n721Kn 17105M31
ty, am:1 11m :5n 5: (a: 'T 'p'1) 'MM n5:Kn 145 0-1 501 25n 5: (1, '1 p'1) 'nn 'w14: 135 1ctt m"m
I':1 I:1pn It m',15.-in p1o ]'K o'Sesn In '1n, .tym npsti in n'p5nn 'nn n5t tatn 145
5:1 o-r 5:, :5n 59 ['a]';' '1:1n ': n5K: 11'5y 1014 m"n.in 'a:1n 't ':n1 .I:1p 1a'Kw nno m',5
o'ploon ': nSKn now M515y '1K :5m .:1pn 5y 'iK 15n1 .11pn n14 no=n :5nn .2=1 -11V
ptoon ': n5K: 1CK W"m ''' in 111nl' 'wit '1::yn '10n '1:1 On '111 .r5tz11 1::n nIm'1 n1'S:n

011 n':1p] 02'14 'VK 71711 1p:n In 0'1,014 0]'K1 ,13':1p,nn tyn, 1p:n In'n1 o'm::n In mip5rn '1,1
o'5n 'nnt n'K1ppn. Tobias refutes the Mishawite view, showing that the Scripture could
not have intended to make a distinction between the two categories. He winds up that
point by saying (85a): Iyu mK:.n'o51nn nm'nn 15oa, unnt 'vita o'pSnn 'a o'1v m'.6 n"n
»'141 145: 1ao'5nn 1»141. The discussions by Kirlcisani and Tobias underlie all the later
presentations of the problem in Byzantine Karaite literature. Cf., for instance, Aaron
ben Elijah, Gan `Eden, Section Shehilah, Chps. XIX-XX, 94a ff.; Elijah Bashyachi,
Addereth Eliyahu, Section Shehilah, Ch. XVIII, 117d if. See above, 372 f. (and note 40).

The brief notice by Icirkisani, in Kilab al-Anwar, 1, 57, appears also in the Hebrew
summary of Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 42a, Alphabet 98.

92 Cf. above, 379 ff., 383.
93 After having devoted some 30 pages (from 83b) to a refutation of several points

in Saadyah's critique of Karaite dietary legislation, Tobias passes (on 99b) to the
Mishawite argument advanced by the gaon. But first he condemns Saadyah's evil
scheme in bringing in the Mishawite view while combatting the Karaites: rap:, ronrn
n'SKrn rn' an 11DKa [it 11 pn '5ya a1 ; I,Zn1 a'1 1y1y51 IIV1S'nlmcn nt
n'11nn1 nawn ,5, .rntyal nmmnn v,51(Bodl. MS No. 290, end of 99a).
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Now [adds Saadyah], I do not know whether or not there is any difference between
those who [regularly] oppose our teachings [=the Karaites] and these [other]
dissenters 94

Tobias was quick to take up the challenge. His refutation of Saadyah
is more thorough and comprehensive than anything else that had been
written on the subject by the Karait' s95-and, obviously, not without
reason. Even though more than a century has elapsed since the gaon's
death and even though the Byzantine Karaites were out of the reach
of the Babylonian Rabbinic institutions (themselves, by then, already
past their glory), Saadyah's innuendo was still a powerful weapon against
Karaism. The Saadyan Commentary on Leviticus, which included the
above anti-Karaite critique on the subject of fats, was, apparently, widely
circulated in Byzantium.

First of all, then, Tobias considered it imperative to make the identity
of "the other dissenters" clear beyond any doubt, so that they would
not be confused with his own flock.
Know ye, my brethren [Tobias opens his refutation], that this frivolous Pithomite
[i.e., Saadyah of Fayyum] was referring to the pronouncements of Mishawayh al-
'Ukbari and of those who had followed the latter in permitting fats of non-offerable
animals.96

Openly accusing Saadyah of dishonesty, half-truths, and "intention
to seduce the fools and the ignorant,"97 Tobias proceeded to deliver a
powerful piece of defense of Karaism by way of an offensive: How dare

94 Just a few lines of the following texts had so far been cited by Steinschneider (in
his Catalogus Librorum Hebraeorum in Bibliotheca Bodleiana, 2168 f.) and by Poznanski
(REJ,XXXIV [1897],164, note 6, and KaraiteLiterary Opponents of Saadiah, 64, note 1).
In the present note, as well as in notes 96-98, fuller quotations are given for the first
time. They are reproduced from the Bodleian MS No. 290, 99b-101a. (There is a
difference of two folios between the pagination cited by Steinschneider and Poznariski
[101b] and my own page-numbering [99b]. The reason for this disparity is unknown to
me. I have followed the page-numbers pencilled on the inner margin of the MS.)

Tobias opens his tirade with a quotation from Saadyah. Cf. Bodl. MS No. 290, 99b:
'fax wom +'+ +3 71x1 .131113 0+35nn o+-I'm 1nR1 I1n3 i+n 13+ID3K +3 13vr3m1 ...+oln+91 urn In 1nK1
15x1 .[1+73971 n55wn mean 1n1331 +'+5 1WK] 1370)3 r1p' '7DK nb131 l0 35n 53K 53 +3 0n3 '7 'p+1)
-11t at 135" +'+5 rip' n+n 'DR 0x11 it o++p 7D1p7a17D 1a13 111n nn 131 111aM .137 wan rlpa n1nn3n
KSK vpnl lfK 1mv 135+ nit 01+3'31 135 o+o+5nn1 1+3 p1o w, +3 +nvn+ K51.1nv3 135n 31p3 13'K 'vxi
5x niv'v on5 31n nr 5K 131m+ on oK1 .x+331 135 1n9 P +3 'Nt7 lpnvnll 11011+1 1nK 170+1 131V' + ox
13pnv1 'DK o+311non In 1nSir.

95 Cf. Poznaiiski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 64. See more on it above,
260, note 28, and 287 f., esp. note 105.

96 Bodl. MS No. 290, 99b: 13Sn in, "iV'3 +1an 13r r5n +nln+on -IT +3 +nK in
o+5n +35n ninn31+1na.

97 Bodl. MS No. 290, 99b-100b: In 1K+3 to, on+131 pmm1 or'rnnt [n+1vt=] 13n
53 +3 ploon [111]'no 'n 1x1 n 151 on+mam7 nht3n n53 x51 on+1s1 rim'v inn tin+Th1 IVN-i m5p
o+t+5no on 'DR on+131 13r 117K13 1+Sv nun I11n :1+11 .o3nnot 3170 Kin 1no 'VX 35n 5311?
1nK anlx 13r+ 11+1 K5 IN onln+ml on5tr 1x3+1 n53+m [11+1315 :5"s IN :t+331n 5m=] on+1315
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the Rabbanites hurl such utterly preposterous accusations of Karaite
affinity with Mishawism, when the exact opposite was true?! Why, while
the Karaites display the most meticulous care in observing the biblical
prohibition of all fats, it is precisely the Rabbanites who, similar to
Mishawayh and "his sages and priests," allow the partaking of certain
categories of fats. Thus, it is rather
he [=Saadyab] and the members of the Academic Circle that are eligible for com-
parison with Mishawayh al-`Ukbari, for they have erred and misled others much
the same as he [i.e., Mishawayh] had erred and caused others to err.99

DANGEROUS INNUENDO

The system of innuendo, imputing to Karaism Mishawite doctrines that
were actually objectionable to it, must have become even more dangerous
later, when Mishawism's calendary heresy had revealed itself in practice
and had created a considerable stir in the Jewish community. This
development, we recall, had occurred still in the East, but outside of

0S'Dth n0 ;nD'm pan'STK1 inSit'ab72 OK' '' nix* 11191 bmm'3011 OK 057235 113 15 n'; K5V
,l'rn3,31 1'n11pm1 1'n1'Yn 1nK b'351n5 n1K1;51 ;bnn 'biv'b 119'1 'Sp ,n1b3 13'1v3 O'mun
.35n 531K 53 in '100 [111]';072 13T 1VKO '133Yn '1m'» 113'1 rn] K1n in ,n5DK3 0'1193 0'351;n
'1mh 13 1nDm nn Inn, K51 in5it K5i 1'135 K1; 'n D; it in ['3]D' ianmm 1135 inn in 1K3' K5 om
1+3;51 (m=5) nv15 351 vnm5 want 15 0'0 in [Snn :5^'sl '55K Inn, t6 'vi nn 1pv 53 +11=1
K5 'mK3 0;'131 5031 3'011 [''721;''0;] '72153 Kin in unlit-l'-6 TDn '51K 1K .0'p'1; '131
OK K51t .mpnn 111K 137273 135' OK p1D 0'511 '3511 1nnr in 1'31 [0'K1pn-] 135 0'0'571131 113 Y1K
1mR tnm3n 13 01p3V in '131 5K 3103 16 nit [''s]D' ,K'33; 1110 13 in 111119 51t 172+1 1310+
'1mn 3"m K51 . [100a] ...ist11 Ksn 0 ;t iSbn n'n 0Kt ..rv K'3an in -,ipnrn, in nit,
'nin'Dn sit 531' 16 'VX 1''nn '1337; '1Db in .125 3"115 (n'190] Vp31 yDn 'rim 131 '133Yn
on in '1n:vn 'imm '131 Sr K'33n 'nn3 D'1n1n ;'5K;1 111'S3n in tYn5 ...72'3511 n1'nh V11K rims
1'KV 1172 3011 1.13'133ET '10'115 02 31111' 13'59 3'0115 Vp3V ;n 'D11111'D71 m'Kf ;t 3Vt10K1.011;172

3511 o'1D,K K1pb '5v3 any ;'min 0311 172 ;inn '3 Y1' K5 5wn in p0 531 ...,nin'm3 '1 15
in 1;15 1'D tint 71K1 .[172; 1Km 10'11 1pm1] 110n'1'n i 5'K (n 1"' '31) 'Km 1111 Sr ;172;3 nv30
rant' 16n1 ;p119;; 5v 172'1 1310' KS OK '133v; '1D'72 '7KV nh On'S9 3"n' op;; 111K 1]OY 135' OK
12'K ;t K5,-I1 .91' KS '0K 111 Sr 3'0'1 0n'Sv 3"nn K5m ;h on'Sv 3"n721 v1' K5v 1313 nSiKS i't
15 n'n in .3vn' 0311 m'1rm 5'1K oa (113 I," '5tnn) n-v nn5v 'nx i'Sv1 0'19131 0'5'03 nvrn KSK
1191 5p win '3 1107 ntn'1 Sp'i an'i'YS ni3n' 0'111;0; 1'n1'vip 1K1''viin -nin'5Y3 172 Om
[0'1r'Dn p35=] on'a's5 ia,3'3 p1D I'K [ian :1K in, :5-s ;7] 13 '72K in .. ?'' 11115;3 -)33n b1D'hl
.0'3511 1i0K3 1pv 53 mpn3 [712'K] 13K '3 pY25 '153 1701 3T3 13nh ;11 .Vp11 -'113 13nv [1]K13' nit
11113 11119 K127251K72V 'h1 .0113Y31 1711393 '73K 'VKo'bimmn nt 131 61'13D51n'1vn'mv KS 031
133 15 h'Snln h1 50]'1 1111 nnp5 lvh5 1p0; 5v 1Km0 172 '9' I Vfi 5v 15 O'D'Snhn n1 Sr ;30111
11313 11131 Km31 17351 1315; ;3'111; 5031 011'59; [100b] 5'0111 15 O'D'5nhn In 5pn5 131 5K 1Kh
0'S1n 3511 n51r ,31pinn Tits-.11 1psn 35n K1n -man 35nn in 'n1Kn 1'm= 'iw'h 131 53K .;1111.

98 Bodl. MS No. 290, 100a: [n'1v0] inn 1511;11 O'110Kn O's5nn 1'1111 'vm 133Yn 'iV'h'3
nspn 11'11 b; in 15 D»111 0'115 [05]'19; 5372 1111' O'31-1p 0111 19111 15111 'mR 1'17331 103111
53 [nb]'K3 .o11tv3 V' pDn 'mR 0'511 172 0'3511; 553 110K' v a [K1]pn ['5]y31 w-nu TI 0'351111

O'1n' n51arn 112'maK1 Kin KSn1 .0'35rn -min vu 1339; '10'0 o'im ,'n' 1'K am 3031 11x7 35n
;vnn1 Kn 19nm [1]'33 19111 1vn 0; in '133v; '1V'n5 0'1311 11105 O'DiWvi. The same is implied
later in the manuscript, 112a: ' h i -in i '1339; '10115 1'51h in 1a17K1 .K'0p; nt 5v 1230"1
0 '331n 7 11 15.
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Babylonia. It became known to wider circles subsequent only to the
generation of a Saadyah and a ICirkisani. It apparently reached its full
bloom in the Byzantine Empire.

A confusion of identity could have had by then grave repercussions
indeed, owing to the fact that the Mishawite calendar peculiarity was in-
terpreted by many as reflecting kinship with Christianity. The attribution
of allegedly "christianizing" tendencies to the Karaites by not-too-well
informed or biased Rabbanite vigilantes might, especially in a Christian
state, cast a slur on the religio-national partnership of Karaism with the
main body of the Jewish people.

A situation of this sort must have seemed to the Byzantine Karaites
utterly intolerable, both on ideological and on practical grounds. For,
as disciples of the Jerusalem "Mourners of Zion," they believed they were
the exponents of the most unadulterated brand of Jewish nationalism.
Convinced that it was they, and not the Rabbanites, who were serving
as the true guardians of the Revealed Word,99 the Karaites must have
genuinely resented any implication of extra-Jewish leanings and any sus-
picion of having subverted the historical course of Jewry and Judaism.
Moreover, the Rabbanites' deliberate association of Karaism with Mi-
shawite calendary heresy could not fail to endanger also the practical
standing of the Karaites in the local Jewish community. Especially
where smaller Karaite groups were involved, the threat of ostracism by
the general Jewish society was as real as it was to the Mishawites on
Cyprus.100

As veiled as were the Rabbanites' allegations of a pro-Mishawite slant
in the dietary injunctions of Karaism, even more veiled were their
imputations of Karaite adherence to the solar calendar. The reason for
it was obvious. Since the Rabbanites repeatedly criticized Karaite
insistence on monthly eye-witnessing of the New Moon,101 they surely
could not at the same time openly accuse Karaism of following the

99 Cf., for instance, the confrontation of the schools in Judaism, as presented by
Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 10b, second introductory Alphabet: n5K 510 '15K ima+t

o+ptms my +105 Ea'tnpn-1 'j+5+Dmn T,2 [o+nn-n=1 1+v+mtin 15=11 :msip5
mnpn -1192 mbv517272t :thwU stmt 13-112 tnnr :Irninn imv+t ip'm' o'fSK'rn, cm o+315 ins, nv
o5mtn+ l+nmm 5v tmp5 inn ... :1+m3K itv nat olty nit vnnm ii r :him: nmm,6t m555
nt:a5 :nnnomni on+mnt ohn :ommnt m+rn ni :5w 3113 :3+m5+5t orn 51 [o+,nxm w7pvn-] m-.1
an-7v nimn 5v -nvo5i--etc., etc., in the same vein. Cf. also above, 36 f., notes 27-28.

100 As already noted above, 55 f. (and note 75), such ostracism and persecution were
by no means unusual in the history of the Karaite minority. Even powerful commun-
ities, such as, e.g., that of Jerusalem, bore the annually recurring brunt of Rabban-
ite excommunication. Cf. above, 41 f., and note 38.

101 See the texts and discussions above, 269 if.
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Mishawites' solar system.102 Hence, as far as the literary material goes,
nowhere in the anti-Karaite publications of Byzantine Rabbinism were
the Karaites specifically brought to task for advocating, in the Mishawite
fashion, a 364-day solar year or regular thirty-day solar months. The
farthest Tobias ben Eliezer, the oft-quoted leader of the Empire's
Rabbanites in the time of the First Crusade, would go was to blur the
difference between the two heterodoxies, as did Saadyah, and let "the
fools and the ignorant" draw their own conclusions. He simply refrained
from specifying the identity of those whom he sharply condemned for
"counting all months as thirty-day units."

It is not the manner of people of understanding [says the Rabbanite leader of
Castoria and Thessalonica] to count all months as thirty-day units. Now, those who
do follow this procedure out of wickedness show no consideration for the honor of
their Maker. It is of such men that the Prophet Jeremiah used to say, "Many shepherds
have destroyed my vineyard" [Jer. 12:10]. [And he said further,] "Their shepherds
have caused them to go astray, they have turned them away on the mountains, from
mountain to hill" [Jer. 50:6]. [And again he said,] "They walked in their own counsels,
even in the stubbornness of their evil heart" [Jer. 7:24].103

Indeed, while discussing earlier in this volume Tobias ben Eliezer's
general campaign against Karaism, I drew attention to this particular
passage. I suggested then that the Rabbanite protagonist may have acted
deliberately. He intended to exploit the widespread anti-Mishawite
sentiment, caused by the Mishawites' desecration of the Sabbath, and
to turn its edge against his much more dangerous Karaite opponents,
hoping to take advantage of the possible confusion of identity. Thus,
Tobias has intertwined his anonymous censure of the solar calendar

102 An illustration of the fact that mutually contradicting accusations were tossed
indiscriminately at the Karaites is offered in the already quoted responsum of Maimon-
ides (see above, 256, note 19). Notwithstanding the relentless war which the Karaites
were waging against the Rabbinic anthropomorphic Midrashim of the Shi`ur jomah
type, they themselves would not escape the accusation of anthropomorphism. Thus,
on the one hand, Rabbanite spokesmen, such as Tobias ben Eliezer of Castoria, who
were favorably inclined to this sort of compositions, had a difficult time warding off
the attacks of Karaite rationalists. On the other hand, rationalists in the Rabbanite
camp unscrupulously pinned on the Karaites the authorship of these very Midrashim!

The task of the accusers was much easier in the case of Sabbath eve. Though no
explicit evidence is available, one can easily imagine how the darkness in Karaite
homes on Friday evenings might be misrepresented by unscrupulous controversialists.
Compared with the gaily lit home of the Rabbanite, the Karaite's peculiar way of
celebrating the Sabbath eve in gloomy mourning could be interpreted as no celebration
at all-indeed, as a desecration of the Sabbath. Cf. the texts above, 267 f., notes 44
and 45. There was only one step from such misinterpretation to the lumping of Karaites
and Mishawites together and accusing the former of the Sabbath heresy characteristic
of Mishawism alone.

103 See the Hebrew text from Tobias' Lekah Tob on Leviticus, above, 273, note 59.
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with a denouncement of Karaism's general calendary policies and has
phrased this censure in the passionate, urgent words which, as a rule,
he would reserve for anti-Karaite utterances (the latter likewise largely
anonymous !).104

Be that as it may, the threat to Karaism was real. Even the aforequoted
Saadyan misrepresentation of Karaite dietary laws, which, as we have
seen, persisted in Byzantium well into the eleventh century, must have
become now doubly menacing. For Mishawism at large was by now
synonymous with that which all Jewry considered a profanation of the
Sabbath. Consequently, the ascription to Karaism of any Mishawite doc-
trine-not necessarily one that involved the calendar explicitly-was sure
to evoke ominous calendary associations as well. It thereby helped direct
against the local Karaites a great deal of that popular animosity which
originally was generated against the local Mishawites on grounds of the
latter's calendar heresy.

Byzantine Karaism was, therefore, called upon to react vigorously:
to dissociate itself most emphatically from any Mishawite practices
pinned on it by non-discriminating or unscrupulous Rabbanite contro-
versialists; to seize the initiative especially in the anti-Mishawite calendar
discussion that was going on in Byzantium; and, finally, to stress Karaite-
Rabbanite community of purpose and outlook against the penetration
of Mishawite heresy into the ranks of Byzantine Jewry.

REFUTING SOLAR CALENDATION

The initial task, again, was to make the true identity of the protagonists
of the solar day count clear beyond a shadow of doubt; Karaism's self-
evident opposition to them would then be brought into the sharpest
relief possible. Hence, Tobias ben Moses, the spokesman of eleventh-
century Karaism in Constantinople, opens the calendar case in much
the same emphatic vein as he did his exposition of dietary laws, i.e., by cla-
rifying the Mishawite identity of those who follow solar calendation:105

104 Cf. above, 273 if.
tos The texts which follow belong to the fragment of Tobias' O,lar Ne(tmad which

was published by Poznanski in REJ, XXXIV (1897), 181-91. I have compared the
printed version with Bod]. MS No. 290 and found only few misreadings or questionable
restorations. For easier reference, therefore, I shall quote here Poznanski's edition,
adding, whenever necessary, a comment or a correction on the basis of the Bodleian
Manuscript.

Poznanski also provided his edition with a very good French summary of the argu-
ments advanced by Tobias in refutation of Mishawism's morning-to-morning count
of calendar-days. Cf. op. cit., 170-76.
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Know ye, our brethren, that at at no time has there arisen in Israel a man who
would argue that the [different categories of] days-the Days of Creation as well as the
Days [legally circumscribed for the Order] of Sacrifices-were all [to be counted] from
morning to morning, and that no days were [to be counted] from evening to evening.'06

The only [person who took] exception [and did insist on a general morning-to-
morning count of days] was that Second Jeroboam, that man of a stammering tongue,
the accursed one [Mishawayh al-Ba'albelli]. Now, I have compared him to Jeroboam
not because he has matched the latter in greatness or in wisdom or in heroism, but
because he has sinned and caused others to commit sin through evil intention, just
as did Jeroboam when he led Israel astray.107

Once having established the heretics' identity, Tobias would shift the
onus of self-justification to the accusing party. As with the case of
dietary legislation, then, he would not let slip from his fingers the op-
portunity of getting even with the Rabbanites in the field of calendary
controversy as well. Delivering a backhanded slap at his Rabbanite ac-
cusers, he would point emphatically to the fact that among Mishawayh's
"transgressions [which] to this very day are amid Israel" there were
to be found such characteristically Rabbanite practices as "[calendar].
computation, [precalculated] intercalation, postponements [of festivals],
and many other [transgressions] of the same sort."108 The implication
was clear and followed the familiar line which Tobias pursued when he
refuted Saadyah's insinuations concerning the consumption of fats:109
while the Rabbanites try to blur unscrupulously the distinction between
Mishawism and Karaism, they themselves were guilty of a marked
community of religious observance with the Mishawite heretics.

But Tobias knew better than to be satisfied with needling the normative
majority for being on one side of the fence with the Mishawites in the
regular manifestations of Rabbinic calendation. The issue, he thought,
was far more serious and called for serious measures. An all-Jewish
problem it was, for never before was there so grave a heresy in Israel

206 The lunar calendar measures the Days of Creation from evening to evening,
i.e., it adds to the day the night preceding it. However, a Day of Sacrifices begins
at sunrise and includes the night following it.

107 Poznanski [=REJ, )CXXIV (1897)], 184: v'K [D5]iv5 [51tiv,J op m5 ' 121nK 111Tt

W11'' h511.1111 TV 213M D+h+ DV 1+K1 .hl]31p1 +h+1 1K+11n My In+ "1P2 '7V 1p373ofl D+n+n 'D 'hR'V

ann 55k 5+n 117x1 DSn1 DD21+5 51Ta vim 1'1' 1rh5 Dns1' 1h1K +mh'T K51 .111K1 1115 ]v5] '21

[51t1]ft' lilt rmn 't7K ]1117 bfll'7 win-1. Characteristically, Mishawayh is compared here
to Jeroboam, whose calendar reform and reorganization of the institution of sacri-
fices became the prototype of Jewish dissent.

109 Ibid.: 1711 Dnhh71 rmwn1 11.101 11nwrin I,]'h7 I5N1]b"I1h7 D'NSha 1''JKtln nn 01+1 1741.
Incidentally, this passage bears evidence to the fact that even outside Babylonia the
Mishawites continued to follow Rabbinic calendation, as far as festivals, New Year,
intercalations, etc., were concerned. There is, however, no indication whether they
celebrated the Rabbinic festivals from morning to morning, the way they cele-
brated the Sabbath. See above, 384.

109 Cf. above, 390 f. (and note 98).
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as the count of days, including the Sabbaths, from morning to morning.
He, therefore, took upon himself to speak now for all Jewry, to shatter
to pieces the scholastic edifice erected by the Mishawite sages and
to produce incontrovertible documentation for the all-Jewish position.
Now, I shall refute the words of him of a stammering tongue, the accursed one [pro-
mises Tobias], and all his priests shall bewail him and [howl] for their [own] glory,
ever since they have defiled themselves with the uncircumcised.

The last words allude, of course, to the allegedly Christian influence
reflected in the Mishawite calendar."°

Henceforth, Tobias embarks on a step-by-step, limb-by-limb dissection
of the Mishawite solar count of calendar-days. All through several packed
pages he endeavors to refute the five-point documentation of his Misha-
wite opponents, calling to aid all the linguistic and exegetical arguments
at his disposal. Since much of the argumentation depended on precision
of meaning (or, rather, of the many possible meanings of a scriptural term
which may be invoked differently in different contexts), Tobias would
supplement his Hebrew statements with Greek glosses. This, we remem-
ber, was a standard procedure in Byzantine Hebrew literature in general,
and was undoubtedly the procedure of Mishawite spokesmen as well.' I t

From time to time, Tobias would stage a tactical retreat "for the sake
of argument" ('al derekh hashlarnah),112 only in order to blast his way
through after a while with double triumph, exclaiming, "And so, the
sayings of him of a stammering tongue are now null and void;"113 or,
"Thus have been destroyed the words of him of a stammering tongue..
while our own statements stand fast;"114 or,more directly, "Consequently,
there is no support for you from these quarters, neither for you of a
stammering tongue, nor for your filthy disciples!"115 Then, turning
to the reader, he would add piously, "In this manner have his [=Misha-
wayh's] pronouncements been voided on all points and aspects, with
the help of God, Blessed be His Name."116

110 Poznahski, 184: vbt o-711a 5a, n5+5» ,+5v ,,,nn 5m ,,,ten 1,m5 IV53 5v a+met +3N,

i5ew w5,v nte. The passage is indebted to Hos. 10:5, changing ,5+3+ to ,5+5++ and ,,,an to
Pozna6ski, accordingly, corrected 5a, to read m1,= 5v. The last clause

(*nn o+5,v net 'vx) does not appear, of course, in the Book of Hosea.
111 See above, 193 if., 365, and below, 416, 444.
112 Cf. Poznadski, passim (e.g., 182, line 5, or 183, line 14).
113 Poznadski, e.g., 182: (u+ 3-5 "m+) nra 1PR 1,m5 3v53 '',a1 ,5txi +row.1 'mttn ox,;

or, 183: 1,m5 3v53 ,,rr ton,; or, 188: [n3lynn nn w r,n, ,5na,; or, 191: mtt+on San ,nnvn,
t+,n,.

114 Poznatiski, 187 f.: wn++p ,3+,s, temn ...[l,]d5 3v53 +,a, ,nnm3.
115 Poznatiski, 183: pnn ntn o+etnnn 1,-Tmhn ov 1,m5 3Y53 i5 Int -wry 1a tm.
116 Ibid.: [,am 1,3n, omn mtva=] rrn+ n°va rum -rs 553 1,,a, ,5ea,.
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Finally, winding up the scholarly justifications of the orthodox observ-
ance of Sabbath eve on Friday night, Tobias would usher his sect into
one happily unanimous company with the Rabbanites, gladly stressing
the negligible import of Mishawism in the face of a nation united in
its opposition to the Mishawite heresy.
Moreover, there is no division on the matter among Israel, [and it is agreed upon by all]
that by commanding, "Keep the Sabbath Day" [Deut. 5:12], the Scripture [could
not have] wished that Saturday night be joined to the Sabbath, but it meant really
the evening preceding the Sabbath.117

Indeed, somewhat inconsistently with his earlier insinuations of Mi-
shawism's "Christian" orientation, Tobias would now triumphantly
argue that
likewise, there is no division on the matter between Israel and the Gentile nations.
[They all agree] that the night precedes the day.118

Then, with a sudden surge of authoritarianism, which imperceptibly
crept into the attitude of Karaism when it faced a minority smaller than
itself, Tobias would become oblivious of his own sect's jealously guarded
maxim of exegetic individualism. He would simply shrug off Mishawite
claims of a similar right to individualistic radicalism by pointing to
the crushing display of world unity in the matter.
Well [we hear Tobias saying at the close of the calendar discussion), everybody agrees
with us that the evening comes before the day. We surely are not going to pay attention
to the sayings of one man.119

THE MISHAWITE MENACE

Apparently, however, one had to pay attention to the sayings of that
"one man." For, by Tobias' own admission,

117 Poznanski, 191: ran +2 name 1311 nit 11nm on5 'biv nv in [Stn]W' l+a g15n "ITS lilt n21
alvn (25 a-2 'p+1) 'nit 121,11am5 131p172n 110 pan 52R navn bit MV nam 'nia [pan it S :5-s1
n'152 -.1'R1 in .nsnav lnnVn 21v 1v(1).

Characteristically, the same display of all-Jewish unity on the matter is hailed by
Ibn Ezra in his Epistle on the Sabbath. Cf. the text as published by M. Friedlander,
"Ibn Ezra in England," Transactions of the Jewish Historical Society of England,
H (1894-95),63: n'vR1a nmla nans2 to in n'v-rn ,onnv o'p1un 52 n2 o'mllan , 5 R 1 v 1 5 2
.Swim, 5 a nnnn wri'an nt n2-11 ... nsen 11nv' lilt ntilnn 11721m 1arr'v 113E p1 nil 523 'n amen
o+nnn oa n"nn n2 .13.,p,nnn oa o'altipn m alvnal n1mn. (For Ibn Ezra's use of the term
"Sadducees" for his Karaite contemporaries and their Babylonian and Palestinian
mentors, see my "Elijah Bashyachi" [Hebrew], Tarbiz, XXV [1955-56], 61 f., 194 ff.)

11s Poznanski, 191: n1+5 nipin R1n n5+5n 'D 1351an nfn1R 1+a1 [5R7]m' Iii g15n lilt n2, (the
MS reads the last word: on5: Poznanski corrects: a[1+]n5. It seems, however, that the
yod and wdw of ors blended in the cursive of some earlier copy into a U. The word
was then copied by our scribe as w,5. Cf the similar clause 131+5 onpn alvn in the next
note). n+n'' 6 nn5 v+R 'xvv an+ra p10 1'R1 .1.l n11 111* inn nnvn ' .nT 312 P nT lit '10R21
am nit nS'Sn in [+1m+n=1 1Tn .IT [1n]'R 'WRS vlamn 'a' ppna nave.

119 Poznanski, 191: [o5]'1vn [521 :5-s] 52a .,in or nit [navn=l inn in gl5n Im in 'm tOn
[1n]'R V'R "121 5R 11V3 R51 .13115 nlph glen +2 12 MM 135 0x1112.
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the sayings [or: the books] of that scoundrel [=Mishawayh] are many... , since
the intention of the villain was to lead Jewry completely astray-may he be accursed in
the presence of the God of Israel. The Lord will be willing to pardon neither him nor
those who, in the stubbornness of their heart, did follow him; nor will He blot out his
sins from His sight, for he [= Mishawayh] has sinned and caused others to commit sin.120

The brief glimpses we are afforded, through Tobias' generous quota-
tions and lengthy discussions, into the lost Mishawite writings suffice,
indeed, to explain why these writings could not easily be ignored by the
Karaite leadership in Byzantium. Mishawism was not a simple folk's
creed, the way a IZirkisani, we remember, would prefer to present it.121
Its literature was composed by scholars whose proficiency in dialectics,
in biblical exegesis, and in the science of Hebrew philology was evidently
outstanding. Tobias' facile discounting of the Mishawite adherents as
"just any blind and lame"122 was hardly compatible with the amount of
time, energy and erudition which he himself had spent on warding off
their influence. The excellent linguistic equipment of the Mishawite
debaters made it sometimes heavy going for him and his Karaite aids.

And suppose [Tobias advises his flock, staging a mock debate with the Mishawites]
that he [=Mishawayh] says that all these [Karaite interpretations] which you have
advanced are inconsistent with the literal meaning of the language. Let it be said, then,
to him, "How do you know that? Have you got any proof to substantiate this [charge],
or perchance you have learned it from the linguists?" And if he answers, "Aye, it is
from the linguists that I know [it," let it be said to him] that all the linguists lie
to him. Indeed, let it be said to him again, "You yourself are lying, for all these
[interpretations of ours] are based on the literal meaning and there is not one of
them which was arrived at by way of allegory."123

It seems, then, that an all-out, competent refutation of Mishawism
was important not only for the sake of clarifying the position of Karaism
in the eyes of the Rabbanite majority. It apparently was an urgent
desideratum for internal consumption as well. The inroads of Mishawite
rationalism into the ranks of Byzantine Karaite intellectuals could not
have been entirely unsuccessful. After all, Karaite intelligentsia in the

120 Poznafiski, 191: 1'K in o+nlnon 'nn2nn [?pnn] pint one 'wit 'J1 '? Sara o+a, 5nln nT +,rri
521 15 TnSD +', naK' 16 ,[SK,Ita++n5K5 Inn -11-11t .',hs5 [5 c1]ie' nit nrrn5 5n+53n ns1 in 7Dn ons
imnn1 ion in +nnn 5K 1+]D5h 1nRnn1 ons nrn,mn. i'-rn O'a51nn. As usual, the passage
abounds in fragments of biblical verses (such as Deut. 29:18, 29:19; Jer. 18:23)
which belonged to the standard vocabulary of medieval Jewish polemics.

121 Cf. above, 374, note 45.
122 Poznafiski, 181:.i nlsh 7,1 nit, 111m nK1 +'v nit 1v1+ K5 '17K 15.1 r,nR nMD1 ,1v 5a +a

1+1 Hunt ,i,Kn In iynv Sag. For the expression "any blind and lame," cf. II Sam. 5:8.
123 Poznabski, 185: 1-Pith 15 'nit' .11v5n nnnK 7,Y 5v milt n+K,n 'mK o5n n5K in 'hi, OK1

in It 173R' ,,T] '11111, 11ro5n '03MT] in 'K' OK1 .nT nv,+ 11ro5n 'D2Kh 1K nT 5r n+K, 75 win ,ny I1 T'

1,1 5V aria [1n]'K 1+K1 xwt 1,1 5v in 5a +a ,r-TO mat ,pv 15 'K+1 .15 O+ntaa 0512 [11]'v5nmat
,31w.
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Empire was by no means immune to the cross-currents of philosophical
and theological scepticism and ritual heterogeneity which corroded the
body of Judaism in the period under discussion. The contrary rather was
true: Having once taken the giant step and crossed the bridge of seces-
sion from the Mother Synagogue, the Karaites were left infinitely more
exposed to successive corrosions by separatist tendencies than were
their Rabbanite neighbors; the latter never questioned in the first place
the authoritarian rule of the Talmud and of the normative institutions.

True, the centrifugal forces in the anti-talmudic camp, so bitterly
deplored a century earlier by al-ICUmisi and ICirlcisani for having dissolved
the movement into scores of divergent, self-defeating splinter groups,'24
had finally been brought under control. Initiated in the mid-tenth
century, the tremendous work of unification and uniformization of
Karaism was beginning to give fruits. Thanks to the unrelenting efforts
of the Jerusalem Karaite authorities, a great measure of institutional
consolidation and doctrinal uniformity was achieved. These signal
attainments of the Jerusalem masters affected also in a most constructive
way the Byzantine extension of the Karaite movement. Coinciding with
the formative years of Karaism in Byzantium, they saved the Byzantine
Karaite branch from the recurrent splits and deviations which used to
plague eastern Karaism all through the ninth and early tenth centuries.

Nevertheless, the danger of continued development of schism and
dissension within the sect was not wholly alleviated. This was true not
only of the intelligentsia. While the erstwhile separatist tendencies were
sublimated into scholastic individualism, social and regional rifts still
remained factors to be reckoned with, especially where the impact of
external forces was strongest. Indeed, a young immigrant community,
such as that of the Karaites in Byzantium, would constantly be exposed
to influences and pressures exerted not only by the well-established
native Rabbanite majority but also by other dissident minority groups,
even smaller than the Karaite community itself. Removed from the main
artery of Karaite and all-Jewish communal activity and as yet fully depend-
ent on the scholarship and religious guidance radiating from the Jerusa-
lem academy, Byzantine Karaism was not yet sufficiently confident of its
bearings in the late tenth and during the eleventh century. Some segments
thereof could, indeed, fall prey to the intellectual encroachments of a
vocal and evidently intelligent (though not necessarily numerous) group
of a different sectarian orientation, such as were the Mishawites.

124 See above, 220 (and notes).
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It is, then, the threat of Mishawite inroads into the Karaite way of
life in Byzantium, in addition to the horror of being equated with the
Mishawite heresy by Rabbanite polemicists, that lay at the root of the
unusually bitter denouncement of that heresy by the eleventh-century
leadership of Byzantine Karaism.

THE PROBLEM OF THANKSOFFERINGS

This thesis is well illustrated by the other point on which Tobias ben
Moses of Constantinople and his contemporary Mishawite compatriots
crossed swords : the problem of thanksofferings. Similar to the morning-
to-morning reckoning of calendar-days, this other point also was never
before included in the Babylonian program of Mishawism.

Now, the issue we are about to discuss is mentioned here last for our
own methodological reasons. Actually, it occupies in Tobias' critique
of Mishawism the very first place and serves as his introduction to the
whole anti-Mishawite debate. This introductory section is the more
revealing since it deals with a problem which, unlike the calendary
divergence, could have no practical application whatsoever. Hence, the
seriousness with which Tobias viewed this clearly theoretical problem
points, undoubtedly, to some deeper, hitherto undetected dangers.

The specific issue at hand was whether or not thanksofferings [Icorban
todah] were admitted during Passover. The difficulty lay in the fact that
such offerings contained leavened bread, the use and even the sight of
which are prohibited on that festival. The Karaites would answer the
question in the negative, whereas the Mishawites [so Tobias claimed)
pointed to two biblical precedents as sufficient ground for admitting the
offerings. One precedent was the Pentateuchal story of thanksofferings
which were brought allegedly during Passover week by some of the princes
of the Twelve Israelite Tribes in the Desert.125 The other was the account
of the cleansing and reconsecration of the House of the Lord during the
reign of King Hezekiah in Jerusalem. There again, thanksofferings
were brought by the congregation on the seventeenth day of Nisan, i.e.,
when (in regular cases) the Passover holiday was on.126

125 Num. 7:10 if.
126 II Chron. 29:17, 29:20, 29:31. Paradoxically, in the light of Talmon's recent

explanation of the incident (VT, VIII [1958], 58 ff.), neither the Mishawites nor Tobias
ben Moses the Karaite interpreted the biblical story correctly. On the other hand, it
is worth noting, in continuation of our stress on Byzantine Karaite indebtedness to
Rabbanite literature (see above, 244 f. and note 90, and below, 440 f., note 219),
that, in the last of his three counter-arguments on the subject, Tobias echoed Rab-
binic disapproval of Hezekiah's action. Cf. Bab. Tal. Pesahim, 56a, Sanhedrin, 12a.
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Now, the exegetical justifications which Tobias. ben Moses invoked
in order to explain away the aforecited biblical narratives, in refutation
of the Mishawite assertions, are of no direct relevance to the 'present
discussion-127 The remarkable part of the excursus is precisely its non-
exegetical argumentation, the general accusations accompanying it-yes,
its unprecedented gravity, its utterly astonishing irritation, its unusually
passionate urgency. Indeed, if one were to measure the pitch of Tobias'
anti-Mishawite animus in its variegated manifestations, one would have
to accord the highest rating to his polemic on thanksofferings. This
polemic showed a far greater intensity and violence than was manifest
even in Tobias' refutation of the Mishawite desecration of the Sabbath eve.
Now [Tobias starts punching], no one would argue against the rule I had just explained
in the matter [i.e., denying the admissibility of thanksofferings during Passover],
except an impious, wicked unbeliever such as was the one of a stammering tongue,
Mishawayh al-Ba`albeki, the accursed one-may his bones be beaten to pieces after
his pomp has been brought down to the netherworld.'28

Indeed, in the midst of the uncircumcised did he lie,129 this detestable [embodiment
of] abomination and filth, this Second Jeroboam, who made Israel commit sin.130
Maledicted be he in the presence of the God of Israel, and [accursed be] his compan-
ions.... For he has lifted from them the burden of the Law and permitted them food of
Gentiles, sacrifices of the dead, blood of pigs, and wine [manufactured by non-
Jews].131 He has permitted them [to indulge in] forbidden incestuous relations, [he
has infringed upon the accepted norms of] purity and impurity, and [opened the way]
in his limited intelligence-the villain!- [for the] desecration of God's festivals and of
His sanctified Sabbaths.... Similarly he has erred in the present case and maintained
that thanksofferings used to be brought on Passover.132

But Tobias would not stop at that. The practical neglect of religious
interdictions and obligations did not close the evil Mishawite circle yet.
It was just a prelude to the last step, to the ultimate estrangement from
the Jewish cause, to outright conversion. It is here that Tobias hurls the

127 Cf. the text as published by Poznanski, 181-83, and the latter's French summary
and comments there, 165-69. An echo of the exegetical refutation has also been
preserved in Sefer ha-'Osher, the Byzantine compilation which was produced a genera-
tion or so after Tobias and which, like Tobias, was indebted to Yefeth ben `All. Cf.
the hitherto unpublished section on Numbers, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 62a: +n»1
O'INV]n 11'1pn 10']5 1°»1 [n,1n P'p] o'H'w] 'n 1 '1p1 N5 noon.

128 Isa. 14:11.

129 Ez. 31:18.

130 1 Kings 16:26.
131 For Karaite exhortations against food prepared by Gentiles, cf., e.g., Sahl ben

Ma$liab, in Pinker, Lilc(cute.[Cadmoniyyoth, App. III, 28, 32, 33 (see above, 253, note 5),
etc. Cf. also the Karaite-Rabbanite marriage contract cited above, 297, note 15.

132 Poznanski, 181: 11v51 vvni -it hN'D .n5Nwn 113 'n1N'a117 553n nr 5v 113+05 13-IN 5:1' 851
a]w 13'5-Iv nit N1n1 111K3 51Nw 5N 11' ' l'm?SV 1pnnw' 111Nn 'p] 5311 5N '1wn 11w5n av5] '85
1'nn1 [n11'1nn 51v OmSv 5pn1 ...1»v o'15]n Si 'Z[5H1]m' rim N'tlnn 1wK navin 5va III= rpw
515n1 ninn1 nRnin1 n111CN 1111-Iv 0n5 1'n-ill 13'18w 1"1 13'1'm b11 n'n8 MIT O'111 1115=8 On5
fDOn '8'.1 nVP' n11n 1.11p '2 '8H1 '"]31n nr3 nvn p1 ...Inv'T n19n] O'wllpbn 1'n1n51171 " '13118.
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accusation that Mishawayh deserted the theological premises of Judaism,
betrayed Jewish monotheism and espoused the Christian idea of Trinity.
Paraphrasing the Prophets of yore, Tobias delivered himself of the most
thundering indictment ever pinned on a nonconformist in the Byzantine
Jewish society.

Against the Lord he [=Mishawayh] hath spoken perversion,133
That impious unbeliever!
Yea, gray hairs were here and there upon him,
Yet he knew not;134
False prophet that he was,
Three deities he bath worshipped in his old age.
For pass over to the isles of the Kittites, and see,
And send unto Kedar, and consider diligently,
And see if there hath been such a thing.135
Hath a prophet changed his gods,.
Which yet are no gods?136
But he of a stammering tongue hath changed his glory137
For three corpses.
Would not his companions and disciples be ashamed
Just as ashamed was he?
So perish all Thine enemies,138 0 Lord!139

IMPUTATION OF APOSTASY

This unbridled outburst by Tobias, hardly matched in vehemence by
anything that had been uttered heretofore even in the course of the most
violent intra-Jewish polemics in Byzantium, is surprising both on account
of its content and in view of its incompatibility with the texture of
the general theme with which it had been interwoven.

In the first place, the long-winded list of general sins and transgressions
which Tobias had pinned on his Mishawite neighbors is not devoid of
difficulty. Truly, in no other source was so grave a neglect of dietary
precautions, marital laws, ritual purity, etc., ever imputed to Mishawayh
himself or to his followers.140 Far more inexplicable-frankly, unbeliev-

133 Deut. 13:6.
134 Hos. 7:9.
135 Jer. 2:10.

136 Jer. 2:11, substituting "prophet" for "nation."
137 Ibid., substituting "he of a stammering tongue" for "My people."
139 Jud. 5:31.
139 Poznailski, 182: 1p1D a' +2 P7' K5 in.-[I 12 1plt ns+r of ' 111=71 'an 110 in +'+ 5P

nm1 1[1 1811 -7100 1131]1111 1n5W 11p1 1N11 G"+713 "a 113P +7 ln3pt nP5 nin15K '3 '1]P 1111]]
1+1+3n 53 1D3+ non .onno ']] 111» 1+01 11m5 1011 o+n'K 16 nnnl o+15K K+37 1+bn1 nKfl
+'" 11211" 5Z '17x+ 12 K1n V13 'Vx5 1n+nhn1.

140 Poznaliski, too, stressed the absence of corroborating evidence for Tobias'
accusations. He could not but express "hope that new investigations will eventually
shed more light on the Jewish sects in the time of the Geonim." Cf. the closing paragraph
of his essay, 180.
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able-is Tobias' specific accusation, hurled at Mishawayh personally,
namely, that this ninth-century heresiarch of Babylonia had entered the
Christian faith in his old age.141 Even if we admit that Tobias "could not
have invented it all,"142 the failure of a ICirkisani to hint at such a deve-
lopment forcefully argues against an unqualified acceptance of the
Story.143

141 The story of Mishawayh's alleged conversion to Christianity was first revealed
a century-and-a-quarter ago by L. Zunz. Cf. the new Hebrew edition (by Albeck)
of his Gottesdienstliche Vortrdge, Had-Derashoth be-Yisrael, 500, note 175. It was
accepted by Delitzsch (in his edition of Aaron ben Elijah's 'Fs Ijayyim, 316, note**,
and 322 [top])., by Steinschneider (in the Bodleian Catalogus, 2169), and by Pinsker
(Likkitte, App. X, 88 f., note 3).

Graetz objected to Zunz's inference on the ground that, as an apostate, Mishawayh
would no longer be capable of mustering a following among his people. This objection
was refuted by Harkavy in his note to Graetz's excursus on the Mishawites (or rather,
as Graetz calls them, the "Ba'albelrites"). Cf. the Hebrew edition of Graetz's Ge-
schichte der Juden by S. P. Rabinowitz, Dibre Yeme Yisrael, III, 458 (Note XVIII),
Harkavy's addendum No. 150. Harkavy argued that the examples of conversion of,
say, a Sabbatai Zevi or a Jacob Frank, taken from the fairly recent history of Jewish
messianism, make Graetz's reasoning unconvincing. Even after accepting Islam or
Christianity, respectively, the converted pretenders were not deserted by their close
followers for several generations. At the same time, Harkavy refrained from taking a
stand in the matter as long as the full text of the manuscript remained unknown.
Poznanski, who published the text, espoused Harkavy's cautious attitude, as well
as the latter's refutation of the argument of Graetz. Cf. his essay, 180.

A new and interesting interpretation has recently been suggested by Baron, Social
and Religious History of the Jews, V, 196. Stressing the syncretism of the time in the
Islamic regions, Baron believes that "Mishawayh seems to have drawn the extreme
consequence of his syncretistic teachings.... He not only professed Christianity...,
but also `served three deities in his old age,' that is, he simultaneously professed
belief in the God of Israel, Jesus, and Mubammad."

It seems to me that Baron's solution would be perfectly acceptable if the crucial
sentence-irupr nps m-n5tt s -Tap-were standing alone. But it does not. In the
sentence thereafter Tobias states the same accusation in different words. There he
condemns Mishawyah for having "changed his glory for three corpses." There can
be no doubt that the God of Israel was not counted by Tobias among the `three
corpses' but was the very 'glory' which Mishawayh had allegedly forsaken. One might
decide perhaps that Tobias was implying two separate stages in Mishawism's religi-
ous development: the first ('three deities') was a sort of Muslim-Christian-Jewish
syncretism, whereas the later stage ('three corpses') entailed outright conversion to
Christianity. However the text as a whole hardly warrants so elaborate an inference.
Considering the fact that the accusation arose in a Christian environment (see below,
note 143), it seems more plausible, then, to conclude that all through the passage
the Trinity alone was meant.

142 Poznafrski, 180.
143 However questionable the value of an argumentum e silentio in historical

research, the silence of lirlfisani, the Babylonian Karaite historian who lived merely
a few decades or so after Mishawayh, is a powerful piece of evidence. It shows that
nothing was known of Mishawayh's alleged apostasy in the East, where Mishawyyb
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No less astonishing is the very inclusion by Tobias of these allegations
in the context of a discussion on the rather innocent theme of thanks-
offerings. One will perhaps grant that the general accusation of Christian
leanings was bolstered by Mishawism's calendar peculiarity.144 The
Mishawite observance of the Jewish Sabbath till Sunday morning
(ignoring the characteristically Jewish custom of celebrating Friday
night) could not fail to evoke a popular association with the Christian
Sabbath. The regular weekly recurrence of that observance helped,
undoubtedly, in creating the notion of a general Mishawite affinity to
Christianity. But would not, in that case, the excursus in which Tobias
endeavored to refute Mishawism's morning-to-morning count of calendar-
days prove a more appropriate platform for voicing accusations of
Christian kinship than the rather extraneous story of thanksofferings ?

Indeed, the whole tone permeating Tobias' discussion of the issue of
thanksofferings strikes the reader as utterly incongruous with the subject-
matter. To present the problem of "Whether or not thanksofferings
could be brought on a Passover" in so passionate a way, as if it really
were a world-shaking affair, while, to all intents and purposes, it was of
no practical consequence anywhere in the time under discussion, surely
demands an explanation. The editor of the text already felt that, unless
there was some practical angle to the question, Tobias' vehement and
disproportionate inflation of this plainly non-essential exegetical riddle
would have to remain incomprehensible. It was his conviction, then,
that the true issue underlying the Mishawite-Karaite discussion of the

lived and was active in the latter part of the ninth century and where his followers
were still known a generation later, in Sirkisani's time. It should be remembered that,
in addition to his literary sources, l;Cirkisani had in this case the benefit of an eye-
witness testimony by a compatriot of Mishawayh, an `Ukbarite elder (see above, 383).
Whatever the distance between theory and practice in Babylonian Mishawism,
it is not even remotely conceivable that the Jewish community of 'Ukbara could
have passed over in silence, let alone remained ignorant of, so extreme a deflection by
a conspicuous personality in its midst.

On the other hand, the responsibility for the glaring omission of the conversion
story from I irkisani's "Survey of Jewish Sects" can hardly be laid at the door of
Kirkisani himself. The general manner in which Q irkisani reported on Mishawayh
obviates any suspicion that he had withheld from the reader damaging information
he had at his disposal, in order to spare the heresiarch. In fact, the contrary might
be expected. The impression is gained that Kirkisani, who went out of his usually
calm and detached way to introduce Mishawayh as "another of those dissenting
fools," would gladly have welcomed an incriminating story such as was the eleventh-
century report of Tobias on Mishawayh's conversion to Christianity. Cf. above, 374,
note 45.

144 PoznaiSski, 180, note 5; Mahler, H4-jfara'im, 200, note 19.
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biblical narratives on thanksofferings was indeed of a practical, legalistic
nature.145

THE GREAT DIVIDE

I have little doubt that Tobias ben Moses' fulminating yet general
anti-Mishawite utterances in connection with the issue of thanksofferings
have nothing to do with this or that specific legal principle.146 They
are so completely different in nature and content from all the hitherto
discussed excursuses of Tobias which dealt with Mishawite deviations
that they demand a different approach altogether.

145 Cf. Poznar ski, 169. The issue revolved, in the opinion of Poznariski, around the
question of the validity in biblical legislation of the legal principle'aseh doheh lo' ta'aseh.
The principle itself, proclaiming that "the do's supersede the do-not's," was argued
back and forth in the Talmud. Its rejection by the Karaites was particularly relevant,
insofar as practical considerations are concerned, in the laws of incest and levirate
marriage.

In the specific case of thanksofferings the point was rather theoretical: the Karaites
insisted that a positive commandment ('aseh), such as the obligation of offering a
thanksgiving sacrifice, had no force to modify injunctions based on prohibitory laws
(16' ta`aseh), e.g., the interdiction of leaven on Passover. Against this rigid position
of the Karaites, the Mishawites pointed to the biblical precedents in Numbers and
Second Chronicles. These precedents, they claimed, served as authoritative proof
of the weight of positive laws against earlier prohibitions. Nevertheless, no great
imagination is required in order to perceive the possible practical implications of
such a slant in the Mishawite-Karaite controversy. Its far-reaching repercussions
could have been felt in all fields of the daily life of both the Jewish individual and
his community.

Poznafiski's presentation of the problem was accepted and repeated as a matter
of fact by Mahler, H4-I ara'im, 199 f.

146 Poznabski's learned speculation regarding the two allegedly opposing schools
of legal thought is difficult to maintain. It is true that the Karaites reduced the appli-
cation of "the do's supersede the do-not's" to a bare minimum. But there is no certainty
at all that the Mishawites entertained a different view. On the contrary: One has
ample reason to believe that, theoretically at least, they were even more perplexed by
the collision of positive and negative commandments than were the Karaites.

A clear-cut illustration to this effect-incidentally, having to do also with sacrifices-
is afforded by Kir$isani (Kitab al-Anwar, I, 58; HUCA, VII [1930], 390) and by
Hadassi (Eshkol hak-Kofer, 42a, Alphabet 98). Mishawayh is reported to have "asserted
that no sacrifices whatsoever should be offered on the Sabbath [proper] and that the
passage of the Scripture [Num. 28:10], `The burnt-offering of each Sabbath on its
Sabbath,' meant actually `for its Sabbath.' Thus, [the sacrifice] was offered before
the Sabbath for the sake of the [coming] Sabbath."

Through his refusal to apply in this case the principle of "the do's supersede the
do-not's," Mishawayh not only joined all earlier sectaries (including `Aran) in
stressing the incongruity of sacrifices with the Sabbath. He went even farther-farther
than the Judaean Desert Sectaries of ancient days, farther than the Samaritans and
the 'Ananites of his own time. For these other schools, while forbidding sacrifices
on the Day of Rest, expressly exempted from this prohibition the regular burnt-
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The other excursuses-that on the Mishawites' calendar peculiarity,
for instance, or that on their dietary laxity-were concerned, on the
whole, with particular symptoms only. However irritable and however
forcefully denouncing Mishawism, they were merely describing areas
of Mishawite heresy and listing points of friction between adherents of
that heresy and their Karaite neighbors. They hardly ever reached out
for the raison d'etre of Karaite-Mishawite antagonism; for they hardly
ever delved into the source of Mishawite rebellion and dug down to the
roots of Mishawism itself. Not so the present vehement condemnation
of the Mishawite position in conjunction with the issue of thanksofferings
on Passover.

Located, as already noted, at the head of all other anti-Mishawite
excursuses in Tobias' Ocar Nehmad and actually introducing Tobias'
presentation of Mishawism and of the Karaite-Mishawite controversy
at large,147 the paragraph on thanksofferings aimed at what seemed to
the Karaite spokesman the core of the difference between the two sects.
Once the rock-bottom point of Mishawite dissent was reached, the
whole complex of Mishawite-Karaite relations would automatically
be laid open. By exposing what the Karaites thought was the mechanism
itself which propelled Mishawism on its independent journey through his-
tory, Tobias would touch the most sensitive spot in the nerve-system of
attitudes and reactions that had set Karaism and Mishawism against
each other. And, vice versa, by baring what seemed to Tobias the true
dividing line between the respective philosophies of the two groups
and their irreconcilable concepts of Judaism, he would force his way
through into the innermost chambers of the Mishawite phenomenon.

This true dividing line in the warfare between the two heterodoxies was
[so we learn from Tobias] their attitude to the Bible.

offering (tamid). Mishawayh alone, so it seems, went to the farthest known extreme : he
pointed to the interdiction of work on the Sabbath as plainly contradicting the obliga-
tion of offering the tamid as well. (For the true intention of Mishawayh in this
matter, cf. below, 412, note 154.)

In the light of this extremist position, Poznanski's reconstruction is hardly tenable.
There is no reason to assume that Mishawayh saw fit to alter his views in the instance
of thanksofferings on Passover.

Also the general style and direction of Tobias' anti-Mishawite excursus on thanks-
offerings militate against the solution suggested by Poznanski. Cf. my additional
arguments in Mishawiyyah: The Vicissitudes of a Medieval Jewish Sect under Islam
and Christianity.

147 Cf. above, 400.
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As Tobias saw it, pitched against each other along the Great Divide
were two divergent evaluations of the Bible and of its role in the life of
the Jewish society. On the one side of the demarcation line there lay en-
trenched Karaism's unconditional recognition of the Bible as the Divine
Manifestation of Lawmaking Authority in Judaism.148 The unshaken
Karaite confidence in the Bible and in the Bible's infallibility could,
of course, not admit of inner conflicts and contradictions within the
scriptural text itself. Basing the belief in the Scriptures' self-evident
truthfulness and justice on God's self-evident Wisdom and Morality,
Karaism could not tolerate the thought that punishment might possibly
be meted out to men as result of conflicting injunctions by the biblical
Lawmaker. Hence, it flatly denied the existence of such conflicts.

Across the line, Mishawite scepticism had dug in, juggling with
factual and textual contradictions in the extant version of the Scriptures,
fortified by historical precedents in which the biblical narrative itself
would sometimes counter the Revealed Legislation.

Here, Tobias was convinced, was an issue not of Divine Law but of
Divine Ethics, a test not of a Legal Principle but of Belief. Here was
a head-on, unavoidable collision of pietists with a free-thinking [or so it
seemed to the Karaite pietists] intelligentsia:

the pietists-desperately in quest of a harmonizing formula that
would explain why one biblical passage contradicted another;

the sceptics-exploiting the self-same passages not merely in order to
criticize the specific contradictions themselves but also in order to justify
with their aid a general neglect of religious duties;

the pietists-bent on saving the moral values and stability intertwined
with adherence to what was believed to be a Revealed (hence infallibly
ethical) Code of Behavior;

the sceptics-despairing of Divine Morality, doomed to sink [thus
predicted the pietists] in utter nihilism and eventual betrayal of the
Jewish cause;

148 This statement, the reader will remember from earlier chapters, does not mean
that "biblicism" was the primary cause of the rise of Karaism. Nor does it entail
the conception that the Karaites did not develop an "Oral Law" of their own. It
merely intends to stress that, from the Karaite legal standpoint, the non-normative
practices preserved and developed by Karaism had to be read into the Bible in order
to become law. It also stresses the fact that by the mid-eleventh century, when the
great Byzantine Karaite offensive against Mishawism was under way, "biblical"
orientation was viewed already, by friend and foe alike, as the yardstick of Karaite
allegiance and was extolled by Karaite spokesmen as the recognition mark of the
True Creed.
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the pietists-considering the Hebrew Scriptures the exclusive fountain-
head of Wisdom, Justice and Law;

the sceptics-indulging freely not only in Bible criticism and in the
perusal of apocryphal literature (such as the Book of Jubilees), but
also, despite time-honored taboos by all sides, in the reading of the
Gospels (though probably not sparing them in their criticism any more
than the Old Testament).
Woe to them [we hear Tobias threatening with hell-fire], woe to them! Whither shall
they flee on the Day of Judgment? To whom will they resort for help? Will he of a
stammering tongue [=Mishawayh] stand up to save them, along with Matthew,
John, Paul and Luke?149

KARAITE VIEW OF MISHAWITE HERESY

It may, of course, be taken for granted that the above-cited radical
manifestations of Mishawite rationalism and scepticism, denounced by
Tobias, reflected social tensions, transformations and interests. One
might, indeed, speculate on the nature of the social motivations and on the
relative social position of either of the opposing sides (or, rather, of their
official spokesmen) within the contemporaneous Jewish community. The
respective attitudes and reactions could then be weighed accordingly
and viewed against the background of the sophisticated, semi-capitalistic
society of the time and of Jewry's integration in that society. Yet, on the
basis of our sources we can infer nothing specific to this effect. Nor, for
that matter, could we expect our chief informant, the eleventh-century
spokesman of Byzantine Karaism, to dwell on the social aspects and
motives of what appeared to him a clear-cut matter of Faith and Observ-
ance.

Similarly, one cannot say without hesitation that such conceptual
division reflected also the Mishawite view of the situation. After all, as
was already stressed at the outset of the present discussion, we learn of
the Mishawite doctrines and policies solely from what their Karaite
opponents had chosen to tell us about them. Bible criticism as such
was not new, of course. The Mishawites merely joined hands with a
respectable line of Bible critics, of whom the ninth-century Ijayawayh
(Kiwi) al-Balkhi is best known; the latter, a contemporary of Mishawayh,
was combatted both by biblically oriented sectarians (e.g., by at-Tiflisi)
and by the Rabbanites (Saadyah Gaon).150

149 See the Hebrew text of the passage, below, 413, note 156.
150 On Ijayawayh see I. Davidson, Saadia's Polemic against Ijiwi al-Balkhi; M.

Stein, "Kiwi al-Balkhi-the Jewish Marcion" (Hebrew), Sefer Klausner, 210-25;
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But our reconstruction seems to be reflecting faithfully the one and only
meaning of the Mishawite danger and of the need for an anti-Mishawite
campaign as it appeared to the eyes of Tobias and his Byzantine Karaite
colleagues when they were discussing the subject of thanksofferings.

J. Rosenthal, ljiwi al-Balkhi: A Comparative Study; and the literature cited in the
notes to the last-mentioned work.

No attempt has been made as yet to study Mishawayh's doctrine (or, rather, what
we know of it from the mouth of its opponents) in the context of the ninth-century
Bible criticism, of which I:Iayawayh is (thanks to his critics) the best known, but by no
means sole, exponent. The only mention of Mishawayh and liayawayh together is,
as far as I can recall, Rosenthal's addendum to p. 13 (note 59) of his book. Rosenthal
draws attention there (p. 56) to the fact that both heretics dealt with the question of
sacrifices during the Sabbath (cf. above, 405 f., note 146, and below, 412, note 154). But
Rosenthal's comment does not transgress the boundaries of a purely bibliographical
item. No kinship, or even parallel, between the two contemporaries (except for their
accidental inquiry into the same problem) is implied.

In addition to that, interesting parallels-though hardly a kinship of cause-can
be detected between Mishawite Bible criticism and Rabbanite lists of Bible difficul-
ties. Such lists-first brought to light by Schechter ("The Oldest Collection of Bible
Difficulties by a Jew," JQR [O. S.], XIII [1900-1901], 345 ff.) and reedited a decade ago
by J. Rosenthal ("Ancient Questions Regarding the Bible" [Hebrew], HUCA, )XI
[1948], Hebrew Section, 29 ff.)-were apparently quite popular in the eleventh century.
Their purpose was, of course, not anti-biblical but anti-Karaite and anti-massoretic.
They intended to show the insufficiency of massoretic and purely biblical studies;
only talmudic scholarship could explain away the textual and factual difficulties and
contradictions in the scriptural material and make this material the reliable basis for
practical legislation which it was meant to be. No wonder Karaite exegetical compila-
tions of the period-e.g., the Byzantine Hebrew Sefer ha-'Osher-are teeming with
references to such difficulties and with answers thereto (some of the loci in Sefer
ha-'Osher were cited by Rosenthal from the printed section of the book; scores of
additional references are scattered through the hitherto unpublished part of the
Commentary, Leiden MS Warner No. 8).

Thus, Rosenthal (HUCA, XXI [1948], Hebrew Section, 73) has correctly drawn
attention to the Rabbantie question in the Schechter list regarding beleb (fats) and
to the similar position of the Mishawites in the matter. In another fragment-published
by L. Ginzberg, Ginzi Schechter, II, 491 if., esp. 495 f., and reedited by Rosenthal,
HUCA, XXI, 53 f., and now proven definitely to be part of the same collection (see A.
Scheiber's "Unknown Leaves from She'eloth `Attikoth," HUCA, XXVII [1956],
291 f.)-biblical allusions are claimed by the Rabbanite polemicists for such typically
"Mishawite" elements as the celebration of Passover on a Thursday (see above, 377)
or a calendar of thirty-day mensal units (cf. above, 377, 393).

To be sure, Bible criticism was not unknown to the community of 'Ukbara in
earlier generations. Half a century prior to Mishawayh we find there Isma'il al-'Ukbari,
whose sayings, according to I,Cirkisani, "resembled the ravings of a madman" and were
"harmful, shameful, and absurd to the utmost degree." Ismd'il "asserted that some
things in the Scripture were not as they are now." He "denied the kethib and the keri,"
as did also "some of the Karaites of Khorasan." Cf. Kitab al-Anwar, I, 13, 56, 62
(HUCA, VII [1930], 329, 388, 395). For a broader investigation of the relationship
between Mishawayh and earlier and contemporary Bible critics, cf. My Mishawiyyah:
The Vicissitudes of a Medieval Jewish Sect under Islam and Christianity.
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The basic theme, as presented here, reverberates clearly from the very
first bars of the excursus. It permeates Tobias' general analysis of the
question as well as the polemical, anti-Mishawite section thereof. Indeed,
what otherwise should have seemed an extraneous verbiage proves now
to be really the leit-motif of the whole anti-Mishawite tirade.

Now, this is how Tobias opens his discussion of the thanksoffering
issue and, at the same time, his refutation of Mishawism at large:

Question: Would it or would it not be correct for a man to bring a thanksoffering
during the Passover days?

Answer: We should say, it would not be considered correct for a man to bring
a thanksoffering [on Passover].

For, [on the one hand,] a thanksoffering is not possible at all unless it is done with
leavened bread; as it is written [Lev. 7:13], "With cakes of leavened bread he shall
present his offering."

[On the other hand,] God, Blessed be He, warned us against partaking of leaven
during the seven days of Passover; even as it is written [Ex. 12:15], "For whosoever
eateth leavened bread [from the first day until the seventh day, that soul] shall be cut
off [from Israel]." And it is written further [Ex. 12:19], "[Seven days] shall there be
no leaven found in your houses." And [the Scripture] says further [Ex. 12:15], "Ye
shall put away leaven [out of your houses]." And again [Ex. 13:7], "And there shall
no leavened bread be seen with thee."

Now, it is inconceivable that God should command regarding a certain thing,
'Do ye this and that, and if you fail to do it, I shall punish you,' and then retract and
say, 'Do not do it.' Why, such is not an action befitting the wise! And it is a truism
that God, Blessed be He, knows His own nature and is Wise. Hence, He would not
say one thing and then retract and break it.

See for yourself! If we concede that [God] has commanded us [Ex. 12:15), "Seven
days shall ye eat unleavened bread," and He commanded further [Ex. 12:19], "[Seven
days] there shall be no leaven found in your houses," and thereafter He shall have
commanded us to bring a thanksoffering within the [self-same] seven days [in which
we partook] of unleavened bread, [notwithstanding the fact that] a thanksoffering
was not possible at all unless done with leavened bread-then He would have broken
His earlier word, would He not? Why, this is a corrupt thing to do, and God, Blessed
be He, would not commit corruption!151

A TEST OF BELIEF

Thus, the discussion concerning this far-away rite of ancient Israel was,
indeed, not so innocently academic, though, true, thanksofferings were
no longer presented in the Diaspora. At the same time, it was hardly a

151 Cf. Poznanski, 181:'5 1nju [nai]mm .K5 0K 70D7 'n'3 V'K 211Pn5 1mr7 .6XV
Dn5 n5n 5D '3V rnn =52 K5K [135]'10n'nn 16 n-1vn 'S ]sny min 121P 2'1P'v w'6 [n]02' K5
5»K 5z 'D z v rnn non 'n' 'ta 5 iu aft [Kin 11,1a v11Pn] n-]n in'nnn .132]'1P [11,11p' pnn
15 nit-1.) 161 'nK1 .11Kv 1m3Vn 'Dan .Drn n KS1' 6 11Km 'nin .[5inv'73 K'nn vD]n 7117]551 ran
5K 'm*'1 ]w' Sto1 055 V'IPE ']K inn 15 13n1 1]1 75 in in 17r3 n1s'v V'D 'Vol'K1 .11KD
31991 -12 -TV 1451 d n mn1 1VD35 9T' Inn'] n'K1n n70D V-n" ''1.D'ann nyf 1s'K in K5n 1Van
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question of a suitable legalistic formula. A matter of confidence it was,
we hear Tobias argue heatedly, confidence in God and His Morality.

This was a timeless problem, one that embraced the present, the past,
and the future as well. For,
likewise, if we pin on God this [accusation of corruption in the case of thanksoffering],
then we may as well ascribe to Him corruption in every single word which He had
uttered and promised regarding the Future Consolation [of Israel] and [suspect]
that He might retract and break it and never make it come true. And in this way we
shall be ultimately led to lose trust in His Torah and His Prophets, for how can we
be sure they are true once we have pinned on Him a thing like this?

Such a nihilistic concept would, then, undermine perforce the morale of the
people, turn Jewry's perennial hopes for a Future Redemption into
empty words-indeed, it would be tantamount to national suicide!
Hence [Tobias winds up the introductory paragraph in which he had posed the thanks-
offerings problem], if this reasoning is correct, [the possibility of] presenting. thanks-
offerings during the Passover days must be considered inconceivable.152

Having, once and for all, established the rule of flat denial of a possible
conflict between different sections of the Bible, Tobias turns to hammer
away at Mishawism. Beginning with the paragraph which we have already
quoted in full a few pages earlier, he delivers his first blow :

Now, no one would argue against the rule I had just explained in the matter, except
an impious, wicked unbeliever, such as was the one of a stammering tongue, Mishawayh
al-Ba`albek053

The unbeliever!

Here, then, was the crux of the problem: a test of belief or unbelief.
Here also must the explanation be sought for what otherwise seemed
an entirely extraneous string of insinuations, hardly following from the
exegetical theme of thanksofferings. The list of unrestrained transgres-
sions and the general "christianizing" orientation ascribed to Mishawayh
become now perfectly intelligible. They are (or so claimed Tobias) the
self-evident, inevitable consequence of Mishawayh's doctrinal platform

Shin .G2'J1 2 NSn' 6 maw'DN1 .151Nn 1114: b''1'+'7 1a5 '13K +1 'nm nN'5 nit-In 61 .,111 1D+1
1 111 rmt m1 61 rnn DnS: N5N [:5]',r morn N5 TI1nm .111, 1rv ran m' 'Ti +5 115 1nit
nnn+v 1m11+ N5 m-n+ m vin 111 arm :+rir,nn. (For the reader's convenience, the
reference is given here, as well as in the subsequent notes, to the Pozna]Sski edition of
the anti-Mishawite excursus [see above, 394, note 105]. In reality, however, the text
reproduced herewith differs slightly from that printed in BEJ. It is based on a
consultation of the Bodleian MS itself.)

152 Poznalski, 181: mnn]n to n+b2m [1n]'Niv 11'I1 111 55 5v 1+5P] 1]11 1t 1+5s 1'1111 :N :11
rN'S21 11111, 192311 N5v 'p51+ 15Y, 1117 .[1n1N°] 1nit 1+DN' 151 [:nut-i :nut rln'1 11W' +1
Mn, V+21-Tin 151? Zri 15 1pn+ 15 1111 11 Din .1511 n1 1+5Y 1+11111 1nN Dnnnu IM3 line '7.

153 Cf. above, 401, and note 132.
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and of his approach to the Bible. They are the result of his indulgence
in the demoralizing pastime of digging up Bible difficulties. Digging up
Bible difficulties-this, exactly, is what Mishawayh was doing when he
confronted the biblical prohibition of leaven on Passover with the contra-
dicting biblical stories from the Sinai Wilderness and the Judaean
Kingdom.154

The "impious, wicked unbeliever !" His Bible criticism must lead to
unbelief, Tobias argued. Once an abrogation of divinely ordained laws
was sanctioned, "the burden of the Law" would "be lifted," whatever
the pretext in the given case. For the danger was not limited to occasional
manifestations of ritual laxity or even to convenient social assimilation
"in the midst of the uncircumcised." Proclaiming the biblical law as
subject to changes through history-indeed, proving the point from
within the different strata of the scriptural text itself-and, consequently,
abrogating certain sections of that text in favor of others, was bound,
in the opinion of the Karaites, to shake the very foundations of Judaism.
There was no end to the chain-reaction initiated by one abrogation, after

154 This also, in my opinion, was his true intention when he raised the issue of
burnt-offerings on the Sabbath (cf. above, 405 f., note 146). $.irkisani, as usual, failed
to notice the edge of Mishawayh's argument in the case. He thought that the heresiarch
actually interpreted Num. 28:10 to mean that the burnt-offering was sacrificed before
the Sabbath for the sake of the Sabbath. However, in the light of Mishawayh's general
attitude, such a concept is simply unthinkable.

What Mishawayh was really after was to point to a further contradiction in the
biblical text, a contradiction which-as Tobias correctly appraised in the case of
thanksoffering-might be taken as proof that God had broken His own word and had
demanded something which He himself had previously forbidden. As I see it, Kir(Cisani
gave only the first part of Mishawayh's argument. The reasoning of the heretic ran
like this: If God is Wise and Moral, then He would not forbid something and then
retract and demand it from His people. The correct understanding of Num. 28:10
must, then, shift the act of sacrifice from Saturday to the Friday before. But, Mishawayh
argued, this is not the accepted interpretation. Both the normative exegesis and that
of all the sectarian schools combined interpret the verse to mean that God had actually
demanded a sacrifice on the Sabbath proper. In other words, they all knowingly
confirm the fact that the God of Israel is unwise and corrupt, breaks His own word
and is ready to punish His people for not doing things which He himself considered
earlier to be unpermissible.

Indeed, as already mentioned above, 409, note 150, also Ijayawayh al-Balkhi raised
the problem in a similar vein. There are, of course, important differences between
I5ayawyah and the Mishawites (see on them my Mishawiyyah: The Vicissitudes of a
Medieval Jewish Sect under Islam and Christianity); but the general tenor of the
argumentation is the same. Unless we assume that Mishawayh intended to answer
accusations of the sort expounded by Ilayawayh and kindred heretics-and there
is not the slightest indication that he so intended-we shall have to view the Sabbath
argument of Mishawayh much as we viewed his argument on thanksofferings, i.e.,
as another case of digging up Bible difficulties rather than reconciling them.
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the sanction of that abrogation had been driven to its logical conclusion.
Not only would later Pentateuchal chapters supersede earlier Mosaic
legislation and later-composed Scriptures displace the earlier Books,
but the Apocrypha would eventually substitute for the late Canonical
Writings, the Evangelists would assume thereafter the erstwhile role
of the Prophets of Israel-indeed, the New Testament will ultimately
take the place of the Old!
Woe to them [we again hear Tobias deploring the punishment which awaited "those
of limited intelligence who had followed Mishawayh in his worthless sayings"],
whither shall they flee on the Day of Judgment? To whom will they resort for help?155
Will he of a stammering tongue stand up to save them, along with Matthew, John,
Paul and Luke?156

THE END OF MISHAWISM

The picture Tobias had drawn of Mishawism's wholesale abandonment
of traditional Jewish customs was a partisan picture, of course. Tobias
was a fighter, not a historian. His was a fiery exhortation against Mishaw-
ism, not a scholarly dissertation on it.

Indeed, the other extant sources, while confirming Tobias' indictment
of the Mishawite calendar, do not list the three remaining manifestations
of religious neglect which Tobias imputed to the Mishawites : partaking
of Gentile food, carelessness in matters of family purity, and disregard of
the rules of personal defilement and purification. 157 True, the silence of
authors who were not involved so directly in combatting the Mishawite
heresy on the spot as was the eleventh-century Tobias ben Moses in
Byzantium may be misleading. In the eyes of far-off scholars (like Ibn
Ezra) or of transient visitors (like Benjamin) the weekly recurring desecra-
tion of the Sabbath eve was the most conspicuous mark of Mishawism;
hence, the Mishawite calendar deviation may have overshadowed all other,
no less real, characteristics of the sect. On the other hand, one must
beware of hasty reliance on an adversary like Tobias. This is especially
true of such allegations as conviviality with Gentiles, sexual promiscuity
and negligence in ritual purity. These allegations always constituted
standard items in medieval Jewish polemics158 and were tossed back

155 Paraphrasing Isa. 10:3. For a similar exhortation in a different context, see the
Tobias text above, 250, last quotation in note 103.

156 Poznatski, 182: bip1D1 ,n15n31 1n1-117m 5s n1K1 [11m'b SIC=J 11131 b117 5Y n1K1n 11b1DK31
Dn5 11K D1n1fD7I 11131 5v 111=K 175n ICK n1r1 1biv1D 53K .1b3 111v* 533 Kn 13 ...1'1 n11113 Inn
Dv'min5 KI7151 51Kv KDK1 pn111'r, ov 1175102 173v'n .n1rv5 1D13, 1D 5V 111n b1'3 1x1131 n3K.

157 Cf. above, 402, and note 140.
158 See, for instance, Sahl's oft-quoted Epistle, in Likkati, App. III, 28, 30, 32.
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and forth by contending parties with neither attaching too much weight
to their content. We must, therefore, be careful not to mistake accusations,
repeated from stereotype patterns of timeless interdenominational
controversies, for statements of facts referring to eleventh-century
Mishawism in Byzantium.

Paradoxically, what makes Tobias' presentation nevertheless believable
-in its major outline, that is, if not in every single detail-is the last and
gravest charge he pinned on the founder of the sect, i.e., his accusation
that Mishawayh promoted outright conversion to Christianity. Tobias'
clear-cut citing of the Mishawite preoccupation with the Gospels and
with the idea of Trinity has an unmistakably genuine ring. It surely
cannot be put in one class with the popular notion associating Mishawism
with Christianity; that notion, we remember, rested on the sheer coincid-
ence of the last hours of the Mishawite Sabbath with the beginning
hours of the Christian Sunday.159 Nor can Tobias' accusation be shrugged
off as a repetition of earlier insinuations; the charge has no precedent
in Karaism's vast polemical tradition. However prejudiced, then, Tobias
seems to have been pointing to actual facts.

For-here is the key to the discrepancy between his report and that of
Kirkisani-what Tobias always held out before his listeners was the
eleventh-century Byzantine reality, not mere literary recollections of
earlier (tenth-century) writers. Of course, he copiously utilized such
literary recollections-observations of a Kirkisani in Babylonia or of a
Yefeth ben 'Ali in Palestine. Yet, the subject of his exhortations was Misha-
wite practice of his own time and country. The situation he invoked was
that of the very moment in which he addressed his audience, and the
Mishawites he spoke against were his actual neighbors on the Byzantine
scene.

Conversions to Christianity among the later Mishawites who lived in a
Christian climate must have occurred not infrequently. Excommunicated
by their Jewish brethren, Orthodox and Karaite alike,160 the Byzantine
Mishawites could not help being partly perplexed, partly cynical, about
their erstwhile unavoidable compromises with (ninth-century Babylon-
ian) circumstances and about the persistence of their inner contradic-
tions even in the later changed conditions (of Syria and Byzantium).
Not living according to their own lights in all events, some of them may
have ceased to believe in the justification and very wisdom of perpetuating

159 Cf. above, 378, 404.
160 See the quotation from Benjamin above, 387, note 87.
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their independent and confused existence. Assimilation was the answer.
The direction of that assimilation was, of course, not uniform. It stands
to reason that social and economic ties with the surrounding populations
decided the issue. Accordingly, some of the Mishawites may have resigned
themselves to rejoining the Rabbanite society; except for the Sabbath
deviation, they adhered anyway to the precalculated Rabbinic calendar.161
Others, apparently, may have despaired of Judaism altogether. They
consequently severed all ties with their Jewish neighbors and ultimately
assimilated in the local Christian community.

Here again, as I see it, an interesting projection of the present into the
past had occurred. We recall that the late (Syrian) by-name "Ba`albeki"
was projected back into the early Babylonian ('Ukbarite) phase of
the Mishawite movement and was appended even to the name of the
sect's founder. 162 In much the same way also the later (Byzantine) trend
to apostasy was unhistorically projected back by Karaite polemicists
into their partisan presentation of (Babylonian) Mishawite origins.
It was thus that Mishawayh personally was accused by Tobias ben
Moses of what was never ascribed to him by his own `Ukbarite contem-
poraries: conversion to Christianity. The eleventh-century Mishawite
development in the Byzantine Christian environment was mechanically
associated with Mishawism's beginnings in Islamic Babylonia and pro-
jected into the life story of the ninth-century Mishawayh himself.163

BYZANTINE KARAITE LITERATURE-A COMMUNAL UNDERTAKING

In the foregoing pages we have depicted the twin challenge which
confronted the young Karaite community since its settlement on imperial
territory: the challenge of native Byzantine. Rabbinism and the challenge
of non-Karaite sectaries who appeared on the Byzantine scene simul-
taneously with Karaism. It is against the background of that twin
challenge that the importance of the eleventh-century Hebrew Literary

161 Cf. the text as quoted earlier in this chapter, 395, note 108.
162 See briefly above, 383.
163 Possibly, it was against the Christian slant of marginal segments in the Byzan-

tine Jewish society such as the Mishawites that Jacob ben Reuben directed the clos-
ing statement of his Sefer ha-'Osher on the Pentateuch. Cf. the hitherto unpublished part
of the Commentary on Deut. 34:12, Leiden MS Warner No. 8, 104a:.51,v 53 '1+95
0+51111 O'']Dp 51tID' 53 '7 .G1''n1111 +1n5 17+9+1 1+195 057 11nn'v n1n11tn nm nvn n+nm n93
0+5191 5111 12'm1n nnnlt In 1N1 [95u 1'11 o'W21 D'131 0+51121 0+3t2p :5-3] 0+131 95K 1'11 b'V31
[1pm51 n't v5 :5-s] n1=5 [,isnn 1v,=] -Im m In 1537. The "four men" men-
tioned in the last clause bring to mind Tobias' strictures on his Mishawite contempor-
aries for relying on "Matthew, John, Paul, and Luke." See above, 413, and note 156.
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Project of the Empire's Karaites can be perceived in its full dimensions.
This Project was undoubtedly the most significant contribution of the
formative years of Byzantine Karaism to the subsequent evolution of
the sect.

Some of the linguistic aspects of the first Byzantine Karaite compositions
were already considered earlier in this volume. They served as pointers to
the social integration of the Karaite immigrants in their new environment.
In that connection the conclusion was also reached that, contrary to preval-
ent notions, the rise of Hebrew Karaite creativity in Byzantium was motiv-
ated by ideological incentives; it could not have been the result of the early
Byzantine Karaites' unfamiliarity with the Arabic language and of the
diffusion of Hebrew among them.164 The two-pronged polemics analyzed
in the present chapter brought the militant character of the Literary
Project into even sharper relief. Plainly, the establishment in Byzan-
tium of a local Karaite literature in Hebrew was a well-calculated
and well-planned communal undertaking.

While naturally important-indeed, indispensable-for internal rea-
sons,165 this literature was designed from the outset to serve as a fighting
weapon. Consciously adopting Hebrew (accompanied by Greek glosses,
as in the local Rabbanite compositions) for Karaism's official literary
vehicle in the Byzantine environment, the leaders of the sect intended
to counter Rabbanite accusations of the Karaites' "foreignness" on the
Empire's soil and of their lack of scholarly attainment. They further
endeavored to ward off through the Project the recurrent Rabbanite
attempts to confuse Karaism with other sectarian shades which cropped
up in Byzantine Jewry of the time. Finally, they hoped to use the Project
as a springboard for becoming the foremost spokesmen of Byzantine
Jewish orthodoxy against nonconformists of the Mishawite type. In the
following paragraphs an attempt will be made to reconstruct the communal
organization of this Hebrew Literary Project and to retrace the means by
which it was initiated.

Setting into motion a literary and scholarly enterprise of this kind
was no easy task. Its pioneering quality stands out clearly against the
background of the literary creativity of medieval Jewry in general.
This is true not only in relation to the past literary experience of the
Karaites themselves but also as far as the contemporaneous Hebrew
production of the Rabbanites was concerned. Hence [as can be gathered
from extant clues], the eleventh-century Byzantine Project was launched

164 Cf. above, 189-93.
165 See above, 202 f., 365 f., 398 if., and below, 450 if.
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in two directions : Compilation and Translation. At first, the erstwhile
students of the Karaite academy in Jerusalem-the task-force of the
Project-would take advantage of whatever material was immediately
at hand, even though its quality left much to be desired. Such material
consisted primarily of notes which the Constantinopolitan alumni of the
Bakhtawi Court in Jerusalem had compiled for personal use, while attend-
ing, back in their student days, classes of Arabic-speaking masters.166
Simultaneously, the first steps were made in the other direction, too, and
a regular translation activity was initiated. Palestinian Karaite codes of
law, biblical commentaries and theological tracts, composed originally
in Arabic, were then made available in fill Hebrew version to the Jewish
reading public in Byzantium.

THE LITERARY PROJECT: COMPILATIONS

As for the first-mentioned direction-Compilation-the content of several
Karaite manuscripts of the period is indeed described by the copyists as
"taken down from the dictation" of one Jerusalem sage or another.167
True, the extant fragments, written in Arabic, are mainly the work of
students to whom Arabic, rather than Hebrew, was the mother-tongue.168
Some of these Arabic-speaking students, in fact, had found it convenient

166 On the Bakhtawi Court in Karaite Jerusalem see the brief reference above,
186 (and note 66 there).

167 So, for instance, in the colophon mentioning "an additional question and the
answer thereto dictated by the sage" ([;,, 14:0 41 Ls'° t-411 j l J..
or in the title-page introducing a text "dictated by the sage Abu Ya`kub" (},,,I

as published by me from fols. 53b and 61 a, respectively, of the

Sulzberger MS of al-Basir's Masd'il wa-Jawa'ib. Cf. my "Ibn al-Hits and the Chrono-
logy of Joseph al-Basic the Karaite," JJS, VIII, Nos. 1-2 (1957), 76, 77, and the
discussion there, on p. 78.

Cf. further al-Hiti's reference to a tract composed by Abu'l-Faraj Harun (in G.
Margoliouth "Ibn al-Hiti's Chronicle of Karaite Doctors," JQR [O.S.], IX [1897],
434): t o A 1130 it) i6wt 1+51p%t +5a -115m m n5 mS1 oh; cf. the recent English version

by Nemoy, Karaite Anthology, 233. The allusion to the "dictation," as made by al-Hiti
in this connection, was no doubt based on a colophon in the MS which the fif-
teenth-century Karaite chronicler had at his disposal.

168 The name of one such Arabic-writing student, 'Azaryah ben Salab, was
actually preserved. Cf. the text, as reproduced from fol. 27 of Brit. Mus. MS No. 596
(Or. 2570), in Margoliouth's Catalogue Brit. Museum, H, 185b. The text is a single
leaf of a work on the nature of God "dictated" by the eleventh-century Joseph al-Basir.
The leaf was somehow bound in between the pages of al-Basir's tract on the 'Omer
(see below, 445, note 227). Margoliouth does not state explicitly whether the student
who had taken down the theological text from the dictation of al-Basir had also copied
the larger work of the master.
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even to transliterate into Arabic script the Hebrew words of biblical
verses which were quoted in class in the original.169 It stands to reason,
nevertheless, that those students who had come in the eleventh century from
Byzantium acted in a converse manner. While following with no difficulty
the lectures delivered in the academy's. official (Arabic) language of in-
struction, they did not necessarily compile all their notes in that language.

The Byzantine disciples, we remember, had already developed definite
misgivings as to the appropriateness of the use of Arabic in their native
country.170 They would hold before their eyes the example of the Hebrew-
written works of their Rabbanite compatriots whom they consistently
emulated in several fields of communal and scholastic endeavor. Con-
sequently, while listening to the Jerusalem teacher expound his lesson in
Arabic, they may have been taking notes in Hebrew, thus unwittingly
laying foundations for a Hebrew translation of the given lecture. This is,
perhaps, the true implication of the oft-quoted apology which Tobias
ben Moses inserted into the colophon of his book. Closing the single
extant volume of his hitherto unpublished O1ar Nehmad, the eleventh-
century leader of the Karaites in Constantinople declared :171

I, Tobias172 the Scribe, a Mourner of the [Order of] "Mourners of Zion," have writ-

169 Cf. the illustrations in Margoliouth's Catalogue Brit. Museum, II, e.g., 182,
and my comment in the above-cited article, JJS, VIII, Nos. 1-2 (1957), 75, note 27.

170 Cf. above, 202 f., 365 f.
171 Cf. Neubauer's Bodleian Catalogue, I, 58, No. 290 (also Volume of Facsimilies,

Plate XXXV, second half of the page): icon tit 'ar: 11's '5+SKh 51Kn 101on n+11b 'n
.5-T '15n no+ [-1]'aShn15-r K'min m 1.UnK +15-1 151 .3+3111 1-1D Kim .'hmn 131K '100Th It K1nm

1-min 111m11 .bs1+ nn' D'nSKn o+1n1Dn [D']Ql,bf>.11 nrnn 'Sn'11nh +nrhmm nh bn'Sr 'JD01n1
15'n'mr1 b+31 5'1mn5 DK'1 5'fn515'nsbn K51.+'75 11 .111P.,'n51pn1 plnin +npnlnl .DSDn'
+15'71 5m1K 5K1 115105 DK '1 'fSbn K5 +5 ''7151 'VKn +]1"11' K5m SKDK ?'7/'1 ''7'7 '11 n15Km
X272+ DR ']1h'mtn 51t [+]"K DnK1 .'5v 51rm'1 n5o+ inn 'n'w DK1 .n1D15rn rnr a1'.1 in 'n51t '305
'0 SK 51115 SKrhm' '3 .1L1m alt '1'7+ 1115ph 1]'K '1 .1Wp21 111 1'1 [11]'m51 m11m
am nn non DSn1n1 nn K1n 'vin 1K11 D'315]1 D+h3n DnR +5 'mfr 'DK +15'75 13rmn 51t 171 .'11r
DID 13+K m11mn'3MR 1rn .D+55'7'7 nop b'K1p]n 0'1Dbn n5K1 0+151x1 D''7h5hn +15-15 mum 1KShn
1nK n=0 -irat 15 b1511351n'1'13r1 asr1 nn++mR1 D6 1150' D+TSKn1 lets KS 521t '13M OR 13
.1'n1h'r] 510h 115 D'r]'1.[mpln] 1n173 11'nt' b'S+7vDn1 '1115 .D'S'lmhn or 1ap5n 111+11+51-12 M1 51
[1phR1 [1]'bu [:51]'r5 + 7115 [1]'hK1 .1'K6 11303 vi 11-0 201'.112 1111.

172 Characteristically, neither here nor in the two letters which I have reedited in my
"The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses" was the name of Tobias' father mentioned
at all. Nor was it included in the acrostic of Tobias' piyyul (55n5 mu 15 510) quoted
earlier in this volume, 56 (note 75), and 353. See the references above, 352, note 147.
The acrostic of that piyyu/ reads merely: pm in' m. Only in the other two piyyulim
(listed in the same note) did Tobias mention explicitly the name of his father. Thus,
the piyyul 13nxix nh= 5nn '7''75x. has the acrostic pm it v n 11 K'Sro. Similarly, the piyyul
cited by Pinker (Likku/e, App., Note III, 139) from a manuscript copy of an ancient
bazzaniyyah reads: m1+' 1r-in 1+5n 3i051mos=] K-+111» nlrn nmh 15 K'3105 by-on 15R
172K [r n-5 +5nn1K.
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ten this book,173 which is one of my books [or: one of the books of] The Delightful
Treasure (O,lar han-Ne(tmad).174 It is [a commentary on] the Priestly Lore [i.e., on
Leviticus]. It contains the sayings of our Prince, the Patriarch David [ben Bo`az], of
blessed memory, and of the Teacher, Yefeth [ben'Ali] Hallevi, blessed be his memory.175

In this connection, the inconsistency apparent in the spelling of Tobias' name also
deserves to be recorded. Thus, the colophon to Ojar Nehmad, the aforementioned
private letters, and the piyyul cited first in the present note all spell the Hebrew
Tobiyyah with a he. The two other piyyulim, however, as well as several passages in the
O,far Nehnurd text itself, spell the name with an aleph-ending (J'obiyyo'). While respons-
ibility for the inconsistency displayed in the exegetical text might easily be shifted
to the copyists, the variants in the piyyutim are unquestionably Tobias' own. To be
sure, the difficulty is not very serious; both spellings are well-represented in me-
dieval Hebrew literature and neither of them is, by medieval standards, incorrect.
Since, as can be gathered from Tobias' private letters, his preferable spelling was with
a he, the aleph-variant in some of the piyyulim could perhaps be explained as an exercise
in acrostics. Neither must too much weight be attached to the fact that precisely those
texts in which the patronymic detail is absent spell Tobiyyah with a he, whereas in the
piyyulim in which Tobias introduced himself as "ben Moses" the name appears with an
aleph. The material is too scanty to serve as sufficient basis for drawing conclusions.
The simultaneity of the division in spelling and the division in citing (or not citing) the
name of Tobias' father may, for all we know, be purely coincidental.

Nevertheless, the whole problem merits further study, especially since chronological
difficulties arising from incorrectly linking Tobias with Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah, and
the confusion of identity stemming from the five different epithets conferred on
Tobias (abel, 'obed, bald', maskil, ma'tik; see below, 449), gave rise to a theory of the
existence of two Tobiases. Thus, the eighteenth-century East European Karaite
bibliographer, Simbah Lucki, listed separately a Tobiyyah hab-Bald and a T6biyyah
ben Moses. Cf. his Orah $addikini, 21b. A somewhat similar line, we remember,
was suggested in the nineteenth century by Firkowicz; see above, 325, note 60.

173 On Tobias' status of `Mourner' see our discussion below, 427 if. As for the term
`Scribe' (ieion), Frankl, Beitrdge zur Literaturgeschichte der Karder, 13, understood it to
mean "Verfasser des Buches." Such interpretation is both unwarranted and, consider-
ing the context, unnecessary. There can be no doubt that Tobias referred here to his
scribal profession. Indeed, a suggestion to this effect was already advanced in an
earlier connection by Jacob Mann. Cf. his Texts and Studien, I, 374. Mann, independent
of the present colophon, surmised that Tobias, when on a visit to Egypt, did some
copying of books for his benefactor, Abraham at-Tustari. "From the handwriting
we can see [says Mann] that he was a professional scribe." Cf. more on this in my
"The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," 7, note 18.

Incidentally, Neubauer, who first communicated Tobias' colophon, preferred to
call the author of O,rar Nehmad "Tobbiah hasofer." See Bodl. Catalogue, I, 57, and
Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 55. In the last-mentioned work he was not even
sure yet whether "Tobbiah hasofer" was identical with "Tobbiah hamaatik."

174 See below, 435 if., the discussion of the meaning of this sentence.
175 On the exceptional respect of Tobias to the Patriarch David, in spite of his and

the other Mourners' opposition to the Patriarchate as an institution, see my "The
Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," 19-25 (and note 54). There also, p. 21, the
Mourners' idealization of the "Teachers" is explained. (See also above, 310, note 41.)

As for the expression "of blessed memory," it is to be doubted whether the original
colophon contained the Rabbinic 5nt. It stands to reason that Tobias used the form-
ula [5]'H [vinn 'r, as above, 227, note 44, or below, 424, note 192, or in Letter I, reedited
in my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses." That formula was preferred in
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To the [sayings of these sages] I have added what I had heard of the pronouncements
of the Philosophers (ba'ale had-da'ath) and the Commentators [and] Interpreters [of
Scripture) (ham-mepharshim hap potherim), may God be pleased with them a11176 and
may He desire [to include) them in the reward He has reserved [for the Righteous].

I have removed, as much as I could, that which seemed far [from reasonable],
and have brought forth that which is most probable. [For] I did not intend to cause
[people] to stumble through this [book], but to enlighten the many.177 I [further]
formulated here [a series of] questions [and answers], to. the extent of my power and
ability. I pray to God that He should not hold me guilty for what I may have said
[here], for my intentions were good; [I pray] that I shall not have stumbled in my
sayings in the presence of my Lord, for He knoweth the secrets [of the heart].178 And
if I have erred, may He forgive me and pardon [my sin).

Now, ye, 0 my brethren, do not accuse me if there be found [here] an erroneous
use of the masculine or feminine gender; for [such error was made] not because of
inadequacy but through inadvertence, since I have been writing from the language
of Ishmael into the Hebrew tongue. Likewise, do not rely on my sayings which I
have introduced [here],179 for you are wise and learned. See [for yourselves], and
accept whatever seems acceptable to you. And should you find an error in the words
of the Teachers who have been quoted [herewith] in these books which bear the title
The Peddlers' Bag (1'1'uppath ha-Rokhelim),180 know ye, my brethren, that it is not
the Teachers but I who must be held responsible for it. Yet, [such error happened)
through no evil intention.

May God forgive them and me, and may He be pleased with them and me.181 May He
give you and us a heart united in the love of Him and [in the desire] to walk in His
paths. May He allot our portion with the intellectuals (ham-maskilim), even as it is
written [Dan. 12:3], "And the intellectuals (ham-masktlim)182 shall shine as the bright-
ness [of the firmament]." May He delight us with the goodness of His pleasures,183 as

the early Karaite texts, which were still influenced by the Arabic rahimahu 'IIBhu. The
change must have been due to the copyist who lived apparently several generations
after Tobias. (The date of the copy at hand is unknown.)

176 On the Arabic counterpart of that formula see my comments in JJS, VIII,
Nos. 1-2 (1957), 79 (and notes). This formula was applied, as a rule, after the names
of deceased persons. See, however, below, note 181.

177 Cf. Dan. 11:33-35, 12:3, which belong to the standard thesaurus of Karaite
quotations and denote the Karaites' idealization of intellectualism. Cf. in the last
paragraph of the colophon. Also the pun 5'av t > 5' nnn5, going back to Dan. 11:33 and
11:35, was very common in Karaite literature. Cf., for instance, the text above, 211,
note 14, in which the pun was invoked by the Daniel al-l;Cumisi school against 'Anan
ben David himself.

176 Ps. 44:22.
179 This phrase, ascribed to'Anan ben David, is discussed above, 210 if., esp. 212,

note 16.
180 For this expression see below, 440 f., and note 219. Cf. also above, 245, note 90.

181 Contrary to the accepted pattern, the verb nri, corresponding to the Arabic
is not used here in the sense familiar from the formula appended to the names
of the dead. See above, note 176.

182 1 deviate here from the regular English translation-"And they that are wise" -
in order to render the term maskilim in its peculiar Karaite connotation.

183 At the beginning of line 30 of Letter I, sent from Jerusalem to Fustat in the early
months of 1041, Tobias also used the same expression. The words at the end of line 29
there have faded completely, yet the possibility should not be excluded that the
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it is written [Ps. 31:20], "Oh how abundant is Thy goodness which Thou hast laid up
for them that fear Thee." Amen, and Amen. Blessed be the Lord for evermore, Amen,
and Amen [Ps. 89:53].

GENESIS OF HEBREW KARAITE CREATIVITY

The above colophon has often been referred to in modern discussions.
It has long been known to students of Karaitica through Neubauer's
quotation in the Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts in the Bodleian
and through a photographic reproduction in the Volume of Facsimilies
accompanying that Catalogue.

The emphasis in such references varied from case to case, according to
the specific reasons for which these references were invoked. Thus, in
some cases, scholars would stress especially Tobias' declaration of
membership in the Order of the "Mourners of Zion" (of which more
later). Other scholars, bent on digging up "influences," would magnify
Tobias' frank listing of his sources and would ultimately underrate his
own creative role in the book. Tobias honestly admitted that he had
built his Commentary primarily on a review of the two main exegetical
schools of Palestinian Karaism, the school of David ben Bo'az and the
school of Yefeth ben `All. By highlighting this admission, the scholars
would often make it overshadow Tobias' original contribution. This
contribution, consisting, as we know, of linguistic discussions and
glosses, exegetical Questions-and-Answers, legal decisions and interesting
polemics, has abundantly come to the fore all trough this volume.184

Now, the conventional entries in the colophon are of no special in-
terest to us in the present connection. Thus, we should hardly pause to con-
sider Tobias' twice-repeated declaration of responsibility in which (not
unlike the prefaces of modern writers) he released the old masters from
sharing.in any error detectable in his book. Nor are we concerned here
with his idealistic allusions to Karaite intellectualism and piety, drawn
from the standard Karaite thesaurus of scriptural quotations. In the
same vein, we may leave aside and dismiss as unoriginal Tobias' warning
to his "wise and learned" flock "not to rely" on his views. Clearly, the
warning repeated merely the well-known Karaite exhortation in favor of
the individual's right to interpret Scripture independently. Such exhorta-
tions, we remember, unhistorically ascribed even to the Founding
Fathers of the sect, had become characteristic traits of Karaite ideo-

original wording of the letter corresponded to our present phrase. Mann (Texts and
Studies, I, 385) misread the text there and copied rmn+m for rmtrn. Cf. my note ad
loc., "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," Appendix, 33.

194 See also our comments above, 258 L.
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logy ever since the victory of individualistic revisionism in the tenth
century.185

But it may prove highly instructive to dwell at length. on four passages
in the colophon which bear directly on our reconstruction. As with
earlier cases, the study of the whole manuscript of Osar Nehmad adds
perspective to the examination of these four passages, too; it helps us
discover new implications which had otherwise been blurred by the
conventional approach to the colophon. I propose to show presently
that the sincere personal statement embedded in the colophon covers more
than a mere description of the structure of the Commentary. Since
Tobias was the initiator and the chief builder of the Literary Project,
his personal sentiments (expressed in the colophon) may serve as precious
clues to the general creative process by which eleventh-century Hebrew
Karaite literature was brought into being in Byzantium.

In the first place, the passage containing Tobias' plea to his readers
attracts our attention. The man who passed into Karaite history as
"The Translator"186 asks indulgence for the sporadic errors of grammar
that may have stolen into his Hebrew exposition. Such errors, Tobias
implores his readers, should not be held against him as proof that he was
unequal to the task. They are no more than lapsus calami, since he "was
writing from the language of Ishmael into the Hebrew tongue.11187 Now,
the prevalent scholarly opinion interprets this awkward expression as
Tobias' way of saying that he "was translating from the Arabic into
Hebrew." The implication is, then, that, in the eleventh-century state of
Hebrew, Tobias could not think of a better equivalent for the verb
`to translate' than the root K-Th-B, `writing (from one language to
another)'.188

This interpretation is far from satisfactory both on general and on
linguistic grounds. First, Osar Nehmad is not a translation in the accepted
sense, and Tobias should hardly be expected to wish to present it as such.
Secondly, a careful study of Tobias' linguistic equipment definitely
militates against the aforequoted solution.189 All through the three

185 Cf. our comments on this above, 215 f.
186 See below, 449 f.
187 ,-12V m5 'it 2 n 15 n++n 5nav' ET1J'v5a
188 Cf., for instance, Steinschneider's reaction to Tobias' statement (Hebr. Ober-

setzungen, 11, 941, note 256): "Fehlte ihm noch der Ausdruck a+nnn?" Also Poznauiski
(OSar Yisrael, V, 13a) explains, without much ado, the phrase in question as n++n
n+5tivn p+nanw.

189 To be sure, in rejecting the accepted interpretation as incompatible with the
vocabulary of Tobias, I do not intend to argue that the use itself of K-Th-B for
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hundred pages of Osar Nehmad I could find not a single instance of the
use of K-Th-B in the connotation suggested above. Indeed, important
clues can be gleaned to the contrary. Thus, to give an illustration, in the
hitherto unpublished portion of the Commentary, Tobias discusses the
Saadyanic method of translating the Pentateuch into Arabic. In these
critical comments he uses all along the root T-R-G-M, to mean `literal
translation (from one language to another),' in much the same way as it is
used today. In addition, he falls back sometimes on the widely used root
P-Th-R, although its accepted meaning in medieval texts is `interpretation
(of content)' rather than purely literal 'translation.' At any rate, nowhere
in that methodological expose does the verb K-Th-B-'writing,' pure
and simple-appear at all.190

'translation' was unknown. Cf. on the subject L. Zunz, "'Verfassen' and 'ubersetzen'
hebraisch ausgedriickt," reprinted from ZDMG, XXV (1871), 435-48, in his Gesam-
melte Schriflen, III, §v., 50-67, esp. 62.

A study of the lexical scope, the application of words, and other linguistic aspects
of the literary creations of Tobias ben Moses and his colleagues is still a desideratum.
Some preliminary observations were already made by Pinsker, P. F. Frankl, Stein-
schneider and Poznadski, but they were limited mainly to the analysis of the influence of
Arabic on Tobias' Hebrew terminology. It is to be hoped that present-day specialists
in the field will turn to this Karaite material, too, and include it in their research.
They will, I am sure, find the results of such studies extremely rewarding.

190 Cf. Bodl. MS No. 290, 91b if. Only a brief sample of that discussion can be
given here. It deals with the inadequacy of literal rendering into Arabic and Greek of
certain Hebrew terms (the actual object of discussion is the Hebrew heleb [=fat] in the
first chapters of Leviticus). Tobias illustrates his point by drawing attention to the
equally difficult case of the Divine Name. There again a literal translation is out of
question. Each language has its own term for "God," which is not a translation of the
equivalent term in another language. Only attributes can be translated. Throughout
that discussion Tobias uses the verbs T-R-G-M and P-Th-R for 'translation' proper:
m1p71 13V31n1K K1p3 52K 13'31' 'm5o K515K3nm"m53 o'1nx1 1an3K pK vlpn [711,V50 141"1 'Wit bVin
1n[1]at 11"' 1511'm'mK ell5na Kip' 'mi V, 13m 'ao nn .1tm [pllhon 16 111113 1113oa V11'm 11m -%
'm52 1nn1K Sv hut o'talnn 13naK 7'K1 .1331m52 1111K t'1n[1]o 0n1 13'31'71 161 51tVtm' 'V5 'Sva
' 7vt5 [ Y ] 10 1 m p n a' 13 boos 55K vnta 13m 1231m5215 lilt 12 TV125 Minn. 'V5a 161 SKSmv'
'Svn1 .[j.I J0 4111] 5 11 T V 115 5 K SKVnm' 'm53 'tr'm on'-1111 [na]iro3 krrl '1115H IM

'031 1.7-,l M.12122-In wit "V 133 will r' ['3b' w-1-on 11'SYK 1a'K1 [®E6S] V 1 K' n '731K t'a1'n
'v' [ot'xovduos - vit131p'1K :5-1] v13p'K p' 'vSn1 'oR35K 5KVty'
111,03 13 vlam 114'1711 13113K 1]131] K171 5.11t .'11121 nT 5V p o71S '»11111 omn11 .1'K1125 5353,, K171 'Wit

nlrnn 'nn n5K 5'313' om p' 'v5n 61 [5Kn]'nv' 'wSn pit T31 =IV.-[ SK n11p m'n51 1311K 'Vita
131ln3m 115 r'n' KS 135'30115 '1711 'nn 1150 om o,-5 pit oat i5n K1m [111]'111117t ma o5'a13' 'vK3
15 Jim J3 131-)no 5v u5 51W'v'135 'tin 5nN .13'13-, pa [1n]'K'vba nn'nm n5K 5511 ov inn 'Wit 25n
on5 71911' KS 13a1.553n 714 5V 1331m52 1rnK'31'1 tma 55371 nt 11531311v1' 6 on in 7at5 7111113 m102
12 oaimm 1321V53 om 55311 om mri 'vat 115115 71'n' K5 om tmv5a; etc. Later, 95a, Tobias
speaks of the "translators and exegetes," using the verb T-R-G-M for 'translation'
and P-Th-R for 'exegesis': nsr, n = 1 0'2'213711 o'1n10n1 'talntn 55: '3 11K1n 6n
nix K171'vt m lr1[1]K 11nr Snit .131313131 q'Sm513nt [1n]lt 1'nv' KS 131 K1n '3 13252
1'1nK plnom .1oa1m Shat n5t1115131 n1".
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As I visualize the stratified construction of the Byzantine Karaite
Literary Project, Tobias' clumsy expression stands out as a most natural
and accurate statement of fact. What Tobias was really conveying to
his readers was precisely this genesis of Karaite Hebrew creativity in
Byzantium which we endeavor to trace in the present analysis. He was
calling attention to the difficulties besetting Byzantine Karaite leadership
in search for the proper material to be utilized in the early stage of the
Project. The available translations [Tobias explained to his flock], such
as those woven into his own Osar Nehmad, were not produced with the
express purpose of rendering the Arabic texts into Hebrew. They were
created inadvertently, while "writing from the language of Ishmael
into the Hebrew tongue," i.e., while jotting down in Hebrew that which
was expounded and quoted in class in the Arabic language.

TRILINGUAL AMALGAM

Curiously, Tobias did not raise in his apology the broader issue of form
and style which baffled modern students on perusal of his Oar Nehmad
and his other writings. While worried about a possible slip on the
proper use "of the masculine or feminine gender,"191 Tobias appears
quite at ease about the characteristic admixture of Hebrew, Arabic and
Greek which made nineteenth-century German Jewish scholars shudder
at his compositions.

Especially puzzling seem, at first glance, the instances in which an
occasional Arabic word or a whole Arabic clause would be left intact in
the midst of the Hebrew text. Mnemonic or indexical reasons could be
suggested perhaps in the case of those untranslated Arabic passages which
formed the opening phrases of quotations from the Arabic-writing
masters.192 There is, however, no justification for the other occurrences.
Some of the latter, indeed, involved the simplest and most inconspicuous
expressions or words ;193 clearly these were not left untranslated because

On the use of the verbs T-R-G-M and P-Th-R for 'translating' see the references
from the Hebrew literature of the period, as offered by Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften,
I1I,63f.

191 1]p11 171 +s m5s mare Ks72+ on +am+man 5K +nK on11.

192 Cf., for instance, Bodl. MS No. 290, 60a: n-nn nan .5x°1+ K+man [Tv1] 1]'11'1) 72X1
--'Vt?! 11] 1+ST1+ v1 .1mno 5it X`71 +o Kin 1K 01+X.7272]7272.

193 Cf. ibid., 64a: it '1 n 1 .15 o+smn o+3m 1+11 .on+r t or 11m72a 11TH +1a 1ms72 121
nnvan Tam:'np+ 5rya 1,m 5a wn' K5m n"n'. Or, 68b: I K o ltfl 3 'a 5a 13v -= 1m1 57X+ on
maalp 'Y rya o"n' aaw 1 X z. Or, again, 79a: a i K onn ['ml'K 5npn K5 orum ntmnn 131
13 5321on 1Wn n51= [tan 5 3K :5-31 723725:X.
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of mnemonical considerations or because of the difficulty in supplying
the right Hebrew equivalent for the original Arabic wording.

Scholars like P. F. Frankl and others blamed, first of all, the dimensions
of the Project for the striking negligence of form and style exhibited by
the early Byzantine Karaite creations: such tremendous production [they
argued] could not but lower the quality of the literary products.194 They
further ascribed this negligence to haste, since [so they reasoned] propa-
ganda material had to be prepared with utmost speed in order to be
distributed to Karaite missionaries about to leave on their pious errands.
Such reasoning was well in line with these scholars' general evaluation of
Karaite propaganda as the primary force propelling the spread of
Karaism outside of Palestine in the tenth and the eleventh centuries.
They believed that the Palestinian Karaite authorities themselves spon-
sored these translations and that the Byzantine students acted merely
as agents in disseminating the Jerusalem doctrines in their native lands.195

That this "missionary theory" in general can no longer be accepted as
a serious factor in Karaite expansion in the period under discussion has
been amply demonstrated in Chapter II of the present study.196 Hence,
the theory that missionary "haste" affected the language and style of
contemporaneous Karaite literature may also be summarily rejected.
Obviously, the explanation for the absence of linguistic purism in the
early Byzantine Karaite compilations and translations must be sought
in the very reconstruction presented here. What the initiators of the
Project had at hand, after all, was not a literary output intended a priori
for presentation to the broader public, but private note-books compiled
by students while in class. The criteria of such notes varied then, as they
do today, from student to student. Some of these materials were, appar-
ently, interlinear translations of Arabic texts, the preparation of which
was sporadically assigned to (or undertaken by) students of the Jerusalem
academy.197 Others (e.g., those underlying Oyar Nehmad) would be

194 Consult Frankl's chapter on the "Charakteristik des karaischen CJbersetzers
Tobija hamma`atik," in his Beitrdge zur Literaturgeschichte der Karder, 10-13, esp. It.
The translation activity, says Frankl, was "in quantitativer Hinsicht eine so gewaltige
Leistung, dass wir uns nicht wundern durfen, dass die Qualitiit derselben eine geringere
wurde."

195 For this theory of "Hast and Schnelligkeit," see Frankl, Beitrdge zur Literatur-
geschichte der Karder, 13. See also above, 190, note 80.

196 Cf. above, 79-83.
197 This has been suggested by Frankl with regard to Sefer Ne`imoth, which was

Tobias' Hebrew version of al-Basir's Muhtawi. See Beitrdge zur Literaturgeschichte
der Karder, 13.
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accumulated gradually and systematically by a gifted student who hoped
to used them as collectanea for some future independent research.

Whatever the case, they all could not fail to be dominated by such
factors as convenience and haste. Haste, that is, not of the kind suggested
by Frankl, but the simple, prosaic haste of a student who is anxious to
get down on paper the maximum of what the lecturer was expounding
in class. Such a situation seldom made the student pause to consider
linguistic purity and beauty of style. Occasionally, then, the student
would record a word or a phrase in the original Arabic, the way the
lecturer said it. Similarly, he would hastily append a Greek gloss here and
there, whenever a difficult Arabic term was employed in the class
discussion.

It is highly instructive that Tobias did not feel apologetic about this
trilingual amalgam of some of his texts but was clearly jittery about the
quality of his Hebrew. The Byzantine Karaite leader was aware, on the
one hand, of his corel?gionists' sensitivity about the effective presentation
of their case in Hebrew. This sensitivity was but a corollary of a fact
which they realized well-namely, that Hebrew was as yet the weakest
element in the Karaites' linguistic equipment in Byzantium. Since, how-
ever, it was precisely Hebrew which served as the vehicle of Byzantine
Rabbinism's scholarly creativity and of its anti-Karaite polemics, they
naturally expected their spokesman to display adequate knowledge and
correct use of that language.

On the other hand, Tobias knew that he might count on the indul-
gence of his flock toward the general method by which his material
was compiled. For neither were the difficulties confronting the Project
a secret to the intelligent Karaite reader in the Empire nor was that
reader expected to share with the nineteenth-century German purists
the horror of "jenes monstrose Gemengsel dreier Sprachen."198 As
concluded in Chapter IV, above, that reader himself was in the eleventh
century still to a great extent trilingual.199

PALESTINIAN NOTE-BOOKS

Of the four passages, then, in Tobias' colophon which might be viewed
as pointers to the early stage of the Byzantine Karaite Literary Project,
the passage we have analyzed first dealt with method. This passage
allowed an insight into the process by which Hebrew excerpts of Pales-

198 See above, 193, note 89.

199 Cf. 192 f., above.
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tinian Arabic texts came into being through the somewhat accidental
mediation of Byzantine Karaite students. This process, as we have seen,
could not fail to affect the literary, linguistic and structural quality of
the Karaites' first Hebrew performance in the Byzantine environment.

The other sentence in the colophon, to be discussed now, pertains to
the place in which the early Hebrew creativity of the Empire's Karaites
was initiated. It is in this manner that, I believe, we ought to understand
Tobias' emphasis on being "a Mourner from the [Order of] `Mourners
of Zion'."200 Now, as mentioned before, this brief sentence, constituting
the opening bars of the colophon of O;ar Nehmad, has frequently been
invoked by scholars. However, the evidence it was invariably called
upon to furnish was limited to that which is overtly stated in the text-
namely, that Tobias, the Byzantine student, was "a Mourner among the
`Mourners of Zion'." No thought had been given to the broader
implications of this personal statement, nor was the statement considered
within the general context of the colophon and against the background
of the customary procedure found in other documents.

The truth of the matter is that the inclusion of that statement in the
colophon presents a rather complicated problem. For, on the one hand,
there can be no doubt that Tobias' leadership and guidance of the Literary
Project (of which his O$ar Nehmad was part and parcel) fall in the period
subsequent to his return from Palestine; his student years as "Mourner"
in Jerusalem were by then already past. On the other hand, once outside
of Palestine, Tobias gave no evidence of maintaining his erstwhile
Palestinian title of "Mourner." This he did perhaps partly for personal
reasons. As we know, he left the Holy City a bitter man, disgusted with
the petty politics of the Jerusalem Karaite Patriarchate.201 But he must
have acted, first of all, in conformity with general custom.

It stands to reason that the conditio sine qua non for maintaining the
rank of a Karaite "Mourner" in the eleventh century was to actually
stay (if not necessarily settle permanently) in Palestine. With the Jerusa-
lem Karaite center in full bloom, a merely symbolic observance of
"mourning" in the Diaspora hardly entitled one to style himself a
"Mourner;" this was to become the custom of pietists only later, after
the fall of Jerusalem to the Crusaders (e.g., the twelfth-century Byzantine
Karaite, Yehndah Hadassi). At any rate, Tobias himself no longer
mentioned "mourning" in the epistle he wrote to an Egyptian benefactor

200 p1,s +5n1m SZlt l 1D1a9 7Paw +]K.
201 See on this my "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses."
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some years after having returned from Jerusalem.202 Nor did later
Byzantine generations remember him as he-Abel, although they had
preserved a recollection of his erstwhile status of "Mourner" when refer-
ring to him as ha-`Obed, i.e., "The Servant [of God]."203

In the face of the above, the fact that Tobias ben Moses deemed it
necessary or advisable to recall his Palestinian past when offering Osar
Nehmad to the Byzantine Karaite public is not devoid of difficulty.
What seemed to be a natural signature, say, in letters sent from Jerusalem

202 See my note 60 to "The Correspondence of Tobias ben Moses," 27 f.
203 For some of the later references to Tobias as ha-'Obed, see below, 449, note 234.

I do not know of any instance in which Tobias was later referred to also as he-Abel.
The relation between the two titles is still to be studied in greater detail. It is my

impression, on review of the extant material, that in eleventh-century Palestine proper
ha-`Obed and he-Abel were used interchangeably to denote actual membership in
the Order of Abele $iyyon. Thus, in Letter I, line 6 (cf. my "The Correspond-
ence of Tobias ben Moses," Appendix, 31), Tobias speaks of himself as -net +mn
Sinn ri'xn. Yet in the address of the same letter he says: 5sttn n'nro +inn (see next

note). Now, on leaving the Holy Land, the erstwhile "Mourner" would not anymore
invoke the title he-Abel. Apparently, however, it was common practice. to retain
the title ha-'Obed, much in the same vein as did Karaite pilgrims to Jerusalem in
later centuries when they called themselves "Yerushalmi."

Peoplebearing the title ha-'Obed became a common sight in the Karaite communities
of Egypt and Byzantium in the latter half of the eleventh century. These were returning
students, who, prompted by personal or communal reasons (of which see briefly
above, 188, note 71) or by the general decline of the Jerusalem center (cf. the Epilogue
to the present volume), settled in their native communities and occupied there positions
of leadership. The names of some of these leaders were indeed preserved. Consult,
for instance, the list in the-closing section of {li!!uk hak-ICara'im we ha-Rabbanim
(Pinsker, Likkuli, App. XIT, 106), which reaches as far as the last years of the eleventh
century. Compiled some time in the twelfth century, after the extinction of the
Jerusalem Abeli $iyyon Order, the list, characteristically, does not any longer apply the
title he-Abel to any of the enumerated scholars, although the membership of some of
them in the Order, back in the tenth or the eleventh centuries, is not subject to doubt.
On the other hand, it does record three names with the title ha-'Obed. Significantly,
these names appear only in the last three lines of the 19-line roll of honor; obviously,
they belong to personalities who were active outside Palestine in the closing decades
of the eleventh century, after having fled or left Jerusalem and returned to their native
lands.

Not until a quarter or so of the twelfth century had passed was the title he-Abel
restored to use. But its new connotation (discussed in my paper on "Yehudah Hadassi
and the Crusades") was now different from its tenth- and eleventh-century antecedents.
"Mourning" ceased to be hinged on actual sojourn in Palestine and on membership
in the (nonexistent) Order of the "Mourners." See briefly the Epilogue, below.

The same was true of Rabbanite pietists of the time, as can be gathered from the
Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela. While the title was restored by diasporic ascetics,
(e.g., Yemen, Germany), Palestinian pietists would no longer call themselves "Mourners."
Thus, the pious Rabbanite recluse of Byzantine origin, R. Abraham al-ICostanlini,
whom Benjamin met in Jerusalem in the late 1160's (i.e., paralleling the last years of
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by Tobias, the young Byzantine student, at a time when his membership
in the Order of the "Mourners of Zion" was an undeniable fact,204 ceased
to be natural when repeated in later years by Tobias, the ripe leader of
Byzantine Karaism; indeed, it was clearly at variance with contempo-
raneous diasporic procedure to which Tobias himself is known to have
adhered.

There seem to be only two ways of explaining Tobias' deviation from
the accustomed pattern, as apparent in the colophon under discussion;
either of these ways, to be sure, falls well in line with our general
reconstruction of the Byzantine Karaite Literary Project. The simplest
explanation, of course, is that which assumes that the whole extant
volume of O$ar Nehmad-including the crucial colophon-was finished

Hadassi's life), was known merely as he-basid or hap parush, despite the fact that in his
earlier days "he was [a member] of the `Mourners of Jerusalem'." Cf. ed. Asher, I,
39 f.; Eng. tr., 74 f. (J. Prawer's inference from the text at hand that Abraham was no
longer alive when Benjamin visited Jerusalem is, in the light of the above comments,
unnecessary. Cf. his "The Jews in the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem" [Hebrew], Zion,
XI [1945-46], 47 f., note 56. There is no reason to prefer, as Prawer does, the Casana-
tense version, n5xn wnn-ri -ono nn-ax n1, while all other versions [including the two
MSS which I could check now in Jerusalem] read n5xn o+nsnn + 5 -in0. Cf. the appara-
tus in ed. Adler and ed. GrUnhut ad loc. R. Abraham must have been in his eighties
then, which partly explains the respect he commanded among Jews and non-Jews
alike.)

For the sake of completeness, it is worth noting in this connection another statement
by an erstwhile Byzantine Karaite student of the Jerusalem academy. In that statement
(reproduced by Pinsker, Likku(e, App., Note X, 173; Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger
Bibliothek, 146, No. 686; Mann, Texts and Studies, 290, note 10; Assaf-Mayer, Sefer
hay- Yishshub, II, 45b, No. 11; and others) the pious Byzantine declares : K5v 5x5 +15x1
' U1 1+1wn1 o+5na o+ROn 1w.-vv nmx +f5K 5K 11 ripnn5 K5K nn anon +a= +snn nn
13+30p1v 10p Ox 0+5Wf ' 'rope 'in X51 .[n50 n51v -TV n3211+ C+nhR=] OV-v+K vnpn i+v o+571ti+1
On1K +11]n51 +nppn 13n+1001 +n+xim nh1 Cain n-1725 -IVR

Now, the identity of the writer is unknown (see the literature on this, as cited in my
Hebrew study in Tarbiz, XXV [1955-56], 52, note 28), but his Byzantine origin cannot
be subject to doubt. The book, Marpe' la-'F;em, abounds in Greek words, and,
according to Mann, "reads not as a translation from the Arabic but as an original
composition." Mann was even inclined to identify the author with Tobias ben Moses
(cf. his Texts and Studies, II, 290 f., note 10). But, while it is obvious that this Byzantine
Karaite once lived and studied in Jerusalem, that chapter in his life was closed by now.
He looked back at his Jerusalem days as a "grace from God," and humbly remembered
his past as a student of the Jerusalem masters (note the Past Tense in all the verbs!).
Hence, whoever he was, and if ever he belonged to the Abele $iyyon Order at all,
the Byzantine Karaite author of Marpe' La-`E;em quite correctly refrained at a later
stage from invoking his erstwhile title of Abel.

204 Cf. Tobias' signature in Letter I, reproduced in my "The Correspondence of
Tobias ben Moses," Appendix, 34: [p=]'n1 ruin wean n+v ]n 3m5v 5xwv 51x7 n+110 mn

Cf. also the standard expressions of "mourning" in lines 6-8 and 10-16
of the same letter.
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in Palestine when Tobias was still a student and active member in the
Order of "Mourners." In the colophon, the young author asked indul-
gence of his friends and readers back home (to whom he may have been
sending his note-books) for the occasional flaws in grammar, content, etc.
These flaws, he insisted, were the result of the way in which the material
was taking shape in Jerusalem. Tobias had no reason to change the
colophon later, when his book was integrated in the general Project
and put at the disposal of broader circles of readers.

An alternative solution might be sought in attributing the colophon
to Tobias' later years of activity as leader of the Karaite movement
in Byzantium. The Byzantine scholar composed it when placing his
Jerusalem note-books at the service of the Constantinopolitan community.
He must have felt that the nature of his work-half a translation of
classical discussions and texts, half a collection of his own comments
thereon-needed an explanation. In the appended apology, therefore,
he called attention to the youthful character of the work. He stressed
that the compiled material consisted of what he had studied and excerpted
in Hebrew translation at the Palestinian academy, and that the compila-
tion was made while he was "a Mourner of the [Order of] `Mourners
of Zion'," i.e., back in his student days in Jerusalem. He asked his
flock to keep this crude, non-literary origin of the Oar in mind before
accusing him, the mature and independent scholar, of linguistic or
scholastic inadequacy.

Whichever solution may seem more plausible regarding the sequence
of events, the fact remains unaltered : the earliest Hebrew creations of
Byzantine Karaites were conceived in Palestine. There they grew latently,
slowly accumulating between the pages of private note-books which were
compiled by gifted Karaite students from Byzantium. There, in Jerusalem,
they continued to mold their new, initially primitive (Hebrew) vessels
into which the old (Arabic) content would be poured. There, finally,
they lent novel shapes to the amassed material through a constant process
of absorption, elimination and creative distension. True, these shapes
were rather unwieldy, at first. The gradual, unplanned process of building
up the material made them inevitably clumsy and disproportionate.
The expositions would be prolix and tortuously repetitious in one
section, knotty and incomprehensibly condensed in another, just as
were the academic lectures or texts underlying them. But, what real-
ly mattered was that they were there at hand, and, their crude form not-
withstanding, they were rich in content and broad in scope-the best
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and the latest which Karaite learning had produced in Palestine during
the tenth and the eleventh centuries.

"OSAR NEHMAD"

To sum up : Some time in the 50's of the eleventh century, prompted by
incentives stemming from the Byzantine environment, the Hebrew Trans-
lation and Compilation Project was launched in Byzantium. Lacking well-
arranged original manuscripts and ready-made translations, the former
students of the Jerusalem academy naturally resorted to their private
note-books and made them the foundation of the Project. Themselves
now leaders and teachers of the Empire's growing sectarian community,
they put these rough, partly incomplete, and by all standards hardly
adequate materials at the disposal of local students and scribes. Thus
sprang into significance that collective Hebrew production which was
inadvertently conceived in the first half of the eleventh century in the
Jerusalem academy. Byzantine Karaism's literature in the Hebrew
language was born.

A note-book, as note-books go, is limited by its size. Hence, collectanea
on one and the same theme-e.g., materials for a commentary on one
Book of Scripture-must frequently have extended over several note-books.
It is thus that I understand the third passage in the colophon relevant
to our discussion. In that passage, we remember, Tobias introduced the
extant manuscript as "one of my books [or: one of the books of] Osar
han-Nebmad. It is a commentary [he explained] on the Priestly Teaching
(i.e., on Leviticus)."205 Scholars have interpreted this description to mean
that, while the extant part indeed deals with Leviticus, Osar Nehmad
as a whole "extended to the entire Pentateuch."206 The other volumes
simply got lost.

There is, of course, no way of proving-as long as none of the lost
volumes has been recovered-that Tobias did not intend to encompass
the whole Pentateuch in his exegetical composition. Nevertheless, it
seems most plausible, both on general and on textual grounds, to assert
that this composition was limited to Leviticus alone. Indeed, if the
extant 300-page manuscript of Osar Nebmad, covering solely the first
ten chapters of Leviticus, exemplifies Tobias' standard method of coping
with material, one could convincingly argue that extending such compila-

205 01210 110 &111 .17flt1 131K +1007 'K K11V 1701 1T.
206 So, for instance, Poznanski, Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 62, note 2.

See also Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 290, note 10.
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Lion to all the Five Books of Moses was a feat well-nigh impossible
physically. Should Tobias have followed his exceptionally broad design
and long-winded exposition when dealing with the rest of the Pentateuch
as well, he would have had to fill literally scores of additional volumes
before taking leave of Moses in the Plains of Moab. Truly, one is tempted
to think that it was this slow-motion kind of exegesis, characteristic
of O$ar Nehmad, that made later generations prefer abridgments-even
abridgments of the clumsy type of Sefer ha-'Osher, for instance to the
high-standard, yet tedious, display of scholarship in Tobias' Comment-
ary.207 This is perhaps why, as we said, all volumes, save one, of Ocar
Nehmad were allowed to fall into oblivion, notwithstanding the great
respect reserved for their author by all subsequent schools of Karaite
ldw. This is also why the only extant volume of the work was preserved
in a single manuscript. Oyar Nehmad simply ceased to be copied.

My assertion that Ocar Nebmad was a multivolume commentary
solely on Leviticus falls well in line also with the broader aspects of its
literary origin. As already stressed above, Tobias' texts and comments
compiled in Oar Nehmad were but a superstructure to the comprehensive
course on the subject that was given in the Karaite academy of Jerusalem.
The theme of such a course was carefully chosen. Karaism was a militant
sect, and so was its academy. The academic curriculum could not
be oblivious of practical considerations. A detailed study of the "Priestly
Code" was designed to answer many and diverse current needs. For,
more than any other part of the Scriptures, the Book of Leviticus afforded
an occasion for discussing practically all the crucial laws and religious
observances on which Karaites and Rabbanites crossed swords: the
code of purity, dietary precautions, the calendar of fasts and feasts,
laws of incests and the levirate marriage. Here was the ground on which
Saadyah and other Rabbanite polemicists could be met in open battle.
Here an authoritative platform could be formulated in reply to the
attacks of the normative camp.

It is, indeed, not a matter of chance that Saadyah's Commentary on
Leviticus was the Rabbinic text most frequently quoted and most
strongly attacked by Karaite polemical literature of the period. Nor is
it accidental that the most crucial passages against Byzantine Karaism,
voiced by Tobias ben Eliezer, the leader of the Empire's Rabbanites,

207 The extremely broad design of the available scholarly works is, indeed, invoked
by Jacob ben Reuben himself as the reason for his decision to compose Sefer ha-'Osher.
Cf. the Introduction to the work, excerpted by Steinschneider in Catalogue Leiden,
App. II, 384. See also the beginning of next note.
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are all concentrated in the latter's Lekah Tab on Leviticus. Characteris-
tically, the only other extant Byzantine Karaite compilation of the eleventh
century beside Osar Nehmad-the oft-quoted Exodus-Leviticus Anonym-
ous-also made the "Priestly Code" one of the two main themes of
its study.

INTERPRETING THE "PRIESTLY LORE"

Moving beyond these general observations, we can also draw a similar
conclusion about the scope of Osar Nehmad from the Byzantine texts
themselves. What little extraneous testimony we have from Byzantium
suggests, indeed, that Tobias' work, while consisting of several volumes
presented over a period of many years, was limited only to Leviticus.20t

Thus, we remember, some two generations after Tobias ben Moses,
Yehudah Hadassi referred to a legal query in calendar matters which
Tobias and his Constantinopolitan colleagues had addressed in the
eleventh century to the Karaite academy of Jerusalem. The query
and the answer thereto, Hadassi added, were to be found in Tobias'

208 In this connection, the description of a MS copy of Oyar Nehmad which was in
the hand of the already-mentioned bibliographer and jurist, Simbah Lucki, should be
considered. The latter reported two volumes of Tobias' Oscar Ncjrmad. One dealt with
dietary laws; the other discussed the laws of ritual purity. Both volumes treated
apparently their respective subject-matter in so detailed a manner that Lucki did not
consider them a biblical commentary at all. He thought they belonged to a full-fledged
legal work, and presented accordingly Osar Nehmad as part of Tobias' Book of
Precepts. Cf. Orate Vaddikim, 22b (top): n-1 mmn la n+a1o 11x1 a,n 5m rnmn 1nn1 111K
111.1 11K+12 '2mn 1D0111 ,n111OKti1 n11m:11 n,57Knn 11K'']] 'mNa 1DOn nnao D+1m5 p5m K1n1
K1n1 1111111 121 50 511 o1D m!) 0111131pn D1n]TL1 5] mrn 1' Tn1 .n11nCn1 rmnon 127 12"33 5]
'I-213h .15m msnn 1DOn 5111 p'n .11n 1nm11»11DO.

Now, there can be no doubting of the fact that Lucki was describing an actual
manuscript which he had at his disposal. He was always careful to list separately
the books which he knew by title only and to state distinctly that he had not seen them
personally. Thus, for instance, having (incorrectly) inferred from other texts that
also Joseph al-Bagir and YeshU'ah ben Yehudah had written works entitled O;ar
Nehmad, he listed them only at the end of that chapter (23a), and added emphatically
that these other books n'nn11D]=] n-n1D] n111112 Dn1N 13It1 161 nn1111T] D11n7 1311=2 D11K
111111 131KY2117 o+110On 11n: onlhm wK11 nnnm p1 [D121n (cf. also in the broader version of
Lucki's account, published by Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 1413, top). Nor can there
be any doubt as to the correctness of Lucki's description of the MS he saw. This
description, however, is in obvious disagreement with the text of O;ar Nejimad as
found in the Bodleian MS available to us.

In the light of our present reconstruction of the Byzantine Karaite Literary Project,
the difference in the contents of Oar Nehmad reported by Lucki and the contents of
O$ar Nehmad known from the Bodleian MS constitutes no difficulty. On the contrary:
It strengthens throughout the thesis advanced here and supplements our information
on the nature and structure of the work as a whole. Indeed, it enables us to reconstruct
two additional note-books of Tobias' O.car Nehmad series. For what Lucki had in
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O$ar han-Nehmad Wayyikrd' hag-Gadol.209 Hadassi's reference is an
important piece of evidence in more than one respect. For, in the first
place, the text invoked by Hadassi does not appear in the volume of
Oyar Nehmad which is at our disposal and which covers Lev. 1-10
alone; it obviously belonged to a much later part of the work-apparently
that which commented on the festivals on the basis of Lev. 23. In that

hand was a direct continuation-Volumes II and III-of the text which found its way
to the Bodleian Library.

Now, while Volume I (contained in the Bodl. MS) covered the first ten chapters of
Leviticus (on sacrifices), Lucki's Volume II expounded the dietary laws on the basis of
Lev. 11. The practical importance of that chapter, added to Tobias' general slant
toward long-winded excursuses and repetitions, amply explains why a whole note-book
was needed to do justice to a single scriptural chapter; dietary laws were undoubtedly
the theme of a full-scale course in the Karaite academy of Jerusalem. Continuing the
series, Lucki's Volume III covered the laws of purity, explaining the biblical legislation
of Lev. 12-15. Whether the discussion of these laws was completed in that note-book
cannot, of course, be said with certainty.

The whereabouts of Lucki's MSS (if they still exist) are unknown. But I shall not
be surprised if it should prove one day that they were part of the same set-indeed,
were written by the same hand-as the MS now in the Bodleian.

209 See above, 324 if., and the quotations adduced there, notes 58 and 64, from
Hadassi's Eshkol hak-Kofer, 76a, Alphabet 187: tumtrrp =?5 a-2'5'nmm on4no570m5tttc m'
5-MI-1 ttnp't nmtnn n3110 o'5xwn n5tt =1 .tmn lV on'no02 91t ...in5m 'rr n 5'2vmn :z'»n.
Hadassi lists also Sefer Wayyi(cra' hag-Gado! O;ar Nehmad (note the singular of the
noun sefer!) in an earlier connection; cf. the quotation below, 439, note 215. The fact
that the word order could, as in the latter instance, be reversed (Wayyikrd' hag-Gadol
preceding Or Nehmad) shows even more plainly that the general title, O;ar Nehmad,
referred to the Leviticus (Wayyikrd) series alone.

At any rate, I do not see how Hadassi's wording could be interpreted to mean that
Wayyikrd' hag-Gadol was an autonomous work by an anonymous writer. Such, for
instance, was the assertion of the aforequoted Simbah Lucki, Orah $addikim, 23b.
The fact is that at no time did Hadassi list Wayyikrd' hag-Gadol as a separate entry,
independent of Osar Nehmad.

It is to be added, however, that in some instances Hadassi mentioned O;ar Nehmad
without the appendage Wayyikrd' hag-Gadol. Cf., e.g., the quotation below, 439, note
215, from Eshkol hak-Kofer, 42a, Alphabet 98. Somewhat confusing is the reference
there, 92a, Alphabet 141, which speaks of "Sefer Ocar han-Nehmad and (sic!) Sefer
Torath Kohanim" (i.e., a Commentary on Leviticus): noo2, mmnin -is-at noo2 ttxmn taintvo
ntn a13 no' 731 v-3 n'm3117 nrn no't 5no *7?25mn an-m min. However, the whole sentence
is obviously corrupt. Yefeth, for instance, is mentioned twice, and the phrase lacks
either a predicate or a preposition. It is not impossible, then, that the "and" (which in
the Hebrew script constitutes one stroke only) did not appear in the original text.
If that was the case, the passage would strengthen even more the thesis expounded here.

On the confusion prevailing in Karaite texts and in modem studies with regard
to the authorship of Oscar Nehmad, cf. my essay in Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 48 f.
(and notes 17-19). Thus, we remember, Simbah Lucki ascribed an O,lar Nehmad to no
less than three different scholars of the eleventh century. He admitted, however,
that he had before his eyes the manuscript of Tobias' work alone. Cf. above, 433,
note 208.
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later volume of the Oyar Nehmad series on Leviticus, Tobias had the
opportunity, much more than in the extant Volume I, to supplement
his Palestinian notes with comments and reports from the Byzantine
scene; these comments belonged chronologically to the advanced period
of his leadership in Byzantium.210

In the second place, the additional title supplied by Hadassi attracts
our attention. It reads: Wayyikrd' hag-Gadol, i.e., The Great Leviticus.
Now, the possibility should not be discounted that such a title may have
been designed deliberately. It intended to present the Karaite work,
labeled hag-Gadol, as a counterpart of the well-known Rabbinical
Midrashim of the Rabbah type; both labels mean the. same. Attempts
to evoke such associations are not unknown in Karaite literature of the
time.211 On the other hand, chances are that the additional title grew
simply to serve as a popular acknowledgment of the importance (and
perhaps even of the sheer dimensions) of Tobias' opus. Whatever the
case, Hadassi's information confirms the multivolume structure of the
Commentary and, at the same time, clearly delimits its subject-matter
as bearing on the Book of Leviticus alone.

Read in this context, Tobias' own statement in the colophon no longer
poses a problem. True, at first glance the wording looks rather squinted,
on account of both ambiguous vocalization and ambiguous syntax.
The former permits a choice between reading sifre (="the books of") and

210 Cf. above, 324, note 58, and 375, note 48. The note-book on Lev. ,23 un-
doubtedly contained also Tobias' lenient laws of the 'omer which, we remember,
were rejected by Aaron ben Elijah in the fourteenth century. Cf. above, 278, note 73.
In general, the impression is gained that Aaron was familiar with the whole set of the
Oscar Nehmad note-books. Thus he invoked not only the first volume (in refutation of
the Mishawite doctrines, as shown above, 372 f., note 40, and in the statement to be
quoted presently) as well as the volume covering Lev. 23, but also the note-book
based on Lev. 19. Cf. his Gan `Eden, 145b: 121ti 1hb5 "hit vn 11111n lM117 1]+]1 n111
- - nrltmn pan o+m1np nmlei inert ... lair aripwi rim-nn 'rnnan (undoubtedly pointing
to Tobias' comments on Lev. 19:12). That part of the series has likewise not yet been
recovered.

It should be recalled here that also the Tobias Doctrine, discussed earlier. in this
volume, 233 ff., is known only from quotations; it does not appear in the extant Com-
mentary on the first ten chapters of Leviticus. There is no telling, however, on the
basis of these quotations, what was the context of Tobias' dictum and in what part of
the Commentary it was originally pronounced. Indeed, it may have been included in
a different (legal) work altogether, perhaps in the Book of Precepts. See below, 438,
note 214.

211 Thus, for instance, in the very period now under discussion, Yeshu'ah ben
Yehudah composed Bereshith Rabba', on which see Steinschneider, Catalogue Leiden,
173 if., and Hebr. Obersetzungen, II, 944, as well as the summary and texts offered
by M. Schreiner, Studien fiber Jeschuah ben Jehudah, 4, 25 if.
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sefaray (meaning "my books"), which would give the phrase a more
personal slant. The syntax admits, similarly, of two interpretations :
either that only the particular volume at hand was "a commentary on
the Priestly Teaching," while the remaining parts dealt with the rest of
the Pentateuch; or else that Osar Nehmad as a whole was a commentary
on Leviticus alone. In the light of the preceding discussion, however,
Tobias' intention becomes clear beyond a shadow of doubt. He wished
to state that he had "written this book which is the first [and not merely
one] of the volumes [and not books, in general] of Osar Nehmad. It
[i.e., the latter, Osar Nehmad as a whole] is a commentary on the Priestly
Lore."212

The above reconstruction explains also another problem which cannot
fail to set the student wondering as he peruses the manuscript of Osar
Nehmad. A half-page statement by a writer at the close of an exposition
in which he covered only ten scriptural chapters is by all standards uncon-
ventional. To be sure, brief colophons by weary authors or scribes,
addressing thanks to God on completion of a manuscript, are common-
place procedure in medieval Jewish literature. Even brief general
statements appended at the conclusion of a single theme or chapter
are not unusual. In fact, such a 7-line passage is to be found, apart
front our colophon, on the same page of Oar Nehmad on which the

212 Our stress on the fact that O,ar Nehmad was limited to Leviticus alone should
not be taken to mean that Tobias did not expect to cover eventually other parts of
the Pentateuch as well. Cf., e.g., his statement in the extant volume of his Osar Nehmad,
Bodl. MS No. 290,137b, in which he expressed the hope that, "if the Almighty should
will so," he would explain a certain problem at greater length in connection with the
Book of Numbers: vmpn run PR 'a tin nw7Dn by ,stag nm pDm tat 'snit We do not
know, however, whether he progressed that far in his exegetical composition.

For completeness' sake it should be recalled here that the older presentations of
Karaite literature (e.g., Fiirst, Geschichte des Karderthurns, II, 201 f.; Seligsohn, in
Jewish Enc., XII, 167a) do list, in fact, a commentary on the whole Pentateuch, Zoth
hat-Torah, which was allegedly composed by Tobias ben Moses. This assertion is
based on the already-quoted communication of Firkowicz to Pinsker (cf. above, 324
f.) in which the former claimed to have seen also among the Karaite literary treasures
that perished in the Crimean War a R'DW '-i5 -mw nrtnn 5a 59 vivv rr nn nets 'D
n nK iwipn Dn n'iaaa 53tm rmn 1: +p» (see in Lilckute, App. XI, 94, note 1). Since,
however, the other data included in that communication are suspect, extreme caution
is imperative with regard to the present detail as well. Indeed, not only was the name
of the author reported there in an unprecedented phrasing (cf., e.g., our discussion
above, 418 f., note 172), but also the structure of the work itself, as described by
Firkowicz, could hardly be expected from the pen of a Tobias. Frankly, after all we
have learned of Tobias' literary habits, one would require a great deal of imagination
to visualize Tobias writing a short 0! -ns'pa) commentary on all the Five Books of
Moses.
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crucial colophon was also inscribed; that briefer statement merely
concludes the discussion of the main theme of Lev. 10.213

Yet, the colophon discussed here has little in common with either of
these two customary types of wind-up formulae. What we have here,
beside honest personal sentiments, is a serious, full-scale, programmatic
declaration: a statement of objectives, a description of the work's
structure, an enumeration of its major sources, an explanation of its
form-in short, a regular preface and a personal postscript in one.
Seen in this light, the colophon is not only unconventional but clearly
out of place. Why should Tobias have wished to make a statement of
his literary creed and method when commenting on a Book which is
only third in the order of Scriptures? Would not the opening or the
closing volume of the Commentary-say, that on Genesis or on Deute-
ronomy, if the whole Pentateuch was covered-be a more appropriate
platform for voicing pronouncements of this sort?

The answer to this question has already been foreshadowed in our
past discussions. For, as concluded above, Osar Nebmad was meant
to serve as a commentary on Leviticus alone, not on the other Books of
Moses, and the manuscript we have at hand was the first note-book in
that commentary. Hence, that extant note-book was, indeed, the opening
volume of the whole opus. Tobias has acted correctly, then, in providing

213 Cf. Plate XXXV of the Volume of Facsimilies of Neubauer's Bodleian Catalogue,
in'which the last page of Tobias' Oyar Nehmad is reproduced. While the second half
of the page contains the 16 lines of the herewith-analyzed large colophon, the first
half consists of 14 lines. Closing in lines 6-8 the discussion of his specific subject-matter,
by saying that [11]b1 mini 1]911'1 'vat p11p1n1 [11]st5n 19171 115 n53 'Un K1n 91171 [n]n
71'19171 'Sn, Tobias adds the following (lines 8-14): 1'n1373 'x911 1'n1n9K1 181'91' n'715Kn1
'21171 11D 1'nwnn 1nK1 .ne'SK1 '3'D 52 '111 117111312.1 1]']'D 9111' 5]11 17111111 1351m, SK1 n'91D'n
n'rnri .1751+ 711521 91711 .135K2'1 1]p13 n'V7n K11'1 .111D1 91171 I'3D .I'711312 '1'7131 ']1'1171 171 '''
.n]»K]n 7K12 3 oim11111 '1]K]1"I '711 n"p'1 .13']'171 71p15ni]n1 np'EDn1 '-won 9'0'1 .115D' [1311' :503] 12111

15 rvn1 [.17:1,1n '11 7115 715v '73K '1371 71111121 71m 571 711'0 'rK]9 'n7 n" p'1 .1n,v1 ,5'a 1113 '311
'a1 [n1lkt.

Even a superficial comparison of this passage with the large colophon following it
shows beyond a shadow of doubt that the two texts were not written at the same time.
While the first text is permeated throughout with the spirit of messianic expectation,
as befits a "Mourner of Zion," the other text reflects the calm and sober sense of
responsibilty of a diasporic leader. This difference is also well mirrored in the biblical
quotations invoked in each case. The only element uniting both passages is Karaism's
well-known praise of intellectualism.

Evidently, the first brief colophon was composed by Tobias in Jerusalem on com-
pletion of his first note-book. At that time Tobias was still a student in the Jerusalem
academy and a member in the Abele ,Siyy'on Order. The other colophon, however,
was written at a later period. Placing the note-book from his student days at the
disposal of his flock in Byzantium; the mature leader added a longer statement. That
statement quite naturally reflected Tobias' later station and responsibility.
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the very first note-book which he placed at the disposal of the public
with a full-length explanatory colophon. In this manner he introduced
not only his comments on the first ten chapters of Leviticus, but the whole
series of note-books which he was to release successively through the
years to come. This series formed in its sum-total The Delightful Treasure
(Osar han-Nehmad), "and it [was] a commentary on the Priestly
Lore."214

THE PUBLICATION PLAN

Though, as we have seen, Osar Nehmad was limited to the Book of
Leviticus alone, it nevertheless was a part of a still broader design.
It is here that we reach the fourth and last point in the colophon
which may help us reconstruct the Byzantine Karaite compilation
activity: the titles of literary productions as guide to the general publi-
cation plan of the Project. A review of the pertinent information supplied
by Tobias himself, along with the data adduced two generations later
by Hadassi (but reflecting the eleventh-century situation), is not without
interest. Such review permits also a fleeting glimpse into the editorial
work performed by Tobias.

The nature and objective of the Compilation Project, the character
of the materials utilized in it, and the fact that it was a communal
undertaking could not fail to enshroud the names of several authors and
the titles of their works with a cloak of anonymity. Hadassi's method of
reporting on the works of his Byzantine predecessors may well serve as
an illustration. On the one hand, Hadassi lists a number of early Byzantine
Karaite creations by their specific titles.215 However, more often than

214 To be sure, Tobias invokes in the extant volume of Osar Nehmad his earlier
interpretation of Sabbath laws. Cf. Bodl. MS No. 290,110b: nxmn 1'xD [11n]M33 lnerx 01:21.
Since the Sabbath laws have been decreed in the Second Book of Moses, Tobias'
statement might perhaps be taken to mean that he himself had previously composed
a commentary on Exodus as well. This, however, would be a mistaken notion. Tobias
is known for this loose manner of phrasing references to books which he merely
translated (cf. on this Frank!, Beitrage, 7, and below, 444, note 226). Thus, he may be
referring here to Sefer ham-Mo`adim (Tract on the Festivals) or to some other makala
from Kitab a!-Istibsar of his teacher, Joseph (see below, 445 f., note 227), or
perhaps to a chapter in a legalistic work of his own which was then in the making.
As we know, Tobias' Book of Precepts was still studied in Constantinople in the late
fifteenth century and even sought after by the communities of Lithuania. Cf. my com-
ments in Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 48, note 15, and above, 52, end of note 66.

215 Speaking of the sources underlying his own encyclopedia, Hadassi declares
(Eshkol hak-Kofer, 21c, Alphabet 33): -Icon'xlnn oxn :Itnx nxinn D 'nppnl 'ntnn In 5D
5w "51x: ticoxl :'n: nnnnn icosl :o'x'D nn'm 1box1 .1'3'Dx nD1.1 'nxn ID0 (!) '1bn1n%t n1h'Dx
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not, he speaks of Byzantine Karaite authors in a very general and
indefinite manner, wrapping his statements in stylistic mannerisms and
vague scriptural allusions. Thus he occasionally borrows from Eccles-
iastes the term ba`ale asuppoth, lending it the literal meaning of "Com-
pilers" or "Authors of Collections."216

Now, the use of a verse like Eccl. 12:11, which belongs to the standard
Karaite thesaurus of biblical quotations, should always be viewed with
caution. Scriptural terms, which the sect liked to invoke as prophetic
confirmation of its mission and described through them its leaders and
doctrines, do not necessarily reflect facts : they frequently delineate a
situation as the sect wished it to be, rather than as it really was. But there
can be no doubt that many standardized terms and titles, stemming
originally from the Scriptures, settled in the everyday Karaite jargon
and came to denote actual things or persons. Hence, the possibility
should not be excluded that Hadassi may indeed have been stating a fact.
The collaborators and successors of Tobias in the Project may in actual
practice have been known to the community as ba`ale asuppoth, or
Compilers. Their compilations-perhaps referred to in a matter-of-fact
manner as Asuppoth, i.e., Collections, pure and simple-were apparently
popular, anthologies, with little, if any, original contribution by the
editing hand. No wonder they remained anonymous, as did also their
compilers.

Not so the more serious and more scholarly and original compilations.
Limited undoubtedly to a narrower circle of readers from among the
Constantinopolitan intelligentsia, these books were known by title and

1s1K 511a t1p', 1DD, :mrrm 1c01 0295 ND-172 1001 VD25 p1n1 1c01 pn5tt 11n' 15'7mnm n-n '5'7v,
1D05 57i' m Dnnnn1 D1D0n n10 ...:In15s '5'7mn '1D0 Dn'n111 -Inn3. And again, 42a,

Alphabet 98 (actually Alphabet 100, since two earlier Alphabets were deleted from
the printed edition; see above, 28, note 5): nn5m '1D0n m'svn Dnn 'n17nv n5R 57 Ton
m13'Y3 1D07 0]11]1 :1'SN 4I'n'1 1111' on K5n :'n'nn 'n'315 On1]1mnl On15RV2 O'1N11m :'5'7mn
11n711 110021 :1+3D5 11311 133 1D0n1 :min-?n 1DOn1 :+nD nm'7nn 1D031 .0'n'nt n1'Itn -i!=1'10nim51t
VD1n0 OvDn nlnn '5'7mm '1h0 5571 :o3t15 ND1n 1001 :vD35 p1nn 1m01 0'5177. Further in the
book, 98c-d, Alphabet 258, Hadassi gives some more titles of (Byzantine) Hebrew trans-
lations. Speaking apparently of Joseph al-Ba$ir, he mentions his 1Dm V-713n n,n1n Ire
111m'an, his nlsnn Imo (see below, 445 f., note 227), his r'mn5at (!)7m, a book ncp vripv
0,5n-in (see below, 441, note 221), and a D'nsmnn 1D0.

For some of the books enumerated by Hadassi, cf. my notes in Tarbiz, XXV(1955-56),
50-52. It goes without saying that the exact identity of all these books is of no direct
concern to us in this connection.

216 So, for instance, in Alphabet 226, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 87a: par: 'nice on'171 nzpml
D1,'1100 P11I712 571 RYn' r1RTD1 11Kt7 .'n nn 8077 mDnm m1171 57N .,n '11n 575 ''snp1 ''m1 nt
1'nhet 'n N1n1 [Zn]'R n911n lnnnm n1D10N'5U7 D'nlnn n11n07J7 n1pm n1'K1.

For the last part of the statement cf. above, 242, note 82.
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author and were integrated into a broader series of publications. This
fact does not change their eclectic nature, nor did it diminish in the
eleventh century the authors' own awareness of the compilatory character
of the compositions. Eclecticism, we must bear in mind, was looked upon
in those days as a perfectly commendable, even creative, and by all
means useful art of scholarly writing. Karaite scholars openly prided
themselves on having "enriched" their compositions with the sayings
of the classic masters.217 Consistent with this concept, Jacob ben Reuben
labeled his oft-quoted compilation The Book of Riches (Seferha-'Osher).218

It was this conscious eclecticism that made Tobias ben Moses entitle
his Leviticus-series The Delightful Treasure (Oscar Nehmad). By introducing
his work as a thesaurus, Tobias intended more than to claim distinction
for his Palestinian note-books or to recall the ancient saying that "There
L a delightful treasure and oil in the dwelling of the wise" (Prov. 21:20).
The title reflected his larger vision of the Compilation Project as the
Great Encyclopedia, the veritable Treasury of Karaite Lore. For it
was precisely the eclecticism of the age that from the outset made for
sweeping plans and for a truly encyclopedic design of the eleventh-
century Compilation Project; such design, incidentally, was also well
in line with the dominant trend in contemporaneous Byzantine literature
at large.

ENCYCLOPEDIC OBJECTIVES

This encyclopedic objective of Tobias' work is clearly revealed in the
other title which he saw fit to mention in his colophon to O$ar Nehmad.
Placing at the disposal of the public his voluminous opus on Leviticus,
Tobias presented it as a part of a still richer and more-encompassing
series of collections, bearing the picturesque superscription The Peddlers'
Bag (Kuppath ha-Rokhelim). This expression, even more perhaps than The
Delightful Treasure, was an ancient Jewish way of describing encyclo-
pedic scope of learning.219

217 See, e.g., Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 98d, end of Alphabet 258: n+7n5n tiiu+s 9pln
nnnm nrittn in nstinn tlm nrn n7zn v°]. On that expression in the writings of Tobias,
see Pinsker, Likkule, App., Note XIV, 199.

218 Cf. in the Introduction to the book, partly reproduced by Steinschneider,
Catalogue Leiden, App. II, 384: nnn 1mvnn n xuIp[n]m +t5 uv1vn 19t [tisnnn=] unp1.

219 See the passage in Bab. Tal. Gillin, 67a, "in praise of scholars." It is worth
noting that, unlike The Treasure, which evokes a definite biblical association, The
Peddlers' Bag is a purely Rabbinical talmudic metaphor. The use of such a phrase by
the Byzantine Karaites for a great publication project of sectarian literature is not
accidental. It bears additional proof of the new Karaite attitude toward the Talmud
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Now, Tobias' exact role in the publication of that broader series was not
disclosed. From the fact that he assumed full responsibility for any
possible misstatement of "the words of the Teachers who had been
quoted herewith in these books which bear the title The Peddlers' Bag,"22°
one can gather that Tobias was personally involved in the preparation of
these texts. But, whether this involvement entailed actual authorship of
some volumes, apart from Oyar Nehmad, or merely supervision and
editorial guidance of the work of other scholars, is a matter for specula-
tion.221 Similarly, we are in the dark about the nature and scope of that
series. Since the other components in the series-Tobias speaks of
"these books" (in the plural!)-have not been recovered, the extant
manuscript of Oscar Nehmad alone can help us form an idea of the
character of The Peddlers' Bag.

The compilations assembled under that overall title seem to have
constituted a series of full-scale, half-independent works. These were
based, of course, on Palestinian notes and on the sayings of the Teachers,
yet they were integrated by the Byzantine author into a coherent compo-
sition. Most important, unlike the popular Asuppoth, the Kuppath
ha-Rokhelim series was apparently designed for the student and the
more advanced general public. Each work seems to have covered a
limited number of legal themes or one single Book of the Scriptures.
The emphasis was on detailed exposition. It may be surmised that the
sum total of such monographic studies was to encompass the totality
of Karaite scholastic attainment.

Since some of the class-notes underlying the said works retained the
form of Questions-and-Answers (Masa'il wa-Jawd'ib), reminiscent of
the original discussions in the Jerusalem academy, the Byzantine com-
pilers would apply the same procedure also to the independent material
they themselves had contributed. Thus, for instance, Tobias, going over

which we ascribed earlier, 244 f., to the initiative of Tobias ben Moses (see likewise
above, 400, note 126). It supports also, from a different angle, the thesis expounded in
the present chapter that, in launching their great Compilation and Translation Project,
the Karaites of the Empire addressed themselves in large measure to their Rabbanite
neighbors.

Mill220 ,1 ,nit 1D7 ar5111n imp tvit117]n M'1MMn 15111 orrnn11 o+1M5nn +7113 vnnr man
,3h72 OR 11 M,M 13'R V12Vl.

221 True, Hadassi seems to ascribe a book (in the singular!), entitled t(uppath ha-
Rokhelim, to Tobias' teacher, Joseph al-Basir (cf. above, 439, note 215). Since, however,
he enumerates all known works of al-Bafir separately (see in the same note), his
later attribution of The Peddlers' Bag, too, to that scholar is not without difficulty.
Even if we accept Hadassi's assertion, we still shall have to assume that it was
Tobias who translated al-Ba$ir's book from the Arabic into Hebrew, just as was the
case with the other compositions of the Palestinian master.
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the old notes and adding his own comments on the subject, bad found it
advisable to "further formulate here a series of Questions-and-Answers
to the extent of my power and ability."222 Such arrangement was not
only in line with the prevalent literary genre, but also must have proved
extremely useful in the practical sense: it gave the intelligent Karaite in
the Empire ready-made material for religious debates with his Rabbanite
neighbor next door and didactic pointers for further study on his own.223
This last consideration was especially important after 1071, when study
trips of Byzantine students to Palestine became less and less feasible
under the prevailing international conditions.224

Not until a number of generations had passed did the Byzantine plan
of a Hebrew Karaite Encyclopedia materialize-and then in a form far
different from that which its eleventh-century pioneers had visualized.
It was in the early twelfth century, apparently, that Jacob ben Reuben
produced the rather clumsy, yet unquestionably comprehensive, synopsis
of Karaism's entire biblical exegesis, the already-quoted Sefer ha-'Osher,
or Book of Riches. Some time in the second half of that century, the
Constantinopolitan Yehudah Hadassi completed his unique encyclopedia
of Karaite wisdom. Aware of the continuity between it and the
encyclopedic attempts of his predecessors, he labeled his own work
The Cluster of Henna (Eshkol hak-Kofer), paraphrasing the term in
Cant. 1:14 which in the Hebrew literature of all times was the accepted
synonym for encyclopedic erudition. In spite of its irritating style and
unwieldy structure, Hadassi's Eshkol was quite correctly evaluated by
modern historiography as "the vast sea into which all the rivulets of
Karaite lore emptied themselves."225

But, however significant, these practical accomplishments of the
twelfth century were but the consummation of a long, preparatory
process which began with Tobias; the initial plan for in-gathering the
classical Karaite production and for presenting it in the Hebrew tongue
belonged to the eleventh century, i.e., to the formative years of Ka-
raism on Byzantine soil. Indeed, to judge by form and content of the
extant fragment of Ofar Nehmad, the early plan was possibly conceived

222 'n52,1 'n5 -MD m5am 12 'n'll.
223 Cf., e.g., Tobias' statement in O$ar Nehmad, Bodl. MS No. 290, 50b: v't

out taa ns1n n151tm n3'2 '5V35 run-here comes a string of questions pertaining to the
specific subject-matter-whereupon Tobias adds: 15 'ma-in nn -itm nr n n5a
1-1-ill nt 59 nn71 np'9.

224 See above, 189.
225 Cf. lost, Geschichte des Judenthums and seiner Sekten, 11, 352; Poznadski,

Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah, 68.
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on a much broader scale, and its first productions were drawn up along
much more sweeping and ambitious lines.

THE LITERARY PROJECT: TRANSLATIONS

So much for the first direction of the Byzantine Karaite Literary Project,
the Compilation. Rising from modest beginnings and welded together,
at first, from jumbles of Palestinian class-notes, the compilation activity
grew steadily in stature and in number of productions, developing
encyclopedic plans and attaining encyclopedic dimensions. The second
direction of the Project was Translation, pure and simple. Through the
systematic translation activity of the eleventh-century Karaite school
in the Empire, basic Arabic works of Palestinian masters were made
available in Hebrew to the Byzantine reader.

Of course, the proposed division into Compilation and Translation
cannot be applied at all times and with equal rigidity to all literary
creations produced under the auspices of the Project. Not always can
a tangible demarcation line between the two fields of activity be drawn
with certainty. For, as already described at length in the preceding
sections of this chapter, the popular Byzantine compilations, too,
could with much justification be classified as outright translations.
Indeed, even the serious, half-independent compositions of the Oar
Nehmad type required by their very nature a great deal of translating,
whatever the translation method. Nor was the division chronological.
It would be erroneous to conceive Compilation and Translation as two
separate stages of the Byzantine Project, succeeding one another. The
two activities were at all times pursued simultaneously. They both were
initiated and directed by the same leader, Tobias ben Moses; they both
came as answers to the same communal needs and external challenges,
and both had the same far-reaching objectives in view.

Nevertheless, a general division of the Project along these two major
lines of Hebrew creativity in Byzantium-Compilation and Translation-
is unquestionably justified. It would have been warranted even if it were
to be limited to difference of form and scope only. This difference
stands out unmistakably in what little Byzantine Karaite material is
extant today; it surely could not have been less pronounced back in
the eleventh century, when all the compositions were easily accessible or
still in the making. The Compilers juggled, as a rule, with excerpts,
which they either translated expressly, as the need for them arose, or
found already translated in their Palestinian note-books. These excerpts
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they wove, in an abridged, enlarged, or otherwise patched-up Hebrew
formulation, into their collections, along with editorial comments and
notes. Not so the Translators. The latter offered the Arabic classics
in their entirety, translating them into Hebrew with as much precision
as the Hebrew vocabulary of that time would permit, and providing
them with Greek glosses according to need.226

True, the above distinction is confined to externals only. Much of it
could undoubtedly be ascribed to differing tempers, interests and
qualifications of the individual scholars collaborating on the Project.
Nevertheless, it surely is revealing. Since both sections of the Project were
communal undertakings and were designed to serve an overall strategy
of the sect in the Empire, the structural difference between their
respective end-products cannot be devoid of significance. It may per-
haps reflect the problem of method and of immediate objectives which
confronted the leaders of the Project in the mid-eleventh century. For,
obviously, the immediate objectives and the methods of attaining them
were conditioned by the practical possibilities and limitations inherent
in the circumstances under which the Project was born in Byzantium.

Thus, while Compilation could fall back on ready material accumulated
in the Palestinian note-books of Byzantine students, Translation had to
forge its own tools and start from scratch. The translation techniques to
be observed in the later Rabbanite projects of the Tibbonid school were
still a matter of the future. Such techniques as were necessary had to
be improvised in Byzantium whenever the need for them arose. New
terms had to be coined and antiquated idioms had to be imbued with
novel shades of meaning even while the translation was in the making.
Moreover, manuscripts were scarce, and a well-organized job of copying
the Arabic Karaite classics in order to prepare them for full and exact
translation-not to speak of the translation itself-required time and
skilled personnel.

PHILOSOPHIC AND LEGALISTIC LITERATURE

These difficulties must have affected the rate of progress of Translation
in the early stages of the Project. The regular, communally planned
activity of translating into Hebrew entire works of Arabic-writing

226 It is to be added, howewer, that in his earliest translations of al-Bagir's works
(see below, 445) Tobias felt rather free to reorganize the material and inserted sometimes
references to his own works. Cf. Frankl, Beitrdge zur Literaturgeschichte der Karaer,
7, and the references and quotations in Tarbiz, XXV (1955-56), 49 f., notes 19-20.
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Karaite authorities must have proceeded, at first, at a considerably
slower pace than Compilation.

And yet, slow as this activity had to be, caution was hardly its watch-
word. If Tobias' own translations might serve as a guide in the matter,
the contrary rather is apparent. From the outset, as one must conclude
on the basis of the extant material, the Translators reached out for an
impressive variety of subject-matter, encompassing law, biblical exegesis
and philosophy. No wonder they could claim only limited success,
especially insofar as philosophy was concerned. The initial, so-to-speak
"experimental," translations by Tobias of philosophical treatises-such
as his Hebrew versions of the works of his teacher, Joseph al-Basir-
demonstrate this limitation beyond any doubt. One cannot help thinking
that even Tobias' contemporaries must have realized that the task was too
ambitious for a vehicle as inadequate as was the Hebrew of the mid-
eleventh century.

More feasible, apparently, was the translation of legal books. These
consisted of full-scale Books of Precepts (Sifre Miswoth)-e.g., the
oft-quoted code of Levi ben Yefeth-or of legal monographs on selected
themes. The latter, too, if covering in their sum total the whole range of
Jewish law, could eventually be referred to as a Book of Precepts. Such
was, for instance, the case with al-Basir's series of monographs forming
his Book of Investigation of Divine Ordinances (Kitab al-Istibsdr ft-1-
Fara'iq9.227 It is not surprising that from this class of literature came the

227 As far as can be judged from the description of the extant portions of the work,
Kitab al-Istib;dr was perhaps never one unit in the ordinary sense. The appellation
"Book of Precepts" lent to it (or, rather, to the Hebrew translation thereof) was
obviously influenced by the familiar pattern of Sifre Mi,Fwoth which Karaite Teachers
were wont to produce. Cf. Eshkol 98c, Alphabet 258 (above, 439, note 215);
Franki, "Zur karaischen Bibliographies" MGWJ, XXI (1872), 278; Schreiner, Der
Kalam in der judischen Literatur, 33 (notes). In reality, however, such appellation
was to a large degree a misnomer. Somewhat in line with the literary genre prevailing
in the Rabbanite camp of the tenth and the eleventh centuries, al-Basir dealt with
separate items of Karaite legislation in a monographic form. Sometimes, he, too,
molded his material into a question-and-answer form, the way it was originally
discussed at the sectarian academy in Jerusalem. Cf., e.g., the Tract on the 'Omer,
described by Margoliouth, Catalogue Brit. Museum, II, 185, §596 (MS Or. 2570),
which, in the opinion of Poznatiski "parait egalement appartenir an 7KSSnct6tc atmn."
See the latter's review of Margoliouth's Catalogue, Vol. II, in REJ, LI (1906), 158.

Thus, individual monographs would pass as quasi-independent works. This explains
why we have separate manuscripts for different portions of the Istibyar, such as the
Kaldm fi'l-Yerushshoth (Margoliouth's Catalogue Brit. Museum, II, 180 f., §591,
MS Or. 2576, fols. 1-15; compare Poznatiski's review, op. cit., 157 f.), or the Tract on
the'Omer just mentioned, etc. Indeed, a makala on the festivals was even independently
translated into Hebrew as Sefer hamo-Mo`adim (see below, 446). At the same time,
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earliest Karaite legal texts to be translated from the Arabic into Hebrew.
Nor shall we wonder, in the light of our previous analysis of legal trends
in Byzantine Karaism, why the early eleventh-century Palestinian works
in the field were particularly popular. These liberal works proved a most
helpful companion in the crucial process of adjustment which confronted
young Karaism in its new Byzantine home.

Thus, Tobias personally translated al-Basir's monographic Discourse
on the.Festivals (Sefer ham-Mo'adim).228 Likewise, the School of Tobias
rendered into Hebrew at a very early stage the full version of Levi ben
Yefeth's Book of Precepts; Tobias himself referred to it already in the
first volume of his Osar Nehmad.229 Some time later, also the works of
Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah, Jerusalem's last (and somewhat less radical)
Karaite authority, were included in the Translation Project.230 Especially
his Book of Incests (Kitdb al-'Arayoth), translated into Hebrew by Jacob
ben Simon as Sefer hay- Yashar, carried great weight in the legal decisions
of Byzantine Karaites.231

BIBLICAL COMMENTARIES

However, of all the available types of Karaite literature, biblical exegesis
enjoyed undoubtedly the greatest popularity. This was, first of all, due

the different monographs were from the very outset referred to not only by their
individual titles but also as components of the Is:ib.iar. Cf., e.g., the colophon to the
aforequoted Kalam fi'l-Yerushshoth, reproduced in Margoliouth's Catalogue Brit.
Museum, II, 181a, or the reference to Makalat al-Ma'akhaloth in the Tract on the
'Omer, Catalogue Brit. Museum, II, 185b. This simultaneous procedure of naming
the separate chapters of the Istib$ar both collectively and specifically indicates that
a1-Basir intended to (and apparently did) cover the whole range of Jewish law.

The above presentation of the gradual shaping of the Istib;dr into a full-fledged
Book of Precepts explains also the difference in time between the manuscripts of its
individual components. Almost two decades have elapsed between the monographic
treatment of the law of inheritance (Kalam fi'l-Yerushshoth, copied or composed in
1019; cf. the colophon in Catalogue Brit. Museum, II, 181 a) and another portion of the
book, copied or composed in 1036-37 (cf. the text and the references in my "Ibn
al-Hiti and the Chronology of Joseph al-Basir," JJS, VIII, Nos. 1-2 [1957], 73, note 16,
and 74). On the other hand, it goes without saying that the Hebrew compendia (such
as the one excerpted from a St. Petersburg MS by Harkavy, Studien and Mittheilungen,
III, 44 f., notes 120-21, or the one which was in the .hand of Hadassi) summarized the
book in toto, earning for it in this manner the general label of Sefer Miswoth.

228 See on it Steinschneider, Hebr. tlbersetzungen, II, 944; Frankl, Beitrage zur
Literalurgeschichte der Karder, 7; Poznanski, O,ear Yisrael, V, 13a.

229 Cf. above, 227, note 44. Tobias had probably in mind the Arabic original of
Levi's book.

230 On Yeshu'ah's position in between the more radical stand of his teacher, Joseph
al-Ba$ir, and the old school, see-above, 83, and note 70.

231 Cf. above, 188 f., and note 74.
Tobias' own role in the translation of Yeshii'ah's writings has hitherto been greatly
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to public reading of biblical material in the synagogue by both factions
of Jewry (which gave rise to ceaseless debates over the correct interpreta-
tion of the weekly scriptural portion).232 It further was enhanced by the
general accessibility of Scriptures to broader circles of readers. Moreover,
preoccupation with the Bible was already viewed in the eleventh century
as the accepted stamp of Karaite allegiance and called for a proper,
Karaite-oriented understanding of the biblical text. Hence, translations
of exegetical compositions from the Arabic surpassed in number and
demand all other Hebrew Karaite writings in Byzantium. Especially the

exaggerated. It probably did not go beyond the usual planning, moral encouragement
and general scholarly guidance that were expected of a leader. At any rate, Tobias
did not participate personally in the translation. The later Byzantino-Turkish traditions,
invoked by modern scholars, to the effect that Tobias himself translated the works
of Yeshu`ah and disseminated them in Byzantium, are plainly apocryphal. Cf. my
critical analysis of the problem in "Elijah Bashyachi: An Inquiry Into His Traditions
Concerning the Beginnings of Karaism in Byzantium" (Hebrew), Tarbiz, XXV (1955-
56), 44-65, 183-201, and English summary. See also above, 324, note 57.

232 The late fifteenth-century Kaleb Afendopolo asserted that in the period of the
sect's decline (some time in the thirteenth century), the Karaites made a decisive
change in the procedure governing the reading of the scriptural portion in Synagogue.
Up to that time, the weekly Karaite lesson coincided with that of the Rabbanites.
This gave rise to constant bickerings and quarrels between the two sections of Byzantine
Jewry over the correct interpretation of the recited scriptural text. Anxious to put
a stop to these arguments, Karaite leadership moved the beginning of the annual
reading-cycle from Tishri to Nlsan. Only in the fifteenth century, following Karaite-
Rabbanite rapprochement, was the old system restored. Cf. the excerpt from Kaleb's
Pathshegen Kethab had-Dath, reproduced by A. Danon, "Documents Relating to the
History of the Karaites in European Turkey," JQR (N.S.), XVII (1926-27), 168 f.
also reprinted partly in Mann, Texts and Studies, II, 296 f., note 7).

Whether or not Kaleb's explanation is historically correct, there can be no doubt
about the truth of the sect's recollections concerning the weekly disputations between
Karaites and Rabbanites on the subject of biblical exegesis: 13''62fl rpnM 1+.1 7]11

travi71 fl11n ''in1 5a 13+331fl 13mit bST wmmnn D+N1a1 inn viav, nvnm n11nn 'W17= balm
D7+»] ti511Il nbbp1 n75nn(fl) 7Tn fl17t7 1ST o'rr 1. Characteristically, Kaleb stresses
the role of mepharshe hat-torah, i.e., the available Byzantine Hebrew commentaries,
as primarily responsible for the weekly manifestations of Karaite self-assertion.

In addition to the weekly pentateuchallesson, also the correspondingprophetic chapters
read in the Synagogue gave rise to differences in interpretation between Rabbanites
and Karaites.In this connection, the marked parallelism between the Order of Prophetic
Readings (haftaroth) in both sections of Byzantine Jewry should especially be stressed.
As correctly observed by L. Finkelstein, the ritual customary among the Byzantine
Rabbanites "is remarkable not only for its difference from that usual among the
[non-Byzantine] Rabbanites, but even more for its similarity to that of the Karaites."
Cf. Finkelstein's "The Prophetic Readings According to the Palestinian, Byzantine,
and Karaite Rites," HUCA, XVII (1942-43), 423. The common text, going back to
"common dependence on the Palestinian ritual" (Finkelstein, 424, 426), served as a
standing invitation to exegetical polemics between the two factions, and made the
biblical commentaries underlying such polemics very popular indeed.
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biblical commentaries of Yefeth ben 'Ali, the late tenth-century Pales-
tinian Teacher, won the acclaim of Byzantine readers and were translated
in their entirety.

This, however, seems to have been a later development. Tobias, we
remember, still considered the other Palestinian exegete of the tenth
century, David ben Bo'az, as equal in stature and authority to Yefeth ben
'Ali; he had built his Osar Nehmad on excerpts from the commentaries
of both exegetes.233 Yet, for various reasons, David's Arabic work had
not been translated in full. It ceased then to exert influence on the later,
non-Arabic-speaking generations and, save for the Hebrew excerpts in
Oar Nehmad, it is now totally lost. On the other hand, the existence of
Yefeth's commentaries in a full Hebrew version made Yefeth the uncon-
tested Karaite interpreter of the Scriptures. Consequently, the Byzantine
Karaite compilation, Sefer ha-'Osher, produced a generation or two
after Tobias, is almost fully based on Yefeth's exegesis.

This brings us to the later stage of the Byzantine Literary Project.
Unfolding through the years, Translation gradually accumulated
experience and perfected its tools and techniques. In time, it overtook
Compilation and became the spearhead of the Project as a whole.
Translators paved the way for Compilers, providing them with new,
Byzantine-translated material for a further production of Hebrew
collections and anthologies. This development was also a natural corollary
of the general growth of Karaism in the Empire. The more "byzantinized"
was the sect since the end of the eleventh century, the more the use of
Hebrew became a matter of necessity and not (as in the mid-eleventh-
century) predominantly of ideology.

Thus, Jacob ben Reuben did not have to resort anymore in the early
twelfth century to sporadic Hebrew excerpts, accidentally translated
by Byzantine students in Palestine. He had at his disposal a vast array
of full-scale translations produced in Byzantium by Tobias' disciples and
successors. Unlike Tobias himself, who had to translate sections of
Yefeth's Commentary on Leviticus while compiling his Osar Nehmad,
Jacob could utilize in his encyclopedic presentation of Karaite exegesis

233 Also the Exodus-Leviticus Anonymous, which, as we remember, was composed
some time after Tobias (in 1088; cf. above, 246, and note 94), frequently cites the
sayings of David ben Bo'az along with those of other Palestinian exegetes. Cf. the
hitherto unpublished Leiden MS Warner No. 3, 54b: n v Set in"n' ery3n In tnnh nr,
while on 55b: n"n+ in5nn [no+=] '5viiet 5v i3inm nn. Cf. further, e.g., 218a: ntn3
- - nutty nr , erym; or, 264b: p nnv R,v3n n3rim; or, earlier in the book, 21b: 11-1m) 173
1vc3 in3 =]3°3 rvi ]z itt tvv3n v'3ivt; etc., etc. No prevalence of (or preference for)
the commentaries of Yefeth, such as manifested later in Sefer ha-'Osher, is yet in sight.
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ready-made Hebrew versions of entire books, ranging over the whole
biblical commentary of Yefeth ben 'Ali.

THE LITERARY PROJECT-AN EVALUATION

The above reconstruction of the Byzantine Karaite Literary Project
constitutes quite naturally the climax of the broader story unfolded all
through the preceding chapters of this volume: the story of Karaism's
formative years on Byzantine soil. For, transcending whatever literary
value it possessed, such a linguistically independent literary undertaking
was the culmination of the century-long evolution of the sect in its
new environment.

Of course, the communal character, objective, and organization of the
Project were primarily the work of a young, Byzantine-bom and Byzan-
tine-oriented leadership. Credit for the unprecedented compilation
and translation enterprise is due, first of all, to the eleventh-century
Constantinopolitan Tobias ben Moses. It was he, we recall, who, after
spending several years of his youth in Palestine under the tutelage of
Joseph al-Basir, initiated and actively participated in the Project. No
wonder later generations remembered Tobias mainly in connection with
this activity. They honored him as ha-'Obed, "the Servant [of God],"
thus referring vaguely to the earlier part of his life and to his membership
in the Order of Abele $iyyon at Jerusalem.234 But they similarly extolled
the quality of leadership which he displayed later, in Byzantium, when he
conducted the Literary Project. Hab-Baki they called him,235 i.e., "the
Proficient [in Karaite Law and Literature]," or ham-Maskil,236 "the
Erudite," or, finally, ham-Ma'tik.237 This latter title (stemming from
the same root as ha'atakah) retained for a long time its original connota-
tion of "Transmitter [of Karaite Lore]," but gradually began to absorb
also the meaning of "Translator."238

234 Cf. Aaron ben Elijah's Gan 'Eden, 33d, 44c, 145b, 168c; Elijah Bashyachi's
Addereth Eliyyahu, Section Shabu'oth, Ch. III, 68a; Mordecai ben Nisan's Dod
Mordecai, 7b. See also Neubauer's Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, 147, No. 766.

For the connotation of the title see above, 428, note 203.
235 Cf., e.g., Ijilluk hak-,(Cara'im we ha-Rabbanim, in Pinsker, Likkule, App. XII, 106.
236 So, for instance, Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, 106c, end of Alphabet 281.
237 Cf., e.g., Aaron ben Joseph's Mibhar on Exodus, 71a (bottom); on Leviticus,

41b (bottom); Aaron ben Elijah's Gan 'Eden, 114a (top); Elijah Bashyachi's Iggereth
Gid han-Nasheh, preceding the Gozlow edition of Addereth Eliyyahu (unpaginated;
our passage is in the fourth column of the first folio).

238 On the double meaning of the verb pnvi see Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften, III,
65-67.
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By a happy coincidence, both connotations reflect correctly Tobias'
indelible contribution to the subsequent history of Karaism. For his
literary initiative, based to such a great extent on translation, was, in the
full sense of the word, an epoch-making work of transmission-trans-
mission, that is, of the sect's tradition which Tobias and his colleagues
had studied and observed in Palestine; transmission to Byzantium
of the cumulative literary and scholarly attainment of four generations
of Jerusalem masters; transmission of the new spirit of the Late Golden
Age of Palestinian Karaism, showing the way toward an independent
reinterpretation of the ancient lore and toward its further development
on the banks of the Bosporus.

But, however important in the eyes of the leaders, whether as weapon
against Rabbanite and Mishawite adversaries of Karaism on the Byzan-
tine scene or as a leavening agent in the educational process within the
sect itself, Tobias' undertaking would hardly have reached fulfillment
had it not been eagerly and wholeheartedly espoused by the rank and
file of the Byzantine Karaites. Hence, the success of the Hebrew compi-
lation and translation activity is to be ascribed in no lesser degree to the
local Karaite community as a whole. This activity heralded Byzantine
Karaism's coming of age, in terms of both its standing within Byzan-
tine Jewry in general and its position in relation to the other Karaite
branches the world over. It reflected the spiritual ripeness and communal
maturity of these eleventh-century Byzantine heirs to the erstwhile
Karaite immigrants from the Islamic East. Apparently, after several
decades of inarticulate growth and expansion, the Karaites of Byzantium
had reached that stage of economic stability and social consolidation
which, with the prompting of external factors, called for self-expression
in the field of religious thought, law and literature.

This self-expression, as we have seen, was not necessarily original in
substance and form, at first. But it was their own, i.e., spelt in terms they
knew or coined to suit their specific conditions, and expressed in a
language of their own choosing. Indeed, even such seemingly technical
and unimaginative activity as translation is an expression of self-assertion.
The greatest movements of religious self-assertion-this we know from
history-began with translations. Thus, the new literature in Hebrew
reflected the emancipation of Byzantine Karaism from the Arabic garb
which clung to the Karaite movement for almost two centuries; the
third and fourth generations of native Byzantine Karaites considered
such garb incompatible with the Byzantine climate which was now
their own. At the same time, responsible Byzantine observers must
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have regarded Hebrew creativity, and the knowledge of Hebrew in
general, as a healthy countercheck to the growing linguistic assimilation
of the Byzantine-born Karaite youth in the Greek environment.239

THE LASTING BRIDGE

The Literary Project of the Byzantine Karaites was, then, a Byzantine
phenomenon. Here was not a mechanical transplantation of Palestinian
teachings into Byzantine soil. It was not a hasty transfer to the West
of eastern spiritual Jewish treasures, because of some alleged feeling of
impending catastrophe or because of a recognition of the East's inevitable
decline.240 Nor was here a missionary scheme, a cunning plan for
the "Karaization" of all world Jewry-a plan, which (as is frequently
maintained] was supposedly master-minded by the Jerusalem leadership,
although the actual performance was left to the instrumentality of By-
zantine students and translators.

Here was, we repeat, a genuinely Byzantine development, a local product
of adjustment and of integration within local conditions. Here was a
development dictated by the sect's interests in Byzantium proper and
guided by leaders, themselves Byzantines, who had their Byzantine
flock in mind. Of course, the Jerusalem Teachers had a share in that
great literary awakening of the Byzantine branch of the movement. Inso-
far as they personally participated in the business of educating the
first leaders of that branch, and insofar as their own creations were
translated and read by the Byzantine Karaite public, their contribution
to the Byzantine development was of the first order. But it was only
an indirect contribution. The sense of need, the initiative, the plan of
action, and the performance-they all were the Byzantines' own. They

239 Cf. above, 200.
240 Such recognition permeates, e.g., the well-known epistle of Maimonides to the

community of Lunel. Writing a century after Tobias, Maimonides saw no hope for
Judaism in the once-glorious communities of the East, and expected. the young Jewries
of France, and of Western Europe in general, to take over the responsibilities which
formerly were vested in the Jewries under Islam. Cf. the text published by Geiger,
in I. Blumenfeld's Osar Nehmad (not to be confused with the eleventh-century Karaite
work!), II (1857), 3 f., and partly reprinted in Dinaburg (Dinur], Yisrael bag-Golah,
II, Bk. 1, 183: emit On 'wit 21 '121a ptp15, nvo 531 o'1,15 o'v31tnwpn nm lmta 1Km3 aft
.o'=* n1,n n121t [nlma=] nSKn n,m,pmn 522 52K ..07'm2'20 1rK o'-lm 57, [5'315 5np=1
5]2, ,5K1w' Tilt 572 o'5,n n,m,pm flit nv5w ,a5, n,oov 1121p'm1 mnm 6,13n hill-TM-1 an
151 ...0'1313 n0w 0'3w 1313W1 5.13,612,-T 572, ...o'man flpm naw 25ni It", nnK n3'1m K'110
anK K5K n11a ,35 1Kw3.

It is to be remembered, of course, that Maimonides had little respect for his Rabban-
ite contemporaries in the Byzantine Empire. Cf. above, 256, note 19.
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were developed along lines suiting Byzantine conditions; they answered
the local needs of the Byzantine Karaite communities; they addressed
themselves to the local Karaite inhabitants and to their non-Karaite
neighbors on the Byzantine scene; and they formed the foundation of
the Byzantine Karaites' own concept of law and its proper observance.

Indeed, the time has come to view Byzantine Karaite literature not
only in the light of other Karaite creations the world over, but as part and
parcel of general Jewish creativity in Byzantium. As such, the Karaite
contribution to the entire harvest of Hebrew literature in the Empire
-impressive both quantitatively and qualitatively and of more than a
passing historical value-may change our general evaluation of the
intellectual climate prevailing in Byzantine Jewry on the eve of and
during the Crusades.241

With the subsequent shift of the centers of general Jewish and Karaite
life to non-Arabic-speaking regions, the importance of the Byzantine
Karaite Literary Project assumed a new dimension. For this shift caused
many an Arabic-written classic in the fields of Jewish law, philosophy
and exegesis to fall into oblivion. Frequently, it was not the intrinsic value
of an Arabic-composed work but its availability in Hebrew translation
that decided its survival and its continued influence on the non-Arabic-
reading public. Unwittingly, then-having rendered Arabic Karaite
writings into Hebrew in order to serve their own local needs-the Karaites
of the Empire had performed a significant job of conservation.242

This accomplishment had far-reaching consequences for the later
development of the Karaite sect in the East European part of the contin-
ent and for the nature of the sect's spiritual equipment there. Through the
Byzantine Hebrew channels, the new outposts of Karaism in the Crimea,
in Lithuania, and in Poland could draw freely from the rich classical
sources of the Karaite Golden Age. A lasting bridge was thus erected to
span the distance in time and space between. Palestinian Karaism and the
later European extensions of the movement: tenth-century Jerusalem was
linked with late medieval Troki and with nineteenth-century Gozlow
through the fruitful mediation of the Karaite center in Byzantine
Constantinople.

241 Cf. above, 171, note 10.
242 Frankl, BeitrBge zur Literaturgeschichte der Karaer, 4; Pozna$ski, Osar Yisrael,

V, 12b.
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W RILE ELEVENTH-CENTURY Karaism in Byzantium
was forging scholarly and literary tools in order to meet the
challenge of its non-Karaite Jewish neighbors and of the

Byzantine environment in general, crucial changes occurred on the
international scene. These changes catapulted the young community
on the Bosporus into a position of unexpected responsibility and posed
before its leadership challenges of a much broader scope.

THE AGE OF THE CRUSADES

The storm descended suddenly. Hardly could the man-in-the-street,
whether Rabbanite or Karaite, plying his trade in the Pera suburb or
preparing for a commercial voyage in the harbor of Attaleia, foresee
the disaster that was to transform the map of the Near East and with
it the fate of Jewry in the area. The critical blow came in the year 1071.
Along with the Byzantine defeat in Manzikert, which proved a turning-
point in the Empire's history, came also the conquest of Jerusalem by
the Seljulc Turks.

To be sure, the decline of the Karaite center in the Holy City began
even earlier. For reasons which are still unclear, the Karaite Patriarchate
had already moved out of Jerusalem in the 1060's and established itself
in Fustat under the auspices of the rich Karaite community there. But it
was the Seljuk occupation which brought to a complete standstill all
Jewish communal activity in the cities of Jerusalem and Ramlah, in
which the majority of the Karaite population was concentrated. Whereas
the geonic academy of the Palestinian Rabbanites, having passed to
Tyre and Damascus, continued a meager existence under its old name,
the Karaite spiritual center in the Bakhtawi Court of Jerusalem was
silenced beyond remedy. The Late Golden Age of the Karaite movement
came to an abrupt end.

The Fatimid reconquest of Jerusalem in 1096 was but of short
duration. Three years later the Crusaders entered Jerusalem. The
remnants of the depleted Jewish community, comprised of Rabbanites
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attitude of the sect's own native membership in Byzantium was concerned,
than did the former allegiance to Palestine.

TIME FOR STRUGGLE

This was, then, a time for struggle on three fronts:

Struggle for continuity of a Palestine-oriented Karaism in a world in
which Karaite Palestine no longer existed;

Struggle for survival in the face of the growing menace of Rabbinic
uniformity, while the uniformity of Karaism, once partly vouchsafed
by the Jerusalem center, could not anymore be maintained;

Struggle for self-determination of the Byzantine Karaite center and
for its final emancipation from the sect's ties with the East.

From this triple struggle in the generations to come Byzantine Karaism
arose victorious. The equipment for that victory was prepared back in
the formative years of the sect on the Bosporus and in the Anatolian
communities. It was the eleventh-century leaders, indebted [we remem-
ber] to their liberal Jerusalem masters, who had-laid the foundations for
the future solutions of the crucial problems. True, the edifice built
later on these foundations proved considerably different from what the
Byzantine Karaite pioneers had originally intended. Processes initiated
in the pre-Crusade era tended to run their own unpredicted course and to
unharness dynamic forces which responded to new, hardly dreamed-of
rules of behavior and development. Tobias ben Moses and his colleagues
would no doubt have been surprised and grieved at some of the solutions
which evolved from the principles they themselves had established.

But, while subsequent developments diverged in some respects from
the intentions of the early ideologists, the eleventh-century foundations
proved stronger than their builders knew. In a Jerusalem-less Karaite
world, following the 1099 catastrophe, the later Byzantine Karaites found
materials ready for devising new compasses to steer them through
novel perplexities, and stimuli strong enough for releasing new cohesive
forces at the service of the movement.

Further, the heirs to the eleventh-century Byzantine Karaite creativity
succeeded in preserving a modicum of creative continuity, in spite of the
ever more-engulfing "Rabbinization" of Jewish life. The inevitable Karaite-
Rabbanite rapprochement was made into a constructive lever of sectarian
advancement; new ways and ideas absorbed from the normative majority
were organically woven into the outlook of the sect; and the inescapable
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process of fossilization, encroaching on that which remained of the
sect's original separateness, was postponed for several more centuries.

Finally, in the intra-Karaite contest for leadership of the Karaite
world, Byzantine supremacy asserted itself with full confidence. The
vigorous leaders of the Karaite center on the Bosporus provided the
sect with scholarship and guidance which effectively substituted for
the light once radiated by the Jerusalem academy. In time, they led
the sect into new geographic domains and inspired its members toward
new spiritual conquests.
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A comprehensive, classified, up-to-date bibliography of Karaitica is an
urgent desideratum. The following Bibliography does not purport to
be fulfilling that need, not even with regard to Byzantine Karaism
alone. It lists only those sources in the field of Byzantine, Islamic,
Karaitic, and general Judaic studies which have been actually quoted
in the course of the foregoing research. It amplifies these references
by adding details which, for the sake of brevity, had to be omitted from
the critical apparatus itself.

Nevertheless, it is hoped that the 550 or so printed entries assembled
here will not only assist the student in retracing the documentation on
which the present study was based; they may, in their major part,
form eventually the foundation for a full-scale bibliography of Byzan-
tine Karaism to be compiled in the future.

Throughout this volume, as well as in the Bibliography, a number of
abbreviations were used. The following is the

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Bab. Tal.
Enc. or Enz.
HUCA
JBL
JJS
JQR
JSS
MGWJ
N.S.
O.S.
PAAJR
REJ
RHR
VT
ZDMG
ZfHB

Babylonian Talmud
Encyclopedia or Enzyklopadie
Hebrew Union College Annual
Journal of Biblical Literature
Journal of Jewish Studies
Jewish Quarterly Review
Jewish Social Studies
Monatsschrift far Geschichte and Wissenschaft des Judentums
New Series
Old Series
Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research
Revue des etudes juives
Revue d'histoire des religions
Vetus Testamentum
Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft
Zeitschrift fur hebraische Bibliographie
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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
P. 4, note (end). Add also N. Wieder's recent essay, "The Dead Sea Scrolls: Type

of Biblical Exegesis among the Karaites," in Between East and West, 75 if. (See also
the addenda below, to pp. 88 f., 94, and 332.)

P. 20, line 9 from bottom. For reported for, read: reported in.
P. 31, note 10 (end). For 956, read: 960.
P. 32, end of bottom line. For 956 f., read: 961.
P. 34, line 2. For possibile, read: possible.
P. 35, line 3 from bottom. For pars, read: parts.
P. 38, line 4 of footnote section. For Constantinople, read: Thessalonica.
P. 41, note 36. See also Ben-Zvi's Nidlsi Yisrael (2nd ed.), 133.
P. 44, note 47. Read: ben Mu'ammal.
P. 50, note 63 (line 1). Read: ben Mu'anunal.
P. 50, note 65 (line 4). Read: Hosha'na.
P. 55, note 74 (last line). Before now, insert: was.
P. 56, lines 6-10 of the footnote section. See the addendum below, to p. 332.
P. 67, note 21 (line 1). Read: Medieval Jewish Chronicles.
P. 68, note 32 (line 2, beginning). Read: Courteille.
Pp. 88 f., note 7. Yefeth'i allusions to the Carmathians have now been recalled also

by Wieder, in the essay cited in our first addendum, 100 if.
P. 94, note 21 (end of second. paragraph). See further Wieder's essay, cited in our

first addendum.
P. 94, line 11 from bottom. Read: Schorstein's.
P. 112, line 2 from bottom of main text. Read: Maeander River.
P. 121, note 120 (line 2, beginning). For VIII (Atlas), read: Volume of Maps.
P. 129, first English paragraph of footnote section (line 6). For 1159, read: 1156.

See also on this Selju(c sultan in Cambridge Medieval History, IV, s.v. Sanjar.
P. 131, line 25 (beginning). Read: strengthened.
P. 143, line 8 from bottom. After Cabrol, insert: and H. Leclercq.
P. 143, note 215 (end). Another recollection of imperial restrictions imposed on the

residence of Jews in Constantinople was preserved by Ibn Virga, Shebel Yehudah,
Ch. XXVIII (p. 72 in Shohet's edition). Unlike Stan, however (Jews in the Byz.
Empire, 225, note to No. 176), the editor quite correctly refrained from implying
dependence of this source on Benjamin of Tudela.

P. 146, line 4 (beginning). For Marmara, read: Bosporus.
P. 146, note 229. See also R. Janin, Constantinople byzantine, 418 (under "Galata")

and 423 f. (under "P6ra").
P. 150, last line of main text. For became, read: become.
P. 150, note 252. Significantly, also Petalayah of Regensburg uses the term galath

when reporting briefly on the status of Byzantine Jewy. Cf. his Sibbub (ed. Grlnhut),
Hebrew Section, 36.

P. 152, note 261. Comtino's complaint is quoted here from a MS in the possession
of the Ben-Zvi Institute, Jerusalem.

P. 154, note 269, and p. 162, note 293. Seven years prior to'Obadyah (1481), Meshullam
of Volterra also found 150 Karaite households in Cairo. However, his figure for the
Rabbanite population in the city is somewhat different from that registered by
'Obadyah. See A. Yaari's edition of Massa' Meshullam mi- Volterra, 57, and the
plausible interpretation of the data by Strauss [Ashtor], Toledoth hay- Yehadim
be-Miyrayim we-Suryah, II, 419, 428.
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P. 155, note 271 (line 1). For figuer, read: figure.
Pp. 157 f. and 160. My evaluation of Benjamin's population data for Byzantium and

for the Muslim side under Egyptian rule does not lend indiscriminate endorsement
to all the figures registered by the Spanish traveler in the different sections of his
tour. Rather, it calls for discovering in each case the local or regional criteria which
guided the traveler or his interlocutors in forming their estimates. J. Prawer's
general word of caution (Zion, XI 11945--46], 79 f., and note 34) is, of course, well
taken; nevertheless, it does not obviate, I believe, the conclusions arrived at in the
present instance. On the reliability of the data from Egypt, see also D. Neustadt
[Ayyalon], Zion, II (1937), 221 f. Strangely, however, Neustadt does not multiply
Benjamin's figures by three, as customary, notwithstanding his stress of the taxpayers'
rolls as the basis for Benjamin's information.

Pp. 158 f., note 277.1 have followed the Adler version (i.e., the British Museum MS)
in counting two leaders for Chios, as against the variant in the Asher text. The
British Museum MS reading is borne out by the Casanatense MS; it was also
accepted by Starr, Jews in the Byz. Empire, 232.

P. 162, note 294 (line 3). For pehaps, read: perhaps.
P. 170, note 7. Jacob ben Reuben's characterizations constitute perhaps the literal

Hebrew counterparts of the Greek Svvaroi ("the poweful") and nev)rsg ("the
poor").

P. 181, note 47 (end). See also J. Ebersolt, Constantinople byzantine et les voyageurs
du Levant, 41.

P. 186, line 17. For od, read: of.
P. 187, last line of main text. For youth, read: youths.
P. 197, line 11 from bottom. Read: Schorstein.
P. 199, bottom line (beginning). Read: thirteenth.
Pp. 211 and 214 (against the claim to infallibility and prophecy). See also 1Cirlfisani,

Kitab al-Anwar (ed. Nemoy), III, 624.
Pp. 217 f., notes 26-27. See also A. S. Halkin's discussion of the Saadyan possition,

on the basis of "R. Saadyah Gaon's Introduction to the Commentary on the Pen-
tateuch," in the Louis Ginzberg Jubilee Volume, Hebrew Part, 129 if.

P. 242, note 52. See also Sahl ben Ma$liab, in Likjcule, App. III, 22: nmo virr m'
o'rv11i9n (sic!) n-p».

P. 245, note 91 (line 2, beginning). Read: Mu'ammal.
P. 260, note 28 (line 4). For meat-offering, read: meal-offering.
P. 274 (on Happarsi and the Sadducees). It is immaterial, at this juncture, whether the

medieval authors were right in associating the solar calendar with Yehudah Happarsi.
For alI we know, Happarsi may have been merely describing, not endorsing, the
ancient procedure. See Poznatiski's remark to this effect, in Reshumoth (O.S.), I
(1918), 215. Nor is it relevant here that I.irlcisani and his successors were apparently
confusing the Sadducees with the Zadokite [i.e., Qumran] sectaries (on whom see p.
379, and note 62 there). For it is precisely these unhistoric conceptions that molded
the views and attitudes of the eleventh-century Karaite and Rabbanite writers which
are the subject of our study.

P. 274, and note 64. Notwithstanding their resemblance, the accounts of IlIrlcisani
and of Yeshu`ah ben Yehudah contradict each other. The former, asserting that
Benjamin an-Nahawendi fixed the beginnings of all months (other than Nisan
and Tishri) "by computation," implies a Rabbanite-like pattern of 29 and 30 days,
intermittently, rather than equal 30-day mensal units, as clearly stated in the
Yeshu'ah text. In fact, even some later passages in the Yeshu`ah fragment proper
(cf. p. 178 of Harkavy's edition) lend themselves to a similar interpretation. Thus,
while maintaining that "our months of festivals and precepts (msnt onrm 'win,
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i.e., Nisan and Tishri) are subject to lunar observation," Benjamin is reported to
have advocated the rule of o'n' nnmm o'inn '2W mom ci' o'm5v -trite ten. The text
clearly needs further elucidation, which, however, cannot be undertaken in
this connection. Suffice it to stress here again that precisely its vague formulation
influenced the interdenominational polemics of the period under review.

P. 274, line 4 from bottom (Arabic text). For _,aJl, read: .,,,.ll.
P. 279, line 2 from bottom. After nav, insert: vwoz.
P. 281, line 10, and lme 4 from bottom. Read: Rcnavdlatov.
P. 286, last but one line of the main text. Read: shohalim.
P. 288, line 3 from bottom. For 1899-1900, read: 1900-1.
P. 290, note 113. For 215, read: 263.
P. 291, note 115 (line 1). For agaist, read: against.
P. 294, note 4 (end). See also M. Zucker's remark in PAAJR, XXIII (1954), Hebrew

Section, 34 (and note 37).
P. 298, note 17 (line 1, end). For 1899-1900, ,!W: 1900-1.
P. 310, and note 43. Al-Kumisi is clearly answering here Pirkoi ben Baboi and kindred

Babylon-centrics who interpreted Zech. 2:11 to mean ...5aa na navv nn5nn 11's 'm
a5x n5nn naa n51ct3 11x1 ...msnal nrna 1'rlsmv na'v' x5a 11's 1'K1
5 a 2n n a'v' S Cf. B.M. Lewin's edition in Tarbiz, H (1930-31), 396.

P. 312, last two lines of main text. For deprecating the glory, read: lifting the burden.
P. 312, note 46 (line 3). For n, read: n).
P. 321, note 52 (line 11, beginning). For vita, read:
P. 332, lines 9-13 of the footnote section. The same was noticed by Wieder in his

recent essay (cited in our first addendum), 98, and note 86 thereto. Wieder identified
the Arabic original as Yefeth ben'Ali's Commentary on Canticles. The indebtedness
of Jacob ben Reuben to Yefeth was, indeed, stressed time and time again all through-
out this volume.

P. 345, line 20. For rotoed, read: rooted.
P. 347, bottom line (beginning). Read: in connection.
Pp. 350 f., note 138. In referring to "Hai, the head of the Academy," as Hai ben David,

I followed Pinsker's Likku/e (whence comes our first quotation). However, Bornstein
(Sokolow Jubilee Volume, 158, note 1) suggested on excellent grounds that Hai
ben Nabshon is meant here.

P. 351, line 10 from bottom. For preferred, read : reproduced from the British Museum
MS.

P. 360, note 14 (beginning). After Ibid., insert: on Leviticus.
P. 395, top line. Read: that at no time.
P. 413, bottom line. Add: and in Tobias ben Moses' exhortation quoted above, 250,

note 103.

Pp. 431 f. The importance of Leviticus is also reflected in the long-winded design of
Yeshu'ah ben Yehudah's commentary on that part of the Pentateuch. "The imagina-
tion staggers [says J. Leveen, when commenting on the extant fragment] at the size
of the complete commentary if one takes this fragment as a criterion of its extensive-
ness." Leveen explains this phenomenon by pointing to the Karaites' preoccupation
with questions of ritual purity which, of course, are dealt with in Leviticus. He
overlooks, however, the fact that the third Book of Moses encompasses also the
Jewish calendar of fists and feasts, the dietary rules and the laws of incest and
levirate which were of paramount importance in the history of Karaite-Rabbanite
polemics. See Leveen's essay on "Saadya's Lost Commentary on Leviticus," in
Saodya Studies (ed. by E.I.J. Rosenthal), 78 if.
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AbE Aaron b. Elijah JbR Jacob b. Reuben
AbJ Aaron b. Joseph JeK Jerusalem Karaite
Bab. Babylonia, Babylonian(s) K. Karaite(s)

Bab-... Babylonia-, Babylono-.. . Km Karaism
BaJ Babylonian Jew(s), Babylonian Kirk. Jacob al-Kirtisani

Jewish LbY Levi b. Yefeth
BaK[m] Babylonian Karaite(s), Baby- M[m] Mishawite(s), Mishawism

lonian Karaism Mish. Mishawayh al-'Ukbari
BaM Babylonian Mishawite(s) MoZ "Mourners of Zion"
BaR[m] Babylonian Rabbanite(s), Ba- ON Osar Nehmad

bylonian Rabbinism Pal. Palestine, Palestinian(s)
Bash. Elijah Bashyachi Pal-... Palestine-, Palestino-.. .
BenN Benjamin an-Nahawendl PaK[m] Palestinian Karaite(s), Pales-
BKLP Byzantine Karaite Literary tinian Karaism

Project PaR[m] Palestinian Rabbanite(s), Pales-
BoT Benjamin of Tudela tinian Rabbinism
ByJ Byzantine Jew(s), Byzantine R. Rabbanite(s), Rabbinic

Jewish Rm Rabbinism
ByK[m] Byzantine Karaite(s), Byzan- SbM Sahl b. Magliab

tine Karaism SbY Salman b. Yerubam
ByM[m] Byzantine Mishawite(s), Byzan- Spi Spanish Jew(s), Spanish Jewish

tine Mishawism SpK[m] Spanish Karaite(s), Spanish
ByR[m] Byzantine Rabbanite(s), Byzan- Karaism

tine Rabbinism SpR[m] Spanish Rabbanite(s), Spanish
Byz. Byzantine(s), Byzantium Rabbinism
Chr. Christian(s) SyK[m] Syrian Karaite(s), Syrian Ka-
DaK Daniel al-Kumisi raism
EgJ Egyptian Jews(s), Egyptian SyR[m] Syrian Rabbanite(s), Syrian

Jewish Rabbinism
EgK[m] Egyptian Karaite(s), Egyptian T[m] Tiflisite(s), Tiflisism

Karaism TbE Tobias b. Eliezer
EgR[m] Egyptian Rabbanite(s), Egyp- TbM Tobias b. Moses

tian Rabbinism Tifl. Abu 'Imran at-Tiflisi
ELA Exodus-Levitcus-Anonymous YbA Yefeth b. 'All
J. Jew(s), Jewish YbY Yeshu'ah b. Yehudah
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Aaronb. Elijah,"the Nicomedian." "theYounger":
and Ibn Ezra, 75n; and Km in Nicomedia,
132n, 135f'; and Nicomedian Jewry, 132',
137'; anti-M polemics, 372af, 384n, 389n,
435n; biography of, 132-36'; Byz. outlook of.
136n; contradictions in statements of, explained
by Bash., 236; epithets for TmM, 449n; familiar
with all ON note-books, 435n; formulated K.
marriage contract, 343n; indebted to: Kirk.,
372nf, 389n; TbM, 372nf, 384n, 435n

on: Bab. cal. doubts, 305n; calendar, 136n,
292n; lntra-K cal. discrepancies, 340, 340nf,
352n; Jubilee, 282n; K-R discrepancy over
Rosh-Hodesh, 333n, 347'; LbY's report on
cancellation of Purim, 326n; 'omer, 278n,
435n; Passover incident, 272', 3470; Tobias
Doctrine, 233n, 234'. 239

Aaron b. Joseph, "the Elder": 132; and Ibn Ezra,
75n, 372n; and Nissi b. Noah, 241n; and
Saadyah, 300n; anti-M polemics, 372n;
arrangement of K. prayerbook, 236; as presen-
ted by Bash., 236; Commentary of, ed. by
Firkowicz, 30n, 61n, 213n; epithet for TbM,
449n; indebted to TbM, 372n; Kelll Yofi by, 32n

on: ByK adoption of cycle system, 3409;
customary laws, 232n; early K. translators,
191'; K-R cal. discrepancy in Sulkhat, 60n;
R. tradition, 232n; Talmud and the K., 241',
243n; transmission of "all Israel," 232n

Aaron, "the two-," 75n1
Ab (month), intra-K cal. discrepancy over, 317n
Abattoirs, public, of J. comm., 286
'Abbasid: authority, and the spread of Bab.

Talmud, 13; Caliphate, see Caliphate, A.;
civilization, eflect on Jewry, 12, 14, 315;
era, and messianic sectarianism, 11-17;
rule, see Caliphate

Abel [Abelim], title of MoZ, SOn, 419n, 427-29'.
See also "Mourners of Zion"; Mourning

Abele Siyyon, see "Mourners of Zion"
Ablb [early ripened barley]: Babylonian, 305f';

Egyptian, 300'
Palestinian: accepted by K. majority in 10th

and I lthC, 317n; and AbJ. 300n; and 'Anan,
294f', 300n, 305f'; and communication with
Pal., 299, 323f; and DaK, 299', 3090, 317;
and ELA, 300n; and K. anti-Talmudism,
343f; and K. marriage contract, 295-99',
343'; and K. separatism, 294; and LbY,
299of, 303f', 317; and lunar observation,
299, 344f, 347, 351f; and Mubashshir Hallevi,
300n; and "Pal-vs-Bab" contest, 301, 305-9,
3151',318n; and precalculated calendar, 317n,
334; and problem of distance from Pal.,
306n, 308', 321'; and R. pietists, 323; and
Saadyah, 299, 300'; and urban population,
322: as the K. cal. determinant, 186n, 270f,
292f, 317n, 345; ByK query on, 324-26';
deviation from, by: BaK, 303-17', 381;

post-Crusade ByK, 371n, 339-44', 345; SpK,
345E'

difficulties in sighting of, 321, 322-240;
early ripening of, and Purim, 326, 340n;
emigration to Pal. or surrender of, 320f;
failure of system, 339-44, 454; history of,
299-344'

in: ByKm after destruction of JeKCenter,
337-390, 454; early ByKm, 317n, 318;
EgKm, 136n, 317n, 3411'; PaKm, 2990,
304, 306(, 322f, 326f, 337, 340 4; SyKm, 99n,
341f, 342n

intra-K discrepancy over, 317nf, 340f';
K-R feuds over, problem of records, 327f,
345; late ripening, effect of, 327', 340n;
messages [reports] on: an annual necessity,
292; delays in, 323-26; extant sample of,
329n; timely arrival of, 326-34, 337

R. jokes on, 323'; regional rift in Km
caused by, 341-44'; Thessalonican feud
over, 328-35', 340n; "Zionist" arguments
in favor of, 299', 310n

Abib-seekers, 304n, 340
Abishai of Zagora, 199n
Abjuration formula, for Byz. entering Chr.

faith: and Km, 26', 280-83'
Abkhazia, 126
Ablutions, ritualistic, 16, 254'
Abraham Bali, 237n
Abraham b. 'Azrlel, 95n
Abraham ibn Daud: against YbY, 207n, 346n,

359n; and BoT, 34f; and TbE, 269', 355f'.
358f, 359n, 363; anti-K pamphlet of, 67,
356; Arab-educated, 363; aware of popularity
of YbA in Spain. 359n; biased summary of
K. lit. creativity by, 34f', 359n, 365n; conceding
no evolution of J. law, 359; dismissing PaK
and EgK as insignificant, 35; ignoring ByKm
altogether, 35; in the light of Genizah finds,
35; monolithic presentation of world Jewry by,
35, 35nf; not accusing SpK of foreignness. 363

on, absence of tradition among K., 35n;
excommunication of K., 41n; Ibn at-Taras,
80n, 359n; intra-R differences, 269, 358;
K. schism, 33n; Khazars, 66f, 67n, 70, 74n;
rise of SpKm, 34f, 34n, SOn, 346n; Sabbath
candles. 2690355n, 358

Abraham ibn Ezra: against ByR homilies,
and M., 352n, 378n, 387n, 413; Byz.

aupercommentary on, 199n; combatted by
AbJ, 372n; double-talk ascribed to, by Bash.,
236; Epistle on the Sabbath by, 387n, 397n;
influence of, on later ByK commentators,
75nf; influenced by PaK exegesis, 75n, 207n,
378n

on: Abu'I-Faraj Harun, 185n; Jewisbness
of evening-to-evening count of days, 378n,
397n; mamzer, 74n; Yehudab Happani,
274n

489
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used term: ha'arakah, 224n; "Sadducees,"
for K., 397n

.'a Yesod Mora, 152n
Abraham al-Kostantini, 428nf
Abraham Maimuni, 254f, 255n
Abrogation, 412f
Abu 'Ali Yefeth b. Abraham, SOn
Abu Hanila, 364
Abu'I-Faraj Harun, 50, 185af, 207, 417n
Abu'I-Fida, on Constantinople, 1B1n
Abu 'Imran at-Tilisl [Musa az-Za'farani]: 276n,

368n, 369-71', 372n, 408; active in Armenia,
65n, 128

Abu 'lsa of Isfahan, 8, 16, 214, 214nf, 274', 381n
Abu-s-Surrt, see Said b. Mulish
Abu Tahir, 89n
Abydos, 116n
Academic circle, R., and Mm, 391'; a. divergen-

ees, K-R, 291n; a. hierarchy, R., 199n; a.
titles. R., 53n, 199n

Academies, Academy, see Geonic Academies;
Karaite Academy

Academies, heads of, see Geonim
Acrostic(s), in TbM's piyyusim, 352n, 418nf
'Ada, 208'
Adam (biblical), 270, 349
Adar (month), intercalation of, 306n, 326f,

327n, 334, 345
Second Adar, 306n

'Adarh Deborfm, 125', 126
Addereth Eliyyahu, see Elijah Bashyachi
Adjustment: ByK: and BKLP, 451; and calendar,

325, 339, 344; and consumption of fowl with
milk, 289; and Pal-centricism, 322, 454; and
ThM, 250, 260 (see TbM); dangers of, 245-48;
saved Km, 203; served well by liberal PaK
works, 446

different approaches to, 239; J., to 'Abbasid
civilization, 12; K., to R. majority, 223,
233; of K. law, in Pal., 205-8; problems of,
confronting ByK, 25, 169, 192n

Adjustments: and Pal-centricism, 321; caL,
and the 'omer, 277: caused by social contacts,
354; early ByK: almost imperceptible, 204,
251; leading to sweeping innovations later, 251

enabled by expanded ha'atakah, 231E
Adrianople. Adrianopolitan, 150-52', 153, 163

"Adrianopolitan School" in Km. 151n
Aegean: coast, trans-Anatolian highway to,

103, 105, 107n; Islands, 113, 156
Afendopolo (K. surname), 199, 200n. See also

Kaleb Alendopolo
Agaplos, Patriarch of Antioch, lOOnf
Agarenes, 92n
Aggadah, Aggadotb, R., 39n, 240', 259n, 260'.

See also Anthropomorphic; Homilies; Mid-
rash(im); Talmud

Agricultural, Agrarian: data from Pal.: and
'Aran in Bab., 306'; and urban K. population,
322f'; collected by EgK and SyK emissaries,
341f; observed by ByJ pilgrims and students,
277; required by K. calendar, 307, 322, 344

laws in Kra: 181, 181nf; and Jubilee, 282n
Agriculture, K. and R. in, 180-82'
Aharonim [Late Sages], and calendation, 348-50'
Ahasuerus (biblical), 67
Abima'as, Chronicle of, 179'
'Ain Zarba, 95, 98n
Aleppo, 90', 97n, 98f', 155', 341f
Alexandria. Alexandrian, 46-480, IOOnf, 112n,

192, 341E
Alexdos I Comnenus, 110n, 347
'Ali b. Israel Alluf, 185n
'Ali b. Suleiman, 66n, 69n
Aliens: in Byz., 103 138', 150', 362f, 363n;

mistrust of. In early K-R polemics, 363n;
purchasing pools by, 170n. See also Foreigners;
Foreignness; Strangers

Allegiance, to Muslim culture, and ByKm,

ABRAHAM IBN EZRA

202f, 364f, 45Sf. See also Denominational
a.; K. a.

Allegorical method, Allegory, 264, 398
Allusions, see Bible; Biblical a.; Political a.
Alphabetical piyyutim, of Hadassi, 240n
Alyah, see Fat-tail
Amaseia, 113, 120f, 121n, 1221', 127, 153
Ambivalence [ambiguity] of statements: ascribed

to medieval intellectuals, 235f';in the Tobias
Doctrine, 234

America, American, 192f, 192n, 194
'Amidab [Eighteen Benedictions], 63
Amisus, 107', 120, 122n
Amittay, 179n
Amonites, 73
Amorium, 1061, 114n, 115', 117
'Amram (biblical), 270
Analogical deduction, 17, 216f, 221, 226n, 273

(see also Hekkesh; Klyas)
'Anan b. David: admits Bab. crop as cal. deter-

minant, 305', 306; and Abu Hanifa, 364;
and'Ananites, 22; and BenN, 8, 21, 61n, 212,
217n, 294; and DaK, 19, 22, 211, 211nf, 367n,
368', 420n; and earlier sectaries. 5, 7f, 367;
and exilarchic succession, 15, 295n; and
individualism, 211, 216, 421; and infallibility,
211; and Islam, 294f', 364; and Isma'il al-
'Ukbari, 367nf; and later sects, 367f'; and
sectarian lit. creativity, 7; and Mishawayh,
405nf; and MoZ, 16f; and other ascetics,16; and
rationalism, 211; and the Written Law, 17;
and Yehudai Gaon, 13

Arab historians on, 38n-40n, 294n, 305
306n; asceticism of, 16f; Babylono-centricism
of, 305; bibliography on, 33n; Book of
Precepts by, 17, 210', 300n; brings geogr.
shift in J. sectarianism, 14; counters Talmud
with his own, 17; criticized by PaK, 211;
Davidic descent of, 14-16. 99n; descendants
or, 15, 99n; diasporic self-segregation
preached by, 16; disavowal of, by 9thC
Km, 19, 22 (see also DaK); divergence of,
from normative practices, 17f; Doctrine of
('Ananite Maxim), 209-12', 213, 420n;
emergence of, 5, 7f; failure of, inherent,
19; fundamentalism of, a misnomer. 17,
209; Galutho-centricism of, 16f, 22, 305f;
ideal of study as viewed by, 249n; indebted
to R., 17; intellectualism of, sets Km apart
from earlier sects, 18, 209; Intercalates
Shebat, 306n; marks change in composition
of J. sectarianism, 18; "Mourning" of,
16f; national program of, 16; not a common
denominator for all sects, 367; not a Pal-
centric, 161, 305nf; not envisaging complete
cal. independence from Pal., 306; observance
of ancient customs by, 16
on: abfb, 294f, 300n, 305f', 308n; dyeing

skins of unclean animals, 177n; fire burning
on Sabbath, 266; lunar observation, 294f;
"morrow after the Sabbath," 276n; Sabbath
sacrifices, 405n; sha'afnez, 175nf; status

of Priests, 16; synagogue in Diaspora, 16,
182n; 30-day month, 274'; tithes, 182n

provides J. sectarianism with: Davidic
leadership, 14-16; first Book of Precepts,
17; scholarly foundations, 17f

Rabbinic scholar, IS, 240: reading into the
Bible existing sectarian practices, 17, 210;
schism of, R. accounts of, 15, 294E', 364;
scholarly method of, 17; stringency of, 16

uses: Aramaic, 17, 210; whole Bible, not
Pentateuch alone. for hermeneutics, 17, 209

'Ananism ['Ananite Km], 14f, 18f, 21, 217,
368f, 372 (see also Anti-'Ananism)

'Ananite: lore [doctrine, school, etc], 18, 216,
243, 314, 368', 369; schism, 367 (see also
Anti= Ananite)

post-'Ananite: generations, 243; sects, 36
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pre-'Ananite movements, 7-11, 14, 364
'Ananites, 22, 211, 229n, 276n, 405nf
Anathema, in Byt. abjuration formula. 280-92
Anatolia, 47n, 102f, 108, 156, 325, 386
Anatolian Peninsula: 109, 113, 130f, 156; J.

in, see J. in; K. in, see K. in; skirted by BoT,
113, 155f; T., not reported in, 370. See also
Asia Minor

Anatolian roads, 102, 104-10', 130f (see also
Trans-Anatolian Highway); A. shores [coast],
107, 109, 386

Ancyra, 106f, 120, 1214 127'
Andronikos Dukas, 145n
Angel Intermediary, K. discussion of, 291st
Animals: oflerable, consumption of meat of,

16; non-offerable. fats of, 390; ritually unclean,
dyeing and tanning the skins of, 177

Anonymity, of early ByK writers and works,
438f

Anshe Gahah [People of Dispersion], 310', 311
Anshe ha-Ha'arakah [Transmitters], 226n
Anshe Mlkra [People of Scripture], 297
Antaliyah, 47n (see Attaleia)
Anthony of Novgorod. 145, 147n
Anthropomorphic, Anthropomorphism, 240',

256n, 259n, 264f, 393n
Anti-'Ananism, 367n
Anti-'Ananite: gibes [bias], 211, 211nf; move-

ments, 368f, 368n, 372
Anti-Babylonian R. front, 13
And-biblical, R. lists of Bible difficulties not-,

but anti-K, 409n
Anti-Christian: decrees of al-Hakim, 104n,

167n; statements: by Hadassi, 28n; by SbY, 166
Anti-Jewish: feelings: in Constantinople. 141',

176; in Jerusalem, 165, 166n
polemics: Chr., 40n; Muslim, 38nf
policy: by Basil I, 85, 160, 164; by bishop

of Khonal, 115, 115nf; by al-Hakim, 104n,
167'; by Leo III, 164; by Romans Leca-
penus, 68', 85', 86, 160, 164f, 166n, 168

restrictions, of residence In Constantinople,
143'

Anti-Karaite: activity: of Isaiah of Trani, 255';
of Malmonides, 254, 255n; of SpR dignitaries,
56n, 359n; of ThE, see TbE

arguments, in Byz., summarized in LekahTob,
263 ;lists of Bible difficulties, 409n; menages from
Egypt, 335; polemics: accounts of K. schism
in,294r'; bibliography of,33n; conducted in Heb-
rew In Byz., 426; denouncement by association
in, 275, 389-94; In Thessalonican it. convo-
cation, 335; lit., and punitive action, 350f;
not concerned with contemporaneous K.
data, 32; of Lekah Tob, only when biblical
text warranting, 262, 356. See also R. polemics;
Abraham ibn Daud; Saadyah; TbE

Anti-Kbazar(ism), 73n, 74
Anti-Mlshawite polemics: 275, 372, 372nf,

378', 393f, 396, 416; by ThM, we TbM
Anti-Muslim [anti-Islamic]: feelings, 76; predic.

tions, by YbA, 76, 78, 89n, 95; statements:
by SbY, 165'; by YbA, 166

Anti-Palestinian competitive element, absent
in Byz. Jewry, 320

Anti-Rabbanite: complaint of TbM, 268n (see
TbM); connotation of hdatakah, by SbM,
225'; missiles of JbR, 332n (see JbR); move-
ments of 9thC, also anti-'Ananite, 368f, 371',
372; polemics, see K. p., and wader individual
K. authors; rebellion [resistance, dissent],
7, 14, 305

Anti-Saadyan campaign [critique, polemic, etc.],
23f. 44n, 260', 288n, 300, 300n4 376', 432

Anti-sectarian: allusions, ByR, 331, 331nf;
fight, over abib, 300. See also Anti-'Ananite;
Anti-Karaite; Anti-Mishawite; R. polemics

Anti-talmudic: camp, split in 9thC, 219f, 314,
390; K. lit activity, 240n, 365; polemics,

39nf; protest, 367, 381. See also Anti-Rabbanite
Anti-Talmudism, 240-42, 343 (see also Talmud)
Antioch, 89, 90n, 95, 97', 10in
Antiochians, transferred to Greece, 98n
Antiquity: ascribed to R. calendar, 270'; claimed

for cal. cycle by later K., 344'; K. claim to,
enhanced by ancient sectarian Halakhah,
20f; of tradition, 359

Apameia, 107, 113, 114n
Apartments, rent of, 179f
Apocalypse, of Daniel, 76, 78, 88nf, 94f', 165f'.

365n
Apocalyptic literature, J. medieval, 89n, 93n
Apocrypha, Apocryphal literature, 408, 413

(see also Enoch: Jubilees)
Apologetics, Apologies, Apologist(s), 206, 261,

265f, 271, 356
Apostasy, see Conversion
Appeals: emotional, In Byz., 256f; for settlement

in Pal., 21-23, 55n, 187', 299; for uniformity
of Km, 219-21'; for unity in calendation,
270, 307', 311, 349f, 349n-51n; to history,
362n

Appellation: "Jews," embracing K. everywhere,
38'; of M., 383, 383nf

Arab accounts of Kin: 38-40', 294n, 305f';
adapting K. sources, 39n, 294n, 305

A. conquests, 10, 108, 116; A. historians,
6, 38-40', 68, 98, 294n, 305f'; A. pirates,
see Piracy; A. polemicists, on Km, 38-40'

Arabian Empire, 10
Arabic: among ByK: 190-93, 416f; and its

appropriateness, 202, 365, 418, 450; and rise
of ByK Hebrew literature, 190-93, 416; com-
pared with Yiddish of American J., 192

and Saadyah, 22Sf, 226n, 423; ByK Hebrew
tr. from: 30, 49, 188-930. 332n, 417, 443f;
and JbR, 197, 332n; and Marpe la-'Esem,
429n; of exegetical works, 447-49; of legal
works, 445f; of phil. works, 444f; of works
of al-Basir, see Joseph al-Basir; some unintel-
ligible without original, 192. See also K.
in Byz.-BKLP, and under individual
names of authors and translators

influence of, on Hebrew terminology ofTbM,
423n

Arabic channels of Greek influence, 194n; A.
class notes, 417f, 417n; A. classics, K., 30.
189f, 417, 443f, 452; A. clauses and words,
in BYK Hebrew works, 190n, 192f, 424-26;
A. climate of Egypt, and K. lit continuity,
455; A. fihriat of Eshkol hak-Kofer. 28n;
A. formula after the dead, 420n; A. Genixab,
117a, 191n; A. Imprint on Byz. colas, 97n
A. language: of abib message of K. Patriar-

chate, 329n; of ByK communication with
PaK and EgK, 191; of ByK scholars and
travelers, 192; of commercial and personal
correspondence, 191'; of early K. in Byz.,
193; of JeKAcademy, 192, 417f, 417n;
of K. literature till 1lthC, 364; of philosophy
and science, 192

A. lectures, and Hebrew notes, 418, 424;
A. literature, K., and the problem of ByK
epigoni, 7f, 30f; A. originals: compared
with Heb. tr., 30'; of YbA, 77, 197nf,
258, 261st, 350; superseded by Heb. versions,
30

A. preamble to marriage contract, 317n; A.
source: of SeJer ha-'Osher on Cant, 56n, 332n;
on Misk, and the Hadassi account, 373f,
374n, 383nf; on Till., 370, 371st

A. spelling, and the Hebrew, 384n; A.
text of Murshld, misunderstood, 344n; A.
texts, PaK, underlying ByK compilations,
176, 184, 197nf, 258, 261n, 4449'; A.
terms [terminology]: an-naki, Hebrew equi-
valents of, 225, 227n, 230nf; for "God,"
423n; for precious stones, 290n; Greek
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equivalents of, in Seer ha-'Osher, 177;
legal, 208', 2230, 225', 229nf

A. translation of Heb. terms, 423'; A.
transliteration of Heb. biblical verses, 417

Arabic-speaking: centers of J. culture, decline of,
30, 452; communities: ByJ contacts with,
continued, 117n, 191'; communal correspon.
dence between, in Hebrew, 191n

JeK Masters, 417f; JeK students, 417f,
417n; lands: ByK coming from, 190; K.
lit. epigoni in, 8

MoZ, 202
non-Arabic-speaking: readers, and the

Arabic classics, 452; regions, shift of J.
centers into, 452

Arabicized: models of K. literature, pushed
out by Greek, 202; PaK center, in Golden
Age, 25, 455

Arabs, 3n, 103, 106, 139, 166
Aram Naharaylm, 342
Aramaic, use of: and 'Anan, 17, 210, 212n;

and BenN, 21; in R. marriage contracts,
199n, 298

Archaic: J. calendar, 378, 379n; institution of
Jubilee, 282

Archaisms. in Byz. abjuration formula, 281
Archelais Colonia, 107
Aries [Constellation of the Ram], 303
Aristocracy: Davidic, 15; lower, 18; of blood,

15, 45; of learning, 15, 45; of wealth, 15, 45;
priestly, 16

Armenia: 91n, 104, 107n, 129n, 130; J. in, see
J. in; K. in, see K. in; sectarian J. activity
in, 64nf, 128, 370, 372, 381

Armenian: history; 128; merchants, 121n;
migration, 103f, 128n, 139', 372; philosopher,
Leo, 91n; roads, 107n, 120f, 130

Armenian-like endings of J. names, 129n
Armenians: Chr., 68n, 103, 128n, 139', 372;

1. (R.], 128', 370, 372; K., Mn, 128f', 153,
370; T., 370, 372

Armeno-Jewish relations, 128n
"Armeno-Jews," 128n
Armistice agreements, Byz-Muslim, 97', 101
Articles [Principles] of Faith, 200'
Artisans, see Craftsmen
Ascetic(s), Asceticism, 16, 208n, 250f, 315, 428nf
'Aseh [Positive Commandments], 405n
'Aseh doheh to ta'aseh, 405n
'Asereth, 272
Ashkenazic: Jewry, 196n; rite, 14
Ashkenazim [Germans= Crusaders], 347'
Ashot III, King of Armenia, 91nf
Asia, Asian [Asiatic], 48, 102, 156
Asia Minor: and BoT, 113, 1530, 155f, 159;

and Seljuks, 109, 127, 161; attractive to mer-
chants, 102, 111, 119-21, 137; campaigns in,
30nf, 88n, 90; commerce of, with Saracens,
110, 119; conglomerate of ethnic groups,
103; immigration into, 102-4, 111, 118, 139n,
159, 385f; importance of, 102, 162f; J. in,
see J. in; K. in, see K. in; M. in, 385f; roads
in, 104-10', 114n, 120f, 121n, 1270, 130f';
Themes of, 27, 103

Assessors of guilds, 176n
Assimilation: of ByK: in Greek environment,

counterchecked by Hebrew creativity, 200,
451; within Rm, feared, 248, 250

of ByM, 412, 415
Asappoth ["Collections"], 439, 441
Assyrian Exile, 321, 344n
Astronomical Tables, 251n
Atheists, 386n, 387'
Athinganoi, 115'
Atonement, Day of, see Yom Kippur
Attaleia: 106, 107-10'. 119'; and M., 386;

captives from, in Egypt, 46f', 112n; chief
seat of Christianity in Pamphylia, 110; J.
convert to Christianity in, 116n; J. In, see J.

ARABIC

in; Jews' quarter in, 147n; K. in, see K. in,
not visited by BoT, 153'; positions of, in
documentary history of ByJ and ByK, 47-49,
109', 169, 171, 386; ties of: with Cyprus, 119',
386; with Egypt. 47, 110, 119n

Attaleia-Alexandria [Egypt] line, 46-48,
110, 120

Attaleia-Laodiceia-Sardis route, 109
Attaleia-Nicaea route, 109', 115

Attaleiates, 147nf
Atticisms in ByK literature, 195
Authenticity, problem of: of 'Ananite Maxim,

210-12'; of Bash.'s traditions on ByK begin-
nings, 31'; of "Khazar Correspondence," 70'

Authoritarianism, K.: of BenN, 213; of JeK
Patriarchate, 44; toward smaller minorities,
397

Authorship: confusion of, in K. literature, 189',
434n; problem of: in early BKLP, 438-40';
of anthropomorphic Midrashim, 256n, 393n;
of ELA, 245nf, 365n; of Peddlers' Rag, and
TbM, 441'; of Yehl Me'oroth, 30n, 52n, 263n,
350n; of Zadokite literature, and Km, 20

R., of term ha'atakah, 224-26'
Autonomous functions: of J. comm., 286; of

K. organization, 53f (see also K. in Byz.)
'Azaryah b. Salab, K. student, 417n

Ba'albek, 383', 384n, 385
[ab]Ba'albeki (by-name), 383, 383nf, 395, 401, 415
Ba'albekites, 403n
Ba'ale Asuppoth ("Compilers"], 439
Ba'al(e) ha-Hippus, 249
Ba'ale hak-Kabbalah ["Traditionists"], 229
Bab at-Abwab, 76, 78'
Bab al-Arba'in, 98n
Bob an-Nasr, 99n
Dab al-Yahud. 98'
Babylonia: and 'Anan's abib doctrine, 305',

308; and Byz., and their resp. attitude to Pal.,
317-22, and K. calendar, 303-17', 343n, 381;
and K. Pal-centricism, 21-24, 301-17; and
M. calendar, 379-81, 380n, 383-85, 389,
391f, 395n; and M. dietary laws, 389; and Pal.:
communication between, 318f; distance from,
and ablb, 308'; struggle with, 13f, 21, 24,
301-17, 382; under one system since Arab
conquests, 10

and re-evaluation of 'Ananism, 314; and
Syria, their reap. roles in J. sect-forming
process, 379f, 383f'; Ben Meir's visit to,
382n; cal. divisions in, 303f'; called Shine'ar,
303f, 316'; central J. authorities residing in,
see J. Central Authorities; citadel of Rm
in 9thC, 21; combatted by DaK, 309-15';
decline of, and regional R. leaderships, 455;
documents from, 42; emigrants from, assume
leadership of JeKCenter, 309; emigration
from: of DaK School [K. avant-guard], 382f,
385; of 'Isunians, 381n, 382; of M., 382f, 385;
of Musa az-Za'farani and T., 128, 369f, 382

exodus from, of pietists, 314 (see Exodus);
geonic academies in, see Geonic; high
standard of living in, 315; identified with
"Zion," 310'; immigration to, of Mish.,
questioned, 383n; intellectual satiety in,
315; intra-sectarian feuds in, in 9thC, 380;
K. leadership in, and the M. danger, 376;
K. sha'atnez laws in, different from ByK,
175n; K. in, see K. in; K-R community of
cause in, 303, 315-17; M. in, see M. in;
more powerfbl R. uniformity in, since
9thC, 21, 380, 381n; no K. students from,
preparing for leadership in Jerusalem, 318;
no mention of thanksoffering issue in, 400;
orientation on, of 'Anan and BenN, 21;
Pal.'s revenge on, 301; R., closing ranks
in 9thC, 21, 381; R. [normative] leadership
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in: campaigning for extension of Bab. talmudic
jurisdiction, 121, 21; discovered 'Anan's
deviationist leanings, 15; fights sectarian sub-
version, 21; wrested hegemony from Pal., 301

it. in, see it. of. residents of, and the cal.
feud with Pal., 316'; Saadyah, spokesman
of, 23f, 302, 309; seat of central J. administra-
tion, 4; sectaries of, in 9thC, and Rm,
380-83; sectional tendencies in, of K. and R.
alike, 315; shift from, of M. center, to Syria,
375n; some K. and M. prefer to stay in,
383, 403nf; story of Mish.'s apostasy in,
403, 415; strained K-M relations in, 374;
tradition of. as world center of Jewry, 10,
319; traditional supremacy of Pal. over,
308; "two wicked women" of, 22, 316n

Babylonian account of Mm, vs Byz. accounts,
3751, 414; B. cause, championed by Saadyah,
24; B. community of Nappaha, 351n; B.
crop, admitted as abib, 3051; B. environment
of Mm, reflected in Kirk., 375; B. exilarch,
on calendation, 306f, 307n, 350n; B. Exile,
321, 344'; B. "exodus" of 9thC sectaries.
22, 3141, 317, 380-83', 385; B. Halakhah,
13; B. institutionalism, countered by K.,
21-23; B. interests, and Saadyah, 24; B. J.
settlement, and the 'Abbasid capital, 12;
B. jurisdiction, extension of, 21; B. K., see
K. in Bab.; B. M., see M. in Bab.; B. opposition
to Pal. exclusivism, 316f; B. R., see R. of
Bab.; B. sources, Mish.'s by-name in, 383n;
B. Talmud, see Talmud; B. tradition, imposed
on Mid-Eastern Jewry, 5; B. unanimity,
lack of, in combatting Pal-centricism, 316f
(see also Anti-Babylonian)

Bab-sponsored uniformity, 13
Bab-talmudic: hegemony, 12f; law and

custom, 13; legislation, regional rites discarded
by, 209; scholarship, countered by PaK
biblical exegesis, 22

all-Babylonian: cal. procedure, achieved
in 10thC, 317; community of cause. 315-17;
uniformity, K. gravitation toward, 315

non-Babylonian: customs, campaign against,
13f; Golden Age of J. sectarianism, 381

Babylonians, 316'
Babylono-centricism, Babylono-centric, Baby-

lono-centric(s), 13f, 21f, 30Sf, 315f, 320
Baghdad: BBnf, 91, 96. 162n; and ablb, 306; J. in,

see J. in, K. in, see K. in; Tiff. coming from,
128, 369f

Bahya ibn Pakude, 191n
Bakhtawi Court [Academy], 186', 417', 453
[hab-]Baki, epithet of TbM, 325n, 419n, 449
[al-]Bakillani, 39n, 215n
Balkans, 143n, 153n, 163
Ban, see Excommunication
Banias, 96f, 100n
Banking, in Byz., 1781

Banu Tustar, 52n (see also Tustan)
Baptism, professions of faith on, 280-83, 281n
Bar Hebraeus: native of Melitene, 104'; on:

Byz. campaigns, 87nf, 90n-92n, 95n-97n,
99nf; Byz. policies vs annexed cities, 93n;
food shortage in Cilicia, 96'; al-Hakim, 167n;
immigration into Byz., 10216, 128n, 139n;
influx of aliens and riots in Constantinople,
139; Slnjar, 129n; upheavals in Gargar, 129'

Barley, ripened, see Abfb; Crops
Basbyachi School (family], 31n, 151n, 239 (see

also Elijah B.; Moses B.)
Basil 1, the Macedonian, 85', 160, 164, 179
Basil II, 87n, 88, 102, 110, 163, 171
Basileus, triumph of, 92n
[al]-Basir, see Joseph al-B.
Basra, Basrans, 219n
Bastardy, ascribed to Khazars, 71-74'
Baths: K. maintenance-men of, 178; rent for, 179f
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Beasts, domestic: hiring of, 179; K. handymen
attending, 190

Bedikah, see Inspection of slaughtered animals
Beghi (K. surname), 58. See also Joseph B.;

Moses B.
Beith ham-Mikdash [=Jerusalem], 84n
Belief: and conformity, in J. society, 380nf; as

the principal issue in K-M divergency, 407,
410-13; test of, and attitude to Bible, 410-13

Ban Asher family, 238n, 257n
Ben Meir, Aaron, Pal. gaon, 302, 309, 382n

(see also Saadyah-Ben Meir controversy)
Ben Mcir family [School], 22, 42, 831
Bene Mikra, 297
Benedictions in later Km, it. models for, 251n
Benjamin an-Nabawendi: 307; against prophetic

claims of earlier sectaries, 214; and 'Anan, 8,
21, 61n, 212, 217n, 294; and Aramaic, 21;
and individualism, 212-16', 217n, 421; and
Islam, 294; and later innovators, 62n; autho.
ritarian, 213; biblical exegesis of, 21f, 77;
bibliography on, 61n; cal. doctrine of, 274';
Code of, 2141; dictum of: social implications
of, 213n; transmitted through YbA to Byz
214; unhistorical, 213', 214

instructions of, to local judges, 215'; on:
Angel Intermediary, 291n; corporal chas-
tisement, 213; "morrow after the Sabbath,"
276n; scholarly independence, 213

oriented on Bab. and eastern provinces,
21; Sabbath taws of, 61'; used Hebrew, 21, 77

Benjamin of Tudela: 34, 101n, 113, 119, 180n;
biased vs tanning profession, 141n; by-passed
Anatolian Peninsula, 113, 153n, 155; described
merely a migrash of J. guilds, 35n, 142-45',
150', 172n, 336; hearsay Information by,
155f; impressed by wealth of Jews' quarter
in Pore, 1411, 142n; impressed esp. by M.
desecration of Sabbath, 413; inadequate as
guide to K. strength and expansion in Byz.,
154, 159; listed communal leaders, 145, 158nf,
199n; listed large number of cities, 182; not
reporting on K. in Fustat and Thessalonica,
149, 153, 154n; not visiting Adrianople and
Asia Minor, 151, 153'; population figures by;
34f, 35n, 145, 154, 158f, 161, 336; textual
variants in, 155, 155nf, 158nf

received information from: local leaden,
156f; silk craftsmen in P4ra, 141n

reported on: Abraham Kostandini, 428nf;
Aleppo, 155'; Baghdad, 155, lSSnf; Cons-
tantinople, 35', 141', 144', 145, 147, 159,
161, 336; crops In Egypt, 300n; Cypriot
heretics, 119n, 275n, 3861', 414n; Damascus,
99n, 161', 336n; emperor's J. physician,
167n; Jerusalem, 155', 428nf; K. section
of the P6ra mlgrash, 145, 147, 162n, 336;
K. in Constantinople, 34n, 35', 113, 145-47.
1531, 159, 161, 336; K. in Cyprus, 34n,
119n, 153, 159, 387'; K. in Damascus,
99n, 1610336n; Krisa, 181'; "partition"
in Pore, 146f, 335f, 336n; R. in Constanti-
nople (Pore), 35n, 146, 161; R. in Cyprus,
387'; it. in Fustat-Cairo, 154n, 155',
161f'; it. "Mourners," 428n; silk craftsmen,
141n, 142, 143n, 145f, 1491; tanners, 141',
145, 176; Thebes, 141n, 149; Thessalonica,
149', 150; tomb of Isaac Nappaba, 351n

silence of, no proof of nonexistence of J.
or K. communities, 153; special interest
of, in silk garment industry, 141n, 149;
spelling of Ba'albek by, 384n; statistics of,
evaluated, 35n, 155-58', 159, 161

Besar 'of be-halab, 289
Beyogla, 146
Bias: in Ibn Daud's account of K. creativity,

34f', 359n, 365n; in K. accounts of non-K
sects, 369; social, of tanning profession, 141n

Bible: and the K. order of months, 281;
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anthropomorphism in, 264; as basis for
legislation, 21, 4071,, 409n; attitude to
[evaluation of], and K-M divergence, 406-
408, 410-13; contradictions in, see Bible
Difficulties and Scriptural Contradictions;
customs not stated in, validity of, 209, 285;
DaK's pioneering commentaries on entire books
of, 22; entire, and K. hermeneutics, 17, 209;
historical precedents in, 278n, 285', 321,
400, 407; method of, 265; post-Mosaic
portions of, forming "Written Transmission,"
227; preoccupation with, and K. allegiance,
447; reading into: non-normative practices,
17, 2091, 407n; political allusions, 30nf,
67-69, 71-74, 77f, 93-95, 1651, 183f, 206,
227, 3301, 331nf

Bible classes in Istanbul, 196; Bible criticism,
critic(s), 408', 409n, 412', 413; Bible diffi-
culties, 409n, 412'; Bible Scroll, 124, 196n;
Bible studies, see Biblical Exegesis

Biblical allusions, 30nf, 246f, 3301,, 331nf, 409n,
439, 455; b. archaisms, 281; b. Books, late,
reflect diasporic conditions, 321

b. commentaries: 7Sf; economic references
in, 171-84'; Greek glosses in, in Byz.,
193, 1971,; Hebrew tr. of, in Byz., 417,
446-49'; K., TbE's familiarity with, 76n,
2621,. 290; of 'Ali b. Suleiman, 69n; of
anonymous Arabic-writing K., 721, 73n;
of BeaN, 211, 77; of DaK, ELA, JbR,
TbE, TbM, YbA, see s.v.; of Happarsi,
274; of Kirk., 671'; of SbY, 54n, 1651,
197n; of YbY, 49n, 73n, 274, 346n; popu-
larity of, in ByL, 446-48; reflect reap.
sources of K. and R. inspiration in ByL, 201n

b. commentators: 33, 420; indebtedness
of, in Byz., 201n; K. and SpR, mutual
Influence of, 75nf, 196n; method of, in
Middle Ages, 72, 166, 184, 246; on the
Khazars, 67-78'; rift between, deepened
by individualism, 219; see also K. Exegetes,
and under individual names of commentators

b. exegesis: and 'Aran, 17; and BenN,
211; and DaK School, 22; and TbM, 51,
2441,, 245n; ByR, homiletical, 256'; com-
parative studies in, necessary, 28, 332n;
independence in, and Km, 217; individualism
In, and Km, 211-16; K., and BKLP, 3651,
446-49, K., countering talmudic scholarship,
21f; K., ELA's role in, 247n; K., opposing
schools of, 261n; K., overlaid with political
allusions, 206; K., rationale for divergences,
209; K., rises mainly since Saadyah, 24;
K., scholastic dissent in, 265; K., summarized
in Sefer ho-'Ocher, 198, 442; K-R polemics
over, 41; M., 398; of Ibn Ezra, influenced
by YbA, 378n; of Spanish commentators,
influencing the K., 75nf, 196n; of Till., 37In;
on Sabbath sacrifices, and Mish., 412n;
popularity of, in ByKm, 446f; preoccupation
with, and 'edah, 219; R., details of, adopted
by TbM, 2441, 245n; R., regarding levitate
marriage, 289; works of, falling into oblivion
when untranslated, 452

b. figures of speech, 265; b. ideas, 265; b.
Imagery, 264; b. law(s): and abrogation, 4121;
and Sabbath candles, 265f; of (im)purity,
253n, 434n; of levirate marriage, 284

b. legislation, and the principle of "do's
supersede the do-noes," 405n; b. names,
for Egyptian and Syrian comm., 3411,;
b. "orientation," 407n, 408, 447; b. origin,
of R. calendar, claimed, 270'; b. persona.
lities, and bigamy, 289; b. portion, weekly,
exploited by ThE against K., 262, 356;
b. precedents [stories), of tbanksolerings,
debated by K. and M., 4001', 405nf, 412;
b. prohibition: of fats, 391; of leaven on
Passover, 410-12

BIBLE

b. references, to abib, 300'; b. scholarship,
K. promotion of, 211; b. sections, abrogation
of, 4121; b. studies, and practical legislation.
It. view of, 409n; b. support, for law and
custom [for ha'atakah], 17, 210, 215, 232-34,
237, 239; b. terms [metaphors], for ency-
clopedic scope, 440', 442; b. teru'oth, 2831';
b. tradition, and ha'atakah, 232n; b. "truth,"
219; b. verse(s) [quotation(s), phrase(s)]:
"commandment of men learned by rote,"
sectarian meaning of, 284f'; in medieval
7. polemics, 398n; invoked by K., 242n,
284, 285n, 417n, 418n, 420n, 437n; literal
meaning of, and the K-M controversy,
398'; peculiar interpretation of, by Tifl.,
371n (see also Anti-biblical)
post-biblical date of Hanukkah, and the

K., 282'
"Biblicism," Biblicists, 209f, 2181, 232, 407n
Bigamy, 2891'
Bikkurlm, and the K., 181, 182n
Birkath ham-Moron [Grace after Meals], 63
[al-]Biruni, on 'Anon and Km, 38nf, 294n,

300n, 305', 306n
Bithynia, Bithynian, 112, 114, 130', 136
BI'ur flames [removal of leaven], 347
Black Sea: 102, 124; seaports on, 106-8', 120;

shore [coast], 106f, 121', 126
Black Stone [of the Ka'bah], 89n
Blood libel: in Adrianople, IS In; in Amascia, 123n
Body of man, as object of reward or punishment,

369n
Boethus, 276n
Bolghars [of the Volga], 731
Book of Jubilees, see Jubilees
Book of the Prefect [Eparchikon Biblion]. 138n,

140n, 143n, 176nf
Book of Riches [Sefer ha-'Osher], 440, 442

(see JbR)
Borrowing(s): and Chr-K similarity in interpreting

"morrow after the Sabbath," 279; from It.,
by ByK and SpKm, 239, 243, 346; mutual,
by ByR and ByK, 2511, 262, 332n, 354; of
anti-talmudic arguments, allegedly by Chr.
and Muslims from K., 39nf; of term ha'atakah,
224-26'

Bosporus: 109, 127, 137, 142; K. on: 27, 49,
58, 147; and the Crusades, 453, 456f;. and
Mehmet II, 152n; and Pal-centricism, 318,
322; and Sabbath candles, 251; and TmM, 44,
159, 244, 450; numerical strength of, 154,
1621; relations of, with It., 264 (see also K.
in Byz.; K. in Constantinople)

New Rome on, 105, 108; Nicomedia, gateway
to, 130f; R. comm. on, 49, 161; roads to,
and from, 107, 121n

Brahmins, 165
Bread: Greek term for, 198; of Gentiles, 297
Building jobs and techniques, 178, 190
"Burden of Heritage," 231n, 237
"Burden of Law," 401, 412
Burial, see Dead, burial of
Burnt-offering(s), 361, 405nf, 412n
Business, and living in the Diaspora, 312
Butchers, 286
Buwayhid Sultans, 88'
By-name(s), see Ba'albeki; 'Ukbari
Byzantine abjuration formulae, 280-83'; B.

account of Mm. 3751; B. annexation of eastern
territories, 86; B. authorities [government,
oilers]: and banking, 1781; and Czarist govern-
ment, 247n; and Km, 54, 283n, 335; and
K-R feuds, 329, 3351; discouraged movement
in Empire, 138, 186; economic policy of,
138n, 170n, 179

B. captivity, J. ransomed from, 301n; B.
coast(line) [shore], 49, 97, 170; B. coins,
97n,198, B. commerce, centers of, 148, 150;
B. commercial ties with Saracens, 108;
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B. conditions: K. adaptation to, 203; K.
needs arising from, and the sha'afnez laws, 176

B. continuity. K. developing attachment to,
320; B. "crusade," 90-92'; B. defeat at
Manzikert, 325, 453; B. development [trend]:
BKLP, a - , 451f; K. "new look" at Talmud,a-, 242; in legal and social history of
Km, 230

B. domination over J., deplored, 246, 247n;
B. economy, 117n, 140, 169; B. Empire.
see Byzantium; B. environment [scene):
and Hadassi's account of Till., 370, 372;
Arabic garb of Km felt incompatible with,
202f, 364f, 418, 450; grecization of Km in,
193; K. adoption of Hebrew in, 190-93',
416, 427; K. integration in, and Hebrew
creativity, 416, 431, 449, 451; referred to
by JbR, despite his non-Byz material,
322n; reflected in TbM's ByR conversion
story, 259; roots of Adrianopolitan Km in,
152'

B. expansion [military successes], 310,
87-90, 163. 166; B. features of Mm, 373;
B. guild system, 140, 142n; B. history:
intertwined with Armenian, 128; Manzikert,
the turning-point in, 453

B. J., see J. in Byz.; B. K., see K. in Byz.;
B. lands [provinces, etc.], see Byzantium

.B. law [legislation], 26n, 176nf, 289, 335; B.
literature, encyclopedic trend in, 440; B.
origin: early K. of, documents on, 43f,
46-53; of Abraham al-Kostandini, 428n;
of ELA, 246f

B. policy vs annexed cities. 980; B. popula-
tion, estimates of, 160'; B. possessions in
Southern Italy, 85; B. provincials, 238';
B. R., see R. of Byz.; B. reconquest of
Crete and Cyprus, 88*, 110, 120'; B. revival,
166; B. road(s) [network], 105f'; B. ship-
ping, attacked by Muslim pirates, see Piracy;
B. society (community]: heterogeneity of,
193f, 194n, 204, 364; K. decried as strangers
in, 362f; K-M controversy seen in context
of, 408

B. sources [records], see Greek; B. studies,
and the Graeco-K jargon, 195; B. suzerainty
in Damascus, 100; B. tradition, K. attachment
to, 320; B. travelers, 192; B. writers, enumerat-
ing recovered relics, 98 (see also Hagiogra-
phers, Greek; Historians, Greek); B. xeno-
phobia, 362, 363'

Byzantine Christian: community, some
M. assimilating in, 415; contacts with
Jewry, 283; familiarity with K. praxis, 283

Byzantine-Muslim border, 87'
Early Byzantine period, 131', 151'; Late

Byzantine period, 113n, 122, 131, 151';
Middle Byzantine period, 113', 122f, 131,
142', 144, 151

Byzantines, 48n, 91n, 108, 193f
"Byzantinization" of Km. 448
Byzantino-centric sentiments of ByR, 320

Byzantino-Turkish: environment, K-K rap-
prochement in, 234; K. innovations, 250f,
25 In; K. traditions, and the TbM-YbY kinship,
447n; R., 152

Byzantium: abib issue in, 33744, 454; accounts
of Abu 'Isa, in, 274n; adherence, M., to R.
calendar, continued in, 384; adjustment,
K., to R. prohibition of fowl with
in, 289; admiration for, by YbA, 166;
aliens, resentment of, in, 362f, 363n;
ancient Pal. memories in, 277f; and the ap-
propriateness of K. use of Arabic there, 202,
365, 418; and the Crusades, 90-92'; and the
Fatimid Caliphate, 100; and the Italian Repub-
lics, 120'; arguments, lit., between the two
branches of Judaism, in, 354; ascendency
[military] of, 78, 163f, 166 (see also Byz. expan-
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lion); attachment to, of K., 320; attack of,
with Carmathians, on Caliphate, expected,
78, 890; bigamy outlawed in, 289; biblical
orientation, yardstick of K. allegiance in,
407n; calendarthe concern of all populations
in, 280, 338; calendar debate, anti-M, in,
394; calendar discrepancies, calendar feuds,
K-R, see Calendar; captives, J., in, 49n;
cities, large number of, in, 182; clacissist
revival in, 195'; communication [traffic]
between, and Pal., 318, 325, 333; creativity
[cultural activity], J., in, 171', 366, 452;
credit system in, 178f, 179n; Crusaders in,
333'; customs and traditions developed in,
204, 234; defeated by young Islam, 9; demo-
graphic composition of, 192n, 193f, 194n;
denouncement by association in, 275; denoun.
cing K. as novices and strangers in, 362-64;
divergences, K-R, in, see Divergences; dwellings,
J., in, see Dwellings; Easter and Passover in,
272, 338f, 339n; economic changes in, 120n;
economy of, and urbanization, 182' (see also
Byzantine e.; Economy); education slogans,
K., have practical urgency in, 249; emigration
from, 63, 86, 127n; foreignness, stamp of,
dangerous in, 364; guilds in, see Guilds;
Greek, role of, in, 193f; Hebrew translations
and compilations, K., in, see K. in Byz.;
heresy, M., reaching full bloom in, 392;
identified as "King of the South," 78,
89n, 95n; immigration to, see Immigration;
imputation of K-M kinship dangerous in,
392, 394; Indian commerce with, 97; innova-
tions, K., in, see Innovations; integration,
linguistic, of J. in, 194-98, 451; interpretation
of Scripture in, midrashic, 265; introduction
of PaKrn into, allegedly by TbM, 31; JbR's
anti-R polemics not originating in, 332n;
J. in, see J. in; K. economy in, ramifications of,
170; K. in, see K. in

lunar observation in, 345, 347; marriage
contracts, K. and K-R, in, 288n, 296', 298f;
merchants in, use Arabic terms for precious
stones, 290n; M. in, see M. in; mistreatment
of western envoy in, 363n; monetary changes
in, 179n; moneylending in, 178; movement
within, discouraged, 138; occupations, "tradi-
tionally J.," in, 177; ostracism of M. in, 384n;
PaK legislation, evolution of, in, 226, 230;
PaK missionaries in, 80; pietists in, 257, 268'
(see also Pietists); pilgrims from, in Jerusalem,
80, 186f'; polemics, K-R, in, see K. polemics
and R. polemics; popularity In: of R.
accounts of 'Anan, 294'; of YbA's works,
166

population movements in, see Population;
preference for YbA's works in, 448; provinces
[regions] incorporated in, 100f, 382, 385;
purchasing pools in, 170'; rapprochement,
K-R, in, 233, 240, 243, 354; relations in,
between: K. and M., 369, 372415; K. and
other non-K groups, 355, 366415'; K. and
R., 263f, 322n, 334-36.3360; K. and T., 369-72

Saadyan misrepresentation of K. dietary
laws, circulating in, 390, 394; SbY suspicious
of, 166; scriptural readings in, 251n, 447';
separateness, K., not fossilized in, 456f; settle.
ment of K. in, see K. in; settlement of other
J. groups in, 366, 370, 372, 385-87; stronghold
of peace and stability, 101', 111, 163f, 167;
students from, in Pal. and Bab., 8, 186-89
(see also K. in Byz.-ByK students; K. in
Jerusalem); Talmud, study of, in, 240, 241n;
taxation of J. in, 157, 182-84', 330'; techno-
logy in, 178; tradition, stress on, not sufficient
in R. polemics in, 359; transfer of PaK
literature to, 201, 450; transmission of eastern
K. exegetic knowledge to, 198; trend toward
adjustment of K. law did not begin in, 205;
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Turkish road system inherited from, 106;
turning of the tide in favor of, predicted in
prophecy, 95; urbanization of, 182'; Yehudah
Happarsi's commentaries and followers in,
273f; YbY's works disseminated in, 447n

Byzantium-Egypt route, 172
European Byzantium, 158f, 163; Insular

Byzantium, 158

Caesareia, 107, 113
Caffa, 152
Cairo, see Fustat-Cairo
Calculation [computation]: calendary: allegedly

forsaken by PaR, 253; called witchcraft by
some K. polemicists, 283; conflict between,
and abib, caused K-R feuds, 328 (see Calendar
feuds); determining It. leap-years and festivals,
247, 303f, 311; espoused by BaK, 304, 307f,
311. 381; followed. by some It. pietists along
with abib, 323; of Easter, based on Passover,
280n; permanent feature of M. calendar,
384, 395; to be followed by ByK along with
abtb, in case of doubt, 326n

messianic, 94
precalculated, see Calendar, R.

Calendar: criterion of denominational allegiance,
273; focal point of K-R divergence, 261 (see
Calendar discrepances; Calendar feuds);
in TbE's anti-K polemics, 269-75', 348-350'
352; matter of general concern to populations
of Byz. and Near East, 280, 338; Muslim-K
similarity of, 294*; of the Book of Jubilees,
377nf, 378, 379n; of Qumran Sect, 377n, 3790

Chr., 278-80', 338
J.: and Byz. abjuration formula, 281; and

Chr. Easter, 280'; and divergence between
abib and computation, 334; Jubilee reckoning
in, 134n; regularity of, assured by cycle method,
271; related to solar calendar, 270; treated in
TbM's nonextant vol. of ON, 375n

K.: `Aran's formulation of, 294f', 305f';
and AbE, 136n; and Byz. abjuration formula,
282; and communication with PaL, 186'
299, 323, 325; and Jubilee, 282'; and K..
separatism, 54, 294f'; and 'omer, 277; and
Saadyah, 294, 300*; and unity slogan, 350,
350nf; bibliography on, 292n; counts festivals
from Nisan, 281, 340n; criticism of, deliberately
intertwined with criticism of solar calendar,
275, 393f; decried as guided by political
expedience and opportunism, 279, 294; deter-
minants of, 292f, 299, 344 (see also Abib;
Lunar observation); difficulties of, due to de-
structionofJeKCenter,280', 336-44*, 454; diffi-
culties [weakness) of, inherent, 322-26, 350-52;
influencing It., 253, 272f, 323; Muslim influence
on, imputed, 279, 294', 364; Pal-centricism
of: and BaKm, 303-17'; and ByKm, 317-22;
and EgKm, 136n, 319, 341f'; and Pal-vs-Bab
contest, 301-17; and SyKm, 99n, 319, 341f;
It. arguments against, 348-52'; R. influence
on, 243n, 340nf; recourse to PaK authorities
in problems of, 186', 208n, 324-26', 375n,
433-35'; requiring mensal and annual acts,
292; safeguarded in marriage contracts, 295-
99'; story of, and ByKm, 299, 349; Tiff.'s
divergence from, 370, 371n

lunar, 270, 377, 378n, 380, 385, 395n
M., 275, 377-80', 383-87', 391-97', 404,

406, 413-15
Muslim, 270, 279, 294'. 364
R. [precalculated]: 292f; and Pal-Bab

relations, 306f, 315-17; antiquity of, hailed,
270', 294, 348f, 349n; counts festivals from
Tishri, 281, 340n; defense of, by TbE, 269-75',
348-50'; ELA on, 247; followed by 'Isunians,
274n, 381n; followed by K., 303f, 311, 317',
343-46, 381; followed by M., 379-81', 384f,
395', 415; Hai's work on, quoted by K., 350nf;

K. opposition to, 186, 292n; observance of,
advised to K. in case of doubt, 3260; qualified
acceptance of, in modem K. marriage contract,
343; reform of, justified, 349f', 351n; safe-
guarded in K-R marriage contract, 297f'

solar, 273-75', 377-800, 381n, 383, 392-97'
T., 370f, 371nf

Calendar Controversy: in Christendom, 280';
in Jewry: ancient, and the Cave finds, 254n,
379n; between Ben Meir and Saadyah, 14,
24, 254n, 302', 309, 3161, 318n; between K.
and It., see Calendar Feuds

Calendar Cycle [Nineteen-Year Mahazor], It.,
271, 340', 341n, 343, 3440

Calendar Deviation(s): BaK, from Pal-centric
abib, 303-17'; discussed in context of Leviticus,
432; of Hadassi, from pre-Crusade ByK Pal-
centricism, 337-39; of Jeroboam, 329n; of
later ByK, 339-46; of M. from all-J lunar
system, 377-80, 382nf, 385-87, 392-97',
413f; of M., from archaic solar calendar,
379n; of SpK, 345f'; of Tiff., 370, 371n; seal
of religious schism, 293

Calendar Discrepance(s): between Easter and
Passover, as clue for K. intercalation, 338f,
338n; intra-K, 317nf, 340f', 342nf, 352';
K-R, 272f, 292, 326-35', 346-48

Calendar Feuds [Controversy, Divergence, etc.],
K-R: 54, 269-71'; and "partition" in Jews'
quarter of P6ra, 147, 336; economic aspect of,
327; give way in l4thC to intra-K discrepances,
340; governmental intervention in, 38n,
329, 335-36; in Spain, 345f'; in Sulkhat, 60';
in Thessalonica, 328-35'; over lunar observa-
tion, 60', 272f, 344-48'; physical violence
in, 56', 329, 351

Calendar Independence, and sectarian separatism,
377

Calendar Policy, J., traditionally shaped in
Pal., 306

Calendar Prodecure, all-Bab unanimity on,
achieved in l0tbC, 317

Calendar Query, ByK, sent to Jerusalem, 208n,
324-26', 375n, 433-35'

Calendar Reckoning, see Calendation
Calendar Reform: of Jeroboam, 395n; R.:

attributed to Isaac Nappaha, 350nf; justified,
340f', 351n

Calendar Rift [division]: aggravated by proximity
of dwellings, 56, 293, 327, 336; between PaK
and BaK, simultaneous with rift between PaR
and BaR, 315-17, 316n, 318n; intra-K, 317nf,
322, 341f, 344'; intra-R, 316f, 317nf; manifest-
ing a sect's self-determination, 293; reflecting
Pal-vs-Bab contest, 301f

Calendary arguments for return to Zion, 299;
c. associations, evoked in Byz. by any M.
practice, 394; c. calculation [computation],
see Calculation; c. changes in ByKm and
SpKm, due to international developments,
345f'; c. concepts, of BaK, affected by cor-
responding situation in BaRm, 306; c. conserv-
atism, of the K. marriage contract, 3430;
c. considerations, of ByK, influenced by date
of Easter, 339; c. criterion, of K. majority,
the abib, 317n; c. defiance, K.. It. action
against, 350-52; c. indecision, imputed to
Mish., 377nf; c. instructions from Pal., and
ByKm, 339; c. legacy, of Bab. Exile, 321, 344';
c. pattern, fixed, suggested by Hadassi, 338;
c. practice, conformity with, more important
than matters of belief, 380nf; c. problems,
reflecting broader regional divergences, 301f;
c. stipulations, in marriage contracts, 288n,
295-99'

Calendation [Calendar Reckoning, Time Reckon-
ing]: conformity in, imposed on Bab. sectaries,
380; divergent mode of, pleaded by 'Anan
before the caliph, 295; errors in, sensitivity to.
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293; invaded by the Pal-vs-Bab contest, 309;
Jewry's split on, as viewed by DaK, 311f;
K. influence on R. in, 253, 272f, 323; Moses
of Cyprus, expert in, 280'; mutual interest in,
of J. and Clr., 280; non.normative, discredited
by TbE, 273; of normative majority and
sectarian minorities, opposed by Mish., 379f,
380n; Pal. supremacy in, 306-8; Pal-centric,
BaK estrangement from, 303-17; Pal-centric,
perpetuation of, by Near Eastern K., 343;
separate, role of, in sect-forming process,
273, 293, 377; solar principle of, see Calendar,
M., Solar; twilight position on, in Byz., 271;
unity in, argued, 270, 307', 311, 349f', 351n

Caliph: and 'Anan, 295; and exilarchs, 15
Caliphate: and the Shiites, 222; central provinces

[regions] of, 5, 10, 14, 18; far-off [outlying]
provinces of, 10, 14, 45; taxes on non-Muslims
in, 184; urban centers of, 5, 10, 45, 219

'Abbasid [Eastern] Caliphate [rule, domi-
nion]: 76, 78, 87f, 88nf, 166; and Jewry, 5,
12f, 23, 45, 165, 201f, 382; and messianic
sectarianism, 11-13; and SbY, 165f; capital
of, 12; hailed as pro-K, 164f, 364, 364nf;
Tulunid independence from, and Km, 23,
83f, 382n

Umayyad Caliphate, 9-11
Canonical Writings, 413
Canticles: political allusions read into, 56n,

263n, 330f, 331nf, 333'
Cantillation, 196n, 251n
Capital, private, in Byz., 179
Capitation tax, 38n, 157, 183'
Cappadocia, 103
Captives [Prisoners], Captivity, 468', 49n,

112n, 30ln
Carmathian(s), 78, 88, 88nf, 91
Casimir Jagiellon, 38n
Cassim Pasha, 145f
Castille, 359n
Castoria, see TbE of Castoria
Catalogues, Descriptive, 29
"Caution," Shiite principle of, 380n
Cave Finds [Discoveries] of late 8thC, 20, 254n,

379n (see also Judaean Desert Finds; Dead
Sea Scrolls)

Cemeteries, J., in Constantinople, 142, 145'
Census(es), 157
Centralization, of Jewry under Islam, 10, 12

(see also J. Central Authorities)
Centrifugal Forces: in Krn, 220, 314, 399;

parallel, in Muslim and J. society, 10
Ceremonial (Synagogue-], 254
Chalcedon, 131
Charters, granted to K., 38n, 61n
Children, K., and Yom Kippur, 281
Chios, 113, 156n, 158nf
Christian borrowing from K. literature, ques-

tioned, 40n; C. community, M. assimilating
in, 415; C. conceptions of Judaism, 281; C.
conquests [victories], 30nf, 90; C. colon,
98n; C. craftsmen, 174af; C. environment,
and Mm, 374n, 403n, 414E (see also Byzantine
e.); C. faith, entering, 280-83', 4021 (see
also Conversion); C. heresies, 40n, 115n; C.
houses, occupied by J., 150; C. ill-feeling
to J., 141, 165, 166n, 176; "C. orientation"
[Chr-oriented], M., 378', 392, 396f, 401-4,
408, 411-15, 415n; C. pilgrims, 187, 325;
C. polemics against the Talmud, 39nf; C.
population, 280, 283, 378 (see also Population);
C. reckoning [calendar], 278-80', 338; C. rule
(Christian princes), 38', 157, 165', 290n;
C. Sabbath, 404, 414; C. State [Empire),
25, 183, 202f, 247n, 364, 392, 455E (see also
Anti-Christian)

Christian Byzantium, 166, 363; C. Europe, 8
Christian-K: kinship [similarity], 279',

339n; mutual influences, 40n
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intra-Christian controversy, 280
Orthodox Christian [Greek Orthodox]:

Church, 26, 92', 194, 280-83'; Easter, 338f,
338n; Empire, K. in, 247n; Pentecost, 279

Christians: 91, 96, 104', 139n, 167n, 280',
338; called mahalifim, 180n, 329n

non-Christians, 178, 1830
Christianity [Christendom]: 28n, 93, 110, 164n,

165, 279, 454; conversion [apostasy] to, see
Conversion; M. kinship with, see Christian
"orientation"

Eastern Christianity, 90n, 280'; Western,
C., 90', 92n, 250.

Christopoli, 159n
Chronicle of Nestor, 73f
Chroniclers, non-J, and Km, 38
Chronography, of Bar-Hebraeus, see Bar-

Hebraeus
Chronological: difficulties, on linking TbM

with YbY, 419n; division: of BKLP, into
Translation and Compilation, incorrect, 443;
of K. history, 302'

errors, of Bash., 32n
Chronology: of AbE, 132f, 133nf, 384n; of

BaK abib deviation, 305-9; of Bash., 31,
342; of al-Basir, SOnf; of Byz. abjuration
formula, 280f, 281n; of Eshkol hak-Kojer,
381n, 442; of ELA, 245f, 246n, 364, 448n;
of Hayawayh [Hiwi] al-Balkhi, 408, 409n;
of Hebrew K. tr. in Byz., 446; of Isma'il al-
'Ukbari, 409; of JbR and Sefer ha-'Osher,
30nf, 196f', 332n, 442; of J. sectarianism
as viewed by the "Monolithic School," 7f;
of K. communal organization in Byz., 51-53;
of K. one-time cancellation of Purim, 326n;
of K. settlement in Constantinople, 51; of
Kirk., 68', 373, 382n; of Lecapenus' persecu-
tions, 68'; of LbY, 227, 271n, 303', 307;
of Mas'udi, 68'; of Mish., 403nf, 409n; of
M. migration from Bab., 382n; of Nissi b.
Noah, 241n; of nonextant volumes of ON,
435; of Passover incident, 273, 347'; of SbM,
225n, 228n; of SpK abib deviation, 345f;
of Thessalonican cal. feud, 331-34; of TbE,
33, 263', 333'; of TbM, 49-510, 139f, 188,
244, 246n; of TbM's ON colophon, 429f;
of YbA, 382n; of YbY, 49f'; revised, of
early ByK history, 49-51', 53

Church, Orthodox, 26, 92', 194, 280-83
Cibyrrhaeots, Theme of, 108
Cilicia, Cilician: 103, 106, 108f, 110'; campaigns

in, 88, 91, 96, 166
Cilicia Tracheia, 106
Cities: in Bab., 10; in Byz., 182; vineyards on

outskirts of, 181
Class notes, see Notes
Classical Greek, use of, 195'
Classicist [classical] revival in Byz., 193, 195'
Classics: Arabic-written J., 30, 189f, 417, 443f,

452; Greek, 194n
Climatic clues for calendation: demanded by

'Anan, 306'; suggested by Hadassi, 337f, 338n
Cluster of Henna, 442 (see Yehudah Hadassi)
Coexistence: of four J. creeds in 12thC, 366-68;

of K. Diaspora and PaKm, recognized, 321
Coinage [coins), 97n, 198, 330n
"Collections" [Asupporhl, 439
Collections of K. MSS, 29
Coloni, Chr., 98n
Colophons: 123-26', 133n, 417n, 436f, 446n;

to ON, 50n, 258n, 418-43' (see TbM)
Commandments: 229n, 312, 313n, 326f; "of man

learned by rote," 284f', 310', 311; positive
and prohibitory, 405nf (see also Precepts)

Commentaries (and Commentators), biblical,
see Biblical c.

Commentary: on al-Ghazzali, 237n; on Ibn
Ezra's Yesod Mora, 152n

Commerce [Trade]: and living in the Diaspora,
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312f; between Asia Minor and Egypt, 47, 110,
119; in Adrianople, 150f; in Northern Asia
Minor, 120f, 121n; Indian, 97; international,
J. in. 47, 1010, 120, 170, 172, 201; of Pen,
and the growth of Kin, 1520; religious problems
arising from, 172f; Syrian, and the J., 980, 101f

Commercial centers of Syria, ravaged, 96; c.
cities of Syria. J. in, 98; c. clauses [provisions]
in armistice agreements, 970, 101h c. corres-
pondence, 1910; c. endeavor. J., in Byz.,
IIBf; c. enterprise. J., contraction of, 201;
c. importance: of Adrianople, 151; of Asia
Minor, 102, 111, 119-21, 130f, 137; of Con-
stantinople, 137; of Egypt, 97; of Thessalonica,
148

c. partnership, Gentile-J, in Byz., 1800;
c. relations: between Asia Minor and the Sara-
cens, 110, 119; between J. of Asia Minor and
EgK and EgR, 46-490, 119, 170, 201-3; on
the P6ra-Adrianople line, 152

c. tendency, ByK, surpassing ByR, 118;
c. ventures, K-R, 47

Communal activity, all-J, and ByKm, 399;
c. agreements [alliances] in medieval Jewry,
42f', 44, 50n; c. aspects of K-R shehltah
feud, 286f; c. boundaries between Km and
Rm, 257nf, 314; c. control(s), 21, 286f; c.
endeavor, K., in the Golden Age, 24; c. in-
stitutions, 53f, 286f; c. interaction, K-R, 42-44,
46, 53, 56f; c. interests, clash of, 287; c. legiti-
macy of leadership, 355; c. maturity of ByKm,
450; c. mode of life, K., and the fall of Jerusa-
lem, 454; c. monopoly, 286; c. needs. ByK,
and the BKLP, 443; c. officials, 286;c. organiza-
tion: of ByKm, 51-540; of BKLP, 416, 438,
444, 449

c. services of J. comm., 286f; c. stature of
regional R. leadership, 455; c. strength, K.,
no It. data on, 32; c. struggles in medieval
Jewry, 42, 44; c. supervision, 286; c. taxes,
287; c. undertaking of the BKLP, 415f,
444

Communication [Traffic]: between Byz. and
Pal.: and ByK cal. query, 325; and chronology
of Thessalonican feud, 333; and K. cal. require-
ments, 299, 323, 325; by ByK, 184-89, 318f;
compared with traffic from Bab., 318f; harassed
by Seljuks and Crusaders, 117n, 189, 325,
333,442; never really ceased, 325, 337; ruptures
in, 117n, 323

between Egypt and PaL, 325; difficulties of,
in Anatolia and Syria, 121, 325

Community: consensus of, see Consensus;
error of, 221f; J., see I. c.; K., see K. c.;
Muslim. Uma' of, 222; R., see R. c.

Community of cause [of purpose; common
stand], K-R, 303, 315f, 394-97

Community of learning, 3., and ByKm, 362
Community of religious observance, M-R, 395
'Community of sinners," and "the righteous

few," 54
Comneni, 110', 121, 143n, 177n; J. population

under, 159f, 160n
Compilation, activity of, in the BKLP, 416f,

438, 440-45, 448 (see also K. in Byz.-BKLP)
"Compilers" [Ba'ale Asuppoth], 31, 4390, 443f,

448
Composition, social, see Social c.
Computation, cal., see Calculation
Comtino, Mordecai. 152n
Conflict(s): in Second Commonwealth era,

and Km, 20; socio-economic, similarity of,
in K. and R. society, 45 (see also Calendar
feuds; Controversy; K.-intra-K; R.-intra-R)

Conformity, religious: in calendation, in 9thC
Bab., 380; in daily practices, and the problem
of belief, 380n; with Bab. tradition, 5; with
normative consensus, and ha'atakah, 231f
(see also Nonconformism)

Confusion of identity, see Identity
Congregation of Jacob, 349 (see also Israel;

J. people; Nation)
Conquest(s): Arab, 10, 109, 116; Byz. [Chr.],

30nf, 87-920, 95-1000, 38Sf; ideological, K.,
25; Latin, of Constantinople, 116, 1420; of
Crusaders, 8, 25, 30nf, 243, 320, 333, 336,
427, 453f; Seljuk, 106n, 109, 121, 180, 320,
325, 333, 453; Turkish, 32, 59, 106, 142n,
151, 152n, 343

Consensus of community [communal agreement;
community consent; general consent; universal
agreement], 208f', 216, 218-240, 228-320, 237

Conservatism, see K. c.
Conservation, job of, performed by BKLP, 452
Conservative: elements, and 'Ananism, 18;

forces, governing linguistic phenomena in
Jewry, 195

Consolation of Israel, 411
Constantine. J. convert of Synnada, 114'
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, 70f
Constantine VIII, 171
Constantinople: AbE in, 134f0; aliens in, 1380,

139, 363n; and Mehmet II, 152n; attraction
of, 49, 137, 137nf, 146; Bash. in. 188n, 233,
267 (see also Elijah Bashyachi); BoT in, see
Benjamin of Tudela; cal. discrepancies between
K. of, and abib-seekers, 340f0; cal. feuds,
K-R, in, 148n, 329, 346-48, 347n; capital
transferred to, 105, 107, 131; clergy of, and
the Holy War, 92n; conquest of: by Latins.
116, 142'; by Turks, 142n, 151

Crimean K. pilgrim in, 341n; Crusaders in,
148, 333n, 3470; Daniel b. Nathan of, 123f0;
dwellings [houses], J., in, 142,144 48,327, 336;
Eshkol hot,-Ko)er MSS in, 31nf, 63n; expulsion
of J. from, alleged, 143n; foreign merchants
and merchant colonies in, 800, 138-420,
143n; general population estimates for, 1610;
Greek names of K. scholars in, 199, 200n;
Hadassi in, 129f; hub of Anatolian roads,
106f, 109, 131

J. in, see J. in; K. in, see K. in
Latin in, 161n; leatherworkers of, 176nf;

markets of, 1430; merchants, J., moving into.
80, 138f; migration into, 103, 104n, 117n,
138; "partition" in, 146f, 335f; residence in.
J., problem of, 143, 149; riots in, 104n, 1390;
seamen returning to, 174; semi-rural character
of, 181n; Shemaryah Alexandros in, 3470; silk
garment manufacturers in, 141n,142,143n,145f,
149; synagogues in, 1420; tanners of, 1410,
142, 145, 176, 176nf; TbM in, 49-51', 139f,
244, 325n, 357, 438n; temporary settlement of
Armenian K. in, 128f, 370; T. in, 370, 372;
training K. leaders in, 188n; vicissitudes of an
Egl visitor to, 363n; visit of Oriental K. in,
128f, 129n, 370

Constellation of the Ram, 303f
Contest: between Km and Rm: 'Ananism's

inherent failure in, 19; changing balance of
power in, 454f; problem of values in, 19, 21

between Pal. and Diaspora, see Pal-va-Bab
[Diaspora] c.; intra-K, for leadership, 455-57

Continuity: Byz., and the K., 320; of Arabicized
PaK creativity, 455; of BKLP, 442; of Hebrew
K. creativity, 456; of Pal-centricism, 456

Contradictions, scriptural, see Scriptural c.;
Bible difficulties

Controls: communal, J., 21, 286f; governmental,
Byz., 170n, 177

Controversy: and exaggerations, 376; K-M,
119, 288n, 374, 398, 400, 40410, 406, 408

K-R: 53f, 185, 354, 432; and Arab historians,
38f'; and conviviality between K. and It,
294; and J. national unity, 36, 350; and ThE,
33 (see TbE); in context of Leviticus. 432;
over calendar, see Calendar feuds; over details
of worship, 283-85'; over dietary laws, 285-89',
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389-91', 432; over levirate marriage, 289, c. adjustment, of ByK, 192n, 245; c. aspects,
432; over "morrow after the Sabbath," 275-77'; of J. Peripheries, 5, 10; c. creativity: K., 24,

355n 358265-69'over Sabbath candles 359n 364 of B J 171',,,

(see also Chr.-intra-Chr; K.-intra-K; R.-
intra-R; and individual topics of controversy)

, ; y ,
c. expanse, Khazaro-Cumanie, 65n;

separateness, K., 24, 359n, 364
c.

Conversion: to Christianity: 68n, 85n, 160, 331 n, Culture [cultural climate]: Arab [Muslim]: and
403n; of Mish. and M., 376,401f, 403*, 414 f' Judaism, 3; and Km, 3, 363E

to Islam, 403n; to Judaism, 64', 67, Greek, and ByJ, 365; 1., see J. c.
69; to Km, 51n, 64-67', 193'. 257-60',
301n; to Rm, 66f, 70, 257, 257nf, 259E

Converts: J., to Christianity, 26, 114', 116n,
280; R., to Km, 8, 259f', 301n; to Judaism,
two categories of, 73

Conviviality: K-R, hampered, 286, 294; with
Gentiles, 413E

Copper Market, in Constantinople, 143n
Copyists, see K. c., and Scribes
Corporal chastisement, BenN on, 213
Corporate system, and functions of J. comm., 286
"Corpses, three," 402, 403n
Correspondence: 191', 287; commercial, 191';

communal, intercommunal: K., 22, 52n, 188n,
191', 324-26', 329'; R.: 46-490, 112', 116,
184n, 191', 330n, 339n; of Bab. exilarch,
307', 350n; of Maimonides, 451n

"diplomatic," 70n; "Khazar," 67', 70';
non-7, 91nf, 100nf; private: 99n, 101n, 117n,
198, 198nf, 342n, 363n; of TbM, 27', 43f',
49-53', 324f', 420nf, 427-29'; on Thessalo-
nican feud, 328-35*. 340n, 351

Corruption: ascribed to God, 410f, 412n; of
Israel: by Jeroboam, 285, 395, 401; by Mish.,
395, 398, 401

Corsairs, see Piracy
Cotyaeum, 109, 115', 117
Counter-institutionalism, K., see K. c.
Court(s): exilarchic, 5; Gentile, 331n
Court-writ, 245n
Courtesy phrases, in Greek, 198
Craftsmen [artisans], in Byz.: Chr., 174nf; J.,

141n, 1421'; K., 171, 174-78'
Credit system, in Byz., 178f
Crete, 88', 110
Crimea, Crimean: 61, 108, 121, 303n; 7., see

J. in; K., see K. in; C. War, 324, 436n
Crop(s), New [barley], Ripening of: Bab., 305',

306; Egyptian, 3000; Palestinian: and. K.
of Pal., Egypt, and Syria, 341'; and post-
Crusade Byz., 337'; delays in, 317n, 327',
341n; determining K. New Year, 186, 269f,
292f, 299; early, 3260; observation of, 299,
300n, 321f; reports [reporting] on, 292, 299,
322, 329n, 337, 454 (see also Abib)

Crusade(s): 7, 15, 117n, 271, 362n; and lunar
observation, 345f; "Byzantine" [of Eastern
Christianity], 90-92'; ByJ during, 160n, 452;
"First": 31n, 243n, 280, 303, 364; and TbE,
263*, 3330, 348, 393

"Fourth," 63, 122, 148; idea of, 90n-92n;
impact of, on K., 243, 250, 280, 303n, 336-39,
342nf, 346, 453-57; Km in Pal. after, 336,
339; K-R cal. feuds over abib in Byz., prior
to, 328, 333', 345; ransom of J. prisoners
during, 48nf; ruptures in communication with
Pal. prior to, 323, 333; "Second," 280; West
European, 90nf

post-Crusade: changes in K. rites, 454;
K. cal accounts, 341n

pre-Crusade K. cal. accounts, 340n
Crusaders: destruction of JeKCenter by, 8, 25,

243, 320, 333, 336, 427, 453f; harassing normal
communications with Byz., 117n; in Byz.,
3330, 347'; J. in Pal. under, 337n, 454; termed
Ashkenazim, 347'; TbE on martyrdom of
Rhineland J. at the hand of, 333n

Crusading era [age], 454-57
Cult of the leader, in messianic sectarianism, 11
Cultural activity: in Caliphate, 5, 10, 12f; R.

patterns of, and ByK, 245

Cumanic [Khazaro-Cumanic] cultural expanse,
65n

Cumano-Karaimic dialect, 65
Curcuas, 88, 166
Currency, see Coinage
Custom(s): ancient [olden], 16, 41n, 241; and

R. ha'atakah. 228; established sectarian, the
point of departure of Km, 210; Hebrew,
denounced by Byz. abjuration formula, 282;
K.: emulated by ByR, 255; safeguarded by
K. communal consolidation, 55'

"of Gentiles," 220; Pal., 13, 16, 253, 255,
318; R.: absorption of, by ByK. 204, 242,
243', 248n; tinged with K. coloring, 252

regional [local], 5, 13, 16, 208', 219, 221;
Samaritan, 281; traditional J., abandoned by
M., 413; validity of, 224, 233, 239, 285; varia-
tions of, 11

See also Practices; Traditions
Customary Laws [Unwritten Laws of Local

Custom], 208'
Cycle, nineteen-year, see Calendar c.
Cycle of scriptural readings, 251n, 4470
Cynicism, of Mish., 380n
Cyprus, Cypriot: BoT on, 34n, 113, 119n, 153,

159n, 386f'; Byz. reconquest of, 88', 110,
120'; heresy, heretics, 119n, 386f'; L in, see
J. in; K. in, see K. in; It in, 3861, 392; ties of,
with Attalcia, 49, 119x, 386

Cyzicus, 107
Czarist (government of) Russia, 28n, 40, 247n

Da'ath, 226n, 237
Damascus: and Byz. campaigns, 96, 99f0, 386;

'Isunians in, 215n, 381nf; J. in, see J. in; K.
in, see K. in

Damietta, 48, 112n
Daniel: Book of, actualized, 76, 78, 88nf, 94f',

165f', 365n; Fast of, 268n
Daniel b. 'Azaryah, Pal. gaon and patriarch, 42,

288n, 298
Daniel b. Nathan [Kostandini], 123f'
Daniel al-Kumisi: 19, 313, 368n; against 'Aran,

211, 211nf, 367nf, 420n; against identifying
"Zion" with Bab., 310'; against R. anthropo-
morphic literature, 240n, 265n; against the
"Rich of the Diaspora," 22, 312; appeal of,
for settlement in Jerusalem, 22, 55n, 187n,
299', 310f'; asserts that model K. living
conceivable only in Pal., 314; bibliography on,
55n; cal. arguments of, for return to Zion,
299; change in Pal-centricism after, 320;
condemning "exilic way of life," 22, 309-13';
deploring inner K. differences, 219n, 220',
399; earliest K. to use the term "Mourners of
Zion," 23, 301n; emigrates and settles in
Jerusalem, 313, 382n; guiding new JeKCenter,
22f, 309; loyalty of, to Islamic rule, 164-66,
364, 365n; modem research on, 313

on: cal. difference as symbol of nation's
split, 311, 351n; calendation as witchcraft,
283n; imitating the "custom of Gentiles,"
220; "morrow after the Sabbath," 276n;
order of Redemption, 310f'; R. persecution
of K., 55n; reasons for length of Exile,37n, 310'

opposition of, to philosophy, 207n; Pal-
centricism of, and its impact, 22f, 220, 309-17',
320, 368; pessimist prognosis of K. future in
Diaspora, by, 314; preaches exodus from
Diaspora, 313; remains K., though departing
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from 'Ananite doctrine, 368'; reported that
some BaK: deny resurrection, 369n; forsook
abib. 309. 311, 317; view man's spirit alone as
subject of God's punishment, 369n

saw BaK gravitation to Rm prior to his
emigration to Pal., 315; scholar in Scripture
and philology, 368n; stressed need for K.
communal consolidation, 55n

.'a Pithron Shenem 'Asar (Commentary on
the Minor Prophets), 55n, 310n-13n

See also [al-]Kumisi School
Darkness, on Sabbath eve in K. homes: 251,

265-69', 393n
David, House of, 15 (see also Davidic)
David b. Bo'az (Nasl; K. patriarch], 83a, 258,

261n, 419'. 421, 448'
David b. Daniel b. 'Azaryah [R. Nasi], 42',

288n, 298'
David al-Fasi, 66n, 69', 206n
David Kimhi, 74n
David Kukizow, 347a
David b. Zakkai, 42
Davidic: aristocracy [Davidism], 15, 18; branches,

15, 99n; descent [extraction, genealogy], 14-16;
Exilarchate, 15; K. Patriarchate [House of
'Aran], 15, 99n, 161. 455; leadership, in
medieval Jewry, 15, 18; pretenders, 15

Day(s), Calendar-day: count of [measure of]:
evening-to-evening, 378', 395', 397'; morning-
to-morning, 378', 385, 386f', 394f'; solar,
378f', 394-97'

or Creation, 395'; of Sacrifices, 395'
Day lam, 165
"De-'Ananization" of Km, 19, 182n
Dead: burial of, 253'; formulae after the. 419nf
Dead Sea: Scrolls, 4n, 19-21, 254n, 376, 378n

(see also Cave finds; Judaean Desert finds);
sectaries, see Qumran Sect

Debate(s), Dispute(s): between BaK and PaK,
307', 321n, 322; K-R: and Hebrew tr. of
Saadyah. 225; and TbE, 263 (see TbE); in
context of Leviticus. 432; in Spain, 345, 345nf;
on reading the Scripture in synagogue. 447';
over abib. 300'; over bigamy, 289; over calen-
dar. 56 (see Calendar feuds); over Oral Law,
285; ready-made material for, 442

mock, with M., staged by TmM, 398; public,
with the rise of Km, 18. See also Conflict;
Controversy; Divergence; Feuds

Decentralization, of Jewry, 202'
Deeds of sale, 179
Defiance, by peripheries of Diaspora, 3f, 10

(see also Dissent; Protest)
Dehiyyoth, see Postponements, R.
"Deities, three," worship of, 402, 403n
Delightful Treasure: 419, 438 (see TbM's Osar

Nehmad); the title, implications of, 440, 440nf
Demographic composition of Byz., 192n, 193f;

d. heterogeneity, and J. sectarianism, 381;
d. transformation of the Near East, 118

Denomination(s), religious: multiplicity of, and
J. sectarianism, 381

Denominational allegiance (persuasion, identity,
etc.]: and all-J identity, 40; and calendar,
273; and regional solidarity, 316; not specified
in Lithuanian charters, 38n; of Ben Asher,
257n; of The Kuraisb, 257n; of Tustarl
brothers, 52n, 257n; superseded by Pal-vs-
Diaspora division, in DaK's exposition, 311f.
See also Allegiance; K. allegiance

Denouncement by association, 273, 275, 393f
(see also Innuendo)

Denunciation, 335
Derbend, 76
Desecration: of festivals, 326', 329, 401; of

Go 's name, deplored, 313; of the Sabbath,
and Mm. 393'. 394. 401, 413

Desert [Sinai Wilderness], thanksofferings in,
400, 412 (see also Judaean D.)

Designing textile patterns, 174nf
Destiny, J., tipped the R. way by Saadyah, 18

(see also J. fraternity of late)
Deterioration of ByK MSS, 31, 31nf
Deuterosis, 282, 282nf
Deviationist: leanings, of 'Anan, discovered by

geonim, 15; movements of 9thC, anti-'Ananite
and anti-R., 368f; practices [usages, observ.
antes]: and regional consensus, 209; first expose
of, by 'Anan, 17

Dialect(s): Karaimic, 65; of Byz-Turkish R.,
152. See also Jargon

Dialectics: K., 17, 208f, 256, 364; M., 398
Diaspora, Jewish Dispersion: 'Anan's program

of self-segregation in, 16; and problem of
thanksofferings, 410; and problems of calendar,
270f, 299, 305, 306n, 308, 321, 326', 340, 349f';
back-regions of, see Peripheries; communication
between Pal. and, 299; consumption of meat
in, permitted by Till., 370f, 371n; DaK against
planting gardens in, 312; DaK's pessimistic
prognosis of K. future In, 314; DaK's plan
for settlement of J. from, in Jerusalem, 22,
187n; effect of DaK's Pal-centricism on,
314f; exodus from: demanded by DaK, 313;
thought impractical by later Pal-centrics, 320

extending Bab. jurisdiction over, 21; fringe
areas of, see Peripheries; God's Torah forsaken
in, 31 If; growing R. settlements in, 26; JeK
Center against those who remained in, 309;
J. farming in. and K. law, 181; J. position in,
313'; J. possession of land in, 181; J. worship
in, turns idolatrous, 313; justification of Km's
existence in, questioned, 316; K. laws of
impurity in, 253'; K. mode of life in, revised
after fall of Jerusalem, 454; living in, immanent.
ly R-inspired and centered on business, 312f;
margins of, see Peripheries; "Mourning" in,
427-29; new attitude to, of later Pal-centrics,
320f; no R. population data available on K. in,
till 12thC, 32; outskirts of, see Peripheries;
peripheries of, see Peripheries; pietists [piety]
in, 309f, 310n. 427; "Proud and Mighty of,"
310'; R. leaders in, blamed for length of
Exile, 371, 310; "Rich of," 22, 312f; status
of J. in, compared with Khazars, 71; students
from, in Pal., 187; tithe in, 182n; training
leaders for, 188n

Diaspora Jew: 'Anan, 305; Kirk., 220;
Diaspora (diasporic] Jewry, 19, 21, 195, 301,
311, 350

K. Diaspora, 244, 314, 316, 321f, 336;
Roman Diaspora, 131n

Diaspora-minded: 'Aran, 16f, 22, 305f;
party, against Pal-centrics, 304nf

Diasporic asceticism, ascetics, 16, 428n; d.
"community of the pious," 16; d. conditions,
reflected in some biblical books, 321; d. dicho-
tomy, 313-15; d. die-hards, combatted by
DaK, 22; d. Judaism, repudiated by DaK,
314; d. Km [K.], and Pal., 306. 321f; d. leader,
TbM, 437n; d. (way of) life, condemned, 309,
313; d. living, Pal-centric criteria of, 318;
d. nationalism of 'Anan, 16f; d. orientation,
313; d. position, held hopeless, 310; d. self-
determination, 316; d. synagogue, in 'Anan's
doctrine, 16, 182n; d. view, represented by
Saadyah, 302; d. worship, 309E

Dictation, 417'
Dietary laws (injuctions]: 282n, 401f, 433nf;

K., 288', 297n, 371', 389-91', 392, 433n1;
K-R controversy over, 285-89', 389-91',
432; of Till.. 371'

d. stipulations, in K-R marriage contract,
288', 297'

Differentiation: K-R, along class lines, 44f;
regional, 302'

Dinar(s), 329, 330n
Dbrlm [Laws], BenN's categories of, 215
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Diocletian, 105
Disillusionment, of messianic sectarianism, 12, 16
Disintegration: of central J. self-government,

202; of Eastern Caliphate, 202, 382; of Km,
in 9thC, 219, 314, 399; of K. ties with Pal.,
because of Crusades, 343n (see also Crusades)

Dispersion, J., see Diaspora
"Dispersion, People of," 310f
Dissension(s): dynastic, in Islam, 10; sectarian

J., and Gentile governments, 331n; within
Km [splits], 216, 219-21', 302', 399 (see also
K. infra-K; K. splinter groups)

Dissent: anti-R, 305, 368; anti-talmudic, Golden
Age of, 381; J. [in Jewry], 18, 20,

209, 379f, 395n; K., scholastic, 265; M.,
369, 380 385;T., 369

Dissenters: J., 7, 10, 41, 212n, 368n, 387n, 390;
non-K, 6. 7, 390

Dissident activity, in 9thC Bab., 380; d. com-
munities, consensus of, 224, 230; d. groups,
pressure of, on ByK, 399; d. literature [scholar-
ship], 8f; d. movements, see J. d. m.; d. popula-
tion, and effects of migrations, 219; d. practices,
221

Dissidents: creativity of, and the "Bab. exodus,"
381; M., incongruous with 'Ananism, 368f

Divergence(s) [difference(s), dissimilarities]: be-
tween: BaK and ByK, in origin and history,
319-22; Compilation and Translation, in BKLP,
443-45; K. and M., in attitude to Bible, 406-8;
K. and T., 368-71, 37ln; Kirk.'s and Hadassi's
accounts of Mish., 373f, 374n; Kirk.'s and
Hadassi's accounts of Tiff., 370f, 371nf; Kirk.'s
and TbM's accounts of Mish., 375f, 414;
Mish. and the archaic calendar, 379n; ON
MSS of Lucki and of the Bodl. Library, 433nf

in modern interpretations of the accounts
of Tiff., 372n; intra-K, over calendar, see
Calendar deviations. C. discrepances, C. rift

K-R: absence of, in appraisal of international
situation, 454; academic, 291n; and a0-J
unity, 36, 40; and K. institutional separatism,
53f; based on scholastic postulates common to
all Jewry, 18; compared with R-'Tsunian
relations, 381n; emphasis on, 262, 265; exegetic
and legalistic, 32f; inspire curiosity and breed
hostility, 354; lit. arguments on, 354; of ritual,
41, 54, 204, 297; over blowing the shofar,
283f'; over calendar, see Calendar discrepances,
C. feuds, C. rift; over details of worship,
53f, 283-85'; over dietary laws, 285-89',
389-91', 432; over "four species," 284f';
over marital laws, 54, 289f'; over "morrow
after the Sabbath," 275-77'; over practical
matters, provoke debates on authority of
Oral Law, 385; over Sabbath candles, 26569',
358; presented along regional and social lines,
312

of 'Aran, from normative practice, 17f;
of ByR, from non-ByR, in cycle of prophetic
readings for synagogue, 447n: of Km, from
earlier sects, 5-7, l lf; of later ByKm, from
original ways of TmM, 456; of TbM, from
accepted procedure governing title of "Mour-
ner", 427-30; regional, 209

Divine Ethics, 407; D. Law, 54.407;D. Manifesta-
tion of Lawmaking Authority, 407; D. Morality,
407; D. Name, translation of, 423n; D. Recon-
ciliation with Israel, 37, 299; D. Vehicle of
Revelation, Hebrew, 21; D. Voice, 358; D.
Wisdom, 407; D. Writ [kathub], 237

Division: absence of, on evening-to-evening day
count, argued, 397'; of BKLP, into Compila-
tion and Translation, 416f, 443f; of K. history
[periodization], 302'; of solar calendar-year,
377, 378n

Divisions in Jewry, sectarian, 366f, 367n (see
also J. sects)

Divorce, 285

"Do's supersede the do-not's," 405nf
Docimian marble, 114,
Doctrine(s) [Teachings]: 'Ananite, see 'Anan,

'Ananite; K.: allegedly transplanted from
Islam to Chr. Europe by YbY, 8; combatted
by TbE, 291, 360 (see TbE); described in
scriptural terms, 439; in relation to T. doctrine,
370f, 371n; theme of M. polemics, 372; wrongly
presented as least common denominator
of anti-talmudism. 367

legitimacy of, equated with legitimacy of
its exponents, 355; M., see Mish.,M.;of Cypriot
heretics, and DoT, 283n; of early Sages,
additions to, 349; of Till., 370f, 371n; R.:
studied and attacked by K., 260'; viewed
as "commandment of men learned by rote."
284n

Domestikos, 88n
Doormen, K., 178
Doroth Galath, 310'
Dorylaeum, 107
Dwelling houses, rent for, 179f
Dwellings: J.: in Constantinople, 142-48', 336;

in Thessalonica, 147n, 149f' (see also Jews'
quarter)
K-R proximity of: 56, 144-48, 327',

336; and cal. feuds, 56, 293, 327, 336;

and conversions to Km or Rm, 257; and
Sabbath eve, 251, 267

Dyeing: of textiles, 174; of skins, 1770

East: 87, 333n; decline of, 4510; Judaism in,
and Maimonides, 451n; Km [K. comm.] in:
8, 87n, 203, 333. 359; and ByKm, 251, 341n, 456

K. migration from, 163. 190, 362 (see also
Immigration); M. in, 389, 391f, 403nf; Muslim:
76, 96, 102; K. Immigrants from, 320, 450;
K. lore in, 243; Themes of, see Eastern Tb.

East-West communication, 325
Middle East, 78, 88nf, 97, 201; Near East:

167, 201, 280, 453; K. immigrants from, 319;
K. of, and calendar, 34af'

Easter, Chr., 272, 279, 2804, 338f'
Eastern element, ByK denounced as, 363; e.

histories, 26n, 87n; e. immigrants, 366; e. K.,
and the Sabbath, 251; e. Themes, imperial,
100', 385; e. Trade Route, 114n

Mid(dle) Eastern: Jewry. and Bab. tradition,
5; society, highly commercialized, 221

Near Eastern: J. Dispersion, BoT's tour of,
113; K., and Pal-centricism, 343

Eclecticism, Eclectic: 30, 172', 331n, 440'
Economic: activity [function], J., 121n, 132;e. ad-

justment. ByK problems of, 192n.248; e. aspects,
of K-It feuds, 2861, 327; e. breakdown, olSyrian
cities, 96-98; e. center of Islam, moving to
Baghdad, 12; e. clauses, in Byz-Muslim armistice
agreements, 97', 101; e. decline, of Thessa-
lonican Jewry under the Venetians, 330; e.
diversification, of ByK, 170-82; e. enterprise
of Constantinople, shifting to foreigners'
quarters, 141; e. expedience, and the Khazars'
conversion to Judaism, 69; e. importance, of
Adrianople. 152n; e. inertia, ByK not hampered
by, 182; e. partnership [unity, similarity],
K-R, 44, 46, 48, 56, 169, 171; e. policy, Byz.,
1380, 140n, 170n, 176nf; e. prominence, of
Fustat K., 162; e. prosperity, 5, 10, 12, 17, 45,
164; e. protest, and Km, 44; e. pursuits:
K-R similarity of, 44, 48, 171; variations in,
and intra-K differences, 220

e. references in K. literature, 171-820; e.
stability, and need for self-expression, 450;
e. strength, of EgKm, 364, 453, 455; e. ties.
ByK unhampered by, 182; e. transformation
of the Middle East, 9, 118, 120n, 167

Economy: Byz.: integration of immigrants in,
117n, 169; function of foreigners in, 140;
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special features of, 138n, 170n, 179; and
urbanization, 182
ByJ, 182, 202; ByK, 1701, 174, 182

'Edah, 208, 218-23*, 229*, 230-32, 371n (see
also Consensus)

Edessa [Urfa], 91, 129f, 129n, 153
Mom (Christianity), and K., 279
Education: K., 62, 248-50*, 450; of TbM, in

Jerusalem, 50; public, by J. Central Institutions,
12

Efendipulo (K. surname), 199, 200n
Egypt: allegiance to, resented by Byz-born K.,

4551; anti-K messages from, read in Thessa-
lonica, 335; appellation "Jews" in, included
K., 38; Byz. bases against, 108; Christians of,
involved in cal. controversy, 280n; commerce
of, 471, 97f, 119, 1910; correspondence with
and in, see Correspondence; Crimean K.
pilgrim in, 341n; documents from, on J.
communal feuds, 42; ensuring continuity of
Arabicized PaK creativity, 455; exodus of
Bab. sectaries, also to, 381; Fatimid, strength
of, 97, 100; governed by Tulunids, 24f, 84,
382n; high standing of sectarianism in, 382;
J. fleeing to, 100; J. in, see J. in; K. emissaries
from, gathering abib data in Pal., 3411; K.
influence in, 254-56; K. marriage contract
from, 317n; K-R cal. discrepancy in, 3270,
334; K-R interaction in, 43; K-R marriage
contracts from, 297f*, 299; K. in, see K. in;
later seat of K. Patriarchate, 453, 455; linked
with Byz., 47, 97, 172; linked with Italy and
the West, 98; migration from, 104*, 117n,
1670; Moses' miracles in, 238; population
estimates for, 160; preservation of ties with,
by immigrants to Byz., 117n, 1910; R. revival
in, 2541'; R. in, see R. of; reservoir of K. wealth
and political strength, 364, 455; ripening of
crops in, 300*; Saadyah, coming from, 23f,
363n; some builders of ByKm came from,
319; TbM's visit to and correspondence with,
27n, 43f*, 52f*, 419n, 427-29*; traffic
between, and Pal., 325

Egyptian affairs, in Genizah finds, 45n; "E.
argument" of Saadyah, regarding abib, 300n;
E. crop, interpreted as abib, 3000; E. formula
of K. marriage contract, 296n; E. J., see J. in
Egypt; E. K., see K. in Egypt; E. Nagid [Rais
al-Yahud]. 38n; E. ports, ByJ traffic with, 170;
E. shore [coast]: appearance of ByK on, 47;
Attaleia's commerce with, 47, 110; personal
and commercial ties with, by immigrants to
Byz., I l l

E. it, see R. of Egypt; Solomon,"the-,"167n
Elhanan, Rabbi, 224n
Elija, Patriarch of Alexandria, 100nf
Elijah, Prophet, 358
Elijah b. Abraham: 29n, 199n, 361f, 362n; on

survival of M. and T., 366-68, 367n, 370, 373
-'s Hilluk ha-J:ara'im we ha-Rabbanim:

36n, 45n, 55n; account of K. schism in, 28f,
29n, 33n, 294f, 295n; epithet for TmM in, 449;
list of K. leaders in, 428n: on sectarian divisions
in Jewry, 366f, 367n

Elijah Bashyachi: Afendopolo, pupil of, 242,
282n; and reconstruction of ByK history,
31f'; and training of K. leaders, 188n; anti-M
texts of, 373n, 389n; ascribing acknowledgment
of K. truth to Ibn Ezra and Maimonides,
236; ascribing ambivalence of statements to
K. scholars, 235f'; ascribing ON to YbY,
278n; attributing to I IthC K. scholars tendency
to Sabbath reform, 235', 251n, 2661; attributing
to sources multiplicity of meanings and inten-
tions, 237; bibliography on, 31n; chronological
errors of, 32n; chronology of, 31, 342; cor-
respondence of, with Troki and Luck, I88n;
credited ThM with introduction of PaKm to

ECONOMY

Byz., 31; disciple of R. masters, 31f, 238;
disliked Ashkenazic Jewry, 196n; echoed
scepticism of a Renaissance man, 238; efforts
of, to liberalize K. law, 234; epithets for TmM,
by, 449n; ideologist of Turkish K. intelligentsia,
236; inferring K. history from R. sources, 31f;
innovations of, 208, 2501, 251n; interpretation
of ha'atakah by, 237-39*; interpreted Shine'ar
as Russia, 303n; "last codifier" of K. law, 31n,
200n, 233

on: AbE's activity in Constantinople, 134n;
Articles of Faith, 200n, 233n; calendar,
292n, 300n, 303n-5n, 323n, 340' 341n-43n,
344*; customary laws, 2090, 231nf; double-
talk in R. literature, 236; early K. translators,
191n; fire and candles on the Sabbath, 235,
251n, 266f, 267n; hagbarah, 321n; laws of
impurity, 253n; own method, 236; 'omer,
278n; rikkub, 82n; roots of K. jurisprudence,
237f*; sebel as "burden," 231n; Talmud,
241n; Tobias Doctrine, 233-39*; transmission
of "all Israel," 232n; verification of Torah
through oral transmission, 2380

one path from ThM to, 251; preferred
Sephardi J., 196n; proposed curriculum of
instruction, 237n; protagonist and product of
K-R rapprochement, 3 In, 234; reading between
the lines of R. literature, 32', 236; shedding
light on position of Turkish Km, not on ByK
beginnings, 32; spokesman of sectarian Elite,
234; system of interpreting sources, by, 234-
370; traditions of, on ByK beginnings, 31f'

-'a Code [Addereth Eliyyahu]: Afendopolo's
Supplement to, 282n; editions of, 31n; follows
traditional K. order of festivals from Nisan,
340n; on method of K. liberals, 235; unfinished,
282n, 373n

-'s Iggereth Gid han-Nasheh, 31a. See also
Bashyachi Family [School]

Elisha bar Shinaya of Nisibis, 1640
Elite: BaK, and DaK, 314; creed of, by Bash., 234
Emu! (mouth), 317n, 345
Embroidery, 174nf
Emessa [Hims], 97
Emigration: from Armenia, 64n, 128, 370, 372;

from Bab., see Babylonia, and Exodus; from
Byz., 58n, 63, 86, 127n; from Crimea, 580,
60n; from Diaspora, 309, 315, 317, 320f,
382n; from Egypt, 104, 117n, 1670; from
Syria, 382n. See also Immigration

Emissaries [envoys], Emissary, K., 341f, 347
Emotionalism, Emotional appeals, in Byz.,

256f, 260
Encyclopedic: objectives of BKLP, 440-43';

scope, expressed in titles of ByK books, 245n,
440', 442

Endogamy, 82
Enoch, Ethiopic Book of, 3780
"Enrichment" ["Riches"], lit., in ByKm, 4400
Environment: different, and TbM's account

of Mish., 376; new, adjustment to, as reflected
in ByK history, 25; variations in: and inner
K. differences, 220; and plurality of sects,
11. See Bab. e.; Byz. e.; Chr. e.; Greek e.;
Muslim C.

Ephesus, 105, 107, 112, 1140, 117
Ephraim b. Shemaryah, 46
Epigoni, lit., of Km, 8, 301
Epikorosin, 386nf
Epistle(s): see Correspondence; of SbM, see

Sahi b. Masliah
Equinox, vernal, 303f
Eres Soho, 341
Eres Ylsrael, see Land of Israel
Error of whole community, 221f, 222n
Error(s): cal., Bash. on, 340n; chronological,

of Bash., 32n; grammatical, TbM on own,
191n, 420, 422, 424, 426, 430; in citing earlier
authorities, TbM on, 4201, 441
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'Error(s)": K., ThE on, 290; R., exposed by
Zadok, 276nf; sensitivity to the other party's,
293

Eschatological expectations, 36

Eshkol hak-Kofer, see Yebuda Hadassi
Eski Krim, see Sulkhat
Estanor, 147n
Esther (biblical), 67
Esther Kyra, 144n
Ethiopic Book of Enoch, see Enoch
Ethnical independence of K. from J., argued, 40
Ethrog, 284
Etymology, K.: of abih, 300n; of sha'atnez, 175nf
Eudokia (Jewess), 199
Eulogon, 288n, 357n
Euphrates River, 88, 97', 105, 137
Europe, European: 29, 102, 148, 150, 152;

Km (in). 8, 163
Eastern Europe, East European: K. (in),

see K. in; K-R relations in, 40
Western Europe, 90af, 174n, 178, 183,

451n (see also West)
Eustathius, 149f, 161n
Eutychius, 137n
Evangelists, 413
Evolution: of ByK attitude to the Talmud, and

TmM, 244; of Halakhah [halakhic], 359f;
of Jewry, geonic impact on, 5; of Km: ByK
contribution to, 250, 416, 449; llthC turning.
point in, 244

of PaK legislation in Byz., and ha'atakah,
226, 229n, 230

Evolutionary: principle in J. law, 358-60; process
of Jewry, and Km, 361

Examination of slaughtered animals, see Inspection
Exarch(oi) (prostata!], 176n
Excommunication [Ban]: of K., 41, 41a; of M.,

275n, 384', 3861, 392, 414
Exegesis, see Biblical e.
Exegetes; see Biblical commentators;. "-of

Jerusalem," 185n
Exegetic(al) arguments, of TbM against Mm,

396, 4010; c. literature, K., rise of, 22, 217;
e. polemics, K-R, in Byz., 447'; e. schools,
opposing, in PaKm. 261n, 421; e. writings
[compositions]: of Saadyah, in Hebrew tr.,
225, 225nf; of YbA and YbY, popular in
Spain, 346n, 359n; popularity of, in Byz.,
446f; references to Bible difficulties in, 409n;
translated in Byz., 190, 447f; see also Biblical
commentaries

non-exegetical arguments, of TbM against
Mm, 401

Exilarch(s): 12f, 15, 42, 295n; and the calendar,

306f, 307n, 350n
Exilarchate, 3, 10, 22f
Exilarchic activity, beneficial, 5; e. administration,

5; e. authority, 12, 14f, 41'; e. Bab., citadel
of Rm, 21; e. bureaucracy, abuses by, 5,10,15;
e. court, 5; e. fist, 15; e. institutionalism,
countered by 'Anan, 14; e. office and the Cali-
phate, 15; e. succession, and 'Aran, 15, 295n

Exile, deposed exilarchs in, 15
Exile, J.: absence of permanent court in, and

lunar observation, 270; and .Khazars, 73;
and national "mourning," 268, 313; Assyrian,
321, 344n; Bab., 321,.344'; Israelite, 311;
Judaean, 311; length of, 310'; punishment of
K. in, 247

Exilic conditions [realities], adjustment to,
321, 340; e. experience of Jewry, 344'; e.
"mourning" on Sabbath, 268; e. way of life,
and Pal-centricism, 309-13'

pre-exilic PaL, 253n
Exodus: "Bab.," of pietists and sects in 9thC,

22, 314f, 317, 380-83', 385; from the Diaspora:
considered imperative by DaK, 313; thought
impractical by later Pal-centrlcs, 320
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"into the wil derness of the peoples," 31
Exodus-Leviticus Anonymous: against R. claim

to true exposition of Torah, 357, 358n; against
Saadyah on calendar, 300n; and the importance
of Leviticus, 361n, 433; and ThE, a comparison,
262; based on PaK exegetes, 448n; chronology
and origin of, 245f, 246n, 357, 364, 448n;
deploring Roman rule, 246, 247n; hailing
Islam for support of Km, 364, 364nf; Hebrew
Saadyan quotations in, 226nf; identity of,
245nf, 365n; messianic vein in, 247nf, 282n

on: Jubilee, 282n; R. calendar, 247; R.
marriage laws, 246; Redemption, 248, 364;
sins of K. and R., 248n; Talmud, 241n

state of publication of, 30nf, 247n, 260n;
stressed K-R difference, 246, 262; used term
ha'atakah, 226n; warned against dangers of
excessive adjustment, 245-47', 248n

Expansion: Byz., military, 31n, 87-90, 163, 166;
demographic, or Km, 161-63, 162n; geographic:
of Bab. talmudic authority, 12f, 221; of Km:
7, 152-54, 162n, 163, 457; inarticulate, prior
to TbM, 450; not reported by non-J historians,
38; wrongly ascribed to propaganda, 79-83, 425

of K. holidays, into two festive days, 339;
of K. scholarship, 8; of Mm, 384; semantic:
of ha'atakah, 226-39'; of sebel, 230nf

Expectations [hopes]: eschatological, of K. and
R., 36; messianic, see Messianic e.

Exposition of Scripture [of Law], see Interpretation
Expulsion, of J. from Constantinople, 143n
Extermination, of K. in Spain, 56n
Eye-witnessing of New Moon, see Lunar Observa-

tion
Ezra (biblical), 285n

Fables, 174n
Fair(s): of Thessalonica, 148n, 328f, 329n; of

Trebizond, 124'
Family life, ByJ, K. influence on, 291; f. names,

see Names; f. purity, neglect of: and M., 413;
a standard item in medieval polemics, 413f

Farmers: information on abib by, 322f; J.: and
K. legislation, 181; at Krisa, 181

Fars, 219n
[al-] Fasi, see David al-Fasi
Fast [-days]: 267, 268' (see also Yom Kippur);

of Daniel, 268n
Fasts and Feasts, 54, 375n, 377, 432
Fat(s), 375n, 389-91', 395, 409n, 423n
Fat-tail [alyah], 260n, 287f', 297', 371n, 389-91'
Fate, J., see J. Fraternity of Fate
Fatimid, Fatimids: 89n, 91, 97, 100, 161f, 167',

453; interdiction of ban on PaK by, 42n
Fayyum, Saadyah of, 390
Feast: of Sukkoth, see Festival of Booths; of

Trumpets (Yom Teru'ah], 281; of Unleavened
Bread [Hag ham-Massoth], 281

Festival: of Booth [Feast of Sukkoth], 272,
284f, 285n, 333n, 334, 341n; of Purim; 326',
340n; of Weeks [Pentecost, Shabu'oth], 275f,
278f', 339n, 371', 377'

Festivals [Feasts, Holidays]: Byz.: Easter, most
important of. 338

J.: and Byz. abjuration formula, 280-82;
and Jubilee, 282'; and K. marriage contract,
295'; and national "mourning," 268'; cutting
the 'omer on, 278'; DaK on, 311; dates of,
and J. unity, 270, 349f'; desecration
of, 283, 326', 329, 401; divergence on,
and the "partition" in P6ra, 336; economic
aspects of defiance of, by other party,
327; ideas preached to ByR on, and
Lekah Tob, 263; intra-K discrepances over,
341n, 352; K. dates of: determined through
observation of Pal, crops, 186; different
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from R. dates, 270; observed by some R.
along with R. dates, 253, 271

K. expansion of, into two festive days,
suggested, 339; order of, 281, 333n, 340n;
PaK reply to ByK query on, 326', 375n,
433f; postponement of, because of delayed
abib, 293; precalculated postponements of,
384, 395; proclamation of, claimed dependent
on J. people, 348; prohibition of marital
relations on, by K., 297', 298; R. dates of:
defied by K., 327; followed by M., 379f,
384, 395'; observed by 'Isunians, 274n, 381n

R. taunted for not compromising on, but
on matters of belief, 380nf; SbM on, 253,
316n; Tract on, see Joseph al-Basir; volume
of ON on, 375n, 434

Feuds, sec Conflicts; Controversy; Calendar
feuds

Fields, acquisition of, 179
Fihrist, Arabic, of Eshkol hak-Kofer, 28n
Financial enterprises, joint Gentile-J, 180';

f. support: of MoZ by wealthy K., 45; sought
by Alexandrian comm., 46

Fire, on a Sabbath, 205, 235', 266f'
Firkowicz, A.: and his finds and theories, 58n,

591', 64n, 125, 325'; and K. of Istanbul,
196; as editor, 28n, 30n, 59n, 61n, 71, 213n;
claimed existence of two TmM, 325n, 419n;
on authorship of Yehi Me'oroth, 52n; on
K. MSS lost in Gozlow, 324, 436n; published
spurious letter of TmM, 325'; reported a
commentary on whole Pentateuch by ThM,
436n; selected excerpts from ELA, 29n, 246nf,
248n

Firkowicz Collections, 60n, 94n, 125, 126
First-born, laws of, 291n
Fiscal aspects of sectarian dissent, 10, 15; f. perse-

cution of K., by R., 55'; f. policies of govern-
ments, and the K., 37f, 38n

Fish, Greek names for, 173, 198
Florence, 141n
Folkways. R., combatted by K., 283
Food: prepared by Gentiles, 253n, 297', 401';

ritual cleanliness of: and K-R relations, 253',
285f; supervised by J. community, 286

Foreign, Foreigners, in Byz.: 104n, 138-42',
143n, 146, 183n, 363n; ByK denounced as,
363f'. See also Aliens; Strangers

Foreignness [Alienagel, accusation of, and
ByKm, 363-656, 388, 416

Forum Augusteion, 92n
Fossilization of Km, postponed by ByK, 456f
Foundations: of Judaism, and abrogation,

412f; of Km: historical, laid in Bab., 319;
in Turkey, Russia and Poland, laid in Byz.,
25; scholarly, laid by lower aristocracy and
intelligentsia, 18

Founding Fathers, of Km, 210, 212, 216, 306,
421. See also 'Anan; BenN

"Four Species," 284f'
Fowl: consumption of, with milk, 289; names

of, transmitted by tradition, 285
France, 451n
Frankish merchants, in Constantinople, 139n
Fraternity of Fate, J., see J. F. of F.
Fringe areas of Dispersion, see Peripheries
Fringes, ritual [sis/th], see Ritual fringes
Frontiersmen: earliest J. sectarians, 10; joined

by urban population since 'Anan, 18
Fund-raising campaign, for ransom of captives,

48, 112n
Fundamentalism ["Biblieism"], 17, 209
Fustat-Cairo: AbE supposedly lived in, 135n;

congregation of Jerusalemites '.n, 46; Davidic
pretenders in, IS; greatest Islamic city of the
period, 161, 162n; K. in, see K. in; K-R cal.
discrepance in, 327', 334; K-R marriage
contracts from, 288n, 2970; private It
correspondence with, on Thessalonican feud,

328-35'; R. in, see J. in; TbM's letter to,
27n, 43f', 420nf

Gagry [Gagri], 125-27; see Gangra
Galata, 141n, 144', 146
Galley [gala/al, 174n
Galuth, 311, 313 (see also Diaspora)
Galuth, denoting status of "aliens," 150*
Galutho-centricism, of 'Anan, 16, 22, 306
Gangra [Germanicopolis], 107, 120, 121', 122,

125-27'
Gaon, see Geonim, and under individual names

of geonim
Gaonate: Bab., 3, 10; Pal., feud over, 42f', 50n
Gardiki, 159n
Gargar, 1281'
Gargirian, see Jacob Gargirian
Gazaria, 61n
Genizah, The Cairo Genizah: 20, 117n, 191',

289, 329n; documents [finds], 35, 42-44,
45n, 46-53'

Genizoth, 6
Genoa, 142
Genoese, 128, 141f, 151, 181n
Gentile Armenians, migration of, 372; G. courts,

331n; G. governments, and the J., 331n; G.
law, and R. struggle against K., 335; G.
masters, and K. handymen, 180; G. nations:
and the day count, 397; and J. heresy, 331';
and the Khazars, 71

G. population, and the K., 38; G. recognition
of K-R unity, 38, 40f, 44; G. sharecroppers
on J. land, 180

Gentile-Jewish associations, economic, 180';
G-J legal titles to real estate, 180

Gentiles: bread of, 297; conviviality with, 413f;
"custom of," imitated by J., 220; food prepared
by, 253n, 297', 401'; partnerships with, 180';
status of Jewry among, 331n; taking away
J. money, 331'; venerating tomb of SbY
99n; wine of, 297, 401; xenophobia among
in Byz., 363'

Geographic distance, between Bab. and Pal.,
and K. calendar, 308'; g. distribution of Km,
no early R. data on, 32; It. division, of K.
history, 302; g. expansion, of Km, see Expan-
sion; g. independence, of principle of lunar
observation, 344f; g. shift: of J. sectarianism
with 'Anan, 14; of K. centers, 302n; of M.
center, 375n

g. splits, in Km, on the ablb issue, 341
Geonic Academies: of Bab., 5, 22, 188, 249,

316n; of Pal., 23, 453
g. activity, beneficial, 5; g. administration,

5; g. authority, 12, 14, 41; g. Bab., citadel of
Rm, 21; g. era [period), 302; g. institutionalism,
14; g. interference, with 'Anan's right to
exilarchate, 15, 295n; g. legislation, 5, 209;
g. literature, and ha'atakah, 224

Geonim, Gaon [Heads of Academies]: Bab.:
12f, 17, 32, 40f, SIn, 295n; attitude of, to Pal.,
13, 307 (see also Hai; Natronai; Saadyah)

Pal., 42f, 84 (see also Ben Meir; Daniel b.
'Azaryah; Solomon b. Yehudah)

George Maniakes, 129
Georgia [Abkhazia], 126
German J. scholars, of the 19thC, 424, 426
Gennanieopolis, see Gangra
"Germans," denoting Crusaders, 347'
Germany: absence of Km in, 33; and ThE, 33,

34n
Gewohnheitsrecht, 208
[al-]Ghazzali, 236, 237n
Ghetto, 140n, 141, 147n
Gifts, priestly and levitical, 182n
Glosses, Greek, see Greek
God: ascribing corruption to, 410f, 412n; con-

fidence in, 410-13; hiding His face from Jewry.
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313; of Israel. Jesus and Mihammad, 403n;
Nature of, al-Basir's Tract on, 417n; "People
of," 349. 350; strengthened K. under Islam,
364; terms for, 423n; thanks to, in colophons,
436; "Way of," 349

-'a: attributes, 423n; curse, invoked against
Mish., 398, 401; indifference to His people,
366; Name, 313, 423n; oral communication
on Sinai,285;prohibition of leaven on Passover,
410f; promise of Redemption, 411; Prophets,
trust in, 411; reward and punishment, 369n;
Temple, desecrated, 313; Torah, 311f, 4L1;
Wisdom and Morality, 407

Gog and Magog. Wars of, 92f
Gold currency [coinage], in Byz., 330n
Golden Age: of J. sectarianism outside Bab.,

381f; of Km in Pal., see K. in Pal.
Golden Horn, 98, 121, 140, 142n, 1446, 161
Goldsmith(s), 178'
"Good Figs," 344'
Gospels, 408, 414
Governmental authorities, attitude of, and R.

action against K., 350f; S. intervention, in
K-R feuds, 37, 37nf, 56. 287, 329, 334-36

Government(s): and K. separatism, 40; and K-R
unity, 36-38'; intervention of, see Governmen-
tal Intervention; R. recourse to,. against K.,
55'

Gozlow: 452; K. books edited in, 28n, 59n,
71, 172n, 191n, 198; K. MSS perished In, 324

Graeco-Karaite: colloquialisms in Sefer ha'-
Osher, 198; jargon, 152, 1951'

Grammar, Hebrew, 1250
"Grammarian, The Jerusalem," 185n
Grave, see Tomb
Grecization, of Kin, 193, 196, 199
Greece, 98n, 105
Greek: classical, use of in Byz., 195; colloquial,

and R. literature, 194; conscious adoption of,
by ByK, 195; "language of the Romans," in
Byz., 194; pushing out Arabicized models of
K. literature, 202; role of, in Byz., 193f; spoken
in K. quarter of Haskeuy, 196; state of: among
ByJ, 198n, 365; among ByK, 193-2000, 202f,
365

translating Hebrew terms Into, 423n; use
of, by TbE, 290n

Greek courtesy phrases, 198; G. environment,
and Km, 152', 198, 451; G. glosses in general
J. literature in Byz., 365, 396, 416; G. glosses
in K. literature: appended by ByK students
while compiling notes in JeKAcademy, 426;
atticisms of, 195; in al-Basir's works, 80a,
190n; in earliest ByK writings, 193', 365,
416, 444; in Marpe la-'Esem, 429n; in SeJer
ha-'Osher, 173f', 177', 196-98', 281'; not
composed by JbR himself, 197; of TmM, 80n,
396, 421; reconstruction of, 194n

G. glosses in M. literature, 396; G. hagiogra-
phers [hagiography], 26', 114'; G. historians,
260, 91; G. language and culture, ByK Integra-
tion in, 189-200, 204, 365f, 416, 451;
0. literacy, 182n; G. literature, 26', 194nf;
G. mainland, J. on, 113; G. merchants, 121n;
G. names, J., 137n, 151', 198-2000; G. philo-
sophy, 1940; G. polemicists, 26; G. records
[documents, sources]: on J., 26'; silent on
Kin, 26f, 283

G. spelling, and Hebrew transliterations,
127; G. terms: Hebrew transliteration of, 198nf,
281n; for articles of wear, 175n, 198; for
"bread," 198; for coinage, 198, 330n; for
embroidery, 175n; for fish, 173, 198; for
"God," 423n; for marriage gifts, 199n; for
measures, 198; for ships, 174n; for unleavened
bread, 281'; for work tools, 177, 198; medical,
198; technical, 177, 198
G. theological phrases, 198; G. titles of

Byz. officials, 198
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Greek Orthodox, see Christian
Greek-speaking: environment, and the K.,

198; J., conversion of, to Km, 193; K. and
R., in Turkish times, I51f

Greeks, 48n, 141n, 146, 164, 187
Gregorios (hagiographer), 114n
"Gregos," 151
Guild(s): Byz. system of, 140, 142n, 1430, 176nf;

J., in Byz., 142f', 145f', 149f0, 172, 176f',
336; and ByJ population data, 35n, 154,
157-59, 161

Gulgolesh [capitation tax], 183, 183nf

Ha'atakah, 224-39', 449
Hadassi, see Yehudah Hadassi
Haftaroth, 447n
Hag ham-Massoth, 281
Hagbarah, 321'
Haggadoth, 259n
Haggai, 361
Hagia Sophia, 11Sf
Hagiographer(s), Hagiography: Christian, Greek:

on J., 26n, 114'; silent on Km, 26
Hagiographa, 265, 290
Hai (b. David? b. Nahshon 7), 350nf
Hai (b. Sherira) Gaon, 93n, 95n, I88n, 224',

264n, 298n
[al-]Hakim, persecutions by, 104n, 167'
Hakrabah, 321'
Halabim, Heleb, 375n, 409n, 423n (see Fats)
Halakhah: ancient sectarian, 20f; Bab., 13; K-,

17f; Pal., 253, 255; R. [normative], 28, 141n,
265, 316, 359f: sectarian, 316

Halakhic: creations, vs Midrash, 265; evolution,
360f; formulation of Judaism by K., imitating
Rm, 17, 209; questions, arising from ByK
professions, 174-81'; rapprochement of K.
and R. in Turkey, and linguistic separateness,
196

Half-shekel, 182n
Halicz, 38n, 60n
Hallsah, 285
Hallevi, see Mubashshir Hallevi, and Yehudab

Hallevi
Halys River, 121
Hamdanid(s), 88, 90n
Barnes, 327 (see Leavened bread)
Hananyah (brother of 'Aran), 295n
Handymen, K., 180
Hanukkah, 281f, 282n
[al-]Harizi, see Yehudah al-Harizi
Harmylo, 159n
Haser (Court) of Bakhtawi, 186n (see Bakhtawi

Court)
Hashmadah (Forced Baptism), 63n
[he-]Hasid, 429n
Haskeuy, K. quarter in, 196
"Haste," theory of, in ByK literature, 190n,

193n, A25'
Hayawayh [Hiwi] al-Balkhi, 408, 408nf, 412n
Hazzaniyyah [liturgical collection], 352n, 418n
Hebraization, of Km. 193
Hebrew: as countercheck to assimilation, 200,

450f; availability of Arabic classics in, and
their survival, 30, 452; biblical verses in,
transliterated into Arabic, 417f, 418n; ByK
literature in, see K. in Byz-BKLP; ByK
Saadyan quotations in, 225f, 226nf, 288n,
294f', 389f, 390nf; ByK students of JeKAca-
demy compiling notes in, 418, 424-27; commu-
nal correspondence in, 1910; demanded as
K. Article of Faith, 200'; Divine Vehicle of
Revelation, 21f; general J. literature In Byz.
composed in, 365, 396.416, 418,426; knowledge
of. in the Land of Kedar, 63; not included
in R. Articles of Faith, 200n; Pal. originals
in, 190; poor quality of, in 1lthC, 192, 444f;
R. productions in, and the BKLP, 416; spoken
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by South Russian K. to Petahyah, 63; state
[diffusion] of, among ByK, 191-93, 413,
426; use of: by BenN, 21, 77; in ByK literature,
imperative for ideological reasons, 365, 416;
in K. legal documents, 298'; turns a necessity
with "byzantinization" of Km, 448

used and propagated by 9thC Km, 21f, 211;
"writing from the language of Ishmael into,"
420, 422-24

Hebrew accounts of Hadassi, compared with
the Arabic: on Mish., 373, 374', 379n, 383n;
on Tiff., 370, 371n

H. clause of the 'Ananite Maxim, 210-12';
H. compendia, 445nf; H. compilations, ByK,
see K. in Byz.-ByKc.; H. counterparts of
on-naki, 225, 227n, 230nf; H. creativity of
ByK: ideological incentives or, 190-93, 365f,
416, 418; wrongly linked to Crimea, 58

H. Epistle of SbM, 190 (see SbM); H.
epitome(s), 28n, 77; H. equipment of ByK,
reflected in Sefer ha-'Ocher, 197f; H. linguistics,
24, 50, 206, 398; H. lit. activity of K., and the
Crimea, 58; H. literature, SpJ, and Km,
196n; H. philology; 368n, 398; H. phrasing of
anti-M excursuses, by TbM, 374f, 375n, 396;
H. Saadyan terminology, 225; H. Scripture,
as source of legislation, 21, 408; H. style,
flowery, of Maliha's letter, 199n

H. term(s): for Divine Name, untranslatable,
423n; for encyclopedic scope and erudition,
245n, 440', 442; for God's attributes, translat-
able, 423n; for "tradition," are of R. origin,
225; for "translating," 422f', 424n, 449';
Greek equivalents of, 177, 290n, 423*; 'onesh,
330n; translating of, into Arabic, 423'

H. text: of Hai on cal., in K. quotations,
350nf; of LbY's Book of Precepts, a Byz_
translation, 227nf, 271n, 446

H. texts, early ByK: based on class-notes,
418, 424-27, 443f; contain untranslated Arabic
clauses and words, 192f, 424-26; do not
contain term sebel, 231n; some unintelligible
without Arabic originals, 192

H. translations: by ByK, see Arabic;
interlinear, 425'; of al-Basir, ascribed to al-
Basir himself, 80n, 190n; of al-Ghazzali, 237n;
of Saadyah, 225'. See also Translations

H. translators: ByK, see K. in Byz.-ByK t.:
early J., as evaluated by Ibn Tibbon, 191f

H. transliteration(s), 127, 198n, 1990.
281n; H. works (writings], ByK, see K. in
Byz.-BKLP, and ByK w.

Hebrew-Arabic-Greek admixture, in BKLP,
424-26 (see Trilingualism)

Hebrew-oriented K. centers, 8
Hebrews, entering Chr. faith, 26, 280 (see Jews)
Hegemony: contest for: in Jewry, see Pal-vs-Bab

[Diaspora] contest; in K. world, 302-22',
455, 457
of Bab. Talmud, 12f; of PaL, propagated

by 9thC K., 21, 301
Hekhaloth Books, 264n
Hekkesh, 17, 217, 217nf, 223n, 237 (see also

Analogical Deduction; Kiyas)
Heleb, see Haiabim
Helena, Empress, 70n
Hell-fire, TbM threatening M. with, 408, 413
Heraclius, 113n
Heresiareh(s), see Abu 'Imran at-Tiflisi; Abu

'Isa; 'Anon; Isma'il al-'Ukbarl; Mishawayh;
Musa az-Za'farani

Heresy: Chr., and Km, 40n; Cypriot, 386n,
387n; intra-J, 41, 331', 382; M., 372, 394-97,
400, 406, 413; Phrygian, 115n

Heretics: Cypriot, 119n, 386f'; in the Land of
Kedar, 61-64'

Hermeneutics, Hermeneutical, 17, 209f, 217,
224, 232n

Heterogeneity: demographic: of Byz society,

HEBREW

27, 193f, 194n, 204, 364; of East Mediterranean,
399

ritual, corroding Judaism, 399
Hezekiah (biblical), 400'
Hilluk hak-Kara'im we ha-Rabbanim, see Elijah

b. Abraham
Hims [Emessa], 97
Hippus, 209
Hisday ibn Shaprut, 67, 70'
Historians: Arab [Muslim], 38-40', 68', 294n,

305f'; Greek, 26', 91; non-J, and Km, 38
Historical considerations of Km, by it, 33; h.

contest for supremacy in Judaism, 13 (see
Pal-vs-Bab contest); h. continuity: Byz., and
the K., 320; of R. tradition, 355

h. formulation of Km, 319; h. independence
of K. from J. people, argued, 40, 59; h. infe-
rences: by Bash., from it texts, .31f; from
ByK texts, proved erroneous, 30nf

h. legitimacy of doctrine, and communal
legitimacy of leaders, 355; h. outlook, Km and
Rm united in, 36, 54; it precedence: of Km
over Rm, argued, 357n, 361f; of Rm over Km,
admitted by TmM, 357'

h. precedents, invoked from the Bible, 278n,
285', 321. 349, 400', 407; h. premises, for the
reconstruction of ByKm, 19, 26, 36-57', 147,
293n, 301n, 386n

pseudo-historical reconstructions of Kin,
28f, 216, 346n

Histories: eastern, 26n, 87n; Greek, 26
Historiography, K., 362n
History: and biblical law, 412; and the right to

reform, 359; appeals to, K., 362n; Bab-Persian
K., 319; Byz., turning-point of, at Manzikert,
453; ByJ, 26n; ByK, see K. in Byz.; divergent
roads of Jewry in, and the Pal-vs-Bab struggle,
301; invoked in support of national "mourning"
on Sabbath, 268'; J., see Jewish h.; K., see
Karaite h.; M., 376, 382f, 385-87; of abib,
299-344'; of J. messianism, recent, conversions
in, 403n; of Judaism, religious and lit. projec-
tions in, 216; of K. Diaspora, llthC turning-
point in, 244; of K. polemics, see Karaite p.;
of lunar observation, 299, 344-52'; of medieval
J. sectarianism, 7-9, 14, 24f, 59, 319, 386n;
of religion, 38f', 384; of T., 369f; test of,
and Pal-centricism, 314

world history: believed predicted by Prophets,
10; described by J. homilists, 10

[al-]Hiti, see Ibn al-Hiti
Hiwi al-Balkhi, see Hayawayh
Hizkiyah b. Solomon b. David, K. patriarch, 43
Holidays, see Festivals and individual Feasts
Holiness: double, of Yom Kippur, 377n; of

Sabbath, extended by M. to night preceding
Sunday, 378

Holy City, see Jerusalem
Holy Land, see Palestine
Holy War, 90, 92' (see also Jihad)
Homiletics, Homiletical, 256', 263f
Homilist(s), interpreting history, 10. See also TbB
Homily, Homilies: and the K., 240, 245, 257,

264, 393n (see also Midrashim); of TbE,
alluding to Thessalonican feud, 330f', 333E

Horeb, Mt., laws of, invoked in ByK marriage
contract, 296'

Hosha'na Rabbah, 50n
Hosha'na b. Michael (K. donor in Sulkhat), 126n
Hostility: Chr., against J., 115, 115nf, 141';

K-R: 55f', 329, 336, 351, 354; gives way to
K. claim of antiquity of cal. cycle, 343f

House(s) of worship, K., 53f
Hyperperon, Hyperpera, 329, 330n

'Jbbur:of months, 350nf; of years, see Intercalation
Iberian Peninsula, 34n, 345
Ibn al-Athir, 139n
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Ibn Batuta, 147n
Ibn Daud, see Abraham ibn Daud
Ibn Ezra, see Abraham ibn Ezra
Ibn Hazm, 39nf
Ibn al-Hiti, 50n, 99n, 134n-36n, 417n
Ibn at-Taras, 80n, 301n, 359n
Ibn Tibbon, see Yehudah ibn Tibbon
Ibn Tulun, Ahmad, 23, 382n (see also Tulunids)
Iconium [Konya], 106n, 107, 109, 121, 127
Idealization, K.: of intellectualism, 420°, 421;

of MoZ, 45 ,45nf; of the past, and projection,
216; of the status of minority, 54, 54nf; of
"Teachers," 419n

Identification, of Km with the majority of J-
people, 36-41, 44

Identity: general J., and the K., 40, 44; gradual
surrender of, by sectaries, 19, 380; K., confusion
of with other sectaries, feared, 387-94°, 416;
M., 275, 390, 393f; of ByK captives, known
in Alexandria, 47; of Cypriot heretics, 386nf;
of ELA, 245nf; of Sadducees in Middle Ages,
20; preservation of, struggle for by ByK, 25

Idolaters, 165
Ignorance: ascribed: to Abu'Isa, 16; to opponents

in medieval polemics, 16; to Yudghan, 16
of K. in Land of Kedar, 62; struggle against,

in ByKm, 247-50
ijma', 208°, 218, 221-23, 229n, 364 (see also

Consensus)
(itIhad, 209, 249n
Imam(s), Sbi'ite, 223, 233
Immigrant(s), to Byz.: ByK not missionaries

but-, 25, 192; entering local industries, 174;
integrating in Byz. economy, 117n; K.: 104.
118, 169-71, 174, 319f, 362, 399; and American
J., a comparison, 192f; and BKLP, 416, 450;
and M., a parallel, 386

maintain ties with "old country," 110f,
117n, 198nf, 201, 328n; M., 386; move into
Constantinople, 103; non-K, eastern groups
of, 366; R., merge with native community,
119, 171; settle in Melitene, 103

Immigrant(s), to Palestine, 187n, 309; see K.
in P., settlement of

Immigrants, to State of Israel, K., 41
Immigrants, to Turkey, Sephardi, 32n, 152, 196°
Immigration: to Bab., 383n; to Byz. [movement

inland from the East]: 102-4, 111, 117n, 128n,
160, 366; effects of, on K. and R., 168f; of
Armenians (Cbr., J., K., and T.), 64n, 103,
128n, 370, 372; of Egyptians (Cbr. and J3,
104, 117n, 167°; of K., 580, 84-86, 104, 111,
163, 319; of K. and M., a parallel, 385-87;
of Khazar R., 75; of M., 38Sf; of non-K,
366; to Constantinople, 103, 117n, 138f, to
Nicomedia, 132

to Crimea, SSn, 63, 127n; to Pal., see K.
in P., settlement of; to Poland [Halicz], 60n;
to Syria, 381n, 382f'

Immovable property, 179f'
Impurity, see Ritual impurity
Incest: and K. legislation, 17, 82f°, 205, 218n,

405n, 4460; and Misb., 401; and Tiff., 3710;
biblical prohibition of, 82; K. influence on
PaR in, claimed, 253; K-R difference on,
discussed in context of Leviticus, 432

Incompatibility: of K. with Byz. society, argued,
356; of Khazars with Km, manifested in K.
literature, 74-760

Indian commerce, 97
Individual responsibility, K. doctrine of, Sin,

216, 249
Individualism (individualistic approach to inter-

pretation of Scripture (of Law)], in Km, 211-16°,
219, 397, 399, 421f

Industrial occupations, of ByK, 174-780
Industry, Industries, 174, 179 (see also under

individual Industries)
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Infallibility: and 'Anan, 211; of the Bible, 407;
of the community, 22If, 222n

"Infidel" population in Muslim lands, 157
Ingathering-of-Exiles, and the K., 41
Inheritance, K. laws of, 256, 298n, 445nf
Innovation(s): arbitrary introduction of, ascribed

to K., 255, 361; 'ibbur denounced as, 350n;
in J. life, justified, 349°; K., in l5thC, 208,
235, 250f, 251n, 267, 308

Innuendo, in polemics, 279, 369, 390, 391. See
also Denouncement by Association

Inspection of Slaughtered Animals [bedikah],
285-87

Institutionalism, Institutional: R., 14, 18, 21,
41°; K., see K. Counter-institutionalism, K.
Separateness

Institutions: Byz., contacts of with Jewry, 283;
ByK, chronology of, 51-54'; central J., under
Islam,see Jewish Central Authorities; normative,
submission to, and separatism, 399; weakening
of, and adjustment, 241

Integration:, K., in Byz., see K. L; linguistic,
of ByJ, 194, 451; of Jewry in Byz. society, and
the K-M controversy, 408

Intellectual activity: of PaK, 24; of R. in Spain,
359;

I. climate of Byz. Jewry reconsidered, 452;
I. creed of elite, represented by Bash., 234;
I. failure, ascribed to Km, 355; i. immaturity,
of pre-'Ananite movements, 11; i, satiety, in
centers of 'Abbasid civilization, 315; i. sophisti-
cation, of Bab. urban centers, vs peripheries
of Diaspora, 10, 45; 1. standard, of Mm,
374n, 398

Intellectuals: 18, 2110, 257, 398f, 420'; and the
"mob," 234-360

Intellectualism [intellectualist trend], in Km.
18f, 209,.229n, 4200, 421,.437n

Intelligentsia: joins sectarianism with 'Anan,
18; K., see K. i.

Intercalation month: Adar, 306n, 345; Shebat,
306n

Intercalation of months, 350nf
Intercalation of years ['ibbur]: intra-K splits

over, 317n, 3401, 341nf, 3440; K., determined
by Pal. abib: 292f, 344f, 347f; and 'Anan,
306°; and ByK, 318, 328, 337, 339-46'; and
K. of Egypt and Syria, 3410; BaK deviation
from, 304, 307, 317n, 381; instructions on,
sent by PaK authorities, 307, 326f, 329, 333

K. and R. agreed on need of, but divided
on method of, 270f, 271n; K-R feuds over,
328, 340, 345, 348; R., precalculated [by
nineteen-year cycle method]: 247; alleged
antiquity of, 270; and J. unity, 270; and Mm,
384, 3950; followed by BaK, 304, 317n, 381;
followed by SpK, 345f°; sanctioned by later
ByK, 339-44°

three modes of, in Bab., 303f'. See also
Abib; Calendar

Interdiction, of ban on Km, 42n
Interest on loans, in Byz., 178f, 179n
Interlinear: reading, in R. literature, by Bash.,

32°, 236; translations, from the Arabic, 425°
Intermarriage: 'Isunian-R, 274n, 381n; K-R,

288°, 297f'
International Trade, see Commerce
Interpreters (jobs), 178
Interpretation [Exposition] of Scripture [of Law]:

and DaK, 368n; and individualism, 211, 213.
216f, 219; ByR, homiletical [midrasbic],
256, 264f; K. [K-oriented], 54, 262, 447;
K-R debates [polemics] over, 41, 446f, 447n;
K-R divergences over, 36, 289f', 291n; of
ThE, 264, 331, 332n; Pal-centric, 321n; R.,
divergent, 357. See Bible; Biblical Exegesis

Interpretations, divergent: of: abib, 3000;
account of Till., by modern research,
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372n; by-names Ba'aibeki and 'Ukbari,
3830; cal. legacy of Bab. Exile, 344*;
"four species." 284f, 285n; ha'atakah, 234,
238f; "morrow after the Sabbath," 275f,
276n, 278f; teru'ah, 283f'; Tobias Doctrine,
234, 238f

Intervention, see Governmental i.
Investment, in Byz., 179
Isaac Albalag, 237n
Isaac b. [of?] Nappaha, 350nf
Isaac b. Nathan, 237n
Isaiah of Trani, 2550
Isauria, Isaurian, 106, 107n, 117n
Ishmael: Kingdom (kings] of, 165, 294; language

of, 420, 422-24
Ishmaelites, 165, 270, 294f, 364
Islam, medieval: 246n; alliance of J. messianism

and sectarianism under, 10; and the spread
of Bab. Talmud, 13; central J. Institutions
under, see J. Central Authorities; centrifugal
forces in, 10; decline of Jewries under, 45In;
declining, transfer of Km from, to Chr. Europe,
8; defeated Judaism's foes, 9; dynastic dis-
sensions and religious feuds in, 10; Fustat,
largest city in, 161, 162n; heterodoxies in, 3;
House of David under, 15; J. experience
under, 3, 79; J. life under, see J. I.; Jewry
under, and Km, 18; K. under: and AbE,
136n; unfamiliar with, some ByK practices,

"Kingdom of the Small Horn," 364, 365n;
non-normative J. camp under, in 9thC, 368f;
on errorof community in, 2221'; pro-K attitude
of, hailed, 164f, 364, 364nf; propitious for the
rise of J. heterodoxy, 3, 5-7; SbY on, 165;
socio-economic disparity in, 10; status quo
in, criticized by Shi'ites, 222; strength of,
admired by DaK, 165f; struggle between, and
Christianity, 93, 110, 454; YbA on, 166

Islamic, see Muslim
Isma'il al-'Ukbari, 276n, 376nf, 371n, 409n
Isolation, of M. on Cyprus, 386
Israel: all [House of]." 13, 37', 232', 270,

3970; ancient, 16, 229nf, 410; and the evening-
to-evening day count, 397; corrupted by Jero-
boam, 285, 395; Divine Reconciliation with,
37, 299; excommunicating adherents of solar
calendar, 275n; forced to give away money to
Gentiles, 331 *; Future Consolation of, 411;
God of, 401, 403n; indestructible, 2491; K.
a minority in, 37n; led astray by Mish., 395,
398, 401; M. morning-to-morning day count
decried as gravest heresy in, 395f; misled by
diasporic "Teachers," 310; Redemption of,
see Redemption; role of leaders in, 349;
Roman subjugation of, 2460; rules of sacrifices,
a testimony in, 361; sages of, 270, 285;"scound-
rels of," 22; "sinners of," 331'; time reckoning
of, vs Chr., 278; tradition in, 227, 269, 356,
358; two categories of days in, 395; unity of,
and the calendar, 270, 3070, 311, 349f', 351n;
"wealthy of," 312. See also Jewish People;
Jewry; Nation

Israel, State of, and the K., 410
Israel Hamma'arahi, 253n, 341f, 342nf, 344n
Israelite: Fxile, 311; Tribes, 400
Israelites, ancient, bigamy among, 290
Istanbul, 141n, 146. 153n, 196
'Isunians ['Isunian Movement], 214, 214nf, 274',
3670, 381n, 382'

Italian Republics, 1200, 145, 201
Italy, 98, 105; Southern, 85n
[al-]t'tidol (Equinox), 303
Itil River, 67
Itinerary: of Anthony of Novgorod, 145, 147n;

of BoT, 34, 144, 35In, 384n, 428nf (see BoT)
Iyyar (month), 327, 329, 334
Jacob (biblical), 270
Jacob b. Ephraim (ash-Shami), 381nf

Jacob b. Reuben (author of Book on Precious
Stones), 290n

Jacob b. Reuben (K. commentator): 199n;
against Chr. slant of ByJ marginal groups,
415n; and ThE, a comparison of exegesis,
332n; Arabic terms for precious stones used by,
290n; chronology of, 196, 196nf, 332n, 442,
448; confused presentation of YbA's messianic
references by, 78; contribution and method of,
an evaluation, 196-98', 330n, 332n, 432n,
442', 448f; not identical with author of Book
on Precious Stones, 290n

on: evil "Shepherds of Exile," 331nf; Fast
of Daniel, 268n; Feast of Trumpets, 283n;
"four men" (evangelists), 415n; Gentile-)
partnership, 180n; J. acquisition of land in
Diaspora, 181n; Khazars, 66n, 71-730, 76f*;
mamzer, 71f'; "morrow after the Sabbath,"
276n; textile patterns, 175n

produced a synopsis of all K. exegesis, 442,
448f; used term'onesh for "tax," 330n; wrongly
identified as author of ELA, 246n

-'s Sefer ha-'Osher: abridgment of ByK
Hebrew translations of Arabic classics, 56n,
332n, 432; allusion to Chr. conquests in, 30nf;
and anonymous ByK fragments on Psalms,
30n; and Lekah Tob on Canticles, a comparison,
332n; and ON, a comparison, 258, 432, 448f;
answering Bible difficulties, 409n; based on
ready-made full translations, not mere excerpts,
448f; continuing the early objectives of
BKLP, 442; date of, 30nf, 196, 196nf, 401n,
442, 448; designed for Byz. scene, 332u;
echoes refutation of Mm, 401n, 415n; editions
of, 30n, 172n; "enriching" eclecticism reflected
in title of, 440'; first to manifest preference
for YbA, 448'; Greek glosses and terms in,
173f', 177f', 196-98', 2810; guide to the
ByK's library, 197; guide to the ByK's linguistic
equipment, 197f; indebted to YbA, 30nf,
77n, 94n, 172n, 299n, 401n, 448f, 448n; indebt-
edness of to Arabic source, not recognized,
56n, 332n; not identical with Sefer ha-'Osher
on precious stones, 290n

on: abib, 299n; difficulties of Byz. merchants,
170n; dyeing of skins, 177; Hanukkah, 282n;
jobs, 177f', 180n; K. agricultural laws, 181n;
Khazars, 711', 77f'; Sabbath and ritual
slaughter on ship, 173n; sha'atnez, 1750;
taxes, 183nf; textile industry, 174n

preferred to long-winded scholarly mono-
graphs, despite clumsiness, 432; reason for
composition of, cited, 432n; record of K.
grecization, 196; sum total of K. exegetical
knowledge, 192, 442, 448f; technical terms
and descriptions in, 178; wrongly ascribed to
time of First Crusade, 30nf, 172n

Jacob b. Simon, 188', 199n, 446
Jacob Frank, 403n
Jacob Gargirian [Gargarian], 129n
Jacob [al-]Kirkisani: attributed solar calendar

to Sadducees, 274'; calm and scholarly,
except in relation to Mish., 374', 404n; debat-
ing with Jacob b. Ephraim, 381nf; deploring
K. neglect of talmudic studies, 240n; Diaspora
Jew with no nationalist leanings, 220; earliest
in K. literature to mention Isaac Nappaha,
351n; had no information on sectarian deve-
lopments in Syria, 382n; M. calendar widely
known only after, 383n, 392; not quoting
'Ananite Maxim, 212n

on: Abu 'Isa and the 'Isunians, 214nf,
274n, 381nf; Angel Intermediary, 291n;
BenN, 61n, 274n; Boethus, 276n; calendar,
292n, 300n, 3060, 351n, 377n-81n; consensus
and transmission, 229nf, 232n; "contradictions
and absurdities" of It. literature, 240n; DaK,
211, 211nf, 368n, 382n; differences between
PaR and BaR, 220', 358n; dyeing skins of
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unclean animals, 177n; inner K. differences,
219n, 220', 399; Isma'il al-'Ukbari, 367nf,
409n; Jesus, 215n, 381n; Jubilee, 282n; Kha-
zaria, 66n, 67-70;

on Mish. and the M.: as compared with
other accounts, 373f', 379n, 383nf, 403',
414; gave biased presentation of intellectual
standard of. 374n, 398, 404n; listed dietary
laws of, 389n; misunderstood true intention
of, on calendar and Sabbath sacrifices, 377nf,
379', 380n, 405n, 412n; received data from
'Ukbarite elder, 404n

on: "morrow after the Sabbath," 276n,
377n; Sadducean-K kinship, 276nf; Till.,

128n, 368n, 3701', 372n, 374; Yudghanism,
367n; Zadok, 276

place of, in K. literature, 8. 207n; "Survey of
J. Sects" by, 373f', 404n; taunting the R.
for compromising with unbelief but not with
cal. divergences, 381n

-'s: Kitab al-Anwar wa-l-Marakib, 67n, 373nf,
382n; Kitab ar-Riyad wa-l-Hada'ik, 67nf;
Ta/sfr Bereshith, 68n

[al-]Jama'a, 371n
Japheth (biblical), 67
Jargon, Graeco-K. 152, 195f
Jeroboam, 285, 329n, 395', 401
Jerusalem: abib messages from. 326 (see Ablb);

Bakhtawi Court in, 186', 417', 453; ByK
literature originated in, 189, 4301; conquest of:
by Crusaders, 243, 250, 303n, 320, 333, 427,
453f; by Fatimids, 453; by Nebuchadnezzar,
73; by Salah ad-Din, 330; by Seljuks, 189,
320, 325, 333, 453

Davidic pretenders in, 15; "Exegetes of,"
18Sn; goal of Byz. conquerors, 91, 92n; Tba
at-Tans in, 80n; J. of: BoT's figure for, 155';
join Muslims in fighting Crusaders, 454;
opposed morning-to-morning day count,
378

K. academy in, see K. in Jerusalem;
K. authorities in, see K. in Palestine-
PaK authorities: K. center in, see K. in
Jerusalem; K. Immigration and settlement in:
after Salah ad-Din, 339; and Redemption,
22, 311'; appeals for, 22, 55n, 187'; diasporic
die-hards against, 22; K. recollections on, a
guide to ByK Idea of settlement in general, 54;
later presentations of, 22, 45nf, 54'; of DaK
and his School, 313

K. marriage contract from, 2960; K. Pat-
riarch(ate) in, 44, 329n, 419n, 427, 453; K.
quarter in, 186'; K. strength in, 23, 84, 453;
K. of, excommunicated annually, 410, 392n;
Lecapenus' excesses echoed in, 85n, 165,
166n; letter from, of TbM, 27n, 43. 50n, 420n,
428f; letter to, of Simhah b. Solomon, 101n;
model K. living claimed possible only in, 314;
MoZ in, see Mourners of Zion; "Mourning of,"
312; pilgrims in, 80, 186f, 325, 428n; practices
imported from, in Byz., 257; prohibition of
meat in, 253; R. of, allegedly following the K.,
2521, 323; SbM's missionary travels from,
84n; SbY in, 166n; seat of K. scholarship,
185, 324; students in, see K. in Jerusalem-
JeKAcademy; study trips to, 187-89,
257, 318f; "Teachers of," 185n; training Byz.
youth in, for future leadership abroad, 187f,
188n

"Jerusalem Grammarian." 50, 185n
Jerusalemites, Congregation of, in Fustat, 46
Jesus, 215n, 381n, 403n
Jewish authorities (general), new sects demand

more alertness of K. leadership than of, 367f;
J. calendar, see Calendar; J.cause, estrangement
from, ascribed to Mm, 401n, 407; J. cemeteries,
142, 145n; J. centers: decline of, in 'Abbasid
Caliphate, 2011; shift of, into non-Arabic-
speaking regions, 452
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J. Central Authorities [Administration;
Institutions; Agencies of self-government]
in Bab.: and Km, 23, 209, 240, 390; and Pal.,
307, 382; decline of, 202, 390, 455; effect of
al-Ma'mun's decree on, 21; Golden Age of J.
sects out of the reach of, 381; rule of, and
protest against, 3-5, 9f, 12, 17, 45, 224

J. civilization, Islamic impact on, 3; J.
communal activity in Pal., silenced by
Seljuks, 453

J. community: and ritual slaughter, 286;
autonomous functions of, 286; Byz., see J. in
Byzantium-ByJ c.; discontent in, and sec-
tarianism, 5; Km's permanent place in, under
Islam, 18; K. the laughing-stock of, because
of intra-K cal. discrepancies, 352; M. cal.
heresy creating a stir in, 391; ostracism by,
391; rise of sectarianism in, and survival of
Km, 6; Syro-Pal., M. on margins of, 384;
taxes by, 287

J. community of, see J. in; J. converts, see
Conversion, Converts; J. craftsmen, see
Craftsmen; J. creeds: denying resurrection,
368nf; surviving in l2thC, 3661, 367n

J. culture: BKLP not a hasty transfer of,
from the East, 451; decline of Arabic-speaking
centers of, 30; on K. contribution to, 359n,
365n, 452

J. customs, abandonment of, imputed to
Mm, 413; J. denomination, of craftsmen,
turns quarter J., 1421; J. destiny, tipped the
R. way by Saadyah, 18; J. Diaspora, Dispersion,
see Diaspora; J. dissent, Jeroboam prototype
of, 395n; J. dissident movements in Muslim
lands, pre-'Ananite, 5-12, 141, 18 (see also
J. sects; Sectaries, etc.); J. dwellings, 142
1471, 336; J. echo of Basil's persecutions,
85n; J. event(s), K. automatically involved in,
85; J. executioners, 115'; J. exodus (general),
from Diaspora, impractical, 320; J. experience:
(general), ByK beginnings part of, 169; under
Islam, and sectarianism, 3, 79

"J. Gate," in Aleppo, 98'; J. groups,
scattered all over Constantinople, 142; J.
groups (sectarian), post-'Ananite, 366, 368f,
388, 397, 416; J. guilds, 35n, 1421', 172,
1761', 336; J. fold, see Jewry; J. Fraternity
[partnership] of Fate [of political destiny],
18, 35-41, 44, 46, 53f

J. history: and the Crimean finds, 59';
and vestiges of pre-'Ananite sects, 11; ByJ,
26n, 109'; Elijah b. Abraham's exposition of
rise of sects in, 28f, 3611, 366f; experience of
settlement in groups in, 54; K. history remains
within the framework of, 36', 41; K. position
in, decried, 355, 361; Khazar, last stages of,
66; Pal-vs-Bab contest in modem expositions
of, 302; perpetuation of practices as manifested
in, 63; rewritten by ByK, 242; Roman dominion
hardest and longest in, 246, 247n

1. holidays, as listed in Byz. abjuration
formula, 2801; J. homes, houses, 147f, 2721;
J. immigrants, J. immigration, see Immigrants,
Immigration; J. influence, Land of Kedar
isolated from, 63; J. intermediaries of interna-
tional trade, 120, 201; J. Khazaria, viewed
from vantage-point of K. literature, 65-79;
J. land, Gentile sharecroppers on, 180

J. law [legislation]: and evolution, 359, 361;
Hebrew Scriptures forming Km's exclusive
fountainhead of, 408; K. expositions of, 365,
445f'; K-R divergences over, discussed in
context of Lev., 432; untranslated works of,
fall into oblivion, 452

See also Biblical law; Halakbah; Karaite 1.;
Oral 1.; Rabbanite 1.; Written 1.

J. leadership, in Khazaria, fall of, 66; J.
learning, K. contribution to, 206; J. life:
affected by imperial legislation, 26n; in Jerusa-
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lem, and Seljuk conquests, 189; Km's role in,
7, 57; under Islam: and rise of J. sects, 5f; and
Talmud, 6; progressing uniformity of, 12

J. literature: absence of non-normative
writings in. except K., 6f; Byz., see J. in Byz.-
ByJ I.; colophons in, 436f; messianic expecta-
tions in, 76; paucity of references to Khazaria
in, 69

J. living: fun, sought by 'Aran in Diaspora,
305; two ways of, according to DaK, 311

J. lore: common, and anti-M campaign,
388; defending legitimacy of Aggadah in, 265

J. membership, exclusive, of tanning profes-
sion. 176n; J. merchants, see Merchants; J.
messianic speculation, 93n; J. names, see
Names; J. nation, see Nation; "J. occupations,"
177; J. opponents of dissident movements,
preserving testimonies on these movements,
6; J. origin of M. solar calendar, 378; J. par-
ticipation in Trebizond trade, 121nf; J. people,
see Israel, Jewry, Nation; J. population, see
Population; J. quarter, see Jews' q.; J. refugees,
68, 100, 167; J. residence, problem of, 143-50;
J. Sabbath, and Chr. Sabbath, in Mm, 404;
J. sects [sectarian trends], non-K, 366-69,
373, 380-83', 386nf, 388, 397 (see also J.,
creeds; J. dissident movements; J. groups,
sectarian; Sectaries; Sectarianism); J. settler(s),
49, 54; J. society, see Society; J. students from
Diaspora, in PaL and Bab., 187f; J. tanners,
see Tanners; J. taxes, 183; J. textile industry,
supported by K. legislation, 175n; J. traveler-
authors, not passing Adrianople, 151; J.
travelers, preferring maritime route from
Byz. to Pal., 325; J. type of scholar, 249; J.
unity, see Unity; J. way of describing encyclo-
pedic scope, 440'; J. world [camp]: balance
of power in, and Elijab b. Abraham's Hilluk,
367; DaK lends new meaning to Km's objective
in, 314; K. minority in, 54-56', 221; non-
normative, 9thC deviationist movements in,
368; Pal-vs-Bab contest for hegemony in, 309

all-Jewish: communal activity, young ByKm
removed from, 399; cultural endeavor. ByK
view Talmud as, 242; identity, see Identity;
lunar calendar, M. deviation from, 385;
problem, combatting Mm bailed as, 395f;
unanimity, see Unanimity; unity, see Unity

Armeno-Jewish relations, 128n
Gentile-Jewish: legal title, 180'; maritime

venture, 180n; partnerships, 180n
Intra-Jewish: missionary activity of K.,

36n; polemics in Byz., and TbM's anti-M
attack on thanksofferings, 402; theological
controversy, and Arab historians, 39'

non-Jewish: governments, recourse to, by
R. against K., 55f, 55n; historians and chro-
niclers, and Km, 38; inhabitants [circles], and
"secrets of the Talmud," 259', 260; observers:
fail to distinguish between K. and R. occupants
of Jews' quarter, 147; impression of ByKm
on, faint but unmistakable, 283

See also Anti-Jewish
Jewry [Jewish. People]: Abu Hanifa advising

'Anan how to break away from, 364; all
brands of, included by DaK under "People
of Dispersion," 311; 'Ananism has no new
values to offer to, 19, 21; and Arab conquests, 10
and calendar: 270, 294, 307, 344, 348-50,

350n; all segments of, adhering to lunar system,
377, 378n; ancient controversy over, revived
by Cave finds, 254n, 379n

and K. economic function, 46; and messianic
sectaries.10f; and Mish., 380n; and M. morning-
to-morning count of Sabbath, 394, 396; Ar-
menian, see J. in Armenia; Ashkenazic, 14,
196n; Bab.'s tradition as leading center of,
319; Bab., see R. of Bab.

both branches [the two factions] of: conscious

JEWISH

of Chr-K similarity regarding Pentecost on
Sunday, 279'; contention between, over lunar
observation, 344; difference between, stressed
by TbE, 262; equally obligated to care for
each otber'swelfare, 48; gulfbetween, deepening
in Poland, 40; messianic hopes of, during
Crusades, 454; no distinction between, by
Gentile populations, 38, 44; Pal-vs-Bab contest
embracing, 13, 301; promised salvation, 248n

Byzantine, see J. in Byz.; contacts of, with
Arabs, 3n; decentralization of, 202; divergent
roads of, manifested by Pal-vs-Bab contest,
13, 301; Eastern [Mid-Eastern, of Near East],
5, 85, 382,451 *, 453; Egyptian, see J. in Egypt;
Elijah b. Abraham on schism in, 28, 362;
entrusted with the Written Word for the sake
of study, 360; evolution of, and exilarchic and
geonic activity, 5; exilic experience of, 344n;
forces of dissent in, changing composition since
'Anan, 18; God's indifference to, and sectarian
divisions, 366; growth of institutional machine
in, 18; interests of, represented by exilarchs,
15; Km always a party within, 18, 57, 167;
K. identification with, 36-41, 44; K. indepen-
dence from, argued by 19thC K., 40,,59; K.
partnership with main body of, 392; K. sub-
version of, imputed, 392; "Karaization" of,
alleged danger of, 23; Land of Kedar isolated
from rest of, 61n; linguistic phenomena in,
195; morale of, and scriptural contradictions,
411; of Diaspora [diasporic], 301, 350;. of
Roman Empire, and Pal., 320; on post-Mosaic
legislative process in, 360; on reforms in,
349f'; on role of leaders in, 349'; Palestinian,
see J. in Pal.; Pontic, see J. in Pontic area;
popular appeal of Pal-centricism in, 24; position
of: compared with Khazaria, 70; dependent
on behavior of each segment therein, 293;
summarized by DaK, 313'

pro-Pal. sentiments of, and K, love of
Zion. 23; resp. roles of Bab. and Syria in
sect-forming process in, 383f'; scholastic
postulates common to, and K. separatism, 18;
sectarian dissensions in, and Gentile govern-
ments, 33.1n; sects in, see J. sects; Sephardic,
14; status of, among Gentiles, 331n; Syrian,
Syro-Egyptian, see J. in Syria; under Islam
[in Islamic environment, Muslim-dominated],
3, 12, 14f, 18, 278, 451n; unity of, see Unity

world Jewry, 35', 66, 451
Jew(s): and Chr., interested in each other's

calendation, 280, 338; and Chr., on pilgrimage
in Jerusalem, 187; and Gentile alike recognize
all-J identity, 40; and Land of Israel, 181;
and North Syrian commerce, 98'; bias of,
against tanning profession, 141n; bigamy
among, under Chr. rule, 290n; diasporic
[Diaspora Jew(s), Diaspora Jewry]: 'Anan,
305; DaK's critique of, 313; identifying Km
with Zionism, 309; Kirk., 221; new K. appeal
to, in 9thC, 19

esp. opposed to morning-to-morning day
count in regions with large Chr. population,
378; expulsion of, from Constantinople,
debated, 143n; fleeing to Pal. and Egypt,
during Byz. campaign, 100; from the East:
in commerce in Asia Minor, 120; migration
waves of, into Asia Minor, 104

hated by the Greeks in Constantinople.
141n, 176; in etc., see Jews in; K. recognized
as, 38'; listed by BoT, not constituting sum
total of J. population, 150; maintain ties
with "old country" after emigration to Byz.,
110f, 117n, 198nf, 201, 328n; national "mourn-
ing" imposed on, by Exile, 268; no neutral
spectators in struggle between Islam and
Christianity, 92-95, 454; not restricted to
specific section of Thessalonica, 149f; of
peripheries of Diaspora, see Peripheries;
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persecuted by al-Hakim, 104n, 167'; pour into
Constantinople, 103, 139'; reading into
ancient prophecies allusions to own time, see
Biblical Allusions; references to, in Chr.
hagiography, 26n, 114f';relished perpetuation
of House of David under Islam, 15; sanctified
New Moon by court decision in time
of Prophets, 348; Sephardi, 196*; share of. in
moneylending, 1781, 179n; spelling Ba'albeki
contrary to Arabic usage, 384n; to observe
festivals on same day, 270, 349f'

"Jews' cemetery," 145n
Jews' quarter [Jewish quarter]: against ghetto-like

conception of, in Byz., 140n, 141, 147n; and
K-R cal. discrepancies, 327; conversions to
Km or Rm in, 257; in Attaleia, 147n; in Pera
[Constantinople], 140-48'; J. of Constantinople
not concentrated in one, 143; K-R relations
in, and problem of ritually clean food, 285f;
not solely J., 143; "partition" in, in Pera,
147, 335f

Jews in Abydos, 116n
J. in Adrianople, 1511'
J. in Aegean Islands, 113, 156
J. in Aleppo, 981', 155'
J. in Alexandria, 46-48', 112n
J. in Amaseia, 113, 1221'
J. in America, 192f
J. in Amisus, 122n
J. in Amorium, 115, 117
J. in Anatolian Peninsula, see 7. in Asia Minor
1. in Apameia, 113
J. in Armenia, 104, 128', 370, 372
J. in Asia Minor, 111-19', 121f, 123', 127,

131', 137', 159, 370
1. in Attaleia, 46,47*, 112n, 116', 117,_119', 453
J. in Babylonia, see R. of Babylonia
J. in Baghdad, 155, 155nf
J. in Banias, IOOn
J. in Byzantium [Byz. Jewry, Byz. Jews]: abjura-

tion formula imposed on, when entering Chr.
faith, 26', 280-83, 281n; against K. inroads
into the traditional mode of life of, 355; against
M. penetration into, 394; and the coming
of age of ByKm, 450; and the Orthodox
Church, 194; Arabic communication from,
to Egypt, 117n, 19In; average- : confidence
of, in R. practices, shaken, 356; lit. preferences
of, 256; ThE discrediting Km in the eyes
of, 355

attitude of, to Pal., 3191; BoT on, see BoT;
BKLP to counter confusion of K. identity
with other sects in, 416; cal. feuds in, not all
recorded, 327; Chr. contacts with, reflected
in Byz. abjuration formula, 283; controversy
in, over details of worship, 283; conversion
of, to Km, 193'; divided on "morrow after
the Sabbath," 275; freedom of, described by
Elisha b. Shinaya, 164; Greek among, 193f,
198n, 199'; Greek records on, 26'; historical
recollections of, 320; history of, 26n, 109';
hold 'omer issue important, 277f, 278n; impor-
tance of, vs Syro-Egyptian Jewry, 160'; in
Late Byz. period, 113n, 131, 151'; in Middle
Byz. period, 113', 131, 151; integration of,
in Byz. society, 408; integration of K. in,
imperative, 365; intellectual climate of, recon-
sidered, 452; joined by immigrants in local
industries, 174; Km a factor in, as reflected
in ByR polemics, 261, 276, 291; K. encroach-
ments on observance of Feast of Weeks by,
276; K. to be chief spokesmen of, against
nonconformism, 416; linguistic integration
of, 194; made aware of importance of Easter
season through antiJ decree, 3381, 339n;
majority of, denouncing solar calendar, 275;
marginal groups in, Chr. slant of, 415n; mutual
K-R borrowing in, 252; native, joined by
oriental elements, 101n; never aspired to

leadership of J. world, 3191; never numerous,
171; on the Asian shore, 156; particularly
objecting to morning-to-morning day count,
378; peace and prosperity to, in IlthC, 164;
percentage of K. in, 163; persecuted by Leca-
penus, see Romanus I Lecapenus; plea of,
leads to interdiction of deuterosis, 282n;
polemics of, TbM's anti-M excursuses un-
matched in, 402; presented by Ibn Daud as
uniformly R., 35, 35n1; pronouncing ban on
Mm, 3831, 414; prophetic readings of, 447n;
relations in, between K. and R.: reflected in
Lekak Tob, 2631; show mutual influences and
adjustments, 354

renaissance of, 160; residing on both sides
of Golden Morn, 142n; Roman domination
over, deplored, 246, 247n; social and spiritual
atmosphere of, and K. re-evaluation of Talmud,
242; socio-economic structure of, 182; taxation
on, 157, 182-84, 330*; ties between, and
Armenian Jewry, 128; TbE, R. leader of,.
see TbE; xenophobia of, 363'

Byzantine Jewish community: Armenian
T. appear in, 372; early, 204n; K. autonomy
in, 54, 335; non-K sectaries settle alongside,
366; ON reflecting K-M conflicts in, 374;
R. the preponderant majority in, 366; received
refugees from Egypt, 167'; relative social
position of M. and K. spokesmen in, 408

ByJ creativity: BKLP part of, 366, 452;
evaluation of, 171', 452

ByJ economy: shrinking of, 202; trans-
formation of, and K. urbanization, 182

ByJ captives in Egypt, 46-49'; ByJ intellectual
activity, 199n; ByJ leaders, and BoT, 157,
158nf; ByJ literature: form of, emulated by
K., 365; in Hebrew with Greek glosses, 365,
396; K. contribution to, 452

ByJ non-normative groups, K. relations with,
355, 366-415'; ByJ opponents of Oral Law,
282n; ByJ pilgrims, observe Pal. agricultural
habits, 277; ByJ population: estimates of,
158-60'; in cities, 182; native, Km did not
rise from, but imported, 362

ByJ readers, 332n, 374n; ByJ synagogue
rite, 151

See also R. of Byz.
J. in European Byzantium, 158E
J. in Insular Byzantium, 158
J. in Caesareia, 113
J. in Chios, 113, 156n, 158nf
J. in Christopoli, 159n
J. in Constantinople, 35', 124, 140-48', 150',

159, 161, 176, 336
J. in Cotyacum, 115, 117
J. in Crimea, 580
J. in Cyprus, 49, 120n, 159n, 386f
J. in Damascus, 15, 99', 161', 336n, 453
J. in Edessa [Urfa], 129n
J. in Egypt [Egyptian Jewry]: 38n, 471, 112n,

160; migrating to Byz., 104', 117n, 167', 319
Egyptian Jewish documents, 112'; EgJ

fund-raising campaign, 48, 112n; EgJ notable,
benefactor of TmM, 27n, 427; EgJ physician
to the Byz. emperor, 167n; EgJ visitor in
Constantinople, vicissitudes of, 363n

See also R. of Egypt
J. in Ephesus, 114', 117
J, in France, 451n
J. in Fustat, 44, 46, 154n, 155', 161f, 162n
J. in Gangra (Germanicopolis], 122, 127
J. in Gardiki, 159n
J. in Greek mainland, 113
J. in Harmylo, 159n
J. in Jerusalem, 155', 378, 429n, 453f (see also

Jerusalem. J. of, R. of)
J. in Khonai, 115, 115nf, 117
J. in Krisa, 181f
J. in Laodiceia, 113
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J. in Lesbos, 113, 159n
J. in Magnesia, 113
J. in Mastaura, 112', 116', 117 ,199'
J. in Mesopotamia, 100f, 201n
J. in Nicaea, 114f, 115n, 117
J. in Nicomedia, 131f', 137'
J. in Palestine, 253n, 270, 337n, 378 (see also

R. of Palestine)
J. in Pbra, see J. in Constantinople
J. in Persia, 214
J. in Poland, 38', 40
J. in Pontic area [Pontie Jewry], 122f, 127E
J. in Pylae, 112', 117
J. in Ramlah, 23, 100n, 252f, 323, 453
J. in Rhineland, 333n
J. in Rhodes, 113, 159n
J. in Rhodosto, 159n
J. in Roman Diaspora, 131n
J. in Russia, 40, 59, 148n, 328

Russo-Polish Jewry, 64n
J. in Samos, 113
J. in Seleuceia, I17n
J. in Smyrna. 113'
J. in Spain, 378 (see also R. of Spain)
J. in Strobilos, 116E
J. in Synnada, 114, 117
J. in Syria [Syrian Jewry, Syrian J. communities],

98-1010, 160, 378, 384'
Syro-Egyptian Jewry, 160n

1. in Tarsus, 113
J. in Thebes, 141n, 149, 157, 158n
J. in Thessalonica, 147nf, 149f', 157, 158n,

328-36', 351
J. in Trebizond, 113, 121nf, 123E
J. in Turkey [in Turkish period, under Turkish

regime], 113', 122, 131', 151f, 196
J. in 'Ukbara, 404n, 409n
J. in Vilna, 38n
J. in Western Europe, 183, 451n

non-Jews: attitude of, to Km, 37-40', 44;
respecting Abraham Kostandini, 429n

Jihad, 91, 96; see also Holy War
Jizya, 157, 184 (see also Taxation)
Jobs, of ByK, 177f
John Bryennius, 147
John Comnenus, 110n
John, St., 408, 413, 415n
John Tzimiskes, 87n, 88', 91', 92nf, 385E
Joseph, king of the Khazars, 67, 70'
Joseph, teacher of AbE, 133n
Joseph (b. Abraham) al-Basir: 8, 66n, 185n,

207; against stringency of K. law of incest,
81-83, 82n, 446n; bibliography on, 81n;
chronology of, 50, 50nf; covering K. legislation
in monographic form, 445, 445nf; credited
with Hebrew versions and Greek glosses of
his own works, 80n, 190n; ON ascribed also
to, 433nf; teacher of ThM, 50, 50nf, 81f,
438n, 441n, 445, 449; teacher of YbY, 50, 81,
82n, 83, 446n; texts from the "dictation"
of, 417n; translated by TbM, 80n, 375n, 438n,
441a, 444n, 445f'

.'s legal treatises: Kalam fi'1-Yerushshoth,
445nf; Makalat al-Ma'akhaloth, 446n; Makalat
al-Mo'adim [Sefer ham-Mo'adim = Tract on
Festivals], 375n, 438', 445n, 446; on the
'Omer, 417n, 445nf; referred to in sum total
as Kitab al-Jstibsar fir'l-Fara'id, 438n, 445, 445nf

-'a philosophical and theological writings:
Mara'fl wa-Jawa'ib, 417n; Muhtawl [Sefer
Ne'imoth], 425n; on the Nature of God, 417n

Joseph Beghi, 36n, 279n
Joseph b. Bakhtawi, 186n
Joseph b. Noah, 185n, 206, 217n, 249n
Joseph ibn Saddik, 34n
Joseph Kostandini ["the Constantinopolitan"],

125'
Joshua (biblical), Passover celebration of, 278n

Jubilee [Yobel], 134n, 282', 284

Jubilees, Book of, 377n, 378, 378nf, 408
Judaean Desert Finds, in late 8thC, 20, 254n,

379n (see also Cave Finds; Dead Sea Scrolls);
J. Desert Sectaries, see Qumran Sect; J. Exile,
311; J. Kingdom, 412

Judaism [Jewishness]: 'Aran and the ascetic
doctrines in, 16; and the Bible, 407; and Mish.,
(and the M.), 401f, 406f, 415; antiquated
Chr. concepts of, 281; bigamy in, 290n; Byz.,
place of Km in, 182, 264; confrontation of K.
and R. schools in, 378n; conversion [converts]
to, 64', 67, 69, 73; corroded by scepticism,
399; diasporic, and DaK, 314; dissent in,
and the Islamic climate, 6f; evolution of,
5; foes of, defeated by Islam, 9; Greek records
on, 26; halakhic formulation of, 209; in the
East, as viewed by Maimonides, 451n; Km
the only surviving sect in, 6; K. concept of,
irreconcilable with Mm, 406; K. danger to,
supposedly averted by Saadyah, 81'

normative [talmudic, traditional]: 62; and
'Ananite Km, 19; and Arab culture, 3; and
Arab historians, 38f'; and Km, 12, 18, 38f',
71, 291; and TmM, 245

non-normative, 7, 11; of ByK, accused of
foreignness, 364; of evening-to-evening day
count, stressed, 378n; persecution of, in Byz.,
68', 85', 86,160,164; religious and lit. history
of, projections in, 216; struggle for supremacy
in, 13 (see also Pal-vs-Bab Contest), 42; sub-
version of, imputed to ByK, 392; "the two
branches [factions] of," 233, 245, 354; "true,"
and Pal-centricism, 309

Judea, in Lithuanian charters, 38n
Judeo-Espagnol, 196 (see Ladino)
Judge(s), 213, 215, 227
Judgment, Day of, 408, 413
Juerie, 147f
Jurisprudence, roots of: K., see K. roots of j.;

Muslim, 223
Justice, Heb. Scripture fountainhead of, 408
Justinian the Great; 87, 106n, 179; and the J.,

151, 281n, 282', 338f,

Ka'bah, 89n

339n

Kabbalah (Tradition),
literature, 2281, 230

Kafrosin, 386nf
Kahal, 124

359; term, in ByK

Kalam, 364
Kaleb b. Elijah Afendopolo: 251n

s: 'Asarah Ma'amaroth, 279n; Nahal ha-
Eshkol [Heb. epitome of Eshkol hak-Kofer],
28n, 32n, 61n, 63n; Pathshegen Kethab had-
Dath, 196n, 232n, 239n, 241nf, 447n;
Supplement to Addereth Eliyyahu, 282n

Kaleb Korsinos, 199n
Kalonyanos (K. surname), 200n
Kalykadnos Valley, 107n
Kaphri, 351n
Karaimic Dialect, 65, 196
Karaism, Karaite creed, Karaite movement,

Karaite sect, Karaites: accused: of accepting
lunar observation from Muslims, 279; of
agreeing with Chr. on "morrow after the
Sabbath," 279; of betraying biblicism, 232;
of mutually contradicting practices, 393n; of
rejecting one R. practice and accepting another,
232; of separatist tendencies. 40f; of substitut-
ing own tradition for that of R., 232; of
using allegory, 398

accusing R. of adding to or subtracting
from Torah, 360; against Bible criticism, 412;
against bigamy, 289f; against blowing shofar
on New Year, 283f'; against consumption of
fat-tail. 287f', 389-910; against food of Gentiles,
253', 297n, 401; against R. folkways, 283;
against R. phylacteries, 283; against R. sisith
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as sha'arnez, 175n; against R. use of leshon
la'az, 298n; against Saadyah, see Anti-Saadyan
campaign; always a party within Jewry, 18,
57, 167 (see also K. identification; K. partner-
ship); among the four J. creeds surviving in
l2thC, 366-68; ancient antecedents of, 4n,
20f, 33n; and anti-J polemics of Chr. and
Muslims, 39nf; and Bab-centricism, see Baby-
lono-centricism; and calendar, see Abib,
Calendar, Festivals (and individual holidays),
Intercalation, Lunar observation, New Year,
Rosh-Hodesh; and Chr. heresies, 40n; and
Crusades, see Crusades; and fundamentalism,
17, 209; and Khazaria [Khazars], 58,
and Leviticus, 432f; and Mm, see Mishawism;
and Muslim historians, 38-40', 294n, 305,
305nf; and non-K sectaries, 6-9, llf, 14f, 18,
208f, 367-415 (see also 'Isunians; Mishawism;
Tiftisism); and Oral Law, 407n; and Pal.,
21-24, 184-89, 299-322 (see also Abib; K. in
Jerusalem; K. in Pal.; Pal-vs-Bab contest;
Pal-centricism)

and R.: and proximity of dwellings, see
Dwellings; boundary between, still undefined
in 9thC, 314; clinging to all-J identity till
19thC, 40, 44; debates between, based on
Hebrew Saadyan translations, 225; enjoying
high standard of living in 'Abbasid centers,
315; enlisting governmental aid against each
other, 37, 37nf, 329f', 334-36; equally obligated
to care for welfare of all J., 48; have similar
socio-religious activities in separate time.
frameworks, 293; meeting in similar way
problems of changing times, 12; on Pal.
supremacy in calendation, see Calendar, and
Pal-vs-Bab contest; paid equal ransom money
to pirates, 48; to be equally cared for by all
J., 48; unanimity of, on evening-to-evening
day count, hailed, 397'; united in national
ideology despite ritual divergences, 36

and Sabbath observance, see Sabbath;
and Shi'ism, 222f, 233; and Talmud, 39nf,
240-45, 259f', 343, 357, 440nf; and T., see
Tiflisism; and Tulunid independence, 23,
83f, 382n; and urbanization, 181; anthropo-
morphic homilies ascribed to, 256n, 393n;
"appeals to history" by, 362n; appearance
of, in Byz.: of individuals, may have been
early, 84; organized, see K. in Byz., settlement
of, and ByK beginnings

apply biblical laws of impurity in Diaspora,
253n; apply term "commandment of men"
to R. doctrine, 284n. 310n; attack R. Aggadoth,
240, 259n, 264, 393n; attitude of non-J to,
37-40'; attitude of, to the Bible, 406-8, 410-13;
attributing actual exilarchic authority to
'Anan, 15; automatically involved in general
J. events, 85; basing local rites on scholarly
foundations, 17, 209; BoT on, see BoT; blame
normative majority for impeding Divine
Reconciliation with all Israel, 37'; called
maskilim, 342n, 420'; cannot remain unmindful
of R. arguments of unity, 350; cause rise of
literature and research, 18; centrifugal forces
in, brought under control by JeKCenter, 314,
399; cite R. texts on Chr-K similarity in fixing
Pentecost on Sunday, 279'; common points
between, and Mubashshir Hallevi, 301n;
complain of oppression in R. comm., 55f',
352f; conscious of absence of separate K.
political history, 36; conserving regional
customs, 16f, 219; constitute a segment of
Eastern Jewry, 85, 167; conversions to, SIn,
193', 257-59' 301n; conversions of, to Rm,
easy, 257, 257nf; countering normativeDavidism
with sectarian Davidism, 18; countering
normative scholarship with non-normative
scholarship, 17f; de-'Ananization of, 19,
182n; decline of, 8, 25; decried: as detached
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from main course of J. history, 361; as not
having witnessed the Temple procedure, 360f;
as novices, 361, 3620

denouncement by association the most
effective line of attack on, 275; denying pos-
sibility of God's punishment while biblical laws
conflict, 407, 410f; deprecation of, personally,
expected to cause deprecation of K. doctrine
as well, 355f; development of, independent
of earlier sects, 5, 7; disturbed more than the
R. by rift between common sense and rationally
inexplicable precepts, 218; doctrines of,
attacked as invention and arbitrary innovations,
360f; earliest use of term "MoZ" by, 301n;
emigrate from Bab., 382f; equated with Pal,
and MoZ, 24, 301, 309; favored by Muslim
authorities, I64f, 294n, 364, 364nf; fight of
geonim against, 81; focusing attacks on
intra-R differences, 269, 357f; forced normative
Judaism to reassertion, 18; fossilization of,
postponed by ByKCenter, 456f; Founding
Fathers of, see Founding Fathers; fully Arabi-
cized by 10thC. 25; geographical distribution
of, no R. data on till BoT, 32, 34; harmonizing
scriptural contradictions, 408; have separate
rites and houses of worship, 53f; Ibn Daud
on absence of tradition among, 35n; Ibn
Daud's biased summary of lit. creativity by,
359n, 365n; ignore Hanukkah, 282'; imitate
R. in halakhic formulation of Judaism, 17,
209; in agriculture, 180-82'; individualism
absent in early stages of, 215f; individualism
the dominant trend among, since lOthC, 212,
21617,421f; inherent weakness of, 243, 350-53;
insist on use of Hebrew in legal documents,
298n; intermarriage of, with R., 42', 288',
297f'; introducing new values in 9thC, 19, 21;
invoke precedents from the Bible, 278n, 285';
later, forgetting R. origin of sebel, 23In;
lumped together: with M., by R. polemicists,
389f; with R., as "People of Dispersion,"
by DaK, 311

made little use of printing press, 6; made
messianic "signs" hinge on "mourning" in
10th and ltthC, 455; minority in Israel, see
K. minority, and Minority; modem, return
to all-J Fraternity of Fate in Israel, 41; more
exposed than R. to separatist tendencies, 399;
more stringent than R. in religious matters
pertaining to dyeing and tanning, 177; not
differing from R. in appraisal of international
situation due to Crusades, 454; not one ideolo.
gical unit from 'Anan to MoZ, 16f; not patro-
nizing R. butchers, 286; not performing
inspection on slaughtered animals, 286;
observing biblical prohibition of all fats, 391;
on "morrow after the Sabbath," 275f, 276n;
on positive and prohibitive commandments,
405n; on unreliability of R. tradition, 269, 356-
58' ;opposition of, to talmudic tradition annulled
by endorsement of ha'arakah, 232; Oriental,
visit of, in Constantinople, 128f; outwardly
indistinguishable from R., 171; overintellect-
ualization of, 19 (see also K. intellectualism);
permanent place of, in Jewry under Islam, 18;
Persia and Bab. the cradle of, as much as of
Rm, 319; possibly not identical with "heretics
of Kedar," 64n; practically all, lived outside
PaL in 9thC, 314; preferred term an-nakl for
"transmission," 223n; problem of precedence
of, over Rm, 357'; produced own aristocracy
and bourgeoisie in 10th and I lthC, 45; product
of Islamic environment, 3, 9, 25, 202f; prohibit:
marital intercourse on Sabbath, 297f; meat
of pregnant animals, 286; thank offerings on
Passover, 400, 405n

reading into the Bible non-normative prac-
tices, 210, 407n; received term ha'makah from
Saadyah, 225; refrained from attending R.
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meals, 286; refrained from using term sunna,
223n; regional differentiation of, not appre-
ciated by modem scholarship, 302*; rejuvena-
tion of, under DaK, 19, 22, 368; revived
ancient discarded Halakhah, 17, 255; rise of,
in Jewry: presented by Elijah b. Abraham,
28f, 362; R. on, 15, 33', 294f'

Saadyah against, 23f, 34, 42, 810, 288n,
300, 389-910; shift duty of levirate from
brother to mere relative, 289; sociological
structure of: different from earlier sects, 5, 12,
18; not reflected in "ideal of poverty," 45

some, prefer to remain in Bab., 383; split
along geographic lines, due to abib, 341, 344;
strength of, and "consensus," 223; stressing
the religious aspects of conflict with R., when-
ever handicapped by communal weakness,
287; stressing personal responsibility of every
individual, 51nf, 216; subject to same economic
opportunities and limitations as R., 46; sub-
scribed only later to Pal. exclusivism, 305nf;
supposed "Precursors" of, 7f; supposedly
borrowed term ha'atakah from Hai Gaon,
224; survival of, 5-7, 25; taunting R. for
compromising on unbelief, but not on cal.
differences, 381n; tending to settle in groups,
54 (see also K. settlement); ties with, abroad,
mark of K. separatism, 185; TbE vs, see ThE;
took over prohibition of meat from earlier
sectaries, 16, 253n; transplanted through
international changes from Muslim to Chr.
climate, 25; unable to cope with new circum-
stances in the West by way of native resources
243; uncovering "absurdities" of the Talmud,
240; unknown physically in Germany and
France, 33, 74nf; use biblical exegesis as
rationale for existing divergences, 17, 209;
use Hebrew in 9thC, 21f, 190, 211; used at
first R. terms to denote and repudiate R.
concept of tradition, 225; view "four species"
as materials for sukkah, 284f'; wealth and
high station of some, in 10th and IIthC, 45,
45nf, 298n, 364; welded together by separate
codes of marriage, purity and scriptural inter-
pretation, 54; were raised in R. comm. and
synagogues, 357'; Western: cal. perplexity
of, due to Crusades, 346; in danger of losing
contact with Km in the East, 365

Karaite academy, see K. in Jerusalem; K. accounts
and refutations of non-K sectaries, see 'Isunians,
Mishawism, Tiflisism; K. allegiance, 23, 38n,
40, 47f, 52n, 257n, 407n, 447 (see also Allegiance;
Denominational allegiance); K. apologetics
in the Golden Age, 206; K. appeals, see Ap-
peals; K. aristocracy, 45; K. Articles of Faith,
200'; K. authoritarianism, see Authoritarian-
ism; K. authorship of Zadokite literature,
suggested, 20; K. Book(s) of Precept(s) [codes]:
Hebrew compendia of Kilab al-Istibsar correctly
considered as, 446n; method of, 17, 210;
monographic series shaping into, 445, 445nf;
of 'Anan, see 'Anan; of LbY, see LbY; of
TbM, see TbM; on festivals and the Jubilee,
281, 282', 340n; translated into Hebrew by
ByK, 417, 445f

K. bourgeoisie, 32n, 45; K. branches [sister
communities], and self-assertion of ByKm,
3030,450,454-56; K. butchers, 286; K. calendar,
see Calendar, K.; K. center(s): Hebrew-
oriented, 8; in Byz., see K. in Byz.-ByK
center; in Jerusalem, see K. in Jerusalem;
shift of, into non-Arabic-speaking countries,
and the Arabic K. classics, 30, 452; simultane-
ous differences between, not paid attention
to, 3020; stress on successive geographic
shifts of, prevalent, 302'; transferred from
Bab. to Syro-Pal., like M., 385

K. charters, 38n, 61n; K. codes, see K.
Books of Precepts, and AbE, BenN, Elijah
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Bashyachi; K. commentaries, see Biblical
commentaries; K. commentary on al-Ghazzali,
237n; K. communal strength: influencing
intra-R feuds, 42; influencing K. position vs
It., 287, 351; no data on, in R. literature, 32

K. community, K. communities [congrega-
tions]: and abib, see Abib; and danger of
ostracism, 392'; brought to brink of self-
strangulation by K. laws of incest, 17; consoli-
dation of, safeguarding K. freedom of worship,
55'; dismissed by Ibn Daud as insignificant
even in Pal. and Egypt, 35; Egyptian branch
strongest of all, economically and politically,
364, 455; first listed by BoT alongside R.
population, 34; "ideal of poverty" not reflecting
social composition of, 45; in (of), see K. in;
life in, non-J historians silent on, 38; linguistic
conservatism of, 195f; north of the Black Sea,
124; not mentioned by Greek sources, 26; on
Byz. Asian coast, revealed by R. letter, 48;
overseas, YbY presented as Father of, 243;
social relations within, in Pal., not yet studied,
24; subject to same socio-economic conflicts
as R., 45; support or neutrality of, sought in
intra-R feuds, 43; transplanted through
international changes, 24f

K. concentration on literal meaning of
biblical verses, stressed, 398; K. concept:
of Angel Intermediary, 291n; of "consensus,"
see Consensus of community, 'Edah, lima';
of prohibition of fire on Sabbath, in 11thC,
266; of tradition, see Ho.'atakah, Kabbalah,
Sebel hay-Yerushshah, Tradition, Transmission

K. conservatism, 234, 250f, 267, 343'; K.
consolidation: allegedly caused by Saadyah's
anti-K attack, 23; and freedom of worship,
55', 386n; effected by Pal, center, 314, 399;
in Byz., 303n, 450; in Pal., and Tulunid inde-
pendence, 83f, 382n; period of, 8, 212

K. copyists [scribe(s)], 125, 125nf, 378n,
417', 418, 419nf, 431, 436; K. counter-institu-
tionalism, 23f, 295, 300; K. danger [threat]:
and Saadyah, 23f, 810; in equation of Km
with Pal. cause, 24; reflected in TbE's anti-K
polemics, 34
. K. data [references], and history of J. settle-
ment in Byz., 118f, 122-24, 127, 132', 137;
K. Davidic branches, 15, 99n; K. dialectics,
17, 209 364; K. Diaspora, 244, 314, 316,
321f, 336; K. dietary laws, 285-89', 297',
371', 389-91', 392, 433nf; K. divergence from
the R., see Divergences; K. doctrines, see
Doctrines; K. economic function, to be viewed
in context of all Jewry, 46; K. emissaries
for collecting abib data, 341f'; K. equation
of "consensus" with tradition, 224, 229f;
K. exegesis, see Biblical exegesis; K. exegetes,
17, 219, 350n, 446 (see also Biblical commenta-
ries; Biblical commentators; and under indivi-
dual names of K. exegetes); K. "exilic way
of life," held immanently R-inspired, 311;
K. expansion: 7, 79f, 425, 457; direction of,
from Pal., 83nf; from Pbra to Crimea, 126f;
into Byz., see K. in Byz.-settlement of,
and ByK beginnings

K. formula after the dead, 419nf; K. freedom
of worship: ensured by status of autonomy,
54, 335; safeguarded by K. communal strength,
55'

K. funds, handled by Patriarchate, 44; K.
Golden Age, see K. in Palestine: K.
Hahakhah, foundations of, 17f (see also K. law;
K. legislation); K. hardships in R. environ-
ment, 55f*, 352f; K. hatred of [antagonism,
animosity to] Saadyah, 23, 81 (see Anti-
Saadyan campaign); K. hermeneutics, 17, 209;
K. historiography, 362n

K. history [history of K(m)]: and Firkowicz's
finds, 59'; and late Pal-centricism, 314; and
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non-J historians, 38-40'; and R. writers,
321, 33n; DaK's place in, 313; Elijah b. Abra-
ham's exposition of, 28f. 362'; four premises
for the reconstruction of, 36-57; in Byz., see
K. in Byz.-ByK history; in Spain, 34f',
346n (see K. in Spain); interpreted in terms
of class protest, 44f; lit. approach to, 7, 59;
new Byz. slant in, 230; not explained as yet
in terms of regional contest, 302; ostracism
and persecution not unusual in, 392n; paral.
leling M. history, since Bab. exodus, 382f,
385-87'; periodization of, 302'; philosophy
[concept] of, 36n, 362n; political, identic with
all-J, 35, 36', 41, 44, 56f; "political," denoting
K. relations with Mother Synagogue, 41;
pseudo-historical reconstructions of, 281, 3If,
216, 346n, 357n; role of YbY's period in.
244; romantic presentations of, 134n, 315;
stages in, blurred by projection, 216; structure
of, quadrilateral, 56f; TbM in, as "the Trans-
lator," 422, 449; TbM's contribution to, 450

K. homes [houses]: darkness or Sabbath
candles in, 251', 267, 393n; shared the lot of
R. dwellings, 147f (see also Dwellings)

K. identification with the J. people, 36-41,
44; K. immigrants, see Immigrants; K. im-
migration, see Immigration, and K. settlement;
K. independence from the J. people, claimed
by 19thC leaders, 40, 59; K. individualism,
212-17, 397, 421f; K. influence: admitted by
It. leaders, 2541; on PaR, 66n, 22In, 252-54',
271; on pietistic reforms of Abraham Maimuni,
2541; on R. customs in Byz., 252, 255-62,
271-73,276,291 347; on R. law of inheritance,
2551, 291. 298n; on It. Yom Kippur, 255n;
on R. in Egypt, fought by Maimonides, 254;
on terminology of Byz. abjuration formula,
281-83. See also K. inroads

K. inner differences [splits, dissensions]:
216, 219-21', 302', 399; brought under
control by Pal-led uniformity, 314, 399; on
prohibition of fire on Sabbath, see Fire,
Sabbath candles; on rikkub, see Incest.
See also K. splinter groups

K. inroads [encroachments, penetration]:
areas of, revealed by R. apologists, 261; It.
comm. alerted to, 81, 84; It. strategy against,
reflected in Lekah Tab, 355. See also It. influence

K. institutions in Byz., see K. in Byz.-ByK
autonomy, ByK institutions, and ByK separat-
ism; K. integration in Byz., see K. In Byz.-
ByK integration; K. insurgency, fought on
the local level by Ibn Daud and TbE, 355;
K. intellectualism: dessicated the'edah principle,
209'; idealization [praise] of, 420', 421,
437n; source of weakness and strength, Iii

K. intelligentsia: close relations between,
and the It. in Turkey, 32n (see also Rapproche-
ment); disgruntled, joins'Anan, 18; integration
of, in Byz. society, 204; leading J. sectarianism
since 'Anan, 18; M. menace to, in Byz.,
398-400; ByK compilations designed for, 439;
Turkish, and Bash., 31f, 32n, 236, 238

K. interaction: communal, with It, 42-44,
53; with Gentiles, similar to It., 41

K. interest in It. literature, 240; K. juris-
prudence: Byz. developments in, not limited
to sporadic borrowings from It. lore, 2391;
evolution of, 18, 205-39'; roots of, see K.
roots of jurisprudence; ultimate abandonment
of lunar observation explained away as
success of, 347

K. law(s): adjustment of, 204-8; BKLP to
familiarize ByR with, 365f; ByK translators
encompassing, 445; imposed unconditionally
on local judges by BenN, 215; imposing
Yom Kippur fast on children, 2810; modifica-
tions of, in Byz., reflect formative process, 18,
25, 2041; of, see under individual entries (Calen-
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dar etc., Dietary etc., Incest, Inheritance, Mar-
riage, Purity, Sabbath, Sha'arner); respect
for TbM in later Byz. schools of, 432; solution
of the ha'atakah dilemma a Byz. contribution
to, 232; stringency of, 16, 218, 326n; TbM's
accomplishments in, 50. See also K. legislation

K. leaders [spokesmen], K. leadership:
abandon 'Ann's national philosophy in
9thC, 19; against stringency of K. marriage
law, 81-83; and Russian government in 19thC,
bring the J. Fraternity of Fate to an end, 40;
cancel Purim because of early ripening of
abib, 340n; combat M. for many generations,
369; deprecation of, expected to cause depreca-
tion of K. doctrine as well, 355; described in
scriptural terms, 439; identity of, who answered
ByK cal. query, uncertain, 324; in Byz., see
K. in Byz.-ByK leaders; in Fustat, receiving
abib message from Pal., 329n; in Muslim
climate, allegiance to in Chr. State, precarious,
364,455f; in Pal., see K. in Pal.-PaK authori-
ties [masters]; in Poland, cultivate K. separate-
ness after World War 1, 40; list of, in Hilluk,
428n; new sects necessitate more alertness of,
than of general J. authorities, 3671: of MoZ,
on "ideal of poverty," 45n; training of, 188n;
use fragments of ancient sectarian Halakhah,
201

K. leanings, J. personalities suspect of,
257n; K. legal concepts, revision of, since
10thC, 17, 205 (see also K. concept, and under
individual entries, e.g., Ha'atakah, Sebel);
K. legal thought [K. philosophy of law]:
and independence of scriptural interpretation,
217; as developed in the "Adrianopolitan
School," 151n; clichfs of, accepted by K.
liberals out of fear, 235; divergent trends
in, and ha'atakah, 239; elements of later,
ascribed to K. Founding Fathers, 210;
evolution of, in Byz., reflected in semantic
expansion of ha'atakah, 230; individualistic
trend in, 212-16', 4211; new school of, opened
by Byz. disciple of PaK masters, 208, 446;
Saadyan influence on, 218n; three roots of
jurisprudence listed in incipient stages of,
237, 237nf; transmitted to Byz. in Pal. interpre.
tation, 207f, 210, 212, 214, 216, 445f

K. legal terminology, see K. terminology,
and under individual terms; K. legal(istic)
works [writings, literature, codes], 190, 4446,
445nf (see also K. Books of Precepts); K.
legislation: abib principle ultimately abandoned
like other premises of, 343; and J. farming,
181; and the reappraisal of K. legal principles,
217; Bash.'s efforts to make ha'atakah the
basis for, 239; al-Basic covering monographi-
cally separate items of, 445n; ByR influence
on, accompanied by K. impact on ByRm,
252; exegetical differences involve new approa-
ches to, 217; Hebrew Bible the basis for, 21,
407f; individualistic approach to, absent at
beginning of Km, 215f; never yet investigated
historically, 205; supporting J. textile industry,
175'

K. legislators [lawmakers, jurists]: and fire
found burning on Sabbath, 266f; and problem
of cutting the 'other on holiday, 278'; and
rikkub, 17, 81-83; innovations of, in lSthC,
prepared by IIthC modifications, 267; of
IlthC, described by Bash. as inclined to
reforms, 235, 251n, 2661; of older school,
wrongly presented as champions of individual-
ism, 212, 421; opened new school of legal
thought In Byz., 17, 208; path of adjustment
of, confirmed in PaK reply to ByK cal. query,
325f; read K. rites into the Scriptures, 17, 209;
some, in lOthC, challenge hekkesh, 217;
some, in lOthC, inclined to base K. legislation
on two determinants only, 221
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K. liberalism [liberal legislation]: not antedat-
ing 10thC, 214; serving Byz. needs, 176,
446, 456

K. liberals, 205, 236, 456; K. lit. creativity:
evaluation of, by "monolithic" school, 7f;
Ibn Daud's biased summary of, refers only
to Spain, 359n, 365n; impressive record of,
6; in Byr., see K. in Byz.-ByK creativity
in Hebrew, and BKLP; K. danger in 9thC
not in, 24; of Golden Age, 7, 24, 65f, 206f';
poverty of, in Spain, caused by ruthlessness
of SpR dignitaries, 3590; reaches bloom only
after Saadyah, 24; rise of, with emergence of
'Anan, 7

K. lit. epigoni, 8, 30f; K. lit. mannerisms:
connotation or Shlne'ar among, 316n; of
Hadassi, 173n. 296', 439

K. literature [K. lit. productions]: after
Golden Age, valued only for preserving Golden
Age treasures. 7; and BKLP, 365f, 450, 452;
and Crimea, 58; and Dead Sea Scrolls, 4n,
20; anti-Saadyan campaign In, lasting till
19thC, 23; appearance of ha'atakah in, 224,
226; attempts in, of creating association
between K. commentaries and R. Midrashim,
435'; available in IlthC almost exclusively
in Arabic, 364; biased accounts in, the major
source for reconstruction of Mm and Tm,
369; biblical commentaries the most popular
category of, 446f; classics of, in Arabic, 30f,
1891. 417, 4261. 443f, 452; confusion in, regard-
ing authorship of ON, 434n; diffused in
Byz. by returning students, 318; earliest dis-
cussion of "morrow after the Sabbath" in,
276n; earliest mention of Isaac Nappaha in,
351n; "ideal of poverty" in, 45'; in Byz.,
see K. in Byz.-BKLP; inherently conservative
character of, 205; Khazaria as presented in,
67-79'; Lucks account of, 133n. 433n1;
major works of, created only after Saadyah,
24; majority rule discussed in, 221n; "minority
complex" in, 54n-56n; Mish.'s by-names in,
383, 383nf: monotonous uniformity of, 204;
Muslim and Chr. borrowing from, questioned,
39nf; older, product of Islamic environment,
233f, 364; older, ransacked by ByK in quest
for justification of their customs, 233f; older
presentations of, ascribe a Zoth hat-Torah to
TmM, 436n; pre-Crusade. viewed as absolute
criterion of sectarian creativity, 7; Saadyab's
fertilizing effect on, R Steinschneider's verdict
on, 189n; survival of, 6f; Tat left almost no
trace in, except in general surveys of sectarianism,
372; TbE denying any value to, 36016, 365n;
TbE's acquaintance with, 76n, 2621. 290,
291n, 366n; TbM's anti-Saadyan arguments
strongest in all, 260', 390; traditional Arabi-
cized models of, pushed out by Greek in
Byz., 202; transfer of, from Pal. to Byz.. 201,
365; unable to compete with R. literature
prior to Saadyab, 24

K. living: claimed by DaK as possible only
in Jerusalem. 314; ideal of, seen by ByK in
PaK masters, 318

K. lore: BKLP conceived as encyclopedia
of, 440; Eshkol hak-Kofer encompassing all,
442; ham-Ma'tik denoting "Transmitter of,"
449; observances in peripheries of Diaspora
turn integral components of, 2301; of the
East, insufficient for K. survival in the West, 243

K. MSS: Arabic, scarce in Byz., 444; col-
lections of, 29; Byz., see K. in Byz-ByK
MSS; from the dictation of JeK masters,
417f'; many, still inedited. 6, 271; of Eshkol
hak-Kojer, see Yehudah Hadassi; of Istibsar,
445nf; of Jerusalem class notes. in Arabic,
417'; of ON, see TbM; reported perished
in Gozlow, 324, 436n

K. masters (employers): of R. employees
in Turkey, 36n; of slaves, and BenN, 213

K. meals, R. refrain from, 286; K. messianic
excitements, connected with Khazars, 76-79;
K. method of allegorizing biblical anthropo-
morphism, 264; K. minority: adjusting to
R. patterns in Byz., 233; hapless position of,
in J. world, 54-56', 392n; in Byz., absorbing
new customs from R., 204; rule of "consensus"
dangerous to, in 10thC, 221; sharing with R.
majority an all-J Fraternity of Fate till l9thC,
40

K. "minority complex," 54, 54n-56n; K.
mission: described in scriptural terms, 439;
failure of, 80-83, 425; intra-J, 36n; motives
of, 36nf; place of SbM's, uncertain, 84n; SbM
complaining of R. interference with, 84n.
See also K. propaganda

K. missionaries, K. missionary: early ByK
not -, but immigrants, 25, 192n; Hebrew K.
literature allegedly created for 190n, 425;
Pal., preaching K. doctrine, 80, 190n; SbM,
a-, 83nf, 253, 323'

K. missionary accounts, triumphant note
of, 66, 257; K. missionary activity: decline
in effectiveness of, 83; Pal., credited with
expansion of Km, 79, 425, 451;.reaching peak
in early I0 hC, 70

K. missionary enthusiasm, an inner necessity,
84; K. missionary expansion westwards, 83;
K. missionary literature, 84, 190n, 425; K.
missionary scheme, BKLP not a-, 451; K.
"missionary" theory, 79-83, 425, 451

K. "Mourners of Zion," see "Mourners of
Zion"; K. Nasi [Patriarch], 431 (see also David
b. Bo'az); K. Nesluth, see K. Patriarchate;
K. neutrality, sought in intra-R feuds, 43; K.
nickname for Saadyah, 316n; K. notable(s)
[potentates], in Fustat, 42', 45n, 48, 288n,
298'; K. order of months [and of festivals],
begins with Nisan, 281, 340n; K. Pal-centricism,
see Palestino-centricism; K. partnership in J.
fate and spiritual endeavor, 18, 35-41, 44; K.
Patriarchate [Nesluth]: in Damascus, 99n;
in Fustat, 453, 455; in Jerusalem, 221, 43f,
329n, 419n, 427

K. philosophy, reflecting Muslim kakan,
364 (see also Philosophers, Philosophy); K.
prayerbook [Order of Prayer], 56n, 236, 25In,
2964343', 352n; K. pietistic practices, penetrat.
ing R. worship, 2541, 255n; K. pilgrims, later
called Yerushalmi, 428n; K. printing press in
Gozlow, 59n, 71, 172n, 191n

K. polemical writings [compositions, litera-
ture], 190, 260f, 332n, 372, 432; K. polemicists
[controversialists], 56, 216, 229, 264, 265x,
283', 316n, 328nf, 415 (and under names of
individual polemicists); K. polemics: against
Lekah Tab, belong to 12thC story of K-R
relations, 263', 284; against ht., tee Anti-M
polemics; against R., 136nf, 225, 2401', 257,
260f', 269, 2871', 300', 356-58'; against
Saadyah, see Anti-Saadyan campaign: against
T., almost non-existent, 372; in Golden Age,
206; not necessarily indicating actual gains,

84;
by TbM, see TbM; two-pronged, in BKLP.

K. population, see Population; K. practices
[observances], see Practices; K. program of
instruction, 207n, 237n; K. promotion of bibli-
cal scholarship, since 9thC, 211

K. propaganda: and K. expansion, 80',
425; and the negligent form of ByK creations,
190n, 425'; concentrating on Pal-centricism,
since 9thC, 301; difficulties of, 81; exploiting
intra-R differences over Sabbath candles,
269; failure of, admitted in K. "minority
complex," 54n; individualism a slogan of
self-defense rather than of, 216; limited success
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of, not incompatible with continuation of,
84; "myth of," 190n; no way of statistical
evaluation of effect of, 257n; PaK pietism
allegedly resulting from, 252-54; regarding
Shabu'oth in Chr. environment, 278; success of,
in Byz., at an early period, doubted, 83, 425.
See also K. mission

K. pseudo-Messiah, 100n, 454; K.
recollections of settlement in Jerusalem, 22,
45nf, 54'; K. reform(s) [innovations],
17, 25, 205, 208, 235, 250f, 251n, 308;
K. reformulation of law, 205-8, 240, 251,
266f; K. relationship with the Qumran Sect,
4n, 19-21; K. relationship with Sadduceism,
4n, 20, 397n; K. religio-national partnership
with J. people, and "Chr. orientation," 392;
K. revisionism, legislative, 17L 205, 216-24,
422, 454; K. revival, and the Dead Sea Scrolls,
254n; K. roots [principles, rules] of jurispru-
dence, 221, 226n, 228', 231n, 234, 237f', 242;
K. schism [rebellion, revolt], 15, 41n, 44,
294f', 357

K. scholars [sages]: accepted Bash.'s tradi-
tion of ByK beginnings, 31; admitting intra-K
discrepances over lunar observation, 352;
and Crimea, 58', 63; and JbR's sources for
Canticles, 332n; and Talmud, 240, 260; an-
thropomorphic Aggadotb ridiculed by, 264;
Bash. on, and on their fear of the "mob."
234-36; called "Sadducees," 397n; conscious
and proud of eclecticism, 440'; find R. cal.
cycle correct, 340; give official sanction to
intra-K rift over abib, 344; ideal of, 249';
names and surnames of, 58f, 199f'; not men-
tioned by name by ThE, 262; of Byz., see K.
in Byz.-ByK scholars; of Pal., see K. in Pal.-
PaK authorities; preoccupied for many genera-
tions with combatting Mm, 369; "Teachers"
the preferred title of, 310n. See also K. leaders;
K. legislators; and under names of individual
scholars

K. scholarship [learning]: adversities of,
in 15thC, 31, 32n, 234; and the BKLP, 365f,
450f; expansion of, since 'Anan, 8; first formu-
lated in Bab., 319; not yet repudiating Sad-
ducean-K kinship in 10th and 11 thC, 276, 276nf;
of Byz., see K. in Byz.-ByK scholarship;
of Jerusalem: 8; praised even by it, 185',
206f'; replaced by ByKm, 457; represented
in last stage by YbY, 8, 244, 324, 446

K. scholastic dissent, TbE not concerned
with, 265; K. self-censorship, in 19thC, in
matters pertaining to Christianity, 28n; K.
self-identification with Pal. cause, 23; K.
separateness [separatism;: based on scholastic
postulates common to all Jewry, 18; conscious-
ness of, 184; expressions of, 53f, 185, 294; in
Poland, 40; Natronai Gaon on, 40f, 41n;
not fossilized in Byz., 456f; not obviating
Km's remaining within Jewry, 18, 53f, 56f;
one of basic premises of K. history, but not
most important, 56f. See also K. in Byz.-ByK
autonomy, ByK institutions, ByK separatism

K. settlement: idea of, 54; in Armenia, 128,
153; in Byz., see K. in Byz., settlement of;
in Jerusalem [in Pal.] see K. in Pal., settlement
of; in "Land of Kedar," 62f; in modem
Israel, 41

K. sources of law, see IC_ roots of jurispru-
dence; K. splinter group(s), 219f', 314, 369n,
399; K. standardized terms, taken from Scrip.
ture, 439; K. struggle against Saadyah, see
Anti-Saadyan campaign; K. support of Pal.
geonim, 42f; K. synagogue in Fustat, demo-
liibed by al-Hakim, 167n; K. terminology: and
Byz. abjuration formula, 26, 281f; for "Easter,"
280n, 339; legal, 204f, 231n, 310, 439

K. textual analysis, rational qualities of,
228n; K. thesaurus of biblical quotations,
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242n, 420n, 421, 437n, 439'; K. traditions
regarding ByK beginnings, 27, 3lfs, 49; K.
"truth" allegedly admitted by Ibn Ezra and
Maimonides, 236; K. uniformity, 219f, 314,
399, 456; K. values: new, propagated by
9thC Km. 19, 21; partially surrendered in
Byz., 245; preservation of, and TbM's new
formulation of ha'atakah, 239

K. world [camp]: Byz. supremacy asserted
in, 457; ByKm appearing when PaKm already
a decisive power in, 319; struggle for leader-
ship of, after First Crusade, 303, 455-57

K. zealots, 19, 208n
intra-Karaite: cal. discrepances, see Calendar

discrepances; cal. rift, see Calendar rift;
conflicts [feuds, contest, struggle], 24, 45,
302f, 304nf, 315-17, 317nf, 320, 3611; relations,
305, 308f, 317-22. See also K. inner diffe-
rences; K. splinter groups

non-Karaite. battle, over Pal. Gaonate. PaK
divided on, 43; dissent, reconstructed from
biased K. sources, 6, 369; neighbors, BKLP
addressing itself to, 452; sectarian writings,
did not survive, 6f, 369; sectaries, K. relations
with, in Byz., 355, 366-415

pre-Karaite: sectarian leaders, and prophecy,
214; sectarianism, affinity of with Muslim
heterodoxy, 3n; sectaries, prohibit consump-
tion of meat, 16, 253a

pro-Karaite, Caliphate hailed as, 164f, 364,
364nf

Karaite-Mishawite, See M.-M-K
Karaite-Rabbanite, see under specific entries

(e.g., Calendar feuds, K-R)
Karaites in Adrianople, 150-52', 153, 163
K. in Aleppo, 99', 341E
K. in Alexandria, 341E
K. in Amaseia, 123', 153
K. in Anatolian Peninsula, see K. in Asia Minor
K. in Armenia, 64n, 128f', 153, 370
K. in Asia Minor [Anatolian Peninsula], 27, 47,

49, 1111', 118-37', 153n, 162f, 456
K. in Attaleia, 46-49', 50, 109', 110, 112',

153, 169-71, 386, 453
K. in Babylonia [Babylonian K., Bab. Km]:

and ByK, a comparison, 317-22, 362; and
calendar [BaK abib deviation, BaK cal. rift,
etc.], 303-9', 311, 317', 322, 381; and DaK's
Pal-centricism, 313-15, 320; and new Pal-
centricism, 322; and SpK, 346; attitude of,
to Pal., as mirrored by the abib problem, 301,
303, 305f, 308f; called "Sadducces" by Ibn
Ezra, 397n; debate between, and PaK, 307',
32In, 322; paralleling BaR stand against
Pal-centricism, 303, 306, 309, 315f, 318n;
rift between, and PaKm, irreparable in LbY's
time, 322; some, deny resurrection from the
dead, 369n; some, prefer to stay in Bab.,
383; some, view man's spirit alone the object
of God's punishment or reward, 369n; strained
relations between, and BaM, reflected in
Kirk.'s account of Mish., 374

Babylonian Karaite leadership not concerned
with M. danger as much as ByK, 376; BaK
pietists, exodus of: 314, 317, 383; starts parallel
between K. and M. histories, 382f, 385

BaK regional-minded philosophy, rise of,
315; BaK self-assertion [self-assertive tenden-
cies], 307, 315, 319; BaK students, not being
sent to JeKAcademy, 318; BaK trend toward
all-Babylonian uniformity, 315, 317
Babylono-Persian K. [Km], 317n, 319

K. in Baghdad, 219n
K. in the Balkans, 153n, 163
K. in Banias, 100n
K. in Basra, 219n
K. on the Bosporus see Bosporus
K. in Byzantium [Byzantine Karaism]: accused:

of allegiance to Muslim culture, 364'; of mere
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lip-service to own creed, 247; of non-normative
practices even contrary to Km, 275, 289-94

adjustment and compromise of, 169, 203f,
224, 260, 325f, 365f, 446, 454; and accusation
of foreignness, 363-65, 388'; and agriculture,
180f; and American J. scene, a parallel, 192',
193; and BaK, a comparison, 305, 317-22,
362; and BoT, see BoT; and Byz. abjuration
formula, 26', 280-83'; and Byz-centricism,
320; and calendar, 186, 243n, 269-73, 280',
299, 317n, 318, 323-53'; and Crusades [and
fall of Jerusalem], see Crusades; and EgKm,
303', 455-57; and epithets for "Mourners,"
427f, 449; and Greek literature and philosophy,
194'; and ha'arakah, 224', 226, 226nf, 228-
39'; and Happarsi, 274; and kabbalah, 228',
229; and K. sister-branches, 185, 450, 454-57;
and Khazaria, 71f', 74, 76-79'; and M.,
119', 275, 367-69, 372-76', 383-415' (see
Anti-M; M.); and "morrow after the Sabbath,"
275-78'; and Orthodox Church, 26, 194,
280-83; and problem of precedence of Km
over Rm, 357', 361f, 362n; and R. accounts
of K. schism, 294f'; and regional needs,
202; and Sabbath observance, 251, 265, 267f,
268n, 308; and sebel, 23In; and Sephardi
culture, 196'; and SpKm, 34f', 345f; and T.,
128, 367-72'; and TbE, see TbE; and yerush-
shah, 231n; appearance of, on Egyptian coast,
no novelty to EgJ, 47; approximate number
of, 155, 162f; Arabic among, see Arabic;
arguing it. literature bad no value, 361nf;
ask Byz. government to intervene in K-R
cal. feud, 329; attitude of, to Pal., as compared
with BaK, 305, 317-22; average ratio of, to
ByR, 163

bear same tax obligations as it, 183; came
from Near East, 190, 319; combatted through
denouncement by association and confusion
of identity, 275, 387-95', 398; commercial
ties of, with EgK, 202f; communication of,
with Pal., see Communication; concentrate
attack on it. homilies, 264; conscious of alien
elements in make-up of Km, 202f; contribution
of, to evolution of Km, 18, 250, 416; creative
process of acclimatization of, as shown by
lit. arguments, 354; danger of ostracism to,
392; decisive modifications in, only after
Crusades, 250; decried as intellectual failures
and novices, 355, 361f; deliberately discredited
by ByR, 363; deprecated as incompatible
with native ByJ society, 356; developed tradi-
tions with no biblical support, 234; divergences
of, from ByR, see Divergences, K-R; effect of
migrations on, 168f; enjoying goodwill of
Byz. rulers, 283n; excelling ByR in Greek
literacy, 182n; familiarity of, with technical
terms and tools, 177f; find YbA's messianic
allusions unintelligible, 78; fast documentary
record of, in Attaleia, 46-49, 109', 119, 171,
386; focusing on intra-R differences, 357f;
Genizah material on, 43f, 46-53; Graeco-K
jargon of, 152, 195f'; granted autonomy,
see ByK autonomy; grecization of, and conver.
sions to Km, 193; Greek among, see Greek;
growth of, prior to TbM, inarticulate, 450;
bebraization of, 193, 365f; Hebrew among,
see Hebrew; ignorance of, held dangerous,
248; ignored by Ibn Daud, 35; imbued with
Pal. ideal of study, 249; importance of ELA
for the understanding of, 247n; impression
of, on non-J observers in Byz., 283; in tanning,
176f'; in textile industry, 174-76'; indebted-
ness of: to PaK mentors and JeKAcademy,
201n, 202f, 210, 212', 214, 216, 298f, 317f,
445f, 456; to it., 173, 234, 242-45, 245n, 252,
282, 289. 325f, 339f, 340nf, 343, 354, 400n,
440, 440nf

influencing ByR, 252, 255-57, 260f, 271-73,

276f', 291, 347; JbR selected his excerpts
for, and for ByR alike, 332n; laid foundations
of Km in Turkey and Eastern Europe, 25,
203; linguistic inadequacy of, 191f, 426; lit.
awakening of, only indirectly influenced by
PaK masters, 451; loyal to MoZ, 45, 202,
318, 392; more susceptible to classicist trend
than it., 195; names of, 58f, 198-200'; no
direct Greek references to, 26f, 283; not
accused explicitly of solar calendation, like
M., 393; not missionaries but immigrants,
25, 192, 362; not to be explained in terms of
class protest, 44f; not wholly free of danger
of inner splits, 399; observed Fast of Daniel,
268n; occupations of, 169-78; origins of, see
ByK beginnings; Pal-oriented, 292n, 318;
perhaps pointed to Clr. Pentecost as confirma-
tion of "morrow after the Sabbath" on Sunday,
279; permanent feature in Byz. Jewry since
1lthC, 264; position of, compared to "plough-
ing beasts," 247n; presentation of YbY by,
243f; pulling down deliberately the division
between K. and it, 251; questioning Mosaic
origin of it. practices, 356-58'; it challenge
not the only source of anxiety to, 366; it.
influence on, accompanied by K. impact on
ByR, 252; reaching maturity, 200-3, 450,
455; received 'Ananite Maxim and BenN's
dictum in Pal. interpretation, 210, 212, 214;
re-evaluation of ["new look" at] the Talmud
by, 239-46', 339, 343, 440nf; reformers of
Km, 25 (see also K. reforms); reject accusation
of Chr. orientation and subversion, 392;
removed at first from main artery of communal
endeavor, 399; reported to have incurred
heavy tax on it, 329; respect of, for TbM,
53, 432, 449; rise of national leadership of,
53', 201-3; rise of, to leadership of K. world,
162, 457; ritual of, in preliterary stage, 185;
Saadyah's innuendo a powerful weapon
against, 390; saved by Pal-led uniformity from
inner dissensions, 399; Sefer ha-'Ocher as
guide to library and linguistic equipment of.
197f; sent sons to study in Pal., 202 (see ByK
students) '

settlement of: alongside native it. comm.,
111, 144, 146, 170 (see also Dwellings, K-R
proximity of); ByK literature reflects later
stage of, 27; due to political and territorial
transformation of Near East, 201; followed
Byz conquests, 171, 201; importance of data
on, for J. history in Asia Minor, 118; inseparable
from several aspects of PaK Golden Age, 24;
institutional separatism since early stage of,
53f; opens new chapter in K. history, 168f;
origins of, shrouded in mystery, 26; part of
broader population flux, 104, Ill, 118. 160,
201; performed in groups, 54; placed by
Fitrst in lltbC, 64n; possibly preceded by
settlement of K. in Armenia, 128; predominant-
ly of merchants, 169f; premises for charting
historical course of, 36-57; problem of sources
on, 26-36; simultaneous with M. settlement
in Byz., 385-S7; theory on, to be based on
quadrilateral structure of K. history, 57;
urban character of, 181f, 182n, 195. See also
ByK beginnings; Immigration

settlements of, see ByK settlements, and
under individual names of communities;
share of, in messianic movement of 1096,
148n; sharing same neighborhood with it.,
see Dwellings, K-1t proximity of, sin of,
claimed less grave than of it., 248n; sneer at
it. anthropomorphism, 240; socio-economic
diversification of, 170f, 174; socio-economic
structure of, soon identical with R., 182;
sources of creative inspiration of, 201n; success
of, in conversion of it., claimed, 66n, 193n,
257-59; success of, shown by R. polemics
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and apologias, 261, 361n; surpassed native
R. in commercial and urbanistic tendency,
118'; struggle of, for self-assertion, 203, 450;
struggle of, with non-normative J. groups in
Byz., 366-415; threatened by external influences,
399; ties of, with K. on Islamic side, 201-3;
ties of, with "old country," 111; TbM the
leader of, see TbM; trilingual, 192f, 426;
unparalleled growth of, ascribed to external
forces, 85, 160, 201; well established when
ByK literature appears, 27; "Yeshu'ah myth"
regarding. 244n

Byzantine Karaite abridgments, 56n. 197n,432;
ByK autonomy, within ByJ comm., 53f, 334f,
335n (see also ByK institutions: ByK separat-
ism); ByK beginnings [origins; rise of ByKm]:
and Golden Age of Kra in Pal., 24f, 43, 84f,
319; as reflected in R. letter on Attaleian
captives, 49; conception of, affected by Ibn
Daud's account of SpKm, 34; could not
result from ideological conquest alone, 85;
historical premises for reconstruction of,
36-57; K. traditions on, 27, 31f', 49; linked
to annexation, 85f, 171, 201; never yet tho-
roughly examined, 58; not earlier than latter
half of 10thC, 85; not from native ByJ popula.
tion, but imported by immigrants, 362; not
reflected in ByK literature, 27; not reported
by non-J historians, 38; part of general J.
experience, 169; theories on, 58-86. See also
K. in Byz, settlement of

ByK benedictions, built on R. models,
251n; ByK cal. query to Jerusalem, 324-26',
375n, 433f, 434n; ByK captives in Egypt,
46-48', 112n; ByK center, 8, 58, 456; ByK
Commentaries and commentators, 29nf, 76',
and under individual names of authors (see
also Biblical commentaries, etc.)

ByK community [ByK communities, commu-
nal units]: and BKLP, 450, 452; earliest
documents on, 46-49; included for the first
time in BoTs Itinerary, 34; led by returning
students of JeKAcademy, 187-89, 188n,
203, 318, 428n; needs of, answered by
new formulation of ha'atakah, 239;
organization of, 53; other J. groups from
the East settle alongside of, 366, 386f; Pal.
note-books placed by TbM at the service of,
430f, 437n; receive refugees from Egypt,
167'; story of, has broader import, 25

ByK compilation(s) in Hebrew, 30', 184,
189, 193n, 258, 290, 332n, 365nf, 409n, 4171',
425f, 433, 439-41, 443, 448 (see also ELA;
JbR's Sefer ha-'Osher; Peddlers' Bag; TbM's
ON); ByK conservative(s), 234, 245', 343n,
364; ByK contribution to general ByJ literature
in Hebrew, 452; ByK correspondence, private,
written in Byz. proper, not recovered, 198;
ByK creativity, in Hebrew: clues to genesis
of, given in colophon to ON, 4211, 424, 426;
continuing after fall of Jerusalem, 456; devoted
mainly to Leviticus, 361n, 432f; ideological
incentives of, 190-93, 365f, 416; linked to
Crimea, 58; negligible amount of, prior to
ThE, 365n; quality of, conditioned at first
by Pal. notebooks, 426f, 430; two directions
of, 416f, 443f; viewed as countercheck to
linguistic assimilation in Greek environment,
200, 451

ByK cycle of scriptural reading, 25 In, 447n;
ByK documents (documentary sources], absence
of, 27, 179, 198f; ByK economy, ramification
of, 170-82'; ByK experience, Scriptures
explained in terms of, 174, 183f, 246f; ByK
formula of marriage contract, 296'; ByK
handymen to Gentile masters, 180; ByK
historian, see Elijah b. Abraham

ByK history: affected by pattern of relations
In Pal., 44; being a story of immigration and
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adjustment, 25; brevity of, in IIthC, makes
confusion of identity easy, 388; chronology
of, revised, 49-51, 53; different from history
of Bab-Persian K., 319; interwoven with
history of K. calendar, 299 (see also Calendar,
K.; Calendar feuds); manifesting special
twist in many areas. 240; never yet told, 25,
454; not alone the story of local comm., 25;
quadrilateral structure of, 56f; reconstruction
of: 19, 25; and Bash., 311'; importance of
comparative studies in ByR and ByK exegesis
for, 332n; importance of Lekah Tob for,
263f, 355; premises for, 36-57; problem of
sources for, 26-36

ByK imitation of R., deplored, 246f, 248n;
ByK institutions, 51-54' (see also ByK auto-
nomy); ByK integration: in country's economy,
169-82; in native Jewry, imperative, 365;
linguistic and cultural, in Greek environment,
189-200, 204, 365f, 416, 451

ByK intelligentsia [intellectuals], M. inroads
into, 398-400; ByK leaders [leadership]:
alarmed like ByR leaders by extent of mutual
borrowing, 262; alert to danger of assimilation,
248, 250; and BKLP, 424. 449, 451 (see also
TbM); and later Byz. solutions, 456; and the
use of Hebrew, 416, 426, 450f; anxiety of,
concerning M. danger, reflected in TbM's
excursus, 375n, 376, 400. 409; aware of danger
of R. accusation of foreignness. 365f, 388;
call for patience in messianic expectations,
455; came from among students of JeK
Academy and MoZ, 187-89, 188n, 203, 318,
427-31'; cannot easily ignore M. literature,
398; effectively substituting later for
JeKMasters, 457; efforts of, in l2thC,
to maintain abib system, 337; fighting confusion
of identity, 275', 388, 400; have objectives and
methods similar to ByR leaders, 262; indebted
to PaK masters, see K. in Byz., indebtedness
of; social position of, in relation to M. leaders,
unknown, 408; stunned by fall of Jerusalem,
454; TbM the first native, see TbM

ByK legal decisions, 421, 446; ByK legal
documents, absence of, 199; ByK legislator(s),
opened new school of legal thought in Km,
17f, 208; ByK linguistic heritage in Turkey,
196; ByK linguistic integration, see ByK
integration

ByK Literary Project (BKLP), ByK literature
in Hebrew: alleged reason for mediocrity of,
190'; allegedly masterminded by JeKMasters,
425, 451; and testimonies of cal. feuds, 328,
345; and TmM, 422, 424, 426f. 430, 442, 449E
(see TbM); as source material for ByK history,
27f; born in Pal., 189, 430f; collaborators on,
perhaps called "Compilers," 439; communal
organization of, 415f, 438, 444, 449; Compila-
tion and Translation, the two directions of,
189f, 416f, 443f, 448; consummation of, in
12thC, 442; difficulties in providing material
for, 424, 426, 431; during the period of TbE
and his father, 332n, 365nf; eclecticism of, 30,
172', 440'; encyclopedic designs of, 440-43';
evaluation of, 442f, 449-52; first to
mention M. morning-to-morning day count,
379; Greek glosses in, see Greek glosses;
impact of, on East European Km, 452;
incentives of, 189-93, 36Sf, 416, 431,
448, 451f; indebted to R. literature,
244f, 245n, 400n, 440nf; lacking at first
ready-made Hebrew translations, 431, 444;
launched in mid-I1thC, 27, 430; let fall
into oblivion the Bab-centric cal. doctrine
of 'Anan, 305; linguistic aspects of, 189-98,
416, 424-27', 430; long-winded design of,
432'; militant, 416, 450; need of copying
Arabic K. MSS for, 444; negligence of form
and style of, 193n, 424-27, 425n; notes by
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students the earliest material for, 417, 424-27,
4301, 4431; objectives of, 3651, 388, 415f,
440-43, 441n, 450; on "ideal of poverty,"
45*; originated among students of JeK
Academy, 189, 431; picture of, incomplete, 27;
pioneering quality of, 416, 444; pioneers of,
still unpublished, 29, 29nf; problem of author-
ship of, see Authorship; publication plan of,
438-40; Question-and-Answer form of, 4201,
4411, 442n; references in. to K. in textile
industry, 174-76'; references in, to taxation,
183f'; references in, to trade and travel, 172f';
rise of, wrongly ascribed to unfamiliarity
with Arabic, 190-93, 416; statified construc-
tion of, 424, 430; successful because espoused
by whole ByK comm., 450; supposedly condi-
tioned by K. literature of the Crimea, 58;
trilingualism of, 193n, 424-26'; ups and
downs of, cause deterioration of texts, 31,
31 nf; viewed as a Byz. phenomenon, 449-52.
See also ByK abridgments, ByK compilations,
ByK creativity, ByK translators, ByK works,
ByK writers; and Arabic; Compilation;
ELA; Hebrew; JbR; Peddlers' Bag; TbM;
Translation

ByK MSS, 28-31'; ByK merchants, reli-
gious problems confronting, 1721; ByK
ownership of real estate, 179f'; ByK pietists,
45', 2331, 268'; ByK polemics, see K. polemics;
ByK presentation of schism in Jewry, 28
(see Elijah b. Abraham); ByK relations with
K. comm. in the East, 191, 201; ByK scholars
(sages], 58', 63, 233, 331, 398f (and under
names of individual scholars); ByK scholarship
[learning], 31f, 32n, 207, 457; HyK separatism,
53f, 561, 184f (see also ByK autonomy); ByK
settlements [colonies]: attested in 9-10 cities,
152; existence of, confirms existence of R.
comm. too, 118, 122-24, 127, 132, 137; no
full listing of, possible, I11. See also K. in
(for individual ByK settlements)

ByK settler(s), 49, 173f, 248; ByK sha'atnez
laws, 175f'; ByK students: local, 189, 431,
4411; of JeKAcademy: 186-89, 203, 257,
3181, 428n, 431; and the use of Arabic, 190,
202, 365, 418; considered mere agents of
JeKMasters, 8, 425, 451; lit. activity of, 23,
30, 189, 4171, 424-27, 429n, 430f, 448. See
also Jacob b. Simon; TbM

ByK subversion, shakes confidence of
average ByR, 356; ByK translations, see
Arabic, ByK Hebrew translations from;
ByK translators, 191', 197, 444 46, 448, 451
(and Jacob b. Simon; TbM); ByK traditions,
234; ByK writers [authors]: early, sometimes
counted in period of K. consolidation, 8;
invoked only to shed light on JeKMasters,
25; no mere epigoni, 30f (and under individual
names of authors)

ByK works [writings, compositions]: deli-
berately presented as counterparts of It.
works, 435'; Hadassi's method of reporting
on, 438f'; of l2thC, as compared with early
BKLP, 4421; titles of, and the publication
plan of BKLP, 438-42; TBE familiar with
some, 76n, 2621, 290, 291n, 366a

K. in Cairo, see K. in Fustat
K. in Constantinople: 34n, 129n, 144-48',

153, 433, 439, 452; and classicist revival, 195;
and Jerusalem note-books, 430; and messianic
excitement, 455; following R. cal. cycle, 340,
341n; number [numerical strength] of, 35',
144, 146, 154, 161-63, 336; receiving instruction
from it teachers, 238; settlement of, 49, 51,
1381; some old Sabbath laws perpetuated
among, 62; under the Turks, 150n, 152n.
See also K. in Istanbul; K. in Pera

K. in the Crimea: 8, 60', 25tH, 341n, 452; and
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the Pontic trade, 122, 127, 152'; theories on,
58-60', 65

K. in Cyprus, 34n, 119', 120. 153, 159n, 386f
K. in Damascus, 99', 161', 336n, 341f, 342n
K. in Damietta, 48, 112n
K. in the East [Eastern Km]: BaK cal. deviation

not to be justified by decline of, 308; contacts
of ByK with, endangered by excessive ByK
integration in Greek culture, 365; echo of
Byz. conquests among, 87n; exegetical know-
ledge of, transmitted to Byz., 198; formula of
marriage contract of, 296n; Ibn Daud not
referring to, in his biased summary of K.
creativity, 359n; opposed introduction of
Sabbath candles, 251', 308; plagued by splits
in 9th and 10thC, 399; repudiated R-influenced
K. innovations, 308; Sabbath laws among,
62; successfully resisted R. in essentials, 308;
unaware of ByK problems, 251; unaware of
K. affinity with Khazaria, 79

K. in Edessa, 129f, 153
K. in Egypt: adhere to ablb system, 136n, 317n,

319, 3411'; and expansion of Km, 79, 83f;
commercial and spiritual ties of, with ByK,
47f, 119. 191', 201-3; dismissed by Ibn Daud
as insignificant, 35; fate of, under al-Hakim,
167n; harboring K. Patriarchate, 453, 455;
held for the purpose of law as Jews, 38; included
in jurisdiction of Nagid, 38n; influence of, on
EgR, 254-56; not to be understood in terms
of class protest, 44f; struggle of, with ByK,
for leadership of K. world after Crusades,
303', 455-57; supporting PaKm, 23; vouchsafe
continuity of Arabicized PaK creativity, 455;
wealth and power of, 23, 45n, 48, 298n, 364.455

Egyptian Karaite communities, led by
students returning from JeKAcademy, 428n;
EgK emissary, Shemaryah Alexandros, in
Constantinople, 347; EgK formula of marriage
contract, 296n; EgK formulary (of marriage
contracts), 297'; EgK leadership, ByK alle-
giance to resented, 455f; EgK marriage con-
tract shows intra-K cal. discrepance, 317n;
EgK students, returning, assume title 'Obed,
428n

K. in Europe [on European soil]: 8, 163
in Eastern Europe [East European Km],

8, 40, 65, 122, 203. 343', 419, 452 (see also K.
in Lithuania; K. in Poland; K. in Russia)

K. in Fars, 219n
K. in Fustat-Cairo: 48, 112n, 153n, 154', 162',

167n; and abib, 329n, 3411, 342n; and al-
Hakim's persecutions, 167n; notable(s) among:
daughter of, married R. Nast, 42', 288n,
298'; intervene in favor of PaK, 42n; wealthy,
45n, 48

Patriarchate of, 453, 455
K. in Galata, 144'
K. in Gangra [Germanicopolis], 125-28
K. in Gargar, 128f'
K. in Gozlow, 452 (see Gozlow)
K. in Halicz, 38n, 60n
K. in Haskeuy, 196
K. in Iberian Peninsula, see K. in Spain
K. in Israel, 41'
K. in Istanbul, 153n, 193
K. in Jerusalem: JeKAcademy: and contacts

with K. Diaspora, 186-89; approached on
cal. matters by TbM, 324-26', 375n, 4331,
434n; Arabic the langauge of, 192, 4171,
417n, 424; ByKm's dependence on guidance
of, and the M. menace, 399; BKLP inad-
vertently born in, 189, 430f; class discussions in,
built on Questions-and-Answers, 441, 445n;
class notes taken down in, 417f, 417n, 424-27,
430f; closed due to Seljuk conquest, 453;
courses in, 432, 434n; idealistic presentation
of training of Diaspora leaders in, 188n;
militant, 432; organized according to R.
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pattern, 249n; realism of, 207, 207nf, 218n;
residing in the Bakhtawi Court, 186, 417,
453; rise of philosophical writings in, 207n;
scholarly standard of, 206f (see also K. scholar.
ship of Jerusalem); students of: S. 186-89',
417f, 417n. 428nf; Jacob b. Simon, 1881';
TmM, 49f, 140. 198. 429f, 437n, 449; YbY,
probably classmate of TmM, 50

JeKCenter: and the Seljuk conquests, 189,
320, 325, 333, 453; attitude of early leaders of,
to Diaspora, 188n, 309f; attitude of later leaders
of, to Diaspora, 320-22; ByK relations with,
as compared with BaK-PaK relations, 317-22;
decline of, 428n, 453; destruction of, by
Crusaders and its impact, 8, 25, 243'. 250,
303n, 333, 336f, 427, 453-47; leadership of,
before the Crusades, uncontested. 455; leading
Km toward unity and uniformity, 220, 314,
399, 456; rise of, 22f, 185', 309; scholarship
of, see K. scholarship of Jerusalem; SpKm
following the lead of, 346'

JeKMasters, see K. in PaL-PaK authorities;
quarter of, 186; settlement of, see K. in
Pal., settlement of. See also Jerusalem

K. in Khorasan. 219n, 409n
K. in "Land of Kedar," 61-64'
K. in Land of Shine'ar, see K. in Babylonia
K. in Lithuania, 38', 188n, 25tH, 253n, 438n, 452
K. in Luck, 188n
K. in Lwbw, 38n
K. in Mesopotamia. 100 (see K. in Babylonia)
K. in Nicomedia, 132-37', 153
K. in Palestine [Palestinian Karaism, PaK com-

munities]: allegedly influencing PaR. 66n,
221n, 252-54, 271; and expansion of Km,
79, 83f*; and ha'atakah, 225-27'; brand of,
allegedly introduced by TbM into Byz., 31; cal.
discrepance between, and ByK, 340; caused the
PaR academy to move to Ramlah, 23; causing
trouble to Ben Meir family, 83f, 382n; com-
mercial ties of, with ByK, 191; common
stand of, and of PaR, opposed by K-R
community of cause in Bab., 303; critical of
'Anan, 211; de-'Ananization of Km by, and
the abolition of tithe, 182n; dismissed by lbn
Daud as insignificant. 35; Egypt heir to, 455;
encounter of TbE with, postulated, 34; excom-
municated annually by PaR, 41, 41nf, 392n;
fight to gain freedom from R. interference, 287

Golden Age of: Arabicized, 25. 455; ByKm
inseparable from several aspects of, 24; BKLP
linking East European Km with, 452; Early,
206'; end of, 453; individualism the dominant
trend of, 212-16; Kirk. not belonging to, 207n;
Late, 206f', 292n, 320f, 450; later K. literature
valued only for preserving treasures of, 7;
literature [lit. creativity] of, 7f, 24, 30, 65,
206-8' (see also under individual names of
PaK authors); modern scholarship on, 24,
186n; never again recreated, 7; peak of K.
communal endeavor. 24; tendentious presenta-
tion of BenN by spokesmen of, 212f; viewed
as zenith of K. creativity, 7

Hebrew Saadyan translations circulating
among, 225'; independence of Pal. under the
Tulunids and the consolidation of, 23, 83f,
382n; insignificant after Salah ad-Din, 339;
intervene in internal affairs of PaR, since
lothC, 42-44', 382n; majority of, concentrated
in Jerusalem and Ramlah, 84, 453; masters
of J. Jerusalem, 23; messianic references of, re-
echoed in Byz., 78; new spirit of, vs Diaspora,
since late 10thC, 320-22; observe abib system,
304, 317n, 321-23, 341f', 344; oppose BaK
on calendation, 303f', 307', 321n, 322 (see
also Pal-va-Bab contest); opposing schools
of exegesis in, 261 n, 421 (see also David b.
Bo'az; YbA); perhaps preaching K. doctrine
in Byz, 80, 190n; read into Canticles problems
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of 10tbC, 227': remnants of, after Crusades, 336
settlement of: and DaK, see DaK, and [al-]

Kumisi School; and Pal-centricism, 22f, 84n,
309; and Redemption, 22, 299, 310f, 31 In;
appeals for, 21-23, 187, 187nf. 299; attempts
of. after Salab ad-Din, unsuccessful. 339';
cal. arguments for, 2990; later recollections
of, 22, 45nf, 54'; offered solution to practical
problems of religious observance, 310

social relations within, not yet studied, 24;
strength of, since 10thC, 84, 287, 382'; sup-
ported by EgK, 23; way of, held the only
"true" way, 311

Palestinian Karaite administration, 23
(see also K. Patriarchate in Jerusalem);
PaK authorities [masters, mentors]: and
cal. problems. 186, 324-26', 333, 375n,
433f, 434n; Arabic works of, made available
to Byz. readers in Hebrew, 443 (see
Translations); aware of increasing blending
of "consensus" with tradition, 224; ByK
writings invoked by modern scholars only
in order to shed light on, 25; called "Sadducees"
by lbn Ezra, 397n; contribution of, to ByK
lit. awakening, only indirect, 451; demarcation
line between material of, and Byz. material
in ByK literature, difficult, 30. 258; give new
formulation to nature of transgression when
fire found burning on Sabbath, 266f; held as
the ideal of K. living, 318; indebtedness of
ByK to, 201n, 202f, 210, 212', 214, 216, 298f,
445f, 456; Km from 'Aran to, not one ideolo-
gical unit 16f; K. MSS from the dictation of,
417f, 417n; lectured in Arabic. 418, 424;
notes taken down while attending classes of,
417f, 417n, 425f; on sha'ainez, 175n, 176;
policy of, concerning training leaders, I88n;
positive attitude to Talmud ascribed to, 241;
realistic trend of, finally formulated by ByK
disciple, 207f, 224; reply to ByK cal. query,
324-26', 375n, 433f, 434n; scholastic ideal
of, inculcated into ByKm, 249; ThM a disciple
of, see TbM; wrongly credited with sponsoring
early Hebrew K. translations, 425, 451; YbY
the last of, 8, 244, 324, 446

PaK center, see K. in Jerusalem-JeKCenter;
PaK centralism [centralistic ideology], 309
(see Palestino-centricism); PaK exclusivism,
305nf, 314-17, 320, 345; PaK exclusivist
determinant of calendar, 345; PaK exegete(s),
see DaK, David b. Bo'az, SbY, YbA; PaK
formula of marriage contract, 295f'; PaK
influence in Near East. and the builders of
ByKm, 319; PaK influence on Ibn Ezra,
207n; PaK jurists advocate adjustment, since
IOthC, 325; PaK literature, see K. literature;
PaK note-books of ByK students, 426f, 430f,
433nf, 435, 437f, 440f, 443f; PaK polemicists
on "two wicked women," 316n; PaK scholar-
ship, see K. scholarship of Jerusalem, and
K. in Pal.-JeKAcademy; PaK settlers, 23,
45nf, 54' (see K. in Pal., settlement of); PaK
tradition, transmitted to Byz. through BKLP,
450

K. in P6ra: 121', 144-48, 154, 161, 336, 453;
and Kin in the Crimea, 126f, 152'

K. in Persia, 214 (see also K. in Babylonia-
Babylono-Persian K.)

K. in Poland: 25, 38', 60n, 65', 452; and Sabbath
reform, 251n; separateness of, 40

K. in Pontic area [Pontic Km], 122f, 125-28
K. in Ramlah, 41, 84, IOOn, 296', 453
K. in Russia [Russian Km]: 25, 40, 59, 60n,

65', 71, 196, 247n
in Southern Russia, see K. in "Land of

Kedar"
K. in Sahragt, 48, 112n
K. in Spain [Spanish K.J. 34f, 40n, 56n, 74, 79,

son, 345f', 356, 359', 363
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K. in Sulkhat [Esld Krim], 60', 126n
K. in Syria [Syrian K.]: 80, 83f, 99-101, 161,

219n; adhere to Pal-centric calendar, 99n,
186, 317n, 319, 341f, 342n

K. in Talavera. 40n
K. in Thessalonica, 148-50', 153, 328-36', 351
K. in Tinnls, 48, 112n
K. in Toledo, 40n
K. in Trebizond, 122-25', 153
K. in Troki, 38n, 52n, 188n, 452
K. in Turkey [in Turkish period; in Turkish-

conquered provinces of Byz.; Turkish Km):
8, 25, 32', 36n, 59, 60n, 65n, 153n, 341n,
343; and Sephardi immigrants, 32n, 152,
196; names of, 200'; reforms of, 235, 251n,
267, 308

Turkish K. intelligentsia, 32n, 236
K. in Tustar. 219n
K. in Volhynia, 188n
Karaitic research, modem (modern K. studies;

modern scholars on Km]: accepted Bash.'s
tradition on ByK beginnings, 31; affected
by Ibn Daud's presentation of SpKm, 34;
and AbE's biography, 133n-35n, 135; and
BenN's alleged individualism, 2124, 215; and
edition of texts, 6, 28, 30, 260nf; and Kirk.'s
Book of Gardens, 68n; and lack of purism in
early ByK writings, 190n, 193n, 422-26, 425n;
and problem of JbR's and TbE's sources,
332n; and problem of translation or original
contribution in ByK compilations, 30, 258;
and ThM's colophon to ON, 421; ascribing
Zoth hot-Torah to TbM, 436n; attributing to
TbM the translation and dissemination of
YbY's works, 49f', 244, 324n, 446nf; believed
ByK Hebrew translations were sponsored
by PaK authorities, 425, 451; bibliography of,
33n; comparisons. of Shi'ism and J. sectarian-
ism by, 222; divergent interpretations of,
regarding Till., 372n; invoking ByK writings
only in order to shed light on PaK masters, 25;
"monolithic" conception of J. sectarianism
by, 7f, 205', 367'; objectives of, 162n; on
'Ann's eligibility for exilarchic office, 15;
on authorship of Yehi Me'oroth, see Yehi
Me'oroth: on DaK, 313; on Eshkol hak-
Kofer, 28', 442'; on ON, 431, 434n; on
Saadyah and the K., 8, 23, 81n; presenting K-R
relations as all-out struggle of irreconcilable
parties, 42; pronounced TbM's letter in Fir-
kowicz's edition spurious, 325'; underestimat-
ed TbM's original contribution, 258, 421;
unmindful of regional divisions in K. history,
302'; wrongly considered K. mission the
primary factor in K. expansion outside Pal.,
79-83, 425, 451

"Karaization," 23, 230nf, 301n, 451
Kathub [Divine Writ], 226n, 237
Kedar, see Land of Kedar
Kehath (biblical), 270
Kemal ad-Din, 97n
KephaidtiBn, 157, 158n, 183 (see also Taxation)
Keren Ze'Ira6 ["Small Horn"], 365n
Kepi and Kethib, 409n
Kethubbah, Kethubbath, see Marriage Contract(s)
Kethubbath ha-Rabbanim, 298
Khazar, Khazars, Khazaria, 58, 61', 63n, 61-79',

108, 303n
Khonai, 115, 11Snf, 117
Khorasan, 91, 96, 165, 219n, 409n
Khukaran, tribe of, 165
Khwalisses, 73f, 74n
Kibbus, 208, 229n, 230n (see 'Edah)
Kiddush Beth Din, 349
Kil'aylm, 181
King(s): of lshmaelites, of Islam, 165; "of the

North," 78, 88rtf; "of the South," 78, 89n, 95n
Kingdom(s): "the Four," 165; of Ishmael, 165,

294; of the Persians. 165; of the Romans,
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165; of "the Small Horn," 364, 365n; of the
Turks, 165

Kinnasrin, 97
Kinoth [Lamentations], 268'
Kiptchak Dialect, 65
Kirkisani, see Jacob al-Kirkisanl
Kitab of-Anwar wa-l-Marakib, see Jacob al-

Kirkisani
Ritab al-'Arayoth (Sejer hay-Yashar), 188n, 446
Kitab al-Khazari, 70
Kiyas, 17, 217, 218n, 364 (see also Analogical

deduction; Hekkesh)
Knowledge: exaltation of, in Km, 248f; of

commandments, 229n
Kohen, Abraham (K. leader), 153n
Koind, 195n
Konya, see Iconium
Korban Todah, 400 (see Thanksofferings)
Korsinos (K. surname), 199n; see also Kaleb

Korsinos
Kosherim ("the Carmathians"), 89n
Krisa, 1814
[al-]Kumisi, see Daniel al-Kumisi
[al-]Kumisi School: anti: Ananite gibes of, 211,

211nf, 420n; emigration of, and settlement
in Jerusalem, 313, 382; listed as separate
school by Kirk., 212n, 368n; Palestine.
centricism of: 224, 217, 299, 368; and
'Anan, 16, 19, 22; and later Pal-centrics, 3201;
presented religious divergences along regional
and social lines, 312; reformulated anti-R
dissent, 19, 22, 368; remained within Krn,
368'; use of Hebrew and rise of Hebrew
literature in, 22, 190, 211, 217; ushered in the
Pal. period of Km, 8, 368

See also Daniel al-Kumisi
Kuppath ha-Rokhelim, 245n, 420, 440, 441'

(see Peddlers' Bag)

Laborers, K., 171, 181
Ladino, 152 (see also Judeo-Espagool)
Lamentations [Klnoth], 268'
Land, acquisition of, 179-81
Land, Holy, see Palestine
Land of the Bible, see Palestine
Land of Edom, 153
Land of Israel: 181, 270, 301, 322; and abib,

295', 2964, 340, 344; see also Palestine
Land of Kedar, 614, 61n
Land of Shine'ar, 3031', 316'
Lands [provinces, etc.]: Byz., see Byz.; fabulous,

174'; Muslim, see Muslim 1.
Land,sleute, 171
Language: of ByJ, 194, 365f; "of Ishmael,"

420, 422-24; of K. Golden Age, 25; of K.
works in Pal. and Byz., 1900; "of men," and
the Scripture, 265; "of the Romans," 194.
See also Arable; Greek; Hebrew

Laodiceia, 107, 113
Laodiceia Katakekaumene, 107, 109
Latins, Latin, 116, 142', 146, 151n, 161n
Law, see Biblical 1.; Byz. 1.; Halakhah; J. L,

K. L; Muslim L; Oral 1.; Written L
Lazarus (Stylite of Ephesus), 114'
Leader(s): communal [local], ByJ, met by BoT,

141n, 1561, 158nf, 199n; cult of, in sectarian
messianism, 11; of the normative majority,
"Shepherds of Exile," 331, 331nf; pre-K
sectarian, 10, 214, 214nf; ThE on role of,
349. See also K. 1.; R. 1.

Leadership: equating communal legitimacy of,
with historical legitimacy of doctrines, 355;
J., under Islam, and Davidism, 15; of ByK
communities, assumed by Jerusalem students,
318, 428n; of guilds, and BoT's data, 157; of
intelligentsia, since the rise of 'Anan, 18;
of the JeKCenter, see K. in Jerusalem;
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of the K. world: by the Jerusalem Center,
never contested before the Crusades, 455;
struggle for, after First Crusade, 303', 455-57

of rank, lack of, in messianic sectarianism,
12, 14; of ThE, see TbE; of TbM, see TbM;
of world Jewry, never aspired to by ByJ,
319f; Pal., countries trader, and Km, 314;
prerequisites of, in Jewry, 14f; provincial,
rise of, in Jewry, 202; training for, 187f, 188n.
See also K. L;R.L

Leap-year(s): determining of: by abib, 270,
292, 327; by beans and peas, 323*; by calcula-
tion, 247, 253, 304, 340; Hadassi's solution
for, 337-39, 338a

K. following It. computation of, 304, 340,
341n, 345; proclamation of year 1032 as,
317n. See also Abib; Calendar; Intercalation
of years

Learning: aristocracy of, 15; In praise of,
247-50'. See also J. 1.; K. scholarship; It. 1.;
Scholars

Lease contract, 179
Leather industry, 174; see also Tanners
Leathercutters, 176n
Leatherworkers, 176n
Leavened bread [Homes], 272f, 327, 400, 410f,

412
Leaving the fold, see Conversion
Lecapenus, see Romans I Lecapenus
Legal decisions, 421, 446; 1. documents, 199,

285, 298n; 1. fiction, 232-34, 239, 339, 343*;
1. obedience, to Central BaJ Authorities, 5;
1. policies, of Central BaJ Authorities, 5, 13;
1. principle(s): and K-M discussion of thanks-
offerings, 404f, 405nf, 410f; Muslim, 208n, 364

1. term(s): Arabic, 2080
See also K. L concepts; K. 1. terminology;

K. L thought; IL 1. works
Legislation, 18, 26n, 361, 405n, 407, 409n (see

also K. 1.; Normative I.; It. 1.)
Legislative: evolutionary process in Jewry

not-, but interpretative, 360; 1. policies of
governments, and Km, 37f, 38n; 1. rights of
each generation, 349

Legitimacy: of doctrine and leadership, equated,
355; of tradition and reinterpretation, 359f

Leichudes, 195
Leiden, 30n
Lekah Tob, see ThE
Leket, 182n
Leningrad, 29
Leo (Armenian philosopher), 91n
Leo (Commerciarius ofAttaleia and Cyprus), 119n
Leo III, the Isaurian, 164
Lesbos, 113, 159n
Leshon La'az, 298n
Letters [Epistles], see Correspondence
Levi b. Abraham of Villefranche, 279n
Levi b. Yefeth: 207; advocating adjustment,

325'; as presented by Bash., 235; combatting
Saadyah, 222n

on calendar: 292n; and abib, 299nf, 322f';
conceding It. desire for unity in reform of,
351n; of Bab., 303-5', 315, 317; reporting
cancellation of Purim festival, 326', 340n;
reporting PaK-BaK debate on, 307', 308, 321n,
322: stressing need for relating lunar calendar
to solar, 271n

on: ha'atakah, 227nf; Jubilee, 282n; K.
roots of jurisprudence, 228n; rational qualities
of K. textual analysis, 228n; rigor In K. legisla-
tion, 326n; Talmud, 241n; Yom Kippur, 28ln

Palestinian scholar, 227nf, 271n, 282n, 303;
preceded by DaK in reporting BaK cal. devia-
tion, 309, 311, 317; spokesman of new Pal-
centricism, 320, 321n, 322; used term kabbalah,
228n, 238n; used term Shlne'ar for Bab.,
303f, 316n

.'a Book of Precepts: 227nf, 238n, 271n,

303n-Sn, 307f, 308n, 445; tr. of, into Hebrew,
227nf, 271n, 446'

Levirate marriage, 285, 289, 402n, 432
Leviticus: ELA on, 361n, 433; importance of,

in K-R controversy, 432; main anti-K passages
in Lekah Tob belong to, 361n, 432f; nonextant
volumes of ON on, 324n, 37Sn, 434f'; ON
devoted to, 226n, 361n, 374, 375n, 419, 423n,
431-38'; Saadyah's Commentary on, 226n,
390, 432

Linen: dyeing of, 174; in sha'atnez, 175
Linguists, 398
Linguistic arguments against Mm, 396; 1. aspects:

of early ByK literature, 189-98', 416, 424-
27'; of introduction of ha'atakah into Km,
224-26'; of TbM's writings, 423n

1. difficulties, in the 'Ananite Maxim, 210; 1.
discussions by TbM, 421, 423n; I. equipment:
of ByK: Hebrew, weakest element in, 191,
426; Serer had Other as guide to, 197f; of M.,
398: of TmM, 422-230

1. heritage, ByK, 196; L inadequacy, of early
ByK, 191-93', 426; 1. integration: of J. in
Byz., 194; of K. in Byz., 195-98, 200,204,450f

1. phenomena in Jewry, conservatism of, 195;
1. purism, absence of in BKLP, 193n, 424, 425',
426; 1. quality, of early BKLP, and Jerusalem
class notes, 427

Linguistics, Hebrew, 24, S0, 206, 398
Lipondbason (unleavened bread), 2810
Literacy, Greek, 182n
Literal meaning [interpretation] of biblical

verses, 284, 289, 398
Literary arguments in K-R feuds, 351, 354;

1. awakening, ByK, and the Jerusalem masters,
451;1. creativity, J., and Km, 416, 452 (see also
K. 1. creativity); 1. epigoni, K., 8, 31; L manner-
isms, K., 173n, 296', 316n, 439; 1. orientation
of the "monolithic" school, 7; 1. testimony
for denouncing K. as novices, earliest, 362

Literature, development of, caused by Km,
18. See Byz. L; K. I.; K. in Byz.-BKLP;
It. L; Sectarian 1.; Talmudic 1.; Zadokite L

Lithuania: J. Va'ad of, 38n; K. in, see K. in
Liturgical compositions, in ancient K.hazzaniyyah,

352n; 1. decrees of TmM, 53'; 1. poetry, It,
in K. prayerbook, 251n (see also Piyyasim)

Liudprand of Cremona, 363n
to ta'aseh [prohibitory commandment(s)],

405n
Logical deduction (hagbarah, hakrabah), 321
Love of Zion [of the Holy Land], K., 23, 4S
Low social standing [origin], of pre= Ananite

sectaries, 11, 16
Loyalty: K., to Islam, 164f; problem of, confront-

ing ByK, 192n
Luck, 188n
Lucks, Simhah, 132nf, 419n, 433n 434n

Luke, St., 408, 413, 415n
Lulab, 2841

Lunar Calendar, see Calendar, 1.
Lunar observation [eye-witnessing of the New

Moon]: abandonment or, 347; adherents of,
favored by Muslims, 165, 294n; allegedly
borrowed by K. from the Muslims, 279, 2940,
364; and abib, a comparison, 292, 299, 344f,
347; and 'Anon, 294f', 364; demanded by
BenN for Nisan and Tishri alone, 2740; deter-
mining K. Rosh-Hodesh, 209, 269, 292, 344;
in ancient Pal., 270, 348f; interred from Scrip-
tures by precarious dialectics, 209; intra-K
discrepances over, 352; K-R feuds caused by,
60n, 272', 328, 344-52', 392f; not losing
validity after Crusades, 345f; PaR reported
following, 253; preserved by custom, 209;
It. arguments and action against, 270, 348-52',
392f; rejected by M., 380; seals K. institutional
separatism, 294; solution of doubts on, in
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Diaspora, 326; stipulated in marriage contracts.
295-970, 343, 343nf

Lunar year. Islamic, 364
Lunel, Maimonides' epistle
Lwbw, 38n
Lycian coast, 116

Ma'arrab Masrin, 98n
Mdaser [tithe], 181

to comm. of, 451n

Ma'atik(im), see Ma'tik(im)
Macedonian Dynasty, 194n
Madhhab, 368n
Maeander River, 112
Magdeburg Statute, of Troki K., 38n
[al-]Maghribl, see Israel Hamma'arabi; Samuel

b. Moses al-Maghribi
Magnesia, 113
Mahal(fm (dissenters), 328nf
Mahailfim (money-changers), 328n
Mahazor, see Calendar cycle
Mahazor Romania (ByJ order of liturgy), 151n
Maimonidean enactment on ablutions, 2540
Maimonides, see Moses b. Maimon
Maimuni, see Abraham Maimuni
Maintenance-men of baths, K., 178
Mainz, "exegete of," 34n
Majority: and consensus, 221*; in J. comm.,

consisting of R., 37n, 366; of BaK, and DaK,
315; of ByJ, against solar calendar, 275; of
PaK, concentrated in Jerusalem and Ramlah,
453; of Syro-Pal. J., against Bab. centralism,
382; Pal-centric, in Km, 317n; pressure of,
on ByKm, 399

R. [normative]: and ByK autonomy, 335;
and K. refutation of Mm, 398; and M., 275,
388, 395; and new sects, 367f; blamed for
impeding Redemption of whole nation, 37*;
calendar of, and Mm, 379, 380*; conversions
to Km among, 258: K. adjustment to [con-
formity withl, 223, 231f; K. divergence [diffe-
rence] from, 18. 262; K. national partnership
with, 40, 392; leaders of, 331, 331nf; practices
absorbed from, by ByKm, 456; tradition of,
and the K.. 2320

rule of, 221n, 222; Sunnite, 222
[al-1Makrizi, on 'Anan, 39n, 294n, 300n, 305,

305nf
Malachi, 311, 361
Malihah (Jewess), 198, 199n
Malik ar-Ramli, 276n, 371n
[al-]Maimun, Caliph, 21
Mamzer, Mamzeruth [Bastard(y)], 72-76, 75nf
Mankind, beginning of, and the precalculated

calendar, 270, 349
Manuel Comnenus, 110n
Manzikert, 325, 453
Marginal groups in J. society: in Byz., 415n;

in Second Commonwealth, 20
Margins of Diaspora, see Peripheries
Marheshwan (month), 345
Market(s): 1430, 151, 172, 192,

J. comm., 286
Marital laws, see

2970, 298

201; and the

Marriage law; m, relations,

Maritime route, from Byz. to PaL, 325
Marpe la-'Esem, 429n
Marriage contract(s) [kethubbah, kethubboth]:

K.: cal. discrepancy revealed in, 317n. 327*,
334; formulae of, 295f', 299, 343*, 344n

K-R: 42n, 2880, 297-99*, 401n; R., 116n,
1990

Marriage gifts, Greek names for, 199n
Marriage laws [Marital laws]: in "Zadokite

Fragment," 290n; K., 54, 81-83, 82nf, 253,
298f: K-R divergence over, 41, 289f; neglect
of, by Mish., imputed, 401f; of levitate, 285,
299, 402n, 432; R.: 246; influenced by K., 253

Martyrdom of Rhineland J., 333n
Martyrs in Holy War, 92

Masa'il wa-Jawa'ib (Questions-and-Answers):
441 f; al-Basics Tract, 417n

Mas'ath Binyamin, see BenN, Code of
[ham-]Maskil, epithet of TmM, 419n, 449
Matkilim (Intellectuals), 18, 211, 342n, 4204
Mass (levy), 183
Massisah, 98n
Massorah, Massoretic, anti-Massoretic, 22,

125*, 409n
Massoreth, 230n
Mastaura, 112*, 116*, 117, 1994
[al-]Mas'udi, 68n
Ma'sum (infallible), 222
[ham-]Ma'tik, epithet of TmM, 325n, 419n, 449
Ma'tikim ("Transmitters"), 226n, 227, 230n
Matthew of Edessa, 91n, 280
Matthew, St., 408, 413, 415n
Meal-offerings, 260n, 361n
Meals: and K-R relations, 286; prepared by

Gentiles, 297n. See also Conviviality; Food
Measures, Greek terms for, 198
Meat: and communal controls, 286f; and K-R

relations, 286f; consumption of, 16, 2530,
286, 297, 3710; of fowl, with milk, 289

Mecca, 89n
Medical terms, in Greek, 198
Mediterranean, 102, 170, 345

East Mediterranean: 108, 163f; 166, 290n,
381; piracy in, 46, 88, 110, 120, 170, 201

Mediterranean cities, 181; M. coast [shores],
96, 108f, 111; M. harbors, 106, 108; M. J.
Dispersion, BoT's tour of, 113

East Mediterranean: lands. 92n; waters, 110
Mehlssah, 3360 (see "Partition")
Mehmet II, 152n
Melammed (tutor), 180n
[hmn-] Melammedim, see "Teachers"
Melikah, 260n
Melitene, 103, 1040, 105, 121
Memorial Book [Sefer Zikkaron] of the Istanbul

K. comm., 153n
Mensal unit, 30-day [30-day month], 273-75*,

377. 378n, 393f, 409n
Merchant: colony, colonies: foreign, in Cons-

tantinople, 1380, 143n; J., in Gangra, 127
traffic, 325

Merchant(s): 88, 102, 111, 151, 1700; Armenian,
121n; Frankish, 139n; Genoese, 128, 151;
Greek, 121n; J., 47, 152, 170, 290n, 328; K.,
46f. 80. 104, 111, 118, 138f, 169-74; migration
[movement] of, into Byz., 104, 111, 138f;
Muslim, 121x; R., 46f, 80, 138f; piratic attacks
on, 46-484, 120, 170, 201; Russian, 148n,
328; Syrian, 80n

Merkabah, secret discipline of, 264nf
Mesopotamia: 100, 104, 166, 207n; J. learning

of, 201n; J. in, see J, in
Messiah, 10f, 28n, 39n, 77, 455

pseudo-Messiah, K., 100n, 454
Messianic allusions, 78, 247n, 282n; m. calcula-

tions, 93f; m. enthusiasm, 79, 455; m. expecta-
tions [hopes], It, 76-79, 89n, 93n, 437n,
454f; m. miracles, 116n; m. movement(s):
of 1096, 116n, 148n, 184n, 330n; of pre-'Ananite
sectaries, 9-14;

m. pretenders, 454; m. references, to Khazaria,
78; m. sectarianism, 9-14; m. "signs," 28n,
455; m. speculation, 93n

Messianism, 10, 14, 16, 79, 368nf
Meswi, Meswite(s), see Mishawayb, Mishaw-

ism, Mishawite
Metals, tithe on, 182n
Metropolitan of Elam, 254n
Mezuzah, 285
Michael VII, 115
Michael Khoniates, 11Sn
Middle Ages: 7f, 26, 56f, 38, 241; ancient

sectarian writings circulating in, 20; K. codes in,
281;R, calendar in, 292; Sadduceeism in, 20
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High Middle Ages, 179n, 382; Late Middle
Ages, 31nf, 32

Midrash(im):240, 263-65, 256n, 331n, 393';
combatted by Chr., 40n; of the Rabbah type,
and Km, 4350. See Aggadah; Anthropo-
morphic; Homily

Midrashic character of Lekah Tob, 264; m.
commentary, homilies, 256f, 262; m. imagery,
264; m. interpretation of Scripture, 264

Migrash, of J. guilds, 142, 144n, 145, 150, 154, 336
Migration, see Emigration; Immigrant(s); Im-

migration
Mikdash Was, 16
Militant K. academy, 432; m. K. minority, 80;

m. K. sect, 432; m. Messiah, 10; m. messianism,
16; m. Rm, 21

Military adventures of messianic sees, 11; m.
situation, fluctuations in, and messianic sects, II

Milk, consumption of fowl with, 289
Mills, rent for, 180
Mim-Mohorath hash-Shabbath, see "Morrow

after the Sabbath"
Minhag (custom), ancient Pal., 253
Minority: 222, 379, 380', 397, 399; K. status

of, 19, 37n, 54n, 221, 287 (see also K. Minority)
"minority complex," K., 54, 54nf

Minuth, 331n
Miracles: messianic, 116n: of Moses, 238
Mishawayh [Meswi] al-'Ukbari [al-Ba'albeki]:

accused of: ascribing corruption to God, 411;
conversion to Christianity, 376, 401f, 403f',
414; desecration of Sabbaths and festivals,
401; intention to lead Israel astray, 395,
398, 401; infringing on norms of purity,
401, 413; "lying with the uncircumcised," 396,
401, 412; permitting food of Gentiles, 401, 413;
permitting incestuous relations, 401, 413

active a generation before Kirk., 403nf;
active half a century after lsma'il al-'Ukbari,
409n; and Hayawayh [Hiwi] al-Balkhi, 408,
409n, 412n; and Shiites, 380n; and thanks-
offerings: admits offering on Passover, 401, 411;
intending to dig up Bible difficulties, 412';
invokes biblical stories on, 400', 405n, 412

Bible critic, 408, 409n, 412f; cal. teachings of:
377-79', 395-97*; ancient lit. antecedents of,
379n; deprecated as "one man's views," 397;
in context of medieval Bible criticism, 409n;
restoring archaic J. calendar, 378f'; when
transplanted to Syria, 384

compared to Jeroboam, 395', 401; creed of,
surviving in 12thC, 367, 373; dared not even
mention morning-to-morning day count in
Bab., 379, 380n, 385 ; denounced as unbeliever,
401f, 411f; described as cynic, 380n;
Hadassi's calm treatment of, 374'; Iba Ezra
using argument of, 372n; Kirk.'s unusual
sarcasm toward, 373, 374', 404n; large quantity
of writings by, admitted, 397f; listed by TbM
along with evangelists; 408, 413, 415n; minority
within a minority, 380; native of 'Ukbara,
377; on Sabbath sacrifices, 405nf, 412n;
not hesitating to make his ideas known, 380';
permitting fats of non-offerable animals, 390;
projections into life story of, 383, 383nf, 415;
resigning himself to R. calendar, 379-81;
Saadyah's affinity with, argued, 391'; unjustly
ridiculed for cal. indecision, 377n1, 380n;
while reporting on, Hadassi and TbM had
ByM in mind, 383n, 414; wrongly assumed
to have been born in Ba'albek and emigrated
to 'Ukbara, 383n

Mishawism, Mishawite Creed, Mishawite Sect,
Mishawites: accused by TbM alone of whole-
sale abandonment of J. customs, 413; accusing
K. of allegory, 398; adhere to solar calendar,
275, 377, 379, 383. 385, 393-97; admit thanks.
offerings on Passover, 400f; allegedly debating
validity of "do's supersede the do-not's,"
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405n; among the four J. sects existing in 12thC,
3668, 373; and Book of Jubilees, 377nf,
378, 379n, 408; and 'Isunians, 274n, 381n,
382; and Krn, a historical parallel, 383,
385-87: and Qumran sect [Dead Sea finds],
254n. 376, 377n, 379'; and T.: in their relation
to'Ananism, 368f; in their relation to Samaritan
views, 369n

arose in Muslim environment, 373; by-name
Bdalbeki appended to traditional appellation
of, 383, 383nf, 415; BKLP to make K. the chief
spokesmen of Jewry against, 416; combatted
by K. leaders, 369; concentration of. inBa'albek
area, and the by-name Ba'albeki, 383;
confusion of identity with, feared by K.,
387-95; deprecated as "any blind and lame,"
398'; despairing of Divine Morality, 407;
diverging from K. attitude to Bible, 406-8;
and of, 413-15; equivocal attitude of it to,
384f; existence of, in 10thC 'Ukbara, 383;
expanding westwards, from Syria, 384; exploit-
ing scriptural contradictions, 407; free-thinking
intelligentsia, 407; greatest enemies of Km, 369

in Bab., 379f, 3821', 385, 389, 400, 404n
in Byz.: accused of relying on Chr. evangelists,

408, 413, 415n; adhering to it. calendar no
less than in Bab., 384, 395', 415; all K. refe-
rences to, since I3thC, merely academic,
372, 372nf; assimilation of, 415; BKLP, a
weapon against, 41Sf, 450; ByK opposition to,
method of, 388; combatted by TbM on fat-tail,
calendar and thanksoffering issue, 288*,
389-91', 394-97', 400-13'; conspicuous
enough in l2thC to be noted, but no longer
dangerous toKm, 373; conversions toChristian-
ity among, 414; cynical and perplexed about
persistence in Byz. of compromises which
were unavoidable in Bab., 414; development
of, mechanically associated with M. beginnings
in Bab., 415; display features unknown to
earlier reporters, 373, 376, 383n, 385; exposed
to same factors that shaped rise of Km in
Byz., 385; K. struggle against, more vigorous
than R., 275, 384f, 388; meant by Hadassi In
his report on Mish., 383n; mock debate with,
staged by ThM, 398'; ostracized, 384n, 386f,
392, 414; practices of, alone, considered
threat to Km, 376; preoccupied with idea of
Trinity, 402, 403n, 414; reading the Gospels,
408, 414; recurrent theme of ByK polemics,
372; relations between, and ByK, gauged by
intensity of ByK accounts of Mm, 372; scholarly
refutation of, imperative to ByK, 394, 398;
settle, on Cyprus, alongside K. comm., 119',
386f'; similarity of settlement by, and by ByK,
affecting M-K relations in Byz., 387; simultane-
ity of rise of, and of ByKm, makes confusion
of identity may, 388; social position and
motivations of spokesmen of, 408; some,
despair of Judaism, 415; some, rejoin it.
society, 415; synonymous with desecration
of the Sabbath, 394; though smaller than K.,
exerting dangerous influence on young ByKm,
399; ThE perhaps referring to, 274f, 393f;
TbM's anti-M excursuses, though indebted
to Pal. texts, reflect ByK struggle against, 375n,
414; trend to apostasy among, projected back
into BaM history, 415; used Hebrew with
Greek glosses, 396

in Syria, 375n, 382nf, 383, 414
incorrectly interpreting the Hezeldah story

on thanksofferings, 400n; K. insecurity vs,
369; K. struggle against, not described by
Elijah b. Abraham, 367; Kirk. on intellectual
standard of, 374n, 398; met by BoT on Cyprus,
386f'; nation presented as united against,
397'; no indication whether celebrated festivals
from morning-to-morning, 395n; not a simple
folk's creed, 398; observing Sabbath from
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morning-to-morning [desecrating Sabbath eve],
275, 378, 395-87, 393-97, 395n, 404, 413,
415; on positive and prohibitory command-
ments, 40Sn; one of 9thC anti-R and anti-
'Ananite movements, 368f, 372; ostracized
in Syria and Byz., 384', 386f, 391, 414; perusing
apocryphal literature, 408; possibly two stages
in religious development of, 403n; practical
adherence of, to R. calendar, 379f, 384f, 395',
415; R. affinity with, argued by mM, 391',
395; R. association of Km with, brings danger
of ostracism to K., 392; some, prefer to
stay in Bab., 383, 403nf; syncretism of, 403n;
Syro-Byz., 385, 414; Syro-Byz. development
in, 383-85; theoretically opposed to both it
and sectarian calendars, 379f; theory and
practice in, 379f

Mishawite activists [avant-guard], exodus of,
from Bab., 382. 385; M. alleged affinity with
(and orientation on) Christianity, 378', 392,
396f, 404, 408, 411-15, 415n; M. attitude to
the Bible and Bible criticism, 407, 409n, 410-13,
412n; M. calendar and morning-to-morning
day count [M. cal. heresy, peculiarity], 274f,
376-800, 381nf, 383-87', 389, 391-97', 400f,
404, 406, 413-15; M. center(s), transferred
from Bab.,375n, 385;M. claim to right of indivi-
dualistic exegesis, denied by K., 397; M.
community, socio-economic pattern of, and
the solar calendar, 384; M. consolidation
(and isolation) on Cyprus, 386; M. danger
[menace] to Km, 376, 379, 397-400, 409; M.
deviation from common J. lore, stressed by
ByK, 388; M. dietary legislation, 288n, 376f,
383n, 389-91', 395, 406; M. dissent, charac-
terized by cal. nonconformism [morning-to-
morning day count], 377. 385, 386nf, 413;
M. emigration from Bab., 3821'; M. doctrines
[teachings]: Hadassi's account of. 373, 374n;
imputed to Km by innuendo, 389, 391, 394;
Kirk.'s account of, 374-76, 403, 403nf, 414;
known only from presentation by opponents,
369, 408, 409n; on calendation, never put to
practice in Bab., 379, 380', 389; refuted by
later ByK, 372, 372nf, 389n, 435n; TbM's
account of, see TbM

M. heresy, 372, 394-97, 400, 406, 413; M.
history, 376, 382N, 395-87', 414f; M. identity:
deliberately blurred in It. anti-K polemics,
275, 388-94; stressed by TbM, 390, 394f

M. immigration to Byz., 385-87; M. indepen-
dent way in history, 406; M. inroads [en-
croachments, penetration], threat of, 369,
373, 394, 398f, 400; M. laxity in ritual, stressed
by ByK, 388, 401, 413; M. origins in Bab.,
projection of Byz. developments into. 415;
M. polemicists, 398; M. polemics against K.,
372; M. practices, K. accused of sharing in,
389, 391, 394; M. presentation of the thanks-
offering issue, 4001', 404f, 405nf, 408, 411f;
M. "priests." 376', 391, 396; M. radicalism,
383f, 397, 408; M. rationalism, 398f, 408; M.
scepticism, vs K. confidence in God and the
Bible, 407f, 410-13; M. scholars, 398; M.
writings [literature], 369, 396-98

M-K controversy [debate ,119, 288n, 398,
400, 404.4051', 408; M-K divergence: as seen
by M., 408; as seen by TbM, 406-8, 410-13

M-K relations: 119,., 368f; in Bab., 374f;
in Byz., of bcted by similarity of K. and M.
appearance in Empire, 387; sources for recon-
struction of, 372-76', 414

anti-M: animosity [sentiments], caused
by M. cal. heresy, 393f; calendar debate in
Byz., ByK to seize initiative in, 394, 396;
polemicists [propagandists], 378; polemics:
In later ByK literature, 37]2, 372nf, 435n; of
Ban Era, 378n; of ThM, see TbM; stress
militant character of BKLP. 416

non-M J. of Cyprus, interfering with M.
calendar, 386f, 386n

pro-M slant of K. dietary laws, imputed, 392
Mishnah, 241, 284, 344
Mishnaic discussion of Sabbath candles, 269; m.

refutation of Sadducees, 276; m. sages (schol-
ars], 35, 217n, 269; m. shojar regulations, 284';
m. tradition regarding Rosh hash-Shanah, 284'

Misr, Mlsrayim, 341
Mission, Missionaries, see K. Mission(aries)
Mlswah. 187n
Mnemonic considerations, and TbM's writings,

424f; m. formulae, 28n, 294'
Moabites, 73
Mo'adlrn (Festivals): section on, of ON, 375n;

Tract on, see Joseph al-Basir
"Mob," and the intellectuals, 234-36'
Modification(s): ByK, legal, 17f, 204f, 250,

454; of ablb clause in K. marriage contract,
296n, 343'; R., of the calendar, 349f'

Molad, 303
Moladoth, tables of, 251n
Monetary agreement, Byz-Muslim, 97n; m.

changes in Byz., 179n
Money, I., taken away by Gentiles, 331'
Moneylending, 178f; J. in, 179n
Mongol invasions, 66n
Monographs, Monographic treatments, 441,

445, 445nf
Monolithic conception of I. sectarianism, 7f,

205', 367'; m. presentation of world Jewry
by Ibn Daud, 35'

Monopoly, Monopolies: communal, 286; govern-
mental, 170', 178f

Monotheism, J., betrayal of, 402
Month, solar 30-day, see Mensal Unit
Morality, Divine, 407, 410-13
Mordecal (biblical), 67
Mordecai Comtino, 152n
Mordecai b. Nisan, 133n, 239n, 449n
"Morrow after the Sabbath," 275-79', 377'
Mosaic heritage, 357; M. law [legislation], 137n,

282, 287, 365, 413; M. origin, of R. practices
and tradition, discussed, 355-60'; M. tradition,
of Sabbath candles, 269

post-Mosaic: legislative process in Jewry,
360; portions of the Bible, 227, 232a

Mosconi, see Yehudah Mosconi
Moscow, 29
Moses (biblical), 238, 242, 269, 282, 284f
Moses (father-in-law of AbE), 136nf
Moses Bashyachi, 83n, 133n
Moses Beghi, 62n, 83n
Moses b. Leon, of Mastaura, 199n
Moses b. Maimon [Maimonides]: 136n, 200n,

236', 254', 255; deprecating ByR, 256',
393n, 451n

Moses Dar'i, 316n
Moses Narboni, 237n
Moses of Cyprus, 280'
Mosul, 15
Mother Synagogue, 41, 293, 377, 399 (see also

Synagogue, Rabbanite)
"Mourner(s) of Zion" [Abele Siyyon; "Mourners

of Jerusalem"; "Mourners of the Temple of
God"], Order of: 166n; Abraham Kostandini,
erstwhile member of, 428nf; Abu 'Ali Yefeth,
benefactor of. Son; and 'Anan, .a comparison,
16; and author of Marpe la= Esem, 429n;
and pre-Crusade ByKm, 202f, 257, 268, 277,
311, 392, 455; and Till.. 371; and Redemption,
299, 310f; appeals of, for settlement in pal.,
187n, 299'; example of piety by, 80, 185,
221n, 315; extinction of, in Pal., 428n, 455;
"ideal of poverty" of, 45, 45nf; idealistic
presentations of, 45, 45nf; idealization of
"Teachers" by, 419n; in l2thC, diasporic
only, 427, 428nf; messianic expectations of,
93, 94n, 437n; opposition of, to K. Patriarchate.
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419n; Pal. status of. 427, 428f', 449; pietistic
ways of, absorbed by early K. settlers in Pal.,
23; R., 23, 428nf; the term, 23, 301'; ThM
member of, 43, 50*. 418, 419n, 421, 427-30',449

Mourning: "Exilic" [national]: absence of, in
Diaspora, deplored by DaK, 312f; an ancient
Rabbanite practice, 23; and the Sabbath,
268', 393n; by 'Anna, 16f; by early ascetics,
16; gradually synonymous with K. allegiance,
23; pre-Crusade K. doctrine of, 455

"private," 268
"Mourning of Zion" [Abeluth], status of: in 11th

and 12thC, a comparison, 427, 428f', 455
Muammal, see Perah Is. Muammal
Mubashshir Hallevi, 300nf
Mubammad, 89n, 38In, 403n
Muhtawi, see Joseph al-Basir
MuJtahid, 249'
[al-]Mukaddasi, 48n, 87n, 95nf, 97', 98n
Municipality, K., in Troki, 38n
Murad, 151
Murshid [Kitab d-], see Samuel al-Magbribi
Musa az-Za'farani, 65n, 128, 369E (see also Abu

'Imran at-Tiflisi)
Mushkan, 8
Musical instruments, use of, on New Year, 283
Muslim [Islamic] calendar, see Calendar, Muslim,

M. captives [prisoners], 48n, 68n; M. city
of the period, greatest,161,162n; M. community
(ima' of, 222; M. conquerors of Byz. provinces,
204n; M. corsairs, see Piracy; M. culture,
allegiance to, 364 (see also Culture); M.
domination, 3, 10, 12, 14, 247n

M. environment [climate]: ByR accusations
of K. foreignness unheard of in, 363n; ByR
argument on the "morrow after the Sabbath"
absent in, 278; conducive to the growth of J.
dissident movements, 6f; data from, and the
Byz. scene, 258; early attempts of adjusting
K. law in, 20Sf; increasingly commercialized,
15; J. in, and BoT's data, 157; Km, product
of, 3, 9, 25, 202f, 233f, 263f; K. in, of Egypt
and Syria, maintaining Pal-centric calendar,
219; K. in, sneering at R. anthropomorphism,
240; K. recognized in, as Jews, 38; Mish. arose
in. 373; prerequisites of J. leadership in, 14f;
reflected by Kirk., 373; ThE pointing at ByK
as stemming from, 363E

M. betorodoxy, 3', 10, 14;M. historians,
see Arab h.; M. impact on J. civilization, 3;
M. influence on K. hekkesh, 17; M. inhabitants,
exile of, 98'; M. Jihad volunteers, 91, 96;
M. Jurists [Abu Hanifa, ash$hafl'il, 210n,
364; M. kalam, 364; M. lands [countries,
provinces, regions]: K. in, opposed to shofar,
283; merchants from, 111, 117n; records of
1. dissident movements in, not recovered,
6; syncretism in, 403n; taxation in, 157, 183;
ties with, preserved by immigrants to Byz.,
110f, 117n, 198nf, 201, 328n

M. law [jurisprudence]: consensus in, 20840,
218, 364; kiyas in, 217, 218n, 364; roots of,
223; Shiite view of iJma' in, 222f; terms in,
223'

M. legal principles, 208n, 364; M. literature,
K. dialectics borrowed from, 17, 209, 364;
M. lunar year, 364; M. merchants, 121n;
M. naval forces, 110; M. past, K. memories of,
364; M. piracy, see Piracy; M. polemics, 39nf;
M. Ramadhan, 270; M. retaliations againstChr.,
91; M. rulers [authorities]: and Judaism, 3;
favored adherents of lunar calendar, 164f,
294n; glorified by DaK, 165; recognized K.
as J., 38

M. shores, 108; M. slant, of Abraham Maimu-
ni's pietistic reforms, 254f; M. society, and J.
sectarianism, 3, 10; M. territory, incorporated
into Byz., 100f; M. testimonies on 'Isunians,
214, 215n; M. travelers, 325; M. type of
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muJiahid, 249; M. world, 13, 41, 154
Muslim-recognized: BaR Exilarchate and

PaK Patriarchate, 23; House of David,
15

Muslim [-riled]: Bab., 415; Egypt, 364,
455; Pal. 164, 364

Muslim-tinged belief of messianic sectaries, I I
Muslims: assisted by J. against Crusaders, 454;

Cyprus in hands of, 120n; fleeing from Byz
armies, 96; K. accused of accepting lunar
observation from, 279, 294', 364; migrating
into Asia Minor, 104, 111; participating in
Constantinople riots, 139n

non-Muslims, tax on, in Caliphate, 194
Myth, "the Yeshu'ah," 244'

Nagid, 38n
Nahawendi, see Benjamin an-Nahawendl
Nakilun, 230n
[an-]Nak1,223n, 225f, 227n, 229n-31n; an-Nakl

as-Sahih, 229nf
Name of Cypriot heretics, not given by BoT,

386n
place-name(s): transliterated, 127; Turkish,

113n
Names and Family Names [Surnames]: Greek,

137n, 151', 198-200'; of communal leaders,
199n; of scholars, 199-200'; Tataric, 58f;
Turkicized, 59, 200'

Naphta, 129n
Nappaba, 351n
Nasi: K., see K. Nasi, K. Patriarchate; R.,

42', 288n, 298'
Nasir-i-Khusrau, 99n, 187n
Nathan b. Abraham, 42f', 44, 50n, 99n
Nation [the J.]: 18, 232n, 242, 311, 356f; kept

together by uniform calendar, 270, 3070,
349f, 349n-51n; united against Mm, 397.
See also Israel; J. People

National experience, on Sinai, 5; n. ideology,
36, 454; n. philosophy, of 'Anan, abandoned,
19; n. solidarity, K-R, 36n, 36f; n. suicide,
feared, if scriptural contradictions admitted,
411; n. unrest, in Persia, 10.

Nationalism, 16f, 22-24, 392
Nationalist leanings, absent in Kirk., 220

nationalist-minded, JeKCenter, 16, 22, 309
Nations [Gentile], 71, 313, 3314 397
Natronai Gaon, 21, 33n, 41A
Nea Mono Monastery, I58n
Nebuchadnezzar, 73
Negeb, 41
Nehamah (liturgical poem), 359n
Nesiuth, K., see K. Nasl; K. Patriarchate
Nestor, Chronicle of, 74
New Moon, eye-witnessing of, see Lunar obser-

vation
New Rome, 105
New Testament, 413 (see also Gospels)
New Year, K. [vernal]: as fixed in Bab., 303f;

determinant of, different in nature and history
from lunar observation, 344; determined:
by Bab. crop, 305f, 306n; by Pal. crop, 186,
270, 292f, 300n, 321, 341 (see Abib); by R.
computation [cycle], 307f, 342n

difficulties in fixing of, 322'; K. celebration
of, in divergence from R. calendar, causing
feud, 329

New Year, R. [Rosh hash-Shanah], 281, 2831',
346f, 347n, 395n

Nicaea, 109, 114f, 11Sa, 117
Nicephor I, 179
Nicephor Phocas: agrarian conditions under,

90n; and Liudprand, 363n; campaigns of,
31n, 88', 95-97', 171, 382n, 385; crusading
spirit of, 91nf, 92

Nicomedia, Nicomedian: 105, 109, 120, 127,
130f; and AbE, 132', 134f'; J. in, see J. in;
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K. in, see K. in
Nicomedia-Amaseia road, 120f, 121n
"Nicomedio" ["the Nicomedian"], AbE, 134

Nicosia, 119n
Nihilism, 407, 411
Niketas, bishop of Khonai, 115*
Niketas Khoniates, chronicler, 145n
Nisan (month): and the order of festivals, 281,

340n; in BenN's cal. doctrine, 274'; K. abib
emissaries returningearly in, 342; K. Pentateuch
reading beginning in, 251n, 447n; K-R dis-
crepances over, 272', 326E*, 329, 333n, 334,
340nf, 347'; proclamation of, 293, 303f, 306n;
thanksofferings on, 400

Nissi b. Noah, 241
No Amon, 341
Noah (biblical), 173, 270
Nomisma(ta), 330n
Nonconformism, Nonconformity: calendary, of

It, 377, 389; of Pal., with Bab. custom, 13;
religious: and the social historian, 8f; reflecting
social opposition, 5

Nonconformist sectarianism, two classes of,
in 9thC, 368E

Nonconformist(s), 20, 402, 416
Normative cause, K. encroachment on, 261;

n. exegesis, and Mish., on Sabbath
sacrifices, 412n; n. Halakhah, see
Halakhah; n. institutions [administration,
leadership], 18, 21, 399 (see also J. Central
Authorities); n. Judaism, see Judaism; n.
legislation: Mosaic origin of practices sponsored
by, 359; peripheries of Diaspora only slightly
affected by, 209 (see also R. 1.)

n. majority, see Majority, R.; n. practice,
'Ann's divergence from, 17 (see also Practices);
n. tradition. 356, 386nf (see also Tradition)

non-normative: calendation, discredited, 273;
cause, given successful leadership with rise
of 'Anan, 14; creativity, and K. literature, 7;
encroachment on ByRm, 276; groups in Byz.
Jewry, K. relations with, 355, 366-415'; J.
camp under Islam, deviationist movements in,
368f; literature [writings], absence of, except
K., 6f; practices [observances], 13, 26, 210,
275, 407n (see Practices); premises of Km,
shared by T., 368; terminology, in Byz.
abjuration formula 26, 281

See also K.; M.; Sectarian; T.
North Africa, 108
Notes [Class-], by students of JeKAcademy,

417f, 424-27, 430, 434f, 441
Novices, K. decried as, 355, 361f, 362n

'Obadyah of Bertinoro, 154n, 162n, 342n
'Obadyah the Proselyte, 100n
[ha-]'Obed: epithet of TbM, 419n, 428', 449;

relation of, to title Abel, 428n
Obedience, legal, to J. Central Authorities in

Bab., 5
Observances, see Practices
Observations, K., Calendary, of agricultural

phenomena, 299, 306f, 322-24. See also Lunar
Observation

Occupations: of ByK, 169-78', 180f'; "tradi-
tionally J.," 177

Offering(s): burnt-offering, 361, 405nf, 412n;
meal-offerings, 260n, 361n; peace offerings,
361; thanksofferings, 384n, 400-13'; trespass
offerings, 361. See also Sacrifices

Oikonomos, 423n
"Old country," 110f, 118, 201, 319, 328n
Old Testament, 408, 413 (see also Bible; Penta-

teuch)

Olives, Mt., 41
'omer: 277f', 435n; al-Basir's Tract an, 417n
'Oneg Shabboth, 268

'Onesh (penalty; tax), 330
Opportunism, imputed to K., 279, 294
Opposition: to Bab. normative pressure; 13;

to ByK Sabbath reform, 251; to K. Patriar-
chate, intra-K, 419n; to Oral Law [Talmud],
Sf, 246; to R. tradition, sincerity of, 357

Oral Law: 5, 282, 282nf, 285; K., 407n
Oral Transmission [Tradition]: 4, 224, 238',

285, 356-60'; ha'atakah as, 227
Order of festivals, 281, 333n, 340n
Order of prayers, 16, 208f, 251n, 269, 285, 326
Organization of ByK comm.: 51-56', 335; and

the BKLP, 416, 449-52
Organizational device, and 'Anan's program of

self-segregation, 16
Oriental K., visit of, in Constantinople, 128f'
Orientation: change of, after destruction of

JeKCenter, 250; "Christian," imputed in
polemics, 378', 392, 396f, 401-4, 408, 411-15.
See also Reorientation

Osar Nehmad, see TbM
Ostracism, 384', 386f, 392', 414 (see also Excom-

munication)
Otto I, 363n
Ottoman [Turks]: Empire, Sultanate, Sultans,

106, 113n, 151; J. under, 123n, 131, 137n,
151, 152n, 279: Turkicized K. names under,
59, 200'

Overintellectualization, of J. sectarianism, 19,
229n

Owners, Ownership, of real estate, 45n, 178-80
Oxford, 29nf

Pagans, in Nicaea, 115n
Paitanic writings, 190 (see also Piyyatim)
Palaeologoi, 177n
Pale of Settlement, 40
Paleography, 332
Palestine: accusations of M. "Chr. orientation"

perhaps go back to, 378n; almost all K. of
9thC lived outside of, 314; ancient customs
preserved in, 16; ancient memories of, raise
'omer issue in Byz., 277f; and 'Anan, 305f';
and Bab. united under one system since Arab
conquests, 10; and K. calendar, 186, 269-71,
292f, 295-97', 299', 300n, 301-17', 322-26',
329', 333', 337*, 339-440, 454; and R.
calendar, 270, 306f, 315-17; and status of
"Mourner," 427, 428f'; annual excommunica-
tion of Km in, 41, 41nf; answered call for
re-evaluation of 'Ananism, 314; as leading
Jewry in Roman Empire, recollections of, 320;
attitude to: of BaK and ByK, a comparison,
305, 317-22; of ByK and ByR, 319f

BoT's visit to, 113, 155', 428nf; center of
I1tbC K. creativity in, 364; champion of
regional determination, 21; Chr. of, affected
by cal. controversy, 280n; communal corres-
pondence with, in Hebrew, 191n; communica-
tion of ByK with, 184-89, 202, 277, 318f,
323-26', 329', 333, 337, 339, 442; communica-
tion [traffic] with, 189, 318f, 323, 325, 333,
337, 442; DaK transferring intra-K struggle
to, 368; disintegration of K. ties with, as
result of Crusades, 343n; documents from,
show cross-party quality of communal feuds,
42-44; earliest ByK literature created in,
189, 430f; early attempts in, to adjust K. law,
205-8; effected consolidation of Km, 314;
emigration [exodus] from Diaspora to: 22,
313, 315, 317, 381f, 382n; K. appeals for,
22f, 187, 187nf, 2990

expansion of Kin outside of, wrongly ascrib-
ed to K. propaganda, 79-83, 425; fearing
Chr. victory over Islam in, 165; full J. living
outside of, sought by 'Anan, 305; future of
Km lay in, 314; Golden Age of Km in, see
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K. in Pal; Hebrew tr. of Saadyah circulating
in, 225'; high standing of sectaries in, 382;
independent tradition of, 13; J. fleeing to,
during Byz. campaigns, 100'; J. gathered in
Abydos on way to, 116n; J. immigration
to Byz. from, in time of Basil I and
Lecapenus, impossible, 85; J. in, see J. in, and
R. of; K. emissaries from Egypt and Syria sent
to, 34 If; K. immigration and settlement in, see
K. in Pal.; K. literature transferred from, to
Byz., 201; K. pseudo-messiah in, 454; K.
rites connected with, changed after Crusades,
454; K. term kabbalah of LbY's Code not
originating in, 228n; K-R conflicts in, 287',
289; K-R relations in, affect ByK history,
44; K. in, see K. in

LbY's Code composed in, 227n; liberal
K. sha'arnez laws possibly from, 176;
Love of, 23, 45; marriage contracts
from, 295f', 299; memories of SpK
ties with, in 1lthC, 346'; Muslim [-ruled],
164, 364; no BaK students sent to
study in, 318; Pal-centricism without,
of later ByKm, 456; "People of,"
304, 316; pilgrims to, 1861, 277, 301n, 325,
337, 341', 428n; R. visitors to, convert to
Km, 301n; R. in, see R. in; regional R. leader-
ship never really dependent on, 455; rule of
Tulunids in, and Km, 23, 83f, 382n; SbM
denied access to J. comm. outside of, 363n;
spread of K. ways in, claimed by SbM, 66n,
252f, 271, 323; symptoms of K. re-evaluation
of Talmud in, 244; teaching from, has little
effect on ByRm, 201n; TbM's leadership of
ByK after: return from, 44, 52f, 427; TbM's
study in, see TbM; ThM's visit to Egypt after
return from, 52; traditional J. center of leader-
ship, 10; true Judaism identified by Pal-centrics
with, 309; Tzimiskes' campaign in, 93n; use
of ha'arakah in, 225f; YbY. educated in, 244

"Palestine-vs-Babylonia" contest [struggle], 13f,
24, 301-22', 382

K. Palestine vs R. Babylonia, 21-23
"Palestine-vs-Diaspora" contest [struggle], 308,

31 if, 316f, 320
Palestinian abib, see Abib; P. advice, sought by

ByK in calendation, 318, 324-26; P. affairs:
in Genizah finds, 45n; ThM active in, 50

P. Arabic K. texts [writings, literature],
underlying ByK works, 30, 176, 184, 190,
258, 375n, 417, 426f, 443-48, 452; P. asceticism,
315; P. cause, and Km, 23f; P. center: of
Jewry, K. appeal for restoration of, 21; of
Km, see K. in Jerusalem-JeKCenter

P. characteristic of abib, not cancelled com-
pletely by 'Anan, 306'; P. counter-institutional-
ism of K., challenged by Saadyah, 300; P.
custom [minhag, traditions], 13, 16, 253, 255,
318; P. fields, observation of crops in, possible
through return to Zion, 299; P. flora, the
"four species" of, 284; P. gaon, geonim, 84,
288n, 298, 302, 382n; P. Golden Age of Km,
see K. in Palestine; P. haberlm [bene haburah],
307; P. Halakhah, 253, 255; P. Hebrew K.
originals, 190; P. hegemony [preference,
supremacy], 21, 306-8, 315, 339; P. identity,
stressed by SbM. 363n; P. interpretation,
pronouncements of K. Founding Fathers
channelled through, 210; P. J. [Jewry], see J.
in Palestine; P. K. [Km], see K. in Palestine;
P. leadership, future of Km lay in countries
under, 314; P. lore, ancient, and EgR revival,
255; P. messianic enthusiasm regarding Kha-
zaria, 79; P. missionaries, 80; P..origfn: of
BKLP, 430f; of K. discussion of Jubilee in
contiguity with festivals, 282

P. period in Km, ushered in by DaK., 8;
P. pietistic practices, advocated by DaK, 313;
P. prerogatives, stressed, 13, 302, 306, 321;
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P. R. [Rm], see it. of Palestine; P. reports on
crops: conflicts between, and R. computation
cause K-R feuds, 327-35; made prerequisite
by 'Anan for BaK cal. decision, 306'

P. ritual of Scripture reading, 447n; P.
romantic presentations of K. history, 315;
P. roots, ByK detached from, by Crusades,
243; P. sage, ancient, and the tomb in Nappaha,
351n; P. scholarship, TbM's anti-M excur-
suses indebted to, 375n; P. self-determination,
13, 21; P. stronghold of Km, 79; P. zealots,
320. See also Anti-Palestinian

Palestinian-led countries, and sectarianism,
381

Palestinian-sponsored [-inspired] practices,
306, 320f

non-Palestinian, Kirk. a-, 207n, 282n
pro-Palestinian sentiments, 23 (see also

Palestino-centric)
Palestinians, 316'
Palestino-Byzantine: K. correspondence, 324-26;

K. feud, never materialized, 320; K. relations,
214, 305, 317-22 (see Pal., communication
of ByK with)

Palestino-centric [Palestine-oriented]: abib-seekers,
in feud with Diaspora-minded party, 304nf;
calendation [mode of intercalation], and
deviation from, 186', 300', 303, 305-9, 311,
315-17, 319, 343-46; generations of ByK,
292n; interpretation: of cal. legacy of Bab.
Exile, 321, 344n; of scriptural passages, 321n

majority in Km, and the cal. discrepancy
of 1032, 317n; militant messianism, disil-
lusionment with, 16; trend, and sending
students to Jerusalem, 318; zealots, and pos-
session of land in Diaspora, 181

Palestino-centricism [Palestino-centric ideology,
doctrine, orientation, attitude]: and regional
solidarity, 316; appeal of, and K. danger,
22-24; central theme of K. propaganda since
9thC, 301; checked separatist tendencies
in Km, 314, 399

K.: and 'Anan, l6f, 22, 305n; and BaK,
303-20'; and ByK, 318-22, 399; new, of
Later Golden Age, 319-22; of DaK [of late
9thC], 16, 22f, 217, 220, 299', 300n, 313-15,
368; of post-Crusade ByKm, 454, 456; sectarian
extension of Pal-vs-Bab contest, 301

R.: combatted by Saa dyah, 22, 300; comes
to terms with sectariani sm, 3 82
Saadyah opposed to any, 3 00'

Pallugta, rebel of, 8
Pamphylia, Pamphylian, 106, 107n, 108, 110
Paphlagonia, 127
Parallelism: of J. and Muslim beterodoxies, 3',

10; of Km and Chr. heresies, 40n; of K. and
R. scriptural readings in Byz., 251n, 447n;
of M. and K. histories, 382f, 385-87

"Partition" [Mehissah], between K. and R. in
P6re, 146f, 335f, 336n, 351

Partnership: (business), of J. with Gentiles, 180';
(religio-national) of Km with J. people, 18, 392

[hap-]Parush, 429n
Paschal Lamb, 28t
Passover: and Easter, 280n, 338f; and 'omer,

277; and prohibition [removal] of leaven,
272f, 400, 410, 412; and Seven Weeks count,
276, 377'; and thanksofferings, 400f, 405n,
410-12; and Yom Kippur, 377'; discrepancy
between, and Easter, to cause proclamation
of K. leap-year, 338f, 338n; distinguished
from Feast of Unleavened Bread, 281

in: Book of Jubilees, 379n; Byz. abjuration
formula, 281; M. calendar, 377', 379n, 409n;
R. list of Bible difficulties, 409n

incident, 271-73'; included in Fast of Daniel,
268n; Justinian's prohibition of, 338f, 339n;
K-R discrepancy over, 327, 329, 333n, 334; must
not rotate through all the months, 270, 27In;
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observed twice by some ByR, 272f; of Joshua,
278n; of SyK and EgK, 342; postponed, on
delay of abib, 327; replacing Purim on early
ripening of abib, 326'; special care for, in
Byz., 272, 338

Patriarchate, Patriarchal seat, 15. See also K.
Nasi; K. Patriarchate; R. Nasl

Paul, St., 408, 413, 415n
Pax Byzantina, 166
Peace: in 'Abbasid era, llf, 17; in Byz., 164
Peace-offerings, 361
Peddlers' Bag [Kuppath ha-Rokhelim], 245n,

420, 440f'
Penance, 16
Peninnah (biblical), 290n
Pentateuch [Five Books of Moses]: and TmM's

Commentary, 43If, 436n, 437f; commentaries
of YbY on, 49n; differences in exposition of,
and practical legislation, 217; K. hermeneu-
tics not limited to, 17, 209; Lekah Tob on, see
ThE; R. hermeneutics limited to, 209; reading
in synagogue. 25In, 447'; Saadyah's tafsir
on, 226n; Saadyanic tr. of, into Arabic, 423.
See also Bible; Torah

Pentateuchal reading cycle, 251n, 447n; p. story
of thanksofferings, 400; p. texts, abrogation
of, 413

Pentecost, Greek Orthodox, 279 (see also Festival
of Weeks)

P6ra: 121, 146, 1511, 156, 181n, 370; J. in, see
1. in Constantinople; J. quarter at, 145f, 150,
154, 172, 336, 453; K. in, see K. in

"partition" in, 146f, 33Sf, 336n, 351; popula-
tion figures of, 146, 154, 161, 163, 336; silk
garment industry in, 141n, 142, 145f, 149f

Ptra-Adrlanople line, 152; P4ra-Caffa line,
152n

Perah b. Muammal, 44', 50n, 245n
Periodization, of K. history, 302'
Peripheries [Margins, Fringe areas] of Diaspora:

and J. Central Authorities, 3-5, 10, 12, 45;
and development of J. sectarianism, 10, 14,
208n, 209; customs [observances, practices]
of, 5, 16, 208n, 230f; sectarian consensus in, 221

Persecution: and the growth of Jewry under the
Turks, 152n; echoes of, in Pal., 165, 166n;
of Christians, 104n, 167'; of Jews: by al-
Hakim, 104n, 167'; in Byz., 68', 85', 86,
160, 164f, 168

of K., by R., 55f', 392n; of Shiites, 380n
Persia, Persian: 9f, 97, 187; and J. sectarianism,

10, 214, 305, 308. 314, 319
Persians, 67, 106, 165
personal appeal, element of, in messianic move.

ments, 11; p. contacts: of K. with Pal., 186f,
318; of ThE with K., 33f

p. motives, of 'Anon, 15; p. responsibility,
K. on, Sln, 216, 249

Persuasion, see Denominational Allegiance;
K. Allegiance; Sectarian Persuasion

Pesah, 281 (see Passover)
Pesah Ummoth, 280n, 339
Petahyah of Regensburg, 61', 63, 151, 161n
Peter the Hermit, 91n
Peutinger Table, 121n, 127n
Philology, 368n, 398
Philosopher(s), K., 8, 207, 218, 420 (see also

under names of individual philosophers)
philosophical scepticism, 399; p. terminology,

192, 194; p. writings [literature]: Greek,
194n; K., 24, 80n, 190', 193, 207n. 444f'

Philosophy: and ByK translators, 445; and
Kirk., 207n; and TmM, 50; Arabic-written
works of, forgotten, 452; Greek, and the K.,
194'; K., 24, 364, 366; K. opposition to,
207n; K. study of, 185, 207n; language of,
192; of history, K., 36n; of law [legislative

hyl], 359',, 361;
rationalistic. vs Midrash, 265

P 282f, 285

PASSOVER

Phrygia, Phrygia Salutaris, Phrygian, 114, 1150
Pietism, Pietist(ic), 14, 23, 253-55', 257, 260, 313f
Pietists: 45', 257, 268', 309f, 317, 323; and the

title "Mourner," 427, 428nf; vs sceptics, 407f
Piety: 185, 256, 338, 388, 421; and Sabbath

pleasures, 268; of K. "Mourners," 221n,
315; the way of the few in the Diaspora, 310'

Pilgrimage, Pilgrims: to Mecca, interfered with
by Carmathians, 88, 89n; to Pal. [Holy Land]:
80, 186f, 277, 337, 341', 428n; and conversions
to Km, 301n; and traffic difficulties, 325

Piracy, Pirates [corsairs], Muslim, 46-48', 88,
110, 120, 170, 201

Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer, 349
Pirkoi b. Baboi, 13, 2l, 33a, SIn, 306
Pithomi (K. nickname for Saadyah), 316n
Pithron Shenem 'Asar, see Daniel al-Kumisi
Piyyut(im), K.: absence of, claimed by Ibn Daud,

359n; of Hadassi, 240n; of TmM, 55nf, 352f,
352n, 418nf; of YbA, 187n, 190n. See also
Liturgical poetry; Paitanic writings

Pluralism, inherent in "consensus," 2191'
Plurality, of messianic sects, explained, 9-11
Poki (K. surname), 58
Poland: government of (Polish Crown, princes],

and K., 38', 40; K. in, see IL in
Polemics: intra-J, interdenominational: biblical

verses invoked in standard vocabulary of,
398n; exegetical, during scriptural readings
in synagogue, 447n; no novelty in Middle
Ages, 387; standard allegations in, 413; system
of innuendo in, see Innuendo; TbM's anti-M
attacks unparalleled in, 387, 402; use to deride
ignorance and low standing of opponents, 16

K-R: 18; accounts of K. schism invoked
in, 294f'; apart from academic, also social
rift, 41; apart from lit., also punitive action,
350f; did not interrupt mutual borrowing,
332n; in Islamic environment, lack the ByR
argument on "morrow after the Sabbath,"
278; mainly on religious, not communal
ground, when Km a small minority, 287;
mistrust of alien agitators in early, 363n;
most cal. feuds limited to, 351; over Sabbath
candles, 267. See also K. p.; M. p.; R. p.

Polls, 138
Political allusions, read into the Bible: 206, 455;

anti-Muslim, 76-78, 88nf, 94f', 165f'; to
Byz. conquests, 30nf, 93-95', 166; to Carma-
thians, 78, 88nf; to J. taxation, 183, 183nf,
330f'; to Khazars, 67-69, 71-76; to life in
Galuth, 310-13'; to punishment of K. in
Exile, 247, 247nf; to R. persecution of K., 56n,
331, 331nf; to Roman domination, 246, 246nf

p. expedience, 40, 69, 279, 294; p. history.
K., 35, 36', 41, 44, 56f; p. Identification of
Km with Rm, 44; p. power [strength] of EgK,
364, 455; p. station [high position] of EgK,
42n, 45'

Polovtzi, 73
Pontic area, 122, 127f; P. Jewry, 122f, 127f; P.

Km (K. comm.), 122f, 125-27; P. plain,
107n; P. tier, 120-28

Pontus. 130'
Pools (pooling resources), by merchants, 170'
Population(s): BaR, K. lumped together with,

by DaK, 311; Byz., heterogeneous, 27; Byz.
Chr., contacts of with Jewry, 283; ByR,
observances of, tinged with K. coloring, 252,
255f; estimates, general: for Byz., Egypt and
Syria, 160; for Constantinople, 161'

figures, by BoT, see BoT; Gentile, make no
distinction between K. and R., 38, 44

J.; BoT's figures for, in Constantinople
and Thessalonica, denote guild-membership,
150, 154; Byz., estimate of, 158-60'; decline of,
in Thessalonica, under Venetians, 330;dissident,
thinned out, 219; Egyptian, estimate of, 160;
fate of, in annexed territories, unrecorded, 98;
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figures, for Fustat and Damascus, 161f; incor-
porated into Byz. Themes, 100; lower strata of,
and Km, 44, 257; male, met by BoT in syna-
gogue, 156; native, ByKm did not rise from,
362; prestige of, enhanced by Exilarchate, 15;
residing in cities, 182; Syrian, estimate of,
160; underprivileged segments of, and sect-
arian messianism, 9f; urban: enjoyed high
standard of living under 'Abbasid civilization,
315; joined sectarianism with rise of 'Anan, IS

K.: data, 35', 161-63'; in Bab., and Pal-
centricism, 314; in Syria and Egypt, celebrating
Passover on return of abib envoys, 342; increase
of, in Byz., augments acquisition of urban
property, 179; numbers, absence of, in R.
literature till 12thC, 32; Pal., majority of,
concentrated in Jerusalem and Ramlah, 453;
ratio of, vs R., 350, 351; studies, importance
of, 162n; urban, cal. difficulties of, 322

movement(s) [flux]: Anatolian Peninsula,
scene of, 156, 159; K. and other groups settle
in Byz. as part of general, 104, 111, 366;
within the Empire, discouraged, 138, 186;
see also Emigration; Immigration

native, K. and R. united in their relations
with, 36; of Byz. and Near East, concerned
with cal. matters, 280; R.: BoT first to list K.
alongside of, 34; Kbazar descendants inter-
marry with, 74

socio-economic ties with surrounding, and
M. assimilation, 415; trend, on downgrade
course in l2thC Byz., 161

Popular vitality, of sectarian appeal, and K.
intellectualism, 19

Postponement(s), K., of festivals, 293, 327, 339
Postponement(s), K., of Rosh-Hodesh and

festivals [dehlyyoth]: 348-50'; followed by
M., 384, 395

Poverty, ideal of, 45, 45nf
Practice(s) [observances, usages, ways], religious:

biblical support for prevalent, presupposed
by TbM, 233f, 239; community of, with M.,
argued against R., 395; daily: ByK indebted
to R. in, 242; conformity on, more important
than matters of belief, 380n

details of, alone: claimed subject of intra-R
differences, 269, 358; constituting difference
between Km and Tat, 368, 370f, 371n

divergences of, K-R: discussed in context
of Leviticus, 432; inspired mutual borrowing
and bred hostility, 354; scored by ThE, 262,
265; stressed by ELA, 246, 262

express sectarian separatism, 185; full
jurisdiction to ByK over own, 335

K.: alleged R. adoption of, in Pal., 66n,
252f, 323; and ablutions of EgR women, 254;
and R. pietistic ways of worship, 254f, 255n;
deprecated by TE, when expounding biblical
passage, 262; heterogeneous make-up of,
220; in the prelitetary stage of ByKm, 185;
of abib, not wholly abandoned in Byz. in l2thC,
337; pietistic, popular among ByR, 257; R.
influence on, matched by K. influence on It,
252; reform of, after destruction of JeKCenter,
250, 454; religio-legal premises of, not to be
affected by adjustment, 321; safeguarded by
K. autonomy, 55, 335

M.. 3730, 376, 383n, 388f, 394; modifica-
tions of, required changes in law, 205; neglect
of, and theological betrayal of Judaism, im-
puted to Misb.,401f, 407; new [novel]: absorbed
from R. by ByK, 204; scriptural authority
demanded for, 233

non-normative [sectarian]: all kinds of,
pinned on ByK, 275; existing, read into the
Bible by K., 17, 210, 407a

of following R. cal. computation, by BaK,
308, 317; of MoZ, esp. respected by ByR,
257; "original," return to, 16; Pal. [Pal-
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sponsored], 306, 313, 320f; problems of
solved by resettlement in Pal., 310

R. [R-inspired, normative): and living it
the Diaspora, 312; confidence in, to be restored
356; frowned on by K., and avoided by ByF
pietists, 257; hailed as tradition transmitter
by Prophets, 356-58; indiscriminate absorption
of, danger to Km, 247; K. influence on, in Byz.
252, 255f; legal, influenced in Byz. by K. lax
of inheritance, 255f; Mosaic origin of, debated
356-59'; of imposing Yom Kippur fast or
children, 281'; of "mourning," 23; of Sabbath
candles, opposed by ByK till 15thC, 265;
pietistic, of Abraham Maimuni, and Kin,
254f; prevalence of, in Mm, denounced, 395;
some accepted, some rejected by K., 232

rationally inexplicable, disturbing philoso-
phers, 218; regional [sectional, local], 220,
230f; traditional, listed and defended by TbE,
283, 285, 287'. See also Custom(s); Theory
and Practice

Prayer, Order of: 208f, 251n, 269, 285, 326;
according to 'Anon, 16

Prayerbook, see K. Prayerbook
Pre-Heraclian times, J. in, 114n, 131'. 137n
Preacher(s), 178, 256n, 263
Precaiculated calendation, see Calculation; Ca-

lendar, R.
Precedent(s): biblical, 400', 405n (see Historical

precedents); Saadyan, in blurring M. and K.
identity, 389-91'

Precepts, 209, 318. See Commandments; K.
Books of Precepts

Precious Stones: Arabic terms for, 290n; Sefer
ha-'Osher on, 290n

"Precursors" of Km, 7f
Prefect, see Book of the Prefect
Press, printing: and the K., 6; K., in Gozlow,

59n, 71, 172n, 191n
Prestige, of J., enhanced by Exilarchate, 15
Price(s): of captives, 48, 48nf; supervision of, 286
Priestly aristocracy, 16; P. Lore [Leviticus],

419, 431-38'; P. tradition, 227
Priests, 16, 227, 260n, 313
"Priests" [kemarim] (derogatory), 376', 391, 396
Principles: legal, see Legal p.; of faith, see Articles

of Faith; of jurisprudence, see K. roots of
jurisprudence

Printing press, see Press
Privileges, K., in Troki and Halicz, 38n
Procopius of Caesarea, 339n
Profession(s) of faith, 281n (see Abjuration

formula)
Professions, see Occupations
Project, see K. in Byz.-BKLP
Projection, 216, 383', 384n, 415
Propaganda: Cartnathian, 91; Fatimid, 91; K.,

see K. mission, K. p.; R., and the Khazars, 67
p. pamphlet, of lbn Daud, 356; p. value,

of religious conquests, 66
Property, ownership of, 179f'
Prophecy, Prophecies, interpreted as allusion

to contemporaneous events, 10, 455 (see
Political Allusions)

Prophecy [Prophetic calling, gift], claim to, 214,
214nf, 381n

Prophet [Muhammad], 22
Prophetic confirmation of Km, sought, 439;

p. readings in synagogue, 447n; p. tradition,
220n, 227; p. writings, vs R. traditions, 357

Prophets [of Israel]: 290, 313, 402', 411, 413;
and ha'atakah, 227, 229nf; and the Sanctifica-
tion of the New Moon, 348; language
of, 265; predicted drama of history, 10;
role of, as transmitters of R. traditions
since Temple times, debated, 356-58, 358n, 361

Propontis, 109, 130
Prosperity, economic: in Caliphate, 5, 10, llf,

17, 45; of Byz., 164
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Prostatai, see Exarchol
Prostrations, 16, 254
Protest, 3-5, 12, 18, 44f (see also Dissent, Revolt)
Provincials, Byz., 1380
Psalms, as prayers, 16, 63
Psellos, 195*
Pseudo-historical reconstructions of Km, 28f,

216, 346n
Pseudo-Messiah, K., 100n, 454
Publication plan, see K. in Byz.-BKLP
Punishment [God's), 369n, 407, 410f, 412n, 413
Punitive action, R., against K. defiance, 350f
Purim Festival, 326', 340n
Pylae, 112', 117

Qarakoy, 1440
Qaraykoy, 144
Questions-and-Answers, lit. form of, 441f, 445n
Qumran Sect [Dead Sea Sectaries. Judaean

Desert Sectaries]: 4n, 377n, 379', 405nf;
writings of, 20, 254n, 379n. See also Dead
Sea Scrolls; Zadokite Literature

Rabbah [Midrash], 4350
Rabbanlm, 311, 338n
Rabbanite (Rabbinic]: Ibn Daud presenting all

Byz. Jewry as -, 35; K. diasporic worship
doomed to turn-, 310; Saadyah credited
with turning J. destiny -, 8

R. abolition of lunar observation, and J.
unity, 349f, 350nf; R. accounts of K. schism,
15, 33n, 294f*, 364; R. Adar, 327n, 334; R.
apocalypse, allusions to Carmathians in,
89n; R. arguments: in defense of Sabbath
candles, 265-69', 355n, 358; on "morrow
after the Sabbath," 276

R. aristocracy, early sectarian protest

against, 45; R. Articles of Faith, 200n; R.
association of Km with Mm, 275, 388-95,
400; R. attack(s) on Km, 294, 351f, 355f,
365n, 432f; R. authorities: (general), see R.
scholars; in Bab., see J. Central Authorities;
in Pal., 307

R. butchers, not patronized by K., 286; R.
calendar, see Calendar; R. cal. reform, 349f',
351x; R. cal. year, commences with Tlshri,
281, 340n; R. camp, monographs the lit. genre
in, 445n; R. cantillation, and K., 251n; R.
commentaries, echoing K. exegesis, 75

R. community[ies]: alerted to K. penetra-
tion, 81, 84; beginnings of many, obscure,
26; Greek-speaking, in Turkish Adrianople,
151; K. influence on, admitted by R., 254f;
K. complain of oppression in, 5Sf', 352f,
392n; SbM denied access to, 363n; TbM on
K. having been raised in, 357'; vestiges of
pre-'Ananite sectaries on margins of, II (see
also J. community, and R. in Byz.-ByR c.)

R. concept of "Sabbath joy," rejected by
K., 268; R. concept of prohibition of fire on
Sabbath, 266'; R. controversial material,
collected by K., 240; R. correspondence
[epistles, letters]: 117n, 191', 198, 198nf,
363n; concerning ransom of captives, 46-49',
112'; first to mention ByK, 46-49, 112;
revealing K-R cal. feud, 328-35', 351

It. counterpart of Sunnite assertion on
infallibility of community, 222n; R. customs,
see Customs; R. [dates of] festivals: and K.
dates, both held by some ByR, 271; followed
by 'Isunians, 274n, 381n; K. defiance of,
causes feuds, 327; observed by M., 384, 395'

R. Davidic branches, 15; R. defense against
Km, double-edged line of, 355; It. deviation
from Written Word, in shofar regulations,
284; R. dicta, invoked by YbY, 241; R.
disapproval of Hezekiah's action of thanks-
offerings, 400n; R. doctrine, and K. scholars,

PROSTATAI

260'; R. employees of K. masters in Turkey,
36n; R. excommunication of Km, 41, 41nf,
392n; R. exegesis: details of, adopted by TmM,
24sf, 245n; method of, borrowed by 'Anan,
17; on levirate, literal, 289

R. expression(s) [term(s)]: ByK use of, for lit.
project, 245n, 440nf; "Mourners of Zion"
a-, 301; paralleling "burden of heritage,"
23In; "Peddlers' Bag" a -, 440n; used by
early K. when repudiating K. concept of tradi-
tion, 225

R. feuds with K., see Cal. Feuds. Contro-
versies; R. formula after the dead, 419nf; R.
ha'atakah, 225, 227f, 228n; R. Halakhah,
see Halakhah; R. hermeneutics, 17, 209f,
217; R. homes [houses], lit on Sabbath eve,
251, 267, 393n; R. homilist, TbE, 148, 330;
R. homily[ies], TbM quoting from, 245; R.
immigrants, merge with native R. communities,
119, 171; R. inner differences, 220', 269,
357f'; R. interference: with K. worship,
denied under status of ByK autonomy, 355;
with PaK, fought against, 287; with SbM's
mission, 84n, 363n

R. interpretations of Scripture, divergent,
K. focusing on, 357f; It. lyyar, 327, 329,
334; R. leader(s) [-ship]: accumulation of
power by, 12; admitting K. influence, 254f;
blamed for length of Exile, 37n; combatted
by DaK, 311; embarrassed by Saadyah's
claims on calendar, 270n; in Bab., discover
'Ann's deviationist leanings, 15; in Constan-
tinople, callfor caution in messianic enthusiasm,
455; local, confronted with K. insurgency,
355; on K. calendar in 15thC, 342; seated
in Bab., taken revenge of by the Land of
Israel, 301; TbE, see TbE
R. learning [scholarship]: and 'Ananism,

17, 19, 21; growing in quality outside Bab.,
455; in Spain, 359

R. legislation [law]: on fat-tail, 287'; on
levirate marriage, 289; on marriage, criticized,
246; seen as manifestation of the right of
each generation to reforms, 359 (see also
Normative 1.; Talmudic 1.)

R. legislators, 265 (see also R. scholars);
R. lists of Bible difficulties, 409n; R. literature
[writings, creations]: "absurdities" of, 240n;
against Aggadotb in, 259n; ancient Pal. customs
unrecorded in, 253; Bash. inferring K. history
from, 32; Bash. on ambivalence of statements
in, 236; Bash. reading between the lines of,
31f, 32n, 236; ByK indebtedness to, 244f,
245n, 400n, 440nf; compared with BKLP,
416; DaK first to point to anthropomorphism
in, 240n; data on Km in, 32f, 33n; decried by
ByK as of no value, 361nf; described by K.
as "commandment of men learned by rote,"
285; K. defamatory remarks on Khazars
have no peer in, 79; K. interest in, 240; K.
literature of 9thC cannot compete with, 24;
positive attitude to, of ByK, 241 f; since Saadyan
times referring to K. as novices, 362; TbM
borrowing from, and attacking, 260

R. liturgical poetry, and K. prayers, 251n;
R. lore, and ByK borrowings, 239; R. majority,
see Majority; R. masters [teachers, mentors],
of Turkish K., 31f, 32n, 196, 238; R. meals,
abstained from, by K., 286; R. merchants
from Syria, in Byz., 80 (see also Merchants);
R. messianism, independent of idea of
"mourning;' 455; R. "Mourners of Zion,"
23, 253n, 428nf; R. Nasi, 42', 288n, 298;
R. nineteen-year cal. cycle, 271, 340, 342n;
R. Nisan, 327n; R. opinion, dissenters from,
called mahalifun, 329n; R. origin: of any
Hebrew term for tradition, presupposed,
225; of term ha'atakah, 224-26'; of term
"MoZ," 301; of term sebel, 231n
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It Passover, and K. use of homes, 327; It
pattern [of life, of activity], and K., 233, 245,
249n; R. pietists of 12thC, 428nf

R. polemics [polemicists] against Km:
accusing Km of syncretism and opportunism,
279, 294f; answered by TbM, 357' (see TbM);
by Ibn Daud; see Abraham ibn Daud; by
Maimonides and Ibn Ezra, allegedly insincere,
263; by Saadyah, see Saadyah. Saadyan;
clich6s of, in Thessalonican convocation, 335;
denouncement by association and innuendo M-R affinity, argued by TmM, 390f, 391n,
in, 275, 391, 393f; denouncement of K. as 395'
novices, prominent in, 362; denouncing Rabbanites: accused of creating false sense of
alleged K. affinity with Muslim and security, 250; accused of enticing the nation
Chr. calendar, 279, 294; exploiting delays into transgressions, 250; accusing K. of arbit-
in Pal. abib information, 323; in Byz., rariness in choice of traditions, 232; alone
see R. of Byz.-ByR polemics; K.
rejoinders to, 33n; Leviticus the platform
for, 432; limiting historical references to
founders of Km, 33; list Bible difficulties,
409n; mainly dealing with legalistic and exe-
getic differences, 32f; not describing K. contem-
poraries, 32; R. references to Km mainly in
form of, 32f; use term mahalifm, 328nf

R. population, see Population; R. practices,
see Practices; R. pressure, lawfully opposed
by Thessalonican K., 335; R. principle, aban-
doned in ByR law of inheritance, 256; R.
prohibition of fowl with milk, and the K.,
289; R. propaganda, and Kbazaria's Jewish-
ness, 67; R. punitive action against K. calendar,
350f; R. refugees from Khazaria, 75; R.
reliance on oral transmission, rejected by
K., 224; R. role in Pontic area, 127E

It scholar(s) [authorities]: absence of argu-
ment among, claimed, 269, 358; 'Anan, a -,
240; 'Ananite Maxim compared with injunc-
tions of, 2IOn; and problem of Sabbath candles,
269, 358; early, ignorant of Khazaria, 69; on
ByR homiletics, 256'; TbM corresponding
with, 44, 2450 (see also R. of Byz.-ByR
scholars; Talmudic sages)

R. scribes, changing passages in Dead Sea
Scrolls, 378n; R. settlement, see It of Byz.-
ByR settlement; R. settlers in Byz., absorbed
by older communities, 168f, 171; R. Siwan,
327; R. strategy against Km, 354-64; R.
struggle against Km, Saadyah's role in, 23f
(see also Saadyah; TbE); R. Synagogue, K.
secession from, 259, 317n (see also Mother
Synagogue); R. teasing on abib, answered
by LbY, 323'; R. tendency to blur K. and
M. identities, 388-95, 400, 416; R. terms,
see R. expressions; R. texts on Chr-K
similarity regarding Pentecost on Sunday, cited
by K., 279*; R. titles, academic, 53n,
199n; R. tradition, see Tradition; R.
translation projects, 444 (see also Translation);
R. unanimity, see Unanimity; R. uniformity,
see Uniformity; R. use of leshon la'az, criticized,
298n; R. worship, and K. pietistic practices,
255n. See also Anti-Rabbanite

R-computed intercalation, found correct,
304, 340

R-inspired: exilic way, 311; reformulation
of K. concepts, and re-evaluation of Talmud,
240

R-patterned [-modeled, -fashioned]: bene-
dictions of Turkish K., 25In; expansion of K.
holidays, 339; ha'atakah of ByK, 229', 238;
optimistic way of life in Bab., and Pal-centric-
ism, 315; Sabbath, of Turkish K., 251',
308; scholarly formulation of sectarian dissent
by K., 19; sebel, "karaization" of, 23In;
sisith, of Turkish K., 251n

R-ruled community, forces Km into compro-
mise, 223

R-sponsored laws, left by BenN to the
discretion of local K. judges, 215
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R-tinged reforms of ByK, repudiated by
Eastern K., 308

intra-R feud [argument, controversy], 269,
309, 316f', 318n, 357E (see also R. inner
differences; Pal-vs-Bab [Diaspora] Contest)

`lsunian-R relations, debated by Kirk., 274n,
381n

K-R: Controversy, Divergence, Feuds,
Rapprochement, Relations, Similarity, Unity,
etc., see under individual entries

made adherence to tradition a matter of
principle, 225; and Hebrew tr. of Saadyan
works, 225'; and intra-K dissensions, 220',
221n; and K. charters, 38n

and K. alike: clinging to an all-J identity
till l9thC, 40, 44; enjoy high standard of
living under'Abbasid civilization, 315; excom-
municating Mm, 386; have similar socio-
religious activities in different time-frameworks,
293; invoke governmental intervention against
each other, 37, 37nf; paid same ransom money
to pirates, 48; return to fraternity of fate in
modem Israel, 41; subject to same legislative
and fiscal policies, 37f'; to be cared for in
distress by all J., 43; to care for welfare of all
J., 48; unanimous on evening-to-evening
day count, 397'; united in messianic expecta-
tions, 93f. 93n, 454f; united in national ideology,
despite ritual divergences, 36

ascribing to K. the authorship of anthropo.
morphic Midrashim, 256n, 393n; attacked for
anthropomorphism, 393n (see also Anthropo-
morphic); begin count of Seven Weeks after
first day of Passover, 276; BenN no less autho-
ritarian than, 213: ByK borrowings from,
could not be simply admitted, 243; calendar
feuds of, with K., see Calendar Feuds; calling
for reliance on talmudic tradition in practices
not stated in Bible, 285; claim Khazars followed
Rm, 66f; claim R. laws based on prophetic
tradition, 220n, 356, 361; coexist in l2thC
with K., M., and T., 366-68; combatting
Hayawayh [Hiwi] al-Balkhi, 408; compromising
on matters of belief, 380nf; conscious of
absence of separate K. political history, 36;
constitute majority in Jewry, 37n, 366; defend-
ing bigamy, 289f'; denounced for passing
Bab. affairs into hands of Saadyah the ctranger,
363n; denounced for proscribing kinoth on
Sabbath, 268'; developed terminology defining
tradition, 225; did not settle in Land of Kedar,
61'; disturbed by rift between common sense
and rationally inexplicable precepts, 218;
equal standing of sectaries with, outside
Bab., 382; equivocal attitude of, to M., 384f;
"errors" of, exposed by Zadok, 276nf; features
common to, and to K., must not obscure
separateness, 184; fluidity of communal
boundaries between, and the K., in 9thC,
314; "followers of molad,", 303; gravity of
sins of, surpassing K., 248n; hailed as witnesses
to Temple procedure, 360f'; imputing X-M
affinity, 389, 391-95; in, see J. in; indistinguish-
able outwardly from K., 171; influenced by
piety of K. MoZ, 80, 22In; insist on lulab,
284f'; intermarry with 'Isunians, 274n, 381n;
intermarry with K., 288', 297f'; Joshua
Passover story invoked by and against, 278n;
K. concept of fire on Sabbath drawing closer
to, 266; K. Pal-centrics fighting 'Ananites
no less than, 22; K. rise to power over, under
Islam, 364, 364nf; K. scholarship in Jerusalem
praised by, 186', 206E
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K. against folkways prevalent among,
283; K. struggle as much against other sects
as against, 367; labelled "priests" by K.,
376n; labelled "Traditionists." 229; later
forgetting R. origin of sebel, 231n; mode of
spelling Ba'albeki by, 384n; must have used
term ha'atakah before SbM, 225; mutually
contradictory accusations tossed at K. by.
393n: never doubted 'Aran's scholarly accom-
plishments or Davidic descent, 15; no difference
between, and K., in appraisal of international
situation, 454; not attending K. meals, 286;
not describing K. contemporaries, 32; not
patronizing K. butchers, 286; not the sole J.
neighbors of ByK, 366

Rabbanites of Babylonia [Babylonian Rabbanites,
Bab. Rabbinism]: and Abu 'Isa, 381n; and
Pal. cal. prerogatives, 306f; Babylono-centric-
ism of, shared by BaK, 316; Ban Meir in
struggle against, 382n (see also Saadyah-Ben
Meir Controversy); calendar of, 303f; decline
of, 455; differences between, and PaR, 220',
358n; drive of, for suppression of Pal-sponsored
practices, 306; followed by BaK on intercala-
tion, 304, 381; impose cal. conformity on
sectaries since mid-9thC, 380; in joint stand
with BaK against Pal-centricism, 303. 306,
309, 315; M. submission to R. calendardesigned
to win the goodwill of, 380; negligible impact
of dissident activity on, since mid-9thC, 380;
to be answered by sectarianism of equal
scholarship and standing, 14

Babylonian Rabbanite centralism, 382 (see
also J. Central Authorities); BaR exilarch,
admitting cal. supremacy of Pal., 306f; BaR
leadership, 5, 12f, 15, 21, 301; BaR sage,
tomb of, at Nappaha. 351n; BaR uniformity,
impact of since 9thC, 380, 381n

Rabbanites of Byzantium [Byzantine Rabbanites,
Byz. Rabbinism]: and ByK campaign against
Mm, 388; and ByK, divided after Crusades
over lunar observation only, 345; and Byz.
centric sentiments. 320; and K. cal. discrepan-
cies, 272f', 334, 346f, 347n; and K. invocation
of governmental aid in Thessalonica, 335;
and K. alike, denouncing solar calendar, 275;
and the Orthodox Church, 194; annoyed by
K. defiance of R. holidays in Jews' quarter,
327; captured by pirates, 46f, 170; charges filed
against, by K., 329; conversions to Kin among,
257-60; effect of migrations on, 168f; emulated
by ByK In scholarship and Hebrew literature,
418; excelled by K. in Greek literacy, 182n;
followed by K. in ritual slaughter on sea,
173; followed by later K. in intercalation,
339-42'; imply Chr-K kinship, 279; indiscri-
minate imitation of, by K., deplored, 246,
248; influencing TbM on 'saner issue, 278;
integration of, in the Empire's national language,
194; K. danger to, reflected in ThE's polemics,
34, 261; K. impact on, 252, 255f, 271-73,

defender of, see TbE; twilight position of
many, between Km and ltm, 257, 271

Byzantine Rabbanite accusations of K.
foreignness, 363n, 365f, 416; ByR agriculture,
180, 182; ByR annual cycle of Scripture reading,
251n, 447n; ByR anti-sectarian interpretation
of Canticles, answered, 331; ByR apologias
[apologetics]: defend Aggadab, 265; guide
to extent of K. success, 261

ByR apologist, TbE, 264f, 271 (see TbE);
ByR argument on "morrow after the Sabbath,"
278; ByR challenge to Km: answered by
BKLP, 365f, 388, 415f, 450; answered by
JbR, 332n; not the sole source of anxiety to
ByK, 366

ByR commentators, 201n (see also ThE);
ByR communal leader(s): and BoT, 141n,
157, 158nf; join K. leaders in stressing K-R
divergence, 262; names of, 199n; oppose
Abraham Maimuni, 255n

ByR community[ies]: existence of, confirmed
by existence of K. comm., 118, 123, 127,
132', 137'; ideological conquest of, and
ByKm, 25; in Asia Minor, nature of sources
about, 112-18; in Pera, separated by wall
from K., 336; list of, complemented by K.
data, 118; native, R. immigrant groups merge
with, 119, 168f, 171; on the Bosporus, 49,
161; receive refugees from Egypt, 167; sectarian
newcomers settle alongside of, 111, 144, 146,
170, 387

ByR cultural creativity, 171', 201 n; ByR
economy, and ByK economy, 171, 174; ByR
expert in calendation, Moses of Cyprus, 280';
ByR influence on ByK, matched by K. influence
on ByR, 252; ByR intellectuals, influenced
by K. rationalism, 257; ByR leadership intends
to discredit ByK as foreigners, 363, 388;
ByR literature: homiletical trend of, 264; in
Hebrew with Greek glosses, 365, 416, 426;
shows contact with colloquial Greek only, 194

ByR marriage contract, 199'; ByR names,
198f, 199n; ByR ownership of real estate,
179'; ByR pietists, 257; ByR polemics against
Km: Hebrew the language of, 426; not accusing
K. explicitly of solar calendar, 393; of TbE,
see TbE; show extent of K. success in Byz., 261

ByR predilection for homiletics, 256',
264; ByR readers [and listeners], 260, 332n;
ByR scholars [authorities], 141n, 199', 255n,
263; ByR settlement, 49 118; ByR simple
folk, influenced by K. emotional appeal, 257;
ByR strategy against Km, reflected in Lekah
Tob, 355; ByR students: in' Bab., 188; of
mysticism, 264nf

Rabbanites of Egypt [Egyptian Rabbanites,
Eg. Rabbinism]: commercial ties with, of J.
merchants in Asia Minor, 119, 170; fate of,
under al-Hakim, 167n; twilight position of
many, between Krn and Rm, 257

276,347*; K. religious debates with, 442; K. 198nf; EgR pietistic revival, and Km, 254f;
absorbing new customs and traditions from, EgR women perform ablutions the K. way, 254
204, 234; K. adjusting to traditions mastered Rabbanites of Land of Shina'ar, see R. of
by, 260; less stringent than K. on dyeing and Babylonia
tanning, 177; lit. arguments between, and the Rabbanites of Palestine [Palestinian Rabbanites,
K., 354; long established in industries, 174; Pal. Rabbinism]: and Crusaders, 453f; and
Malmonides had little respect for, 256', Saadyah, 24; differences between, and BaR, 220',
451n; objectives of BKLP vs. 365f, 416;
practical divergences between, and K., inspire
borrowing and breed feuds, 354; preferences
of average, 256; ratio of ByK to, 35', 163;
rejoined by some M., 415; respect practices
of K. MoZ, 257; sharing same neighborhood
with K., 327; socio-economic structure of,
geared to full urbanization, 182; surpassed by
K. in commercial and urbanistic tendency,
118'; tax obligations of, 183; taxed for inter-
fering with K., 329; ThE, spokesman and

358n; excommunicating Km, 41, 41nf, 392n;
392n; joint stand of, with PaK, against BaRm,
303; K. communal interaction with, 42-44; K.
influence on, claimed, 66n, 252f, 257, 271,
323; K. participation in internal affairs of,
since 10thC, 382n; "Mourning" among, in
12thC, 428nf; PaK vying with, for communal
control, 287; prohibition of meat among,
253'; SbM's sympathy with,'in feud against
Bab., 316n; twilight position of many, between
Km and Rm, 257

Egyptian Rabbanite lady in Byz., 198,
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Palestinian Rabbanite academy, after Seljuk
conquest, 453; PaR MoZ, early. 253n; PaR
pietism in IOthC, sources of. 253f; PaR revival,
and the Judaean Desert finds, 254n

Rabbanites of Spain [Spanish Rabbanites,
Sp. Rabbinism], 345f'

Spanish Rabbanite commentators, 74, 75n;
SpR dignitaries [courtiers], and Km, 56n,
359n; SpR Hebrew literature, and K., 196n;
SpR learning, 359; SpR refugees in Turkey,
152, 196'; SpR visitors in Pal., convert to Kin,
301 n

See also Abraham ibn Daud; Abraham
ibn Ezra; Benjamin of Tudela

Rabbanites of Syria [Syrian Rabbanites], 80,
220', 381n

Rabbanites of Turkey [Turkish Rabbanites],
32n, 152, 196 (see also Rapprochement, K-R)

Rabbinic, see Rabbanite
Rabbinism [Rabbinic Jewry, Rabbinic Judaism]:

'Ananite contest with, 19; Bab. and Persia,
cradles of, as well as of Km, 319; Bab. in
9thC, citadel of. 21; claiming victory over all
Jewry, 66; conversions to, from Km, easy,
257, 257nf: defenders [protagonists] of. and Km,
32f, 33n; defense of, and Saadayh. 8, 80f; hapless
status of, in Czarist Russia, 40; historical
precedence of, over Km, admitted by TmM,
3570; inroads of, thin out dissident population
of peripheries of Diaspora, 219; Km inseparable
from, 19; Km a sectarian replica of, 19;
Kin surrendering to, while fighting, 19; K. claim
to chronological preference over, 59, 357n;
K. polemics against, stress intra-R differences,
358n; K. did not need converts from, to teach
them R. literature, 260; Khazar allegiance
to, 67, 74; militant, in 9thC, 21; new sects
as much against 'Anan as against, 367f; no
data on K. converts to, 259f; Pal-oriented,
coming to terms with sectarianism, 382;
religious division between, and Km, and
BoT's story of "partition" in Writ, 336';
resisted by Eastern Km even in matters accept-
able to ByK, 308; revivalist trends in, 253f;
simultaneity of cal. rift within, and within
Km, 31Sf; territorial segments of, and of Km,
confronted with dilemma of Pal-vs-Bab struggle,
301; ThE questioning K. right of criticizing,
360; TmM. fighter against, 44 (see TbM);
Tustari's possible allegiance to, 52n

"Rabbinization" of J. life, 456
Rats al-Yahud, 38n
Ramadhan. 270
Ramlah: 89n, 96; conversion to Km in, 301n;

J. in, see J. in; K. in, see K. in
[ar-]Ramll, see Malik ar-Ramli
Ransom of captives, see Captives
Rapprochement, K-R: and K. scriptural reading

cycle, 251n, 447n; and K. study of Talmud,
240, 243; in Byz., 233, 262, 354, 456; in Turkey,
31nf, 152, 196, 234

[ha-] Rasha', (Romanus Lecapenus,"the Wicked"),
69n

Rash[, 74n
Rationalism, Rational(istic), 211, 217, 249,256f, 265
Rationalist(s), 21If, 393n
[ha.]Ra'yah we had-Derlshah, 228n
Reading, Scriptural, in synagogue, 251n, 447'
Real estate. 45n, 178-80
Realism [Realistic approach, trend], 207f', 218',

248, 320f
"Reason," as root of jurisprudence, 226n, 237
Reassertion, of normative Judaism, under K.

Impact, 18
Rebel of Pallugta, 8
Rebellion, see Revolt
Reconciliation, Divine, with Israel, 37. 299
Reconstruction(s) of K. history, see K. history,

and Pseudo-historical
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Redemption of Israel: 10, 248n, 364, 364nf, 411;
and resettlement in Pal., 22, 299, 310f, 3lln;
Hal Gaon on, 93n, 95n

Re-evaluation, K.: of the 'Ananite way, 19, 21f,
314; of the Talmud, 239-45', 339

Reforms, R., 254f, 340, 344, 348-50, 349n-51n.
See also Innovations; K. reforms

Reformulation: ofabib principle, 344;of'Ananism,
21; of K. concepts, 240; of K. law, 251

Regional consensus, 219; r. contest, and cal.
problems, 301f; r. custom(s), see Custom(s);
r. differentiation, 302'; r. divergences [diffe-
rences]. 209, 219n. 220', 302'; r. groups,
following own consensus, 219; r. issue, DaK
presenting religious differences as, 321; r.
needs and interests, 202; r. R. leadership
[institutions], 41, 202, 455; r. rift [split] in
Km, 344, 399; r. self-assertion, 202: r. [self-]
determination, 21; r. solidarity, 316: r. varia-
tions, of environment and custom, 1017

regional-minded: K. leadership, 202f; philo-
sophy, of BaK, 315

Reinterpretation: of J. law, 359f; of K. lore, 450
"Chain of Reinterpretation," 360

Relation(s): between K. and non-K sectaries
in Byz., 355, 366-415'

K-R: and cal. discrepancies, 292, 334
(see Calendar feuds); and problem of ritually
clean food, 285-87'; communal interaction
in, 42-44; discussed by Elijah b. Abraham,
367'; in Byz., tracing of, and Lekah Tab,
263f, 332n, 355; in Damascus, 336n; in light
of Genizah finds, 42; in Pal., 41-44; in P6ra,
336'; in Turkey, social implications of, 32n;
mistakenly presented as struggle of two ir-
reconcilable parties, 42; new chapter in, in
modern Israel, 41; reach low-point in Eastern
Europe, 40; social, 286, 354

of K.: to native populations, 36; to other
religions, 36

Reliability, of R. tradition, debated, 356-60
Relic(s), 91, 98
Religio-national partnership, of Km with Jewry,

18, 392
Religion(s): history of, 38f', 384; J., develop-

ments in, and the abjuration formula, 281;
other, attitude to, of K. and R., 36; pervading
all areas of life in Middle Ages, 5

Religious aspects of K-R controversy over
ritual slaughter, 286; r. autonomy of ByK,
assumed, 335; r. behavior of part of J. society,
determining state of all Jewry, 293; r. con-
science, makes ByR disregard secular law,
335; r. creed of Km, first formulated in Bab.,
319; r. debates with neighbors, in Byz., 442;
r. development of Mm, perhaps in two stages,
403n; r. deviations alone, of K., cited in Thes-
salonican feud, 335; r. dissent, mid-9thC
Bab. no longer propitious for, 379f (see also
Dissent); r. divergences, K-R, see Divergences;
r. division between K. and R., in P6ra and
Damascus, 336'; r. freedom of M., enhanced
by isolation on Cyprus, 386 (see also Worship,
K. freedom of); r. feuds, in Islam, 10 (see
also Conflicts; Controversies; Feuds): r.
jurisdiction, of rbM, 53; r. made of life of
Km in Diaspora, to adjust to loss of Jerusalem,
454; r. movements, claim to be reverting to
olden customs, 241; r. observances, see Prac-
tices; r. officials, 171 (see also Communal
officials); r. platform, rather than communal,
for polemics where K. a minority. 287; r.
practices, see Practices; r. problems arising
from: commerce, 172f'; dyeing of skins. 177';
ownership of real estate, 1791'; tanning profes.
sion, 176f'; textile Industry, 174-76'

r. system [school. madhhab], DaK listed
as separate, 212n, 368n; r. unit, ByKm given
status of, 335
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Renaissance, 238
Rent, 179f
Reorientation: or ByKm, saved the movement,

203; of loyalties, 163-66
Repatriation Law (of State of Israel), 41
Repentance, 248n (see also Penance)
Reports, Pal., on abib: advice on delay of, 326;

cessation of, after Crusades, 454; divergence
of, from R. computation: causing K-R feuds,
327-34; not reported by ByK texts, 328;
not too often, 344

not wholly abandoned In 12thC, 337; requir.
ed annually, 292, 322; source of perplexity, 322

Research; Karaitic, see Karaitic research
Residence, J., problem of in Byz., 143', 149f',

336. See also Dwellings; Jews' Quarter
Responsibiiity: author's, assumed by TmM,

420f, 441; personal [individual], in Km, 51n,
216, 249

Resurrection from the Dead, 368nf
Revealed Word (Legislation], 232, 392, 407
Revelation: Vehicle of, 22; verification of, 238
Revival, Revivalist trends: and Judaean Desert

finds, 19-21, 254n; EgR, and Km, 254f; K.,
19-21, 254n; PaR, 253f, 254n

Revolt [rebellion]: K., 15, 41; M., 372. See also
Dissent; Protest

Reward [God's], 369n
Rhine River, 137
Rhineland, 333n
Rhodes, 113, 159n
Rhodosto, 159n
Ribonln, 3380
"Rich of the Diaspora," 22, 312
Riches, see Wealth
Rigor, see Stringency
Rikkub, 82f', 207n (See also Incest)
Rishonint [Early Sages], 348
Rite(s): ancient, of Temple, In'Anan's synagogue,

16; Ashkenazic, 14; dependent on physical
ties with Pal., 454; K., 54; Romaniote, 151';
Sephardic, 14

Ritual: K.: in preliterary stage on ByKm, 185;
of marriage, 343n; requirements of, and
group settlement, 54; stringency of, 218

K-R divergence of: 41, 204, 354; and all-J
unity and identity, 36, 40

M. laxity of, stressed, 388, 412; of scriptural
readings, 447n; of Temple, transmitted by
eye-witnesses, 356

Ritual(istic) cleanliness of food, 285f; r. cleansing
of meat. 285; r. fringes [sisl h], 175n, 251n,
285; r. heterogeneity, 399; r. impurity [defile-
ment; uncleanliness]: 16, 174n, 253', 401,
413f; ascribed to all Jewry in Exile by DaK,
313; of food, 253', 401'

r. purity: 16, 54, 254f, 291, 432, 434n; and
Mish., 401f, 413

r. slaughter (shehltah], 173, 208f, 285-87
Roads (road network, r. system], see Anatolian

r.; Armenian r.; Asia Minor, r. in; Bosporus,
r. to and from; Byz. r.; Roman r.; Romano-
Byz. r.; Trans-Anatolian highway; Turkish r.

Roman administration, 105; R. credit system,
178f; R. Diaspora, Jewry in, 131n, 320; R.
dominion over [subjugation of] J., 246', 247n;
R. Empire, 105, 320; R. legislation on bigamy,
290; R. military tradition, 166; Roman roads
[road network, r. system], 1050, 106, 109;
R. times. J. in, 113', 122n, 127, 131', 320

East Roman, Late Roman, 27, 246, 247n
Romania [=Byz.], "communities of," 255
Romaniote rite, 151*
Romans: against Arabs, 166; kingdom of, 166;

"language of," 194
Romano-Byzantine road network, 106
Romantic [idealistic] presentations: of K.

history, 314f; of K. personalities, 134n; of
MoZ, 45, 45nf

Romanus IV Diogenes,115
Romanus I Lecapenus: conquests under, 88,

166; forced conversion of J. by, 68', 85', 86,
168 ti160 164' 165 166 f; persecu on, , , n, o

Armenians and Muslim captives by, 68n
Rome, 105, 107, 166; New Rome. 105
Roots of jurisprudence, K., see K. r. of j.
Rosh-Hodesh [First of the Month]: BenN on,

274'; K., determined by lunar observation,
209, 269f, 292, 344; K-R feuds over, 333n,
346f, 347n, 348; Mish. on, 377, 377nf; R.
proclamation of, 348f, 349n; Tiff. and Isma'il
al-'Ukbari on, 371n

Rosh hap-Perek, 245n
Rosh hash-Shanah, 281, 284*
Royal appointee to a J. guild, 150
Royalty in Israel, 229n
Rural property, acquisition of, by K., 179
Russia, Russian: 145, 148n, 303n, 328; J. mer-

chants (from), 148n, 328; K. (of), see K. in
Southern Russia ["Land of Kedar"], 61-63

Russo-Polish Jewry, 64n
Rustchuk, 329n

Saadyah Gaon: affinity of, with Mish., argued
by TbM, 391', 395; against 'Anan, regarding
30-day month, 274'; against Hayawayh
(Hiwi) al-Balkhi, 408; against K. prohibition
of fat-tail. 288n; allegedly attended SbM's
funeral, 99n; and Abu'I-Faraj Harun, in
Ibn Ezra's list of grammarians, 185n; and
ha'atakah, 225f', 230nf; and Khazars, 77;
and Mish., 383n, 389-92'; and TbE, 331,
393; arch-foe of Km, 23, 34

assault of, on Km: allegedly averted K.
danger to Judaism, 8, 23, 81'; allegedly united
the K., 23: based on innuendo and blurring
the K. identity, 389f; dangerous even in Byz.,
390, 394; not first and not as extreme as once
supposed, 23, 80; repelled by TbM, 357n,
389n. 390f'; repelled in Golden Age, 8. 206

bloom of K. literature only after, 24; chal-
lenging K. counter-institutionalism, 300;
claimed antiquity for R. calendar, 270, 294;
combatted: by AbJ, 300n; by ELA, 300n;
by K. Pal-centrics on ablb, 300'; by LbY,
222n, 300n; by Mubashshir Hallevi, 300n;
by SbM, 316n, 363n; by SbY, 231n, 362n;
by TmM, 260', 288n, 376n, 389-91'; in context
of Leviticus, 432

denounced K. as novices, 362n; fought
Pal-centricism, whether R. or K., 22, 24, 42,
300; Hebrew tr. of, 225, 225nf; K. antagonism
toward, 23f, 80; K. literature unable to compete
yet with Rm in time of, 24; labelled "priest,"
376n; never accused of leaving the fold, 376;
nicknamed Pithomi, 316n, 390; of Tulunid
Egypt, 23f
on: abib, 299, 300'; 'Anan and origins of

K. schism, 33n, 294f'; hekkesh, 217nf; infal-
libility of community, 222n; K. calendar,
294; sources of cognition, 218n

role of, in R. campaign against Km, 8, 23f,
80; spokesman for the Bab. and diasporic
view, 24, 302, 309; "stranger from Egypt,"
363n; term an-nakl by, 225, 230n

-'s: Book of Beliefs and Opinions, 218n;
Commentary on Leviticus, 226n, 390, 432;
tafsir on the Pentateuch, 226n

Saadyah-Ben Meir controversy: 302n, 318n;
and Pal-vs-Bab contest, 14, 22, 24, 302, 306f,

309; and the Zadokite literature, 254n
"Saadyah-complex" of PaKm, 24
Saadyan(ic) concept(s): of an-nakl, 226; of

rebel, 231n; of yerushshah, 231n
S. critique [misrepresentation] of K. dietary

laws, 389-91', 394f; S. generation, disturbed
by rationally inexplicable precepts, 218; S.
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Hebrew quotations in ByK literature, variants
in, 225f, 226nf, 288n, 294f', 389f, 390nf; S.
influence on K. legal thinking, 218n; S. lit.
stratum, and K. legal terms, 231n; S. method
of translating the Pentateuch into Arabic,
423; S. origin, of R. accounts of K. schism,
discussed, 33n, 294nf; S. period, earliest lit.
mention of K. as novices, in, 362; S. polemic
against sectarianism, and appearance of term
ha'atakah in K. literature, 226; S. precedent,
in confusing K. and M. identities, 389-91';
S. terminology, Hebrew, and ha'atakah,
2251', 231n. See also Anti-Saadyan

post-Saadyan: assault on Km, 206; era,
use of ha'atakah in, 225; generations, caution
and tradition-mindedness of, 216

Sabbatai Zevi, 403n
Sabbath: as observed in "Land of Kedar," 61

candles: accepted by K. of Poland, Lithuania
and Crimea, 251 n; climax of Byz. reformulation
of K. law, 251; intra-R. differences over,
debated, 269', 355n, 358; introduction of, by
Byzantino-Turkish K., 235, 251', 265, 267;
K. prohibition of, respected in K-R marriage
contract, 297'; K-R controversy over, 265-69',
358; opposed by eastern K., 251', 308

concentration of all reporters on M. morning-
to-morning count of, 385, 413; desecration
of: by M., denounced, 393f, 401, 413; imputed
to K., 393n

eve: cancelled by M. morning-to-morning
count of days, 378, 387, 401, 404; darkness in
K. homes on, vs gaily lit R. homes, 251,
393n; practical advantages of candles on,
stressed, 267; run counter by solar calendation,
275, 385; TbM's scholarly justification of, 397

Gentile-) partnerships as subterfuge for
profit on, 180; included in Fast of Daniel,
268n; joy on, 267, 268'; laws [legislation]
of: biblical. 438n; by old and new school in
Km, 611', 266f, 267n; in Byz., 62, 251'; in
eastern Km, 62, 251'; of BenN, 61', 62n

Lekah Tab indicative of ideas preached to
ByR on, 263; list of work prohibited on,
177nf; marital relations on, prohibited by K.,
297f; meal, on Friday afternoon, opposed,
267; mourning on, 267, 268', 393n; most
sacrosanct institution of J. order of days,
378, 385; observance of, from Sat. morning
to Sun. morning, by M.: 275, 378, 385, 386f',
394-97', 404; creates association with Chr.
Sunday, 404, 414; overshadows other M.
deviations, 413

prohibition of work on: and dyeing of skins,
177n; and fire on, 205, 235, 266f'; and 'omer,
277; and rent on property, 1791'; and sacrifices,
405nf, 409n, 412n; and tanning, 177'; and
travel, 172f

reform, the most impressive of Byzantino-
Turkish K. reforms. 251n; Scripture interpreted
as indicating evening-to-evening count of,
397; Yom Kippur to fall on. in M. calendar, 377'

Sabbatical Year (Shemiltah], 181, 282n
Sacrifice(s) [Temple-1: 16, 360f, 389', 395n,

405nf, 434n; of the Paschal Lamb, 281
Sad (side, section), 146nf
Sadduccan. Sadduceeism, Sadducees, 20, 274',

276, 397a
Sadducean-K kinship.4n, 20, 276, 276nf, 397n

Sages of Israel, 285, 348f
Sahl b. Masliah (Abu-s-Surri): against meals

prepared by Gentiles, 253n, 297n, 401n;
against Saadyah, 316n, 363n; against unclean
food, 253'; and Kirk.'s concept of transmission,
230n, 232n; appeal of, for settlement in Jerusa-
lem, 187n; ardent nationalist, 8; bibliography
on, 37n; chronology of, 225n, 228n, 351n;
citing standard items of medieval J. polemics,
413n; conceding R. cal. reform prompted by
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desire for unity, 351n; idealistic presentation
of MoZ by, 45n, 54n; interfered with in mis-
sionary work, 84n, 363n; K. missionary,
83nf, 93, 253, 323

on: approaching salvation, 930; "command-
ment of men learned by rote," 284n: duty of
"searching," 22In, 253'; inner K. differences,
216n, 221n; intra-R differences, 358n; minority
status, 54nf; motives of K. missionary activity,
36nf; PaK writings sent abroad, 187n;
persecution of K. by R., 55n; personal
responsibility, 51n, 214n; R. tradition, 360n;
Saadyah-Ben Meir controversy, 316'; sebel,
231n; spread of K. ways in Pal., 66n, 252f,
271, 323; "two wicked women," 316n

reading into Canticles problems of his time,
227'; spokesman of K. Golden Age, 8, 185n,
207: stressing his coming from Jerusalem,
83nf, 363n; used term: ha'atakah, 225', 227',
232n; Shine'ar, for Bab., 316n

-'s Book of Precepts, 190n; Epistle, 190n
Sahragt, 48, 112n
Sailor stories. 174'
Salah ad-Din, 339
Salonica, 150n; see Thessalonica
Salman b. Yeruham: 66n; and Saadyah, 99,

231n, 362n, 376n; ascetic zealot, 208n; attitude
of, to Christianity, 164n, 165f; bibliography
on, 164n; disillusionment of, with Caliphate,
165f; funeral and grave of, in Aleppo, 99;
idealistic presentation of MoZ by, 45n, 54n;
influence of, on TmM, 241n, 259n; not the
author of Commentary on Ruth. 197n

on: "abominations" of the Talmud, 240nf,
259n; ijtihad, 249n; intra-R differences, 358n;
K. secession from R. institutionalism, 41n:
"two wicked women," 316n

opposition or, to philosophy, 207n; repre-
senting early Golden Age of PaKm, 8. 206;
resident in Jerusalem, 166n; using the terms:
ha'arakah, 225n; kabbalah, 228n; sebel and
yerushshah, 231n

viewing the international situation, 164-66'
-'s Arabic Commentary on the Book of

Psalms, 54n, 165n; Book of the Wars of the
Lord, 164n, 190n, 225n, 228n, 23 In, 240nf, 259n

Salvation, of K., 248n
Samaritans, Samaritan, 6, 38n, 281, 369n, 377n,

405nf
Samos, 113
Samuel b. David (Crimean K. pilgrim), 341'
Samuel al-Maghribi. 134n, 136n, 292n, 342n, 344n

-'s Kitab al-Murshid, 342n
Sanctification of the New Moon, 348f, 349n
"Sanhiribites," 104n
Saracens, Saracen, 92, 108, 110. See Arab(s);

Muslim(s)
Sarcasm, in accounts of Mish., 373, 374', 375
Sardis, 107, 109
Sarini (Severus]. 8, 382n
Savuskan, see Yehudah Savuskan
Sayf ad-Daula,.48n, 88, 91n
Scepticism, Sceptics. 238, 399, 407f
Schism in Jewry: 281, 293, 367, 380, 399; K.,

44, 2941' 356f. 362
Schismatics, see Sectaries
Scholars, Scholarship, 14, 361, 413, 455. See

also K. scholars; K. scholarship; Learning; R.
learning; R. scholars; Sages; Talmudic sages

Scholarly (Scholastic] accomplishments of ThM,
50; s. attainments of PaKm, transmitted
through BKLP, 450; a. basis of Km. absence
of, argued, 360f; s. creativity of ByRm, in
Hebrew, 426; s. formulation of sectarian
dissent, 19; s. foundations of Km, laid by
'Anan, 18; s. guidance, by TbM, 446nf; s.
independence. BenN on, 213; s. individualism,
separatist tendency sublimated into. 399;
s. justification of Sabbath eve, 397;s. legislation,
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accepted formulae of, 18; a. maturation, of
ByKm, 450, 455; s. postulates, common to
all Jewry, 18; s. qualifications of 'Anan, 15;
a. refutation of mm, importance of, 398; a.
standing, necessary in 'Abbasid era, 14; s.
system, K., 365, 416; s. writing, art of, and
eclecticism, 440

Scholia, Greek, K. use of, 194n
Science, language of, 192
"Scoundrels of Israel," 22
Scribe(s), Scribal profession, 125nf, 378n, 418,

419n, 431, 436. See also K. copyists
Scriptural contradictions, 407, 409n, 410f, 412'

(see also Bible difficulties); s. documentation
[confirmation, evidence, support], 215f, 218f,
223, 233; s. readings in synagogue, 251n,
447*; s. terms and verses, invoked by K.,
439. See also Biblical

Scripture(s): abrogation of, 413; as determinant
of K. law, 221, 408; divergent interpretations
of marital laws in, 289f'; general accessibility
of, enhances biblical exegesis, 447; interpreta-
tion of, see Interpretation; interpreted as
admonition to K., 247; interpreted to indicate
evening-to-evening count of Sabbath, 397;
K. contending bigamy forbidden by, 290; K.
rites inferred from, by strained dialectics, 17,
209-10; rationally inexplicable demands of,
disturbing, 218; "Search ye well in," 209f;
self-evident truth of, 407; standardized terms
from, settle in K. jargon. 439; technical details
in, explained in terms of ByK experience,
174; two categories of fats in, 389. See also
Bible; Pentateuch; Torah

"Scripture Searchers," 210. See also Hippus,
Iftihad

Scroll(s): Bible- [Torah-], 124, 196n; of Dead
Sea, see Dead Sea Scrolls

Five Scrolls, commentary on, 262, 356
Sea: 173f; traffic, voyage, 47, 170, 1721
Seamen, 174
Seasons, of solar year, 378n
Sebasteia, 121
Sebel, 230, 230nf
Sebel hay-Yerushshah [hay-Yoreshim], 231n,
237

Secession: K., 41', 259, 293, 317nf, 399; right
of, from consensus of majority, 221n

Secessionist(s), 368
Second Commonwealth [Second Temple] era:

20, 33n, 366, 379'; sectarian literature of,
20f, 254n, 290n, 379n

Secret Discipline, 264nf
"Secrets of the Talmud," 259f
Sectarian appeal, overintellectualization of, 19;

s. Book of Precepts, first produced by 'Anan,
17; s. capital, Jerusalem, destroyed by Crusa-
ders, 250; s. connotation, of regional customs,
221; s. count of Seven Weeks, 277; s. creativity:
of Bab., saved by exodus, 381; prior to 'Aran, 7

s. dissensions in Jewry, and the Gentile
governments, 331; s. dissent: and K. intel-
lectualism, 19, 209; Sadduceism an amorphous
symbol of, in the Middle Ages, 20 (see also
Dissent)

a. doctrine [ideology], and Kin, 18; s. elite,
creed of, represented by Bash., 234; s. emigrant
movements, open new Golden Age outside
Bab., 381f; a. extension garb), of Pal-vs-Bab
struggle, 13, 24; s. Halakhah: 316; ancient, 20f

s. heritage, preserved in Byz. and European
Kin, 8, 25; s. identity, and Sadducceism in
Middle Ages, 20; a. jargon, using phrase
"commandment of men, etc.," 284nf; s. juris-
prudence [law]: and Km, 18, 208; customary
laws in, 208'

s. leaders [pre-K], 214, 214nf; s. literature,
choice of talmudic title for, and ByK to-

evaluation of the Talmud, 440nf; s. minorities:
and M. calendar, 379, 380'; exerting influence
on ByKm, 399

a. persuasion [affiliation], 38n, 40, 47f (see
Denominational allegiance; K- allegiance);
s. philosophy and way of life, and the social
historian, 9; a. practices [observances), see
Practices; a. raison d'eire, defended by slogan
of individualism, 216: a. replica of Rm. 19;
a. separatism, 13; s. subversion, 21; s. writings:
ancient, see Second Commonwealth; medieval
[non-K], 6f, 369. See also Anti-sectarian

Sectarianism, medieval J.: alliance of, with
messianism, 10, 79; and "consensus," 208,
229n; and Islam, 3', 14; and Saadyah, 23,
226; and Sadducee interpretation of "morrow
after the Sabbath," 276'; and Shi'ism, 222;
and the social historian, 8f; and victory of
Km, 6f, 367; change in composition of, since
'Anan, 18; geogr., shift of, since 'Anan, 14;
Golden Age of, outside Bab., 381f; history
of, 7f, 59, 319; needs scholarship and social
standing in 'Abbasid era, 14; overintellectua-
lization of, 229n; Pal-oriented Rm coming
to terms with, 382; peripheries of Diaspora
addicted to, 208n; provided with aristocratic
and scholarly leadership by 'Anan, 14-16;
it. drive against, and the Khazars' Jewishness,
67; turning-point of, with 'Anan, 14, 18; two
different classes of, in 9thC, 368f

Sectaries, Sectarians [Scbismatics]: application
of "consensus" by, precarious in lOthC, 221;
biblically oriented, combating Hayawayh
[Hiwi] al-Balkhi, 408; early [pre-'Ananite]:
limited to peripheries of Diaspora, 10, 14;
prohibited consumption of meat. 16, 253n

established customs of. read into the Bible
by 'Anan, 17, 210; existence of, In Byz., not
mentioned in Greek sources, 27; general line
of R. attack on, reflected in ibn Daud, 365n;
high standing of, in Pal., Egypt and Syria, 382;
ignored by early geonim, 17, 32; joined Syro-
Pal. R. in opposing Bab. centralism. 382;
messianic, 11; Mish. vs all other, on Festival
of Weeks, lunar observation and Sabbath
sacrifices, 377n, 380, 405nf; non-K: challenge
of. countered by BKLP, 415f; denied right to
individual interpretation of Scripture, by K.
polemicists, 397: K. relations with, in Byz.,
355, 366-415'; it. compromising with, on
matters of belief, in return for cal. conformity,
380nf

of Bab.: emigrate, see Exodus, Bab.: gradual-
ly lose identity, 380; must conform on calen-
dation, since mid-9thC, 380; self-assertive
tendencies of, encouraged, 319

of Syria, Kirk, had no information on,
382n; unanimous on interpreting "morrow
after the Sabbath" as Sunday, 276n. See also
J. sects

Sects, sect-forming process: and calendation,
293, 377; and the social historian, 8f, 45;
the only framework for opposition, 5, 44;
the resp. roles of Bab, and Syria in, 383f'

Seder hak-Kabbalah, 34nf, 35, 67', 356 (see
Abraham ibn Daud)

Safer [Sifre] Mlswoth, see Book(s) of Precepts
Sefer ham-Mo'adim, 375n, 438n, 445n, 446
Sefer Ne'imoth, 425n
Sefer ha-'Osher (Book on Precious Stones),

290
Sefer ha-'Osher (K. commentary), see JbR
Sefer hay-Yashar (Book of Incest), 188n, 446
Sefer hay-Yashar (mystical), 264nf
Seleuceia, 106, 107', 117n
Self-assertion [self-assertive tendency]: BaK,

307, 315, 319; ByK, 203, 303n, 447n, 450
Self censorship, late K., 28n
Self-determination: ByK, 456; manifested in
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cal. rift, 293, 377; Pal., 13, 21; regional, 10,
13, 21, 2020, 316

Self-expression, ByK, 450, 455
Self-government, central J., 202 (see also J.

Central Authorities)
Self-identification, K., with Pal, cause, 23
Self-segregation, diasporic,'Anan's program of, 16
Seljuks, Seljuk: 103, 106n, 109, 117n, 121, 161;

conquest of Jerusalem, 189, 320, 325, 333,
453; J. under, in Gangra, 127; victory at
Manzikert. 325, 453

Semantic analysis, of K. legal terminology,
204; a. difference, in concept of ha'atakah,
between PaK (or Kirk.) and the R. (or ByK),
227f, 229nf; a. expansion: of ha'atakah, 226-
39'; of sebel, 230nf

Semi-rural character, of cities, 181'
Sennacherib, 104n
Separatism [Separatist tendencies], D. 21, 377,

386n, 399. See also K. Separateness
Sephardi(c) cantillation, 196n, 251n; S. culture,

K. preference for, 196'; S. immigrants to
Turkey, 32n, 152, 196'; S. rite, 14

Service jobs, K., 178
Settlement: of M. in Byz., 387; of T. outside

Armenia, 370. See also K. settlement
group settlement [settlement in groups],

22, 54f', 386
Seven Weeks count, 276f, 279, 377'
Severus [Sarini], 8, 382n
Sextons, K.. 178
Sexual promiscuity, 413E
Sha'atnez, 175f'
Shabbath Shabbathon, 377n
Shabbetai of Pravado, 32n
Shabu'oth. See Festival of Weeks
[ash-]Shafi'i, 210n
Shafi'Ite doctrine of (Jma', 218
[ash-]Shahrastani, 39n
Sharecroppers, 179f
Shebat (month), 306n, 327n, 334

Second Shebat, 306n
Shehitah, see Ritual slaughter
Shehitah wBedikah, 286
Shem (biblical), 270
Shemaryah Alexandros, 347'
Shemini 'Asereth, 282n
Shemiuah, see Sabbatical Year
Shemu'el han-Nagid, 188n
"Shepherds": "of Exile" [evil, R.], 284', 312,

331, 331nf; "of justice" (good]. 227
Shi'ism, Shi'ite(s), 89n, 222f, 380n
Shlkhah, 182n
Shine'ar, 303f', 316'
Ship(s) [Vessel], 173, 174n
Ship building, ship repair, 173f
Shipwrecks, 174
Shi'ur Komah, 393n
Shofar (ram's horn). 283, 285
Shofet, K., in Troki, 38n
Shofet, Shohatim, 137n, 286
Shops, 179f, 286
Side, port of, 106f
Signs: Divine, 238; messianic, 28n, 455
Silk: and sha'atnez, 175, 175nf; dyeing of, 174;

J. craftsmen in, 141n, 142, 143n, 145f, 149E
Silkworm culture, 176n
Simhah b. Solomon, 10in
Similarity: K-R: of economic and social structure,

4416, 48, 56; of political history, 36-41, 53,
56f; see also Unity, K-R

of Km and normative Judaism, 12; of M.
and K. settlement in Byz., 385-88; of rise of
SpKm and ByKm, wrongly assumed, 34f'

Simple folk: 10, 12, 374n, 398; ByR, 257, 271-73
Simultaneity: of dissident movements, 9, 11;

of K. and M. settlement in Byz., 387f; of
Translation and Compilation in BKLP, 417, 443

Sin(s), 248n, 249, 299, 402'
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Sinai, Mt., 5, 238, 284f, 287, 356, 360; Covenant
of, invoked in ByK marriage contract, 296'

Sinai Wilderness, 412
Sinjar, Seljuk sultan, 129n
"Sinners of Israel;" 331'
Sinope, 1070, 120
Sisith, see Ritual fringes
Siwan (month), 327
Slander, 335, 369
Slaves, 48n, 213
"Small Horn," Kingdom of, 364, 365n
Smyrna, 113'
Social aspects: of K-M controversy, 408; of

territorial Peripheries of Diaspora, 5
a. assimilation, of M. with Chr., 412; a.

composition [structural: differences in, and
plurality of messianic sects, 11; of J. sectarian-
ism, changed with appearanceof intellectuals,
18 ; of Km, 5, 12. I8, 44f; of R., 44; of T., 369

s. consolidation, of ByKm, 450; a. dissent,
and mid-9thC Bab., 3791'; s. division(s), 312,
399; s. framework, of opposition, 5, 44; s.
integration, of K. in Byz., 416; s. interests,
and M. scepticism, 408; s. motivation(s), 45,
408; s. phenomenon, sectarian dissent a-, 19,
44; s. policies, of J. Central Authorities, 5; s.
position [standing]: and medieval polemics,
16; and requirements of 'Abbasid era, 14;
of 'Anan, 14-16; of Attaleian K. captives,
47; of M. and K. spokesmen, reap., 408; of
pre-'Ananite sectaries, 11, 16

s. pressure, R., 56; a. relations, within PaK
comm., 24; s. rift between K. and R., 41; e.
tensions, and M. scepticism, 408

Society: Byz.: heterogeneity of, and accusations
of foreignness, 364; K-M controversy in context
of, 408; K. decried as strangers in, 362

J.: ancient, fourteen sects in. 366; cared
little about beliefs as long as one conformed
on practices, 380n; Elijah b. Abraham not
describing K. struggle against other sects in,
367; excommunication of Cypriot heretics
by, 387; high standing of silk craftsmen in,
141n; in Byz., Chr. slant of marginal groups
in, 415n; in Byz., danger of ostracism by,
392; in Byz.. TbM's indictment of Mish.,
strongest ever pronounced in, 402; intersect-
arian debates no novelty in, 387; low rating
of tanners in, 141n: native, incompatibility
of K. with, argued, 356; of Fustat, high standing
of a K. lady in, 298n; parallel centrifugal
forces in, and in Muslim society, 10; religious
behavior of a segment of, deciding fate of
whole, 293; role of the Bible in, as seen by
K. and M., 407; sectarianism needs standing
in, equal to R., 14; seen by DaK as split along
Pal-vs-Diaspora line, 311f: Syro-Pal, embattled
against Bab, centralism, 382

K.: ByK scholars cite only feuds over
principle still at work in, 345: of Pal., in Golden
Age, 24; regional differentiation of, not suifi
ciently appreciated, 302': universal consensus
unattainable in, in 10thC, 221

problems confronting, and the right to
reforms, 359; R.: conflicts within, 45, 301n;
regional differentiation of, 302; some ByM
rejoin. 415

Socio-economic: conflicts within Km, 45;
disparity in Islam, 10; diversification of ByKm,
170f, 174: effects of a ban, 386; pattern of M.
comm., and the calendar, 384; structure of
ByJ, geared to urbanization, 182; ties, and
the directions of M. assimilation, 415

Socio-religious: activity, 293, 385; boundary,
between Km and Rm, 314; creativity, 219

Softeners, guild of, 176nf
Sohartm (traders), 170
Solar calendar, see Calendar, a.; s. month,

273-75, 377, 377nf, 393 (see Mensal unit);
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s. principle of time reckoning (and of day
measure), 377-79, 378n, 385, 386n; a. year,
270, 377, 378n, 393

Solidarity, regional, 316
Solomon, K. Nast, 83n
Solomon, K. pseudo-Messiah, 100n
Solomon, "the Egyptian," 167n
Solomon b. Yehudab, Pal. gaon, 41nf, 43',

45n, 50n, 99n
Song of Songs, see Canticles
Sources or cognition, 218n, 229n. See also K.

roots of jurisprudence
Sozopolis, 109
Spain: BoT, from, 143; Ibn Daud's biased

summary of K. creativity referring only to,
359n, 365n; impact of PaK scholarship reached,
207*, 346n; J. of, esp. opposed to morning-
to-morning day count, 378; K-R cal. feuds
in, 345f'; K. in, see K. in; Khazars in, 74n,
75; paucity of K. lit, production in, due to
ruthless extermination, 359n; persistent memo-
ries in, of contacts with YbY and Pal., 346';
R. learning well developed in, 359; R. in, see
R. of. spread of Km in. 79; stress in, on R.
unanimity. 358f; visitors to Pal. from, 301n;
works of YbA and YbY popular in, 346n, 359n

Spelling: of Ba'albek(O), 384n; of TbM's name,
419n

Spirit [man's], and God's punishment, 369n
Spiritual endeavor, J., and Km, 18
St. Demetrius fair, 148n, 328f, 329n
St. Panteleemon, 147
Standardization of life in Middle East, 221
Statistics, Statistical, 34f', 145f, 154-62', 163,

257n
Stenon, 145, 147'
Strait (between P6ra and Constantinople),

143n, 172. See Golden Horn
Stranger(s), denouncement [mistrust] of, 362,

363n. See also Aliens; Foreigners
Strategy, R., against K., 354-64
Stringency [rigor, strictness], ritual: degree of,

expected in Diaspora, 321; of 'Anan, 16; of
K. laws, 61f, 81f, 177, 218, 326n

Strobilos. Strobiliote, 116f
Students:ByR. in Bab., 188'; K., see K. in Byz.-

ByK a.. and K. in Jerusalem-JeKAcademy
Study, 249', 360. 442
Study Trip(s): 186-89, 188', 2021, 257, 318f,
442; of Jacob b. Simon, 188f; of TbM, 43f,
49f, 50nf, 140, 188.

"Sublimation," of messianism into program of
penance, 16

Sublime Porte, 141n
Subversion, 21, 356, 392
Sukkah, 284
Sukkoth, 272, 333n, 341 n. See also Festival of

Booths.
Sulkhat [Eski Krim], 60', 126n
Sunna, 223'
Sunnite view of consensus, 222'
Surnames, see Names
Survey(s) of J. Sects, 372f; see also Jacob Kirk.,

"Survey of J. Sects" by
Survival: J., and settlement in Jerusalem, 310;

of Arabic-written classics through Heb. tr.,
452; of Km, 5-7, 25; of Samaritans, 6; of
Yudghanism in 10thC, 367n; struggle for,
of later ByKm. 456

Synagogue. Rabbanite, K. secession from,
259, 317n. See also Mother Synagogue

Synagogue(s): and BoTs statistics, 156, 157n;
ByR: 262, 346; K. raised in, 357'

demolished by al-Hakim, 167n; Jerusalem
1. burnt in, 454; of Constantinople, 1420,
143n; scriptural readings in, 251n, 447';
status of, in 'Aran's doctrine, 16, 182n

Synagogue ceremonial [service]: by Abraham
Maimuni, 254; by 'Aran, 16

Synagogue rite, Byz., 151; Synagogue sextons,
178. See also House of Worship

Syncretism, 279, 403n
Synnada, Synnadic, 1140, 117
Syria: Armenians migrating into Byz-held

portions of, 103; builders of ByKm came
from, 319; Byz. offensive in, and its effects,
31n, 88-90', 95-102', 166, 385f; Chr.
of, affected by cal. controversy, 280n;
danger of pilgrim traffic in, after Seljuk con-
quests, 325; emigration of Mish. from, to
Bab., questioned, 383n; high standing of
sectaries in, 382; 'Isunians in, 214, 215n,
381n; Jacob b. Ephraim, visitor from, 381nf;
J. immigration to Byz. from, under Basil and
Lecapenus, impossible, 85; J. in, see J. in;
K. in, see K. in; Kirk. had no information
on sectarianism in, 382n; migration waves
from, 100; M. and K. immigrating to, 382nf,
383; M. in, see M. in, PaK could hardly
reach beyond, 84; personal and commercial
ties with, preserved by immigrants to Byz.,
110; population figures of, 160; R. in, see R.
of; reap. roles of, and of Bab., in the I. sect-
forming process, 383f'; transfer of center
of Muslim activity from, to Baghdad, 12;
under the Tulunids, and Km, 23, 84, 382n

Syrian by-name Ba'albekl, 415; S. cities, decline
of, 96-98; S. commerce, 90, 98, 101; S. J.,
see J. in, S. K., see K. in; S. merchants in
Byz., 80*; S. M., see M. in; S. movement of
Severus-Sarini, not reported by Kirk., 382n;
S. R., see R. of, S. regions, conquered by
Byz., M. and K. hailing from, 385

Syrians, rights of, in Constantinople, 104n
Syro-Byzantine Mm, 383-85, 414
Syro-Egyptian Jewry, 160n
Syro-Palestinian: centers, 385; expanse, 375n,

381; J. comm., 384; R. society, 382

Tabaristan, 165
Tabernacle, building of, 178
Tables, astronomical, precalculated. 251 n, 380
Tafsir on Pentateuch, by Saadyah, 226n
Takiyyab ("Caution"), 380n
Takkanah, Takkanoth, 349, 359
Talavera, 40n
Talmid hakham, 249
Talmud: "abominable things" and "secrets"

of, 240f', 259', 260, 362n; against ascribing
Divine origin to, 284; anthropomorphic
homilies in, sneered at by K., 240*, 264;
asserting its authority in Jewry under Islam,
6, 10, 12f; ByK re-evaluation of ["new look"
at], 239-450, 339; countered by 'Anan's
Book of Precepts, 17; early K. opposition
to, 240; hailed by ByK as coming from K.
fathers, 241', 243', 344; heretics in "Land
of Kedar" unaware of, 62; Km's existence
inseparable from, 240; K. argumentation
against, allegedly borrowed by Chr. and
Muslims, 39nf; K. partnership in, claimed,
242, 344; K. study of, 240f'; K. focusing
attacks on differences of opinion in. 269,
357f; K. indebted to, in allegorizing biblical
image of Deity, 264; kiyas indebted to, 17, 217

"new look" at: and TbM, 244f, 245n,
440nf; and YbY, 243f; resulting in K. adoption
of R. cal. cycle, 339f

opposition to, a protest against J. Central
Authorities, 5; Oral Law embodied in, 5;
principle of "do's supersede the do-not's"
in, 405n; positive approach to, ascribed to
earlier K. authorities, 241; submission to
authority of, makes R. less exposed to separat-
ist tendencies, 399

Talmud-minded ideal of study, 249n
Talmudic authorities [institutions], see J. Central
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Authorities; t. authority, expansion of, 121,
221; t. discussion of "fowl with milk," 289;
t. etymology, of sha'atnez, 176n; t. expression
[metaphor], chosen as title of K: lit. project,
245u, 440nf; t. hermeneutics, emulated by
K., 17, 209, 217; t. homilies, K. attack on,
257; t. Judaism, works or, TbM familiar with,
245; t. legislation [law]: ByK fighting against,
while claiming partnership in Talmud, 242;
forceful promotion of, calls forth defiance,
if, 10; Km born in battle against, 240; levelling
action of, 5; on ablutions, not followed by
EgR women, 254; orders regional customs
out of existence, 5, 209; policies of J. Central
Authorities identified with, 5 (see also R.
legislation)

t. literature, 209; t. majority, and consensus,
221; t. sages (masters], 35, 217n, 265, 284,
356, 358 (see also It. scholars); t. sayings,
ByK endorsement of, 243; t. scholar, type
of, and K. ideal of study, 249; t. scholars, K.,
260; t. scholarship, R. lists of Bible difficulties
designed to bolster, 409n; t. sources, under-
lying, but not merely repeated by TbE, 268;
t. studies, neglect of by K. deplored, 240n;
t. tradition: claimed unreliable, 269; K. op-
position to, and ha'atakah, 232; practices
sanctioned by, avoided under K. influence,
257; R. call for reliance, on, 285

t. uniformity, resented, 10. See also Anti-
talmudic

Talmudism, 213
Tamld, 406n
Tanners, Tanning, 115n, 141', 145, 1761'
Tarsus, 95-97, 97nf, 106, 107', 113
Tataric surnames, 58
Taurus, 107n
Taxation, Tax(es), 38n, 116', 157, 182-84',

325, 329-31'
Tchangri, 127
Tchelebi (K. surname), 58
Teachers (jobs), 171, 178
"Teacher(s)" [ham-Melammed, ham-Mclamme-

dim]. 310', 313, 419f', 441, 445n, 448
"Teachers of Jerusalem," 185n
Teachings, see Doctrine(s)
Technical details in Scripture, explained, 173f,

178; t. knowledge, of ByK, 177f; t. terms, in
Greek, 177f', 198; t. professions, K. in, 174, 178

Technology, standard of, in Byz., 178
Temple, 16, 178, 313, 400

Temple Sacrifices [T. Ritual], 356, 360E
Second Temple, see Second Commonwealth

Tenants, 179
Territorial peripheries of Diaspora, 5; t. principle

of abib, 345; t. restoration, and the 'Ananite
synagogue, 16; t. segments of Jewry, and the
Pal-vs-Bab contest, 301; t. self-segregation,
preached by 'Anan, 16

Teru'ah, Teru'oth, 283f'
Textile(s), 142n, 145, 151, 174-76', 198
Thanksofferings, 384n, 400-13'
Thebes, 141n, 149, 157, 1SBn
Theme(s), imperial, 100', 103, 108, 385
Theodosius IT, 143n
Theology, Theologians, 39n, 92n, 185, 218
Theological aspects of intra-J controversy, and

the Arab historians, 39'; t. expressions, in
Greek, 198; t. implications of "Ideal of Pover-
ty," 46n; t. premises of Judaism, and Misb.,
401 f; t. scepticism, 399; t. tract(s), 417'

Theophanes Continuatus, 115n
Theory: of ByK beginnings: "Armenian," 64nf;

"Crimean," 58-64'; "Khazar," 64-79'; "Mis-
sionary, " 79-85', 425, 451

of "haste" in ByK literature, 190n, 193n,
425'; of Sadducean-K kinship, 4n, 20

Theory and Practice, in Mm, 379, 380', 385,
391f, 404n
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T he6s, 423n
Thessalonica: J. in, see J. in; K. in, see K. in;

K-R feud in, 148n, 328-36', 351; messianic
movement in, 148n, 184n, 330n; ThE in, 148',
330*

Thessalonican fair of St. Demetrius, 148n,
328f, 329n; T. J. tax, 329-31 * : T. K-R calendar
feud, 328-36', 351

Tibbon, see Yehudah ibn Tibbon
Tibbonid School, 444

pre-Tibbonid translators, 191E
Tiber River, 108
Tiflis, 128, 369f
[at-]Tifisi, see Abu 'Imran at-Tiflisi
Tiflisism, Tiflisite Creed [sect], Tiffisites, 128,

366-72', 382
Tigris River, 88
Timothy (Katholikos), 254n
Tinnis, 48, 112n
Tirapzin [Trabzon], 123
Tishri (month): BenN on, 274*; feuds over,

333n, 340nf, 345-47, 347n; Pentateuchal
reading cycle beginning in, 251n, 447n; R.
order of festivals beginning in, 281, 333n,
340n; teru'oth for, 284

Tithe(s), 181, 182n
Titles: of Byz. officials, in Sefer ha-'Osher, 198;

of ByK books, show conscious eclecticism
and encyclopedic designs, 440, 442; R.,
academic, 53n, 199n

Tobias b. Eliezer of Castoria (and Thessalonica):
accusations of, answered by ByK, 361f; accus-
ing ByK of foreignness, 363E*; addresses
opponents only twice as K., 262, 290'; admits
only once familiarity with K. commentary,
76n, 262f, 290, 366n; admits twilight position
of some ByR on calendation, 271f; affirms
evolution of Halakhah, 359; against followers
of solar month, 273-75', 393f; against K.
demand of lunar observation, 270, 348-50,
352'; against K. practice of mourning on
Sabbath, 268; against "sinners of Israel,"
331'; and BKLP, 332n, 365nf; and ELA, a
comparison, 262; and Ibn Daud, a comparison,
269', 355f', 358f, 359n; and JbR, a comparison
of interpretations, 332n; and Passover incident,
272f; and Saadyah, 33f, 393; and Thessalonican
feud, 330f, 331n, 333f; answered by Hadassi,
263n. 284*, 360n; applied K. allegorizing
method to midrashic imagery, 264; argument
of unity by, resembling that of Bab. exilarcb,
350n; blurring the differences between K.
and M., 393f; claims intercalation formula
stemming from Adam, 270', 349'; composed
no special tract against K., 262. 356; concerned
little with K. scholastic dissent, 265; contacts
of, with K., 33f, 148; contemporary with ELA,
357; decried K. as novices, 355, 361'

defending: Aggadah, 264f', 393n; R. calen-
dar, 269-75', 348-50', 352'; R. law of levirate,
289; R. transmission, 355-60'; R. view on
"morrow after the Sabbath, 276-790; Sabbath
candles, 265-69', 355n, 358; shofar blowing,
2B3f'; traditional practices not mentioned in
Torah, 283, 285', 287n

denying any value to K. literature and
scholarship, 360f', 365n; did not know Arabic,
290; emphasizes K-R divergence, 262; exploits
scriptural passages to deprecate Km, 262,
3301, 331n, 356; hails R. practices as transmitted
by Prophets to the Sages, 356', 358; homily
on Canticles by, two versions or, 331n; leading
ByR Jewry: 261, 271, 291, 355, 432; in the
time of the First Crusade, 263', 333', 348, 393

lumping together criticism or solar calendar
with critique of Km, 275, 393f; main anti-K
attack of, in context of Leviticus, 361n, 432f;
mentions no K. scholar or book by name,
262; mistakenly placed in Germany, 33; not
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addressing his attack against K., but against
R. influenced by K., 291

on: Angel Intermediary, 29In; "error"
of K., 290n; J. heresy and the Gentiles, 331';
K. as detached from main course of J.
history, 361; K. as opposed to evolutionary
process, 361; K. introducing arbitrary innova-
tions, 361'; K-R academic divergences, 291n;
late appearance of K., 361'; law of first-born,
291; legislative rights of each generation,
349, 359; martyrdom of Rhineland J., 333n;
method of the Bible, 265; 'omer, 277'; R. as
present in time of Temple and Prophets, 360f';
reforms, 349, 359f; ritual slaughter as Mosaic
tradition, 287'; role of leaders in each genera-
tion, 349'

paraphrasing older texts, 270n, 331nf;
perhaps answering TmM, 287'; perhaps
referring to M., 2741, 3931

polemics of, against K.: 33n, 76n, 261-79',
283-91', 3301, 331nf, 348-50', 352', 355-64',
393f, 432f: bear testimony of K. growth in
Byz., 34, 261, 291, 361'; method of, 33, 262f,
275, 35Sf, 393f

preceded Ibn Daud by two generations,
355, 359; present in Thessalonica in late
llthC, 148', 261, 330; R. apologist, 264f,
271, 356; references of, to Crusades, 263',
333': refutes K. on bigamy, 2891'; reports
an interpretation in name of his father, 332n;
repudiates Chr. reckoning as part of his anti-K
critique. 2781; scoring esp. K-R divergences
of practice, 265, 291'; silent on K. permission
of "fowl with milk," 289; stressing absence of
intra-R argument on traditions, 358'; stressing
K. ignorance of Temple procedure, 3601';
summarizes anti-K arguments preceding
the Crusades, 263; uses: Arabic terms for
precious stones, 290n; Greek equivalents for
Hebrew terms, 290n; phrase "commandment
of men learned by rote" in sectarian sense,
285n; warding off K. invasion on practical
details of worship, 283, 291; writes for typical
ByR synagogue audience, 261f; younger
contemporary of TmM, 278, 357

-a' Lekah Tab: allusion(s) to contemporary
events In, 330f, 331n, 333; and Seder hak-
Kabbalah, a comparison, 35Sf; anti-K polemic
in, on fat-tail, 287'; anti-K texts in, belong
mainly to Lev. section, 361 n, 4321; argument
in, on "morrow after the Sabbath." unprece-
dented, 278; bibliography of, 33nf, 261nf;
commentary on Pentateuch and the Five
Scrolls. 262, 356; comparative study of, and
of ByK compilations, imperative, 332n;
composed during and after the First Crusade,
263', 333'; eclectic character of, 331n; Indica-
tive of Ideas preached in ByR synagogues,
262, 264; indispensable for tracing K-R rela-
tions In Byz., 263f. 355; indulging in anti-K
polemics only where biblical text permitted,
262, 356; on Canticles, and Seder ha-'Ocher, a
comparison, 332n; reflects R. strategy vs
ByKm, 3551; refuted by ByK polemicists in
12thC, 263', 278n, 331, 331nf; typical Byz.
Midrash, 262f. 356

Tobias b. Moses: 66n, 82n, 199n, 231n; active:
before ELA, 246', 448n; before Hadassi,
433, 438; before Maimonides, 451n; in Pal.
affairs, 50

admits K. were raised In R. synagogues,
357'; adopted details of R. exegesis. 244f, 245n;
against morning-to-morning count of days
394-97', 404; against R. proscription of
klnoth on Sabbath, 268'; against Saadyah,
44n, 260', 288n, 357n, 389-91', 395; against
sanction of abrogation, 4121; against stringency
of K. marriage law, 82; allegedly born a R.,
Slnf; and 'Ananite Maxim, 212'. 420n, 421;

and ha'atakah, 224', 226', 229f, 239 (see
also Tobias Doctrine); and JbR, a comparison
of materials, 448; and LbY's Code, 227n,
446'; and the Nathan b. Abraham affair,
44; and YbY, 491', 244, 324', 419n, 446nf

anti-M excursuses and polemic of: 119,
374-76, 387-415'; additional texts of, still
unrecovered, 375*; and BoTs account of
Cypriot heretics, 386n; and Kjrk.'s account,
a comparison, 375f, 403, 403nf, 414; internal
K. reasons for, 3981; Mish.'s byname in,
383nf, 415; not prompted by scholarly consider
rations alone, 387; on calendar, 383n, 394-97',
406; on dietary laws, 288n, 383n, 389n-91n,
406; on Mish.'s Chr. orientation and apostasy,
376, 378n, 396, 401-4, 402n-4n, 408, 411-15;
on thanksofferings, 384n, 400-13'; possible
indebtedness to YbA in, 375n, 382n, 401n,
414; primarily referring to ByR, 388; reflecting
llthC Byz. conflict, 374, 375n, 376, 409, 414;
stressing all-J need for combatting Mm, 3951;
the true K-M divide as presented by, 405-8,
411-13; unparalleled in K. polemics, 387, 402;
utilized by AbE, 384n, 389n

anti-R polemics of, 43f, 260', 287f, 288n,
357', 388, 390-950; anti-Saadyan arguments
of, most powerful in K. literature, 260', 390;
appraised correctly the intentions of Mish.,
412n; arranging material in Question-and-
Answer form, 4411, 442n; attacking R. doc-
trine, while borrowing from R. literature, 260;
attained leadership before mid-llthC, 53;
bibliography on, 27n; born in Constantinople,
51, 51nf, 1391, 244, 357; builder and initiator
of BKLP, 422, 442, 4491; collaborators of,
called "Compilers," 439; concedes Rm's
historical precedence over Km, 357'; conscious
eclecticism of, 440'; conscious of own gram-
matical errors and misquotations, 191n, 420,
422, 424, 426, 430, 441; considered David b.
Bo'az and YbA equal in authority, 448

correspondence of: editions of, 27n, 43n,
49, 52n; from Jerusalem to Fustat, 27n, 431,
49f, SOn. 245', 420nf, 4281'; in Egypt, 27n,
51-53', 427f; name and name of father in,
418nf, 436n; spurious, 324,325 0; with Jerusalem,
on calendar, 324-26', 375n, 433f

credited with introducing PaKm into Byz.,
31; critical of David b. Bo'az and YbA, 258;
critique of R. tradition by, 357'; decisive
ByK modifications only after, 250; denying
admissibility of thanksofferings on Passover,
4001, 4101; deprecating R. literature, 362n;
diasporic leadership displayed by, In larger
colophon to ON, 437n; did not compose
commentary on Exodus, 438; echoes feelings
of K. in R. comm., 352f; echoes R. disapproval
of Hezekiah's action on thanksofferings, 400n;
editorial work of, 438, 441; enacting liturgical
decrees, 53; encyclopedic objectives of, 440;
epithets of, 419n, 422, 449; evaluation of lit.
activity of, 449f; familiar with R. literature,
245, 260; fighting assimilation, yet leading
to adjustment, 250; formulae after the dead
as used by, 419nf; formulation of K. roots
of jurisprudence by, 226n, 238n; gives clues
to publication plan of BKLP, 438; Greek
glosses by: atticisms of, 195; in anti-M excur-
suses, 396; in translations of al-Basir's works,
80n, 441n

grieving over death of al-Basir, Stn; hailing
all-J and world unity on evening-to-evening
day count, 397; hailing K. prohibition of all
fats, 391; Hebrew Saadyan quotations of,
227n, 390nf; Hebrew terminology of, 422f';
father of, 332n, 418nf, 436n; idealization of
K. intellectualism and piety by, 420'
421; identity of, confused sometimes'
419n; In contact with important personalities'
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even R., 50', 245'; inclination of,

to long-winded exegesis, 431f; incorrectly
interpreting the Hezekiab story on thanks-
offerings. 400n; indebtedness of: to David
b. Bo'az, 258', 261n, 419, 421, 428; to
SbY, 259n; to YbA, 212', 2580261n,
375n, 382n, 401n, 414, 419, 421, 448

independent contribution of, 258f, 421;
initiates solutions to ByK problems, 456;
inviting ByR to join anti-M campaign, 388;
late traditions on, 31', 49; leader of ByKm,
27, 43f, 53, 201, 203, 244f, 324, 357. 376,
394, 427; leaving Pal. for personal reasons,
44, 50, 51n, 427; legal fiction by, claiming
presupposed biblical support for Byz. practices,
232-34. 239: lends sanction to equation
of consensus with tradition, 224, 229;
linguistic aspects of creations by, 191n,

192, 420, 422-26', 430; lists Mish.
along with evangelists, 408, 413. 415n;
messianic spirit of, in smaller colophon to
ON, 437n; more involved than others in
combatting Mm. 375f, 413; "Mourner," 43,
50', 418, 419n, 421, 427-29', 437n; name of.
419n, 436n; not invoking "mourning" outside
Pal., 427-29; not perturbed by trilingualism
of his works, 424, 426; not referred to by
later ByK as Abel, 428'; older contemporary
of TbE, 278, 357

on: "abominable things" of the Talmud,
2401, 241n, 2590; fat-tail, 260n, 287f', 389f,
389n-9In; melikah. 260n; obligation of study,
249; Saadyan translation method, 423';
Sabbath laws, 438n; sincerity of K. opposition
to R. tradition, 357; translation, 423'; verifica-
tion of Torah, 238n; wasting of knowledge, 249

one path from, to Bash., 250f; opposition
of, to K. Patriarchate, 44, 419n, 427; passed
into K. history as "Translator," 422, 449f;
perhaps answered by TbE, 287f'; perhaps
author of Marpe la-'Esem, 429n; perhaps
copied books for Tustari, 419n; permits

cutting, 'omer on holiday. 278', 435n; pointing
to difficulty of providing material for BKLP,
424, 426; possibly a pupil of Abu'l-Faraj
Harun, 50; projecting back I lthC Byz. situa-
tion into life story of Mish., 415; providing
scholarly justification for Sabbath eve, 397;
pupil of al-Basir, 50, 50nf, 438n, 441n, 445,
449; quotes from lost M. literature, 398;
quotes R. homilies, 245; rearranges material
in translations. 444n; re-evaluation of Talmud
by, 244f, 440nf; referring loosely to transla-
tions and originals. 438n, 444n; referring to

K. comm. in Land of Edom,'! 153; refuting
R. accusation of K-M affinity, 390; remem-
bered as 'Obed, 428'. 449; remembered mainly
for BKLP. 449; repeating K. slogan of indivi-
dualistic exegesis, 420f; reporting conversion
to Km in Byz., 258f'; respect of, for David
b. Bo'az. 419n; respected by later ByK, 432;
revised chronology of, 49-51', 53

scribe, SOn, 418, 419n; selected talmudic
expression for title of lit. project, 245n, 440nf;
share in peddlers' Bag undefined, 441; stressing
K. concentration on literal meaning of Scrip-
ture, 398; student of JeKAcademy, 43f, 49f,
SOnf, 53, 140. 188, 244, 427-30, 437n, 449;
supplemented Pal. notes with later comments
from Byz. scene, 434f; talmudic scholar,
260; thesis of -two-," 325n, 419n; translating
activity of, 49, 80n, 192, 375n, 425n, 438n,
441n, 443-50; "Transmitter," 449f; treated
J. calendar in nonextant vol. of ON, 375n,
433-35; using standard K. thesaurus of scrip-
tural verses. 420f, 420n; using term(s): "enrich-
ment," 440n; kabbalah, 228'; mahalifim,
329n; "priests," for R. and M., 376', 391,
396; yerushshah, 231n
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visited Egypt, 52f', 419n; wielding authority
over ByK before 1048, 53', 335n; writing
dirges, 50n; wrongly credited with: comment-
ary on whole Pentateuch, 436n; Yehi Me'oroth,
30n, 52n, 263n

-'s Book of Precepts, 52n, 433n, 435n, 438n
-'s Osar Nehmad: and ELA, the only extant

ByK compilations of IlthC, 433; another,
ascribed by Lucki also to al-Basic and YbY,
433nf; anti-M refutations in, 374f, 375n,
383n-94n, 4011', 406, 410nf, 413; Arabic
words and clauses left untranslated in,
424-26, 424n; based on notes accumulated
for research, 425f; built on confrontation
of two Pal. schools, 258, 261n, 421, 448;
ceased to be copied, 432

colophon(s) of: larger: analysis of, 421-43';
comparison of with smaller, 436f, 437n; text
of, 50n, 258n, 418-21'; smaller, 436f, 437n

content of, built on course in JeKAcademy,
432; confusion regarding authorship of,
434n; editions of, 29n, 260nf, 374, 374nf,
390n, 394n, 411n; emphasis in, on TbM's
"mourning" contrary to accepted procedure,
427-29; entitled Wayylkra hag-Gadol, 433-35,
434n; fragments of David b. Bo'az's Comment-
ary in, 448; ha'atakah in, 225; Hebrew trans-
lations in, 424, 430f, 443, 448; included in the
Peddlers' Bag, 440-43; interpreting the Priestly
Lore, 419, 431-38'; kabbalah in, 228n; Kirk.'s
and Saadyah's discussions of Mm incorporated
in, 383n; let fail into oblivion, 432; LbY'a
Code written half a century before, 227n;
long-winded exegetical design of, 431f, 432n-
34n, 436n

MS of, Bodleian: and Lucki's, 433nf;
covering first ten chapters of Lev., 29n, 375n,
431, 434, 434nf, 439; first of a series of note-
books, 432, 437f; guide to the original plan
of BKLP, 441-43; made known by Neubauer,
29n, 50n, 258n, 418nf. 421, 437n; referring
to earlier discussion(s), 438n

MS of, Lucki s, 433nf; nature of, and the
report on conversion to Km, 258f; no mere
compilation, 258, 421; nonextant volumes
of, 324n, 375', 433-35'; not a translation in
the accepted sense, 422; note-book(s) of:
430-38'; first, on Lev. 1-10 (extant), 375n,
431, 434f', 438; on Lev. 19 (nonextant),
435n; on Lev. 23 (nonextant), 324n, 375n,
434, 435n; second, on Lev. 11 (nonextant),
434n; third, on Lev. 12-15 (nonextant), 434n

only fragment of, preserved in one single
copy, 432; part of a broader plan, though
limited to Lev., 438, 440; part of BKLP,
427; perhaps the source of Ibn Ezra on Mm,
378n; reconstruction of M-K relations based
on, and on Kirk., 374-76; scope of, limited
to Lev., 226n, 361n, 374, 375n, 419, 431-38';
spelling of Ba'albeki in, 384n; structure of,
multivolume, 431-38'; superseded by abridg-
ments, 432; title of, revealing encyclopedic
design and eclecticism, 440; trilingual amalgam
in, 424-26; TbM apologizing for non-lit.
origin of, 430; underlying later polemics
against Misb., 372n, 389n; wrongly ascribed
to YbY, 278n, 324n

-'s piyyatim, SSnf, 352f, 352n, 418nf
-'a translations (of al-Basic's works), 80n,

375n, 425n, 438n, 441n, 444n, 4451'
Tobias Doctrine, 233-39', 435n
Tobias School, 192, 227nf, 238, 260, 446
Toledo: 34, 40n, 301n, 359n, 363; Khazars in

67, 74n
Toleration, 164n
Tomb [Grave]: of Isaac Nappaha, 351n; of

SbY. 99n
Topography: of J. quarters in Constantinople,
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142'; of K. dwellings in Constantinople,
144n, 146

Torah: 253, 285, 311f, 348, 356f, 411; adding
to, or subtracting from, 360; "fence around
the," 359; language of, 265. See also Bible;
Pentateuch; Scripture; Written Law

Torah, as root of jurisprudence, 226n, 237f, 238n
Trabzon, see Trebizond
Tract on Festivals, see Joseph al-Basir
Trade, see Commerce
Traders, see Merchants
Tradition(s): absence of, among K., decried,

35n, 360; ancient, and precalculated calendar,
270, 349; and ByK development of ha'atakah,
228, 230-34, 237, 239; and consensus, 223f,
230f, 237; and morning-to-morning day count,
386nf; and preservation of biblical figures
of speech, 265; any Hebrew term for, is of R.
origin, 225; Byz., and Km, 320; early ByJ,
of referring to Mish. as Ba'albeki, 384n;
impact of, admitted by K., 224; independent,
of Pal., 13; K., paraphrased by Arab historians,
305; late ByK, concerning TmM, 31', 49,
447n; M. adherence to R. calendar sanctified
by, 384; mishnaic, on shofar, 284; Mosaic,
of Sabbath candles, debated, 269; of Hai,
on cal. reform, 35In; of world leader-
ship in Jewry, 319f; oral, denoted by R. ha'a-
takah, 228; prophetic [and priestly]: and
early K. references to ha'atakah, 227, 229nf,
232n; claimed as basis of R. practices, 220n,
356-58

R. [normative, talmudic]: AbJ on, 232n;
apologia of, in Seder hak-Kabbalah and Lekah
Tob, 356; historical continuity of, hailed,
355; K. opposition to, and ha'atakah, 232;
meant by SbY's kabbalah, 228n; practices
sanctioned by, avoided by some ByR, 257;
R. calling for reliance on, 285; reliability of,
hailed and debated, 269, 356-59'; TbM on
sincerity of K. opposition to, 357

R. concept of, denoted and repudiated in
early K. borrowing of R. terms, 225; regional,
and dissident consensus, 224; variations of,
and plurality of sects, 11; yerushshah, as R.
concept of, 231n

"Chain of Tradition [Transmission]," 265,
357, 359f

Tradition-mindedness, 216
Traditional appellation of Mish., and by-name,

383; t. customs, abandoned by M., 413; t.
folkways, K. opposition to, 283; t. Judaism
[J. mode of life]. ByK inroads on, 291, 355;
t. K. order of festivals, 281, 340n; t. laws,
and Byz. abjuration formula, 282; t. obligation
of ransoming captives, 46; t. practice(s) [obser-
vances], listed and defended by ThE, 283,
285, 287'; t. prerogatives [supremacy] of Pal.
in cal. matters. 306, 308; t. pro-K attitude of
Caliphate, hailed, 364; t. provisions of ritual
purity, neglected by ByR, 255; t. R. claim
that Halakhah does not add or subtract from
Torah, 360; t. R. interpretation of "morrow
after the Sabbath," 276, 278; t. ties and institu-
tions, weakening of, in ByKm, 248

"Traditionists," 229, 247
Traffic, see Communication
Trans-Anatolian Highway [Road System]: 103',

107, 112, 114, 131; and the Seljuks, 109, 121,
325

Transgression(s), 311, 395, 402', 411f
Translation: literal, ThM on inadequacy of,

423n; Marpe la-'Fsem perhaps not a-, 429n;
medieval J. terms for, 422f, 423nf; of Divine
Name and attributes, 423n; of term an-nakl,
230n; ON not a-, in accepted sense, 422;
religious self-assertion begins with, 450;
Saadyanic method of, discussed, 423'; ThM's
report on conversion to Km not a-, 259

Translations, Hebrew, from the Arabic: early,
Ibn Tibbon's critique of, 191f; early ByK:
7, 30, 77n, 188-93', 332n, 350n, 375n, 416f,
442-490; and compilation, 30, 258, 443f;
availability of, decides survival of classics,
452; based on notes of students, 417f, 424-27,
443f; by Jacob b. Simon, 188, 188nf, 446; by
TmM, 49, 80n, 192, 375n. 425n, 438n, 441n,
443-50; by Tobias School, 192, 227n, 446;
expression of self-assertion, 450; impact of,
on East European Km, 452; negligence of
style of, 192f, 193n, 424-26; of David b. Bo'az,
absence of, 448; of al-Basir, 80n, 375n,
425n, 438n, 441n, 444n, 445f'; of LbY,
227nf, 271n, 446; of "Survey of J. Sects,"
underlying Hadassi's accounts of Tiff. and
Mish., 370f, 371n, 373f, 374n, 379n; of YbA,
771, 77n, 197n, 350n, 448f; of YbY, 188, 188nf,
446, 446nf; sebel, absent in, 231n; some,
interlinear, 425'; superseded the Arabic
originals, 30; underlying Seder ha-'Osher,
not by JbR himself, 197, 330n, 332n, 448f;
wrongly considered sponsored by the PaK
masters, 425, 451

no ready-made, available to BKLP, 431,
444; of al-Ghazzali, 237n; of Saadyah, 225';
of the Tibbonid School, 443

Translators: ByK, 191', 197, 444 46, 448,

451 (see also Jacob b. Simon, TbM); R.,
191f, 237n

Transliteration: Arabic, of Hebrew, 417f; Hebrew.
of Greek, 127, 198n, 199', 281'

Transmission: 223n, 227f, 229n-31n, 237;
"genuine" [an-Nakl as-Sahih], 229nf

Transmission [Tradition], see Oral Transmission;
Tradition; Written Transmission

"Transmitted Truth," 219
Travel, Travelers: 151, 186, 325, 337, 413;

religious problems of, 172f. See also under
individual names of travelers

Trebizond [Trabzon]: 120, 121', 124n, 127;

1. in, see J. in; K. in, see K. in.
"Trecento," 141n
Trespass offerings, 361
Tribes: Israelite, 400; under Islam, 165
Trilingualism, Trilingual: (of) ByK literature,

193n, 424-26, 425n
Trinity, 402, 403n, 414
Triumph, Imperial, 92n
Troki, 38n, 52n, 188n, 452
Tulunids, 23, 83f, 382n
Tume'ash Meth, 253n
Turkey [Turkish-conquered provinces of Byz.],

K. in, see K. in
Turkic character of Khazar society, 65; T.

environment, 65n; T. Khazars, 64; T. linguistics
and folklore, 65n

Turkic-speaking groups, surviving, 65; Karaimic-
Turkic dialect, 196

Turkicized names, of ByK, 200'
Turkish advance into Europe, 152; T. times

[period], J. in (and K. in), see J. in Turkey, and
K. in Turkey; T. place-names, 113n; T.
provinces under Islam, 165; T. R., see J. in
Turkey; T. regime, J. under, see J. in Turkey;
T. road system. 106

Turks, 109, 142n, 151, 152n, 165
Tustar, 219n
Tustari, Abraham, 52nf, 419
Tustari brothers [family], 52n, 257n
Twilight position, between Km and Rm, 257',

271
Tyana, 107
Tyre, 453
Tzimiskes, see John Tzimiskes

'Ukbara, 'Ukbarite, 374n, 377, 383', 404n,
409n, 415
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[o1-]'Ukbari (by-name), 383, 383nf, 415. See also
Isma'il al-'Ukbari; Mishawayah al-'Ukbari

Umayyad Caliphate, Umayyad era, 9-12
Ummanlm shel Meshi, 141n
'Umar, tribe of, 165
Unanimity: all-J: absence of, invoked against

R. tradition, 357f; demanded for ha'atakah,
232f; over lunar observation, 377, 378n, 380n

Bab., 316f; Gentile-J, over evening-to-

evening day count, argued, 397; K., sanction.
ing cal. rift, 344; K-R, over evening-to-evening
day count, 397'; R., over principles, claimed,
269, 358f

Unbelief, Unbeliever, 381n, 401f, 411f
Uncircumcised, 396, 401, 412
Uncleanliness, see Ritual Uncleanliness
Unification: of Jewry, due to Arab conquests,

10; of Km, by JeKCenter, 399
Uniform calendar, importance of, 349; u. concep-

tion of Km. 302
Uniformity: all-Bab, 315; K., 219f, 314, 399,

456; R., 10, 12f, 380, 381n, 456
Uniformitarian pressure, 219
Uniformization of Km, 399
Unity: J.: against M. heresy, hailed, 397'; and

calendation, 270, 293, 307', 311, 349f, 349n-
51n; and evening-to-evening day count, 397';
and taxes imposed by Gentile governments, 331n

K.: allegedly caused by Saadyan attack, 23;
hampered by regional divergences, 220;
JeKCenter to lead to, 220

K-R, despite ritual divergence, 36-41, 44,
46, 48, 53f, 56f, 293; world u., on evening-to-
evening count, claimed, 397

Unleavened bread, Greek term for, 281
Urban centers of the Caliphate, 5, 10, 45, 219;

u. character, of ByKm, 181, 182', 195; u.
population: J., in 'Abbasid Caliphate, 18, 315;
K., and cal. difficulties, 322

u. property, acquisition of, 179
Urbanization [Urbanistic tendency], 118', 181f

' Urf, 208n
Urfa, see Edessa
Usul al-Fikh, 223
Usus, 208

Va'ad, of Lithuanian Jewry, 38n
Venice, Venetian(s), 98, 120n, 330
Verification of Torah, 238'
Villehardouin, G., 137, 141, 142', 147nf
Vilna, 38n
Vineyard(s), 178, 179', 180f
Violence, physical, in K-R relations, 55f', 329,

351
Vitality, popular, of sectarianism, and K. intel-

lectualism, 19, 209
Volhynia, 188n

Watchmen, K., 178
Wayyikra hag-Gadol, 433-35, 434n
Wealth [Riches]: amassing of, inherent in dias-

poric living, 312; aristocracy of, 15, 45, 45nf;
K., 45f', 48, 298n, 364

"Wealthy of Israel," 312
Weaving, 174
Weights, communal supervision of, 286
Welfare, obligation to care for, 48
West, 98, 325 (see also, Europe, Western)
Western environment, 243 ; W. envoy is Byz.,

363n
"Wilderness of the Peoples," 311
Wine: of Gentiles, 297, 401; prohibition of, 16,

313
Wisdom: and the Heb. Scripture, 408; God's, 407
Witchcraft, 282, 283'
Women, "the Two Wicked," 22, 316n
"Wonders," Future, 455

545

Wool: dyeing of, 174; in sha'atnez, 175
Work tools, Greek names for, 177, 198
Worship: correct way of, shown in each

generation, 349; details of, K-R controversy
over, 283-85'; diasporic condemned by
Pal-centrics, 309f, 313; House of, 53f;
K. freedom of, safeguarded, 54, 55', 335;
of "three deities" by Mish., 402, 403n; R.,
influenced by Km, 255n

Writings [Letters], sent from Pal. to K. abroad,
187n, 329

Written Law [Law of the Torah], 17, 218, 233f,
285

Written Transmission, 227, 231nf, 238n
Written Word [Divine Writ, Word], 21, 239,

284, 360
Written Word [Kathub], as root of jurisprudence,

226n, 237nf

Xenophobia, Byz., 363'
Xiphilinos, 195

Yahad, 293n
Yahya of Antioch: on: Byz-Muslim wars,

87n-91n, 95n, 97n, 99n-101n; Easter and the
J. calendar, 2800; al-Hakim's persecutions,
167n; intra-Chr controversy, 280', 338n;
ransom of prisoners, 48n

Ya'kub, tribe of, 165
Yefeth b. 'Ali: admiration of, for Byz., 166;

against Till., 368nf; allusions of: to Carma-
thians, 78, 88nf; to Khazars, 66n, 73n, 77f*

and his circle of rationalists, 212; anti-
Muslim statements by, 78, 89n, 94f', 166';
appeal of, for settlement in Jerusalem, 187n;
citing Hai on cal., in Hebrew, 350nf; conced-
ing R. desire for unity, 350n; contemporaneous
with Nicephor's campaigns, 3 In, 382n; contem-
porary of SbM, SIn, 225n, 351n; criticized
by TbM, 258; had no complete copy of'Anan's
Book of Precepts, 210n; influence of, on Iba
Ezra, 378n; interpreting BenN, 213', 214f,
215n, 217n; invoking 'Ananite Maxim, 210n,
212', 217n; invoking R. scholars, 217n;
JbR's indebtedness to, 30nf, 77n, 94n, 172n,
197nf, 299n, 401n, 448'

on: " international situation, 31n, 94f',
164', 166'; messianic calculations, 94n;
situation in 10thC Baghdad, 88n

Pal. exegetical school of, opposing David
b. Bo'az, 261n, 421, 448; perhaps the source
of anti-M polemics, 375n, 378n, 382n, 414;
piyyut of, 187n, 190n; popularity of, 166,
346n, 350n, 359n, 447-49; preference for,
not yet in llthC, 448'; representing late
Golden Age, 8, 185n, 207, 212; the "Teacher,-
419, 448; TbM's indebtedness to, 212', 258,
261n, 375n, 382n, 401n, 419, 421, 448; western
orientation of, 166

-'s Biblical Commentaries: Arabic: on Daniel,
31n, 78n, 88nf, 94f', 166'; on Deuteronomy,
212n; on Isaiah, 89n; on Leviticus, 350n,
434n, 449; on Ruth, 197n; on Zechariah, 51n,
210n, 212

Hebrew versions of, 77f, 77n, 197n, 350n,
448f

Yefeth b. Sa'ir, 247a
Yefeth-Hacar, I., 153n
Yehi Me'oroth, 29nf, 51nf, 263n, 278n, 294nf,
350n

Yehudah (uncle of AbE), 136n
Yehudah al-Barseloni, 70n
Yehudah b. Jacob, K. scribe, 125, 125nf
Yehudah Hadassi: account of 'Isunians by,
274n, 38In; account of Mish. by, 373f',
377n-79n, 383nf, 389n, 405n; account of
Tiff. by, 128n, 370-72, 371nf, 374; accusing
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R. of persecuting K., 56n; acknowledging
Saadyan influence on K. thinking, 218n;
active two generations after TmM, 433, 438;
against claim of divine origin of Talmud,
284'; against evil shepherds, 284'; against
leshon la'az, 298n; against R. leaders of Dias-
pora, 37n; against shofar regulations, 284';
and the chronology of Nissi b. Noah, 241n;
answering ThE, 263n, 284', 360n; ascribing
a Peddlers' Bag to al-Basic, 441n; author of
Yeh! Me'oroth, 30n, 52n, 263n, 294n, 350n;
borrows term from Erclesiastes, 242n, 439';
citing 'Asian's etymology of abib, 300n; conced-
ing R. desire for unity, 350n; confirms multi-
volume structure of ON, 435; confirms scope
of ON was limited to Lev. alone, 435;
confrontation of K. and R. schools of
Judaism by, 392n; enumerates al-Baslr's
works, 441n; epithet for ThM by, 449n;
fables of, 174'; formulated Articles of Faith,
200'; giving additional title Wayyikra hag-
Gadol to ON, 434', 435; Hebrew version of
Istlbsar in bands of, 446n; idealistic presenta-
tion of MoZ by, 45n; in al-Hiti's list of K.
scholars, 135n; indebted to LbY, 271n; lit.
mannerisms of, 173n, 296', 439; name and
origin of, 129f, 199n; new connotation of
"Mourner" in time of, 427, 428nf

on: Angel Intermediary, 29In; calendar,
271n, 280', 292n, 337-39', 350n; calendation
as witchcraft, 283n; "commandment of men
learned by rote," 284'; hekkesh, 217nf; K.
roots of jurisprudence, 217nf, 222n, 230';
lit. "enrichment," 440n; miraculous spring
in Armenia, 129n; "morrow after the Sabbath,"
276n; objectionable Aggadoth, 240'; rigoristic
slant in Km, 326n; Saadyan account of K.
schism, 294n; sebel, 230, 231n; sha'atnez, 175n;
slsith. 175n; visit of Oriental K. in Constan-
tinople, 128f

philosophical glosses of, 195; preserved
formula of ByK marriage contract, 296';
quoting twice Hai's work on calendar,
350n; reporting on ByK cal. query, 324',
326', 375n, 433f, 434n; reporting on early
ByK works, 438f'; Sabbath laws of, 62n,
1721, 173n, 177nf, 180nf, 266n, 268'; silkworm
culture described by, 176n; sometimes included
in period of K. consolidation, 8; use of term
kabbalah by, 228n; uses unique terminology
for "Easter," 280n, 339; transplanted by
Firkowicz to the Crimea, 58n

s Bshkol hak-Kofer: alphabets deleted from,
28n, 439n; anti-Chr passages in, 28n; Arabic
frhrist of, 28n; chronology of, 381n, 442;
continuity of, with BKLP, 442; edition of,
28, 28nf, 172n; form of, 28, 173n, 296', 442;
Hebrew epitome of, 28n, 32n; importance of,
28, 28nf, 442; MSS of, 28', 31nf, 63n; meaning
of title, 442; "Signs of Messiah" in, 28n;
sources underlying, 438nf; Yehi Me'oroth,
collectanea for, 30n, Stn, 263n, 350n

Yehudah Hallevi, 33n, 70, 173n, 345f'
Yehudah Happarsi, 273f
Yebudah [al-]Harizi, 151

Yehudah ibn Kuraish, 257n
Yehudah ibn Tibbon, 19If, 345n
Yehudah Mosconi, 199a
Yehudah Nathan, 237n
Yehudah Savuskan, 132n-35n
Yehudah Tishbi, 32n
Yehudal Gaon, 13
Yemen, MoZ in, 428n
Yerushalmi, K. pilgrim title, 428n
Yerushshah ["Heritage"], 230nf
Yeshu'ah b. Yehudah: and establishment of Km

in Spain, 346n; and Khazars, 66n, 73n; and
TbM, 49', 244, 324', 419n, 446nf; anti-
rlkkub legislations of, 81, 82f', 446n; as pro-
sented by Bash., 235; bibliography on, 82n;
chronology of, 49f'; credited with reply to
ByK cal. query, 324'; Ibn Daud's struggle
against, 207n, 346n, 359n; Ibn Tams introdu-
cing book of, into Castille, 359n; idealistic
presentation of, 8, 188n, 243f; invoking R.
dicta, 241; last Palestinian leader, 8, 244,
324, 446; Lucki ascribing an ON also to,
433nf; new formulation of prohibition of fire on
Sabbath by, 266f; on Ben N, 2740; on Talmud,
241, 243f; persistent memory of SpK contacts
with, 346'; philosophical writings of, 207n;
popular in Spain even among It, 346n, 359n;
pupil of Abu'l-Faraj Harun, 50; pupil of
al-Basir, 50, 81, 82n, 83, 446n; representing
late Golden Age, 8, 185nf, 207, 324; students
coming to, from Byz., 8; teacher of Jacob b.
Simon, 188, 188nf;TbM's ON wrongly ascribed
to, 278n, 324n; translated by Jacob b. Simon,
188, 188nf, 446; wrongly credited with lenient
'omer laws, 278n; wrongly identified as author
of Et.A, 245nf, 365n

s: Bereshith Rabba, 346n, 359n, 435n;
Book of Incest (Kitab oJ-'Arayoth), 188n,
446; Commentary on Pentateuch, 49n,

"Yeshu'ab myth," 244'
Yibbum, see Levirate Marriage
Yiddish, 192
Yobel, see Jubilee
"Yoke of Precepts" ["of Law"], 231n

274

Yom Kippur [Day of Atonement], 255n, 281',
345, 377*

Yom Teru'ah [Feast of Trumpets], 281
Yudgban of Hamadan, 8, 16, 214
Yudghanitm, Yudghanites, 367'

Zadok, 276nf
Zadokite Literature [Fragments], 4n, 20, 254n,

289nf
[az-]Za'farani, see Musa az-Za'farani
Zebulun, 174
Zechariab, 316n, 361
Zerahyah Hallevi, 237n
Zero'im [Carmathians], 89a
Zion, 23, 299', 310', 313
Zion, Mt., 22
Zlonide, Yehudah Hallevi's, 173n
Zionism, Zionist, 16, 22, 301
Zoe (Jewess), 198
Zoth hat-Torah, 436n
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